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SOUNDINGS
Section Editor: Richard Stern

This front section of the Journal includes acoustical news, views, reviews, and general tutorial or select-
ed research articles chosen for wide acoustical interest and written for broad acoustical readership.

ACOUSTICAL NEWS—USA
Elaine Moran
Acoustical Society of America, 500 Sunnyside Boulevard, Woodbury, New York 11797

Editor’s Note: Readers of this Journal are asked to submit news items on awards, appointments, and other activities about
themselves or their colleagues. Deadline dates for news items and notices are 2 months prior to publication.

New Fellows of the Acoustical Society of America

Robert P. Carlyon—For contributions
to the understanding of perceptual
grouping processes and pitch perception.

James F. Greenleaf—For contributions
to medical ultrasound.

Daniel Juve—For contributions to un-
derstanding sound generation by turbu-
lent flow and propagation in inhomoge-
neous media.

John C. Middlebrooks—For contribu-
tions to the psychophysics and physiol-
ogy of spatial hearing.

Edward C. Monahan—For contribu-
tions to the acoustics of the air–sea in-
terface.

Oleg V. Rudenko—For contributions to
nonlinear acoustics.

1 1J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 105 (1), January 1999 0001-4966/99/105(1)/1/5/$15.00 © 1999 Acoustical Society of America



ICA/ASA ’98: The Joint meeting of the 16th
International Congress on Acoustics
and the 135th meeting of the Acoustical
Society of America held in Seattle, Washington

ICA/ASA ’98 was held 20–26 June 1998 in Seattle, Washington.
Technical and social meeting events were organized at a variety of locations
in and nearby Seattle including the Seattle Sheraton Hotel and Towers, the
Westin Hotel, the Pacific Science Center, The Fifth Avenue Theatre, and
Tillicum Village on Blake Island. This was the second time an International
Congress was held in the United States, the first occurred in 1956 in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts and the third time the Acoustical Society has met in
Seattle, the previous meetings were held in 1962 and 1988.

The meeting drew a total of 2124 registrants. Attesting to the impor-
tance of this international event, this meeting drew attendees from 42 coun-
tries. There were 36 from Australia, 11 from Austria, 15 from Belgium, 12
from Brazil, 75 from Canada, 2 from Chile, 1 from Columbia, 3 from the
Czech Republic, 17 from Denmark, 1 from Egypt, 2 from Estonia, 7 from
Finland, 95 from France, 49 from Germany, 1 from Greece, 4 from Hong
Kong, 1 from Hungary, 9 from India, 3 from Ireland, 3 from Israel, 28 from
Italy, 173 from Japan, 33 from Korea, 8 from Mexico, 27 from the Nether-
lands, 9 from New Zealand, 18 from Norway, 12 from Poland, 47 from the
Republic of China, 27 from Russia, 3 from Singapore, 1 from the Slovak
Republic, 3 from South Africa, 13 from Spain, 25 from Sweden, 7 from
Switzerland, 1 from Turkey, 2 from Venezuela, 77 from the United King-
dom, 1066 from the United States, and 3 from Yugoslavia.

This meeting provided a host of opportunities for technical and social
exchange, both formal and informal. A welcome reception was held on
Saturday, 20 June, at the Pacific Science Center, one of the top science
museums in the United States. Attendees were able to enjoy hors d’oeuvres
while exploring the hands-on and interactive exhibits featured at the mu-
seum. On Sunday, 21 June, Opening Ceremonies were held at The Fifth
Avenue Theatre, which included welcoming remarks from members of the
ICA/ASA ’98 Executive Committee and the Chair of the International Com-
mission on Acoustics. The ceremonies opened with a presentation on Native
American drumming by Ralph Bennett as well as prototypically America
musical presentations by Susan Pascal Quartet, a jazz ensemble, and The
Total Experience Gospel Choir.

A total of 1504 papers organized into 170 sessions covered the areas of
interest of all 12 Technical Committees and 1 Technical Group. Technical
Sessions began on Monday morning, 22 June and were held each day until
Friday evening. Sixteen Plenary Lectures were presented by recognized ex-
perts in the field and were well attended. The Technical Program included
over 90 special sessions. An ‘‘Opera House Design Student Competition,’’
memorial sessions honoring Manfred Heckl, Isadore Rudnick, and Hugh

Flynn and a short course on ‘‘Nonlinear System Techniques and Applica-
tions’’ were also part of the technical program.

A meeting proceedings on CD-ROM containing two-page manuscripts
of presentations was provided to registrants and a printed version was avail-
able at an extra charge.

An equipment exhibition was held from Monday through Wednesday
and included over 30 exhibits on active noise control systems, computer-
based instrumentation, sound level systems, signal processing systems,
sound intensity systems, devices for noise control, and acoustical materials.

The Technical Committees/Technical Specialty Group all held meet-
ings of their committees to which all meeting attendees were invited. The
meeting also included 18 different meetings dealing with standards, indicat-
ing a healthy level of activity in this area of our endeavors. Technical tours
were arranged to the Boeing Aerodynamics, Noise and Propulsion Labora-
tories, and to the new Seattle concert hall, Benaroya Hall.

A social was held on Monday evening at the Sheraton Hotel, to give
all attendees an opportunity to get together with colleagues. On Wednesday
and Thursday, participants enjoyed boat cruises to Tillicum Village on
Blake Island. The visit to this Northwest native village included a salmon
dinner followed by a presentation of ‘‘Dance on the Wind’’ featuring songs
and dances from Northwest Native American tribes. Participants were
treated to the beautiful Seattle nighttime skyline on the return cruise.

On Thursday a banquet and closing ceremonies were held at the Wes-
tin Hotel and included musical entertainment by Northwest Choral Arts.

Other social events included lunches and receptions for students where

FIG. 1. 1999 Gold Medal recipient Floyd Dunn~l–r, Vice President Ilene
Busch-Vishniac, Elsa Dunn, Floyd Dunn, President Lawrence Crum!

Neil A. Shaw—For contributions to ar-
chitectural acoustics and audio design.

Yohichi Tohkura —For contributions to
cross-language speech perception and
production.

Barry Uscinski—For contributions to
the understanding of wave propagation
in random media.
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they could meet with other students and with senior members of the acous-
tics community.

The Women in Acoustics Committee sponsored a luncheon that was
especially well-attended by a number of foreign guests. The Committee
welcomed Patricia Kuhl, the next President of ASA, who made some re-
marks concerning the increasing role of women in the ASA.

The plenary session included the presentation of Acoustical Society
awards and announcement of newly elected Fellows of the Society.

The ASA President and Vice President presented four Society awards
~see Figs. 1 through 4! and announced the election of 17 new Fellows~see
Fig. 5!. The Gold Medal was presented to Floyd Dunn ‘‘for creative contri-
butions to fundamental knowledge of ultrasonic propagation in, and interac-
tions with, biological media.’’ The Helmholtz–Rayleigh Interdisciplinary
Silver Medal in Acoustical Oceanography and Underwater Acoustics was
presented to David E. Weston ‘‘for seminal work on the physics of explo-
sive sources, scattering, and the horizontal refraction of sound.’’ Honorary
Fellowship was conferred upon Carleen M. Hutchins ‘‘for her unique role in
combining the art of violin making with the science of acoustics.’’ The R.
Bruce Lindsay Award was presented to Robert L. Clark ‘‘for contributions
to active adaptive noise control.’’ Election of the following persons to Fel-
low grade was announced: Xavier Boutillon, Armand Dancer, C. J. Darwin,
Robert Dooling, Jos J. Eggermont, Kenneth G. Foote, Juan A. Gallego-
Juarez, Charles F. Greenlaw, Timothy Leighton, Jacques Reisse, Edwin W.
Rubel, Ronald Schusterman, John P. Seiler, Kawan Soetanto, Quetin Sum-
merfield, Harvey Sussman, and Kevin L. Williams.

President-Elect James West presented the traditional President’s Tun-
ing Fork to Lawrence Crum whose term as President of ASA ended at the
close of ICA/ASA ’98 ~see Fig. 6!.

The International Congress on Acoustics~ICA! is held every three
years under the authority of the International Commission on Acoustics. A

special event during ICA/ASA ’98 was the first general assembly of the
reorganized International Commission on Acoustics. The main agenda items
for the General Assembly were the election of the Board for the next three
years, agreement on the budget, adoption of the by-laws, and discussion of
other items that may be suggested by member societies. The General As-
sembly elected ASA members Gilles Daigle as General Secretary and
Lawrence Crum as President. Indeed it is a compliment to the ASA that the
overwhelming majority of the Board of the ICA are also members of the
ASA.

The President expressed the Society’s thanks to the Local Committee
for the excellent execution of the meeting, which clearly required meticu-
lous planning. Local committee members were: Michael Bailey, Steven
Kargl, Audio-Visual; Thomas Matula, Peter Kaczkowski, Computer Access/
Paper Copying Service; Charles Schmid, Evan Davis, Entertainment; Will
Cady, Peter Chang, Exhibits; Nancy Penrose, Facilities; Pierre Mourad,
Food Service; James Angerer, James Mercer, Fundraising; Kirk Beach,
Housing; Kevin Williams, Medals and Awards Plenary Session; Rex An-
drew, Marilee Andrew, Opening Ceremonies; Susan Norton, John Reid,
Plenary Sessions; Monty Bolstad, Thomas Matula, Public Relations; Brian
Dushaw, Registration; Iona Park, Belur Shivrashankara; Signs and Posters;
Bruce Howe, Dajun Tang, Darrell Jackson, Jeffrey Nystuen, Socials and
Receptions; Tyrone Porter, Student Participation; Peter Dahl, Robert
Dougherty, Michalakis Averkiou, Technical Tours; Jane Crum, Jennifer
Clesceri, Marilyn Matula, Visitors’ Program; Professional meeting services
provided by Jan Kvamme and Sarah Cook of Engineering Professional Ser-
vices ~see Fig. 7!.

The President also extended thanks to the members of the Technical
Program Organizing Committee and the Scientific Advisory Committee.
Members of the Technical Program Organizing Committee were: Patricia K.
Kuhl, Scientific Program Chair; Anthony A. Atchley, Vice Chair; Brian

FIG. 2. 1999 Helmholtz–Rayleigh Interdisciplinary Silver Medal recipient
David E. Weston.

FIG. 3. Honorary Fellow Carleen M. Hutchins~l–r Vice President Ilene
Busch-Vishniac, Robert Schumacher, Carleen Hutchins, President Lawrence
Crum!.

FIG. 4. 1999 R. Bruce Lindsay Award recipient Robert L. Clark~l–r Vice
President Ilene Busch-Vishniac, Chris Fuller, Robert Clark, President
Lawrence Crum!.

FIG. 5. ASA President and Vice President congratulate the newly elected
Fellows of ASA who attended the meeting.
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Dushaw, Darrell R. Jackson, Acoustical Oceanography; Whitlow W. L. Au,
Animal Bioacoustics; Michael R. Yantis, Architectural Acoustics; Ronald
A. Roy, Michael R. Bailey, Bioresponse to Vibration/Biomedical Ultra-
sound; Harry Simpson, Thomas R. Howarth, Engineering Acoustics; Victor
W. Sparrow, Education in Acoustics; Douglas H. Keefe, Edward M. Burns,
Musical Acoustics; Iona Park, Richard Peppin, Noise; Thomas R. Matula,
Steven Kargl, Physical Acoustics; Donna L. Neff, Lynne Werner, Susan
Norton, Psychological and Physiological Acoustics; Gary R. Wilson, David
I. Havelock, Signal Processing in Acoustics; Terrance M. Nearey, Paul Iver-
son, Speech Communication; Jerry H. Ginsberg, David Feit, Structural
Acoustics and Vibration; George V. Frisk, Dajun Tang, Underwater Acous-
tics.

Members of the Scientific Advisory Committee were: Acoustical
Oceanography: Darrell R. Jackson, Chair; Tokou Yamamoto, Peter F.
Worcester, Timothy K. Stanton; Animal Bioacoustics: Whitlow W. L. Au,
Chair; Bertel Mohl, Uli Schnitzler; Architectural Acoustics: Dana S.
Hougland, Chair; Mendel Kleiner, David Lubman, Ewart A. Wetherill, Jerry
G. Lilly; Bioresponse to Vibration/Biomedical Ultrasound: Ronald A. Roy,
Chair; Floyd Dunn, Shira L. Broschat, Anthony J. Brammer; Engineering
Acoustics: Thomas R. Howarth, Chair; James M. Powers; Musical Acous-
tics: Douglas H. Keefe, Chair; Juergen Meyer, Thomas D. Rossing, Uwe J.
Hansen; Noise: Richard J. Peppin, Chair; Leo L. Beranek, Louis C. Suther-
land; Physical Acoustics: James M. Sabatier, Chair; David T. Blackstock,
Henry E. Bass, Werner H. Lauterborn. Psychological and Physiological
Acoustics: Donna L. Neff, Chair; William A. Yost, Nathaniel I. Durlach,
Peter Dallos, Ervin R. Hafter; Signal Processing in Acoustics: David I.
Havelock, Chair; J. Stuart Bolton; Speech Communication: Terrance M.
Nearey, Chair; Kenneth N. Stevens, John J. Ohala; Structural Acoustics and
Vibration: Jerry H. Ginsberg, Chair; Sabih I. Hayek, Scott D. Sommerfeldt,
Jean-Louis Guyader; Underwater Acoustics: George V. Frisk, Chair; Ralph
R. Goodman, Anatoliy N. Ivakin, William M. Carey.

The excellent international response to this meeting in terms of the

attendance and representation from the various acoustical societies of the
world speak strongly of the leadership role that the ASA plays in interna-
tional acoustics. The President encourages everyone to continue to support
such a role for the ASA by their attendance at the joint meeting of the ASA
and the European Acoustics Association in Berlin in March.

LAWRENCE A. CRUM
President 1997–1998

Mie Kim Najita summer fellowship for
undergraduates with interests in hearing
research

The Parmly Hearing Institute of Loyola University Chicago may sup-
port one or more undergraduate fellows for the summer of 1999 to work at
the institute on projects involving basic neuro- and behavioral-science in
hearing.

A stipend of approximately $2500.00 will be provided for the 11-week
position ~the exact time for the 11-week position will be coordinated with
the student’s schedule, but the time must be between 17 May and 20 August
1999!. The student~s! will participate in one or more on-going research
projects.

Funding for this year’s award is made possible by the Parmly Hearing
Institute and by funds contributed in memory of a former Loyola student,
Mie Kim Najita, who worked at the institute as a research subject in
1982–83 and on a hearing research project for her honors degree in psy-
chology.

Interested current undergraduate students should apply by submitting a
500-word statement describing why they wish to receive this position, two
letters of reference, and a letter containing: grade point average~certified
either by the school’s registrar or by the student’s advisor!, major, and a list
of all the science courses in which the student has received a ‘‘B’’~or
equivalent! or higher grade.

Please send the application material~with the student’s complete ad-
dress and phone number! to:

William A. Yost, Ph.D., Director
Parmly Hearing Institute
Loyola University Chicago
6525 North Sheridan Road
Chicago, IL 60626
Tel: ~773! 508-2712
Fax: ~773! 508-2719

Complete application materials must be received by 15 March 1999.

Call for papers and presentations for the
International Clarinet Association Clarinetfest
Ostend, Belgium, 6–11 July 1999

The International Clarinet Association will hold its 1999 ClarinetFest,
a symposium and festival devoted to the clarinet, in Ostend, Belgium 6–11
July 1999. The festival host is Guido Six. The program for the conference
will include a series of scholarly papers and presentations, as well as poster
presentations to be displayed. The Association solicits proposals for presen-
tations~such as papers or lecture-recitals! and proposals for poster presen-
tations on any topic related to the clarinet. For the live presentations, the use
of live or recorded performance is acceptable; however, presentations whose
sole aim is performance are discouraged. Presentations should be designed
to be no more than 25 minutes in length. Proposals which are not selected
for presentation may be invited for the poster session.

Prizes will be offered as follows: First place paper, $300 and guaran-
teed publication inThe Clarinet journal ~subject to editing!; and second
place paper, $200.

Six copies of an abstract, one page only, describing the content of
papers, lecture-recitals, or poster presentations must be submitted to Dr.
Keith Koons, ICA Research Presentation Committee Chair, Music Depart-
ment, University of Central Florida, P.O. Box 161354, Orlando, FL 32816-
1354. No name or identification of the author should appear on the proposal.
The postmark deadline for proposals is 31 January 1999. For more informa-
tion, write or call Keith Koons at~407! 823-5116 or by electronic mail:
^kkoons@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu&.

FIG. 6. Presentation of the ASA President’s Tuning Fork~l–r President-
Elect James West, President Lawrence Crum!.

FIG. 7. Members of the Local Organizing Committee.
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USA Meetings Calendar
Listed below is a summary of meetings related to acoustics to be held

in the U.S. in the near future. The month/year notation refers to the issue in
which a complete meeting announcement appeared.

1999
25–27 Feb. 24th Annual Conference, National Hearing Conserva-

tion Association, Atlanta, GA@National Hearing Con-
servation Association, 9101 E. Kenyon Ave., Suite
3000, Denver, CO 80237, Tel.: 303-224-9022; Fax:
303-770-1812; E-mail: nhca@gwami.com#.

15–19 March Joint meeting: 137th meeting of the Acoustical Society
of America/2ndConvention of the European Acoustics
Association: Forum Acusticum, integrating the 25th
Anniversary DAGA conference, Berlin, Germany
@Acoustical Society of America, 500 Sunnyside Blvd.,
Woodbury, NY 11797, Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-
576-2377; E-mail: asa@aip.org; WWW:asa.aip.org#.

10–12 May AIAA/CEAS Aeroacoustics Conference, Bellevue,
WA @Belur Shivashankara, The Boeing Company,
P.O. Box 3707, MS 67-ML, Seattle, WA 98124-2207;
Tel.: 425-234-9551, Fax: 425-237-5247; E-mail:
belur.n.shivashankara@boeing.com#.

6–7 June 1999 SEM Spring Conference, Cincinnati, OH
@Katherine M. Ramsay, Conference Manager, Society
for Experimental Mechanics, Inc., 7 School St., Bethel,
CT 06801; Tel.: 203-790-6373; Fax: 203-790-4472;
E-mail: meetings@seml.com#.

27–30 June ASME Mechanics and Materials Conference, Blacks-
burg, VA @Norma Guynn, Dept. of Engineering Science
and Mechanics, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061-
0219; Fax: 540-231-4574; E-mail: nguynn@vt.edu;
WWW:http://www.esm.vt.edu/mmconf/#. Deadline for
receipt of abstracts: 15 January 1999.

6–11 July 1999 Clarinetfest, Ostend, Belgium@International
Clarinet Association, Keith Koons, Music Dept., Univ.
of Central Florida, P.O. Box 161354, Orlando, FL
32816-1354#. Deadline for receipt of abstracts:
31 January 1999.

1–5 Nov. 138th meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
Columbus, OH @Acoustical Society of America,
500 Sunnyside Blvd., Woodbury, NY 11797, Tel.: 516-
576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail: asa@aip.org;
WWW:asa.aip.org#.

2–4 Dec. ACTIVE 99, Fort Lauderdale, FL@Institute of Noise
Control Engineering, P.O. Box 3206, Arlington Branch,
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603, Tel.: 914-462-4006;
Fax: 914-463-020; E-mail: INCEUSA@aol.com;
WWW:users.aol.com/inceusa/ince.html#.

6–8 Dec. INTER-NOISE 99, Fort Lauderdale, FL@Institute of
Noise Control Engineering, P.O. Box 3206, Arlington
Branch, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603, Tel.: 914-462-4006;
Fax: 914-463-020; E-mail: INCEUSA@aol.com;
WWW:users.aol.com/inceusa/ince.html#.
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REPORTS OF RELATED MEETINGS
This Journal department provides concise reports of meetings that have been held by other
organizations concerned with acoustical subjects; and of meetings co-sponsored by the Acoustical
Society but planned primarily by other co-sponsors.

NHCA’s 23rd Annual Hearing Conservation
Conference

Albuquerque, NM, 19–21 February 1998

On 19–21 February 1998 in Albuquerque, NM, the National Hearing
Conservation Association~NHCA! held its 23rd Annual Hearing Conserva-
tion Conference, chaired by Theresa Y. Schulz, Vice-President of NHCA.
This highly successful event attended by approximately 240 hearing conser-
vation professionals included four concurrent half-day workshops, from
which attendees could select two. The workshops covered application of
ANSI S3.44, education and motivation, marketing hearing conservation pro-
grams to customers and to society at large, and the audiologist as a knowl-
edgeable informant in litigation issues. The program also included 12 plat-
form presentations, 20 posters, four forums, a film series featuring four films
and an audio demonstration CD, a number of allied committee and ANSI
working group meetings, a change-of-pace luncheon lecture by the well-
known author, professor, composer, R. Murray Schafer who spoke on
soundscapes for acoustical ecology, and enjoyable social events and exhibi-
tor receptions.

The lectures covered topics such as the effects of NIHL on speech
perception, hearing requirements for truck drivers, hearing conservation in
high-school shop classes, shooting habits and demographics of recreational
shooters, otoacoustic emissions and hearing loss prevention, a new ANSI
hearing protector standard, and a survey of judgments on hearing-loss com-
pensation cases. The posters were equally as diverse, covering hearing loss

in the farming community, design of effective emergency alarm systems,
3-D audio displays, financial costs of hearing conservation programs, prob-
lems of noisy toys, and other related issues. Although primarily drawing on
a U.S. and Canadian audience, speakers and attendees arrived from around
the world, including countries such as the Netherlands, Australia, and Bra-
zil.

The prestigious NHCA-sponsored awards were presented at the Satur-
day luncheon. Susan Cooper Megerson received the Michael Beall Thread-
gill Award for Outstanding Service to NHCA, and ASA Fellow, Julia D.
Royster received the Outstanding Hearing Conservationist Award for her
contributions towards evaluating the efficacy of hearing conservation pro-
grams, and for her fundamental research and contributions to acoustical
standards.

For those who missed this exciting event, the technical information
can be recaptured in the loose-leaf proceedings available from the NHCA
Executive Offices in Denver, CO ~303-224-9022, e-mail:
nhca@gwami.com!, or the abstracts can be reviewed on the NHCA website
at http://www.hearingconservation.org. Better yet, plan to join us next year
in Atlanta from 25–27 February 1999 for another extraordinary event.

ELLIOTT H. BERGER
Senior Scientist, Auditory Research
E-A-R Hearing Protection Products
7911 Zionsville Rd.
Indianapolis, IN 46268-1657
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BOOK REVIEWS

James F. Bartram
94 Kane Avenue, Middletown, Rhode Island 02842

These reviews of books and other forms of information express the opinions of the individual reviewers
and are not necessarily endorsed by the Editorial Board of this Journal.

Editorial Policy: If there is a negative review, the author of the book will be given a chance to respond to
the review in this section of the Journal and the reviewer will be allowed to respond to the author’s
comments. [See ‘‘Book Reviews Editor’s Note,’’ J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 81, 1651 (May 1987).]

Signal Processing with Fractals: A Wavelet
Based Approach

Gregory W. Wornell

Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1996.
xi1177 pp. Price: $65.00.

Fractal geometry has attracted interest in the recent past for various
reasons. One interest is the analysis of natural phenomena to see if there is
an underlying fractal nature to it. Recently, Avniret al., searchedPhysical
Review A to Eand Physical Review Lettersfrom 1990 to 1996@D. Avnir
et al., ‘‘Is the geometry of nature fractal,’’ Science279, 39–40~1998!# and
found 96 papers which declared the fractal nature of several systems. Avnir
et al., expressed concern about the enthusiastic use of the term ‘‘fractal.’’
With that in mind, it seems appropriate to consider well-defined methods to
deal with fractal signals. The author states in the introduction that he intends
that this book present a development of a ‘‘unified, wavelet-based frame-
work for efficiently synthesizing, analyzing, and processing several broad
classes of fractal signals.’’ The broad classes of fractal interest include 1/f g

signals where the power spectrum is assumed to decay as 1/f g, whereg is
assumed to be in the open interval from 0 to 2. The book also assumes ‘‘a
basic familiarity with continuous- and discrete-time signals and systems,
with stochastic processes, detection and estimation theory, and with the
geometry of linear vector spaces and linear algebra.’’ The level of difficulty
and rigor is comparable to Van Trees’ notable volumes on detection and
estimation theory. In my opinion this rigor is justified with a newer method
of analysis of which most people, including the reviewer, have little intuitive
understanding. An understanding of the material in this book should help a
practitioner of signal processing to avoid mathematical pitfalls and traps
when applying the methods presented.

This book is organized into seven chapters with four appendices of
derivations and proofs. The first chapter contains a description of the syn-
thesis and analysis problems of signal processing as well as a very brief
introduction to the fractal nature of nature. The second chapter describes the
continuous and discrete wavelet transform with sufficient detail to bring out
all the relevant features of the wavelet transform. He presents some illustra-
tive examples such as Haar-based multiresolution analysis. He gives ample
references to original literature and also monographs on the subject.

The third chapter deals with a description of 1/f and nearly-1/f pro-
cesses from a theoretical standpoint, defining them as processes that are
statistically self-similar. This means that random processx(t) is probabilis-
tically equivalent toa2gx(at). Interesting aspects of this definition are
presented along with the interesting statement that the power law depen-
dence of the spectrum generally ‘‘extends over several decades of fre-
quency,’’ which is a point that Avniret al., appear to contend. He gives
references to several physical phenomena that exhibit 1/f behavior, e.g., the
Dow Jones Industrial Average. The wavelet spectrum of the 4096 points of
over 78 years is presented and shows a spectrum with a surprisingly con-
stant exponential decay in scale. Several precise definitions of a 1/f process,
such as the modified convolution of a filter on white Gaussian noise, are
presented. These presentations are useful in understanding the problems and
intricacies of including frequencies near zero. Two methods for the synthe-
sis of nearly 1/f processes are presented. One is based on an infinite-order,
autoregressive moving-average model. This model has an infinite number of
poles and zeros which are driven by white noise. The other approach is
based on wavelets and is used extensively in the remainder of the book. The

basic result is that a waveform, synthesized from a wavelet expansion where
the coefficients are zero-mean, uncorrelated random variables with variances
which decay exponentially with scale, is nearly 1/f. In other words, the
spectrum of the synthesized signal obeys a 1/f g spectrum. There are some
technical difficulties with stationarity and ergodicity with this method, but
they are discussed in the book.

The fourth chapter deals with detection and estimation with fractal
processes using wavelet decomposition. He derives estimators for an un-
known mixture of 1/f and white Gaussian noise. He also derives a detector
for a known signal embedded in an unknown mixture of 1/f and white
Gaussian noise. Chapter 5 defines deterministic signals which have energy
or power spectra which decay as 1/f g. These deterministic signals are then
used as carrier signals in Chap. 6 where fractal modulation is introduced and
described. Fractal modulation uses the wavelet transform to modulate the
carrier signal so that higher frequency bands of the carrier are encoded at a
higher data rate. Thus, if one low-frequency band was received, then a
single low data-rate message would be obtained. But, if two frequency
bands were received, then the message would be retrieved twice at two
different data rates. This modulation scheme is said to be useful in ‘‘the case
in which both the bandwidth and duration parameters are either unknown or
not available at the transmitter. This case . . .arises rather naturally in a
range of both point-to-point and multi-user communication scenarios in-
volving, for example, jammed and fading channels, multiple access chan-
nels, covert and low probability of intercept~LPI! communication, and
broadcast communication to disparate receivers.’’ I found this modulation
scheme to be thought provoking.

The last chapter discusses linear, self-similar systems which are time-
invariant as well as scale-invariant. This chapter is more speculative in
nature and is, using the author’s words, a ‘‘preliminary investigation into
system theoretic foundations of the concepts developed in this book.’ How
these systems are applied to the physical world is not intuitively obvious to
me. The concepts presented are novel and may be of interest to researchers
working with exotic systems. I was not surprised to find no applications in
this chapter. The intent of the author in this chapter is not to present ideas
that lead directly to application, but rather ‘‘interesting and potentially rich
open directions for higher research.’’

In summary, the book appears to be an extension of Dr. Wornell’s
Ph.D. thesis at MIT in 1991, entitled ‘‘Synthesis, Analysis and Processing of
Fractal Signals.’’ It provides a rather mathematically rigorous approach for
using wavelets in signal processing. Thus, there are discussions of wide-
sense stationarity vice stationarity, ergodicity, and convergence of integrals
and sums. In addition to the theory, there are also well-defined equations
that can be used to generate computer code to analyze signals. I noticed a
few typographical errors, but none that were sufficiently egregious pre-
vented me from understanding the text or equation. The inclusion of theory
could be a curse if the reader is not equipped to handle it. However, an
awareness of different aspects of theory can help a researcher when he has
fallen into a pitfall. In my opinion, the book would be useful for researchers
who are planning to research or to apply signal processing with signals
which have fractional spectra, e.g., scattering from rough surfaces or ap-
proximately pink noise.

CHARLES F. GAUMOND
Office of Naval Research
Code 321US
800 North Quincy Street
Arlington, Virginia 22217-5660
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REVIEWS OF ACOUSTICAL PATENTS
Daniel W. Martin
7349 Clough Pike, Cincinnati, Ohio 45244

The purpose of these acoustical patent reviews is to provide enough information for a Journal reader to
decide whether to seek more information from the patent itself. Any opinions expressed here are those of
reviewers as individuals and are not legal opinions. Printed copies of United States Patents may be
ordered at $3.00 each from the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, Washington, DC 20231.

Reviewers for this issue:

GEORGE L. AUGSPURGER, Perception Incorporated, Box 39536, Los Angeles, California 90039
MAHLON D. BURKHARD, 31 Cloverdale Heights, Charles Town, West Virginia 25414
RONALD B. COLEMAN, BBN Acoustic Technologies, 70 Fawcett Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
D. LLOYD RICE, 11222 Flatiron Drive, Lafayette, Colorado 80026
CARL J. ROSENBERG, Acentech Incorporated, 33 Moulton Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
KEVIN P. SHEPHERD, M.S. 463, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 23681
WILLIAM THOMPSON, JR., The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802
ROBERT C. WAAG, University of Rochester Medical Center, 601 Elmwood Avenue, Rochester, New York 14642

5,546,356

43.20.Rz WIDE BEAM ACOUSTIC PROJECTOR
WITH SHARP CUTOFF AND LOW SIDE LOBES

W. J. Zehner, assignor to the United States of America
13 August 1996„Class 367/88…; filed 30 June 1993

An amplitude weighting procedure to be applied to a line array of
periodically spaced transducers is discussed. The purpose is to produce a
broad beamwidth directivity pattern with low side lobes. The weighting
procedure actually zeros certain of the amplitudes, thereby reducing the
required number of transducers.—WT

5,550,791

43.30.Yj COMPOSITE HYDROPHONE ARRAY
ASSEMBLY AND SHADING

M. S. Peloquin, assignor to the United States of America
27 August 1996„Class 367/153…; filed 2 August 1995

A line hydrophone array is realized by bonding a series of arm bands
of piezoelectric film onto a compliant, nonconducting hollow tube of plastic
which also serves as the strength member to support towing forces. Relative
amplitude weighting, or shading, of each individual hydrophone element can
be accomplished in a variety of ways such as cyclically varying the wall
thickness of the tube in the axial direction, varying the circumferential area
that each band covers, varying the axial length of each band, having mul-
tiple wraps of the piezoelectric film, or a combination of these methods.
Having overlapping portions of adjacent bands will tend to reduce grating
lobes caused by the large wavelength spacing of the bands.—WT

5,546,361

43.30.Yj DIRECTIONAL ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC
TRANSDUCERS COMPRISING A SEALED SHELL
CONSISTING OF TWO PORTIONS

D. Boucher and C. Pohlenz, assignors to The French State
13 August 1996„Class 367/158…; filed in France 28 April 1988

The shell of a class IV flextensional transducer is fashioned in two
parts 3a and 3b, one of which,3a, is terminated at either end along the
major axis of the elliptical cross section by flange4. The parts3a and3b are
separated at either end by air gap10. Only shell part3a is directly mechani-
cally coupled to the piezoceramic motor section1. Stress bolt7 and locking
nuts 8 maintain static compression on the stack of piezoceramic elements

1a,1b,... . Elastic members12 and13 provide for correct axial and longitu-
dinal alignment of the two shell parts3a and3b and also provide mechani-
cal isolation between them. Therefore, only shell part3a vibrates. The only
function of 3b is to form, with 3a, a complete and sealed outer envelope.
Variations of the attachment of the piezoceramic motor section to the
flanges4 are discussed.—WT

5,550,792

43.30.Yj SLICED PHASED ARRAY DOPPLER
SONAR SYSTEM

F. A. Crandall et al., assignors to EDO Western Corporation
27 August 1996„Class 367/155…; filed 30 September 1994

A multi-element sonar transducer is formed by bonding a disk of pi-
ezoceramic onto a copper clad circuit board with conductive epoxy and
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then, by use of a diamond cutting wheel, slicing the disk into a series of
equi-thickness, equi-spaced, parallel rectangular plates. The depth of each
cut is such as to pass through the piezoceramic, the conductive epoxy layer,
and the copper layer, thereby achieving mechanical and electrical isolation
between adjacent plates. Suitable electrical connections among the many
plates are then made so as to produce a pair of beam patterns whose main
beams are tilted away from the normal to the original disk in a plane or-
thogonally oriented to the directions of the cuts.—WT

5,517,739

43.35.Yb METHOD OF MAKING A POLARIZATION-
SENSITIVE SHEAR WAVE TRANSDUCER

John A. Kosinski, assignor to the United States of America
21 May 1996„Class 29/25.35…; filed 7 October 1994

The objective is a mechanically fixed piezoelectric transducer that pro-
duces shear waves with an adjustable polarization in test object51. Four
electrode segments are deposited on the surface of a piezoelectric substrate
50, dilithium tetraborate, that is bonded to the test object. A polarization

sensitive shear wave transducer is feasible, in materials like dilithium tet-
raborate, ‘‘when an electrode capable of producing a lateral-field excitation
of either 0° or 90° is disposed on a substrate with the appropriate orientation
characteristics.’’—MDB

5,523,643

43.35.Zc ULTRASONIC PIEZOELECTRIC
TRANSDUCER AND ULTRASONIC ACTUATOR

Takanao Fujimura et al., assignors to Olympus Optical Company
Limited

4 June 1996„Class 310/328…; filed in Japan 18 August 1992

The actuator produces elliptical motions at its surface45. The motion
can be applied, for example, to an element46 to move it in a manufacturing
or assembly process. Activating signal voltages for laminated piezoelectric

elements3 and 10 are phased at190° and 290° relative to the signal
voltage applied to element2.—MDB

5,546,360

43.38.Ar ELECTRICALLY STEERED ACOUSTIC
LENS

T. Deegan, Portsmouth, RI
13 August 1996„Class 367/150…; filed 14 November 1994

An acoustic lens, designed to blanket an array of transducers, is fash-
ioned of an electrorheological material such as mineral oil with a suspension
of semiconducting particles of aluminosilicate powder. The bulk modulus
and consequently the speed of sound in this material can be changed by
applying an electrical potential across it. Furthermore, by embedding a se-
ries of wires within the material so that a series of potential differences can
be created, the gradient of the speed of sound can be controlled. Numerous
applications of the various beam patterns that can then be formed are
discussed.—WT

5,550,790

43.38.Ar ACOUSTIC TRANSDUCER FOR LEVEL
MEASUREMENT IN CORROSIVE CHEMICAL
ENVIRONMENTS

S. Velamoor and K. P. Mesterton, assignors to Kistler-Morse
Corporation

27 August 1996„Class 367/140…; filed 10 February 1995

A simple tonpilz-type transducer, with a low rho-c layer bonded to the
radiating head to provide a better impedance match to a gaseous medium, is
enclosed in a housing made from a polymeric material such as PVC. To
allow the transducer to withstand exposure to a broad range of industrial
chemicals, the entire assembly is coated with Polyparaxylylene, a highly
crystalline material that possesses superior barrier properties. This coating is
deposited by free molecular dispersion in a vacuum resulting in a pinhole-
free layer.—WT

5,511,296

43.38.Fx METHOD FOR MAKING INTEGRATED
MATCHING LAYER FOR ULTRASONIC
TRANSDUCERS

J. Fleming Diaset al., assignors to Hewlett Packard Company
30 April 1996 „Class 29/24.35…; filed 8 April 1994

A transducer is fabricated with an acoustic impedance matching layer
on a piezoelectric substrate. The bulk of the matching layer is deposited and
then patterning of the matching layer is performed with photolithographic
techniques. The result is an array of ‘‘posts’’ of matching layer material.—
MDB

5,514,927

43.38.Fx PIEZOELECTRIC AUDIO TRANSDUCER

Thomas H. Tichy, assignor to Motorola, Incorporated
7 May 1996„Class 310/330…; filed 28 February 1994

A circular disk piezoelectric bender101 is suspended on posts103.
Distance104 between the housing200 and the bender is predetermined. A
rectangular cantilever-supported construction with distance between the
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bender and the housing being predetermined is also described. ‘‘This pre-
determined distance provides an acoustic impedance such that sound may
resonate from the transducer.’’—MDB

5,541,894

43.38.Fx LOW DISTORTION HYDROPHONE

L. W. Erath, assignor to Syntron, Incorporated
30 July 1996„Class 367/157…; filed 26 May 1995

Consider two, normally identical, flexural disc hydrophones subjected
to the same incident acoustic pressure. However, one of the two is equipped
with some mechanical means of amplifying this pressure, such as a cone-
shaped baffle or horn. Hence that hydrophone produces more output voltage
than the other, both in its fundamental and its second harmonic components.
In addition, because of nonlinearities associated with the larger pressure
amplitude acting on one of them, the ratio of second harmonic output to
fundamental output is not the same for the two. The larger output of the
second hydrophone is then adjusted, by means of a parallel capacitor, so that
the second harmonic levels of both hydrophones are equal. Hence when the
total outputs are subtracted, the second harmonic levels should exactly can-
cel while the difference of the nonequal fundamentals will not, resulting in
a useful net output. Of course, because of the nonlinear responses, the value
of the capacitor would have to be adjusted with changing level of incident
pressure.—WT

5,506,908

43.38.Hz DIRECTIONAL MICROPHONE SYSTEM

John C. Baumhauer, Jr. et al., assignors to AT&T Corporation
9 April 1996 „Class 381/92…; filed 30 June 1994

Signals from each of several microphones are encoded into digital
formats with Codecs. The digitally formated signals are processed with the
aid of a digital signal processor~DSP!. Processing includes delays of the
signals that are prescribed according to the desired polar pattern and direc-
tion of sound pickup. Preferred relative positions of three omnidirectional
microphones are disclosed.—MDB

5,511,130

43.38.Hz SINGLE DIAPHRAGM SECOND ORDER
DIFFERENTIAL MICROPHONE ASSEMBLY

Charles S. Bartlett and Michael A. Zuniga, assignors to AT&T
Corporation

23 April 1996 „Class 381/170…; filed 4 May 1994

A first-order differential microphone~FOD! is mounted within a hous-
ing. A FOD has a single diaphragm exposed to sound impinging on either
side. A pair of conduits, front conduits, conduct acoustic energy from first
and second front ports to a front cavity on one side of the FOD. Similarly,
a pair of rear conduits conduct acoustic energy from first and second rear
ports to a rear cavity on the other side of the FOD. Cavity, conduit, and port
dimensions are selected to allow no more than one resonant frequency less
than 3500 Hz.—MDB

5,515,445

43.38.Hz LONG-TIME BALANCING OF OMNI
MICROPHONES

John C. Baumhauser, Jr.et al., assignors to AT&T Corporation
7 May 1996„Class 381/92…; filed 30 June 1994

With the aid of digital signal processing~DSP!, two or more micro-
phone channels are electronically and dynamically adapted to one another.
In particular, ‘‘the long term average broad band gain of the signal channels
of individual microphone elements is dynamically adjusted, an energy esti-
mate of each microphone signal channel is averaged over the long term and
the difference in energy between the signal channels is used to readjust the
long term average broad band gain of the microphone signal channels to
minimize those differences.’’—MDB

5,646,381

43.38.Ja ROOF MOUNTED SOUND HORNS FOR
VEHICLES

James M. Boyte, Jr., assignor to Top Source Technologies
8 July 1997„Class 181/141…; filed 19 September 1995

A pair of loudspeakers is mounted in a central roof pod at the front or
rear of an automobile. Sound is squirted through waveguides to emerge at
the left and right edges of the windshield or rear window. ‘‘The invention
frees up vehicle packaging space for other features...and maximizes audio
performance while utilizing relatively inexpensive but efficient
speakers.’’—GLA

5,734,132

43.38.Ja CONCENTRIC TUBE SUSPENSION
SYSTEM FOR LOUDSPEAKERS

Lucio Proni, Miramar, FL
31 March 1998„Class 181/171…; filed 19 July 1996

Assuming that the magnetic assembly is small enough to make this

scheme practical, it certainly should suppress cone rocking modes.—GLA

5,734,728

43.38.Ja PORTABLE SOUND SPEAKER SYSTEM
AND DRIVING CIRCUIT THEREFOR

Juergen P. Meissner, Randolph, NJ
31 March 1998„Class 381/89…; filed 30 November 1994

An upward-firing coaxial loudspeaker assembly is mounted in a vented
box. The vent is formed by a peripheral slot around the bottom edge of the
box. Sound from the loudspeaker assembly is conducted through a demount-
able vertical tube and emerges from its upper end. The tube can be of any
suitable diameter and any desired length. Standing waves are suppressed by
one or more internal ‘‘diffuser screens.’’ Vent output takes the form of a
low-frequency ground wave which is said not to travel upward. ‘‘As a
result, the ground wave does not rise off the ground until it is much further
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away from ~the! speaker system, and thereby provides better impedance
matching in the room in which~the! speaker system is situated, and also
reduces the power necessary to drive the system.’’ We live in an age where
new acoustical principles are discovered every day.—GLA

5,737,435

43.38.Ja SOUND REPRODUCING APPARATUS
COMPRISING AN ACOUSTIC HORN, AND
ACOUSTIC HORN FOR USE IN THE APPARATUS

Gerrit F. M. De Poortere et al., assignors to U.S. Philips
Corporation

7 April 1998 „Class 381/156…; filed in European Patent Office 23
December 1994

To save space in a TV set, side-firing stereo loudspeakers can be
located near the rear with sound conducted to the front of the cabinet by
short horns. Frequency response can be smoothed and extended by introduc-
ing a partial obstacle near the loudspeaker.—GLA

5,742,690

43.38.Ja PERSONAL MULTIMEDIA SPEAKER
SYSTEM

Albert Durr Edgar, assignor to International Business Machines
Corporation

21 April 1998 „Class 381/24…; filed 28 June 1996

The text of the patent bubbles over with eagerness to tell about the
marvelous features derived from two vertical loudspeaker arrays flanking a
video screen. With suitable processing, the arrays are intended to perform
three tasks:~1! reproduce audio program material,~2! operate as a sonar
array to provide touch-screen capability, and~3! combine the first two func-
tions to sense the user’s location and generate virtual sound images accord-
ingly. Because a line array is quite directional, sound is concentrated in a
restricted listening area. Additional directionality and low-frequency en-

hancement are provided by an unusual rear waveguide. A front-to-back
divider separates a variable impedance maze~upper left! from a slotted
treble sheet~lower right!. Apparently there is some kind of acoustic demon
at the juncture of the two, guiding low frequencies into the maze while
directing high frequencies to the treble slots. The low-frequency maze pro-
vides acoustic equalization by expanding its cross-sectional area at some
points and restricting it at others. The rear-loading design will not function
anything like the explanation given.—GLA

5,748,753

43.38.Ja HIGH POWER AUDIO SUBWOOFER

Robert W. Carver, Snohomish, WA
5 May 1998„Class 381/96…; filed 2 January 1996

An unusual loudspeaker is combined with a special power amplifier
and a small enclosure to make a compact, high-power subwoofer system. An
otherwise conventional cone suspension is designed for very long travel
~more than 60 mm peak-to-peak!. Voice coils122 and 124 are alternately
energized during positive and negative portions of the input waveform. In

effect, this is a Class B loudspeaker. The coils are driven by separate posi-
tive and negative voltage tracking amplifiers that waste very little power
regardless of signal level. The text of the patent is discursive and not always
easy to follow, but there are more than 20 illustrations that clearly show
various aspects of the design.—GLA

5,748,760

43.38.Ja DUAL COIL DRIVE WITH MULTIPURPOSE
HOUSING

Douglas J. Button, assignor to Harman International Industries,
Incorporated

5 May 1998„Class 381/199…; filed 12 February 1997

JBL’s latest dual-coil woofer design is described in detail. The loud-
speaker cone is driven by a dual voice coil structure which is combined with
a small, neodymium magnet and a heat dissipating housing. The patent
argues that this arrangement is able to produce more acoustic power per
mass than a conventional transducer.—GLA

5,751,821

43.38.Ja SPEAKER SYSTEM WITH
RECONFIGURABLE HIGH-FREQUENCY
DISPERSION PATTERN

David L. Smith, assignor to McIntosh Laboratory, Incorporated
12 May 1998„Class 381/90…; filed 28 October 1993

Some professional monitor loudspeaker systems have mid- and high-
frequency transducers mounted on a removable square panel. If the box
must be rotated 90 degrees to fit available space, then the panel can also be
rotated to maintain the desired high-frequency coverage pattern. That idea is
clearly the basis for this patent, but what has actually been patented is not so
clear.—GLA
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5,745,586

43.38.Lc SOUND QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM

Ryo Tagami and Mitsuhiko Serikawa, assignors to Matsushita
Electric Industrial Company

28 April 1998 „Class 381/103…; filed in Japan 25 April 1995

In the 1970’s Richard Heyser published a series of papers suggesting
methods of mapping measurable audio characteristics into alternative geom-
etries. Why should audio controls be associated with frequency and level
when we tend to evaluate music reproduction in subjective terms like
‘‘dull’’ or ‘‘punchy?’’ This patent discloses a fairly elaborate method for
giving the user direct control over such characteristics—for example, three
sliders labeled ‘‘clarity,’’ ‘‘fullness,’’ and ‘‘beauty.’’—GLA

5,747,753

43.50.Gf MUFFLER FOR AN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE, PARTICULARLY A SINGLE-
ENGINE DIESEL ENGINE

Erich Eder, assignor to Motorenfabrik Hatz GmbH
5 May 1998„Class 181/282…; filed in Germany 15 July 1993

A silencer for a single-cylinder diesel engine is described in which
exhaust gases exit through2. A baffle plate5, connected to a leaf spring7,

is designed to vibrate at the engine exhaust frequency. Means for turning the
baffle plate are presented.—KPS

5,749,261

43.50.Gf NOISE INSULATION ARRANGEMENT FOR
SHIFT LEVER

Youichi Numakami, assignor to Kinugawa Rubber Ind. Company
12 May 1998„Class 74/18.1…; filed in Japan 31 January 1995

An arrangement to reduce noise transmitted around an automobile gear

shift lever is described in which two resilient noise barriers are deployed.—
KPS

5,758,497

43.50.Gf SILENCER

Svend Frederiksen and Lars Freeriksen, assignors to Silentor A/S
2 June 1998„Class 60/229…; filed in Denmark 19 May 1995

A combination muffler and catalytic converter for an internal combus-
tion engine is described. Exhaust gas from the engine flows through duct2.

A diffuser section7 distributes the gas across the catalyst5, and then exits
through duct3. An acoustical compartment4 contains mineral wool, held in
place by a perforated pipe14.—KPS

5,758,614

43.50.Gf NOISE SUPPRESSION VANES IN THE
INTAKE OF AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Michael Choi, assignor to Ford Global Technologies, Incorporated
2 June 1998„Class 123/184.53…; filed 1 May 1997

This patent relates to noise generated from the air intake system of an
internal combustion engine, specifically that caused by air flow around the
butterfly valve in the throttle body. An air diffuser is placed downstream of
the valve to diffuse and redirect the air flow to reduce the whooshing noise
which occurs when the throttle is opened rapidly. Numerous variations of
the diffuser geometry are described.—KPS

5,765,257

43.50.Gf MUFFLER

Christopher J. Steger et al., assignors to Emerson Electric
Company

16 June 1998„Class 15/326…; filed 1 August 1996

A muffler intended for use in wet/dry utility vacuum cleaners is de-
scribed. Exhaust gases flow through pipe15 into the muffler body for ab-

sorption by acoustical element5. The flow direction is reversed and exhaust
gases exit through11.—KPS
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5,768,778

43.50.Gf ONE-PIECE ENGINE INLET ACOUSTIC
BARREL

Robert Elon Anderson and Charles A. Parente, assignors to
Northrop Grumman Corporation

23 June 1998„Class 29/888.01…; filed 14 August 1996

An acoustical liner for the inlet of an aircraft turbofan engine is de-
scribed. The liner is of a conventional type~perforated face sheet and hon-
eycomb! but is constructed in a way which reduces the loss of absorption
area due to splices between liner sections.—KPS

5,772,178

43.50.Gf ROTARY NOISE ATTENUATING VALVE

Roger Bey, assignor to Rotatrol AG
30 June 1998„Class 251/127…; filed 22 December 1995

An arrangement to reduce noise from rotary valves is described. Flow

from a ball valve20 passes through a multitude of passageways24 such that
more passageways are exposed as the valve is progressively opened.—KPS

5,765,800

43.50.Ki VIBRATION DAMPING APPARATUS

Katsuhide Watanabeet al., assignors to Ebara Corporation
16 June 1998„Class 248/550…; filed in Japan 4 October 1995

An active vibration control system is described to suppress the effects
of floor vibrations from reaching sensitive equipment located on an above-
mount table. The static load of the table and equipment is supported by air
springs, while horizontal positioning is achieved using relatively soft helical
springs. Electromagnetic actuators in the vertical and horizontal directions
are used to reduce relative motion across the air mounts and above mount
motion.—RBC

5,765,817

43.50.Ki INTERFACE FOR VIBRATION REDUCTION
IN STRUCTURAL-DYNAMIC SYSTEMS

Elmar Breitback, assignor to Deutsche Forschungsantalt Fur
Luft-Und Raumfahrt

16 June 1998„Class 267/136…; filed in Germany 27 July 1995

An active interface device is described that may be useful in isolating,
for example, a satellite from the vibrations caused by a starter rocket. The
interfaces of concern are those in which large dynamic loads are transmitted
in all directions between the structure and base unit. The axisymmetric
device uses piezoelectric actuators together with a central tubular passive

component to control forces transmitted along the symmetry axis and rota-
tions about the transverse axes. The tubular component is relatively compli-
ant in the length direction, yet stiff in the transverse directions to minimize
shear forces acting on the actuators.—RBC

5,765,851

43.50.Ki VARIABLE TUNED HELMHOLTZ
RESONATOR WITH LINEAR RESPONSE
CONTROLLER

Ian McLean, assignor to Siemens Electric Limited
30 June 1998„Class 123/184.57…; filed 29 July 1997

A method is described for implementing a variably tuned Helmholtz
resonator to reduce noise from the duct of an induction system for an inter-
nal combustion engine. A cylindrical component in contact with the fluid
medium in the duct is rotated as a function of engine speed. Due to the
geometric configuration of the inside of the cylindrical component, rotations
modify the acoustic mass and stiffness of the resonator such that the reso-
nance frequency is linearly related to the angle of rotation.—RBC

5,775,715

43.50.Ki PIEZOELECTRIC DAMPER FOR A BOARD
SUCH AS A SNOW SKI OR SNOWBOARD

James Vandergrift, assignor to K-2 Corporation
7 July 1998„Class 280/602…; filed 1 August 1995

Piezoelectric actuators are used to reduce the resonant vibrations~flex-
ural and torsional! of snow skis and snowboards. Used in a passive mode,
the vibrational energy is converted to electrical energy via the piezoelectric
transducer, and is dissipated through a resistance. Alternatively, the piezo-
electric can be actuated in response to a signal from a vibration sensor also
mounted on the ski or snowboard. In this mode, the system acts to suppress
vibrations rather than adding damping.—RBC

5,778,081

43.50.Ki ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL USING
PHASED-ARRAY ACTIVE RESONATORS

William Patrick, Glastonbury, CT
7 July 1998„Class 381/71.5…; filed 4 March 1996

Several ideas are presented to control sound propagation in ducts by
mechanically or electrically phasing the actuation along the duct to account
for propagation delay. Single and multiple actuator approaches are described
with the intent of providing a phased array of actuation derived from a
common actuation signal. The control scheme follows the traditional feed-
forward approach of incorporating reference and residual sensors to charac-
terize the incident and controlled sound fields.—RBC

5,791,869

43.50.Ki NOISE KILLING SYSTEM OF FANS

Seungbae Lee, assignor to Samsung Electronics Company
11 August 1998„Class 415/119…; filed 6 February 1996

This patent describes the use of micro-electromechanical~MEMs!
technology for controlling the unstable airflows along the body of a fan
blade. The thin-film MEMs device is mounted to the fan blade, and includes
a sensor, actuator, and integrated circuit. The approach is said to be useful in
reducing sound radiation when operated to reduce unsteady airflows, or as a
heat exchanger when operated to increase unsteady air flows.—RBC
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5,791,875

43.50.Ki TIP VORTEX REDUCTION SYSTEM

Hieu Thien Ngo, assignor to McDonnell Douglas Helicopter
Company

11 August 1998„Class 416/90…; filed 10 September 1996

An active control device is disclosed for modifying a tip vortex on a
rotorcraft blade or aircraft foil to reduce blade-vortex interaction noise. The
active control device includes a fluid source to provide a positive pressure of
fluid, such as air, to the interior of the lifting body. In addition, a fluid router
is used to direct a portion of the positive pressure of fluid out of the interior
of the lifting body in a direction towards the surface on the body experienc-
ing positive pressure. The purpose of introducing this controlled flow is to
oppose or attenuate the natural flow of fluid from the positive to the negative
pressure generating surfaces that result in tip vortices. Another aspect of the
device is that it operates only when a positive pressure is detected on the
positive-pressure-generating surface of the lifting body.—RBC

5,792,948

43.50.Ki ACTIVE VIBRATION CONTROL
APPARATUS FOR VEHICLE

Kazushige Aoki et al., assignors to Nissan Motor Company
11 August 1998„Class 73/116…; filed in Japan 10 April 1996

An active engine mount system is described to reduce passenger com-
partment vibration when the vehicle is moving, and to reduce vehicle body
vibration when the vehicle is stopped. Details of an active/passive engine
mount are presented. The device uses electromagnetic actuation in parallel
with fluid-filled cavities. The porting between cavities provides for damping
of high-amplitude, low-frequency motions, and active control of low-
amplitude, high-frequency motions.—RBC

5,796,849

43.50.Ki ACTIVE NOISE AND VIBRATION
CONTROL SYSTEM ACCOUNTING FOR TIME
VARYING PLANT, USING RESIDUAL SIGNAL TO
CREATE PROBE SIGNAL

Ronald Coleman, Bill Watters, and Roy Westerberg, assignors to
Bolt Beranek and Newman, Incorporated

18 August 1998„Class 381/71.8…; filed 8 November 1994

A method is described for generating probe signals for the purpose of
on-line ~i.e., concurrent! system identification in active noise and vibration
control systems that are subject to time-varying disturbances and/or plant
transfer functions between actuators and sensors. The approach uses the
spectral characteristics of the residual sensor response, together with shap-
ing filters related to the plant transfer functions, to generate probe signals
that are added to the actuator drive signal for the purpose of identifying
changes in the plant over time. The contribution of the probe signal at the
residual sensor is uniformly below the measured magnitude of the residual
by a prescribed amount over the frequency range involved for system iden-
tification. As such, the probe signal strength is maximized over frequency in
response to both temporal changes in the disturbance spectrum and plant
transfer functions.—RBC

5,749,546

43.50.Nm METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
REDUCING AIRFRAME AEROSOUND

Anthony M. Blackner and Thomas A. Zierten, assignors to The
Boeing Company

12 May 1998„Class 244/215…; filed 10 July 1995

Air flow over and around the trailing edge control surfaces of an air-
craft wing generates noise. An arrangement is described in which a conven-
tional, blunt flap side edge is replaced with a rounded edge which reduces
noise in the middle and high-frequency ranges.—KPS

5,775,095

43.50.Nm METHOD OF NOISE SUPPRESSION FOR
A TURBINE ENGINE

Steven H. Zysman et al., assignors to United Technologies
Corporation

7 July 1998„Class 60/204…; filed 20 December 1996

This patent relates to a method to reduce jet noise from low by-pass
ratio engines. A multi-lobed mixer is described in which each major lobe
contains a pair of minor lobes. These minor lobes are said to promote
greater mixing between the core flow and fan by-pass flow.—KPS

5,768,836

43.55.Ti HEAT AND SOUND TRANSMISSION
ATTENUATED FRAMING STRUCTURE,
PARTICULARLY DOOR OR WINDOW FRAMING

Otto Bachmann, assignor to Sunshine Engineering AG
23 June 1998„Class 52/204.51…; filed in Switzerland 21 November

1995

This is a modified~simplified! variation of an earlier patent that incor-
porates only two profiled metal rails, joined by a chambered plastic strip. It
is said that the system will improve the ability of the framing to reduce heat
and sound transfer through the frame of a door or window, and to do so at
less cost than before.—CJR

5,777,279

43.55.Ti SOUND ATTENUATING STRUCTURE

Marray M. Parker and Arthur J. Hustins, Jr., Nova Scotia,
Canada

7 July 1998„Class 181/287…; filed 5 December 1995

This patent is for a sound attenuating structure such as an acoustical
door or infill partition. The structure comprises metal panels on the outsides;
these panels are stiffened with diagonal ribs that are placed in a mathemati-
cally calculated triangular arrangement, designed to eliminate panel reso-
nances below 1500 Hz. There is a spring connection between the panels
~maybe a silicone sealant!, and insulation in the cavity, and maybe or maybe
not a septum. The approach is designed to make the panel a nearly inert
mass.—CJR

5,751,903

43.72.Ar LOW RATE MULTI-MODE CELP CODEC
THAT ENCODES LINE SPECTRAL
FREQUENCIES UTILIZING AN OFFSET

Kumar Swaminathan and Murthy Vemuganti, assignors to
Hughes Electronics

12 May 1998„Class 395/2.39…; filed 19 December 1994

This code-excited linear prediction~CELP! vocoder converts LP spec-
tral coefficients to line spectral frequency domain and then classifies each
speech frame as voiced, unvoiced, or noise. The classification determines
the methods used for scalar and vector quantization. For voiced segments,
backward prediction is used to improve and simplify processing of the gain
coefficient.—DLR
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5,751,905

43.72.Ar STATISTICAL ACOUSTIC PROCESSING
AND APPARATUS FOR SPEECH RECOGNITION
USING A TONED PHONEME SYSTEM

Chengjun Julian Chen et al., assignors to International Business
Machines Corporation

12 May 1998„Class 395/2.63…; filed 15 March 1995

Intended for the strongly CV-structured and tonal Chinese language,
this speech analyzer represents each syllable as a sequence of phonetic
elements, called premes, and tone-bearing elements, called tonemes. A pitch
analyzer extracts pitch values for each toneme, which are then classified into
one of five Chinese tone patterns and used for syllable segmentation. The
system is intended for use with a typical hidden Markov model decoder.—
DLR

5,751,904

43.72.Bs SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM USING
NEURAL NETWORKS

Mitsuhiro Inazumi, assignor to Seiko Epson Corporation
12 May 1998„Class 395/2.41…; filed in Japan 18 June 1992

This speech recognizer is trained with the speech of many speakers by
training a separate neural network with each individual voice pattern. Dur-
ing recognition, each network receives the acoustic feature vectors, produc-
ing its own recognized output along with an adaptation judgment. The net-
work with the highest adaptation judgment is selected as having the best
match to the speaker.—DLR

5,758,021

43.72.Bs SPEECH RECOGNITION COMBINING
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING AND NEURAL
NETWORK TECHNIQUES

Heidi Hackbarth, assignor to Alcatel N.V.
26 May 1998„Class 395/2.41…; filed 12 June 1992

The use of a neural network for isolated word recognition provides
advantages of good accuracy and robustness in noisy environments, but
adding new vocabulary items often involves retraining the entire existing

vocabulary. This patent overcomes that problem by using a common dy-
namic programming technique to provide immediate results with new items
while simultaneously using the new items to start retraining a new neural
network component.—DLR

5,758,022

43.72.Bs METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
IMPROVED SPEECH RECOGNITION FROM
STRESS-INDUCED PRONUNCIATION VARIATIONS
WITH A NEURAL NETWORK UTILIZING NON-
LINEAR IMAGING CHARACTERISTICS

Michael Trompf and Heidi Hackbarth, assignors to Alcatel N.V.
26 May 1998„Class 395/2.41…; filed in Germany 6 July 1993

A method is described for expanding the range of patterns recognized
by a speech recognizer to include variations such as phonetic changes in-
duced by environmental stress~Lombard effects!, dialectal variations, or

other such variations. A neural network is used to construct a mapping
between features of the original primary pattern and features of the altered
patterns. The mappings are referred to as nonlinear imaging methods.—
DLR

5,752,226

43.72.Dv METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
REDUCING NOISE IN SPEECH SIGNAL

Joseph Chan and Masayuki Nishiguchi, assignors to Sony
Corporation

12 May 1998„Class 704/233…; filed in Japan 17 February 1995

This noise reduction system uses energy changes, spectral analysis,
and zero crossings to locate consonants in the speech signal. During conso-
nant sounds, the adaptation to background noise characteristics is disabled,
preventing the consonant sounds from altering the noise representation and
saving some computation in the process.—DLR

5,765,134

43.72.Ew METHOD TO ELECTRONICALLY ALTER
A SPEAKER’S EMOTIONAL STATE AND
IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE OF PUBLIC
SPEAKING

Thomas David Kehoe, Monte Sereno, CA
9 June 1998„Class 704/270…; filed 15 February 1995

The patented device will alter a speech sound in many ways, including
pitch change, delay, modulation, reverberation, chorus, flanging, rapid bin-
aural alternation, and others. It is said that when a person hears his or her
own voice in a headset with certain of such changes while speaking pub-
licly, the result can be induced changes of perception by the speaker which
can directly affect the speaker’s attitude and, thereby, the performance.—
DLR
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5,754,974

43.72.Gy SPECTRAL MAGNITUDE
REPRESENTATION FOR MULTI-BAND EXCITATION
SPEECH CODERS

Daniel W. Griffin and John C. Hardwick, assignors to Digital
Voice Systems, Incorporated

19 May 1998„Class 704/206…; filed 22 February 1995

In a multi-band excitation~MBE! vocoder, the speech signal is repre-
sented by sets of coefficients giving magnitude and voicing information for
each of a number of harmonics of the pitch frequency. In this variation on
the MBE design, harmonic magnitudes are still individually coded, but the
voicing information is compressed by having each voicing indicator cover
all of the harmonics which fall within one of several predetermined fre-
quency bands.—DLR

5,761,633

43.72.Gy METHOD OF ENCODING AND DECODING
SPEECH SIGNALS

Byung-goo Kong, assignor to Samsung Electronics Company
2 June 1998„Class 704/219…; filed in Republic of Korea 30 August

1994

This linear prediction vocoder uses two LP stages, but does not con-
sider the second stage to be a pitch predictor in the usual sense. The residual
from the first stage is low-pass filtered to 2 kHz and then processed by the

second LP stage. The intent is that additional tonal components in the low-
frequency ranges important to voice quality would be captured by the sec-
ond stage.—DLR

5,751,907

43.72.Ja SPEECH SYNTHESIZER HAVING AN
ACOUSTIC ELEMENT DATABASE

Bernd Moebius et al., assignors to Lucent Technologies,
Incorporated

12 May 1998„Class 395/2.76…; filed 16 August 1995

In the most common method of speech synthesis today, phonetic pat-
terns are reconstructed from stored segments of human speech, joined to
build up the synthetic phonetic sequence. This patent describes a method of
locating the cut points based on formant trajectories. The figure shows a

small part of theF1 –F2 space including areas called tolerance regions,
which are traversed by many trajectories. By cutting at these points, a large
variety of cut segments may be smoothly recombined.—DLR

5,752,229

43.72.Kb INTELLIGENT NEAR-END SPEECH
DETECTION

Donald Lars Duttweiler et al., assignors to Lucent Technologies,
Incorporated

12 May 1998„Class 704/270…; filed 28 June 1996

This telephone system near-end speech presence detector uses the line
echo signal and accumulated information about the echo delay and spectral
structure to aid in the accurate detection of near-end speech, specifically to
be able to distinguish between near-end and far-end speech signals.—DLR

5,752,227

43.72.Ne METHOD AND ARRANGEMENT FOR
SPEECH TO TEXT CONVERSION

Bertil Lyberg, assignor to Telia AB
12 May 1998„Class 704/235…; filed in Sweden 10 May 1994

The patent describes a speech recognition system based on linguistic
theory rather than on statistical search techniques. The weak point is, with-
out doubt, the assumption that a unique phonetic sequence can be extracted
from the speech signal. Given the phonetic sequence, prosodic, syntactic,
semantic, and other constraints are used to eliminate various alternate inter-
pretations of the phonetic sequence until a single ‘‘decoding’’ remains.—
DLR

5,754,972

43.72.Ne SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM FOR
LANGUAGES WITH COMPOUND WORDS

James K. Bakeret al., assignors to Dragon Systems, Incorporated
19 May 1998„Class 704/200…; filed 6 March 1992

The complexity of speech recognition in languages such as English
and German, which have large numbers of compound words, may be sig-
nificantly reduced if such words are handled as combinations of their root
forms rather than as whole words. An example is given in which adding the
item ‘‘thermo’’ to the recognizer vocabulary also adds words such as ther-
moregulatory, requiring only the addition of some logic to detect and re-
combine such forms after recognition.—DLR
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5,754,978

43.72.Ne SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM

Ivan Perez-Mendez et al., assignors to Speech Systems of
Colorado, Incorporated

19 May 1998„Class 704/255…; filed 27 October 1995

The patent describes a kind of voting procedure in which the text
outputs of multiple speech recognizers are compared and identical portions
accepted while differing portions are rejected. Similar systems have been
described in which recognition scores are compared, however this requires
that the scoring systems are of a comparable nature or can be converted so
as to be comparable. This system avoids that requirement by looking di-
rectly at the decoded text outputs, allowing comparison of outputs from
completely different types of recognition systems.—DLR

5,764,851

43.72.Ne FAST SPEECH RECOGNITION METHOD
FOR MANDARIN WORDS

Chung-Mou Pengwu, assignor to Industrial Technology Research
Institute

9 June 1998„Class 395/2.51…; filed 24 July 1996

This speech recognizer, designed especially for Mandarin Chinese,
uses a two-stage hidden Markov model decoder. Each HMM stage deals
primarily with a specific portion of the syllable. The primary advantage
cited is a reduction in required computing power, but an added benefit
pertains to a common tendency attributed to native speakers to elide or
mispronounce syllable-initial consonants.—DLR

5,764,853

43.72.Ne VOICE RECOGNITION DEVICE AND
METHOD USING A GUARANTEED GLOBAL
MINIMUM „GGM… MAPPING

Masao Watari et al., assignors to Sony Corporation
9 June 1998„Class 395/2.52…; filed in Japan 27 October 1994

It is known that hidden Markov models which use single Gaussian
probability distributions do not provide a good fit to the acoustic feature
vectors in many speech situations. The usual solutions are to use either

continuous distributions or mixtures of multiple Gaussians. Either form re-
quires a considerable increase in memory and computation. This method
instead performs a mapping of the multi-dimensional feature set, said to be
better fit by a single Gaussian distribution.—DLR

5,548,564

43.80.Vj MULTI-LAYER COMPOSITE ULTRASONIC
TRANSDUCER ARRAYS

S. W. Smith, assignor to Duke University
20 August 1996„Class 367/140…; filed 13 April 1994

A small, high-frequency, transducer array, particularly for biomedical
ultrasonic imaging applications, is realized as a multilayer assembly where
each layer comprises a two-dimensional gridlike array of thin, rectangular,
piezoceramic elements. The piezoceramic layers are separated by electrode
layers. The piezoceramic elements of the numerous layers are electrically
connected in parallel by a number of vias that only allow connection to
alternate electrode layers. The number of elements on each layer could be of
the order of 1000. The impedance of these small elements is therefore main-
tained at a reasonable value because the piezoceramic layers are thin and the
capacitances of the several layers are connected in parallel. The electrical
and mechanical independence of the many elements allows for beam tilting
in two orthogonal directions.—WT

5,779,641

43.80.Vj METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THREE-
DIMENSIONAL ULTRASOUND IMAGING BY
PROJECTING FILTERED PIXEL DATA

William Thomas Hatfield and Harvey E. Cline, assignors to
General Electric Company

14 July 1998„Class 600/443…; filed 7 May 1997

Ultrasonicb-scan or colorflow images of successive planes are stored.
After smoothing to reduce speckle, pixel data in the volume of interest are
projected onto a number of rotated image planes using a ray-casting tech-
nique. The data are further smoothed and then projected onto each succes-
sive image plane.—RCW

5,782,766

43.80.Vj METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
GENERATING AND DISPLAYING PANORAMIC
ULTRASOUND IMAGES

Lee Weng et al., assignors to Siemens Medical Systems,
Incorporated

21 July 1998„Class 600/443…; filed 19 November 1996

Consecutive ultrasonic image frames are correlated to derive trans-
ducer motion information. Compound images are then formed using the
motion information. A region of an image may be enlarged and color-coded
velocity or power information may be superimposed on the image.—RCW

5,785,051

43.80.Vj SIGNAL GENERATING ENDOTRACHEAL
TUBE APPARATUS

Randolph B. Lipscher and Jack G. Mottley, assignors to
University of Rochester

28 July 1998„Class 128/207.15…; filed 21 June 1996

In a flexible tube that extends from the subject’s oral or nasal cavity to
within the trachea, an ultrasonic transducer is connected near the distal end
and makes contact with the subject’s trachea. A second transducer is placed
on the skin of the subject’s neck. By pulsing on one of the transducers and
receiving on the other of the transducers, the position of the tube in the neck
is determined.—RCW
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5,785,654

43.80.Vj ULTRASOUND DIAGNOSTIC
APPARATUS

Kazuhiro Iinuma et al., assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Toshiba
28 July 1998„Class 600/441…; filed in Japan 21 November 1995

The velocity of echos in each of a number of segments in an ultrasonic
beam is determined. The position of at least one segment is tracked using
this velocity instead of a change in brightness. In this way, the accuracy of
tracking can be improved.—RCW
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A line of study is defined by two or more icons placed on a two-
dimensional motion image. At each point along the line of study, a velocity
profile or estimated spectrum is displayed. The displayed motion parameters
are computed using user-selected direction angles.—RCW
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Some issues regarding atmospheric turbulence modeling and its role in acoustic scattering
calculations are discussed. Discrepancies between turbulence spectral models appearing in the
acoustical and in the atmospheric sciences literature are noted, and it is argued that these
discrepancies can be understood by recognizing that the acoustic wavelength and scattering
geometry combine to act as an ‘‘acoustic filter’’ which selects a specific part of the turbulence
spectrum. A particular model spectrum can yield satisfactory acoustic scattering predictions if it fits
the actual spectrum well at the acoustically filtered turbulence scales, even if the model is a poor
overall representation of the turbulence spectrum. Proper interpretation of length scales determined
by fitting two-point correlation functions, and the importance of averaging times in estimating
variances, are also discussed in relation to the action of the acoustic filter. ©1999 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~98!03512-7#

PACS numbers: 43.10.Ln, 43.28.Fp@LCS#

INTRODUCTION

The important role played by turbulence in the propaga-
tion of sound waves through the atmosphere is now widely
recognized. As a result there has been much discussion in
recent years within the outdoor sound propagation research
community regarding how to best represent the atmospheric
turbulence, and thereby accurately predict its effects on the
scattered acoustic field. The prominent issues concern both
the appropriate spectral model for the turbulence~e.g.,
Gaussian, Kolmogorov, or von Ka´rmán!, as well as appro-
priate values for parameters such as the variances, length
scales, and structure-function parameters~e.g., Refs. 1–13!.

Resolution of these turbulence modeling issues would be
straightforward if the inertial subrange alone had significant
effects on the propagation: Kolmogorov14 long ago devel-
oped universal statistical scalings for the inertial subrange,
and these were subsequently applied to wave propagation by
Tatarskii15 and others. The difficulty is that sound waves
propagating through the atmosphere, particularly at frequen-
cies low in the audible range, are strongly affected by the
large-scale motions of the energy-containing subrange. Sta-
tistical characterization of the large scales is not universal,
depending on the details of the mean velocity and density
profiles, as well as the boundary conditions. Generally, an-
isotropy and inhomogeneity of the turbulence structure must
be considered.

I. THE SPECTRUM OF ATOMOSPHERIC
TURBULENCE

Much of the confusion concerning turbulence and scat-
tering models can be resolved, in our view, by focusing on
some well-known empirical facts about atmospheric turbu-
lence structure, and by keeping clear the distinction between
actual and modeledcharacteristics of the turbulence. Only
characteristics of the turbulence that contribute significantly
to a given scattering process need be modeled well.16

To elucidate these points, consider first Fig. 1, which
shows some features of a turbulence spectrum in a high
Reynolds-number flow such as the atmospheric boundary
layer. Each of the three primary spectral subranges, the
energy-containing~or source!, the inertial, and thedissipa-
tion, can be characterized by its own length scale.

In the atmospheric boundary layer, the characteristic
length scale of motions in the energy-containing subrange is
the integral length scale, defined by

L5
1

s2E0

`

R~r !dr, ~1!

wheres2 andR(r ) are the variance and autocorrelation of a
velocity component or temperature, andr is the spatial dis-
placement. The integral length scale is essentially equivalent
to the ‘‘outer scale’’ used in the wave propagation
literature.17 Kolmogorov’s inertial-subrange scaling applies
only to turbulence scales much smaller thanL.14,17 How-
ever, there is no universal value forL in the atmosphere: the
integral length scale varies tremendously with atmospheric
conditions, the height from the ground, the terrain topology,

a!‘‘Selected research articles’’ are ones chosen occasionally by the Editor-
in-Cheif that are judged~a! to have a subject of wide acoustical interest,
and ~b! to be written for understanding by broad acoustical readership.
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the orientation of the displacement in the autocorrelation,
and the particular variable of interest, e.g., turbulent fluctua-
tions of temperature, horizontal velocity, or vertical velocity.

Table I in Wilson and Thomson11 provides a summary
of measurements of integral length scales and other similar
quantities for atmospheric turbulence. Perhaps the most
widely accepted and cited measurements are from the Kansas
and Minnesota experiments, as first presented and analyzed
by Kaimal et al.18–20 Højstrup21 developed a spectral model
based on these data and empirically determined peak wave-
lengths for the spectra. These peak wavelengths are close in
value to the integral length scales. Højstrup found that the
peak wavelength for the near-ground horizontal velocity in
the direction of the wind,lmu , varied in the range 0.02zi

,lmu,zi , wherezi is the height of the boundary-layer cap-
ping inversion~typically 500 to 2000 m during the daytime!.
According to this result, the integral length scale of horizon-
tal velocity fluctuations can vary from meters to kilometers,
depending on the height and atmospheric conditions. The
shorter values occur when production of turbulence is domi-
nated by wind shear~near neutral conditions!, while the
larger values occur when buoyant production is comparable
to or larger than shear production~moderately to fully con-
vective conditions!.20

Whereas the integral length scaleL is the characteristic
length scale of the largest, most energetic, and least dissipa-
tive motions, theKolmogorov microscaleh is characteristic
of the smallest, most dissipative, and least energetic motions.
By definition,h5(n3/e)1/4, wheren is the kinematic viscos-
ity of air and e is the mean dissipation rate of turbulent
kinetic energy. In atmospheric turbulence,h is of order 1 to
10 mm, many orders of magnitude smaller thanL.

The inertial subrange consists of turbulent motions hav-
ing scalesr betweenL andh (L@r @h). The Taylor mi-
croscalel falls within the inertial subrange and is given in
isotropic turbulence by17

l2515n
su

2

e
, ~2!

wheresu
2 is the variance of a turbulent velocity component.

In high Reynolds number flows such as the atmospheric
boundary layer, scaling arguments indicate thatL/h;RL

3/4

andl/h;RL
1/2, whereRL5suL/n is the Reynolds number

defined using the integral length scale of the velocity com-
ponent. HenceL@l@h in high Reynolds number turbu-
lence. Another important interpretation of the Taylor micros-
cale, which we shall refer to below, is given by expanding
the autocorrelation as a Taylor series:22

R~r !.su
2~12r 2/l2!1 . . . . ~3!

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the first term in Eq.~3! defines an
osculating parabola with its vertex at the peak of the corre-
lation curve;l is the distance to the point where the parabola
intersects the abscissa. Therefore the inertial subrange scale
l is a measure of the curvature of the autocorrelation atr
50. This local curvature increases with increasing Reynolds
number, so thatl becomes smaller in comparison toL as
RL is increased.

II. ACOUSTIC SCATTERING AND DETERMINATION
OF SPECTRAL PARAMETERS

It is apparent that atmospheric turbulence spans a very
broad range of spatial scales, from millimeters to kilometers.
No one model exists to accurately describe the entire turbu-
lence spectrum in all flows. Only the spectrum in the inertial
subrange can be regarded as universal and well defined.
Given these difficulties in accurately modeling the entire
spectrum, it is important to know which portion of the spec-
trum contributes significantly in a given acoustic propagation
problem.

The dissipation subrange can generally be ignored for
the prediction of acoustic propagation. For most frequencies
within the audible range, the motions in the dissipation sub-

FIG. 1. Spectral view of the three subranges of high-Reynolds-number tur-
bulence and the corresponding length scales.~a! Turbulent kinetic energy
~TKE! spectrum~log abscissa scale, log ordinate scale!. The quantity plotted
is the weighted and normalized spectrum,kE(k)/s2, whereE(k) is the
TKE per unit mass.~b! TKE spectral transfer~log abscissa scale, linear
ordinate scale!. The quantity plotted iskT(k), whereT(k) is the net energy
transfer from wave numberk to all other wave numbers. The behavior of
T(k) implies that the energy input is in the energy subrange, and the loss is
in the dissipation subrange.

FIG. 2. Schematic of the autocorrelationR(r ) for velocity fluctuations in
moderate Reynolds number turbulence~thick solid line!, with the osculating
parabola@Eq. ~3!# that defines the Taylor microscalel ~dashed line!. Also
shown are the Gaussian applied filter using the Taylor microscale as the
length scale~dashed!, and Kolmogorov’s inertial-subrange theory~dotted!.
~The abscissa and ordinate are both linear scales.!
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range are very small compared to the acoustic wavelength
and hence unimportant. Therefore the energy-containing and
inertial subranges of atmospheric turbulence play the pri-
mary role. Broadly speaking, the large-scale, energetic mo-
tions in the atmospheric boundary layer drive acoustic phase
fluctuations, while smaller-scale motions with sizes on
order of the acoustic wavelength drive the amplitude
fluctuations.11,23 However, the interplay between the propa-
gation geometry, refraction, scattering, and acoustic wave-
length often complicates this idealized picture.

The propagation geometry and acoustic frequency com-
bine to create a filter that selects a specific part of the turbu-
lence spectrum participating in the scattering.~The signifi-
cant part of the spectrum can often be determined using
simple Bragg scattering arguments.24! Only this filtered part
of the spectrum needs to be modeled accurately to predict
scattering. If the acoustically filtered part of the spectrum is
very narrow, the choice of a spectral model is not so impor-
tant, so long as the model agrees reasonably well with the
actual turbulence spectrumwithin the band of acoustically
selected scales. We call a spectral model that is employed in
this manner an ‘‘applied filter,’’ as opposed to a rigorous
model intended for a broad region of the spectrum. Any of
the popular spectral model forms~e.g., Gaussian, Kolmog-
orov, or von Kármán! can be utilized as an applied filter, and
can yield predictions of acoustic scattering levels in reason-
able agreement with measurements, as long as the param-
eters of the applied filter yield good agreement with the ac-
tual spectrum at scales coincident with the acoustic filter.
The parameters of the applied filter do not necessarily agree
well with the actual spectrum. Previous applications of the
Gaussian model for the energy spectrum to acoustic propa-
gation~e.g., Refs. 2–4, 6, 9, 25, 26! have actually used it as
an ‘‘applied filter’’ rather than a rigorous model for the spec-

trum. As we shall discuss, this observation helps to explain
the discrepancies between the spectral models used in acous-
tics and those determined by boundary-layer meteorologists.

We illustrate this point graphically in Fig. 3, where one-
dimensional von Ka´rmán and Gaussian spectral models, a
Gaussian applied filter, and the Kolmogorov inertial-
subrange spectrum are compared to an idealized ‘‘actual’’
spectrum. The one-dimensional von Ka´rmán model spectrum
is given by

f̂ V~k!5
G~5/6!

ApG~1/3!

s2l V

~11k2l V
2 !5/6

, ~4!

wherel V5LG(1/3)/ApG(5/6)51.34L is the length scale
parameter defining the energy-containing subrange. The
Gaussian model spectrum is the Fourier transform ofR(r )
5s2 exp(2r2/l G

2 ), which is

f̂ G~k!5
s2l G

2Ap
expS 2

k2l G
2

4 D . ~5!

The Gaussian model was originally designed to approximate
only the energy-containing subrange of turbulence, so that
l G should be determined from the integral length scale; spe-
cifically, l G52L/Ap51.12L. The Gaussian model curve
in Fig. 3 has the same variance and integral length scale as
the von Kármán spectrum. This version of the Gaussian
spectrum matches the von Ka´rmán spectrum at the lowest
wave numbers and approximates the actual spectrum toler-
ably well within the energy-containing subrange. The Gauss-
ian model is not designed to capture the inertial subrange,
however, and decays far too rapidly there.

It is common in the literature on outdoor sound propa-
gation to find the value of 1 m or 1.2 m used as the Gaussian
length scale for the effective index of refraction fluctuations
near the ground.2–4,9,25,26This value was originally estimated
by Daigle et al.2,3 by approximating measured autocorrela-
tions R(r ) at small r by a Gaussian function similar to the
osculating parabola, as shown in Fig. 2. Johnsonet al.6 in-
dependently performed turbulence measurements and re-
ported length scales similar to those estimated by Daigle
et al. ~One distinction is that Johnsonet al. found the length
scale to increase with height from the ground, varying from
l G.1 m at 1 m height, to aboutl G.10 m at 33 m height.!
Both groups determined length scales by fitting their data
with Gaussian curves. Although the Gaussian approximation
for R(r ) appears reasonable for smallr , this procedure
yields a length scale similar to the Taylor microscale@Eq.
~3!#,27 not to the integral~or ‘‘outer’’ ! scale as the authors
presumed. Their derived values ofl G , are, consequently,
much smaller than the actual value ofL for their atmo-
spheric conditions. As a result the peak in the Gaussian
‘‘spectrum’’ was unwittingly moved into the inertial sub-
range. Since its original appearance, the valuel G.1 m has
been often used for modeling acoustical scattering~e.g.,
Refs. 9, 25, 26!.

A secondary problem with the analysis of atmospheric
data in some of the acoustical studies is the short averaging
time.16 In the early studies,2,3 an averaging time only several
minutes long was used. Because the outer large-eddy time

FIG. 3. Comparison of the von Ka´rmán spectral model~thin solid line!, the
Gaussian spectral model~dashed!, a Gaussian applied filter~dash-dot!, and
the Kolmogorov inertial-subrange spectrum~dotted!, to an ‘‘actual’’ turbu-
lence spectrum~thick solid!. The values used for the integral length scale
and the variance in the Gaussian applied filter are one-tenth and one-fifth,
respectively, the values used in the von Ka´rmán and Gaussian spectra. The
cross-hatched region is meant to indicate the turbulence scales that are most
important in a hypothetical scattering experiment, where the Gaussian ap-
plied filter may satisfactorily approximate the actual spectrum.
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scale is of order 10 minutes, accurate calculation of second-
order statistics from atmospheric data sets requires time se-
ries having two or more hours duration.28 Shorter records
provide insufficient sampling of low-frequency content in the
signal, which normally causes the variance to be underesti-
mated, and can also lead to smaller correlation length scales.
Such unintentional filtering of low-frequency spectral energy
is evident, for example, in the spectra shown in Fig. 4 of Ref.
2 and Fig. 8 of Ref. 4, where the ‘‘spectral peak’’ character-
istic of the energy subrange is unresolved. This discrepancy
helps explain why index-of-refraction variances appearing in
the early studies2,3 ~and often used in subsequent propagation
modeling4,9,25,26! are in the ranges251026 to 231026,
whereas values determined by field measurements described
in the boundary-layer meteorology literature and by Johnson
et al.6 are typically an order of magnitude larger.11,16

But why, if ~as we assert! the length scale used for many
acoustical studies is too short, and the index-of-refraction
variance too small, have researchers been able to obtain rea-
sonable agreement between their scattering models and field
observations? This can be understood by noting that the
length scale (l G.1) and variance (s2.1026) in the early
studies define an applied filter that approximates the actual
turbulence spectrum within the range of scales defined by the
acoustic filter. The curve labeled ‘‘applied filter’’ in Fig. 3
shows a Gaussian spectrum with the length scale one-tenth,
and the variance one-fifth, the values used for the von
Kármán spectrum. Over a narrow range of wave numbers,
indicated by shading, the Gaussian spectrum approximates
the actual spectrum29 reasonably well. If this range happens
to encompass the eddy sizes of significance in a given scat-
tering problem, then the Gaussian model may be satisfactory
when applied as a spectral filter.~Although one should not
hope to predict the scattered signal successfully over a broad
range of frequencies using the Gaussian model spectrum.!

In a later paper,4 Daigle et al. note that their measure-
ments conform well to the Kolmogorov spectrum, and rec-
ognize implicitly that they are using the Gaussian model
spectrum as an applied filter~Fig. 8 and the accompanying
discussion in Ref. 4!. Stinson and Daigle30 recently per-
formed new turbulence measurements, and discussed the
applied-filter relationship in more detail. Finally, it should be
kept in mind that Daigleet al. performed their analysis for a
specific site, scattering geometry, and range of acoustic fre-
quencies. The same approach and parameters will not neces-
sarily work well in other circumstances, as subsequent au-
thors have often incorrectly assumed. In fact, Daigleet al.4

recognized that the turbulence measurements at their site
probably were not applicable to other sites having a more
open fetch.

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Given these difficulties in quantifying the atmospheric
turbulence spectrum, the reader may wonder what turbulence
models should be used when the larger-scale turbulence of
the energy subrange significantly affects the propagation.
Here one is faced with a much more difficult task, since
energy-subrange structure depends intimately on the dynam-
ics and boundary conditions of a particular flow. Thus the

energy subrange is normally estimated from measurement,
and few satisfactory turbulence models that incorporate the
energy-subrange component of the spectrum have been de-
veloped. The von Ka´rmán and Gaussian models~with pa-
rameters correctly chosen! can be a reasonable approxima-
tion for the energy-containing subrange in some situations,
because~unlike the Kolmogorov spectrum! they are math-
ematically well behaved at low wave number, and give
roughly the correct qualitative behavior. But the limitations
of these models must be kept in mind. For example, they are
usually applied assuming homogeneous and isotropic turbu-
lence when, in reality, the energy subrange is inherently in-
homogeneous and anisotropic. In all likelihood it is an im-
possible goal to develop broadly applicable, quantitative
equations for scattering by energy-subrange turbulence.31 It
might be possible to elucidate some of the energy subrange’s
salient features, however, by using numerical turbulence
simulations,32,33or by adopting spectral models for some ide-
alized cases. A couple such idealized cases in which progress
has been made recently include turbulence in a constant
shear layer34 and the convective boundary layer over flat
terrain.35
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The general principles underlying the acoustic performance of the avian vocal tract are examined
both theoretically and experimentally. The formant resonances produced both by the total vocal tract
and by the bronchial tubes are evaluated quantitatively, and their dependence upon anatomical
parameters is investigated. A simplified cylindrical model for the beak is examined theoretically,
and experimental results are presented that confirm the predictions of the theory for this model. A
similar theoretical and experimental investigation using a more realistic conical beak model is also
reported, and behaves as predicted. Finally a theoretical study of the effect of mouth volume, as
influenced by tongue position, is integrated with these other studies to produce a complete analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite the existence of a very large literature on behav-
ioral, acoustic and physiological aspects of bird song@see,
for example, the classic book by Greenewalt~1968! and
many more recent papers# there has been very little attempt
to analyze or synthesize the behavior of the avian syrinx and
vocal tract in quantitative terms. This contrasts with the situ-
ation for the human larynx and vocal tract, for which there
exists a multitude of aerodynamic and acoustic studies, both
analytical and synthetic. There are, of course, obvious rea-
sons for this difference, the prime one of which is that, as
humans, we have a personal interest in the functioning, or
malfunctioning, of our bodies, while studies of birds are mo-
tivated largely by simple interest.

A further difficulty in the case of birds is the great va-
riety of their anatomical dimensions and the equally large
variety in the form of their vocal utterances in comparison
with those of humans. For these reasons the attention paid to
any particular bird species is likely to be small, and it makes
sense to seek out principles and approaches that can be ap-
plied fairly generally. It is the purpose of the present paper to
examine the passive acoustics of the avian vocal tract, to
exhibit the new techniques that must be applied, and to
present some results that are of fairly general applicability.
Because the treatment is properly quantitative and formal-
ized, it can be applied to birds with quite different anatomi-
cal dimensions simply by inserting the appropriate numbers
in the calculation. This is, however, only half the story, and
the acoustics of the passive vocal tract must then be consid-
ered quantitatively in relation to the active sound generation
mechanism of the syrinx in the manner discussed in an ear-
lier paper~Fletcher, 1988!.

Papers on sound production in birds often emphasize the
difference between birds and humans, but it is important to

recognize also the similarities. In both cases the air flow is
modulated by some kind of vibrating valve—a pair of vocal
folds in humans and a membrane valve in the syrinx of birds
—and the acoustic output of this valve passes through the
vocal tract where it is inevitably modified by the reson-
ances of this tract, which can be controlled to some extent by
changing the configuration of tongue, jaw and lips in the case
of humans, and of tongue and beak in the case of birds.
Some human languages use whistles interpolated among
voiced sounds, and all use aerodynamic noise to produce
consonants; birds similarly produce voiced harmonic sounds
and also more or less pure-tone whistles. A recent survey of
human voice production is given in papers in the volume
edited by Davis and Fletcher~1996! while Brackenbury
~1982! and Casey and Gaunt~1985! have discussed the situ-
ation for birds.

The anatomy of psittacine birds resembles that of hu-
mans in that there is one vocal valve located at the junction
of the bronchi and trachea, though instead of consisting of
two cartilaginous fleshy folds it comprises two membranes
that are brought into opposition by inflating an external air
sac. The actual motion of the vocal valve is complex in each
case, and involves multiple degrees of freedom, leading to
wavelike motion, or at least to a phase difference between
different parts of the valve structure~Ishizaka and Flanagan,
1972; Sundberg, 1987!. Nevertheless, it is possible to model
the behavior to a reasonable approximation by assuming a
much simpler single-mass-and-spring type of motion and
considering the forces exerted upon it during air flow
~Fletcher, 1988!.

In song birds~Oscines!, in contrast, the syrinx consists
of two separate syringeal valves, one in each bronchus below
its junction with the trachea. Each of these is a membrane
valve and can be modeled as above. Some birds use only one
of these valves for singing, but some use both simulta-
neously, producing either the same or a different frequency
~Suthers, 1990, 1994!. In either case a characteristic bron-
chial resonance can be observed in the song.

In both birds and humans the vocal valve is character-

a!‘‘Selected research articles’’ are ones chosen occasionally by the Editor-
in-Chief that are judged~a! to have a subject of wide acoustical interest,
and ~b! to be written for understanding by broad acoustical readership.

b!Permanent address: Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineer-
ing, Australian National University, Canberra 0200, Australia.
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ized as ‘‘pressure-controlled’’ in the same sense as the reed
valve of a woodwind instrument or the lips of a trumpet
player. There are, however, significant differences. The reed
valves of woodwinds are ‘‘blown closed’’ by the activating
pressure, while the lips of a trumpet player and the vocal
valves of mammals and birds are ‘‘blown open.’’ There is a
simple physiological safety reason for this design. A valve
that is blown open by pressure can be set into autonomous
oscillation at a frequency very close to that of its mechanical
resonance provided the air supply driving it comes from an
enclosed reservoir~Fletcher, 1993; Fletcher and Rossing,
1998!. When the output of the valve is connected to some
sort of resonator, such as a pipe, there are therefore two
possible situations: in both the valve oscillates at its own
resonance frequency, but in the first this is set well below the
frequency of the first pipe resonance, while in the second the
two frequencies match, giving a strong sound with emphasis
on the fundamental.

In human speech the vocal fold frequencyF0 is well
below that of the first vocal tract resonanceF1 , and the same
is true for much voiced bird song. The vibrations of the vocal
valve produce a pulsating air stream with high harmonic con-
tent at frequencies 2F0 ,3F0 ,4F0 , . . . , because of nonlinear-
ity in the flow equations. The strengths of these upper har-
monics in the radiated sound are then modified by the vocal
tract resonances, producing vowel formants in the case of
humans, and similar formants that can be recognized in Son-
agraph records for bird song~Patterson and Pepperberg,
1994!. In high soprano song, however, the vocal fold fre-
quency may be comparable with that of the first, or even the
second, vocal tract resonance, and the singer must adjust
these resonances to match the frequency of the vocal fold
vibration to produce a strong sound. The same is probably
true of some varieties of bird song~Brittan-Powell et al.,
1997!. The precise origin of ‘‘whistled’’ song, however, still
remains obscure~Fletcher, 1989!.

It is important to recognize the distinction between this
behavior and that of the ‘‘blown closed’’ valves of wood-
wind reed instruments, which can be maintained in oscilla-
tion at any frequency below their mechanical resonance by
coupling to a suitable acoustic resonator~Fletcher, 1979;
Fletcher and Rossing, 1998!. Failure to recognize this differ-
ence has caused a good deal of confusion in the literature and
a false emphasis on ‘‘coupled’’ and ‘‘uncoupled’’ vocal tract
resonators. The vibration of the vocal valve will lock to the
resonance of the vocal tract only when the frequencies of
both are nearly equal. Evidence from experiments in which
birds sang after breathing an atmosphere of helium and oxy-
gen, which has a much higher sound velocity than air and
therefore raises the vocal tract resonance frequencies propor-
tionally, convincingly supports this general picture~Now-
icki, 1987; Brittan-Powellet al., 1997!.

The purpose of the present paper is not to explore the
whole mechanism of sound production in birds, but rather
simply to investigate the resonances of the vocal tract.
Whether the syringeal source vibrates at a frequency nearly
identical to that of a vocal tract resonance, or at some lower
frequency, the vocal tract still has a major influence on the
song.

Discussions of the vocal tract in the literature have gen-
erally treated the vocal tract in a grossly simplified manner,
characterizing it as a simple tube that is either acoustically
open at both ends, open at one end only, or even closed at
both ends~Brittan-Powellet al., 1997!, while even a cursory
anatomical study shows that none of these models can be
really appropriate. At its lower end, the trachea passes
through the syringeal valve, which may be either open or
closed at different parts of its oscillation cycle, and is termi-
nated by a length of bronchial tube and the abdominal air
sacs. These present an acoustic impedance that can, at least
in principle and probably in practice, be evaluated~Fletcher,
1988!. At its upper end, the trachea passes through the laryn-
geal constriction to enter the mouth, and this in turn is ter-
minated by the complex geometry of the beak. At the very
least, this combination presents an end-correction to the
acoustic length of the trachea that is to some extent under the
control of the bird. Detailed calculations show that the vocal
tract resonances may approximate those of a singly closed
tube for one part of the cycle and those of a doubly open tube
for another part, giving a complex set of resonances that
appear also in the song of the bird modeled~Fletcher, 1988!.
For these reasons, we simply calculate the acoustic input
impedance of the upper vocal tract at the position of the
syringeal valve, recognizing this as one important compo-
nent of a more complex total system.

The first section of the paper deals explicitly with song
birds, and with the consequences of their having syringeal
valves that lie below the junction of the bronchi with the
trachea. In particular, the bronchial resonance associated
with this anatomy is calculated and displayed.

The discussion in the main part of the paper, however, is
common to both song birds and those species with only a
single syringeal valve at the foot of the trachea, for what is
calculated is the input impedance of the trachea at this point.
The trachea itself is a simple tube and holds little interest,
while the larynx, mouth and tongue can be modeled as a
constriction and as a short tube of variable cross section,
respectively. Major interest is focused upon the beak, be-
cause its complex geometry makes it difficult to analyze in a
simple way, while there is ample observational evidence that
beak opening is strongly correlated with song frequency
~Westneatet al., 1993!. To give some substance to the re-
sults of the calculations, they are compared with experimen-
tal results using a large-scale model.

I. THE BRONCHIAL FORMANT

The bronchial formant seems to have been first identi-
fied in work by Suthers~1994! in the song of the oil bird
Steatornis caripensis. This bird is peculiar in that its vocal
system lacks bilateral symmetry, so that the lengths of the
two bronchi, measured from the syringeal valves to the junc-
tion with the trachea, are very different. The song shows two
distinct formant bands, one at about 5 kHz and one at about
8 kHz, and Suthers was able to show, by blocking first one
and then the other bronchus, that these are associated with
resonances of the two bronchial segments, behaving essen-
tially as quarter-wave pipe resonators. It is our aim here to
place this observation on a quantitative footing by calculat-
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ing the vocal tract impedance presented to the syrinx valves.
For the present we ignore the complexities of the mouth and
beak, and assume the trachea to behave as a simple open tube
with an appropriate end-correction to account for these.

The reason that the input impedance of the vocal tract at
the syrinx valve is important is that the valve has a high
impedance relative to the vocal tract, and so acts essentially
as a flow source. The power that it supplies to the vocal tract
is therefore proportional to the product of the vocal tract
input impedanceZV and the square of the acoustic volume
flow U.

If we consider just one bronchus leading to the trachea,
with the other being blocked as in the experiments of Suth-
ers, then the vocal tract can be idealized as shown in Fig.
1~a!. We simply have a bronchial tube of lengthLB and cross
sectional areaSB leading to a trachea of lengthLT and area
ST . For simplicity in the model, we ignore for the moment
the acoustic contribution of the beak and assume it to be
taken into account by an adjustment of the tracheal length to
a valueLT8 appropriately greater than its geometric length
LT .

In Fig. 1~b! is shown the network analog from which the
behavior of the system can be easily calculated, the case of
one blocked bronchus involving only the circuit elements
shown as full lines. Details of this approach are given by
Fletcher~1992!. Each tubelike element is described by a 2
32 matrix of impedance coefficientsZi j , given explicitly
for the case of a tube of lengthL and cross sectionS by

Z115Z2252 j
rc

S
tankL,

~1!

Z125Z2152 j
rc

S
csckL,

wherer is the density of air,c is the speed of sound in air,
k5v/c1 j a, v52p f is the angular frequency in which we

are interested, anda'231025(v/S)1/2 m21 is the attenua-
tion coefficient for sound propagation in the tube. As usual,
j 5A21, and we assume SI units throughout. To avoid con-
fusion, we shall replaceZi j by Bi j when the coefficients refer
to the bronchus, and byTi j when they refer to the trachea. If
we supposep to be the acoustic pressure at the syrinx valve,
U to be the flow through this valve,U1 to be the flow from
the bronchus to the trachea, andU2 the flow out of the beak,
then the network equations are

B11U2B12U15p,

2B12U1~B221T11!U12T12U250, ~2!

2T12U11T22U250,

which can be easily solved to give the input impedanceZin as

Zin5
p

U
5B112

B12
2 T22

B22T221T11T222T12
2

. ~3!

We have retained the distinction betweenB11 and B22 and
betweenT11 andT22 in this analysis, so that the results apply
also to the case in which the bronchus and trachea are taper-
ing rather than uniformly cylindrical, provided we use appro-
priate generalizations of the impedance coefficientsZi j .

It is reasonable to ask, at this stage, whether it is ad-
equate to treat biological tubes, such as those of the vocal
system, as though they have rigid walls, which is the implicit
assumption underlying Eqs.~1! above. While the walls of the
trachea are not particularly soft, they are certainly not ideally
rigid. It is simple to include this lack of rigidity in the wave
propagation equations for the tube using the formalism of
Appendix B, in which the lack of rigidity of the walls simply
adds a parallel element to the compressibilityY of the en-
closed air. This, in turn, simply modifies the sound propaga-
tion velocityc. In practice there may be complications to the
calculation because of the elastic resonance of the walls, but
they are in general sufficiently thick that the correction toc,
and thus to the wave numberk, is much less than 10%. It is
therefore reasonable to neglect this in our calculations, and
in the model experiments to follow. There will also be an
extra contribution to the damping coefficienta, but all this
does is to slightly broaden any resonance peaks.

The expression in Eq.~3! can easily be evaluated nu-
merically, as a function of frequency, when we insert specific
values for the anatomic dimensions involved. For the case of
the oil bird these dimensions are given in Table I for the two
separate bronchi, and the calculated results are shown in Fig.
2. We see that each curve exhibits a number of resonances
with a 1, 3, 5,..., frequency sequence, based upon a funda-
mental frequency of about 600 Hz. These are the resonances

FIG. 1. ~a! Model of the avian vocal tract with one blocked bronchus. The
acoustic effect of the beak is taken into account by increasing the effective
length of the trachea.~b! Analog network for calculation of the input im-
pedance at the syringeal valve. When the other bronchus is unblocked, the
part of the circuit indicated with broken lines becomes operative.

TABLE I. Assumed anatomical dimensions.

Case~a! Case~b!

Length of trachea 100 mm 100 mm
Length of bronchus 10 mm 15 mm
Acoustic length of beak 20 mm 20 mm
Diameter of trachea 5 mm 5 mm
Diameter of bronchus 3 mm 3 mm
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of the complete vocal tract consisting of bronchus, trachea
and beak. In human speech, the vocal-fold frequencyF0 is
very much less than the frequency of the lowest of these
resonances, and they would constitute the normal vocal for-
mants. A bird, however, adopts a song strategy that is similar
to that of a coloratura soprano singer, for whomF0 is com-
parable with the frequency of the first vocal tract resonance.
In this case, song is produced most efficiently if the vocal
tract shape is adjusted so that one of its low resonances co-
incides withF0 , or perhaps its second harmonic 2F0 .

Each curve in Fig. 2 also shows a peak in the envelope
of the resonances, at about 8.5 kHz in the case of the shorter
bronchus in~a! and at about 5.5 kHz for the longer bronchus
in ~b!. This is the formant imposed by the bronchial reso-
nance and noted by Suthers, and does indeed correspond
fairly closely to a quarter-wave resonance condition of the
bronchial segment between the syringeal valve and the junc-
tion with the trachea. Indeed it is interesting to note that, at
this resonance, the bronchial tube constitutes a quarter-wave
transformer which improves the acoustic matching between
the syringeal generator and the trachea.

The fact that Eq.~3! gives a quantitative prediction of
behavior allows us to examine the consequences of varia-
tions in anatomic quantities such as the lengths and diam-
eters of the various sections of the vocal tract. Such numeri-
cal experimentation immediately establishes that a
discontinuity in diameter at the junction between bronchus
and trachea is essential for the production of this high for-
mant, as we expect on acoustic grounds, since reflection is
necessary to establish a resonance.

We can see the algebraic origin of these resonances
quite clearly from~3!. There will be peaks in the impedance
Zin when the denominator in the second term becomes very
small so that

~B221T11!T222T12
2 '0. ~4!

If we neglect damping by settinga50 in k, thenBi j andTi j

become pure imaginary and this expression can be made to
vanish exactly, giving a good approximation to the resonance
frequencies. If the bronchus is narrower than the trachea, so
that SB,ST , then these frequencies lie a little above the
values for which v5(2n21)c/4(LT1LB), that is the
quarter-wave resonances of the total vocal tract length con-
sisting of bronchus plus trachea plus beak. These are the
primary vocal tract resonances.

If we are near in frequency to a quarter-wave resonance
of the bronchus, thenB115B22→0 and B12→ZB , and the
second term in~3!, which contains the resonance, approaches
its maximum value. When the frequency is midway between
these quarter-wave bronchial resonances, on the other hand,
then all theBi j→` and the two terms in~3! cancel so that
the primary resonances are suppressed. This is the explana-
tion for the shape of the envelope of the resonances in Fig. 2.

It is worthwhile to examine briefly the effect of going to
the natural case in which both bronchi are open, as shown by
removing the plug in Fig. 1~a!. The analog network, shown
in Fig. 1~b!, then includes the branch shown with broken
lines. This network can be solved in just the same way, and
yields the result

Zin5B11

2
B12

2 ~B118 T221T11T222T12
2 !

B118 ~B22T221T11T222T12
2 !1B11~T11T222T12

2 !
, ~5!

whereB refers to the bronchus in which we are interested
~No. 1! and B8 to the other bronchus~No. 2!, the valve of
which is assumed to be closed.~A similar expression could
be deduced if we assume the other syrinx to be open.! We
can see that, if the second bronchus is closed at its junction
with the trachea, so thatB118 5`, this expression reduces to
that in ~3!, as indeed it must.

Once again the envelope of the resonances reaches a
maximum at the quarter-wave resonances of the active bron-
chus No. 1 and for the same reason as before. Thus although
the detailed frequencies of the peaks of the impedance curve
will be a little altered, it will still show a formant band at the
same position as for the simple case. The same is true if the
bird is using the syringeal valve in bronchus No. 2. Use of
both syringeal valves simultaneously will thus produce both
formants, which is what was observed by Suthers~1994!.

Though the oil bird is a peculiar anatomical case, we
expect similar behavior for all song birds. The distinction is
perhaps that the syrinx membranes are usually located rather
high in the bronchi, close to its junction with the trachea, so
that the bronchial formant frequency is very high and per-
haps outside the frequency range normally studied.

II. THE BEAK

As mentioned in the Introduction, acoustic analysis of
the beak is made complex because of the fact that it opens
along its sides for a considerable distance. This means that
we must consider radiation loading on this opening, and also
means that the acoustic behavior may vary in a rather com-

FIG. 2. Calculated vocal tract input impedance for the simple model of Fig.
1, using the anatomical dimensions given in Table I for cases~a! and ~b!.
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plex manner with beak gape. We attack this problem by a
combination of theoretical analysis and direct experiment.

Clearly a rigorous model of the acoustic behavior of the
beak must be three dimensional, to allow for the complex
acoustic flows involved. While such an analysis could be
carried out numerically, using some sort of finite element
program, its results would probably not be very illuminating
in a general sense, though reasonably accurate for the par-
ticular case studied. It is therefore more useful to approach
the problem by constructing a model that is simple enough to
solve analytically, but at the same time is sufficiently realis-
tic to incorporate the key features of an actual beak. To this
end we investigate first a very simple model and then one
that is more complex and more realistic.

We should emphasize at the outset that our objective
here is to obtain a reasonable understanding of the acoustic
characteristics of the avian beak, rather than to carry out a
precise study of the behavior of our simple models. For this
reason we have been satisfied with quite modest theoretical
rigor and experimental accuracy, and the results should not
be judged on this basis.

A. Cylindrical beak model

Our first highly simplified model is shown in Fig. 3~a!.
The model is cylindrical, with uniform side openings. The
major advantage of such a model is its easy geometrical de-
scription, which allows simple calculation of its acoustic be-
havior. We want to understand the general behavior of such
a beak as a preliminary to investigating a more realistic
model that is not so straightforward to analyze.

From an acoustical point of view, the beak may be re-
garded as a slotted transmission duct with a radiation admit-
tance that is uniformly distributed along its length. The be-
havior of such a duct is characterized by its series impedance
and shunt admittance, both per unit length of duct. Suppose
that the series impedance per unit length of the beak at fre-
quencyv is Z(v). Then Z(v) is essentially the masslike

inertive load contributed by axial flow of the air in the duct,
and has the value

Z~v!5Rw1 j
rv

S
, ~6!

where S is the cross-sectional area of the beak,Rw is the
small viscous resistance at the walls, and the other symbols
have their usual meanings. Similarly, letY(v) be the shunt
admittance per unit length of the beak. ThenY(v) has two
parts, one a complianceYc contributed by the compressibil-
ity of the air in the beak, and the other the admittanceYs per
unit length of the slits on each side of the beak, as shown in
Fig. 3~b!. We can thus write

Y~v!5Yc1Ys5 j
Sv

rc2
1Ys . ~7!

The beak cross-sectional areaS is related to the slit width, or
gape,g by

S5pb212bg. ~8!

The acoustic impedanceSs of unit length of slit has two
parts,Zflow associated with flow between the slit walls and
Zradn associated with the flow transitions~radiation imped-
ance! at the open ends of the slit. The first of these is easily
evaluated~Olson, 1957, p. 89! and is approximately

Zflow~v!'
12hd

g3
1 j

6rdv

5g
, ~9!

whereh is the viscosity of air. The radiation impedance of
unit length of a slit of widthg is more difficult to calculate,
but we can derive an approximate result as shown in Appen-
dix A. If we neglect the small conductive part of the admit-
tance, this result has the form

Yradn' j
p

rv ln~kg/4!
, ~10!

wherek5v/c as usual.
We can now addZflow andZradn to estimate the slit ad-

mittanceYs per unit length along the beak. Remembering
that there are two slits, and thatZradn5(Yradn)

21 when we
deal with unit length of slit, we can write

Ys'2@Zflow1~Yradn!
21#21. ~11!

We can get an insight into the behavior of this beak
model by neglecting the small resistive components ofZflow

and Zradn and retaining only the imaginary parts of these
expressions. We also assume that the gapeg is within the
range typical of bird beaks so that, as shown in Appendix A,
it is a reasonable approximation to take the end correction at
the slit to bed'g. We can then write

Ys'2 j S 3rvd

5g
1

rv

2 D 21

. ~12!

When we combine this with the compressive complianceYc

of the enclosed air, as in~7!, we have an expression of the
form

FIG. 3. ~a! Simplified model of the bird beak.~b! Network analog used to
calculate the behavior. The repeating sections indicate the series impedance
Z and the two shunt admittancesYc and Ys ~all per unit length! for the
enclosed volume and the slit, respectively.
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Y~v!5 j S Av2
B

v D , ~13!

where

A5
pb212bg

rc2
, B5S 3rd

5g
1

r

2D 21

. ~14!

It is clear from ~13! that Y(v) is negative imaginary for
small values ofv, goes through zero, and then becomes
positive imaginary, asv increases. The frequencyv5v*
for which Y(v)50 is a sort of transverse Helmholtz reso-
nance frequency for the slotted duct, with only flow through
the slit taken into account. We callv* the propagation cutoff
frequency for the slotted beak, for a reason that will appear
in a moment, and it can be calculated by settingY(v)50 in
Eq. ~13!.

Returning to the transmission behavior of the slotted
duct, it is easy to show from standard transmission-line
theory ~see Appendix B! that its characteristic impedance is

Z0~v!5~Z/Y!1/2 ~15!

and that the phase speedv and wave numberk5v/v of
waves in the duct are

v~v!5v/~ZY!1/2, k~v!5~ZY!1/2. ~16!

We note that these expressions reduce to their normal forms
Z05rc/S, v5c, andk5v/c when the slit is closed, so that
g50, and the small contributionRw to Z from wall losses is
neglected.

From our discussion of the behavior ofY(v) above, we
see immediately thatk(v) is imaginary forv,v* , so that
the wave is exponentially damped as exp(2ukux) below the
cutoff frequency, rather than propagating through the slotted
duct. Forv just greater thanv* , Y is small and the phase
speedv is very large, while forv@v* the slits have little
effect andv'c. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The behavior of the cutoff frequency with beak gape is
clearly of interest. An approximate result can be derived
from ~13! by settingY50, and has the form

v* 'F 10gc2

S~6d15g!G
1/2

~17!

with S5pb212bg as in ~8!. The curve in Fig. 5 shows the
general form of the behavior for a model approximating a
real bird beak in dimensions. For a more accurate calcula-
tion, which is hardly justified, the logarithmic expression for
the slit radiation impedance as given in Appendix A should
be used, and the resulting equation solved numerically. As
expected, the propagation cutoff frequency scales simply in-
versely with beak size, provided diameter, gape and wall
thickness are all kept in proportion.

As a final theoretical exercise, it is straightforward to
calculate the acoustic reactance presented by such a beak to
the trachea, and from this the end correction can be evalu-
ated. If we neglect resistive losses by radiation from the beak
slits, then the impedance coefficientsKi j for the beak can be
found from the expressions~2!, simply by substituting~8! for
the effective cross-sectional area and using the phase veloc-
ity v, given by ~16!, in place of the free propagation sound
speedc. An expression for the impedanceZK is similarly
easy to derive. The input admittance of the beak is then

Zbeak5K112
K12

2

K221ZK
. ~18!

When this expression is evaluated numerically, however, the
behavior is dominated by longitudinal resonances of the beak
cavity unless damping by radiation from the slit is included.
The calculation is therefore not of much value for compari-
son with experiment.

B. Experimental verification

To verify these predictions, experiments were conducted
using a large-scale beak model. The trachea was represented
by a plastic pipe, about 1 m in length, 34 mm in internal
diameter, and 4 mm in wall thickness, and the beak by an
extension of this pipe formed by slitting a 100-mm-long sec-
tion of it longitudinally and partly closing the remote end
with two semicircular plugs. The gape opening of this model
beak could be adjusted between zero and about 30 mm. The
end correction, evaluated at the junction between the plain
pipe and the model beak, was measured using a standing-
wave tube as normally used for measuring acoustic imped-

FIG. 4. Calculated behavior of the simplified beak model of Fig. 3, with
beak diameter 10 mm, wall thickness 2 mm and gape 5 mm. Above the
cutoff frequencyf * 5v* /2p, which is here about 3100 Hz, a sound wave is
transmitted with phase velocityv that is greater than the normal sound
velocity c'340 m s21. Below f * the wave is attenuated, and the attenua-
tion coefficient behaves as shown.

FIG. 5. Calculated propagation cutoff frequency, as a function of the gape,
for a simple cylindrical beak of internal diameter 10 mm and wall thickness
2 mm.
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ance~Beranek, 1988!. The standing-wave ratio in the pipe
was also measured, thus giving an indication of the losses at
the beak end. Choice of the diameter of the model trachea to
match that of the beak reduces complications and is easily
generalized later.

The measured end-correction behaved just as expected.
At low frequencies the beak presented very nearly an ‘‘open-
end’’ termination to the trachea, with the actual value of the
end-correction depending upon the gape but not significantly
upon the frequency. This end-correction exhibited a sharp
transition at about the frequency predicted by the theory, and
for higher frequencies increased as would be expected for a
wave propagating to the more-or-less closed remote end of
the beak. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 6~a!. The value
to be assigned to the end correction above the cutoff fre-
quency is arbitrary to the extent of an added half-
wavelength, and has been taken to have the smallest possible
positive value for convenience.

Also of importance is the measured standing-wave ratio
H, which is just the ratio of the maximum to the minimum
amplitude in the trachea tube. FromH we can determine the
reflection coefficientR at the beak from the relation

R5
H21

H11
. ~19!

This quantity is shown in Fig. 6~b!, from which it is clear
that there is a minimum in the reflection coefficient, corre-
sponding to a maximum radiation efficiency, just above the
cutoff frequency. This is what we might expect, for the phase

velocity in the beak is then high, and the two slots radiate as
sources with uniform phase.

The measured variation of the cutoff frequency with
beak gape is shown in Fig. 7, where it is compared with the
calculated variation off * 5v* /2p as evaluated from~17!. It
can be seen that the agreement is acceptably good for small
gapes. For large gapes the radiation losses are so large that it
is not possible to distinguish the cutoff behavior.

The next part of the experiment examined the variation
of radiation directivity with frequency and beak gape. The
directivity behavior measured in the horizontal plane~the
plane of the slit! was simple: below the transmission cutoff
frequency f * , the radiation pattern is not far from being
omnidirectional, with the 0° forward direction dominating
the 180° rearward direction by only about 3 dB. Nearf *
there is a transition to a more nearly figure eight pattern with
a minimum in the 90° direction, and this pattern is main-
tained at higher frequencies. Example measurements are
shown in Fig. 8. The reason for this behavior is clear. At low
frequencies, the standing wave in the slotted pipe is expo-
nentially attenuated with distance along the slot, giving two

FIG. 6. ~a! Measured end-correction, as a function of frequency, for the
experimental cylindrical beak model with a gape of 10 mm. The calculated
cutoff frequencyf * 5v* /2p for sound transmission along the slotted duct
is 1800 Hz in this case. Note that the end-correction is actually undefined to
within a half-wavelength.~b! The measured reflection coefficientR. Note
the minimum near the cutoff frequency.

FIG. 7. Measured variation of the transmission cutoff frequency of the
model beak as a function of beak gape~symbols!, compared with the cal-
culated variation of the cutoff frequency.

FIG. 8. Measured directivity patterns for the cylindrical model beak with a
gape of 10 mm. The propagation cutoff frequency in this case is about 1600
Hz.
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short slot sources separated by much less than a wavelength,
so that they behave quite like a single point source. Just
below the cutoff frequency, the standing wave extends along
nearly the whole length of the slotted pipe, because the at-
tenuation becomes very small, while just above cutoff the
behavior is similar because the wave is transmitted and has a
very high phase velocity. These two longer cophase sources
are efficient radiators. At frequencies further above cutoff,
however, the slotted pipe is long enough to encompass more
than one half-wavelength of the standing wave, and the lat-
eral separation between the two slit sources is also an appre-
ciable fraction of a wavelength. This complex source has
good axial radiation efficiency but low efficiency in the
transverse 90° direction. When similar measurements were
carried out in the vertical plane, the response on the axis was
necessarily unchanged, while that at 90° increased so as to
nearly eliminate the minimum, suggesting that it is the phase
delay between the two slits that is primarily responsible for
it.

To complete the study of this simplified model, we
should examine the behavior of the transfer function between
internal acoustic pressure and the total radiated sound pres-
sure. This is essentially equivalent to evaluating the magni-
tude of the real part of the radiation impedance as a function
of beak gape and frequency. Because the cylindrical beak
model is very artificial, we shall not report this study here,
but defer it for mention in relation to the conical beak model
of the next section.

In relating these experimental results to the behavior of
real bird beaks, it is important to correct the scaling. The
model used in the experiments was larger than typical bird
beaks by a fact ranging from about 3 to 10. Fortunately the
scaling law is quite simple, at least to a first approximation.
If we scale all geometrical dimensions similarly, say by a
factor j, then the end correction also scales asj and the
frequency response scales asj21. All the frequencies re-
ported in our experiments should therefore be scaled up-
wards by a factor between about 3 and 10 for the smaller
beaks of typical birds.

C. Conical beak model

While it is possible, using finite-element numerical
methods, to calculate the acoustic behavior of a fairly realis-
tic model beak, this tells us rather little about general prin-
ciples. We therefore explore in a much less accurate manner
the acoustics of a simplified but improved beak model. As
shown in Fig. 9, this model consists of a cone, split length-

wise and opened along the split plane. For convenience the
gapeg0 is defined to be measured at the tip of the beak, as
shown.

When we attempt to analyze the behavior of this beak
model, we see immediately that a proper treatment would be
quite difficult. It is, however, enough for our present pur-
poses to proceed in a very first-order manner, using a one-
dimensional slotted duct approach as before. The difference
is that, in the present case, the duct has a progressively
changing cross section, and the slits similarly vary in width
with distance along the beak. The treatment we propose is
reasonably well justified for the portion of the beak where
the slit width is much less than the beak diameter, but ceases
to be valid when this condition is no longer satisfied. Despite
this, and in the absence of a better simple approach, it makes
at least qualitative sense to extrapolate the formal results to
cover the behavior of the complete beak from root to tip.

Suppose that the beak length isL, its base radiusb, and
its gape at the tip isg0 . Then we can approximate the local
slit width g(x) at a distancex from the base of the beak by

g~x!5g0x/L ~20!

and the duct cross sectionS(x) at x by

S~x!5
pb2~L2x!2

L2
1

2g0bx~L2x!

L2
. ~21!

The local cutoff frequency for transmission along the duct is
therefore given, in this approximation at least, by substitut-
ing these values in the treatment of the previous section.

The result of this calculation is shown in Fig. 10. The
cutoff position moves towards the tip of the beak at higher
frequencies, but towards the base of the beak as the gape is
increased. This is just what we would expect from our dis-
cussion of the simple cylindrical beak. The numerical reli-
ability of the calculation is, however, not high, because the
assumptions upon which it is based are rather far from being
satisfied—the slit is not uniform, and is not very long com-
pared with its width, though both of these assumptions are
closer to being satisfied when the gape is small. The unreal-

FIG. 9. A more realistic beak model, with important dimensions marked.

FIG. 10. Calculated distance of the cutoff position from the beak base, as a
function of gape and frequency, for a beak 50 mm long, 10 mm in base
diameter, and with a wall thickness 1 mm.
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ity of some of the assumptions shows up at higher frequen-
cies and larger gapes than those illustrated in the figure. At 8
kHz, for example, the solution diverges for gapes larger than
about 10 mm, which suggests that the calculatedx values at
7 kHz and large gapes are probably too large. Despite this, it
is not unreasonable to suppose that the calculation describes
the actual behavior at least qualitatively, and perhaps semi-
quantitatively.

We can go a little further and see what this means in
terms of end-correction behavior at the beak. This is not
simple, because the acoustic load past the cutoff position
depends upon gape and frequency, but we can make some
qualitative statements. Certainly we should expect from Fig.
10 that the end-correction will decrease as the gape is in-
creased, and that it will decrease as the frequency is lowered.
Both of these aspects of the acoustical behavior are similar to
those deduced for the cylindrical beak model, but here the
change with frequency is gradual, rather than having an
abrupt discontinuity.

D. Conical beak measurements

A conical beak model was constructed by making a light
sheet-metal cone, 200 mm in length, to fit on the end of the
plastic trachea, so that its diameter at the base was about 40
mm. The cone was then slit lengthwise to make a fairly
realistic beak, and hinged to the tracheal tube to make a
model vocal tract. Once again, measurements of end correc-
tion and standing-wave ratio were made using a modified
acoustic impedance tube. The gapeg0 was defined in this
case to be the opening at the beak tip. This model is, of
course, large compared with the beak of a typical bird, but
the acoustic parameters we are investigating scale simply
with size, provided that we also scale frequency inversely
with size. For the beak of a typical large bird, the model
dimensions should be reduced by about a factor of 5, and the
frequency increased by the same factor.

Figure 11 shows the measured end correction to the tra-
cheal tube, as a function of beak gape, for several frequen-
cies in the range of interest. The important conclusion, which
we were led to expect from our theoretical analysis, is that
the effective end correction for a given gape is a good deal
larger at high frequencies than at low frequencies. This is, as
once again we expect, a general progressive behavior, rather
than involving a sharp transition of the type found for our
simplified cylindrical beak model. Only the results for a fre-
quency of 2500 Hz appear anomalous. The reason for this is
not clear, but the standing-wave ratio for larger gapes at this
frequency is very low, making measurements rather difficult
and inaccurate.

The general form of the behavior displayed in Fig. 11 is
remarkably similar to that calculated from the simple theory
and displayed in Fig. 10. To compare the two figures, we
must remember that the calculated beak in Fig. 10 is smaller
than the experimental beak by about a factor of 4 in all
dimensions. We must therefore multiply all the distances in
Fig. 10 by four and divide the frequencies by four for the
comparison. Having done this, it is clear that there is remark-
ably good semiquantitative agreement between theory and
experiment. It is gratifying that such a simple theory is able

to provide such a good description of actual behavior. The
fact that the experimental results become anomalous at about
the same relative frequency as that at which the theory fails
should not be taken to be significant.

It is useful to have an approximate expression for the
end correctiond in the general case, as a function of gape
and frequency. Clearly the measured end correction should
scale, in both magnitude and frequency, with the size of the
beak, if the geometric proportions remain similar. An empiri-
cal expression that describes the measured results and that
has been appropriately scaled is

d~ f ,g!'0.05L11025f L2/g, ~22!

whereL is the length of the beak andg is the tip gape, both
in meters, andf is the frequency in hertz. The length to root
diameter ratio of the beak is assumed to be about 6. This
expression is a reasonable approximation forg,L, that is
for a gape angle of less than about 60°, and forf ,500/L
numerically, but makes no claims to accuracy.

When the scaled version of this formula is compared
with the theoretical results shown in Fig. 10 for the propa-
gation distance of the wave into the beak, it is found that the
end correction is about twice the propagation distance. Such
a result is about what we might expect.

The next set of measurements to be made were of the
radiation directivity patterns, which were made in the same
way as for the cylindrical beak. In addition to their intrinsic
interest, these measurements are important in relation to the
radiation transfer function, as we see later. The results of
these measurements, as shown in Fig. 12, are qualitatively
quite similar to those for the cylindrical beak model, except
that there is no pronounced ‘‘figure-eight’’ region, presum-
ably because of the beak taper. Measurements taken in the
vertical plane are very similar to those in the horizontal
plane.

FIG. 11. Measured end correction to the trachea tube, when terminated by
the tapered beak model, as a function of beak gape for a range of frequen-
cies.
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Figure 13 summarizes the behavior in the form of a
directional indexG( f ,g), which we define to be the ratio, in
decibels, between the measured radiated intensity on the axis
and the intensity at the same distance that would be radiated
by an isotropic simple source. Thus

G~ f ,g!5210 log10F 1

4pE0

p

100.1F~u!2p sinu duG , ~23!

whereF(u) is the level at angleu relative to the level on the
axis, at the given gape and frequency. To an adequate accu-
racy for our present purposes, the experimental results may
be approximated by

G~ f ,g!'0.005f ~g10.2! dB, ~24!

whereg is in meters andf in hertz.
We are now in a position to evaluate the radiation trans-

fer function for the beak. The external radiated power level is
easy to define and measure. Suppose the measured root-
mean-square sound pressure at a distancer on the beak axis
is pR , then the total radiated power is

PR54pr 21020.1G~ f ,g!pR
2/rc, ~25!

where the directional indexG( f ,g), defined by~23!, allows
for the directivity pattern of the radiation. Internally we can
most easily measure the sound pressurepI at the pressure
maxima in the standing wave pattern produced by the inci-
dent wave and the wave reflected from the beak. We can then
define an internal power quantityPI by

PI5pI
2/Z5pI

2S/rc, ~26!

whereZ5rc/S is the characteristic impedance of the trachea
pipe, assumed to have areaS. The justification for adopting
this measure will be set out below.

Dividing these two power quantities and taking loga-
rithms to convert the squared pressures to measured sound
pressure levelsLR andLI , respectively, relative to the same
reference, we define the transfer functionT( f ,g), in deci-
bels, to be

T~ f ,g!510 log10~PR /PI !

5LR2LI2G~ f ,g!110 log10~4pr 2/S! dB. ~27!

The interpretation of this power transfer function is impor-
tant. The radiated powerPR is clearly defined and needs no
qualification. The internal power quantityPI as defined by
~26!, however, can be rewritten in the form

PI5UI
2rc/S, ~28!

whereUI is the volume flow amplitude at the flow antinodes
in the tracheal pipe, one of which is at the beak. Since the
radiated power is simplyRRUI

2 , whereRR is the real~resis-
tive! part of the radiation impedance at the beak, this means
that T( f ,g) measures, in decibels, the radiation resistance at
the beak relative to the characteristic impedancerc/S of the
tracheal tube. The behavior of this radiation resistance is well
known for a simple open tube, so that measurement of
T( f ,g) allows us to evaluate the acoustic influence of the
beak.

To perform the measurements, a small subtlety is re-
quired, for we do not generally know the exact location of
the pressure nodes and antinodes in the model trachea, and
we must evaluate the internal pressure level at a pressure
maximum. To make the measurement, we therefore sealed
the syrinx end of the model trachea, and inserted into it at
this point a small sound source and a pressure microphone.
The frequency was varied until this microphone indicated a
local pressure maximum, at which point the trachea-beak
system was at a resonance and the microphone was at a
pressure maximum. In our experiments, actual measurement
of the transfer function made use of a two-channel FFT ana-
lyzer, and the level differenceLR2LI was the envelope of
the minima of the displayed transfer function.

To give a reference, we first measured the radiation
transfer function for the pipe with the beak removed. This
measurement should give the radiation impedance of an open
tube, which is known to rise at 6 dB/oct for low frequencies
and to saturate at the valuerc/S, or 0 dB on our scale, for
2p f /ca.2, which corresponds here to about 6 kHz~Be-
ranek, 1954!. The measured function behaves approximately
in this manner as expected, but not with great accuracy. It

FIG. 12. Measured directivity patterns as a function of frequency and gape
for the conical beak model.

FIG. 13. Measured directional indexG( f ,g) for the conical beak model at
various gapesg, as a function of frequencyf.
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can be used, however, as a reference with which the mea-
sured behavior of the beak can be compared, thus minimiz-
ing experimental errors.

Figure 14 shows the measured behavior of the radiation
transfer functionT( f ,g) for the conical beak model over a
wide range of frequencies and gapes. In each part of the
figure, the radiation function for the bare tube is shown for
comparison. We conclude that the effect of the beak is to
enhance the acoustic radiation by an amount up to about 6
dB over a limited and gape-dependent frequency range. For
narrow gapes, between 5 and 20 mm, as shown in the upper
part of the figure, the radiation enhancement increases with
gape and occurs over the range from about 500 to 3000 Hz.
For wide gapes between about 50 and 200 mm, as shown in
the lower part of the figure, the enhancement once again
increases with increasing gape and occurs over a range from
about 1500 to 4500 Hz. When these frequencies are in-
creased by a factor of 3 or so in order that they apply to a
moderate-sized bird, it is clear that beak gape contributes a
significant vocal formant to the upper parts of the song fre-
quency range, and that this formant rises in frequency as the
gape is increased. Casual listening and observation, of
course, would have led one to expect this.

It is interesting to note, in passing, that the measured
radiation function for the cylindrical beak model exhibits
pronounced maxima, separated by about 900 Hz, above the
transmission cutoff frequency, as shown in Fig. 15. These
can be attributed to longitudinal half-wave resonances within
the beak cavity.

E. Beak input impedance

Finally we need an expression for the input impedance
of the beak, as seen from the mouth. A detailed solution of
this problem is similar to that for a slotted, tapered wave-
guide or transmission line~Slater, 1942!, and generally re-
quires a numerical approach for each particular case, even
given the simplifying assumptions used in our treatment. To
undertake such a study would not be appropriate here, so we
seek instead an approximate treatment.

The most appropriate model would seem to be to regard
that part of the beak in which the sound can propagate as a
short cylindrical pipe, of length equal to about half the end
correctiond( f ,g) given by ~22!, terminated by the balance
of the end correction and the radiation resistance, although
actually we can neglect the radiation resistance, in the inter-
ests of simplicity, because most of the acoustic damping of
the system arises from losses to the walls of the narrow tra-
chea. For the parameters of the short propagation length in
the beak we could use an average of those along its length,
but it is adequate to approximate these by those for the cross-
sectionSB and characteristic impedanceZB5rc/SB at the
beak root. Solving the simple network for this situation, as
shown in Fig. 16~a! and detailed in Appendix C, we find for
the input impedanceK( f ,g) of the beak

FIG. 14. Measured radiation transfer function for the conical beak model for
a range of gapes. The measured transfer function for the unbaffled tracheal
tube alone is shown for comparison.

FIG. 15. Measured radiation transfer function for the cylindrical beak model
for a gape of 10 mm. Note the oscillations above the transmission cutoff
frequency, which is in this case about 2000 Hz.

FIG. 16. ~a! An approximate model for the input impedanceK of the beak
represents it as a tube of lengthd/2, described by the impedance coefficients
Zi j , terminated by a radiation impedanceZR that accounts for the other half
of the end correctiond. ~b! The acoustic behavior of the mouth and beak
can be included explicitly in the vocal-tract network of Fig. 1 by replacing
the simple trachea plus mouth plus beak impedanceTi j by separate imped-
ances describing trachea (Ti j ), mouth (Mi j ) and beak (K).
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K~ f ,g!' jZBF2cotS kd

2 D1
csc2~kd/2!

cot~kd/2!2kd/2G , ~29!

wherek52p f /c as usual.
From these measurements it can be concluded that the

beak has a rather small overall effect on total vocal tract
acoustics. Certainly it adds an end-correction, the magnitude
of which varies with beak gape, but, as will be discussed
below, this effect is not large. Probably more importantly, a
wide beak gape increases the radiation efficiency for high
frequencies by as much as 10 dB. In the model experiment
this enhancement began at about 1 kHz and was greatest at
about 2 kHz. Translating this a more typical bird beak of
length 50 mm gives a radiation enhancement beginning at
about 4 kHz and reaching a maximum of about 10 dB at
about 8 kHz for a wide beak gape. This effect is certainly
acoustically significant.

There are just a few reported studies in the literature that
refer to the role of beak gape. One of the most thorough is
that of Westneatet al. ~1993! who examined the correlation
between song frequency and beak gape for two species of
sparrows,Sonotrichia albicollisand Melospiza georgiana.
They found a strong and consistent correlation, with gape
increasing from 10° to 50° as the song frequency increased
from 3 to 7 kHz inM. georgiana, and a similar but smaller
range in both frequency and gape inS. albicollis. We should
expect the bird to gain several advantages from this strategy:
it should be somewhat easier to align vocal tract resonances
with the song frequency; the frequency shift in radiation
transfer function with gape, as shown in Fig. 14 could be
exploited; and the directional index, and hence audibility dis-
tance~Fig. 13!, should be improved. In another study, Haus-
bergeret al. ~1991! examined the calls of the barnacle goose,
and concluded that those with ‘‘wide mouths’’ had higher-
pitched voices, a finding that is again in accord with the
increased radiativity and directivity of beaks with large gape
at high frequencies.

F. Vocal tract impedance

The trachea of the bird opens into the mouth at the back
of the tongue through the variable constriction of the larynx.
The cross-sectional area of the mouth cavity is a good deal
larger than that of the trachea, but it can be modified to a
considerable extent by movement of the tongue, despite its
rather stiff form. The outer end of the mouth makes a tran-
sition to the beak, which we discussed in the previous sec-
tion.

The acoustical behavior of the avian mouth is very simi-
lar to, though less flexible than, that of the human mouth. It
functions essentially as a cavity resonator, driven from the
rather high impedance of the trachea and vented by the rather
low impedance of the beak. A detailed discussion cannot,
however, rely upon such a simple approximation. Rather, the
mouth must be considered as a short length of duct, with a
diameter that can be varied by raising the tongue, inserted
between the trachea and the beak. The simplified trachea
plus beak impedanceTi j of Fig. 1 is thus replaced by the
more complex combination shown in Fig. 16~b!. The rel-

evant impedances are given, once again, simply by inserting
appropriate values for cross section and length in formulas
~1!.

Finally, we should include the effect of the larynx,
which constricts the opening between the trachea and mouth
to a variable extent. This can be represented by a simple
series impedanceL5 j vr l /S, wherel is the length andS the
cross-sectional area of the larynx constriction, andr is the
density of air.

The formal solution for the input impedanceZin of this
network at the base of the trachea is given in Appendix C,
and leads to the result

Zin5
p

U1
5T112

T12
2 ~M221K !

~T221M111L !~M221K !2M12
2

. ~30!

This expression can be evaluated numerically for particular
combinations of effective mouth diameter, as determined by
tongue position, and beak gape. We discuss some results of
this calculation in the next section.

III. DISCUSSION

Now that we have set up all the formal apparatus for
calculating, at least to a first approximation, the linear acous-
tic properties of the avian vocal tract, it is important to see
where this leads us. In the present part of the discussion we
omit the complicating influence of the bronchial resonances,
which can be added in later for the case of song birds. We
also omit the complication of a larynx constriction and as-
sume it to be fully open.

By way of example, the calculation is made for a rather
small bird with the anatomical dimensions shown in Table II.
The effective diameter of the mouth has been assumed to be
variable between 3 and 15 mm, the reduction in cross-
sectional area, and thus in effective radius, being accom-
plished by raising the tongue, while the beak gape has been
varied between 1 and 15 mm. To limit the number of curves
to be displayed, it is further assumed that beak gape and
effective mouth diameter are varied together, as seems rea-
sonable. The results of three such calculations are displayed
in Fig. 17, each curve being labeled with the effective mouth
diameter and beak gape in millimeters.

The frequency range displayed is just sufficient to en-
compass the first three vocal tract resonances, and it is clear
that the adjustments to the mouth and beak do have a signifi-
cant effect. There are also effects on the resonances at higher
frequencies, but their significance is not immediately appar-
ent. The main conclusion is that the frequency of the first
resonance, which would be termedF1 for a human vocal
system, is very little affected by the adjustments, though a

TABLE II. Assumed anatomical dimensions.

Length of trachea 30 mm
Length of mouth 10 mm
Length of beak 15 mm
Diameter of trachea 3 mm
Diameter of mouth 3–15 mm
Diameter of beak root 10 mm
Beak tip gape 1–15 mm
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raised tongue and a closed beak do lower its frequency some-
what. The situation is quite different for the second and third
resonancesF2 and F3 , both the frequency and height of
which are considerably affected by the mouth and beak ad-
justments. Indeed these adjustments make it possible to po-
sition at least one resonance peak almost anywhere in the
range between 5 and 10 kHz, though this resonance is some-
timesF2 and sometimesF3 . We conclude that the bird has
reasonable opportunity to match a resonance to its syringeal
frequencyF0 over this range, if that is the song strategy to be
adopted. This does depend, however, upon the initial dimen-
sions of the elements of the vocal tract and upon the range of
variation in tongue position and beak gape that the bird can
achieve.

We have not yet attempted to systematize the resonance
effects illustrated in these diagrams or to check them experi-
mentally. Such an experimental check on input impedances,
using a model vocal system of the type we have employed
here for the beak, is straightforward in principle, using tech-
niques such as those developed by Benade~1960!, Backus
~1974!, Prattet al. ~1977! or Wolfe et al. ~1995! for musical
wind instruments, but practical difficulties in making these
measurements on live birds may be almost insuperable.

Finally, it is useful to summarize in an equation the im-
plications of these curves and other elements that were dis-
cussed earlier. Ideally we should use a complete model in
which the interaction of the vocal tract resonances on the
vibrations of the syringeal valve are included~Fletcher,
1988!, but for the moment it is adequate to neglect this and
to consider the vibrating valve with its underlying air reser-
voir simply as a high-impedance acoustic source that deliv-
ers a nonsinusoidal, and therefore harmonically rich, flow to
the vocal tract. IfU( f ) is the component of this flow at
frequencyf, then the internal pressure generated at the input
to the vocal tract ispI5ZI( f )U( f ) whereZI( f ) is the input
impedance of the vocal tract, including the bronchi as dis-
cussed in Sec. I for the case of a song bird. The total radiated
acoustic power is then

PI~ f !5S rc

SB
DT~ f ,g!@ZI~ f !U~ f !#2. ~31!

This sound power is radiated with a beak formant described

by T( f ,g) and a directionality described by the function
G( f ,g). A similar equation applies for each harmonic com-
ponent of the syringeal flow, and these can be combined to
describe the radiated song, whether the syringeal frequency
is closely matched to a vocal tract resonance or not.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have made a modest beginning to the
quantitative exploration of the acoustics of the avian vocal
system. In particular, we have confirmed the role of bron-
chial resonances in at least some birds, though they may not
be important in all; we have elucidated the acoustic behavior
of the beak in its dependence upon frequency and gape ge-
ometry; and we have shown how these elements can be com-
bined into a model from which it is possible to make quan-
titative predictions about the acoustic behavior of the
complete vocal tract. It is, indeed, the fact that the approach
is properly quantitative to a reasonable accuracy that makes
it significant—qualitative studies may be generally useful but
do not provide a framework for proper testing.

Further studies—theoretical, experimental and obser-
vational—will be required in order to codify these changes in
input impedance and to relate them to the acoustic strategies
used by different bird species in their singing. It is not nec-
essary for the song frequencyF0 to be rigidly tied to a vocal
tract resonance frequency—indeed this is not done in human
singing, except for high notes of the soprano range. Just as
skilled trombone players~in whom the lips behave analo-
gously to the syringeal valve! can play a one-octave glis-
sando while keeping the instrument slide~and thus its reso-
nances! fixed, or can move the slide over its full range while
maintaining a steady pitch~Taylor, 1992!, analogous feats
should be within the capabilities of birds. There is, however,
some acoustic advantage to be gained from aligning the song
frequency with a vocal tract resonance, as in a musical in-
strument. Whatever the strategy used, however, shifts in the
vocal tract resonances are bound to have a significant effect
on the timbre of the resulting song.

On the basis of the results we have obtained, and the
associated quantitative formulations, it should now be pos-
sible to attempt a more detailed analysis of the acoustics of
bird song. The linear vocal tract resonances, of course, pro-
vide only one part of this understanding, and must be con-
sidered in combination with the nonlinear sound-production
mechanism in the syrinx.

The specific graphical results presented in this paper are
simply meant as examples, and do not refer to any particular
species of bird. They are meant simply to indicate the typical
magnitude of the effects discussed, and are certainly much
more specific than mere qualitative assertions. To be really
useful, however, they must be applied to the anatomy of a
particular bird and compared with behavioral and acoustic
data. With the aid of the formulas and equations presented in
the text, such a specific application should be readily pos-
sible.

FIG. 17. Calculated vocal tract input impedance as effective mouth diameter
M and beak gapeB, given in millimeters for each curve, are varied. The
other anatomical dimensions have the values given in Table II. The units for
input impedance are 108 acoustic ohms, and frequencies are in kilohertz.
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APPENDIX A: RADIATION ADMITTANCE OF A SLIT

Determination of the radiation impedance at the open
slots in the model beak is a complex problem. For our
present purposes, however, a very roughly approximate so-
lution is fortunately adequate, and this will now be outlined.

Provided the wavelength is long compared with the beak
diameter, it is reasonable to model the right and left halves of
the beak separately with each comprising a narrow slit in an
infinite reflecting plane. This approximation is valid because
the symmetry of the problem mandates that there is no
acoustic flow across the vertical symmetry plane. We can
then go further and model each slit as half of a narrow cir-
cular cylinder embedded in this plane, and the flow out of the
slit as a corresponding radial dilation of the cylinder. We can
then reassemble the whole into a long circular cylinder
whose radius dilates at the signal frequencyv. If the length
of the beak is very large compared with the width of the slit
~diameter of the cylinder!, then it is an adequate approxima-
tion to take this length to be infinite, and the problem then
becomes one with cylindrical symmetry.

The outgoing pressure wave generated by a cylinder
with radius varying at frequencyv is given by

p~r !5Aej vt@J0~kr !2 jN0~kr !#

'Aej vt@12~k2r 2/4!1 j ~2/p!ln~kr/2!#, ~A1!

whereJ andN are, respectively, Bessel and Neumann func-
tions, k5v/c, andA is a constant~Morse, 1954!. The sec-
ond form of writing is an appropriate approximation ifkr
!1. This pressure wave can, in turn, be related to the dis-
placement velocityu(r ) through the equation

r
]u

]t
52

]p

]r
~A2!

so that

u~r !'2
A

rcS 2

pkr
1 j

kr

2 Dej vt. ~A3!

If the cylinder radius isa and the radial velocity of its surface
is u(a), then the acoustic admittance per unit length of slit,
which is half the cylinder, is

Yradn~v!5
pau~a!

p~a!
'S pa

rc D 1

ln~ka/2!S 2
pka

4
1

j

kaD
~A4!

and we can relate this to the beak gapeg by substitutingg/2
for a.

This result is inaccurate for several reasons. In the first
place, the length of the beak is not infinite, so that we expect
the result given above to be inaccurate once the gape exceeds
about one-tenth of the beak length. A second inaccuracy re-

sides in the neglect of beak surface curvature in the imme-
diate vicinity of the slits, this should not be a serious prob-
lem, but may introduce a systematic inaccuracy. Third, we
have assumed that the slit is uniformly illuminated by an
acoustic signal, with no amplitude or phase difference along
its length; neither of these conditions is fulfilled at all accu-
rately in the real situation. Despite these inaccuracies, how-
ever, the results quoted above will be sufficient to guide us in
a semiquantitative manner through our analysis.

This result can be related to the effective end-correction
d to the slit length provided by the radiation load through the
normal relation

Yradn5
g

j rvd
, ~A5!

which gives

d'2~g/p!ln~kg/4!. ~A6!

For bird beak geometries and song frequencies,kg is typi-
cally in the range 0.03–0.3, so that we expect 0.5g,d
,2g. In most cases it will be a reasonable approximation to
taked5g.

We shall not concern ourselves with solving the case of
a slit of finite length, but a qualitative remark is in order. The
factor 1/ln(kg/4) in the radiation admittance, and hence the
reciprocal of this in the end-correctiond, derives essentially
from the progressive change in propagation phase from dif-
ferent parts of the slit to the region of interest. If the slit
length L is large compared withg but short compared with
the sound wavelength, then ln(kg/4) should be replaced by a
factor of order ln(g/L), which thus eliminates the apparent
divergence ofd at low frequencies.

APPENDIX B: SLOTTED DUCT EQUATIONS

Here we derive briefly the two important results~15! and
~16!. In a network analog, electric potential takes the place of
acoustic pressure, electric current takes the place of acoustic
volume flow, and the duct becomes a transmission line. Sup-
pose this transmission line has series impedanceZ per unit
length and shunt admittanceY per unit length. Then, for a
current flowU, the change in voltage~pressure! over a very
short lengthdx of line is

dp52ZU dx. ~B1!

Similarly, if the pressure at the point considered isp, then the
change in current over the lengthdx is

dU52Y p dx. ~B2!

These two equations can be combined to give

]2p

]x2
5YZp ~B3!

which has the solutionp5ae6gx whereg5(YZ)1/2. If both
Y and Z are positive imaginary quantities, as they are, for
example, in a simple lossless acoustic duct, theng5 jk and
the solution represents two waves traveling in opposite di-
rections with phase velocity

v5v/k5v/~YZ!1/2. ~B4!
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We can find the characteristic impedance of an infinite
line or duct by supposing that there is a small loss so that
there is no reflected wave. Thenp5ae2gx, and from the first
equation above we find thatgp5ZU, so that the impedance
of the infinite line, which is its characteristic impedance, is

Z05p/U5Z/g5~Z/Y!1/2. ~B5!

APPENDIX C: UPPER VOCAL TRACT

Referring to the network of Fig. 16~a! and following the
procedures given in Fletcher~1992!, we can write the equa-
tions for the beak as

p5Z11U12Z12U2 ,

052Z21U11~Z221ZR!U2 , ~C1!

where the impedancesZi j refer to a pipe of lengthd/2 and
cross sectionSB , andZR5 j rd/2SB is the radiation reactance
associated with the other half of the end-correction. From
these equations, the beak input impedanceK is

K5
p

U1
5Z112

Z12
2

Z221ZR
. ~C2!

Inserting specific values for the impedances from~1!, the
results quoted in the text are obtained.

Similarly, using the network of Fig. 16~b! for the com-
plete vocal tract, we can write the equations

p5T11U12T12U2 ,

052T12U11~T221M111L !U22M12U3 , ~C3!

052M12U21~M221K !U3 .

The solution is straightforward, and leads to the result

Zin5
p

U1
5T112

T12
2 ~M221K !

~T221M111L !~M221K !2M12
2

~C4!

which can be evaluated numerically for particular values of
the geometrical parameters.
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The effect of mean flow/source motion on sound-pressure fields
with absorption
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An analysis of sound-pressure fields relative to both uniformly translating and space-fixed reference
frames is presented. By using Fourier transforms and separation of variables, a solution is
determined in the source frame. Far-field approximations are transformed to emission coordinates
which model the pressure field observed in a space-fixed reference frame. The influence of mean
flow/forward flight on source-fixed directivity patterns is shown. A finite cylindrical source was
considered and directivity patterns were constructed which show the effect of Mach number,
frequency, and displacement pattern on the sound field. The influence of flow on absorption due to
viscosity is also presented. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03201-4#
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

a radius of cylindrical radiator
c0 ambient speed of sound
D directivity function
Hn 5Jn1 iYn , Hankel function of the first kind
Jn Bessel function~first kind!
k axial wave number
L length of active region of radiator
M 5U/co , source Mach number
p complex acoustic pressure amplitude
p8 acoustic pressure
r position vector of observer at timet in frameK

r1 position vector of observer at timet in frameK1

t reception time
U source velocity vector
v radial particle velocity
v fluid velocity
Yn Bessel function~second kind!
z displacement of radiator
m viscosity
r0 ambient density
t emission time
v frequency

INTRODUCTION

Concern about the impact of aircraft noise on current
and future community noise standards has brought a new
emphasis to the modeling and prediction of aircraft flyover
noise. Most prediction schemes assume that the sound field
propagates as from a point or compact source. Since many
prediction methods are based on static noise measurements
with forward flight corrections applied to the data for the
overflight-radiated field, the importance of analyzing source
motion effects is evident. Previous studies1,2 addressed con-
vective amplification due to point source motion. Another
investigation3 dealt with a pulsating compact body in motion
and showed pressure amplification perpendicular to the
source velocity. Convective amplification associated with the
internal noise of a gas turbine engine has also been analyzed
in a previous work.4 The models used in the above studies
predict a significant increase in the sound levels in the direc-
tion of the source velocity as the speed increases, which can
be as much as 40 dB. The issue of these high predicted levels
is addressed in another study,5 in which a model of shock
associated noise of supersonic jets is developed based on a
finite, distributed noise source. This model does not predict

the high levels associated with the previous models, which
can be attributed to differences in the mathematical models
used in the studies.

The sound field for a moving source can be described in
either a source-fixed or space-fixed reference frame. Noise
source modules for prediction codes are usually formulated
in the source frame since this simplifies the boundary condi-
tions associated with the acoustic field. Also, this allows con-
sideration of a distributed source, which is important for
Doppler effects. For community noise studies, noise metrics
are computed in a groundbased coordinate system. In prin-
ciple, the problem can be formulated and a solution sought in
either frame of reference. Once the problem is solved in a
particular reference frame, coordinate transformations allow
the pressure field to be expressed in different reference
frames.

In this study, the problem is formulated in a source-fixed
frame. By using Fourier transforms and separation of vari-
ables, a solution is determined in the source frame. Directiv-
ity patterns are constructed for a cylindrical radiator, which
show the influence of Mach number, frequency, and dis-
placement pattern on the radiated sound field. The far-field
acoustic relations are transformed to emission coordinates
that depict what is observed from a space-fixed~ground! ref-a!Electronic mail: jkelly@vces.larc.nasa.gov
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erence frame. Effects of mean flow/forward flight on absorp-
tion due to viscosity are also presented.

I. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION

Figure 1 contains a geometrical description of a source-
fixed reference frame, denoted byK1 , moving with uniform
velocity U, with respect to a space-fixed reference frame
denoted byK. Measurements and operations made with re-
spect toK1 are denoted by the subscript 1 and likewise, those
made with respect toK are denoted without any subscript.
For a quiescent, homogeneous medium, the acoustic pressure
is governed by the following equation in terms of frameK,6

F S 11g
]

]t D¹22c0
22 ]2

]t2Gp8~r ,t !50, ~1!

whereg54m/(3r0c0
2) is the relaxation time. Note that the

above equation contains viscosity. If the angular frequencyv
is low enough and the relaxation time short enough, the ab-
sorption coefficient is equal tov2g/(2c0). Equation~1! can
be transformed to theK1 frame, which results in the con-
vected wave equation given by

HF11gS ]

]t
2U

]

]x1
DG¹1

22c0
22S ]

]t
2U

]

]x1
D2Jp8~r1 ,t !50. ~2!

This is the same equation that would result ifK1 were sta-
tionary and immersed in a fluid with mean flowU moving in
the2x1 direction. Sincep8 is a scalar, the following relation
is valid at any instant of time:

p8~r1 ,t !5p8@r1~r ,t !,t#5p8~r ,t !. ~3!

A signal that is sinusoidal inK1 is

p8~r1 ,t !5p~r1!e2 ivt, ~4!

which upon substitution into Eq.~2! results in a solution by
means of a spatial Fourier transform and separation of
variables7 given by

p~r 1 ,f1 ,x1!5
1

2pF (
n50

`

cosnf1E
2`

`

An~k!Hn~kr 1!eikx1 dk

1 (
n51

`

sinnf1E
2`

`

Bn~k!Hn~kr 1!eikx1 dkG ,

~5!

where

k25
b21 ig~vk21Uk3!

12 ig~v1Uk!
, ~6!

b25~v/c0!212~v/c0!Mk2k2~12M2!. ~7!

Equation~5! is explicitly stated in a cylindrical coordinate
system described in Fig. 2 and satisfies the radiation condi-
tion of outward traveling waves only, since this study deals
only with subsonic flow/motion (M,1). This expression
yields the pressure field of a cylindrical source undergoing
radial vibrations in which the active portion of the cylinder is
bracketed between semi-infinite cylindrical baffles. It does
not account for the pressure field contribution by axial vibra-
tions of the cylinder’s extremities. The coefficientsAn and
Bn are determined from appropriate boundary conditions and
characterize source modification due to motion. Due to its
dependence on Mach number,Hn characterizes forward
flight effects.

FIG. 1. Source-fixed and space-fixed
reference frames.

FIG. 2. Source-fixed coordinate systems.
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Equation~5! is valid for both the near field and the far
field. In order to develop an approximation to the far field,
Eq. ~5! is expressed in spherical coordinates~see Fig. 2! and
for large argument, the asymptotic form forHn is substi-
tuted. Evaluation of the far field can now be accomplished by
the method of steepest descent,8 which for smallg results in

p8~R1 ,f1 ,u1 ,t !5
ehR12 ivt

pR1h (
n50

`

@An~k0!cosnf1

1Bn~k0!sinnf1#e2 i ~n11!p/2, ~8!

where

h5 i S v

c0
D M cosu11h

12M2
2

gv2

2c0h2~h2M cosu1!3
, ~9!

h5A12M2 sin2 u1, ~10!

k05
v

c0~12M2!S M1
cosu1

h D . ~11!

It is assumed in this paper thatM,1, thush is always real.
Setting n50 results in an expression similar to that for a
moving monopole source.9 An effective wave number,
ke(u1), can be identified in Eq.~8! for a wave propagating in
eachu1 direction,

ke~u1!5
v

c0
S M cosu11h

12M2 D . ~12!

As will be shown later, the amplitude factor due to convec-
tion and ke will appear as the Doppler amplitude and fre-
quency shift in the space-fixed frame. Since absorption of
sound increases with frequency and the observer spectrum in
the space-fixed frame is shifted to higher frequencies in the
forward arc, the effects of Doppler amplification will be
reduced.10

Emission coordinates are referenced with respect to the
source frame but specify the observer location in the space-
fixed frame. Determination of emission coordinates is based
on the transit time for a signal emitted at the origin ofK1 at
time t to arrive at the observer located inK at timet. Figure
1 describes the relation between emission and reception co-
ordinates. To express Eq.~8! in emission coordinates, the
following transformation must be substituted:

R15RA11M222M cosu, ~13a!

u15tan21S sinu

cosu2M D , ~13b!

f15f. ~13c!

Thusp8 in the space-fixed system is

p8~R,f,u,t !

5 expF i
v

c0
~R2c0t ! 2

gv2

2c0~12M cosu!2
RG Y

pR~12M cosu!

3 (
n50

`

@An~kf !cosnf1Bn~kf !sinnf#ei ~n11!p/2,

~14!

where

kf5
v cosu

c0~12M cosu!
. ~15!

In Eq. ~14!, the phase angle can be written as

c52vF t2
R~t!

c0
G52vt. ~16!

Here, the retarded time relation has been employed. Evalu-
ating the instantaneous frequency,v* , will result in

v* 52
]c

]t
5

v

12M cosu
, ~17!

which is the Doppler shifted frequency as seen by the ob-
server in theK frame. Observe thatv* is present in the
absorption coefficient in Eq.~14!. A few comments are in
order about the singularity exhibited in Eq.~14! if M cosu
51, which occurs in the transonic regime. This condition
corresponds to the ‘‘Mach wave’’ directions along which
weak ballistic shock waves travel. The analysis presented in
this investigation is based on linear acoustic theory, which
results in Eq.~14!. For a transonic situation, it is well estab-
lished that linear acoustic theory is not valid11 and that a
nonlinear analysis must be employed.12

In general, Eq.~17! relates the source and observer fre-
quencies when there is relative motion. The following inter-
pretation of an apparently negative frequency forM.1 is
due to Rayleigh.13 For a supersonic observer and a fixed
source, acoustic disturbances generated after the motion be-
gins would never reach the observer. Wave fronts that were
propagating before the motion commenced are eventually
overtaken and heard in the reverse of the natural order. If the
observer is moving atM52, the sound would be heard in
perfect time and pitch but backwards.

II. RADIATOR CONFIGURATION AND DIRECTIVITY
PATTERNS

Ignoring viscosity (m50), the appropriate boundary
condition is continuity of particle displacement,14

]F

]t
1v–¹1F50 on F~r1 ,t !50. ~18!

Here,F represents the radiating surface which can be either a
solid or free surface. For cylindrical radiators, the boundary
displacement and pressure field must be spatially periodic in
f1 . Therefore, both the boundary configuration and the
sound field can be expressed as a Fourier series inf1 . Equa-
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tion ~5!, which describes the sound field, already expresses
this fact. Figure 3 illustrates a cylindrical radiator configura-
tion. In this case,F is

F~r 1 ,f1 ,x1 ,t !5r 12a2z~f1 ,x1!e2 ivt50. ~19!

Here,z is the radial displacement of the cylinder about the
cylinder radiusa. Substituting this expression into Eq.~18!
and linearizing the result produces

v52 ivz2U
]z

]x1
at r 15a. ~20!

Applying the Fourier transform to Eq.~20! and using the
radial momentum equation yields, for an axisymmetric
sound field~no f1 dependence!, the far-field pressure which
is given by

p8~R1 ,u1 ,t !5
2 ivr0c0~M cosu11h!2z̃~k0!ei ~v/c0! $@~M cosu11h!/~12M2!# R12c0t%

pR1 sinu1H08S va sinu1

c0h D ~12M2!2h2

. ~21!

In the above expression,H08 is the derivative with respect to
the argument of the Hankel function of the first kind of the
zero order. This result can be expressed in theK frame as

p8~R,u,t !

5
2 ivr0c0z̃~kf !e

i ~v/c0! ~R2c0t !

pR sinuH08S va

c0
•

sinu

12M cosu D ~12M cosu!2

. ~22!

An important difference between Eqs.~21! and ~22! is
that for a fixed point inK1 , the former is independent of
time and thus appears as a stationary signal inK1 , while the
latter is time dependent and thus is nonstationary inK. These
relations could be of significance for flight test data in deter-
mining forward flight effects and applying de-Dopplerization
schemes,15,16 since the above procedure gives some insight
into relating the nonstationary pressure signal measured inK,
Eq. ~22!, to the corresponding stationary pressure signal
measured inK1 , Eq. ~21!.

As an example of a displacement mode, considerz(x1)
5z0 cos@(p/L)x1# defined over the length2L/2,x1

,L/2. The transform is

z̃~k0!5
2~p/L !cos~k0L/2!

~p/L !22k0
2 z0 . ~23!

Since the signal is stationary inK1 , sound-pressure lev-
els ~SPL! can be computed without any ambiguity and plot-
ted as a function ofu1 using Eq.~21!. From this relation and
Eq. ~23!, it is evident that the sound field is dependent ona,
L andv in addition toM. This is in contrast to a point source
where the radiated pressure is only a function ofM. Figures
4–6 show directivity patterns for some representative cases
based on SPL since this is the usual quantity measured in
acoustic tests. The SPL has been normalized relative to a
spherical radiator oscillating with the same values forv and
z0 as the cylindrical radiator. Also, the radius of both the
cylinder and sphere are set at 1 foot, requiring both to have
the same surface area results inL52 feet. Therefore, the
values in the figures represent decibels above or below the
field due to a spherical radiator. Each figure represents a
particular frequency for three different Mach numbers,M
50, 0.3 and 0.9. Since the sound field is axisymmetic, the
directivity patterns are computed for 0°<u1<180° and then
rotated about the cylinder axis to produce the figures.

Figure 4 depicts the sound fields for a 50-Hz signal. In
Fig. 4~a!, the quiescent situation (M50) is shown. As is
expected, the field is symmetric with respect to the fore and
aft directions and the maximum level occurs along the radia-
tor axis where the level is almost 4 dB less than that due to
the spherical radiator. Figure 4~b! contains a pattern with
flow, M50.3, and it is seen that the pressure field is higher

FIG. 3. Infinite cylindrical radiator
with displacement distribution con-
fined to finite length of cylinder.
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in the forward direction. The maximum level occurs atu1

50° and is at least 6 dB greater than the maximum for the
quiescent case, Fig. 4~a!. Increasing the flow velocity toM
50.9 results in the pattern shown in Fig. 4~c!. The maximum
level of 36 dB above the quiescent case occurs atu1573°.

Shown in Fig. 5 are the SPL patterns for a 200-Hz os-
cillation. For M50 and 0.3 the patterns are similar to those
of the previous figure. Comparing Fig. 5~a! to Fig. 5~b!
shows that the maximum level for theM50.3 case is ap-
proximately 5 dB greater than theM50 case. But, forM
50.9, Fig. 5~c!, a pressure lobe appears downstream of the
cylinder where the maximum level occurs atu15103°. The
SPL is greater by 15 dB than the quiescent case.

Increasing the frequency to 500 Hz produces the direc-
tivity patterns displayed in Fig. 6. Note that forM50 there
are pressure lobes lateral to the cylinder axis in addition to
the axial lobes and the maximum SPL occurs atu1590°. For
M50.3, shown in Fig. 6~b!, the maximum level occurs at
u1589° and is slightly more than 1 dB above the high value
for the no flow situation. In theM50.9 case, the number of
minor lobes increases. The peak level atu15118° is about 8
dB higher than the peak level for the no flow case.

Observe in Figs. 4–6 that the directions for the maxi-
mum pressures, when flow is present, increase with increas-
ing Mach number. Especially noticeable is the switching of

the location of the maximum pressure between the upstream
and downstream directions that occurs in Fig. 5 as the Mach
number increases. This effect can be attributed to convection
and coincidence.7 Coincidence occurs whenk0

25(p/L)2 and
z̃(k0) takes an indeterminate form, as can be seen from Eq.
~23!. Therefore, the pressure at coincidence can be obtained
by means of l’Hospital’s rule. It is readily determined that
the corresponding coincidence angle,u1c , is given by

u1c5cos215 F ~12M2!
l

lw

2M GA12M2

A12M2F ~12M2!
l

lw

2M G26 , ~24!

wherel52pc0 /v is the acoustic wavelength andlw52L
~4 feet! is the flexural standing-wave wavelength. Equation
~24! shows that the coincidence angle depends on the wave-
length ratio (l/lw) and Mach number. Also, the absolute
value of the ratio in Eq.~24! must be less than or equal to
unity for coincidence to occur. This requirement yields the
following condition to be satisfied for coincidence to be
present in the acoustic field:

FIG. 4. Far-field pressure directivity pattern, frequency550 Hz; ~a! M50; ~b! M50.3; ~c! M50.9.

FIG. 5. Far-field pressure directivity pattern, frequency5200 Hz; ~a! M50; ~b! M50.3; ~c! M50.9.
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l

lw
<

1

12M
. ~25!

Because of theu1 dependence ofH08 in Eq. ~21!, the coinci-
dence angle does not locate the pressure maximum precisely.
For an axisymmetric sound field, in general, the coincidence
angle is in the vicinity of the maximum pressure. In the cases
presented,u1c increases with decreasingl ~increasingv)
and increasingM. If coincidence is absent, the pressure
maximums are located atu150° in Figs. 4–6. Coincidence
occurs in Figs. 4~c!, 5~b!, 5~c!, 6~a!, 6~b!, and 6~c!. In Fig.
5~b!, coincidence is present in the upstream direction but
occurs in the downstream region in Fig. 5~c!.

III. INFLUENCE OF ABSORPTION ON THE SOUND
FIELD

From Eq.~12!, it is seen that the maximum value forke

occurs atu150° and the minimum is atu15180° which are,
respectively,v/@c0(12M )# and v/@c0(11M )#. Thus the
wavelengths of rearward traveling waves are greater than
those traveling forward. This is of relevance as an explana-
tion for the alleviation of any signal amplification due to
convection effects since attenuation increases for upstream
propagation and decreases for downstream.17,18

Using Eq.~8!, it can be shown that the power spectral
density function~PSDF! in the far field is given by

Gpp~R1 ,f1 ,u1 ,v!5
e2av2~R12R1s!D~f1 ,u1!Gss~v!

~R1 /R1s!
2

.

~26!

In this relation,a5g/@c0h2(h2M cosu1)
3# and Gss is the

PSDF associated with a reference sphere of radiusR1s .
Equation~26! allows SPLs to be computed by way of

L~R1 ,f1 ,u1 ,Dv!5Ls~f1 ,u1 ,Dv!220 log~R1 /R1s!

110 logF *v1

v2e2av2~R12R1s!Gss~v!dv

*v1

v2Gss~v!dv G ,

~27!

whereDv5v22v1 , the bandwidth for the level. Also,Ls

represents the source SPL (R15R1s). The last term in Eq.
~27! is the absorption loss due to viscosity only and it is
plotted versusu1 in Figs. 7 and 8. In each figure, a particular
frequency band is considered for three different Mach num-
bers,M50.3, 0.6 and 0.9, for the propagation distanceDR
5R12R1s . For these results, the relaxation time is held con-
stant with the valueg51.695310210 s. For each Mach num-
ber, three absorption curves are plotted for the following
source spectra:

FIG. 6. Far-field pressure directivity pattern, frequency5500 Hz; ~a! M50; ~b! M50.3; ~c! M50.9.

FIG. 7. Pressure field absorption loss,f c5500 Hz; ———, tone; –––, white noise; — – —, pink noise;~a! M50.3; ~b! M50.6; ~c! M50.9.
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Gss~v!5H Cd~v2vc!, tonal signal,

C, white noise,

C/v, pink noise,

~28!

whereC is a constant. Thus, Figs. 7 and 8 demonstrate the
effects of flow~Mach number! and source frequency content
~PSDF! on absorption. The 1/3-octave band centered atf c

5500 Hz (f 15450, f 25560 Hz! is shown in Fig. 7. For this
value of DR ~1000 ft.!, absorption is insignificant forM
50.3 and 0.6. Note that all three curves are quite close to
being coincident and therefore, for the 500-Hz band, the ab-
sorption loss is independent of the source spectral distribu-
tion. Actually, this was true up to thef c51 kHz band (f 1

5900 Hz, f 251.12 kHz!. Illustrated in Fig. 8 is the 1/3-
octave band centered atf c52 ( f 151.8, f 2 52.24 kHz!. It is
evident from Figs. 7 and 8 that absorption increases in the
upstream direction with increasing Mach number. Also, ob-
serve the high attenuation for theM50.9 case, Fig. 8~c!, and
that now source spectrum affects the absorption loss. The
white and pink noise signals effectively coincide but attenu-
ation of the tonal signal is 10 dB greater. Thus for 1/3-octave
bands fromf c52 kHz and above, absorption is dependent
on whether the signal is broadband or tonal.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of sound-pressure fields relative to both uni-
formly translating and space-fixed reference frames has been
presented. A solution was determined, including viscosity,
for a distributed source in the source frame of reference.
Coordinate transformations then allowed the acoustic field to
be expressed in terms of emission coordinates relative to the
space-fixed~ground! reference frame. The influence of mean
flow/forward flight on source-fixed directivity patterns is
shown. A finite cylindrical source was considered which had
a sinusoidal displacement pattern.

The following observations were obtained from the
study:

~1! The directivity patterns were strongly influenced by
Mach number.

~2! For the 50-Hz case the pressure field was higher in the
upstream arc forM50.9 in contrast to the higher fre-
quencies.

~3! Peak levels shifted to greater angles with increasing fre-
quency and Mach number.

~4! The greatest difference between peak values forM50
andM50.9 was for the 50-Hz case with a difference of
36 dB.

~5! These differences decreased with increasing frequency
and were much less significant for 500 Hz~8 dB!.

~6! Sound absorption was at a maximum directly upstream
from the source and increased with increasing Mach
number.

~7! For the propagation distance considered,DR51000 ft,
source spectral characteristics influence absorption only
for the 1/3-octave bands abovef c51 kHz at the higher
Mach numbers.
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The effect of evaporation-condensation on sound propagation
in cylindrical tubes using the low reduced frequency
approximation
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In order to better understand the effects of water on sound attenuation in porous materials, Mao@J.
Acoust. Soc. Am.104, 664–670~1998!# has investigated sound propagation in a gas–water vapor
mixture contained in a cylindrical tube. He used the Rayleigh eigenmode calculation to evaluate the
high and low frequency limits of attenuation in an air-filled tube with wet walls. However, he was
unable to obtain a general analytical expression and the interpretation of the limits is difficult
because of their complexity. The formulation of the problem presented in this paper parallels the
‘‘low reduced frequency method’’ of Tijdeman@J. Sound Vib.39, 1–33~1975!#. In contrast to the
earlier results, an analytical solution for the propagation constant is obtained which allows for
calculation of attenuation over a broad frequency range. The simple expressions obtained in the
small and large shear wave number limits provide useful insight into the behavior of the gas–water
vapor mixture. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!02901-X#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Bi, 43.20.Hq@DEC#

INTRODUCTION

Changes in velocity and attenuation of sound waves due
to the presence of multiple fluids in poroelastic media, such
as sandstones, have been investigated experimentally for
quite some time.1–8 For a water–air system, changes in phase
velocity and attenuation of sound waves due to changes in
saturation are observed to be greatest at very low saturation
or near complete saturation. Knight and Dvorkin9 studied the
dependence of seismic and electrical properties of sandstones
at very low saturations of water. They contend that the de-
pendence at low saturation is distinctly different than at the
higher saturation. In the very low saturation regime, rapid
decreases in wave velocity and associated increases in at-
tenuation are observed with the addition of small amounts of
water.

Theoretical modeling of wave propagation for poroelas-
tic media containing two fluids can be grossly subdivided
into two categories based upon the approach used. One ap-
proach is to obtain a general description whereby the fluids
are treated independently with the use of some type of ho-
mogenization scheme.10,11 The governing system of equa-
tions in these formulations contains numerous parameters
which are not well understood and experimental procedures
for their measurements are usually not presented. The other
approach is to utilize a theory for a fully saturated porous
medium, such as Biot,12 and account for the multiple fluid
phases by replacing the original fluid parameters and some of
the macroscopic parameters with ‘‘effective’’
parameters.13,14 These effective parameters are obtained
based upon specific assumptions about the interactions of the
fluids at the pore scale.

Capillary tube models for porous media have been quite
successful in predicting the acoustic wave in an air-filled
rigid porous medium. Such models have also been used to
modify the Biot theory15,16 to model the ‘‘slow’’ compres-

sional wave in air- and water-filled poroelastic media. Recent
work17 has used the Rayleigh eigenmode calculation to
evaluate the high and low frequency limits of attenuation of
sound in an air-filled tube with wet walls. The expressions
for these approximations were quite complicated and diffi-
cult to interpret physically, and a general analytic expression
could not be derived for the attenuation.

In this paper we report on the application of the ‘‘low
reduced frequency method,’’ developed by Tijdeman18 to
calculate acoustic loss in gas-filled tubes, to the problem of
attenuation in gas-filled tubes with mass transfer of vapor
from the wet tube wall. By applying the low reduced fre-
quency method, we are able to calculate the attenuation over
a wide frequency range in an easily interpreted form which
can be compared to standard porous media results. This cal-
culation provides us with an estimate of the contribution of
mass transfer to the attenuation of sound in porous media
and develops simple and easily understood results for appli-
cation to sound propagation in tubes containing gas–vapor
mixtures.

In Sec. I we describe the basic equations governing
sound propagation in an ideal gas–vapor mixture. These
equations are then recast into cylindrical coordinates and
subjected to conditions according to the ‘‘low reduced fre-
quency method.’’ The boundary conditions at the tube wall
are discussed and used to obtain a solution for the acoustic
wave number. The small and large shear wave number limits
for comparison with Mao’s17 earlier work conclude this sec-
tion. In Sec. II calculations for an air–water vapor mixture
are discussed, and Sec. III contains the conclusions.

I. THEORY OF SOUND PROPAGATION IN WET TUBES

A. Basic equations for a gas–vapor mixture

The model considered here is the same as Mao17 and
consists of a rigid cylindrical tube filled with air and satu-
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rated water vapor. A thin layer of liquid coats the interior of
the tube. Further, it is assumed that the heat capacity of the
tube wall is high enough that the temperature of the tube wall
and the layer of liquid do not fluctuate. The gas component
cannot penetrate the tube wall or the liquid layer, and the
gas–vapor mixture does not slip with respect to the liquid
layer. The gas and vapor are treated as ideal gases. Properties
of the mixture are computed according to the theory of gas
mixtures.19

The equations governing sound propagation in an ideal
gas–vapor mixture are the Navier–Stokes equation applied
to the mixture, the continuity equation for each component
and the mixture, the entropy equation for the mixture, the
equation of state in the mixture, and the diffusion equation of
the components.20 In linearized form these are
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In these equations variablesr1, r2 are the density of the gas
and of the vapor,r5r11r2 is the density of the mixture,
v1 , v2 are hydrodynamic velocity of the gas and of the va-
por, v5(r1v11r2v2)/r is the hydrodynamic velocity of the
mixture, p is the pressure of the mixture, andT is the tem-
perature of the mixture. In the above equations constantm is
the viscosity of the mixture,b is the bulk viscosity of the
mixture, m1, m2 are the molecular mass of gas and vapor,
n1, n2 are the number density of the gas, of the vapor,n
5n11n2 is the total number density,g1, g2 are the ratio of
specific heats of the gas and of the vapor,ng/(g21)
5@n1g1 /(g121)#1@n2g2 /(g221)# is the ratio ofncp /R
for the mixture,cp is the molar heat capacity at constant
pressure,R is the universal gas constant,k is the thermal
conductivity of the mixture,D12 is the mass diffusion coef-
ficient,kT is the thermal diffusion ratio, as defined in Ref. 19,
p. 541, andk is the Boltzmann constant.

The set of equations above differs from those of
Tijdeman18 by the presence of additional terms in the en-

tropy equation and in the equation of state and by the pres-
ence of the diffusion equation@Eq. ~5!#. The additional term
in the entropy equation arises from the heat flux due to dif-
fusion and the additional term in the equation of state ex-
press the change in density due to diffusion across the con-
trol surface.

Assuming the variables to have ane2 ivt time depen-
dence, we introduce normalized variables as follows:

p5
r0c2

g
~1.01p* e2 ivt!, ~6a!

r5r0~1.01r* e2 ivt!, ~6b!

T5T0~1.01T* e2 ivt!, ~6c!

v5cv* e2 ivt, ~6d!

and

v12v25cDe2 ivt, ~6e!

wherec is the sound speed in the mixture.
Next, we assume that the tubes are small enough that we

may use cylindrical coordinates with no polar dependence.
For convenience, we follow Tijdeman’s notation and let

v* 5uêx1vêr ~7a!

and, in addition, let

D* 5Uêz1Vêr . ~7b!

Finally, we define the nondimensional variable along the cy-
lindrical axis as

j5
vz

c
, ~8a!

the nondimensional radial variable as

h5
r

R
, ~8b!

and the reduced frequency as

V5
vR

c
, ~8c!

whereR is the tube radius. The above equations can now be
recast in terms of these normalized variables. The axial com-
ponent of the Navier–Stokes equation transforms to
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and the radial component becomes
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The continuity equation for the mixture gives
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the entropy equation for the mixture becomes
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and the equation of state becomes
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Using the axial component of the diffusion equation gives
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and the radial component gives
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The set of equations presented above could be solved
exactly by the Rayleigh eigenmode analysis to find the at-
tenuation and phase velocity of the acoustic mode. This re-
sult is quite complicated, and the high and low frequency
approximations are only valid over a restricted range. A bet-
ter technique that spans a large range of validity is the ‘‘low
reduced frequency’’ analysis of Tijdeman.18 We show that
this technique can be applied to the mass transfer problem
outlined above and produces easily interpreted analytical re-
sults consistent with the previous rigid porous media litera-
ture on attenuation due to viscosity and thermal conductivity
alone.

The principal approximation is to require that the re-
duced frequency be small:

V5
vR

c
5

2pR

l
!1. ~16!

This spans a wide range of frequencies for small tubes and,
in fact, includes regions where the Kirchoff wide tube ap-
proximation holds, as well as the Rayleigh narrow tube/low
frequency region. A second set of criteria are also used to
retain some terms that would otherwise be neglected:

u@v ~17!

and

v'V. ~18!

We expect the first condition to be met since the radial ve-
locity must be zero at the center and the displacement per

cycle is at most on the order of one radius. The second con-
dition arises sincev andV are the same order of magnitude
at the wall@see Eq.~31b!# and both are zero at the center.

Certain nondimensional groupings of parameters may be
identified in Eqs.~9!–~15!. These are

lm5RArv/m, ~19!

the dimensionless shear wave number,

lT5RA nkg

g21

v

k
5RArvcp

k
, ~20!

the dimensionless thermal wave number, and

lD5RAv/D12, ~21!

the dimensionless diffusion wave number.
We rewrite Eqs.~9!–~15!, retaining the lowest-order

terms inV. We treat terms inv andV as first-order terms in
V, which is consistent with Eqs.~17! and ~18!. With the
definitions above and the application of the low reduced fre-
quency approximation, the governing set of equations be-
comes
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Equation~27! will be used to eliminate the]U/]j term in
Eqs.~25!, ~26!, and~28!.

Equations~22!–~24! are unchanged from Tijdeman.18

Equation~23! demonstrates that the pressure is not a function
of radial position and can be treated asp* (j) only. Equation
~25! contains an additional term which vanishes when there
is only one component because the thermal diffusion ratio,
kT , tends to zero asn1 or n2 goes to zero. Equation~26!
contains an additional term on the right-hand side which van-
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ishes when there is only one component, i.e.,n1 or n250. It
also vanishes if the two components have the same mass
since the additional term describes density changes due to
the species velocity differing from the hydrodynamic veloc-
ity. If the masses are equal, there is no density change due to
differential velocities.

B. Boundary conditions

In order to solve the system above, we must develop the
boundary conditions at the wall of the tube~h51! and at the
center~h50! in terms of the variables used above. As stated
earlier, we assume that a thin layer of liquid coats the interior
of a cylindrical tube filled with gas and saturated vapor. Fur-
ther, it is assumed that the heat capacity of the tube wall is
high enough that the temperature of the tube wall and the
layer of liquid do not fluctuate. The gas component cannot
penetrate the tube wall or the liquid layer, and it is assumed
that the gas–vapor mixture does not slip with respect to the
liquid layer.

The boundary conditions at the tube wall~h51! are
~a! temperature fluctuations are zero,

T* 50; ~29!

~b! no slip for the mixture,

u50; ~30!

~c! the gas cannot penetrate the wall,

v150, ~31a!

which translates to a boundary condition onv andV as

v1
r2

r
V50; ~31b!

~d! the vapor pressure is constant at the wall since the
vapor pressure is a function ofT only andT is constant,

p250, ~32a!

which is related to the set of variablesp* , T* , u, U, v, V by
use of the continuity equation for each component, the equa-
tion for D, and by the equation of state to give

iVp* 5
n1

n

1

h

]hV

]h
. ~32b!

The condition thatU50 is also used in deriving Eq.~32b!.
The boundary conditions on the axis of the tube,h50,

are thatT* , u, U, r1* , andr2* must be finite. The latter two
conditions onr1* and r2* can be related tov and V by the
continuity equations, which are singular unlessV andv are
zero ath50. Therefore,

~e! V50 at h50 ~33!

and

~f! v50 at h50 ~34!

complete the set of boundary conditions.

C. Solution

The use of the low reduced frequency approximation
decouples the equations so that the wave number of the
acoustic mode can be determined by directly integrating the
equations. Equation~23! demonstrates that the pressure is
not a function of radial position and can be treated asp* (j)
only. Using this fact about the pressure, Eq.~22! can be
integrated using the boundary conditionu50 at h51 andu
finite at h50 to give

u5
i

g

dp* ~j!

dj F12
J0* ~Ailmh!

J0~Ailm!
G , ~35!

whereJ0 is the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero.
Equation~28! is also directly integrable and gives

V~j,h!5 f ~j!J1~AilDh!, ~36!

whereJ1 is the Bessel function of the first kind of order one
and f (j) is the undeterminedj dependence. Heref (j) can
be evaluated in terms ofp(j) using boundary condition~32!.
The resulting radial component of the relative velocity is

V~j,h!5 iV
n

n1

J1~AilDh!

AilDJ0~AilD!
p* ~j!. ~37!

Next, Eq.~37! is used in the entropy equation@Eq. ~25!#
to develop a differential equation forT* as a function of the
coordinates andp* (j):

g21

g
p* ~j!F11kT

n

n1

J0~AilDh!

J0~AilD!
G

5T* 2
i

lT
2 F]2T*

]h2 1
1

h

]T*

]h G . ~38!

This can be integrated using boundary conditions onT* at
h51 andh50 to obtain

T* ~j,h!5
g21

g
p* ~j!

3F12
J0~AilTh!

J0~AilT!
1

lT
2

lT
22lD

2 kT

n

n1

3S J0~AilDh!

J0~AilD!
2

J0~AilTh!

J0~AilT!
D G . ~39!

It is convenient at this point to define

Fj~h!5F12
J0~Ail jh!

J0~Ail j !
G , ~40!

with j representingm,T,D for the viscosity, thermal, and
diffusion terms. With this notation,r* can be eliminated
from Eqs.~24! and~26! and the solutions forT* andu sub-
stituted:
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1

h

]hv
]h

5 iVFFm~h!

g

d2p* ~j!

dj2 1p* ~j!

3H 11
n2~m12m2!

r0
2

g21

g

3S 11
lT

2

lT
22lD

2 kT

n

n1
DFT~h!2S n2~m12m2!

r0

2
g21

g

lT
2

lT
22lD

2 kT

n

n1
DFD~h!J G . ~41!

Next, Eq.~41! is multiplied byhdh and integrated from 0 to
1 and Eq.~31b! is applied to evaluatev(1) in terms ofV(1).
The integration of Eq.~40! defines

F~l j !52E
0

1

Fj~h!hdh512
2J1~Ail j !

Ail j J0~Ail j !
. ~42!

The F(l j ) notation is used here because it can be easily
adapted for other pore geometries.21

The resulting equation forp* (x) is

d2p* ~x!

dx2 1
g

F~lm!

v2

c2 F11
n2

n1
2

g21

g
F~lT!2

n2

n1
F~lD!

2S g21

g

lT
2

lT
22lD

2 kT

n

n1
D „F~lT!2F~lD!…Gp* ~x!50.

~43!

The complex wave number squared is easily identified from
this equation as the coefficient ofp* (x):

k25
g

F~lm!

v2

c2 F11
n2

n1
2

g21

g
F~lT!2

n2

n1
F~lD!

2S g21

g

lT
2

lT
22lD

2 kT

n

n1
D „F~lT!2F~lD!…G . ~44!

This is the principle result of this paper and is a simple form
easily compared to previous results without mass transfer.
The usual form of the wave number squared for sound
propagation with viscosity and thermal conductivity is recov-
ered by settingn250 andkT50.

The real and imaginary parts of the wave number are
easily evaluated from Eq.~44!. The imaginary part ofk
yields the attenuation and the real part isv/vph wherevph is
the phase velocity.

D. Small and large shear wave number limits

Several useful approximations can be developed for
comparison with Mao’s17 earlier work and for comparison
with predictions of sound propagation in tubes without mass
transfer.

1. Low frequency/small l j

A useful approximation is developed following earlier
porous media research where it is shown that for cylindrical
pores

F~l j !5F4

3
1

i8

l j
2G21

~45!

for small to moderatel j . Equivalent forms have been de-
rived for other pore shapes. Expanding Eq.~44! to O(1/l j

2)
yields

k25g
v2

c2 F S 11
n2

n1
D S 4

3
1

i8

lm
2 D

2
g21

g
NPS 11kT

n

n1
D2

n2

n1
SCG , ~46!

whereNP is the Prandtl number,NP5(lT /lm)2, andSC is
the Schmidt number,SC5(lD /lm)2. The limit of very small
l j corresponds to the Kirchoff narrow pore limit and results
in

k25 i
v2

c2

8g

lm
2 S 11

n2

n1
D . ~47!

The formula for the wave number in a narrow tube is modi-
fied by the factor 11n2 /n1 . In addition, the properties
g,m,r0 , and c2 are now properties of the gas–vapor mix-
ture.

2. High frequencies/large l j

In the high frequency/wide tube limit,

F~l j !→1.02
2Ai

l j
. ~48!

When this is substituted in Eq.~44!, we find toO(1/l),

k25
v2

c2 F11
2Ai

lm
S 11

g21

ANP

1
n2

n1

g

ASC

2kT~g21!

3
n

n1

1

ANP1ASC

ANP

ASC
D G . ~49!

The Rayleigh wide tube approximation is recovered when
n250 andkT50. In order to obtain a better convergence in
the largel limit, we expand to higher orders. Expanding to
O(1/l2),

F~l j !→1.02
2Ai

l j
1

i

l j
2 ~50!

and

F21~l j !→1.01
2Ai

l j
1

3i

l j
2 . ~51!

Substituting Eqs.~50! and ~51! into Eq. ~44!, we find to
O(1/l2),
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c2 F11
2Ai

lm
S 11
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ANP

1
n2

n1

g

ASC
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3
n

n1

1

ANP1ASC

ANP

ASC
D 1

4i

lm
2 S 11

g21

ANP

1
n2

n1

g

ASC

2kT~g21!
n

n1

1

ANP1ASC

ANP

ASC
D 2

i

lm
2

3S 11
g21

NP
1

n2

n1

g

SC
2kT~g21!

n

n1

1

SC
D G . ~52!

When n250 and kT50, Eq. ~52! is in agreement with
Weston’s22 expression for ‘‘wide–narrow’’ transition.

II. AIR–WATER VAPOR MIXTURES

Consider a hypothetical experiment consisting of a rigid
tube connected to a source of water vapor and to a source of
gas. Starting with the tube under vacuum conditions, allow
water vapor to enter the tube. After equilibrium is reached,
disconnect from the water vapor source and slightly reduce
the temperature of the tube so that some of the vapor con-
denses on the tube wall. This assures that the assumption of
a wet tube wall is satisfied. The amount of water vapor and
the water vapor pressure in the tube is a function of the tube
temperature.23 Various amounts of gas can be placed in the
tube by connecting to a source of gas. The ideal gas law can
be used to determine the number of moles of gas in the tube
from measurements of the gas pressure and the tube tempera-
ture. The total pressure inside the tube is the sum of the
vapor pressure and gas pressure.

Calculating the attenuation of sound from the above
equations requires values for the properties of the compo-
nents as well as values for the effective properties of the
mixture. The ratio of specific heats and the specific heat at
constant pressure for the components are independent of
temperature and are calculated from basic kinetic theory,
whereas the temperature dependence of the ambient sound
speed of the components is taken into account.24 The ratio of
specific heats, the specific heat at constant pressure, and the
temperature dependence of ambient sound speed of the mix-
ture are derived based upon an average energy of the mix-
ture. The temperature dependence of the viscosity,25 thermal
conductivity,26 of the components and of the binary mixture
are accounted for. The temperature and pressure dependence
of mass diffusion27 and the thermal diffusion ratio28 of the
binary mixture are also accounted for.

Calculations of the attenuation of sound in a tube filled
with an air–water vapor mixture using the complete solution,
Eq. ~44!, small shear wave number limit, Eq.~46!, and large
shear wave number limit Eq.~52!, are shown in Fig. 1. The
tube radius is 0.5 mm, the temperature is 20 °C, and the air
pressure is set at 1.0 atm (1.013105 Pa!. There is only a
small range of intermediate frequencies for which the limit-
ing cases do not represent the complete solution accurately.
For this air–water vapor mixture, the frequency range of 10
Hz to 10 kHz represents a range in shear wave number of

about 1 to about 35. The limiting cases are good approxima-
tions for shear wave numbers less than 2 and greater than 10.

Varying the temperature changes the properties of the
components and mixture as well as changing the mole frac-
tions of the components. Figure 2 shows the variation in
properties of air, water vapor, and the mixture as a function
of temperature. Figure 2~a! shows that the mole fraction of
water vapor is near zero at 0 °C, so there is mostly gas in the
tube at this temperature. At 100 °C there are nearly equal
mole fractions of gas and water vapor. If mole fractions of
water vapor greater than 0.5 are wanted, the air pressure
must be reduced to less than 1 atm. The speed of sound in
both air and water vapor increase with increasing tempera-
ture as shown in Fig. 2~b!. The sound speed in the mixture
changes because of the changes in component properties and
the change in mole fractions. Figure 2~c! shows that the vis-
cosities of the components increase with increasing tempera-
ture. The viscosity of the mixture increases at a lesser rate,
reaches a maximum value at about 70 °C, and then decreases
as the temperature is further increased. The behavior of the
viscosity of the mixture is due to the varying mole fractions
of the components as well as other molecular interactions.19

Figure 2~d! shows the variation in thermal conductivity as a
function of temperature. What is interesting here is that the
thermal conductivity of the mixture can be made to be less
than the thermal conductivity of the individual components.
The diffusion coefficient and thermal diffusion ratio, shown
in Fig. 2~e!, are properties of the binary mixture of gases.
These coefficients account only for interaction between un-
like molecules. Interactions between like molecules enter
only in the second approximation.19 For an air–water vapor
mixture, the diffusion coefficient exhibits a maximum at
about 50 °C. The thermal diffusion ratio increases with in-
creasing temperature but is quite small in magnitude. The
Prandtl numbers of air~0.7353! and water vapor~0.7616! are
independent of temperature. There is no Schmidt number for
the components because only mass diffusion within the mix-
ture is considered. Figure 2~f! shows that the Prandtl number
of the mixture increases with increasing temperature. The
Schmidt number has a minimum at about 30 °C and a maxi-
mum at about 85 °C, but the overall range of the Schmidt

FIG. 1. Predictions of attenuation of sound in a tube filled with an air–water
vapor mixture using the complete solution, small shear wave number limit,
and large shear wave number limit.
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number is quite small. The heat capacity and ratio of specific
heats of the components are temperature independent. The
heat capacity and ratio of specific heat of the mixture vary
with temperature solely because the mole fractions of the
components change.

Predictions of attenuation of 10-kHz sound in a wet tube
of radius 0.5 mm filled with an air–water vapor mixture is
shown in Fig. 3. Calculations for the mixture-filled tube
show an increase in attenuation if mass transfer is included
but a decrease in attenuation if the mixture is treated as an
effective fluid, i.e., without mass transfer. Such a prediction
should be easy to qualitatively verify in experiment. The
decrease in attenuation predicted by the effective fluid is due
to the decrease in the kinematic viscosity of the mixture. The

increase in attenuation due to mass transfer is associated with
the phasing of the pressure perturbation of the acoustic wave
and the evaporation-condensation of water vapor from the
wall. The heat flux associated with the mass diffusion does
not contribute to the attenuation. The thermal diffusion ratio,
kT , represents the coupling between diffusion and heat flux
and is small for this case. At a temperature of 100 °C the
attenuation in the mixture with mass transfer is about 35%
larger than in the gas alone. If a lower gas~air! pressure is
used, it will enable larger mole fractions of water vapor to
occupy the tube. Using a gas pressure of 0.1 atm, it is pos-
sible for the attenuation with mass transfer to be a factor of 2
greater than the gas attenuation. If the mixture is modeled
simply as an effective fluid, the attenuation is predicted to be

FIG. 2. The variation in properties of air, water vapor, and the air–water vapor mixture with temperature.
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about four times smaller than in the gas alone.
Figure 4 shows the frequency dependence of the ratio of

attenuation in the mixture to the attenuation in the gas only.
At low frequency the difference in attenuation is solely due
to the reduction in viscosity of the mixture. The water vapor
does not contribute to the pressure fluctuations but is carried
along with the gas by diffusion. As the frequency increases,
the acoustic period is an insufficient time for the water vapor
to condense into the wall and then totally evaporate back into
the mixture in phase. Then evaporation-condensation re-
moves energy from the acoustic wave and returns it to a
lower pressure portion, causing enhanced attenuation of the
high pressure portion.

III. CONCLUSIONS

The low reduced frequency method of Tijdeman18 is
used to produce easily interpreted predictions of the effect of
wet walls on sound propagation in gas-filled tubes. These
results contain additional terms compared to the standard
forms used for predicting sound propagation in rigid porous
media.

Our results confirm those of Mao,17 who showed that
mass diffusion is not a large enough contribution to explain
the measurements of attenuation in sandstone. The results of

this analysis can be used to measure the diffusion coefficient
for gas–vapor mixtures by measuring the relative attenuation
of a pure gas and of the gas–vapor mixture.
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A well-known problem of acoustic wave propagation in two fluid wedges with different densities
and wave speeds is addressed by a recently developed approach to more general problems of wave
propagation in bi-material solid wedges. The obtained solutions are valid for arbitrary frequencies
and the approach is also extendable to wedge structures in which one or both wedges support
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INTRODUCTION

Problems of sound propagation in two adjacent wedge
shaped media with different density and wave speeds is a
challenging problem that has been considered for several de-
cades. The most rigorous approaches to these problems are
based on either the Kontorovich–Lebedev1 transform or on
the Maliuzhinetz technique,2 but both approaches lead to
similar functional equations that until recently have not been
amenable to rigorous analysis. There are also numerous at-
tempts to address the problem by direct finite-difference
schemes,3 by the method of parabolic equations,4 by the
method of multiple reflections which is often referred as a
complex-ray method,5 and by other methods.6–10 It is, how-
ever, recognized that, although successful in some particular
cases, none of these methods provides a uniform approach to
the general problem of wave propagation in a system of two
fluid wedges.

On the other hand, in recent years advances have been
achieved11–14 in the study of wave propagation problems in
complicated wedge shaped configurations such as a general
system of two adhering elastic wedges, which include as
particular cases problems with two fluid wedges. Unlike in
other approaches the general scheme12–14 handles problems
for all frequencies, with wave attenuation, and with one of
the fluids replaced by the a solid medium supporting the
propagation of shear waves. The goals of the present paper
are to demonstrate the flexibility of the general scheme from
Ref. 14, and by using it to develop a rigorous approach to
acoustical problems for bi-fluid wedges that can handle fluid,
solid, and even composite multi-wedge bottom models for a
wide range of frequencies.

Here the general scheme from Ref. 14, which is valid for
any bi-material wedge structure, is applied to a system of
two fluid wedges. This method results in a representation of
the studied wave fields in terms of a special function that is
defined as the solution of a singular integral equation. Al-
though our approach does not require any limitations on the
wedge’s angles, we focus on the case when the two fluid
wedges together form a semispace where a thin ‘‘water’’

wedge lies over a fluid ‘‘bottom.’’ The immediate benefits
from this assumption include the possibility of avoiding nu-
merical inversion of integral equations that is certainly the
most unattractive aspect of the general scheme. Most atten-
tion is given here to the fundamental plane problem with an
arbitrary plane incident wave whose solution is then used for
building solutions of more realistic problems with cylindrical
and spherical incident waves by the superposition method.

Solutions of the problems are obtained as sums of the
‘‘ray’’ and scattered fields, where the ‘‘ray’’ fields are shown
to coincide analytically with the approximate solutions deliv-
ered by the method of multiple reflections. The scattered
fields are shown to be negligible in the water and in the area
of the bottom located immediately behind the water wedge.

In Sec. I the problem is formulated in three different
geometries: with a plane incident wave; with a cylindrical
incident wave radiated by a line source parallel to the wedges
edge; and with a spherical incident wave radiated by a point
source.

In Sec. II the problem with a plane incident wave is
considered. In Sec. II A the solution is represented by the
Sommerfeld contour integrals and the problem is reduced to
a system of functional equations with respect to amplitude
functions of the Sommerfeld integrals. The singularities of
these amplitude functions are associated with specific waves.
In Sec. II B the functional equations are used for direct ex-
plicit computation of all poles associated with geometrically
reflected-transmitted waves. The rest of Sec. II addresses
only the computation of the scattered field formed by dif-
fracted bulk waves and head waves originating from the ver-
tex. In Sec. II C the functional equations are transformed to a
one-dimensional singular integral equation that is shown to
be effectively solvable by retaining the first few terms in the
appropriate Neumann series, which means that for practical
purposes the integral equation has an analytic solution. In
Sec. II D we discuss how a solution of the integral equation
can be converted into Sommerfeld’s amplitude functions and
then to wave fields.

The solution of the integral equation determines the am-
plitude functions in some vertical strips by explicit formulas
involving contour integration. Then, the functional equations
analytically continue the amplitude functions from those
strips into any wider area and provide the precise analytic
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description of all singularities. If the width of the area is
finite the continuation requires only a finite number of recur-
sive algebraic operations.

With information about the singularities of the ampli-
tude functions the original Sommerfeld representation of the
wave fields is modified to distinguish the physically different
waves, such as the incident and geometrically reflected-
transmitted waves, head waves, and diffracted bulk waves.
The geometrical waves correspond to poles of the amplitude
functions and are defined in a closed analytical form; the
head waves are represented by integrals along cuts of a com-
plex plane; the diffracted waves are defined by integration
along the steepest-descent contour. Since the amplitude func-
tions can be computed anywhere in the complex plane, com-
putation of the head and diffracted waves can be performed
either by direct numerical integration or by standard
asymptotic approximations of the Sommerfeld integrals, but
these questions are not discussed here.

In Sec. II E the recursive procedure of analytical con-
tinuation of the Sommerfeld amplitudes is analyzed from the
numerical point of view, and it is shown that there is a cutoff
number after which the contributions of the consecutive re-
cursive steps rapidly vanish, thereby simplifying the practi-
cal computations.

In Sec. II F the solution provided by the developed rig-
orous approach is compared with the solution obtained by
the method of multiple reflections. It is demonstrated that the
intensity of the diffracted waves in the water is negligible
and that, therefore, the acoustic field in the water can be
considered to be formed only by geometrical waves, as as-
sumeda priori in the method of multiple reflections. It is,
however, predicted that the error of the multiple reflection
method may reach an unacceptable level in some specified
regions of the bottom, and this is confirmed by the numerical
results presented.

In Sec. III problems with cylindrical and with spherical
incident waves are considered. The solutions are constructed
as the superposition of solutions of two-dimensional prob-
lems with plane incident waves with complex directions of
propagation, as studied in Sec. II.

I. FORMULATION OF BASIC PROBLEMS WITH THE
WEDGE GEOMETRY

Let (r ,u,z) be cylindrical coordinates. Let water occupy
the wedgeG1 :0,u,a, and let the bottom occupy the
wedgeG2 : a,u,p. Let the pressure fieldsp1,2(r ,u,z) in
G1,2 be represented as superpositionsp15p1

inc1 p̃1 , p2

5 p̃2 , of pre-defined incident wavesp1
inc(r ,u,z) and of un-

known secondary fieldsp̃1,2(r ,u,z). Then the problem is to
find the solution of the Helmholtz equations

¹2p̃n1kn
2p̃n50, in Gn , ~1!

such that the fieldsp1,2 satisfy the boundary conditions

p1~r ,0,z!5p2~r ,p,z!50; ~2!

the interface conditions

p1~r ,a,z!5p2~r ,a,z!, ~3!

1

%1

]

]u
p1~r ,u,z!U

u5a

5
1

%2

]

]u
p2~r ,u,z!U

u5a

; ~4!

the conditions at the vertexp1,2(r ,u,z)5O(1), r→0; and
the radiation condition corresponding to the time dependence
of the typeeiVt. The wave numbers,k1,2 are defined askn

52p(V/cn)12p i en , n51,2, whereV is a frequency,c1,2

are the wave speeds in the corresponding media, ande1,2 are
wave attenuation for the two wave numbers.

This problem will be considered with three kinds of the
incident waves:

1. Plane waves

p1
inc~r ,u,z;u0!5eik1r cos~u2u0!2eik1r cos~u1u0!. ~5!

2. Cylindrical waves generated by line sources parallel to the
coast line:

p1
inc~r ,u,z;r 0 ,u0!5H0

~2!~k1r 1!2H0
~2!~k1r 2!,

r 65Ar 21r 0
222rr 0 cos~u7u0!. ~6!

3. Spherical waves generated by point sources:

p1
inc~r ,u,z;r 0 ,u0!5

e2 ik1R1

R1
2

e2 ik1R2

R2
,

R65Ar 6
2 1z2. ~7!

The third problem with spherical incident waves~7! pre-
sents the most realistic model of underwater sound propaga-
tion, but the principal part of the analysis of this problem as
well as of the problem with cylindrical incident waves~6!, is
to solve the simplest two-dimensional problem with plane
incident waves~5!. This is explained by the existence of
canonical decompositions of cylindrical and spherical waves
into combinations of plane waves, which will be discussed
later, after analysis of the two-dimensional problem with
plane incident waves.

II. SCATTERING OF A PLANE INCIDENT WAVE

Two-dimensional problems of plane incident wave scat-
tering in arbitrary bi-material wedges were addressed in Ref.
14 where they were reduced to some integral equations that
had to be solved numerically. Typical bi-fluid wedge struc-
tures discussed above are certainly covered by the general
scheme from Ref. 14, but these problems have some specific
features that make it possible to solve the resulting integral
equations without substantial effort and thus to get rigorous
solutions of the scattering problems in a rational form.

A. Functional equations

Let us consider the problem of the scattering of plane
incident waves~5!. This is a two-dimensional problem
whose study follows the general scheme from Ref. 14, based
on the representation of the pressure fieldsp1,2(r ,u) by Som-
merfeld integrals
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pn~r ,u!

5E
C
@Fn~v1u2pn!2Fn~v1pn2u!#eiknr cosv dv,

p150, p25p,
~8!

taken over the standardø-like contour C running from
2p/21 i` to 3p/21 i` as shown in Fig. 1.

The Sommerfeld integrals~8! obey the vertex conditions
if and only if the amplitudesFn(v) are bounded at infinity.
These integrals obey the radiation conditions if their ampli-
tudes have the symmetryFn(2v)5Fn(v), if F2(v) is
regular in the stripuRevu<p2a, and if F1(v) has no sin-
gularities in the stripuRevu<p2a, except single polesv
56u0 with the residues61/2p i .

Boundary conditions~2! are satisfied by the integrals~8!
automatically, and the interface condition~3! is equivalent to
the functional equation

a~v!@F1~g~v!1a1!2F1~g~v!2a1!#

1@F2~v1a2!2F2~v2a2!#50, ~9!

where

a~v!5
sin v

Ag22cos2 v
, g~v!5arccosS 1

g
cosv D ,

g5
k1

k2
.1, a15a, a25p2a.

The branch of the multivalued functiong(v) is fixed by cuts
along the segments

~g* 2pn,g* 1pn!,

g* 5arccosg, n50,61,62,...,

and the principal sheet of the complex planev is chosen
from the conditiong(p/2)5p/2, which provides an impor-
tant identity

g~2v!52g~v!, g~v1pn!5g~v!1pn,

valid on the principal sheet ofv.
The interface condition~4!, is equivalent to the func-

tional equation

S 1

%1
@F1~g~v!1a1!1F1~g~v!2a1!#

2
1

%2
@F2~v1a2!1F2~v2a2!#D sin v5C sin v,

~10!

where the indefinite termC sinv in the right-hand side may
always be set to zero, because the transitionsFn→Fn

1Cn , do not change the integrals~8!, but result in the addi-
tion to ~10! of 2(C1 /%11C2 /%2)sinv. So, Eqs.~9!, ~10!
may be replaced by:

m@F1~g~v!1a1!1F1~g~v!2a1!#2@F2~v1a2!

1F2~v2a2!] 50,
~11!

a~v!@F1~g~v!1a1!2F1~g~v!2a1!#

1@F2~v1a2!2F2~v2a2!#50,

with the constantm5%2 /%1 .
Another important feature of these equations is that if

F1,2(v) satisfy ~11!, then the functionsF1,28 (v)[F1,2

(2v) are also solutions of~11!. Indeed, let us substitute in
~11! ‘‘ v’’ by ‘‘ 2v ’’ and get the obvious relations

F1„g~2v!1a1…6F1„g~2v!2a1…

[F18~g~v!2a1!6F18„g~v!1a1…, ~12!

F2~2v1a2!6F1~2v2a2!

[F28~v2a2!6F28~v1a2!. ~13!

Then one can conclude that new functionsF1,28 (v) obey the
equations

m@F18„g~v!1a1…1F18„g~v!2a1…#2@F28~v1a2!

1F28~v2a2!] 50,

2a~v!@F18„g~v!1a1…2F18„g~v!2a1…#

2@F28~v1a2!2F28~v2a2!#50,

which are equivalent to~11!. This property means that there
is no need to be concerned about the symmetry of solutions,
because for any solutionsF1,28 (v) that are found, the desired
solution may be obtained by the formulasF1,2(v)
5 1

2@F1,28 (v)1F1,28 (2v)#.

B. Analytical continuation

Consider Eqs.~11! as linear algebraic equations with
respect toF1„g(v)1a1…, F2(v1a2), or similarly with re-
spect to F1„g(v)2a1…, F2(v2a2). Then we get new
equations

Fm„gm~v!6am…5 (
n51

2

Kmn~v!Fn„gn~v!7an…, ~14!

with the auxiliary functionsg1(v)[g(v), g2(v)[v, and
with the coefficients:

FIG. 1. Sommerfeld contours and singularities ofF1(v).
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K11~v!5
a~v!2m

a~v!1m
, K12~v!5

2

a~v!1m
,

K21~v!5
2ma~v!

a~v!1m
, K22~v!5

m2a~v!

a~v!1m
,

~15!

which are nothing but the reflection-transmission coefficients
at the water bottom boundary.

Equations~14! may be used for analytical continuation
of the functionsF1(v) and F2(v) from co-axial vertical
strips of widths 2a1 and 2a2 to the entire complex plane.
From the properties ofKmn(v), it is clear that ifF1,2(v)
have the required regularity in the stripsuRevu<a1,2, then
all singularities of these functions may be located. In particu-
lar, one can see that in the stripsuRevu<(p/2)1a1,2 these
functions may not have singularities other thana priori
known poles with pre-determined residues.

Indeed, sinceF1(v) has the initial, let us say ‘‘zero
level,’’ poles v5v1

1,2, v1
152u0 , v1

25u0 , with the resi-
dues61/2p i , then from ~14!, it follows that F1(v) also
has ‘‘first-level’’ poles v56v1

3,4, with the residues
ResF1(6v1

k)[6Qk
1 , where

v1
352a12u0 , v1

452a11u0 ,

Qk
1[ResF1~v1

k22!K11„g1
21~vk

12a1!….

Similarly, F2(v) has ‘‘first-level’’ polesv56v2
3,4 with the

residues ResF2(6v2
k)[6Qk

2 , where

v2
k56~g1

21~v1
k211a1!1a2!,

Qk
25ResF1~v2

k21!K21„g1
21~vk

22a2!…/g18~v2
12a2!.

Physically, the ‘‘zero-level’’ poles correspond to the incident
wave and to its reflection from the free surface. The ‘‘first-
level’’ poles of F1(v) correspond to waves once reflected
from the water bottom interface, and the poles ofF2(v)
correspond to waves once transmitted from the water to
the bottom. Next,F1(v) has ‘‘second-level’’ polesv
56v1

5,6, v1
5,65v1

3,412a1 , corresponding to waves that
were reflected first from the water bottom interface, then
reflected by the free surface of the water, and, finally, re-
flected by the water bottom interface. So, all poles of
F1,2(v) corresponding to the multiply reflected incident
waves are defined by the recursive process

v1
k125v1

k12a1 , v2
k125g1

21~v1
k1a1!1a2 , ~16!

and the amplitudes of these waves are defined by a similar
recursion

Q1
k12[ResF1~v1

k12!5Q1
kK11„g1

21~v1
k122a1!…,

Q2
k12[ResF2~v2

k12!

5Q1
kK21„g1

21~v2
k122a2!…/g18~v2

k122a2!.

~17!

Formulas~14! also make it clear that functionsF1,2(v)
have some other singularities related with the structure of the
coefficientsKmn(v). For example,F1(v) has branch points

v5ṽ1
k5p1a12g* 12a1k,

g* 5arccosS 1

g D ,

k50,1,2,..., ~18!

corresponding to the head or lateral diffracted waves propa-
gating in the water.

C. Singular integral equation

From the previous discussion it is clear that the un-
known functions can be represented in the form

Fn~v;u0!5Fn
0~v!1F̃n~v!,

Fn
0~v;u0!5

1

2p i (
k

Qn
k~u0!

v2vn
k , n51,2, ~19!

where the functionsF̃1,2(v) are regular in the stripsuRevu
<p/21a1,2, and the sums include poles from~16! located in
these strips.

Now, substitute~19! into ~11! and consider Eqs.~11! on
the line Rev5p/2, which is preferred because it is an in-
variant of the mapv→g(v). Let

Xn~v!5F̃n~gn~v!1an!1F̃n~gn~v!2an!, n51,2.
~20!

Then, following the scheme from Refs. 12–14, Eqs.~11! can
be converted into the system of singular integral equations
on the line Rev5p/2:

mX1~v!2X2~v!5r 1~v!,
~21!

a~v!H1X1~v!1H2X2~v!5r 2~v!,

with the singular integral operators

HnF~v!5
1

2an
E

p/22 i`

p/21 i` F~j!g8~j!dj

sin~p„gn~j!2gn~v!…/2an!
,

and with the right-hand sides

r 1~v!52m@F1
0~v1a1!1F1

0~v2a1!#,
~22!

r 2~v!52a~v!@F1
0~v1a1!2F1

0~v2a1!#.

Equations~21! look similar to the ones from Refs. 12–14
that arise in the study of elastic wave propagation in a solid
wedge, but the situation here is much simpler for at least two
reasons. First, the index of~21!

detS m, 21

a~v!, 1 D 511m1o~e2uIm vu!

does not vanish at the infinite pointsp/26 i` of the line of
integration. Next, the conditiona1!a2 guarantees explicit
solvability of ~21! in the Neumann series form. Indeed, ob-
vious transformations convert~21! to the equation

X~v!1TX~v!5R~v!,
~23!

R~v!5mr 2~v!2a~v!H1r 1~v!,

where
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X~v!5mH2X2~w!, TX~v!5
a~v!

m
H1H2

21X~v!,

and

Hn
21F~v!5

1

2an
E

p/22 i`

p/21 i`

F~j!

3S cot
p

2an
„gn~j!2gn~v!…Dgn8~j!dj.

For given values of parameters whena1!a2 the Neu-
mann series

X~v!5R~v!2TR~v!1T2R~v!2¯ , ~24!

rapidly converges, and retaining only the few first terms in
~24! provides accuracy enough for most practical needs. This
statement is confirmed by Fig. 2 where the graphs of the
functionsuR(v)u, uTR(v)u, uT2R(v)u, anduT3R(v)u on the
line Rev5p/2 are plotted together in assumption thata
52.86°.

So, the assumptions thata!p2a, andm'1 result in
approximate solutions of the integral equations in terms of
explicit analytical expressions, providing any required accu-
racy. As for the general problem with wedges of arbitrary
angles, the integral equations~21! or ~23! are to be solved
numerically.

D. Amplitude functions and acoustic fields

When Eq.~23! is solved then the values ofXn(v) along
the line Rev5p/2 are determined by the integralX2(v)
5(1/m)H2

21X(v), and by the first line of~21!. Then the
integrals

F̃n~v!5
1

4ian
E

p/22 i`

p/21 i` Xn~j!g8~j!dj

cos„p~gn~j!2gn~v!…/2an!
,

n51,2,
~25!

together with ~19! determine the Sommerfeld amplitudes
F1,2(v) in the corresponding vertical stripsuRevu<a1,2,
and ~14! analytically continueF1,2(v) into the entire com-
plex plane.

Next, the Sommerfeld integrals~8! have to be computed.
Let C0 andC1 be the steepest-descent contours of the phase
function i cosv passing the saddle pointsv50 andv5p
correspondingly. Transform the contourC in the integrals~8!
into the sum of the contoursC0 andC1 is shown in Fig. 1.
Then, taking into account that the integrals overC0 vanish

due to the symmetry ofC0 and of the oddness of the inte-
grands, we get the following representations ofp1,2(r ,u;u0):

pn~r ,u;u0!5pn
inc~r ,u;u0!1pn

geom~r ,u;u0!

1pn
diff~r ,u;u0!1pn

hd~r ,u;u0! ,

n51,2, ~26!

where the ‘‘incident fields’’ are given by~5! and the ‘‘geo-
metric fields’’ are expressed as

pn
geom~r ,u;u0!

5(
k

e~u2vn
k1pn!Qn

k~u0!eiknr cos~u2vn
k
1pn!

2(
k

e~u2vn
k1pn!Qn

k~u0!eiknr cos~u1vn
k
2pn!, ~27!

e~v!5H 1, if v lies betweenC0 and C1 ,

0, otherwise,
~28!

and are, therefore, determined by the polesvn
k from ~16!, and

where the ‘‘diffracted fields’’ and ‘‘head fields’’

pn
diff~r ,u;u0!5E

C1

@Fn~v1u2pn ;u0!2Fn

3~v2u1pn ;u0!#eiknr cosv dv, ~29!

p1
hd~r ,u;u0!5E

Cg

@Fn~v1u2pn ;u0!2Fn

3~v2u1pn ;u0!#eiknr cosv dv, ~30!

are determined by the integrals over the steepest-descent
contourC1 and over the contourCg , running along the cuts
of the planev originated at the branch points~18! of F1(v),
respectively. As for the ‘‘head field’’p2

hd in the bottom, it is
equal to zero.

The geometric field in the water is formed by plane
waves reflected from the free surfaceu50 and from the
bottom. The geometric field in the bottom is formed by plane
waves transmitted from the water through the bottom sur-
face, and includes plane waves reflected from the free sur-
face u5p. Diffracted fields p1,2

diff(r ,u) include cylindrical
waves outgoing from the vertexr 50, and the head~lateral!
field p1

hd(r ,u) includes specific waves radiated into the water
by the bottom wave propagating along the water bottom in-
terface with a higher speed. The polesvn

k[vn
k(u0) and the

residuesQn
k[Qn

k(u0) are functions of the incident angleu0

and they are explicitly determined by the recursive algorithm
~16!, ~17!, which means that the geometric fields are also
defined explicitly. As for the amplitudesF1,2(v)
[F1,2(v;u0), and therefore of the diffracted fields, they are
defined in a more difficult way involving inversion of the
integral equation.

E. Simplifications

Let us see that the presented solution is not so difficult
for numerical evaluation as might be expected, and that the
acoustic fields in the water, in particular, may be computed
with good accuracy without dealing with any integral equa-
tions.

FIG. 2. Iterations of the right-hand side of the integral equation.
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Consider first sums~27! which, theoretically, must con-
tain aboutp/a'60 ~we assume thata52.86° terms related
with the polesv5v1

k , located in the strip Rev,p1a.! In
reality, however, there is no need to keep all these terms
because starting from some numberk5k0 the coefficients
Q1,2

k rapidly decay as is confirmed by Table I, which lists the
values of these coefficients and of the corresponding poles
for the case of the incident angleu05arctan(1/40)'0.025.

The decay of the coefficientsQ1,2
k agrees with their

physical interpretation as the amplitudes of multiply reflected
plane waves bounced between the free surface and the bot-
tom. Indeed, the reflection from the free surface is ideal, and
the reflection coefficient from the bottom depends on the
angle of incidence, but its modulus is always equal or
smaller than unity.

The rapid decay of the coefficientsQ1,2
k simplifies also

the computation of the right-hand sides of integral equations
~21!, and even makes it possible to get a closed-form ap-
proximation of the amplitudeF1(v) corresponding to the
acoustic fields in the water.

Indeed, it may be proven that the solutionX(t) of inte-
gral equation~21! is estimated asiX(t)i5O(a1), and the
computations displayed in Fig. 1 confirm thatiX(t)i'5
31023, from which it follows thatX2(v) has a similar es-
timate and that the amplitude functionF̃2(v) defined by
integral ~25! does not exceed the level of of 531023 in the
strip uRev2p/2u,a2 . Then, taking into account that the
strips uRev6p/2u,a2 overlap (a1'p), we readily derive
from ~19! that in the stripuRevu,p/21a2'1.5p the am-
plitude F2(v) may be approximated by the sum

F2~v!5F2
0~v!5(

k
Q2

k~u0!s„v2v2
k~u0!…,

uRe vu,p/21a2'1.5p,

whose coefficients are explicitly known and rapidly decay as
discussed above.

The diffracted field in the water is represented by the
first integral from~29! depending on the values of the am-
plitude F1(v) in the stripsuRev2pu,a. Let v belong to
this strip. Then, recursive application of the first line of~14!
leads to the closed-form representation

F1~v!5K12„g
21~v2a1!…(

k
P1

k~v!

3F2
0~g21

„v2~2k21!a1…2a2!,

P1
k~v!5 )

n51

k

K11~g21
„v2~2n21!…!,

~31!

which may be regarded as an approximate solution of func-
tional equations~14! whose error in the areap2a,Rev
,p1a is estimated asPN(v)F1(v22Na) and decays as
N→` in a similar way as the coefficientsQ1,2

k considered
above.

F. Comparison with the method of multiple
reflections

Let us consider different parts of~26! in detail and esti-
mate their contributions to the total acoustical field. The
termspn

inc and pn
geom are defined explicitly, but they are not

continuous and have discontinuities along the lines separat-
ing the ‘‘light’’ and ‘‘shadow’’ areas. So, the diffracted
fields which compliment the incident and geometric fields to
form the continuous solution of the problem may be ex-
pected to be weaker in the areas where the geometric field is
smoother.

Consider, for example, the geometric fieldp1
geom in the

water. According to~27! this field consists of a number
~about 120! of individual plane waves that completely illu-
minate the water wedge, and of four plane waves that illu-
minate this area only partially. The plane waves of the sec-
ond kind correspond to the poles located in the stripp2a
,Rev1

k,p1a. But the amplitudesQ1
k(u0) of the plane

waves from~27! rapidly decay whenk grows, which results
in the coefficients corresponding to these poles having an
order below 1027. This means that the geometric field in the
water is almost continuous and, therefore, it should be ex-
pected that the ray-theory fieldp1

ray is close to the solution of
the problem for the thin water wedge. Indeed, since the func-
tion F1(v) is almost continuous near the segment (p
2a,p1a), it follows from ~29! that the diffracted field in
the water is estimated asO(a/Ak1r ), which is in fact neg-
ligible. It should also be noted that the geometric fieldp1

geom

together with the incident field exactly satisfy the boundary
condition at the free surfaceu50.

Consider next the geometric fieldp2
geomin the bottom. It

is clear that all jumps in this field are due to the inclusion or
exclusion of individual terms in the sums of~27!. Let us see

TABLE I. Polesvn
k and residuesQn

k . ~Angles are given in degrees.!

k v1
k uQ1

ku v2
k uQ2

ku

1 1.43 1.000
2 4.24 1.000
3 7.10 1.000 177.2128.9• i 4.398
4 9.96 1.000 177.2128.3• i 4.176
5 12.83 1.000 177.2127.3• i 3.884
6 15.70 1.000 177.2126.0• i 3.553
7 18.56 1.000 177.2124.2• i 3.205
8 21.43 1.000 177.2121.9• i 2.858
9 24.29 1.000 177.2118.9• i 2.518

10 27.15 1.000 177.2114.6• i 2.188
11 30.02 1.000 177.217.3• i 1.865
12 32.89 0.666 188.2 1.261
13 35.75 0.546 195.0 0.895
14 38.62 0.322 200.2 0.387
15 41.42 0.241 204.8 0.284
16 44.29 0.133 209.0 0.145
17 47.15 0.095 213.0 0.148
18 50.02 0.050 216.7 0.095
19 52.88 0.034 220.4 0.074
20 55.75 0.018 224.0 0.042
21 58.61 0.012 227.5 0.030
22 61.48 0.006 231.0 0.016
23 64.34 0.004 234.4 0.011
24 67.20 0.002 237.7 0.005
25 70.07 0.001 241.2 0.004
26 72.88 0.000 244.4 0.002
27 75.75 0.000 247.7 0.001
28 78.60 0.000 251.0 0.000
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that the terms of the second sum in~27! describe plane
waves transmitted from the water to the bottom across the
interfaceu5a. Indeed,~16! implies that the exponents of
the considered terms have the form

eik2r cos~u2v
*
k

!, v
*
k 5p2v2

k[a2g21~v1
k221a!,

~32!

wherev1
k22 determine the directions of waves in the water

andv
*
k determine those of the transmitted waves in the bot-

tom. From Table I one can readily see that the first few
bottom waves (k<11) have complex directions with the
fixed real part Rev

*
k 52a'22.86°. These waves com-

pletely illuminate the bottom but they are localized along the
interface u5a and exponentially decay as an observer
moves inside the bottom, which is explained by the complete
reflection into the water of the waves meeting the interface at
angles below the critical value. Next, waves of the type~32!
with numbersk.11 have real-valued directions and pen-
etrate inside the bottom, but these waves illuminate the bot-
tom only partially, leaving the sectors 360°2v2

k,u,180°
in a shadow. So, the geometric fieldf2

geom has jumps along
the raysu5360°2v2

k . The amplitudesQ2
k of these jumps

decay ask grows, but they are considerable in the sectoru
.150°, as is evident from Table I.

It is a more delicate problem to interpret the terms of the
first sum in ~27!, corresponding to the poles ofF2(v1u
2p) captured when the contourC in ~8! is deformed into
the sum ofC0 andC1 . Comparing the location of the poles
of F2(v1u2p) with the inequality 0,p2u,p2a held
in the bottom, one can see that the discussed first sum in~27!
is actually empty. So, the geometric fieldp2

geomconsists only
of the first sum of~27! representing plane waves transmitted
from the water, and this field together with the incident and
geometric fields in the water obeys the interface condition at
u5a, but p2

geom does not satisfy the boundary condition at
the free surfaceu5p and this field has discontinuities along
several rays.

On the other hand, one can see that each term of the first
sum in ~27! can be interpreted as an ideal reflection by the
free surfaceu5p of the corresponding term of the second
sum of ~27! describing a plane wave transmitted to the bot-
tom from the water. If the functione~v! involved in ~27! is
defined as

e~v!5H 1, if 0,Re v,p,

0, otherwise,
~33!

rather than as in~28!, then every plane wave from the first
sum in ~27! has a counterpart in the second sum which illu-
minates the free faceu5p, and the geometric fieldp2

geom

obeys the boundary condition on the faceu5p, as well as
the interface condition atu5a.

The fields defined by~27!, ~33! are nothing but the ap-
proximate solution of the problem by the method of multiple
reflections. This solution exactly satisfies all boundary and
interface conditions, but it is not continuous.

So, whichever definition~27!, ~28!, or ~27!, ~33! of the
geometric field is used, an approximate solution retaining

only incident and geometric waves is expected to be accurate
in the areau,90° located directly under the water, but the
error of this approximation is expected to eventually increase
as the observer moves from the vertical lineu590° toward
the free surfaceu5180°.

In order to analyze the contributions of the different
components of the rigorous solution of the problem under
consideration and, therefore, to estimate areas of applicabil-
ity of the simple geometric-optic approximations, we per-
formed a series of numerical experiments. We computed the
geometric solutions defined by~27!, ~28!, and by~27!, ~33!,
and the total wave theory solution obtained by our approach.
All computations are done for the two-dimensional problem
with the plane incident wave. The results are displayed in
Fig. 3.

The first plot of Fig. 3 displays the geometric field~27!,
~33!, which presents the approximate solution of the problem
by the method of multiple reflections. This field absolutely
satisfies all boundary and interface conditions, but it is obvi-
ously discontinuous in the bottom. The second plot displays
the geometric field~27!, ~28!. This field is also not continu-
ous in the bottom, although its jumps are not as large as in
the previous field, but this field does not satisfy the boundary
condition at the free surfaceu5180°. The last plot displays
the full wave theory solution obtained by the suggested ap-
proach. This field is totally continuous and satisfies all
boundary conditions with accuracy depending on the accu-
racy of the solution of integral equation~23! and of the ac-
curacy of evaluation of the Sommerfeld integrals~29!.

From the presented results it is clear that in the consid-
ered configuration with the small anglea and with moderate
contrast between the characteristics of the wave supporting
media, the method of multiple reflections gives a suitable
approximation to the solution in the water wedge, which is
supposed to be thin, and in the areas of the bottom immedi-
ately below the water. However, in the other areas of the
bottom the multiple reflection method does not provide ac-
curate results. On the other hand, the suggested rigorous ap-
proach makes it possible to compute the acoustic fields in
any region both in the water and in the bottom, as well as to

FIG. 3. Acoustics pressure fields.
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solve the problem for any wedge angles and media’s charac-
teristics. But this method is, of course, much more computa-
tionally intensive than the method of multiple reflections.

III. SCATTERING OF CYLINDRICAL AND SPHERICAL
INCIDENT WAVES

A. Scattering of a cylindrical wave from a line source

Due to the linearity of the problem it is clear that in
order to solve it with the cylindrical incident waves~6! it is
sufficient to represent these waves as superpositions of the
plane waves~5!.

Let us start from the well-known formula

H0
~2!~r 6!5 (

n52`

`

Jn~k1r ,!Hn
~2!~k1r .!ein~u7u0!,

where

r 65Ar 21r 0
222rr 0 cos~u7u0!,

r ,5min$r ,r 0%, r .5max$r ,r 0%.

Assume for definiteness thatr ,r 0 , and replace the Hankel
functions in this series by the integrals

Hn
~2!~k1r 0!5

1

p E
C1

eik1r 0 cosj1 in~j2p/2! dj, ~34!

taken over the contourC1 running fromp/22 i` to 3p/2
1 i`. Then, exchanging the order of integration and summa-
tion, and applying the identity(n52`

` Jn(z)einu5eiz sinu, we
get the expressions

H0
~2!~k1r 6!5

1

p E
L

eik1r cos~u7u01v!
•e2 ik1r 0 cosv dv,

which permit the representation of the incident field~6! in
the form

p1
inc~r ,u;r 0 ,u0!5

1

p E
L

@eik1r cos~u2u02j!

2eik1r cos~u1u01j!#e2 ik1r 0 cosj dj.

~35!

This is a decomposition of the cylindrical waves~6! into
plane waves of the type~5!, where the contour of integration
L runs from2p/22 i` to p/21 i`.

It was discussed in Sec. II how to compute the acoustic
fields p1,2(r ,u;u0) generated by plane incident waves~5!.
Since this procedure admits complex incident angles, it is
possible to define the solution of the problem with cylindri-
cal incident waves by the integrals

pn~r ,u;r 0 ,u0!5
1

p E
L

pn~r ,u;u01j!

3e2 ik1r 0 cosj dj, n51,2, ~36!

which together with~26!–~29! generate the representation of
the solution as superpositions

pn~r ,u;r 0 ,u0!5pn
inc~r ,u;r 0 ,u0!1pn

geom~r ,u;r 0 ,u0!

1pn
diff~r ,u;r 0 ,u0!1pn

hd~r ,u;r 0 ,u0! ,

~37!

of the incident, geometric, diffracted and head fields.
The incident field is defined by~6!. The geometric and dif-
fracted fields are defined by integrals of type~36! where
pn(r ,u;u01j) are substituted in the corresponding expres-
sions~27! or ~29!. The head fieldp2

hd in the bottom is zero
and the head fieldp1

hd in the water is defined by the integrals
of the type~36!, wherepn(r ,u;u01j) should be substituted
in the corresponding expressions~30!.

The geometric fields are represented by explicitly de-
fined sums:

pn
geom~r ,u;r 0 ,u0!

5(
k

@Pn
k~r ,u2pn ;r 0 ,u0!2Pn

k~r ,pn2u;r 0 ,u0!#,

n51,2, ~38!

Pn
k~r ,u;r 0 ,u0!

5
1

p E
L

Qn
k~u01j!eiknr cos@vn

k
~u01j!2u#2 ik1r 0 cosj dj,

where the amplitudesQn
k and polesvn

k are defined by the
recursive process~16!, ~17!, and the contourL is supposed
to pass below all branch points ofQn

k(u01j) located in the
area 0,Rej,p. Taking into account the rapid decay of the
coefficientsQ1

k from ~27!, we find that the summation in~38!
includes only about 20 significant terms.

The path of integration in~38! can be deformed to the
sum of the steepest-descent contourL0 of the phase func-
tions

f n~j!5 iknr cos@vn
k~u01j!2u#2 ik1r 0 cosj,

and of a number of loopsLn around cuts of the complex
plane originating from the branch points of the coefficients
Qn

k(u01j). Then, depending on the parameters, the integrals
over L0 , Ln can be computed either numerically or by ap-
propriate asymptotic approximations. The integral over the
steepest-descent contourL0 is associated with the direct
multiply reflected ‘‘eigenray’’ and the integrals over the cuts
Ln are associated with head waves generated by the concen-
trated source near the semispace with higher sound speed.

The geometric fields are identified as superpositions of
multiply reflected plane waves with complex directions of
propagation. The sumspn

ray5pn
inc1pn

geom of the incident and
geometric fields form exactly the approximate solution of the
considered two-dimensional problem delivered by the com-
plex ray method employed in Ref. 5. As was already men-
tioned, these sums are very close to the correct acoustic
fields in the water and in the bottom directly behind the
water, but in the sectoru.150° they do not correctly ap-
proximate the solution of the problem.

Next, consider the diffracted and the head fields from
~37!. Since the value ofk1r 0 involved in~36! is large~'400!
even at as low frequency as of 25 Hz, the integrals from~36!
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corresponding to the diffracted and head fields can be evalu-
ated by the stationary phase method with errors less than 1%.
From the above it follows that in the water these fields are
negligible, but in the bottom, especially in the domainu
.150°, the diffracted field may contribute considerably to
the total acoustic field.

It is important to emphasize the existence of two kinds
of ‘‘head waves’’ propagating in the water wedge. First,
there are ‘‘head waves’’p1

hd generated by the vertex and
described by the last terms of~37!. These waves should be
classified as a part of the scattered field and they are practi-
cally negligible everywhere except in a small area immedi-
ately near the vertex. Next, there are ‘‘head waves’’ de-
scribed by the integrals~38! taken over the cutsLn of the
complex plane. These waves should be classified as compo-
nents of the geometric field and they considerably contribute
to the total acoustic field.

B. Scattering of a spherical incident wave from a
point source

It is easy to extend our analysis to a point source for the
case of a fluid bottom. Our treatment of this bi-fluid problem
is based on the well-known integral representation

e2 ikR6

R6
5

ik

2 E
l
H0

~2!~zkr6!e2 ikuzuA12z2 z dz

A12z2
,

R65Ar 6
2 1z2, ~39!

where the branch ofH0
(2)(zkr6) is fixed by the cut along

~2`,0!, and the branch ofA12z2 is fixed by the cuts (̀ ,
21), ~1,̀ !, and by the conditionA151. As for the contour
of integrationl it is supposed to run below the ray~2`,0!,
but above the cut~1,̀ !.

Note, that ifr 65Ar 21r 0
22cos(u7u0), then substitution

of ~34! into ~39! leads to the plane wave decomposition

e2 ikR6

R6
5

ik

2p E
l

z dz

A12z2

3E
L

eikr cos~u7u02j!2 i zkr0 cosj2 ikuzuA12z2
dj,

of a spherical wave radiated by a point source at (r 0 ,u0,0).
Corresponding to~39!, let as consider wave fields de-

scribed by the form

pn~r ,u,z!5
ik

2 E
l
fn~r ,u;z!e2 ikuzuA12z2 z dz

A12z2
. ~40!

Then it may be verified that in order for~40! to be a solution
of a three-dimensional problem from the Introduction with
the spherical incident waves~7!, functionsfn(r ,u;z) should
be solutions of similar two-dimensional problems with cylin-
drical incident waves~6! modified by replacing the wave
numbersk1 andk2 by k1Az21g221 andk2z.

Since the procedure from the previous section is valid
for any complex wave numbers, solutions of the abovemen-
tioned auxiliary two-dimensional problems may be obtained
in the form ~36!, ~26!, which, after substitution into~40!,

generates the solution of the three-dimensional problem of
scattering of spherical waves~7!. On the planez50 this
solution has the form

pn5pn
inc1pn

geom1pn
diff1pn

hd, n51,2,

where the incident wavespn
inc are defined by~7!, and the

diffracted waves are defined by double integrals

pn
diff5

ik

2p E
l

z dz

A12z2

3E
L

pn~zr ,u;u01j!e2 i zk1r 0 cosj dj,

involving solutionspn(zr ,u;u01j) of problems with plane
incident waves, considered in Sec. I. As for the geometrical
fields pn

geom, their values in the planez50 are defined ex-
plicitly as sums

pn
geom5(

k
@Sn

k~r ,u2pn ;r 0 ,u0!2Sn
k~r ,pn2u;r 0 ,u0!#,

where the separate terms

Sn
k5

ik

2p E
l

z dz

A12z2

3E
L

Qn
k~u01j!ei zknr cos@vn

k
~u01j!2u#2 i zk1r 0 cosj dj,

correspond to multiply reflected incident waves. Indeed, the

exponentsei zknr cos@vn
k(u01j)2u#, are nothing but plane waves

with wave numberszkn propagating along the directionu
5vn

k(u01j), andQn
k(u01j), defined by~17!, and are the

cumulative products of consequent reflection coefficients of
plane waves arriving from infinity along the directionu0

1j.
One can easily see that the sumpn

ray5pn
inc1pn

geom of
incident and geometrically reflected waves forms exactly the
‘‘complex ray method solution’’ suggested in Ref. 5. From
the above it follows that the ‘‘complex ray solution’’ may
not be sufficiently accurate in the regionu.150° of the
bottom where the diffracted field should be taken into con-
sideration.
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A resonant phenomenon is investigated for the generation of interfacial waves when bulk waves are
scattered by in-plane periodic cracks embedded in an isotropic elastic body. A new method of
analysis is developed and numerical results are presented. This analysis can have useful applications
involving the generation of surface acoustic waves by comb transducers. ©1999 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~98!05512-X#
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INTRODUCTION

Scattering of waves from cracks in an elastic body has
been studied in numerous papers~see Ref. 1 and the refer-
ences given there!. Here, we study this phenomenon from a
very particular point of view. Namely, we expect that this is
the fundamental phenomenon involved in the generation of
surface acoustic waves in solids by comb transducers.2,3

In a certain approximation which is convenient for the-
oretical investigation, the interface between the comb trans-
ducer and the substrate to which it is attached looks like a
periodic system of thin voids that can be modeled as cracks
between two solids.~The small but finite thickness of these
cracks allows us to neglect possible nonlinear phenomena.1

In fact, the motivation for this research is the frequency se-
lective property of so-called comb transducers which may be
advantageous in nonlinear ultrasonic investigations of
materials.4! These two solids remain in solid contact between
the voids~cracks! when the comb is glued to the substrate, or
in sliding contact when the comb is applied to the substrate
using a thin layer of oil. In typical transducer applications,
the angle of incidence of the wave is close to normal; there-
fore, in this paper we deal primarily with this case.

It will be shown that, under certain conditions, large
interface vibrations occur that have a resonant character.
They are similar to the interfacial waves discussed earlier.5

However, here a less dense system of cracks is considered
~roughly one crack per acoustic wave length, compared to
the previous case of more than two cracks per wave length!.

The problem is formulated in Secs. I–III, and solved
using a similar method of analysis to that used previously,5,6

which is briefly presented in Sec. IV. We conclude by pre-
senting several instructive numerical examples in Secs.
V–VII. These examples clearly show that the interface vi-
brations can indeed have resonant character, with amplitudes
much larger than the amplitude of the incident wave that
excite them. The dependence of the interface vibration am-
plitude on the crack wave number~corresponding to the fre-
quency dependence for a given crack system and variable
frequency of incident wave! closely resembles the typical
resonant curve.

The passband of the resonance is relatively narrow for
the case in which the cracks and the spacing between them
are of equal width. This narrow passband means that the

phenomenon discussed can be discerned only by a thorough
analysis of bulk-wave scattering by cracks in a very narrow
domain of the crack wave number, just above the cutoff
wave number of bulk waves.

I. FORMULATION OF THE SCATTERING PROBLEM

We consider two isotropic elastic half-spaces bonded to
each other at the interface planey50 ~Fig. 1!. The interface
consists of domains of periodL in which there is perfect
bonding (2w wide, called ‘‘bonds’’!, separated by regions of
perfect disbonding. The disbonded regions are called cracks,
which they actually are in the case when both bonded half-
spaces are of the same material. The cracks are infinitely
long in thez direction; in this paper, the wave field under
consideration is independent ofz.

The polarization of the incident harmonic plane bulk
wave is either longitudinal~denoted by the subscriptl! or
transverse with its polarization in the sagittal plane~x,y!
~subscriptt!. The incident wave propagates in the half-space
y,0 toward the system of cracks at the interfacey50. Here
the wave is scattered and produces a variety of wave field
harmonic components~Bloch waves!. The generated waves
are reflected into the half-spacey,0 or transmitted into the
half-spacey.0, and contain evanescent components which
vanish on both sides of the interface. This situation is the
Bragg scattering of waves at a periodic system of cracks.
Thus the wave numbers of Bloch waves at the interfacey
50 differ from the wave number of the incident wave by an
integral numbern of the crack system wave numberK
52p/L:

exp~ j vt2 jpnx!, pn5r 1nK. ~1!

Here,v is the angular frequency of the incident wave, and
r 1IK 5pI is the x projection of the incident wave vector
~the projection onto the interface!. The integerI is chosen
such thatr P(0,K).

The wave field in the interior of the half-space is a su-
perposition of the corresponding Bloch longitudinal and
transversal components, with the general form

exp~ j vt2 jpnx2 jql ,ty!, ql ,t5~kl ,t
2 2pn

2!1/2, ~2!

wherekl and kt are the wave numbers of longitudinal and
shear waves, respectively. The wave numberskl andkt may
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be different in the two half-spaces if the half-spaces are made
of different materials. In this paper, we assume real values
for r and thus forpn .

The value ofqn may be complex, butqI is always real
for real kl ,t . This is becausepI never produces negative
values under the square root in Eq.~2!, since it is the projec-
tion of the incident wave vectork l or kt . A discussion of
how to choose the proper sign ofqn is provided in next
section.

At the interfacey50, in the limit y→0 from both the
upper and lower sides, the wave field can be expanded as
follows ~time dependence dropped!:

y520:

u2~x!5(
2`

`

un
2e2 j ~r 1nK!x1uIe2 jkIx,

T2~x!5(
2`

`

Tn
2e2 j ~r 1nK!x1TIe2 jkIx;

~3!y510:

u1~x!5(
2`

`

un
1e2 j ~r 1nK!x,

T1~x!5(
2`

`

Tn
1e2 j ~r 1nK!x5T~x!,

where

u5Fu1

u2
G , T5FT21

T22
G ~4!

~in tensor notation!. To shorten the notation,T5@T1 T2#T,
where the superscriptT means matrix transposition, and
Tn

15Tn .
The boundary conditions at the plane of cracks (y50)

are

u1~x!5u2~x!, T1~x!5T2~x!, at bonds,

T1~x!5T2~x!50, at cracks, ~5!

ux2 iLuP~w,L/2!.

These are the boundary conditions assuming perfect me-
chanical contact of the elastic half-spaces between periodic
cracks.~In Sec. VII, sliding contact between the half-spaces,
where u2

15u2
2 in the bonded regions andT2150 every-

where, will be considered.!
To formulate the boundary value problem of the scatter-

ing of incident waves by cracks, we need the relationship
betweenT(x) andu(x). In the case under consideration of a
periodic system of cracks, the relationshipun5G(pn)Tn is
adequate, whereG is the planar harmonic Green’s function
discussed in the next section.

II. PLANAR HARMONIC GREEN’S FUNCTION

Applying a tractionT5@T21 T22#
T exp(jvt2jpx) to the

surface of the elastic half-spacey.0, the resulting particle
displacementsu5@u1 u2#T exp(jvt2jpx) at the interfacey
50 are:5

u5G~p!T,
~6!

G5
j

mD F kt
2qt p~kt

222p222qlqt!

2p~kt
222p222qlqt! kt

2ql
G ,

D5~kt
222p2!214p2qlqt ,

kt
25rv2/m, ~7!

kl
25rv2/~l12m!.

Here,r is the mass density andm andl are the Lame` con-
stants of the half-space. The values ofql ,t ~for realkl ,t andp!
are chosen following the rule

qa5Aka
22p252 jAp22ka

2, a5 l ,t, ~8!

in order to satisfy the radiation conditions~2! by the wave
field in the half-spacey.0. In the following discussion,ql ,t

are assumed to have been chosen according to the above
rule. Thus in the lower half-space, the wave field satisfying
the radiation condition aty→2` is assumed to be of the
form exp(2jpx1jql,ty). Generally, the rule of choice of the
sign of q results from

P252
1

2
Re$T2i* ~ j vui !%5

v

2
Im$T* GT%.0, ~9!

which says that the energy is transported from the surface to
infinity. P2 is they-component of the Poynting vector7 of the
wave field in the half-spacey.0.

Equations~6! can be applied for anyun , Tn involved in
Eq. ~3!, y.0,

un5un
15G~pn!Tn , pn5r 1nK. ~10!

Moreover, in spite of the fact that the incident wave exists
only in the domain (y,0), it also satisfies the above equa-
tion with pn replaced bypI . This is because the incident
wave satisfies the radiation conditions aty→`.

It results from the above discussion and from Eqs.~7!
that in order to satisfy the radiation conditions aty→2`,
the wave field in the lower elastic half-space is subject to the
condition

un
252GT~pn!Tn

2 . ~11!

G is the matrix evaluated from Eqs.~7! using the material
constants of the lower elastic half-space. This matrix will be
later denoted byḠ.

III. REFORMULATION OF THE SCATTERING
PROBLEM

Following our previous development,5 we introduce the
function Du of the particle displacement discontinuity at the
interfacey50:

FIG. 1. The system of cracks in an elastic body or at the interface of two
bonded elastic half-spaces. In numerical examples, the bond is considered
either solid or sliding throughout the entire periodic system.
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Du~x!5u1~x!2u2~x!. ~12!

Using the expansion in Eq.~3! and the boundary condition
T1(x)5T2(x), we obtain

Du~x!5(
2`

`

@un
12~un

21uIdnI!#e
2 jpnx

5( @G~pn!Tn1ḠT~pn!~Tn2TIdnI!

1Ḡ~pI !T
IdnI#e

2 j ~r 1nK!x. ~13!

Here,dnI is the Kronecker delta andTI anduI characterizes
the incident wave.

Next, we introduce the function

V~x!5
]

]x
Du~x!5( Vne2 jpnx, ~14!

whose expansion coefficients are

Vn5g~pn!Tn2ġ~pI !T
IdnI ,

with

g~pn!52 jpn@G~pn!1ḠT~pn!#,

ġ~pI !52 jpI@Ḡ~pI !1ḠT~pI !#. ~15!

Note that the functionV(x) does not determineDu(x)
uniquely. Furthermore,Du(x)50 is required in the bonds.
This condition can be split into two parts:~a! V(x)50 at the
bonds, and~b! Du(x50)50. Indeed, the first condition re-
quiresDu(x) to differ from zero by a constant at most, and
the second condition sets this constant to zero.

The boundary conditions in Eq.~5! can now be rewritten
as

T~x!50 at cracks,

V~x!50 at bonds, ~16!

Du~0!50 at the center between cracks.

Note that the conditionT1(x)5T2(x) was already ex-
ploited in Eq.~13!.

IV. THE BIS EXPANSION

A solution to this problem can be obtained using the
method6 of analysis first developed by Blo”tekjæret al. This
method assumes a finite series expansion for bothVn andTn

in the form

Tn5(
M1

M2

tmPn2m~cosD!,

~17!

Vn5(
M1

M2

vmSn2mPn2m~cosD!.

This is the BIS expansion. Here,Sn51 for n>0 and 21
otherwise;Pn is the Legendre polynomial, andD5pw/L
depends on the bond widthw. When used in the series form
of T(x) and V(x), these expressions automatically satisfy

the first two of the reformulated boundary conditions in Eq.
~16!.

The summation limitsM1,2 result indirectly from the
following approximation to the functiong(pn), pn5r
1nK:

g~p!5Spg` , if upu.p` , ~18!

wherep` is at least several times greater thankt in magni-
tude. @In the computations described below,p`55kt was
used becauseg(5kt)'g`5g(p→1`) for typical isotropic
elastic materials.#

Applying the expansions in Eq.~17! to Eqs.~15! for n
,N1<0 and n.N2>0, N1<I<N2 , with N1,2 chosen to
ensureur 1nKu.p` in these two domains, we find

(
m

vmSn2mPn2m5Sn(
m

g`tmPn2m ,

n,N1 or n.N2 . ~19!

Here, r P(0,K) is assumed. Equation~19! must be satisfied
for infinite numbers ofn. Assuming that the summation lim-
its overm are finite, this results in

vm5g`tm . ~20!

Further analysis shows that6

M15N1 , M25N211. ~21!

This means that there are (N22N112) unknowntm in the
scattered wave field expansion series which we seek.

At our disposal are (N22N111) forms of~15! taken for
N1<n<N2 , and the last boundary condition of Eqs.~16!.
This makes (N22N112) equations altogether that allow us
to evaluate all unknowntm by TI .

Equations~15! can be rewritten in the form

@g`Sn2m2g~r 1nK!#tmPn2m~cosD!52ġ~pI !T
IdnI .

~22!

~In this equation and the rest of the paper, summation overm
has been dropped.! This equation is nontrivial forN1<n
<N2 only. The last boundary condition~16! can be evalu-
ated explicitly forrÞ0 in the formū50 where

ū5Du~x50!5E V~x!dx5vm(
n

Sn2mPn2m~cosD!

2 j ~r 1nK!

5
j p~21!m

K sin pr /K
g`tmP2m2r /K~2cosD!. ~23!

It has already been shown5 how to evaluate the above sum
for r→0. It is much more convenient, however, to carry out
computations for sufficiently smallr instead, using double
precision accuracy.

Similarly, we can evaluate the complementary value of
the total traction at the interface in the bonded regions near
x50 @T(x)50 at cracks#:

T̄5E
2L/2

L/2

T~x!dx5LtmP2m2r /K~cosD!. ~24!

This relationship can be exploited in a certain generalization
of the boundary conditions of Eqs.~16! by allowingDu to be
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different from zero at the bonds. This is the case if the bond-
ing contains a certain amount of elasticity, for instance in the
real case of two surfaces bonded by a glue. Thenū differs
from zero by an amount proportional to the average traction
T̄. The coefficient of proportionality should be chosen such
that the energy of the interface vibration is absorbed by the
glue, for example,ū52 j eT̄ with e small and positive.

V. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SCATTERED
FIELD

In the numerical examples presented below, we consider
relatively dense cracks~more than one crack per acoustic
wavelength! of width L/2. Therefore, cosD50 and K
52p/L.kt , so thatI 50. The first-order Bloch wave field
component is thus always an evanescent mode (p1.kt re-
sulting in ql ,t imaginary!. However, the2first-order Bloch
component, which has the wave numberp215r 2K, can
consist of propagating modes in the bulk. These modes may
be either longitudinal, transverse, or a combination of the
two with wave vectorx projections equal top21,2kl ,t and
corresponding realql ,t .

The zeroth-order Bloch wave, having the wave number
r 5pI in the caseI 50 under consideration, always produces
at least one propagating mode in one or both half-spaces, as
is illustrated in Fig. 2. Figure 3 presents the dependence of
the reflected and transmitted wave amplitudes on the crack
wave numberK for given r. Only the propagating modes of
zeroth-order Bloch components are shown. Figure 3 shows
the amplitude dependence for a given direction of incidence
of either longitudinal or shear waves of unit amplitude. The
definition of the wave amplitude is given in Appendix A. In
this example, both half-spaces were the same material, steel.
Table I contains the values of the parameters used. For
convenience, the horizontal axis is plotted in units of
ur 2Ku/kt , that is,up21u/kt . We notice that:

~i! for denser cracks, asK→`, the transmission through
the cracked interface goes to 1 and the reflection co-
efficient goes to 0;

~ii ! for ur 2Ku,kt , the scattered zeroth-order Bloch
waves have smaller amplitudes because part of the
incident wave power is scattered to the2first-order
waves; and

~iii ! for r'0 and at certainK abovekt , there is zero trans-
mission and full reflection from the interface. This
results from an interaction of the incident wave with
cracks involving all evanescent Bragg components
making (T0)21

1 50 or (T0)22
1 50 for shear or longitu-

dinal incident waves, respectively. Checking the am-
plitudes of these components, we do not see anything
peculiar; they all have rather small amplitudes and
behave smoothly as functions ofK in this region.

Figure 4 presents similar graphs for two different bonded
half-spaces, steel (y.0) and aluminium (y,0).

The applied ‘‘full-wave’’ method of analysis has the at-
tractive property that the numerically evaluated wave field
always satisfies the energy conservation law. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 5, which presents the normal components of
Poynting vectors (P2) in the upper and lower half-spaces for
a given order of Bloch wave components.~The zero and
6first orders only are shown.! The amplitude ofP2 for the
incident wave is assumed to be unity. We notice that the sum

FIG. 2. Wave numbers of Bloch wave field components (pn) and the cor-
responding wave vectors of bulk waves in isotropic elastic half-spaces, here
in steel fory.0 and aluminium fory,0. ~The semicircles correspond to
slowness curves of these materials drawn to scale.! The vectorkI is the wave
vector of the incident wave~in aluminum!, whosex projection isr. The
corresponding zeroth-order Bloch component of the interface wave field is
coupled to the longitudinal (L0) and transverse (S0) transmitted waves in
steel, and to the transverse reflected wave in aluminum (R0). The Bragg
scattering produces only one2first order waveB21 in aluminum. Higher-
order Bloch components are all evanescent modes because their wave num-
bers pn lie outside the region of possiblex projection of any bulk-wave
vectors in the system.kR is the wave number of Rayleigh wave in steel; it
lies just abovekt of aluminum, the largest bulk-wave number in the system.

FIG. 3. Amplitudes@defined by Eq.~A5! in Appendix A# of waves scattered
by cracks in a homogeneous body~steel!. The left and right columns show
the amplitudes for incident longitudinal and shear waves, respectively. The
rows show the amplitudes for different angles of incidence described by the
x projection wave numberr. r 50 corresponds to normal incidence of the
wave onto the interface;r 50.02kl and 0.8kl ~longitudinal incident waves!
andr 50.02kt and 0.8kt ~shear waves! correspond to oblique incidence. The
incident wave amplitude is unity. The graphs depict the dependence on the
crack wave numberK of the zeroth-order transmitted and reflected waves
only ~see Fig. 2, pointsS0 , L0 andR0 ; the curve marked by squares cor-
responds toS0 , and by circles, toL0 , for instance!. The conversion of the
incident longitudinal to shear wave~left column!, and vice versa, shear to
longitudinal~right column!, is small for close to normal incidence. At large
K we notice that the transmission coefficient across the cracked interface
approaches unity. Legends to curves are common for all figures presented
here, and similarly in other figures.
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of Poynting vectory components equalsP251 of the inci-
dent wave, on both sides of the interface and for all Bloch
component orders that are outgoing propagating modes.

VI. THE INTERFACE VIBRATION, r 50

To evaluate the scattered wave field, we solve the sys-
tem of inhomogeneous linear equations given in~22! and
~23! whose matrix isA. For r .kt and r 2K,2kt , all the
matrix coefficientsAi j of the system are purely imaginary;
also, at certain realr dependent onK, the determinant of the
matrix A can be zero. Thisr is the wave number of the crack
interfacial waves previously discussed.5

In the scattering problem, however, we always haver

,kt because it is thex projection ofkW l ,t and thus is smaller
thankt or kl,kt . In such cases, matrixA is complex, and we
cannot expect that its determinant can be set to zero by vary-
ing only one variable, the real part ofr ~or K for given r!.
Indeed, we do not observe any singularities in the solutions
presented in Figs. 3–5 that would appear if the system of
Eqs.~22!, ~23! had a vanishing determinant at certainK.

We will show that this determinant can be close to zero
for small r, the case not considered earlier.5 We will also
show that, in spite of generally complexA, its determinant
can be zero at certainK andr 50. This solution is called the
interface vibration because it vanishes on both sides of the
interfacelike interfacial waves,5 but does not transport energy
along thex-axis becauser 50 and the averageP150.

In the case of cracks in a homogeneous body, bothgn

andg` are diagonal matrices. Then the system of Eqs.~22!,
~23! separates into two independent systems: one for the first
vector component oftm ~its matrix isA1!, and a second for
the other vector component oftm ~matrix A2!. Neglecting the
indexm, the unknown vector is therefore eithert5@ t1 0#T or

@0 t2#T. It can be easily checked numerically that det(A2)
Þ0 for all K and r considered here, but det(A1) can indeed
be close to zero for certainK if r is small, or even exactly
equal to zero forr 50.

This is shown in a pair of plots of the real and imaginary
parts ofd5det(A) as dependent onK for given realr, pre-
sented in Fig. 6. We notice that, in spite of the fact that
matrix A is generally complex, both the real and imaginary
parts of d cross zero at almost the same values ofK, and
exactly at the sameK if r 50. This means that, atr 50, there
is a nontrivial solution to systems~22!, ~23! even if its right
hand side is equal to zero; that is, without an incident wave.
~In this case only the shear wave that producesT21

I different
from zero atr 50 is meaningful.! This is the free interface
vibration at the angular frequency determined bykt5v/v t

~at given K!, where v t is the shear wave velocity.~For
greaterK, v should be scaled proportionally.!

If rÞ0 but is still small, it is possible that certain com-
plex values ofr could be found such thatd50, or complexv
of a free interface vibration.~This is not analyzed directly
here, since real valuedr are assumed.! This expectation is
reasonable and will be proved indirectly in numerical ex-
amples in the next section. ForrÞ0, the existing zero-order
Bloch component is coupled to the bulk propagating modes.
These bulk waves take part of the energy of interface vibra-
tion and transport it to infinity. Such vibrations must vanish
either in time~resulting in a complexv!, or in space~com-
plex eigenvaluer!.

The caser→0 can be considered analytically in a cer-
tain simplification by usingN1521 andN251, the lowest
values possible in the analysis presented below for cracks
in homogeneous body. Neglecting the vector index by
using the notationtm5(tm)1 , vm5(vm)1 , TI5(TI)15T21

I ,

FIG. 5. They component of Poynting vector differences, Eq.~B2!, at the
interface between aluminium and steel, for zeroth and6first orders of Bloch
components. Note that the sum of allP2 is zero as required by the energy
conservation law. In this example the incident wave propagates obliquely
~r 50.2kl or 0.2kt in aluminum, for the incident longitudinal and shear
wave, respectively!. It is clearly seen that part of the power of the incident
wave ~that is, accounted for in the zeroth-order wave field!, is transformed
to the6first Bloch waves ifr 6K falls in the region (2kt ,kt), the area of
existence of bulk waves~Fig. 2!.

TABLE I. Material constants used in computations, taken from Ref. 7. Also shown are the wave numbers of
bulk and Rayleigh waves atv5106/s for aluminum~Al ! and steel~Fe!.

c11@109 Nm22# c44@109 Nm22# r@103 kgm23# kl@103 m21# kt@103 m21# kR@103 m21#

Al 111 25 2.695 0.1558 0.3283 0.3509
Fe 277 82 7.87 0.1686 0.3098 0.3346

FIG. 4. Dependence of amplitudes of the zeroth-order transmitted and re-
flected waves for two different bonded solids, aluminum and steel~inci-
dence from the aluminum side!. In general, the dependence is similar to that
in Fig. 3, but the transmission is never complete, even forK→`, because of
the difference in the acoustic impedances of aluminium and steel.
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Gn5(Gn)115(Ḡn)11, gn5(gn)11, andg`5(g`)11, we first
find the limit r→0 of last boundary conditions in Eqs.~16!
and ~23!:

Duux50505vm(
n

Sn2mPn2m

2 j ~r 1nK!
U

r→0

→Duun501vm(
nÞ0

Sn2mPn2m

2 j ~r 1nK!

5G0T02@2Ḡ0~T02TId0I !1uId0I #

1vmS (
n

Sn2mPn2m

2 j ~r 1nK!
2

S2mP2m

2 j r D
r→0

,

~25!

that results in

F2G0P2m1
j

K
~21!m

d

ds
P2m2sg`G tm52G0TId0I ,

~26!

whereG05G(0) andPn5Pn(0) have been used to shorten
the notation.

The system of equations~22! yields~note thatg050 and
P212 l5Pl , P150!

n521:

~g`2g21!t211~2g`2g21!t01~2g`2g21!t2P250,
~27!

n50: g`t02g`t150,

n51:

~g`2g1!t21P21~g`2g1!t11~2g`2g1!t250.

Taking into account thatP251/4, andg152g215g, these
give

t05t1 ,

~g`1g!t211~2g`1g!t01~2g`1g!t2/450, ~28!

~2g2`1g!t21/41~2g`1g!t11~g`1g!t250.

It results from~17! that in the approximation used,

T05tmP02m5t01t1 . ~29!

Becauset05t1 , T0Þ0 for anyt0Þ0. However, any nonzero
T0 would generate a bulk wave in the half-spaces, and this

does not allow the desired undamped solution for realv and
r 50. Therefore, we conclude thatT050, and thus

t05t150, ~30!

if the desired interface wave is to exist. Boundary condition
~26! yields

2G~0!T01
j

K
vm~21!m

d

ds
P2m2sus5052G~0!TId0I ,

~31!

wherevm5g`tm . For interface waves,TI50, and thus

j

K
~2t21p11t0p02t1p211t2p22!50,

~32!

pm5
d

ds
P2m2sus50 .

Taking into account~30! andp2252p1 , we obtain

t2152t2 . ~33!

Finally, the condition for a nonzero solution of Eqs.~28!,
~32! is g`1g5(2g`1g)/4, which yields

AK22kt
25

5

6

~kt
222K2!224K2AK22kl

2AK22kt
2

K~kt
22kl

2!
.

~34!

Equation~34! has a real solution forK.kt .
It is important to note that, although all Bloch compo-

nents of the wave field formally exist in the solution, the
only component that falls in the area of bulk waves@r
P(2kt ,kt) in Fig. 2#, namely the zeroth-order Bloch com-
ponent, vanishes and producesT050. This means that bulk
waves are not generated during the interface vibrations of the
above solution. These are free undamped interface vibra-
tions.

WhenTIÞ0, t21Þ2t2 and we obtain the regular solu-
tion for the scattering problem. This solution is orthogonal to
the interface vibrations. This means that any incident wave
~only the shear wave is meaningful, because the longitudinal
wave does not produceT21

I different from zero atr 50! can-
not excite these free interface vibrations; they are perfectly
decoupled from bulk waves becauseT050. However, for
small rÞ0, we expect that the interface vibrations still exist
and can be excited by the incident wave. These vibrations
shed their energy into the bulk waves, contributing to the
scattered wave field. The free vibrations would decay in
time; otherwise, for realv, the eigenvaluer will take a com-
plex value. Such a wave is called a leaky wave.

VII. LEAKY INTERFACE WAVES

Figure 7 presents the zeroth-order wave amplitudes re-
sulting from the scattering of transverse waves by cracks of a
specific period embedded in a homogeneous body. The ze-
roth order is the only propagating mode in this case. The
figure shows a graph similar to Fig. 2 but in greater detail for
a certain domain ofK. Note that there is sharp drop in the
transmission coefficient~and a corresponding rise in the re-
flection coefficient to unity! over a very narrow domain ofK

FIG. 6. Real and imaginary parts of the determinant of the system of equa-
tions governing the wave scattering as formulated in this paper for unknown
tm . Note that forr 50, there is a certain value ofK where both the real and
imaginary parts of general complex determinant turn simultaneously to zero.
For rÞ0, real and imaginary parts have zeros at differentK’s. This means
that the determinant is different from zero, but can be close to zero over a
certain domain ofK dependent onr. This will result in large~resonant!
solutions fortm .
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abovekt . BecauseK is expressed relative tokt , the variation
in K is equivalent to a variation of 1/v assuming constantL.

Figure 8 presents the amplitudes of the6first-order
Bloch components,iT61i /iTI i . Note that these Bloch com-
ponents are not coupled to any bulk propagating modes, be-
cause their wave numbers areur 6Ku.kt . These compo-
nents are evanescent modes vanishing on both sides of the
interface: the interface vibration. The figure shows the typi-
cal resonance curve of vibration in a lossy system. In this

case, the source is the incident wave, and the vibration is the
crack interface vibration~6first-order Bloch components!.
The loss mechanism is the reradiation of bulk waves that, for
rÞ0, are coupled through the zeroth-order Bloch compo-
nents. The resonance takes place at the synchronism of the
exciting interface force~resulting from the incident wave!
having wave numberp61 close to that of an interfacial
waves having its wave numbers described by det(A)50.

For largerr, the resonance curve has smaller peaks~Fig.
8! because the reradiation losses are higher.~The coupling of
the interface vibration to bulk waves is stronger at largerr.!
Above certainr, the values ofiT61i /iTI i do not rise above
unity. The physical interpretation of this is that the interface
vibration no longer exists as a distinct mode.

The resonance character of the excited vibration
iT61i /iTI i is confirmed by its approximation, shown by the
dotted line in Fig. 8, according to the typical resonance curve

Q5U a

K2K01 jbU, ~35!

where values for the parametersa andb have been chosen to
fit the curves, andK0 is the resonance value ofK.

Similar phenomena can be observed in the case of
cracks between two different elastic bodies, steel (y.0) and
aluminum (y,0), in sliding contact at the interface:

u2
1~x!5u2

2~x! and T22
1 ~x!5T22

2 ~x! at bonds,
~36!

T22
6 ~x!50 on cracks andT21

6 ~x!50 everywhere,

and for the longitudinal incident wave~producingT22
I at the

interface! with small wave numberr.
For r 50, both the real and imaginary values of the cor-

responding determinantA vanish at the sameK above the
largest value ofkt for both half-spaces. It happens that this
value of K is close tokR in steel. The resonance curve of
iT61i /iTI i for rÞ0 is shown in Fig. 9. Its physical inter-
pretation is similar to that presented above for two steel half-
spaces. A sliding interface vibration is excited in which both
the aluminum and steel move accordingly at the interface, in
a direction normal to it, and arbitrarily in the tangential di-
rection ~in the assumed frictionless case!.

The common phenomenon of a vanishing transmission
coefficient of the incident wave at resonant valuesK0 can be
interpreted as follows. Due to the crack periodicity, the inci-
dent wave~wave numberr! is coupled to the interface vibra-

FIG. 7. For cracks in steel, the dependence of zeroth-order transmitted and
reflected wave amplitudes is presented in greater detail for a certain domain
of K ~cf. Fig. 3!. The right figure shows details of the region indicated by the
arrows in the left figure.~Note how much the applied scale ofK has been
expanded.! For a certain value ofK, we observe full reflection of the inci-
dent shear wave, as if the wave was reflected from the free half-space
surface. But the interface is not free; there are periodic solid bonds instead.
The narrow domain ofK where the phenomenon takes place indicates that a
resonant phenomenon is involved.

FIG. 8. Oblique incidence of shear wave~note the correspondingr in the
subsequent figures! onto the cracks in steel. The relative amplitudeT0 de-
scribes the transmission coefficient@see the dependence of the wave ampli-
tudes onT given by Eq.~A3!#. In all figures, the coefficientiT61i /iTI i
~which has a maximum value of unity!, is drawn expanded to full range of
vertical axis (T#). The upper right figure presents the influence of the bond
viscosity~as modeled at the end of Sec. IV!, and should be compared to the
upper left figure. By relaxing the interface stress, the transmission coeffi-
cient of wave through the interface is reduced. However, the resonant values
of T61 remain the same as for perfect solid bonding (e50, the left figure!
because, at resonance, the interface stressT0 is already close to zero.@This

zeroth-order stress is the main component ofT̄ in Eq. ~24! that is evaluated
from the similar series as forū above, where the coefficient 1/(r 1nK)
becomes very large ifr is small andn50.# The resonant values ofT61 are
smaller for largerr. This is due to stronger coupling of the interface vibra-
tions to bulk waves, and the resulting larger radiation losses of the vibra-
tions. For r above 0.01kt , the resonant curveiT61i /iTI i can be barely
recognized. This is in contrast to smallr in the upper left figure, where the
dotted line presents the typical resonance curve as evaluated from Eq.~35!.

FIG. 9. Cracks at the interface between aluminum and steel with sliding
bonding; the incident wave is a longitudinal wave in aluminium. The depen-
dence is similar to that in Fig. 8, and a similar resonant phenomenon for
generation of the interface vibrations (T61) is observed for smallr.
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tion ~wave numberur 6Ku just abovekt!. For smallr, this
interface vibration is weakly coupled to bulk waves and thus
is able to build up quite large amplitude. The reversal cou-
pling of this energetic vibration produces the zeroth-order
interface stressT0 that compensates the corresponding inter-
face stress of the incident waveTI . Thus the incident wave
‘‘feels’’ a stress-free half-space surface aty50, and is re-
flected accordingly.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, it has been shown how interface vibrations
affect bulk-wave scattering by periodic cracks. The greatest
effects are observed at close to normal incidence of the wave
onto the plane of cracks, and for certain narrow domains of
the crack period. Under perfect conditions, the reflection co-
efficient of the incident wave approaches unity, and the
transmission coefficient falls to a negligible value.

To solve the problem, the BIS method of wave analysis
for certain periodic systems was applied using discontinuous
boundary conditions. The method has proven useful and, in
spite of certain approximations, produced numerical results
that satisfy the energy conservation law.~This is not always
the case for numerical methods.!

The amplitude of the excited interface vibrations can be
much higher than the amplitude of the incident wave. This
can be exploited in the generation of Rayleigh waves by
comb transducers.2,4 For theoretical purposes, a comb trans-
ducer may be modeled as a finite system of cracks between
the transducer and the substrate. Waves incident from the
comb side generate large interfacial vibrations~with wave
numbers close tokR of the substrate in the optimal cases!
that, at the end of comb, transform to a Rayleigh wave
propagating on the free surface of the substrate outside the
comb.

The next natural step toward the theory of comb trans-
ducers is the analysis of an infinite comb and finite, narrow
incident wave beam propagating in it toward the interface.
This can be modeled by applying the knownū different from
zero in certain domain ofx ~the domain of incidence!, and
subsequently evaluating the resultingT̄ from Eq.~24!. In this
analysis, the functionR(r )5T̄/ū, r P(0,K), represents the
‘‘periodic’’ harmonic Green’s function. It exhibits sharp
peaks at the wave numbers of interface waves, and these
peaks contribute to the far field of the generated interface
wave field outside thex domain of incidence. Further prob-
lem of transformation of interface wave into Rayleigh wave
at the edge the finite comb transducer must be solved sepa-
rately.
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APPENDIX A: BULK WAVE AMPLITUDES

It can be shown from the equation of motion for an
isotropic body that aty50,

Fu1

u2
G5 1

vArv
F p 2qt

ql p G FFl

Ft
G ~A1!

for an arbitraryFl ,t which describes the longitudinal and
transverse parts of the wave field. Similarly, the stress com-
ponents aty50 are

FT21

T22
G52 j

m/v

Arv
F 2pql 2p22kt

2

kt
222p2 2pqt

G FFl

Ft
G . ~A2!

This relation can be used to evaluateTI for knownFl ,t . The
reciprocal relation is

FFl

Ft
G5 j

v

m

Arv

D F 2pqt kt
222p2

2p22kt
2 2pql

G FT21

T22
G , ~A3!

whereFl ,t are related to the magnitude of the Poynting vec-
tor through

P~ i !5uFi u2ki /2, i 5 l ,t. ~A4!

Using the definition of the wave amplitudesAi as

P~ i !5uAi u2/2, ~A5!

this equation shows that the relation betweenAi and Fi is

Ai5FiAki , i 5 l ,t.
The y component of the Poynting vector aty50 is

evaluated from Eq.~9! as

P25Re$ql uFl u21qtuFtu2%/2. ~A6!

This is convenient in our analysis, becauseP2 vanishes as
required if the correspondingql ,t is imaginary~that is, for
evanescent modes!. This, in fact, justifies the use ofFi in the
above relations.

Having evaluated the Bloch componentsTn , the above
relations allow the scattered wave amplitudes of correspond-
ing Bloch orders to be evaluated. Note that to evaluateF and
subsequently the amplitudes of reflected waves atn-th Bloch
order, we must substitute (Tn2TIdnI) into right hand side of
~A3!. This results from boundary conditions~5!. Indeed, be-
causeT1(x)5T2(x) at the interface, the comparison of co-
efficients of Fourier expansion~3! for stress yieldsTn

25Tn

2TIdnI , and thisTn
2 , together with Eq.~10!, describes the

wave field in the half-spacey,0.

APPENDIX B: THE ENERGY CONSERVATION LAW

They components of the Poynting vectors on both sides
of the interface for thenth Bloch order are:

P2
25Re$Tn* @ j v~un1uIdnI!#%/2,

~B1!
P2

15Re$Tn* ~ j vun!%/2.
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Therefore, the requirement of a balance of power at the in-
terface for thenth Bloch order is

DP5P2
12P2

25
v

2r
Re$Tn* ~gnTn2ġTIdnI!%. ~B2!

See Eqs.~15! for denotations ofg and ġ.
It is evident that the definition ofP2 in Appendix A may

also be used to check the energy balance at the interface. In
this case, the balance is zero forn50 only if the zeroth-
order Bloch components include propagating modes in either
of the half-spaces. However, the balance is not zero if other
~higher-order! Bloch waves produce propagating waves. The
total balance of acoustic power must include all appropriate
Bloch field components.
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This work formulates the singularity-free integral equations to study 2-D acoustic scattering
problems. To avert the nonuniqueness difficulties, Burton’s and Burton and Miller’s methods are
employed to solve the Dirichlet and Neumann problems, respectively. The surface Helmholtz
integral equations and their normal derivative equations in bounded form are derived. The weakly
singular integrals are desingularized by subtracting a term from the integrand and adding it back
with an exact value. Depending on the relevant problem, the additional integral can finally be either
expressed in an explicit form or transformed to form a surface source distribution of the related
equipotential body. The hypersingular kernel is desingularized further using some properties of an
interior Laplace problem. The new formulations are advantageous in that they can be computed by
directly using standard quadrature formulas. Also discussed is theG-contour, a unique feature of
2-D problems. Instead of dividing the boundary surface into several small elements, a parametric
representation of a 2-D boundary curve is further proposed to facilitate a global numerical
implementation. Calculations consist of acoustic scattering by a hard and a soft circular cylinder,
respectively. Comparing the numerical results with the exact solutions demonstrates the proposed
method’s effectiveness. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!04401-X#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Fn, 43.20.Tb@DEC#

INTRODUCTION

The surface Helmholtz integral equation is convention-
ally used for the acoustic scattering by obstacles. This ap-
proach is advantageous in that the problem’s dimensionality
is reduced by one and an infinite domain is transformed to
finite boundaries in which the far-field radiation condition is
automatically satisfied. Combining this approach with
boundary element methods~i.e., local methods! has been a
standard practice. It is known, however, that the standard
Helmholtz integral equation fails to yield unique solutions at
certain frequencies. For direct formulations~using the Helm-
holtz integral equation!, both the Dirichlet and Neumann
problems have the same characteristic frequencies at the
eigenfrequencies of the interior Dirichlet problem. Nonu-
niqueness is a purely mathematical problem arising from the
breakdown of boundary integral representation rather than
from the nature of the physical problem. To avert this limi-
tation, two conventional techniques have been applied for the
acoustically hard body scattering. The first one is called
CHIEF, the combined Helmholtz integral equation formula-
tion, due to Schenck,1 which is perhaps the most extensively
used in engineering applications. A series of works has been
reported after Schenck,1 among which are included in Refs.
2–6. The second technique is derived by Burton and Miller7

which linearly combined the Helmholtz integral equation
with its normal derivative equation. Comparing these two
methods reveals that they introduce their own particular
complications.8–11 Recently, Benthien and Schenck12 re-
viewed various methods for handling the nonexistence and
nonuniqueness problems associated with integral equation
methods in acoustics.

The CHIEF method uses the surface Helmholtz integral

equation, combined with the corresponding interior Helm-
holtz equation, to form an overdetermined system of equa-
tions which can then be solved using a least-squares proce-
dure. This method may not function properly at the
characteristic frequencies when some of the interior points
coincide with a nodal surface of the related interior prob-
lems. More CHIEF points may be required to yield unique
solutions at the characteristic frequencies. Therefore, in this
method, the number and location of CHIEF points must be
effectively selected, particularly in the high-frequency range.

Burton and Miller’s formulation is severely limited in
that the hypersingular integral must be evaluated. Previous
investigations have derived the tangential derivative formu-
lation to eliminate the highly singular kernels.13,14 For a
three-dimensional problem, this approach alleviates the
highly singular behavior only, and leaves an additional 1/R
type of singularity in the final formulation. Unique quadra-
ture schemes are needed to locally assess the lower-order
singular integrals. The highly singular integral equations can
also be interpreted as the Hadamard finite-part sense.15,16

However, this approach is not straightforward in numerical
implementation and has not gained much acceptance in prac-
tice, at least in the acoustic field. Chienet al.17 employed
certain identities arising in the integral equation related to an
interior Laplace problem. The order of hypersingularity is
reduced and, then, a polar coordinate transformation and
other unique techniques are locally applied to eliminate the
lower-order singular integrals. Hwang18 refined the process
and attained integral equations with bounded kernels for
easier numerical computation. In a related work, Yang19 ex-
amined the acoustic scattering across a wide frequency range
by combining Hwang’s formulation18 and Filon’s method.20
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Nonuniqueness also occurs in the acoustic scattering by
soft bodies. Leis,21 Panich,22 and Brakhage and Werner23

demonstrated that this difficulty can be averted by appropri-
ately combining single- and double-layer potentials. The
coupling factor must be chosen to be strictly complex when
the wave frequency is real. Burton24 later derived a similar
formulation, indicating that the integral operator of his for-
mulation is the transpose of that appearing in Brakhage and
Werner’s method.23 The problem of acoustic scattering by
soft bodies has been somewhat neglected, perhaps owing to
that numerically implementing the weak singularity is much
easier than that for the hypersingularity, and also that the soft
scatterers may be less useful in engineering applications.
Nevertheless, Yang19 presented a desingularized formulation
for the soft body scattering.

Burton and Miller’s method7 and Burton’s method24

possess a more rigorous mathematical background than the
CHIEF method. Furthermore, Hwang’s18 and Yang’s19 for-
mulations can efficiently implement such methods. In line
with their desingularization procedures, this work derives
some new formulations related to the Helmholtz integral
equations and their normal derivative equations for 2-D
acoustic scattering problems. These formulations are numeri-
cally preferable in that they can be computed by directly
using standard quadrature formulas. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. In Sec. I we introduce the Helmholtz
differential equation, interior Laplace equation, and related
integral formulations. In Secs. II and III we derive the cor-
responding desingularized formulations. In Sec. IV we pro-
pose a parametric presentation of a 2-D boundary curve to
facilitate numerical implementation. In Sec. V we examine
the proposed method’s effectiveness by comparing the nu-
merical results with the exact solutions for the scattering by
a circular cylinder of radiusa which is subject to Dirichlet
and Neumann boundary conditions, respectively. Three val-
ues of the characteristic wave number,ka53.83171,
7.01559, 10.17347, are tested. Concluding remarks are fi-
nally made in Sec. VI.

I. A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION
FORMULATIONS

The integral formulations of 2-D acoustic scattering
problems are extensively found in textbooks and literature.
In this section, we summarize the relevant equations to en-
sure completeness and introduce notion. The governing
equation for the propagation of acoustic waves through an
unbounded homogeneous medium is described by the fol-
lowing wave equation:

¹2f~r ,t !5
1

c2

]2f~r ,t !

]t2 , ~1!

where¹2 denotes the Laplacian operator in two dimensions,
f is the velocity potential at a pointr at time t, andc is the
speed of sound in the medium at the equilibrium state. The
velocity potentialf is related to the velocity by

u5“f, ~2!

and can be expressed as

f5f i1fs, ~3!

wheref i denotes the incident velocity potential andfs rep-
resents the scattered velocity potential. The excess acoustic
pressure can be written as

p52r0

]f

]t
, ~4!

wherer0 denotes the density of the fluid at the equilibrium
state. The acoustic pressure can also be written by summing
up the two parts as follows:

p5pi1ps, ~5!

wherepi denotes the incident pressure andps represents the
scattered pressure. For time-harmonic waves with a time fac-
tor exp(2ivt), the Helmholtz differential equation can be
written as follows:

~¹21k2!f50, ~6!

wherei is the imaginary unit,v is the angular frequency, and
k5v/c is the wave number. Under this circumstance, Eq.
~4! becomes

p5 ivr0f. ~7!

At the surface of a soft scatterer, the excess pressure is zero.
Hence,

f50. ~8!

At the surface of a hard scatterer, the normal componentu
•n of the particle velocityu is zero. Hence,

]f

]n
50, ~9!

wheren denotes the unit vector normal to the surface of the
body and into the surrounding space, andn represents the
distance along the external normal vectorn. Conditions~8!
and ~9! are generally referred to as Dirichlet and Neumann
boundary conditions, respectively. The scattered velocity po-
tential must also satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition
which is written in a 2-D form as follows:

lim
r→`

r 1/2U]fs

]r
2 ikfsU50. ~10!

The equivalent integral formulation of Eq.~6! takes the
following form:

f i~P!1E
]B

Ff~Q!
]Gk~P,Q!

]nQ
2Gk~P,Q!

]f~Q!

]nQ
GdSQ

5H f~P!, PPBe ,

f~P!

2
, PP]B,

0, PPBi ,

~11!

wherenQ denotes the distance in the direction of the outward
normal at the source pointQ(j,h), P(x,y) is the field point,
Gk is the free-space Green’s function,]B is the closed sur-
face,Be is the infinite domain exterior to]B, andBi is the
interior domain enclosed by]B. In Eq. ~11!, the single- and
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double-layer potentials over a Liapunov surface]B are as-
sumed to satisfy a Ho¨lder condition. A Liapunov surface,
although having a continuously varying tangent plane at each
point, does not necessarily possess a curvature everywhere.
A Hölder condition, although generally stronger than conti-
nuity, is weaker than differentiability.25 Notably, Eq. ~11!
already considers the radiation boundary condition~10!. The
free-space Green’s functionGk for the Helmholtz equation
in a 2-D form can be expressed as

Gk~P,Q!5
i

4
H0

~1!~kR!, ~12!

whereH0
(1)(kR) denotes the Hankel function of the first kind

andR represents the distance between the field pointP and
the moving pointQ. The boundary formula of Eq.~11! fails
to yield unique solutions at certain critical frequencies. The
nonuniqueness is a purely mathematical problem, i.e., no
physical meaning is connected to it. To avert this difficulty, a
second integral equation can be written as follows by differ-
entiating Eq.~11! in the normal direction atP:

]f i~P!

]nP
1

]

]nP
E

]B
f~Q!

]Gk~P,Q!

]nQ
dSQ

2E
]B

]Gk~P,Q!

]nP

]f~Q!

]nQ
dSQ5

1

2

]f~P!

]nP
, PP]B,

~13!

Linearly combining boundary formula of~11! with ~13! al-
lows us to obtain unique solutions for all real frequencies
when the coupling parameter is selected such that its imagi-
nary part is nonzero.7,24

Since some properties of the interior Laplace problem
are used during the desingularization procedures in Secs. II
and III, the relevant equations are outlined as follows. The
integral equation formulation of an interior Laplace equation,
¹2f0(r ,t)50, can be written as

E
]B

F2f0~Q!
]G0~P,Q!

]nQ
1G0~P,Q!

]f0~Q!

]nQ
GdSQ

5H 0, PPBe ,

f0~P!

2
, PP]B,

f0~P!, PPBi .

~14!

The assumptions in Eq.~14! closely resemble those in Eq.
~11!. Taking normal derivative of Eq.~14! at P yields

2
]

]nP
E

]B
f0~Q!

]G0~P,Q!

]nQ
dSQ

1E
]B

]G0~P,Q!

]nP

]f0~Q!

]nQ
dSQ5

1

2

]f0~P!

]nP
, PP]B,

~15!

where G0 denotes the free-space Green’s function for the
Laplace equation. A 2-D form ofG0 can be expressed as

G052
1

2p
ln~R!. ~16!

II. DESINGULARIZATION OF SINGULAR KERNELS
FOR THE SOFT BODY SCATTERING

For the soft body scattering, we have, from Eqs.~11!
and ~8!,

05f i~P!2E
]B

Gk

]f~Q!

]nQ
dSQ , PP]B. ~17!

This equation contains a logarithmic type of singularity
when the moving pointQ(j,h) coincides with the fixed
point P(x,y). A novel formulation is developed herein to
eliminate the singular kernel. The technique, which is classic
in the fields of potential theory and acoustics~e.g., Refs. 26
and 19!, subtracts a function from the integrand so that the
subsequent kernel becomes bounded. Then, an accurate inte-
gration of the function is added back to the equation. Thus,
Eq. ~17! is rearranged as follows:

05f i~P!2E
]B

~Gk2G0!
]f~Q!

]nQ
dSQ

2E
]B

G0F]f~Q!

]nQ
2

]f~P!

]nP
GdSQ

2
]f~P!

]nP
E

]B
G0 dSQ . ~18!

The kernel of the first integral in the preceding equation is
bounded asR tends to zero, as demonstrated in the follow-
ing. By definition, the first kernel can be written as

Gk2G05
i

4
H0

~1!~kR!1
ln~R!

2p
5

ln~R!

2p
2

Y0~kR!

4

1
i

4
J0~kR!, ~19!

whereJ0 andY0 denote the Bessel functions of the first and
second kind and zeroth order, respectively. The ascending
series ofJ0(kR) andY0(kR) can be expressed as27

J0~kR!512
1

~1! !2

1

4
~kR!21

1

~2! !2

1

42 ~kR!4

2
1

~3! !2

1

43 ~kR!61¯ , ~20!

Y0~kR!5
2

p F lnS kR

2 D1gGJ0~kR!1
2

p F 1

~1! !2

1

4
~kR!2

2S 11
1

2D 1

~2! !2

1

42 ~kR!4

1S 11
1

2
1

1

3D 1

~3! !2

1

43 ~kR!62¯ G , ~21!

where g50.577215..., i.e., Euler’s constant. Substituting
Eqs.~20! and ~21! into Eq. ~19! yields
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lim
R→0

~Gk2G0!52
1

2p S g1 ln
k

2D1
i

4
. ~22!

Yang19 confirmed that the integrand of the second inte-
gral in Eq.~18! is bounded and, furthermore, its value can be
set equal to zero whenQ coincides withP. The final integral
in Eq. ~18!, although still singular in its current form, can be
desingularized using potential theory, as demonstrated in the
following. Applying the property of the equipotential body
yields

E
]B

G0 dSQ5E
]B

F12
s~Q!

s~P! GG0 dSQ1
1

s~P!

3E
]B

s~Q!G0 dSQ

5E
]B

F12
s~Q!

s~P! GG0 dSQ2
Fe

s~P!
, ~23!

wheres denotes a source distribution on]B and makes the
surface an equipotential of potentialFe which is defined by

Fe52E
]B

s~Q!G0 dSQ . ~24!

Notably, the integrand on the right-hand side of Eq.~23! can
be set equal to zero whenR50. The fact thatFe remains
constant in the interior of an equipotential surface accounts
for why its value can be conveniently computed by locating
point P inside the boundary surface. For instance, locatingP
at the origin leads to

Fe5
1

2p E
]B

s~Q!ln~j21h2!1/2 dSQ . ~25!

Notably, Eq. ~25! yields a unique solution for any given
constantFe with one exception, that the boundary]B is a
G-contour.28 For instance, if]B is the boundary of a unit
circle, thens has no finite value. The lack of a finite value is
owing to that, for a circle of radiusa, Eq. ~25! gives

Fe52pas ln~a!. ~26!

Petrovsky29 first observed this feature of the unit circle. Jas-
won and Symm25 extended the above notion to more general
body configurations. For instance, for an ellipse with surface
coordinates~x,y!, or (a cosu,b sinu), Eq. ~25! yields

Fe52p~a2 sin u1b2 cosu!1/2s ln
a1b

2
. ~27!

The G-contour, which appears at (a1b)/251, again causes
s to have no finite value. Nevertheless, the difficulty can
always be averted by scaling. An alternative means of solv-
ing s can be written as follows:

s~P!522E
]B

s~Q!
]G0

]nP
dSQ . ~28!

The singular kernel in Eq.~28! can be removed by writing
this equation in the following form:

s~P!522E
]B

Fs~Q!
]G0

]nP
2s~P!

]G0

]nQ
GdSQ

22s~P!E
]B

]G0

]nQ
dSQ . ~29!

Applying the Gauss flux theorem,

E
]B

]G0

]nQ
dSQ52

1

2
, ~30!

In Eq. ~29! yields

05E
]B

Fs~Q!
]G0

]nP
2s~P!

]G0

]nQ
GdSQ . ~31!

The integrand in Eq.~31! can again be set equal to zero when
R50. The solution of Eq.~31! is not unique and needs speci-
fying a given value ofs at some point on the surface in order
to make the solution unique. Notably, it does not matter
which solution of Eq.~31! is selected. In the sequel, the
bounded form of the Helmholtz integral equation~17! can be
written in the following:

05f i~P!2E
]B

~Gk2G0!
]f~Q!

]nQ
dSQ

2E
]B

G0F]f~Q!

]nQ
2

]f~P!

]nP
GdSQ

2
]f~P!

]nP
E

]B
F12

s~Q!

s~P! GG0 dSQ1
]f~P!

]nP

Fe

s~P!
,

~32!

where the source intensitys is given by Eq.~31! and the
equipotentialFe is given by Eq.~25!.

The normal derivative of the Helmholtz integral equa-
tion ~13! for soft bodies takes the following form:

1

2

]f~P!

]nP
5

]f i~P!

]nP
2E

]B

]Gk

]nP

]f~Q!

]nQ
dSQ , PP]B.

~33!

Applying the technique resembling that in the previous case
yields

1

2

]f~P!

]nP
5

]f i~P!

]nP
2E

]B
F]Gk

]nP

]f~Q!

]nQ
2

]G0

]nQ

]f~P!

]nP
GdSQ

2
]f~P!

]nP
E

]B

]G0

]nQ
dSQ . ~34!

By using the Gauss flux theorem, Eq.~34! can be written in
the following:

05
]f i~P!

]nP
2E

]B
F]Gk

]nP

]f~Q!

]nQ
2

]G0

]nQ

]f~P!

]nP
GdSQ ,

~35!

where the integrand is set equal to zero whenQ coincides
with P.

It can be shown that, although solutions of the standard
integral equation~32! and its normal derivative equation~35!
exist for all wave numbers, they are not unique. In the case
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of Eq. ~32!, nonuniqueness occurs when the wave numbers
equal the characteristic wave numbers of the interior Dirich-
let problem; in the case of Eq.~35!, nonuniqueness occurs
when the wave numbers equal the characteristic wave num-
bers of the interior Neumann problem. Linearly combining
Eq. ~32! and Eq.~35! and assigning a coupling constant of a
nonzero imaginary part yield a unique solution, even at a
characteristic frequency.24 The composite equation can be
directly computed using standard quadrature formulas.

One may contend that the proposed formulations require
extra computational time to obtain the equipotentialFe and
the source functions. Primary emphasis is clearly ons, not
on Fe , becauseFe can be easily obtained from Eq.~25! if s
is given. Notably,s is only a function of the shape of a given
scatterer, i.e.,s is independent of the acoustic wave frequen-
cies and the boundary conditions. Moreover, the function
]G0 /]n in integral equation~31!, which is used to solves,
is a part of the function]Gk /]n in integral equation~35!.
This event can be easily observed by viewing the definitions
of G0 and Gk given in Eqs.~16! and ~12!, respectively, in
which Gk contains the Hankel functionH0

(1) and, in turn,
H0

(1) is a sum of the Bessel functions,J0 andY0 . The Bessel
function Y0 explicitly contains the Green’s functionG0 .
Therefore,G0 and ]G0 /]n do not need to be recalculated
during the computer programming. Restated, the matrix ele-
ments resulted from discretizing Eq.~31! are directly ob-
tained from the matrix elements of Eq.~35!. Notably, this
procedure and the LU decomposition method solving fors
require only a small amount of computational time in the
solution to the acoustic scattering across a frequency range.
For small-scale problems, this requirement is confirmed by
the fact that a substantial amount of computational time is
normally expended on evaluating the matrix elements, not on
evaluating the solution to the system of simultaneous linear
algebraic equations itself. On the other hand, to minimize the
computational time, a grid system solving fors with an ac-
ceptable accuracy can be different from that solving for the
acoustic scattering. This treatment is particularly useful for
resolving higher-frequency problems, in which a higher-
order quadrature formula must be adopted to attain conver-
gent and accurate solutions. Thus, a denser grid system is
used to solve the acoustic scattering. Under this circum-
stance,s at the collocation points of the denser system can
be estimated by applying an appropriate interpolation
method in a looser grid system, which is initially used to
evaluates.

The proposed desingularization method is also com-
pared with other methods. The proposed approach is advan-
tageous in that the subsequent formulations are free of sin-
gularity and, therefore, are conducive to computation by
directly using standard quadrature formulas over the entire
integration domain. Thus, the proposed approach can be re-
ferred to as a global method from a numerical perspective.
Other alternative approaches, e.g., the polar coordinate trans-
formation, can also be applied to solve the combined equa-
tion of Eqs. ~17! and ~33!. Such approaches are generally
referred to as a local method, or commonly referred to as a
boundary element method. According to this method, the
body surface is divided into a set of flat~or curved! subsur-

faces and, then, the singular kernel in each subsurface is
locally regularized by applying a transformation formula.
The unknown function in each subsurface can be assumed to
either remain constant or can be approximated by a higher-
order equation. An analytic form of the integral may or may
not be derived; thus, a quadrature formula is generally ap-
plied along each subsurface, resulting in a system of linear
algebraic equations. This system is used to solve the un-
known function. The proposed method outperforms the local
method in that~a! the quadrature formula is globally applied
and ~b! the collocation points are exactly the positions at
which the integration points are located. In contrast, the local
method requires a quadrature formula in each subsurface,
i.e., more computational time is necessary. Moreover, re-
moving a singularity at a certain point inside the integration
domain by the proposed method smooths out the integration
function globally. In contrast, the integration function is only
locally smoothed out using a local method. Restated, the
local method leaves a significantly varying integration func-
tion over the elements which surround a singular element
initially containing an infinity at a certain point. This obser-
vation implies that the integrals in the proposed formulations
can be evaluated more efficiently than those in the local
method. Therefore, the proposed method is definitely much
easier and more economic than the conventional local
method, especially for small-scale problems.

III. DESINGULARIZATION OF SINGULAR KERNELS
FOR THE HARD BODY SCATTERING

For a hard body, we have, from Eqs.~11! and ~9!,

f~P!

2
5f i~P!1E

]B
f~Q!

]Gk

]nQ
dSQ , PP]B. ~36!

The integral in the preceding equation can be desingularized
using the technique resembling that in the previous section.
Thus, Eq.~36! becomes

f~P!

2
5f i~P!1E

]B
Ff~Q!

]Gk

]nQ
2f~P!

]G0

]nQ
GdSQ

1f~P!E
]B

]G0

]nQ
dSQ . ~37!

Applying the Gauss flux theorem in Eq.~37! yields

f~P!5f i~P!1E
]B

Ff~Q!
]Gk

]nQ
2f~P!

]G0

]nQ
GdSQ ,

~38!

where the integral is bounded and the integrand can be set
equal to zero whenQ coincides withP.

By taking the normal derivative of Eq.~36! at pointP, or
from Eq. ~13!, we have the following integrodifferential
equation:

]f i~P!

]nP
52

]

]nP
E

]B
f~Q!

]Gk

]nQ
dSQ , PP]B, ~39!

which contains a hypersingular kernel as pointQ coincides
with point P. The derivative]/]nP cannot be taken inside
the integral since a hypersingular kernel is nonintegrable.
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The right-hand side of Eq.~39! can be written as

]

]nP
E

]B
f~Q!

]Gk

]nQ
dSQ

5
]

]nP
E

]B
Ff~Q!

]Gk

]nQ
2f~P!

]G0

]nQ
GdSQ

1
]

]nP
E

]B
f~P!

]G0

]nQ
dSQ . ~40!

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~40! contains
the integration of]G0 /]nQ , motivating us to use the Gauss
flux theorem~30! for further treatment. Equation~30! can be
rewritten as

E
]B

f~P!
]G0

]nQ
dSQ52

1

2
f~P!. ~41!

Next, the normal derivative on the both sides is taken to
obtain

]

]nP
E

]B
f~P!

]G0

]nQ
dSQ52

1

2

]f~P!

]nP
. ~42!

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~40! only con-
tains a weak singularity and, therefore, the normal derivative
]/]nP can be taken inside the integral. Using Eq.~42! in Eq.
~40! yields

]

]nP
E

]B
f~Q!

]Gk

]nQ
dSQ

5E
]B

Ff~Q!
]2Gk

]nP ]nQ
2

f~P!

]nP

]G0

]nQ

2f~P!
]2G0

]nP ]nQ
GdSQ2

1

2

]f~P!

]nP

5E
]B

Ff~Q!
]2Gk

]nP ]nQ
2f~P!

]2G0

]nP ]nQ
GdSQ , ~43!

in which the Gauss flux theorem is applied. Equation~43!
can further be written as

]

]nP
E

]B
f~Q!

]Gk

]nQ
dSQ

5E
]B

f~Q!
]2~Gk2G0!

]nP ]nQ
dSQ

1E
]B

@f~Q!2f~P!#
]2G0

]nP ]nQ
dSQ

[I 11I 2 . ~44!

The kernel ofI 1 can be written as

]2~Gk2G0!

]nP ]nQ

5
k2

4p S 1

2
2 ln

k

2
2g D2

k2

4p
ln~R!1 i

k2

8
1O~R2!. ~45!

The detailed derivation of this identity is presented in the
Appendix, in which the relationship,

]2R

]nP]nQ
52

1

R
1O~R!, ~46!

is derived as well. Using Eq.~45! in I 1 yields

E
]B

f~Q!
]2~Gk2G0!

]nP ]nQ
dSQ

5E
]B

Ff~Q!
]2~Gk2G0!

]nP ]nQ
2f~P!

k2G0

2

s~Q!

s~P! GdSQ

2f~P!
k2Fe

2s~P!
, ~47!

where

lim
R→0

Ff~Q!
]2~Gk2G0!

]nP ]nQ
2f~P!

k2G0

2

s~Q!

s~P! G
5

k2

4p S 1

2
2 ln

k

2
2g D1 i

k2

8
. ~48!

TreatingI 2 in Eq. ~44! is not as straightforward as that
of the other cases. In addition, a novel technique is devel-
oped to transform the acoustic problem to a related interior
Laplace problem. Gu¨nter30 and Chienet al.17 discussed the
existence ofI 2 ~Liapunov condition!, which involves a more
stringent requirement on the unknown function than that of
the Cauchy principal value integrals. Notably, the smooth-
ness requirement has been assumeda priori. For the zero
frequency~static! case, Eq.~43! is recast to the following
form:

]

]nP
E

]B
f~Q!

]G0

]nQ
dSQ

5E
]B

@f~Q!2f~P!#
]2G0

]nP ]nQ
dSQ . ~49!

In Eq. ~49!, the velocity potentialf for an acoustic problem
can be interpreted as a counterpartf0 of a potential problem,
according to the physical meaning of the free-space Green’s
function G0 . By assigningf to be equivalent tof0 on the
boundary]B, Eq. ~15! gives

]

]nP
E

]B
f0~Q!

]G0

]nQ
dSQ

5E
]B

]G0

]nQ

]f0~Q!

]nQ
dSQ2

1

2

]f0~P!

]nP
. ~50!

Combining Eqs.~49! with ~50! yields
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E
]B

@f~Q!2f~P!#
]2G0

]nP ]nQ
dSQ

5E
]B

]G0

]nP

]f0~Q!

]nQ
dSQ2

1

2

f0~P!

]nP

5E
]B

F]G0

]nP

]f0~Q!

]nQ
2

]G0

]nQ

]f0~P!

]nP
GdSQ

1
]f0~P!

]nP
E

]B

]G0

]nQ
dSQ2

1

2

]f0~P!

]nP

5E
]B

F]G0

]nP

]f0~Q!

]nQ
2

]G0

]nQ

]f0~P!

]nP
GdSQ2

]f0~P!

]nP
,

~51!

where the Gauss flux theorem is applied and the final inte-
grand can be set equal to zero whenQ coincides withP.
Notably, an additional unknown function]f0 /]n appears in
Eq. ~51!. The boundary formula of Eq.~14! gives

E
]B

F2f0~Q!
]G0

]nQ
1G0

]f0~Q!

]nQ
GdSQ5

f0~P!

2
. ~52!

The bounded form of Eq.~52! solving for ]f0 /]n can be
written as follows:

E
]B

G0F]f0~Q!

]nQ
2

s~Q!

s~P!

]f0~P!

]nP
GdSQ2

Fe

s~P!

]f0~P!

]nP

5E
]B

@f0~Q!2f0~P!#
]G0

]nQ
dSQ , ~53!

where all integrands are set equal to zero whenQ coincides
with P. By substituting Eqs.~44!, ~47!, and ~51! into Eq.
~39!, we end up with the bounded formulation of the normal
derivative equation for the Neumann problem in the follow-
ing:

]f i~P!

]nP

52E
]B

Ff~Q!
]2~Gk2G0!

]nP ]nQ
2f~P!

k2G0

2

s~Q!

s~P! GdSQ

2E
]B

F]G0

]nP

]f0~Q!

]nQ
2

]G0

]nQ

]f0~P!

]nP
GdSQ1

]f0~P!

]nP

1f~P!
k2Fe

2s~P!
. ~54!

Resembling the problem of the soft body scattering, a
unique solution is derived by combining the surface Helm-
holtz equation~38! with its normal derivative equation~54!,
in concert with Eq.~53! for the additional unknown function
]f0 /]n, with a coupling factor which has a nonzero imagi-
nary part of the real wave numberk. Until now, we have
completed the bounded formulations subject to Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary conditions, respectively.

Also of notable interest is the proposed method’s effi-
ciency with respect to hard body scattering. One may con-
tend that simultaneously solving the additional unknown

function ]f0 /]n with the unknown functionf doubles the
size of the matrix. Doubling a matrix implies eight times the
amount of the computational time. Equation~53! also indi-
cates that solving]f0 /]n requires solvings andFe in ad-
vance. However, only a minimum amount of computational
time is necessary to solves and Fe , as mentioned in the
previous section. Therefore, solving the matrix for function
]f0 /]n itself is of primary concern. Closely examining Eq.
~53! indicates that the integrands in Eq.~53! contain func-
tionsG0 and]G0 /]n. Again, functionsGk and]Gk /]n ex-
plicitly contain G0 and ]G0 /]n, respectively. Evaluating
]f0 /]n therefore requires only a minimum amount of com-
putational time for small-scale problems. Notably, when the
number of unknowns exceeds, say, 1000, the solution time
will exceed the matrix formulation time. Under such a cir-
cumstance, one should pay attention to the solution’s accu-
racy and the programming’s efficiency of the proposed glo-
bal method against that of other local methods. For instance,
Krishnasamyet al.15 presented a technique to locally reduce
the hypersingular integral into a few regular surface integrals
plus some line integrals. The regularization is then per-
formed on each local singular element.

IV. A PARAMETRIC REPRESENTATION OF
BOUNDARY CURVES

This section presents a parametric presentation of
boundary curves to facilitate numerical implementation. Re-
ferring to a Cartesian coordinate system, the boundary]B
can be written by a vector function as follows:

r ~S!5x~S!i1y~S!j , ~55!

where S denotes the arc length of]B. Equation~55! can
easily be converted to a parametric representation in the
form:

r ~ t !5x~ t !i1y~ t !j , ~56!

wheret denotes any parameter. Furthermore, the closed sur-
face]B is divided into several small elements

]B5 (
k51

K

]B~k!, ~57!

such thatx(t) and y(t) on each element]B(k) are single-
valued functions oft. In terms of the global sense, we require
that the value ofK be as small as possible. The ordinary line
integral of single-valued functionf (x,y) along the element
]B(k) can be written by virtue of the parametert as

E
]B~k!

f ~x,y!dS

5E
t~k!

t~k11!

f „x~ t !,y~ t !…
dS

dt
dt

5E
t~k!

t~k11!

f „x~ t !,y~ t !…F S dx

dt D
2

1S dy

dt D
2G1/2

dt. ~58!

In most cases,y(t) is not known analytically and given by a
set of data. For the latter case,y(t) can be simulated by
appropriate approximation methods. For example, a simple
cubic spline would be one of them. Equation~58! is then the
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basic representation for implementing the formulations pre-
sented in Secs. II and III. The terms,]x/]n and ]y/]n,
involved implicitly in those formulations can be obtained by
the normal vector

n5
]x~ t !

]n
i1

]y~ t !

]n
j5

“gk~ t !

u“gk~ t !u
, ~59!

where

“gk~ t !52
]hk

]t

]t

]x
i1 j , ~60!

andgk„x(t),y(t)…5y(t)2hk„x(t)…50 is the equation of el-
ement]B(k).

V. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

Consider the acoustic scattering of plane waves with
unit amplitude at normal incidence on a circular cylinder
with radiusa. For comparison, the numerical results of the
composite equations were obtained by a direct method with-
out approximating the body shape and the method proposed
in the previous section. Regarding the first method, the ex-
tended trapezoidal rule with equal segments was directly ap-
plied to evaluate the integrals. Atkinson31 proved that the
extended trapezoidal rule is often the best numerical integra-
tion rule for periodic functions. The system of linear alge-
braic equations was solved using the LU decomposition
method. Since no surface approximation is made, the first
method can be regarded as ‘‘the most accurate numerical
method.’’ It is known, however, that this method is only
available for bodies whose surface coordinates can be ana-
lytically defined.

Regarding the second method, the body surface is rep-
resented in a parametric form. Notably, the surface equation
x21y25a2 in the form of y5h(x) is not analytic at
x56a. Directly using the approximation rules fails to accu-
rately simulate the surface boundary. To avert this difficulty,
a so-called double exponential formula32

x52a tanh~a sinh t ! ~61!

was adopted, wherea is a factor. This formula transforms
the integral*2a

a f (x) dx to *`
2` f „x(t)… dt. Correspondingly,

the value ofK in Eq. ~57! was set at 2, i.e., one for the upper
surface and another for the lower surface. Using the transfor-
mation relationship~61!, we have

dx~ t !

dt
52

aa cosht

cosh2~a sinh t !
. ~62!

The factora was set at 0.5, althougha5p/2 is suggested in
Ref. 32. The value of 0.5 was selected through a numerical
test for the type of integral in this study. To facilitate numeri-
cal integration, the limits of integration on the transformed
coordinatet were set at 3.5 and23.5, which correspond to
x/a520.99 999 987 and 0.99 999 987. The main contribu-
tion of using Eqs.~61! and ~62! is that dy/dt approaches
zero, rather than infinity~i.e., unanalytic!, at the limits of
integration,t563.5. To obtain values ofy(t) anddy/dt at
the integration points, eighty equal intervals of a cubic spline
along each transformed element~in the present case, we have

two elements! were used for all test cases presented below.
In doing so, the absolute errors ofy(t) anddy/dt have the
values around 1027 and 1026, respectively. The extended
trapezoidal rule was adopted again for the numerical integra-
tion. This rule has been proved to be the most efficient
method for evaluating integrals in the form,I
5*2`

` f (x)dx, in which f (x) is assumed to be analytical

FIG. 1. Amplitude of surface field for a soft circular cylinder exposed to a
plane wave with~a! ka53.83171,~b! ka57.01559, and~c! ka510.17347
@solid line: exact solution; dotted line: Eq.~32! with method 1; dashed line:
Eq. ~35! with method 1;s: composite equation, Eq.~32!1 i /ka3Eq. ~35!,
with method 1;h: composite equation, Eq.~32!1 i /ka3Eq. ~35!, with
method 2, where method 1 denotes a numerical method without approximat-
ing the body surface and method 2 denotes a numerical method using the
proposed boundary simulation technique#.
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over ~`, 2`!.32 The system of linear equations after the
discretization was also solved by the LU decomposition
method.

Calculations were performed for acoustic scattering by a
soft and a hard circular cylinder with radiusa, respectively.
For convenience, the coupling factor of the composite inte-
gral equations was set ati /ka. Three values of the nondi-
mensional characteristic wave number, i.e.,ka53.83171,
7.01559, 10.17347, were tested; three numbers of integration
points, i.e.,N531, 41, 61 for 0<u<p, were assigned as
well. Notably, the selectedka values are zeros of both the
Bessel functionJ0(ka) and its first derivative2J1(ka)
which correspond to the eigenfrequencies of the related inte-
rior Dirichlet and Neumann problems, respectively. The
eigenfrequencies for a circular cylindrical cavity can be eas-
ily obtained by applying the method of separation of vari-
ables ~see, for example, Ref. 33!. The purposely selected
values simultaneously cause the surface Helmholtz integral
equation and its normal derivative equation to have no
unique solution, as discussed in Sec. II. Such a choice is then
to demonstrate the breakdown of these two equations and the
efficacy of the composite equation. Figure 1 displays the
computed amplitudes of the surface field by two numerical
methods described previously and the exact solution for the
acoustically soft body scattering. On the surface of a soft
circular cylinder, the exact solution can be expressed as34

1

k

]f

]n
5

2

pka (
n50

`

«n

~2 i !n

Hn
~1!~ka!

cosnu, ~63!

where«n denotes the Neumann symbol, and«051; «n52
for n51,2,3,... . Figure 1 indicates that only the composite
equation can produce satisfactory results, as to be expected.
This figure also indicates that both numerical methods~using
the composite equation! can yield excellent results. More
clearly, Fig. 2 displays the relative errors, defined byu~com-
puted result-exact solution!/maximum of exact solution on
the surfaceu, of the numerical results. Calculated results using
the method with the proposed boundary simulation technique
are comparable with that using the method without simulat-
ing the body shape, except in the proximity ofx/a51. In
general, an accuracy of 1023 was achieved for all cases.

Figure 3 illustrates the computed amplitudes of the sur-
face field for the acoustically hard body scattering. Figure 4
depicts the corresponding relative errors. Again, three values
of the characteristic wave number, i.e.,ka53.83171,
7.01559, 10.17347, were tested; three numbers of integration
points, i.e.,N531, 51, 61 for 0<u<p, were assigned as
well. On the surface of a hard circular cylinder, the exact
solution can be expressed as34

f5
2

pka (
n50

`

«n

~2 i !n21

Hn
~1!8~ka!

cosnu. ~64!

According to Figs. 3 and 4, the calculated results of the com-
posite equation closely correspond to the exact solution. The
accuracy of the second numerical method is about one order
less than that of the first method. Thus, Figs. 1–4 confirm the
effectiveness of the transformed formulations and the pro-
posed numerical method.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work derives desingularized integral formulations
related to the Helmholtz integral equations and their normal
derivative equations to investigate the 2-D acoustic scatter-
ing subject to the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary condi-

FIG. 2. Relative error« of computed amplitude of surface field in Fig. 1.
Other definitions are given in Fig. 1.
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tions. The effectiveness of the transformed formulations is
confirmed by comparing the calculated results with the exact
solutions for the acoustic scattering from a soft and a hard
circular cylinder, respectively. This work converts weakly
singular and hypersingular kernels into bounded kernels by
solving additional unknowns which are related to some prop-
erties of a Laplace problem. However, this approach is an

acceptable tradeoff since the related computer programming
for the procedure to solve the additional unknowns is rather
easy.

A parametric representation of a 2-D boundary curve is
further proposed to facilitate a global numerical implemen-
tation. The main feature of this approach is that the body

FIG. 3. Amplitude of surface field for a hard circular cylinder exposed to a
plane wave with ~a! ka53.83 171, ~b! ka57.01 559, and ~c! ka
510.17 347@solid line: exact solution; dotted line: Eq.~38! with method 1;
dashed line: Eq.~54! with method 1;s: composite equation, Eq.~38!
1 i /ka3Eq. ~54!, with method 1;h: composite equation, Eq.~38!1 i /ka
3Eq. ~54!, with method 2#.

FIG. 4. Relative error« of computed amplitude of surface field in Fig. 3.
Other definitions are given in Fig. 3.
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shapes can be accurately simulated before the main compu-
tations are executed. Thus, solution’s accuracy is simply af-
fected by the numerical quadrature methods. For small-scale
problems, the proposed method is advantageous over the lo-
cal methods since~a! the transformed formulations are al-
ready in a singularity-free form, i.e., one can immediately
implement the formulations to study an acoustic scattering
problem without considering other special treatments;~b! the
proposed formulations are conducive to computation by di-
rectly using a quadrature formula over the entire integration
domain, i.e., the proposed approach is a global method;~c!
the collocation points are exactly the positions at which the
integration points are located, i.e., no approximations made
in boundary element~local! methods are required; and~d!
the converted integration function is globally smoothened
out, i.e., the integration can be efficiently evaluated.

A future study includes applying the proposed numerical
method to high-frequency problems. Tobocman’s35 and
Yang’s19 approaches can be adopted for such an extension.
Extending the proposed numerical method to 3-D acoustical
problems is conceptually straightforward.
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APPENDIX: DERIVATIONS OF SOME IDENTITIES

1. Demonstrate that 2R/n P n Q521/R1O„R…

Let f (x,y,z)50 be the equation of the body surface]B.
The direction cosines of the pointP(x,y,z) of ]B are given
by

]x

]nP
5

f x

DP
,

]y

]nP
5

f y

DP
,

]z

]nP
5

f z

DP
, ~A1!

where f x , f y , and f z denote partial derivatives off (x,y,z)
with respect tox, y, andz, respectively, and

DP5~ f x
21 f y

21 f z
2!1/2. ~A2!

The distanceR between the field pointP(x,y,z) and the
source pointQ(j,h,z) can be written as

R5@~x2j!21~y2h!21~z2z!2#1/2. ~A3!

Thus, we have

]R

]nP
5

1

R F ~x2j!
]x

]nP
1~y2h!

]y

]nP
1~z2h!

]z

]nP
G

5
1

R

1

DP
F ~x2j!

] f

]x
1~y2h!

] f

]y
1~z2h!

]f

]z G
5

1

R

R–“Pf

DP
, ~A4!

whereR5(x2j,y2h,z2z). Similarly, we have

]R

]nQ
52

1

R

R–“Qf

DQ
. ~A5!

From Eqs.~A4! and ~A5!, we obtain

]2R

]nQ]nP
5

1

R3

R–“Qf

DQ

R–“Pf

DP
2

1

R

“Qf –“Pf

DQDP
. ~A6!

WhenQ is nearP, we can write the Taylor series

1

DQ
5

1

DP
1R–“PS 1

DP
D1¯ . ~A7!

Also, we have

“Qf 5“Pf 1~R–“P!“Pf 1¯ . ~A8!

Substituting Eqs.~A7! and ~A8! into Eq. ~A6! yields

]2R

]nQ]nP
5

1

R3 F 1

DP
2 ~R–“Pf !21higher-order termsG

2
1

R H 1

DP
2 “Pf –“Pf 1

1

DP
2 @~R–“P!“Pf #•“Pf

1
1

DP
FR–“PS 1

DP
D G“Pf –“Pf

1higher-order termsJ . ~A9!

Since f (x,y,z)5 f (j,h,z)50, we obtain

R•“Pf ;O~R2!. ~A10!

By making use of the following formulas,

“~a•a!52~a–“ !a12a3~“3a!, ~A11!

“3“g50, ~A12!

where a denotes any vector andg denotes any scalar, we
have

“PS 1

DP
D52

“P~“Pf –“Pf !

2DP
3

52
~“Pf –“P!“Pf 1“Pf 3~“P3“Pf !

DP
3

52
~“Pf –“P!“Pf

DP
3 . ~A13!

Substituting Eqs.~A10! and ~A13! into Eq. ~A9! yields

]2R

]nQ ]nP
52

1

R
2

1

R H @~R–“P!“Pf #–“Pf

DP
2

2
R•@~“Pf •“P!“Pf #

DP
2 J 1O~R!. ~A14!

Using the vector identity

@~R–“P!“Pf #–“Pf 5R•@~“Pf –“P!“Pf #, ~A15!

Eq. ~A14! becomes

]2R

]nQ ]nP
52

1

R
1O~R!. ~A16!
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2. Demonstrate that 2
„Gk2G0…/n P n Q5k 2/4p„1/2

2 ln k/22g…2k 2/4p ln „R…1i k 2/81O„R2
…

By the definitions ofGk andG0 , we have

Gk2G05
i

4
H0

~1!~kR!1
1

2p
ln~R!

52
1

4
Y0~kR!1

1

2p
ln~R!1

i

4
J0~kR!, ~A17!

whereJ0 andY0 denote the Bessel functions of the first and
second kind and zeroth order, respectively. The ascending
series ofY0(kR) can be written as

Y0~kR!5
2

p F lnS kR

2 D1gGJ0~kR!1
2

p F 1

~1! !2
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Substituting~A18! into ~A17! yields
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whereg is known as Euler’s constant andg50.577215... .
Taking differentiation of Eq.~A19! with respect tonP yields
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The ascending series ofJ0(kR) can be written as
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Thus, we have
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From Eqs.~A20!–~A22!, we have
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By making use of Eq.~A16! in Eq. ~A23!, we have
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A modal-type analysis of the interactions for submerged elastic
structures with the surrounding heavy acoustic medium
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The work investigates submerged elastic structures interacting with the surrounding acoustic
medium. The equation of motion under mono-frequency oscillations for the coupled structural/
acoustic system is formulated where a symmetrical complex matrix represents the acoustic loading.
A surface acoustic reciprocal principle verifies the matrix symmetry. Such symmetrical formulation
allows the ratio of real part to imaginary part of the complex power exerted by external forces to
become the division of two quadratic forms of the structural vibration velocity. Consideration of the
stationarity of the ratio leads to a symmetric eigenvalue problem, in which the eigenvalue is related
to the radiation efficiency of the coupled system. The corresponding eigenvector defines a mode,
which is referred to as the coupled structural/acoustic radiation mode. Based on the set of coupled
structural/acoustic radiation modes, the forced vibration of the submerged structure can be
decomposed into a set of decoupled complex impedance equations. Each impedance equation
describes the relationship between a modal external force and the responded velocity amplitude.
Moreover, the radiated acoustic power due to each coupled radiation mode is one-half of the square
of the external modal force multiplying an effective modal admittance. The effective admittance
depends on the structural properties, acoustic loading characteristics, and the exciting frequency.
Furthermore, the effective modal admittance is applied to analyze resonant phenomena of
submerged elastic structures. Spherical and spheroidal shells are selected to demonstrate the
physical meanings of the modal-type analysis proposed herein, and the various aspects of resonant
phenomena of submerged structures. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~98!04212-X#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Tb, 43.40.Rj@ANN#

INTRODUCTION

Natural modes for linear elastic structures play a crucial
role in structural dynamics. The associated eigenvalue prob-
lem transforms a structure of infinite degrees of freedom into
a set of finite modal modes, characterizing the structural dy-
namic properties. Although submerged elastic structures in a
heavy acoustic medium have been thoroughly investigated, a
modal-type formulation that decouples the coupled
structural/acoustic system into a set of modal equations is
still lacking. Chen1 recently derived as well as presented a
formulation for submerged elastic structures in terms of a set
of radiation modes. That study categorized the displacements
into two groups: the normal displacement of the wetted sur-
face of the structures, and the remaining displacements other
than the normal displacement. The equation of the structures
is expressed as the variable of the wetted normal displace-
ment by eliminating the displacements other than the normal
direction. The equation is then transformed into a set of gen-
eralized coordinates provided by the radiation modes. Thus,
the structural response is represented by radiation mode char-
acteristics. This formulation is further used to demonstrate
how radiation characteristics depend on structure’s member
alterations.

Of particular concern in relation to acoustic characteris-

tics is the resonant phenomena of submerged structures in
which large amounts of acoustic energy are radiated into far
fields at some vibrating frequencies. A study involving a
submerged elastical spherical shell in water subjected to a
concentrated force2 indicated that significant acoustic powers
radiated into fluids at several discrete frequencies and that
the phases between the point force and displacements exhib-
ited 180° changes near the resonant frequencies. A related
study3 noted that a slender spheroidal shell under a uniform
alternative surface force displayed no peaks for the fre-
quency dependence of radiated power. However, in that
same investigation, a significant peak for a vibrational modal
amplitude was observed and a phase change arose between
the uniform surface force and the responded vibrational
modal amplitude, where the modal amplitude is the natural
vibration mode.

In the course of structural dynamics for situations in-
volving light damping vibrations, the dynamic characteristics
of structures are described by natural frequencies and natural
vibrational modes. The structure vibrates with large ampli-
tudes at natural frequencies. In light of the eigenanalyses in
structural dynamics, this study presents a novel modal-type
analysis procedure for the structure coupled with the acoustic
medium. In the modal formulation, the dynamic characteris-
tics of the structure and radiation characteristics for the wet-
ted surface of the acoustic loading are considered, allowing
us to accurately describe the coupled system in terms ofa!Electronic mail: ptchen@mail.na.ntou.edu.tw
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complex modal impedance for each mode. Each mode reacts
independently. The mode is referred to herein as a coupled
structural/acoustic radiation mode. Thus, the forced response
of the submerged structure can be decoupled by the set of
modes derived from the coupled system. Correspondingly,
the modal-type analysis proposed herein attempts to account
for the resonant phenomena of submerged structures.

An intimate relationship with the proposed analysis pro-
cedure is the subject of radiation mode. Radiation modes
have been proposed by investigators such as Borgiotti,4

Photiadis,5 and Sarkissian.6 Those investigations decoupled
the surface normal velocity into modal representations where
each mode has its own radiation efficiency to radiate acoustic
power into far fields. Thus, the surface normal velocity can
be quantified by the radiation mode theory for the efficiency
radiating acoustic power. Essentially, the radiation modes are
divided into strong radiators, which radiate powers into far
fields, and weak radiators, subsequently producing evanes-
cent fields near the surface.

Chen and Ginsberg later7 developed another formulation
for radiation mode theory. That investigation derived radia-
tion modes starting from a reciprocity principle for surface
acoustic responses, leading to two sets of eigenvalue prob-
lems for the surface normal velocity and pressure, respec-
tively. Notably, the eigensolutions of the two sets of eigen-
value problems have identical eigenvalues and the
corresponding eigenvectors define velocity radiation modes
and pressure radiation modes. Those two sets of radiation
modes are mutually orthogonal, enabling one to expand the
surface pressure and normal velocity into modal representa-
tions. Owing to the mutual orthogonality, this type of modal
representation is adopted to represent surface acoustics for
the study. In addition, spherical and spheroidal shells are
chosen to demonstrate not only the effectiveness of the pro-
posed analysis procedure but also various aspects of dynamic
and radiation characteristics for the shells.

I. ACOUSTIC LOADING AND RADIATION MODE

A submerged elastic structure vibrating at a mono-
frequencyv leads to the equation of motion,

@Dnn#$Xn%1@Dni#$Xi%1@N#T$p%5$ f n%,
~1!

@Din#$Xn%1@Dii #$Xi%5$ f i%,

wheren denotes the degree of freedom outward normal to
the wetted surface of the structure,i represents the remaining
degrees of freedom of the structure which include displace-
ments tangent to the wetted surface and the degrees of free-
dom of the internal structural members,$Xn% and $Xi% are
the displacements, respectively,$ f n% and $ f i% are the corre-
sponding amplitudes of alternative applying forces, and
@Dpq# (p,q5 i ,n) is defined by the mass matrices@M pq# and
stiffness matrices@Kpq#

@Dpq#5@Kpq#2v2@M pq#, p,q5 i ,n. ~2!

In the above equation, the acoustic loading is represented by
the discretized pressure variable$p% and the shape factor ma-
trix N arises from discretizing the surface acoustics and nor-
mal displacement, whereT denotes the transposition of the

matrix. The mono-frequency oscillation of the time factor is
eivt, wherei denotesA21. The subscripti, such as that used
in Eq. ~1! and equations herein, denotes meanings based on
contexts; it is not the imaginary valueA21. The shape fac-
tor matrix N is obtained by considering the virtual work due
to the surface pressure on the normal velocity,

dW52E
s
F S (

i
pic i D S (

j
v jf j D Y ivGdS,

5(
i

(
j

piv jE
s
c if j dS/ iv5(

i
(

j
piv jNi j / iv, ~3!

wherepi andv j denote the discretized surface pressure and
normal velocity, respectively,C i andf j represent the corre-
sponding discretization functions, which can be defined lo-
cally or globally over the wetted surface, the ‘‘s’’ under the
surface integral sign is the integrations over the wetted sur-
face, anddSdenotes the differential area on the surface. The
surface pressure and normal velocity can be related to Helm-
holtz integral equations8 or alternative formulations of the
integral equations.3,8,9 The discretized form of the equations
has the following representation:

@H#$p%5@G#H ]p

]nJ 5@G#~2r0iv$vn%!, ~4!

in which the normal derivative of surface pressure$]p/]n%
is related to the normal velocity$vn% by the momentum
equation of the acoustic particles, where@H# and @G# are
complex square matrices, andr0 is the density of the me-
dium. By using Eq.~4!, the pressure loading term in Eq.~1!
becomes

@N#T$p%5@N#T@H#21@G#~2r0iv$vn%!

5~2r0iv@N#T@H#21@G# !$vn%,

5@h#$vn%, ~5!

where the complex square matrixh is defined as

@h#52r0iv@N#T@H#21@G#. ~6!

The above acoustic loading matrix is closely related to the
surface complex acoustic powerP due to Eq.~4! and the
following derivation that

P5
1

2 E
S
S (

i
pic i D S (

j
v jf j DdS5

1

2 (
i

(
j

piv jNi j ,

5 1
2 $vn* %T@h#$vn%. ~7!

Our earlier investigation7 demonstrated that the complex ma-
trix @h# is symmetric by applying a reciprocal principle of
surface acoustics. Diagonalizing the real and imaginary parts
of the matrix @h# simultaneously leads to a set of velocity
radiation modesF i where the eigenvalues denote the radi-
ated acoustic powers of those modes. The magnitudes of the
radiation modes are normalized to generate one-half the unit
reactive powers. If the complex surface acoustic powerP in
Eq. ~7! is expressed in terms of surface pressure$p%, another
set of pressure radiation modesC i emerges as the complex
power is diagonalized. The surface pressure and normal ve-
locity can thus be expanded by the sets of velocity and pres-
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sure radiation modes, respectively. Those expansions and
mutual orthogonal conditions can be found in Refs. 1 and 7.
Moreover, the complex powerP has been shown to be

P5
1

2 (
i

~l i1 i !ua i u2, ~8!

wherea i is the velocity modal expansion coefficient. Let@h#
be written as real and imaginary matrices

@h#5@hR#1 i @hI #, ~9!

and the modal matrixF formed from the set of velocity
radiation modes

@F#5@F1 ,F2 ,...,Fn#, ~10!

wheren denotes the order of the matrix@h#. Then, the or-
thogonality condition for the matrix@F# with respect tohR

andhI is

@F#T~hR1 ihI !@F#5@l#1 i I , ~11!

where@l# is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal element is
l j , andI is the unit square matrix.

II. COUPLED STRUCTURAL/ACOUSTIC RADIATION
MODE

Equation~1! can now be written as the velocity variables
$vn% and$v i%,

@Dnn#

iv
$vn%1

@Dni#

iv
$v i%1~@hR#1 i @hI # !$vn%5$ f n%,

~12!
@Din#

iv
$vn%1

@Dii #

iv
$v i%5$ f i%.

Above equation indicates that the symmetrical matrix@hR#,
which is responsible for the radiated acoustic power, causes
the responded velocitiesvn andv i to have a phase shift with
the external forcesf n and f i under the mono-frequency

forced vibration. The matrix@hI #, which corresponds to the
reactive power shown in Eq.~7!, is the inertia effects toward
the structural equation.

The radiated power due to the external forcesf n and f i

can be computed as

Rel$ 1
2~$ f n%

T$vn* %1$ f i%
T$v i* %!%

5RelH 1

2 F @Knn#

iv
$vn%1

@Kni#

iv
$v i%1~@hR#1i @hI # !$vn%GT
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1
1

2 F @Kin#

iv
$vn%1

@Kii #

iv
$v i%GT

$v i* %J ,

5 1
2$vn* %T@hR#$vn%. ~13!

The reactive power due to the external forces is

Im$ 1
2~$ f n%

T$vn* %1$ f i%
T$v i* %!%

5
1

2
$vn* %TS 2

@Knn#

v
$vn%2

@Kni#

v
$v i%1@hI #$vn% D

1
1

2
$v i* %TS 2

@Kin#

v
$vn%2

@Kii #

v
$v i% D . ~14!

In the above two equations, ‘‘Rel’’ and ‘‘Im’’ denote the real
and imaginary parts of complex variables, respectively. The
power radiated into far field or, equivalently, consumed by
the damping matrix@hR#, is affected by the phase angle be-
tween the external forcesf n and f i with the responded ve-
locities vn and v i . A zero phase angle indicates the most
efficient way of the external forces to deliver power into the
system~the structure plus the acoustic medium!, while a 90°
phase angle represents a situation in which no net power is
delivered to the system. Therefore, it is natural to consider
the ratioh between the real and imaginary parts of the com-
plex power due to the forcesf n and f i . That is,

h5
vn*

ThRvn

vn*
T
„2~Knn /v!vn2~Kni /v!v i1hIvn…1v i*

T
„2~Kin /v!vn2~Kii /v!v i…

. ~15!

The ratioh becomes a large value when the external forces
and responded velocities are more in-phase, while a small
value of h indicates that the phase tends toward 90°. This
ratio h depends on the velocities ofvn andv i , implying that
stationary values forh can be considered when the velocities
vn and v i are varied. This variation yields a symmetric ei-
genvalue problem at stationarity, such that

F @hR# 0

0 0G H vn

v i
J 5hF 2

@Knn#

v
1@hI # 2

@Kni#

v

2
@Kin#

v
2

@Kii #

v

G H vn

v i
J .

~16!

The eigenvalueh is the ratio in Eq.~15! when the velocity

distribution of vn and v i is the eigenvector of Eq.~16!. In
terms of the solution of such symmetric eigenvalue prob-
lems, one of the matrices must be definite to use ordinary
symmetric eigenvalue problem solvers. The matrix on the
left hand side of Eq.~16! is semi-positive definite because
the radiated power shown in the numerator of Eq.~15! can-
not be a negative value. Therefore, to solve the eigenvalue
problem, Eq.~16! can be recast into the following form. The
velocity v i is expressed in terms ofvn by using the second
subequation of Eq.~16!, leading to

$v i%52@Kii #
21@Kin#$vn%. ~17!

Substituting thev i into the first subequation of Eq.~16!
yields
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@hR#$vn%5h@H#$vn%, ~18!

where the matrixH is defined as

@H#52
@Knn#

v
1

@Kni#

v
@Kii #

21@Kin#1@hI #. ~19!

Equation~18! resembles Eq.~16! of the stationary condition
only in terms of the normal velocityvn as a variable. Our
previous study7 indicated that the eigenvalues are nearly zero
or zero for weak radiation modes, implying that the matrix
@hR# in Eq. ~18! is still nearly semi-positive definite. To
avert this situation, the normal velocityvn is transformed
into the set of radiation modes, which is in a matrix notation
as

$vn%5@F#$V%, ~20!

where the components of the vector$V% are the amplitude
coefficients of the radiation modes and@F# is defined in Eq.
~10!. Substituting Eq.~20! into Eq. ~18! and premultiplying
@F#T on the both side of Eq.~18! yield

@l#$V%5h@F#T@H#@F#$V%5h@H̄#$V%, ~21!

where the diagonal matrix@l# is derived from the identity

@l#5@F#T@hR#@F# in Eq. ~11!, and@H̄# is as follows:

@H̄#5@F#T@H#@F#. ~22!

The magnitude of the eigenvector$V% in Eq. ~21! is quanti-
fied as the corresponding normal velocity profile having an
one-half reactive power. The reactive power of the normal
velocity profile associated with the eigenvector$V% is iden-
tified by Eq. ~20! for which the reactive power has the fol-
lowing derivation:FIG. 1. ~a! Modal phase anglesu i versus nondimensional exciting fre-

quencyka for the spherical shell.~b! Modal power factors cosui versus
nondimensional exciting frequencyka for the spherical shell.

FIG. 2. Modal radiated powersPR,i versus nondimensional exciting fre-
quencyka for the spherical shell.

FIG. 3. Effective modal admittanceAi versus nondimensional exciting fre-
quencyka for the spherical shell.
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1
2~@F#$V%!T@hI #~@F#$V%!5 1

2$V%T@F#T@hI #@F#$V%

5 1
2$V%T

•$V%5 1
2, ~23!

which leads to the magnitude of the eigenvector in Eq.~21!
to be

$V%T
•$V%51. ~24!

As mentioned earlier, the eigenvalues in the diagonal matrix
@l# can be divided into two categories: larger than zero and
nearly zero. Let the numbers of the eigenvalues associated
with the two groups denoten1 andn2 , respectively, thatn1

plus n2 equalsn, the dimension of the matrix@h#. Partition-
ing the vector$V% in Eq. ~21! into strong and weak radiators
$V1% and$V2% leads to

$V%5 HV1

V2
J , ~25!

and the corresponding@H̄# and @l# can be partitioned into

H̄5F @H̄11#, @H̄12#

@H̄21#, @H̄22#
G , ~26!

l5F @ l̂# 0

0 0
G , ~27!

where, in Eq.~27!, the eigenvalues corresponding to weak
radiators have been set to zero, and@ l̂# denotes the diagonal
matrix with diagonal elements of the nonzero eigenvalues
obtained from the strong radiation modes. Consequently, Eq.
~21! becomes an eigenvalue problem by eliminating the
component of weak radiator modes$V2%, that is,

@ l̂#$V1%5h@Ĥ#$V1%, ~28!

FIG. 4. The total radiated power and radiated powers due to individual
coupled structural/acoustic radiation modes versus nondimensional exciting
frequencyka for the spherical shell where the external force is a pair of
concentrated normal forces applied at the apexes.

FIG. 5. Frequency dependence of modal properties for the first coupled structural/acoustic radiation mode for the spheroidal shell.
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where matrix@Ĥ# is identified as

@Ĥ#5@H̄11#2@H̄12#@H̄22#
21@H̄21#, ~29!

and the vector component$V2% in Eq. ~25! is related to$V1%
by

$V2%52@H̄22#
21@H̄21#$V1%. ~30!

Thus, Eq.~28! is a standard symmetric eigenvalue problem
with the matrix@ l̂# positive definite, which can be solved by
a standard eigensolver. The solved eigenvectors$V1% form a
set of n1 mutually orthogonal eigenvectors to the matrices

@ l̂# and@Ĥ#. The eigensolution of Eq.~21! is constructed by
Eq. ~30! with the magnitude of the eigenvector$V% quanti-
fied by Eq.~24!. The corresponding eigenvalue in Eq.~21! is
identical to the one obtained from Eq.~28!. Correspondingly,
n1 pairs of eigenvectors and eigenvalues are obtained from
Eqs. ~28! and ~30! which satisfy the eigensolutions of Eq.
~21!. Closely examining Eq.~21! with the partitioned matri-
ces shown in Eqs.~26! and ~27! allows us to infer that the
remainingn2 eigensolutions have eigenvalues of zero. The
corresponding eigenvectors aren2 mutually orthogonal vec-
tors of dimensionn and also orthogonal to then1 eigenvec-
tors whose eigenvalues are not zero. Thesen2 vectors can be
obtained using the Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization pro-
cess. Such an operation allowsn pairs of eigenvectors and

eigenvalues to satisfy Eq.~21!. As mentioned earlier in Eqs.
~20! and~25!, the components of$V2% are the amplitudes of
weak velocity radiation modes, which radiate no powers to
the far field. Closely examining Eq.~21! with its partition
matrices in Eqs.~26! and ~27! allows us to infer that the
eigensolutions, whose eigenvalues are zero, have zero com-
ponents of$V1%. Consequently, the normal velocity profiles
corresponding to then2 eigensolutions do not radiate acous-
tic powers into the far field. Moreover, the number of non-
zero eigenvalues of Eq.~21! is the same as the number of the
strong radiation modes.

The eigensolutions$Vi% in Eq. ~21! define the normal
velocities by Eq. ~20!. Therefore, the normal velocity
@F#$Vi% and the ratioh i in Eq. ~18! are termed as a coupled
structural/acoustic radiation mode. The mode@F#$Vi% radi-
ates acoustic power by each radiation modeF j with modal
amplitude coefficientVi j where ‘‘j’’ refers to radiation mode
F j whose eigenvalue isl j . Correspondingly, the radiated
power PR,i attributed to thei th coupled structural/acoustic
radiation mode@F#$Vi% is computed by taking the real part
of Eq. ~8!, which is

PR,i5
1

2 (
j 51

n1

l j uVi j u2, ~31!

where ‘‘R’’ denotes the radiated power, and the summation

FIG. 6. Frequency dependence of modal properties for the second coupled structural/acoustic radiation mode.
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upper limit is n1 because weak radiator modes have eigen-
values to be nearly zero or zero. Moreover, for those coupled
radiation modes in which the eigenvaluesh j are zero, the
components ofVi j associated with strong radiators are zero,
as stated earlier. Those coupled radiation modes, although
vibrating with nonvanishing normal velocities, do not radiate
acoustic powers into the far field. The orthogonality condi-
tions associated with Eq.~21! for the coupled structural/
acoustic radiation modes are

$Vi%
TH̄$Vj%5

1

h i
PR,id i j ,

~32!

$Vi%
T@l#$Vj%5PR,id i j ,

or equivalently,

~@F#$Vi%!T@H#~@F#$Vi%!5
1

h i
PR,id i j ,

~33!

~@F#$Vi%!T@hR#~@F#$Vj%!5PR,id i j .

According to Eqs.~33!, the first equation denotes the reactive
power due to the structural equation and acoustic inertia
loading, and the second equation is the active or radiated
power attributed to the acoustic radiation.

III. REPRESENTATION OF FORCED VIBRATIONS
USING THE COUPLED STRUCTURAL/
ACOUSTIC RADIATION MODES

The forced vibration of the coupled structural/acoustic
system described in Eq.~12! can be investigated by the
coupled structural/acoustic radiation modes. Since the
coupled radiation modes are defined on normal velocity of
the wetted surface, the forced vibration of Eq.~12! is repre-
sented in terms of the velocity variable$vn%. Using the sec-
ond equation of Eq.~12! to eliminate the velocity variable
$v i% from the first equation leads to

@hR#$vn%1 i @H#$vn%5$ f̂ n%, ~34!

where matrix@H# is identified as the same expression as in
Eq. ~19! and the external force$ f̂ n% is defined by

$ f̂ n%5$ f n%2@Dni#@Dii #
21$ f i%. ~35!

The velocity variable$v i% is related to the variable$vn% by

$v i%5S @Dii #

iv D 21S $ f i%2
@Din#

iv
$vn% D . ~36!

The normal velocity$vn% on the wetted surface of the struc-
ture can be expanded by linearly combining the coupled
structural/acoustic radiation modes@F#$Vi% developed in the
previous section. That is,

FIG. 7. Frequency dependence of modal properties for the third coupled structural/acoustic radiation mode.
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$vn%5(
i

ai@F#$Vi%, ~37!

whereai is the amplitude coefficient. Substituting Eq.~37!
into Eq. ~34! and premultiplying (@F#$Vi%)

T on the both
sides yields the set of decoupled equations for amplitudes
ai ,

@~@F#$Vi%!T@hR#@F#$Vi%1 i ~@F#$Vi%!T@H#@F#$Vi%#ai

5~@F#$Vi%!T$ f̂ n%, i 51,2,... . ~38!

Above equations have applied the orthogonality conditions
provided in Eq.~33! and can be further written as

S PR,i1 i
PR,i

h i
Dai5~@F#$Vi%!T$ f̂ n%. ~39!

Equation~39! provides the relationship of the coupled radia-
tion modal amplitudeai with the component of the external
force $ f̂ n% projected on the direction of the coupled radiation
mode@F#$Vi%. The ratioh i , i.e., the eigenvalue of Eqs.~18!
or ~21!, is an indicator of the efficiency of the coupled radia-
tion mode@F#$Vi% to radiate acoustic power. A large value
of h i makes the external force (@F#$Vi%)

T$ f̂ n% more in-
phase with the responded amplitudeai , implying an efficient
acoustic power radiation. A small value ofh i implies a poor
acoustic radiation. The magnitude ofh i and PR,i determine

the responded amplitudeai . The coefficientai is obtained
from Eq. ~39!:

ai5
~@F#$Vi%!T$ f̂ n%

PR,i1 i ~PR,i /h i !
. ~40!

The total radiated power is computed by taking the real part
of Eq. ~7! with the fact that@h# is symmetrical. Thus, the
total radiated powerPR is a quadratic form of the normal
velocity $vn% with respect to the matrix@hR#, i.e.,

PR5 1
2$vn* %T@hR#$vn%. ~41!

Substituting Eq.~37! into the above equation and applying
the second equation of the orthogonal conditions in Eq.~33!
with the definition ofPR,i in Eq. ~31! transforms the above
equation into

PR5
1

2 S (
i

ai@F#$Vi% D * T

@hR#S (
j

aj@F#$Vj% D ,

5
1

2 (
i

(
j

ai* aj$Vi%
T@F#T@hR#@F#$Vj%,

5
1

2 (
i

(
j

ai* aj$Vi%
T@l#$Vj%,

5
1

2 (
i 51

n1

uai u2PR,i , ~42!

FIG. 8. Frequency dependence of modal properties for the fourth coupled structural/acoustic radiation mode.
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where the last equation has its summation limit ton1 because
the coupled radiation modes having zero eigenvaluesh i ra-
diate no net power to the far field. Equation~42! states that
the radiated power from the vibrating structure is attributed
to the contribution of every coupled structural/acoustic radia-
tion modes, whose eigenvaluesh i are not zero. Importantly,
Eqs. ~39! and ~42! state that the coupled structural/acoustic
system can be decoupled into modal components so as to
describe the dynamic responses; the total radiated power is
algebraically summed up by each coupled radiation mode.
Restated, the set of coupled radiation modes decouples the
coupled structural/acoustical system. The radiated power at-
tributed to the individual coupled mode can be derived by
using Eq.~40!, which is

1

2
uai u2PR,i5

1

2

h i
2u~@F#$Vi%!T$ f̂ n%u2

PR,i~h i
211!

, ~43!

in which the equation relates to the eigenvalueh i , the ex-
ternal force component (@F#$Vi%)

T$ f̂ n%, and the modal
power PR,i radiated by@F#$Vi%. Equation~43! is a repre-
sentation of the radiated power in terms of the complex
modal impedancePR,i1 i (PR,i /h i) that the termh i

2/(h i
2

11) is associated with the phase difference between the re-
sponded amplitudeai and the external forcef̂ n , which will
be interpreted in the next section.

IV. EFFECTIVE ADMITTANCE OF THE COUPLED
RADIATION MODE

The termh i
2/(h i

211) in Eq. ~43! is examined by con-
sidering the complex power arisen from an applying forcef
to a system represented by a complex impedance for which
the system oscillates at a mono-frequency. The responded
velocity v has a phase differenceu with force f that the
complex power is

1
2 f •v* 5 1

2u f uuvu~cosu1 i sin u!. ~44!

The ratioh of the real part to imaginary part of the complex
power is cotu, indicating

h5cot u. ~45!

Therefore, the expression ofh2/(h211) is the square of the
power factor cosu due to the phase differenceu between the
applying forcef and responded velocityv. Consequently, in
terms of each coupled radiation mode, Eq.~43! can be writ-
ten as

1

2
uai u2PR,i5

1

2

ucosu i~@F#$Vi%!T$ f̂ n%u2

PR,i
, ~46!

where the modal power factor cosui is related to the eigen-
valueh i of Eq. ~18! or ~21! as

FIG. 9. Frequency dependence of modal properties for the fifth coupled structural/acoustic radiation mode.
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u i5tan21S 1

h i
D . ~47!

The interpretation of Eq.~43! becomes evident when one
examines Eq.~39! for the amplitudeai that the quantity
PR,i1 i (PR,i /h i) is the complex impedance and that the
quantity (@F#$Vi%)

Tf̂ n is the applied force. The real partPR,i

is responsible for power radiating to the far field. Meanwhile,
the imaginary parti (PR,i /h i) is attributed to the structural
inertia and stiffness effects plus the added mass effects by
the acoustic loading. The radiated power for Eq.~39! is ob-
tained by taking the real part of Eq.~44!, which is

Rel@ 1
2~@F#$Vi%!Tf̂ nai* #

5RelF 1

2
~@F#$Vi%!Tf̂ n

~@F#$Vi%!T$ f̂ n%

PR,i2 i
PR,i

h i

G ,

5
1

2

u~@F#$Vi%!Tf̂ nu2

PR,i

h i
2

h i
211

5
1

2

u~@F#$Vi%!Tf̂ nu2 cos2 u i

PR,i
, ~48!

where the derivation has used Eq.~40! and the phaseu i is
related to the ratioh i of Eq. ~47!. Thus, Eq.~39! exactly

represents the impedance equation for the coupled structural/
acoustic radiation mode@F#$Vi% with the radiated power
given by Eq.~46! or ~48!. The quantity cos2 ui /PR,i , which is
independent of the external forcef̂ n , is referred to as an
effective modal admittanceAi of the coupled radiation mode
@F#$Vi%,

Ai5
cos2 u i

PR,i
, ~49!

which is the quantity of an admittance as if the external
forces are in phase with the responded velocity. Thus, the
radiated power is one-half of the square of the applied force
multiplying the effective modal admittanceAi . In addition,
the effective modal admittance is independent of the external
applied force. However, it depends on the structural charac-
teristics and surface acoustics described by the radiation
modes. Therefore, the quantity defined by Eq.~49! is a
coupled structural/acoustic radiation modal feature for de-
scribing the effectiveness of radiating acoustic power for the
coupled structural/acoustic radiation modes.

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF A SUBMERGED
SPHERICAL SHELL

The first numerical example is a case involving a sub-
merged spherical shell whose analytical solution is available

FIG. 10. Frequency dependence of modal properties for the sixth coupled structural/acoustic radiation mode.
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from Ref. 2. The characteristic functions for both the acous-
tic wave equation under mono-frequency vibrations and the
shell equations in the normal direction of the wetted surface
are Legendre functions. Correspondingly, the coupled radia-
tion modes solved from Eq.~18! are also Legendre functions.
The numerical implementation in this study applies Hamil-
ton’s principles in conjunction with the displacements ex-
panded by a Rayleigh–Ritz assumed mode expansions. In
addition, the surface acoustic loading is implemented by a
surface variational principle, which is a variational formula-
tion applied to the normal derivative of a Helmholtz integral
equation. Detailed derivations for the shell equation and the
surface variational principle can be found in literature.3 The
coupled structural/acoustic radiation mode and the associated
eigenvalueh i are obtained by Eq.~18! or ~28!.

The material constants adopted herein are the same as
those in our previous study:3 the ratio of shell’s thicknessh
to the radius of the shella is 0.03, the ratio of dilatational
wave speedCd(5(E/rs)

1/2) of the shell’s material to the
acoustic sound speedC0 is 3.368, the density ratio of the
shell’s materialrs to the acoustic medium densityr0 is 7.69,
and the possion ration for the shell is 0.3. Two concentrated
alternative point forces with magnitudesr0c0

2pa2 are nor-
mally applied to the apexes with the same oscillating phase.
The powers displayed in the following figures are nondimen-
sionalized byr0c0

3pa2. These two point forces cause the
response of the shell and acoustics to be symmetrical about

the equator of the shell of which only the modes symmetrical
about the equator are excited. The two concentrated forces
are selected simply to excite only the symmetrical modes
and, in doing so, to achieve a better visualization, as pre-
sented in the following figures. Figure 1~a! depicts the modal
phase angles of coupled radiation modes, which relate to the
eigenvaluesh i by Eq.~47!, versus the nondimensional vibra-
tional exciting frequencyka, whereK5v/c.

The modal numbers for the coupled radiation modes are
ordered on the basis of the vibrating frequencies crossing
over the zero phase angle. The first mode is the lowest fre-
quency of zero phase crossing, the second mode is the sec-
ond lowest frequency of zero phase crossing, and etc. Figure
1~b! illustrates the corresponding modal power factors cosuj

versus vibrating frequency which display sharp peaks when
the phase angles are zero. The breathing mode is associated
with the zeroth order Legendre function, a constant along the
meridian. The first four coupled radiation modes correspond
to the second, fourth, sixth, and eighth orders of Legendre
functions because of the modes symmetric about the equator.
Figure 2 depicts the modal radiated powersPR,i due to the
coupled radiation modes where the breathing mode displays
the largest radiated power among other modes. According to
this figure, the radiated modal powers increase with the ex-
citing frequencies and decrease with the ascendent modal
numbers. Figure 3 illustrates the effective modal admittance
Ai defined in Eq.~49! for each coupled radiation mode, in-

FIG. 11. Frequency dependence of modal properties for the seventh coupled structural/acoustic radiation mode.
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dicating that each mode displays a significant peak value at a
specific resonance frequency. Figure 4 summarizes the total
radiated power as well as the powers radiated by the indi-
vidual coupled radiation modes. There are sharp peaks at
third and fourth modes at frequencyka52.08 corresponding
to a degenerated frequency due to the surface variational
formulation which fails at interior Neumann cavity frequen-
cies. As discussed earlier in Eq.~48!, the powers radiated
due to the coupled radiation modes are the modal effective
admittances multiplying the square of the force components
on the corresponding modes. Plots of the effective modal
admittances in Fig. 3 obviously reveal that the forced vibra-
tion of the shell displays very significant peak values at the
resonance frequencies.

As mentioned earlier, the characteristic functions for the
acoustic loading and the spherical shell are Legendre func-
tions. Therefore, the coupled structural/acoustic radiation
modes are also the Legendre functions. Thus, the coupled
radiation modes are independent of vibration frequencies.
For an arbitrarily elastic shell, coupled structural/acoustic ra-
diation modes depend on vibration frequencies, which are
shown in the following by submerged spheroidal shells. The
material constants and thickness ratio of the shell are identi-
cal to the spherical shell where the thickness ratio is referred
to the minor axisa.

VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF SUBMERGED
SPHEROIDAL SHELLS

A slender spheroidal shell is selected to present a geo-
metrical configuration other than the spherical shell. The as-
pect ratio for the major axis to minor axis is four. The exter-
nal forces are two concentrated forcesr0c0

2pa2 applied
normally at two apexes. According to Eqs.~43!, ~47!, and
~48!, the contribution to the total radiated power due to each
coupled radiation mode is one-half of the product of the
effective modal admittance with the square of the force com-
ponent in that coupled radiation mode. Those two quantities
depend on the mode shapes of coupled radiation modes. Fig-
ures 5–12 present the modal properties of the coupled radia-
tion modes for the spheroidal shell. In each figure, the upper
two plots show the progressive changes of mode shapes ver-
sus the nondimensional frequencyka. Because the responses
are axisymmetric, the mode shapes are displayed by the nor-
mal velocity profiles along the meridian. A nondimensional
arclength is defined as the arclength of a position to one apex
dividing the total arclength between two apexes. The two
plots presented herein are from two opposite perspective
views to achieve a better visualization. The left bottom plot
shows the modal radiated powerPR,i with a coordinate in
reference to the left axis depicted by a solid line and the
phaseu i vs ka which is in reference to the right axis pre-
sented by a dotted line. The right bottom displays the effec-

FIG. 12. Frequency dependence of modal properties for the eighth coupled structural/acoustic radiation mode.
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tive modal admittance with a solid line and the squared force
component projected on the coupled radiation mode, (@F#

3$Vi%)
T$ f̂ n%, as denoted by a dotted line.

Several observations regarding these modal characteris-
tics are worth mentioning. The plots in the left bottoms for
thePR,i andu i vs ka indicate that the modal radiated powers
generally provide the largest values at the phasesu i crossing
over zero degrees. The effective admittances at the right bot-
toms generally have the largest values around the frequencies
where the maximumPR,i values occur. According to Eq.
~48!, the effective admittances are inversely proportional to
the PR,i and proportional to the square of the power factors.
The features of the effective admittances versuska shown in
Figs. 5–12 reflect a situation in which the decaying of the
square of power factors away from the zero-degree phase is
markedly faster than the decaying of thePR,i away from the
ka values, where the maximum values ofPR,i occur. Thus,
the maximum effective admittances occur in proximity of the
regions thatPR,i exhibits maximum values. In addition, the
bandwidths for the modes radiating acoustic powers to far
field are over finite vibrating frequency intervals. Except for
the intervals, the normal velocity profiles vibrate, but do not
radiate powers owing to the diminishing effect of the effec-
tive admittances. This point becomes more obvious if one
examines the mode shapes on the upper two plots from Figs.
5–12. The mode shapes correspond to the frequency regions
that the effective admittances are not zero, displaying the
profiles of the mode shapes to be slowly varying. The mode
shapes in frequency regions that have zero admittances
present more variations, indicating that no power radiates to
the far field.

According to Eq.~39!, the force component projected on
a coupled radiation mode excites the coupled radiation mode.
The dotted lines on the right bottom plots from Fig. 5 to Fig.
12 denote the force components on the coupled radiation
modes for the present case where the applied external force

is a pair of two concentrated forces exerted normally at the
apexes. Those plots reveal that only the first coupled radia-
tion mode~Fig. 5!, whose force component overlaps with its
effective modal admittance, provides a substantial acoustic
power radiating into the far field at frequencies aroundka
51.5. The other modes, in which the force components do
not overlap that much with their effective admittances, emit
few powers from the structure, mainly producing evanescent
fields near the surface.

The total radiated power is the algebraic sum contrib-
uted from each coupled radiation mode, as indicated in Eq.
~42!. Figure 13 presents the powers due to every coupled
mode, as well as the total radiated power for the spheroidal
shell. This situation is also confirmed by the mode shapes of
the coupled radiation modes depicted in the upper two plots
from Figs. 5–12. According to these figures, the force com-
ponents on the coupled radiation modes do not have many
components beyond the first mode because the normal ve-
locities at the apexes have small values. If one applies two
ring normal forces at the positions on nondimensional ar-
clength at 0.3 and 0.7, respectively, there are some force
components on the coupled radiation modes beyond the first
mode. Consequently, the second to the fifth coupled radia-
tion modes are excited, which provide significantly radiated
powers for exciting frequencieska ranging between 2 and
3.5. Figure 14 depicts the radiated power for the two ring
forces which presents several peak values forka beyond two.
The numerical examples for the spherical and spheroidal
shells demonstrate the significant difference of the radiation
characteristics for these two shells.

To demonstrate the progressive changes of a spherical
shell to a slender spheroidal shell, Figs. 15, 16, and 17 illus-
trate the admittances and force components on the coupled
radiation modes for aspect ratios 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5, respec-
tively, where the external forces are two normal concentrated
forces applied at the apexes. For each curve in these figures,

FIG. 13. The total radiated power and radiated powers due to individual
coupled structural/acoustic radiation modes versus nondimensional exciting
frequencyka for the spheroidal shell where the external force is a pair of
concentrated normal forces applied at the apexes.

FIG. 14. The total radiated power versus nondimensional exciting frequency
ka for the spheroidal shell where the external force is a pair of ring normal
forces applied at the positions of meridianss/s050.3 and 0.7, wheres is the
arclength measured from one apex ands0 is the total arclength.
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the solid line represents an admittance and the corresponding
dotted line with the same symbol denotes the square of the
force component. These figures display that the peak admit-
tance values of the shell for aspect ratio 1.5 are very sharp
and narrow, and the peak values tend to decrease when the
aspect ratios increase. Notably, the scales for the effective
admittances are different for the figures. As mentioned ear-
lier, the radiated power attributed to a coupled radiation
mode depends on the overlapping of the admittance and
force component over the exciting frequencies. These figures
also indicate that the force components and admittances be-
yond the first coupled radiation mode become nonoverlapped
with an increase of the aspect ratios. Owing to such progres-
sive changes, the radiated powers versuska for the three
aspect ratios are displayed in Fig. 18 that the resonant peaks
become lower as the aspect ratios increase. In addition, the
peak responses for higher aspect ratio’s spheroidal shells are
primarily attributed to the first coupled radiation mode under
the pair of concentrated normal forces applied at the apexes.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This work presents a novel modal-type analysis proce-
dure to characterize the radiation characteristics of sub-
merged elastic structures in a heavy acoustic medium. The
equation of motion for an elastic structure is discretized into
the normal direction of the wetted surface as well as the
degrees of freedom other than the normal direction. The
acoustic loading is represented by a symmetric complex
acoustic matrix. Owing to the symmetrical nature of the
structural equation and the acoustic loading matrix, the
coupled equation for the coupled structural/acoustic system
is symmetric. A symmetric eigenvalue problem arises when
one adopts the stationary condition of the ratio of the com-
plex power’s real part to imaginary part. This eigenvalue
problem can be recast into a smaller order eigenvalue prob-
lem in the variable of normal velocity. This reduced eigen-
value problem describes the radiation characteristics for the
coupled structural/acoustic system. The arctangent of the re-
ciprocal eigenvalues is the phase differences between the

FIG. 15. Frequency dependence of effective modal admittances and force
components projected on the coupled radiation modes for a spheroidal shell
of aspect ratio 1.5 where the external force is a pair of concentrated normal
forces applied at apexes; Solid lines referred to modal admittances and
dotted lines referred to force components.

FIG. 16. Frequency dependence of effective modal admittances and force
components projected on the coupled radiation modes for a spheroidal shell
of aspect ratio 2.5 where the external force is a pair of concentrated normal
forces applied at apexes; Solid lines referred to modal admittances and
dotted lines referred to force components.
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corresponding normal modal velocity with the external
forces. The eigensolutions are termed as the coupled
structural/acoustic radiation modes.

The set of the coupled radiation modes is then applied to
forced vibrations. The normal velocity of the wetted surface
is expanded in terms of the coupled radiation modes that the
coupled equation for the forced vibration is decomposed into
a set of uncoupled complex impedance equations. The im-
pedance of each equation consists of a complex value where
the real part is the active damping responsible for acoustic
power radiating into far field. In addition, the imaginary part
is attributed to effects of structural vibration and acoustic
inertia loading on the structure. Furthermore, the total radi-
ated power is the algebraic sum of each individual mode
radiated. The power radiated due to each mode is related to
the real part of the complex impedance and the square of the
power factor of the mode, as well as the square of the force
component on the mode. The former two factors are inde-
pendent of the external force and can be combined together
to define an effective modal admittance. The effective modal

admittance of each coupled radiation mode characterizes ra-
diation characteristics.

Spherical and slender spheroidal shells are used to dem-
onstrate the proposed analysis procedures. The effective
modal admittances for the submerged spherical shell are ex-
tremely narrow and sharp which causes the resonant re-
sponses to radiate tremendous powers. In the case of the
spheroidal shell, the coupled radiation modes depend on vi-
bration frequencies and their effective modal admittances ex-
hibit relative wide bands and less sharp peaks. The resonant
phenomenon depends on the characteristics of the admit-
tances and the force components of applied forces. Finally,
the progressive changes of the radiation characteristics from
the spherical shell to the slender spheroidal shell are also
presented to interpret the various features of the resonant
responses.

The analysis procedure proposed herein can be applied
to any numerical implementations. In the case involving us-
ing of finite element method to discretize structure equations,
the procedure involves matrix inversions which make banded
matrices becomes fully populated matrices. However, this
operation causes numerical difficulty for solving large de-
grees of freedom because the fully populated matrix requires
tremendous memory storages and computation capacities.
Another difficulty is eigenvalue search methods for matrices
should have large dimensions and not definite. Efficient nu-
merical algorithms are worth pursuing for handling large de-
grees of freedom.
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FIG. 17. Frequency dependence of effective modal admittances and force
components projected on the coupled radiation modes for a spheroidal shell
of aspect ratio 3.5 where the external force is a pair of concentrated normal
forces applied at apexes; Solid lines referred to modal admittances and
dotted lines referred to force components.

FIG. 18. The total radiated powers versuska for the shells of aspect ratios
1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 for pairs of concentrated normal forces applied at the
apexes.
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A mode-based measure of field sensitivity to geoacoustic
parameters in weakly range-dependent environments
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The most sensitive environmental parameters are often deemed most important because errors and
uncertainties in their values are among the most likely sources of error in propagation modeling. The
usual ‘‘snapshot’’ investigation of sensitivity~overlaying graphs of the modeled sound field before
and after the environment is changed! falls short ofmeasuringsensitivity because it fails to assign
a physically meaningful quantity to each parameter, signifying its ability to influence the field. Here
a new measure of sensitivity is formulated from the adiabatic-mode theory of sound propagation.
The measure is practical because it applies as a statistical rule when the propagation scenario is
uncertain. It is insightful because it can be explained physically as the combined effect of~1! a
uniform change of the long-range phase common to all modes,~2! a nonuniform~jumbling! of the
relative phase between modes, and~3! changes in energy loss. All three work together in a single
analytic formulation, or they can be isolated to emphasize their particular roles. The measure is
demonstrated for shallow-water environments. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!02401-7#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Bp, 43.30.Pc@DLB#

INTRODUCTION

Environmental parameters influence the long-range
sound field in varying degrees. To demonstrate that influ-
ence, researchers ordinarily proceed as follows: A propaga-
tion scenario is fully specified, and the sound field is com-
puted using a sound propagation model. Then a parameter of
the environment is changed, and the field recomputed for
comparison against the original, usually by overlaying plots
of each or arranging them side by side~see for example Refs.
1–4!; the influence of the parameter being evident from the
alteration in the field. Needless to say, such before-and-after
‘‘snapshots’’ are empirical—illustrating instances of sensi-
tivity without explaining them, at best affirming principles
derived by other means. They also fall short ofmeasuring
parameter sensitivity because they ultimately do not assign a
physically meaningful quantity to the environmental param-
eter that signifies its expected ability to influence the sound
field.

The object here is to formulate a new measure of sensi-
tivity that is at once quantitative, physically meaningful, and
theoretically tractable. Expressed in words, the measure is an
estimate of the root mean squared~rms! relative change in
the acoustic field produced by a small change in the environ-
ment, averaged over many trial source–receiver configura-
tions. No trials are required, however, because the average is
estimated directly from adiabatic-mode theory, by focusing
on the horizontal phase of the modes, which is the most
sensitive part of the field at long ranges. The new measure
can therefore be explained as the combined effect of~1! a
uniform change of the long-range phase common to all
modes,~2! a nonuniform~jumbled! change of relative phase
between one mode and another, and~3! the altered strength
of the field due to changes in energy loss. All three work
together in a single analytic formulation, or they can be iso-

lated to focus on just one aspect of field sensitivity of par-
ticular interest.

A mode approach separates the analysis of sensitivity in
two parts:~1! how changes to the environment change the
local modes, and~2! how changes to the modes will, on
average, change the field. The second can be treated apart
from the first by taking before-and-after snapshots of the
modes using a mode-search program, rather than of the field
itself, and then formulating the mean change of the field
analytically in terms of the change in the modes. That is the
approach followed here. A complete understanding of sensi-
tivity must also address how changes to the environment
change the local modes, but that has been considered
elsewhere.5

I. SENSITIVITY ‘‘SNAPSHOTS’’

Suppose that a sound propagation model has been used
to compute the acoustic pressure fieldp(x,xs) due to a
source at positionxs , evaluated at pointx. Now imagine
changing the environment slightly, then recomputing the
field p8(x,xs) in the modified environment. The change is

Dp~x,xs!5p8~x,xs!2p~x,xs!, ~1!

and a possible measure of the field sensitivity is the magni-
tude of the change relative to a suitable normip(x,xs)i ,

S1~x,xs![
uDp~x,xs!u
ip~x,xs!i . ~2!

Regardless of what norm is used,S1 varies considerably with
changes in the source–receiver configurationx or xs ~as
demonstrated later by example!, and with changes in the
starting environment~owing to the sensitivity of the long-
range phase, as shown later!, both of which determine the
interference pattern constitutingp and p8, and therebyDp.
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The sensitivity to a slight change in the environment is there-
fore masked by comparable or greater sensitivity to the
source–receiver configuration and starting environment. This
masking is unavoidable in a single before-and-after snapshot
of sensitivity.

II. THE AVERAGE SENSITIVITY

To account for uncertain source and receiver positions,
we can imagine averagingS1 over many trial positions rep-
resentative of those likely to be encountered in a particular
application. In shallow water environments, a large number
of trial sources and receivers might be placed at depths
throughout the water column; in deep water, at depths where
manmade sources and receivers are usually deployed. In any
case, the horizontal position of sources and receivers,r s and
r, should not vary too widely or averaging will suppress the
range dependence of the measure. As we will see, the mean
sensitivity is a smooth function ofr and r s , so they could
often be replaced by their mean values for source and re-
ceiver arrays.

If there are N trial source–receiver positionsxs
t

5(r s ,zs
t ) andxt5(r ,zt) for t51••N, at fixed ranges,r s and

r, then the rms value for all trials is itself a measure of
sensitivity,

S2~r ,r s!5AS1~r ,r s!
2, ~3!

where the overhead bar denotes the average,

S1~r ,r s!
25

1

N (
t51

N

S1~xt,xs
t !2. ~4!

Rather than actually modeling many trial source–receiver
configurations for each environmental perturbation, however,
let us derive an estimate using adiabatic modes.

A. Adiabatic mode model

Under the adiabatic mode approximation it is assumed
that each normal mode of sound propagation is characterized
by a local horizontal wave numberkm(r ) and vertical mode
function Cm(x), both of which can be computed using a
range-independent mode model, much as if the environment
were locally range independent.6 It is assumed, moreover,
that the farfield acoustic pressurep(x,xs) with harmonic
time dependencee2 ivt can be written as the superposition of
M dominant modes propagating independently,

p~x,xs!5 (
m51

M

pm~x,xs!, ~5!

wherepm is the contribution of themth mode,

pm~x,xs!.Am~xs!Cm~x!
ei zmR

AzmR
; ~6!

Am(xs) being its source-dependent excitation,zm its mean
horizontal wave number between source and receiver,

zm5zm~r ,r s!5
1

r 2r s
E

r s

r

km~r !dr, ~7!

andR the horizontal source–receiver separation,

R5ur 2r su. ~8!

If the media absorbs energy, thenzm , like km , is complex,

zm5gm1 iam , ~9!

with am>0 for all modes, andam'0 for propagating
modes.

B. Field sensitivity based on modal phase

Let us assume that the adiabatic mode model was used
to compute the originalp(x,xs). Now the environment is
changed slightly, giving a new fieldp8(x,xs) owing to
slightly different modeskm8 (r ), Cm8 (x), andAm8 (xs), and the
change in pressure~1! is the sum of differences,

Dp~x,xs!5 (
m51

M

„pm8 ~x,xs!2pm~x,xs!…. ~10!

The overall tendency ofDp, as opposed to its particular
fluctuations withx andxs , is sufficient to judge the degree of
influence an environmental perturbation exerts on the field.
Hence, much as the overall tendency of thetransmission loss
up(x,xs)u2 can be represented by the incoherent mode sum,
called theincoherent transmission loss,6

up~x,xs!u incoh
2 5 (

m51

M

upmu2, ~11!

the overall tendency of the perturbationuDp(x,xs)u2 can be
represented by the incoherent mode sum,

uDp~x,xs!u incoh
2 [ (

m51

M

upm8 2pmu2,

5 (
m51

M

upm8 u21upmu222 Re~pm8 pm* !, ~12!

in which* denotes a complex conjugation. Thisincoherent
form will be used in the estimate for the average sensitivity
S2 in ~3!.

For the moment, however, let us return to the contribu-
tion of a single mode~6!, and note that the long-range hori-
zontal phaseei zmR of the modes is the most sensitive part of
the field to small changes in large regions of the environ-
ment, because small environmentally induced changes in the
mean wave numberzm become amplified by largeR. Hence,
it is reasonable to assume that the long-range field in the
slightly modified environment consists of much the same
modes as in the original environment, (Am8 ,Cm8 )
'(Am ,Cm), but their phase has now been altered by an
amounteiDzmR,

pm8 ~x,xs!'pm~x,xs!e
iDzmR, ~13!

whereDzm is the change in the mean wave number,

Dzm5zm8 2zm5Dgm1 iDam . ~14!

Substituting~13! into ~12!, then simplifying, we have
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uDp~x,xs!u incoh
2 5 (

m51

M

upmu2Vm~r ,r s!, ~15!

in which

Vm~r ,r s!511e22DamR22e2DamR cosDgmR. ~16!

Now imagine taking the average of a large number of
source–receiver positions at fixed ranges as before. The
mean of~15! is

uDp~r ,r s!u incoh
2 5

1

N (
t51

N

uDp~xt,xs
t !u incoh

2 ,

5
1

N (
t51

N

(
m51

M

upmu2Vm~r ,r s!

5ip~r ,r s!i2V~r ,r s!, ~17!

in which V(r ,r s) is a weighted average over modes,

V~r ,r s!5
1

ip~r ,r s!i2 (
m51

M

upmu2Vm~r ,r s!, ~18!

with weighting

upmu25
1

N (
t51

N

upm~xt,xs
t !u2, ~19!

and total weight, by~11!, equal to themean incoherent
transmission lossfor the unperturbed field when averaged
over all source–receiver trials,

ip~r ,r s!i25 (
m51

M

upmu25
1

N (
t51

N

(
m51

M

upm~xt,xs
t !u2,

5
1

N (
t51

N

up~xt,xs
t !u incoh

2 . ~20!

Substituting~17! into the measure of sensitivity~3!, using
~20! as the norm, gives a theoretical estimate of the mean
relative change in the field,

S2~x,xs!'S3~r ,r s!5AV~r ,r s!. ~21!

A value S351.0 indicates an average relative change of
100% in the field—high sensitivity; whereasS3'0.0 indi-
cates no relative change—low sensitivity.

To evaluateS3 for a given environmental change we
must ~1! compute the before-and-after local wave numbers
km(r ) and km8 (r ) using a suitable~range-independent! nor-
mal mode program applied to both the original and modified
environments;~2! compute the corresponding change in
modal phaseDzm R using~7! and~14!; and~3! compute the
weighted meanV(r ,r s) using~18!, whose square root is the
sensitivity S3 in ~21!. The first two steps can be performed
very efficiently if the changeDkm(r ) produced by a small
changeDt(r ) in any geoacoustic parametert is approxi-
mated as

Dkm5km8 2km'~]km /]t!Dt, ~22!

where ]km /]t is the partial derivative of the modal wave
number computed directly from the local vertical mode func-

tion Cm(x), as described in Ref. 5. Then one mode search
for the starting environment suffices for an extensive sensi-
tivity study involving any number of geoacoustic parameters.

III. PHYSICAL EXPLANATION OF SENSITIVITY

A. Weighted average over modes

Let theN source–receiver trials consist of all combina-
tions ofNs source positionsxs

a5(r s ,za), a51¯Ns , andNr

receiver positionsxb5(r ,zb), b51¯Nr . Then N5NsNr ,
and the weighting for each mode~19! becomes

upmu25
1

NsNr
(
a51

Ns

(
b51

Nr

uAm~xs
a!u2uCm~xb!u2

e22amR

zmR
,

5
e22amR

zmR
uAm~r !u2 ucm~r !u2. ~23!

Here uAm(r s)u2 is the mean square source excitation of a
mode,

uAm~r s!u25
1

Ns
(
a51

Ns

uAm~xs
a!u2, ~24!

uCm(r )u2 is the mean square value of the vertical mode func-
tion at the receiver,

uCm~r !u25
1

Nr
(
b51

Nr

uCm~xb!u2, ~25!

and e22amR/zmR is the combined relative energy loss of a
mode due to absorption by the media, leakage of energy out
of the sound channel, and cylindrical spreading. A mode
therefore contributes to the operative meanV(r ,r s) roughly
in proportion to the degree that its energy is, on average,
excited and detected in the source–receiver trials. Modes that
do not contribute significantly to the field therefore do not
contribute to the measure of sensitivity, as we should expect.

To simplify the measure, we might assume that all
modes are, on average, equally excited by a source and de-
tected by a receiver; that is,

uAm~r s!u2'uCm~r !u2'1, ~26!

in which case the mode weighting~19! becomes

upmu2'e22amR/zmR, ~27!

and so depends on the source–receiver separationR alone,
not on their trial depths. This is often a reasonable assump-
tion for the sake of a sensitivity study, especially in shallow
water, provided that we take care to limit the mode series
m51¯M to just those modes that are likely to be signifi-
cantly excited and received in the trials, because sensitivity
cannot depend on modes that do not contribute to the field.
The full weighting ~19! @and here equivalently~23!# elimi-
nates unimportant modes automatically.
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B. The role of horizontal phase

To isolate the role of the long-range horizontal phase,
assume that changes to the absorption rate are unimportant
for a given model application. SettingDamR'0 in ~16! sim-
plifies ~18! to

V~r ,r s!52~12cosDgR!, ~28!

where cosDgR is a weighted average over modes with
weighting ~23!. Assuming once again that all modes are, on
average, equally excited and received~26!, and therefore
mode weighting~27!; and further assuming that all modal
wave numberszm lie in a narrow band along the real wave
number axis such that 1/zm is roughly the same for all modes
~often true for dominant propagating modes!, making the
weights~27! roughly equal for all modes; the weighted av-
eragecosDgR then becomes a straightforward unweighted
mean that is amenable to statistical analysis.

Suppose, for instance, that we bypass all of the before-
and-after mode computations by simply assuming from the
outset that the change to the environment, whatever it may
be, perturbs the phase of each mode randomly such that the
change in real phasef5DgmR/2p accumulated by a mode
can be represented by a single random variable with normal
probability distribution of meanm and standard deviations,

P~f,r ,r s!5
1

A2ps
expH 2

~f2m!2

2s2 J . ~29!

The units off, m, ands are revolutions of phase. The mean
m5m(r ,r s) is a change common to the phase of all modes
giving a uniform advance or delay of the entire fieldei2pm.

The standard deviations5s(r ,r s) is a measure of the
change in relative phase between modes, or the chaotic
‘‘jumbling’’ of the modes with respect to each other. For a
large number of modesM, the expected valuecosDgR is
then

cosDgR'E
2`

`

cos~2pf!P~f,r ,r s!df

5e22p2s cos 2pm, ~30!

whereby

S3~r ,r s!'S4~m,s!5A2~12e22p2s2
cos 2pm!. ~31!

Notice that S4(m,s) is periodic in the mean phase
changem; being maximal atm56$1/2,3/2, . . . %, where the
phase of the modified pressure field is shifted uniformly byp
radians, giving roughly a sign reversal between the original
and perturbed fields—a condition of maximal perturbation to
the field; and being minimal atm56$0,1,2, . . . %, where the
phase of the modified pressure field is aligned as much as
possible with the original field—a condition of minimal per-
turbation. The measureS4 also ‘‘saturates’’ beyonds.0.5
revolutions, whereS4'& becausee22p2s2

!1, indicating
that the relative phase jumbling between modes is so great
that a distinct measure of sensitivity cannot be assigned. The
long-range phase of the modified field bears no relation to
the original, though the mode content is essentially the same.

If the wave number sensitivity is known, then the degree
of uniform phase shift and phase jumbling,m ands, can be
estimated from the perturbed modes using the weighted
mean and standard deviation of the change in modal phase,

m~r ,r s!'
1

ip~r ,r s!i2 (
m51

M

upmu2DgmR

'F (
m51

M

e22amRDgmRG Y F (
m51

M

e22amRG , ~32!

and

TABLE I. Geoacoustic parameters for a simple two-layer environment. The
sea floor is limestone.

Water depth 200 m
P-wave speed in water 1500 m/s
Density of water 1000 km/m3

P-wave speed in sea floor 3000 m/s
S-wave speed in sea floor 1700 m/s
S-wave absorption in sea floor 0.5 dB/l
Density of sea floor 2400 km/m3

TABLE II. Complex modal wave numbers (1/m) computed by the mode programORCA for the model in Fig.
2, at frequencyf 575.0 Hz, before and after the P- and S-wave speeds have been perturbed by11.0%.

m
km

unperturbed

km

perturbed
S-wave speed

km

perturbed
P-wave speed

1 0.313 758 631 i3.67E-7 0.313 757 201 i3.53E-7 0.313 758 341 i3.80E-7
2 0.312 555 961 i1.48E-6 0.312 550 161 i1.42E-6 0.312 554 831 i1.53E-6
3 0.310 549 991 i3.41E-6 0.310 536 611 i3.25E-6 0.310 547 501 i3.52E-6
4 0.307 739 861 i6.28E-6 0.307 715 021 i5.97E-6 0.307 735 541 i6.49E-6
5 0.304 126 391 i1.04E-5 0.304 084 921 i9.81E-6 0.304 119 851 i1.07E-5
6 0.299 716 661 i1.62E-5 0.299 650 971 i1.52E-5 0.299 707 671 i1.68E-5
7 0.294 531 701 i2.47E-5 0.294 430 221 i2.29E-5 0.294 520 401 i2.55E-5
8 0.288 617 051 i3.69E-5 0.288 462 381 i3.39E-5 0.288 604 571 i3.82E-5
9 0.282 057 201 i5.70E-5 0.281 818 151 i4.99E-5 0.282 046 631 i5.89E-5

10 0.275 005 501 i4.98E-4 0.274 722 141 i1.36E-4 0.275 000 231 i5.02E-4
11 0.266 258 661 i1.04E-3 0.266 172 971 i9.34E-4 0.266 257 661 i1.04E-3
12 0.256 225 001 i1.31E-3 0.256 157 771 i1.26E-3 0.256 226 551 i1.32E-3
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s2~r ,r s!'
1

ip~r ,r s!i2 (
m51

M

upmu2~DgmR2m!2,

'
@(m51

M e22amR~DgmR2m!2#

@(m51
M e22amR#

. ~33!

A corresponding estimate of the phase-dependent sensitivity
S4 can be computed by substituting these into~31!.

The phase statisticsm ands are specialized measures of
field sensitivity in their own right. Quantities equivalent to
2pm/R and 2ps/R were derived from heuristic arguments
by Ozardet al.7 as predictors of the sensitivity of the Bartlett
processor to model a mismatch in Matched-Field Processing
~MFP! for the source location in range-independent environ-
ments. They point out that a uniform phase shiftm is incon-
sequential for the Bartlett processor for vertical receiver ar-
rays, makings the main parameter of interest.

C. The role of absorption

Changing the energy absorption rate of the media causes
the field to decay more or less quickly with the range. The
effect can be dramatic over long ranges. To illustrate, assume
that real horizontal phase is unchanged (DgmR'0), hence
~16! for the mth mode becomes

Vm~r ,r s!511e22DamR22e2DamR . ~34!

If Dam is positive for all modes, thene2DamR!1 at suffi-
ciently long ranges, in which caseVm(r ,r s)'V(r ,r s)'S3

'1 indicating a 100% change to the field—total decay of the
field due to increased absorption. On the other hand, ifDam

is negative, then e2DamR@1, in which case the perturbed
field is considerably larger than the original. Because it is the
relative change in the field, the sensitivityS3 now grows
exponentially with rangeR, although the perturbed field nev-
ertheless decays with range becauseam8 , like am , is always
positive, as noted in Sec. III A.

FIG. 1. The sound-field sensitivity computed four different ways for S- and
P-wave speed perturbations to the bottom layer~limestone! of the two-layer
environment in Table I. Only one in ten trials has been plotted inS1 for
clarity. Note that the vertical scales differ by an order of magnitude between
the upper and lower graphs, and thatS2 , S3 , andS4 are visually coincident
in the lower.

FIG. 2. Range-dependent perturbation to bathymetry in a simple two-layer
environment.

FIG. 3. The real part of the local wave numbersk of the
modes for the environment computed at each point as if
the environment were locally range independent, then
plotted as a function of range.
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IV. EXAMPLES

A. Sensitivity to P- and S-wave speeds in limestone
sea floor

Consider the sensitivity of the sound field to the P- and
S-wave speeds in the sea floor~limestone! for a simple two-
layer range-independent environment described in Table I.
Table II lists the wave numbers for the dominant modes at
frequencyf 575 Hz, computed by the mode programORCA8

before and after the P- and S-wave speeds in the sea floor
were increased by11% of their original values. Figure 1
shows the sensitivity computed using the four methods con-
sidered above:

~a! S1(x,xs), the highly variably ‘‘snapshot’’ definition
in ~2!, though impractical, is plotted as individual points,
each point representing the sensitivity of the field for one of
ten trial source depthszs ~evenly spaced through the water
column, with the source always atr s50), computed on a
regular grid of receiver points~20 points in depth spanning
the water column, and 50 points in range from 0.1 to 20 km
from the source!.

~b! S2(r ,r s), the straightforward average~3! of S1 ,
taken over 103205200 source–receiver trials at each range

step, using a normalizationip(x,xs)i equal to the rms pres-
sure of all 20 receiver trial depths at each range.

~c! S3(r ,r s), the first mode-based measure of sensitivity
~21!, the main subject of this paper;

~d! S4(m,s), the simplified horizontal phase measure of
sensitivity ~31! usingm in ~32! ands in ~33!.

The scattered points in Fig. 1 show how much the
‘‘snapshot’’ sensitivityS1 varies with the source and receiver
position, making it unreliable. The straightforward average
of many trials S2 verifies that new measuresS3 and S4 ,
computed much more efficiently from the modes, work
rather well. Note that the sensitivity increases with range
because the environmental change, made uniformly at all
ranges, has more of an opportunity to influence the field as
the source–receiver separation increases. Also note that the
sensitivity of the S-wave speed in limestone, because it is
closer to the P-wave speed in the water column, is roughly
an order of magnitude greater than that of the P wave. All
four measures of the sensitivity to S-wave speed ultimately
saturate owing to ‘‘phase-jumbling,’’ as predicted in Sec.
IV B.

B. Range-dependent bathymetry

Consider the sensitivity of the field to a gentle sinusoidal
bump on the sea floor shown in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows the
real part of the local wave numbers for the first seven modes
plotted as a function of range, computed at 50 Hz byORCA,
assuming that the media is locally range independent. The
higher-order modes~smaller real wave number! respond
more sensitively to the bathymetry because they interact
more strongly with the bottom. Figure 4 shows the sensitiv-
ity computed four different ways as before, but this time a
range-dependent parabolic equation model called RAM9 was
used to verify the mode-based measures, by computing the
field for many source–receiver configurations with and with-
out the bump, without the adiabatic-mode approximations
assumed thus far. Here again, the straightforward averaging
of many trials verifies the efficient mode-based measures of
sensitivity. Notice that the crest of the sinusoidal bump tends
to undo~though not completely! the perturbations caused by
the leading symmetric trough, restoring the unperturbed field
somewhat, reducing the sensitivity accordingly.

FIG. 4. The sound-field sensitivity computed four different ways for the
bathymetric perturbations. Only one of every 30 trials has been plotted inS1

for clarity. The two mode-based measures,S3 , andS4 , are visually coinci-
dent.

TABLE III. The geoacoustic properties for the Western Bank.

Sed.
layer Type

Upper
depth
~m!

P-wave
speed

cP ~m/s!

S-wave
speed

cs ~m/s!

P-wave
absorp.
~dB/l!

S-wave
absorp.
~dB/l!

Density
rho

~kg/m3!

Sea water 0 1505 0 0 0 1000
Sea water 10 1500 0 0 0 1000
Sea water 20 1480 0 0 0 1000
Sea water 30 1470 0 0 0 1000
Sea water 40 1467 0 0 0 1000
Sea water 50 1460 0 0 0 1000
Sea water 60 1455 0 0 0 1000

1 Sable is. Sand/grav. 100 1600 100 0 2.73 1900
2 Scotian shelf drift 140 1800 400 0 2.73 2100
3 Bedrock 240 5100 2500 0.21 2.13 2700
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C. Western Bank

To illustrate the method for a more realistic environ-
ment, consider Table III, detailing a shallow-water scenario
representing the Western Bank on the Scotian Shelf~43°
20.158N, 61° 12.758W). The 100-m water column is down-
ward refracting, and the sea floor is a sand–gravel mix~40-m
thick!, overlying glacial till ~100-m thick!, and bedrock~as-
sumed infinitely thick!.10 Table IV reports the mode-based
measure of sensitivityS3 for prescribed changes made to the
main bottom parameters, for a source–receiver separation
R55 km, and computed at four different frequenciesf
530,60,120,240 Hz. In this case, just one mode search was
performed for each frequency, and the variations of the
modal wave numbers with each geoacoustic parameter were
computed using~22! together with partial derivatives com-
puted as described in Ref. 5, implemented by a mode pro-
gram calledSAMPLE.11

Figure 5 scales the sensitivities in Table IV on an equal
footing, showing the expected relative change in the fieldS3

due now to thesamerelative change in each parameter. The
first five parameters—bathymetryhw, the upper sediment
compressional speeds,cp1 andcp2, and layer thicknesses,
h1 andh2, which characterize the P-wave speed profile in
the upper sea floor—clearly dominate at the higher frequen-
cies; their individual sensitivities being roughly an order of
magnitude greater than the combined influence of remaining
sea floor properties. In other words, the values of these five
most important parameters must as a rule be known with a
relative accuracy more than ten times greater than that of the
other parameters.

Figure 5 provides quantitative information about the ef-
fect of geoacoustic parameters for the Western Bank envi-
ronment: showing the roughly equal sensitivity of the two
most important parameters, bathymetryhw and the upper
P-wave speedcp1; the roughly proportional increase of sen-
sitivity with frequency for the five most important param-
eters, as opposed to the roughly constant sensitivity for the
remaining parameters; the general decrease in sensitivity
with depth in the sediment properties. The figure may change
when the source–receiver separation is reduced; the relative

sensitivity of deeper parameters increasing as the contribu-
tions of higher-order~deeper penetrating! modes increases.

D. Sensitivity as a function of depth

Environmental changes can also be made on vertical
scales much thinner than the layer thickness to identify
depths at which a parameter is most sensitive. Figure 6
shows the field sensitivityS3 to P-wave speed as a function
of depth, at 30 Hz, for the Western Bank profile given above.
The P-wave speed was increased uniformly by 1.0 m/s in~1!
each layer~including the water column!, ~2! each of a series
of equal bands 20-m thick, and~3! bands 5-m thick. The
figure shows how the sensitivity to P-wave speed decays
where the sound intensity is very weak—near the sea sur-
face, and within the second sediment layer~140–240 m!.
Smaller sensitivities occur for smaller band thicknesses be-

FIG. 5. The field sensitivities in Table V scaled to a common dimensionless
basis~divide the tabulated sensitivity by the relative change given to each
variable,change/value, in Table V, then scale all uniformly to make the
largest sensitivity equal to saturationS3'&). The five most sensitive pa-
rameters are shown by frequency. The sum of all remaining parameter sen-
sitivities is denotedother.

TABLE IV. The field sensitivity for seafloor properties in the Western Bank model given in Table III. The
geoacoustic property namescp1, cp2, andcp3 denote the P-wave speed in the sediment layer 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. Those beginning withcs, h, and rho, likewise denote the S-wave speed, layer thickness, and
density, respectively.hw is the water depth~bathymetry!.

Sea floor
property Value Change Units

Field sensitivityS3

30 Hz 60 Hz 120 Hz 240 Hz

cp1 1600 1.0 m/s 0.050 29 0.113 98 0.201 72 0.406 78
cp2 1800 1.0 m/s 0.028 17 0.038 48 0.105 09 0.159 08
cp3 5100 1.0 m/s 0.000 07 0.000 07 0.000 07 0.000 06
cs1 100 10.0 m/s 0.012 93 0.015 32 0.014 89 0.016 02
cs2 400 10.0 m/s 0.030 59 0.023 29 0.023 96 0.027 77
cs3 2500 10.0 m/s 0.006 92 0.008 72 0.009 38 0.008 62
hw 100 0.1 m 0.069 48 0.183 95 0.333 74 0.637 42
h1 40 0.1 m 0.018 62 0.044 08 0.097 80 0.204 30
h2 100 0.1 m 0.003 09 0.009 43 0.018 99 0.032 44
rho1 1900 10.0 kg/m3 0.023 05 0.024 73 0.023 83 0.026 23
rho2 2100 10.0 kg/m3 0.007 70 0.008 86 0.009 40 0.010 78
rho3 2700 10.0 kg/m3 0.001 62 0.001 62 0.001 51 0.001 34
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cause the net volumetric change to the environment is pro-
portional to the thickness. Sensitivity as a function of depth,
on a vertical scale less than layer thickness has apparently
not been considered in the literature. It is not feasible using
snapshots of sensitivityS1 , and becomes computationally
intensive using snapshot averagesS2 because each small step
in the sensitivity-versus-depth plot requires its own large
population of snapshots.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The new mode-based measure of sensitivity~21! gauges
the combined effect of changes to the long-range phase and
attenuation of the dominant modes of propagation. It was
shown how the predominant roles of modal phase and at-
tenuation can be isolated, giving another four specialized
measures of field sensitivity, each concentrating one aspect
that may be of particular interest:~1! the uniform change in
phasem ~32!; ~2! the nonuniform change in phases ~33! of

importance for the Bartlett processor;~3! the combined effect
of m ands ~31!; and~4! the change in absorption alone using
~34! in ~21!.

A normal mode model designed for range-independent
environments is adequate for evaluating the measure of sen-
sitivity in weakly range-dependent environments because
forward propagation of the field is not required. The mode-
based measure is particularly efficient when used together
with a linear perturbation approach to changes in the modes,6

in which case a single mode search suffices for an extensive
sensitivity study. The measure might also be applied some-
what beyond the limits of the adiabatic mode approximation,
for strongly range-dependent environments, but then its
physical interpretation as an estimate of the mean change in
the acoustic field may no longer apply. It could also be ap-
plied for random perturbations, to gauge the influence of
range-dependent random uncertainties.
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A T-matrix formalism for plane-wave scattering from a fluid-loaded elastic spherical shell near a
rough fluid–elastic boundary that includes target–boundary scattering effects@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
101, 767–788~1997!# is specialized to scattering from a planar boundary and generalized to include
scattering from rigid and soft spheres and finite cylinders with hemispherical endcaps and rigid, soft,
fluid, viscoelastic, and fluid-saturated poroelastic sediments. Scattering from a variety of target and
sediment combinations is considered, and numerical results are shown that indicate some of the
effects of target–boundary scattering and the dependence of target–boundary scattering on target
and sediment parameters.@S0001-4966~99!05001-8#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Hw, 43.30.Gv@DLB#

INTRODUCTION

This is the second paper in which scattering from a
fluid-loaded target near a sediment boundary is investigated.
In the first paper,1 a null-fieldT-matrix formalism was devel-
oped for plane-wave scattering from a stationary fluid-loaded
elastic spherical shell near a fluid–elastic boundary with an
arbitrary roughness profile. Then two special cases of the
general formalism were considered: First, scattering from an
elastic spherical shell near a fluid–elastic boundary with pe-
riodic roughness was considered and an ‘‘exact’’ solution
was obtained. Then, a perturbative solution was obtained for
small amplitude arbitrary roughness. In both cases, it was
shown that the scattered pressure field can be expressed in
terms of the free-fieldT-matrices for the target and the sedi-
ment so that scattering from different targets and sediments
can be calculated by using the appropriate free-field
T-matrices. In this paper, this result is exploited, and in ad-
dition to the elastic sediment considered in the first paper,
rigid, soft, fluid, and poroelastic sediments and rigid and soft
spheres and finite cylinders with hemispherical endcaps are
considered. However, since scattering from a planar bound-
ary, i.e., zeroth-order perturbation theory,~1! is fundamental
to establish the correctness of the rough surface formalism
and computer codes,~2! provides a basis from which to de-
termine the effects of surface roughness, and~3! since scat-
tering from targets near planar penetrable sediment bound-
aries, particularly nonspherical targets, has not been
considered extensively, scattering from targets near planar
sediment boundaries is considered. Therefore, this paper is
an extension of some of the earlier work2–15 on target–
boundary scattering.

I. SCATTERING FROM A TARGET NEAR A PLANAR
INTERFACE: THEORY

In this section, the formalism developed in Ref. 1 spe-
cialized to scattering from a planar interface is briefly sum-
marized and notation for discussion of the numerical results
is introduced. It is assumed that a stationary source and tar-
get are immersed in a homogeneous, isotropic, inviscid, and
semi-infinite fluid half-space that is bounded below by the

surface of a semi-infinite sediment half-space located a dis-
tanced(2) below the center of the target. The volume exterior
to the target and above the sediment is denotedv (1), andv (2)

is the volume within the sediment. The surfacess(2) ands(3)

are, respectively, the surfaces of the sediment and the target.
The origin of a fixed set of space coordinates is located

at the center of the target with thez axis directed upward and
normal to the planar boundary. For nonspherical but rotation-
ally symmetric targets, a second coordinate system fixed in
the target is defined with thez axis along the symmetry axis.
Initially the target and space coordinate systems are coinci-
dent. Then the orientation of the target is given by a se-
quence of Euler angle rotations, so that, in general, it is nec-
essary to construct the representation of the targetT-matrix
in the fixed space coordinate system. The details of this pro-
cess are described in Appendix A for a hemispherical end-
capped cylinder.

It is assumed that the source field and all scattered fields
are time harmonic with time dependencee2 ivt. However, in
the following, the factore2 ivt and explicit dependence on
time are omitted. In this paper, the incident field is a plane
wave with wave numberkp

(1) , polar angleu ( i ), and azi-
muthal anglef ( i ).

When the perturbative solution developed in Ref. 1 is
specialized to scattering from a planar boundary, the scat-
tered pressure field is given by

p~1s!~r !5R~kz
~ i !!x~r ;kp

~11 !!e2ikpz
~1!d2

1
1

~2p!2 E
2`

`

dK' x~r ;K p
~11 !!

3F t ~22!~K' ,k'!1(
l

tl
~23!~K'!al~ k̂~ i !!G

1(
l

tl
~32!~k'!cl2~r ;kp

~1!!

1(
l

(
l8

cl2~r ;kp
~1!!tl;l8

~33! al8~ k̂~ i !!. ~1!

The quantityR(kz
( i )) is the plane-wave amplitude reflection
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coefficient for the sediment withk( i )5kp
(1) sinu(i)@cosf(i) x̂

1sin f(i) ŷ#kp
(i) cosu ( i )ẑ. The quantityx(r ;kp

(11)) is an out-
going Weyl plane wave andcl2(r ;kp

(1)) is an outgoing
spherical wave. The spherical spectral amplitude of the
incident field is al( k̂( i )) where l5(l,m,n) with l51,2,
0<n<`, and 0<m<n. Specific representations of these
functions are given in Ref. 1. The quantitiest (22)(K' ,k'),
tl
(23)(K'), tl

(32)(K'), and tl;l8
(33) are T-matrices that describe

four scattering processes that are shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 1. t (22)(K' ,k') describes scattering from the boundary
accompanied by target–boundary multiple scattering;tl

(23)

3(K') describes scattering from the boundary of the field
produced by target–boundary multiple scattering of the scat-
ter from the target;tl

(32)(k') is essentially the inverse of
tl
(23)(K') and describes scattering from the target of the field

produced by target–boundary multiple scattering of the scat-
ter from the boundary; andtl;l8

(33) describes target scattering
accompanied by target–boundary multiple scattering. In the
absence of the interface, this term describes free-field scat-
tering from the target. The free-fieldT-matrix for plane-wave
scattering from a planar interface ist (2)(K' ,K 8')
5(2p)2d(K'2K 8')R(Kpz

(1)), and when it is used to evalu-
ate the expressions for the zeroth-orderT-matrices that in-
clude target-interface multiple scattering given in Ref. 1,
theseT-matrices are given by

t ~22!~K' ,K 8'!5R~Kpz
~1!!t ~32!~K' ,K 8'!e2iK pz

~1!d~2!
, ~2a!

tl
~23!~K'!5R~Kpz

~1!!tl
~33!~K'!e2iK pz

~1!d2
, ~2b!

tl
~32!~K'!5(

l8
tl;l8
~33! tl8

~2!
~K' ;d~2!!, ~2c!

and

tl;l8
~33!

5@T~3!21
2S#l;l8

21 , ~2d!

with

Sl;l85E
2`

`

dK 8'R~Kpz8~1!!al~K̂8p
~11 !!

3bl8~K̂8p
~12 !!e2iK pz8 d~2!

, ~2e!

and their projections

tl
~2!~K 8' ;d~2!!5al~K̂8p

~11 !!R~Kpz8~1!!e2iK 8pz
~1!d~2!

, ~2f!

t ~32!~K' ,K 8'!5~2p!2(
l

bl~K̂p
~12 !!tl

~32!~K 8'!, ~2g!

tl
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l8
bl8~K̂p

~12 !!tl;l8
~33! , ~2h!
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~3!~K'!5(

l8
bl8~K̂p

~12 !!Tl8;l
~3! , ~2i!

with Kpz
(1)5Akp

(1)22Kx
22Ky

2. The quantityTl8;l
(3) is the free-

field T-matrix for the target constructed on a spherical basis.
The quantitiesal(K̂) andbl(K̂) are, respectively, the spec-
tral amplitudes in a spherical wave representation of a plane
wave and a plane-wave representation of an outgoing spheri-
cal wave, i.e., acl2(r ;k). Explicit expressions for these
quantities are given in Ref. 1.

The T-matrix tl;l8
(33) may be formally expanded in an in-

finites series so that

tl;l8
~33!

5Tl;l8
~3!

1(
l1

(
l2

Tl;l1

~3! Sl1 ;l2
Tl2 ;l8

~3!

1(
l1

(
l2

(
l3

(
l4

Tl;l1

~3! Sl1 ;l2
Tl2 ;l3

~3!

3Sl3 ;l4
Tl4 ;l8

~3!
1¯ . ~3!

This is the Dyson equation for target–boundary scattering,
and since it describes the multiple scattering process between
the boundary and the target,S is called the target-boundary
multiple scattering vertex. The multiple scattering vertex de-
scribes a process in which an outgoing spherical wave from
the target is projected onto a plane wave, the plane wave is
reflected from the boundary, and then the reflected plane
wave is projected onto another spherical wave that is inci-
dent on the target. Although the free-fieldT-matrix Tl;l8

(3) for
a spherical target is diagonal, theS matrix is not and, con-
sequently, neither istl;l8

(33) : The dynamics introduced by the
target–boundary multiple scattering vertex are not spheri-
cally symmetric and the spherical symmetry is broken. How-
ever, when the target is a hemispherical endcapped cylinder,
dynamical symmetry breaking occurs only when the symme-
try axis of the cylinder is rotated with respect to the normal
to the planar boundary.

II. NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Target scattering

In the following, some of the numerical techniques and
considerations used in the evaluation of Eq.~1! are de-

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of scattering processes from a target
near a planar interface.
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scribed. Evaluation of theT-matrices for the rigid and soft
hemispherical endcapped cylinders is complicated by the fact
that they are constructed on a spherical basis so that the order
of the matrix necessary to obtain a numerically convergent
solution rapidly increases with aspect ratio@a/(L1a)# ~L
anda are, respectively, the half-length and radius of the cyl-
inder! and frequency, and theQ-matrix, from which the
T-matrices are calculated, rapidly becomes ill-conditioned.
The ill-conditioning is caused by loss of precision due to
large values of some of the matrix elements produced by the
spherical Hankel functions. To mitigate ill-conditioning
problems, the preconditioning algorithm developed by
Waterman,16 in which Gaussian elimination is used to reset
to zero the large terms, was used to precondition the cylinder
Q-matrix elements. It is important to note that this algorithm
provides aT-matrix that is explicitly symmetric and unitary
so that these symmetries cannot be used to verify the correct-
ness of theT-matrix elements. However, since it was not
used to evaluate theT-matrices for spherical targets, unitarity
and symmetry were used to verify the correctness of the
elements of theseT-matrices.

To perform the integration over the polar angleu that
occurs in the matrix elements, the integral was partitioned
into angular integrals over the endcap and the cylinder. Then
a 32-point Gauss–Legendre algorithm with adaptive subsec-
tioning was used to evaluate each integral. In each case, sub-
sectioning was continued until the real and imaginary parts
of the integral converged numerically to within an infinitesi-
mal «50.01 or a maximum of 100 subpartitions was
reached.

To validate the computer code, the length of the cylinder
was set to zero and scattering from rigid and soft spheres was
calculated, and the results were compared with those from
the sphereT-matrix codes. Essentially identical results were
obtained so that these calculations verified the overall nu-
merical integration scheme, the procedure to obtain the
T-matrix, and the diagonalQ-matrix elements. Then scatter-
ing from a rigid hemispherical endcapped cylinder was
evaluated and the results were compared with those obtained
by Sarkissianet al.17 Essentially identical results were ob-
tained so that these calculations verified the off-diagonal
Q-matrix elements that include the polar angle integration
over the cylinder. These calculations verified the correctness
of all matrix elements and procedures necessary to calculate
scattering from a rigid finite cylinder with hemispherical
endcaps.

Numerical evaluation of scattering from a hemispherical
endcapped cylinder is significantly more intensive than scat-
tering from a sphere in at least three respects:~1! The
Q-matrix elements require numerical integration.~2! It is
necessary to evaluate the rotation matrix.~3! Since a large
number of spherical wave modes is required to obtain nu-
merical convergence, it is necessary to allocate memory for
several high-order arrays. Since the number of spherical
wave modes (n11)2 increases withkL, memory limitations
restricted calculations to those for which all convergence cri-
teria were satisfied withn<24 which occurred fork(L1a)
<10.

B. Target–boundary multiple scattering vertex

To calculate the target–boundary multiple scattering
vertex and projections of quantities constructed on a spheri-
cal basis onto a Weyl plane-wave basis and vice versa, it is
necessary to calculate the spectral amplitudesal(K̂) and
bl(K̂). Evaluation of these quantities requires evaluation of
a Legendre function with both pure real and imaginary argu-
ments. As noted in Ref. 1, the proper analytic continuation of
the associated Legendre function onto the physical Reimann
sheet for an imaginary argumenti uzu with uzu.1 is Pn

m( i uzu).
These functions were evaluated and the results verified by
comparison with tabular values.18

Evaluation of the elements of the target–boundary mul-
tiple scattering vertex requires evaluation of the wave num-
ber integral in Eq.~2e!. Since evaluation of this integral re-
quires considerable computational effort, it is important to
note that the number of elements that need to be evaluated
can be reduced by using the symmetrySl;l85Sl8;l . To
begin, a change of variables was made from rectangular to
polar coordinates and then, since the plane-wave reflection
coefficient is independent of azimuthal anglefK , the
fK-integration was performed. The resulting expression for
Sll8 is given by

Sl;l85dl,l8dm,m8Nll8

3
1

kp
~1! E

0

`

dK
K

Kpz
~1! R~Kpz

~1!!Pn
m~Kpz

~1!/kp
~1!!

3Pn8
m8~Kpz

~1!/kp
~1!!e2iK pz

~1!d~2!
, ~4a!

with

Nl;l852p i ~n2n8!~21!~n1m8!S «m

2n11

4p

~n2m!!

~n1m!! D
1/2

3S «m8

2n811

4p

~n82m8!!

~n81m8!! D
1/2

~4b!

andKpz5Akp
(1)22K2. Evaluation of theK-integral is com-

plicated by the singularity at the branch pointK5kp
(1) . To

evaluate the singularK-integral, the contour was deformed
into the fourth quadrant of the complexK-plane by making
the substitutionK5K82 i«K , with «K53Kmax

2 /2pkp
(1)Ns ,

and the integration was truncated atK5Kmax, for which the
integrand was less than 1024.19,20The value of«K given here
differs from that given in Ref. 19 by the factorsKmax/kp

(1) and
1/loge. Initially, these factors were introduced as a result of
a programming error. However, it was discovered that this
value of «K provided a more accurate result than the form
given in Ref. 19. It is important to note that the integration
was performed on the physical Riemann sheet of the com-
plex K-plane, and on this sheet there are no poles of the
reflection coefficient in the fourth quadrant, so that contribu-
tions from contour deformations around poles of the reflec-
tion coefficient do not arise. To evaluate the resulting inte-
gral, a Gauss–Legendre algorithm with adaptive sub-
partitioning and 100 sample points per subpartition was used.
The length of each subpartition wasDK5kp

(1)/NK , where
NK is an integer, so that the deflected branch point is always
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on the endpoint of a subpartition. It was found that this
method for calculatingDK seemed to improve the accuracy
of the calculation. The integral was evaluated first withNK

51 andNs5Kmax/kp
(1)11 subpartitions. ThenNK was incre-

mented by one, the integral evaluated with the new subpar-
titioning, and the new result compared with the previous re-
sult. The process was repeated until the real and imaginary
parts of the integral converged numerically to within«
50.01.

The number of spherical wave modes used to calculate
the scattered pressure fieldp(1s)(r ) was determined in the
following manner: First, free-field target scattering was cal-
culated and the number of spherical wave modes iterated
until the scattered pressure field and form function con-
verged numerically on two successive iterations. It was
found that two successive convergences were required to
avoid premature convergence due to oscillations of the
Bessel functions that occur in theT-matrices. Then the
target–boundary scattering calculation was begun atn5n0

24, wheren0 is the value ofn for which convergent free-
field target scattering occurred, and thenn was iterated until
the real and imaginary parts ofp(1s)(r ) converged numeri-
cally to within «50.01.

Since the computational effort required to populate the
tl;l8
(33) array, evaluate the target–boundary multiple scattering

vertexS, and iterate the number of wave modes to obtain a
numerically convergent pressure field is considerable, a
CRAY T3D was used to obtain the numerical results shown
in this paper.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this paper, the effects of target–boundary scattering
as given by the last term in Eq.~1! are considered. The
quantity of interest is target strength given by

TS510 log
1

4pkp
~1!2 U(

l
~2 i !npl

~1s!Yl~u~ f !,f~ f !!U2

,

~5a!

with

pl
~1s!

55 (
l8

Tl;l8
~3! al8~ k̂~ i !! ~ free-field target scattering!

(
l8

tl;l8
~33! al8~ k̂~ i !! ~ target–interface scattering!

,

~5b!

where u ( f ) and f ( f ) are, respectively, the polar and azi-
muthal angles of the field point. The free-fieldT-matrix
Tl;l8

(3) , and theT-matrix that includes target–boundary scat-
tering tl;l8

(33) , are used to calculate the spectral amplitude of
the scattered field so that the extent to which target strength
that includes target-boundary multiple scattering differs from
the free-field target strength can be assessed.

To validate the formalism and computer code, calcula-
tions identical to those performed by Gaunaurd and
Huang9,10 were performed: The backscattered form functions

for rigid and soft spheres near rigid and soft boundaries with
and without the target–boundary multiple scattering were
calculated as a function ofka5kp

(1)a from ka51 to 15 with
u ( i )5u ( f )545°, a50.5 m, d(2)51.0, 2.5 and 12.5 m. The
results of these calculations were found to be essentially
identical to those of Gaunaurd and Huang.

The parameters used to obtain the numerical results that
follow are u ( i )5u ( f )50°, f ( i )50°, f ( f )5180°, a5L
50.5 m, cp

(1)51480 m/s, andr f
(1)51000 kg/m3, and those

for a fluid-saturated sandy sediment given by Chotiros.21 The
parameters for fluid and elastic sediments are, respectively,
the same as those for the ‘‘classical’’ pressure and shear
waves of the poroelastic sediment with the porosity set to
zero, so that some of the effects of changing the acoustic
model of the sediment, i.e., the dynamical degrees of free-
dom, can be assessed. These parameters remain fixed unless
specifically noted otherwise. The plane-wave reflection coef-
ficients for fluid and elastic sediments are well known22 and
the reflection coefficient for a fluid-saturated poroelastic
sediment suitable for use in the present problem is given in
Appendix B.

A. Scattering from rigid and soft spheres

To provide an estimate of the relative importance of
high-order multiple scattering in the target–boundary scatter-
ing process, the Dyson equation fortl;l8

(33) was truncated at
first order inS so that only a single target–boundary scatter-
ing was included. Then both the exact and approximate ex-
pressions of the multiple scattering vertex were used to per-
form calculations; some of the results of these calculations
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Figure 2 shows backscattered target strength as a func-
tion of ka for a plane-wave normally incident on rigid
@(a1)2(a3)# and soft@(b1)2(b3)# spheres in an infinite
fluid medium and near a rigid boundary ford(2)51 m @(a1)
and (b1)#, d(2)52.5 m @(a2) and (b2)#, and d(2)512.5 m
@(a3) and (b3)#, and Fig. 3 shows similar results for a soft
boundary. The exact calculations are similar to the ‘‘bench-
mark’’ calculations performed by Gaunaurd and Huang9,10

and are shown here to contrast with the approximate calcu-

FIG. 2. Backscattered target strength versus ka for rigid@(a1)-(a3)# and
soft @(b1)-(b3)# spheres in an infinite fluid medium~2•! and near a rigid
boundary withd(2)51.0 m @(a1) and (b1)#, d(2)52.5 m @(a2) and (b2)#,
and d(2)512.5 m @(a3) and (b3)#, with u ( i )50° including all orders of
target-boundary multiple scattering~2! and a single order of target-
boundary scattering~¯!.
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lations to assess the relative importance of high-order mul-
tiple scattering and to contrast with similar results for pen-
etrable sediments and hemispherical endcapped cylinders to
assess the importance of target geometry and sediment prop-
erties on target-boundary scattering. These figures show that
when a plane wave is normally incident on a rigid or soft
sphere near a rigid or soft boundary, target–boundary scat-
tering may be the dominant contribution to target strength
and significantly change the target strength of both types of
spheres from their free-field values, and that the effect of
target–boundary multiple scattering depends on the type of
sphere, target–boundary separation, type of boundary, and
ka. For example, whenka515 and a hard~soft! sphere is
d(2)51.0 m away from a hard boundary, target strength that
includes target–boundary scattering is 22.6 dB~20.2 dB!
higher than the free-field target strength, but decreases to 1.4
dB ~10.2 dB! whend(2)512.5 m. When the boundary is soft,
target strength that includes target–boundary scattering is 15
dB ~24.1 dB! higher than the free-field target strength when
d(2)51.0 m, but decreases to 8.6 dB~9.9 dB! when d(2)

512.5 m.
These figures also show that the maxima and minima

that occur when target–boundary scattering occurs between a
hard sphere and either type of boundary may differ in shape,
amplitude, location, and frequency from the free-field
maxima and minima, and that for a soft sphere, target–
boundary scattering introduces maxima and minima and pro-
duces a fundamental change in the frequency dependence of
the target strength. This result may be understood by consid-
eration of the Dyson equation. The Dyson equation suggests
that target–boundary scattering may be regarded as the su-
perposition of free-field target scattering and target–
boundary scattering or as the superposition of the free-field
scatter of a plane wave and the free-field scatter of field with
spectral amplitudeAl8( k̂

( i )) given by

Al8~ k̂~ i !!5(
l1

(
l2

Sl8;l1
Tl1 ;l2

~3! alz
~ k̂~ i !!

1(
l1

(
l2

(
l3

(
l4

Sl8;l1
Tl1 ;l2

~3! Sl2 ;l3

3Tl3 ;l4

~3! al4
~ k̂~ i !!1¯ , ~6!

so that the pressure field scattered from the target is

p~33!~r !5(
l

(
l8

cl2~r ;kp
~1!!tl;l8

~33! al8~ k̂~ i !!

5(
l

(
l8

cl2~r ;kp
~1!!Tl;l8

~3! Al8~ k̂~ i !!. ~7!

Since free-field scattering from rigid and soft spheres is
well understood in terms of interference between the re-
flected and circumnavigating creeping waves, the result
given by Eq. ~7! suggests that target–boundary scattering
may be understood, at least qualitatively, in terms of the
interference between creeping waves excited by free-field
plane-wave scattering, creeping waves excited by scattering
of a field with spectral amplitudeAl8( k̂

( i )), and the reflected
fields.

Creeping waves excited by target–boundary scattering
differ from those excited by the incident plane wave in that
they depend on the boundary properties, incidence angle, and
target–boundary separation. Target–boundary scattering
may produce secondary maxima~minima! when the creeping
waves excited by target–boundary scattering interfere con-
structively ~destructively! with the plane-wave-excited cir-
cumnavigating creeping waves and the reflected waves.

Figures 2 and 3 show that for a fixed target–boundary
separation and for the range of frequencies shown in these
figures, target–boundary scattering tends to increase back-
scattered target strength aska increases, that the amplitudes
of the interference maxima and minima introduced by
target–boundary scattering tend to decrease aska and d(2)

increase, that the frequency of the amplitude oscillations in-
creases withkd(2), and that the phase difference between the
amplitude oscillations for the hard and soft boundaries tends
to 180° asd(2) increases.

The linearized form oftl;l8
(33) shows that the fields pro-

duced by a single target–boundary scattering between a soft
sphere and a hard boundary and between a soft sphere and
soft boundary differ in phase by 180° and that the only de-
pendence on the target–boundary separationd(2) is in the
phase term exp@2iKpz8 d(2)#. Deviations from this phase differ-
ence suggest that the single target-boundary scattering ap-
proximation is not sufficient and that higher-order multiple
scattering occurs. Comparison of the results for a single
target–boundary scattering with those for the full high-order
multiple scattering series shows that the single target–
boundary scattering approximation is not accurate when
d(2)51 m, particularly for the soft sphere, and that it is still
not always accurate even when the target–boundary separa-
tion is increased tod(2)52.5 m. However, although it is
somewhat difficult to see in these figures, whend(2)

512.5 m, the single target–boundary scattering approxima-
tion does seem to be reasonably accurate. Further numerical
results, not shown here, suggest that for target–boundary
separations larger thand(2)512.5 m, target-boundary scat-
tering becomes negligible.

The fact that target–boundary scattering tends to in-
crease backscattered target strength aska increases is a con-
sequence of the forward diffracted field: At normal inci-
dence, the forward diffracted field is directed toward the
interface below the sphere. As frequency increases, it be-

FIG. 3. Same calculations as shown in Fig. 2 for a soft boundary.
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comes increasingly ‘‘focused’’ in the forward direction and
increases the field produced by target–boundary scattering
and, when the sphere is near the boundary, results in a high-
order multiple scattering process. In contrast, when a plane
wave is not normally incident, the forward diffracted field is
not directed toward the boundary below the sphere, and as
frequency increases, it increases at the expense of that por-
tion of the diffracted field that participates in the target–
boundary scattering process and the field produced by the
target–boundary scattering decreases. In general, when scat-
tering from complex structures, the dependence of the field
produced by target–boundary scattering on incidence angle
may be complicated by fields diffracted from structural ele-
ments: Strong target–boundary scattering may occur at inci-
dence angles for which scattering from a structural element
produces a strong diffracted field in the direction of the
boundary below the structure.

To determine some of the effects of sediment type on
target–boundary scattering, scattering from rigid and soft
spheres near the boundary of a sandy sediment modeled as a
viscous fluid, viscoelastic solid, and fluid-saturated poroelas-
tic solid were calculated, in addition to scattering from rigid
and soft sediment boundaries. Since the poroelastic sediment
is weakly dispersive and the viscous fluid and viscoelastic
solid are not dispersive, and to indicate the extent to which
target–boundary scattering depends on the polar angle of
incidence angle, scattering as a function of the polar angle of

incidence was calculated forka510. Some of the results of
these calculations are shown in Figs. 4–8.

Figures 4–8 show that the effects of target–boundary
scattering tend to decrease asu ( i ) and target–boundary sepa-
ration increase for all the sediment types considered here. It
is interesting to note that when the incident plane wave
propagates parallel to the boundary, i.e.,u ( i )590°, target-
boundary scattering effects become essentially negligible for
large target–boundary separations, but when the target is
near the boundary, target–boundary scattering effects are
still observed. These effects occur as a result of the interac-
tion of the field diffracted from the target in the direction of
the boundary. Although it is not shown here, it may be con-
jectured that scattering from a spherical target and a planar
boundary become essentially independent scattering pro-
cesses even whenu ( i )590° and the target is near the bound-
ary at frequencies for which the diffracted field is essentially
in the forward direction and the diffracted field in the direc-
tion of the boundary is negligible.

When the results for scattering from rigid and soft tar-
gets near rigid and soft boundaries are compared with those
for scattering near penetrable boundaries, it is shown that
penetrable sediments reduce the effects of target–boundary
scattering. This result suggests that energy is lost from the
target–boundary scattering process due to the excitation and
propagation of fields in the sediment. Since the results for a
viscous fluid and viscoelastic solid are essentially identical,
this suggests that energy is lost from the target–boundary
scattering process, almost exclusively, due to the excitation
and propagation ofp waves in the sediment. As a result,

FIG. 4. Backscattered target strength versusu5u ( i )5u ( f ) for rigid
@(a1)-(a3)# and soft@(b1)-(b3)# spheres in an infinite fluid medium~2•!
and near a rigid boundary~2! with d(2)51.0 m @(a1) and (b1)#, d(2)

52.5 m @(a2) and (b2)#, andd(2)512.5 m@(a3) and (b3)# andka510.

FIG. 5. Same calculations as Fig. 4 for a soft boundary.

FIG. 6. Same calculations as Fig. 4 for a viscous fluid sediment.

FIG. 7. Same calculations as Fig. 4 for a viscoelastic sediment.
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when a spherical wave mode is scattered from the target and
is represented in terms of a spectrum of Weyl plane waves,
the target–boundary scattering process is dominated by that
portion of the plane-wave spectrum for which the incident
angle is above the critical angle for shear wave excitation. In
addition, since the target strength for a sphere near a po-
roelastic sediment is somewhat lower than that for any of the
other sediments, this suggests additional energy is lost due to
the excitation and propation of the Biot slow wave.

In the presence of a planar boundary, the spherical sym-
metry is partially broken and the scattered field is no longer
independent of the azimuthal angle or the azimuthal indexm,
although the parity symmetry remains as a consequence of
the residual cylindrical symmetry. Some of the effects of
dynamical symmetry breaking have been observed in the po-
lar angle dependence of target strength shown in Figs. 4–8.
However, it is of interest to calculate the effects of symmetry
breaking on theT-matrix elements themselves. Figures 9–12
show the magnitude and phase of theT-matrix elements
tnm1;nm1
(33) relative to Tnm1;nm1

(3) for n52:4 and m51:n for
rigid and soft spheres near rigid and poroelastic sediments as
a function of the target–boundary separation for normal in-
cidence withka510. To obtain the results shown in these
figures, theT-matrix elementstnm1;nm1

(33) and Tnm1;nm1
(3,) were

expressed in polar form so that tnm1;nm1
(33)

5utnm1;nm1
(33) uexp@ifnm1;nm1

(33) # and Tnm1;nm1
(3)

5uTnm1;nm1
(3) uexp@ifnm1;nm1

(3) #. Then the deviation in the magni-

tude and phase oftnm1;nm1
(33) from Tnm1;nm1

(3,) was obtained by
calculating 10 logutnm1;nm1

(33) u/uTnm1;nm1
(3) u and fnm1;nm1

(33)

2fnm1;nm1
(3) . Symmetry breaking occurs when

10 logutnm1;nm1
(33) u/uTnm1;nm1

(3) uÞ0 and fnm1;nm1
(33) 2fnm1;nm1

(3) Þ0
and differences arise betweenT-matrix elements that differ
only in the indexm.

Symmetry breaking of theT-matrix elements is observed
by comparing results in Figs. 9–12 for values ofm51:n for
a fixedn, i.e., comparing subplots along rows in Figs. 9–12.
It is important to note that the horizontal scales in the sub-
plots in these figures decrease by an order of magnitude for
each increment in the indexm. These figures show that dy-
namical symmetry breaking as manifest in the relative mag-
nitude and phase of theT-matrix elements is a somewhat
subtle effect, even when the target is near the boundary
where the strongest symmetry breaking effects occur. How-
ever, these figures also show that symmetry breaking effects
depend strongly on target-boundary separation: The symme-
try breaking amplitude and phase exhibit interference
maxima and minima askd(2) increases when the target is
near the boundary, but the maximum amplitude of these in-
terference maxima and minima decrease askd(2) increases.
For large values ofkd(2), interference phenomena are not
observed in any of theT-matrix elements, the processes of
target and boundary scattering become essentially un-
coupled, and spherical symmetry in the target scatter is re-
stored.

In addition, these figures show that the effect of target-

FIG. 8. Same calculations as Fig. 4 for a fluid-saturated poroelastic sedi-
ment.

FIG. 9. 10 logut1nm;1nm
(33) u/uT1nm;1nm

(3) land phase differencef1nm;1nm
(33)

2f1nm;1nm
(3) for n52:4 andm51:n for a rigid sphere near a rigid boundary

with ka510 andu5u ( f )5u ( i )50°.

FIG. 10. Same calculations as Fig. 9 for a soft sphere.

FIG. 11. Same calculations as Fig. 9 for a fluid-saturated poroelastic sedi-
ment.
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boundary scattering decreases asm increases, that target-
boundary scattering effects persist longest, i.e., the largest
kd(2), for the m51 mode, and that the mode most effected
by target–boundary scattering depends on the target and the
boundary: These results are qualitatively consistent with
those obtained by Sammelmann and Hackman,14 who stud-
ied scattering from an elastic sphere in a homogeneous
waveguide. They noted that the strength of target–boundary
scattering depends on the strength of the lobe in the vertical
direction and that the vertical lobes of the associated Leg-
endre polynomialsPn

m(cosu) tend to decrease asm increases.
For a rigid sphere, the mode most effected by target–
boundary scattering is then53 mode, but for a soft sphere,
it is the n54 mode. This result appears to be true for both
types of boundaries considered.

Comparison of the results for a rigid boundary with
those for a poroelastic sediment boundary shows that the
poroelastic sediment weakens target–boundary coupling for
low m modes but strengthens it for highm modes. The pen-
etrable sediment weakens the acoustic coupling between the
target and the sediment not only by coupling energy into the
excitation ofp-waves in the sediment, but also by coupling
to weaker higher-order spherical modes of theT-matrix. This
result suggests that when scattering from an elastic target
near a penetrable boundary, the fine structure in the free-field
resonant spectrum introduced by the symmetry breaking is
characteristic of the sediment boundary.

B. Scattering from rigid and soft hemispherical
endcapped cylinders

In this section, scattering from rigid and soft hemispheri-
cal endcapped cylinders near a planar boundary is consid-
ered. Since target–boundary scattering depends, among other
things, on the field diffracted in the direction of the normal to
the boundary, target–boundary scattering from hemispheri-
cal endcapped cylinders depends on the orientation of the
cylinder with respect to the boundary and the plane of inci-
dence. In the following, the cylinder is rotated so that its
symmetry axis is parallel to the planar boundary. In this ori-
entation, the geometric cylindrical symmetry is broken and
the dynamics of the target–boundary scattering process may
produce dynamical symmetry breaking in theT-matrix and
target scatter.

Calculations of backscattered target strength as a func-
tion of kl5k(L1a) and u ( i ) similar to those for rigid and
soft spheres were performed for rigid and soft hemispherical
endcapped cylinders. Figure 13 shows backscattered target
strength as a function ofkl for a normally incident plane
wave, i.e.,u ( i )50°, on horizontally oriented rigid@(a1)
2(a3)# and soft @(b1)2(b3)# hemispherical endcapped
cylinders in an infinite fluid medium and near a rigid bound-
ary for d(2)51 m @(a1) and (b1)#, d(2)52.5 m @(a2) and
(b2)#, andd(2)512.5 m@(a3) and (b3)#, and Fig. 14 shows
similar results for a soft boundary. These figures show that
the target strength of rigid and soft hemispherical endcapped
cylinders that includes target-boundary scattering differs
from the free-field target strength and, similar to the target
strength of rigid and soft spheres that includes target–
boundary scattering shown in Figs. 2 and 3, tends to be
dominated by the target–boundary contribution and depends
on the type of cylinder, target–boundary separation, type of
boundary, andkl. However, comparison of the results shown
in these figures with similar results for scattering from
spheres, shows that the effects of target–boundary scattering
for horizontally oriented rigid and soft cylinders are not as
dramatic as they are for rigid and soft spheres, and they tend
to decrease more rapidly than target-boundary scattering ef-
fects for spheres as target–boundary separation increases.
However, this result is not generally true and depends on the
polar angle of incidence, but in this case is due, in part, to the

FIG. 12. Same calculations as Fig. 9 for a soft sphere and a fluid-saturated
poroelastic sediment.

FIG. 13. Backscattered target strength versuskl5k(L1a) for rigid
@(a1)-(a3)# and soft@(b1)-(b3)# horizontally oriented hemispherical end-
capped cylinders in an infinite fluid medium~2•! and near a rigid boundary
~2! with d(2)51.0 m @(a1) and (b1)#, d(2)52.5 m @(a2) and (b2)#, and
d(2)512.5 m@(a3) and (b3)# for a plane-wave incident atu ( i )50°.

FIG. 14. Same calculations as Fig. 13 for a soft boundary.
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fact cylinders are not as efficient as spheres in ‘‘focusing’’
the forward diffracted field.23

To illustrate the dependence of target–boundary scatter-
ing on the orientation of the cylinder relative to the plane of
incidence, scattering was calculated from horizontally ori-
ented rigid and soft hemispherical endcapped cylinders near
a rigid boundary for plane waves axially incident withf ( i )

50° and u ( i )545° and radially incident withf ( i )5270°
andu ( i )545°. The results of these calculations are shown in
Figs. 15 and 16. These figures show that target–boundary
scattering effects depend strongly on the orientation of the
cylinder relative to the plane of incidence. For example,
when a plane wave is axially incident on a rigid hemispheri-
cal endcapped cylinder locatedd(2)51 m from a rigid
boundary, the maximum positive and negative differences
between the free-field target strength and target strength that
includes target–boundary scattering are, respectively, 3.2 dB
at kl52.4 and24.6 dB atkl55.6, and for a soft cylinder
they are, respectively, 3.9 dB atkl51.4 and25.0 dB atkl
52.5. However, when the plane wave is radially incident,
the maximum positive and negative differences between the
free-field target strength and target strength that includes
target–boundary scattering are, respectively, 2.9 dB atkl
56.3 and24.2 dB atkl55.5, and for a soft cylinder they
are, respectively, 4.3 dB atkl53.6 and 216.3 dB at kl
52.7. Although numerical results for scattering a plane-
wave incident atu ( i )545° from rigid and soft spheres near a
rigid boundary are not shown here, it was observed that the
difference between the target strength that includes target–

boundary scattering and the free-field target strength for cy-
lindrical targets tends to be greater than that for spherical
targets, particularly for radial incidence. This difference, in
part, is due to the fact that a cylinder is not as efficient as a
sphere in focusing the forward diffracted field, so when a
plane wave is not normally incident, the field diffracted by a
cylinder in the direction of the boundary is greater than that
for a sphere and, consequently, so are the effects of target–
boundary scattering.

In addition, these figures show that when the cylinders
are near the boundary, target–boundary scattering changes
the amplitude and location of interference minima and
maxima in the target strength frequency dependence for rigid
cylinders, and introduces interference maxima and minima in
the target strength frequency dependence for soft cylinders.
For both cylinder types, the amplitude of the interference
maxima and minima produced by target boundary scattering
tends to decrease askl decreases andkd(2) increases. For a
fixed frequency, however, the effects of target-boundary
scattering depend on cylinder type, target–boundary separa-
tion d(2), cylinder orientation, and boundary type. When a
rigid cylinder is near either boundary type, target–boundary
scattering is essentially negligible when the target–boundary
separationd(2)>2.5 m andf ( i )50°; however, whenf ( i )

5270°, target–boundary scattering effects are clearly
present whend(2)52.5 but are negligible whend(2)

512.5 m. For a soft cylinder, however, target–boundary
scattering effects are present when the target–boundary sepa-
ration d(2)52.5 m for both boundary types and cylinder ori-
entations, but become negligible for both boundary types and
orientations whend(2)512.5 m.

To assess some of the effects of different types of sedi-
ments on the multiple scattering process between rigid and
soft hemispherical endcapped cylinders and a planar sedi-
ment boundary, to investigate the extent to which target–
boundary scattering produces dynamical symmetry breaking,
and to assess the angular dependence of target–boundary
multiple scattering for hemispherical endcapped cylinders,
backscattered target strength was calculated as a function of
the polar angle of incidence in a vertical plane through the
center of the cylinder normal to the cylinder axis withkl
510 for rigid, soft, and poroelastic sediments. The results of
these calculations are shown in Figs. 17–19. Results for vis-
cous fluid and viscoelastic solid sediments are not shown
since they were similar to the results for a poroelastic sedi-
ment, except foru ( i )&35°, where the target strengths were
slightly greater than those for the poroelastic sediment in
much the same way they were when similar calculations for
the spherical targets were considered. This result suggests
that the target-boundary scattering process for cylindrical tar-
gets is similar to that for spherical targets, and is dominated
by the portion of the plane-wave spectrum for which shear
waves are not excited in the sediment, and that penetrable
sediments tend to decouple target–boundary scattering when
energy is lost from the target–boundary scattering process to
excite pressure fields in the sediment. These figures show
several additional qualitative features that were observed in
the corresponding results for spherical targets: The effects of
target–boundary scattering tend to be greatest near normal

FIG. 15. Same calculations as Fig. 13 for a plane-wave incident atu ( i )

545° above the axis.

FIG. 16. Same calculations as Fig. 13 for a plane-wave incident atu ( i )

545° along a radius.
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incidence, to decrease askl, kd(2), andu ( i ) increase for all
the sediment types considered, and to persist even when the
incident plane wave propagates parallel to the boundary
when the target–boundary separationd(2)51 m. For cylin-
drical targets, however, these effects tend to be enhanced
when the plane wave is radially incident and the cylinder is
near rigid and soft boundaries.

The free-field target strength of the horizontal cylinder
is, of course, independent of the incident polar angle. How-
ever, when the cylinder is near a planar boundary, target–
boundary scattering may produce dynamical symmetry
breaking so that the resulting target strength depends on the
polar angle. These figures show that dynamical symmetry
breaking occurs and is greatest near normal incidence when
the cylinders are near the boundary. For both types of cylin-
ders, dynamical symmetry breaking is observed for all angles
when the target–boundary separationd(2)&2.5 m but when
d(2)512.5 m, it is essentially negligible for all anglesu ( i )

*35°. Figure 19 shows that a penetrable boundary reduces
symmetry breaking effects so that it is essentially negligible
for all angles u ( i )*30°, even when the target–boundary
separationd(2)51.0 m.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

It may be concluded that target–boundary scattering is a
multiple scattering process that may significantly change the
target strength of a rigid or soft target and that the extent to

which the target strength is changed depends on the geom-
etry and type of target, target–boundary separation, fre-
quency, incidence angles, and sediment type, and for cylin-
drical targets, it also depends on cylinder orientation. Target
geometry and, when scattering from nonspherical scatterers,
target orientation, are important in the target–boundary scat-
tering process since, in part, they determine the field dif-
fracted by the target in the direction of the boundary. Target
type, i.e., rigid or soft, is important since it determines the
nature of the creeping waves: Free-field creeping waves for
soft targets are weaker than those for rigid targets, so that
interference maxima and minima produced by target–
boundary scattering are more pronounced in scattering from
soft targets than from rigid targets.

Target–boundary separation effects the relative phase of
the boundary scatter incident on the target so that target
strength that includes target–boundary scattering exhibits in-
terference maxima and minima as the target–boundary sepa-
ration is incremented. However, for sufficiently large target–
boundary separations, target–boundary scattering becomes
negligible. The minimum target–boundary separation for
which target–boundary scattering becomes negligible de-
pends strongly on frequency and incidence angles, moder-
ately on target type, and weakly on sediment type: It tends to
be smaller for soft targets than for rigid targets, smaller for
penetrable sediments than for rigid or soft sediments, and
tends to decrease as frequency and the polar incidence angle
increase.

Frequency plays a critical role in the target–boundary
scattering process since it strongly influences the field dif-
fracted by the target in the direction of the normal to the
boundary below the target and the relative phase of the scat-
ter from the boundary that is rescattered by the target.

Target–boundary scattering depends strongly on
whether or not the boundary is penetrable. Penetrable sedi-
ment boundaries tend to weaken target–boundary scattering
since energy is lost from the target–boundary scattering pro-
cess due to the excitation of fields within the sediment. How-
ever, target–boundary scattering does not seem to excite
strong shear waves in the sediment, so that target–boundary
scattering from viscous fluid and viscoelastic sediments are
essentially identical and somewhat stronger than scattering
from a fluid-saturated poroelastic sediment in which Biot
slow waves may be excited.

FIG. 17. Backscattered target strength versusu5u ( i )5u ( f ) for horizontally
oriented rigid@(a1)-(a3)# and soft@(b1)2(b3)# hemispherical endcapped
cylinders in an infinite fluid medium~2•! and near a rigid boundary~2!
with d(2)51.0 m @(a1) and (b1)#, d(2)52.5 m @(a2) and (b2)#, andd(2)

512.5 m@(a3) and (b3)# andk(L1a)510.

FIG. 18. Same calculations as Fig. 17 for a soft boundary.

FIG. 19. Same calculations as Fig. 17 for a fluid-saturated poroelastic sedi-
ment.
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Whether the target–boundary scattering process is ap-
proximated by a single target–boundary interaction or is
modeled as a high-order multiple scattering process, the total
scattered field may be viewed as the superposition of fields
produced by free-field scattering of the incident plane wave
and the incident field produced by target-boundary scatter-
ing, and may be understood, at least qualitatively, in terms of
the interference between the creeping waves excited by each
of the incident fields and the reflected fields.
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APPENDIX A: T-MATRIX FOR SCATTERING FROM
RIGID AND SOFT FINITE CYLINDERS WITH
HEMISPHERICAL ENDCAPS

In this Appendix, theT-matrices for scattering from
rigid and soft finite cylinders with hemispherical endcaps
immersed in an inviscid homogeneous fluid medium are de-
rived. The derivation is similar to that given previously for
an elastic cylinder with hemispherical endcaps.24–26 To sim-
plify the discussion, the superscripts used to denote the vari-
ous volumes and surfaces in the target–interface problems
are temporarily suppressed.

In general, the cylinder orientation is given by a set of
three Euler anglesa, b, andg.27 However, in this paper only
rotations for whicha5g50 were considered, so that basis
functions in the target coordinate systemcls

(t) (r 8;k) are ex-
pressed in terms of basis functions in the space coordinate
systemcls(r ;k) in the following manner:

cls
~ t ! ~r ;k!5 (

m852n

n

Dl8s8;ls~b!cl8s8~r 8;k! ~A1a!

with

Dl8s8;ls~b!5ds,s8dn,n8i
l2l8

Aemem8
4

3@dm8m
n

~b!1~21!l81m8d2m8m
n

~b!

1~21!l1mdm82m
n

~b!

1~21!l81l1m1m8d2m8,2m
n

~b!#. ~A1b!

An explicit representation ofdm8m
n (B) is given in Ref. 27. It

is important to note that since the basis functions used here
are real, whereas the basis functions in Ref. 27 are complex,
the form of the rotation operatorDl8s8;ls(b) given in Eq.
~A1b! differs from that given in Ref. 27.

The surface of the cylinder is given by

r 8~u8!

5H L cosu81Aa22L2 sin2 u8, 0,u8,u0 ,
a/sin u8, u0,u8,p2u0 ,

2L cosu81Aa22L2 sin2 u8, p2u0,u8,p,

~A2!

wherea andL are, respectively, the radius and half-length of
the cylinder andu05tan21 a/L is the polar angle of the
endcap–cylinder junction.

To evaluate the Helmholtz–Kirchhoff integral, it is nec-
essary to construct the outwardly directed unit normal vector
n̂(r 8)5nr(u8) r̂ 81nu(u8) û8 and the surface area element
ds85dQ8df8. The quantitiesnr(u8), nu(u8), anddQ8 are
given by

nr~u8!

5HAL2S L

aD 2

sin2 u8, 0<u8<u0 ;p2u0<u8<p,

sin u8, u0<u8<p2u0 ,

~A3a!

nu~u8!55
L

a
sin u8, 0<u8<u0 ,

cosu8, u0<u8<p2u0 ,

2
L

a
sin u8, p2u0<u8<p,

~A3b!

and

dQ8

5H ar82~u8!sin u8

Aa22L2 sin2 u8
du8, 0<u8<u0 ;p2u0<u8<p,

r 82~u8!du8, u0<u8<p2u0 .

~A4!

It is important to note that the symmetries ofnr(u8), nu(u8),
and r 8(u8) can be exploited to reduce the range of integra-
tion over the surface of the cylinder to 0<u8<p/2.

The Helmholtz–Kirchhoff integral equation representa-
tion of the scattered field, the representations of the incident
and scattered fields, and the scalar Green function in terms of
spherical space basis functions are given in Ref. 26. Specific
representations of the spherical basis functionscl1(r ;k) and
cl2(r ;k) are given in Refs. 26 and 1. The surface fields are
represented in terms of target basis functions and are given
by

p1~r 8!5lk(
l8

pl8cl81
~ t !

3~r 8;k!U
r 8Ps8

~rigid boundary! ~A5a!

and
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n̂~r 8!•“8p1~r 8!5lk(
l8

pl8n̂~r 8!•“8cl81
~ t !

3~r 8;k!U
r 8Ps8

~soft boundary! ~A5b!

wheres8 is the surface of the cylinder.
The representations of the various fields are used in the

Helmholtz–Kirchhoff and null-field equations and Eq.~A1!
is used to express the surface fields in terms of space basis
functions. Then the inner product of these equations and the
spherical basis functions defined in the space coordinates
system is evaluated. The resulting null-field equation is
solved for the surface field spectral amplitude, the result is
used in the equation for the scattered field spectral ampli-
tude, and theT-matrix is constructed.

Tl;l8~Q̂ !5(
l9

(
l-

Dll9~Q̂ !Tl9;l-@Dl-;l8~Q̂ !#21,

~A6a!

and

Tl9;l-5Ql91;l-1@Ql92;l-1#21, ~A6b!

where

Qls;l8s85 ik2dl,l8dm,m8Dnn8
~1 !Mm,lNm,nNm,n8E

0

p/2

dQ8

3H ]

]x
zn

~s!~x! j n8~x!Pn
m~cosu8!Pn8

m
~cosu8!nr

1
zn

~s!~x!

x
j n8~x!

]

]u8
Pn

m~cosu8!Pn8
m

~cosu8!nuJ
~rigid boundary! ~A6c!

and

Qls;l8s852 ik2dl,l8dm,m8Dnn8
~1 !Mm,lNm,nNm,n8E

0

p/2

dQ8

3H zn
~s!~x!

]

]x
j n8~x!Pn

m~cosu8!Pn8
m

~cosu8!nr

1
zn

~s!~x!

x
j n8~x!

]

]u8
Pn

m~cosu8!Pn8
m

~cosu8!nuJ
~soft boundary! ~A6d!

with

Dnn8
~6 !

5@16~21!n1n8#, ~A6e!

Nm,n5A«m

2n11

4p

~n2m!!

~n1m!!
, ~A6f!

Mm,l5p@11dm,0~2dl,221!#, ~A6g!

x5kr8(u8), and «m is the Neumann factor. In writing the
elements of theQ-matrix, thef8-integration has been per-
formed and the rotational and mirror symmetries of the cyl-

inder have been exploited to restrict theu8 integration to 0
<u8p/2<u8.

APPENDIX B: REFLECTION COEFFICIENT FOR A
FLUID-SATURATED POROELASTIC SEDIMENT

In this Appendix, the plane-wave reflection coefficient
for a fluid-saturated poroelastic sediment is calculated. The
notation closely follows that of Stoll and Kan28 and Stern
et al.29 In the following, the superscript~2! used to designate
sediment quantities in this paper is temporarily suppressed.

The equations of motion given by Chotiros21 for the
displacement of the skeletal frameu and the displacement
w5bW, whereW is the displacement of the fluid relative to
the solid andb is the sediment porosity, may be separated
into a system of two coupled equations for time harmonic
transverse fieldsut andwt ,

“3“3ut5ks
2ut ~B1a!

and

wt5gut , ~B1b!

and a system of two coupled equations for time harmonic
longitudinal fieldsu1 andw1 ,

~“21ks
2!u15zs

2w1 ~B2a!

and

~“21x f
2!w15l f

2u1 . ~B2b!

Explicit expressions forks
2, ks

2, zs
2, x f

2, andl f
2 are given in

Ref. 29.

The displacement fields must also satisfy the following
boundary conditions:

~i! The fluid movement in and out of the skeletal frame
normal to the interface is continuous:

n̂~r 8!•@u2~r 8!2w2~r 8!#5n̂•u1~r 8!. ~B3a!

~ii ! The traction normal to the surface is continuous:

n̂~r 8!•@ n̂~r 8!• tJ2~r 8!#

5n̂~r 8!•$ IJ@m r“8•u2~r 8!2C“8•w2~r 8!#

1m r$@“8u2~r 8!1u2~r 8!“8#%

52p1~r 8!n̂~r 8!. ~B3b!

~iii ! The pore pressure is continuous:

M“8–w2~r 8!2C“8•u2~r 8!5p1~r 8!. ~B3c!

~iv! The tangential traction is continuous:

n̂~r 8!3@ n̂~r 8!• tJ2~r 8!#50. ~B3d!

The subscripts1 and 2 are used, respectively, to indicate
that a surface field is evaluated in the limit in whichr 8 ap-
proaches the surface from above and below the surface.

The equations for the fieldsut(r ) andwt(r ) indicate that
these fields are not coupled and that a solution for both fields
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is obtained from a solution to the homogeneous vector Helm-
holtz equation forut(r ). However, to obtain a solution for
the longitudinal fields, it is necessary to solve the system of
coupled scalar equations given by Eq.~B2!.

Representations of the transverse and longitudinal fields
that satisfy the field equations are given by

ut~r !5us1X̂1~r ;ks
~2 !!1us2X̂2~r ;ks

~2 !!, ~B4a!

wt~r !5gus1X̂1~r ;ks
~2 !!1gus2X̂2~r ;ks

~2 !!, ~B4b!

u1~r !5up1B̂3~r ;kp1
~2 !!1up2B̂3~r ;kp2

~2 !!, ~B4c!

and

w1~r !5d1up1B̂3~r ;kp1
~2 !!1d2up2B̂3~r ;kp2

~2 !!, ~B4d!

with

d15~ns
22kp1

2 !/zs
2, d25~ns

22kp2
2 !/zs

2, ~B4e!

kp1
2 5 1

2~ks
21x f

2!2 1
2@~ks

22x f
2!214zs

2l f
2#1/2, ~B4f!

and

kp2
2 5 1

2~ks
21x f

2!1 1
2@~ks

22x f
2!214zs

2l f
2#1/2. ~B4g!

The quantitiesus1 , us2 , up1 , up2 , wp1 , and wp2 are the
unknown amplitudes of the scattered fields and the quantities
X̂i(r ;k i

(2)) ( i 51 – 3) are vector basis functions for the trans-
verse and longitudinal components of the displacement
fields. These functions are defined and some of their proper-
ties are given in Ref. 1. Expressions for the parametersg,
ks , x f , zs , and l f are given in Ref. 29. The two wave
numberskp1 andkp2 are obtained as a solution to the secular
equation for the system of longitudinal fields and correspond,
respectively, to the ‘‘classical’’p-wave for a homogeneous
elastic solid and the slow Biotp-wave.

For a plane-wave incident from the fluid half-space, the
incident and scattered pressure fields are, respectively,
p( i )(r )5p0x(r ;kp

( i 2)) and p(1s)(r )5p0Rx(r ;kp
(1)). The re-

flection coefficient and the displacement field amplitudes are
determined by the boundary conditions. The boundary con-
ditions require thatkp1x5kp2x5ksx5kpx

( i ) and kp1y5kp2y

5ksy5kpy
( i ) , so that Snell’s law is obeyed thatus150 and

that

S 2
p0kpz

r0v2 2
kp1z

kp1
D1 2

kp2z

kp2
D2 2 i

~kx
21ky

2!1/2

ks
G

p0 m rV1 m rV2 2 im rQs

2p0 J1 J2 0

0 Q1 Q2 2 iPs

D
3S R

up1

up2

us2

D 5S 2
p0kpz

~ i !

r0v2

2p0

p0

0

D , ~B5!

with

D i512d i , G512g, ~B6a!

J i5ki~B2Md i !, ~B6b!

V i5ki

d iC2H

m r
12

kx
21ky

2

ki
, ~B6c!

Q i52kiz

~kx
21ky

2!1/2

ki
, ~B6d!

and

P i5
kiz

2 2kx
22ky

2

ki
, ~B6e!

where the subscriptsi 51 and 2 denote, respectively, quan-
tities for the fast and slowp-waves. The reflection coefficient
is obtained in the solution of Eq.~B5!.
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A new rough surface parabolic equation program for computing
low-frequency acoustic forward scattering from the ocean
surface
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The parabolic equation acoustic propagation program RAM has been extended to handle a rough
air–water interface treated as a series of stair steps. Because much finer vertical spacing may be
needed to resolve the interface than to propagate a low-frequency acoustic wave accurately in the
rest of the domain, an option to use one vertical spacing near the surface and a coarser one in the
rest of the ocean has been implemented. The necessary Galerkin approximations of derivatives on
an unequally spaced grid have been worked out using computer algebra. The new program, Rrsfc,
is efficient enough to compute the frequency spectrum of the field scattered off a moving surface by
treating the surface as a sequence of frozen surfaces. A comparison of one such spectrum with actual
ocean data is provided. In order to make a more detailed assessment of the program, both the
depth-dependent pressure for individual surfaces and the frequency spectrum for sequences of
surfaces are compared with the results of numerically exact integral equation calculations for a few
constant sound speed test cases. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!02501-1#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Hw, 43.20.Fn@DLB#

INTRODUCTION

The scattering of underwater sound from the ocean sur-
face is an interesting though complicated problem. In addi-
tion to the difficulty of solving the wave equation with a
moving boundary, there is the possibility that the motion of
the surface has produced bubble clouds that modify near-
surface acoustic propagation. There has also been a sugges-
tion of additional effects due to the subsurface currents that
accompany the surface waves.1 For acoustic frequencies be-
low a kilohertz there is, to the best of my knowledge, no
evidence in the sparse experimental data of either of these
effects playing an important role. Both effects are neglected
here and attention is focused on the direct complications
caused by the changing shape of the boundary. Because the
acoustic frequency is much larger than any significant sur-
face wave frequency, it is a reasonable approximation to ne-
glect the motion of the interface when considering its inter-
action with the acoustic wave. The vertical position of the
interface will change with time, but at each moment it can be
considered as instantaneously fixed. A careful discussion of
this point may be found in Holford.2 The appropriate bound-
ary condition is just that the pressure vanish at the instanta-
neous position of the interface. The ability to handle an ar-
bitrary stationary interface therefore implies the ability to
handle a moving one. Although this is a considerable simpli-
fication, predicting the amount of scattering in an arbitrary
direction still leaves the formidable computational problem
of solving the wave equation for nonconstant sound speed
with a rough air–water interface. For an environment that is
cylindrically symmetric except for the rough surface, ne-
glecting scattering out of the plane of propagation of the

acoustic wave and backscattering within that plane lightens
the computational load considerably. These conditions are
within the scope of the two-dimensional parabolic approxi-
mation to the wave equation3–6 and the problem can be
handled by existing flat surface implementations except for
effects due to the rough boundary.

There have been a few earlier programs that added a
rough surface to a parabolic equation program. Dozier7 used
conformal mapping to transform a section of the rough sur-
face to a flat surface parallel to the waveguide. The method
was implemented for the split-step Fourier program of Har-
din and Tappert.5 Later Norton, Novarini, and Keiffer8

implemented Dozier’s idea in the finite-element-based pro-
gram FEPE.9 A different approach to flattening the surface
has recently been taken by Evans.10 Tappert and
Nghiem-Phu11 generalized the standard image source method
of enforcing vanishing pressure at a flat surface by having an
‘‘image ocean’’ with a modified index of refraction above
the rough surface. Propagation in the enlarged domain was
handled using the split-step Fourier algorithm. An indepen-
dent implementation and study of the image ocean method
was performed by Thorsos, Ballard, and Ewing.12 The
method is employed in the widely available University of
Miami parabolic equation model UMPE,13 whose manual
provides a discussion of its theoretical basis.

I have modified the parabolic propagation program
RAM14–16 to produce a new program, Rrsfc,17,18 which di-
rectly enforces the boundary condition on a one-dimensional
rough surface treated as a series of stair steps.~An advantage
of this method is that it is just as easy to implement for a
two-dimensional surface as for a one-dimensional one. That
extension should ultimately help in judging the physical va-
lidity of the current restriction to scattering within the plane
of propagation.! The geometry of the situation is shown ina!Electronic mail: allan.rosenberg@jhuapl.edu
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Fig. 1. At each range the surface is placed at the vertical grid
point nearest to the actual height. The pressure is zero at the
surface point. The surface points for five successive ranges
are shown as black rectangles in Fig. 1. The depth labeled
z50 is mean sea level. For low acoustic frequencies and
moderate winds, the vertical grid spacing needed to accu-
rately track the interface is often much finer than the vertical
resolution needed to model propagation with a flat interface.
A numerical example may make this clearer. Suppose the
acoustic frequency is 150 Hz. With a nominal sound speed of
1500 m/s, this gives an acoustic wavelength of 10 m. For
ordinary flat surface calculations one would expect that a
vertical grid spacing of a tenth of a wavelength, 1 m in this
case, would be adequate. Suppose the wind speed is 15 knots
~7.7 m/s! measured at 10 m above sea-level. Using the
Pierson–Moskowitz spectrum to estimate the surface proper-
ties gives a rms wave height of 0.37 m. Quantizing the sur-
face elevation in 1-m steps leaves the surface very inaccu-
rately described. In this case a uniform vertical grid that is
fine enough to accurately track the interface will lead to a
large number of vertical grids points and hence to long run-
ning times. To alleviate this problem, Rrsfc can be run so
that a fine resolution is used near the surface and a coarser
resolution elsewhere. The dual grid structure is also shown in
Fig. 1. Multiple resolution grids are fairly widespread in
other fields but rare in ocean acoustics. In cases of interest to
us, speedup by a factor of 7 is typical. At the boundary
between the two resolution regions, it is necessary to numeri-
cally approximate complicated derivative operators on an un-
equally spaced grid. The computer mathematics program
Mathematica®19 was used to make the very messy algebra
involved relatively painless.

It is important to realize that a rough surface puts addi-
tional stress on both the acoustic propagation part of the
program and on the knowledge of the environment required
as input to the program. Consider a ray going upward from
the source at a very steep angle in an environment with a flat
bottom. With a flat surface the ray will reflect downward at
the same steep angle, enter the sediment still at a steep angle,
and not propagate to long ranges from the source. With a

rough surface, there is a potential for the steep upward-going
ray to scatter into a shallower angle and propagate. Near a
distant receiver the reverse effect can occur. In the flat sur-
face case rays near the receiver will be shallow because the
bottom will have stripped off the steep rays. With a rough
surface some of these shallow rays can be transformed into
steep rays at ranges near enough to the receiver to propagate
to it. In both cases it is necessary for the program to handle
steep rays more accurately than is usually necessary in the
flat surface case. The quantitative description of these effects
requires knowledge of the wave number spectrum of the
ocean surface waves. The above discussion may lead one to
suspect, correctly as it turns out, that for shallow water the
frequency spectrum of the acoustic pressure will also be sen-
sitive to details of the sediment.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
next section gives a concise overview of the numerical
implementation at a fairly high level while attempting to
provide some essential details—the method of advancing in
range when the surface height changes and the approxima-
tions used at the interface between the fine and coarse parts
of the grid. That section also contains a few remarks on
computational efficiency. The section following that pro-
vides comparison with exact integral equation20,21 results for
a constant sound speed environment. Both the depth-
dependent pressure for single surfaces and the frequency
spectrum of the scattered field for sequences of surfaces are
compared to the integral equation results. Section III con-
tains a comparison of the modeled and actual frequency
spectrum for a low-frequency shallow water case~Gulf of
Mexico, bottom depth 188 m, source frequency 240 Hz, sig-
nificant wave height 2.7 m, range 9.35 km!. The final section
provides a summary along with a brief discussion of open
issues and work in progress.

I. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we discuss the distinctive details of our
rough surface extension of the parabolic equation. The treat-
ment is intended for readers with some prior familiarity with
the parabolic approximation in the flat surface case. While
the first part of this section does provide an overview of the
parabolic equation in the flat surface case, the discussion is
terse and is intended as a refresher and to establish notation.

In a cylindrically symmetric range-independent environ-
ment, the Helmholtz equation in a source-free region can be
factored into two one way equations—one describing waves
propagating in toward the vertical axis and one describing
propagation outward from the vertical axis. Assuming the
range dependence is sufficiently gradual that backscattering
is negligible, the parabolic equation works only with the
equation propagating outward from the vertical axis. Range
dependence is treated by approximating the environment as a
succession of range-independent regions. This procedure re-
duces an elliptic boundary-value problem to an initial value
problem in range with a large reduction in memory require-
ments and a large gain in efficiency. LetP be the complex
pressure. RAM and Rrsfc are implemented using the variable
p̃ defined by

FIG. 1. Sample stair-stepped surface and dual grid. At each range the sur-
face is placed at the vertical grid point nearest to the actual height. The
surface points for five successive ranges are shown as black rectangles. The
depth labeledz50 is mean sea level. The fine grid spacing isDzf and the
coarse grid spacingDzc . In this example, the transition from the fine to the
coarse grid occurs atz53Dzf .
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P~r ,z!5r 21/2app̃~r ,z!. ~1!

In this expression,r is the horizontal distance from the ori-
gin, z is the depth below the ocean surface, andap

5(rc)1/2, where r is the density andc is the depth-
dependent sound speed. The factorr 21/2 accounts for cylin-
drical spreading. Removing the factorap leads to more ac-
curate solutions across the vertical interface between range-
independent regions.22–24 The equation satisfied byp̃ is

] p̃

]r
5 ik0~11X!1/2p̃, ~2!

wherek05v/c0 with c0 a representative phase speed andv
the circular frequency of the transmitted sound. HereX is
defined as

X5k0
22S r

ap

]

]z

1

r

]

]z
ap1k22k0

2D , ~3!

wherek5(11 ihb)v/c is the wave number,b is the attenu-
ation in dB/l, andh5(40p log10 e)21. The formal solution
of Eq. ~2! is

p̃~r 1Dr ,z!5exp„ik0Dr ~11X!1/2
…p̃~r ,z!, ~4!

with Dr the range step. In RAM 1.0 and Rrsfc the exponen-
tial is approximated as the product of exp(ik0 Dr) and an
n-term rational function,14,25,26giving

p̃~r 1Dr ,z!5exp~ ik0Dr !)
j 51

n
11a j ,nX

11b j ,nX
p̃~r ,z!. ~5!

The variablen is the Pade´ order. The complex coefficients
a j ,n and b j ,n are defined by placing accuracy and stability
constraints on the rational function. When doing this, the
operator structure ofX is neglected and it is just treated as a
number. In particulara j ,n and b j ,n are independent of the
depth dependence ofk andr. In Eq.~5! the factor exp(ik0 Dr)
can be inserted at the end since it is independent ofz, so the
code actually works with p defined as p̃(r ,z)
5exp(ik0 r)p(r,z). Equation~5! is solved by definingp0(z)
[p(r ,z) and

pj~z!5
11a j ,nX

11b j ,nX
pj 21~z!, j 51,...,n, ~6!

and then finding in successionp1 , p2 and so on up topn

[p(r 1Dr ,z) from Eq. ~6!. The programs actually use Eq.
~6! in the form

~11b j ,nX!pj~z!5~11a j ,nX!pj 21~z!, j 51,...,n. ~7!

Sincepj 21 is known from the previous stage, the expression
on the right-hand side is directly computable.

In the Galerkin discretization scheme employed by
RAM and Rrsfc~see Sec. I B below!, the operatorRj ,n[(1
1b j ,nX) on the left-hand side of Eq.~7! becomes a tridiago-
nal matrix as does the operatorSj ,n[(11a j ,nX) on the
right-hand side. The tridiagonal nature ofRj ,n and Sj ,n is
independent of whether or not the vertical grid points are
equally spaced. Tridiagonal equations such as Eq.~7! can be
solved very efficiently. RAM and Rrsfc differ in the way this
is done. In RAM, since changing surface height is not a
concern, the calculation is laid out to minimize the amount of

new computation needed when the bottom depth changes. It
would be inefficient if the surface height were to change. In
Rrsfc, since the surface height is generally changing much
more rapidly than the bottom depth, the calculation is laid
out the other way round.

All the dependence ofRj ,n on the environment is con-
tained inX. In computingX, a rough surface code faces an
issue of whether or not at a given depth below mean sea level
to correct the sound speed to reflect actual distance below the
rough surface rather than just the depth below mean sea-
level. Rrsfc does not make this correction and, consistent
with that approximation, assigns to water positions shallower
than mean sea-level the sound speed value at mean sea-level.
~In accordance with these approximations ‘‘depth,’’ unquali-
fied, will henceforth be taken to mean distance below mean
sea-level.! A consequence is that, for a given ocean depth
and set of profiles for sound speed, density, and attenuation,
X andRj ,n can be computed over the maximal possible ver-
tical grid independent of the actual depth of the rough sur-
face. When solving Eq.~7! attention must be restricted to the
submatrix of Rj ,n appropriate to the current depth of the
rough surface. Similar considerations apply toSj ,n .

The subtlety that arises in the rough surface case is that
in Eq. ~5! and therefore in at least one stage of Eq.~7! the
range ofz values will not always be the same on the right-
and left-hand sides.

A. Solution when the surface height changes

If the two sides of Eq.~5! have the surface at different
depths, say indexj rs on the right andi rs on the left, the basic
question is what indices do we use forpj , j 51,...,n21 in
solving Eq.~7!. Clearly p0 must have the surface atj rs and
pn must have the surface ati rs . Rrsfc sets the surface for all
of p1 to pn/2 at j rs and for all of p(n/2)11 to pn at i rs . It is
possible to imagine other algorithms, for example, shifting
height atp1 or at pn or some more elaborate scheme like
having the index forpj set to j rs1( j /n)( i rs2 j rs). Tests do
not, so far, show any advantage for these alternate schemes.
Here are the details.

In Rrsfc,Rj ,n is decomposed as

Rj ,n5U j ,nL j ,n , j 51,...,n, ~8!

with U j ,n upper triangular,L j ,n lower triangular, andL j ,n has
ones along the diagonal. This decomposition can be made
over the maximal possible vertical grid independent of the
actual position of the rough surface as long as in solving Eq.
~7! attention is restricted to the appropriate submatrices.
Consider first the case when the rough surface is at the same
depth, say depth indexkrs , on both sides of Eq.~7! and letm
be the index of the bottom of the computational depth grid.
The not automatically zero elements ofpj andpj 21 are those
with indiceskrs11 to m21. Likewise the appropriate sub-
matrices ofRj ,n and Sj ,n are those with row and column
indices in that range. LetRj ,n,krs

, Sj ,n,krs
, U j ,n,krs

, and
L j ,n,krs

indicate these submatrices. Equation~7! is solved by
first solving

U j ,n,krs
pj8~z!5Sj ,n,krs

pj 21~z! ~9!
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from the bottom up forpj8 , and then solving

L j ,n,krs
pj~z!5pj8~z! ~10!

from the top down forpj .
Suppose now that the rough surface forpj 21 is at depth

index j rs and the rough surface forpj is at depth indexkrs .
In this case elements 1 tokrs of the resultant vector on the
right side of Eq.~7! are explicitly set to zero and the equation
is solved only for elements ofpj from krs11 on down. Thus
if j rs,krs , the right-hand side of Eq.~7! will be zero at
some indices wherepj 21 itself is not equal zero, while if
j rs.krs the right-hand side may be nonzero even at indices
for which pj 21 itself is zero.

B. Galerkin approximation of derivatives on an
unequally spaced grid

Let Q be some expression involving derivatives with
respect toz, let a(z) be an arbitrary function ofz, let Dz be
the grid spacing, and letf i(z) be the basis functions defined
to be zero foruz2zi u.Dz, linearly increasing from 0 to 1
over zi 21,z,zi , and linearly decreasing from 1 to 0 over
zi,z,zi 11 . Galerkin’s method then approximates the result
of applyingQ to a(z) at the pointzi as

Qauz5zi
.

* f iQa dz

* f i dz
. ~11!

For RAM and Rrsfc the main expressions to which Galer-
kin’s method needs to be applied are

abuz5zi
~12!

and

a
]

]z
b

]

]z
cuU

z5zi

52S ]a

]zDbS ]~cu!

]z D U
z5zi

1
]

]z S ab
]~cu!

]z D U
z5zi

, ~13!

wherea, b, c, andu are arbitrary functions. For RAM these
were originally evaluated for a uniformly spaced grid.23,27

Using a subscripti to mean evaluation atz5zi , the result for
Eq. ~12! is

~ab! i5
1

12 „~ai 211ai !bi 211~ai 2116ai1ai 11!bi

1~ai 111ai !bi 11…. ~14!

In evaluating Eq.~13! for the evenly spaced case, it was
assumed thatai 215ai5ai 11 and (cu) i5ciui . Equation
~13! then evaluates to

S a
]

]z
b

]

]z
cuD

i

.S ai

2~Dz!2D „~bi 211bi !ci 21ui 21

2~bi 2112bi1bi 11!ciui

1~bi 111bi !ci 11ui 11…. ~15!

I have used Mathematica®19 to evaluate the unequally
spaced case. To display the results in a fashion that can be
compared with the earlier results, it is convenient to define

zi 112zi 2152D0 , ~16!

zi 112zi5gpD0 , ~17!

zi2zi 215gmD0 . ~18!

Note thatgm1gp52 and that in the equally spaced limit,
D0→Dz, gp→1, andgm→1. The results for the unequally
spaced case are

~ab! i5
1

12„gm~ai 211ai !bi 211~gmai 2116ai

1gpai 11!bi1gp~ai 111ai !bi 11…, ~19!

and, making the same approximations as above,

S a
]

]z
b

]

]z
cuD

i

.S ai

2gmgp~D0!2D „gp~bi 211bi !ci 21ui 21

2~gpbi 2112bi1gmbi 11!ciui

1gm~bi 111bi !ci 11ui 11…. ~20!

These clearly reduce to Eqs.~14! and~15! in the equal spac-
ing limit. It is possible to evaluate the left-hand side of Eq.
~13! without making simplifying approximations, but the re-
sult is very messy and will not be displayed here.

C. Stepped surface

If the actual surface height at a range point is between
two vertical grid points, Rrsfc puts the surface at the grid
point which is closest to the actual height. See Fig. 1. The
surface elevation is thus quantized. This quantization intro-
duces a form of numerical noise over and above that caused
by the finite precision of computer arithmetic. If one has a
temporal sequence of surfaces, the elevation spectrum for the
quantized surface heights will show a noise floor compared
to the spectrum for the unquantized spectrum. The coarser
the quatization step, the higher the noise floor. Because of
the large dynamic ranges involved, it is particularly impor-
tant to use a fine surface quantization when computing a
frequency spectrum of the acoustic pressure.

D. Efficiency considerations

Perhaps the simplest question one can ask is how the run
time for Rrsfc with a single rough surface compares with that
for RAM for the same environment but a flat surface and
running on the same computer? Even this question is not as
straightforward as it seems. If the bottom is flat, the Pade´
order the same, the range steps the same, and the vertical
spacing in RAM the same as the coarse vertical spacing in
Rrsfc, the answer just depends on the ratio of the coarse to
fine vertical spacing in Rrsfc and the fraction of the total
domain covered by the fine grid. Letr be the coarse grid
spacing divided by the fine grid spacing,Dzc /Dzf in the
notation of Fig. 1, and letF be the fraction of the domain
which is covered by the fine grid.F is proportional to the
wave height and inversely proportional to the ocean depth. A
crude but useful rule of thumb is that, in this case, the Rrsfc
run time divided by the RAM run time will be 1.1(12F
1rF ). I have foundr 58 to give good results in the cases I
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have run. It is the value most used in the test cases in the
next section. TypicallyF is small, giving run-time ratios near
1.1.

As the bottom starts to slope, Rrsfc becomes less effi-
cient relative to RAM because, each time the bottom depth is
stepped, Rrsfc must recompute the whole of the tridiagonal
matricesRj ,n andSj ,n @defined just after Eq.~7!# while RAM
needs only to modify a few rows near the bottom. Clearly
this effect is worse the steeper the slope.

So far this discussion has assumed that RAM and Rsfc
are taking the same range steps. In practice RAM is often
able to be run with larger range steps. A range step that was
reasonable in the flat surface case might, for example, in the
rough surface case reach from crest to trough and back to the
next crest. The effect would be to underestimate the variation
of the surface elevation. Also, as discussed in the Introduc-
tion, a rough surface program will usually deal with steeper
propagation and the concomitant need for smaller range
steps and/or higher Pade´ order to attain a given accuracy. In
any event, for both codes the run time is inversely propor-
tional to the range step size.

II. CONSTANT SOUND SPEED TEST CASES

The test cases discussed in this section have an isove-
locity ocean and a cw acoustic field. The accuracy of Rrsfc is
studied by comparing its predictions with ‘‘exact’’ results
found by numerically solving an integral equation that is
obtained as a limit of the Helmholtz integral formula. The
particular version of the method used here is due to Eric
Thorsos to whom these test case calculations are also due.
The method is described in detail in Ref. 20 and will only be
sketched here.

In the isovelocity case with the pressure release
~5Dirichlet! boundary condition at the surface, the scattered
field can be straightforwardly computed from the normal de-
rivative of the total pressure]p/]n on the surface. For each
surface the quantity]p/]n on the surface is found by solving
an integral equation of the first kind. This equation is ob-
tained by using the Helmholtz integral formula and letting
the point for which the formula gives the pressure approach
the surface. The incident field is then added to the scattered
field to give the total field.

The form of the starting field at zero range used by Rrsfc
for these test cases is

p~z!5exp S 2~z2zs!
2

gw
2 Dexp ~ ikzz!, ~21!

with

kz52k sin ~u i !, ~22!

wherek is the acoustic wave number,p/5 m21 for the sound
speed of 1500 m/s and acoustic frequency of 150 Hz used in
all the cases of this section,u i is the grazing angle for this
tapered plane wave, and the parameterszs andgw control the
tapering. This tapered field is not strictly zero at the surface,
but for the sets of parameters used here (gw5200, zs5700,
u i525 degrees; gw5200, zs5800, u i545 degrees; gw

5200,zs5800,u i560 degrees! it is very close. Propagating

this field strictly to the right, Green’s theorem can be used to
find the incident field on the surface, needed as input for the
integral equation method, from the field on the vertical slice
at zero range.28 The integral equation method handles the
strict two-dimensional case, while Rrsfc deals with a cylin-
drically symmetric three-dimensional problem. To compare
the two cases it is only necessary not to insert in the Rrsfc
results the factor ofr 21/2 that is normally put in at the end to
account for cylindrical spreading. The homogeneous half-
space problem that the integral equation solves is approxi-
mated for Rrsfc as a deep water column overlaying an ab-
sorbing sediment having the same density and sound speed
as the water. The deep domain can lead to equations that are
numerically not as well conditioned. In order to alleviate this
problem, all the Rrsfc calculations in this section were done
in double precision. A Pade´ order of 8 was used for all the
Rrsfc results.

The rough surface realizations were constructed using a
spectral method20 to be consistent with a one-dimensional
Pierson–Moskowitz spatial wave number spectrum21 for a
wind speed of 15 m/s. The one-dimensional Pierson–
Moskowitz spectrum falls rapidly at wave numbers below
the peak of the spectrum and rolls off askw

23 well above the
peak, wherekw is the spatial wave number. In some cases an
upper cutoff at 4.25 times the spectral peak was used. In all
cases the surface waves are propagating down the track.

The following comparisons look first at a flat surface
and uniform grid to get some feel for the accuracy ideally
attainable. This is followed by results for individual rough
surfaces with the incident beams at grazing angles of 45, 25,
and 60 degrees. Finally frequency spectra are examined for
incident grazing angles of 25, 45, and 60 degrees. The
steeper angles were included because, as discussed in the
Introduction, the ability of a rough surface to convert steep
rays to shallower ones makes them potentially important.

We start by examining the case of a flat surface and a
uniform grid for a beam incident at 45 degrees from horizon-
tal. Figure 2~a! plots the absolute value of the acoustic pres-
sure versus depth for the first 50 m below the surface at a
range of 1000 m. In this case there are no rough surface or
dual grid effects to consider, and Rrsfc gives the same an-
swers as RAM. Along with exact integral equation results,
Rrsfc results are given for two vertical grid spacings—0.25
and 0.5 m. Throughout this section, the range step is 1 m. In
this case with a steep incident field, the finer grid is clearly
better. With an incidence angle of 25 degrees, the curves on
a similar plot would be indistinguishable. Figure 2~a! uses a
linear scale for the pressure, as do all the results in this
section plotting pressure as a function of depth. Figure 2~b!
plots the difference between the integral equation and Rrsfc
results for the phase of the pressure as a function of depth.
The smaller grid spacing again gives better results—the off-
set at the surface is smaller and it remains more constant as a
function of depth.

Figure 3 has the same 45 degree incidence angle and the
results are examined at the same range, but now there is a
rough surface. Results are presented for the integral equation,
for Rrsfc with a dual grid, and for Rrsfc with a uniform grid.
In the dual grid case the coarse grid vertical spacing,Dzc in
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the terminology of Fig. 1, is 0.5 m and the fine grid spacing
Dzf is 0.5/850.0625 m. All of the dual grid calculations in
this section were made with these values. The Rrsfc uniform
grid results were made with a vertical spacing of 0.5/8
50.0625 m—the same as the fine grid spacing in the dual
grid case. In order to highlight the effect of the rough sur-
face, the variable considered is rough surface pressure minus
the flat surface pressure. Figure 3~a! plots its absolute value
as a function of depth from 0 to 400 m, while Fig. 3~b! plots
the difference in its phase between the integral equation and
Rrsfc results. At the deepest depth the nominal scattering
angle from horizontal at the surface is 63.4 degrees. The
uniform grid results are clearly better, but the dual grid re-
sults are not bad at all. From here on out, only dual grid
results are given for Rrsfc.

Figure 4 again plots the absolute value of the difference
in the rough and flat surface pressures. The beam was inci-
dent at 25 degrees from horizontal and the results shown are
at a range of 1500 m. In generating the surface for Fig. 4, the
surface wave spectrum was cut off for wave numbers above
0.13 m21, which was 4.25 times the wave number of the
spectral peak.

FIG. 4. Absolute value of the difference of the rough surface and flat surface
pressures as a function of depth~0–400 m! at a range of 1500 m for an
incident beam at 25° from horizontal; Pierson–Moskowitz surface wave
spectrum for a wind speed of 15 m/s with the higher wave numbers cut off.

FIG. 2. ~a! Effect of vertical grid spacing for a flat surface and a uniform
grid. The absolute value of the pressure is plotted as a function of depth
~0–50 m! at a range of 1000 m with the incident beam at 45 degrees from
horizontal.~b! Effect of vertical grid spacing for a flat surface and a uniform
grid. The difference in the phase of the pressure between the integral equa-
tion and Rrsfc results is plotted as a function of depth~0–50 m! at a range
of 1000 m with the incident beam at 45 degrees from horizontal.

FIG. 3. ~a! Effect of the dual grid on the scattered field in a rough surface
case. The absolute value of the pressure difference in the rough and flat
surface cases is plotted as a function of depth~0–400 m! at a range of 1000
m with the incident beam at 45 degrees from horizontal. In the dual grid
case Dzc50.5 m and Dzf50.0625 m while in the uniform caseDz
50.0625 m. ~b! Effect of the dual grid on the scattered field in a rough
surface case. The phase of the pressure difference in the rough and flat
surface cases is computed for both the integral equation and Rrsfc with a
dual grid and a uniform grid. The difference in integral equation and Rrsfc
phases is plotted as a function of depth~0–400 m! at a range of 1000 m with
the incident beam at 45 degrees from horizontal. In the dual grid caseDzc

50.5 m andDzf50.0625 m while in the uniform caseDz50.0625 m.
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Figures 5–7 are all comparisons of the frequency spec-
trum of the acoustic pressure at various depths for a variety
of incidence angles. In all cases 200 successive surfaces 1 s
apart were generated, and the pressure field calculated for
each of them. The time series of the pressure at the depth and
range of interest was then Fourier transformed using Han-

ning weighting and a spectrum calculated. Normally, to
smooth the spectrum, one would take partially overlapping
Fourier transforms of length less than 200 and average the
resulting spectra. In order to provide for a more detailed
comparison here, all 200 points were used in the Fourier
transform and no averaging was performed. In the plots, the

FIG. 5. ~a! Frequency spectrum of the
pressure at a range of 1500 m and a
depth of 5 m with the incident beam at
25 degrees from horizontal; Pierson–
Moskowitz surface wave spectrum for
a wind speed of 15 m/s with the higher
wave numbers cut off.~b! Frequency
spectrum of the pressure at a range of
1500 m and a depth of 25 m with the
incident beam at 25 degrees from hori-
zontal; Pierson–Moskowitz surface
wave spectrum for a wind speed of 15
m/s with the higher wave numbers cut
off. ~c! Frequency spectrum of the
pressure at a range of 1500 m and a
depth of 100 m with the incident beam
at 25 degrees from horizontal;
Pierson–Moskowitz surface wave
spectrum for a wind speed of 15 m/s
with the higher wave numbers cut off.
~d! Frequency spectrum of the pres-
sure at a range of 1500 m and a depth
of 400 m with the incident beam at 25
degrees from horizontal; Pierson–
Moskowitz surface wave spectrum for
a wind speed of 15 m/s with the higher
wave numbers cut off.

FIG. 6. Frequency spectrum of the pressure at a range of 1000 m and a
depth of 100 m with the incident beam at 45 degrees from horizontal;
Pierson–Moskowitz surface wave spectrum for a wind speed of 15 m/s.

FIG. 7. Frequency spectrum of the pressure at a range of 600 m and a depth
of 100 m with the incident beam at 60 degrees from horizontal; Pierson–
Moskowitz surface wave spectrum for a wind speed of 15 m/s.
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frequency axis is the shift away from the carrier frequency.
In Fig. 5, the beam was incident at 25 degrees from the

horizontal. In generating the set of surfaces for this case, the
surface wave spectrum was cut off for wave numbers above
0.13 m21, which was 4.25 times the wave number of the
spectral peak. An estimate of the restrictions that this cutoff
imposes on the scattering can be obtained from perturbation
theory. The simple Bragg condition that follows from first-
order perturbation theory~see, for example, Ref. 29! relates
the grazing angle for a scattered plane wave to the grazing
angle of the incident plane wave and to the wave number of
the surface wave component doing the scattering

k cosus5k cosu i1kw , ~23!

whereu i and us are, respectively, the grazing angle of the
incident and scattered wave,k is the acoustic wave number,
and kw is the wave number of the scattering surface wave
component. In the case at hand, 0 degrees,us,46 degrees.
At the lower limit the scattered wave is just on the border of
becoming evanescent. In Eq.~23!, the scattered wave be-
comes evanescent forkw50.0589. In this simple approxima-
tion, the frequency of the scattering surface wave component
corresponds to the frequency shift seen in the spectrum. Us-
ing the dispersion relation

f 5
1

2p
~gkw!1/2, ~24!

whereg59.8 m/s2 is the acceleration of gravity, gives a fre-
quency f 50.12 Hz as the point where the scattered wave
first becomes evanescent.

The depths for which spectra are shown in Fig. 5 are 5 m
in Fig. 5~a!, 25 m in Fig. 5~b!, 100 m in Fig. 5~c!, and 400 m
in Fig. 5~d!. Comparing Fig. 5~a! and ~b! near an upshift of
0.12 Hz shows the steepening of the spectral fall with fre-
quency at the greater depth where the contribution of the
evanescent wave will have weakened. Figure 5~d! shows
Rrsfc finally becoming less accurate at a depth of 400 m with
its generally steeper scattering angles. This is particularly
true at the larger frequency shifts.

Figures 6 and 7 are at a depth of 100 m, the same as Fig.
5~c!, with incident beams at 45 and 60 degrees from horizon-

tal, respectively. The ranges are 1000 m for Fig. 6 and 600 m
for Fig. 7. In neither case was the surface wave number
spectrum cut off.

III. COMPARISON WITH AN EXPERIMENTAL
FREQUENCY SPECTRUM

The results shown in the previous section are quite good,
but the ocean is a significantly more complicated environ-
ment with the possibility for a ray to interact repeatedly with
the surface and bottom. Figure 8 shows the surface wave
spectrum, and Fig. 9 compares the measured and Rrsfc pre-
dicted frequency spectrum of the acoustic pressure at a hy-
drophone on the ocean floor, water depth 188 m, in the Gulf
of Mexico. The receiver was 9.35 km to the northwest of the
240 Hz cw source which was 1m off the ocean floor. The
bathymetry along the source receiver track was almost per-
fectly flat. Although there was a 2-D wave buoy near the
source, its output was not being recorded at the time of the
measurements. The 2-D wave spectrum used as input to the
surface generation program was reconstructed by J. L. Han-
son and L. H. White30 from measurements with other instru-
ments. They extracted a directional spread function from a
National Buoy Data Center wave buoy located about 50 nau-
tical miles east of the source in shallower water, then applied
it to a 1-D wave spectrum measured by the Institute of Ocean
Sciences Water Acoustic Structure Profiler located approxi-
mately 10 kms from the receiver and at the same depth. It is
their reconstructed spectrum that is plotted in Fig. 8. The
highest peak in the spectrum is at 0.13 Hz and the significant
wave height is 2.7 m. The uptrack direction is along 148
degrees, which is near one of the peaks in the spectrum. The
other peak lies in a direction roughly perpendicular to the
track.

Fifteen minutes of data were used to compute the experi-
mental spectrum in Fig. 9. Notice that there are clear peaks
in the spectrum at frequency shifts of once and twice the
frequency of the peak in the surface wave spectrum. The

FIG. 8. Surface wave frequency-angle spectrum used in making the predic-
tion in Fig. 9. The significant wave height is 2.7 m.

FIG. 9. Comparison of the predicted and measured frequency spectrum of
the acoustic pressure at a hydrophone on the bottom~188 m! at a range of
9.35 km and for a 240-Hz source at a depth of 187 m. The significant wave
height was 2.7 m.
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Rrsfc prediction was generated using 2048 successive sur-
faces spaced a half-second apart. This spacing puts the Ny-
quist frequency well beyond any interesting features in the
experimental acoustic spectrum. In computing the spectrum,
128 second-long Fourier transforms were used giving a fre-
quency spacing of 7.8 mHz. Successive segments were over-
lapped 50%. The 31 individual spectra from the 128 second-
long time series were then averaged to produce the Rrsfc
prediction in Fig. 9. When performing the Fourier transforms
a Hanning window was used for both the experimental and
model data. The agreement is excellent, especially when one
realizes that, even if the spectral reconstruction were perfect,
the model and the data see two different realizations of the
underlying surface wave spectrum. For example, the
;2.5-dB difference that is seen at the first downshifted peak
is the same order of magnitude as the variation sometimes
visible in the same place in successive 15-min data seg-
ments. Notice that not only is there good agreement at fre-
quency shifts equal to plus or minus the frequency of the
peak in the surface wave spectrum, but there is also pretty
good agreement for the peaks centered at shifts of twice the
frequency of the surface wave peak.

IV. CONCLUSION

I have extended the parabolic equation acoustic propa-
gation program RAM to handle a one-dimensional rough
air–water interface treated as a series of stair steps. By using
a fine vertical spacing near the surface and a coarser one in
the rest of the ocean, the efficiency of the resulting program
has been significantly improved for moderate winds and
acoustic frequencies up to around 1 kHz. Comparison with
exact results for the pressure and frequency spectrum in a
homogeneous half-space show that the new program, Rrsfc,
is very accurate, even for steep incident rays. Comparison
with an experimental frequency spectrum from a shallow wa-
ter ocean environment featuring a moderately rough surface,
2.7-m significant wave height, and repeated surface and bot-
tom interaction shows that the model is also accurate in that
particular case.

It is, perhaps, worth mentioning that the method of treat-
ing the surface extends without difficulty from the one-
dimensional rough surfaces treated so far to two-dimensional
surfaces. Although computational load issues are likely to
keep one from doing many computations with two-
dimensional surfaces, such an extension would allow one to
address the interesting physical issue of out of plane scatter-
ing.
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analysis of radially polarized ceramic cylinders
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A piezoelectric thin shell theoretical model of radially polarized ceramic cylinders is first developed.
An eigenfunction approach is then used to determine the displacement, stress, electric field, and
input electrical admittance of the cylinder. In the model, the effect of bending strain is included and
it is assumed that the electric field varies linearly between the electrodes. It is then shown that the
displacement and electric field are uncoupled, i.e., it is possible to first determine the displacement
and then determine the electric field. It is also noted that, irrespective of the dimensions of the
cylinder and the boundary conditions, the electric field can be much greater than the ratio of the
applied voltage to the distance between electrodes. Next, the equations of motion and the boundary
conditions are derived by using Hamilton’s variational principle. They are solved by using the
eigenfunction approach. The eigenfunctions are determined here by using a general method and,
therefore, cylinders with arbitrary boundary conditions can be analyzed. The same method can be
used even if other thin shell theories are used. It is shown that experimental resonance frequencies
and input electrical admittance of free–free cylinders are in good agreement with those computed
using the present model. It is also shown that the electric field is in good agreement with the work
of other investigators. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~98!02512-0#

PACS numbers: 43.38.Ar, 43.38.Fx, 43.40.Ey, 43.20.Ks@SLE#

INTRODUCTION

A very large number of investigators have modeled elas-
tic circular cylindrical shells of finite length by using exact
theory as well as approximate theories such as membrane
theory, and several thin and thick shell theories. For ex-
ample, Greenspon1 has compared the resonance frequencies
of ‘‘freely supported’’ cylinders of various thickness to ra-
dius ratios and length to radius ratios obtained using exact
elastic theory with those obtained using approximate theo-
ries.

In contrast to this, only a few investigators have consid-
ered piezoelectric shells of finite length and most of them
have used membrane theory. The input electrical admittances
of radially polarized piezoelectric cylinders with free and
fixed ends were determined by Haskins and Walsh.2 Radially
polarized cylinders with arbitrary boundary conditions were
analyzed using three port parameters by Ebenezer3 and an
eigenfunction approach by Ebenezer and Abraham.4 In all of
these studies, it was assumed that the electric field is constant
in the shell. Membrane theory was also used by Wang5 who
analyzed tangentially and radially polarized cylinders, and
by Martin6 who analyzed axially polarized cylinders.

A few investigators, however, have used thin shell theo-
ries to model piezoelectric shells. Ko and Pond7 determined
the acoustic sensitivity of a spherical shell after including the
effect of shell bending. The equations of motion used in their
analysis contain only elastic coefficients because it was as-
sumed that the charge density is zero everywhere. Drum-
heller and Kalnins8 and later Rogacheva9 developed thin
shell theories for piezoelectric shells. They used equilibrium
equations and did not explicitly derive equations of motion.
A numerical method was used in Ref. 8 to solve the equa-
tions, while an approximate method was used in Ref. 9.

In this article, a model of radially polarized piezoelectric
ceramic cylinders excited by an applied voltage is first de-
veloped by using a thin shell theory. It is assumed that the
bending strain and the electric field vary linearly between the
electrodes. The first approximation is consistent with Kir-
choff’s hypothesis10 and the second is significantly better
then assuming that the electric field is constant in the shell.
These approximations are of higher order than those used in
membrane theory. The electric field–displacement relation-
ship is then determined by using the electrostatic equation
for charge density. Next, Hamilton’s variational
principle10–12 is used to derive the equations of motions and
the boundary conditions. The equations of motion depend on
the elastic, dielectric, and piezoelectric coefficients. Next, the
equations are solved by using an eigenfunction approach.4 In
this approach the displacement is expressed as the sum of the
static solution and a weighted sum of eigenfunctions. The
weights are the modal velocities and the eigenfunctions sat-
isfy the equations of motion and the boundary conditions of
the short-circuited cylinder. The displacement is determined
by using the orthogonal property of the eigenfunctions and
then used to determine the electric field. Since the displace-
ment can be very large at resonance even in a lossy cylinder,
it follows that the electric field can be much greater than the
ratio of the applied voltage to the distance between the elec-
trodes. An expression for the input electrical admittance in
terms of the displacements is also derived. Next, general
methods to determine the static solution and the eigenfunc-
tions are presented. They are applicable even when other thin
shell theories are used to obtain the equations of motion.
Next, the special case of a free–free cylinder is presented to
illustrate the approach. It is of interest since experimental
results can be very easily obtained. In this case, the eigen-
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functions cannot be obtained by inspection and they are ob-
tained by using the general method. The analysis is therefore
more involved than, for example, that of a simply or freely
supported cylinder whose eigenfunctions can be obtained by
inspection. Numerical results are also presented. The theoret-
ical resonance frequencies and input electrical admittance
obtained using this model are compared with measured val-
ues and the electric field is compared with the results ob-
tained by using numerical methods8 to solve the governing
equations.

I. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Consider a thin radially polarized piezoelectric cylindri-
cal shell of lengthL, mean radiusa, and thicknessh, whereh
is much less than the radius and length as shown in Fig. 1.
The displacement, stress, and electric field in the shell and
the input electrical admittance~IEA! when a voltage is ap-
plied across the electrodes which completely cover the inner
and outer curved surfaces are of interest.

A. Equations of motion and boundary conditions

It is assumed that Kirchhoff’s hypothesis10 is valid.
Therefore, the strain–displacement relations of a thin piezo-
electric cylindrical shell can be expressed in cylindrical co-
ordinates as

su~r ,z,t !5w~a,z,t !/~a1x!>w~a,z,t !/a ~1a!

and

sz~r ,z,t !5]u~a,z,t !/]z2x]2w~a,z,t !/]z2, ~1b!

whereu andw are the radial and axial displacements, respec-
tively, at r 5a, x5r 2a, su and sz are the strains in theu
and z directions, respectively, andt denotes time. The term
containingx in Eq. ~1b! is used to account for bending strain.
It is neglected when using the membrane approximation.

Since the shell is thin, and it has been assumed that
Kirchhoff’s hypothesis is valid, the stress in the radial direc-
tion can be neglected. Therefore, the piezoelectric equations
of state can be expressed2 as

su~r ,z,t !5s11
E tu~r ,z,t !1s12

E tz~r ,z,t !1d31er~r ,z,t !,
~2a!

sz~r ,z,t !5s12
E tu~r ,z,t !1s11

E tz~r ,z,t !1d31er~r ,z,t !,
~2b!

dr~r ,z,t !5d31tu~r ,z,t !1d31tz~r ,z,t !1e33
T er~r ,z,t !,

~2c!

wheretu andtz are the normal stresses in theu andz direc-
tions, respectively, anddr ander are the charge density and
electric field, respectively. The electroelastic coefficients
s11

E , s12
E , d31, ande33

T have their usual definitions. Equations
~2a! and ~2b! can be rearranged to obtain

tz~r ,z,t !5@Y/~12s2!#~sz~r ,z,t !1ssu~r ,z,t !

2d31~11s!er~r ,z,t !! ~3a!

and

tu~r ,z,t !5@Y/~12s2!#~su~r ,z,t !1ssz~r ,z,t !

2d31~11s!er~r ,z,t !!, ~3b!

where

Y51/s11
E ~3c!

and

s52s12
E /s11

E . ~3d!

The charge density,dr(r ,z,t), must satisfy the electro-
static condition

1

r

]

]r
~rdr~r ,z,t !!50. ~4a!

The exact solution to Eq.~4a! has the form

dr~r ,z,t !5d0~a,z,t !/~a1x!, ~4b!

and an approximate solution has the form

dr~r ,z,t !>d0~a,z,t !/a, ~4c!

whered0(a,z,t) is not aconstantbut merely independent of
r.

Next, it is assumed that the electric field can be ex-
pressed as

er~r ,z,t !5
v~ t !

h
1

x

h
e~a,z,t !, ~5a!

wherev is the applied voltage ande is a function which has
the dimensions of electric field and is to be determined. It is
noted that the assumption is consistent with

E
2h/2

h/2

er~r ,z,t !dx5v~ t !. ~5b!

The model used here is called a piezoelectric thin shell
model because it is assumed that the axial strain and the
electric field vary linearly between the electrodes.

FIG. 1. A radially polarized piezoelectric ceramic cylinder with electrodes
on the inner and outer curved surfaces.
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It can now be seen by substituting Eqs.~1!, ~3!, and~5a!
into Eq. ~2c! that

dr~r ,z,t !5F d31Y

12s S ]

]z
u~a,z,t !1

1

a
w~a,z,t ! D

1
e33

T ~12s22k31
2 !

12s

v~ t !

h G a2x

a
, ~6a!

when

e~a,z,t !52
v~ t !

a
1

hk31
2

d31~12s22k31
2 !

S ]2

]z2 w~a,z,t !

2
1]

a]z
u~a,z,t !2

1

a2 w~a,z,t ! D , ~6b!

where

k31
2 5d31

2 /~s11
E e33

T !. ~6c!

Then, on comparing Eq.~4b! with ~6a! it can be seen that the
latter is approximately equal to the exact solution of Eq.~4a!.
The difference is of the order of (x/a)2. Similarly, it can be
seen that

dr~r ,z,t !5
d31Y

12s S ]

]z
u~a,z,t !1

1

a
w~a,z,t ! D

1
e33

T ~12s22k31
2 !

12s

v~ t !

h
~7a!

when

e~a,z,t !5
hk31

2

d31~12s22k31
2 !

]2

]z2 w~a,z,t !, ~7b!

and that Eq.~7a! is an approximate solution to Eq.~4a! and
has the form of Eq.~4c!.

Since the approximation 1/(a1x)>1/a has already
been used in Eq.~1a! and the coefficients of the highest order
derivative, (]2/]z2)w(a,z,t), in Eqs. ~6b! and ~7b! are the
same, Eqs.~7a! and~7b! and not Eqs.~6a! and~6b! are used
in the rest of this article. If Eqs.~6a! and~6b! are used, some
additional terms will appear in the equations of motion
which can however be solved by using the approach used
here.

The equations of motion can now be derived by using
Hamilton’s variational principle.10–12 It states that

dE
t1

t2
~T~ t !2V~ t !1E~ t !!dt50, ~8a!

whered denotes variation,t1 andt2 are an initial time and a
final time, respectively, at which the displacements are fixed,

T~ t !5%paE
0

LE
2h/2

h/2 S ]

]t
u~a,z,t ! D 2

1S ]

]t
w~a,z,t ! D 2

dx dz ~8b!

is the total kinetic energy of the shell,

V~ t !5paE
0

LE
2h/2

h/2

@tz~r ,z,t !sz~r ,z,t !

1tu~r ,z,t !su~r ,z,t !#dx dz ~8c!

is the total work energy, and

E~ t !5paE
0

LE
2h/2

h/2

dr~r ,z,t !er~r ,z,t !dx dz ~8d!

is the total electric energy. The approximationp(a1x)
>pa has been used in Eqs.~8b!–~8d!.

It can be shown after substituting Eqs.~1!, ~3!, and ~7!
into Eqs.~8b!–~8d! that

dT~ t !52%pahE
0

LS ]u

]t

]

]t
du1

]w

]t

]

]t
dwDdz, ~9a!

dV~ t !5
2pahY

12s2

3E
0

L H S ]u

]z

]

]z
1

s

a
w

]

]z
2

d31~11s!v
2h

]

]zD
3du1S s

a

]u

]z
1

w

a2 1
h2

12
~11w!

]2w

]z2

]2

]z2

2
d31~11s!v

2ah D dwJ dz, ~9b!

and

dE~ t !5
paYd31

~12s!
vE

0

L H S ]

]zD du1
1

a
dwJ dz, ~9c!

where

w5
~11s!k31

2

12s22k31
2 . ~9d!

Equations~9a!–~9c! can now be integrated by parts and sub-
stituted into Hamilton’s Eq.~8a!. The resulting equation can
be expressed in the form

E
t1

t2E
0

L

@~ !du1~ !dw#dz dt1E
t1

t2
~ !duU

0

L

1~ !dwU
0

L

1~ !
]

]z
dwU

0

L

dt50. ~10!

It must be satisfied for arbitrarydu, dw, and (]/]z)dw and
the coefficients of these quantities must therefore be zero.

After equating the coefficients in the double integrals of
Eq. ~10! to zero, the following equations are obtained:

@G#H u~a,z,t !
w~a,z,t !J 1%hH ]2

]t2 u~a,z,t !

]2

]t2 w~a,z,t !
J 5 H 0

Cv~ t !J ,

~11a!
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where

@G#5
Yh

a2~12s2! F 2a2
]2

]z2 2sa
]

]z

sa
]

]z
11b2~11w!a4

]4

]z4

G ,

~11b!

b25h2/~12a2!, ~11c!

and

C5d31Y/~@a~12s!#. ~11d!

It is noted that Eq.~11! is the same as the equations of
motion10 of a thin elastic cylindrical shell of lengthL, radius
a, and thicknessh(11w)1/2.

Similarly, after equating to zero the coefficients in the
single integrals of Eq.~10! the following boundary condi-
tions are obtained:

@B#H u~a,z,t !
w~a,z,t !

v~ t !
J 5H 0

0
0
J , z50,L, ~12a!

where

@B#5F ]/]z s/a 2d31~11s!/h

0 ]2/]z2 0

0 ]3/]z3 0
G . ~12b!

It is noted that the boundary conditions in Eqs.~12! are for a
free–free piezoelectric cylindrical shell. Specifically, it can
be seen by using Eqs.~1! and~3a! that Eqs.~12! indicate that
the axial stress atr 5a is zero at the ends of the cylinder.
Equations~12! also indicate that the shear force and bending
moment are zero. The boundary conditions for a free–free
cylinder are indicated by Eqs.~12! because boundary forces
and moments have been assumed to be zero12 in the expres-
sion, Eq.~8c!, for the total work energy. In the general case,
the impedances at the ends are nonzero but the boundary
conditions can be expressed in the form of Eq.~12a!.

After defining a Fourier transform pair

f ~ t !5
1

2p E
2`

`

F~v!exp~1 j vt !dv; ~13a!

F~v!5E
2`

`

f ~ t !exp~2 j vt !dt, ~13b!

where lowercase and uppercase letters are used to denote
time and frequency dependent variables, respectively, Eqs.
~11a! and ~12a! can be expressed as

@G#H U~a,z,v!

W~a,z,v!J 2v2%hH U~a,z,v!

W~a,z,v!J 5 H 0
CV~v!J ;

~14!

and

@B#H U~a,z,v!

W~a,z,v!

V~v!
J 5H 0

0
0
J , z50,L, ~15!

respectively.

It is assumed thatV(v) is equal to a constantV0 in the
rest of this article.

B. Solution

The solution to the inhomogeneous equations of motion
~14! which satisfies the boundary conditions in Eq.~15! can
be expressed in the form4

H U~a,z,v!

W~a,z,v!J 5V0H Udc~a,z!

Wdc~a,z!J 1V0H Usc~a,z,v!

Wsc~a,z,v!J . ~16!

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~16! is the dc
solution. It satisfies the static equations

@G#H Udc~a,z!

Wdc~a,z!J 5 H 0
CJ , ~17a!

obtained by settingv50 in Eq. ~14!, and also satisfies six
boundary conditions which can be expressed in the form

@B#H Udc~a,z!

Wdc~a,z!

1
J 50, z50,L. ~17b!

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~16! can
be expressed as4

H Usc~a,z,v!

Wsc~a,z,v!J 5 (
m5M

M

(
i 51

I m

Vmi~v!$Fmi~z!%, ~18a!

where

$Fmi~z!%5 H cmi~z!

fmi~z!J ~18b!

are the eigenfunctions of the short-circuited cylinder,M50
or 1, M5` andI m51 or 2. Each eigenfunction satisfies the
homogeneous equations of motion

@G#H Usc~a,z,v!

Wsc~a,z,v!J 2v2%hH Usc~a,z,v!

Wsc~a,z,v!J 5 H0
0J , ~19!

at an angular resonance frequencyvmi , and the boundary
conditions of the short-circuited cylinder

@B#H Usc~a,z,v!

Wsc~a,z,v!

0
J 50, z50,L ~20!

at all frequencies where Eqs.~19! and ~20! are obtained by
settingV050 in Eqs.~14! and~15!, respectively. The angu-
lar resonance frequenciesvm1 and vm2 are referred to as
being in the lower and upper branches, respectively.

It is noted that the eigenfunctions form a complete set of
functions. However, in most cases, they are complete only in
the ordinary Fourier or normwise sense. Sets of functions
which are complete in the ordinary Fourier or normwise
sense and are not all zero at the same point are said to be
pointwise complete.13 It was shown in Ref. 4 that the series
expression for the displacement may converge to an incor-
rect value if the dc term is not used in Eq.~16!.

The displacement coefficients per unit voltage,Vmi(v),
can be determined by using the equations of motion of the
piezoelectric cylinder and the orthogonal property of the
eigenfunctions. It can be shown that4
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Vmi~v!5
Fmi~v!

Kmi2v2Mmi
, ~21a!

where

Fmi~v!5v22pa%hE
0

L

$Fmi~z!%TH Udc~z!

Wdc~z!J dz, ~21b!

Kmi5vmi
2 %hNmi , ~21c!

Mmi5%hNmi , ~21d!

2paE
0

L

$Fnk~z!%T$Fmi~z!%dz5Nmidmnd ik ~21e!

and dmn is the Kronecker delta function. It is noted that
Fmi(v), Kmi , and Mmi are the modal force, stiffness, and
mass, respectively. It is also noted thatFmi is zero at zero
frequency as indeed should be the case.

The stresses in the cylinder can now be easily deter-
mined by using Eqs.~3!, ~1!, and~16!.

Next, the electric field can be easily obtained by using
Eqs.~5a!, ~7b!, and~16!. It can be shown that

Er~r ,z,v!5V0F1

h
1

xk31
2

d31~12s22k31
2 !

]2

]z2

3S Wdc1 (
m5M

M

(
i 51

I m Fmi~v!

Kmi2v2Mmi
fmiD G . ~22!

Equation~22! indicates that at resonance, irrespective of the
boundary conditions and dimensions of the cylinder, the
electric field becomes infinity in a lossless cylinder and can
be much greater thanV0 /h in a lossy cylinder.

The input electrical admittance can now be obtained.
After substituting Eqs.~3! and~22! into the equation of state
~2c! and integrating over the mean surface, the total charge
on the mean surface,Q(v), can be obtained. Finally, after
using the expression forQ(v) and Eqs.~1! and ~16! the
input electrical admittance,Y(v), can be expressed as

Y~v!5 j vQ~v!/V0 ~23a!

5 j vC0H 122k31
2 /(12s)1~d31h/@e33

T s11
E ~12s!L# !

3FUdc~L,v!2Udc~0,v!1
1

a E
0

L

Wdc~z,v!dz

1 (
m5M

M

(
i 51

I m

Vmi~v!

3S cmi~L !2cmi~0!1
1

a E
0

L

fmi~z!dzD G J , ~23b!

where

C052paLe33
T /h. ~23c!

C. General methods to find the static solution and
the eigenfunctions

It can be easily seen from the static Eq.~17a! that

]

]z
Udc

5
1

saS d31~11s!a/h211b2~11w!a4
]4

]z4DWdc ~24a!

and

]5

]z5 Wdc1h4
]

]z
Wdc50, ~24b!

where

h45
12s2

b2~11w!a4 . ~24c!

It therefore follows that the solution14 to Eq. ~17a! can be
expressed as

H Udc

Wdc
J 55

1

sa Fd31~11s!az/h2 (
n51

4

An exp~mnz!~1/mn2b2~11w!a4mn
3!2A5zG1A6

(
n51

4

An exp~mnz!1A5
6 , ~25a!

where

@m1 ,m2 ,m3 ,m4#5Fh~11 j !

21/2 ,
h~12 j !

21/2 ,

2
h~11 j !

21/2 ,
h~12 j !

21/2 G , ~25b!

and the six coefficientsAn , n51,2,...,6 are to be determined
by using the static boundary conditions. Since the displace-
ments are real andmn , n51,2,3,4 are complex, it follows
that A15A2* andA35A4* , where* denotes complex conju-
gate. In general, the eigenfunctions cannot be obtained by
inspection. However, they can be determined by using a gen-
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eral approach which can be used for all boundary conditions.
It can be shown that the eigenfunctions can be expressed

in the form15

$Fmi~z!%5 H cmi~z!

fmi~z!J 5(
s51

6

Gmis$zs~vmi ,z!%, ~26a!

where

$zs~v,z!%5 Has~v!exp@ls~v!z#
exp@ls~v!z# J ~26b!

are solutions to the equations of motion~19! of the short-
circuited cylinder at the angular frequencyv. It can be easily
seen by substituting Eq.~27b! into Eq.~19! that the functions
as(v) andls(v) can be obtained from

F2a2ls
2~v!2V2 2sals~v!

sals~v! 11b2~11w!a4ls
4~v!2V2G Has~v!

1 J
5 H0

0J , ~26c!

where

V25v2a2/cp
2 ~26d!

and

cp
25Y/@%~12s2!#, ~26e!

i.e., ls(v) are the solutions to

U2a2ls
2~v!2V2 2sals~v!

sals~v! 11b2~11w!a4ls
4~v!2V2U50

~26f!

and

as~v!5sals~v!/~2a2ls
2~v!2V2!

52~11b2~11w!a4ls
4~v!2V2!/@sals~v!#.

~26g!

The six values ofls which satisfy the cubic Eq.~26f! in
ls

2 can be obtained by using standard formulas.16 It can be
easily shown that if thepth solution to Eq.~26f! is lp , then
the qth solution will be equal to2lp . Further, if lp is a
complex number, then ther th solution will be equal tolp*
and it can be shown by using Eq.~26g! thata r will be equal
to ap* . However,cmi andfmi are real valued functions and
it therefore follows thatGmir will be equal toGmip* . Since
Gmis may be complex it is convenient to rewrite Eq.~26a! in
the form

$Fmi~z!%5(
s51

S

~Re@2Gmis#Re$zs~vmi ,z!%

2Im@2Gmis#Im$zs~vmi ,z!%!

1 (
s52S11

6

Gmis$zs~vmi ,z!%, ~27!

whereGmis , s51,...,S are the complex conjugates ofGmis ,
s5S11,...,2S, respectively, andGmis , s52S11,...,6 are
real.

The eigenfunctions must satisfy not only the equations
of motion but also the boundary conditions of the short-
circuited cylinder. The values ofGmis in Eq. ~27! and the
angular resonance frequencies,vmi , can be determined by
using three boundary conditions at each end of the cylinder.
After substituting Eq.~27! into the boundary conditions in
Eq. ~20!, the resulting equation can be expressed in the form

@Y~v!#5
Re@2Gmi1#

2Im@2Gmi1#
Re@2Gmi2#

2Im@2Gmi2#
Gmi5

Gmi6

6 55
0
0
0
0
0
0
6 , ~28!

where S has been assumed to be two for the purpose of
illustration and the elements of@Y# are functions ofas and
ls . A solution to Eq.~28! exists only when

uY~v!u50. ~29!

The angular frequencies,vmi , at which Eq.~29! is satisfied
can be determined by using numerical search methods. The
values ofGmis can then be determined by solving Eq.~28!
after assigning an arbitrary value to one of them. Finally, the
eigenfunctions can be obtained by using Eq.~27!.

II. SPECIAL CASE

As a special case, consider a thin cylindrical shell with
zero axial stress, shear stress, and bending moment at both
the ends. This case is of special interest since experimental
results can be easily obtained. The boundary conditions for
the cylinder can be obtained from Eqs.~12b! and ~15!.

The static solution for this special case can be deter-
mined either by inspection or by using Eqs.~17b! and ~25!.
In the latter case, any five of the six boundary conditions can
be used to determineAn , n51,2,...,5.A6 can be determined
by using symmetry considerations since it does not occur in
the equations for the boundary conditions. It can be shown
that

H Udc~a,z!

Wdc~a,z!J 5 Hd31~z2L/2!/h
d31a/h J . ~30!

It is noted that Eq.~30! is also the static solution for a cyl-
inder with zero axial stress at the ends when membrane
theory4 is used.

It can be easily shown by using Eqs.~18a!, ~26a!, and
~26b! in the boundary conditions for the short-circuited cyl-
inder that the@Y# matrix for this special case can be ex-
pressed as
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where it has again be assumed thatS52 for the purpose of
illustration. The eigenfunctions and resonance frequencies
can now be obtained by solving Eq.~29! after substituting
Eq. ~31! in it. Finally, the displacement, stress and electric
field distributions and the input electric admittance can be
determined by using the equations in Sec. I B.

III. NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

Numerical results are presented to illustrate the approach
and to compare the results obtained using this model with
those obtained using membrane theory as well as with ex-
perimental results.

The approximate values of the dimensions, density, and
coefficients of a cylinder used to illustrate some results are
L520 mm, a515 mm, h52.5 mm, %57150 kg/m3, and
e33

T /e052000 s11
E 515310212 m2/N, s12

E 526310212

m2/N, andg31521031023 Vm/N, respectively.
The resonance frequencies, displacement, stress, electric

field, etc. of a cylinder with zero axial stress, shear force, and
bending moment obtained using piezoelectric thin shell
theory can be compared with those obtained using membrane
theory. When membrane theory is used, only one boundary
condition can be specified at each end. The appropriate
boundary condition for the purpose of comparison is zero
axial stress at the ends.

The resonance frequencies of the cylinder obtained by
using the piezoelectric thin shell theory used in this article
and the membrane theory used in Ref. 4 are compared with
experimental values in Table I.i 51 and 2 refer to the lower
and upper branches, respectively. The values of the electro-
elastic coefficients used in the computation were
determined17 by using experimental data and membrane
theory. Therefore, the lowest resonance frequencies in the
lower and upper branches obtained using membrane theory
are in exact agreement with experimental results. All the
resonance frequencies in the lower branch obtained using
membrane theory are less than the hoop mode resonance

TABLE I. The resonance frequencies in the lower (i 51) and upper (i 52)
branches computed using the piezoelectric thin shell theory presented here,
membrane theory, and measured values.

m,i
Resonance frequency

~kHz!

Piezoelectric
thin shell theory

Membrane
theory Experiment

1,1 31.43 31.35 31.35
2,1 31.78 31.74
3,1 40.50 31.80 38.5
4,1 76.44 31.83
5,1 140.06 31.84 108.5
6,1 227.76 31.84
7,1 338.38 31.84 321

1,2 84.58 84.56 84.56
2,2 167.09 167.04
3,2 250.13 250.05 245
4,2 333.31 333.17
5,2 416.60 416.33 390
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frequency, 1/@2pa(%s11
E )1/2# which is equal to 31.85 kHz.

Therefore, the resonance frequencies in the lower branch ob-
tained using membrane theory, except the lowest resonance
frequency, are in poor agreement with experimental values.
The resonance frequencies obtained using the piezoelectric
thin shell theory is in much better agreement with experi-
ment. The resonance frequencies in the upper branch ob-
tained by using the two models are nearly the same and
approximately equal to the experimental values. The experi-
mental values were obtained by measuring the input electri-
cal admittance. Since the electrodes fully cover the curved
surfaces, only the eigenfunctions whose radial components,
fmi(z), are symmetric with respect to the center of the cyl-
inder are excited. Therefore, only the corresponding reso-
nance frequencies could be measured.

The eigenfunctionsFm1 , m51,3,5 obtained using pi-
ezoelectric theory are shown in Fig. 2. They are in the lower
branch. The eigenfunctionsFm2 , m51,3,5 which are in the
upper branch are shown in Fig. 3. All the eigenfunctions in
Figs. 2 and 3 can be electrically excited. They have been
normalized to make the maximum value of the components
one. The radial and axial components are shown by solid and
dashed lines, respectively. It can be seen from the figures that
in this case the maximum value of the radial component,
fmi(z), is greater than the maximum value of the axial com-
ponent,cmi(z), for eigenfunctions in the lower branch and

vice versa for those in the upper branch. When membrane
theory is used to analyze a cylinder with zero axial stress at
the ends, the radial components of all the eigenfunctions are
zero at the ends of the cylinder.4 It can be seen from Figs. 2
and 3 that this is not so when piezoelectric thin shell theory
is used, i.e., the eigenfunctions form a pointwise complete
set of functions.

At frequencies much less than the lowest resonance fre-
quency, there is no significant difference between the dis-
placements, stresses, and input electrical admittances of free
cylinders obtained using membrane and piezoelectric thin
shell theories because they depend primarily on the static
displacements. However, at higher frequencies there may be
a significant difference for two reasons. First, as already
shown, the resonance frequencies,f mi5vmi/2p, obtained by
using the two theories may differ considerably. Second,
bending stresses are not included in membrane theory. To
illustrate this the axial stresses at 30 kHz and 31 kHz when 1
V is applied across the electrodes are shown in Fig. 4~a! and
~b!, respectively. The stresses computed using piezoelectric
thin shell and membrane theories are shown by solid and
dashed lines, respectively, over half the length of the cylin-
der. The resonance frequencies,f 11, obtained using the thin
shell and membrane theories are 31.43 kHz and 31.35 kHz,
respectively. It can be seen from the figures that as the exci-
tation frequency approaches 31.35 kHz the difference be-

FIG. 2. The eigenfunctionsFm1 , m51,3,5 which are in the lower branch. ———cm1 ~axial component!. ––––fm1 ~radial component!. The corresponding
resonance frequencies are~a! 31.43 kHz,~b! 40.50 kHz, and~c! 141.06 kHz, respectively, as shown in Table I.

FIG. 3. The eigenfunctionsFm2 , m51,3,5 which are in the upper branch. ———cm2 ~axial component!. ––––fm2 ~radial component!. The corresponding
resonance frequencies are~a! 84.58 kHz,~b! 250.13 kHz, and~c! 416.60 kHz, respectively, as shown in Table I.
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tween the stresses computed using the two theories increases
even though the resonance frequencies are nearly the same
and bending stress is not very significant whenm is 1. The
difference between the stresses can be much greater at higher
frequencies and specially when the excitation frequency is
approximately equal to 1!, f m1 , m.1, where f m1 is deter-
mined by using either theory because the resonance frequen-
cies differ considerably or 2! f mi , m@1 because bending
stress will be significant.14

The measured input electrical susceptance~IES! of the
shell is shown by a dashed line in Fig. 5 and the IES com-
puted using piezoelectric thin shell theory is shown by a
solid line. Among the resonance frequencies in the lower
branch shown in Table I, only the one at 31 kHz can be seen
in the measured curve. The others cannot be seen in the
measured curve because of the scale used and are seen as
sharp lines in the theoretical curve.

The potential fields atz5L/2 obtained by using piezo-
electric thin shell and membrane theories are now compared.
The potential field is the integral of the electric field with
respect tox. It is arbitrarily set as zero at the inner curved
surface, i.e., atx52h/2. The approximate dimensions of the
cylinder used in the comparison areL533 mm, a

511 mm, andt53.2 mm, and the applied voltage is 130 V.
The exact values of the dimensions and properties of the
cylinder used in the computation are the same as those used
by Drumheller and Kalnins.8 When membrane theory is
used, the electric field is assumed to be a constant and equal
to the ratio of the applied voltage to the distance between the
electrodes, i.e.,V0 /h. The potential field in this case varies
linearly between the electrodes and is shown in Fig. 6 by
solid line. In the figure 2x/h521 and11 correspond to the
inner and outer curved surfaces, respectively. The potential
fields atv533105 rad/s~47.75 kHz! and 3.0213105 rad/s
~48.08 kHz!, computed using the approach presented here,
are also shown in Fig. 6 by dashed and solid-asterisk lines,
respectively. The frequencies differ only by 0.7% but there is
considerable difference in the potential fields because there is
a resonance at approximately 48.17 kHz and the electric field
becomes infinity at resonance. The potential field atv
53.0213105 rad/s computed by using only the eigenfunc-
tion which resonates at 48.17 kHz is also shown in Fig. 6 by
a solid-x line. It is very close to the solid-asterisk line which
was computed using six eigenfunctions whose radial compo-

FIG. 4. The axial stress atr 5a when 1 V isapplied at~a! 30 kHz, and~b! 31 kHz. ——— Piezoelectric thin shell theory.–––– Membrane theory.

FIG. 5. The input electrical susceptance. ——— Piezoelectric thin shell
theory. –––– Experiment.

FIG. 6. The potential field between electrodes atz5L/2. ——— Membrane
theory. —1— From Drumheller and Kalnins~Ref. 8!, v533105 rad/n.
–––– Present theory,v533105 rad/s. —*— Present theory,v53.021
3105 rad/s, 6 eigenfunctions. —3— Present theory, v53.021
3105 rad/s, 1 eigenfunction.
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nents are symmetric with respect to the center of the cylinder
and resonate at 41.97, 48.17, 58.89, 79.13, 157.5, and 164.5
kHz, respectively. The potential field in the shell atv53
3105 rad/s when 130 V is applied between the electrodes, as
computed by Drumheller and Kalnins and shown in Fig. 8 of
their article, is shown in Fig. 6 by a solid-plus line. It is
stated in Ref. 8 that the electric field for this case can be
expressed as 130/h V/m134.43108 V/m2. The potential
field was computed by using this expression for the electric
field. The potential field computed at 3.0213105 rad/s using
the present approach is approximately equal to the field com-
puted at 33105 rad/s in Ref. 8. The approximations used to
derive the governing equations in Ref. 8 are not the same as
those used here. Therefore, there may be small differences
between the resonance frequencies obtained using the two
approaches which can be significant when making compari-
sons at a frequency close to a resonance frequency. How-
ever, there is fairly good agreement between the electric
fields.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

An improved model of thin radially polarized piezoelec-
tric cylindrical shells has been presented. The model is an
extension of the Kirchoff–Love theory for elastic shells to
piezoelectric shells. It was first assumed that the bending
strain and electric field vary linearly between the electrodes.
Then the electric field was expressed in terms of the applied
voltage and the displacement by using the electrostatic con-
dition for charge density. Next, the equations of motion were
derived by using Hamilton’s variational principle and solved
by using an eigenfunction approach. A general method was
used to determine the eigenfunctions and the resonance fre-
quencies. This method can be used to analyze cylinders with
arbitrary and conditions. It can also be used when models are
developed using other approximations, such as those used in
Ref. 8. The special case of a free–free cylinder was pre-
sented to illustrate the method.

The resonance frequencies and input electrical suscep-
tance determined by using the model were compared with
experimental data. It was shown that experimental values of
the resonance frequencies in the lower branch are in much
better agreement with those obtained using the model pre-
sented here than with those obtained using membrane theory.

The axial stresses computed using membrane and thin
shell theories were also compared. It was observed that the
difference will be small only at frequencies much lesser than
the lowest resonance frequency.

In Ref. 8 a system of equations was derived and the
unknowns which include the axial and radial displacements
and the electric field were solved simultaneously. Therefore,

it was referred to as coupled analysis. It was shown in this
article that it is possible to first determine the displacement
and then use it to determine the electric field. It was also
shown that at frequencies close to resonance frequencies,
irrespective of the boundary conditions and dimensions of
the cylinder, the electrical field can be much greater than the
ratio of the applied voltage to the distance between the elec-
trodes. Further, the electric field obtained by using the model
was shown to be in good agreement with that obtained by
Drumheller and Kalnins.8 The electric field and stress affect
the power handling capacity of electroacoustic transducers.18
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Free vibration of a kinked cantilever with attached masses
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In this paper free vibration characteristics of a centrally kinked cantilever beam of unit mass
carrying masses at the kink (mk) and at the tip (mt) are analyzed. Frequency factors are presented
for the first two modes for different combinations ofmk ,mt and the kink angled. A relationship of
the form f (mk ,mt ,d)5mk1mt(41 10

3 cosd12
3 cos2 d)5const appears to give the same fundamental

frequency for a givend and different combinations of@mk ,mt#. Mode shapes as well as bending
moments at the support and at the kink are also discussed. The utility of a discrete beam model in
understanding the free vibration characteristics is also highlighted. ©1999 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~99!02201-8#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Cw@CBB#

LIST OF SYMBOLS

mk nondimensional kink mass
mt nondimensional tip mass
mek effective kink mass
met effective tip mass
Mk bending moment at kink
Ms bending moment at support
d kink angle
w bending displacement
wt tip displacement
wk kink displacement
EI flexural rigidity
E Young’s modulus
I moment of inertia
r mass density of beam
A area of beam cross section

L beam length
K @v j

2rA/EI#1/4

yj (KL) j eigenvalue ofjth mode of vibration
Cj mode shape constants
v j frequency
pj frequency factor

M̂ stat static moment at support per unit tip deflection

M̂dyn dynamic moment at support per unit tip deflec-
tion

Ds M̂dyn/M̂ stat at support
Dk Mk /Ms

F flexibility matrix
Ks stiffness matrix
M mass matrix
a mass ratio (mek /met)

INTRODUCTION

Free vibration of cantilevers carrying discrete masses
along their length constitutes a fundamental problem in
acoustics, seismology, flexible manipulators and a variety of
other engineering applications. This classical problem has
been approached at different levels of approximation ranging
from the simplest discrete model of a massless beam with
flexural rigidity to Timoshenko models which take into ac-
count shear deformation as well as rotary inertia.1 Extensive
work has been done using the massless beam formulation for
analyzing the seismic response of multistoried buildings.2,3

Similarly, a large amount of results are also available for
straight beams with only a tip mass4,5 or a system of masses.6

Continuous beam formulation for a kinked cantilever carry-
ing a tip mass and central mass using the Euler–Bernoulli
theory appears not to have been studied analytically. One of
the reasons for this lacuna might be the explosive growth of
numerical methods for vibration and modal analysis in the
past few decades. Notwithstanding this situation, it is impor-
tant to extend analytical methods to gain better insight for
engineering design.

A kinked cantilever beam, as shown in Fig. 1, is a viable

model of a two link flexible manipulator withmk represent-
ing a motor andmt the payload. In flexible manipulators with
rotary joints, the joints permit free rotation of link during the
motion of the payload, however, the rotations at the joints
are stopped by control~actuator! torques once the payload
reaches a desired destination. This maneuver typically in-
duces vibrations in the flexible manipulator and suppression
of unwanted vibration is an important problem in flexible
manipulators.7 The two link manipulator can be modeled as a
single cantilever with a kink of some angled with the
torquesMk andMs representing the bending moments at the
kink and support, respectively. Another example of a kinked
cantilever situation arises in plastic bending under impact at
the kink.8 The resulting response after the kink formation is
the free vibration of a kinked elastic beam. In addition, at-
taching masses to reduce noise and vibration levels have
been widely used for beams, plates and shells.9 Although the
emphasis in vibration engineering is on reducing acoustic
radiation, it is important to understand the dynamic stress
levels during free or forced vibration. Hence, understanding
free vibration characteristics of a kinked cantilever carrying
masses can help in evolving better active or passive control
schemes in the case of flexible manipulators, better design
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procedures in impact engineering or reducing acoustic radia-
tion.

In this paper we deal with the effect of varying tip mass
and the central mass on free vibration characteristics of a
kinked cantilever beam. Nondimensional design factors for
the natural frequencies, mode shapes and bending moments
are provided in the form of tables, charts and graphs for
ready reference to the designer. Analytical results derived in
this paper are verified using a commercial FEM software
package. This paper is arranged as follows: in Sec. I we
present the mathematical formulation of expressions for the
frequencies, mode shapes and the bending moments of a
kinked beam. In Sec. II we describe, in brief, the FE model
used to validate the analytical results. In Sec. III we present
and discuss the numerical results obtained from analytical
and FE models. The results of the analytical model appear to
be in general agreement with the FEM results but they devi-
ate for large kink angles. A relationship in the form
f (mk ,mt ,d)5mk1mt(41 10

3 cosd12
3 cos2 d)5const appears

to give the same fundamental frequency for a givend and
different combinations ofmk andmt . In Sec. IV we present
the conclusions of this paper.

I. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

The free vibration of a cantilever beam is governed by
the well-known partial differential equation

EI
]4w

]x4
1rA

]2w

]t2
50, ~1!

wherew is the transverse deflection,EI is flexural rigidity,r
is mass density andA is the cross sectional area.

The above partial differential equation can be solved by
the well-known technique of the separation of variables. For
a kinked cantilever of total lengthL, we consider a solution
of the form wi(x,t)5Xi(x)T(t) where i 51,2, denotes the
two halves of the beam. The mode shapesX1 andX2 for the
two halves of the beam are of the form

X15C1 cos~Kx!1C2 sin~Kx!1C3 cosh~Kx!

1C4 sinh~Kx!,

X25C5 cos~Kx!1C6 sin~Kx!1C7 cosh~Kx!

1C8 sinh~Kx!, ~2!

whereK45(v j
2rA)/(EI).

The boundary conditions to determine the constantsCj

are as follows.
At the fixed support,

w15w1850. ~3!

The bending displacement continuity at the kink stipu-
lates

w1 cosd5w2 . ~4!

The shear force balance at the kink, taking an effective
mass ofmk1(mt11/2)sind, gives

EI~w1-2w2- cosd!5@mk1~mt11/2!sind#ẅ1. ~5!

At the kink, the continuity of the slope and bending
moment requires

w185w28 , w195w29 . ~6!

Finally, at the free end,

w2950, EIw2-5mtẅ2. ~7!

In the above equations~ !8 and (̈ ) denote derivatives with
respect tox andt, respectively. Thus, there are two boundary
conditions at both the free end and the fixed end, and four
conditions at the kink giving a total of 8 equations for 8
unknown coefficientsCj . Substitution of assumed solutions
~2! in the boundary conditions lead to the eigen equation

F~KL !@C1¯C8#T50, ~8!

whereF(KL) is an 838 matrix whose elements are given in
the Appendix. For nontrivial solutions, det(F)50 gives the
equation for the natural frequencies as a function ofmk ,mt

andd. The roots of this equation give positive values of KL
which are used to obtain the frequencies and the coefficients
Cj . The eigenvalueyj5KL is related to the frequencyv j by

v j5S yj

L D 2AEI

rA
. ~9!

Equations~8! and ~9! were solved numerically for vari-
ous sets of values ofmk , mt and d and these results are
presented and discussed in detail in Sec. III. A frequency
factor, pj , is helpful in presenting the results and is defined
as the ratio of the frequency of a kinked beam for a given
(mk ,mt ,d) to the frequency of a straight beam with no at-
tached masses. For mode 1 (j 51) and mode 2 (j 52), pj is
given by

pj5
v j~mk ,mt ,d!

v j~0,0,0!
. ~10!

A. Bending moments

The bending moments of the kinked cantilever beam can
be obtained from the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory. At the
mid-point of the kinked beam,x5L/2, the moment at the
kink in terms ofy5KL is given by

FIG. 1. A kinked cantilever.
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Mk5
EIy2

L2 F2C1 cos
y

2
2C2 sin

y

2
1C3 cosh

y

2
1C4 sinh

y

2G .
~11!

At the support,x50, the moment is given byMs

522EIC1y2/L2. The ratio of the moments at the kink and
support, denoted byDk , is given by

Dk5
Mk

Ms
5

1

2Fcos
y

2
1

C2

C1
sin

y

2
2

C3

C1
cosh

y

2
2

C4

C1
sinh

y

2G .
~12!

The dynamic bending moment normalized with respect
to a unit tip deflection is

M̂dyn5
EIX9~0!

X2~L !
. ~13!

In order to compare the dynamic bending moment with
the static situation, a static loadP at the tip is considered~see
Fig. 1!. In the static case the bending moment at the support
is given as

M stat5
PL

2
~11cosd!. ~14!

The corresponding tip deflection is given by

PL3

24EI
@413 cosd1cos2 d#. ~15!

Hence, the bending moment per unit tip deflection is
given by

M̂ stat5
3EI

L2

4~11cosd!

413 cosd1cos2 d
. ~16!

For the straight beam withd 5 0, M̂ stat53EI/L2. It is
useful to define the ratio ofM̂dyn to M̂ stat for a straight beam
asDs , given by

Ds5
M̂dyn

3~EI/L2!
. ~17!

It may be noted thatM̂ stat is zero for d5p @see Eq.
~16!#.

The quantityDk is the ratio of bending moment at the
kink to that at the support under a dynamic condition. Thus,
the dynamic bending moment factorsDs andDk provide the
amplification in bending moments due to free vibrations. In
Sec. III, numerical values of bending moments and the ratios
discussed above are presented for various values ofmk ,mt

andd.

B. Discrete analysis of the kinked beam

A discrete model of a continuous system often helps in
understanding the dynamic characteristics with regard to fre-
quencies, displacements and moments. In this section, a dis-
crete model, with the beam assumed to be massless, is de-
rived. The discrete model gives inaccurate results for small
values ofmk andmt , however, it is shown that the discrete
element model predicts many important features of the con-
tinuous kinked beam system.

Assuming thatE, I andL are unity, the flexibility matrix
of a discrete kinked beam is given by

F5
1

48F 2 312 cosd

312 cosd 816 cosd12 cos2 dG ,
The stiffness and mass matrices are given as

Ks5F21, M5Fmek 0

0 met
G , ~18!

where mek5mk1mt sind ; met5mt . Expanding uKs

2Mv2u50 gives the frequency equation

FIG. 2. Variations ofv1 ,v2 andv1v2 with mk andmt .

FIG. 3. ~a! The FEM model of the kinked beam.~b! A typical element of the
model.
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v42S 96

7 D S 1

met
1

413 cosd1cos2 d

mek
Dv2

1
482

7

1

mekmet
50.

From the above equation, we conclude that the product of
v1

2v2
2 is invariant with respect to the productmekmet . De-

fining a mass ratioa5mek /met the individual values of
v1

2 ,v2
2 are

v1,2
2 5

48

7mek
@~a1413 cosd1cos2 d!

6A~a1413 cosd1cos2d!227a#. ~19!

The fundamental frequency is given by

v1
25

48

7mek
~a1413 cosd1cos2 d!

3F12A12
7a

~a1413 cosd1cos2 d!2G . ~20!

Assuming 7a/(a1413 cosd1cos2 d)2!1, we get

v1
25

24

mek1met~413 cosd1cos2 d!
. ~21!

The above result implies that the fundamental frequency will
not change ifmek1met(413 cosd1cos2 d) is held constant.
Recalling thatmek5mk1mt sind and met5mt , the condi-
tion yields mk1mt(413 cosd1sind1cos2 d)5C, a con-
stant, for the constant fundamental frequency. As an ex-
ample, whend50, the iso-frequency locus ofv1 in the mk

2mt plane is a straight linemk18mt5C. Figure 2 shows
thev1 locus forC520. In the same figurev2 andv1v2 loci
are also shown with all the loci passing through~2,4! and
~16,0.5! in the mk2mt plane. These observations are useful

FIG. 4. The mode 1 frequency factor versus the kink angle (d) for different
(mk ,mt).

FIG. 5. The mode 2 frequency factor versus the kink angle (d) for different
(mk ,mt).

TABLE I. Frequency factors for kinked beam.

Mode 1 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 2
mk mt d Analytical FEM Analytical FEM

0 0 0° 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
0 1 ¯ 0.4430 0.4449 0.7375 0.7539
1 1 ¯ 0.4256 0.4276 0.4297 0.4437
8 1 ¯ 0.3380 0.3397 0.2235 0.2317

80 10 ¯ 0.1128 0.1134 0.0727 0.0755

0 0 30° 1 1.0299 0.8149 0.8674
0 1 ¯ 0.4432 0.4577 0.4592 0.511
1 1 ¯ 0.4318 0.4348 0.3485 0.3790
8 1 ¯ 0.3409 0.3433 0.2142 0.2206

80 10 ¯ 0.1134 0.1144 0.0708 0.0728

0 0 60° 1.1136 1.1271 0.6897 0.6977
0 1 ¯ 0.5000 0.5012 0.3557 0.3658
1 1 ¯ 0.4773 0.4772 0.2922 0.2998
8 1 ¯ 0.3636 0.3627 0.1978 0.2018

80 10 ¯ 0.1136 0.1144 0.0653 0.0660

0 0 90° 1.3295 1.3159 0.5789 0.5808
0 1 ¯ 0.5909 0.5859 0.2922 0.2942
1 1 ¯ 0.5455 0.5504 0.2450 0.2489
8 1 ¯ 0.3864 0.3891 0.1815 0.1854

80 10 ¯ 0.1250 0.1259 0.0599 0.0603

0 0 150° 2.0114 2.2520 0.4537 0.4733
0 1 ¯ 0.8636 0.8788 0.2577 0.3187
1 1 ¯ 0.7955 0.8010 0.1960 0.2169
8 1 ¯ 0.4545 0.4577 0.1615 0.1659

80 10 ¯ 0.1477 0.1488 0.0544 0.0547

0 0 175° 2.5909 2.6777 0.4483 0.4620
0 1 ¯ 0.9205 0.9303 0.3721 0.4469
1 1 ¯ 0.8750 0.8811 0.2105 0.2244
8 1 ¯ 0.4773 0.4806 0.1597 0.1659

80 10 ¯ 0.1477 0.1488 0.0544 0.0547
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in discussing the frequency results for the continuous kinked
beam presented in Sec. III.

The ratio of tip displacement to kink displacement in the
fundamental mode is only a function ofa,

d t

dk
5

256125a

80110a
.

The bending moment at the support per unit tip deflection in
the fundamental mode also depends only ona:

Ms

d t
524S a18

7 D S 5

162~a18!~12A127a/~a18!2!
1

2

a D
3S 12A12

7a

~a18!2D . ~22!

II. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

In order to assess the validity of the results obtained
using the Euler–Bernoulli beam model, a FE analysis was
undertaken. The beam is modeled using four 2-D beam ele-
ments as shown in Fig. 3 which also shows a typical beam
element. Each element has two nodes and each node has 3
degrees of freedom so that it can translate in X and Y direc-
tions and rotate in the XY plane. For the node at the fixed
end all the degrees of freedom are arrested. A mass element

is attached at the tip and at the kink. A commercial FEM
package NISA is used to solve the eigenvalue problem using
a conventional, subspace iteration method for fixed values of
E, I , A, L and for different combinations ofmk , mt and d.

FIG. 6. The iso-frequency chart for a 175° kink.

TABLE II. Mode shape coefficients for mode 1.

d mk mt C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

0 0 1 20.7341 21 0.7341 1 20.7341 21 0.7341
0 1 1 20.8650 21 0.8650 0.9999 20.8649 20.9999 0.8648

0° 1 1 1 20.9678 21 0.9678 0.8945 20.8173 20.8805 0.7485
8 1 1 21.4340 21 1.4340 0.5032 20.6146 20.4515 0.3298

80 10 1 22.5144 21 2.5144 0.4307 20.7665 20.4116 0.5842

0 0 1 20.7617 21 0.7617 0.9609 20.6772 20.8445 0.5929
0 1 1 20.8791 21 0.8791 0.9913 20.8305 20.9442 0.8111

30° 1 1 1 20.9830 21 0.9830 0.8842 20.7841 20.8256 0.6956
8 1 1 21.4479 21 1.4479 0.4947 20.5896 20.4108 0.2909

80 10 1 22.5329 21 2.5329 0.4181 20.7373 20.3884 0.5487

0 0 1 20.7195 21 0.7195 1.0578 20.5336 20.6513 0.4204
0 1 1 20.7671 21 0.7671 1.1352 20.7934 20.9624 0.8299

60° 1 1 1 20.8981 21 0.8981 0.9867 20.7408 20.8059 0.6778
8 1 1 21.4294 21 1.4294 0.5081 20.5399 20.3318 0.2157

80 10 1 22.5074 21 2.5074 0.4084 20.6854 20.3484 0.4842

0 0 1 20.6594 21 0.6594 1.1884 20.2516 20.2295 0.0324
0 1 1 20.5390 21 0.5390 1.4601 20.7247 21.0606 0.9251

90° 1 1 1 20.7452 21 0.7452 1.1896 20.6598 20.7915 0.6644
8 1 1 21.4116 21 1.4116 0.5163 20.4579 20.1951 0.0848

80 10 1 22.4846 21 2.4846 0.3843 20.5985 20.2776 0.3739

0 0 1 20.7208 21 0.7208 0.8453 0.4882 2.0752 22.1691
0 1 1 1.4715 21 21.4715 4.9379 20.5271 23.8153 3.5671

150° 1 1 1 20.1647 21 0.1647 2.1385 20.3559 21.0582 0.9145
8 1 1 21.4459 21 1.4459 0.4539 20.2598 0.1737 20.2713

80 10 1 22.5328 21 2.5328 0.2798 20.3742 20.0771 0.0800

0 0 1 20.7596 21 0.7596 0.4897 0.7074 3.6960 22.1691
0 1 1 26.8455 21 226.8455 49.8275 22.3398 248.4828 46.5149

175° 1 1 1 1.0607 21 21.0607 4.2824 20.3376 22.9800 2.7592
8 1 1 21.4391 21 1.4391 0.4453 20.2240 0.2485 20.3438

80 10 1 22.5250 21 2.5250 0.2622 20.3368 20.0402 0.0277
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Results for the frequencies, and mode shapes, and a compari-
son of the FEM results with the analytical results are dis-
cussed in Sec. III.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, results related to the natural frequencies,
mode shapes and bending moments in a kinked cantilever
with masses attached at the kink and free end are presented
and discussed. Only the effect ofmk , mt andd on the free
vibration characteristics are considered althoughE, I , L also
affect the free vibration characteristics.

A. Frequency analysis

To obtain frequency factors, Eq.~8! was solved numeri-
cally using the software packageMATLAB 10 andKL was ob-
tained for various values ofmk , mt and d. Once KL is
known, the frequencyv j and the frequency factorpj is ob-
tained from Eqs.~9! and~10!, respectively. The FEM results,
as mentioned before, were obtained from NISA.

Frequency factors and the FEM results are tabulated in
Table I for the first two modes for different combinations of
mk , mt andd. As the values of attached masses increase, the
frequency factors drop as seen in Table I. It can be also seen
from Figs. 4 and 5 that as the kink angle increases the fre-
quency factors increase in mode 1 and the decrease in mode

FIG. 7. The iso-frequency chart for a 0° kink.

FIG. 8. Mode 1 formk5mt50.

FIG. 9. Mode 2 formk5mt50.

FIG. 10. Mode 1 formk5mt51.
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2 for a given combination ofmk andmt . It may be noted that
the fundamental frequency increases roughly 3 times as the
kink angle increases from 0 top. For a 90° kink, the in-
crease in fundamental frequency is about 30% from its value

for a straight beam. Thus, the kink effect becomes more pro-
nounced after 90°.

It may be noted that the FEM and analytical results in
Table I are in good agreement except at large kink angles for
some combinations ofmk andmt . A possible reason for this
discrepancy could be that in the FEM model the nodes were
allowed to translate in the axial direction and hence axial
vibration is not arrested. Regarding the mode 2 frequency
factors displayed in Fig. 5, there is an unexplained deviation
in the trend formk50, mt51 aroundd5150°. This combi-
nation of mk , mt and d also results in large unexplained
values for mode shape coefficients in Table II.

For a given kink angle it is possible to find an infinite
number ofmk andmt combinations that give the same fun-
damental frequency. These combinations appear to fit the
equation mk1mt(41 10

3 cosd12
3 cos2 d)5const. This result

was obtained after trial and error and was motivated by the
discrete beam analysis presented in Sec. I, which shows that
mk1@413 cosd1cos2 d1sind#mt5const. It may be noted
that the expression inside the bracket, (41 10

3 cosd
12

3 cos2 d), is equal to 8 whend50 as required by the dis-
crete model. It should, however, be noted that the above fit is
not accurate for low values ofmk andmt , or for high kink
angles. For a hairpin like kinked beam, e.g.,d5175°, the loci
of iso-frequency points are curved as shown in Fig. 6. For

FIG. 11. Mode 2 formk5mt51.

TABLE III. Mode shape coefficients for mode 2.

d mk mt C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

0 0 1 21.0185 21 1.0185 1 21.0185 20.9997 1.0181
0 1 1 21.0060 21 1.0060 0.9999 21.0061 20.9998 1.0058

0° 1 1 1 21.2857 21 1.2857 20.2806 21.2444 1.8464 21.8358
8 1 1 21.9881 21 1.9881 21.6194 20.6874 2.9547 22.9305

80 10 1 23.4869 21 3.4869 22.1743 0.8403 2.6279 22.9910

0 0 1 21.0985 21 1.0985 0.3995 21.3732 2.0224 21.9933
0 1 1 21.2262 21 1.2262 20.1308 21.1886 1.8176 21.8088

30° 1 1 1 21.4239 21 1.4239 20.6603 21.0697 2.2806 22.2694
8 1 1 22.0519 21 2.0519 21.6951 20.6050 3.0424 23.0173

80 10 1 23.5849 21 3.5849 22.2148 0.9225 2.6697 23.0573

0 0 1 21.1627 21 1.1627 20.1461 21.3411 3.8169 23.7784
0 1 1 21.3512 21 1.3512 20.5302 20.9013 2.4185 22.4120

60° 1 1 1 21.5309 21 1.5309 20.8641 20.7959 2.5424 22.5339
8 1 1 22.1543 21 2.1543 21.7940 20.4477 3.1800 23.1544

80 10 1 23.7572 21 3.7572 22.2704 1.0711 2.7337 23.1672

0 0 1 21.2378 21 1.2378 20.6265 21.1328 4.9242 24.8734
0 1 1 21.4221 21 1.4221 20.6437 20.5666 2.6044 22.6046

90° 1 1 1 21.6177 21 1.6177 20.9351 20.5013 2.6453 22.6425
8 1 1 22.3014 21 2.3014 21.9401 20.2666 3.3715 23.3437

80 10 1 24.0067 21 4.0067 22.3806 1.2752 2.8560 23.3549

0 0 1 21.5685 21 1.5685 21.6262 21.1656 6.1934 26.0757
0 1 1 21.2433 21 1.2433 20.1887 20.0395 2.5244 22.5477

150° 1 1 1 21.6044 21 1.6044 20.6750 20.0994 2.4487 22.4648
8 1 1 22.6869 21 2.6869 22.4504 20.0289 3.9407 23.8969

80 10 1 24.6274 21 4.6274 22.8291 1.7450 3.3223 23.9719

0 0 1 21.8783 21 1.8783 22.4117 21.8136 7.0139 26.8313
0 1 1 20.9772 21 0.9772 0.0574 0.2764 3.6476 23.6691

175° 1 1 1 21.3826 21 1.3826 20.2979 20.0179 2.2831 22.3104
8 1 1 22.7589 21 2.7589 22.5616 20.0060 4.0570 24.0093

80 10 1 24.7415 21 4.7415 22.9298 1.8284 3.4246 24.1005
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smaller kink angles the loci are nearly straight as shown in
Fig. 7.

B. Mode shapes

The solution of Eq.~8! also yields Cj , j 51, . . . ,8,
which determine the mode shapes for the kinked cantilever.
The mode shapes formk5mt50 for different kink angles
are presented in Figs. 8 and 9. The mode shapes formk

5mt51 for different kink angles are shown in Figs. 10 and
11.

Mode shape coefficients for various sets ofmk and mt

for the first two modes are given in Tables II and III. It is
possible to use this information to construct the mode shapes
for all the combinations ofmk ,mt andd by means of inter-
polation. Table II applies for the first mode of vibration in
which both segments of the kinked beam bend in the same
direction. Table III applies for the second mode of vibration
where the two segments bend in opposite directions. This is
indicated by a negative sign for the amplitude ratios pre-
sented in Table IV.

The ratio of bending displacements at the tip (wt) and at
the kink (wk) presented in Table IV decreases with an in-
creasing kink angle, and for kink angles larger than 90°,
deviations from this trend are noted. There is a good agree-

ment between analytical results and results obtained from
FEM, and it can be observed that for large values ofmk or
mt , the kinked cantilever beam can be reasonably approxi-
mated by a discrete model, as described in Sec. I.

The ratio of wk to wt is important in controlling the
vibrations of flexible robots. As an example, consider a 2-
link flexible manipulator that delivers a payload to its desti-
nation at a velocity ofv t with a kink angle of 60°. Assuming
mk58 andmt51, the frequencies arev151.278 rad/s and
v254.35 rad/s for a beam of unit length. LetA1t andA2t be
the amplitudes of resulting free vibrations at the tip in mode
1 and mode 2, respectively. Assuming the velocity at the
kink be vk , it is possible to use Table IV to adjust the ve-
locitiesv t andvk such that the amplitude of free vibration at
the tip is minimum. Theoretically it is possible to achieve a
zero amplitude of free vibration at the tip. Of course, in this
example only the first two modes of vibrations are assumed
to be excited. In the general problem the above assumption
may not hold, and higher order modes may also be required
to predict a correct response of the kinked beam.

C. Bending moments

The static bending moment at the support can be calcu-
lated using Eq.~16!. The dynamic moment per unit tip de-
flection is given by 3(EI/L2)Ds . Hence the ratio of the dy-
namic to static bending moment can be calculated for any
particular configuration. It may be noted that this ratio be-
comes infinite ford5p, even though the dynamic moment
remains finite, equal to 3(EI/L2)Ds . Multiplying the dy-
namic moment at the support byDk gives the dynamic mo-
ment at the kink. The dynamic moment at the support for a
straight beam in mode 1 is shown in Fig. 12. The kink mass,
mk is varied between 0 and 80. The tip mass,mt is varied
between 0 and 10. The three-dimensional~3-D! surface has a
maximum dynamic bending moment factor,Ds , of 1.6 for
mk580 andmt50, i.e., for negligible tip mass. When the
kink mass becomes negligible, the dynamic factor becomes

FIG. 12. The dynamic moment for a straight beam in mode 1.

TABLE IV. Vibration amplitude ratio.

Mode 1 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 2
mk mt d Analytical FEM Analytical FEM

0 0 0° 2.9453 2.9497 21.4012 21.3777
0 1 ¯ 3.1494 3.1488 20.2093 20.2070
1 1 ¯ 3.0878 3.0885 20.4799 20.4769
8 1 ¯ 2.8419 2.8425 22.6178 22.6085

80 10 ¯ 2.8299 2.8300 22.8034 22.8000

0 0 30° 2.7819 2.8184 21.7700 21.4938
0 1 ¯ 3.0008 3.0301 20.3940 20.3264
1 1 ¯ 2.9387 2.9624 20.6910 20.5976
8 1 ¯ 2.6938 2.7036 22.9717 22.8485

80 10 ¯ 2.6834 2.6906 23.1472 23.0568

0 0 60° 2.4288 2.4599 21.9910 21.8095
0 1 ¯ 2.6890 2.7142 20.5403 20.5204
1 1 ¯ 2.6061 2.6275 20.8870 20.8508
8 1 ¯ 2.3121 2.3208 23.6031 23.5403

80 10 ¯ 2.3002 2.3068 23.8265 23.7940

0 0 90° 1.9483 1.9717 22.3143 22.2273
0 1 ¯ 2.3206 2.3366 20.6319 20.6575
1 1 ¯ 2.1798 2.4078 21.0734 21.0854
8 1 ¯ 1.7799 1.7869 24.7490 24.7148

80 10 ¯ 1.7668 1.7722 25.0571 25.0519

0 0 150° 0.8629 1.1705 27.1548 22.6714
0 1 ¯ 2.5030 2.8752 20.3017 20.1662
1 1 ¯ 1.7019 1.9521 21.0045 20.8056
8 1 ¯ 0.7895 0.8015 210.6223 29.8592

80 10 ¯ 0.7873 0.7949 210.7502 210.2860

0 0 175° 0.5540 1.3360 274.3250 21.5727
0 1 ¯ 3.7362 3.8643 20.03610 20.0231
1 1 ¯ 2.2342 2.3500 20.5075 20.4419
8 1 ¯ 0.6362 0.6512 212.7434 212.3061

80 10 ¯ 0.6362 0.6381 212.6762 212.5252
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unity for mt510 andmk50 along the axis ofmk50. The
dynamic factor increases from its unit value for largemt to a
maximum value of 1.17 formk5mt50 corresponding to a
straight beam without attached masses. This particular value
of Ds51.17 is obtained for a fixed ratio ofmk /mt53.8. For
this particular mass ratio, therefore, the dynamic moment at
the support is invariant as shown by the line AB.

The above observation can be partially explained using
the discrete model outlined in Sec. I. According to Eq.~22!,
the dynamic moment per unit tip deflection is an explicit
function of the mass ratio (mk /mt), and, for mk /mt53.8,
there is no change inMs . For mass ratios greater than 3.8,
the dynamic moment factor increases towards the maximum
value of 1.6 depending on the value ofmk . For mass ratios
less than 3.8, the dynamic factor decreases towards the mini-
mum value of 1 as shown.

Table V gives the bending moments at the kink and at
the support. This information is useful to design the cross
sectional dimensions of the links of a flexible manipulator
once the tip displacement is specified. In general, the bend-
ing moment at the support is more than that at the kink in
mode 1. However, as the kink angle becomes more thanp/2,
there is a reversal in the trend for small values ofmk andmt .

Eventually atd5p, the bending moment at the kink be-
comes many times larger than the value at the support.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we deal with the free vibration character-
istics of a kinked cantilever beam carrying discrete masses.
Euler beam theory is used to obtain natural frequencies,
mode shapes and static and dynamic bending moments. The
presence of masses at the tip and kink significantly alters the
natural frequencies, mode shapes and bending moments in a
kinked beam. The results obtained in this paper are useful for
analysis and design of control schemes for flexible manipu-
lators, or for predicting the seismic response of two-storied
structures. In particular, the dynamic moment factors provide
useful guidelines in design for practical problems. A similar
analysis can be extended to composite beams or multi-link
configurations. Finally, in this paper we highlight the utility
of a simple discrete model of a kinked cantilever model
which leads to a better understanding of the results obtained
from numerical and analytical models.

TABLE V. Bending moments.

Mode 1 Mode 1 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 2 Mode 2
mk mt d M̂ dyn Ds Dk M̂ dyn Ds Dk

0 0 0° 23.5160 21.1720 0.3395 22.0334 7.3445 20.7137
0 1 ¯ 23.0965 21.0322 0.4659 107.1191 35.7064 20.6137
1 1 ¯ 23.2262 21.0754 0.4132 47.3841 15.7947 20.8364
8 1 ¯ 23.8057 21.2686 0.2215 11.4306 3.8102 21.1712

80 10 ¯ 23.8402 21.2801 0.2087 10.7814 3.5938 21.2031

0 0 30° 23.7648 21.2549 20.3134 17.2794 5.7598 20.8713
0 1 ¯ 23.2659 21.0886 20.4534 56.0590 18.6863 20.7881
1 1 ¯ 23.4085 21.1362 20.4002 33.1692 11.0564 20.8816
8 1 ¯ 24.0335 21.3445 20.2113 10.3283 3.4428 21.1939

80 10 ¯ 24.0661 21.3554 20.1999 9.8329 3.2776 21.2219

0 0 60° 24.3044 21.4348 20.3227 14.7938 4.9313 20.9339
0 1 ¯ 23.5771 21.1924 20.5007 39.2978 13.0993 20.7930
1 1 ¯ 23.8013 21.2671 20.4277 25.1528 8.3843 20.8740
8 1 ¯ 24.7241 21.5747 20.2000 8.7789 2.9263 21.2208

80 10 ¯ 24.7690 21.5897 20.1881 8.3690 2.7897 21.2483

0 0 90° 25.3640 21.7880 20.3353 12.2433 4.0811 20.9726
0 1 ¯ 25.1032 21.7011 20.3463 31.2866 10.4289 20.7331
1 1 ¯ 24.4333 21.4778 20.4905 19.7541 6.5847 20.8340
8 1 ¯ 26.2030 22.0677 20.1770 7.1373 2.3791 21.2751

80 10 ¯ 26.2742 22.0914 20.1654 6.8291 2.2764 21.3032

0 0 150° 213.4840 24.4947 20.1460 6.0608 2.0203 21.3482
0 1 ¯ 22.2366 20.7455 22.3108 51.8472 17.2824 20.4202
1 1 ¯ 24.9191 21.6397 20.8821 17.8500 5.9500 20.6364
8 1 ¯ 214.5509 24.8503 20.0933 4.8344 1.6115 21.5205

80 10 ¯ 214.5771 24.8590 20.0916 4.7550 1.5850 21.5292

0 0 175° 222.9307 27.6436 20.0205 4.0924 1.3641 21.8459
0 1 ¯ 20.2359 20.0786 225.3771 408.9152 136.3051 21.8459
1 1 ¯ 22.7272 20.9091 21.9628 31.1179 10.3726 20.4496
8 1 ¯ 218.1914 26.0638 20.0784 4.5742 1.5247 21.5767

80 10 ¯ 218.1526 26.0509 20.0786 4.5192 1.5064 21.5797
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APPENDIX: ELEMENTS OF THE 8 38 MATRIX F„KL … IN EQ. „8…

a(1,1)51; a(1,2)50; a(1,3)51; a(1,4)50; a(1,5)5a(1,6)50; a(1,7)5a(1,8)50;

a~2,1!50; a~2,2!51; a~2,3!50; a~2,4!51; a~2,5!50; a~2,6!50;

a~2,7!50; a~2,8!50; a~3,1!5cos~0.5* yj !* cos~d!; a~3,2!5sin~0.5* yj !* cos~d!;

a~3,3!5cosh~0.5* yj !* cos~d!; a~3,4!5sinh~0.5* yj !* cos~d!; a~3,5!52cos~0.5* yj !;

a~3,6!52sin~0.5* yj !; a~3,7!52cosh~0.5* yj !; a~3,8!52sinh~0.5* yj !;

a~4,1!52sin~0.5* yj !; a~4,2!5cos~0.5* yj !; a~4,3!5sinh~0.5* yj !; a~4,4!5cosh~0.5* yj !;

a~4,5!5sin~0.5* yj !; a~4,6!52cos~0.5* yj !; a~4,7!52sinh~0.5* yj !;

a~4,8!52cosh~0.5* yj !; a~5,1!52cos~0.5* yj !; a~5,2!52sin~0.5* yj !;

a~5,3!5cosh~0.5* yj !; a~5,4!5sinh~0.5* yj !; a~5,5!5cos~0.5* yj !; a~5,6!5sin~0.5* yj !;

a~5,7!52cosh~0.5* yj !; a~5,8!52sinh~0.5* yj !; a~6,1!5sin~0.5* yj !1mek* yj* cos~0.5* yj !;

a~6,2!52cos~0.5* yj !1mek* yj* sin~0.5* yj !; a~6,3!5sinh~0.5* yj !1mek* yj* cosh~0.5* yj !;

a~6,4!5cosh~0.5* Y!1mek* yj* sinh~0.5* yj !; a~6,5!52sin~0.5* yj !* cos~d!;

a~6,6!5cos~0.5* yj !* cos~d!; a~6,7!52sinh~0.5* yj !* cos~d!; a~6,8!52cosh~0.5* yj !* cos~d!;

a~7,1!50; a~7,2!50; a~7,3!50; a~7,4!50; a~7,5!5cos~yj !; a~7,6!5sin~yj !;

a~7,7!52cosh~yj !; a~7,8!52sinh~yj !; a~8,1!50; a~8,2!50; a~8,3!50;

a~8,4!50; a~8,5!5sin~yj !1met* yj* cos~yj !; a~8,6!52cos~yj !1met* yj* sin~yj !;

a~8,7!5sinh~yj !1met* yj* cosh~yj !; a~8,8!5cosh~yj !1met* yj* sinh~yj !.
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Natural frequencies of a fluid-filled anisotropic spherical shell
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In this paper, the general nonaxisymmetric free vibration of a spherically isotropic elastic spherical
shell filled with a compressible fluid medium is investigated. To this end, the three-dimensional
elasticity solution method recently developed by the authors@H. J. Ding and W. Q. Chen, Int. J.
Solids Struct.33, 2575–2590~1996!# is employed. The effect of fluid is considered by introducing
a relation between the normal displacement and the normal stress of the shell at the inner spherical
surface. It is shown that the coupled vibration can be divided into two independent classes as in the
case of empty spherical shell. The exact three-dimensional frequency equations are then derived. As
the exact elasticity solution can serve as a benchmark to check various approximate theories,
frequency equations of three typical shell theories are also presented. Numerical examples are given
and comparisons between four theories are made. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!03801-1#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Ey, 43.20.Ks@CBB#

INTRODUCTION

One basic problem of elastodynamics that has attracted
continuous attention from engineering is the free vibration of
spherical shells.1–5 Practically speaking, most spherical shell
systems operate in complex environments, coupled with
acoustic media in many areas, such as oil storage tanks,
nuclear reactors, rocket motors, and chemical vessels. It is
obvious that their dynamic behavior will be different from
those of the uncoupled ones. For many years, the concept of
safety design has required that the dynamic behavior of the
coupled system be investigated. Rayleigh6 first solved the
problem of axisymmetric vibrations of a fluid in a rigid
spherical shell. The solution for vibrations of a fluid-filled
spherical membrane appears in Morse and Feshbach.7

Junger8 calculated both the reflection from an air-filled shell
submerged in a fluid and the transmission through the shell
interior of an incidental plane wave. Goodman and Stern,9

using elasticity theory and numerical integration of a system
of ordinary differential equations, investigated the steady
state response of a fluid-filled spherical shell submerged in
another fluid. Rand and DiMaggio10 obtained analytic form
frequency equations and mode shapes for the axisymmetric,
extensional, nontorsional vibrations of fluid-filled elastic
spherical shells and rigid prolate spheroidal shells. Motivated
by the fact that the human head can be represented as a shell
filled with fluid, Engin and Liu11 considered the free vibra-
tions of a thin, homogeneous spherical shell containing an
inviscid irrotational fluid. To develop a hybrid numerical
technique for the free vibration analysis of the sound-
structure interaction problem, Bai and Wu12 presented their
results by investigating a fluid-filled spherical shell. There
are also many recent works concerned with~fluid-filled!
spherical shells submerged in fluid in the discipline of
acoustics.13–15

Today’s advanced technologies have resulted in the need
for new types of structures providing performance unattain-
able by the classical structures built up of isotropic materials.
Consequently, anisotropic~composite! materials, with high
strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios, have been
used widely in coupled structures and systems. Among them,
spherically isotropic material is of particular interest because
of its application in aerospace and nuclear technology.16 The
latest geophysical result reveals the Earth, in fact, should be
modeled as a spherically isotropic inhomogeneous sphere
containing a liquid central nucleus.17 As regards spherically
isotropic elasticity, Hu18 introduced two displacement poten-
tials to represent displacement components and then simpli-
fied the basic equations of equilibrium; he showed that the
general solutions may be found through the use of spherical
harmonics. Cohen and Shah19 investigated the free vibration
of a spherically isotropic spherical shell by employing two
auxiliary variables; they found that, as in the isotropic case,
the vibration can be divided into two classes. But it was
difficult to derive the expressions of displacements and
stresses by their method. Recently, the authors20 used three
displacement functions to simplify the basic equations of a
spherically isotropic media and considered the coupled vi-
bration of an embedded spherical shell; two classes of vibra-
tions were observed.

To the authors’ knowledge, the free vibration problem of
a spherically isotropic spherical shell filled with a fluid me-
dium has not been investigated within the framework of the
three-dimensional theory of elasticity. This problem is the
main subject of our study. Another purpose of the paper is to
use the exact solution to check the suitability of three typical
shell theories for the analysis of coupled dynamic behaviors
of anisotropic shells. In Sec. I, the basic equations and the
simplification procedure developed in Ref. 20 are briefly re-
viewed and the solutions to the resulted ordinary differential
equations are given. The effect of internal compressible fluid
is then considered and the frequency equations are presented
in Sec. II. Ramakrishnan and Shah21 used the Hamilton’s

a!Current address: Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Faculty
of Engineering, The University of Tokyo, Japan; electronic mail:
tt79326@hongo.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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principle to develop a six-mode theory to analyze the free
vibration of an empty spherically isotropic spherical shell. In
Sec. III, their method is employed and generalized to derive
the corresponding frequency equations of a fluid-filled
spherical shell. Frequency equations of two other lower-
order shell theories are also given there. Numerical calcula-
tions are presented in Sec. IV and some conclusions are fi-
nally obtained.

I. BASIC FORMULATIONS AND THE ELASTICITY
METHOD

For a spherically isotropic elastic medium, the linear
constitutive relations can be expressed in the spherical coor-
dinates (r ,u,f) as follows:

suu5c11suu1c12sff1c13srr , s ru52c44sru ,

sff5c12suu1c11sff1c13srr , s rf52c44srf , ~1!

s rr 5c13suu1c13sff1c33srr , suf5~c112c12!suf ,

wheres i j and si j are the stress and strain tensors, respec-
tively; ci j are the elastic stiffness constants. The equations of
motion and the geometric relationships can be found in any
textbook. To simplify the basic equations, Ding and Chen20

employed three displacement functions to rewrite the dis-
placement components as follows:

uu52
1

sin u

]c

]f
2

]G

]u
, uf5

]c

]u
2

1

sin u

]G

]f
,

~2!
ur5w.

It is obvious that the present use of three displacement func-
tions is much superior to the Helmholtz formulas, wherein an
additional equation for the vector potential function is
required.22 It is also simpler than that of two potential func-
tions employed by other authors.18,19 It has been shown in
Ding and Chen20 that the substitution of Eq.~2! into the basic
equations leads to an uncoupled partial differential equation
and a coupled system of two partial differential equations.
Moreover, on assuming

c5R(
n51

`

Un~j!Sn
m~u,f!eivt,

w5R(
n50

`

Wn~j!Sn
m~u,f!eivt, ~3!

G5R(
n51

`

Vn~j!Sn
m~u,f!eivt,

wherej5r /R is the nondimensional radial variable andR is
the mean radius of the spherical shell;Sn

m(u,f) are spherical
harmonics;n andm are integers;v is the circular frequency,
one can further transfer the partial differential equations to
the following ordinary ones:

j2Un912jUn8

1$V2j22@21~n21!~n12!~ f 12 f 2!/2#%Un50, ~4!

j2Wn912jWn81~V2j2/ f 41p1!Wn2p2jVn82p3Vn50, ~5!

j2Vn912jVn81~V2j21p4!Vn2p5jWn82p6Wn50, ~6!

where a prime stands for differentiation with respect toj,
V25rsv

2R2/c44 is the nondimensional frequency, herers is
the mass density of the shell, and

p15@2~ f 32 f 12 f 2!2n~n11!#/ f 4 ,

p252n~n11!~ f 311!/ f 4 ,

p35n~n11!~ f 11 f 2112 f 3!/ f 4 ,

p45 f 12 f 22n~n11! f 122, ~7!

p55 f 311, p65 f 11 f 212,

f 15c11/c44, f 25c12/c44,

f 35c13/c44, f 45c33/c44.

Equation~4! is a special case of the confluent hypergeo-
metric differential equation; its solution is

Un~j!5j21/2@Bn1Jh~Vj!1Bn2Yh~Vj!# ~n>1!,
~8!

where Jh and Yh are the first and second kinds of Bessel
functions, respectively;Bn1 andBn2 are arbitrary constants,
and h25 1

4@912(n21n22)( f 12 f 2)#.0. Generally speak-
ing, Eqs.~5! and~6! are coupled except forn50, for which
the coupled system degenerates to the following ordinary
differential equation:

j2W0912jW081~1/f 4!~V2j212 f 322 f 122 f 2!W050,
~9!

with its solution as

W0~j!5j21/2@C01Jn~Vj/ f 4
1/2!1C02Yn~Vj/ f 4

1/2!#, ~10!

whereC01 andC02 are arbitrary constants andn25 1
412( f 1

1 f 22 f 3)/ f 4.0. Ding et al.23 have developed a matrix
Frobenius power series method to obtain the solution to the
coupled system whenn.0. Details are omitted here for sim-
plicity. The general solution to Eqs.~5! and~6! finally can be
expressed as the linear combination of four independent so-
lutions as follows:

Wn~j!5(
j 51

4

Cn jWn j~j!, Vn~j!5(
j 51

4

Cn jVn j~j!,

~11!

whereCn j are arbitrary constants andWn j andVn j are con-
vergent, infinite series in the variablej.

II. EFFECT OF FLUID AND THE FREQUENCY
EQUATIONS

It is well known that the velocity potential of an invis-
cid, compressible fluid satisfies the wave equation, whose
solution can be obtained by the method of separation. Allow-
ing for the finite value condition at the origin of the internal
fluid, the velocity potential,F, can be finally written as

F5 (
n50

`

Dnj n~kr !Sn
m~u,f!eivt, ~12!
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where j n are spherical Bessel functions of the first kind;Dn

are arbitrary constants; andk5v/cf is the wave number,
herecf is the sound velocity in the fluid. From Eq.~12!, one
can derive the relation between the dynamic pressure,Pf ,
and the velocity,n f , of the fluid as follows:

Pf~r ,u,f!

n f~r ,u,f!
52 ivr f

j n~kr !

d@ j n~kr !#/dr
~n50,1,2,...!,

~13!

wherer f is the density of the fluid medium.
Now let’s consider the free vibration of a spherical shell

filled with an internal fluid medium. Suppose its inner and
outer radii to bea and b, respectively, then we have the
following boundary conditions at the two spherical surfaces

s r50, ~r 5b!, t ru5t rf50 ~r 5a,b!, ~14a!

s r52Pf ,
]w

]t
5n f ~r 5a!. ~14b!

Substitution of Eq.~13! into Eq. ~14b! gives

s r52r fvcfgn~kr !w ~r 5a,n50,1,2,...!, ~15!

wheregn(x)5x jn(x)/@n jn(x)2x jn11(x)#.
Using the solutions presented in Sec. I to obtain expres-

sions of stresses, and allowing for the boundary conditions
~14a! and ~15!, one can derive two sets of linear homoge-
neous algebraic equations of undetermined constantsBni and
Cni , respectively. For nontrivial solutions to exist, the coef-
ficient determinants of the two systems should vanish so that
the corresponding frequency equations are obtained. The
procedure is very similar to that of an embedded spherical
shell.20 It is found that the coupled vibration is again sepa-
rated into two classes: The first class is identical to that of an
empty spherical shell,19,20 while the second changes due to
the coupling effect of the internal fluid. In what follows, we
will thus focus only on the second class of vibration of a
fluid-filled, spherically isotropic spherical shell, of which the
following frequency equations can be obtained: Whenn50

uEi j
0 u50 ~ i , j 51,2!, ~16!

where

E11
0 5@21~n2 1

2!~ f 4 / f 3!#Jn~aj1!

2~ f 4 / f 3!aj1Jn11~aj1!1F0~j1!j1Jn~aj1!/ f 3 ,

E12
0 5@21~n2 1

2!~ f 4 / f 3!#Yn~aj1!

2~ f 4 / f 3!aj1Yn11~aj1!1F0~j1!j1Yn~aj1!/ f 3 ,
~17!

E21
0 5@21~n2 1

2!~ f 4 / f 3!#Jn~aj2!

2~ f 4 / f 3!aj2Jn11~aj2!,

E22
0 5@21~n2 1

2!~ f 4 / f 3!#Yn~aj2!

2~ f 4 / f 3!aj2Yn11~aj2!,

and a5V f 4
21/2, j15a/R512e/2, j25b/R511e/2, here

e5(b2a)/R is the thickness-to-mean radius ratio of the
shell. And,

Fn~x!5r0c0Vgn~Vx/c0!, ~18!

wherer05r f /rs and c05cf /ns5cf /Ac44/rs are ratios of
density and velocity between fluid and shell, respectively.
Frequency equation~16! corresponds to the purely radial vi-
bration, i.e., the so-called ‘‘breathing mode.’’ Whenn.0,

uEi j
n u50 ~ i , j 51,2,...,4!, ~19!

where

E1i
n 52Wni~j1!/j11n~n11!Vni~j1!/j1

1~ f 4 / f 3!Wni8 ~j1!1Fn~j1!Wni~j1!/ f 3 ,

E2i
n 5Wni~j1!/j11Vni~j1!/j12Vni8 ~j1!,

~20!
E3i

n 5Wni~j2!/j21Vni~j2!/j22Vni8 ~j2!,

E4i
n 52Wni~j2!/j21n~n11!Vni~j2!/j2

1~ f 4 / f 3!Wni8 ~j2! ~ i 51,2,...,4!.

III. SHELL THEORIES

To investigate the dynamics of an empty spherically iso-
tropic spherical shell, Ramakrishnan and Shah21 employed
the Hamilton’s principle to derive the controlling equations
corresponding to the so-called six-mode shell theory, in
which, not only the effects of shear deformation and rotary
inertia, but also that of transverse normal strain, are included.
We here follow their method to derive the frequency equa-
tions for a fluid-filled spherically isotropic spherical shell.
For the internal coupled vibration, the Hamilton’s principle
can be expressed as

dE
t0

t1
~T2U1W!dt50, ~21!

whered is the variation, andT and U are the total kinetic
energy and strain energy of the shell, respectively.W repre-
sents the work done by the internal fluid dynamic force

W5E
0

2pE
0

p

Pf~a,u,f!w~a,u,f!a2 sin u du df. ~22!

The followed procedure is similar to that presented in Ref.
21 so that details are not given for the sake of simplicity. It
can be shown that the vibration is also divided into two
classes: The first class is identical to that of an empty spheri-
cal shell,21 while the second changes. Like three-dimensional
elasticity analysis, we give in the following only the fre-
quency equations of the second class. To check the applica-
bility of different shell theories, frequency equations of two
lower order ones, i.e., the five-mode theory and the classical
bending theory, are also presented. It is noted here that the
classical bending theory presented in the following is of the
Federhofer type, which can be obtained by settingks5k2

5kr5Cr50 andk151, along with neglecting the secondary
effects, in the relevant equations for the six-mode theory.21

A. Six-mode theory

g1g42g2g350 ~n50!, ~23!

n4~n11!42a1n3~n11!31a2n2~n11!2

2a3n~n11!1a450 ~n.0!, ~24!
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where

g1522~ f 11 f 2!1k1V21~j1
2/e!F0~j1!,

g2522 f 31k2V21~j1
2/2!F0~j1!,

~25!
g3522 f 3k31CrV

216~j1 /e!2F0~j1!,

g452~2 f 112 f 214 f 31 f 4!

2 f 4k31krV
213~j1

2/e!F0~j1!,

a15a11a61a111a162a72a8a142a3a92a4a13,

a25a11a162a12a151~a11a6!~a111a16!

1a1~a62a72a8a14!1a7~a12a142a16!

1a2~a7a92a51a8a13!1a8~a152a11a14!

1a3~a52a6a91a12a132a9a16!

1~a3a82a4a7!~a9a142a13!

1a4~a5a142a6a132a11a131a9a15!,
~26!

a35~a11a6!~a11a162a12a15!1~a1a62a2a5!

3~a111a16!1~a1a72a3a5!~a12a142a16!

1~a1a82a4a5!~a152a11a14!1~a3a62a2a7!

3~a12a132a9a16!1~a2a82a4a6!

3~a11a132a9a15!,

a45~a1a62a2a5!~a11a162a12a15!,

a15~ f 12 f 221/ks1k1V2!/ f 1 ,

a25~1/ks1k2V2!/ f 1 ,

a35~ f 11 f 211/ks!/ f 1 , a45 f 3 / f 1 ,

a55~k3 /ks1CrV
2!/ f 1 ,

a65~2k3 /ks1 f 12 f 21krV
2!/ f 1 , a752k3 /~ksf 1!,

a85~ f 11 f 21 f 3!/ f 1 , a95212~ f 11 f 2!ks ,

a1051.0, ~27!

a115@22~ f 11 f 2!1k1V21~j1
2/e!Fn~j1!#ks ,

a125@22 f 31k2V21~j1
2/2!Fn~j1!#ks ,

a1352 f 3k3ks ,

a1452~ f 11 f 21 f 3!ks ,

a155@22 f 3k31CrV
216~j1 /e!2Fn~j1!#ks ,

a165@2~2 f 112 f 214 f 31 f 4!

2 f 4k31krV
213~j1

2/e!Fn~j1!#ks ,

with k1511e2/12, k25e2/6, k3512/e2, kr5113e2/20,
Cr52, andks is the shear correction factor.21

B. Five-mode theory

g150 ~n50!, ~28!

n3~n11!32b1n2~n11!2

1b2n~n11!2b350 ~n.0!, ~29!

where

b15a11a61a112a72a3a9 ,

b25~a11a6!a111a1~a62a7!

1a2~a9a72a5!1a3~a52a6a9!, ~30!

b35a11~a1a62a2a5!.

C. Classical bending theory

V21F0~1!/e22~ f 11 f 2!50 ~n50!, ~31!

c1n~n11!2c250 ~n.0!, ~32!

where

c15 f 1V21 f 1Fn~1!/e2 f 1
21 f 2

2,
~33!c25V42@ f 113 f 22Fn~1!/e#V2

22~ f 1
22 f 2

2!1~ f 12 f 2!Fn~1!/e.

It seems paradoxical at first glance that the integerm,
included in the spherical harmonics, and which represents
the non-axisymmetric motion (mÞ0) of the sphere does not
appear in the frequency equations of three shell theories as
well as in the exact ones. The reason has in fact been given
by Silbiger24 to explain the same phenomenon of an empty,
thin isotropic spherical shell. It is obvious that his explana-
tion can be applied here for a spherically isotropic sphere
filled with a compressible fluid medium.

The corresponding frequency equations for the isotropic
spherical shell can be obtained simply upon the following
substitution:

c115c335l12m, c125c135l, c445m, ~34!

wherel andm are the Lame constants.
It is also noted here that, if the fluid is incompressible,

all frequency equations are unchanged, except that the fol-
lowing formula should be used instead of Eq.~18!:

Fn~x!5r0V2x/n. ~35!

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON

Two types of material are checked throughout the nu-
merical calculation. Material I (f 153.64, f 251.60, f 3

51.32, andf 453.76) is nearly isotropic like magnesium,
while material II (f 1520, f 2512, andf 35 f 452) is a hy-
pothetical one, exhibiting substantial anisotropy. The elastic
constants of these two materials are available in Ref. 21 and
have been nondimensionalized here.

As we can see, each frequency equation has more than
one root. However, only the smallest positive root, which is
of physical significance, will be presented in the following.
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A. Breathing mode „n 50…

Apparently, it is impossible for the spherical shell to
vibrate at any frequency in the breathing mode if the filled
fluid is incompressible. Therefore, in Table I, only results of
the empty spherical shell and the compressible fluid filled
one are tabulated for the sake of comparison. Moreover,
seven values of thickness-to-mean radius ratio~e! are con-
sidered to cover a wide thickness range of the spherical shell
from very thin ~0.01! to very thick ~1.0!.

It can be seen from Table I that the six-mode theory is
generally superior to the other two lower order ones, and
seems better to describe the breathing mode even for the
thicker shell, except for some values ofe ~0.05, 0.3 and 0.5
in Table I!, when the spherical shell is filled with compress-
ible fluid. In these cases, the smallest frequencies predicted
by the exact three-dimensional theory are quite different
from those by shell theories. Further calculations show that
the second smallest frequencies of the exact analysis~data in
parentheses! are very close to those corresponding to the
smallest ones of shell theories. Moreover, any shell theory
behaves better for material I than for material II, when com-
pared to the exact analysis. These facts may have a strong
impact on the traditional engineering design based on any

two-dimensional approximated shell theory, especially for
coupled dynamics of composite elements and structures. It is
also noted here that, for the empty problem, the nondimen-
sional frequency predicted by the classical theory does not
vary with the thickness-to-mean radius ratio, as we can see
from Eq. ~31!.

To show the effects of the two nondimensional fluid
parameters,r0 and c0 , on the breathing mode vibration,
Table II gives the smallest frequencies of a material II
spherical shell for several different cases calculated by the
exact three-dimensional theory.

It can be seen that the nondimensional parameterc0 has
a significant effect on the natural frequency of the purely
radial vibration. This shows that the effect of the compress-
ibility of the fluid should be included, if the fluid is com-
pressible. Also we can see that for a very thick shell~e

FIG. 1. Nonbreathing mode frequencies of a spherical shell~material II!
filled with compressible fluid fore50.01: d Classical bending;j exact;m
six mode;s five mode.

TABLE I. Natural frequencies of anisotropic spherical shells~breathing mode!.a,b

Theory Casec

e

0.01 0.05 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.0

Exact I, filled 0.829 97 2.156 51 2.783 34 2.954 80 2.848 05 3.040 05 3.123 78
I, empty 2.935 01 2.935 54 2.937 20 2.954 29 2.984 97 3.035 80 3.046 77
II, filled 0.890 30 4.799 39 5.592 59 6.984 71 7.092 13 7.477 48 7.015 76

~6.062 39! ~7.573 54! ~7.768 25!
II, empty 7.483 53 7.488 75 7.504 84 7.654 49 7.811 51 7.478 43 7.015 44

Six mode I, filled 0.830 76 2.160 89 2.791 89 2.940 84 2.852 72 2.942 05 2.930 68
I, empty 2.935 02 2.935 73 2.937 96 2.960 36 2.998 32 3.055 81 3.071 21
II, filled 0.890 79 6.071 40 5.599 54 7.628 27 7.827 89 7.648 95 7.250 17
II, empty 7.483 57 7.489 74 7.508 65 7.677 90 7.860 77 7.668 47 7.242 98

Five mode I, filled 0.841 56 2.180 31 2.871 97 3.162 44 2.890 10 3.153 30 3.144 28
I, empty 3.236 59 3.236 27 3.235 26 3.224 54 3.203 41 3.153 60 3.109 63
II, filled 0.892 11 6.080 62 5.600 90 7.999 60 7.857 66 7.760 19 7.684 37
II, empty 7.999 97 7.999 17 7.996 67 7.970 17 7.917 95 7.794 84 7.686 15

Classical I, filled 0.841 06 2.177 79 2.865 63 3.155 62 2.879 97 3.229 66 3.278 65
I, empty 3.236 60
II, filled 0.892 00 6.078 92 5.599 52 6.999 90 7.099 83 7.799 25 7.961 48
II, empty 8.000 00

aThe nondimensional fluid parameters are selected as:r05c050.2.
bData in parentheses are the second lowest frequencies of the exact analysis.
cI, filled—material I, filled with compressible fluid, and so on.

TABLE II. Effects of fluid parameters on breathing mode frequencies of a
fluid-filled spherical shell.

r0 , c0

e

0.1 0.3 0.5 1.0

0.2, 0.2 5.592 59 6.984 71 7.092 13 7.015 76
0.2, 0.4 5.862 42 5.099 02 5.780 97 7.015 59
0.2, 0.6 4.759 79 5.371 97 6.092 49 7.015 58
0.4, 0.2 5.572 36 6.958 11 7.074 25 7.016 03
0.6, 0.2 5.553 43 6.934 48 7.057 35 7.016 28
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FIG. 2. As Fig. 1 but fore50.05.

FIG. 3. As Fig. 1 but fore50.1.

FIG. 4. As Fig. 1 but fore50.3.

FIG. 5. As Fig. 1 but fore50.5.

FIG. 6. As Fig. 1 but fore50.8.

FIG. 7. As Fig. 1 but fore51.0.
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51.0, for example!, the effects of both fluid parameters be-
come negligible. This is true, as one can imagine, directly
from a physical point of view that for a very thick shell, the
natural frequency will greatly depend on its own physical
properties.

B. Nonbreathing modes „n>0…

Figures 1–7 present curves of the smallest nondimen-
sional frequencyV versus mode numbern for seven values
of thickness-to-mean radius ratioe, respectively, of a mate-
rial II spherical shell filled with compressible fluid. The fluid
parameters are chosen asr05c050.2. It is mentioned that
only those points corresponding to integral values of the
mode number are of physical significance in the following
figures. Figure 1 shows that for a very thin spherical shell,
four theories agree with each other very well; that is to say,
all shell theories are sufficient to describe the coupled dy-
namic behaviors of a very thin spherical shell. As we can see
from Fig. 1, the larger the mode number is, the higher the
frequency becomes. However, it is not the case for other six
values ofe. In fact, curves for these cases become irregular
and for some mode numbers, the differences between exact
analysis and shell theories are very significant. In particular,

the classical bending theory is even closer to the exact three-
dimensional analysis than the six and five mode theories, for
example, at modesn59 in Fig. 4 andn53 in Figs. 5 and 6.
In fact, at these modes, the second smallest frequencies of
the three-dimensional theory are much closer to the corre-
sponding ones of six and five mode theories, as we have also
observed in the breathing mode. Generally speaking, the six
mode theory is the most suitable one in predicting the
coupled natural frequencies amongst these three shell theo-
ries, especially for very thick shell (e51.0, Fig. 7!. How-
ever, only three-dimensional exact theory can give accurate
predictions in all cases. The results illustrate that before the
use of shell theories in coupled problems, their suitability
should be checked by comparing with the exact analysis.

For the sake of comparison, the frequency spectra of a
material I spherical shell filled with compressible fluid are
given in Figs. 8–10~solid lines! for three values ofe, as
examples. The corresponding curves for isotropic material
~Poisson’s ratio is selected to be 0.3! are simultaneously dis-
played in Figs. 8–10~dotted lines!. The fluid parameters are
the same as those employed in the preceding example, i.e.,
r05c050.2.

Since material I is nearly isotropic, the difference be-
tween the results of material I and the isotropic material is

FIG. 8. Nonbreathing mode frequencies of a spherical shell filled with com-
pressible fluid fore50.05. ~Solid line: Material I, dotted line: isotropic
material with Poisson’s ration050.3): d Classical bending;j exact;m six
mode:s five mode.

FIG. 9. As Fig. 8 but fore50.5.

FIG. 10. As Fig. 8 but fore51.0.

FIG. 11. Nonbreathing mode frequencies of a spherical shell~material II!
filled with incompressible fluid fore50.1: d Classical bending;j exact;m
six-mode;s five mode.
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not significant. However, by comparing Figs. 8–10 with the
corresponding ones for material II, it can be seen that the
anisotropy of the material has a great effect on the nondi-
mensional frequency. Similar to what has been shown in the
breathing mode, shell theories are more suitable for isotropic
materials than for anisotropic materials. However, for some
values ofe, frequencies obtained by shell theories also will
be quite different from the exact ones at certain mode num-
bers, even for isotropic, moderately thin spherical shell, if
filled with compressible fluid.

The irregularity of the frequency spectra of a spherical
shell filled with compressible fluid is solely induced by the
compressibility of the fluid. This has been demonstrated in
Figs. 11 and 12 for a spherical shell filled with incompress-
ible fluid, and, in Fig. 13 for an empty spherical shell, re-
spectively. It is shown that for the latter two problems, ex-
cept for n51, the nondimensional frequencyV increases
monotonously when the mode numbern becomes larger. Ob-
viously, the six mode theory always has a good ability in
predicting the natural frequencies of a spherical shell. This is
somehow quite different from the compressible fluid case. In
fact, it is very similar to that of an embedded spherical
shell.25

Figure 14 gives several spectra of the smallest frequency

V versus the mode numbern of a material II spherical shell
for five values of the nondimensional fluid parameters,r0

andc0 , to show their effects on the nonbreathing mode vi-
bration. The thickness-to-mean radius ratio is selected ase
50.3. Only exact frequencies are presented therein. It can be
seen that no regulation exists for the nondimensional fre-
quency varying with the fluid parameters.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The following is a summary of the main results of this
paper:

~1! Exact three-dimensional frequency equations of a spheri-
cally isotropic spherical shell filled with compressible
fluid were derived; the ones corresponding to three typi-
cal shell theories were also presented.

~2! Numerical comparisons between the exact analysis and
shell theories for several different cases were made and
some interesting phenomena were observed. In particu-
lar, for problems of empty spherical shell and spherical
shell filled with incompressible fluid, the frequency
spectra are very regular and the six mode shell theory
always has a good ability to describe the dynamic behav-
iors of the shell. For moderately thick and thin spherical
shell, respectively, the five mode theory and classical
bending theory also behave well and are able to give
frequencies that are very close to the exact ones. How-
ever, for problems of spherical shell filled with com-
pressible fluid, this is no longer true. In fact, the fre-
quency spectra become irregular and, except for very
thin shell, the exact frequencies become quite different
from the ones predicted by shell theories at certain mode
numbers. All three shell theories are no longer exact
enough to describe the dynamic behaviors of the spheri-
cal shell in these cases. This fact shows that before the
use of any shell theory in analyzing the coupled dynam-
ics of shell structures, its suitability should be strictly
checked by comparison with exact analysis or other ap-
proximated methods based on three-dimensional elastic-
ity.

~3! By comparing results for material I with those for mate-

FIG. 12. As Fig. 11 but fore50.8.

FIG. 13. Nonbreathing mode frequencies of an empty spherical shell~ma-
terial II! for e51.0: d Classical bending;j exact; m six mode;s five
mode.

FIG. 14. Effects of fluid parameters on nonbreathing modes of a fluid-filled
spherical shell~material II!: r0 , c05j 0.2, 0.2;h 0.2, 0.4;d 0.2, 0.6;s
0.4, 0.2;m 0.6, 0.2.
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rial II, one can conclude that all the three shell theories
are more suitable to be used to analyze isotropic shells
than to analyze strong anisotropic shells.

~4! The compressibility of fluid has a significant effect on
the natural frequencies of a fluid-filled spherical shell. In
fact, as numerical results show, because of the inclusion
of the compressible effect, the traditional engineering
design based on any two-dimensional approximated
theory should be reexamined.
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Through an experimental approach, this paper explores the acoustic wave scattering processes
involved in the acoustic backscattering from air-filled submerged cylindrical shells having axial
discontinuity. The discontinuity is caused by lengthwise soldering along the tubes in the course of
manufacture from flat sheets, and is represented as an internal axial mass layer. The tubes are
excited by a plane wave at normal incidence. In the time domain, different echoes on short pulse
responses~echo wave forms!, are identified by the arrival times and related wave type. This enables
the localization of additional wave generating sites and scattering centers due to the solder. A
number of detected echo series are thus identified. In the frequency domain analysis, the influence
of supplementary echoes and that of inter-echo interferences on both backscattering and resonance
spectra is presented. The influence of the angular position of the solder, relative to the direction of
the incident sound wave, on the amplitudes of spectra, is analyzed. The key phenomena in this study
are wave generation at the solder when it is directly insonified~prevalent over classical wave
generations of considered waves! and the wave type conversions observed when propagating waves
encounter obstacles in the shell, geometric or material discontinuities~in this case the solder!. The
wave types studied are theA wave ~Scholte–Stoneley! and theS0 compressional wave, in the
midfrequency region,ka525– 90, wherek5v/C1 is the wave number in water,C1 is the sound
velocity in water anda the external radius of the tube. This analysis of the influence of
discontinuities in the propagation medium on the acoustic scattering is carried out with a view to the
investigation of scattering of assembled objects such as cylindrical shells with hemispherical
endcaps. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!02101-3#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Ey, 43.20.Fn, 43.30.Gv@CBB#

INTRODUCTION

Acoustic scattering from objects of relatively simple ge-
ometry ~spherical and cylindrical!, is widely investigated in
numerous studies, both theoretically and experimentally.1–9

In particular, the isolation and identification of resonances
allow the explanation of different acoustic phenomena and
the characterization of acoustic properties of objects through,
among other methods, the application of the condition of
phase matching. Far-field time domain short-pulse responses
from relatively thin shells, primarily consist of distinct ech-
oes associated with specular reflection and with circumnavi-
gations of dominant surface waves. Frequency domain stud-
ies allow the determination of acoustic signatures of the
objects in terms of backscattering and resonance spectra.

A number of acoustic scattering studies on plates have
shown that localized changes in the geometry, plate thick-
ness, for example, cause wave type conversions in these re-
gions. Brierset al.10 discuss the conversion of the Scholte–
Stoneley wave into a generalized Rayleigh wave at the
extremity of a thick plate immersed in water. The reverse
process, acoustic volume wave converted into the Scholte–
Stoneley wave, is illustrated by the same authors.11 Further,
phase changes of the Scholte–Stoneley wave propagating
through an inclusion in the structure, is also examined.12 Ex-

perimental verifications of observations from these theoreti-
cal works are provided by Tinel.13 In another study Ech-
Cherif El-Kettaniet al.14,15 consider the conversion of Lamb
waves as well as reflection and retro-reflection phenomena at
the edge of an immersed plate. Ditri16 studies the scattering
of horizontal shear~SH! waves from structures having mate-
rial and geometric waveguide step discontinuities, and sug-
gests that similar considerations could be applied in the case
of Lamb waves. In studies presented by Tinelet al.17 the
interaction of theA wave with a tenon or a mortise results in
its conversion intoA0 , S0 andA1 Lamb waves, each being
detectable at a different critical angle of observation, in the
receiving end. This last type of conversion is closest to some
of the significant observations in the present study.

The effect of discontinuities and mass loads on the
acoustic properties of thin, air-filled, finite, elastic cylindrical
shells is investigated by Bondaryk and Schmidt.18 In pro-
gressive modeling, from an empty thin shell to one with
idealized internal structures, their work attempts to analyze
fundamental acoustic components of real structures such as
submarines. I-Tai Lu,19 applies a hybrid ray-mode~wave
front-resonance! method, in analyzing acoustic radiation and
scattering from fluid loaded objects with different internal
structures. The case of oblique incidence on finite cylindrical
shells in water is examined by, among other authors,
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Rumerman20 and Morseet al.21 The two studies, in the
frequency-angle space, illustrate backscattering enhancement
due to the presence of a discontinuity, represented by the
shell edge. Other recent studies concern work by Klauson
et al.,22,23 where the modeling of internally single side axi-
ally attached plate, is analyzed theoretically and experimen-
tal verification provided in theka515– 35 frequency region.
The authors observe wave type conversions taking place
along the plate–tube junction. They show how ribs and
stringers act as additional wave generating centers, and
therefore contributing, in a significant way, to the complexity
of the echo wave signal in the time domain analysis, and to
the modification of mode numbers and resonance frequency
positions, in the spectral analysis. A comparison of reso-
nance amplitudes between the stiffened and nonstiffened
shells, shows how the position of the structural discontinui-
ties, relative to the nodes and antinodes of cylindrical shell
vibration, influences both backscattering and resonance spec-
tra.

In light of results from these and a number of other
studies, the present work examines the case of a geometri-
cally simple object, cylindrical shell, with an equally simple
discontinuity, a solder~internal axial mass layer! in the ab-
sence of internal structures. The explanation of experimental
results obtained from acoustic components introduced by the
solder, in both time and frequency domains, is provided.
These results are sought in the perspective of the studies on
the influence of the solder on more complex objects where
soldering is used to assemble together geometrically simple
objects, for example, cylindrical shells to which hemispheri-
cal endcaps are attached.24,25

In Sec. I we outline geometric characteristics of a stud-
ied object and provide experimental conditions. In Sec. II the
arrival time formulas for predicted echoes due to the two
wave types,A andS0 , are developed. In the calculations of
echo arrival times, the type of wave propagating, the distance
traveled and corresponding group velocities are considered.
In addition, eventual wave generation and wave type conver-
sions, occurring at the solder, accompanied by transmission
or reflection, are taken into account. The dependence of the
amplitude and arrival times of certain echoes, on the inci-
dence angle of the incident wave front, relative to the solder,
is illustrated. The evolution of the echo arrival times as a
function of the incidence angle, allows the identification of
various echo series. The influence of the solder on the reso-
nance and backscattering spectra is treated in Sec. III. This
influence is principally through wave generation and wave
type conversions at the solder, as well as on the position of
the solder relative to the direction of the incident wave. The
influence on the spectra, of the interference between the echo
from direct reflection at the solder and the specular echo, is
also illustrated.

I. THE OBJECTS AND CONDITIONS OF EXPERIMENTS

The soldered tubes are made from flat sheets rolled and
soldered lengthwise. The external surface is smoothed out
such that the mass layer due to the solder is only visible
internally. The shells are made of stainless steel of density
r57900 kg/m3 with the velocities of shear and compres-

sional waves, respectively,CT53100 m/s andCL55790
m/s. Dimensional characteristics of the tubes are external
radiusa515.30 mm, radii ratiob/a50.97, whereb is the
internal radius, total lengthL5200 mm, and the mass layer
having an average thickness of the order of magnitude of the
thickness of the shell,h50.46 mm and its width is twice this
value. The air-filled tube, closed on both ends by a stainless
steel disk of the same thickness as the tube, is vertically
suspended in water and insonified normally to its axis. The
vertical position of the tube is a factor of particular impor-
tance so as to avoid the generation of guided waves from
oblique incidence. A water tank of diameter 3 meters and
depth 2 meters is equipped with a computer controlled
mechanism to command the displacements of the transducer
around the objects. Figure 1 shows the sketch of the experi-
mental setup. The transducer used is broad band Panamet-
rics, model V392-SU, with central frequency equal to 1 MHz
(ka565.4). The time and frequency domain characteristics
of the transducer are presented in Fig. 2. The diameter of its
radiating surface is 40 mm. The frequency range of the study
extends over 400–1400 kHz (ka525– 90), the wavelength
l, of the incident wave is of the order of magnitude of the
mass layer width. An electric signal pulse of Dirac type from
a pulse generator excites the transducer. The distance be-
tween the transducer and the object is about 1 m. In this two
dimensional backscattering configuration and considering the
ratio a2/l, conditions of the far field are satisfied and the
incident wave can be considered to be plane.3 Also, in the
frequency range studied and given the physical characteris-
tics of the shells~material and the ratiob/a!, only theA wave
~Scholte–Stoneley! and theS0 wave are experimentally ob-
served. This study, therefore, is confined to these two types
of waves only. The broad pass-band of the transducers en-
sures sufficient separation of frequency zones, in which theA
wave and theS0 wave are generated. This separation facili-
tates the scattering analysis both in the time and frequency
domains. The backscattering investigations are made at dif-
ferent angular positions around the tube, in the azimuthal
plane.

The short pulse monostatic setup26,27 is used to obtain

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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experimental results presented in the time domain analysis.
A short pulse is sent to the object from the transducer and the
backscattered signal is received by the same transducer. The
received signal, the echo wave form, is visualized on the
oscilloscope and recorded for further signal processing and
analysis. In the frequency domain analysis, the monostatic
quasi-harmonic setup28,29 is used and consists in sending a
train of sinusoidal signal covering the frequency range of the
band pass of the transducer, with a duration sufficiently long
~500ms! such that a steady state is established on the object.
The form of the backscattered signal depends on the central
frequency of the incident burst. Close to~and at! the reso-
nance frequencies of the insonified object the backscattered
signal shows a characteristic tail at the end of the forced
excitation. Recordings are made either in the forced excita-
tion zone~backscattering spectra! or in the free reemission
zone~resonance spectra!.

II. TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS

The prediction of echo arrival times is carried out as
follows: wave types and respective generation points on the
shell are identified, possible wave travel paths on the objects
are determined, considering eventual wave type conversions,
at the solder. Taking into account respective wave group
velocities, echo arrival times are calculated and allow the
localization of individual echoes on the echo wave form.
Studies on the evolution of the arrival time of various echoes

as a function of the incidence angleu allow the identification
and explanation of different echo series, this facilitates the
localization of echo origins.

Figure 3 presents the cross section of the experimental
setup. The angular positionu, in the azimuthal plane, of the
transducer~incident wave!, is noted for each recording. This
incident angle can be measured from any arbitrarily fixed
point on the tube, in the present study the solder is at
u590° (p/2 radians! from the chosen starting point. TheS0

wave is generated at critical angleuc (uc5sin21 C1 /
CS0

ph where C151470 m/s is the sound velocity in water

and CS0

ph is the phase velocity of theS0 wave for whichuc

516°).30 The A wave is generated in the neighborhood of
the tangent to the tube. For both wave types two directions of
propagation from the generation points are defined and la-
beled 1 and 2~clockwise and anti-clockwise, respectively!.

Echo wave form recordings made around the soldered
tube, at 1° angular intervals and placed next to each other,
are shown on the grayscale presentation of Fig. 4~a!, in the
angle-time space, for anglesu590° to 270°, the other angu-
lar section being the mirror image of this part. On this global
representation of the evolution of echo arrival times, echoes
from wave types generated in the higher frequency region
(S0 wave! are identified by finer rippled bands, whereas
those in the lower frequency region~A wave! have wider
ripples. The first echoes of some of the identified echo series
are indicated on the figure. Figure 4~b! shows the evolution
of these echoes as a function of the incidence angle obtained
from calculations using arrival times formulas which are de-
veloped in the following paragraphs. The evolution of the
calculated arrival times@Fig. 4~a!# matches with that ob-
tained experimentally@Fig. 4~b!#.

A. Echoes independent of the solder

Echo Sp is the specular reflection, from the sparkling
point on the tube and, its arrival time serves as a reference to
calculations of all other arrival times. TheS0

1 echo is the first
of the echo series labeledS0

m due to theS0 wave generated
and re-emitted at critical angleuc . The integerm is the cir-
cumnavigation index indicating the order of arrival of the
echoes on the waveform and equals the number of turns the
corresponding wave makes around the tube. The first echo of

FIG. 2. Time and frequency characteristics of the transducer.

FIG. 3. Cross section of the tube in the experimental setup.
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each series,m51, does not make a complete turn around the
shell, except for echoes generated and re-emitted at the sol-
der. In a number of relations in this paper particular symbols
have been used in order to shorten and simplify their write-
up. These symbols are grouped in Table I for easy referenc-
ing. The travel time of sound in water between the sparkling
point and theS0 wave generation point is notedd5a(1
2cosuc)/C1. The time taken by anS0 wave to travel round
the tube is equal togS0

52pa/CS0
, whereCS0

is the group
velocity of the S0 wave on the tube. The arrival time of
echoes of the seriesS0

m is therefore given by

tS
0
m52d12a~p2uc!/CS0

1~m21!gS0
, m51,2, . . . .

~1!

Likewise, echoA1 is the first echo of the seriesAm due to the
A wave generated and re-radiated tangentially at the surface
of the shell. The travel time of sound in water between the
sparkling point and the point where theA wave is generated
is equal toh5a/C1 and the time theA wave takes to travel
one turn around the tube isgA52pa/CA , whereCA is its
group velocity. Thus the arrival time of echoes of this series
is obtained from

tAm52h1pa/CA1~m21!gA , m51,2, . . . . ~2!

Echo seriesS0
m andAm are independent of the solder position

and appear in Fig. 4~a! as horizontal bands. These are the
echoes normally observed on the unsoldered tubes.

The time interval between two successive echoes~peak-
to-peak!, representing single turn travel time for respective
wave types is experimentally measured@Fig. 4~a!# and found
to be equal to 18.5ms for theS0 wave and 48.1ms for theA
wave. From the circumference of the tube, 2pa, the average
group velocities of each wave type are deduced, the numeri-
cal values obtained areCS0

55200 m/s andCA52000 m/s.
These values are used in the evaluation of arrival times
throughout this paper. It is accurate enough to use these av-
erage values since the present work is limited to the fre-
quency region where the dispersion of group velocities for
both wave types is relatively small.

B. Influence of the solder

1. Reflection of the S 0 wave at the solder

The S0 wave generated at critical angleuc , in both di-
rections of propagation~1 and 2!, is partially reflected at the
solder and re-emitted at the same critical angle, this results in
the echo series noted 1S0

mr and 2S0
mr , r indicates reflection

and numbers 1 and 2 indicate initial propagation directions.
When the incidence is in the neighborhood of the solder, at
uc on either side of it, abrupt changes in wave propagation
path take place. The changes result in either one more or one
less circumnavigation tour of the wave before re-emission.
The two angular limits shall be defined asa85p/22uc and
a95p/21uc and the arrival time formulas involving the in-
fluence of the solder on theS0 wave shall be written as a
function of angular zones delimited by these points. The
echo arrival times of the series 1S0

mr are obtained by the
relation

t1S
0
mr52d12a~w1a82u!/CS0

1~m21!gS0
,

m51,2, . . . , ~3a!

such thatw50 for 0<u<a8 andw52p for a8,u,2p. In
the propagation direction 2, the arrival time is determined by

t2S
0
mr52d12a~w1u2a9!/CS0

1~m21!gS0
,

m51,2, . . . , ~3b!

where w52p for 0<u<a9 and w50 for a9,u,2p.
These series of echoes are hardly observable in the frequency
range of the present study, but they are clearly identified in
the higher frequency study of Ref. 31~with a transducer of
central frequency 2.25 MHz!, in which the presence of theS0

wave, generated at a critical angle, is more significant.

FIG. 4. ~a! Evolution of experimental echo arrival times as a function of the
incidence angleu. ~b! Evolution of calculated echo arrival times as a func-
tion of the incidence angleu.
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2. Wave generation and re-emission at the solder

Two geometrically distinct zones are defined on the
tube, the zone where the solder is directly insonified by the
incident wave, theclear zone,u50° to 180°@90° to 180° in
Fig. 4~a! and ~b!# and the other is designated theshadow
zone~180° to 270° in the figures!. Figure 5 is an echo wave
form from theclear zone, atu5146°. The amplitude of the
specular echo,Sp, is deliberately saturated in order to en-
hance the amplitudes of subsequent echoes. The echo labeled
Sdis from direct reflection of the incident wave at the solder.
The time interval between this echo and the specular depends
on the termb(u)5a(12cos(p/22u))/C1 . The arrival time
of this echo is thus determined by

tSd52b~u!, over 0<u<p. ~4a!

At u590° the relation~4a! vanishes, the transducer is in
front of the solder and therefore coincides with the sparkling
point as can be seen in Fig. 4~a! and ~b!.

Echo seriesSd_S0
m_Sd corresponds to the direct gen-

eration, at the solder, of theS0 wave and re-emission at the
same point after each turn. Either way the distance traveled
is the same, thus the direction of propagation is of no impor-
tance here. The arrival time of echoes of this series is given
by the relation~4a! plus circumnavigation periodicity of the
S0 wave, over 0<u<p;

tSd_S
0
m_Sd52b~u!1mgS0

, m51,2, . . . . ~4b!

Echoes corresponding tom51, 3 and 4 are visible in Fig. 5;
the second echo (m52) arrives within the time interval cov-
ered by the echoA1.

When the solder generatedS0 wave is instead re-emitted
at critical angleuc , it becomes propagation direction depen-
dent and gives rise to the echo series 1Sd_S0

m and 2Sd_S0
m .

The corresponding arrival times are given by

t1Sd_S
0
m5b~u!1a~w1u2a9!/CS0

1d1~m21!gS0
,

m51,2, . . . , ~4c!

with w52p over 0<u<a9 and w50 over a9,u,p for
the former, and for the latter series

t2Sd_S
0
m5b~u!1a~w1a82u!/CS0

1d1~m21!gS0
,

m51,2, . . . , ~4d!

with w50 over 0<u<a8 andw52p over a8,u,p.
In theclearzone the significant phenomenon is the wave

generation and re-emission at the solder. The wavelength of
the incident wave, within the frequency band of the study, is
of the order of magnitude of the width of the solder mass
layer; it therefore interacts with it to generate theS0 wave.
The evolution of arrival of this category of echoes is closely
linked to the cosine term in the relationb(u) in the form of
arcs, particularly pronounced close to the solder (u590°) as
shown in Fig. 4~a! and~b!. In Fig. 5 (u5146°) a number of
these echoes have arrival times very close to each other and
are therefore difficult to separate. This is the case for echoes
Sd and 1Sd_S0

1, the seriesS0
m and 2Sd_S0

m and the series
1Sd_S0

m andSd_S0
m_Sd. However, in Fig. 4~a! it is possible

to see how strongly this phenomenon depends on incidence
angleu, such that echoes from different series having close
arrival times at one angle can be completely separable at
another angle.

3. Reflection of the A wave at the solder

In theshadowzone, echoes related to theA wave and to
its conversion are dominant. Figure 6 shows a response from
this zone atu5193°. When theA wave generated tangen-
tially on the shell is reflected at the solder, propagates backFIG. 5. Echo wave form from the soldered tube atu5146°.

TABLE I. Symbols of some constants and variables used in the arrival time formulas.

Symbol Expression represented Travel time represented

d a(12cosuc)/C1 Between the sparkling point andS0 generation point~in
water!

b(u) a(12cos(p/22u))/C1 Between the sparkling point and the solder~in water!
gS0

2pa/CS0
A single circumnavigation of theS0 wave around the tube

gA 2pa/CA A single circumnavigation of theA wave around the tube
h a/C1 Between the sparkling point andA wave generation point

~in water!

Limit of angle u in case of

a8
p

2
2uC Re-emission of theS0 wave propagating in direction 2

a9
p

2
1uC Re-emission of theS0 wave propagating in direction 1
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and is reemitted tangentially again, the result is the echo
series 1Amr in initial propagation direction 1, with arrival
time, over 0<u,2p obtained from

t1Amr52a~2p2u!/CA12h1~m21!gA , m51,2, . . . .
~5a!

In this direction theA wave path decreases steadily over the
whole angular zone. Whereas in initial direction 2 there is a
sudden change in the propagation path atu5p as the inci-
dence direction passes through the solder, the arrival time
formula of the series 2Amr becomes

t2Amr52a~w1u!/CA12h1~m21!gA , m51,2, . . . ,
~5b!

with w5p for 0<u<p andw52p for p,u,2p. Only
the first echo of this series is clearly visible in Fig. 6. In
initial propagation direction 1 the path taken by theA wave
is longer than that in direction 2@relations~5a! and~5b!# thus
is not possible to observe echoes of the series 1Amr in the
time window represented in the figure.

4. Conversion of wave types at the solder

The A wave propagating on the tube may undergo con-
version on encountering the solder. Thus part of the energy
of theA wave generated as above~3!, can be converted at the
solder into S0 wave, which is then re-emitted at critical
angle. This conversion accompanied by transmission results
in series labeled 1A_S0

mt and 2A_S0
mt with echo arrival time

determined by

t1A_S
0
mt5h1a~2p2u!/CA1a~w1u2a9!/CS0

1d1~m21!gS0
, m51,2, . . . , ~6a!

with w52p over 0<u<a9 andw50 overa9,u,2p, in
the propagation direction 1. In direction 2 the arrival time
relation becomes

t2A_S
0
mt5h1a~p1u!/CA1a~w1a82u!/CS0

1d1~m21!gS0
, m51,2, . . . , ~6b!

with w50 for 0<u<a8 and w52p for a8,u<p. Then
over the rangep,u,2p ~with the w52p) the relation
becomes

t2A_S
0
mt5h1a~u2p!/CA1a~w1a82u!/CS0

1d1~m21!gS0
, m51,2, . . . . ~6c!

In the case of conversion accompanied by reflection the se-
ries related to propagation direction 1 is labeled 1A_S0

mr
with an arrival time given by

t1A_S
0
mr5h1a~2p2u!/CA1a~w1a82u!/CS0

1d1~m21!gS0
, m51,2, . . . , ~7a!

with w50 for 0<u<a8 and w52p over a8,u,2p. In
direction 2 the series is labeled 2A_S0

mr and the arrival time
determined by

t2A_S
0
mr5h1a~p1u!/CA1a~w1u2a9!/CS0

1d1~m21!gS0
, m51,2, . . . . ~7b!

with w52p over 0<u<a9 and w50 over a9,u<p. In
the angular zonep,u,2p ~with the w50) the relation
becomes

t2A_S
0
mr5h1a~u2p!/CA1a~w1u2a9!/CS0

1d1~m21!gS0
, m51,2, . . . . ~7c!

Note that in formulas~6a! through~7c! the propagation di-
rections 1 and 2 are those of the generatedA wave, whereas
the circumnavigating wave is theS0 wave; hence the indexm
is on this wave type. In Fig. 6 only the series in propagation
direction 2, for both reflection and transmission cases, are
clearly observable. In propagation direction 1 theA wave
travels a longer path before conversion; consequently the
converted wave has a weaker amplitude.

When the convertedS0 wave is reconverted back into
the A wave type on the following encounter with the solder,
after reflection or transmission, and the consequentA wave
travels on and is re-emitted tangentially. The resulting echo
series in the case of reflection are labeled 1A_S0

mr_A and
2A_S0

mr_A and the corresponding arrival times are given by

t1A_S
0
mr_A52a~2p2u!/CA12h1mgS0

, m51,2, . . . ,

~8a!

over 0<u<2p, and

t2A_S
0
mr_A52a~w1u!/CA12h1mgS0

, m51,2, . . . ,

~8b!

with w5p over 0<u<p andw52p over p,u,2p.
In the case of transmission the resulting series labeled

A_S0
mt_A is not dependent on the direction of propagation;

its arrival time is calculated from

tA_S
0
mt_A52h1a~3p1w!/CA1mgS0

, m51,2, . . . , ~8c!

with w50 over 0<u<p andw522p over p,u,2p.
The important phenomena in theshadowzone are wave

type conversion and wave reflection at the solder, as illus-
trated in Fig. 6, where echo series 2A_S0

mr , 2A_S0
mt,

2A_S0
mr_A and 2Amr are dominant. The effect of close ar-

rival times is more pronounced in this case for, the above
series together with the seriesS0

m andAm, form packets of a

FIG. 6. Echo wave form from the soldered tube atu5193°.
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continuum of echoes in which precise isolation becomes dif-
ficult, particularly when the different echoes have, in addi-
tion, close central frequencies. For instance echoes 2A_S0

2t,
2A_S0

1r_A, S0
2 andA1 form one such extensive echo. Thus

what sometimes appears to be a single wide or narrow echo,
may, in fact, be composed of two or more echoes from dif-
ferent series. In some cases there is a reduction in amplitude
of the resultant echo, as in Fig. 6, due to destructive interfer-
ence between echoes, while in others, constructive interfer-
ence brings about echo amplitude enhancement.

The generation of theA wave on thin shells within a
patch close to the tangent line on the surface has been shown
to depend on the ratiob/a and to be limited in a defined
frequency window.32–35 This is true where the ratiob/a
.0.6. With an appropriate correction of the shell material
density, this frequency window, in shells considered here, is
deduced from Ref. 32, and is found to cover the range
30,ka,45. According to other studies in Refs. 36–37 the
condition required in order to be in the midfrequency en-
hancement zone iskh'1 ~h is shell thickness!, assuming
that ka@1. In the case of the considered tube the midfre-
quency zone is situated aroundka'a/h533, which is well
within the A wave generation frequency zone. This explains
the relatively strong amplitude of the first echo of theA
wave,A1 in Fig. 5 compared to those of theS0 wave,S0

1 and
S0

2, for example, even though the generation frequency win-
dow of theA wave is in the lower end of the band pass of the
transducer. In general, it is shown in Fig. 4~a! that echoA1 is
stronger over the 90°,u,180° angular window than over
180°,u,270°. This is due to the fact that in the first case,
the propagatingA wave does not encounter the solder on its
path, before re-emission to give echoA1. Whence it con-
serves most of its energy. In the second case, however, there
is loss of energy due to conversion and reflection at the sol-
der. This phenomenon applies to echoA2 as well.

It is also important to note that echoes resulting from
wave types which have undergone conversion, tend to main-
tain the frequency characteristics of the first generated wave
whilst assuming the speed of the wave type into which they
are converted. More echo series are presented in Ref. 31,
where the use of a transducer having a central frequency of
2.25 MHz enables the generation of theS0 wave with a
stronger signal level.

There is a remarkable continuity of the presence of ech-
oes over what may be considered as the solder illumination
boundary between theclear and theshadowzones situated at
u5180°. However, no visible distinction of echoes series in
Fig. 4~a! and ~b! or an abrupt change in arrival times is
observable even though echoes change their source and
therefore their designation, across this angle. The echoSd
becomes 2A1r , echo series 1Sd_S0

m continues into series
2A_S0

mr and seriesSd_S0
m_Sd changes to 2A_S0

mr_A in a
smooth transition. A general higher amplitude of echoes in
the clear zone, than in theshadowzone, is manifest and is
explained by the contribution of additional energy from
wave generation at the solder.

In addition to this smooth transition of echo types, a
further analysis of the signals has revealed a continuous evo-
lution of the central frequency of the echo designatedSd, to

one designated 2A1r . The central frequency varies from one
close to the central frequency of the transducer~for the echo
Sd!, to the frequency of theA wave, in the frequency window
where it is observed~for the echo 2A1r ) as the angleu and
the travel distance increase, Fig. 7. This feature is observed
in a number of other echo series transitions which are depen-
dent on the solder. These acoustic phenomena on this object
seem to undergo smooth transitions~echo series and echo
central frequency! despite the otherwise abrupt geometric
change between the two zones.

III. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

The monostatic quasiharmonic setup of the method de-
scribed in Sec. I, is used to obtain spectral responses. As in
the case of the time domain study, recordings are made at 1°
intervals around the shell. Systematic spectral analysis high-
lights angular zones in which the influence of the solder on
backscattering is most significant. It also allows the observa-
tion of the amplitude variations of certain resonance transi-
tions at various angular positionsu of the solder relative to
the incident plane wave.

A. Resonance spectra

Resonance spectrum recordings are made sufficiently far
in the free re-emission region to avoid the influence of the
direct reflection~nonresonant! from the solder. Results ob-
tained are presented in Fig. 8, for the angular window 90°<u
,240°. Two zones of interest stand out clearly, the lower
frequency range, in which the influence of theA wave reso-
nances is more significant, and the higher frequency region
where the presence of theS0 resonances is more consequen-
tial. Resonances due to theS0 wave type appear in Fig. 8 as
regularly spaced vertical lines situated at the same frequen-
cies~and with the same mode numbers! as for the unsoldered
tube.38 The frequency span between successive resonance
‘‘lines’’ is relatively constant, D f 554.1 kHz
(Dka53.53),which indicates that in the frequency domain
of the study, the group velocity variations are very small.
Another significant feature in this figure is the enhancement
of resonance amplitudes covering the angular zone
120°<u<200°. The distance traveled by theA wave before

FIG. 7. Evolution of the central frequency of the echo labeledSd ~over
0<u<180°! and labeled 2A1r ~over 180,u<360!.
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conversion is shorter within this zone and therefore on ar-
rival at the solder its high frequency component is still suf-
ficiently strong. The convertedS0 wave is thus manifest well
into the high frequencies. Outside this zone, the high fre-
quency component of theA wave, whose energy is dissipated
into the surrounding water faster than that of the lower one,
has a limited influence; thus conversion is more significant in
the lower frequencies. The condition of phase matching is
equally satisfied for theS0 wave generated at the solder,
directly or by conversion; this results in the enhancement of
amplitude of its resonances. This is true in theclear zone
where the generation and re-emission of theS0 at the solder
is predominant as well as in theshadowzone where the
contribution of the conversion phenomenon is significant.

It can also be seen from the same figure that vertical
lines representing resonances due to theS0 wave type are not
continuous throughout the angular window of observation,
but they appear as dashed lines. This is the result of periodic
variations in the amplitude of resonance peaks as a function
of the incidence angleu, at each resonance frequency. This
modulative effect is present throughout theu5120°–200°
zone in Fig. 8. Below incident angleu5120° and above
u5200° resonances are not so easily observable, under the
experimental conditions of the present study. Considering
the effect of the internal plate in association to its position in
either the nodes or the antinodes of the vibrating shell, stud-
ied in Ref. 22, similar phenomenon can be extended to the
present study to explain these variations. However, in the
case of the soldered shell, the radial dimensions of the solder
do not allow it to generate waves at its proper vibration
modes in such a way as to add to the spectral response. Thus,
in our present study there is neither resonance frequency
shift nor additional resonance peaks on the spectra. Vertical
lines representing resonances due to theA( l 50) wave are
present over the whole angular window~u590°–270°! for
frequencies belowka535. This region corresponds to the
predicted generation frequency window of this wave men-
tioned earlier on. The frequency interval between successive

resonances, smaller than that ofS0 resonances, is equal to
D f 517.8 kHz (Dka51.19).

In some cases this variation in amplitude is such that
certain resonances considered absent at one incident angle
appear with a strong amplitude a few degrees later~or ear-
lier!. The angular dependent amplitude modulation effect is
illustrated in Fig. 9 for two resonance spectra at close inci-
dence angles, 158° and 155°. Note the differences in ampli-
tudes of theS0 resonances (l 52), in the two spectra. The
presence of theS0 resonances in the lower frequency zone
relative to those in the unsoldered tube is due to the genera-
tion of this wave type by direct insonation at the solder. The

FIG. 8. Evolution of resonance spectra
from the soldered tube as a function of
the incidence angleu.

FIG. 9. A comparison of resonance spectra from the soldered tube at inci-
dence anglesu5155° andu5158°.
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amplitude variations are obviously not uniform for all reso-
nance peaks for a given change of incidence angle. This is
simply due to the fact that the position of the solder~relative
to a node or anti-node! depends on the vibration mode num-
ber n of each resonance frequency. The relative low ampli-
tude of theA wave resonances is due to the fact that the
generation of theS0 wave at the solder and by conversion
from the A wave predominates that of theA wave alone.
Nevertheless, in Fig. 9 the amplitude enhancement centered
aroundka540 ~610 kHz! is in relation with the central fre-
quency of echoA1 of theA wave which has not encountered
the solder, at these angles~155° and 158°!.

B. Backscattering spectra

Backscattering spectra at 1° intervals around the tube are
presented in Fig. 10 for the incidence rangeu590°–270°.
Resonances due toS0 wave are clearly observable fromka
545 to ka590, influenced by angular modulation, as verti-
cal rippled lines, similar to the modulation phenomenon dis-
cussed in the resonance spectrum. For frequencies below
ka545 the influence of theA wave is dominant over those of
the S0 wave, particularly in the angular window 90°,u
,180° ~clear zone!, which corresponds to one where theA1

echo is predominant.
The backscattering spectrum of the unsoldered tube is

compared to a spectrum of a soldered tube recorded at
u5170°, Fig. 11. The region belowka545 is marked by a
strong influence of theA wave identical in both spectra. On
the unsoldered tube the amplitudes ofS0 resonances are
weaker, in general, over the whole frequency window and, in
particular, in the frequency zoneka545 to 60 where they
are too narrow to be experimentally observable. On the con-
trary, they are significantly enhanced in the same zone on the
soldered tube. However, respective resonance frequency po-
sitions and vibration mode numbers remain unchanged. Both
the generation of theS0 wave directly at the solder and by
partial conversion of theA wave contribute to the constitu-
tion of S0 wave resonances with relatively high energy.

In addition, transitions due toS0 resonances in the sol-
dered tube appear to be superimposed on a regular modula-
tion in a sort of a new modulation phenomenon explained by

the interaction between echoesSpandSd ~Fig. 4!. The fre-
quency of the modulating signal is associated with the time
interval separating the two echoes, given as 2b~u!, by rela-
tion ~4a!. As the incidence angleu changes, so does the time
interval between the two echoes, which leads to the change
in the modulation frequency and the way the backscattering
spectrum is modified, in particular, betweenka545 andka
560. At incidence angleu5170° the two echoes are sepa-
rated byt514.6ms, the inverse of which gives the modulat-
ing frequency of 68.5 kHz (ka54.48), equal to that ob-
served on the spectrum.

Figure 12 shows the evolution of the effect brought
about by the interference between the two echoes for the
incidence angleu varying from 178° to 182°. Relatively
small changes inu causes significant modifications on the
maxima or minima of transitions attributed to theS0 wave,

FIG. 10. Evolution of backscattering spectra from a
soldered tube as a function of the incident angleu.

FIG. 11. A comparison of backscattering spectrum from the unsoldered tube
and of backscattering spectrum from the soldered tube at incidence angle
u5170°.
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on the spectra. The interval between successiveS0 transi-
tions remains unchanged. Note also that this interference be-
comes that between theSp and theA1r ~into which theSd
echo evolves!, beyond 180° into theshadowzone.

IV. CONCLUSION

In the three cases examined, time domain response,
backscattering and resonance spectra, the influence of the
solder is evident and is manifest in various ways in the ex-
perimental results obtained in this study. In the time domain
analysis, the complex impulse responses from the soldered
tubes are explained by considering the solder as an additional
wave excitation site, additional wave scattering site and
wave conversion site. A number of echo series are deter-
mined by considering different combinations of these three
phenomena~in addition to classical wave generation and re-
emission!, together with wave transmission and reflection at
the solder, in the calculation of echo arrival times. The in-
fluence of the solder on the amplitude and echo composition
of these responses is found to be strongly dependent on
whether or not the solder is directly illuminated by the in-
coming sound wave. However, acoustic properties of the ob-
jects undergo a smooth transition~echo series and echo cen-
tral frequencies! across this distinct geometric frontier~clear/
shadowzone!. This continuity is quite striking.

In the frequency domain analysis, the presence of the
solder follows an angular pattern of influence similar to that
in the time domain. On the resonance spectra the presence of
the solder variably enhances the amplitude of resonances,
depending on the incident wave directionvis-à-vis the solder.
In particular, it has been possible to observeS0 wave reso-
nances in the frequency zone 45,k1a,60 where they are
not observable on the unsoldered tube of the same character-
istics. At different angular positions, theS0 resonances ap-
pear with variable amplitudes. On the backscattering spectra
similar observations are made from the results obtained. In
addition, the influence on the spectra of the variation in mag-

nitude of the first echo ofA wave, depends on whether or not
this wave has encountered the solder. Further, the interfer-
ence of the specular echo with the echo from direct reflection
at the solder~or with the first echo of the reflectedA wave!
results in the modulation of the backscattering spectra. This
modulation modifies the appearance of resonances on the
backscattering spectra. The study highlights some of the im-
portant considerations that are to be made in the study of
acoustic scattering of objects having complex assembled
geometric structures comprising of inhomogeneities such as
solders.
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While its classical model is relatively simple, friction actually depends on both the interface
properties of interacting surfaces and on the dynamics of the system containing them. At a
microscopic level, the true contact area changes as the surfaces move relative to each other. Thus at
a macroscopic level, total friction and normal forces are time-dependent phenomena. This paper
introduces a more detailed friction model, one that explicitly considers deformation of and adhesion
between surface asperities. Using probabilistic surface models for two nominally flat surfaces, the
stick–slip model sums adhesive and deformative forces over all asperities. Two features distinguish
this approach from more traditional analyses:~i! Roughness distributions of the two interacting
surfaces are considered to be independent,~ii ! Intersurface contacts occur at both asperity peaks, as
in previous models, and on their slopes. Slope contacts, in particular, are important because these
oblique interactions produce motion normal to the plane of sliding. Building the model begins by
analyzing local friction forces as composites of resistance to elastic deformation and shear resistance
arising from adhesion between asperity surfaces. By extending the expressions obtained for normal
and tangential friction forces over the macroscopic surfaces, the model then describes the stick–slip
behavior frequently observed in dynamic systems and permits simulating a rigid body on a moving
platform. Numerical results for several surface and system parameters illustrate both time-dependent
and time-averaged frictional forces. These analyses also show that, although total averaged friction
remains constant with respect to sliding velocity for the cases considered, the relatively small
deformation component exhibits resonancelike behavior at certain speeds. Stick–slip occurs only
within a narrow range around these critical speeds of a system. External damping can prevent
stick–slip motion, and both deformative and adhesive frictional forces must be present for it to
occur at all. © 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03701-7#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Ga, 43.40.Dx@CBB#

INTRODUCTION

In modeling friction-induced vibration and noise prob-
lems, friction force is often treated phenomenologically, as a
function of relative velocity between surfaces. These func-
tional relationships mostly originate from measured values of
coefficient of friction on test devices. Friction values ob-
tained from such measurements are normally averaged over
time and surface areas on which they are measured.

Traditionally, functional relationships between friction
force and velocity are confined only to the direction of slid-
ing, neglecting any contribution of normal components of
contact forces during sliding. In reality, sliding between,
even nominally flat, surfaces also develops a time-dependent
normal force component and, therefore, a response in a di-
rection normal to sliding. The forces developed in the normal
direction, combined with the continuous change of true con-
tact area during sliding, make friction force to depend also
on system dynamics. Such interaction between friction and
the response of the system within which it exists can not be
modeled through the traditional use of coefficient of friction.

Friction and normal forces develop at the true contact
areas between surfaces. Between two nominally flat surfaces,
true contact takes place among the asperities. Each asperity

adheres and deforms as it slides over another. The direction
and magnitude of the deformation and adhesion forces at
each contact change during sliding. Thus the topography of
the surfaces and the dynamic response of the system together
determine the distribution of the contact positions and direc-
tion of the forces at each contact. Modeling of friction within
a dynamic system thus involves solving coupled equations
that describe the system dynamic response and the distribu-
tion of contact forces during sliding. Such a combination
relates microscopic-scale contact processes to the
macroscopic-scale system response.

Many physical and chemical processes contribute to
friction. They take place primarily at or near the true contact
areas on the sliding surfaces. The vector sum of resistive
forces at the contact areas constitutes the friction force. Al-
though a detailed description of all the processes that con-
tribute to friction is beyond the scope of this paper and the
current state of the art, it is possible to describe some com-
ponents of friction and relate them to dynamic behavior of
the system in which they exist. We present a model that
includes two such dynamic processes that contribute to fric-
tion: elastic deformation of asperities and adhesion between
them.

Many of the previous models of contact between nomi-
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nally flat surfaces utilize the assumption that contact between
two rough surfaces can be described by contact between a
rough surface and a smooth one.1–6 This assumption dictates
that contacts may occur only at surface peaks with contact
areas parallel to the mean plane of the surface. In reality,
however, contacts between rough surfaces also occur ob-
liquely. In particular, for surfaces with uncorrelated surface
asperity distributions, the probability for contacts to occur at
asperity peaks is very small.

Oblique contacts couple sliding motion to normal mo-
tion. The slope at an oblique contact partitions the contact
forces to their components in the direction of sliding and
normal to it. As the contact position between two asperities
moves, its slope also changes, altering the direction of the
contact forces and their projections onto friction and normal
forces. Thus as a result of oblique contacts between asperi-
ties, sliding motion between two surfaces can also generate
oscillations in the normal direction.

The kinematic relationship between friction,F t , and
normal,F n , forces and the contact area projections resulting
from oblique contacts was previously developed by the au-
thors for generalized contact forces in two dimensions,7

F t~ t !5Ft1Rt5
At

An
F n1S 11

At
2

An
2DRt , ~1!

F n~ t !5Fn1Rn . ~2!

Sums of the tangential components of all local deforma-
tion forces,Ft , and adhesion forces,Rt , over the interface
constitute the total friction force. Similarly, the correspond-
ing normal components,Fn and Rn , make up the normal
contact force at the interface. The sign convention regarding
their directions is shown in Fig. 1.

The model in this paper, based on Eq.~1!, relates the
time-dependent contact area projections,An(t), At(t), to the
motion of the dynamic system through a set of differential
equations~Sec. I!. The model also expresses contact forces
in Eq. ~1!, F due to deformation andR due to adhesion, in
terms of contact area projections~Sec. II!. Simultaneous so-

lution of differential equations for the contact areas and for
the motion of the bodies then yield both frictionF t and
normal F n forces as well as the response of the system to
friction ~Sec. III!.

I. DYNAMICS OF CONTACT AREAS

True contact areas change as a result of both relative
motion of surfaces and deformation of asperities during this
motion. For example, time-rate of deformation,ḋ, of mate-
rial point and area,a, at each contact depend on the relative
motion of two surfaces through a kinematic relationship,7

2ḣan
i 1 ṡat

i5 ḋ t
iat

i1 ḋn
i an

i , i 51,...,k,
~3!

2ḣan
j 2 ṡat

j5 ḋ t
jat

j1 ḋn
j an

j , j 51,...,l ,

where indicesi andj indicate resisting and assisting contacts,
respectively, and subscriptst and n refer to components in
tangential and normal directions to the mean plane.~The
forces that result from elastic deformation of asperities either
assist or resist the relative tangential motion, depending on
the slope of the contact area relative to the direction of mo-
tion. Resisting contactshave a tangential component that op-
poses relative motion.Assisting contactspossess tangential
components in the same direction as the relative motion.7!
The relative velocity of the surfaces has componentsḣ in
normal direction andṡ in tangential direction, as indicated in
Fig. 2. Normal contactand tangential contact areas, an and
at , refer to local contact area projections that are parallel and
perpendicular to the mean planes of the surfaces, respec-
tively, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The total numbers of resisting and assisting contacts,k
and l, in Eqs.~3!, can be approximated using the results of
the Greenwood and Williamson~1967! model for random
surfaces,

k5gAn
r , l 5gAn

a , ~4!

whereg is a constant and superscripts~r,a! denote resisting
and assisting asperities.

Deformation velocitiesḋn and ḋ t in Eq. ~3! can also be
expressed in terms of contact areas through contact deforma-

FIG. 1. Cross section of two rough surfaces in contact.F andR represent
sums of the local deformation and adhesion forces, respectively. Subscripts
n,t denote normal and tangential components. Local contact forcesf and r
are decomposed with respect to local coordinates.

FIG. 2. Cross section of a typical asperity contact with projections of de-
formation and contact areas. Solid lines represent deformed surfaces and
dotted lines represent undeformed surfaces.
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tion models. In elastic contact problems involving rough sur-
faces, Hertz contact theory is used commonly with the as-
sumption that asperities are spherical and contact is elastic;9

the contact area,a, between two spherical objects of radius
r1 andr2 , is expressed as

a5prd, ~5!

where 1/r51/r111/r2 and d is the maximum value of de-
formation.

Differentiating Eq.~5! with respect to time and substi-
tuting its normal and tangential components into Eqs.~3!
yields a direct relationship between local contact areas and
relative velocities. Summing the resulting equations over the
total numbers~k andl! of resisting and assisting local contact
areas, respectively, leads to expressions describing the dy-
namic relationship between the total contact areas and the
normal and sliding velocities,

2ḣAn
r 1 ṡAt

r>
1

kpr
~At

rȦt
r1An

r Ȧn
r !,

~6!

2ḣAn
a2 ṡAt

a>
1

lpr
~At

aȦt
a1An

aȦn
a!,

whereA is the total contact area summed over all asperities
on one of the surfacesS1 . ~The combined radiusr now
represents the combination of the average asperity radii on
surfaceS1 :r15@1/(k1 l )#( i 51

k1 l r1
i .!

Further simplification of Eq.~6! may be made by ex-
pressingAt in terms ofAn through space-averaged~but time-
dependent! slope of contact areas. Such a relationship be-
tween the sums of the normal and tangential projections of
contact areas may be obtained by approximating deformation
velocity ḋ at each contact by a uniform velocity distribution.
This approximation, also used in the development of Eq.~3!,
implies that the local contact areas are plane surfaces and the
contact slopeZi85]Z/]x1

i (i5 i , j ) is constant throughout a
given ~local! contact surface. With these assumptions the
tangential components of the contact areas can be expressed
in terms of the normal components,

at
i5Zi8an

i , at
j52Zj8an

j , ~7!

where the slopes of contact areas are with respect to the
direction of motion.

Summing expressions in Eq.~7! over the interface gives
the following relationships between summations of tangen-
tial and normal contact areas:

At
r5(

i 51

k

at
i>S 1

k (
i 51

k

Z1i8 D S (
i 51

k

an
i D 5^Z18 &An

r ,

~8!

At
a5(

j 51

l

at
j>2S 1

l (
j 51

l

Z1 j8 D S (
j 51

l

an
j D 52^Z28 &An

a .

The average resisting and assisting contact slopes,^Z18 & and
^Z28 &, in Eqs.~8! are the expected values of the positive and
negative contact slopes and they can be calculated for given
probability densities of the asperity slopes.

Finally, substituting the approximate relationships given
by Eqs. ~4! into Eqs. ~6! yields two ordinary differential

equations for the total resisting and assisting normal contact
areas in terms of relative velocities between the surfaces,

a~^Z8&211!Ȧn
r 52~a^Z8&^Ż8&1ḣ2^Z8&ṡ!An

r ,
~9!

a~^Z8&211!Ȧn
a52~a^Z8&^Ż8&1ḣ1^Z8&ṡ!An

a ,

where a51/gpr and ^Z8&5^Z18 &52^Z28 & for a random
distribution of surface roughness.

The solutions of Eq.~9! for resisting and assisting con-
tacts are combined to give the projections of total contact
area required for the friction force in Eq.~1!,7

An5An
r 1An

a5(
i 51

k

an
i 1(

j 51

l

an
j . ~10!

The tangential component of the total contact area,At , on
the other hand, is defined as the difference between resisting
and assisting contacts.~Considering only the resisting con-
tacts overestimates the friction force because the presence of
assisting contacts offsets some of the resistance.!

At
r2At

a5(
i 51

k

at
i2(

j 51

l

at
j . ~11!

Equations~8! and ~11! lead to an expression that relates the
tangential componentAt to the normal component obtained
from Eqs.~9!,

At5^Z8&~An
r 2An

a!. ~12!

Although the expression in this section are derived for
surfaceS1 , similar ones can be written forS2 .

In addition toAt from Eq.~12! andAn from the solution
of Eqs. ~9!, calculation of friction force in Eq.~1! requires
expressions for the contact force componentsFn , Rn , and
Rt . In the next section expressions are developed for defor-
mation and adhesion forces at each contact and related to the
sum of true contact areasA.

II. CONTACT AND FRICTION FORCES

Because of the cause-and-effect relationship between
elastic deformation forces and contact areas, deformation
force at each asperity contact can be expressed in terms of
the resulting contact area. Similarly, because adhesion forces
depend independently on both the normal pressure, or the
deformation force, and the contact area, they also can be
expressed in terms of contact areas.

A. Deformation forces

In cases such as metals, where the local tangential adhe-
sive force r is typically smaller than the normal force f by an
order of magnitude or more,8 its contribution to elastic de-
formation of an asperity may be neglected to simplify the
calculations. Thus only the local normal contact forces, f,
cause elastic deformation and they are obtained using Hertz
contact theory with the assumption that asperity tips are
spherical.1,3,9

The physics of the contact problem treated here also
requires consideration of energy dissipation from the contact
area during deformation. Because use of complex elasticity
modulus in nonlinear transient problems leads to physically
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unrealizable results,10 energy dissipation during elastic de-
formation is modeled here as proportional to the deformation
rate of an asperity. Such a consideration is equivalent to the
loss of deformation energy by means of propagation of elas-
tic waves into the bulk of the contacting bodies, i.e., radia-
tion loss away from contact areas. Hence, the sum of the
Hertz contact force and a dissipation force that depends on
the rate of deformation constitutes the elastic deformation
force

f5K a3/21hė. ~13!

The constantK is defined as

K 5
4E

3rp3/2,

whereh is the loss factor of the material andr is composite
asperity radius as defined before.E is the composite modulus
of elasticity related to the moduli of the two materials and
their Poisson’s ratiosn1 andn2 ,

1

E
5

12n1
2

E1
1

12n2
2

E2
. ~14!

Recalling that the contact surfaces are assumed to be planar,
such thata25at

21an
2 and at /an5Z8, the rate of deforma-

tion of a material at a contact surface can be expressed as

ė5
1

2pr

d

dt
~at

21an
2!5

1

pr
ȧan~11Z82!1/2 ~15!

and

a3/25aan
1/2~11Z82!1/4. ~16!

After substituting Eqs.~15! and ~16! into Eq. ~13!, the sum
of the normal components of the deformation contact forces
at the interface can be expressed as

Fn5
K

g1/2 AnS 11
1

4
^Z82&1¯ D

1
h

pr
ȦnS 11

1

2
^Z82&1¯ D , ~17!

where

^Z82&5
1

k (
i

k

Zi8
25

1

l (
j

l

Zj8
2

is the mean-square value of either the positive or the nega-
tive contact slopes. For asperity profiles such thatat /an

,1(Z82!1), the series of even moments in Eq.~17! can be
truncated after the first term.

B. Adhesive contact forces

The local adhesive forces are considered here to be simi-
lar to the rheological shear resistance of the third phase that
forms between the contact surfaces of two materials. Follow-
ing Kragelskyet al.,8 the local adhesive contact force, r, is
expressed with a binomial expression, as a combination of
two shear terms

r5ta1bf, ~18!

where the constantst andb are determined empirically.~The
signs oft andb depend on the relative velocity at the inter-
face and are negative for positive relative velocity.! The ad-
hesion forcer in Eq. ~18! is in the tangential direction to the
local contact surface. Its first part is independent of normal
contact force, whereas the second part is proportional to the
contact pressure and contact area: f5*qda.

By separating Eq.~18! into its normal and tangential
components with respect to the mean planes and summing
over all resisting and assisting contact areas, the normal and
tangential components of the total adhesive contact force can
be expressed in terms of sums of contact area projections,

Rn52tAt2bFt , Rt5tAn1bFn . ~19!

Rn andRt are uncoupled because of the orthogonality of the
local elastic deformation and adhesion forces. In cases
where, for example, the influence of adhesive forces on elas-
tic deformation is not negligible,Rn andRt will be coupled.
The negative signs in the first of Eqs.~19! are a consequence
of the convention of directions shown in Fig. 1.

C. Friction and normal force

Friction force, defined here as the force that resists slid-
ing motion, is obtained by summing the tangential forces at
the interface. Similarly, the normal force is the sum of all the
forces in a direction normal to the interface. Expressions for
friction force and normal force are obtained by substituting
Eqs. ~19! into Eqs.~1! and ~2!. The results explicitly show
the relationships of the friction and normal forces to defor-
mation and adhesive forces and to the normal and tangential
projections of the contact areas,

F t~ t !5S At

An
1b DFn1tAn ,

~20!

F n~ t !5S 12b
At

An
DFn2tAt ,

where,Fn , sum of the normal components of deformation
forces, is given by Eq.~17!. Thus Eqs.~20!, together with
Eq. ~17!, define the friction force, and the resulting normal
force, in terms of contact areas and even-movements of the
contact slope distribution.

Fn , An , andAt are based on statistical distributions of
the slopes of asperities as described, earlier;t and b are
experimentally determined constants. BothF t(t) andF n(t)
are time dependent because of the changes inFn , An , and
At due to relative motion. Thus true friction force is obtained
in conjunction with the dynamic response of the system
within which it exists, as shown in the next section.

III. FRICTION FORCE AND SYSTEM RESPONSE

An example of the interaction of friction force with sys-
tem dynamics is demonstrated with a simple, idealized dy-
namic system: a rigid block~with deformable surface asperi-
ties! connected to a linear spring and a viscous damping
element, is subject to frictional force at its interface with a
flat platform that moves at a constant speed, as depicted in
Fig. 3. The rigid block is free to move both in normal and
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tangential directions with respect to the platform but without
rotation. Both the block and the platform are assumed to
have nominally flat surfaces, each with a random asperity
height distribution statistically independent of the other.

The equations of motion of the dynamic system are writ-
ten in terms of the coordinatesx andy which also describe its
displacements in tangential and normal directions with re-
spect to the moving platform,

Mẍ1Cẋ1Kx52F t ,
~21!

Mÿ52Mg1F n .

ParametersM, C, andK describe the mass, viscous damping,
and the stiffness, respectively. The differential Eqs.~9! for
the contact areas are rewritten by substituting forḣ5 ẏ and
ṡ5 ẋ2v, where,v is the speed of the platform,

a~^Z8&211!Ȧn
r 52$a^Z8&^Ż8&1 ẏ2^Z8&~ ẋ2v !%An

r ,
~22!

a~^Z8&211!Ȧn
a52$a^Z8&^Ż8&1 ẏ1^Z8&~ ẋ2v !%An

a .

Numerical solutions of Eqs.~21! and~22! are obtained using
expressions for friction and normal forces in Eq.~20! and for
the contact areas in Eqs.~10! and ~12!. The mean value of
the contact slopes,̂Z8&, and its relation to separation,h,
between the surfaces are obtained from the description of
surface roughnesses for the rigid body and the platform as
shown in the next section.

A. Surface model

Calculating contact areas in Eq.~22!, and normal contact
force Fn in Eq. ~17!, requires mean value of contact slopes
and their even moments for each surface. Randomly varying,
uncorrelated continuous functionsZ18 and Z28 , each with a
Gaussian distribution, represent the slopes of asperities on
each surface as a function of their separation,h. Because the
subset of slopes at the contact areas is also Gaussian, the
mean value of the positive contact slopes can be found using
Z18 andZ28 . Then, for slopes ranging between zero and some
maximum contact slope,Zmax8 ,

^Z8&5
1

sA2p
E

0

Zmax8
Z8e2Z82/2s2

dZ8, ~23!

wheres is the standard deviation. The even moments of the
slopes are

^Z8m&5
1

sA2p
E

0

Zmax8
Z8me2Z82/2s2

dZ8 m52,4,...,

~24!

where the value of the upper limitZmax8 changes with inter-
ference between the surfaces. These expressions are the same
for both surfaces, but with different values ofZmax8 for each.
The integral in Eq.~23! can be evaluated in closed form to
give

^Z8&5
s

A2p
~12e2Zmax82 /2s2

!. ~25!

The second and higher moments about origin have negligible
effects on the normal force.

The mean value of contact slopes,^Z8&, relates to sepa-
ration h through the maximum contact slopeZmax8 in expres-
sion ~25! which varies with separation during sliding. When
separation is large, contacts occur closer to asperity tips. At
the maximum value of separation, contact area is parallel to
the mean plane. For smaller values of separation, contacts
are oblique and contact slopes are larger. Accordingly, the
mean value of the contact slopes is also a function of sepa-
ration between the surfaces.

In cases where the relationship between the maximum
contact slope and separation can be expressed explicitly, e.g.,
for spherically shaped asperities, it is possible to evaluate
^Z8& in Eq. ~25!. For spherical asperities, the maximum con-
tact slope occurs on the tallest asperities of the surfaces. The
asperities located farthest from the mean planes on each sur-
face define the maximum value of the separation,hmax ~or
the minimum value of geometric approach! between the two
surfaces. With these considerations, a relationship can be de-
fined for separationh in terms of average asperity size on
each surface. Using the geometric relationship for such a
contact condition as illustrated in Fig. 4, separation between
surfaces is expressed as

h5Z1 max2r11~r11r2!cosf1Z2 max2r2 , ~26!

wherer1 andr2 represent the average asperity radii for sur-
facesS1 andS2 , respectively,Z1 maxandZ2 maxare the maxi-
mum values of the functions describing the surface profiles,
andf is the contact slope as defined in Fig. 4. At the maxi-
mum value ofh, by definition, the corresponding maximum
contact slope is zero,f50.

Substituting cosf>12f2 /2 in Eq. ~26! yields f2

5Dh/%, where the value of%5(r11r2)/2 is the average of
the mean asperity radius for each surface. The difference
between the maximum and instantaneous values of separa-
tion is

FIG. 3. Block on a moving platform. Block is free to move inx and y
directions.

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the highest asperities in contact and the
relationship of the maximum contact slope to separation.
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Dh~ t !5Z1 max1Z2 max2h5hmax2h~ t !.

For small values off,f>tanf5Zmax8 . Thus the maximum
contact slope can be expressed in terms of separation,

Zmax8 >ADh

%
. ~27!

By replacingZmax8 in Eq. ~25! with Eq. ~27!, the expected
value ^Z8& of contact slopes can be expressed in terms of
separation of the surfaces.

The model is now complete and can be solved numeri-
cally to investigate the interaction of friction and the dy-
namic response of the system that contains it.

B. Computations

Dynamic response of the system and the friction force
that excites it mutually depend on each other through contact
area changes as shown in Eqs.~21! and~22!. In the following
sections, equations describing the system response and the
corresponding friction and normal forces are solved for the
cases listed in Table I. The values given in Table I are for
steel–copper pairs for which empirical values of the param-
eterst and b are available.8 Surface properties used in the
examples reported below come from published surface data;1

asperity tip radii have a Gaussian distribution with a mean
radius of 60mm and the maximum asperity heights reach
3–4 mm, typical for ground mild steel.1 Maximum value of
average slope is determined by settingZmax8 in Eq. ~27! to 3s.

By numerically integrating the expressions in~21! and
~22!, first, the time-averaged friction force is examined as a
function of platform speed. Then, the time-dependent friction
force is analyzed along with the corresponding response of
the dynamic system. In both cases, friction force is normal-
ized with respect to normal contact force.

Because of the asymptotic nature of^Z8& in Eq. ~25!, to
circumvent computational difficulties, in all the computa-
tions reported here contact slope is taken to be zero when
relative approach reduces to less than 0.001mm.

C. Averaged normalized friction force

Time averaging the ratio of the instantaneous values of
friction and normal forces givesm̄, the time-averaged nor-
malized friction force,

m̄5 lim
T→`

1

T E
0

T F t

F n
dt.

Because adhesion depends on the deformation force,m̄ is a
complex combination of the similarly time-averaged normal-
ized deformation (m̄D) and adhesion (m̄A) components.m̄
reduces tom̄D when constantst andb are zero.~Use of the
term coefficient of friction is avoided because of its diverse
connotations and different definitions in the literature.!

An examination of the averaged normalized friction
force,m̄, in Fig. 5 shows that, for cases 3 and 6 in Table I, a
negligibly small part ofm̄ results from elastic deformation,
leaving adhesion as the dominant source of friction. This is
not an unexpected result since the effects of resisting and
assisting contacts largely offset each other.

Numerical results show thatm̄ with respect to platform
speed is nearly constant, whereasm̄D shows significant
variation as a function of platform speed. In particular, at
some platform speeds, the deformation componentm̄D shows
resonancelike peaks. The platform speeds, at which resonan-
celike peaks occur, increase with tangential natural fre-
quency, f 0 , of the dynamic system. This dependence is il-
lustrated in Fig. 6 with plots ofm̄D corresponding tof 0

510, 3.16, and 100 Hz of the system~cases 3, 4, and 5 in
Table I!; the speeds corresponding to the peak values ofm̄D

are tabulated in Table II.
Asperity slope distributions also influence the velocities

at which the peak values ofm̄D occur. For example, for
smoother surfaces which have higher standard deviations, as
indicated by Eq.~25!, peak values ofm̄D occur at higher

TABLE I. Numerical values of the parameters used in calculations. The
tangential damping value ofC52 kg/s is used during dynamic simulations,
whereasC5200 kg/s is used for averages. The friction pair chosen for all
cases is a steel–copper pair having a composite elasticity modulus of 77 800
MPa.

Case
s

~rad!
~1/2p! AK/M

~Hz!
t

~MPa! b

1 0.3 10 0 0
2 0.2 10 0 0
3 0.1 10 0 0
4 0.1 31.6 0 0
5 0.1 100 0 0
6 0.1 10 9.8 0.075
7 0.1 31.9 9.8 0.075
8 0.1 100 9.8 0.075

M
~kg!

C
~kg/s!

R
~mm!

h
~kg/m2 s!

10 2–200 0.06 200

FIG. 5. Change ofm̄ and m̄D with platform velocity.
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platform velocities; Fig. 7. The parameters used in Fig. 7 and
the results tabulated in Table III correspond to cases 1–3 in
Table I.

The composite modulus of elasticity of the materials
does not have a detectable influence on the variation ofm̄D

or on the resonancelike peaks at lower platform speeds.
However, it has some influence at higher platform speeds.

D. Instantaneous friction and stick–slip oscillations

Stick–slip oscillations of the system occur at platform
speeds within a narrow band of the peak values ofm̄D shown
in Fig. 6. Oscillations at platform speeds corresponding to
different peaks have significantly different spectra. Oscilla-
tions at platform speeds outside of these bands are sustained,
but without stick–slip.

Phase planes and spectra of the motion of the block and
the corresponding instantaneous friction force, given in Figs.
8–14, help explain stick–slip oscillations and their relation-
ship with the resonancelike peaks ofm̄D . The instantaneous
normalized friction force, plotted in Figs. 8–14, is defined as
m(t)5F t(t)/F n(t).

Figure 8 demonstrates an example~case 6;s50.1! for
which the platform speed~2.7 mm/s! is away from the speed
bands that lead to peaks. By comparison with the corre-
sponding case given in Fig. 9, Fig. 8 shows a smaller ampli-

tude of oscillations that are not repetitive~transient parts of
the solutions are excluded in all the results!. Also, the tan-
gential velocity in its phase plane never reaches the velocity
of the platform and, thus, does not achieve ‘‘stick’’ condi-
tion; the relative velocity is always larger than zero. In the
same figure, friction force varies through many cycles of
oscillations of the dynamic system and exhibits multiple val-
ues for a given relative tangential velocity. The spectrum
corresponding to the response velocity of the block exhibits
several harmonics and side bands, indicative of nonlineari-
ties.

At platform speeds, 3.6, 1.8, and 1.2 mm/s, correspond-
ing to the peak values ofm̄D shown in Fig. 6, response of the
same system as in Fig. 8~case 6;s50.1! exhibits higher
amplitudes that are periodic. At these speeds both the friction
force and response of the mass show that the oscillator
reaches the platform speed, achieving the condition of
‘‘stick;’’ Figs. 9–11. In terms of phase-plane diagrams, sys-
tem response shows a doubling and tripling of its period as
the platform speed is decreased from 3.6 mm/s to the lower
speeds 1.8 and 1.2 mm/s, respectively. The corresponding
changes also manifest themselves in the spectrum for each
case as additional harmonics and one-half subharmonic. In
all cases, friction-relative velocity trajectory follows a differ-

FIG. 6. Variation ofm̄D with platform velocity for various tangential natural
frequencies of the dynamical system.

TABLE II. Some platform speeds where averaged normalized deformation
friction forces reach their peak values for the surface withs50.1.

f 0

~Hz!
v1

~mm/s!
v2

~mm/s!
v3

~mm/s!
v4

~mm/s!
v5

~mm/s!
v6

~mm/s!

10 3.6 1.8 1.2 ¯ ¯ ¯

31.6 12.0 6.0 4.0 3.0 2.4 2.0
100 38.75 19.15 12.8 9.6 7.6 6.4

FIG. 7. Variation ofm̄D with platform velocity for different standard devia-
tion of surface roughness.

TABLE III. Platform speeds where averaged normalized deformation forces
reach their peak values for the dynamic system with 10 Hz tangential natural
frequency.

s
v1

~mm/s!
v2

~mm/s!
v3

~mm/s!
v4

~mm/s!

0.1 3.6 1.8 1.2 ¯

0.2 7.3 3.65 2.43 1.83
0.3 11.0 5.5 3.66 2.75
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ent path when it moves in the direction of the platform than
against it.

A similar, but not easily observed, result relates to the
total period of oscillation of the block as shown in the phase-
plane plots~and the corresponding frequency spectra!. For
example, in Fig. 9~top! the phase plane appears to have a
single path where, in reality, it consists of two paths that are
very close to each other. Evidence of this is seen in the
middle figure where friction force follows two separate
paths. This slight variation every other cycle is seen in the
tangential velocity spectrum of the mass as a half-frequency
subharmonic of the fundamental frequency corresponding to
the single loop observed in the phase plot in Fig. 9.

The apparent self-intersection of the trajectories in the
phase planes in Figs. 9 through 14 results from the projection
of the multidimensional phase-space trajectory onto the tan-
gential velocity-displacement plane of the block; the actual
six-dimensional phase-space trajectory of the system does
not self-intersect.

The stick–slip behavior of the dynamic system pre-
sented here is very much reminiscent of the response of a
friction-excited system even when the friction force-velocity
relationship is predefined.11,12

IV. STICK–SLIP OSCILLATIONS: DISCUSSION

A. Periodicity and nonlinearity

The assumption that the spatial distribution of contact
slopes at a given time is a stationary random function implies
that the average contact slope,^Z8&, is independent of the
tangential position of the mass with respect to the platform.
On the other hand, the average contact slope,^Z8&, depends
on the the separation between the mean planes, as described
in Eqs.~25! and~27!. As a result, the average contact slope,
^Z8&, remains independent with respect to tangential position
of the mass but changes periodically with its normal motion.
Thus the influence of asperities on the motion of the system
is nearly periodic, albeit nonlinear.

The periodic nature of the average contact slope^Z8&
leads to nearly periodic solutions of the differential Eq.~9!
for An

r and An
a . Hence, in accordance with Eqs.~10!, ~12!,

and ~20!, the resulting net normal and tangential forces are
also nearly periodic, causing nearly periodic motion of the
block both in normal and tangential directions. Both the nor-
mal and tangential components of the contact force exhibit
the same fundamental frequency even though they may have
different overall spectra.

FIG. 8. Response of the dynamic system with a tangential natural frequency
of f 0510 Hz displays sustained oscillations at a platform speed of 2.7
mm/s.

FIG. 9. Response of the dynamic system with a tangential natural frequency
of f 0510 Hz displays stick–slip oscillations at a platform speed of 3.6
mm/s.
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In cases of nonstationary contact slope distributions,
however, average contact slope changes from one cycle to
the next as the block and the platform slide against each
other.

B. Critical speeds and fundamental frequency

Stick–slip oscillations, and the corresponding peak val-
ues ofm̄D , occur when the tangential natural frequency,f 0 ,
of the system coincides with the fundamental frequency,f f ,
of the friction force or one of its harmonics. The fundamental
frequency of the friction force approximately relates to the
platform speed as

f f>~v/l!, ~28!

wherel is the wavelength corresponding to the relative tan-
gential displacement of the block during a cycle of its com-
bined normal and tangential oscillation. The platform speeds
at which integer multiples off f equal f 0 , i.e., n f f5 f 0 , are
referred to as the critical speeds,v5vcn

.
The fundamental critical speed, vc1

, is the highest plat-
form speed at which stick–slip occurs and the fundamental
frequency of the friction force equals the natural frequency

f f5 f 0 . At a lower critical speed, roughly described as
vc1

/n, the harmonic multiple off f becomes equal to the
natural frequency;n f f5 f 0 ; Figs. 9–14.

The wavelengthl represents the average distance be-
tween resisting and assisting contacts. Its value can be ob-
tained using the average slope of contacts,^Z8&, and the
normal displacement, or approachDh, during the oscilla-
tions,

l52E
0

Dhmax dh

^Z8&
, ~29!

where^Z8& is given by Eqs.~25! and ~27! andDhmax is the
maximum relative approach during the motion of the block.
Both Dhmax and^Z8& depend on surface roughness as well as
system response through the solutions to differential equa-
tions Eqs.~21! and ~22!.

Values ofl, plotted in Fig. 15 as a function of maximum
relative approach, can be used to predictvcn

. For example,
for s50.1, a relative approach of 0.3mm ~the maximum
relative approach considered in this paper!, indicates a wave-
length of l/250.175 mm. For a system with a natural tan-

FIG. 10. Response of the dynamic system with a tangential natural fre-
quency off 0510 Hz displays stick–slip oscillations at a platform speed of
1.8 mm/s.

FIG. 11. Response of the dynamic system with a tangential natural fre-
quency off 0510 Hz displays stick–slip oscillations at a platform speed of
1.2 mm/s.
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gential frequency of 10 Hz, Eq.~28! indicates the fundamen-
tal critical speed to be 3.5 mm/s. The corresponding result
from numerical simulations is 3.6 mm/s.

At v5vc1
, oscillations exhibit a single loop. At the

lower values ofvcn
, integer multiples of the fundamental

period of oscillations appear, as described by the increased
number of loops in the phase planes and corresponding sub-
harmonics in the spectra. For example, the period is doubled
at vc2

, tripled at vc3
, and so on. Although only a limited

number of such platform speeds are revealed in these results
~Tables II and III!, there may be an infinite number of them
for each combination of surface roughness and tangential
natural frequency.

In accordance with Eq.~28!, critical speeds at which
stick–slip occurs~and m̄D reaches its peak values! shift to
higher values with increasing tangential natural frequency of
the dynamic system. However, their values decrease with an
increase in surface roughness, i.e., increased expected value
of slopes. Further, values of the critical speeds are not af-
fected by the changes in the tangential damping of the dy-
namic system or by the adhesive forces at the interface.

External damping inhibits stick–slip response of the sys-
tem. Suppression of stick–slip by a small amount of damp-

ing is more acute for systems with higher tangential natural
frequency or lower mean values of contact slopes.

Development of stick–slip also requires presence of
both the deformation and adhesion forces. Without adhesion,
direction of the deformation component of time-dependent
friction force fluctuates, crossing zero-velocity state without
reaching the condition of stick. Adhesion assures existence
of the sticking condition when the relative velocity reaches
zero, for at that moment the adhesive force changes direction
and maintains, even for a short moment, zero relative veloc-
ity. In the absence of adhesion, deformation force can switch
direction without sticking. On the other hand, adhesion,
without the deformation forces, causes only static displace-
ment of the block, without oscillations.

C. Stick–Slip bands

Numerical results indicate that around each critical
speed there is a band of platform speeds within which stick–
slip motion occurs, provided the external damping is suffi-
ciently small. Outside of thesestick–slip bands, stick–slip
motion may not develop, regardless of the amount of damp-
ing. The widths of the bands differ at each critical speed:
they appear to be the narrowest at the highest critical speeds

FIG. 12. Response of the dynamic system with a tangential natural fre-
quency off 0531.6 Hz displays stick–slip oscillations at a platform speed of
12 mm/s.

FIG. 13. Response of the dynamic system with a tangential natural fre-
quency off 0531.6 Hz displays stick–slip oscillations at a platform speed of
6 mm/s.
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and become wider at lower speeds. At very low speeds, how-
ever, the bandwidths increase again. The apparent depen-
dence of stick–slip bandwidth on the critical speed could not
be generalized with the limited number of results obtained
here.

In some cases, stick–slip band is so narrow that external
damping must be nearly zero for stick–slip motion to exist.
In such cases, stick–slip response may not be sustained, but
develops intermittently. Such stick–slip conditions are con-

sidered here to be ‘‘unstable,’’ unlike the ‘‘stable’’ condi-
tions that lead to sustained stick–slip motion.

When stick–slip oscillations are stable, system response
settles to one stable limit cycle following an initial transient
state. In cases of unstable stick–slip conditions, system re-
sponse moves between two concentric, unstable limit cycles.
Stick–slip takes place when the phase-plane trajectory fol-
lows the outer limit cycle. Following several stick–slip peri-
ods on or near the outer limit cycle, system response slowly
diminishes and the phase-plane trajectory moves to the inner
limit cycle. The inner limit cycle is also unstable; system
response starts to grow until it reaches the outer limit cycle
and stick–slip begins again. Figure 12 illustrates an unstable
stick–slip response where the poor resolution of the velocity
spectra results from the very short duration of stick and slip
at the outer limit cycle.

D. Effects of surface roughness

Numerical results show that some critical speeds do not
coincide with exact integer divisors of the fundamental criti-
cal speed. This is an indication of the existence of a modest
nonperiodicity in the motion. Such behavior becomes more
obvious when the distribution of contact slopes is nonstation-
ary.

In cases of nonstationary contact slope distribution, the
average contact slope,^Z8&, becomes nonperiodic. The ef-
fect of nonstationarity of contact slopes on friction and sys-
tem response is investigated numerically by randomly chang-
ing the variance of contact slope during oscillations. Results
for which variance of slope distribution changes within 5%
and 25% of its nominal value are plotted in Fig. 16. When
compared with the corresponding stationary case, 5% vari-
ance in^Z8& has only minor effects on the value of critical
speeds, while more significant changes develop with a 25%
variance; Fig. 16. Further, the stick-slip oscillations could
still be observed when the change in random variance is
confined to within 5%, while it was not possible to obtain
any stick–slip with variance changes within 25% as the sur-
face roughness becomes less stationary.

In the numerical cases treated in this paper, resonance-
like peaks ofm̄D occur at and below the fundamental critical

FIG. 14. Response of the dynamic system with a tangential natural fre-
quency off 0531.6 Hz displays stick–slip oscillations at a platform speed of
4 mm/s.

FIG. 15. Variation ofl/2 as a function of relative approach for different
values of standard deviations of contact slope distribution.

FIG. 16. Variation ofm̄D with platform speed for an unstable system char-
acterized by a continuously changing variance. The dynamic system has a
tangential natural frequency off 0531.6 Hz. Solid line indicates results for
contact slope distribution with a constant variation. The dashed and dotted
lines show unstable stick–slip resulting from changes of variance within 5%
and 25% of the nominal.
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velocity vc1
. As illustrated in Fig. 6, beyondvc1

, m̄D does
not depend on the tangential natural frequency of the system,
and smoothly wanes with increasing platform speed. At such
high speeds compared withvc1

, separation between surfaces
remains large and approaches its maximum value, for there
is not sufficient time for the surfaces to completely approach
each other and fully undergo the effects of surface rough-
ness. Near the speeds wherem̄D vanishes, computations be-
come unstable and the current model is no longer applicable.
For example, in the case ofs50.1 in Fig. 7, them̄D vanishes
around a platform speed of 285 mm/s, whereas, fors50.2
and s50.3, it vanishes at platform speeds 550 and 800
mm/s, respectively. The numerical instability beyond the
limiting platform speeds is ascribed to contact loss at the
interface.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The model developed in this paper demonstrates that
friction depends on both the interface properties of the sur-
faces and on the dynamic response of the system that em-
bodies them. The model relates macro-scale friction force to
micro-scale forces developed at the true contact areas be-
tween surfaces. Expressing the contact forces in terms of
contact areas and summing them statistically establishes this
relationship. This study also considers contacts at the slopes
of asperities, producing normal forces resulting from tangen-
tial relative motion of surfaces that sets this model apart
from the previous ones.

A simplified mathematical model of a dynamic system is
used to demonstrate the frequently observed stick–slip be-
havior in dynamic systems. An important result found in the
cases considered above points to the significance of the de-
formation component of the friction force even if it is domi-
nated by the adhesive component. Although the average fric-
tion force is essentially constant with respect to the mean
sliding velocity of a friction platform, the deformation com-
ponent of friction force shows a resonancelike behavior,
reaching peak values at certain critical speeds. Numerical
results show that stick–slip occurs only at and within a nar-
row band of each critical speed of the platform, defined here
as the stick–slip bandsof the critical speeds. The widths of
the stick–slip bands are observed to depend on the critical
speed. It is notable that at thefundamental critical speedof
the platform, the system response is periodic, and at the pro-
gressively lower values of critical speeds, system response
exhibits multiplicity of periods, such as doubling at the next
lower speed, tripling at the following, and so on.

Stick–slip vibrations occur only in the presence of both
deformation and adhesion components of frictional forces.

An increase in surface roughness increases the strength of
stick–slip motion, making it possible to develop even in the
presence of large damping. On the other hand, changes in the
magnitude of adhesive forces do not affect development of
stick–slip as long as adhesive force magnitudes are above a
certain threshold. This threshold roughly corresponds to the
magnitude of the deformation forces.

The existence of stick–slip is also related to the station-
arity of the contact slope distribution. For a stationary con-
tact slope distribution, the average contact slope is a periodic
function of separation, and stick–slip can be generated at
certain sliding velocities. On the other hand, nonstationary
contact slope distributions lead to nonperiodic average con-
tact slopes, which do not produce stick–slip vibrations unless
the nonstationarity of the distribution, or the deviation from
the nominal, is small. The implication here is that surfaces
that have a stationary distribution of asperity slopes~rough-
ness!, as may be the case for machined surfaces, have a
higher propensity to exhibit stick–slip than surfaces that
have nonstationary roughnesses.

The friction force expression developed in this paper
may be expanded to include other processes that contribute
to friction to the extent that they can also be expressed in
terms of contact areas.
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This paper presents an improved state-space method for incorporating fluid–structure interaction
into structural acoustic analyses. Giordano and Koopmann@J. A. Giordano and G. H. Koopmann,
‘‘State-space boundary element-finite element coupling for fluid–structure interaction analysis,’’ J.
Acoust. Soc. Am.98, 363–372~1995!# introduced a state-space approach for the coupled analysis
of fluid-loaded structures. Giordano’s method employed a third-order interpolation of the fluid
impedance, coupled with state-space formalism, permitting the direct eigenvalue analysis of the
coupled system, and thereby yielding the fluid-loaded modes and natural frequencies. This is in
contrast to the common technique of sweeping through a range of frequencies so as to identify the
natural frequencies and mode shapes. The original state-space approach yielded system matrices of
order 4N, whereN is the number of degrees of freedom in the underlying model. Where Giordano’s
method employed an interpolation based on surface velocity, the work presented in this paper uses
an interpolation based on surface displacement. This simple modification to the method yields a
system order of 3N, with concomitant reduction in the required computational effort, storage, etc.
We further present a method to assess the validity of the resonances obtained through this
approximation technique. The method is demonstrated here for an infinite 1-D panel in a baffle,
using the surface variational principle and the method of assumed modes to develop the coupled
fluid–structure problem. This structure and the analysis methods are not fundamental to the
state-space development, and are used solely as vehicles to demonstrate the new formulation.
© 1998 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~98!01512-4#
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INTRODUCTION

The problem of determining the fluid-loaded resonances
and response shapes for coupled fluid–structure systems has
long been of interest. As has been clearly known, the addi-
tion of fluid loading to a system, if the fluid is ‘‘heavy’’ in
some sense, shifts the resonance frequencies to lower values,
and alters the response shapes at those resonances, as com-
pared toin vacuo. Typically, we may analyze the dynamic
response of a fluid-loaded system through expansion tech-
niques based onin vacuostructural modes,1 or through tech-
niques that seek a set of ‘‘wet modes’’ at a fixed
frequency.2,3 Note that we have cited examples only, and do
not pretend to have cited the full wealth of literature in this
subject area. We do not provide such a review, as all such
literature, with one known exception, has a common feature:
These modeling approaches provide no ready means to iden-
tify the resonance frequencies of the underlying systems, nor
the response shapes at those resonances.

The exception to the above is that Giordano and
Koopmann4 introduced a technique whereby the use of a
least-square sense interpolated approximation to the fluid-
impedance matrix permitted a recasting of the dynamical
equations of motion in state-space form. This state-space
form could then be analyzed using common eigenvalue tech-

niques to directly determine the fluid-loaded resonances and
response shapes.

In the work at hand, we demonstrate a simple modifica-
tion to the method introduced by Giordano and Koopmann
that leads to significant savings in computational effort, stor-
age requirements, etc. Where the method of Giordano and
Koopman yielded systems of equations of order 4N, where
N is the number of structural degrees of freedom, our devel-
opment yields a system of order 3N, while still using the
same order of interpolation. This reduction in the order of the
system of equations yields the savings mentioned above, and
should also improve the numerical performance~accuracy!
of the overall method.

In the following, we use the example of a baffled one-
dimensional infinite beam as the basis for our coupled sys-
tem of equations. The particular structure, and the method
and technique of obtaining the system of equations, is not
fundamental to the development. Rather, it is what we do
once we have such a system that is the focus of this work.
Our technique is applicable to any coupled fluid-loaded sys-
tem, not just baffled panels.

I. COUPLED STRUCTURAL ACOUSTIC MODEL

Rather than replicate developments that may be found in
great detail elsewhere,5 we present here only a brief state-
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ment of the system equations for our example structure. We
consider a semi-infinite plate that is simply supported in a
rigid baffle with one wetted surface, as shown in Fig. 1. We
use the surface variational principle6 ~SVP! and the method
of assumed modes to represent the fluid and structural re-
sponses, respectively. Note that this structure, the use of the
SVP and the method of assumed modes are only the means
to the end of obtaining a coupled fluid–structure system: The
ultimate focus of this work is not dependent on such consid-
erations.

We express the surface pressure distribution over a re-
gion of the baffle,2s/2<j<s/2, as a Ritz expansion with
M linearly independent basis functions,

p~j!5cT~j!p, ~1!

where c and p are M31 vectors of basis functions and
assumed pressure mode amplitudes, withc i(j)50 for j
56s/2. We assume the pressure vanishes beyond the dis-
tancer 5sa/2.5,7 Therefore, it is only necessary that the ba-
sis functions inc be both continuous and piecewise differ-
entiable. Similarly, the surface displacement is expressed
over the plate surface,21/2<j<21/2, as

w~j,t !5afT~f!q~ t !, ~2!

where f and q are N31 vectors of basis functions and
modal coordinate amplitudes, withf i(j)50 for j561/2.
The basis functionsf~j! are continuous and piecewise dif-
ferentiable. We must selectM larger thanN by a factor ofs
~i.e., M5sN!. We assume a harmonic time dependence for
the generalized modal coordinate,

qj~ t !5Re~Wje
2 ivt!. ~3!

Therefore, the nondimensional normal surface velocity is

vn~j,t !52 ikafT~j!q~ t !, ~4!

wherev is the frequency of excitation andka5av/c is the
nondimensional wave number.

By applying the surface variational principle, we obtain
a system of equations relating the unknown modal pressure
amplitudes,Pi , and unknown displacement amplitudes,Wj .
The coupled equations for the structural vibration are found
by applying Lagrange’s equation to the potential and kinetic
energy expressions for the plate. The resultingM1N by
M1N system of fully coupled equations is

FA 22p~ka!2RT

R D G H p
wJ 5 H0

0J . ~5!

Equation ~5! represents the homogeneous form of the
coupled equations of motion, absent external forcing. This
form is suitable to our purposes here, the determination of
the fluid-loaded resonances. Details on the form of the fluid
matrix A, the fluid–structure coupling matrixR, the dynami-
cal matrix D, and the incorporation of external forcing into
Eq. ~5! is addressed in Ref. 5.

Note that we may consider Eq.~5! to be representative
for anyfluid-loaded system, baffled or otherwise. Ultimately,
it is the form of Eq. ~5! and its sequel in which we are
interested.

II. IMPEDANCE FORM FOR FLUID–STRUCTURE
COUPLING

We follow here the method used by Shepard8 for reduc-
ing the coupled equation of motion in terms of the pressure
amplitudes and displacement amplitudes, Eq.~5!, to an
equivalent system in terms of displacements alone. We solve
the first line in Eq.~5! for p and substitute the result into the
second line. This yields an impedance formulation for the
displacements as

Zsysw50, ~6!

where the combined system impedance matrixZsys is of size
N3N. We may write the system impedance matrix as being
composed of impedance contributions from the fluid loading
and from the structure as

Zsys5Zfl1Zst, ~7!

where the fluid-loading impedance component is

Zfl52p~ka!2RA21RT, ~8!

and the structural impedance matrix is simply

Zst5D. ~9!

Note that in the absence of fluid loading, we may use Eq.~6!
and an assumed harmonic response to obtainin vacuonatural
frequencies and mode shapes. In the presence of fluid load-
ing, incorporating Eq.~7! into Eq. ~6! and expressing the
fluid matrix as a function of wave number, we obtain

@Zfl~ka!1Zst#sysw50. ~10!

Here, it is evident that the typical method of determining
system natural frequencies and mode shapes is rendered in-
applicable since the elements of the system impedance ma-
trix are explicitly functions of frequency. For this very rea-
son, a direct eigensolution based on Eq.~10! is not possible.
In the following, we demonstrate how the use of a state-
space representation leads to a formulation that does permit
direct eigensolution for the fluid-loaded resonances and cor-
responding response shapes.

III. STATE-SPACE REPRESENTATION

A formally elegant and basically simple approximate so-
lution to the difficulty encountered at the end of the previous
section may be found in the work of Giordano and
Koopmann.4 Giordano demonstrated that a frequency-based
interpolation for the elements of the fluid matrix in Eq.~8!
leads to a state-space representation for the coupled problem

FIG. 1. Semi-infinite fluid-loaded elastic plate in rigid baffle.
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that is amenable to analysis by standard eigenvalue tech-
niques. The penalty for this technique is an increase in the
order of the system of equations under consideration, fromN
to 4N. In the following, we develop an alternative formula-
tion that only increase the system order to 3N. While this
may be viewed by some as a trivial modification, the asso-
ciated reduction in computational effort and storage require-
ments is significant. For example, in a full-storage mode, the
memory required to store the new representation is 9/16 of
that required for the Giordano representation. Note that the
actual size of the system will depend on the order of the
interpolation method described below; however, our ap-
proach will always yield a system sizeN less than that of
Giordano and Koopmann, for the same order interpolation.

As with Giordano,4 we use a polynomial fit inka to
approximate the individual elements of the fluid impedance
matrix,

Zfl~ka! i j 5(
l 50

L

Cli j ~ka! l . ~11!

It is evident from Eq.~11! that there will beL11 C matrices
containing the coefficients of the interpolation for each term
of the fluid matrix, whereL is the order of the polynomial
expansion. As with Giordano and Koopmann, we use a third-
order least-square polynomial fit, such that

Zfl5C01C1~ka!1C2~ka!21C3~ka!3. ~12!

The fitted coefficient matricesC will depend on the range of
ka over which the fit is performed as well as the number of
discrete frequencies within the range for whichZfl is avail-
able. The coefficient matrices are complex, and may be gen-
erated by any suitable curve fitting algorithm. To perform the
fit, then, we must first compute the full fluid impedance ma-
trix at a number of discrete frequencies. The selection of
these frequency points are at our discretion, subject only to
the necessity of obtaining a valid fit.

Up to this point in the development, there is no differ-
ence between the above and that developed by Giordano to
the equivalent point. The critical distinction is in the sequel;
Where Giordano used an impedance representation based on
velocity,

Zfl* ~ka!v5p, ~13!

our impedance definition is in terms of displacement,

Zfl~ka!w5p. ~14!

Note that we designate the impedance matrix used by Gior-
dano asZ* , in order to clearly discriminate it from ours. If
the same methods are employed to obtainZ* and Z, then
they differ only by a factor ofiv. From Eq.~12!, we may
recast the left-hand side of the above as

Zfl~ka!w5C0w1C1~ka!w1C2~ka!2w1C3~ka!3w.
~15!

Now, given that

ẇ52 iw~ka!, ẅ52w~ka!2, w&5 iw~ka!3, ~16!

we rewrite Eq.~15! using the displacement vector and its
derivative ~the highest-order derivative is obviously deter-

mined by selecting the limitL of the expansion!,

Zfl~ka!w5C0w1 iC1ẇ2C2ẅ2 iC3w&. ~17!

Separating the structural operator into mass and stiffness
components, we recast the fluid–structure eigenproblem in
state-space form as

F 2 iC3 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I
G H w&

ẅ
ẇ
J 1F 2C21M iC1 C01K

2I 0 0

0 2I 0
G

3H ẅ
ẇ
w
J 5H 0

0
0
J , ~18!

where I is the identity matrix. Where the method of Gior-
dano yielded a 4N system, Eq.~18! is only of order 3N,
even though both methods used a third-order polynomial fit,
and both terminal equations were in terms of displacement.
The key difference leading to this alternative representation
is the use of displacement in Eq.~14!, rather than velocity.
The above representation is a more compact, efficient imple-
mentation than that originally proposed by Giordano. All the
benefits of reduced system size for computational efficiency
and accuracy therefore devolve to this improved implemen-
tation.

In general, the standard eigenvalue analysis applied to
the system represented by Eq.~18! will yield 3N eigenvalues
and eigenvectors. Clearly, there can be onlyN physical ei-
genvalues, as that corresponds to the number of dynamical
degrees of freedom in the underlying structural model. In the
absence of fluid loading, the 3N eigenvalues becomeN
imaginary conjugate pairs corresponding to thein vacuo
resonances, andN nonphysical eigenvalues. The conjugate
pairs are redundant, thereby yielding onlyN true resonances.
With fluid loading, the eigenvalue problem no longer yields
conjugate pairs, yet of the 3N eigenvalues and eigenvectors,
only N can correspond to fluid-loaded resonances. As noted
following Eq. ~12!, theC matrices are complex. Therefore, a
complex-valued eigenvalue routine is required. The eigen-
values will be complex, with the real part proportional to the
damping ratio, and the imaginary part corresponding to the
frequency.

At present, we are unaware of any eigenvalue theory
applicable to a system constructed in the manner and form of
Eq. ~18! that would permit us to analytically characterize the
resulting eigenvalues. Therefore, to discriminate the physical
resonances from the nonphysical, we apply the following
physical rules:

~1! Negative damping ratio~real part of the eigenvalue!;
~2! Damping ratio less than the critical ratio~less than

unity!;

TABLE I. In-vacuoand fluid-loaded resonances of the plate.

Mode # In vacuo Fluid-loaded

1 0.46 0.22
2 1.83 1.37
3 4.12 3.43
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~3! Negative frequency component~imaginary part of the
eigenvalue!.

These are effectively the same rules used by Giordano, and
ensure that the eigenvalues we obtain using these rules cor-
respond to oscillatory solutions.

On a practical application note, it is probably not effi-
cient to use a general all-value eigenvalue solver applied to
Eq. ~18!, for the following reasons. First, as noted above, of
the 3N eigenvalues, onlyN will be significant. Second, since
the coefficient matrices in Eq.~18! are generated over a lim-
ited bandwidth, only some of the remainingN eigenvalues
will fall within this bandwidth~issues related to this point are
addressed in the following section!. Therefore, any numeri-
cal implementation of this technique should take advantage
of those eigenvalue solver routines that extract eigenvalues
near a specific value~e.g., inverse iteration9!, with starting
trial values selected based on the curve fit bandwidth.

IV. RESULTS

To demonstrate the efficacy of this improved formula-
tion, we apply it to our example problem described above.
We use 20 structural basis functions and 100 fluid basis
functions@Eqs.~1! and~2! of this paper, and Ref. 5 for more
detail#. Upon reduction to the impedance formulation, Eq.
~6!, we are left with a system of equations of size 20320.
The state-space representation leads us to a system of size
60360. In Table I, we list thein vacuo and fluid-loaded
resonances of the plate. Thein vacuo resonances were ob-
tained analytically, while the fluid-loaded resonances were
obtained by a frequency sweep withka increments of 0.01.

We first evaluate the ‘‘goodness of fit’’ to the individual
elements of the fluid impedance matrix. For the real and
imaginary components of each element within the impedance
matrix, we calculate a correlation coefficient as

12r i j
2 512

(n51
NS ~( l 50

L Cli j ~ka!n
l 2Z̄fl, i j !

2

(n51
NS ~Z~ka!fl,ni j2Z̄fl, i j !

2
, ~19!

whereNS is the number of discrete sample frequencies in-
cluded in the least-square approximation forZfl and Z̄fl, i j is
the mean value of elementij over theNSsamples. The good-

ness of fit is best assessed by consideration of the quantity
12r i j

2 , where values close to zero indicate a good fit.10

Table II presents the eigenvalues obtained using the
method developed above as applied to the example problem.
The table includes theka range andka step size over which
the least-square fit was performed. The table also includes
measures of the goodness of fit based on the mean of all
correlation coefficients for a given fit, and the maximum
value of the correlation coefficients for the fit. Theka range
used to obtain the fits in Table II span the range of the first
three eigenvalues in Table I, while the fourth eigenvalue is
outside the range of the fit. We include this to show the
ability of the technique to capture eigenvalues outside the
span of the fit. However, we note that none of the three fits
presented in Table I accurately generate the lowest eigen-
value. This implies that the correlation coefficients for the fit
do not provide sufficient information to assess whether the
eigenvalues found with a given fit are accurate.

To explore the inability of the method to capture the first
eigenvalue, and to develop alternative means of assessing the
validity of individual eigenvalues, we narrow the span of the
fit, with the results presented in Table III. Note that case 4
did not yield a valid eigenvalue consistent with the third
eigenvalue. However, given the range of the fit for case 4,
only the first eigenvalue falls within that range, and all
higher eigenvalues fall outside the range. This demonstrates
that while the technique is capable of predicting eigenvalues
outside the range of the underlying fit, there is no guarantee
of accurately predicting such eigenvalues.

Note that while case 5 captured the first and second
eigenvalue quite well, its correlation coefficient measure is
no better than that of case 3 in Table II, a case that failed to
localize the first eigenvalue. Hence, we conclude that a low
value of these correlation coefficient is a necessary condition
for accurate eigenvalues, but it is not sufficient to guarantee
accurate eigenvalues.

In light of the above, we therefore propose the following
methodology to assess the validity of the predicted eigenval-
ues:

~1! Obtain the least-square fit for the fluid impedance matrix
as described above;

TABLE II. Eigenvalues, mean and maximum value of fit correlation coefficients obtained using least-square fit
for 0,ka,5.

Case
ka

min
ka

max
ka

step v1 v2 v3 v4
Mean
12r i j

2
Max

12r i j
2

1 0.05 5.0 0.05 0.135 1.36 3.42 6.38 0.015 0.093
2 0.25 5.0 0.25 0.132 1.37 3.42 6.38 0.014 0.085
3 1.0 5.0 1.0 0.176 1.35 3.42 6.36 0.001 0.009

TABLE III. Eigenvalues, mean and maximum value of fit correlation coefficients obtained using least-square fit
for and narrowedka span of fits.

Case
ka

min
ka

max
ka

step v1 v2 v3 v4
Mean
12r i j

2
Max

12r i j
2

4 0.05 1.0 0.05 0.191 1.35 ¯ 6.06 0.011 0.086
5 0.05 0.50 0.05 0.221 1.36 3.23 6.22 0.002 0.007
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~2! Determine the eigenvalues;
~3! Calculate global correlation coefficients from the entire

sample used in the fit;
~4! For each eigenvalue, calculate correlation coefficients

based on the fit obtained in step 1, but using sample
points only in the immediate vicinity of each predicted
eigenvalue.

Step 4 provides us a means to assess how good the fit to the
fluid impedance matrix is in the immediate vicinity of the
predicted eigenvalues. If this fit is poor, then there is no basis
to believe that the predicted eigenvalue is correct. Note that
the correlation coefficient based on only a limited number of
the total sample of points will probably not be as good as
that for the total sample. We apply this ‘‘local’’ correlation
analysis to cases 1, 3, and 5, and present the results in Table
IV. We observe that the ‘local’ analysis, when the magnitude
of the measures is less than 105, is a good indicator of ei-
genvalue validity.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The state-space approximation technique presented here
and by Giordano and Koopmann permits the ready determi-
nation of fluid-loaded resonances through classical analyses
means ~e.g., eigenvalue decomposition!. The method we
have presented has a clear computational advantage over the
original state-space formulation of Giordano and Koopmann,
in terms of reduced memory requirements and computational
effort.

For both our approach and that of Giordano and Koop-
mann, the quality of the results depends on the quality of the
underlying fit to the fluid impedance. Our results demon-
strate that the method is capable of producing both correct
and incorrect eigenvalues, and that global correlation mea-
sures are insufficient to ensure the accuracy of the results.
However, we have demonstrated that a valuable test to de-
termine validity is a local test of the correlation between the
obtained fit and directly calculated values for the fluid im-
pedance in the immediate vicinity of an eigenvalue. We view
this local test as an essential step in assessing the results
produced by the technique. Any implementation of the tech-
nique should incorporate means to assess both the global and
local quality of fit.

Additionally, while the technique can predict eigenval-
ues that fall outside the range of the underlying curve fit, we
observe that there is no guarantee that the technique will, in

fact, produce all such out-of-range eigenvalues, and may pre-
dict spurious eigenvalues outside the range. The greatest re-
liability placed on the results must therefore be on those
eigenvalues that fall within the range of the underlying curve
fit.
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2 v3
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2
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12r i j
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2
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2
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This paper describes a vibration-mode filtering method for one-dimensional structures such as a
cantilevered beam using a two-mode optical fiber as a distributed-effect sensor. One of the most
important problems regarding the optical measurement is how to alter the sensor sensitivity spatially
along the longitudinal direction of the beam when the sensor is mounted on the beam surface. In this
study, spatial variation of the sensor orientation with respect to the longitudinal direction is included
in the sensor model. The sensor sensitivity can be experimentally measured and used for design,
incorporating the orthogonality of the mode shapes of the structure. Moreover, in light of practical
considerations, a design procedure of optimal fiber placement utilizing bipolar weighting functions
is presented. Finally, theoretical predictions are confirmed by experimental results and efficient
vibration-mode filtering is demonstrated. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!03901-6#
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, distributed-effect sensors such as poly-
vinylidene fluoride~PVDF! film and optical fibers have at-
tracted some interest as a new class of sensors. Optical fiber
sensors have been especially used and are particularly attrac-
tive for smart structures because they have low mass, are
flexible, and are easily embedded in a variety of materials.
Moreover, they are not easily influenced by electromagnetic
waves.

In fact, after the fundamental studies on the optical
fiber,1,2 vibration control using such optical fibers3 has been
studied, two-mode optical fiber sensor implementation
methods4 have been developed, and surface-mounted optical
fibers5 have been discussed. The use of distributed-effect
sensors in vibration control helps to extract structural vibra-
tion modes needed in modal control.6 Furthermore, distrib-
uted filters, in contrast to point sensors, have the ability to act
as spatial filters. Practical modal filtering using PVDF film
has been expanded to two-dimensional structures.7

Shortcomings of PVDF film are that it is difficult to
apply to a complicated structure because it is a face type
sensor, and that it needs relatively complicated wiring as
well as precautionary treatment against electrical noise. So
the development of modal filters using flexible optical fibers
is significant.

One may note that recent studies on modal filtering us-
ing optical fibers have been reported,8,9 but they did not ob-
tain successful results. The reasons why successful results
have not been achieved are that for distributed-effect sensors
possessing a linear shape such as optical fibers, it is difficult
to implement a weighting function spatially along the sensor
length. Modal filtering design based on utilizing mode or-
thogonality requires the engineer to vary sensor sensitivity
spatially corresponding to the desired weighting function.

The well-known and easily employed method of cutting
PVDF film in a pattern that corresponds to a desired spatial
weighting function, contrasts the difficult task of varying the
sensor sensitivity of an optical fiber spatially, due to its thin
core and clad diameter. This paper offers a simple method
for carrying out such a task, corresponding to the desired
weighting function. The optical fiber sensor’s orientation
with respect to the longitudinal direction of a structure is
included in the sensor model. A one-dimensional structure is
selected to be filtered in order to confirm the design proce-
dure using optical fibers. The ability to act as a modal filter is
discussed from both theoretical and experimental points of
view. The optical intensity emitted from the endface of an
optical fiber placed on a one-dimensional structure is mod-
eled so that the fiber orientation with respect to the longitu-
dinal direction of the beam should function as a sensor sen-
sitivity. It is then shown that this method allows the optical
fiber to act as a modal filter, using the orthogonality of the
mode functions to extract a desired vibration mode. A
method is derived for measuring the sensor sensitivity with
respect to various orientations. This sensitivity is needed for
the filter design, and is derived both theoretically and experi-
mentally. Moreover, in light of practical considerations, a
design procedure for optimal fiber placement utilizing bipo-
lar weighting functions is proposed. Finally, theoretical pre-
dictions are confirmed by experimental results using a type
of bow-tie optical fiber and efficient vibration-mode filtering
is demonstrated.

I. THE PRINCIPLE OF MODAL FILTERING

A. Output signal through a two-mode optical fiber

This section considers a two-mode optical fiber, the case
for which only two modes propagate down the fiber. A rela-
tionship between the strain over the fiber and the output of
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the optical signal should be considered. Consider thej th
mode propagating in a step-index optical fiber of lengthl
with core and cladding indicesnco and ncl , respectively.
When the strain is induced in the fiber, the phase of thej th
mode is given by

f j~ t !5E
0

l

b j„«~s,0!…ds1c j1E
0

l

b j„«~s,t !…«~s,t !ds,

~1!

whereb j , which is a function of the strain distribution, is the
s component of the propagation constant for the waveguide
mode,c j is the phase upon entering the fiber,«(s,0) is the
initial longitudinal strain distribution over the fiber att50,
and«(s,t) is change in strain from the initial distribution.

In this equation, summation of the first term and the
second term on the right-hand side denotes static phase,
while the third term denotes dynamic phase. The transverse
components of the electric and magnetic fields in the fiber
core for the two modes considered can be expressed as

Ej~r,w,t !5Ej~r,w!expF i H E
0

l

b j„«~s,0!…ds1c j

1E
0

l

b j„«~s,t !…«~s,t !ds2vtJ G , ~2!

H j~r,w,t !5H j~r,w!expF i H E
0

l

b j„«~s,0!…ds1c j

1E
0

l

b j„«~s,t !…«~s,t !ds2vtJ G , ~3!

wherev is the optical angular frequency.
The intensity resulting from the combination of the two

modes at the fiber output endface is then the complex Poyn-
ting vector. The resulting expression is

I ~r,w,t !5I 1~r,w!1I 2~r,w!11/2$E1~r,w!3H2* ~r,w!

1E2~r,w!3H1* ~r,w!%F
3cosH E

0

l

Db„«~s,0!…ds1DcJ
3cosH E

0

l

Db„«~s,t !…«~s,t !dsJ
1sinH E

0

l

Db„«~s,0!…ds1DcJ
3sinH E

0

l

Db„«~s,t !…«~s,t !dsJ G , ~4!

where

I 1~r,w!5 1
2~E13H1* !, I 2~r,w!5 1

2~E23H2* !,

Dc5c12c2 , Db5b12b2 .

For a small distance*0
l Db„«(s,t)…«(s,t)ds!1, the expres-

sion reduces considerably to

I ~r,w,t !>I 1~r,w!1I 2~r,w!1 1
2$E1~r,w!3H2* ~r,w!

1E2~r,w!3H1* ~r,w!%

•H cosS E
0

l

Db„«~s,0!„ds1Dc D
2sinS E

0

l

Db„«~s,0!…ds1Dc D
3E

0

l

Db„«~s,t !…«~s,t !dsJ . ~5!

Then the two constantsI 1
0 and I 2

0, neither of which depends
on the strain, are defined as

I 1
05I 1~r,w!1I 2~r,w!, ~6!

I 2
051/2$E1~r,w!3H2* ~r,w!1E2~r,w!3H1* ~r,w!%.

~7!

Now Eq. ~5! is rewritten as

I ~r,w,t !5I 1
01I 2

0H cosS E
0

l

Db„«~s,0!…ds1Dc D
2sinS E

0

l

Db„«~s,0!…ds1Dc D
3E

0

l

Db„«~s,t !…«~s,t !dsJ . ~8!

The total intensity at the fiber output endface is given by
integration over the whole sectional area. WhenI 1 andI 2 are
defined as the integration ofI 1

0 andI 2
0, respectively, the total

intensity I is given by

I ~ t !5I 11I 2H cosS E
0

l

Db„«~s,0!…ds1Dc D
2sinS E

0

l

Db„«~s,0!…ds1Dc D
3E

0

l

Db„«~s,t !…«~s,t !dsJ . ~9!

Equation~9! denotes the intensity based on the strain distri-
bution over the two-mode fiber.

B. Sensor model for modal filtering

In order to develop the theory for vibration-mode filter-
ing, Eq. ~9! has to be modified so as to include the sensor
sensitivity. Therefore the sensor orientation with respect to
the longitudinal direction of the one-dimensional structure is
used to alter the sensor sensitivity, then the output signal
from the fiber endface is clarified as based on it.

Now, consider the upper model of Fig. 1 in which an
optical fiber is placed on a beam. Thez axis is the longitu-
dinal axis and thes axis run along the optical fiber. The
optical fiber is inclined at an angleuz with respect to the
longitudinal direction of the beam at the positionz.
Let «(z,t) denote the beam strain at positionz and timet. A
small changedz in the length of the beam induces a change
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«(s,t)ds of the length of fiber. The relationship between the
change in length of the beam and that of the fiber is assumed
as follows using a functionf (uz) only of attachment angle,
not of the beam’s strain:

«~s,t !ds5 f ~uz!«~z,t !dz. ~10!

Then Eq.~9! becomes

I ~ t !5I 11I 2H cosS E
0

l

Db„«~s,0!…ds1Dc D
2sinS E

0

l

Db„«~s,0!…ds1Dc D
3E

V
Db„f ~uz!«~z,t !…• f ~uz!«~z,t !dzJ , ~11!

whereV is the structural domain of the beam in which the
fiber is attached.

In the case thatDb is constant, the smallness of the fiber
strain allows simplification of Eq.~11!,

I ~ t !5I 11I 2H cos~Dbl 1Dc!2sin~Dbl 1Dc!Db

3E
V

f ~uz!«~z,t !dzJ . ~12!

Equation ~12! gives the optical power based on the beam
strain.

Moreover, upon decomposing into AC and DC compo-
nents, Eq.~12! becomes

I ~ t !5 Ĩ 12 Ĩ 2DbE
V

f ~uz!«~z,t !dz, ~13!

where

Ĩ 15I 11I 2 cosS E
0

l

Db„«~s,0!…ds1Dc D , ~14!

Ĩ 25I 2 sinS E
0

l

Db„«~s,0!…ds1Dc D , ~15!

are both constant, determined by fiber length and initial fiber
strain distribution.

C. The principle of modal filtering

The previous modeling will define the method of modal
filtering. Consider a beam subject to a distributed force. For
small deflections, the strain at the surface of the beam is
proportional to the second derivative of the deflection, so
that

«~z,t !52
h

2

]2w~z,t !

]z2 , ~16!

whereh denotes the thickness of the beam. Writing the de-
flection in terms of its modal decomposition, the strain is
approximated by

«~z,t !52
h

2 (
n51

`

Fn9~z!hn~ t !, ~17!

whereFn9(z) denotes the second derivative of thenth modal
function with respect to the position, andFn(z) denotes the
nth modal amplitude. Consider only the AC component of
Eq. ~13!.

Substituting this approximation into Eq.~13!, the sensor
output becomes

I AC~ t !5 Ĩ 2DbE
V

f ~uz!«~z,t !dz

5
h

2
Ĩ 2DbE

V
f ~uz! (

n51

`

Fn9~z!h~ t !dz

5
h

2
Ĩ 2Db (

n51

` F E
V

f ~uz!Fn9~z!dzGh~ t !. ~18!

Utilizing the orthogonality of the mode shapes, if the weight-
ing function f (uz) for the fiber sensor is chosen such that

f ~uz!5kFM9 ~z!, ~19!

the sensor output becomes

I AC~ t !5
h

2
Ĩ 2DbH E

V
f ~uz!FM9 ~z!dzJ h~ t !. ~20!

Modes other than theM th mode are suppressed and do not
appear in the sensor output,l ac(t). For example, Fig. 2
shows some plots of the second derivatives from the first to
the fifth mode for a cantilevered beam. Whenf (uz) is pro-
portional to theM th mode, only theM th vibration mode
signal appears in the sensor output. It is apparent from the
figure that if filtering of the second mode or higher is de-
sired, then the sensor sensitivityf (uz) must take values less
than zero at the position where the value of the second de-
rivative of the desired mode is negative.

The sensor sensitivity functionf (uz) usually takes posi-
tive values. This can be seen from Eq.~10!. Therefore, the
following measures should be taken. When a tensile strain
«(z,t) occurs on the upper surface of the beam at the posi-
tion z, the same amount of compressive strain2«(z,t)
should occur on the lower surface of the beam at the same
position.

In addition, f (uz)«(z,t)dz of Eq. ~13! is equal to
„2 f (uz)…„2«(z,t)dz…. Thus the sensor sensitivityf (uz) can

FIG. 1. Optical fiber placed on a beam.
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take a negative value by using the lower surface.
When both surfaces of the beam are not available for sensor
placement, employment of a bipolar weighting method will
overcome the problem as described later. With this method,
two optical fibers attached on either surface of the beam may
achieve the modal filtering.

II. THE METHOD FOR MEASURING SENSOR
SENSITIVITY

A. The principle for measuring sensor sensitivity

In the preceding section, when the fiber is attached to the
beam with an appropriate angle with respect to the longitu-
dinal direction, the desired mode is achieved. In order to
decide the fiber placement for modal filtering, the relation-
ship between the attachment angleuz and its sensitivity,
f (uz) needs to be clarified. Therefore, a simple method for
measuring the sensor sensitivities with respect to various fi-
ber attachment angles is proposed in this section.

Now, consider the case where an optical fiber is attached
to a beam at the same constant orientation with respect to the
longitudinal direction of the beam, and the beam oscillates at
its first natural frequencyv1 at a constant amplitudeA.

When the beam oscillates solely in its first vibration
mode, the beam strain can be denoted as

«~z,t !52
h

2

]2w~z,t !

]z2 52
h

2
F19~z!h1~ t !

52
h

2
F19~z!$A sin v1t%. ~21!

By substituting Eq.~21! for Eq. ~12!, the equation becomes

I ~ t !5I 11I 2$cos~Dbl 1Dc!1Df sin~Dbl

1Dc!sin v1t%, ~22!

where

Df5Db f ~u!
Ah

2 E
V

F19~z!dz5Db f ~u!DLA ~23!

DLA5
Ah

2 E
V

F19~z!dz, ~24!

whereDf is much smaller than 1. The symbolDLA of Eq.
~23! denotes an oscillation amplitude of the length of surface
of the beam in the case that the beam oscillates at its first
natural frequency at a constant amplitudeA. Moreover when
a, X, andY are set to bea5Db l 1c, X5I 11I 2 cosa, and
Y5I 2Df, respectively, anda is eliminated, the relationship
betweenX andY is described by the equation of an ellipse

S X2I 1

I 2
D 2

1S Y

I 2Df D 2

51, ~25!

whereX andY, respectively, denote the DC and AC compo-
nents of the intensity emitted from the endface of the fiber.

Df52Ymax/$Xmax~0!2Xmin~0!%. ~26!

ConsiderDf with respect to fiber orientation when the fiber
is attached at a different constant orientation. It may be noted
from Eq. ~23!, that when the beam oscillates at the same
amplitude and natural frequency of the first mode, the ratio
of the attachment angleu to D f is equal to the ratio ofu to
f (u). This is because bothDb andDLA are constant.

B. The results of sensor sensitivity

Based on the previous principle, the experimental setup
of Fig. 3 illustrates the measurement of the sensor sensitivity
with respect to various sensor orientations.

Consider an aluminum cantilevered beam whose length,
width, and thickness are 400, 40, and 3.5 mm, respectively.
A Pb~Zr-Ti!O3~PZT! patch, whose length and width are 40
and 60 mm, respectively, acting as an exciter, is attached to
the opposite surface of the fiber attachment’s surface by us-
ing epoxy adhesive.

The optical fiber is attached angles of 0, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20,
25, 30 deg, respectively, with respect to the longitudinal di-
rection of the beam by using both face’s adhesive tape. The
part of the fiber jutting out of the beam is formed into a circle
and turned down. That is, the fiber is attached on the beam in
a zigzag shape with constant attachment angle due to the
restriction of the beam’s width. While the piezoelectric trans-
ducer~PZT! is supplied by an alternating current of 14 Hz,
the beam oscillates at the first natural frequency. The ampli-
tude of the beam is controlled by the supplied voltage and is
measured as a deflection of the end of the beam using a gap
sensor.

FIG. 2. Second derivatives with respect to position of the mode shapes for
a cantilevered beam.

FIG. 3. Experimental setup for measuring sensor sensitivity.
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The intensity emitting from the endface of the optical
fiber passes through the photodetector and amplifier and is
then changed into a voltage signal. This voltage signal is
separated into two parts as shown in Fig. 3. One is recorded
as a nonprocessed signal and the other is recorded after pass-
ing through a 2-Hz high pass filter. Data are analyzed using
the above method for various orientations, then the values
for Df corresponding to the various orientations are esti-
mated. Figure 4 illustrates the calculations when the optical
fiber is attached at constant zero angle. The DC and AC
components of the optical output are plotted on thex-axis
andy-axis, respectively. The solid line of the figure denotes
the elliptical equation calculated using the two values forX
nearest thex-axis and the maximum value forY. The differ-
ence between the twox values corresponds to the length of
the minor axis of the ellipse. The maximumy value corre-
sponds to the half length of the major axis. The effectiveness
of the method is indicated by the close agreement of the
experimental values and the theoretical results.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the oscillation
amplitude of the surface of the beam estimated from the
beam amplitude using a gap sensor located at the end of the
beam.

The oscillation amplitudeDL is calculated using

DL5
h~k1 /L !sin k1 sinh k1

2~cosk1 sinh k12sin k1 coshk1!
w0 , ~27!

whereh is the thickness of the beam~m!; L is the length of
the beam~m!; w0 is the deflection amplitude of the end of the
beam ~m!; and k1 is the first solution of cosk1 coshk1

521. Figure 5 reveals that the larger the attachment angle
with respect to the longitudinal direction of the beam gets,
the smallerDf becomes. That is, the smaller the sensor sen-
sitivity f (u) becomes. Since the sensor sensitivity with re-
gard to the attachment angle is given as the gradient,
Df/DL; if it is regarded as independent of the strain of the
fiber, the relationship betweenDf and DL must be linear.
The figure, however, suggests thatDb is a function of the
fiber strain because the experimental results agree well with
the curve calculating using the second-order least-squares
method. Nevertheless, as the fiber strain is assumed small,
and the fieldDb constant, the sensor sensitivity may be re-
garded as the slope of the curve in the figure.

As a result, Fig. 6 illustrates the normalized relationship
between sensor orientation and sensor weight after the first
maximum of the sensor sensitivity of the zero-degree orien-
tation. An empirical equation for the sensor weight function
obtained by using a second-order least-squares method is

f ~u!51.3579u221.9185u11.0000

under the condition that 0<u<0.52

~u : radians!. ~28!

If the relationship between sensor orientation and sensor sen-
sitivity becomes clear before the sensor sensitivity takes a
zero value, modal filtering is theoretically possible using the
above method. In order to achievef (u)50, however, the
fiber orientation must be at a right angle to the longitudinal
direction of the beam. It is assumed, therefore, that right-
angle attachment to the beam is needed in order to givef (u)
a zero weight. Consequently, it becomes difficult to attach
the fiber to the beam because of the long length necessary to
achieve modal filtering.

FIG. 4. Relationship between DC and AC component of sensor output.

FIG. 5. Relationship betweenDL andDf for different values of the sensor
orientation parameter.

FIG. 6. Effect of sensor orientation on sensitivity.
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Moreover, the vibration mode of the beam is subject to
change. The reason is as follows:

~i! Fiber attachment angle needs to be altered spacially
along the beam for modal filtering;

~ii ! The part of the fiber jutting out of the beam must be
turned down due to the restriction of the beamwidth;

~iii ! The number of turning down times increases as the
attachment angle becomes larger;

~iv! As a result, the fiber is massed in the place where the
attachment angle is large, and the beam’s stiffness
with respect to the longitudinal direction must be
changed.

Therefore, in order to solve this problem, a bipolar
weighting function method is proposed by which an arbitrary
orientation range for fiber attachment is allowed in a design
procedure for modal filtering.

C. The method using a bipolar weighting function

Now assume that the sensor sensitivity functionf (uz) is
restricted to a range of values

a< f ~uz!<b ~0<a,b!. ~29!

Let g(z) denote a desired distributed-effect function, which
can be expressed as

g~z!5g1~z!2g2~z!, ~30!

where

g1~z!5 Hg~z!, 0<g~z!,
0, g~z!<0, ~31!

g2~z!5 H0, 0<g~z!,
2g~z!, g~z!<0. ~32!

The desired weighting functiong(z) can be realized by de-
fining two modal optical fiber sensitivity profiles

f 1~uz!5~b2a!g1~z!1a, ~33!

f 2~uz!5~b2a!g2~z!1a. ~34!

Equations~33! and ~34! satisfy the constraints given in Eq.
~29!. The desired weighting functiong(z) is also expressed
as

g~z!5
1

b2a
$ f 1~uz!2 f 2~uz!%. ~35!

Consequently, by using a bipolar weighting function, the AC
component of the optical fiber output is given as

I ~ t !5~b2a! Ĩ 2DbE
V

g~z!«~z,t !dz

5 Ĩ 2DbF E
V

f 1~uz!«~z,t !dz2E
V

f 2~uz!«~z,t !dzG ,
~36!

and it is shown that modal filtering is possible.
Although Eq. ~36! indicates the necessity of taking a

differential signal between two optical fibers attached to one
surface of the beam, this signal is also extractable by utiliz-

ing both faces of the beam. By utilizing both faces of the
beam, the differential signal of the second term in Eq.~36!
becomes an additional signal because the«(z,t) signal
changes to an2«(z,t) signal. This means that modal filter-
ing is possible using only one optical fiber. When two optical
fibers are placed on one surface of the beam, subtracting the
fiber sensor outputs with the sensitivity distribution off
1(uz) and f 2(uz) corresponding to each optical fiber sen-
sor, respectively, performs the modal filtering, thereby yield-
ing Eq. ~36!.

III. EXPERIMENT

In order to justify this theory, an experiment for modal
filtering is carried out using an aluminum cantilevered beam
of dimensions of 40034033 mm. The fiber sensor orienta-
tion and its placement for the third mode filtering, employing
the above technique, are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

The design procedure for modal filtering starts with a
choice for the values ofa and b in Eq. ~29!. When perfor-
mance using a shorter optical fiber is desired,a andb should
be chosen so thata is close in value tob, afterb is set to 1.

FIG. 7. Sensor orientation on the cantilevered beam for third vibration-
mode filtering.

FIG. 8. Sensor placement for the 3rd vibration-mode filtering@~a! in theory
~b! in practice#.
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This means that the fiber should be attached to the beam at
an angle close to zero.
A rather inconvenient feature of this attachment measure is
the requirement that the fiber should be attached very pre-
cisely to the beam. This is due to the fact that the weighting
values need to be controlled by using the small range of
attachment angles. In this example,a and b are set to 0.55
and 1, respectively.

Figure 7 shows the fiber sensor orientation in this case.
In this figure, the solid line and dotted line denote the fiber
orientation with respect to the beam position on the upper
and lower surfaces of the beam, respectively. The reason for
the existence of a range for constant angle attachment is that
f 1(z) and f 2(z) take constant value of ‘‘a’’ in the range.
This is due to the fact thatg1(z) andg2(z) in Eqs.~31! and
~32! are zero in the range.

Figure 8 shows the calculated fiber placement based on
the above results. Although the fiber placement of the upper
figure is more proper, the lower type placement is employed
because of the restriction on the beamwidth. In the lower
figure, the fiber is turned down at the end of the beamwidth
because of the importance of fiber attachment angle as op-
posed to fiber placement.

Figure 9 shows the experimental setup for modal filter-
ing. The sensor is a bow-tie optical fiber, employed as a
two-mode optical fiber, attached to the beam with double-

sided sticky tape. A He–Ne laser serves as a light source.
When the beam is impacted by an impulse hammer at a point
15 mm away from the fixed end of the beam, the fiber expe-
riences some strains. The optical signal generated then goes
into a fast Fourier transform~FFT! analyzer through the pho-
todetector, amplifier, and high pass filter. The impacted force
signal also goes into the FFT analyzer at the same time. At
the same time, the deflection at the end of the beam can be
measured by a gap sensor.

Figure 10 shows the frequency transfer function when
the input signal is an impact force and the output signal is the
deflection of the end of the beam. Figure 11 shows the fre-
quency transfer function when the input signal is an impact
force and the output signal is from an optical fiber sensor
attached in a straight line parallel to the beam’s longitudinal
direction. Finally, Fig. 12 shows the frequency transfer func-
tion when the optical fiber sensor is placed on the beam so as
to filter the third mode, as shown in Fig. 8. The frequency
range is 0 to 800 Hz, there being five vibration modes of the
beam in this range.

The number of peaks in the gain curve of Fig. 10 reveals
that all of the first five modes are excited. Figure 11 suggests
that attachment in a straight line does not allow modal filter-

FIG. 10. Amplitude characteristics of the gap sensor output at the end of the
cantilevered beam.

FIG. 11. Amplitude characteristics of the optical fiber sensor output for the
case of attachment to the beam in a straight line parallel to the beam’s
longitudinal direction.

FIG. 9. Experiment setup for modal filtering.

FIG. 12. Amplitude characteristics of the optical fiber sensor output for the
case of attachment to the beam for third vibration-mode filtering.
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ing. Finally, Fig. 12 shows that signals from modes other
than the third mode are detected, but the difference between
these signals and the third-mode signal is over 20 dB, with a
phase shift of 180 deg. This indicates that the signal is suf-
ficient for using as a controlled signal.
Although the aforementioned method is for one-dimensional
structures, it can be easily extended to two-dimensional
structures. For this purpose, two steps need to be taken. First,
an angle between the orientation of an optical fiber place-
ment and the longitudinal direction of a planar structure must
be narrow, and hence the crosstalk due to the lateral direction
of the planar structure becomes negligible. Second, a design
procedure of a one-dimensional modal filter using PVDF
film sensors7 should be introduced. This methodology uti-
lizes nodal lines of the structure for sensor placement, with
the result that only the desired modal signals are obtained
while unwanted modes are suppressed.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A design procedure for vibration modal filtering of one-
dimensional structures using an optical fiber has been pro-
posed, which takes advantage of the fact that sensor sensi-
tivity, namely the sensor weight, depends on optical
orientation with respect to the longitudinal direction of the
beam. Theoretical predictions match the experimental results
well. The characteristics of a two-mode optical fiber output
signal are clarified, and a mathematical model for modal fil-
tering is constructed for the case where the sensor orientation
is used for altering sensor sensitivity. It is shown that it is
possible to filter a desired vibration mode by altering sensor

sensitivity spatially, utilizing the orthogonality of the mode
shapes. In the process, a method is devised for measuring
sensor sensitivity with respect to the sensor orientation. In
addition to this, a design procedure for optimal fiber place-
ment utilizing bipolar function is proposed.

Consequently, it becomes possible to design a filter us-
ing a range of arbitrary attachment angles. Finally, experi-
mental results confirm theoretical predictions and efficient
vibration filtering is demonstrated.
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An experimental implementation of a multivariable feedback active structural acoustic control
system is demonstrated on a piezostructure plate with pinned boundary conditions. Four adaptive
piezoelectric sensoriactuators provide an array of truly colocated actuator/sensor pairs to be used as
control transducers. Radiation filters are developed based on the self- and mutual-radiation
efficiencies of the structure and are included into the performance cost of anH2 control law which
minimizes total radiated sound power. In the cost function, control effort is balanced with reductions
in radiated sound power. A similarity transform which produces generalized velocity states that are
required as inputs to the radiation filters is presented. Up to 15 dB of attenuation in radiated sound
power was observed at the resonant frequencies of the piezostructure. ©1999 Acoustical Society
of America.@S0001-4966~98!04812-7#
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INTRODUCTION

Control of structures and their associated sound radia-
tion has been a topic of interest for both civil and military
applications. Active control techniques have been found to
be complimentary to passive control methods, which are best
suited for high frequency~.1 kHz! noise and vibration. Ap-
plications for control include reduction of interior and exte-
rior noise in aircraft, submarines, appliances, automobiles,
and machinery. In active noise control~ANC!, acoustic sen-
sors are used to make measurements at points in the acoustic
field and the information is then used to form a control sig-
nal. Loudspeakers are typically used to create the secondary
field which is intended to cancel the primary or disturbance
field. The same concept applies for active vibration control
~AVC!, except that structural based sensors and actuators are
used. For ANC, it is not always feasible to measure the
acoustic field, particularly for underwater or aviation appli-
cations. For these cases, the radiated acoustic power can of-
ten be related to structural-based measurements which then
form the basis of the acoustic control objective.1,2 This con-
cept of controlling the radiated sound power through the re-
alization of adaptive structures was proposed by Clark and
Fuller3,4 and is frequently denoted as active structural acous-
tic control, or ASAC. ASAC can also be applied to increase
the transmission loss across panels.

Early implementations of ASAC used feedforward con-
trol topologies. The objective function minimized by the
adaptive feedforward algorithm was typically composed of
measurements of the far-field acoustic pressure3 or from near
field sensors5 which naturally emphasized control of the
modes which are efficient at radiating sound. Maillard and

Fuller1 developed real-time estimation filters for feedforward
control of sound radiation that were based on an array of
structural measurements which were considered to be dis-
crete monopole radiators. Feedback ASAC has been largely
confined to analytical studies.6–8 The cost functionals typi-
cally provided an ad hoc method of more heavily weighting
the modes of the structure that are known to be efficient
acoustic radiators and similarly provided diminished weight-
ing of the inefficiently radiating modes. Baumannet al.2

used frequency-shaping concepts9 to develop radiation filters
which augment the structural states of the plant to propor-
tionally weight each mode proportional to it’s radiation effi-
ciency. An analytical study2 showed that radiation filters al-
low more control energy to be focused into the modes most
responsible for the sound radiation.

In this work, a new transducer technology known as
adaptive piezoelectric sensoriactuators~APSAs!10,11 will be
used to experimentally demonstrate a multi-input multi-
output ~MIMO ! feedback active structural acoustic control
~ASAC! system. The testbed is a simply supported plate with
four adaptive piezoelectric sensoriactuators as control trans-
ducers. These self-sensing actuators provide truly collocated
sensor/actuator pairs from each piezoceramic patch which
greatly enhances stability robustness of the feedback control-
ler. The chronological steps taken to implement the experi-
mental ASAC control system were:

~1! Implement a 434 array of APSAs on a simply sup-
ported plate testbed;

~2! Experimentally measure all 16 frequency response func-
tions ~FRFs! between each possible APSA pairs;

~3! Fit a 20-state, four-input, four-output (4i4o) state-space
model to the 16 measured FRFs;a!Work performed as a Graduate Research Assistant at Duke University.
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~4! Perform a similarity transform on the state space model
such that the generalized velocities appear as internal
states;

~5! Append analytical radiation filters to the transformed
state space model of the piezostructure;

~6! Formulate anH2 cost functional based on acoustic ra-
diation output of the model and design the control sys-
tem that will minimize this cost;

~7! Experimentally implement the control system and mea-
sure open- and closed-loop acoustic power to evaluate
the control system performance.

In Sec. I, the basicH2 control design philosophy is
presented. Following in Sec. II is a description of the experi-
mental setup used to demonstrate ASAC using adaptive pi-
ezoelectric sensoriactuators. Section III contains information
pertaining to modeling the structural acoustic system, includ-
ing the system identification of the plate piezostructure, ap-
pending analytical radiation filters to the plate model, and
performing a similarity transform that produces generalized
velocity states that are required as inputs to the radiation
filters. Finally the results of the experiments are presented in
Sec. IV and a summary of the findings is presented in Sec. V.

I. CONTROLS

H2 control design techniques in conjunction with linear
quadratic Gaussian~LQG! weightings were used for the
feedback active structural acoustic control design. Static
feedback ASAC designs have been previously studied.12 The
cost functionals include frequency-shaping9 that is propor-
tional to the modal radiation efficiencies, as demonstrated
analytically by Baumann2 and later incorporated by
others.11–13 In this method, time-domain radiation filters are
used to augment the states of the state-space piezostructure
model such that the root-mean-square error variable is pro-
portional to radiated sound power. In this way, the control
system is able to focus more effort into modes which are
efficient at radiating sound and less effort into those modes
which are inefficient radiators.

The generalized plant model is of the form:

ẋ5Ax1Bu1wd, ~1!

y5Cx1wn, ~2!

wherex is the state vector,ẋ is the derivative of the state
vector, andu is the 431 vector of control voltages to the
piezoelectric sensoriactuators. The system matrix,A, and in-
put and output influence matrices,B andC, respectively will
be determined by experimental system identification of the
piezostructure control paths. The process noise,wd , and sen-
sor noise vectors,wn , are Gaussian processes that satisfy:
E@wd(t)wd(t)T#5Wd(t2t), E@wn(t)wn(t)T#5Vd(t2t),
E@wn(t)wd(t)T#50. Each state of the plate model was ex-
cited by the process noise,wd , and sensor noise,wn , was
used to corrupt the four sensoriactuator outputs. Experimen-
tal characterization of the process and sensor noises was not
conducted, but rather the magnitudes of these noise pro-
cesses served as design parameters that were determined
heuristically. The LQG cost is of the form:

J5EF lim
T→`

1

T E
0

T

z~ t !Tz~ t !dtG , ~3!

J5EF lim
T→`

1

T E
0

T

~xv~ t !TQ~v!xv~ t !1u~ t !TRu~ t !!dtG ,

~4!

whereQ~v! is a positive semi-definite, frequency-dependent
weighting matrix which determines the error or performance
penalty that is proportional to radiated sound power, andR is
a positive definite control penalty weighting matrix. Note
that this cost functional is based upon the generalized veloc-
ity states,xv(t), of the piezostructure such that the analytical
radiation filters can be appended to each mode. This result
will require a similarity transform be performed on the state-
space model obtained from system identification of the pi-
ezostructure testbed.

Note from Fig. 1 that theH2 control problem has been
cast in the standard two-port form with LQG-style weight-
ings. There are optimization methods readily available to de-
termine the optimal compensator for this configuration.14

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Simply-supported plate testbed

A classic simply supported plate test bed was designed
and assembled. Thex-y dimensions of the 2 mm thick steel
plate are given in Fig. 2. Details of the construction can be
found in the dissertation by Vipperman.11 The locations of
the four arbitrarily placed PZTs used for the control trans-
ducers are shown in Fig. 2. Also shown in Fig. 2 is the input
location of a Ling Dynamics Systems V203 shaker, which
was attached to the back of the plate frame and used for the
disturbance excitation source.

B. Electronic hardware

Real-time signal processing was performed with a Spec-
trum Signal Processing, Inc. 50-MHz TMS320C40-based
DSP system in conjunction with the Spectrum PC16IO8 16-
input and 8-output analog I/O Card. Custom DSP software
conveniently allowed the user to alternate between off-line
training of the APSAs10 or implementing the fixed feedback
control as desired. Although you can theoretically train the
APSAs simultaneously with control, this was found unnec-
essary since the APSAs remained stationary within the time
scale of the system identification and control experiments. A
sampling rate of 4 kHz was used for both the training of the
APSAs and the active control experiments.

Many other peripheral items were needed to perform
tasks such as filtering, adding or removing gain, and gener-
ating, measuring and analyzing signals, etc. A custom-
designed sound intensity probe15 was used to obtain sound
intensity readings near the surface~70 mm! of the plate,
allowing the sound power generated by the plate to be cal-
culated by performing a discrete integration of the intensity
across the measurement grid. Two high-quality Realistic
electret tie-clip microphones spaced a distance of 43 mm in a
handheld aluminum support comprised the sound intensity
probe. Positioning errors between measurements were elimi-
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nated by performing the open-loop and three closed-loop
measurements sequentially while the probe was positioned at
each point. The high quality Bru¨el and Kjær 4190 micro-
phone was used to calibrate the magnitude of each trans-
ducer. Transfer functions between the two electret micro-
phones permitted phase correction factors for the intensity
probe to be computed across the bandwidth in which mea-
surements would be made.15,16 Statistical tests for accuracy
and repeatability were performed to verify the operation of
the intensity probe. Far-field pressure measurements were
taken using a Bru¨el and Kjær type 4190 microphone with
type 5935 power supply. Although the pressure measure-
ments are not presented, they were used to corroborate the
sound power calculations. Additional hardware items include
Ithaco 4302 Low pass Filters, Krohn-Hite 7600 Wideband
Amplifiers, AVC Series 790 Wide band Amplifiers, DSPT,
Inc. SigLab 2022 spectrum analyzers, and Ithaco 453 Gain
Preamplifiers. A schematic of the experimental setup is de-
picted in Fig. 3.

C. Adaptive piezoelectric sensoriactuators

Adaptive piezoelectric sensoriactuator~APSA! technol-
ogy is mature and has been demonstrated for complex struc-
tural control problems.11 The analog hardware was designed
by the Adaptive Systems and Structures Laboratory at Duke
University and constructed by NASA-Langley Research
Center. The current capability of the hardware is to simulta-
neously adapt four channels of the piezoelectric sensori-
actuator concurrently10 using four separate, uncorrelated,
white noise training signals generated by the DSP hardware.
The adaptive piezoelectric sensoriactuators were typically
trained once and then fixed for the duration of the system
identification or control phases of the experiments.

D. Test facilities

Acoustic experiments were performed in the Duke Uni-
versity anechoic chamber test facility. The chamber has a
volume of approximately 27 m3 and a cutoff frequency of
approximately 250 Hz. A baffle which spanned the width
and height of the chamber was constructed from 13 mm
thick plywood and 503100 mm framing studs. A picture of
the simply supported plate installed flush with the baffle wall
is shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4 also includes a view of the sound

FIG. 1. Generalized plant used in two-port control design.

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of experimental simply supported plate showing
arbitrary locations of four PZT bending actuators~dimensions in mm!.

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of hardware setup used for a single channel
APSA with the plate test bed.

FIG. 4. Picture of simply supported plate test bed mounted in baffle wall
inside anechoic chamber.
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intensity probe which was used to measure intensity near the
surface of the plate. The chamber is fitted with a radial mi-
crophone array seen in the figure which was not used in this
experimental setup.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. System identification

Once the four APSAs were trained, all sixteen possible
frequency response functions~FRFs! between the four AP-
SAs were experimentally computed between 0 and 500 Hz.
FRFs were measured in groups of four whereby one piezo-
ceramic patch was driven with a random noise signal and the
responses of all four patches were measured simultaneously
by the Siglab spectrum analyzer. A four-input, four-output
(4i4o) state-space model having 40 states was then fit to the
16 FRFs using the SmartID17 software package. The state-
space model corresponds to the matricesAPR40340, B
PR4034, CPR4340 which are presented in Eqs.~1! and~2!.
A typical comparison of measured and modeled FRFs is
shown in Fig. 5 which corresponds to the PZT located at
normalized plate coordinates$0.23, 0.20%. Similar results
were achieved for all control paths of the multivariable sys-
tem resulting in an accurate plant model which is essential
for good control system performance.

The curve-fit of the FRFs allowed the resonant, modal
properties of the structure to be extracted. The analytical and
experimental modal properties of the plate are presented in
Table I, where the modes are numbered consecutively in
order of their resonant frequencies as well as listed by the
corresponding~x,y! modal indices. In addition, Table I indi-
cates whether a particular mode is an efficient sound radiator
or not. Analytical resonant frequencies are slightly overesti-
mated due to the weak torsional-spring boundary conditions
of the experimental test rig which were not modeled analyti-
cally.

B. Appending radiation filters to experimentally
determined models

Next, the analytical radiation filters for the plate were
designed2,11–13and appended to the state-space model of the
plate in order to create the acoustic cost functional for the
control system. The inputs to the analytical radiation filters
are the plate generalized velocity states~modal velocities for

an ideal plate with no included mass or stiffness!.2 The in-
ternal states resulting from the system identification process
unfortunately do not correspond to generalized plate veloci-
ties, but rather correspond to one of the infinitude of other
valid state-space realizations for the system model. Two dif-
ferent state space realizations of the same system model,
$A,B,C% and $Ā,B̄,C̄%, each having state vectors,x(t) and
x̄(t), respectively are related through the similarity trans-
form, Tsim, as18

x̄~ t !5Tsimx~ t !, ~5!

Ā5Tsim
21AT sim, ~6!

B̄5Tsim
21B, ~7!

C̄5CTsim, ~8!

provided thatTsim exists.
Analytical piezostructures models based on Galerkin’s

method whereby analytical mass, stiffness, and damping ma-
trices are determined results in a state-space model having
physical states that correspond to generalized plate veloci-
ties, ḣ(t), and displacements,h(t),13 as:

x~ t !5H h~ t !

ḣ~ t !J , ~9!

and the following corresponding system matrix, designated
Ad/v :

Ad/v5F 0 I

~M tot!
21~K tot! ~M tot!

21Cs
G , ~10!

where M tot is the sum of the mass contributions from the
structure and the piezoceramic patches,K tot is the sum of the
structural and piezoceramic stiffness contributions,Cs is the
assumed viscous structural damping used to bound the
model, andI is the identity matrix. Since the modal proper-
ties that comprise the system matrix,A, for any realization
can be easily extracted from an eigenvalue decomposition,
the desired matrix,Ad/v , can be found from two successive
similarity transforms of the arbitrary system matrix,A, that
is obtained from the system identification process.

FIG. 5. Analytical and experimental frequency response functions across the
adaptive piezoelectric sensoriactuator centered at normalized coordinates
$0.23, 0.20%.

TABLE I. Modal properties of experimental plate test bed.

Mode
Modal
indices

Strong
acoustic
radiator?

Theory
natural

freq. ~Hz!

Measured
resonant

freq. ~Hz!

Measured
damping

ratio

1 ~1,1! * 33.6 32.0 2.56%
2 ~2,1! 76.2 70.8 1.56%
3 ~1,2! 91.6 85.9 1.06%
4 ~2,2! 135 125 0.64%
5 ~3,1! * 148 136 0.41%
6 ~1,3! * 189 173 0.92%
7 ~3,2! 205 191 0.25%
8 ~2,3! 231 212 0.42%
9 ~4,1! 247 227 0.39%

10 ~3,3! * 302 279 0.20%
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First, the system identification model is transformed into
a Modal canonical form, where the system matrix,AJ , be-
comes a tri-diagonal matrix consisting of 232 submatrices
composed of the eigenvalues for each second-order mode of
the piezostructure. The transform matrix required to realize
this form is simply the eigenvector matrix,F~•!, of the cur-
rent, arbitrary system matrix, orTsim5F(A). The transform
exists and is nonsingular, since there will beN linearly inde-
pendent eigenvectors resulting from an accurate system iden-
tification of the piezostructure. Once in the Modal form, we
can then find the inverse transform,T́sim

21, that yields the
displacement/velocity realization of the plant model. First,
the resonant frequencies,vn , and damping ratios,zn , are
extracted from the eigenvalues of the system. These values
can then be manually sorted and formed into a displacement/
velocity form of the system matrix, Eq.~10!, since @vn

2#
5(M tot)

21(K tot) and @2znvn#5(M tot)
21Cs . The eigenvec-

tors of this matrix then define the inverse of the similarity
transform between Modal form and displacement/velocity
form, T́sim

215F(AJ). To summarize, the steps to findAd/v
are:

~1! Find $AJ ,BJ ,CJ% using the transformTsim5F(A);
~2! Extract and sort the natural frequencies,vn and damping

ratios,zn from AJ and manually form matrixAd/v .
~3! Find T́sim5F(Ad/v)21 and use it to transform

$AJ ,BJ ,CJ% into $Ad/v ,Bd/v ,Cd/v%.
~4! Once in displacement/velocity form, the following out-

put matrix,Cgv , can be appended toCd/v such that the
generalized velocities can be observed

Cgv5@0uI #PR20340; ~11!

~5! The analytical mass matrix,M s , could be used to form a
generalized modal input influence matrix to be appended
to Bd/v which is computed from

Bgv5F 0

M s
21I GPR40320. ~12!

Typical analytical and experimentally obtained general-
ized velocity outputs for individual generalized force inputs
for the plate are shown in Fig. 6. The analytical and experi-
mental curves of Fig. 6 compare well. Some small discrep-
ancies in magnitude exist due to the difference in modal
damping ratios between the analytical model~0.45% for all
modes! the experimental model~see Table I for values!. Note
that if these were modal velocity outputs for a structure with
no mass or stiffness discontinuities, each peak in in Fig. 6
would have uniform magnitude since the response would
correspond to the true eigenfunctions.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Control system performance is evaluated by experimen-
tally measuring radiated sound power from the structure in
the anechoic chamber for the open- and closed-loop cases.
For the purpose of this study, three different ASAC systems
were experimentally investigated. Each case differs by the
number of modes which have radiation filters appended~ei-
ther 4, 6, or 8!. Increasing the number of radiation filters in

the control system increases the number of plate modes that
experience radiation control. However, the order of the con-
troller will increase nearly quadratically with respect to the
increase in radiation filters. Two results are presented: the
spectrum of the highest order ASAC controller~filters ap-
pended to eight plate modes! and a bar chart summarizing
the amount of control achieved by each ASAC controller at
each plate resonance.

Figure 7 presents the closed-loop performance of the
most complex ASAC system used in this study~radiation
filters appended to the first eight structural modes!. The solid
line represents the measured closed-loop acoustic power and
the measured open-loop power is given by the dotted line.
Also depicted in the figure are modal indices corresponding
with each structural plate resonance as well as the cutoff
frequencies corresponding to the system model truncation
and the inclusion of the radiation filters. From inspection of
Fig. 7, good reductions in acoustic power~>15 dB! are ob-
served at the~3,1! and ~1,3! modes at 136 and 173 Hz, re-
spectively, which are excellent acoustic radiators. Note that
despite the radiation efficiency of the~3,1! mode, the mea-
sured open-loop power is relatively low because it is only
marginally excited by the disturbance shaker which was ar-
bitrarily located near a nodal line of that mode. Excellent
reduction is also observed in the~2,3! mode at 212 Hz which
does not radiate as efficiently as the~odd,odd! modes, but for
the particular arbitrary actuator placement, experiences sig-
nificant coupling to the~1,3! and~3,1! radiation modes. Con-
trol of the ~1,1! mode~34 Hz! is very limited since PZTs do
not couple well to modes having a trace structural wave-
length much longer than the dimension of the piezoceramic
transducer.19 The least amount of control is observed in the
weakly radiating~2,2! mode at 125 Hz, as expected. Note
that some control is observed beyond the bandwidth of the
radiation filters and the structural plate model which is likely
due to some coupling between the experimentally deter-
mined generalized velocities which is caused by the piezo-
ceramic actuators.

Finally, a summary of the power reductions at each plate
resonance for the open-loop and three closed-loop ASAC

FIG. 6. Response between the generalized force inputs and generalized
velocities for the first six plate modes for the analytical and experimental
models.
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cases is presented in Fig. 8. Note that increasing the number
of plate modes~4, 6, or 8! that have radiation filters ap-
pended increases the frequency range over which radiation
control is observed, at the expense of increased controller
complexity. For example, note that the acoustic response at
the resonance frequency of the fifth or~3,1! mode is not
controlled by the ‘‘ASAC, 4 Filters’’ closed-loop case, but is
well-controlled by the 6- and 8-filter ASAC cases. For the
latter two cases, the~3,1! mode is included into the

structural-acoustic controller cost function and hence sound
radiation at the resonance frequency of that mode is reduced
by approximately 12 dB.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Multivariable feedback active structural acoustic control
~ASAC! has been experimentally demonstrated using adap-
tive piezoelectric sensoriactuators as collocated control trans-
ducers. A performance cost which minimizes acoustic radia-
tion from the baffled, simply supported plate test structure is
accomplished by augmenting the experimentally obtained
structural model with radiation filters that are designed using
the self- and mutual-radiation efficiencies of the plate modes.
A similarity transform to achieve an experimental state-space
model having generalized velocity states is presented since
the radiation filters require these velocity states as inputs.
Acoustic control can thus be achieved without the need for
sensors in the acoustic field which is consistent with ASAC.
Reductions in acoustic power at the structural resonances
from 1 to 15 dB were achieved within the frequency range of
the appended radiation filters. The effects of increasing the
number of modes~4, 6, or 8! that are appended with radia-
tion filters was investigated. Since including more radiation
filters effectively increases the frequency range of the control
system, better overall performance was achieved~more
modes are controlled and less spillover is observed!.

FIG. 7. Acoustic power measurements for multivariableH2 active structural acoustic control with eight radiation filters.

FIG. 8. Comparison of reductions achieved in acoustic power at each modal
resonance for all control systems.
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Measurement and prediction of typical speech and background-
noise levels in university classrooms during lectures
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A method has been developed for determining typical long-term speech and background-noise
levels during lectures. Lectures are recorded and the recordings digitized and processed to obtain
sound-pressure-level frequency distributions to which three normal-distribution curves are fit. The
maximum values of these curves are associated with long-term sound-pressure levels associated
with speech, ventilation noise, and student-activity noise. Recordings made during 18 university
lectures in 11 classrooms have been analyzed. Average~standard deviation! A-weighted levels for
the various sound components were determined as follows: ventilation noise, 40.9~3.9! dB;
student-activity noise, 41.9~4.0! dB; total background noise, 44.4~3.5! dB; and received
speech-signal, 50.8~3.9! dB. The average~standard deviation! A-weighted speech-signal to
background-noise ratio was 7.9~3.1! dB. That of the instructor sound-power level was 64.5~4.2!
dB. Empirical models have been developed to predict the room-average A-weighted results using
multivariable regression analysis. Further analysis in the 63- to 8000-Hz octave bands confirmed the
spectra of ventilation noise and of speech, and determined the spectrum of student-activity noise and
of the speech-signal to background-noise ratio. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~98!05712-9#

PACS numbers: 43.55.Hy, 43.55.Gx, 43.50.Cb, 43.70.Gr@JDQ#

INTRODUCTION

As part of a study on classroom acoustics,1 an experi-
mental procedure has been developed for determining typical
long-term speech and background-noise levels at student po-
sitions in university classrooms during lectures. A secondary
objective was to determine typical levels of student-activity
noise, as separate from equipment noise—previous work had
suggested that it could be surprisingly high.1 The procedure
developed involved recording lectures, digitizing and filter-
ing the recordings, determining long-term sound-pressure-
level frequency distributions~in the statistical sense of fre-
quency of occurrence, not in the acoustical sense of cycles
per second!, and fitting these with normal-distribution
curves. The procedure has been applied to lectures in class-
rooms at the University of British Columbia.

Numerous measurements of typical classroom speech
and background-noise levels, and of corresponding signal-to-
noise ratios, have been reported in the literature; however,
most pertain to preuniversity classrooms. For example,
Markides2 measured speech and background-noise levels in
12 school classrooms during classes. Houtgast3 studied ten
high school classes exposed to traffic noise. Pekkarinen and
Viljanen4 studied 31 school classrooms when unoccupied
and occupied. Pearsons, Bennett, and Fidell5 measured long-
term speech levels at about 2 m in front of instructors in two
high schools. They also measured speech levels at 1 m in
front of the speaker in an anechoic environment, for male
and female speakers and various vocal efforts. Representa-
tive A-weighted results from these studies are presented in
Table I. Speech levels in the range of 40–80 dB were re-
ported. Student-activity noise levels varied from 40–70 dB.
Ventilation-noise levels were in the range 23–55 dB. Signal-

to-noise ratios in the range25–35 dB were reported. Cor-
nelisse, Gagne´, and Seewald6 and Byrneet al.7 determined
long-term speech spectra; these typically peaked at 500 Hz
and were about 20 and 15 dB down at 63 Hz and 8 kHz,
respectively. Byrneet al. found long-term total levels for a
large number of speakers to be approximately normally dis-
tributed. In most cases reported in the literature, the exact
experimental/analysis method used to determine levels and,
therefore, the exact significance of the measured levels, is
not clear. With the possible exception of Markides,2 no reli-
able determinations of student-activity noise level have been
reported.

The method developed in the present work was based on
the following reasoning. In the simplest case, a university
lecture consists of an instructor speaking—and generating a
relatively high sound-pressure level—in the presence of a
relatively low background-noise level. The background noise
consists of noise from the ventilation system and that gener-
ated by the students attending the lecture. Speech is quasi-
continuous, with short breaks between sentences, and longer
breaks when, for example, the instructor stops to write on the
blackboard. The background noise would be expected to be
more continuous. If the instructor stops speaking for signifi-
cant lengths of time, student activity and the resulting noise
may increase. Thus, the most reliable way to determine the
level of background noise which occurs during, and inter-
feres with, instructor speech is to measure it during the short
breaks between sentences. If the speech and background
noise were both perfectly continuous sounds, the time history
of a lecture would be as in Fig. 1~a!, the associated sound-
pressure-level frequency distribution would consist of two
spikes, as in Fig. 1~b!. Of course, some temporal variation of
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the levels of the speech and noise would be expected, with a
more realistic time history being as shown in Fig. 2~a!; the
associated level frequency distribution would consist of two
peaks with nonzero widths, as shown in Fig. 2~b!. As long as
the speech-signal to background-noise ratio is sufficiently
high for the two peaks to be distinct, the associated ‘‘aver-
age’’ long-term levels could be determined from the maxi-
mum values@X and Y in Figs. 1~b! and 2~b!# of the two
peaks, since these indicate the level which occurred for the
greatest proportion of the measurement period.

I. CLASSROOM RECORDINGS

A total of 18 lectures was recorded at three or four po-
sitions in 11 classrooms. These were the classes given by all
consenting instructors teaching in the chosen 30 classrooms
during the academic term during which the work was carried
out. In the case of three of the classrooms, recordings were
also made in the unoccupied room on the same day as the
occupied tests; more tests were not possible due to heavy
classroom usage. The classrooms were seminar and lecture
rooms which contained from 10–291 seats and 6–254 stu-
dents, with unoccupied midfrequency reverberation times

that varied from 0.5–1.8 s. Both male and female instructors,
teaching a wide variety of subjects at various academic lev-
els, were involved. In most cases the classes consisted of
lectures, with the instructor being the main source of speech.
However, four classes were more in the form of discussions,
with students contributing a considerable proportion of the
speech. Generally, no significant noise from outside the
classroom occurred; the ventilation system was the only
equipment in operation.

Recordings were made using calibrated Bruel & Kjaer
4145 microphones and a TASCAM DA30 Mk II digital tape
recorder. Data were collected for 10–15 min, in three blocks
at the beginning, middle, and end of the class, at each posi-
tion. As a crosscheck, ventilation-noise levels were measured
at each test position in each classroom on a separate occasion
using a sound-level meter. Unfortunately, these occasions
were often days or weeks apart; ideally, they would have
been done on the same day as the associated lecture, but
heavy classroom usage made this difficult.

II. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The analysis procedure was finalized after extensive pi-
lot work. Prior to analysis, sections of the recordings con-

FIG. 1. ~a! Time history and~b! frequency distribution of the sound-
pressure level in a classroom during an idealized lecture.

FIG. 2. ~a! Time history and~b! frequency distribution of the sound-
pressure level in a classroom during a realistic lecture.

TABLE I. Representative range, average~s.d.! of A-weighted speech, student-activity and ventilation-noise
levels, and signal-to-noise ratios, in dB, reported in the published literature.

Reference Speech Student Ventilation Signal-to-noise

Markides2 40–70 50–70 40–55 24.5 average~speech!
57.5 ~8.4! 61.0 ~5.5! 46.1 ~5! 111.5 average~ventilation!

Houtgast3 48–63 45–50 3–15
56.9 ~5.1! 47.4 ~3.1! 9.5 ~4.6!

Pekkarinen and 58–79 40–58 23–49 0–35
Viljanen4 67 ~5! 49 ~6! 33 ~5!

Pearsons, Bennett, 59.5–63.5
and Fidell5 2~5!
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taining significant noise from outside the classroom, such as
passing equipment, or atypical classroom noise, such as
bells, were removed. Typical classroom noises, such as
coughing and chair movement, were not removed. The pro-
cessed recordings at each position in each class were digi-
tized and filtered using a digital A-weighting filter. Software
processed the resulting pressure time-histories as follows:

~i! the signals were squared;
~ii ! short-term, mean-square pressures were calculated.

The time interval of 200 ms corresponded to ten
cycles at the lowest frequency of interest, 50 Hz. This
was chosen to be 1.5 times the minimum time interval
required for convergence;

~iii ! interval sound-pressure levels were calculated;
~iv! sound-pressure-level frequency distributions~again,

in the statistical sense indicating the proportion of
time for which the level took given values, not the
acoustical sense! were determined and plotted;

~v! the resulting distributions were best fit by one, two,
three, or more normal-distribution curves in an at-
tempt to identify individual sound components. The
maximum level, standard deviation~i.e., width!, and
area of each curve were recorded. The maximum level
was taken to indicate the typical long-term sound-
pressure level. Tests were done using other,
nonsymmetrical—in particular, Poisson—distribution
curves. Fitting Poisson-distribution curves gave better
results than~symmetrical! normal-distribution curves
when only one curve was fit, but slightly worse results
when two or more curves were fit. This is as expected;
the overall measured multicomponent distribution
curves were generally highly nonsymmetrical~see
Fig. 4!, but the distributions of the individual compo-
nents of the classroom sound were generally much
more symmetrical~see Fig. 3!. A normal distribution
of the sound-pressure level in decibels—i.e.,

log(pressure2)—of noise is consistent with the ex-
pected log-normal distribution of the zero-bounded
squared pressure from which it is derived.

To obtain octave-band results, recordings were also fil-
tered using digital 63–8000-Hz octave-band filters. In this
case, the length of the intervals into which the time histories
were divided always corresponded to ten cycles at the lowest
band frequency—i.e., it decreased over the test frequency
range from about 200 ms to about 1 ms. Only a few record-
ings were analyzed in octave bands because of the massive
analysis time involved; furthermore, it was expected that
only limited useful information would be obtained from the
octave-band analysis, given the detailed A-weighted analysis
already done. Clearly, octave-band speech or background-
noise levels can be obtained from A-weighted total levels if
the associated spectrum shape is known. The spectra of
speech and ventilation-system noise, and the factors that af-
fect them, are well understood.5–7 However, it was of funda-
mental interest to determine the spectrum of the student-
activity noise, and of the speech-signal to total background-
noise ratio.

III. A-WEIGHTED RESULTS

A. Unoccupied classrooms

Figure 3 shows a typical measured level-distribution
curve at one position in one unoccupied classroom, in which
the only significant source of noise was the ventilation sys-
tem. There is a single, symmetrical peak, with levels in the
range 39–42 dB, which is quite narrow~s.d. of about 0.4
dB!. This is indicative of a continuous source, such as a
ventilation system. Generally, the measured curve was well
fit by a single normal-distribution curve~the adjustedR2 was
typically 0.99!. However, in one of the three rooms, the

FIG. 3. Measured A-weighted sound-pressure-level frequency-distribution
curve in an unoccupied classroom. FIG. 4. A-weighted sound-pressure-level frequency-distribution curves for

an occupied classroom, as~—! measured, and as fit by~¯! one, ~-–––!
two, and~———! three normal-distribution curves.
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level-distribution curves were broader and contained spikes,
indicating significantly time-varying sound-pressure levels
and multiple sound components, possibly suggesting a sys-
tem in need of servicing.

B. Occupied classrooms „lectures …

Figure 4 shows the measured level-distribution curve at
the same position in the same classroom during a lecture.
The result is fairly typical. There are now two prominent
peaks—a lower-level, narrow one at around 40 dB and a
higher-level, broader one at around 45 dB. The lower-level
peak resembles, and has maximum levels and s.d. very simi-
lar to, that measured in the unoccupied classroom, suggest-
ing that it corresponds to the ventilation-system noise.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, attempts to fit one normal-
distribution curve to the results generally gave a poor result
~typical adjustedR2 of 0.8!. Fitting two normal-distribution
curves gave a significantly better result~typical adjustedR2

of 0.95!. Fitting three curves usually gave an even better fit
~typical adjustedR2 of 0.99!. Fitting more than three curves
did not significantly improve the fit; in fact it tended to sim-
ply identify spurious small, local peaks in the measured
curves. As illustrated in Fig. 5, two of the normal-
distribution curves, with maximum levels at about 41 and
47.5 dB, fit the two peaks of the level-distribution curve
which are apparent; the third—in between the other two with
a maximum level at about 43 dB according to the best-fit
results—was often not apparent.

The three normal-distribution curves were identified
with the three components of classroom sound at receiver
positions—speech signal, ventilation noise, and student-
activity noise. By correlating it with the single peak mea-
sured in the unoccupied classrooms, the lowest-level curve
could be reliably associated with the ventilation noise. How-

ever, ventilation-noise levels so identified often agreed
poorly with those measured on other occasions. It was con-
cluded that ventilation-noise levels can vary significantly~up
to 5 dB! from day to day. This was confirmed by further
monitoring and in discussions with HVAC-noise experts.

Regarding the other two sound components, it was not
obvious which of the two higher-level curves’ best-fit levels
corresponded to which component. To cast some light on
this, levels were compared to typical long-term speech levels
published in the literature.2–5 The highest of the three maxi-
mum levels generally corresponded fairly well to expected
speech levels and was, therefore, associated with instructor
speech levels; the middle level tended to be low. Further-
more, the maximum level of the highest peak generally de-
creased with instructor/receiver distance, as would be ex-
pected for the speech signal, but not for the student-activity
noise level. The middle level was associated with student-
activity noise.

It is of interest to consider the normal-distribution-curve
standard deviation and area results, and their significance, in
more detail. The s.d. indicates the temporal variability of the
rms noise level. The s.d. of the speech peaks was typically
4–10 dB, ten times higher than that of the ventilation peak,
indicating considerable variability of the speech level, as
might be expected. The s.d. of the student-activity peak was
typically 2–6 dB, between those of the ventilation and
speech peaks. The area under the level-distribution curves
indicates the relative energy~i.e., combination of power and
time! associated with each sound component during a lec-
ture. In terms of the percentage of the total area under the
measured level-distribution curves, the averages~standard
deviations! of the areas of the ventilation, student-activity,
and speech peaks were, respectively, 15~8!, 25 ~19!, and 64
~19! dB.

Exceptions to the typical results illustrated and discussed
above occurred in a number of cases. For example, in two
cases the frequency distribution appeared to have only a
single peak, indicating low signal-to-noise ratio, and making
identification of component levels impossible. A further
complication is related to the classes consisting mainly of
discussion. In these cases, the meaning of the results is less
clear. In one case, the instructor seldom spoke; therefore, the
highest level, which was several decibels lower than average,
must correspond to student speech. In another case, both the
students and the instructor spoke a significant proportion of
the time. Is the highest level instructor and/or student speech;
is the middle level student noise or speech? In discussion
classes the middle level was, on average, about 1 dB lower
than in lectures; the highest level was about 2 dB lower than
in lectures.

In cases when the procedure identified three distinct lev-
els, maximum levels for the three sound components were
determined for each position in each lecture in each class-
room, and the results analyzed. Note that the level of the
middle peak, associated with student-activity noise, was not
considered itself to be equal to the student-activity noise
level. It corresponds to the energetic sum of the ventilation
and student-activity levels—that is, to the total background-
noise level—since these occurred concurrently. Student-

FIG. 5. A-weighted sound-pressure-level frequency-distribution curves for
an occupied classroom, as~———! measured, and~———! as fit by three
normal-distribution curves,~¯! shown individually.
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activity levels were obtained by energetic subtraction of the
lowest and middle levels. Similarly, the speech level was
obtained by energetic subtraction of the highest and middle
levels. Also calculated was the signal-to-noise ratio, by arith-
metic subtraction of the speech level and the total
background-noise level. Results were also calculated sepa-
rately for male and female instructors, and for positions at
the front and back of the classrooms.

Table II shows the ranges, averages, and standard devia-
tions of the three levels for all reliable measurements. Fol-
lowing is a summary of the results.

1. Background noise

Ventilation-noise levels varied from 32.6–47.0 dB, with
an average~s.d.! of 40.9~3.9! dB. Student-activity noise lev-
els varied from 30.0–50.2 dB, with an average~s.d.! of 41.9
~4.0! dB. These latter levels are considerably lower than
those reported by Markides2—presumably because of the
higher academic levels and ages of the students involved.
Total background-noise levels varied from 34.5–50.9 dB,
with an average~s.d.! of 44.4 ~3.5! dB. These values agree
well with those reported in the literature.

2. Speech level

Speech levels varied from 43.0–59.0 dB with an average
~s.d.! of 50.8~3.7! dB. Such levels are in the ranges reported
in the literature~see Table I!. On average, however, they
were about 6 dB lower than teacher speech levels reported in
the literature—again likely due to the higher student ages
and academic levels, and the discussion classes. Differences
between male and female speakers altered levels by61.3 dB
from the average level. This is consistent with Pearsons
et al.5 Differences between front and back seat positions al-
tered levels by typically61.5 dB from the average level. It
was noted that speech levels did not vary strongly with room
acoustical conditions. It can be hypothesized that instructors
adjust their voice levels to compensate for the prevailing
acoustical conditions, and maintain a constant speech level at
student positions. To test this hypothesis, measured speech
levels, the known classroom dimensions and average surface
absorption coefficients, and diffuse-field theory were used to
estimate long-term instructor sound-power levels. These var-
ied from 53.6–73.4 dB with an average~s.d.! of 64.5 ~4.2!

dB. Once again, male/female differences varied the average
value by61.3 dB, respectively. There was an apparent cor-
relation with room size—average speech-power levels of
about 62 dB~,30 seats!, 65 dB ~30–80 seats!, 66 dB ~.80
seats!—supporting the hypothesis. The variation of speech
level with source/receiver distance, and of sound-power level
with classroom size, will be discussed in more detail below.

3. Signal-to-noise ratio

Signal-to-noise ratios at individual positions varied from
2.1–14.8 dB, with an average~s.d.! of 7.9 ~3.1! dB. These
values are consistent with those reported in the literature.
The signal-to-noise ratio never exceeded the value of 15 dB
considered necessary for excellent speech intelligibility for
normal-hearing adults.8

C. Empirical prediction models

It is clearly of interest to be able to predict typical levels
of the three classroom sound components for a particular
classroom. With this objective, empirical prediction models
were developed from the A-weighted results using multivari-
able linear regression analysis using the statistical softwares
SASandSPSS. Candidate predictor parameters were chosen as
those describing factors expected to be related to the variable
being predicted, and combinations of them. Logarithms of
parameters were usually used, since the quantities to be pre-
dicted were levels in decibels. Models were optimized by
finding the minimum of physically justifiable, statistically
significant (p<0.05) parameters which explained the great-
est amount of the variance. Subsequently, predictions were
plotted against residuals for each predictor parameter to as-
certain whether nonlinear forms of the parameters would im-
prove the model. As for any empirical models, predictions by
these models may be less accurate in the case of classrooms
with values of the prediction parameters which are outside
the range associated with the data from which the models
were derived. These ranges are shown in Table III, and do
not include very large classrooms.

1. Ventilation noise

The level of ventilation noise in a classroom would be
expected to depend on the following factors:

~i! type of equipment—no information was available
about this;

TABLE II. Minimum, maximum, and average values and standard devia-
tions in decibels of the long-term, A-weighted sound-pressure levels asso-
ciated with ventilation noise~VN!, student-activity noise~SA!, total back-
ground noise~BN!, and instructor speech~SL!, as well as signal-to-noise
ratio ~SN! and instructor speech-power level~LW!.

Quantity
Minimum

value
Maximum

value
Average

value
Standard
deviation

VN 32.6 47.0 40.9 3.9
SA 30.0 50.2 41.9 4.0
BN 34.5 50.9 44.4 3.5
SL 43.0 59.0 50.8 3.7
SN 2.1 14.8 7.9 3.1
LW 53.6 73.4 64.5 4.2

TABLE III. Ranges of values of the parameters used in the empirical pre-
diction models for the 18 classrooms.

Parameter name Symbol Units Range of data

Room width W m 4.9–20.0
Room volume V m3 110–957
Number of students n ¯ 6–254
Instructor sex I sex ¯ 0–1
Instructor/student distance r m 1.9–13.6
Received speech level SL dB 43.0–59.0
Student-activity
noise level

SA dB 30.0–50.2

Total occupied-
room absorption

A0 m2 30–305
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~ii ! mechanical/acoustical power—this would be expected
to be higher in larger rooms with more students. Pa-
rameters describing room size, and the number of
seats and of students present, were tested;

~iii ! source/receiver distance—this was quantified by the
average distance from the receiver position to the ven-
tilation outlets;

~iv! the classroom’s acoustical characteristics—according
to diffuse-field theory describing the reverberant field,
this is related to log(1/total room absorption in m2).

The following statistical model predicted room-average,
A-weighted ventilation-noise level VN, accounting for 41%
of the variance:

FIG. 6. Octave-band sound-pressure-level frequency-distribution curves for an occupied classroom, as~———! measured, and~———! as fit by three
normal-distribution curves,~¯! shown individually.
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VN557.6110.3 logn10.68W221.3 logA0 dB, ~1!

in which n is the number of students,W is the room width in
m, andA0 is the total occupied-room absorption in m2.

2. Student-activity noise

The level of student-activity noise in a classroom would
be expected to depend on the following factors:

~i! the number of students;
~ii ! received speech level due to the instructor, SL;
~iii ! the acoustical characteristics of the room.

The following statistical model predicted room-average,
A-weighted student-activity noise level SA, accounting for
57% of the variance:

SA59.2216.4 logn10.71SL11.53I sex

28.0 logA0 dB, ~2!

in which I sex is 0 for a male instructor and 1 for a female
instructor.

3. Instructor speech signal

The received level of the instructor speech signal in a
classroom would be expected to depend on the following
factors:

~i! instructor sex;
~ii ! the student-activity noise level;

~iii ! source/receiver distance;
~iv! the acoustical characteristics of the room.

The following statistical model predicted room-average,
A-weighted instructor speech level SL, accounting for 66%
of the variance:

SL548.522.6I sex10.58SA24.0 log r

10.013V211.7 logA0 dB, ~3!

in which r is the instructor/student distance in m, andV is the
room volume in m3.

According to Eq.~3!, on average a female instructor
generates speech levels which are 2.6 dB lower than a male
instructor. This agrees with the results of Pearsons, Bennett,
and Fidell.5 Furthermore, on average the speech level de-
creases at 1.2 dB per distance doubling. Assume that stu-
dents sitting at the front of small, medium, and large class-
rooms are 1, 2, and 4 m away from the instructor,
respectively. Assume that students sitting at the back of
small, medium, and large classrooms are 4, 8, and 16 m
away from the instructor, respectively. Then speech levels
will, on average, be 2.4 dB lower at the rear of classrooms
than at the front, irrespective of classroom size. Similarly,
levels at the front and back will be61.2 dB with respect to
levels at the center~i.e., average levels!, consistent with the
result previously reported in Sec. III B 2.

4. Instructor sound power

The instructor output sound power would be expected to
depend on the same factors as the received speech level,
except that it should not depend on source/receiver distance.
The following statistical model predicted room-average,
A-weighted instructor speech-power level LW, accounting
for 69% of the variance:

LW554.822.6I sex10.5SA10.016V29.6 logA0 dB.
~4!

5. Alternative student-activity-noise model

The model for SA depends on SL, and vice versa. This
is a problem if the objective is, for example, to use the mod-
els to predict speech intelligibility in classrooms. To achieve
this, the speech-signal to total background~comprising ven-
tilation and student-activity! noise ratio, and thus both SA
and SL must be predicted. This is impossible if the quantities

FIG. 7. Relative octave-band spectra of the room-average~———! ventila-
tion noise,~- - - -! student-activity noise,~¯! speech signal, and~— — —!
signal-to-noise ratio in classrooms during lectures.

TABLE IV. Average ~standard deviation! octave-band relative spectral weightings~octave-band level minus
that at 1000 Hz! in decibels of the ventilation noise~VN!, student-activity noise~SA!, speech level~SL!, and
signal-to-noise ratio~SN! in four occupied classrooms—see also Fig. 7.

Qty

Octave band~Hz!

63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

VN 16.8 ~3.8! 17.1 ~3.2! 15.3 ~1.5! 12.6 ~2.2! 0.0 ~0.0! 22.7 ~1.8! 29.2 ~2.1! 218.5 ~0.9!
SA 12.7 ~4.7! 13.3 ~3.7! 17.6 ~3.9! 13.0 ~2.1! 0.0 ~0.0! 22.2 ~1.8! 27.8 ~1.1! 216.1 ~0.4!
SL 27.5 ~8.3! 12.5 ~2.9! 13.7 ~1.3! 15.2 ~1.8! 0.0 ~0.0! 23.8 ~1.5! 210.4 ~1.7! 217.0 ~3.4!
SN 212.9 ~4.2! 23.3 ~1.9! 23.1 ~2.3! 12.3 ~3.0! 0.0 ~0.0! 21.4 ~1.8! 22.0 ~2.3! 20.1 ~3.9!
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can only be predicted from one another. In this case, an
alternative model for one of the quantities, which does not
depend on the other, is required. Following is such a model
for SA, accounting for 69% of the variance:

SA583.0110.0 logn234.4 logA010.081A0 dB.
~5!

IV. OCTAVE-BAND RESULTS

Figure 6~a!–~h! shows the 63–8000-Hz octave-band
level frequency-distribution curves at a position in an occu-
pied classroom. The shapes of the curves vary with fre-
quency in a way which, of course, depends on the relative
contributions of the three sound components. At low fre-
quency, there was generally a single narrow, symmetrical
peak. At higher frequencies, there was often evidence of two
peaks.

Once again, three normal-distribution curves were found
to fit the measured curves optimally in most cases. Adjusted
R2 values were similar to those reported for the A-weighted
results. The lowest and highest curves could reliably be as-
sociated with ventilation noise and speech signals; thus, the
middle peak was associated with student activity. Compari-
sons were made between the A-weighted energetic sum of
the resulting octave-band levels for each sound component,
and the values obtained from the A-weighting analysis dis-
cussed in the previous section. Agreement was usually
good—within 1 or 2 dB—adding confidence in the results.

Levels corresponding to the three sound components
were determined for each position in each room at each fre-
quency. Then, octave-band spectral weightings relative to the
levels at 1000 Hz were determined. The results were aver-
aged over the positions in each room. Finally, the room-
average results were averaged over all rooms. Figure 7
shows the average values of the resulting spectra; Table IV
gives their averages and standard deviations. As expected,
the ventilation-noise spectrum peaks at low frequency—
being flat at 63 and 125 Hz—and decreases sharply with
frequency at higher frequency. The student-activity noise is
also greatest at low frequency, peaking at 250 Hz and de-
creasing sharply with frequency at higher frequency. Instruc-
tor speech spectra are highest in the range 125–500 Hz, peak
at 500 Hz, and drop off outside this range. This generally
agrees with speech spectra published elsewhere.6,7 The spec-
trum of typical classroom signal-to-noise ratio is highest at
middle and high frequencies, decreasing with decreasing fre-
quency below 500 Hz. There was considerable room-to-
room variation in the spectra, particularly at lower frequen-
cies and with instructor speech level.

V. CONCLUSION

A method has been developed for determining long-term
speech and background-noise levels in classrooms. The
method appears to be practicable and valid. The results sug-
gest that the background noise comprises two components:
ventilation noise and student-activity noise. It has been ap-
plied to 18 lectures in 11 classrooms. Representative
A-weighted speech and background-noise levels have been
determined. This is believed to be the first time that class-
room student-activity noise has been measured reliably. In-
structor sound-power levels were calculated from the speech
levels and the acoustical characteristics of the classrooms.
Using multivariable regression analysis, empirical models
for predicting the A-weighted speech levels and powers, and
the background-noise levels, in a classroom, were developed.
Typical octave-band spectra of the various classroom sound
components were also determined. Clearly, there is a need to
further validate the technique and to apply it to more class-
rooms. However, the results presented here should be repre-
sentative of all but the largest classrooms intended for lec-
tures.
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Fiber movements and sound attenuation in glass wool
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Propagation of a plane harmonic sound wave in fiber materials such as glass wool is studied
theoretically and experimentally. Wave equations are set up that take into account the movement of
the fiber skeleton. The attenuation of the sound wave in slabs of glass wool was calculated and
measured. The main new result is that the experimental attenuation of a low-frequency propagating
wave is lower when the fibers move. For a wave with frequency 100 Hz in glass wool of density 30
kg/m3, the attenuation of a layer of thickness 0.20 m is 4 dB if the fibers move, and 12 dB if they
do not move. The attenuation was computed from the fiber diameters and their density, which was
found from the mass density. Measured attenuation is lower than the values calculated.
Nevertheless, if the density is adjusted, a complete fit is obtained between experimental and
theoretical values for frequencies 50–5000 Hz. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!02601-6#

PACS numbers: 43.58.Vb, 43.20.Jr, 43.55.Ev, 43.35.Mr@SLE#

INTRODUCTION

In theories that aim at computing the sound attenuation
of fiber materials, one often assumes that the fibers do not
move. However, several people have measured the effect of
the movements of fibers.

Dahl et al.1 measured the absorption coefficient of Kev-
lar samples with a thickness of 10 cm placed on a hard wall.
They found a resonance in the absorption attributed to a
mechanical resonance due to movement of fibers. The ab-
sorption was measured for densities 5–67 kg/m3, and it was
found that resonances were sharpest for the highest-density
material, where the resonance frequency was about 600 Hz.

Allard et al.2 measured the surface impedance of
samples of glass wool with density 130 kg/m3 attached to an
impervious floor. They measured a resonance frequency of
470 Hz for a layer of thickness 10 cm, and 860 Hz for thick-
ness 5.4 cm. These resonances were attributed to mechanical
resonance of the samples due to the movements of fibers.

Lambert3 reported measurements on Kevlar samples of
thickness 10 cm placed on a hard wall. A resonance about
1000 Hz was found in the attenuation, the phase speed, the
characteristic admittance of the material, the effective resis-
tivity, and the effective dynamic density. These resonances
were caused by moving fibers. In a second paper4 Lambert
gave further data for resonances in the effective resistivity
and the effective dynamic density.

In the present work, measurements of the sound attenu-
ation of glass wool are reported, which show that at frequen-
cies below 200 Hz the fiber movement strongly influences
the attenuation. The measurements were done on glass wool
slabs with density 14 and 30 kg/m3. The glass wool slabs had
dimensions 10036003900 mm and were placed in a stack
of six units, and placed in a box made of chipboards open
only at one side.

Several theories have been published that take into ac-
count the movements of the skeleton of porous materials.
Biot published two papers5,6 in which a porous solid filled
with a fluid is studied.

The papers by Dahlet al.1 and Lambert3,4 explain the
measured acoustic properties by resonances in single fibers.
However, it is difficult to see how single fiber could reso-
nate, because all fibers are strongly coupled, and the wave-
length of a sound wave are much longer than the distance
between the fibers. The theoretical model in the present pa-
per does not use resonating single fibers.

In the paper by Allard,2 the observed resonances were
explained by the methods of the two Biot papers.5,6 A similar
approach was used in the paper by Johansen, Allard, and
Brouard,7 who used finite element methods to analyze acous-
tical measurements on fiber material samples placed in a tube
with diameter 10 cm. Two thicknesses, 2 and 5 cm, were
used. They found resonances due to fiber movements could
be explained by assuming the skeleton moved as a continu-
ous medium.

In the present paper the sound attenuation is computed,
allowing for the fiber movements by regarding the skeleton
as a continuous medium in the same way as Biot did. The
dynamic resistivity and compressibility used here are com-
puted more nearly accurately than the ones used by Biot.

The earlier reports by Allardet al.2 and Johansenet al.7

of observations of fiber movement used mechanical reso-
nance in the samples to detect the movements of fibers. This
is not so in this paper where the attenuation of propagating
waves in glass wool is measured. The paper by Johansen,
Allard, and Brouard7 referred to measurements on samples
with cylindrical shape and a diameter of 10 cm. They had to
take into consideration the lateral movement of the fiber
skeleton. This is not necessary for the measurements re-
ported in this paper, because the samples used here are much
wider. The dimensions are 10 cm360 cm390 cm.

I. THEORY OF SOUND PROPAGATION WITH FIBER
MOVEMENTS

In fiber materials, such as glass wool, a coupling be-
tween movements of air and fibers exist; this coupling is
mainly due to friction between air and fibers. Wavelengths of
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audible sounds in air and fibers are much longer than the
distance between fibers in ordinary glass wools. Therefore,
the propagation of sound waves can be calculated by assum-
ing the medium is continuous, and the waves cannot ‘‘see’’
the single fibers.

A. Elastic forces

We study plane waves in glass wool that propagate in
the x direction of a rectangular coordinate system. The dis-
placement of the fiber skeleton in thex direction is calledu,
and the mean displacement of air in thex direction is called
n. It is defined as the volume flow of air through a large cross
section divided by the area of that cross section.@Biot5 used
another definition of mean air displacement: Volume flow of
fluid ~air! divided by area of fluid in that cross section. He
assumed ‘‘that the solid–fluid system is statistically isotro-
pic.’’ Glass wool is anisotropic, and for some boundary con-
ditions, one needs the air volume flow through a cross sec-
tion. This is, with our definition, simply equal to mean air
displacement times the area of the cross section. However,
this is not so with Biot’s definition.#

The elastic forces on fibers and air can be found from
the potential energy per unit volume. The potential energy
densityE is, in a linear theory, a quadratic form in the partial
derivatives of the displacement of the fibersux and airnx .
Thus

E5 1
2c11ux

21Auxnx1 1
2Knx

2, ~1!

wherec11 is an elastic modulus of the fiber skeleton, when
the air is not displaced (nx50); K is the bulk modulus of air,
when the fibers do not move (ux50); A is a constant that
couples movements of air and fibers.

The static value ofc11 was measured by applying a
known force to a sample of the glass wool and measuring the
depression.c11 equals the force per area divided by the rela-
tive depression. The result wasc1152000 and 16 000 Pa for
the two glass wool types. We regard the glass fiber skeleton
as a space lattice of glass fibers. They may vibrate, but the
fibers are coupled. This system is similar to atoms in a crys-
tal, the atoms are placed in a space lattice, they vibrate, but
their vibrations are coupled. The dynamics of the space lat-
tice show that the elastic moduli does not depend on fre-
quency when the wavelength is longer than the distance be-
tween the fibers. Therefore, we assume the elastic modulus
c11 does not depend on frequency. Measurements of the elas-
tic moduli for glass wool as a function of frequency have not
been published.

The bulk modulus of air equals

K5
1

fC
, ~2!

wheref is the porosity, andC is the dynamic compressibil-
ity of air itself, which will be computed by the self-consistent
method of Tarnow.8 Self-consistent methods were first used
in atomic physics, Schiff.9 A model with parallel, randomly
placed cylinders~fibers! with equal diameters will be used.
The procedure is described in Appendix A.

The value ofA can be found by computing the pressure
p from Eq. ~1!. This gives

2p5
]E

]nx
5Aux1Knx . ~3!

If p50 and the fibers move out of a volume, some air must
flow into that volume to keep the air pressure zero. The
volume of fibers going out of a unit volume of space isdux ,
whered is the volume density of fibers,d512f. They are
practically incompressible compared to air; therefore, the
volume of air that streams out of a unit volume must be

nx52dux . ~4!

From Eq.~3! (p50) and Eq.~4!, one gets

A5dK. ~5!

From Eqs.~1! and ~5!, the elastic energy density becomes

E5 1
2c11ux

21dK uxnx1 1
2Knx

2. ~6!

The stresss in the fiber lattice can also be found from
the elastic energy density, Eq.~6!:

s5
]E

]ux
5c11ux1dKnx . ~7!

From this equation one sees that the elastic modulusc11

should be measured by constant air volume (nx50). How-
ever, it was measured by constant pressure. The relation be-
tween the two moduli can be found by setting Eq.~4! into
Eq. ~7!. Thus

s5c11ux2d2Kux . ~8!

From the last equation, one finds the relation between the
elastic modulus for constant air pressure and volumecp11

andcn11. The result is

cp115cn112d2K. ~9!

However, the difference between the two elastic moduli is
small, 2% and 1% ford50.0056 and 0.016, which corre-
sponds to mass density 14 and 30 kg/m3.

B. Viscous and inertial forces

We assume a harmonic time variation, described by a
complex time factore2 ivt, wherev is the cyclic frequency
and t is the time. In an earlier paper10 by the author, the
forces on the fibers from the air stream are computed when
the fibers do not move. The movement of the fibers can be
taken care of by changing the boundary condition on the
fibers, and repeating the calculation in the paper.10 When this
is done, one finds the forcesf f on the fibers in a unit volume
of glass wool,

f f52drv2u1R'8 iv~u2n!, ~10!

wherer is the mass density of air.R'8 is the dynamic resis-
tivity of the fibers, which will be computed by the self-
consistent method of the paper in Ref. 10, summarized in
Appendix B.

Equation~10! can be controlled in the high-frequency
limit. It follows from the article in Ref. 10 that the high-
frequency limit of the resistivity is

R'8→22dr iv. ~11!
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When this is set into Eq.~10!, one obtains

f f5drv2u22drv2n. ~12!

This is reasonable because the inertia of a cylinder oscillat-
ing perpendicular to its axis in a fluid is increased by the
mass of fluid displaced by the cylinder, Lamb.11 Equation
~12! is also according to Eq.~11.9! in Sec. 12 of Landau and
Lifschitz.12 They assumed potential flow, which is valid for
high frequencies, where the viscous boundary layer is very
thin.

The viscous forces on the air follow from Newton’s law
of action and reaction. Therefore, the force on the air in a
unit volume is

f a52R'8 iv~u2n!. ~13!

This can be checked in the high-frequency limit. From Eqs.
~11! and ~13! one gets, in this limit,

f a52drv2n22drv2u. ~14!

By considering only inertial forces, and using Newton’s sec-
ond law f a52rv2n. This is set into Eq.~14!, and one gets

2~112d!rv2n522drv2u. ~15!

Rayleigh13 computed the effective massreff for potential
flow perpendicular to fixed cylinders. He found

reff5
11d

12d
r. ~16!

To first order ind, this is reff5(112d)r, which agrees with
the left side of Eq.~15!.

C. Wave equations

The equations for a plane wave propagating in thex
direction of a rectangular coordinate system can be found by
applying Newton’s second law to fibers and air in a unit
volume. By computing the forces on a unit volume from the
density of elastic energy, Eq.~6!, and the viscous forces,
Eqs.~10! and ~13!, one gets

2v2Fm2dr 0

0 r
G Fun G5F c11 dK

dK K G Fuxx

nxx
G

1 ivR'8 F 1 21

21 1 G Fun G , ~17!

wherem is the ordinary mass density of glass wool, anduxx

andnxx are the second partial derivatives of the displacement
of the fiber and air.

D. Solution of wave equations

We assume plane wave solutions to Eq.~17! of the form

Fun G5Fu0

n0
Geikx, ~18!

whereu0 andn0 are constants, andk is a wave number. This
equation is substituted in Eq.~17!. A nontrivial solution ex-
ists if the following determinant is zero:

U2v2~m2dr!1k2c11 k2dK2 ivR'8

k2dK2 ivR'8 2v2r1k2K
U50. ~19!

This equation has two solutionsk1 andk2 , which are shown
in Fig. 1 as a function of frequency. The curves were com-
puted with a fiber diameter 6.8mm, the distance between
fibers 80mm, volume densityd50.0056, and elastic modu-
lus 2000 Pa; which parameters are valid for light glass wool
of density 14 kg/m3. Figure 2 shows the result for glass wool
with the same fiber diameter, distance between fibers 58mm,
fiber densityd50.016, elastic modulus 16 000 Pa, and mass
density 30 kg/m3.

The constantsu0 andn0 of Eq. ~18! are related by

F2v2~m2dr!1k2c11 k2 dK2 ivR'8

k2 dK2 ivR'8 2v2r1k2K
G Fu0

n0
G5F00G .

~20!

FIG. 1. Wave numbers computed for glass wool of density 14 kg/m3, vol-
ume density 0.0056, diameter of fibers 6.8mm, and elastic modulus 2000
Pa. The waves associated withk1 carry most of the sound pressure, the ones
associated withk2 carry most of the mechanical stress of the fiber skeleton.
The real part of the wave number gives the phase shift per meter, and the
imaginary part the relative attenuation per meter.

FIG. 2. Wave numbers computed for glass wool of density 30 kg/m3, vol-
ume density 0.016, diameter of fibers 6.8mm, and elastic modulus 16 000
Pa.
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In Eq. ~20! k5k1 or k2 , the two solutions of Eq.~19!. For-
mulas fork1 andk2 are in Appendix C.

II. REFLECTIONS FROM THE REAR

In the measurements, a sound wave from a loudspeaker
reaches a slab of glass wool, the rear side of which is placed
on a wall. The wave front is parallel to the slab, as shown in
Fig. 3. The sound pressure is measured inside the glass wool.
Therefore, we compute the sound pressure of a plane wave
inside an infinite slab, which is attached to a hard airtight
wall and free on the other side.

The displacement of air particles and the fiber skeleton
is zero at the wall. A coordinate system is chosen with anx
axis perpendicular to the wall and the origin at the wall. The
sound particle displacementn can be written as

n5n1 sin~k1x!1n2 sin~k2x!. ~21!

The constantsn1 andn2 will be determined by the boundary
condition on the free surface of the slab. The displacement of
the fiber skeletonu can be written in a similar way,

u5u1 sin~k1x!1u2 sin~k2x!; ~22!

here areu1 andu2 constants to be determined by the bound-
ary condition on the free surface of the slab.

The slab is placed betweenx52L andx50. At the free
surface the stress on the fibers is zero. The boundary condi-
tion for the derivative ofu andn can be found from Eq.~7!,
but because the volume density of fibers is small, one gets

Fdu

dxG
x52L

50. ~23!

On the free surface the sound pressurep0 is given, from Eqs.
~2! and ~3! one gets becaused is small,

Fdn

dxG
x52L

52fCp0 . ~24!

Equations~20!, ~23!, and ~24! determine the constantsu1 ,
u2 , n1 , n2 . The constantsu1 and n1 are connected by Eq.
~20!, where they shall be substituted foru0 and n0 . The
other two constantsu2 andn2 are treated in the same way.
The air pressure inside the glass wool can be found from

p52
1

fC

dn

dx
. ~25!

A formula for the pressure is given in Appendix C.

III. MEASUREMENT SETUP AND RESULTS

The attenuation of plane harmonic sound waves propa-
gating in glass wool was measured. Figure 4 shows the
setup, which was placed in an anechoic room. A rectangular
chest made of 22 mm thick chipboard was used. It had one
open side, which faced a loudspeaker 1.7 m away. In the
chest, six slabs of glass wool each measuring 0.6 m
30.9 m30.1 m were laid, with fibers parallel to the open
side. Two half-inch condenser microphones were used. One
was set at the free surface of the glass wool and another was
placed inside the glass wool. The axes of the microphones
were parallel to the free surface.

The loudspeaker was connected to a sinusoidal voltage
supply, the frequency of which could be swept through a
range. Attenuation of sound waves was calculated by divid-
ing the pressure at the surface by the pressure inside the glass
wool. Measurements were done with the inside microphone
0.2 m from the free surface and placed in the middle.

Pressure sensitivities of the microphones are equal. At
high frequencies, diffraction of waves about the microphone
cause changes in the sensitivity. But because frequencies
were always below 10 kHz, and the direction of propagation
perpendicular to the axis of the microphone, this effect is
smaller than 0.5 dB in free air. At 10 kHz the wavelength in
the free air is almost equal to the one inside the glass wool.
Therefore, the diffraction is small and equal for the two mi-
crophones; and has no influence on the measured attenuation.

The inside microphone is set between two glass wool
slabs with thickness 100 mm; and the microphone cable is
placed between the two slabs that touch each other. The glass
wool is soft so there is some deformation of it in a small
volume about the microphone. The diameter of this deforma-
tion is about 25 mm. Considering the thickness of the glass
wool slabs and the lateral dimensions of the slabs, it can be
assumed that the pressure measured by the microphone is
close to the undisturbed pressure in the glass wool.

The volume density of fibersd equals the mass density
of glass wool divided by the mass density of glass, which is
2550 kg/m3. For glass wools of mass density 14 and 30
kg/m3, one findsd50.0056 and 0.016.

To compute the compressibility and resistivity of air as a
function of frequency, one must know the radius of fibersa

FIG. 3. Plane waves are coming in from the left. They propagate in the glass
wool and are reflected by the hard wall. The pressure is measured at the
surface of the glass wool and inside it.

FIG. 4. The measuring setup is placed in an anechoic room. The chest is
made of 22-mm thick chipboard with inside dimensions 0.60 m30.60 m
30.90 m. Six slabs 0.10-m thick of glass wool were placed in it. The chest
is open toward the loudspeaker. The two condenser microphones are

1
2 in. in

diameter, and their axes are perpendicular to the direction to the loud-
speaker. The distance from the chest to the loudspeaker is 1.70 m.
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and the distanceb between fibers. The diameter of the fibers
was measured by a microscope to 6.8mm with a standard
variation of 2.7mm. The mean distanceb is the square root
of the area per fiber. It can be calculated from the volume
density of fibersd, b5aAp/d, because we assume parallel
fibers. One findsb580 and 58mm for low- and high-density
glass wool.

A theoretical calculation of attenuation with moving fi-
bers requires the knowledge of the elastic moduli of the glass
wool skeleton. It was measured by turning the chest so that
the open side was up. A 22-mm thick chipboard plate with a
clearance of 10 mm along the edge was put on the glass wool
and loaded with weights. Depression of the plate was mea-
sured as a function of the weight placed on the chipboard
plate. The elastic modulus equals the gravity force per area
of the plate divided by the corresponding depression. For
glass wool of density 14 and 30 kg/m3, the elastic moduli
were measured to be 2000 and 16 000 Pa.

The attenuation of sound waves by 0.20 m glass wool of
density 14 kg/m3 in a slab with a thickness of 0.60 m is
shown in Fig. 5. The dotted line shows the computed pres-
sure for a fiber volume density of 0.0056, fiber diameter 6.8
mm, and elastic modulus 2000 Pa. The measured attenuation
is shown as circles. The full line is computed in the same
way as the dotted one, but the density of fibers 0.0028 was
chosen to make the curve fit the measuring points. The
dashed line was computed from the same density, but it was
assumed that the fibers did not move.

Figure 6 shows the attenuation for the same depth, thick-
ness of slab, and fiber diameter, but the mass density is 30
kg/m3. For the dotted line the volume density is 0.016, fiber
diameter 6.8mm, and elastic modulus 16 000 Pa. The circles
are the measured attenuation. It is greater than in Fig. 5,
because the mass density is higher. The full line is the cal-
culated attenuation, where the density 0.006 was chosen to fit
the curve to the measured points. The dashed line is the
calculated attenuation for fixed fibers with the same density.

IV. DISCUSSION

The calculations of attenuation were based on a geo-
metrical model consisting of parallel cylinders placed ran-
domly. However, the measurements show that this model
cannot be used to predict the actual attenuation when the
volume density of fibers is computed from the diameters of
fibers and the mass density of glass and glass wool. The
measured attenuation at all frequencies can be computed if
one fits the density of fibers. For the glass wool of density 14
kg/m3, the volume density based on mass densities was
0.0056 and the density used to fit the data was 0.0028. For
density 30 kg/m3 the volume density was 0.016 and 0.006,
respectively. Apparently real glass wool is more open than
the model. A more complicated model is needed to compute
all acoustic properties from the geometry of glass wool. One
important property of the glass wool is the direct flow resis-
tivity that cannot be correctly computed from the model with
randomly placed, parallel cylinders.

The full line of Fig. 5 can be computed for frequencies
above 100 Hz if one neglects the reflection of waves from
the rear because the sound wave reflected from the rear side
of the glass wool stack is much attenuated. A curve for at-
tenuation without reflections is not shown in Fig. 5. The
low-frequency resonance would be absent if the fibers did
not move because the attenuation would be greater. The at-
tenuation is smaller when the fibers move, because the rela-
tive velocity between air and fibers is smaller, and the energy
dissipation is smaller. In Fig. 6 for the heavy glass wool, the
reflections from the rear can be neglected for frequencies
above 100 Hz.

Measurements and calculations show that the attenua-
tion is smaller when the glass wool fibers can move. In Fig.
6 one can see that a propagating sound wave in glass wool of
density 30 kg/m3 and frequency 100 Hz is attenuated 4 dB by
a layer of thickness 0.20 m if the fibers move and 12 dB if
they do not move. That means that one could increase the

FIG. 5. Measured and computed attenuation of plane sound waves in glass
wool of density 14 kg/m3 and elastic modulus 2000 Pa. The fibers are
parallel to the wave front. The attenuation was found 0.20 m inside the glass
wool sample of thickness 0.60 m. The dotted line is computed for a volume
density of fibers of 0.0056 and fiber diameter 6.8mm. The circles are mea-
surements. The full line is computed for a density of 0.0028. The dashed
line is calculated with the same density but assuming the fibers do not move.

FIG. 6. Measured and computed attenuation of plane sound waves in glass
wool of density 30 kg/m3 and elastic modulus 16 000 Pa. The fibers are
parallel to the wave front. The attenuation was found 0.20 m inside the glass
wool sample of thickness 0.60 m. The dotted line is computed for a volume
density of fibers of 0.016 and fiber diameter 6.8mm. The circles are mea-
surements. The full line is computed for a density of 0.006. The dashed line
is calculated with the same density but assuming the fibers do not move.
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attenuation of glass wool by mechanical restriction of the
movement of the glass wool.

The author’s previous paper14 reported measurements of
the attenuation of glass wool samples, placed in a tube of
diameter 102 mm, where they fitted tightly. These measure-
ments could be explained by assuming the fibers did not
move. For glass wool of density 40 kg/m3 an attenuation of
14 dB for a layer of 0.20 m was measured at the frequency
100 Hz. Apparently the tube prevented the movements of the
fibers.

APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF THE DYNAMICAL
COMPRESSIBILITY

The dynamic compressibility was computed from the
temperature increase caused by the sound pressure by the
methods of the paper by Tarnow.8 The effective heat capac-
ity of fibers per volume is calledKh . First setKh50, then
compute the wave number of the heat wave in the airkh from

kh5Aiv~rcp1Kh!

k
, ~A1!

where r51.20 kg/m at standard atmospheric pressure 101
kPa and temperature 20 °C,cp51.00 kJ K21 kg21 is the spe-
cific heat capacity of air at constant pressure, andk52.57
31022 W m21 K21 is the coefficient of thermal conduction
of air, both at 20 °C.Kh is then computed from

Kh52
2pakkhH1

1~kha!

ivb2H0
1~kha!

; ~A2!

herea is the radius of the fibers,b2 the mean area per fiber,
and H0

1(z) and H1
1(z) are Hankel functions. It is assumed

that the heat capacity of the fibers is infinitely great. If it is
finite, Eq.~A2! must be changed in the manner shown in an
earlier paper by the author.8 To obtain self-consistency, the
value ofKh computed by Eq.~A2! is set into Eq.~A1! and a
new value ofkh is computed. This is set into Eq.~A2!, etc.
until the process converges to a value ofKh . This requires
normally four iterations.

The dynamic compressibility of the air is computed by
settingKh into the following equation:

C5
1

P F12
~g21!rcp

g~rcp1Kh!G ; ~A3!

here g51.40 andP is the atmospheric pressure, 101 kPa
normally.

APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF DYNAMIC
RESISTIVITY

The dynamic resistivity was also computed by a self-
consistent procedure, which is in the paper by Tarnow.10 One
first chooses a value of the wave numberkn of the viscous
wave in the boundary layer, for example,kn5 i /b, then one
computes the resistivity from

R'8 5
2phkna

b2 S 2kna1
2H1

1~kna!

H0
1~kna!

D ; ~B1!

hereh51.8631025 Pa s, the viscosity of air at 20 °C.

Then one computes a new value of the wave numberkn

from

kn5Aivr2R'8

h
. ~B2!

A new value ofR'8 is computed from Eq.~B1!. After that, a
new value ofkn is found from Eq.~B2!. This procedure is
repeated until a stable value of the resistivity is obtained.
This takes about four iterations.

APPENDIX C: FORMULAS FOR WAVE NUMBER AND
ATTENUATION

The solution of Eq.~19! gives the wave numbers. The
concentrationd of fibers is small, therefore the terms propor-
tional to d can be neglected, when this is done, one gets the
wave numberk1 for the airborne wave,

k15A2
A

2
2AA2

4
2B, ~C1!

where

A5rfCv21
mv2

c11
1

ivR'8

c11
1 ivR'8 1 ivR'8 fC, ~C2!

and

B5~rmv41r iv3R'8 1m iv3R'8 !
fC

c11
. ~C3!

The wave numberk2 for the mechanical mode is

k25A2
A

2
1AA2

4
2B. ~C4!

The attenuation is computed from the coefficients
u1 , u2 , n1 , n2 of Eqs. ~21! and ~22!. Setv151, and use
Eqs.~20! and~23! to find the rest. The pressure can be found
by setting Eq.~21! into ~24!. In this way

p~x!52
k1

fC
@cosk1x1D cosk2x#, ~C5!

where

D5
~vR'8 !2 cosk1L

„2rv21k2
2/~fC!2 ivR'8 …~2mv21c11k1

22 ivR'8 !cosk2L
,

~C6!
when the thickness of the sample isL.

The attenuation is the absolute value of the sound pres-
sure at the free surface divided by the pressure inside the
sample,

Up~2L !

p~x!
U, ~C7!

where2L,x,0.
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Development and analysis of a two-stage beamformer
for multiple correlated interferers using rectangular array
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A two-stage two-dimensional~2-D! beamformer is proposed for signal enhancement in an
environment of multiple correlated interferers using a rectangular array. In the first stage, subarray
beamformers are constructed which exhibit reliable interference cancellation using difference-
preprocessed and spatially smoothed data. A secondary combining of all possible subarray
beamformers is then performed to fully exploit the array aperture. It is shown that, compared to the
conventional one-stage optimum beamformer, the two-stage beamformer performs equally well and
requires a much lower complexity of implementation when a suitable subarray size is chosen.
© 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!04701-3#

PACS numbers: 43.60.Dh, 43.60.Gk@JCB#

INTRODUCTION

An adaptive beamformer performs spatial filtering by
forming a beam in such a fashion that the desired signal can
be received with a large gain, while unwanted interference
and noise can be suppressed.1 It has a wide range of acous-
tical applications, including sound-signal enhancement and
underwater communications.2–4 Conventional adaptive
beamformers are effective in suppressing strong interference
so long as the pointing error is small and the interferers are
uncorrelated with the desired source. However, in the pres-
ence of beam-pointing errors and/or highly correlated inter-
ferers, these beamformers exhibit severe degradation in the
output signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio~SINR! as a re-
sult of signal cancellation.5,6 To avoid such problems, the
difference preprocessor5 was proposed as a tool for removing
the desired signal before beamforming. By difference prepro-
cessing, the beamformer will not cancel the desired signal
even in the presence of pointing errors and coherent interfer-
ence.

In spite of the success of dealing with a single correlated
interferer, the difference-preprocessed beamformer cannot
handle multiple correlated interferers.7 This is because the
relationship that causes the mutual cancellation between the
multiple interfering signals in the master beamformer is de-
stroyed as the optimum weights are copied to the slave
beamformer. To avoid such performance breakdown, the
spatial-smoothing technique8 was incorporated as a means of
decorrelating the interfering signals. This ensures that the
beamformer will suppress each of the interfering signals, in-
stead of performing a mutual cancellation. Unfortunately,
working with spatial smoothing results in a reduction of the
array aperture, which in turn reduces the signal-to-noise ratio
~SNR! gain, nulling capacity and resolution capability of the
beamformer. A post combiner can be employed to recover
the full aperture of the array.7,9 This means that the weight

vector associated with the~spatially smoothed! subarray
beamformer is copied to each of the possible subarrays of the
same size, and the overall beamformer is obtained via a sec-
ondary combining of all subarray beamformers.

We exploit here the post-combining concept to develop
a two-stage 2-D beamformer for rectangular arrays. The
beamformer first incorporates a 2-D difference preprocessor
to alleviate desired signal cancellation due to pointing errors.
The 2-D spatial smoothing10 is then employed to decorrelate
the interference left in the preprocessor output, leading to a
rectangular subarray. The spatially smoothed correlation ma-
trix is noise whitened and used to compute the 2-D weights
which produce a null in each of the interfering directions.
This set of weights can be applied back to each of the iden-
tical subarrays, leading to a set of ‘‘interference cancella-
tion’’ beamformers. Finally, a full-aperture beamformer is
obtained via a secondary combining of the interference-free
subarray beamformers in accordance with the maximum-
output SNR criterion. The two-stage procedure is algebra-
ically organized in that each type of 2-D operation involved
is represented by a matrix transformation, which facilitates
the derivation of the correlation structure and weight vector.
The proposed 2-D beamformer is suitable for acoustical sig-
nal acquisition in the presence of multipath reflections and
strong interference. For example, the beamformer can be
implemented on a microphone array2 for remote sound-
source analysis in an indoor environment contaminated with
narrow-band manmade noise. It can also be used for acous-
tical communications in shallow water, where multipaths
cause a major problem.4 On the other hand, the algorithm for
computing the 2-D weights can be executed in an adaptive
fashion by using high-speed digital signal processors.3,4 In
this regard, the two-stage procedure is much more efficient
than the conventional one-stage procedure in that the com-
putational complexity is significantly reduced by breaking
the original large 2-D array into two smaller ones.a!Electronic mail: tslee@cc.nctu.edu.tw
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I. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Notations

Some of the key notations are defined as follows:

•

T(•H): transpose~complex conjugate transpose!
In : n3n identity matrix
Jn : n3n reverse permutation matrix with ones on

the antidiagonal and zeros elsewhere
Om3n : m3n zero matrix
M ( i ,k): ( i ,k)th entry of matrixM
M ( i :k,l :m): submatrix of entries fromi th to kth rows and

l th to mth columns ofM
Vec$M %: concatenation of columns ofm3n matrix M

into mn31 column vector
Vec21$v%: inverse ofv5Vec$M%
L(M : Inner product of matricesL andM defined by

L(M5(
i

(
k

L* ~ i ,k!M ~ i ,k!

5VecH$L%Vec$M%.
Diag$v%: diagonal matrix whose main diagonal entries

are given by vectorv
E$•%: expectation
Corr$v%: correlation matrix of random vectorv defined

by Corr$v%5E$vvH%.

B. Array-data model

Consider the scenario involving a desired source andK
possibly correlated interferers impinging on anM3N
narrow-band rectangular array of identical elements equally
spaced by a half-wavelength. These sources are assumed to
be in the far field of the array such that the plane-wave model
holds. The array data received at a certain sampling instant
can be expressed as anM3N matrix:

X5 (
i 51

K11

j iA~ui ,v i !1N, ~1!

where ui5sin(ui) and v i5sin(fi) represent the sine-space
angles of thei th source with respect to theu- and v-axis,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the coordinate
system inherently imposes the constraintuuu1ufu<90 deg.

The random scalarj i denotes the complex envelop of thei th
source received at the~1,1!th element of the array, ands i

2

5E$uj i u2% is the corresponding source power. TheM3N
matrix A(u,v) is the array-response matrix given by

A~u,v !5aM~u!aN
T~v !, ~2!

where

am~u!5@1,ej pu,...,ej ~m21!pu#T

~3!
an~v !5@1,ej pv,...,ej ~n21!pv#T

@with m5M andn5N in ~2!# are the 1-D response vectors
along theu- andv-axis, respectively. Finally,N consists of
the noise present at the elements. In the following develop-
ment, we will assume that source 1 is the desired one and
treat the others as interference. Also, the noise components
in N are assumed spatially white with powersn

2.
One way of viewing the data matrix inMN31 vector

form is by concatenating the columns~u axis! of X into

x5Vec$X%5 (
i 51

K11

j ia~ui ,v i !1n5Ds1n, ~4!

where

a~u,v !5Vec$A~u,v !% ~5!

D5@a~u1 ,v1!,a~u2 ,v2!,...,a~uK11 ,vK11!# ~6!

s5@j1 ,j2 ,...,jK11#T ~7!

n5Vec$N%. ~8!

We refer tox, a(u,v), andn as the vector representations of
X, A(u,v), andN, respectively.

C. Beamforming issues

A beamformer transforms the array-data matrix into a
scalar outputy via anM3N weight matrixW according to

y5W(X5wHx, ~9!

wherew5Vec$W% is the vector representation ofW corre-
sponding tox.

The beamformer we will work with is the linearly con-
strained minimum variance~LCMV ! beamformer,11 which
minimizes the output power subject to a fixed-response con-
straint in the look direction (uo ,vo)5@sin(uo),sin(fo)#:

min
W

E$uyu2%[wHRxw

subject to: W(A~uo ,vo![wHa~uo ,vo!5c,
~10!

whereRx is theMN3MN data-correlation matrix, andc is a
nonzero constant. Invoking the spatial whiteness ofN and
using ~4!, we have

Rx5Corr$x%5DPDH1sn
2I MN , ~11!

whereP5Corr̂ s‰ and sn
2I MN are the source and noise cor-

relation matrices, respectively. The solution to~10! is

w5
sn

2

AMN
Rx

21a~uo ,vo!, ~12!

FIG. 1. Array geometry and coordinate system.
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where we choose the scaling factor for the convenience of
the subsequent analysis.

II. DIFFERENCE PREPROCESSING

The difference preprocessing technique5 was proposed
as a means of avoiding desired signal cancellation due to
pointing errors or coherent interference. Although the tech-
nique was developed originally for uniform linear array, it
can be equally incorporated into the 2-D array considered
herein. Note first that anM3N rectangular array can be
viewed as consisting of four identical rectangular subarrays
of size (M21)3(N21). By linearly combining these sub-
arrays with a judiciously chosen weight vectorh
5@h11,h21,h12,h22#

T, a difference preprocessed~DP! virtual
subarray results. The DP subarray is an (M21)3(N21)
rectangular array whose elements share the same response
pattern:

h~u,v !5hHaq~u,v !, ~13!

where

aq~u,v !5@1,ej pu,ej pv,ej p~u1v !#T ~14!

accounts for the relative phases among the four subarrays.
By difference preprocessing, the desired signal is removed
by choosingh such thath(uo ,vo)50.

Denote as

Ã~u,v !5aM21~u!aN21
T ~v ! ~15!

ã~u,v !5Vec$Ã~u,v !% ~16!

D̃5@ ã~u1 ,v1!,ã~u2 ,v2!,...,ã~uK11 ,vK11!# ~17!

the counterparts ofA(u,v), a(u,v), andD, respectively, for
the DP subarray. The operation of the preprocessor yields the
DP data matrix as given by

X̃5(
i 51

2

(
k51

2

hik* X~ i :M1 i 22,k:N1k22!. ~18!

Since the effect of difference preprocessing is to scale thei th
signal with the complex gainh(ui ,v i), we can show that the
vector representation ofX̃ is

x̃5Vec$X̃%5HHx5D̃Gs1HHn, ~19!

where

G5Diag$@h~u1 ,v1!,h~u2 ,v2!,...,h~uK11 ,vK11!#T%
~20!

accounts for the preprocessor gain for theK11 sources, and

H5F H1 0
H2 H1

H2 �

0 � H1

H2

G
MN3~M21!~N21!

~21!

with

H i5F h1i 0
h2i h1i

h2i �

0 � h1i

h2i

G
M3~M21!

i 51,2 ~22!

is the matrix representation of the preprocessor operation in
~18!. Note that the Toeplitz–block–Toeplitz structure ofH,
as a result of the rectangular-array geometry, leads toHHD
5D̃G. The expression in~19! makes it easy to derive the DP
data-correlation matrix:

R̃x5Corr$x̃%5D̃GPG* D̃H1sn
2HHH, ~23!

which indicates that on the DP subarray, one observes the
source-correlation matrixGPG* and noise-correlation ma-
trix sn

2HHH.

A. Separable preprocessor

The separable preprocessor is a direct extension of the
1-D preprocessor obtained by choosingh5@1,2ej puo,
2ej pvo,ej p(uo1vo)#T. It is called separable since the response
pattern h(u,v)5@12ej p(u2uo)#@12ej p(v2vo)# is separable
with respect to the two axes. Figure 2~a! shows that the pre-
processor produces a cross-null pattern centered at (uo ,fo)
5(0 deg,0 deg). This causes the problem that the preproces-
sor will eliminate interferes from either (u,vo) or (uo ,v),
whereu andv can be arbitrary. If this is the case, then the
beamformer attached to the preprocessor cannot ‘‘see’’ these
interferes and will fail to cancel them.

B. Nonseparable preprocessor

To avoid interference cancellation by the preprocessor,
the response patternh(u,v) should exhibit nulling only
within a limited region around (uo ,vo). A possible approach
is as follows. First, the constrainth(uo ,vo)50 is guaranteed
by forcing h5Vqf, whereVq is the 433 matrix representa-
tion of the nullspace ofaq

H(uo ,vo) and f is a 331 vector.
Second, in order to enhance the robustness of the preproces-
sor against pointing errors, the responseh(u,v) should be
minimized over an angular regionR around (uo ,vo). Third,
to retain the interference scenario as much as possible,
h(u,v) should be as close to 1 as possible outsideR. These
requirements lead to the following constrained problem:

min
f
E E

R
uh~u,v !u2du dv1eE E

R̄
uh~u,v !21u2du dv

[f HVq
HTVqf1eF f HVq

HT̄Vqf2f HVq
H t̄12 t̄1

HVqf

1E E
R
du dvG subject to: f Hi151 ~24!

where
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T5E E
R
aq~u,v !aq

H~u,v !du dv ~25!

T̄5E E
R̄
aq~u,v !aq

H~u,v !du dv. ~26!

t̄1 is the first column ofT̄,i15@1,0,0#T, ande is a parameter
controlling the relative emphasis of the two cost terms. The
constraint is included simply to avoid a trivial solution. Us-
ing the Lagrange multiplier technique, along with some al-
gebraic manipulation, we get

h5Vq@Vq
H~T1eT̄!Vq#21@eVq

Ht11h i1#, ~27!

where

h5
12e t̄1

HVq@Vq
H~T1eT̄!Vq#21i1

i1
H@Vq

H~T1eT̄!Vq#21i1
. ~28!

An example of the nonseparable preprocessor is given in
Fig. 2~b!–~d!, with R5$25 deg<u<5 deg,25 deg<f<5
deg%, R̄ being the complement ofR, ande51022, 1024, and
1026, respectively. As expected, the modified preprocessor
does not produce the cross-null pattern as in Fig. 2~a!. Fur-
thermore, a comparison of these patterns gives an indication
as to how a tradeoff between desired signal removal inR and
flatness of response inR̄ can be achieved with a suitably
chosene.

III. 2-D SPATIAL SMOOTHING

In the presence of multiple correlated interferers, as usu-
ally incurred with multipath propagation, the beamformer
operating on the DP data cannot cancel these interferes indi-
vidually. A remedy suitable for the rectangular array is to
perform 2-D spatial smoothing10 on the DP subarray before
beamforming. Performing spatial smoothing in this fashion
requires that the DP subarray be decomposed intoL5(M
2M1)(N2N1) contiguous overlapping subarrays of size
M13N1 , as shown in Fig. 3, and that a spatially smoothed

~SS! correlation matrixR̄x be formed as an average of the
correlation matrices associated with these subarrays. With
this operation,R̄x can be regarded as the correlation matrix
associated with anM13N1 virtual subarray on which the
desired signal has been removed and the interferes have been
decorrelated. We refer to this subarray as the SS subarray,
and denote as

Ā~u,v !5aM1
~u!aN1

T ~v ! ~29!

ā~u,v !5Vec$Ā~u,v !% ~30!

FIG. 2. Patterns of difference preprocessors.~a! sepa-
rable preprocessor.~b! nonseparable preprocessor with
e51022. ~c! nonseparable preprocessor withe
51024. ~d! nonseparable preprocessor withe51026.

FIG. 3. Subarray configuration and schematic description of two-stage
beamforming.
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D̄5@ ā~u1 ,v1!,ā~u2 ,v2!,...,ā~uK11 ,vK11!# ~31!

the counterparts ofA(u,v), a(u,v), andD, respectively, as-
sociated with it.

The symmetry of rectangular-array geometry allows for
the incorporation of the forward–backward~FB! technique12

to enhance the decorrelation effect of spatial smoothing. That
is, we use the fact that

JM1N1
ā* ~u,v !5e2 j p~~M121!u1~N121!v !ā~u,v ! ~32!

to double the effective number of subarrays. The FB–SS
data-correlation matrix is thus formed by

R̄x5
1

2L (
i 51

M2M1

(
k51

N2N1

~Corr$Vec$X̃~ i : i 1M121,

k:k1N121!%%

1Corr$JM1N1
Vec$X̃* ~ i : i 1M121,k:k1N121!%%!

5
1

2L (
i 51

M2M1

(
k51

N2N1

~EikR̃xEik
T 1JM1N1

EikR̃x* Eik
T JM1N1

!

5R̄s1sn
2R̄n , ~33!

where

Eik5FOM1N13~M21!~k21!UFi 0
Fi

0 �

Fi

UOM1N13~M21!~N2N12k!G ~34!

with

Fi5@OM13~ i 21!uI M1
uOM13~M2M12 i !# ~35!

is the selection matrix picking up the correlation matrix as-
sociated with the (i ,k)th block X̃( i : i 1M121,k:k1N121)
from R̃x . The effective SS signal-only and noise-correlation
matrices are given accordingly by

R̄s5
1

2L (
i 51

M2M1

(
k51

N2N1

~EikD̃GPG* D̃HEik
T

1JM1N1
EikD̃* G* P* GD̃TEik

T JM1N1
!

5D̄F 1

2L (
i 51

M2M1

(
k51

N2N1

~FikGPG* Fik*

1CFik* G* P* GFikC* !G D̄H ~36!

R̄n5
1

2L (
i 51

M2M1

(
k51

N2N1

~EikHHHE ik
T

1JM1N1
EikHTH* Eik

T JM1N1
!, ~37!

where

Fik5DiagH F ej p~~ i 21!u11~k21!v1!

ej p~~ i 21!u21~k21!v2!

]

ej p~~ i 21!uK111~k21!vK11!

G J
i 51,...,M2M1, k51,...,N2N1 ~38!

accounts for the relative phase shifts among the data blocks
X̃( i : i 1M121,k:k1N121), and

C5DiagH F e2 j p~~M121!u11~N121!v1!

e2 j p~~M121!u21~N121!v2!

]

e2 j p~~M121!uK111~N121!vK11!

G J ~39!

accounts for the relationshipJM1N1
D̄* 5D̄C according to

~32!. We observe from~36! that the effective source-
correlation matrix on the SS subarray is given by

P̄5
1

2L (
i 51

M2M1

(
k51

N2N1

~FikGPG* Fik* 1CFik* G* P* GFikC* !.

~40!

Discussions on the performance of 2-D spatial smoothing
can be found in the literature.10

IV. SUBARRAY BEAMFORMER AND APERTURE
RECOVERY

With the signal condition largely improved, the beam-
former constructed on the SS subarray~master beamformer!
should exhibit good SINR performance when applied back to
an M13N1 regular subarray~slave beamformer!. This sec-
tion discusses the issues about the subarray beamformer and
shows how a secondary combining recovers the full aperture
of the original array.

A. Subarray beamformer

Denote asW1 the weight matrix acting on the SS sub-
array, andw15Vec$W1% the corresponding vector represen-
tation. With the SS subarray-correlation matrix given by
~33!, the subarray beamformer can be obtained via the
LCMV criterion similar to that described in Sec. I C, except
that the following substitutions are made:
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a~uo ,vo!→ā~uo ,vo!

Rx→R̄x
w5R̄x2s̄n

2R̄n1s̄n
2I M1N1

, ~41!

which account for the change of array size and data-
correlation structure. The second substitution involves a
‘‘whitening’’ process which replaces the noise part inR̄x by
s̄n

2I M1N1
, wheres̄n

2 is an estimate of the noise power.13 This
is necessary since the subarray beamformer is to be applied
on a regular subarray and should optimize itself with respect
to the corresponding noise-correlation structure, which is
sn

2I M1N1
. With the substitutions of~41! in ~12!, we obtain the

LCMV subarray weight vector:

w15
sn

2

AM1N1

~R̄x
w!21 ā~uo ,vo!, ~42!

and the corresponding weight matrixW15Vec21$w1%.

B. Aperture recovery via secondary combining

The subarray weight matrixW1 can be applied on any of
the M2N2 subarrays of sizeM13N1 , whereM25(M2M1

11) andN25(N2N111). As long as a sufficient degree of
freedom is maintained, the resulting subarray beamformer
will produce a null in each of theK interfering directions.
Unfortunately, working with a single subarray beamformer
results in an aperture loss. A remedy would be to construct a
beamformer for each subarray using the same weight matrix
W1 , and then linearly combine these beamformers using an
M23N2 weight matrixW2 . With this operation,W2 is re-
garded as the weight matrix acting on anM23N2 virtual
subarray, on which each element~subarray beamformer!
eliminates all the interferers in the same way due to the re-
sponse patternw1(u,v)5w1

Hā(u,v). We refer to this virtual
subarray as the ‘‘interference cancellation’’~IC! subarray.
The set of linearly combined subarray beamformers, as a
whole, is effectively a full-aperture beamformer. This is il-
lustrated in Fig. 3.

Denote as

Â~u,v !5aM2
~u!aN2

T ~v ! ~43!

â~u,v !5Vec$Â~u,v !% ~44!

the counterparts ofA(u,v) anda(u,v), respectively associ-
ated with the IC subarray. Similar to~18!–~22!, we can show
that the IC subarray-data matrix is given by

X̂5(
i 51

M1

(
k51

N1

W1* ~ i ,k!X~ i : i 1M221,k:k1N221!, ~45!

and the corresponding vector representation, which is more
useful, can be obtained as

x̂5Vec$X̂%

5UHx'j1UHa~u1 ,v1!1UHn

5w1~u1 ,v1!j1â~u1 ,v1!1UHn, ~46!

where

U53
U1 0
] U1

UN1 ] �

UN1 U1

0 � ]

UN1

4
MN3M2N2

~47!

with

Ui53
W1~1,i !

0
] W1~1,i !

W1~M1 ,i ! ] �

W1~M1 ,i ! W1~1,i !

0 � ]

W1~M1 ,i !

4
M3M2

i 51,...,N1 ~48!

is a Toeplitz–block–Toeplitz matrix representation ofW1 .
Note that the approximation in~46! holds since the interfer-
ence has been removed in the first-stage beamformer, and the
last equality results due toUHa(u,v)5w1(u1 ,v1)â(u,v).

Let w25Vec$W2% be the vector representation ofW2 .
The expression in~46! suggests that the combiner acting on
the IC subarray should be chosen so as to maximize the
output SNR in the look direction (uo ,vo). That is,

max
w2

E$uw1~u1 ,v1!j1w2
Hâ~uo ,vo!u2%

E$uw2
HUHnu2%

[
uw1~u1 ,v1!u2s1

2

sn
2

uw2
Hâ~uo ,vo!u2

w2
HUHUw2

, ~49!

which is equivalent to

min
w2

w2
HUHUw2 subject to: w2

Hâ~uo ,vo!5c. ~50!

This is again an LCMV-type problem whose solution is
given by

w25
sn

2

AM2N2

~UHU!21â~uo ,vo!. ~51!

Finally, the weight matrix is recovered viaW2

5Vec21$w2%.

C. Structure and behavior of the full-aperture
beamformer

The full-aperture weight matrix is obtained by the 2-D
convolution of the two-stage subarray weight matricesW1

andW2 :

W~ i ,k!5(
l 51

M1

(
m51

N1

W1~ l ,m!W2~ i 2 l 11,k2m11! ~52!
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for i 51,...,M , k51,...,N. The vector representation ofW
can be derived from~52!, or by comparing~9! with y
5w2

Hx̂5w2
HUHx as observed in~46!:

w5Uw25U~UHU!21â~uo ,vo!}U~UHU!21UHa~uo ,vo!.
~53!

It is interesting to note that the last expression in~53! can be
interpreted algebraically as the orthogonal projection of
a(uo ,vo) onto the range space ofU. This makes sense, since
a(uo ,vo) is the optimum weight vector which maximizes the
beamformer output SNR under the quiescent~spatially
white-noise-only! condition. On the other hand, the range
space ofU represents the ‘‘subspace of interference cancel-
lation.’’ Projecting a(uo ,vo) onto the range space ofU is
equivalent to finding a vector lying in the subspace of inter-
ference cancellation which is closest to the optimum quies-
cent weight vector.

By applying the full-aperture weight vectorw to the
original array, a beamformer results which suppresses the
interferers individually and nearly achieves the maximum
SNR gain of the quiescent beamformer. Nevertheless, it
should be pointed out that although the secondary combining
can enhance the performance of the beamformer against un-
correlated noise, it cannot restore the interference cancella-
tion capability of the original array. This is because interfer-
ence cancellation is done entirely on the first-stage
beamformer, and thus limited in performance by the subarray
size. For example, interferers that are close to each other, or
close to the look direction, will not be canceled successfully
by the full-aperture beamformer due to the reduced resolu-
tion of the subarray. Some prior information about the inter-
ference scenario can help to determine a suitable subarray
size to avoid this reduced aperture effect.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE TWO-STAGE
BEAMFORMER

The following sections derive the output SINR of the
two-stage beamformer for some cases of interest. The deri-
vations are all based on the true ensemble data-correlation
matrix. For a manageable analysis, we consider the case of
two interferers (K52) and make the following assumptions:

A1. No interfering signals are eliminated by the difference
preprocessor.

A2. The interfering signals are nearly uncorrelated on the SS
subarray.

A3. The desired signal is negligible compared to the inter-
fering signals and noise on the SS subarray.

A4. The interference directions are well away from the look
direction.

For brevity, some shorthand notations are defined as follows:

āi5ā~ui ,v i ! i 5o,1,2,3

âi5â~ui ,v i ! i 5o,1,2,3

k i5uh~ui ,v i !u2 i 52,3

g i5
s i

2

sn
2 i 51,2,3,

where we note thatg1 denotes the input SNR, andg2 andg3

denote the input INR.

A. Output SINR of the first-stage beamformer

Under A1–A3, we can express the whitened SS
subarray-correlation matrix in the following form:

R̄x
w'k2s2

2ā2ā2
H1k3s3

2ā3ā3
H1sn

2I M1N1
. ~54!

Using the matrix inversion lemma, we get

~R̄x
w!215sn

22H I M1N1
2@k2g2ā2 k3g3ā3#G21F ā2

H

ā3
HG J ,

~55!

where

G5F11M1N1k2g2 M1N1k3g3r̄23

M1N1k2g2r̄32 11M1N1k3g3
G ~56!

with

r̄ ik5
āi

Hāk

M1N1
5

sinS p

2
M1~uk2ui ! D sinS p

2
N1~vk2v i ! D

sinS p

2
~uk2ui ! D sinS p

2
~vk2v i ! D

3ej ~p/2!~~M121!~uk2ui !1~N121!~vk2v i !!

i ,k5o,1,2,3 ~57!

being the cosine angles betweenāi andāk . Substituting~55!
into ~42! yields the first-stage weight vector:

w15
1

AM1N1
H āo2@k2g2ā2 k3g3ā3#G21FM1N1r̄2o

M1N1r̄3o
G J

5
1

AM1N1

~ āo2aā22bā3!, ~58!

where

a5
M1N1k2g2@ r̄2o1M1N1k3g3~ r̄2o2 r̄23r̄3o!#

11M1N1~k2g21k3g3!1M1
2N1

2k2k3g2g3~12ur̄32u2!
,

~59!

b5
M1N1k3g3@ r̄3o1M1N1k2g2~ r̄3o2 r̄32r̄2o!#

11M1N1~k2g21k3g3!1M1
2N1

2k2g2k3g3~12ur̄32u2!
.

~60!

Denote asPs , PI , and Pn the desired signal, interfer-
ence, and noise beamformer output powers, respectively. By
A1–A4, w1 suppresses each of the interferers such thatPI is
negligible compared toPs and Pn . As a result, the output
SINR of the first-stage beamformer is given approximately
by

SINR15
Ps

PI1Pn
'

Ps

Pn
5

uw1
Hā1u2

w1
Hw1

g1 . ~61!

Substitution of~58! into the above gives
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SINR1'
u~ āo2aā22bā3!Hā1u2

~ āo2aā22bā3!H~ āo2aā22bā3!

5
M1N1ur̄o12a* r̄212b* r̄31u2g1

11uau21ubu222 Re$a* r̄2o1b* r̄3o2ab* r̄32%

3g1 . ~62!

Some cases of interest are considered below.

1. Case 1: High-input INR
With the assumption of high-input INR~g i@1, i 52,3!

and thatk2 andk3 are not too small, we have

a'
r̄2o2 r̄23r̄3o

12ur̄32u2 , ~63!

b'
r̄3o2 r̄32r̄2o

12ur̄32u2 . ~64!

Substituting these into~62!, along with some algebraic ma-
nipulations, we get

SINR1'
M1N1ur̄o1~12ur̄32u2!2 r̄21r̄o22 r̄31r̄o31 r̄o3r̄32r̄211 r̄o2r̄23r̄31u2

~12ur̄32u2!~112r̄32r̄2or̄o32ur̄2ou22ur̄3ou22ur̄32u2!
g1 . ~65!

In particular, with a small pointing error~uo'u1 , vo'v1),
we haver̄1o'1 andr̄oi'r̄1i , i 52,3, such that~65! reduces
to

SINR1'M1N1S 12
ur̄21u21ur̄31u222r̄21r̄13r̄32

12ur̄32u2
Dg1 .

~66!

2. Case 2: Low-input INR or orthogonal interference
directions

With a low-input INR~g i'0, i 52,3! and/or orthogonal
interference directions~r̄ io'0, i 52,3!, we havea'0 and
b'0 such that

w1'
1

AM1N1

āo , ~67!

and ~62! reduces to

SINR1'M1N1ur̄o1u2g1 , ~68!

which is the result obtained under the quiescent condition.
Finally, with a small pointing error, we get

SINR1'M1N1g1 , ~69!

which is simply the maximum-output SNR of the optimum
quiescent beamformer.6

B. Output SINR of the overall beamformer

Using~46! and~51!, the output SINR of the overall two-
stage beamformer~as observed at the second-stage beam-
former output! is given by

SINRo'
uw2

Hâ1u2

w2
HUHUw2

uw1~u1 ,v1!u2g1

5â1
H~UHU!21â1ur̂1ou2uw1~u1 ,v1!u2g1 , ~70!

where

r̂1o5
â1

H~UHU!21âo

@ âo
H~UHU!21âoâ1

H~UHU!21â1#1/2. ~71!

Again, two cases are considered below.

1. Case 1: High-input INR

With a high-input INR, we have from~58!, ~63!, and
~64!

w1~u1 ,v1!'AM1N1S r̄o1

2
r̄21r̄o21 r̄31r̄o32 r̄o3r̄32r̄212 r̄o2r̄23r̄31

12ur̄32u2
D .

~72!

Substituting this into~70! yields

SINRo'â1
H~UHU!21â1ur̂1ou2M1N1Ur̄o1

2
r̄21r̄2o1 r̄31r̄3o2 r̄21r̄o3r̄322 r̄31r̄o2r̄23

12ur̄32u2 U2

g1 .

~73!

With a small pointing error, we haver̂1o'1 such that

SINRo'â1
H~UHU!21â1M1N1

3S 12
ur̄21u21ur̄31u222r̄21r̄13r̄32

12ur̄32u2
D 2

g1

5â1
H~UHU!21â1S 12

ur̄21u21ur̄31u222r̄21r̄13r̄32

12ur̄32u2 D
3SINR1, ~74!

where we have used~66!.
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2. Case 2: Low-input INR or orthogonal interference
directions

With a low-input INR and/or orthogonal interference di-
rections, we have from the previous results thatw1(u1 ,v1)
5AM1N1r̄o1 such that

SINRo'â1~UHU!21â1ur̂1ou2M1N1ur̄o1u2g1

5â1~UHU!21â1ur̂1ou2SINR1, ~75!

which means that the second-stage beamformer exhibits an
SNR gain ofâ1

H(UHU)21â1ur̂1ou2. Finally, the optimum qui-
escent beamformer output SINR is achieved with a small
pointing error:

SINRo'â1
H~UHU!21â1M1N1g1 . ~76!

Although no closed-form expression of~76! is given, we
have found by simulation that the maximum two-stage out-
put SINR is fairly close toMNg1 , which is the optimum
one-stage output SINR achieved by the quiescent beam-
former.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

Computer simulations on narrow-band signal extraction
were conducted to ascertain the performance of the two-stage
beamformer. The array was 10312 with identical sensors
equally spaced by a half-wavelength of the sources. The de-
sired signal arrived from (u1 ,f1)5(0 deg,0 deg), with an
SNR of 20 dB. Except for one case, we put two interferers at
(u2 ,f2)5(20 deg,20 deg) and (u3 ,f3)5(40 deg,40 deg),
respectively, with the same INR of 30 dB. The source-
correlation matrix, as defined in Sec. I C, was set to be

P5F s1
2 m* s1s2 m* s1s3

ms2s1 s2
2 m* s2s3

ms3s1 ms3s2 s3
2

G ,

which says that the three sources are mutually correlated
with the same correlation coefficientm. To measure the in-

terference suppression performance of the two-stage beam-
former, we defined the simulated output SINR as

SINRo5
s1

2wHa1a1
Hw

sn
2wHw1( i 52

3 (k52
3 P~ i ,k!wHaiak

Hw
.

In all cases, we assumed that the three sources and noise
were stationary over the processing period of the beam-
former, and a sufficient amount of data were available such
that the ensemble-correlation matrix and weight vectors
could be obtained.

The first set of simulations examines the SINR perfor-
mance of the two-stage beamformer against pointing errors.
The look direction (uo ,fo) was varied over the angular re-
gion $26 deg<uo<6 deg,26 deg<fo<6 deg%. A coherent
scenario was assumed by settingm51. The subarray size was
chosen asM155, N156. The resulting output SINR plots
obtained with the separable and nonseparable~with e
51024! difference preprocessors are shown in Fig. 4~a! and
~b!, respectively. As expected, the output SINR drops as the
pointing error increases. This is more significant for the
separable preprocessor with a large pointing error. To see the
result when the interferers are inside the cross-null region of
h(u,v), we changed the interference directions to (u2 ,f2)
5(0 deg,20 deg) and (u3 ,f3)5(40 deg,0 deg), and re-
peated the above simulations. The results shown in Fig. 4~c!
and~d! indicate that the separable preprocessor breaks down
whenuo or fo is zero. This is the case where at least one of
the interferers is eliminated byh(u,v). On the other hand,
the nonseparable preprocessor performed reliably for a small
pointing error, though certain degradation occurred near the
four edges. In the remaining examples, only the nonsepa-
rable preprocessor~with e51024! will be used.

The second set of simulations investigates the effect of
subarray size. In this case,M1 was varied from 2 to 9, and
N1 from 2 to 11. Fig. 5~a! and ~b! show the output SINR
plots obtained with (uo ,fo)5(0 deg,0 deg) and (uo ,fo)
5(3 deg,3 deg!, respectively, form51. Figure 5~c! and ~d!
show the corresponding results form5 j . We observe that

FIG. 4. Output SINR versus pointing error.M 155,
N156. (u1 ,f1)5(0 deg,0 deg).m51. ~a! separable
preprocessor. (u2 ,f2)5(20 deg,20 deg), (u3 ,f3)
5(40 deg,40 deg). ~b! nonseparable preprocessor.
(u2 ,f2)5(20 deg,20 deg), (u3 ,f3)5(40 deg,40
deg!. ~c! separable preprocessor. (u2 ,f2)
5(0 deg,20 deg!, (u3 ,f3)5(40 deg,0 deg). ~d!
nonseparable preprocessor. (u2 ,f2)5(0 deg,20 deg!,
(u3 ,f3)5(40 deg,0 deg).
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the output SINR is insensitive to the subarray size so long as
a sufficient degree of freedom is given for interference can-
cellation. This also demonstrates that aperture recovery can
be done successfully for any suitably chosen subarray size.
In particular, the SINR achieved without pointing error is
close to the optimum value (10 log10 120120540.8) for all
possible subarray sizes, except for the extreme cases ofM1

5N152, and M159, N1511. Note that the performance
breakdown withM159, N1511 andm51 in the presence of
pointing errors was due to the mutual cancellation between
the desired signal and interference as a result of poor deco-
rrelation. This did not happen withm5 j , for which effective
decorrelation was achieved with FB averaging.

In the third set of simulations, we evaluate the effect of
the correlation coefficient. The amplitude~umu! and phase
@angle~m!# of m were varied from 0 to 1 and 0 top, respec-

tively. Figure 6~a! and ~b! show the output SINR obtained
with (uo ,fo)5(0 deg,0 deg) and (uo ,fo)5(3 deg,3 deg),
respectively, forM155, N156. The results show that the
proposed beamformer is robust to the change ofm. The
simulation was then repeated withM159, N1511 ~no
smoothing! and the results were plotted in Fig. 6~c! and~d!.
Surprisingly, the output SINR without pointing error did not
exhibit any degradation. This is because the mutual cancel-
lation between the two interferers was not significantly af-
fected by the difference preprocessor. On the other hand, the
beamformer suffered performance breakdown with pointing
errors form'61, which is the case where FB averaging has
almost no effect. This again ascertains that the proposed
beamformer performs reliably with a properly chosen subar-
ray size.

FIG. 5. Output SINR versus subarray size. (u1 ,f1)
5(0 deg,0 deg),(u2 ,f2)5(20 deg,20 deg), (u3 ,
f3)5(40 deg,40 deg).~a! (u0 ,f0)5(0 deg,0 deg).
m51. ~b! (u0 ,f0)5(3 deg,3 deg). m51. ~c!
(u0 ,f0)5(0 deg,0 deg). m5 j . ~d! (u0 ,f0)
5(3 deg,3 deg!. m5 j .

FIG. 6. Output SINR versus correlation coefficient.
(u1 ,f1)5(0 deg,0 deg), (u2 ,f2)5(20 deg,20 deg!.
(u3 ,f3)5(40 deg,40 deg). ~a! (u0 ,f0)5(0 deg,0
deg!. M155, N156. ~b! (u0 ,f0)5(3 deg,3 deg).
M155, N156. ~c! (u0 ,f0)5(0 deg,0 deg).M 159,
N1511. ~d! (u0 ,f0)5(3 deg,3 deg). M 159, N1

511.
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VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented a two-stage 2-D adaptive beamform-
ing scheme for combating multiple correlated interferers us-
ing a rectangular array. By difference preprocessing and spa-
tial smoothing, a virtual subarray was obtained on which the
desired-signal strength and correlation among interferers
were reduced to a negligible order. An LCMV-type beam-
former constructed on this smoothed subarray is ideal for
desired-signal acquisition, but inefficient in terms of aperture
utilization. A post-beamformer based on the maximum SNR
criterion was thus employed in the second stage to recover
the full array aperture. The derivation of the weight vector
was eased by exploiting the distinctive Toeplitz–block–
Toeplitz structure due to 2-D convolution. For a theoretical
performance evaluation, an analysis on the output SINR of
the proposed beamformer was presented for some cases of
interest. Finally, the behavior of the proposed beamformer
was examined and discussed via several sets of computer
simulations. In particular, it was shown that the performance
of the two-stage beamformer is fairly reliable approaching
that of the optimum one-stage beamformer, provided that a
suitable subarray size is chosen for successfully decorrelat-
ing the interference. The proposed beamformer is suitable for
acoustical applications such as remote sound-source en-
hancement in a large room or subsea acoustical communica-
tions operated in shallow water, for which correlated multi-
paths cause a major problem.
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An L`-norm estimator for environmentally robust,
shallow-water source localization
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In this paper, theL`-norm estimator for robust matched-field source localization in the presence of
environmental uncertainties is proposed. This estimator is derived from the maximuma posteriori
~MAP! estimator by interpreting MAP as an exponentially weighted average over environmental
realizations. In the presence of infinite averaging, MAP provides an optimal approach to robust
matched-field source localization. However, in practice only a finite number of environmental
realizations can be included in this average, resulting in a suboptimal processor. With finite
environmental sampling, theL`-norm estimator provides superior performance over that of MAP.
Also introduced is the concept of wave number gradients which provide physical insight for the
performance of theL`-norm estimator. Simulation results from two shallow-water environments are
presented, which show that at moderate signal-to-noise ratios, the proposed estimator provides
nearly 90%-correct localization performance compared to less than 70% for MAP. Results using
experimental data from the Mediterranean Sea are also presented. ©1999 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~99!01801-9#

PACS numbers: 43.60.Gk, 43.30.Wi@JCB#

INTRODUCTION

Matched-field processing~MFP! methods utilize com-
plex multipath propagation models for source localization.
These models incorporate the parameters of the ocean envi-
ronment. MFP has been seen as a promising approach to
source localization in shallow water. However, it is well
known that MFP methods can be extremely sensitive to
small errors in the assumed values of the environmental
parameters.1,2 These errors may arise from imprecisein situ
measurements or from perturbations of these parameters due
to temperature fluctuations and wave motion. The environ-
mental parameters may also vary between the source and the
receiver. Therefore, MFP localization methods which are ro-
bust to uncertainties in the assumed values of the environ-
mental parameters are required for real-world applications.

A statistically optimal approach to MFP source localiza-
tion in the presence of environmental uncertainties is the
maximum a posteriori probability ~MAP! estimator. Using
the MAP estimator, source range and depth are treated as the
parameters of interest while the uncertain environmental pa-
rameters are treated as nuisance parameters. Prior probability
density functions~PDF! are assumed for the uncertain envi-
ronmental parameters from their uncertainty intervals based
on in situ measurements and historical data. Location esti-
mates are obtained by maximization over source location
after integration over the uncertain environmental parameter
space using the prior PDF. In practice, Monte Carlo integra-
tion techniques are used to approximate the integral. A MAP
estimator derived in the context of robust MFP was given in
Refs. 3 and 4 and called the optimum uncertain field proces-
sor ~OUFP!. However, a major issue in using the MAP esti-

mator is the computation required to perform the integra-
tions. As the number of nuisance parameters grows or their
uncertainty intervals become large, the MAP estimator rap-
idly becomes computationally intensive. A computationally
efficient approximate MAP estimator, which allows the inte-
grations to be computed off-line, prior to the processing of
data, was derived in Ref. 5. Also at issue with the MAP
estimator is the number of Monte Carlo integration steps
necessary for an accurate approximation.

Using a maximum-likelihood~ML ! approach to source
localization in an uncertain environment requires the joint
estimation of source location and uncertain environmental
parameters. Typically, this requires a multidimensional
search over a large parameter space, making an exhaustive
search computationally prohibitive. Also, due to the oscilla-
tory nature of the likelihood surface which contains many
local maxima, gradient-based techniques cannot be applied
without good initial parameter estimates. Simulated anneal-
ing and genetic algorithms have been proposed as techniques
for searching the multidimensional parameter space.6,7 A ro-
bust technique for initializing the ML search was presented
in Ref. 8. A survey of environmentally robust MFP tech-
niques can be found in Ref. 9.

In this paper, we propose applying anLp-norm estimator
to the uncertain environment, source localization problem. It
is derived from the interpretation of the MAP estimator as a
weighted-averaging processor. In the limit asp→`, the
L`-norm estimator has the flavor of an ML estimator. How-
ever, in contrast to the ML estimator, the search is only con-
ducted over the location parameter space usingM sets of the
environmental parameters randomly sampled from their prior
PDF. The value ofM is typically on the order of 100–200.
This estimation technique is also much more computation-
ally efficient than the global optimization performed bya!Electronic mail: harrison–bf@ieee.org
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simulated annealing and genetic algorithms. Using a small
number of environmental realizations implies that localiza-
tion can be accurately performed using combinations of the
environmental parameters other than the true. We will show,
using the modal horizontal wave numbers, why accurate
source-location estimates can be obtained using environmen-
tal realizations besides the true.

I. PROBLEM DEVELOPMENT

A. Signal model

Using a normal mode model,10 the signals received on a
vertical array ofN sensors from a point source can be ex-
pressed in vector form as

y~v!5s~v!a~v,Q,C!1n~v!, ~1!

where the elements ofy~v! are the components of the signal
wave front observed on the sensors located at depthsz
5@z1

r
¯zN

r #T at radian frequencyv. The scalars(v) is the
complex signal amplitude atv. The vectora~v,Q,C!, which
is called a replica vector, is the acoustic transfer function
between a source at locationQ5@r ,z# and the array which is
parametrized by the vector of environmental parametersC,
i.e., sound-speed profile and bottom characteristics. The vec-
tor n~v! contains samples of complex Gaussian noise. Each
replica vector is composed of a linear combination of the
sampled mode functions for a given environment,

a~v,Q,C!5V~v,z,C!a~v,Q,C!, ~2!

where the columns of the modal amplitude matrixV~v,z,C!
are theQ modesfm sampled at the receiver depths

V~v,z,C!5F f1~z1
r ! ¯ fQ~z1

r !

] ]

f1~zN
r ! ¯ fQ~zN

r !
G . ~3!

The vector of complex weightsa~v,Q,C! is given by

a~v,Q,C!5F S 2p

k1r D
1/2

f1~z!exp$ jk1r 2g1r %

]

S 2p

kQr D
1/2

fQ~z!exp$ jkQr 2gQr %
G , ~4!

where the real-valued, positive parameters of the ocean chan-
nel km and gm are the modal horizontal wave numbers and
mode attenuation coefficients, respectively.

B. The maximum a posteriori probability estimator

The MAP estimator derived in Ref. 3 assumes uniform
PDFp(C) for the uncertain environmental parameters. If we
further assume the noise is white and the replica vectors are
normalized to have unit norm, the MAP estimator can be
written as

Q̂5arg max
Q

E
C

expH sa
2uaH~Q,C!yu2

2~sa
211! J p~C!dC, ~5!

wheresa
2 is the signal amplitude variance. Dependence onv

has been dropped for convenience, since we will be assum-

ing a monochromatic signal. The white-noise assumption
was made for clarity in the subsequent development. It is a
straightforward modification to~5! if non-white noise is as-
sumed.

For numerical implementation of the MAP estimator,
the integral is approximated by a sum overM realizations of
the environment, i.e.,M integration steps,

Q̂5arg max
Q

(
i 51

M

expH sa
2uaH~Q,Ci !yu2

2~sa
211! J . ~6!

TheM environmental realizations are taken from samples of
the probability distributions of the environmental parameters.
In Ref. 4, a Monte Carlo approach to computing~6! was
proposed. Notice that the argument of the exponential in~6!
is simply the conventional Bartlett processor scaled by
sa

2/2(sa
211). Therefore,~6! can be interpreted as an expo-

nentially weighted average of Bartlett surfaces overM com-
binations of the environmental parameters. If we assumey is
also normalized to unit norm, thenuaH(Q,Ci)yu2 would
equal 1 ifQ andCi were perfectly matched to the data. Any
other values ofQ and Ci would produce a value between
zero and 1. Thus, those values ofuaH(Q,Ci)yu2 nearer to 1,
which correspond tobetter replica-data matches, are given
more relative weight in the averaging process of~6!.

We observe that the exact implementation of the MAP
estimator in~5! assumes infinitesimally spaced samples of
the environmental parameters. Thus, the true environment
and combinations of the environmental parameters very
close to the true are all included in the averaging process.
This results in a clustering of reinforcing peaks near the true
value ofQ. Therefore, the MAP estimator as implemented in
~6! with finite sampling of the environmental parameters can
be suboptimal. The minimum sampling density of the envi-
ronmental parameter space using~6!, to obtain an accurate
approximation to~5!, would be dependent on the sensitivity
of the model to each of the environmental parameters. Also,
since model sensitivity increases with frequency, sampling
density would also need to be increased with frequency.
However, finer sampling of the environmental parameter
space rapidly leads to a computationally intensive processor
which can become computationally prohibitive. In Ref. 4, for
example, 517 integration steps were required at eachQ for
the OUFP to compute a localization estimate if all combina-
tions of the environmental parameter samples were utilized.
Even using a Monte Carlo approach can require thousands of
integration steps11 which can result in a computationally pro-
hibitive estimator. A more computationally efficient ap-
proach is required for real-world systems application. In the
next section, we present a technique which can provide ex-
cellent localization performance using a relatively small
number of environmental realizations.

II. THE L `-NORM ESTIMATOR

As discussed previously, the MAP estimator computes
robust localization estimates by forming an exponentially
weighted average over environmental realizations. The MAP
estimator also inherently assumes a continuum of environ-
mental parameter samples. Therefore, with a finite sampling
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of the environmental parameter space as would be required
for practical applications~e.g., M<100!, a smaller number
of better replica-data matches are possible. Thus, there is a
smaller occurrence of the clustering of peaks in the vicinity
of the true value ofQ. This increases the possibility of the
true peak being averaged out and obscured by sidelobes re-
inforced over the averaging process. We can compensate for
this by giving uaH(Q,Ci)yu2 values, corresponding to better
replica-data matches, more significance and greater relative
weight in the averaging process. This is accomplished by
replacing the exponential weighting in~6! by a p-power
weighting,

Q̂5arg max
Q

(
i 51

M

~ uaH~Q,Ci !yu2!p, ~7!

where p would assume a large value, e.g.,p>10. This is
essentially anLp-norm over environmental realizations.
These types of norms accentuate large values and attenuate
small values. In this way, peaks resulting from better replica-
data matches are less likely to be averaged out.

In the limit asp→`, ~7! becomes

Q̂5arg max
Q,Ci

uaH~Q,Ci !yu2, i 51,2,...,M . ~8!

The averaging is eliminated. The estimator of~8! simply
finds the best match over source locationQ using theM
realizations of the environmental parameters. Equation~8! is
theL`-norm estimator. It resembles the ML estimator; how-
ever, it differs in that only the location parameter space is
explicitly searched over. A range–depth ambiguity surface is
computed at each of theM realizations and the overall peak
of all of the surfaces is the source location estimate. Since it
is unlikely that the precise true combination of the environ-
mental parameters are included in theM realizations, the
L`-norm estimator inherently assumes that other combina-
tions of the environmental parameters can also produce ac-
curate localization estimates. We will show the validity of
this assumption next.

III. ENVIRONMENTAL SIMILARITY AS RELATED TO
LOCALIZATION

In this section we will show why, in the context of lo-
calization, other environmental realizations can appear simi-

lar to the true and can produce accurate localization esti-
mates. We begin by decomposing the replica vectors using
Eqs.~3! and ~4!. We can expressa~Q,C! as

a~Q,C!5expH j
p

4 J G~Q,C!m~Q,C!, ~9!

where the diagonal matrixG(Q,C)5diag@exp$2g1r%,
...,exp$2gQr%# contains the modal attenuation coefficients
and

m~Q,C!5F S 2p

k1r D
1/2

f1~z!exp$ jk1r %

]

S 2p

kQr D
1/2

fQ~z!exp$ jkQr %
G . ~10!

Substituting~9! into ~2! results in

a~Q,C!5expH j
p

4 J V~z,C!G~Q,C!m~Q,C!. ~11!

Since the modal phases are composed of the products of the
wave numbers and source ranger, the effects of environmen-
tal mismatch are most significant in the modal phases. The
modal attenuation terms given by the exp$2gir% in G~Q,C!
also contain a multiplication byr. However, errors in the
modal attenuation are much less significant in comparison,
since theg i are typically orders of magnitude smaller than
the ki and appear as amplitude damping factors.

To investigate how the modal phases impact localiza-
tion, we substitute~11! into ~8! and expand out the
magnitude-squared inner product, which gives

yHV~z,C!G~Q,C!m~Q,C!

3mH~Q,C!G~Q,C!VT~z,C!y. ~12!

The outer productm(Q,C)mH(Q,C) is the only term in
~12! which contains the modal phases. This outer product
produces a Hermitian matrix of the form

2p

r F f1
2~z!

k1

¯

f1~z!fQ~z!

~k1kQ!1/2 exp$ j DK1,Qr %

] � ]

f1~z!fQ~z!

~k1kQ!1/2 exp$2 j DK1,Qr % ¯

fQ
2 ~z!

kQ

G , ~13!

with elementi,l equal to@f i(z)f l(z)/(kikl)
1/2#exp$jDKi,lr%,

whereDKi ,l5ki2kl . From this, we observe that the modal
phase of theL`-norm estimator is not dependent on the pre-

cise values of the wave numbers, but only on the relative
differences between the wave numbers, i.e., the set of values
DKi ,l5ki2kl , i 51,...,Q; l 51,...,Q. Hence, the wave num-
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bers computed using other combinations of the environmen-
tal parameters whose relative wave number differencesDKi ,l

are close to those at the true environment can produce simi-
lar ambiguity surfaces.

A method for quantifying the wave number differences
of the environmental realizations is to use the wave number
gradient. The wave number gradient~WG! is the gradient of
the curve obtained by connecting the wave numberski , for a
particular environmental realization, by line segments, i.e.,
‘‘connecting the dots.’’ As an illustration, Fig. 1 shows the
wave number curve for a shallow-water environment with 41
propagating modes, along with its WG. Environmental real-
izations which have WGs similar to that at the true will have
similar relative wave number differences and, as such, pro-
duce similar ambiguity surfaces. As a simple example, con-
sider a set of environmental realizations whose wave num-
bers lie on different straight lines with varying slopes. It is
easy to see that realizations which have identical slopes, or
gradients, will have identical relative wave number differ-
ences. Therefore, a measure of similarity between environ-
mental realizations is the error between the WG at the true
environment and the WG at other realizations. The WG error
is given by

ewg5
1

J (
i 5Qmin

Qmax

ugt~ i !2g~ i !u2, ~14!

where gt( i ) and g( i ) are the samples of the numerically
computed WG at the true environment and an alternate en-
vironmental realization, respectively, andJ5Qmax2Qmin

11. Notice thatewg is only computed over theeffective
modes,Qmin to Qmax, those modes with significant amplitude
as sampled by the receiving array. We can compute~14! in
simulation studies to substantiate our assertion that environ-
mental realizations, other than the true, yielding small WG
errors, produce similar ambiguity surfaces and accurate lo-
calization estimates. The general concept that many combi-
nations of mismatched environmental parameters can pro-

FIG. 1. Wave number curve for a
shallow-water environment with 41
propagating modes and its associated
wave number gradient.

FIG. 2. Performance of estimators using Naval Postgraduate School envi-
ronment;L`-norm—3, MAP—s.

TABLE I. Ranges of environmental uncertainty for Naval Postgraduate
School environment.

Parameter Range

surface sound-speed 153065 m/s
bottom sound-speed 149065 m/s
bottom depth 100610 m
sub-bottom sound-speed 1604675 m/s
bottom attenuation 0.19260.19 dB/l
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vide good localization estimates was also suggested in Ref.
6.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS IN SHALLOW WATER

In this section, we will compare the performance of the
MAP estimator with that of theL`-norm estimator for two
different simulated environments. For both environments, lo-
calization performance was determined based on 100 Monte
Carlo trials for each signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! from 25 to
40 dB. The Monte Carlo trials consisted of 100 synthesized
data observations, each generated using a unique randomly
selected source location and environmental realization from
the uncertainty intervals of the environmental parameters.
The appropriate level of noise was then added to the data for
each SNR. The MAP andL`-norm estimators processed the

100 data observations using an independent set ofM5100
randomly selected environmental realizations. A correct lo-
calization was defined as an estimate within a region of
6300 m in range and64 m in depth of the true source
position. The additive noise in each trial was independent,
zero-mean Gaussian. A single observation of the array output
was used in each trial. AMATLAB version of the KRAKEN
normal-mode propagation model was used to compute the
data and replica vectors.12

The first environment was a two-layer, range-
independent shallow-water waveguide with a linear sound–
velocity profile. This environment was developed at the Na-
val Postgraduate School for localization algorithm testing at
the Naval Undersea Warfare Center. It contained five uncer-
tain environmental parameters whose ranges of uncertainty

FIG. 3. WGs of theM5100 environmental realizations
used byL`-norm estimator in the Naval Postgraduate
School environment~dotted!. WG of true environment
from one trial~solid! and WG of environment, from the
set of 100, which produced the peak localization esti-
mate in that trial~dashed!.

FIG. 4. Histogram of rank of WG errors in correct tri-
als.
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are given in Table I. The receiving array consisted of 20
equally spaced elements producing an aperture of 85 m, with
the shallowest element at a depth of 5 m. The range–depth
search region was 900 to 5000 m in range and 10 to 90 m in
depth. A narrowband source at 700 Hz was used. Figure 2
presents the simulation results for this environment. The per-
formance of theL`-norm estimator is significantly better
than that of the MAP estimator. This is due to the fact that
with only 100 environmental realizations, the MAP estimator
does not benefit from the clustering of reinforcing peaks near
the true source location, as discussed in Section I. However,
theL`-norm estimator needs only a single environment pro-
ducing a small WG error to achieve an accurate localization
estimate. Clearly, in this case, 100 environmental realiza-
tions was a sufficient amount in which to obtain the small
WG error needed.

To further illustrate the concept of wave number gradi-
ents, Fig. 3 displays the WGs of the 100 environmental re-
alizations, corresponding to the effective modes, used by the
L`-norm estimator to process the data. Also shown are the
WG of the true environment from one of the Monte Carlo
trials, together with the WG of the environmental realization,
out of the set of 100, which produced the peak localization
estimate in that trial. The WG of this environmental realiza-
tion also produced the smallest WG error in that trial.

We can also use this simulation example to illustrate the
relationship between WG error and correct localization esti-
mates. For each of the 89 correct trials at a SNR of 40 dB,
we computed the WG errors between the true environment in
that trial and each of the 100 environmental realizations used
by the L`-norm estimator to process the data. We then
ranked the 100 environmental realizations according to their
WG error from smallest to largest. This allows us to histo-
gram the ranking of the environmental realizations which
produced the localization estimate in each of the correct tri-
als, i.e., the peak ambiguity surface from theM5100 real-
izations. Figure 4 shows the resulting histogram. Over all, in
more than 70% of the correct trials the WG error of the
environmental realization which produced the localization
estimate was within the ten smallest. Thus, small WG errors
correspond to accurate localization estimates.

The second environment used was the NRL Benchmark
Environment.13 This is a three-layer shallow-water environ-
ment with a linear sound–velocity profile. We will consider
the general mismatch case, which contains seven uncertain
environmental parameters. This scenario was the most com-
plex benchmark case used in the May 1993 NRL Workshop

on Acoustic Models in Signal Processing. Table II contains
the uncertainty ranges for these parameters. The receiving
array consisted of 20 elements spaced at 5 m with the shal-
lowest element at a depth of 5 m. The range–depth search
region was 5 to 10 km in range and 10 to 100 m in depth. For
this environment a 250-Hz narrowband source signal was
used. The results of the simulation trials are presented in Fig.
5. Again, because of the small number of environmental re-
alizations, the performance of theL`-norm estimator was
superior to that of the MAP estimator.

V. RESULTS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The L`-norm and MAP estimators were also tested us-
ing experimental data collected in the Mediterranean Sea by
the NATO SACLANT Center. The details of this experiment
can be found in Ref. 7. The environment consisted of three
layers: water over sediment over a sub-bottom. Due to the
setup of the experiment, the exact location of the stationary
source was uncertain to a small degree. However, at all times
it was known to be within the region of 54006200 m in
range from the receiving array and 77.567.5 m in depth. The
source used was a narrowband signal centered at 169.9 Hz. A
48-element vertical receiving array spanning 94 m was used
to collect the data. There were nine uncertain environmental
parameters whose intervals of uncertainty are given in Table
III. The sound–velocity profile in the water column was

FIG. 5. Performance of estimators using NRL Benchmark environment;
L`-norm—3, MAP—s.

TABLE II. Ranges of environmental uncertainty for NRL Benchmark en-
vironment.

Parameter Range

surface sound-speed 150062.5 m/s
bottom sound-speed 148062.5 m/s
bottom depth 102.562.5 m
sub-bottom sound-speed 1600650 m/s
lower halfspace sound-speed 17506100 m/s
bottom attenuation 0.3560.25 dB/l
bottom density 1.7560.25

TABLE III. Ranges of environmental uncertainty for Mediterranean Sea
experiment.

Parameter Range

channel depth 127.562.5 m
sediment upper-sound speed 1500650 m/s
sediment lower-sound speed 1550650 m/s
sediment density 1.760.5 g/cm3

sediment attenuation 0.260.2 dB/l
sediment thickness 3.063.0 m
bottom sound speed 1600650 m/s
bottom density 1.760.5 g/cm3

bottom attenuation 0.260.2 dB/l
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measured near the array and was assumed to be known.
As in the simulations, 100 environmental realizations

were randomly selected from the uncertainty intervals of the
parameters given in Table III to process the data. The result-
ing ambiguity surfaces for theL`-norm and MAP estimators
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows the peak ambi-
guity surface of theL`-norm estimator, which produced a

location estimate of 5480 m in range and 77.5 m in depth.
This estimate falls within the assumed true-source location
region of 54006200 m in range and 77.567.5 m in depth. In
contrast, Fig. 7 shows the ambiguity surface for the MAP
estimator, which produced an incorrect location estimate of
1420 m in range and 82 m in depth. Once again, the finite
number of environments used to process the data was insuf-

FIG. 6. Peak ambiguity surface of
L`-norm estimator for Mediterranean
Sea experiment; peak at@5480,77.5#.

FIG. 7. Ambiguity surface of MAP es-
timator for Mediterranean Sea experi-
ment; peak at@1420,82#.
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ficient for the MAP estimator to benefit from the effects of
clustering.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, it was shown that the MAP estimator ap-
plied to matched-field source localization can be suboptimal
when a finite sampling of the environmental parameters is
used. Using anL`-norm estimator in the presence of finite
environmental sampling can provide significant localization
performance improvement over the MAP estimator. It was
also shown that for the localization problem, environmental
realizations besides the true can provide accurate localization
estimates. Simulation results from two shallow-water envi-
ronments and experimental data results were presented to
support these findings.
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This paper presents a simple method for removing the surface-reflected component from the
explosion waveform of signal underwater sound~SUS! charges detonated at shallow depths, in order
to obtain accurate estimates of the source levels. The method is based on the repeated subtraction
of time-shifted segments of portions of the source waveform that are uncontaminated by the surface
reflection. The technique provides a method for an accurate estimation of the source levels for
charges detonated at depths shallower than 90 m. The method is evaluated by comparing the source
levels from the processed waveforms with results obtained by scaling source levels for deeper
charges to depths of 58 and 18.3 m. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!02301-2#

PACS numbers: 43.60.Pt, 43.30.Xm, 43.30.Lz@DLB#

INTRODUCTION

Small explosive charges have been used extensively in
underwater acoustics for measuring quantities such as propa-
gation loss, reverberation, and bottom reflection loss. The
interpretation of the data obtained in experiments depends on
having accurate values of the source levels of the charges.
Over the years a number of groups have published source
levels for Signal Underwater Sound~SUS! charges, probably
the most widely used type of explosive. These have included
the Gaspin and Shuler levels,1 and more recently, those of
Chapman,2 which were based on the data from an experi-
ment designed specifically to measure SUS source levels.

The published measurements for SUS charges detonated
deeper than 90 m have provided source levels to an accuracy
of 61 dB.2 However, there remains a fundamental problem
in determining source levels from experimental data for
charges at shallower depths, due to the effects of multipath
propagation. For very shallow charges, the signal from the
surface-reflected~SR! path interrupts the bubble pulse wave-
form of the direct path signal. This contribution must be
removed in order to obtain an uncontaminated bubble pulse
waveform, which can be used for estimating the source lev-
els. Previous work has ignored the distortion of the wave-
form introduced by the surface reflection, using only a
simple linear interpolation through the negative phase por-
tion of the data to eliminate the SR signal.2 This approach
undoubtedly introduces inaccuracies, particularly at low fre-
quencies. Gaspinet al.3 presented a method for deconvolv-
ing the SR signal, but restricted their application to larger
charges at deeper depths.

In this paper we present a simple and effective method
for removing the SR component from measured explosion
waveforms in order to obtain accurate source levels for very
shallow charges. The technique is based on subtracting a
shifted and properly scaled copy of the uncontaminated di-

rect path signal that immediately preceeds the surface reflec-
tion. The process is repeated, using the previously corrected
portion to process succeeding sections of the waveform until
a desired number of bubble pulses have been recovered. We
demonstrate the method using data from a 0.82-kg SUS that
was modified for a depth of approximately 60 m. The accu-
racy of the method is determined by comparing the pro-
cessed source levels with source levels obtained by scaling
the spectrum of a deeper charge, using an algorithm de-
scribed by Hughes.4 We then apply the method to obtain
source levels for a SUS at the nominal depth of 18.3 m, and
test the accuracy of the values by comparing with source
levels scaled from the processed 60-m SUS spectrum.

I. METHOD

The multipath propagation for a shallow explosive
charge at relatively short range is shown in Fig. 1. In suffi-
ciently deep water there are two dominant propagation paths,
the direct and the SR path. The surface reflection can be
viewed as a delayed inverted copy of the direct signal, with
the delay caused by the propagation along a slightly longer
path. As the explosion depth becomes shallower, the travel
time delay between the two paths decreases. The reason for
the difficulty in determining source levels for very shallow
charges is that the surface reflection arrives before the
completion of the entire bubble pulse sequence for the direct
path component. An example of a SUS waveform showing
the interference from the SR signal is provided in Fig. 2~a!.
The surface reflection is delayed by a timedt, and at greater
times the waveform is a superposition of the two signals.

The method for removing the SR component uses the
uncontaminated portion of the waveform immediately pre-
ceding the surface reflection to adjust the adjacent segment
of the waveform. A copy of the direct path signal out to the
time dt @Fig. 2~b!# is first scaled in amplitude for the range of
the SR path, time shifted by the delaydt, and then subtracted
from the original waveform. The subtraction process re-
moves the effect of the SR signal out to a time 2dt, asa!Electronic mail: chapman@uvic.ca
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shown in Fig. 2~c!, and the corrected portion fromdt to 2dt
is used to process the next segment of the waveform. This
procedure is repeated until a desired number of bubble pulses
have been recovered.

II. APPLICATION TO MEASURED SUS WAVEFORMS

We have applied the method to data that were obtained
in an experiment designed to provide high quality measure-
ments of the waveforms for shallow SUS charges in order to
determine the depth dependence of the source level. The de-
tails of the experiment have been described previously2 and
will not be repeated here. The waveform measured for a
58.1-m, 0.82-kg SUS is shown in Fig. 3~a!, displaying the
surface-reflected shock wave arrival about 10 ms after the
first bubble pulse of the direct path signal. This figure dem-
onstrates an additional problem encountered with very shal-
low SUS data. The shock pulse for 0.82-kg SUS is strong
enough to cause cavitation at the surface so that the reflected
signal is noisy and not a simple mirror image of the direct
path component. The waveform after processing to recover
four bubble pulses is shown in Fig. 3~b!. The SR pulses and
the distortion due to the negative phases of the SR signal
have been eliminated; the cavitation noise has been removed
by smoothing the processed waveform, where necessary.

The spectrum of the processed waveform; obtained us-
ing a 64K-FFT, is shown in Fig. 4. To determine the spec-
trum, the truncated waveform was smoothed exponentially to
the baseline and zero padded after the end point. Although
the spectrum is dominated by the modulations due to the first
bubble pulse, the peak spectral energy is at about 20 Hz,
slightly higher than the first bubble pulse frequency of 17.7
Hz. The frequency shift is due to the interference of the
contributions from the higher bubble pulse components. The
effect of the second and third bubble pulses can also be seen

FIG. 1. Multipath propagation diagram for the direct path~D! and surface
reflected~SR! signals.

FIG. 2. Graphical description of the method.~a! Shot waveform truncated at
three bubble pulses for the direct path, with the surface-reflected shock pulse
and first bubble pulse.~b! Uncontaminated portion of the direct path wave-
form. ~c! Processed waveform after subtraction of the direct path signal
shown in~b!.

FIG. 3. ~a! Measured waveform for the 58.1-m charge~b! Processed wave-
form, including four bubble pulses.~Pressure is in arbitrary units.!

FIG. 4. Energy density spectrum in dBre: 1 erg/cm2/Hz of the processed
waveform for the 58.1-m charge.
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in the shoulders at about 12 and 6 Hz on the portion below
the spectral peak, and in the splitting of the first bubble pulse
modulations at higher frequencies. Source levels in 1/3 oc-
tave bands from 5 to 630 Hz were determined from the spec-
trum, and are shown in Fig. 5 and in Table I.

The accuracy of these values was determined by com-
paring with source levels that were measured from the depth
scaled spectrum of a deeper SUS at 99.6 m. At this depth
there is no interference from the SR path, and the direct path
signal can be processed in a straightforward manner. The
algorithm for depth scaling was developed by Hughes4 and
proceeds by scaling the spectral amplitudes by (z/z0)20.55,
and the frequency by (z/z0)20.806, wherez0 is the hydro-
static depth of the calibration spectrum. The method has
been shown to provide accurate results over the frequency
band of interest for the relatively small depth change used
here ~less than a factor of 2!. As seen in Fig. 5 the scaled

values are in excellent agreement with the processed values.
There is some question of how many bubble pulses

should be used in determining the source levels. This was
investigated by comparing the source levels for truncated
versions of the processed waveform, starting with only one
bubble pulse and then increasing by one bubble pulse com-
ponent to a total of five. The results are shown in Table II.
For frequencies greater than 63 Hz, the source levels are
adequately represented using only the first bubble pulse, but
at lower frequencies more bubble pulse components are re-
quired. This is expected because, although the spectral con-
tributions from the higher bubble pulses decay faster with
frequency there is significant modulation due to higher
bubble pulses out to nearly 200 Hz~Fig. 4!. However, the
effect on the source levels is greatly diminished at frequen-
cies greater than about two or three times the first bubble
pulse frequency due to averaging in the 1/3 octave bands.
From Table II it is evident that the source levels are ad-
equately determined using four bubble pulses. These values
are consistent within 0.5 dB of the values obtained using five
bubble pulses, except at 5 and 6.3 Hz, where the difference is
around 1 dB.

The method has also been applied to a standard 0.82-kg
SUS at the nominal depth of 18.3 m. The actual explosion
depth was 25.4 m, somewhat deeper than the nominal depth.
This effect has been observed consistently for the northern
waters, where the experiment was carried out, and has been
attributed to the effect of the colder waters on the SUS deto-
nation mechanism.5 For this very shallow depth, the SR sig-
nal arrives before the first bubble pulse of the direct path
signal, but this sequence did not present any fundamental
problem in processing the data. The 1/3 octave band source
levels are shown in Fig. 6 and listed in Table I. The accuracy

FIG. 5. Scaled and measured 1/3-octave band source levels in dBre: 1
erg/cm2/Hz for the 58.1-m charge.

TABLE I. Source levels in dBre: 1 erg/cm2/Hz for 18.3-, 25.4-, and 58.1-m
shots in 1/3 octave bands between 5 and 630 Hz.

Freq.~Hz! 18.3 m~dB! 25.4 m~dB! 58.1 m~dB!

5.00 54.9 53.35 45.32
6.30 58.6 56.12 46.86
7.93 61.3 58.55 50.44
9.99 62.0 61.99 54.39

12.58 58.6 61.02 56.94
15.85 57.2 58.70 59.67
19.96 55.8 57.42 60.26
25.15 56.6 55.17 56.69
31.67 55.2 55.89 56.14
39.89 53.7 54.92 54.76
50.25 52.3 53.18 55.82
63.29 51.9 52.75 52.56
79.71 51.1 51.42 52.36

100.41 50.1 51.05 50.99
126.47 49.3 49.88 51.27
159.30 47.8 48.37 49.16
200.64 47.0 47.62 48.43
252.72 45.7 46.56 47.47
318.31 44.8 45.33 46.17
400.93 44.0 44.64 45.42
504.99 43.0 43.76 44.24
636.06 41.7 42.62 43.09

TABLE II. Source levels in dBre: 1 erg/cm2/Hz for an increasing number
of bubble pulses for the 58.1-m shot.

Freq.
~Hz!

Bubble pulses used

n51 n52 n53 n54 n55

5.00 45.61 47.74 46.08 45.32 44.49
6.30 50.07 50.52 47.85 46.86 48.01
7.93 53.40 52.05 49.96 50.44 50.91
9.99 56.39 53.16 53.79 54.39 53.72

12.58 58.90 56.07 57.48 56.94 57.31
15.85 59.95 60.25 59.29 59.67 59.38
19.96 58.06 60.69 60.63 60.26 60.50
25.15 49.31 53.79 56.24 56.69 56.23
31.67 55.67 55.80 55.85 56.14 56.52
39.89 53.83 54.28 54.75 54.76 54.79
50.25 54.60 55.69 55.77 55.82 55.79
63.29 52.18 52.45 52.64 52.56 52.57
79.72 52.34 52.23 52.27 52.36 52.39

100.41 50.64 51.07 50.97 50.99 50.98
126.47 50.78 51.27 51.27 51.27 51.28
159.30 49.14 49.16 49.14 49.16 49.16
200.64 48.22 48.41 48.44 48.43 48.44
252.72 47.29 47.47 47.47 47.47 47.47
318.31 46.08 46.17 46.16 46.17 46.17
400.93 45.38 45.42 45.42 45.42 45.42
504.99 44.21 44.23 44.23 44.24 44.24
636.06 43.08 43.08 43.09 43.09 43.09
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of the source levels was checked for this case by comparing
with values scaled from the 58.1-m SUS, using the spectrum
derived from the processed waveform.6 There is again excel-
lent agreement. The values at very low frequencies~,25 Hz!
differ significantly from the previous estimates2 for shallow
SUS that were obtained by a simple linear interpolation to
remove the SR pulses. The new method is expected to pro-
vide better results at very low frequencies because the dis-
tortion due to the negative phases of the SR signal has been
removed.

As a concluding result, source levels for the nominal
SUS depth of 18.3 m are presented in Table I. These values
were obtained using the scaling method of Hughes to scale
the processed spectrum for the 25.4-m depth. The scaling
algorithm is expected to provide accurate results over such
relatively small depth changes. These values are significantly
improved over previous estimates, particularly for low fre-
quencies below 25 Hz.

III. SUMMARY

An algorithm has been presented to remove the SR com-
ponent from waveforms of SUS charges detonated at shallow
depths. By removing a properly shifted and scaled copy of
the early portion of the direct path signal, taken over the time
dt before the SR signal begins to interfere, the effects of
multipath propagation can be nullified up to the time 2dt.
The procedure may be successively repeated, using the
newly corrected portion to correct the next segment of the

waveform. Application of the method to 58.4- and 18.3-m
SUS has facilitated the calculation of source levels for these
depths. A comparison with data obtained by the scaling al-
gorithm of Hughes4 reveals excellent agreement, demonstrat-
ing that the algorithm has provided new estimates for source
levels for these depths that are significantly improved over
previous values, particularly at low frequencies.
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Instantaneous frequency~IF! is an important signal characteristic arising in many fields. It is a
concept intimately linked to time–frequency analysis, where it can be obtained from a time–
frequency distribution~TFD! as the first conditional moment in frequency, suggesting that the IF is
the average frequency at each time. However, this interpretation is questionable, since it is well
known that the IF often ranges beyond the spectral support of the signal. In addition, to obtain the
IF from a spectrogram~which is one possible TFD!, a very wideband—and thus severely spectrally
distorted—spectrogram must be used. More reasonable bandwidths are investigated, and, in
particular, give the conditions by which the first conditional moment of a spectrogram can indeed
be interpreted as the average frequency at each time. Under these conditions, namely when the
spectrogram bandwidth is less than the frequency separation of the signal components in the
time–frequency plane, the spectrogram yields not the usual IF, but a time-dependent weighted
average instantaneous frequency~WAIF! of the signal. Also, while the IF and WAIF are generally
different, sometimes they are the same~in particular, when there is symmetry in the time–frequency
spectrum of the signal!; in that case, the first conditional spectral moments of both wideband and
narrow band spectrograms are the same and interpretable as the average frequency at each time.
© 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!02701-0#

PACS numbers: 43.60.Qv, 43.60.Gk, 43.58.Hp@JCB#

INTRODUCTION

The analysis of signals with changing spectral character-
istics has important applications in acoustics, speech, com-
munications, geophysics, biomedicine, and many other areas
of science and engineering.1–3 One of the tools available for
the study of time-varying or nonstationary signals is the
spectrographic analyzer, developed about 50 years ago to
study the changing spectral structure of speech and other
sounds.4 The precursor to modern time–frequency analysis,1

the spectrographic analyzer is widely used today~more com-
monly known as the ‘‘spectrogram’’! and is arguably the
‘‘workhorse’’ of time–frequency analysis methods.1,5–8

Often implemented on digital computers today via the
fast Fourier transform,9 early analog spectrographic analyz-
ers were essentially implemented via a bank of bandpass
filters, the outputs of which were magnitude squared to ob-
tain an estimate of the time-varying energy density in differ-
ent frequency bands. Mathematically, the spectrogram can be
expressed as the squared magnitude of the short-time Fourier
transform~STFT!,6,7

P~ t,v!5ux~ t !* h~ t !ej vtu2

5U E x~t!h~ t2t!e2 j vt dtU2

, ~1!

wherex(t) is the signal and, in the filter-bank interpretation
of the spectrogram,h(t) is the impulse response of a low-

pass filter modulated byej vt to different frequency bands. In
the STFT interpretation of the spectrogram,h(t) is a ‘‘win-
dow,’’ which isolates local sections of the signal for Fourier
analysis.

One useful concept for describing the changing spectral
structure of a time-varying signal is its average frequency at
each time, which arises in time–frequency distribution
~TFD! theory and is the first conditional moment in fre-
quency~or conditional mean frequency, CMF! ^v& t of the
distribution.1 The spectrogram is one possible distribution,
and the measurement of the CMF from the spectrogram, and
the interpretation of that measurement, is the subject of this
paper.

Clearly, the spectrographic CMF depends on the filter
~or window! h(t). For example, Cohen and Lee showed ana-
lytically that, for the signalx(t)5A(t)ej w(t), the spectro-
graphic CMF approaches the instantaneous frequency,
w8(t), of the signal as the filterh(t) becomes increasingly
broadband.10 At the other extreme, namely as the filter be-
comes increasingly narrow band, the CMF of the spectro-
gram approaches the average frequency,^v&, of the signal.
The relationship between the CMF of a TFD of the signal
and the instantaneous frequency~IF! of the signal, and the
definition and interpretation of the IF, has been extensively
investigated and debated.1,10–22

In this paper, we compare the CMF measured from
~very! wideband spectrograms to that measured fromnarrow
band spectrograms. While the former closely approximates
the IF of the signal, as predicted by Cohen and Lee, the latter
frequency is, not surprisingly, often quite different; some-
times, however, it is the same, and we explore when that isa!Electronic mail: pat@ee.pitt.edu
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the case. An expression for this time-varying frequency is
given in terms of the signal parameters, specifically it is
shown to be a~time-dependent! weighted average instanta-
neous frequency~WAIF! of the signal. We give conditions
on the bandwidth of a spectrogram such that its CMF equals
the WAIF. Unlike the IF, the WAIF can always be inter-
preted as the time-varying average frequency of the signal.
We also show that when the IF and WAIF are the same
~which occurs when there is symmetry in the instantaneous
spectrum!,23,24 the CMF of a wideband or narrow band spec-
trogram is the same.

Before proceeding, we remark that others have studied
different weighted averages of instantaneous frequency, in
particular with regard to auditory perception of two-tone
complexes. Specifically, we note the ‘‘envelope weighted av-
erage of instantaneous frequency~EWAIF!’’ and the ‘‘inten-
sity weighted average of instantaneous frequency
~IWAIF !.’’ 25–27Unlike the WAIF considered here, however,
the EWAIF and IWAIF are constants, independent of time.
~Indeed, the IWAIF is the average frequency of the signal.!
The weighted average instantaneous frequency~WAIF! con-
sidered here is atime-dependentfrequency, and is hence a

different concept and frequency than the EWAIF or IWAIF.
However, the WAIF may share a similar role in the percep-
tion of two-chirp complexes~i.e., frequency-varying sinuso-
ids! as do the IWAIF and EWAIF in the perception of two-
tone complexes~i.e., constant frequency sinusoids!, which is
being explored by the author and colleagues.

I. INSTANTANEOUS FREQUENCY AND CONDITIONAL
MEAN FREQUENCY OF A GENERAL SIGNAL

Consider a general two-component signal,

a1~ t !ej w1~ t !1a2~ t !ej w2~ t !5A~ t !ej w~ t !, ~2!

where a signal is ‘‘multicomponent’’ according to Cohen if
the instantaneous bandwidths of the individual components
are small compared to the separation between their instanta-
neous frequencies,1,28

Uai8~ t !

ai~ t !
U!uw i8~ t !2wk8~ t !u, iÞk. ~3!

The instantaneous frequencyw8(t)[(d/dt)w(t) of this sig-
nal is10

w8~ t !5
a1

2~ t !w18~ t !1a2
2~ t !w28~ t !1a1~ t !a2~ t !„w18~ t !1w28~ t !…cos„w1~ t !2w2~ t !…

A2~ t !

1
„a18~ t !a2~ t !2a28~ t !a1~ t !…sin„w1~ t !2w2~ t !…

A2~ t !
, ~4!

where

A2~ t !5a1
2~ t !1a2

2~ t !12a1~ t !a2~ t !cos„w1~ t !2w2~ t !…. ~5!

Note that the instantaneous frequency and amplitude of the
signal generally vary with time, as can the individual instan-
taneous frequencies and amplitudes of each component of
the signal.

Our objective is to explore, in detail, the CMF of a spec-
trogram of this signal, and its relation to the instantaneous
frequency of the signal.~The more generalN-component
case is given in the Appendix. It is a straightforward but
lengthy extension of the two-component signal. Considering
the two-component case first simplifies and streamlines the
presentation of the main ideas.!

The CMF of a spectrogram of the signalA(t)ej w(t) is
given by1,10,29

^v& t5
*vP~ t,v!dv

*P~ t,v!dv
5

*A2~t!w8~t!h2~ t2t!dt

*A2~t!h2~ t2t!dt
. ~6!

Note that h2(t) functions as a linear time-invariant~LTI !
filter in the numerator and denominator of the CMF@Eq. ~6!#
~although the total expression is not LTI!. It follows that as
the filter becomes increasingly broadband, the CMF of the
spectrogram approaches the IF of the signal,

as h2~ t !→d~ t !, ^v& t→w8~ t !. ~7!

On the other hand, as the filter becomes increasingly narrow
band, the CMF approaches the average frequency of the sig-
nal,

as h2~ t !→1, ^v& t→^v&. ~8!

@For h2(t)51, Eq. ~6! is *A2(t)w8(t)dt/*A2(t)dt, which
is what Anantharamanet al.25 define as the ‘‘intensity
weighted average of instantaneous frequency~IWAIF !,’’ and
which equals the average frequency^v& of the signal
A(t)ej w(t).1#

What is not obvious is the result one obtains when nei-
ther of these extreme conditions is met~e.g., as with a prac-
tical narrow band spectrogram!. We derive conditions on
h(t) such that the CMF is a weighted average of the indi-
vidual instantaneous frequencies of the signal. We then give
several examples of CMF measurements of the WAIF
from spectrograms meeting the conditions onh(t) as well
as CMF measurements of the IF from very wideband spec-
trograms.
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FIG. 1. ~a! The WAIF ~solid, constant! and IF ~solid, varying! of an unequal amplitude two-tone signal.~Tone frequencies are shown as a dotted line.
Amplitudes were 1.0 for a 100-Hz tone and 0.5 for a 150-Hz tone.! ~b! A 143-Hz bandwidth spectrogram~gray scale! with its conditional mean frequency
overlaid~CMF-WB, solid line under the arrow!. ~c! A 16-Hz bandwidth spectrogram~gray scale! and its conditional mean frequency~CMF-NB, solid line!.
~d! CMF-WB ~solid! versus IF~dotted!. ~e! CMF-NB ~solid! versus WAIF~dotted!. ~f! CMF ~solid! when spectrogram filter cutoff equals the frequency
separation of tones, compared to WAIF~dotted!. Note the error in this CMF estimate of WAIF compared to CMF-NB, where the cutoff was below the 50-Hz
separation of the tones.
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II. THE WEIGHTED AVERAGE INSTANTANEOUS
FREQUENCY „WAIF… AND ITS MEASUREMENT

For multicomponent signalsx(t)5( i 51
N ai(t)e

j w i (t), it
has been suggested that the ‘‘instantaneous frequency’’ be
defined as a weighted average of the individual instantaneous
frequencies~WAIF!,14,30

Ã~ t !5
( i 51

N ai
2~ t !w i8~ t !

( i 51
N ai

2~ t !
. ~9!

Clearly, this time-varying frequency is different than the
IF @given by Eq. ~4! for N52#, although they are equal
when the components are disjoint in time, i.e., when

FIG. 2. ~a! The WAIF ~solid, linearly increasing! and IF~solid, varying and increasing! of the same unequal amplitude two-tone signal in Fig. 1, modulated
by a linear FM chirp~modulated frequencies are shown as a dotted line!. ~b! A 143-Hz bandwidth spectrogram~gray scale! and its conditional mean frequency
~CMF-WB, solid line under the arrow!. ~c! A 16-Hz bandwidth spectrogram~gray scale! and its conditional mean frequency~CMF-NB, solid!. ~d! CMF-WB
~solid! versus IF~dotted!. ~e! CMF-NB ~solid! versus WAIF~dotted!.
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ai(t)ak(t) 50, iÞk, and also for the two-component case
when the amplitudes are of equal strength, i.e., when
ua1(t)u5ua2(t)u.16,17

In addition to the equivalence between the IF and WAIF
for limited situations~see the Appendix!, our primary moti-
vation for considering the WAIF is because of its clear
physical interpretation, and because the CMF of an appropri-
ate bandwidth spectrogram can equal this resultexactly, as
derived below and demonstrated via several examples. In

addition, the common interpretation of instantaneous fre-
quency in the time–frequency literature is that it is the aver-
age frequency at each time; however, that interpretation very
often does not hold,15–17prompting the question: whatis the
average frequency at each time of a signal? We maintain that
it is indeed the WAIF.

For the general two-component signal, the CMF of a
spectrogram of this signal is obtained by substituting Eqs.~4!
and ~5! into Eq. ~6!, which yields

FIG. 3. The same as Fig. 2, only here the amplitudes of the two modulated tones are equal. Hence, the IF and WAIF are equal.~a! The WAIF ~solid! and IF
~dashed—coincides with WAIF! of the equal amplitude frequency modulated two-tone signal~modulated frequencies are shown as a dotted line!. ~b! A
143-Hz bandwidth spectrogram~gray scale! and its conditional mean frequency~CMF-WB, solid!. ~c! A 16-Hz bandwidth spectrogram~gray scale! and its
conditional mean frequency~CMF-NB, solid!. ~d! CMF-WB ~solid! versus IF~dotted!. ~e! CMF-NB ~solid! versus WAIF~dotted!.
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^v& t5
*h2~ t2t!„a1

2~t!w18~t!1a2
2~t!w28~t!1C~t!1S~t!…dt

*h2~ t2t!~a1
2~t!1a2

2~t!12a1~t!a2~t!cos„w1~t!2w2~t!…!dt
, ~10!

where

C~t!5a1~t!a2~t!„w18~t!1w28~t!…cos„w1~t!2w2~t!…, ~11!

FIG. 4. ~a! The WAIF ~solid, smooth!, the IF~solid, erratic!, and the individual instantaneous frequencies~dotted! of a 2-chirp signal.~b! A 143-Hz bandwidth
spectrogram~gray scale! and its conditional mean frequency~CMF-WB, solid!. ~c! A 16-Hz bandwidth spectrogram~gray scale! and its conditional mean
frequency~CMF-NB, solid!. ~d! CMF-WB ~solid! versus IF~dotted!. ~e! CMF-NB ~solid! versus WAIF~dotted!.
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S~t!5„a18~t!a2~t!2a28~t!a1~t!…sin„w1~t!2w2~t!….
~12!

It is clear that if the cosine- and sine-modulated terms have
higher spectral content distinct from that of the ‘‘baseband’’
terms ai

2(t)w i8(t) and ai
2(t) ~as is often the case!, then

choosingh2(t) to be a low-pass filter with cutoff frequency
below the modulated terms but above the baseband terms
will keep only the baseband terms. In that case, the numera-
tor and denominator of Eq.~10! are given by

N~ t !5a1
2~ t !w18~ t !1a2

2~ t !w28~ t !, ~13!

D~ t !5a1
2~ t !1a2

2~ t !, ~14!

respectively, from which it follows that the CMF equals the
WAIF:

^v& t5
N~ t !

D~ t !
5

a1
2~ t !w18~ t !1a2

2~ t !w28~ t !

a1
2~ t !1a2

2~ t !
5Ã~ t !. ~15!

A ‘‘rule of thumb’’ for choosing the cutoff frequency of
the low-pass spectrographic filterh2(t) is that it be below the
minimum separation of the instantaneous frequencies of the
individual components,

vcutoff,min
tPT

uw18~ t !2w28~ t !u, ~16!

in the two-component case, whereT designates the time sup-
port of the signal.~Note the obvious benefit of allowing
time-varying filters, particularly if the individual instanta-
neous frequencies are very close at some times but have
large separation elsewhere.! Several examples are presented
next to illustrate results of the spectrographic measurement
of the IF and WAIF of signals.

III. EXAMPLES

All spectrograms and computations were implemented
on a digital computer for discrete-time signals with a sam-
pling frequency of 500 Hz. Unit-energy normalized Hanning
windows were used forh(t) in computing spectrograms. The
bandwidth of the spectrogram was defined to be the location
of the first spectral zero of the window~2/T Hz for a T
second duraton Hanning window!.

A. Two tones

Consider the sum of two tones,

A1ej v1t1A2ej v2t5A~ t !ej w~ t !. ~17!

The instantaneous frequencyw8(t) and amplitudeA(t) are
given by Eqs. ~4! and ~5!, where w i(t)5v i t and ai(t)
5Ai . Note that whenuA1u5uA2u, the IF is constant and

equals the WAIF„1
2(v11v2)…, which equals the CMF of a

narrow band or wideband spectrogram. WhenuA1uÞuA2u,
the IF and WAIF differ. In particular, the IF varies with time
for unequal strength tones, while the WAIF is constant and
equals the average frequency of the tones, (A1

2v1

1A2
2v2)/(A1

21A2
2).14,15,17 ~Note then that for the special

case of two-tone complexes, the WAIF and IWAIF25 are the
same.! In order for the spectrogram to accurately estimate the
IF in this case,h2(t) must have a very broad frequency re-
sponse~i.e., the spectrogram must be very wideband!, while
in order to accurately estimate the WAIF,h2(t) must be low
pass and narrow band~specifically, it must have a cutoff
frequency belowuv12v2u!—see Fig. 1~note, in particular,
the error in the CMF measure of the WAIF when the cutoff
is nearuv12v2u!.

B. Two linearly frequency modulated tones

Modulating the two tones by a linear FM chirp yields
the signal

A1ej ~v1t1bt2!1A2ej ~v2t1bt2!5A~ t !ej w~ t ! ~18!

@where, despite the same notation, the instantaneous ampli-
tudeA(t) and phasew(t) are not the same as those in~17!#.
As above, the minimum separation between the individual
instantaneous frequencies isuv12v2u, and hence a spectro-
gram computed with a low-pass filterh2(t) with cutoff be-
low that frequency accurately estimates the WAIF, while a
~very! wideband spectrogram yields a reasonably accurate
estimate of the IF. See Fig. 2. Also, as with two tones, for
equal strength components, the IF and WAIF are identical
~although time varying here!, and hence the CMF of either a
wideband or a narrow band spectrogram is the same. See
Fig. 3.

C. Two unequal chirps

Next we consider the measurements obtained for two
chirps of unequal chirp rate and unequal, time-varying am-
plitude,

FIG. 5. CMF computed from three different spectrograms for the same
signal as in Fig. 4. Spectrogram bandwidths were 20 Hz~dashed!, 16 Hz
~dotted!, and 11 Hz~solid!. The maximum difference between the three
estimates is 1.6 Hz.
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FIG. 6. ~a! The WAIF ~solid, smooth!, the IF~solid, erratic!, and the individual instantaneous frequencies~dotted! of a signal comprised of two crossing chirps
of different amplitudes.~b! A 143-Hz bandwidth spectrogram~gray scale! and its conditional mean frequency~CMF-WB, solid!. ~c! A 16-Hz bandwidth
spectrogram~gray scale! and its conditional mean frequency~CMF-NB, solid!. ~d! CMF-WB ~solid! versus IF~dotted!. ~e! CMF-NB ~solid! versus WAIF
~dotted!, with a zoom view~f! of the error, which occurs when the chirps cross, specifically when the difference in instantaneous frequencies is less than the
bandwidth of the spectrogram~16 Hz!.
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0.5ej 2p~100t130t2!1e215t2ej 2p~150t150t2!5A~ t !ej w~ t !. ~19!

Results are shown in Fig. 4. The minimum separation of
instantaneous frequencies over the time range considered
(20.5<t<0.5) is 30 Hz att520.5 s. Also, the Gaussian
amplitude on the second component corresponds toa2

2(t)
5e230t2 with Fourier transformAp/30e2v2/120. The spec-
tral bandwidth ~s! of this component, obtained from the
squared magnitude of the Fourier transform, is thus
A30 rad/s'0.9 Hz. Accordingly, to accurately estimate the

WAIF, the spectrogram filter should have a cutoff frequency
at least less than 29 Hz. To get a ‘‘ballpark’’ idea of the
lowest allowable value for the cutoff frequency, observe that
the bandwidth of the baseband components for this signal
@a1

2(t)w18(t), a2
2(t)w28(t), and a1

2(t), a2
2(t) per Eq. ~10!#

is again dominated by the Gaussian amplitude, i.e., the larg-
est contribution to the bandwidth of the baseband terms is

determined bya2
2(t)w28(t)5e230t2(1501100t) here. The

Fourier transform of this function isAp/30(150e2v2/120

FIG. 7. ~a! The WAIF ~solid, smooth!, the IF~solid, erratic!, and the individual instantaneous frequencies~dotted! of a three-component signal.~b! A 143-Hz
bandwidth spectrogram~gray scale! and its conditional mean frequency~CMF-WB, solid!. ~c! A 16-Hz bandwidth spectrogram~gray scale! and its conditional
mean frequency~CMF-NB, solid!. ~d! CMF-WB ~solid! versus IF~dotted!. ~e! CMF-NB ~solid! versus WAIF~dotted!.
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1 j 100
60 ve2v2/120), the squared magnitude of which gives the

spectral density. From the spectral density, we note that
(150e2v2/120)2 is over 8000 times the intensity of

( 100
60 ve2v2/120)2, and hence the contributions of this last term

to the bandwidth are small. Accordingly, it follows that the
bandwidth of the baseband terms is approximately
A30 rad/s. If we take three standard deviations~3s! as the
effective width of the baseband and modulated terms, then
the cutoff frequency should be in the range 3,vcutoff

,27 Hz. Note that for this signal, the baseband and modu-
lated terms are spectrally well separated.

As shown in the figure, the CMF from a 16-Hz band-
width spectrogram yields an accurate measure of the WAIF,
while the CMF from the wideband~143-Hz bandwidth!
spectrogram yields a reasonable estimate of the IF of this
signal. In addition, because the baseband and modulated
terms are well separated in this signal, the CMF estimate of
the WAIF is fairly insensitive to the spectrogram bandwidth,
provided it is in the range specified above—see Fig. 5. For
signals where the baseband and modulated terms are not well
separated, there can be an error in the CMF estimate of the
WAIF, as demonstrated next.

D. Two crossing chirps

For this example, we estimate the IF and WAIF from
wideband and narrow band spectrograms, respectively, of the
signal,

0.5ej 2p~150t150t2!1e215t2ej 2p~150t250t2!5A~ t !ej w~ t !. ~20!

Note that the instantaneous frequencies of each component
are equal att50. Hence, by our rough rule of thumb@Eq.
~16!#, we have that the cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter
h2(t) needed to accurately estimate the WAIF from the CMF
of a spectrogram is zero! But as we have seen, forh2(t)
→1 ~which gives a zero bandwidth filter!, the CMF equals
the average frequency of the signal, not the time-varying
average frequency, or WAIF. Hence, to obtain a time-
varying average, the bandwidth ofh2(t) is chosen greater
than zero, and consequently some error in the CMF estimate
of the WAIF is to be expected in this case. However, the
error is only significant over the time period when the dif-
ference between the instantaneous frequencies is less than
the filter bandwidth, which was 16 Hz here—see Fig. 6.

E. Three-component signal

Although the derivations of the spectrogram bandwidth
conditions for accurately measuring the WAIF were derived
for a two-component signal~for mathematical tractability!,
the ideas extend to general multicomponent signals~see the
Appendix!, as the following example demonstrates.

For the signal

10te25t~ej 2p75t13tej 2p~100t125t2!15t2ej 2p~150t210t2120t3!!

5A~ t !ej w~ t !, ~21!

the minimum separation of instantaneous frequencies over
the time interval considered 0<t<1 is 29.6 Hz at t

50.58 s. As shown in Fig. 7, the CMF of a 16-Hz bandwidth
spectrogram provides an accurate measure of the WAIF of
this signal. Also shown are results for a wideband spectro-
gram.

IV. CONCLUSION

The conditional mean frequency~CMF! of a spectro-
gram gives different measures of time-varying frequencies of
a signal, depending on the bandwidth of the spectrogram
@Eq. ~6!#. At the two extremes, namely infinite bandwidth
and infinitesimal bandwidth, the CMF equals the instanta-
neous frequency~IF! and the average frequency, respec-
tively, of the signal. In this paper, we considered measure-
ments obtained from ‘‘intermediate’’ bandwidth
spectrograms. It was shown that, when the bandwidth of the
spectrogram is less than the frequency separation of signal
components in the time–frequency plane, the CMF of a
spectrogram equals a weighted average of the individual in-
stantaneous frequencies@WAIF, Eq. ~9!# of the signal com-
ponents. This time-varying frequency can be interpreted as
the time-varying average frequency of the signal. Also, for
some signals the WAIF and IF are identical,16,23and in those
cases the CMFs of narrow band and wideband spectrograms
are equal.
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APPENDIX: IF AND WAIF FOR AN N-COMPONENT
SIGNAL

The amplitude and phase for an arbitrary multicompo-
nent signal,

(
i 51

N

ai~ t !ej w i ~ t !5A~ t !ej w~ t !, ~A1!

are readily calculated as

A2~ t !5S (
i 51

N

ai~ t !cosw i~ t !D 2

1S (
k51

N

ak~ t !sin wk~ t !D 2

5(
i 51

N

ai
2~ t !1(

iÞk
ai~ t !ak~ t !cos„w i~ t !2wk~ t !…

~A2!

and

w~ t !5arctanS (
k51

N

ak~ t !sin wk~ t !Y (
i 51

N

ai~ t !coss i~ t !D .

~A3!

Differentiating this last expression with respect to time
yields the instantaneous frequency,
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w8~ t !5
~d/dt! ~(k51

N ak~ t !sin wk~ t !/( i 51
N ai~ t !cosw i~ t !!

11~(k51
N ak~ t !sin wk~ t !!2/~( i 51

N ai~ t !cosw i~ t !!2

5
( i 51

N ai~ t !cosw i~ t ! ~d/dt! (k51
N ak~ t !sin wk~ t !2(k51

N ak~ t !sin wk~ t ! ~d/dt! ( i 51
N ai~ t !cosw i~ t !

~( i 51
N ai~ t !cosw i~ t !!21~(k51

N ak~ t !sin wk~ t !!2

5
( i 51

N ai~ t !cosw i~ t !(k51
N

„ak8~ t !sin wk~ t !1wk8~ t !ak~ t !coswk~ t !…

A2~ t !

2
(k51

N ak~ t !sin wk~ t !( i 51
N

„ai8~ t !cosw i~ t !2w i8~ t !ai~ t !sin w i~ t !…

A2~ t !

5
( i 51

N ai
2~ t !w i8~ t !1 1

2 ( iÞkai~ t !ak~ t !„w i8~ t !1wk8~ t !…cos„wk~ t !2w i~ t !…

A2~ t !

1

1
2 ( iÞk„ai~ t !ak8~ t !2ai8~ t !ak~ t !…sin„wk~ t !2w i~ t !…

A2~ t !
. ~A4!

As in the two-component case, there are baseband terms and
modulated terms in the numerator and denominator of this
expression. Substituting this expression into Eq.~6! yields
the CMF of a spectrogram of this signal. Like the two-
component case, if the baseband and modulated terms are
spectrally distinct, then one can select the cutoff frequency of
the low-pass filterh2(t) to eliminate the modulated terms,
which yields the WAIF for the CMF of the spectrogram.

Also, we note that it has been recently shown that Eq.
~A4! reduces to Eq.~9! ~i.e., the IF identically equals the
WAIF! when there is symmetry in the instantaneous spec-
trum, i.e., when the amplitudesai(t),ak(t) are of pairwise
equal strength and their corresponding instantaneous phases
w i(t),wk(t) are centered about the median instantaneous
phase of the signal components.23,24
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High-resolution measurements of distortion product otoacoustic emissions~DPOAEs! from three
different experimental paradigms are shown to be in agreement with the implications of a realistic
‘‘two-source’’ cochlear model of DPOAE fine structure. The measurements of DPOAE amplitude
and phase imply an interference phenomenon involving one source in the region of strong nonlinear
interaction of the primary waves~the strong ‘‘overlap’’ or generation region!, and the other source
region around the DPOAE tonotopic place. The component from the DPOAE place can be larger
than the one from the generator region. These findings are supported by the analysis of the onset and
offset of the DPOAE when the higher-frequency primary is pulsed on and off. The two-source
hypothesis was further tested by adding a third tone closer in frequency to the DPOAE which
modifies the amplitude of the component from the DPOAE place and leaves the one from the
generator region unchanged. The results agree well with the model prediction that the variation with
frequency, and implied latency, of the phase of the DPOAE tonotopic-place component are greater
than the corresponding quantities for the component from the generation region. ©1999
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!01101-7#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Bt, 43.64.Ha, 43.64.Jb@BLM #

INTRODUCTION

Distortion product otoacoustic emissions~DPOAEs!
~Kemp, 1979! are signals measured in the ear canal which
are generated in the cochlea through the nonlinear interaction
of two external primary tones of frequenciesf 1 and f 2 with
f 2. f 1 . The distortion product~DP! energy originates in the
region of maximum overlap of the cochlear excitations pro-
duced by the two primaries, which is near the tonotopic lo-
cation of thef 2 primary~e.g., Kummeret al., 1995!. Because
DPOAEs are vulnerable to ipsilateral and/or contralateral
stimulation, ototoxic drugs, and physiological insults to the
cochlea, it has been proposed~see, e.g., reviews in Robinette
and Glattke, 1997! that DPOAEs may provide a clinically
important tool for the measurement of the health status of the
cochlea. However, the experimental evaluation of this pro-
posal has revealed limitations in the effectiveness of
DPOAEs as a clinical tool~reviewed in Gorgaet al., 1994!.
It has been argued that these limitations are associated with
the quasiperiodic variations of DPOAE amplitude and phase
with variations of DP frequency known as DPOAE fine
structure~cf. Heitmannet al., 1996!.

This disparity between expectation and practice may be,
in part, a result of the commonly held conception that the
DPOAE levels are determined only by the health of the co-
chlea in the overlap region of the primaries~cf. Mills, 1997!.

This contrasts with recent claims that one DPOAE compo-
nent originates from the place of generation in the overlap
region, and the other comes from the DP wave component
that travels apically from the overlap region, is reflected near
the DP tonotopic site, and then travels basally to the ear
canal~e.g., Kummeret al., 1995; Brownet al., 1996; Gaskill
and Brown, 1996; Talmadgeet al., 1996, 1997, 1998!. In this
two-source model of DPOAEs, the DPOAE fine structure is
the result of the interference between these two cochlear
sources. The general concept of such a disparate-place two-
source model of DPOAEs was first proposed by Kemp and
Brown ~1983!, although they did not specify the origin of the
second DPOAE source.

Several pictures of the multiple sources of DPOAEs
have been proposed. Input–output functions of DPOAEs in
many species have a distinct and significant notch around
primary levels of 55–70 dB SPL~reviewed in Mills, 1997!.
DPOAEs were proposed to be dominated by one source
when the primary levels were below 55 to 60 dB SPL and a
second source at higher primary levels. The notch in the
input–output functions was interpreted as the result of phase
cancellation between the two components. The idea of two
level-dependent sources was supported by the differential
vulnerability of DPOAEs that are produced by low-level and
high-level primaries. DPOAEs generated with low-level pri-
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maries have been universally found to be more vulnerable to
insults such as administration of loop diuretics, aminoglyco-
sides, induction of asphyxia, and even death, than those gen-
erated by higher-level primaries~reviewed in Mills, 1997!.
In these models, both components were hypothesized to
come from the overlap region of the primaries. Any change
in position of origin on the basilar membrane was assumed
to stem from the changing shape of the traveling wave with
level.

Recent modeling advances~Talmadge et al., 1997,
1998! suggest that the disparate-place two-source picture is a
general feature of any transmission line model of DPOAEs
that has realistic basilar-membrane activity patterns and a
low level of distributed inhomogeneities along the cochlear
partition. In addition, it was concluded in these studies that
for experiments in which the frequency ratiof 2 / f 1 is held
fixed while the DP frequency is varied, the DPOAE source
component arising from the overlap region~termed hereafter
the ‘‘overlap-region’’ component! would have a short la-
tency and slow phase variation with DPOAE frequency. In
contrast, the DPOAE component arising from cochlear re-
flection ~termed hereafter the ‘‘reflection-site’’ component!
would be expected to have a long latency and a rapid phase
variation with DPOAE frequency. It is this difference in the
phase variation of the two components that gives rise to
DPOAE fine structure. A less straightforward further impli-
cation of the model relates to the relative amplitudes of the
two components. The overlap-region component will not
necessarily have a larger magnitude than the reflection-site
component, even ifuRa(vdp)u, the magnitude of the coeffi-
cient for reflectance around the DP tonotopic site~e.g., Tal-
madgeet al., 1998 and Sec. I A of this paper!, is less than 1.
These modeling results suggest that, in fact, DPOAEs con-
stitute a much more complex cochlear phenomena than was
originally contemplated, and this complexity may explain the
lack of agreement in many cases between DPOAE and au-
diometric evaluations of cochlear status. Some of the essen-
tial features of these cochlear models will be reviewed in
Sec. I below.

The question of a possible two-source model is explored
in this paper using a number of experimental paradigms. In
the two-source model of Talmadgeet al. ~1998!, the rapidly
varying phase of the reflection-site component makes it the
main determinant of the frequency spacing of DPOAE fine
structure. Consequently, in experimental measurements of
multiple orders of DPOAEs, in which the frequency of thef 2

primary is held fixed, it is expected~Piskorski, 1997; Tal-
madgeet al., 1997, 1998! and observed that amplitude fine-
structure maxima and minima of the varying orders of
DPOAEs will approximately line up when DPOAE level is
plotted versus DP frequency. Similarly, when the DPOAE
frequency is held fixed and DPOAE level is plotted versusf 2

frequency, no significant fine structure is either expected or
observed~Piskorski, 1997!. These data provide strong, al-
though somewhat indirect, tests of the two-source DPOAE
model.

Other indirect evidence for two cochlear sources comes
from the methodology of Brownet al. ~1996!, which is based
on the assumption that two cochlear sources give DPOAE

contributions with very different phase dependencies on the
DPOAE frequency. Their study does not directly probe the
basilar-membrane location of the component with the rapid
phase variation, nor indicate whether or not this more rapidly
varying component arises from a cochlear source region
which is different from that of the slowly varying compo-
nent. However, Brownet al. ~1996! note that the different
group delays suggest different places of origin. A further
analysis technique proposed by Stoveret al. ~1996! offers
the possibility of extracting the group delays of the fast- and
slow-phase terms by inverse Fourier-transforming DPOAE
amplitude and phase data that is obtained using the fixedf 2

paradigm. While suggestive of the possibility of two sources,
the evidence of two sources provided by the data is indirect
and somewhat difficult to interpret theoretically.

More direct evidence of the presence of two components
is obtained by introducing a third tone as a suppressor close
in frequency to the DPOAE, as was done by Kemp and
Brown ~1983!, Kummer et al. ~1995!, Gaskill and Brown
~1996! and Heitmannet al. ~1997, 1998!. The DPOAE fine
structure was either decreased or entirely removed when a
suppressor tone was introduced near in frequency to the
DPOAE ~Heitmannet al., 1997, 1998!. If the DPOAE were
entirely rooted in the overlap region, this effect on DPOAE
fine structure would not be expected from the introduction of
such a suppressor tone.

In this paper, further evidence is presented in support of
a two-source model of the type described in Talmadgeet al.
~1998!. After the model is briefly summarized, it is applied
to the case of fixed frequency-ratio DPOAE measurements.
Here, the overlap-region component will have a phase which
slowly varies with DP frequency, whereas the reflection-site
component will have a more rapid phase variation. The re-
sulting variations of DPOAE amplitude and phase with fre-
quency are shown to provide a unique signature that can only
be explained in terms of the interference of two components.
Furthermore, the variation of the DPOAE phase with fre-
quency for the case in which the overlap-region component
is dominant is expected to be categorically different from the
case in which the reflection-site component is dominant. For
the case of a suppressor tone of varying level and close in
frequency to the DPOAE, it is predicted that the relative
contribution of the two components can be manipulated so as
to allow for the transition from the case in which the
reflection-site component is dominant to the one in which the
overlap-region component is dominant.

A further test of this two-source model is provided by
observing the temporal behavior of a DPOAE when one of
its primaries is pulsed and the other is kept on continuously.
This test is a variation of the one originally introduced by
Whiteheadet al. ~1996!. The predictions of this two-source
model again indicate that the behaviors of the DPOAE am-
plitude and phase, in which one or the other source compo-
nent is dominant, will be categorically different. As in the
case of the fixed frequency-ratio, continuous-tone paradigm,
when a suppressor tone is added, it is predicted that a tran-
sition in the observed temporal amplitude and phase behav-
ior can be achieved. This type of experimental result would
be extremely difficult to obtain in a single-source model of
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DPOAE fine structure~e.g., Sunet al., 1994a, b!. Further-
more, since the two source contributions are expected to
have very different latencies, one should also be able to un-
ambiguously observe the short-latency component associated
with the overlap region, either by itself or in combination
with the long-latency component associated with the reflec-
tion site.

The model of Talmadgeet al. ~1998! is briefly described
in Sec. I. The predictions of the model which are relevant to
the experiments discussed in this paper are repeated in a less
mathematical form in the description of the experiments
~Secs. III–V!.

I. MODEL

A. Overview

The underlying cochlear model is assumed to have a
time-delayed stiffness feedback of the form suggested by
Zweig ~1991! in order to give realistic ‘‘tall and broad’’ ac-
tivity patterns, together with the low-level distributed
basilar-membrane roughness of the form suggested by Zweig
and Shera~Shera and Zweig, 1993; Zweig and Shera, 1995!,
which gives rise to the apical reflectance responsible for the
fine structure of otoacoustic emissions and threshold micro-
structure~Zweig and Shera, 1995; Talmadgeet al., 1996,
1997, 1998!. The basilar membrane is also assumed to have
a nonlinearity in damping, which is associated with the finite
power level of the transduction mechanisms of the outer-hair
cells responsible for cochlear amplification.

As was discussed in the Introduction, the disparate-place
two-source model features the interference between two ear-
canal components of the DPOAE which originate from dif-
ferent regions in the cochlea. In this model, the nonlinear
interactions of the excitations created by the two primary
tones of~angular! frequenciesv1 andv2 (v2.v1) gener-
ate DP waves in the cochlea of frequenciesvdp5(n11)v1

2nv2 (n51,2,3,...). For the case of continuous-primary-
tone and an apical DPOAE~i.e., one whose frequency cor-
responds to a tonotopic site apical to the overlap region, so
that vdp,v1,v2!, the two-source model prediction for the
~complex! DPOAE wave amplitude can be written in the
analytic form~Talmadgeet al., 1998!:

Pe~v2 ,v2 /v1 ,vdp!

5
Pl~v2 ,v2 /v1 ,vdp!1Ra~vdp!Pr~v2 ,v2 /v1 ,vdp!

12Ra~vdp!Rb~vdp!
.

~1!

Here,Pl(v2 ,v2 /v1 ,vdp) is the ~complex! amplitude of the
overlap-region contribution to the ear-canal pressure, the
productRa(vdp)Pr(v2 ,v2 /v1 ,vdp) is the amplitude of the
reflection-site contribution to the ear-canal pressure, and
Ra(vdp) and Rb(vdp) are, respectively, the cochlear apical
and basal reflectances. The quantityPr(v2 ,v2 /v1 ,vdp)
gives the ear-canal contribution from the reflection-site com-
ponent in the limit thatRa(vdp)→1 andRb(vdp)→0. If the
auditory periphery were completely scale invariant, then the
dependence of the complex amplitudesPl and Pr on fre-

quency would reduce toPl(v2 /v1 ,vdp) and Pr(v2 /v1 ,
vdp).

The precise meanings ofRa(v) andRb(v) are given in
relation to the trans-partition pressure wave near the cochlear
base for the case of the complex time harmonic behavioreivt

~Talmadgeet al., 1998!. In the case of external driving at
frequencyv, the spatial part of this pressure is proportional
to

c r~x,v!1Ra~v!c l~x,v!, ~2!

wherex is the distance from the cochlear base. In the case of
no external driving~as is appropriate, e.g., for DPOAEs!, it
is proportional to

Rb~v!c r~x,v!1c l~x,v!. ~3!

The right- and left-moving basis functions,c r(x,v) and
c l(x,v), are normalized to 1 atx50, and are given to a
good approximation by the Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin
~WKB! approximations~e.g., Mathews and Walker, 1964;
Zweig et al., 1976!:

c r~x,v!5Ak~0,v!

k~x,v!
expH 2 i E

0

x

k~x8,v!dx8J , ~4!

c l~x,v!5Ak~0,v!

k~x,v!
expH 1 i E

0

x

k~x8,v!dx8J , ~5!

wherek(x,v) is the local cochlear wave number. It should
be noted thatRb(x,v) is mainly determined by the dynamics
of the middle ear and the ear canal, andRa(v) is determined
by the apical reflections of the cochlear wave, which are
concentrated around the tonotopic site for frequencyv.

The reflection-site DPOAE component was parameter-
ized in Eq.~1! so as to emphasize that the ear-canal contri-
bution from this component vanishes in the absence of apical
reflections ~e.g., uRau→0!. Furthermore, the denominator
term, 12Ra(vdp)Rb(vdp), was left as a separate term, in-
stead of being absorbed into the definitions ofPl andPr , in
order to directly parameterize the effects of the cochlear
resonance arising from multiple internal reflections from the
tonotopic region and the base of the cochlea~Talmadge
et al., 1998!. Consequently, thePl andPr terms include just
the effects of forward transmission through the outer/middle
ear of the primary waves, with the level of nonlinear inter-
action giving rise to apically and basally moving DP travel-
ing waves of differing amplitudes originating in the overlap
region, and reverse transmission through the outer/middle
ear at the DP frequency.

The main features of the dependence ofRa(vdp) and
Rb(vdp) on vdp can be determined using the results from
Zweig and Shera~Shera and Zweig, 1993; Zweig and Shera,
1995! and Talmadgeet al. ~1998!. Zweig and Shera were the
first to point out the phenomena of ‘‘dynamic symmetry cre-
ation,’’ which results in a phase dependence ofRa given by

arg@Ra~vdp!#>wa1 k̂~vdp!x̂~vdp!

>wa2
k̂~vdp!

kv
logS vdp

v0
D , ~6!
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wherev0 is the tonotopic frequency of the basilar membrane
at the base of the cochlea,k̂(vdp) is the wave number of the
vdp traveling wave at the amplitude maximum of the activity
pattern, andkv is a parameter in the cochlear frequency-
place map,

x̂~vdp!>2~1/kv!log~vdp/v0!. ~7!

As a consequence of the fact that apical reflectance
arises from spatial filtering of distributed roughness, the ex-
pected value ofuRau will depend on the average roughness in
the vicinity of the activity-pattern maximum. Because the
amount of roughness may vary with position, this will result
in a dependence ofuRau on frequency. In direct analogy to
bandpass filtering of white noise in the time domain, the
amplitude of uRau will fluctuate with vdp @or equivalently
x̂(vdp)#, with a correlation length in the fluctuations given by
the bandwidth of the spatial filter, which in turn can be re-
lated to the width of the activity-pattern peak region.

B. Application of the model to fixed frequency-ratio
measurements

The fixed frequency-ratio continuous-tone paradigm has
a simplified theoretical interpretation relative to other
DPOAE measurement paradigms. This is a result of the ap-
proximate scale invariance of the auditory periphery. The
consequence of this approximate symmetry is that, for a
given value of r 5v2 /v1 , Pl(r ,vdp) and Pr(r ,vdp) will
have slow phase variations withvdp.

A rough argument for this slow phase variation may be
easily given. If the sound transducer voltage for two periodic
signalsv1 andv2 is

V~ t !5A cosv1t1B cosv2t, ~8!

then the pressure variation of the cochlear wave at thef 2

5v2/2p tonotopic placex̂(v2), in the absence of nonlin-
earities, will be

P~ t !}Ã cos~v1t1w„v1 ,x̂~v2!…1w1!

1B̃ cos~v2t1w„v2 ,x̂~v2!…1w2!, ~9!

with

w„v,x̂~v2!…>2E
0

x̂~v2!

dx
2p

l~v,x!
, ~10!

where 2p/l(v,x) is the real part of the cochlear traveling
wave numberk(x,v). The assumption of scale invariance
may be conveniently expressed by

l~v,x!5lS v

v̂~x! D , ~11!

wherev̂(x) is the tonotopic~angular! frequency at locationx
along the basilar membrane,

v̂~x!5v0e2kvx. ~12!

For a cochlear nonlinearity of order 2n11 in the neigh-
borhood ofx5 x̂(v2)@[(1/kv)log(v/v0)#, the phase of the
vdp DPOAE measured in the ear canalwe will be given
approximately by

we~vdp!52~n11!E
0

x̂~v2!

dx
2p

l„v1 /v̂~x!…

1nE
0

x̂~v2!

dx
2p

l„v2 /v̂~x!…

2E
0

x̂~v2!

dx
2p

l„vdp/v̂~x!…
, ~13!

where the upper limit of integration has been set at the tono-
topic location of the higher primaryx̂(v2)—the approximate
center of the overlap region. If the long-wave assumptions,

2p

l„v1 /v̂~x!…
>const.

v1

v̂~x!
, ~14!

2p

l„vdp/v̂~x!…
>const.

vdp

v̂~x!
, ~15!

are made in Eq.~13!, and it is noted that from scale invari-
ance the second integral in Eq.~13! is very nearly indepen-
dent ofv2 , it follows that we(vdp) is approximately only a
function of the ratiov2 /v1 , and is thus very slowly varying
with vdp for constant frequency ratios.

Based on these arguments, one is led to the prediction
that the overlap-region componentPl in Eq. ~1! will vary
weakly with vdp, whereas the reflection-site component
RaPr will have a rapidly varying phase and a slowly varying
magnitude, with the dominant phase variation in the second
term arising from the phase variation ofRa . From Eq.~1!,
the amplitudes and phases of the total DPOAE signal and its
two components~including the effects of the reflections at
the cochlear base and DP tonotopic site! are given by the
following notation:

ae~vdp!5uPeu, anl~vdp!5U Pl

12RaRb
U,

arefl~vdp!5U RaPr

12RaRb
U, ~16!

we~vnl!5arg~Pe!, wnl~vdp!5argS Pl

12RaRb
D ,

w refl~vdp!5argS RaPr

12RaRb
D . ~17!

The subscript nl refers to the nonlinear-overlap-region com-
ponent and the subscript refl refers to the reflection-site com-
ponent. Figure 1 illustrates the underlying conceptual two-
source model that is predicted by the theoretical formalism.
It is also interesting to consider the group delay of the result-
ing DPOAE

te~vdp![2
dwe

dvdp
, ~18!

The expected behavior ofae , we , andte for fixed-ratio
experiment can be illustrated by assuming thatwnl

'constant, so that the entire phase variation withvdp arises
through the change ofw refl with vdp. Under this assumption,
the variation ofw refl can be related to the variation of arg(Ra)
with vdp so that
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w refl~vdp!>w refl~v0!2
k̂~vdp!

kv
logS vdp

v0
D . ~19!

Furthermore, the group delayte can be related to the varia-
tion of w refl via:

te~vdp!>2
dwe~vdp!

dw refl~vdp!

dw refl~vdp!

dvdp

51
k̂

2pvdpkv

dwe~vdp!

dw refl
. ~20!

In analyzing the predictions of the model under the assump-
tion of wnl'constant, it is important to note that two cases
are of importance, namely those foranl.arefl and anl

,arefl .
The resulting phasor diagrams of the interference be-

tween the two components are shown in Fig. 2~a!, when
anl.arefl ~i.e., the overlap-region component is dominant!.
As is evident from this diagram,2p,we,1p as w refl is
varied under these circumstances, with the most rapid phase
variation of ae and we occurring when w refl>(2n
11/2)p (n10,61,62,...), as shown in Fig. 2~b!. Also
shown is the group delayte , which has minima and maxima
which positively correlate with the minima and maxima of
ae .

The phasor diagram of the two-component interference
is shown in Fig. 2~c!, for the case ofanl,arefl ~i.e., the
reflection-site component is dominant!. Under these circum-
stances,we is unbounded, with the maximum variation ofae

and we again occurring whenw refl>(2n11/2)p, as shown

in Fig. 2~d!. Furthermore,te now has minima and maxima
which negatively correlate with the minima and maxima of
ae . Finally, it should be noted that the positive derivative of
we with respect tow refl will result in a negative slope ofwe

when plotted againstvdp, as is evident from Eq.~19!.
Figure 2~b! and~d! show distinctive patterns of behavior

for the DPOAE amplitude, phase, and group delay which are
categorically different for the casesanl.arefl andanl,arefl .
Moreover, since the reflection-site component can be sup-
pressed by an external tone near in frequency to the DPOAE
~e.g., Kummeret al., 1995; Gaskill and Brown, 1996; Heit-
mannet al., 1997!, this model implies that when the DPOAE
amplitude, phase, and group delay follow that shown in Fig.
2~d!, suppression by an external tone should shift the behav-
ior to that shown in Fig. 2~b!.

C. Application of model to pulsed-tone measurements

When one primary tone is pulsed and the other is on
continuously, the DPOAEs generated by these tones will also
be pulsed. Since the reflection-site component has a longer
latency than the overlap-region component, this also means
that during each DPOAE pulse, there will be a time interval
~starting shortly after the turn-on of the primary tone! during
which only the shorter-latency overlap-region component
will be present, and an interval in which the longer-latency
reflection-site component will dominate~starting shortly af-
ter the turn-off of the primary tone!. Those situations are
illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the two components for the
case~a! whenarefl.anl ~i.e., the reflection-site component is
dominant!, and case~b! whenarefl,anl ~i.e., the overlap site
is dominant!. In obtaining these plots, it was assumed that

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the two-source model of DPOAE generation.
Shown are the basilar membrane activity patterns of two primaries together
with the resulting activity patterns of three apical DPOAEs generated by
these primaries from a simulation using the model of Talmadgeet al.
~1998!. The primaries interact in a region near the tonotopic place of thef 2

primary, so as to generate DP waves that travel both apically and basally. A
fraction of the basally traveling DP wave is transmitted to the ear canal. The
apically traveling DP wave propagates to the DP tonotopic place, where it is
partially reflected basally, and is transmitted to the ear canal, where it inter-
feres with the wave from the generation region. Not shown are multiple
internal reflections of the two DP components, which in general will also be
present.

FIG. 2. Phasor diagrams and patterns of DPOAE amplitude (ae), phase
(fe) and group delay (te) for the interference of two DP sources. Shown in
~a! and ~b! are the phasor diagram and resulting amplitude, phase, and
group-delay behavior for the caseanl.arefl , where anl and arefl are the
DPOAE amplitudes corresponding, respectively, to the nonlinear generation
region and to the reflection site. Similarly the phasor diagram and resulting
amplitude, phase, and group-delay behavior are shown in~c! and ~d!, re-
spectively, for the caseanl,arefl . Because an increasingw refl corresponds to
a decreasingvdp ~as indicated by the arrows!, a positive slope ofwe when
plotted againstw refl corresponds to a negative slope when plotted against
vdp .
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each of the two components had exponential growth/decay
behaviors, with the overlap-region component having a
shorter latency than the reflection-site component. In more
detail, the model used was

anl~ t !5H 0, t,Ton1 t̃n1

anl~12e2g~ t2Ton2 t̃nl!), Ton1 t̃n1<t,Toff1 t̃nl

anl e
2g~ t2.Toff2 t̃n1!, t>Toff1 t̃nl ,

~21!

for the overlap-region component, and

arefl~ t !

5H 0, t,Ton1 t̃dp

arefl~12e2g~ t2Ton2 t̃dp!!, Ton1 t̃dp<t,Toff1 t̃dp

arefle
2g~ t2Toff2 t̃dp!, t>Toff1 t̃dp,

~22!

for the reflection-site component, wheret̃dp. t̃nl . Here,Ton

is the turn-on time of thef 2 external tone, andToff is the
turn-off time of the tone.

The parameterst̃nl andt̃dp can be shown to have simple
forms in terms of the underlying travel times of the trans-
partition pressure waves for frequenciesv2 and vdp. In

terms oft(x,v), the travel time of a pressure wave of fre-
quencyv from the base to a locationx on the basilar mem-
brane,t̃nl and t̃dp may be expressed as

t̃nl5 t̂21t~ x̂2 ,vdp!, ~23!

t̃dp5 t̂212t̂dp2t~ x̂2 ,vdp!, ~24!

where t̂2[t( x̂2 ,v2) and t̂dp5t( x̂dp,vdp). It should be
noted thatt( x̂2 ,vdp) is very small compared to eithert̂2 or
t̂dp, for large ratios ofv2 /v1 ~i.e., v2 /v1*1.1!. This is a
consequence of the fact that the reverse traveling wave from
the tonotopic placex5 x̂2 to the cochlear base (x50) occurs
entirely in the long-wave region of the DP traveling wave.

In addition to the two components shown in Fig. 3, there
will be DP components arising from multiple internal reflec-
tion of these two components. These can be obtained by
expanding Eq.~1! with respect toRaRb . If

Ra~vdp!>uRa~vdp!ueifa22ivdptdp, ~25!

Rb~vdp!>uRb~vdp!ueifb2 ivdptb, ~26!

then

Pe~vdp,t !5ae~ t !cos@vdpt1we~ t !#

5anl~ t !cos~vdpt1fnl!1arefl~ t !cos~vdp1fdp!

1uRa~vdp!Rb~vdp!uanl~ t22t̂dp2 t̂b!

3cos@vdp~ t22t̂dp2 t̂b!1wnl1fa1fb#

1uRa~vdp!Rb~vdp!uarefl~ t22t̂dp2 t̂b!

3cos@vdp~ t22t̂dp2 t̂b!1w refl1fa1fb#

1¯ . ~27!

Equation ~25! was obtained by noting thatdwa /dvdp

>22t̂dp ~e.g., Talmadgeet al., 1998!. A detailed derivation
of a generalization of Eq.~27!, for several types of simplify-
ing assumptions about Eq.~1!, will be presented in a future
publication.

The predicted DPOAE amplitude and phase behavior
from this model are shown in Fig. 4. From this figure, the
experimental DPOAE phenomenology is expected to be
fairly complex for the two-source model, in part because of
the presence of two time-delayed~with different delay
amounts! components, plus multiple internal reflections of
these components. In Fig. 4, only the case where the overlap-
region and reflection-site components destructively interfere
is considered. In addition, the phase shifts of each of the
multiple internal reflections were also chosen to give de-
structive interference. Models which do not have significant
internal reflection would not give rise to multiple-delay
DPOAE components, and are expected to have a much sim-
pler phenomenology as a result.

The presence of the nulls in Fig. 4 can be understood by
noting the location of the intersection of the curves for the
two components in Fig. 3~a! and ~b!, which in the case of
destructive interference would correspond to the location of
minima ~‘‘nulls’’ ! in the DPOAE amplitude. The case for
arefl.anl is represented in Fig. 3~a!. The two curves intersect
shortly after thef 2 primary is turned on. This behavior indi-

FIG. 3. The expected levels of the overlap-region component~solid line!
and the reflection-site component~dashed line! for ~a! the casearefl.anl and
~b! the case whenarefl,anl . In both cases, thef 2 primary was assumed to
be pulsed in the interval 0.05 s,t,0.15 s. The two DPOAE components
were assumed to have exponential growth/decay behaviors, as described in
the text@Eqs.~21! and ~22!#. Note that the two lines intersect shortly after
the turn-on of the external tone in~a! and shortly after the turn-off of the
tone in ~b!.
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cates the presence of an interference null shortly after signal
turn-on. For the casearefl,anl illustrated in Fig. 3~b!, the
curve for the reflection-site component is shifted downward
relative to the curve for the overlap-region component,
which in turn shifts the intersection of the two curves~and
the associated null in DPOAE amplitude! shortly after thef 2

primary is turned off.

II. GENERAL METHODS

A. Subjects

The four subjects used in this study were volunteers
from the Purdue University community and varied in age
from 20 to 54 years. The subjects were selected after inten-
sive screening procedures, which included multifrequency

tympanometry, audiometric thresholds, audiologic history,
and the evaluation of spontaneous, transient-evoked and dis-
tortion product otoacoustic emissions. The subjects were se-
lected from a larger group on the basis of the pattern of
DPOAEs seen in their ears.

B. Data collection

Data were collected with the subject seated in a recliner
chair inside a double-walled IAC sound-treated booth. In or-
der to reduce the variability in the measurements, no record-
ings were obtained until approximately 15 min after the sub-
ject was seated in the booth. An Etymotic ER10 low-noise
microphone assembly was coupled to the ear by the appro-
priately sized GSI tip. The signal was amplified by the pre-
amplifier supplied by Etymotic, and then filtered~300–
10000 Hz, roll off56 dB/octave, gain5200! by a battery-run
Stanford SR-560 low-noise amplifier under control of a
NeXT computer. The signal from the SR-560 amplifier was
connected to a Singular Solutions 64x A/D converter via
balanced microphone cables. The A/D 64x generated 16-bit
samples at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. The signal was 64
times over-sampled and converted using a bit-stream A/D
converter. A customized program was used to control the
presentation of the stimuli and recording of responses. The
data were reduced by averaging successive segments~usu-
ally 44 100 samples—1 s! before being saved to disk to be
analyzed off-line.

Acoustic signals were digitally generated using the float-
ing point coprocessor of the NeXTstation computer with
software written in our laboratory. It was then converted to
analog signals via the NeXTstation’s on-board 16-bit D/A
converters at 44 100 Hz. The system clock on the NeXTsta-
tion is not identical with the clock on the A/D 64x. The clock
on the computer was continually monitored by recording a
stimulus from the NeXT computer and determining the fre-
quency using the A/D 64x. The output frequencies were
modified to compensate for the differences in the clocks. The
acoustic signals were then passed through TDT attenuators,
whose levels were controlled through a serial line by the
NeXTstation, before being passed through TDT microphone
buffers to two Etymotic ER-2 tube-phone assemblies
coupled to the ER10 microphones. Most of the studies were
done with just the two primaries, which were generated in
separate channels and controlled by separate attenuators. A
third tone was needed in DPOAE fine-structure suppression
experiments~e.g., Kemp and Brown, 1983; Heitmannet al.,
1998!. In these experiments, the two furthest-separated tones
~the suppressor tone andf 2! were generated in one channel,
and presented through the same ER2.

The stimulus-delivery setup was calibrated using a
Zwislocki coupler. Since the ER-2 transducer is designed to
produce a flat response in a Zwislocki coupler~DB-100!
when properly coupled to an ER-10 probe, the frequency
response of the ER-2 transducer when used with the ER-10
probe would be nearly flat at the eardrum in the average
human ear. For these reasons we used the iso-voltage
stimulus-presentation strategy, in which the voltage pre-
sented to transducers is held constant over frequency. The
iso-voltage strategy is not subject to the large, idiosyncratic

FIG. 4. Predicted DPOAE amplitude and phase, when the phases of the
overlap-region and reflection-site components are 180 deg out of phase for
the cases~a! when the component from the reflection site is 6 dB larger than
that from the overlap site, and~b! when the reflection-site component is 6
dB smaller than the component from the overlap site. Thef 2 primary was
assumed to be pulsed in the interval 0.05 s,t,0.15 s. The DPOAE signal
was filtered by a 300-Hz-wide bandpass filter and a235 dB SPL additive
noise floor was included in order to simulate realistic experimental condi-
tions. For both cases, the phase difference between the overlap and the
reflection-site components and the phase shift from multiple internal was
23.0 rad. Notice the presence of a null@see the solid arrow in~a!# in
DPOAE amplitude and a corresponding step in DPOAE phase shortly after
the turn-on of thef 2 tone for case~a!, which is shifted@see the solid arrow
in ~b!# to a position which is shortly after the turn-off of thef 2 tone for case
~b!. The interference notches after turn-off of the external tones that are
present in both cases are due to destructive interference between successive
multiply reflected components, and is a result of the23.0 rad choice of
phase shift per multiple reflection.
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increases of eardrum stimulus SPL between 3.5 and 7 kHz
that are produced by the alternate in-the-ear adjustment strat-
egy ~Siegel and Hirohata, 1994; Whiteheadet al., 1995!.
Variations in geometry of individual ear canals and eardrum
impedances can, however, produce differences between the
SPL produced in an ear by the ER-2 and that in a Zwislocki
coupler, which was not designed to accurately simulate real
ears above 4 kHz. These departures are not relevant for the
frequencies used here and are smaller than the discrepancies
produced by calibrating at the position of the probe.

Custom-built programs were used to generate and con-
trol the stimuli, record the data, and control the durations,
levels, and frequencies of the stimuli, which were presented
in random order. The progress of the experiment was moni-
tored using the computer display, which indicated which
stimuli were being presented and the peak levels of the data
throughout the experiment. Additional monitoring was done
by fast Fourier-transform~FFT! analysis of completed data
files on additional NeXT computers in the laboratory, which
were networked with the data-collection computer.

C. Data Analysis

All data analysis was done off-line. Since the frequen-
cies of the distortion products have a known relationship to
those of the primaries, the data can be fit to a model of the
expected frequencies of the known signal components. A
least-squares fit~LSF! analysis ~see Long and Talmadge,
1997! is then performed on the averaged data to determine
the levels and phases of these components. The LSF analysis
uses a series of basic sinusoidal functions of known frequen-
cies in order to fit a particular signal. It has the advantage
that any known frequency component can be distinguished
and measured, even if it does not fall within one bin of the
FFT. Such resolution would be otherwise impossible to
achieve with a standard FFT algorithm. It also allows for the
separation of a small signal from the spectral splatter of a
neighboring larger one, which would inherently add the en-
ergy ~aliasing effect! in the common frequency bin of the
usual FFT and elevate the measured level. Another advan-
tage of the LSF technique is the overall reduction in required
CPU time. While the FFT algorithm performsN log N op-
erations to evaluateN frequency components per window of
lengthN, the LSF filter performs onlyk•N operations, fork
discrete frequency components inside a spectral window of
width N ~Long and Talmadge, 1997!. This technique re-
moves correlations between adjacent frequency components.
It therefore provides a significant improvement in frequency
resolution over the conventional FFT by permitting the
elimination of spectral splatter at the cost of a poorer signal-
to-noise ratio when the DPOAE is close to a stimulus com-
ponent. FFT analysis was done on a subset of the data in
order to establish that the LSF paradigm gives equivalent
data.

III. STUDY 1: CONTINUOUS PRIMARIES

The root source of distortion in the model is the nonlin-
ear interaction of the traveling waves of the two primaries on
the basilar membrane. Maximal interaction occurs in the

overlap region around thef 2 place. The generated waves
with acoustic energy at the DPOAE frequency propagates in
both directions—basally towards the oval window and api-
cally towards the DP tonotopic place~see Fig. 1!. The DP
wave transmitted apically from the generator region is par-
tially reflected when it gets to the DP place, due to very
small irregularities on the cochlear partition in conjunction
with a tall/broad activity pattern~for details, see Talmadge
et al., 1998!. The ‘‘place-fixed’’ nature of the reflection
mechanism will result in a rapid variation of the phase of the
reflectance with DP frequency. On the other hand, the phase
of the DPOAE component from the overlap region, for the
fixed f 2 / f 1 paradigm, will be only weakly dependent on the
DP frequency from the approximate scale invariance of the
cochlea. DPOAEs are the result of the summation of these
two waves~plus any subsequent cochlear waves basally in-
cident on the oval window stemming from multiple basal/
apical reflections of the DP waves in the cochlea!. The dif-
ferent rates of phase change of the two components produce
the interference pattern known as DPOAE fine structure.
This interference pattern is not completely regular because
the amplitude and phase of the reflection-site component de-
pends on the nature of the cochlear irregularities and co-
chlear filtering~see Talmadgeet al., 1998!.

A comparison of the amplitude and phase behavior of
DPOAE from fixed-ratio experiments permits evaluation of
the relative amplitudes of the components from two sources.
If a small componentarefl with rapidly changing phase is
added to a larger oneanl which is slowly changing in phase
(anl.arefl), the resulting phase will fluctuate around the
slowly varying one of the generation-region component and
have a rounded, sawtoothed appearance@see Fig. 2~b!#. In
contrast, if a large component with rapidly changing phase is
added to a small component with slowly changing phase
(arefl.anl), the resulting phase will change more rapidly in a
ramp-like fashion near the DPOAE minima@see Fig. 2~d!#.
Since group delay is the derivative of phase, DPOAE group
delay will be positively correlated with amplitude fine struc-
ture whenanl.arefl , and negatively correlated with the am-
plitude fine structure whenarefl.anl ~see Fig. 2!.

A. Methods

The ratio of continuous primaries was kept constant as
the frequencies of the primaries were varied so as to sweep
the frequency of the DPOAE through a range of values. The
recording of the ear-canal signal was triggered to start at
signal onset when the two primaries had zero phase. Four s
of data were reduced to 1 s byaveraging, and then stored to
disk to be analyzed later using a least-squares fit analysis
~see below! to obtain the amplitudes, phases, and noise floors
of the two primaries and a number of their cubic distortion
products (f dp

n 5n f11n( f 2– f 1); n523,22,21,0,1,2,3,4!.
The frequency ratio of the primaries for these measurements
was f 2 / f 151.225 and the levels wereL1565 dB andL2

550, 55, 60, or 65 dB SPL!. These measurement conditions
are optimal for generating the 2f 1– f 2 distortion product,
which is the only one considered in this paper.

An algorithm based on summation and subtraction of
overlapping data segments~whose lengths were an integral
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number of periods associated with the frequencies of the
stimuli and of the DPOAEs! was used to estimate the level of
the DPOAE and the level of the noise floor for each DPOAE.
This algorithm reduces the noise floor through the perfor-
mance of additional averages, and provides an estimate of
the noise floor at the frequency of each DPOAE~cf. Stover
et al., 1996!. The subtraction cancels out the DPOAE com-
ponents of the signal but leaves noise components which are
not correlated with the signal. Depending on the sample
length used for the least-squares-fit estimate~7350 or 11 020
samples!, several estimates of the level of the DPOAE were
obtained from each pair of primaries. The medians of these
estimates were calculated and used as the estimate of the
DPOAE level.

The group delay was obtained by performing a least-
squares fit to a straight line in consecutive 10-point intervals
of the DPOAE phase. The group delay for this algorithm was
just 2mw/2p, wheremw is the slope of the straight line. This
algorithm produced estimates for the group delay which
were far less noisy than those obtained with other alterna-
tives, such as numerical differentiation of the DPOAE phase.

1. Experimental protocol

A prospective subject was first screened using the fixed-
ratio paradigm with a relatively coarse frequency step-size.
The step-size varied with DPOAE frequency and was chosen
to correspond to separations in DPOAE tonotopic position
along the basilar membrane of 0.05 mm, based on the Green-
wood place–frequency map~Greenwood, 1990!. For fre-
quencies in the range 1500–2000 Hz, this tonotopic spacing
corresponded to frequency spacings of 18–24 Hz. Since the
tonotopic separation between adjacent DPOAE amplitude
maxima corresponds to approximately 0.4 mm~e.g., Tal-
madgeet al., 1993!, the granularity of the DPOAE measure-
ments resulted in approximately eight DPOAE values per
fine-structure period.

Subjects were selected for further testing using the cri-
teria that the 2f 1– f 2 DPOAEs were high enough in level to
give at least a 40-dB signal-to-noise ratio at the fine-structure
maxima, and that the amplitude variations of the fine struc-
ture were at least 10 dB. In some cases, a selection was also
made on the basis that the amplitude and group delay fine
structures were anticorrelated~e.g., Talmadgeet al., 1998!.
These criteria assured that the main predictions of the two-
source model could easily be tested in follow-up measure-
ments.

Detailed fine-structure measurements on selected sub-
jects were made using the fixed-ratio paradigm. For each
subject, one or more fine-structure regions extending be-
tween two adjacent maxima was chosen for further investi-
gation. Fine structures were selected so as to provide ex-
amples of the situations in which the generation-region
DPOAE was dominant@see Fig. 2~a!, ~b!; rounded saw-tooth
phase behavior# or the DP-place component was dominant
@see Fig. 2~c!, ~d!; ramp-like phase behavior#. For each fine
structure investigated, the DPOAE frequencies were selected
so that they covered a frequency region containing two ad-
jacent DPOAE amplitude maxima, and the frequencies of the
primaries were selected to provide DPOAE estimates every 6

Hz, except near deep-amplitude minima, where the fre-
quency spacing was reduced to 2 Hz.

B. Results

The amplitude, phase, and group delay of DPOAEs are
presented for three of the six subjects in Figs. 5, 6, and 7.
Close examination of Figs. 5, 6, and 7 reveals that whenever
there was a minimum in the DPOAE fine structure, there was
also a change in the overall trend of a slowly decreasing
phase with increasing frequency. The rate of departure from
this background phase depended on the depth of the ampli-
tude minimum~note the different frequency scales for the
different subjects!. The phase transition was either a steep,
localized slope in phase giving a ramp-like appearance~see
Fig. 5! or a temporary increase in phase providing a saw-
toothed appearance~see Figs. 6 and 7!. The change in the
phase was maximal at the amplitude minimum. The ex-
tracted group delay was negatively correlated with DPOAE
level for subject GL@compare with Fig. 2~d!# and positively
correlated for subjects NZ and AB@compare with Fig. 2~b!#.

When the two components were nearly equal in level
~deep fine structure!, the phase changed rapidly and very fine
resolution was needed to distinguish between the two phase
behaviors. The problem was exacerbated by the~expected!
poor signal-to-noise ratio near these minima. Frequency
sweeps with improved frequency resolution serve to better
define the phase transition. Note the increased proximity of
the points near fine structure minima in Figs. 5, 6, and 7!.
This reflects the additional data from the fine-resolution
sweeps. Examples of the fine-resolution sweeps on a more
expanded scale can be seen in Figs. 11 and 12. When the two
components were nearly equal in level~deep fine structure!,
the pattern could vary on different days or with different
recording conditions. An example of this may be seen by
comparing the the sharp minimum near 1950 Hz, which is
shown in Figs. 5 and 11. Similarly, compare the minimum
near 1200 Hz in Figs. 7 and 13. For this reason, a complete
set of measurements were obtained in a single session~pref-
erably without removing the probe from the ear! whenever
possible.

FIG. 5. 2 f 1– f 2 DPOAE level, phase, and group delay as a function of the
DPOAE frequency for subject GL, wheref 2 / f 151.225, L1565 dB SPL,
andL2555 dB SPL. The arrows indicate the frequencies for which pulsed-
tone measurements are plotted in Fig. 8.
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C. Discussion

The two patterns seen in the mathematical model~see
Fig. 2! can also be seen in the data~see Figs. 5, 6, and 7!. In
Fig. 5, the DPOAE amplitude minima around 1690, 1800,
and 1950 Hz, and the associated phase and group delays
correspond to the case ofarefl.anl in Fig. 2~c! and ~d!. In
Figs. 6 and 7, the amplitude minima correlate with the group
delay minima, as expected for the casearefl,anl in Fig. 2~a!
and ~b!. Although the data presented in this paper show a
consistent pattern in a given subject, this is not always the
case. It is possible for two adjacent minima to differ in the
sense that for one,anl.arefl , while for the other,arefl.anl .
When the two components are very nearly equal in level, so
that there is a deep DPOAE minimum due to nearly com-
plete cancellation, small changes in the components from
session to session could cause a large change in the DPOAE
level. Changes in cochlear function, in the properties of the
middle ear, or in the impedance or location of the probe
assembly in the ear canal could produce these small changes
in the source amplitudes.

IV. STUDY 2: PULSED PRIMARY

The DPOAE components are expected to have different
latencies. The latency ofanl will be only slightly longer than
the time for propagation of thef 2 wave from the cochlear
base to thef 2 tonotopic place@see Eq.~23!#. This travel time
is the main determinant of the latency of the generator-site
component of the DPOAE. This is because the travel time
for propagation of a DP wave from thef 2 tonotopic site to
the cochlear base will be very short, since the travel occurs in
the long-wave region of the DP traveling wave. The associ-
ated phase will vary weakly with DP frequency, and conse-
quently the phase derivative~related to group delay! will also
be small. The latency ofarefl is approximately the latency of
anl plus twice the travel time for a DP wave to propagate
from the f 2 tonotopic site to the DP place@see Eq.~24!#.
Consequently, a second way of separating these components
is to examine the level and phase at DPOAE turn-on and
turn-off.

Whiteheadet al. ~1996! provided some support for two
sources of DPOAEs by showing that the phase of the
DPOAE could change soon after its onset. This was con-
firmed for the 2f 1– f 2 DPOAE by Martinet al. ~1998!. A
modification of the procedure used by Whiteheadet al. per-
mits the study of the growth and decay of the DPOAE when
the level of the higher-frequency primary was modulated in
level. Our models make it clear that, although other charac-
teristics of pulsed DPOAE provide information about the
relative levels of the components, there is one feature that
clearly identifies which of the two components is greater in
magnitude.

If a pulsed DPOAE paradigm measurement is performed
at a DP frequency near a fine-structure minimum~where the
two components are approximately out of phase!, there will
always be a clear notch either shortly afterf 2 signal turn-on
for arefl.anl , or shortly after f 2 signal turn-off for arefl

,anl ~see Fig. 4!. The notch is the result of destructive in-
terference between the two components and occurs when the
two components are very nearly equal in level. The location
of the notch is represented in Fig. 3 by the intersection point
of the anl and arefl curves. As can be seen from this figure,
there is exactly one intersection point of the two curves,
which occurs either shortly afterf 2 signal turn-on (arefl

.anl), or shortly afterf 2 signal turn-off (arefl,anl).
If all of the DP waves basally incident on the oval win-

dow were transmitted through the middle ear to the ear canal,
one would have a summation of just the two components
previously described. Since there is not, in general, a perfect
impedance match, the incident DP waves at the oval window
will be partially reflected back into the cochlea, and conse-
quently re-reflected from the DPOAE site for the same rea-
sons that the original apically traveling wave was reflected.
This component will not be seen unless there is some reflec-
tion from the DP place. The re-reflected component will also
sum with the original two sources, and some portion of these
re-reflected waves will be reflected from the oval window to
travel back to the DP place and be again reflected back to-
wards the base of the cochlea, and so on. Consequently, even
though there are only two cochlear sources, the additional
reflections can produce a relatively complex temporal wave

FIG. 6. 2 f 1– f 2 DPOAE level, phase, and group delay as a function of the
DPOAE frequency for subject NZ, wheref 2 / f 151.225, L1565 dB SPL,
andL2550 dB SPL. The arrows indicate the frequencies for which pulsed-
tone measurements are plotted in Fig. 9. Too many data points were col-
lected to permit the use of symbols to differentiate the different sets of data.
Line styles are used instead.

FIG. 7. 2 f 1– f 2 DPOAE level, phase, and group delay as a function of the
DPOAE frequency for subject AB, wheref 2 / f 151.225, L1565 dB SPL,
andL2550 dB SPL. The arrows indicate the frequencies for which pulsed-
tone measurements are plotted in Fig. 10.
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form, as is seen in Fig. 4, if successive reflections are out of
phase. The additional components occurring after stimulus
turn-off are indicated by the dashed arrows. These additional
reflections may also produce ripples after stimulus turn-on. If
the successive multiple internally reflected components are
in phase, a long tail in the decay of the DPOAE pulse will be
observed instead.

A. Methods

For the pulsed primary tone~‘‘pulsed-tone’’! measure-
ments, thef 2 primary was pulsed for 100 ms every 250 ms.
The stimuli were presented for 16 s. The phases of the pri-
maries were both 0 deg at the beginning of each signal, with
the beginning of the firstf 2 pulse occurring 50 ms into the
signal. The turn-on and turn-off of thef 2 pulse was achieved
using a rise/fall function with a 1-ms rise/fall time. In order
to obtain partial cancellation of the primaries after averaging,
the phase of thef 1 primary was rotated by 90 deg and thef 2

primary by 180 deg every 250 ms~e.g., Whiteheadet al.,
1996!. This choice of phase rotations left the 2f 1– 1f 2

DPOAE phase invariant under each rotation. The recording
program was triggered to start recording the ear-canal signal
at the start of the signal, and data was streamed to disk.
When all of the four consecutive 250-ms segments of this
signal are averaged together, the primary signals should can-
cel. Normally, about 55 dB of cancellation was achieved.
The primaries did not cancel exactly due to clock-rate mis-
matches between the clocks for the D/A and the A/D, and
because the frequencies of the clocks drifted slightly over the
duration of a measurement~the total variation in the clock
rates was about 0.02 Hz per h!.

The phase rotation was achieved for most measurements
by requiring that the frequencies off 1 and f 2 be multiples of
4 Hz ~to prevent an undesirable shift in the phases of the
primaries between each 250-ms interval!, and then rotating
the phase of each primary using the signal-generation soft-
ware. The disadvantage of this method was that an audible
click was sometimes generated by the necessary change in
the phase of thef 1 stimulus. Any transient evoked otoacous-
tic emission evoked by this click would have been minimal
at the time of the onset of thef 2 pulse, which occurred 50 ms
later. An alternative technique, which was used in some ex-
periments, was to require that frequencyf 1 be an odd num-
ber andf 2 be an even number not divisible by 4. In this way,
no phase variation was required by the signal-generation
software, since the phase offset of thef 1 primary was differ-
ent by 90 deg and that of thef 2 primary by 180 deg every
250 ms. No clicks were detected with this method. There
was no significant difference in the DPOAE responses ob-
tained with the two methods.

The recorded data were averaged in 1-s nonoverlapping
intervals~containing 4 250-ms pulses!. Noisy data segments
were identified and rejected by first histogramming the peak
values in each 1-s interval. This histogram had a Gaussian-
like distribution of peak values, and in some cases a small
number of peak values which were much greater in value
than the maximum of the Gaussian-like distribution. The 1-s

average of the recorded data was made with the exclusion of
the noisy data segments identified in this way.

Each 1-s average was then further averaged using
250-ms nonoverlapping intervals. Because of the phase rota-
tion of the primaries between consecutive 250-ms intervals,
this resulted in a signal dominated by the DPOAE of interest
(2 f 1– f 2 in this experiment! together with the remaining
noise. Because of the nonexact cancellation of the primaries
described above, a small residual signal at thef 1 and f 2

frequencies was usually also present.
A least-squares-fit filter with a window size of 150

points~giving a filter width of 300 Hz! was constructed and
used to analyze the frequency components, 4f 1– 3f 2 ,
3 f 1– 2 f 2 ,...,4f 2– 3f 1 . This filter was applied to the 250-ms
averaged data using a 50-point offset between consecutive
applications of the filter.

1. Experimental protocol

As discussed in the Introduction and Sec. I, the two-
source DPOAE model of Talmadgeet al. ~1997, 1998!
makes definitive, testable predictions for the relationship be-
tween the DPOAE amplitude and phase for both fixed-ratio
and pulsed-tone measurements. In order to test the self-
consistency of these predictions, it was necessary that both
sets of measurements be performed as close together in time
as possible. Part of the reason for this is that removal and
reinsertion of the microphone assembly in the ear canal
could produce potentially confounding effects. Additionally,
it was noted during the measurements that some shifts in the
levels and phases of the DPOAEs occurred from day to day.
Consequently, care was taken to perform pulsed and continu-
ous primary measurements in the same experimental session
whenever possible. Selected DPOAE frequencies from the
detailed sweeps in experiment 1 were chosen for the pulsed-
tone measurements. Experiments under a given set of condi-
tions were typically repeated 16–32 times to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio.

B. Results

The changes in the levels and phases of DPOAEs at the
turn-on and turn-off off 2 pulses were evaluated for the con-
ditions indicated by the lettered arrows in Figs. 5, 6, and 7.
When the DPOAE frequency was near that of a fine-structure
amplitude maximum~so that the signals from the two
sources were in phase!, it was not easy to separate the two
components@e.g., Fig. 8~c!#. When the DPOAE frequency
was near that for a deep fine-structure minimum~correspond-
ing to an approximately 180 deg phase difference or destruc-
tive interference!, the DPOAE level was largest at the
turn-on and turn-off of the DPOAE pulse~when only one
component was present!. The signal-to-noise ratio is poor for
the remainder of the pulse when the two components are
present@see Fig. 8~d!#. The measured phase in the two bursts
regions was consistent with that giving destructive interfer-
ence.

The most interesting patterns are those obtained on the
steep slopes surrounding a fine-structure amplitude minimum
when the components were partially canceled~see Figs. 8, 9,
and 10!. The signal-to-noise was much better for this choice
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(typically.10 dB) and it produced the clearest representa-
tions of the ~destructive! interference of the two DPOAE
components. The responses to the pulsedf 2 tone from GL
@Fig. 8~a! and~b!# had a downward notch after stimulus on-
set, and the data from the other two subjects NZ and AB
~Figs. 9 and 10! had a similar notch after stimulus turn-off.
The notches are indicated by arrows. Whenever there was a
notch in the amplitude function, there was a rapid change in
the phase of the DPOAE. Note that not only the notches near
stimulus turn-on and turn-off~indicated by the arrows! can
be detected, but additional lobes with predictable amplitude
and phase transitions can clearly be seen after stimulus turn-
off. There are also regular ripples in the DPOAE amplitude
after the notch at DPOAE onset@e.g., Fig. 9~b!, ~c!#.

C. Discussion

When the continuous-tone phase behavior was ramp-like
and thus indicated thatarefl.anl , the pulsed DPOAE data
@see Figs. 8~a!, ~b!# was very similar to the model data for
these conditions in Fig. 4~a!. When the phase behavior for
the continuous tones indicated thatanl.arefl , the pulsed
DPOAE data@see Figs. 9, 10, and 15~b!# were similar to the
model data for the same conditions@see Fig. 4~b!#. A step-
like change in phase at the position of the notch can be used
to aid in identification of the notch in noisy data such as Fig.
8~c!. In addition to the notches after stimulus turn-on or turn-

off, one can also see the expected pattern of additional lobes
due to multiple reflections from the oval window and the DP
site seen in Fig. 4.

Since the initial response is always from the generation
region, and the response after stimulus turn-off is primarily
from the reflection component, it might be thought that the
initial and final DPOAE bursts could be used as an indicator
of relative amplitudes of the two DPOAE components. Al-
though the relative amplitudes of these two bursts were al-
ways consistent with the position of the notch, these indica-
tors may not be reliable. The initial burst may not have time
to reach its final amplitude before the onset of the component
from the DP site starts to reduce the DPOAE level, reflec-
tions from the oval window may modify the level of the
response after signal turn-off and efferent stimulation~cf.
Liberman et al., 1996!, or fatigue may also modify the
DPOAE level from the beginning to the end of the pulse.

The DPOAE amplitude fine structure of a given subject
was observed to vary from session to session, and even over
the course of a single session. This variability is suggestive
of that for the variation of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions
previously reported by Whitehead~1991!. As was the case
with Whitehead’s observations, the most significant variation
within a session usually came during the first 30 min after
the subject was placed in the recording booth.~As was dis-
cussed in the Methods section, no measurements were taken

FIG. 8. 2 f 1– f 2 DPOAE level and phase as a function of time for subject GL for various choices off dp when f 2 is pulsed on from 50 ms to 150 ms. The
frequency ratio and levels of the primaries are the same as in Fig. 5. The arrows in this figure point to the interference notch discussed in Sec. IV C and
indicated in Fig. 4.
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during the first 15 min after the subject was placed in the
booth in order to reduce this variability.! The variability of
the DPOAE amplitude fine structure observed in these ex-
periments~e.g., compare Figs. 6 and 9, and Figs. 7 and 10! is
exaggerated by the fact that many of the measurements were
obtained near deep DPOAE amplitude fine-structure minima.
Because the levels of the two DPOAE components are nearly
equal for deep minima, any small variation in either compo-
nent will cause a small frequency shift in the location of the
minimum in these cases. This small shift in the minimum
location results in large DPOAE amplitude changes when the
frequencies used in the measurements are held fixed.

In addition to providing evidence for the two-source
model, the pulsed DPOAE paradigm provides a basis for
evaluation of the latency, phase, and amplitude of each of the
components. There is a frequency-specific shift in the onset
of the response~the onset latencies increase with decreasing
f 2!. Rough estimates of latency can be obtained by observing
the time-to-peak amplitude for the initial and final bursts.
Accurate estimates of the latencies of the two components
depend on fitting the pulsed DPOAE data to a model of the
components from the two sources and their reflections@e.g.,
Eq. ~27!#. A similar model can be applied to the continuous-
tone data to extract the levels and phases of the two compo-
nents. The results of these analyses will be presented in a
later paper.

Group delay has been used to estimate travel times for
DPOAEs~cf. Bowmanet al., 1997!. The frequency of one of
the primaries is swept over a narrow range and the group
delay extracted from the slope of the phase is taken as an
estimate of the travel time to and from the place of DPOAE
generation. The estimate of latencies obtained in this manner
is used as the basis for speculations concerning the mecha-
nisms underlying DPOAEs. This procedure may be very
misleading. The steady-state DPOAE phase may be domi-
nated by the component from the reflection site and, in gen-
eral, the interpretation of the group delay is complicated by
the presence of two cochlear sources of DPOAEs, which
results in the group-delay fine structure reported upon in this
study.

V. STUDY 3: THE USE OF SUPPRESSION TO
MANIPULATE THE RELATIVE LEVELS OF THE TWO
SOURCES

A suppressor tone with a frequency close to that of the
DPOAE should have a larger effect on the amplitude of the
reflection-site DPOAE component than on that of the
nonlinear-overlap-region component~Kummer et al., 1995;
Gaskill and Brown, 1996; Heitmannet al., 1998!. It should
thus be possible to manipulate the relative levels of the two
components by the addition of such a suppressor tone. As the

FIG. 9. 2 f 1– f 2 DPOAE level and phase as a function of time for subject NZ for various choices off dp . The frequency ratio and levels of the primaries are
the same as in Fig. 6. The arrows point to the interference notch discussed in Sec. IV C.
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suppressor tone increases in level, it will initially have no
noticeable effect, but will then reducearefl without signifi-
cantly changinganl . Further increases in the level of the
third tone will eventually suppressanl and the overall level
of the DPOAE. The position of the notch in the pulsed-tone
paradigm should shift from the beginning to the end of the
pulsed response~e.g., Fig. 3! when there is a transition from
a ramp-like to a rounded saw-tooth phase function~e.g., Fig.
2! in the fixed-ratio sweeps with increasing suppressor level.

The model predicts that multiple interference notches
will occur after f 2 signal turn-off if the internal reflection is
large enough for the observation of multiple internally re-
flected components, and if each successive component ar-
rives at the stapes out of phase with the previous component.
If the model prediction is correct, then complete suppression
of the reflection-site DPOAE component will not only re-
move the DPOAE fine structure, but will obliterate the trail-
ing interference notches associated with multiple internal re-
flection.

A. Methods

1. Continuous primaries

Detailed fixed-ratio measurements were made in some
of the fine-structure regions with the inclusion of a suppres-
sor tone. For most of the measurements, the frequency of the
suppressor tone was located 24 Hz above that of the 2f 1– f 2

DPOAE, and measurements over the entire frequency range

were made for suppressor levels typically ranging from 10 to
80 dB SPL~see Heitmannet al., 1998!. The range in levels
of the suppressor tone was chosen so that the effect on fine
structure ranged from no significant effect~lowest levels! to
obliteration of the fine structure~highest levels!.

2. Pulsed primary

In order to use the pulsed-tone paradigm with suppres-
sion and still permit the clear resolution of the pulsed
DPOAE and the suppressor tone, the suppressor tone was
shifted to approximately 300 Hz below that of the DPOAE.
The primary frequencies were once again chosen to cover a
range of DPOAE levels which include two maxima and a
single minimum. After the continuous-tone data had been
obtained, a DPOAE frequency which corresponds to a
DPOAE level greater than 10 dB above the amplitude mini-
mum was chosen for the pulsed primary paradigm to produce
the clearest representations of the~destructive! interference
of the two DPOAE components. Two suppressor levels were
used for the pulsed-tone paradigm: One was 10 dB lower in
level and one was 10 dB higher in level than that needed to
produce the transition. A smaller number of replications of
the pulsed tone paradigm was obtained in order to allow all
of the data from the various paradigms to be collected over a
period of 1 1/2 h.

A specific test of the hypothesis that the trailing pulses
expected from the model~e.g., Fig. 4!, observed in some of

FIG. 10. 2f 1– f 2 DPOAE level and phase as a function of time for subject AB for various choices off dp . The frequency ratio and levels of the primaries are
the same as in Fig. 7. The arrows point to the interference notch discussed in Sec. IV C.
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the experimental measurements originated from multiple in-
ternal reflection of the DP wave, was performed for subject
ER for 2 f 1– f 251908 Hz, f 2 / f 151.225, L1565 dB SPL,
L2555 dB SPL for a suppressor 318 Hz below the frequency
of the DPOAE with suppressor levels ranging from 10 to 75
dB SPL. This frequency region was selected because large
DPOAE pulses were observed in the pulsed-primary-tone
measurements.

B. Results

1. Continuous primaries

Two effects of the third tone on the level and phase of
the fine structure were seen. If the phase behavior was a
rounded saw-tooth in the absence of suppression~Fig. 11!,
then increasing the level of the suppressor tone reduced the
phase and amplitude fine structure. At the highest suppres-
sion levels, the level and phase of the DPOAE both changed
slowly with frequency. On the other hand, when the phase
had a localized steep slope~ramp-like! around the amplitude
minimum ~Figs. 12 and 13! the initial effect of increasing
suppressor-tone level was to deepen the amplitude fine struc-
ture and increase the phase slope at the amplitude minimum.
Further increases of the suppressor tone reduced the ampli-
tude fine structure and changed the phase behavior to a
rounded sawtooth fluctuation.

2. Pulsed primary

The effects of increasing the level of a suppressor tone
316 Hz below the DP frequency are shown in Fig. 14. The
DPOAE frequency was swept from 1760–1850 Hz for sup-
pressor levels from 20 to 60 dB SPL in 10-dB steps. A more
intense suppressor level~60 dB SPL! was needed to produce
a transition in the phase behavior than was needed when the
suppressor-tone frequency was only 24 Hz above that of the
DPOAE ~40 dB SPL!. The change in phase behavior was
associated with the deepest amplitude minimum. Once the
suppressor levels necessary to produce this change in phase
behavior were established, two primary frequencies were
chosen so as to produce a DPOAE near the fine-structure
minimum (f 152323 Hz, f 252846 Hz, 2f 1– f 251800 Hz!,
and the pulsedf 2 paradigm was conducted with suppressor
tones~1482 Hz! of 40 and 60 dB SPL.

When the 40-dB SPL suppressor was used, the notch in
the pulsed DPOAE amplitude occurred near the turn-on of
the pulsedf 2 tone @Fig. 15~a!#, and the phase behavior was
ramp-like @Fig. 14~b!#. On the other hand, when the 60-dB
SPL suppressor was used, the notch in the pulsed DPOAE
amplitude was shifted to shortly after the turn-off of the
pulsed f 2 tone @Fig. 15~b!# and the phase behavior was
rounded saw-toothed@Fig. 14~b!#. The 60-dB suppressor
tone also eliminated the three additional secondary pulses
after f 2 turn-off which were present in the case of the 40-dB
SPL suppressor.

Suppression of the secondary pulses was also noted in
other pulsed-tone suppression experiments. Representative
data from these measurements are shown in Fig. 16 forLs

520 dB SPL andLs570 dB SPL. These data are much
noisier than most of the earlier data because they were ob-

tained with just 32 s of data per presentation conditions.
However, two secondary pulses are readily observable in
Fig. 16~a!, but are suppressed below the noise floor in Fig.
16~b!.

C. Discussion

1. Continuous primaries

Figure 11 shows an example of the suppression of the
DPOAE fine structure of a subject for whicharefl,anl for the
unsuppressed case@compare with Fig. 2~b!#. For this case,
increasing the suppressor level removes the amplitude fine
structure, and flattens the phase function~which in all cases
would exhibit a rounded saw-tooth behavior!.

Figures 12 and 13 provide examples wherearefl.anl for
the unsuppressed case@compare with Fig. 2~d!#. Here, in-
creasing the suppressor level~10–30 dB SPL for Figs. 12
and 10, 20 dB SPL for Fig. 13! initially makesarefl become
approximately equal toanl and consequently deepens the am-
plitude fine structure. The phase behavior remains ramp-like,
with an increasing slope with increasing suppressor level.
Once the suppressor is high enough in level~40–70 dB SPL
for Fig. 12 and 30–60 dB SPL for Fig. 13!, arefl becomes less
thananl , the amplitude fine structure begins to decrease, and
eventually disappears. A categorical shift in phase behavior
from ramp-like to rounded saw-tooth-like behavior is also
seen. Further increases in the suppressor level causes the
phase function to flatten as in the first case described above.
For high-enough suppressor levels~.70 dB SPL in Fig. 12!,

FIG. 11. Amplitude~a! and phase~b! of the f dp52 f 1– f 2 DPOAE for
f 2 / f 151.225, and suppressor frequencyf s5 f dp524 Hz for subject GL.
The curves for successive levels of suppression~indicated on the right-hand
end of each curve! are shifted downwards by 15 dB for~a! and by 90 deg for
~b!. Note that both the level minimum and the ‘‘step’’ in phase are elimi-
nated for high suppressor levels.
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both the reflection-site and the overlap-region components
are suppressed, and the overall level of the DPOAE de-
creases. The ability to predictably change the correlation be-
tween group delay and amplitude fine structure by suppress-
ing the component from the DP site provides additional
evidence for our two-source theory.

2. Pulsed primary

Figure 15 provides an example in which a direct ma-
nipulation~the inclusion of a suppressor tone! is able to shift
the behavior of the phase from ramp-like~associated with
arefl.anl! to rounded saw-tooth-like, and is able to shift~in a
predictable fashion! the location of the interference notch
between the two source components from shortly after thef 2

signal turn-on until shortly afterf 2 turn-off. The ability to
predict the position of the notch in the pulsed DPOAE data
from the phase characteristics of the continuous data~with
and without suppression! provides a rigorous test of the two-
source model.

As predicted, the suppressor tone not only changed the
position of the notch for subject GL, but also eliminated the
sequences of bursts after stimulus turn-off@see Fig. 15~b!#.
There can be reflections even ifanl.arefl and the notch is at
the end of a pulse@see Fig. 16~a!#. The addition of a sup-
pressor tone reducesarefl to the noise floor and removes the
bursts of predictable amplitude and phase following stimulus
turn-off @see Fig. 16~a!#.

FIG. 12. Amplitude~a! and phase~b! of the f dp52 f 1– f 2 DPOAE for
f 2 / f 151.225, and suppressor frequencyf s5 f dp124 Hz for subject GL.
The curves for successive levels of suppression~indicated on the right-hand
end of each curve! are shifted downwards by 15 dB for~a! and by 90 deg for
~b!. Note that the level minimum initially deepens before becoming more
shallow as the suppressor level is increased. Additionally, the phase behav-
ior transitions from a ramp-like function to a step-like function as the sup-
pressor level is increased.

FIG. 13. Amplitude~a! and phase~b! of the f dp52 f 1– f 2 DPOAE for
f 2 / f 151.225, and suppressor frequencyf s5 f dp124 Hz for subject AB.
The curves for successive levels of suppression~indicated on the right-hand
end of each curve! are shifted downwards by 15 dB for~a! and by 90 deg
for ~b!.

FIG. 14. Amplitude~a! and phase~b! of the f dp52 f 1– f 2 DPOAE for
f 2 / f 151.225, and suppressor frequencyf s5 f dp2300 Hz for subject GL.
The curves for successive levels of suppression~indicated on the right-hand
end of each curve! are shifted downwards by 15 dB for~a! and by 90 deg
for ~b!.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

A model of DPOAEs as the sum of two sources permits
the prediction of the outcome of three different experimental
paradigms and the evaluation of the relative amplitudes and
latencies of the two source components. The pattern of the
fixed-ratio sweeps~within each experimental session! per-
mitted the prediction of the pattern of results for the other
two experimental paradigms.

When the spacing between adjacent DPOAE frequencies
with a fixed frequency-ratio paradigm was made fine enough
to unambiguously determine the total phase of the DPOAE,
the patterns of DPOAE amplitude fine structure, phase varia-
tion, and group-delay fine structure agreed with those ex-
pected from the model of Talmadgeet al. ~1998!. In some
cases, the patterns of amplitude fine structure, phase varia-
tion, and group-delay fine structure are consistent with am-
plitude dominance of the overlap-region component, and in
other cases, with the dominance of the component from the
DP tonotopic place.

Measurements of the time courses of the amplitude and
phase of DPOAEs were extracted from a paradigm in which
the DPOAE is pulsed by pulsing thef 2 primary tone on and
off, while keeping thef 1 primary tone continuous in level.
Under circumstances in which the overlap-region component
is expected to be dominant from fixed-ratio measurements,
an interference notch is observed in the DPOAE amplitude
shortly after turn-off of thef 2 primary, as expected from the

theory. Similarly, when the DP tonotopic-place component is
expected to be dominant from fixed-ratio measurements, an
interference notch is observed in the DPOAE amplitude
shortly after turn-on of thef 2 primary.

By introducing a suppressor tone near in frequency to
the DPOAE, a transition was brought about in the patterns of
amplitude, phase, and group delay from those in which the
reflection-site component is dominant to patterns in which
the overlap-region component is dominant. Furthermore, it
was possible to shift the location of the interference null until
after turn-off of thef 2 primary, consistent with the theory.

It is important to note that the degree of specificity of
predictions given in this paper can only be given by ade-
tailed two-source model. Simply positing that two sources
exist, without a detailed mathematical description of their
origins and amplitude and phase behavior withv1 , v2 , and
vdp, is not sufficient to give rise to unique predictions for
either continuous-tone or pulse-tone DPOAE measurements.
For example, papers such as Kemp and Brown~1983!,
Gaskill and Brown ~1996!, and Heitmannet al. ~1998!,
which suggested the possibility of a two-source origin for
DPOAEs, did not give rise to well-defined predictions for the
fixed frequency-ratio experiments, the pulsed-DP experi-
ments, and especially did not predict the relationship be-
tween the two experimental paradigms reported in this study.
In order for a two-source model to reproduce the phenom-
enology reported in this study, it is necessary that the model
give a complete description of how the second~reflection-

FIG. 15. 2f 1– f 2 DPOAE level and phase as a function of time forf dp

51800 Hz, f 2 / f 151.225,L1565 dB SPL, andL2555 dB SPL for subject
GL on the same day and conditions as Fig. 14. A suppressor tone at 1482 Hz
was 40 dB SPL in~a! and 60 dB SPL in~b!. Note the movement of the
notch from the onset~a! to the offset~b! of the DPOAE at levels of the
suppressor which produce a change in the phase behavior at the amplitude
minimum in Fig. 14.

FIG. 16. 2f 1– f 2 DPOAE level and phase as a function of time forf dp

51908 Hz, f 2 / f 151.225,L1565 dB SPL, andL2555 dB SPL for subject
ER. A suppressor tone at 1588 Hz was 20 dB SPL in~a! and 70 dB SPL in
~b!. Note the disappearance of the train of secondary pulses in~b!.
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site! source varies in phase with the DPOAE frequency, and
this was not done in these earlier studies.
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Variations in the amplitude of transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions~TEOAEs! produced by a
contralateral complex tone were measured in 26 normal-hearing human subjects. TEOAEs were
evoked using a 1-kHz tone pip at 60 dB SPL. The contralateral complex consisted of harmonic
components with frequencies between 400 and 2000 Hz; it was presented at levels ranging from 40
to 50 dB SL and its fundamental frequency (F0) was varied. In experiment 1, the dependence of
TEOAE amplitude variations on theF0 of the contralateral complex was measured by varying the
F0 from 50 to 400 Hz in octave steps. The results revealed a nonmonotonic dependence of TEOAE
amplitude variations on contralateralF0, with significantly larger TEOAE suppression forF0’s of
100 and 200 Hz than forF0’s of 50 and 400 Hz. Experiment 2, in which the harmonics were
summed in alternating sine–cosine phase instead of constant sine phase, showed a shift of the
function relating TEOAE attenuation toF0 towards lowerF0’s, indicating that the waveform
repetition rate, rather than harmonic spacing, was the actual factor of the dependence of contralateral
TEOAE attenuation onF0. Furthermore, significantly smaller suppression was observed with the
alternating-phase complexes than with the sine-phase complexes, suggesting an influence of the
waveform crest factor. Experiment 3 showed no difference between the contralateral TEOAE
attenuation effects produced by positive and negative Schroeder-phase complexes. Overall, these
results bring further arguments for the notion that contralaterally induced medial olivocochlear
bundle~MOCB! activity, as measured through the contralateral suppression of TEOAEs in humans,
is sensitive to the rate of temporal envelope fluctuations of the contralateral stimulus, with
preferential rates around 100–200 Hz. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!01201-1#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Jb, 43.64.Kc, 43.64.Ri@BLM #

INTRODUCTION

It was discovered more than 50 years ago that the audi-
tory system comprises neural efferent pathways originating
in the vicinity of the superior olivary complex and projecting
onto the cochlea~Rasmussen, 1946!. More recently, it was
demonstrated that this olivocochlear bundle~OCB! is in fact
composed of two subsystems: the lateral OCB, synapsing
with the type-I primary afferent fibers of the auditory nerve
that innervate the base of the inner-hair cells, and the medial
OCB ~MOCB!, contacting directly the outer-hair cells
~OHCs! of the cochlea~Warr and Guinan, 1979!. Today, the
functioning of the OCB and its function in hearing still re-
main poorly understood and highly controversial. With only
a few exceptions~Capps and Ades, 1968; Dewson, 1968!,
early studies in which behavioral measures were performed
after surgical section of the OCB in animals failed to evi-

dence a significant role of this system in a wide range of
perceptual tasks, including absolute detection, intensity dis-
crimination, and frequency discrimination both in quiet and
in noise~Igarashi, 1972, 1979a, 1979b; Trahiotis and Elliott,
1970!. Psychoacoustical measures performed in human sub-
jects with the OCB cut following vestibular neurotomy have
also been taken as evidence for a lack of significant role of
the OCB in auditory perception—with the only exception of
frequency selectivity under attentional control~Scharfet al.,
1994, 1997!. On the other hand, however, several physi-
ological studies have revealed strong effects of OCB stimu-
lation on peripheral auditory responses. In particular, reduc-
tions in the amplitude of auditory-nerve compound or unit
responses to signals in quiet~Wiederhold and Kiang, 1970;
Buño, 1978; Warren and Liberman, 1989!, and increases in
the amplitude of responses to signals in noises have been
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evidenced~Dolan and Nuttall, 1988; Nieder and Nieder,
1970; Winslow and Sachs, 1987; Kawase and Liberman,
1993; Kawaseet al., 1993; Kawase and Takasaka, 1995!. In
the light of these results, it has become increasingly clear
that the OCB could play a role either in protecting the inner
ear from acoustic overstimulation~Rajan, 1988a, 1988b! or
in enhancing the encoding of signals in noise~Liberman,
1988; Winslow and Sachs, 1987, 1988; Kawase and Liber-
man, 1993; Kawaseet al., 1993!. The latter hypothesis has
recently been supported by the demonstration of a detrimen-
tal effect of OCB section on intensity and formant discrimi-
nation in noise in cats~May and McQuone, 1995; Hienz
et al., 1998!. At the same time, lines of evidence for psycho-
physical correlates of OCB activation, such as improved de-
tection and intensity discrimination of tones in noise, have
also begun to appear in the literature~Micheyl et al., 1995,
1997; Micheyl and Collet, 1996!.

Besides differences in methods and subjects, a reason
for the discrepancy between the results of these various stud-
ies may be that, for the role of OCB in hearing to be re-
vealed, it is first necessary that this system be sufficiently
activated~Liberman, 1988; Littmanet al., 1992!, and it may
be that this activation requires specific stimulation conditions
which were met in certain studies but not in others. This
question of the stimulus specificity of OCB activation was
‘‘by-passed’’ in studies in which OCB neurons were driven
at high rates by direct electrical stimulation of the OCB
~Galambos, 1956; Wiederhold and Kiang, 1970; Gifford and
Guinan, 1987!. Studies involving contralateral acoustic
stimulation of the OCB have suggested that the degree of
activation of this system depends to a large extent on the
characteristics of the stimulus: while high OCB neuron-
discharge rates can be obtained using noises, especially when
these are presented to both ears, much weaker discharge rates
have been observed with tone pips; so low, in fact, that the
question of whether they might have any influence on the
auditory periphery was raised~Liberman, 1988!. In this con-
text, the characterization of the spectral and temporal prop-
erties that lead to activation of the OCB in natural acoustic
stimulation conditions appears as an important prerequisite
for the understanding of the role played by this system in
hearing.

The activity of the MOCB can be studied in humans
through the contralateral suppression of evoked otoacoustic
emissions~EOAEs! ~Collet et al., 1990!. This effect corre-
sponds to the fact that EOAE amplitude is reduced by the
presentation of an acoustic stimulus in the opposite ear. In
agreement with the notion that the MOCB can be excited by
contralateral acoustic stimulation~Buño, 1978! and that the
fast motility of the cochlear outer-hair cells to which it
projects is the origin of otoacoustic emissions~Manley and
Gallo, 1997!, this effect has been proposed to reflect the
influence of MOCB activity on outer-hair-cell motility~Col-
let et al., 1990!. This view is today supported by the results
of numerous studies~Berlin et al., 1993; Colletet al., 1990,
1992; Giraudet al., 1995; Norman and Thorton, 1991; Ryan
et al., 1991; Veuillet et al., 1991!. It is worth noting that
contralateral EOAE suppression effects, although statisti-
cally significant, remain relatively weak—generally less than

1 dB—and thus appear unlikely to play a significant func-
tional role in hearing in their own respect. However, OCB
activation by contralateral acoustic stimuli has been shown
in several physiological studies to elicit substantial alter-
ations in peripheral auditory-system functioning, such as
shifts in auditory-nerve fiber responses~Liberman, 1988;
Warren and Liberman, 1989; Kawase and Liberman, 1993;
Kawaseet al., 1993! and basilar-membrane motion~Russell
and Murugasu, 1997!. The fact that contralateral EOAE at-
tenuation effects remain of limited size as compared to other
effects of OCB stimulation on the auditory periphery may be
due to various reasons. Among these is the fact that these
effects consist of variations in the amplitude of signals—the
EOAEs—that are of limited amplitude and reflect only some
aspects of the cochlear functioning, which may not be the
most sensitive to OCB influence. Also, contralateral EOAE
suppression effects reflect predominantly uncrossed MOCB
fibers, which are known based on data in the literature to be
about two times less numerous than crossed fibers. In addi-
tion, the ipsilateral stimulus used to evoke OAEs may al-
ready activate the ipsilaterally responsive fibers, thereby re-
ducing the effect of contralateral stimulation. In spite of all
these limitations, there has been increasing interest in con-
tralateral OAE suppression effects over the past years be-
cause such effects provide a unique means of obtaining in-
formation on MOCB functioning noninvasively in humans.

Until very recently, studies of the contralateral TEOAE
amplitude-attenuation effect had almost exclusively in-
volved, as contralateral stimuli, stationary broadband noises
which, in contrast to steady tone pips, had been shown to
elicit significant TEOAE suppression at low to moderate
levels—i.e., from about 30 dB SL~Collet et al., 1990; Veuil-
let et al., 1992!. Consistent with such EOAE findings, elec-
trophysiological data had earlier led to the notion that the
OCB would mainly be involved in listening situations in-
volving background noise. Recently, however, it was dem-
onstrated that significant TEOAE suppression could also be
obtained at similarly low levels of stimulation with contralat-
eral amplitude-modulated~AM ! tones at the frequency of the
OAE-evoking stimulus~Maison et al., 1997!. This finding
was extended in a subsequent study which showed that AM
white noise produced larger suppression than stationary
broadband noises of the same energy~Maisonet al., 1998b!.
Even more recently, these findings were complemented by
the demonstration of significant contralateral TEOAE sup-
pression by frequency-modulated~FM! tones~Maisonet al.,
1998a!. Altogether, these results contribute to the view, ini-
tially proposed by Gummeret al. ~1998!, that MOCB activ-
ity is particularly sensitive to temporal fluctuations in the
stimuli. Temporal amplitude and frequency fluctuations are
an important characteristic of ecological stimuli and commu-
nication signals; in particular, vocalizations. Indications that
MOCB activation is specifically sensitive to these character-
istics suggest that this system is effectively activated by such
signals and therefore likely to exert its influence in their con-
text. However, the implications of the experimental results
obtained so far for the understanding of MOCB activation in
natural listening conditions is partly limited by the fact that
vocalic or musical sounds have little in common with a pure
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tone whose amplitude or frequency is sinusoidally modulated
over time. Instead, these sounds are generally composed of
several frequency components which are harmonically re-
lated, and the temporal fluctuations that their envelopes show
are associated to the repetition rate of the waveform, which
is generally equal to their fundamental frequency.

In the present study, in order to characterize further the
dependence of MOCB activation on the temporal and spec-
tral characteristics of auditory stimulation in humans, MOCB
activation, as estimated through the contralateral suppression
of EOAEs, was studied using harmonic complex tones using
different F0’s and phase conditions. Besides the fact that
they are more prototypical of sounds encountered in
everyday-listening conditions, the advantage of complex
tones over modulated pure tones is that, by a careful choice
of the phase of their harmonics, some of their temporal and
spectral characteristics can be varied independently and the
respective contributions of these characteristics assessed.
This is the case, in particular, of the number of peaks in the
temporal envelope and of the crest factor before and after
cochlear filtering, which can be varied independently of the
magnitude spectrum of the signals, and whose role in MOCB
activation was investigated here.

I. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Subjects

The study involved 26 subjects~18 male and 8 female;
mean age523.85 years, s.d.55.62! with normal hearing, i.e.,
absolute auditory thresholds within 10 dB HL between 250
and 8000 Hz at octave intervals on pure-tone audiograms. As
assessed using an Amplaid 702 impedancemeter, all the sub-
jects demonstrated middle-ear acoustic reflexes in response
to contralateral white-noise stimuli.

B. TEOAE recordings and analysis

EOAEs were recorded and analyzed following the
method and apparatus devised by Bray and Kemp~1987! and
by Kempet al. ~1990!. Stimulus presentation, data recording
and averaging were carried out using the Otodynamics
ILO88 software and hardware. The probe comprised a
Knowles 1843 microphone and a BP 1712 earphone trans-
ducer, both embedded in a plastic earplug. The stimulus was
a 1-kHz tone pip with a duration of 4 ms~2-ms plateau, 1-ms
cosine ramps!. The intensity of the stimulus was adjusted so
that the level measured in the ear canal of each subject was
6063 dB SPL peak. The stimulus presentation rate was 50
Hz. EOAEs were acquired over the 20 ms separating succes-
sive stimulus onsets. To remove stimulus artifacts, only the
last 14 ms of the responses were taken into account in the
analysis, the first 6 ms being canceled. The averaging pro-
cess stopped when 512 responses were obtained. TEOAE
recordings were performed in the right ear of subjects reclin-
ing in a soundproof room.

The TEOAE recordings with different contralateral
complex tones were performed in random order in each sub-
ject, so as to rule out eventual sequence effects. To obtain a
reliable baseline, the amplitude of EOAEs in the absence of
contralateral stimulation was measured eight times in each

subject; these eight measurements were interspersed among
the ones performed with a contralateral stimulus present. A
one-way repeated-measure analysis of variance
~RMANOVA ! indicated the absence of significant differ-
ences across these eight measurements. Consequently, they
were averaged so as to obtain a robust estimate of the base-
line TEOAE amplitude; all amplitude variations caused by
contralateral stimulation were calculated relative to this base-
line.

II. EXPERIMENT 1. DEPENDENCE OF TEOAE
ATTENUATION BY CONTRALATERAL HARMONIC
COMPLEXES ON F0

A. Rationale

The general aim of this experiment was to test for the
TEOAE attenuation effects produced by contralateral har-
monic complexes, and, in particular, to establish the depen-
dence of these effects on theF0 and level of the contralateral
sound. Results from an earlier study have suggested that
variations in the rate of temporal envelope fluctuations of the
contralateral stimulus have an important effect on the size of
TEOAE amplitude variations; namely, this size varies non-
monotonically with the rate of sinusoidal amplitude modula-
tion of the contralateral stimulus, reaching a maximum for
modulation rates around 100 Hz and decreasing slowly be-
low and above that value~Maison et al., 1997!. Because,
when the AM rate and theF0 are equal, the envelopes of an
AM tone and of a constant-phase harmonic complex exhibit
fluctuations at the same rate, it was predicted that the depen-
dency of contralateral TEOAE attenuation effects on con-
tralateralF0 would be similar to that on the AM rate. To test
this prediction, contralateral TEOAE attenuation was mea-
sured as a function ofF0, with theF0 varying over a range
identical to that over which the AM rate varied in previous
studies~Maisonet al., 1997, 1998b!.

B. Stimuli

The contralateral stimuli consisted of harmonic complex
tones generated digitally in the temporal domain by sum-
ming the waveforms of all harmonics of a givenF0 whose
frequencies were comprised between 400 and 2000 Hz. This
frequency range was chosen for three main reasons. First,
because on an octave scale, it spanned approximately identi-
cal frequency extents below and above 1 kHz, which was the
carrier frequency of the TEOAE-evoking stimulus. Second,
because at allF0 values used, there were harmonics with
frequencies matching these two values so that the frequency
range spanned by the complex remained unchanged. Finally,
because this range was similar to that used in previous stud-
ies involving Schroeder-phase harmonic complexes~Smith
et al., 1986; Kohlrausch and Sander, 1995; Carlyon and
Datta, 1997a, 1997b! so that comparisons between the psy-
chophysical findings of these studies and the physiological
results of experiment 3, also involving such Schroeder-phase
harmonic complexes, were possible.

The F0 of the complexes was varied in octave steps
over a range extending from 50 to 400 Hz. The main moti-
vation for this choice of range was to allow for comparisons
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with the results of our earlier studies on the attenuation of
EOAEs by AM stimuli in which corresponding AM rates
were tested~Maison et al., 1997, 1998b!. The complexes
were presented at three different levels corresponding to 30,
40, and 50 dB above the absolute threshold—measured be-
forehand in each listener—of the 100-HzF0 complex; for
brevity, these levels are referred to as 30, 40, and 50 dB SL
in the following. The contralateral stimulus was continuous.

C. Results

Figure 1 shows the variations in TEOAE amplitude pro-
duced by the contralateral harmonic complexes as a function
of theF0 of the complex for the different stimulation levels.
As can be seen in this figure, the dependence of TEOAE
amplitude variations on contralateral stimulusF0 is non-
monotonic; the reduction in TEOAE amplitude is largest at
F0’s around 100–200 Hz and decreases at lower and higher
F0’s. This initial observation was confirmed using two ap-
proaches. First, the statistical significance of the TEOAE am-
plitude variations corresponding to eachF0 was tested using
Student’s pairwise comparisons between the baseline ampli-
tude of EOAEs—in the absence of contralateral
stimulation—and the amplitude of EOAEs in presence of the
contralateral stimulus considered. The results of these com-
parisons indicated that while, at the lowest stimulation level
~30 dB SL!, the reduction in TEOAE amplitude elicited by
the contralateral complex was statistically significant only
when theF0 was 100 Hz (t52.99, p,0.01,d f524), at the
highest stimulation level~50 dB SL!, significant TEOAE am-
plitude attenuation was obtained at allF0s except the lowest
~100 Hz: t53.62, p50.001; 200 Hz:t52.76, p,0.0125;
400 Hz: t52.72, p,0.0125; d f523 in all cases!.1 At the
intermediate level~40 dB SL!, significant effects were ob-
served at allF0s except the highest~50 Hz: t53.39, p
,0.005; 100 Hz:t54.09, p,0.001; 200 Hz:t54.70, p
,0.001; d f525 in all cases!.

A second view of the influence ofF0 in the contralateral
attenuation effects was provided by the results of a two-way
RMANOVA involving the TEOAE amplitude variation

caused by the contralateral stimulus as a dependent variable
and the level andF0 of this stimulus as factors. These results
indicated no significant effect of the level but a highly sig-
nificant effect of theF0 @F(3,66)57.93, p,0.001]. Post
hoc pairwise comparisons using Student’s pairedt-test al-
lowed for further characterization of the influence ofF0;
they revealed that the 100-HzF0 complex produced a sig-
nificantly larger contralateral attenuation effect than the
400-Hz F0 complex at all levels tested~30 dB SL: t
54.32, p,0.001,d f524; 40 dB SL:t52.30, p,0.05,d f
525; 50 dB SL: t52.59, p,0.05, d f523)and the 50-Hz
complex at two of the levels tested~30 dB SL: t53.01, p
,0.01, d f524 and 50 dB SL:t52.82, p50.01, d f523).
Furthermore, the 200-HzF0 complex proved to have a
larger effect than the 400-HzF0 complex at two of the lev-
els tested~30 dB SL: t52.85, p,0.01, d f524 and 40 dB
SL: t54.32,p,0.001,d f525) and the 50-HzF0 complex
at 50 dB SL (t52.29, p,0.032). No significant difference
was observed between the effects of complexes havingF0’s
of 50 and 400 Hz, nor between those of complexes having
F0’s of 100 and 200 Hz.

D. Discussion

The results reveal, first, that significant contralateral
TEOAE suppression effects can be obtained with complex
tones at levels as low as 30 dB SL. From that point of view,
harmonic complexes appear to be more efficient contralateral
suppressors than tone pips, which start eliciting significant
contralateral suppression only at levels as high as about 60
dB SL ~Berlin et al., 1993!, and at least as efficient as broad-
band noises or AM tones which also elicit significant con-
tralateral suppression at about 30 dB SL~Collet et al., 1990;
Veuillet et al., 1992; Maisonet al., 1997!. Though no sig-
nificant effect of level was found, possibly due to large vari-
ability in this effect across subjects, significant TEOAE sup-
pression was obtained at only oneF0 at the lowest level and
at all F0’s at the highest level. This suggests, in agreement
with previous results using other kinds of contralateral

FIG. 1. TEOAE amplitude variation as a function of
contralateral stimulusF0 for contralateral stimuli con-
sisting of constant-phase harmonic complexes. The dif-
ferent symbols and lines represent results obtained for
complexes with different levels per component as indi-
cated by the legend. Changes in TEOAE amplitude are
expressed relatively to the TEOAE amplitude measured
in absence of contralateral stimulation. Negative values
on the ordinate indicate a decrease in TEOAE ampli-
tude upon contralateral stimulation; positive values in-
dicate an increase. The data points represent the aver-
age across subjects. The error bars indicate the
variability across subjects expressed as the standard er-
ror of the mean.
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stimuli, that the level of contralateral stimulation influences
the amount of contralateral suppression~Collet et al., 1990;
Maisonet al., 1997!.

A second important outcome of the results is that
TEOAE suppression effects are strongly dependent on the
F0 of the contralateral stimulus. This dependence onF0 is
similar to the dependence on contralateral AM rate reported
in previous studies~Maison et al., 1997, 1998b!. In these
earlier studies, contralateral TEOAE attenuation effects elic-
ited by contralateral AM tones having an AM rate between
50 and 800 Hz proved to be the largest for AM rates around
100 Hz. In the present study, contralateral TEOAE attenua-
tion effects elicited by complex tones with anF0 varying
between 50 and 400 Hz proved to be significantly larger for
F0’s of 100 and, to a lesser extent, 200 Hz.

The observed dependence of TEOAE attenuation on
contralateral stimulusF0 cannot be imputed entirely to the
variations in the overall level of the contralateral stimulus
occurring with variations in number of components. First,
this dependence is nonmonotonic, whereas variations in
overall level varied monotonically withF0. Second, if the
overall level of the contralateral stimulus determined entirely
the contralateral TEOAE attenuation, the level of the 400-Hz
stimulus being only 5.31 dB lower than that of the 100 Hz
complex, then raising the testing level from 30 to 40 dB
should have led the former to produce significant TEOAE
suppression, which it did not. Therefore, it appears likely
that variations in the overall level of the contralateral stimu-
lus with F0 did not play a major role in this study.

One interpretation for the striking correspondence be-
tween the results of these two studies is based on the fact
that, like that of AM tones, the waveform of harmonic com-
plexes summed in constant phase shows marked temporal
envelope fluctuations and that, when theF0 and AM rates
are equal, both waveforms repeat themselves at the same
rate. Therefore, to the extent that the temporal envelope fluc-
tuation rate of the contralateral stimulus is a factor of the
contralaterally induced TEOAE suppression, comparable ef-
fects should be obtained with harmonic complexes and AM
tones. From that point of view, the results of the previous
and the present studies together support the notion that the
neurophysiological mechanism underlying the contralateral
suppression of EOAEs is sensitive to temporal fluctuations in
the contralateral stimulus and exhibits a selectivity to the rate
of these fluctuations. Though the chain of neurophysiological
events underlying the contralateral TEOAE attenuation is
still not fully understood at present, it appears very likely
that this chain involves contralateral activation of the MOCB
~Collet et al., 1990, 1992; Giraudet al., 1995; Ryanet al.,
1991; Veuilletet al., 1992!. In this context, the observation
that AM is selectively enhanced in the responses of MOCB
neurons measured electrophysiologically in guinea pigs
~Gummeret al., 1988! may be related to the finding of a
selectivity of TEOAE suppression to the envelope fluctua-
tions in the contralateral stimulus in humans. Such a relation-
ship is the more likely as the preferred rate found in all these
studies is the same; namely, 100 Hz.

Further insights into the mechanisms possibly underly-
ing the observed dependence of MOCB activation on con-

tralateral stimulusF0 can be obtained by considering, rather
than the physical characteristics of the contralateral stimulus,
the output of the inner ear in response to this stimulus. Fig-
ure 2 shows the temporal waveforms of the stimuli used in
experiment 1 and the outputs of a ‘‘gammachirp’’ filter2

~Irino and Patterson, 1997! in response to these stimuli. It
can be seen that at anF0 of 100 Hz, due to the fact that
several harmonics fall in the filter bandpass, the output
shows pronounced temporal envelope fluctuations and re-
peats over time at theF0 rate. For the 400-HzF0 signal,
fewer harmonics interact within the passband of the auditory
filter and the output of this filter thus shows fewer marked
envelope fluctuations. If the mechanism underlying con-
tralateral EOAE suppression is sensitive to the depth of en-
velope fluctuations at the output of auditory filters, this might
explain the fact that less suppression was observed with the
400-Hz than with the 100-HzF0 signal. This line of reason-
ing does, however, not allow to explain the decrease in con-
tralateral EOAE attenuation observed at the lowestF0 ~i.e.,
50 Hz!: at thisF0, several components fall in the auditory-
filter passband and the output fluctuates markedly over time.
This falloff in suppression at lowF0’s appears likely to
originate at a higher level than the cochlea, and to reflect
some form of selectivity of the neural mechanisms underly-
ing the contralateral TEOAE suppression to the rate of tem-
poral envelope fluctuations in the contralateral stimulus.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: DEPENDENCE OF
CONTRALATERAL TEOAE ATTENUATION BY
HARMONIC COMPLEXES ON WAVEFORM
REPETITION RATE

A. Rationale

The results of the previous experiment indicate a strong
dependency of the contralateral TEOAE amplitude-
attenuation effect on theF0 of the harmonic complexes used
as contralateral stimuli. As discussed above, one interpreta-
tion for this finding is that the mechanism underlying con-
tralateral TEOAE attenuation is sensitive to the rate of tem-
poral envelope fluctuations in the contralateral stimulus;
when this stimulus is a complex tone, the rate is determined
by theF0. However, since the frequency spacing of compo-
nents is also determined by theF0, the results of the previ-
ous experiment do not show whether the actual factor of the
observed dependency of contralateral TEOAE attenuation on
contralateralF0 consists of the envelope fluctuation repeti-
tion or of the harmonic spacing. The latter could be the case
if, for example, MOCB activation were sensitive to the spec-
tral density of the contralateral stimulus. To dissociate these
two factors, we applied a phase relationship to the harmonics
which doubled the envelope fluctuation rate of the wave-
form. Under the hypothesis that TEOAE attenuation de-
pended on the rate of temporal fluctuations in the contralat-
eral stimulus rather than on the—spectral—F0, the
prediction was that the function relating TEOAE attenuation
to F0 measured in this second experiment should be shifted
leftward—i.e., toward lowerF0’s—relative to that measured
in experiment 1.
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B. Stimuli

Harmonic complex tones with the same parameters as
those in experiment 1 were used, but the phase of the com-
ponents was altered. Whereas in experiment 1, all compo-
nents had a constant starting phase of 0 degree in this experi-
ment, the odd-numbered harmonics had a starting phase of 0
degree but the even-numbered harmonics had a starting
phase of 90 degree. The effect of summing the components
using such an alternating-phase scheme are made clear by
comparing the left panels of Figs. 2 and 3; it can be seen that
the repetition rate of the waveform is doubled in the
alternating-phase condition relative to the constant sine-
phase condition.

C. Results

Figure 4 shows that in the alternating-phase condition,
the contralateral suppression of TEOAE amplitude decreased
monotonically with increasingF0. A two-way RMANOVA
similar to that used in the processing of the results of the first
experiment indicated a significant effect ofF0 @F(3,66)
55.42,p,0.005]. Comparison of the results of the present

and previous experiments was performed by means of a
three-way RMANOVA involving the harmonic phase
relationship—i.e., sine or alternating the level, and theF0 of
the contralateral stimulus as factors and the TEOAE suppres-
sion as a dependent variable. The results revealed a signifi-
cant interaction between the phase andF0 factors@F(3,66)
55.25,p,0.005], indicating a difference between the influ-
ence of theF0 on the contralateral TEOAE suppression be-
tween the present and the previous experiments.Post hoc
comparisons using pairwiset-tests indicated that at 50 dB
SL, the TEOAE amplitude attenuation elicited by the 100-Hz
F0 contralateral complex was significantly larger in the sine-
than in the alternating-phase condition (t52.77, p,0.05,
d f523); at the same stimulus level, the attenuation pro-
duced by the 100-HzF0 complex in sine phase was also
significantly larger than that produced by the 50-HzF0 com-
plex in alternating phase (t52.17,p,0.05,d f523). At 40
dB SL, the only difference observed between the attenuation
effects obtained in the two phase conditions was for com-
plexes having anF0 of 200 Hz, with the sine-phase condi-
tion lending to larger TEOAE attenuation than the
alternating-phase condition at thisF0 (t52.60, p,0.05,

FIG. 2. Examples of waveforms~left! and simulated auditory-filter outputs~right! corresponding to sine-phase harmonic complexes used in experiment 1.
Top: F0 of the harmonic complex stimulus set to 100 Hz. Bottom:F0 of the harmonic complex stimulus set to 400 Hz. The amplitude is expressed in percent
of a reference consisting of the maximum instantaneous amplitude of the sine-phase complex at the sameF0 in the graphs showing stimulus waveforms, and
of the maximum instantaneous amplitude of the simulated auditory-filter response to the same phase complex in the graphs showing filter outputs. Over the
time slice shown, the simulated filter output was in steady state. Details on the simulation parameters are provided in footnote 2.
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FIG. 3. Examples of waveforms~left! and simulated auditory-filter outputs~right! corresponding to alternating-phase harmonic complexes used in experiment
2. Top: F0 of the harmonic complex stimulus set to 100 Hz. Bottom:F0 of the harmonic complex stimulus set to 400 Hz. The amplitude is expressed in
percent of a reference consisting of the maximum instantaneous amplitude of the sine-phase complex at the sameF0 in the graphs showing stimulus
waveforms, and of the maximum instantaneous amplitude of the simulated auditory-filter response to the same phase complex in the graphs showing filter
outputs. Over the time slice shown, the simulated filter output was in steady state. Details regarding the auditory-filter simulations are provided in footnote 2.

FIG. 4. TEOAE amplitude variation as a function of
contralateral stimulusF0 for contralateral stimuli con-
sisting of alternating-phase harmonic complexes. The
different symbols and lines represent results obtained
for complexes with different levels per component.
Changes in TEOAE amplitude are expressed relative to
the TEOAE amplitude measured in absence of con-
tralateral stimulation. Negative values on the ordinate
indicate a decrease in TEOAE amplitude upon con-
tralateral stimulation; positive values indicate an in-
crease. The data points represent the average across
subjects. The error bars indicate the variability across
subjects expressed as the standard error of the mean.
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d f525). At the lowest stimulus level considered~30 dB
SL!, no significant difference was observed whatsoever be-
tween the attenuation effects obtained in the two harmonic-
phase conditions.

D. Discussion

In both this and the previous experiment, a substantial
dependence of the variations in TEOAE amplitude induced
by a contralateral harmonic tone on theF0 of this tone were
observed. However, as confirmed by the significant interac-
tion of the phase andF0 factors in the previous analysis, this
dependence was not the same in the two experiments. The
only difference between the stimuli used in these two experi-
ments is that, while in the first the harmonics were summed
in sine phase, in the second they were summed in alternating
phase. Because the magnitude spectrum of the contralateral
stimulus was left unaffected by this phase manipulation, the
finding of a difference in the results of the two experiments
brings support to the notion that a factor other than the fre-
quency spacing between components underlies the observed
dependency of the TEOAE suppression on the contralateral
stimulusF0. Consequently, changes in the temporal fluctua-
tion rate of the contralateral stimulus envelope that occurred
with variations inF0 appear as the most likely factor of the
observed dependency. The difference in the shape of the
function relating TEOAE attenuation toF0 between the
sine- and alternating-phase conditions further argues for this
hypothesis: the shift of this function towards lowerF0’s
from the first to the second experiment is consistent with the
fact that summing the components in the alternating phase
increased the temporal fluctuation rate of the stimulus tem-
poral envelope relative to the sine condition. Due to the fact
that this fluctuation rate was doubled by summing the har-
monics in the alternating rather than the sine phase, it could
have been expected that the TEOAE attenuation effect elic-
ited by a contralateral stimulus having anF0 of 50 Hz in the
second experiment would be comparable to the TEOAE at-
tenuation effect produced by a stimulus having anF0 of 100
Hz in the first experiment. Using the same line of reasoning,
the attenuation effect obtained with anF0 of 100 Hz in the
first experiment should be comparable to that obtained using
an F0 of 200 Hz in the second experiment. In spite of the
overall consistency of the experimental results with those
predictions, it is worth noting that some of the outcomes of
the detailed statistical comparison between the results of the
two experiments did not entirely fit into the picture. In par-
ticular, the effect obtained using anF0 of 50 Hz in the
second experiment proved to be significantly smaller than
that obtained using anF0 of 100 Hz in the first experiment.

The first possible reason for such a discrepancy can be
easily understood by considering the output of auditory fil-
ters in response to harmonic complexes in alternating phase
at differentF0’s, which are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen
that at anF0 of 100 Hz, the envelope of the filter output
follows that of the stimulus and repeats itself at the same
rate, while at anF0 of 400 Hz, the filter output envelope
contains half as many peaks as that of the stimulus wave-
form. Consequently, at this highF0, the rate of temporal
fluctuations in the filter output is unaffected by the phase

relationship of the harmonics—as confirmed by comparison
with the response to a sine-phase complex at the sameF0
shown in Fig. 2. This phenomenon comes from the fact,
already mentioned in the discussion of the first experiment,
that at the highestF0, the filter output is dominated by only
two components. This phenomenon may explain why no dif-
ference was observed between the experimental results ob-
tained in the sine- and alternating-phase conditions for com-
plexes having anF0 as high as 400 Hz.

The second possible reason for which the TEOAE at-
tenuation effects elicited by sine-phase and alternating-phase
stimuli were significantly different, even whenF0’s leading
to equal envelope fluctuation rates in the two phase condi-
tions were considered, relates to differences in the amount of
envelope fluctuations produced by the two phase conditions.
Previous results~Maison et al., 1997, 1998b! indicating an
influence of the modulation depth of contralateral tones on
TEOAE suppression suggest that the size of the fluctuations
in the envelope of the contralateral stimulus is a factor of the
effect. The crest factors of the sine- and alternating-phase
complexes used in the present study are shown in Fig. 5~a!.
The former are, on average, about 17% larger than the latter.
Differences between alternating- and sine-phase complexes
can also be seen in the responses of the simulated auditory
filters shown in Fig. 5~b!; the crest factor of the filter output
in response to the 50- and 100-Hz complexes is about 25%
larger in the sine- than in the alternating-phase condition.

FIG. 5. Crest factors of harmonic complexes for differentF0’s and
harmonic-phase relationships.~a! Crest factors of the stimulus waveforms.
~b! Crest factors at the output of a gammachirp auditory filter centered on
1000 Hz, at an input level of 50 dB SPL.
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This suggests that not only the rate, but also the size of the
envelope fluctuations in the peripheral auditory response to a
stimulus is a factor of the contralateral EOAE suppression
effect elicited by that stimulus. The third experiment, which
is presented below, aimed to test this interpretation further.

IV. EXPERIMENT 3: COMPARISON OF
CONTRALATERAL TEOAE ATTENUATION ELICITED
BY POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE SCHROEDER-
PHASE HARMONIC COMPLEXES

A. Rationale

Previous results suggest that, at equal SLs stimuli whose
temporal envelope shows fluctuations in amplitude over time
constitute more efficient contralateral suppressors of TEOAE
amplitude than stimuli with a steady envelope; in particular,
AM tones or noises have been shown to elicit significantly
larger contralateral TEOAE attenuation than their unmodu-
lated versions~Maisonet al., 1997, 1998b!. The hypothesis
that the size of the fluctuations in the envelope of the con-
tralateral stimulus is a factor in the contralateral TEOAE
attenuation effect was further suggested by the observation,
in the same study, that TEOAE suppression increased with
contralateral stimulus modulation depth~Maison et al.,
1997!. This hypothesis is consistent with the results of the
second experiment of the present study, which reveal smaller
effects of alternating- rather than sine-phase stimuli. How-
ever, rather than fluctuations in the stimulus itself, fluctua-
tions in the excitation that this stimulus produces in the au-
ditory system are likely to constitute an actual factor in the
contralateral TEOAE attenuation effect. This might explain
why broadband noises and FM tones, though their temporal
envelope is flat, produce large contralateral TEOAE ampli-
tude attenuation~Maison et al., 1998a!; after processing in
the cochlea, wideband noises are transformed into bandpass
noises exhibiting envelope fluctuations which increase with
decreases in the bandwidths of the auditory filters through
which they pass, and FM tones, by sweeping through the
passband of different auditory filters, induce AM at the out-
put of these filters. Experiment 3 further tested the influence
of temporal envelope fluctuations by exploiting the possibil-
ity of adjusting the phase relationship of the harmonics in
complex tones so as to emphasize the differences in their
‘‘physiological’’ crest factors—i.e., the magnitude of the
temporal envelope fluctuations in auditory system activity
that they elicit—while leaving their physical crest factor un-
changed. The prediction was that stimuli with equal ‘‘physi-
cal’’ crest factors but different physiological crest factors
would produce different amounts of contralateral TEOAE
attenuation.

B. Stimuli

Stimuli consisted of harmonic complexes with the same
upper and lower frequency bounds used in the previous
experiments—i.e., 400 and 2000 Hz—but with components
summed in Schroeder phase, as defined by the following
formula ~Schroeder, 1970!; un56pn(n11)/N, whereun is
the phase of thenth harmonic in radians andN is the number
of harmonics in the complex. The sign in front of the right

term is chosen depending on whether one wants to produce a
positive or negative Schroeder-phase complex.

The interesting properties of positive and negative
Schroeder-phase complexes with respect to the functioning
of the peripheral auditory system are illustrated in Fig. 6. As
can be seen by comparing the top-left and bottom-left panels
of this figure, the waveforms of positive and negative
Schroeder-phase complexes are simply time-reversed and in-
verted versions of each other. However, as shown in the right
panels of the same figure, when passed through simulated
auditory filters, the positive Schroeder-phase complex pro-
duces an output with a many-peaked envelope, whereas the
negative Schroeder-phase complex produces an output with a
very smooth envelope. The interpretation for this property is
that the phase gradient of the stimulus adds to that of the
auditory filter so that it is increased when of the same sign,
or decreased, and eventually cancelled, when of a different
sign ~Smith et al., 1986!. This interpretation has received
experimental support in several studies~Kohlrausch and
Sander, 1995; Carlyon and Datta, 1997a,b!.

In this third experiment, Schroeder-phase complexes
were used as a means of testing the sensitivity of contralat-
eral TEOAE attenuation to the magnitude of temporal enve-
lope fluctuations in the responses of the peripheral system to
the contralateral stimulus.F0’s of 100 and 200 Hz, at which
differences between positive and negative Schroeder-phase
complexes were evidenced in previous studies~Smith et al.,
1986; Kohlrausch and Sander, 1995; Carlyon and Datta,
1997a,b! were used and contralateral stimulation levels of 40
and 50 dB SL were tested.

C. Results

No substantial difference was observed between the ef-
fects of positive and negative Schroeder-phase complexes
~Fig. 7!. A three-way RMANOVA involving as factors the
contralateral stimulus phase sign, level, andF0 indicated no
significant main effects of these factors or significant inter-
actions between them. Furthermore, when comparing the
TEOAE attenuation measured using Schroeder-phase com-
plexes to that obtained using sine- or alternating-phase com-
plexes, no significant difference was obtained. Pairwise com-
parisons further revealed that Schroeder-phase complexes
significantly reduced the contralateral amplitude of EOAEs
in only two conditions: in positive Schroeder phase at 40 dB
SL (t53.10, p50.005,d f524) and in negative Schroeder
phase at 50 dB SL (t53, p,0.01,d f523),3 with an F0 of
200 Hz in both cases.

D. Discussion

The results of this experiment failed to demonstrate a
difference between positive and negative Schroeder-phase
harmonic complexes regarding contralateral TEOAE attenu-
ation effects. A possible interpretation of this negative out-
come is that the contralateral stimulus levels used were too
low for the EOAE suppression effects of positive and nega-
tive Schroeder-phase complexes to differ significantly. Most
experiments published in the literature that indicate percep-
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FIG. 6. Examples of waveforms~left! and simulated auditory-filter outputs~right! corresponding to Schroeder-phase harmonic complexes used in experiment
3. Top: positive Schroeder-phase condition. Bottom: negative Schroeder-phase condition. TheF0 was 100 Hz in both cases. The amplitude is expressed in
percent of a reference consisting of the maximum instantaneous amplitude of the 100-Hz sine-phase complex in the graphs showing stimulus waveforms and
of the maximum instantaneous amplitude of the simulated auditory-filter response to that 100-Hz sine-phase complex in the graphs showing filter outputs.
Over the time slice shown, the simulated filter output was in steady state. Details regarding the auditory-filter simulation are provided in footnote 2.

FIG. 7. TEOAE amplitude variation
as a function of contralateral stimulus
F0 for contralateral stimuli consisting
of alternating-phase harmonic com-
plexes. The different symbols and
lines represent results obtained for
complexes with different levels per
component. Changes in TEOAE am-
plitude are expressed relative to the
TEOAE amplitude measured in ab-
sence of contralateral stimulation.
Negative values on the ordinate indi-
cate a decrease in TEOAE amplitude
upon contralateral stimulation; posi-
tive values indicate an increase. The
data points represent the average
across subjects. The error bars indicate
the variability across subjects ex-
pressed as the standard error of the
mean.
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tual differences between positive and negative Schroeder-
phase complexes involved stimulus levels between about 55
and 69 dB SPL per component~Smith et al., 1986; Kohl-
rauschet al., 1995; Carlyon and Datta, 1997a,b!. In normal-
hearing subjects, the SLs of 30, 40, and 50 dB used here can
be estimated to correspond to SPLs per component of about
29, 39, and 49 dB.4 Higher stimulus levels were avoided
because of the likely occurrence of transcranial transfer and
middle-ear effects at levels of about 60 dB SL~Veuillet
et al., 1991!. Although data by Carlyon and Datta~1997a!
suggest that differences in forward-masking effects between
positive and negative Schroeder-phase complexes start to
arise progressively at levels above about 40 dB SPL per
component, these data also show that the effects decrease
drastically with level. This effect can be explained by the
fact that as the stimulus level is reduced, first, cochlear com-
pression is reduced and, second, the auditory-filter band-
width becomes too small for a sufficient number of harmon-
ics to interact within the filter passband. The latter
phenomenon can be explained in part on the basis of differ-
ences in the crest factors of the simulated gammachirp
auditory-filter responses to positive and negative Schroeder-
phase complexes, which are represented in Fig. 8; as can be
seen, these differences are larger at higher, rather than lower,
levels. It may be the case that at the stimulus levels used in
this study, the differences in peripheral auditory-filter out-
puts between positive and negative Schroeder-phase com-
plexes may have been too small to lead to differences in
contralateral EOAE attenuation.

Once the fact that experiment 3 results cannot be ac-
counted for in terms of the crest factors after peripheral au-
ditory filtering is acknowledged, it is worth considering the
crest factors before auditory filtering. As can be seen in Fig.
5~a!, the crest factors of the positive and negative Schroeder-
phase complexes are smaller than those of the sine-phase
signals~by about 60% at anF0 of 100 Hz and 43% at anF0
of 200 Hz!. This observation fits very well into the view
suggested earlier in the comparison of experiments 1 and 2,
according to which the amount of contralateral EOAE at-
tenuation elicited by a stimulus is positively related to the
crest factor of this stimulus. It is consistent with the fact that

Schroeder-phase complexes did not systematically elicit sig-
nificant TEOAE suppression at the twoF0’s tested, whereas
the sine-phase complexes did.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The findings of this study can be summarized as follows:
Significant attenuation of TEOAE amplitude can be obtained
using harmonic complex tones as contralateral stimuli at lev-
els as low as 30 dB SL. For sine-phase complexes, there
exists a strong dependence of the amount of TEOAE attenu-
ation on theF0 of the contralateral complex; the largest and
most significant effects are obtained forF0’s of 100 and, to
a lesser extent, 200 Hz. From that point of view, the depen-
dence of contralateral TEOAE attenuation onF0 shown in
this study is comparable to the dependence on AM rate
shown in previous studies~Maison et al., 1997, 1998b!. As
suggested by the fact that the largest effects are obtained for
lower F0’s when the harmonics are summed in alternating-
instead of constant-sine phase, the observed dependence of
TEOAE attenuation onF0 is determined by the repetition
rate of the waveform, rather than by the frequency spacing
between components. This finding agrees with the notion,
suggested by previous results, that the rate of temporal fluc-
tuations in the contralateral stimulus envelope are an impor-
tant factor of contralateral TEOAE attenuation effects. How-
ever, the hypothesis that the amount of fluctuations at the
output of the peripheral auditory filters in response to the
contralateral stimulus determines the amount of TEOAE at-
tenuation failed to be supported by the comparison of con-
tralateral TEOAE attenuation effects elicited by positive and
negative Schroeder-phase complexes. Overall, the results are
in agreement with the notion that the amount of contralateral
suppression depends on both the number and relative size of
peaks in the stimulus waveform.
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1Using Bonferroni’s correction, the critical probability corresponding to the
significance level~0.05! was divided by four to account for the fact that
four pairwise comparisons were made on the same set of data at each
contralateral stimulus level considered. The resulting critical probability
was thus 0.0125.

2All the auditory-filter simulations presented in this article were performed
using the ‘‘gammachirp’’ filter defined by Irino and Patterson~1997!. The
impulse response of this filter is: gc(t)5atn21

3exp(22pbERB(f r)t)cos(2p f r t1c ln(t)1f), wherea, b, n, c, and
f r are parameters. In all simulations,a was set to 1 and the amplitude of
both the input stimulus and the filter response were normalized so that their
maximum absolute instantaneous amplitude was 1. The level dependence
of the filter was taken into account by making the parameterc a function of
the input level of the filterPs ;following the results of Irino and Patterson
~1997!, c was set to20.109Ps , with Ps550 dB SPL. Parametersn andb
were assigned their suggested default values: 4 and 1.51, respectively.f r

FIG. 8. Percent differences in the crest factors of gammachirp auditory-filter
responses to positive and negative Schroeder-phase complexes as a function
of level, atF0’s of 100 and 200 Hz.
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defines the resonance frequency of the filter, in Hz. ERB(f r) is the equiva-
lent rectangular bandwidth of the filter of characteristic frequencyf r ac-
cording to the formula given in Glasberg and Moore~1990!; ERB(f r)
524.710.108f r . The resonance frequency (f r) of the simulated auditory
filter was set to the frequency of the ipsilateral tone pip used to evoke
EOAEs: 1000 Hz. This choice of resonant frequency was motivated by the
assumption that the influence of a contralateral stimulus in one ear on the
amplitude of tone-pip EOAEs recorded in the opposite ear mainly depend
on those components of the contralateral stimulus that fall around the fre-
quency at which EOAEs are evoked. This assumption, which was made in
this and other studies for simplification, is based on the known tonotopic
correspondence of afferent and efferent pathways from and to the cochlea.

3These statements were true after application of Bonferroni’s correction to
account for four comparisons—two Schroeder-phase-gradient signs3 two
F0’s—which brought the critical probability down to 0.0125. It is worth
mentioning that the significance level~p’s! obtained in all the considered
pairwise comparisons were below 0.05. Therefore, it cannot be excluded
that some of these pairwise comparisons could have indicated significant
differences if a correction less conservative than Bonferroni’s had been
applied.

4The threshold of complex tones with about the same number of components
as the 100-Hz complex used in this study (N517)has been shown to be
about 6 dB lower than that of a tonal component in isolation~Greenet al.,
1959!. The absolute threshold for a tone at 1000 Hz is, on average, 7 dB
SPL ~ANSI standard 1969, TDH39 earphones!. Consequently, it can be
estimated that the SPL per component at the highest SL tested in this study
was approximately 49 dB.
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Do click-evoked otoacoustic emissions have frequency
specificity?

Hiromi Ueda
Department of Otolaryngology, Nagoya University, School of Medicine, Nagoya, Japan
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Whether click-evoked otoacoustic emissions~CEOAEs! have frequency specificity is an issue still
subject to debate. In order to resolve this issue, changes in the frequency components of the CEOAE
power spectrum, together with changes in compound action potential~CAP! thresholds before and
after pure-tone exposure in guinea pigs, were examined. Changes in CAP thresholds immediately
before and 1 h after exposure were compared with changes in the frequency components in the
CEOAE power spectrum before and 1 h after exposure. The ILO 88 was used for measurement of
CEOAEs. Total echo energy in the CEOAE power spectrum was converted into frequency bands of
1000 Hz. Shifts in filtered echo power~FEP! levels correlated maximally with those in CAP
thresholds at 0.5 kHz above the same frequency. Stepwise regression indicated that only one step
could be entered in a linear regression model using the variable of CAP threshold shifts at 0.5 kHz
above the same frequency for all FEP shifts except FEP4.5. The remaining variables played a
negligible role, since variance no longer changed when they were included in the regression
equation. From these results, it was concluded that CEOAEs display frequency specificity. Influence
on CEOAEs from higher frequencies is negligible. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!01001-2#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Jb, 43.64.Nf, 43.64.Wn@BLM #

INTRODUCTION

Otoacoustic emissions~OAEs! are thought to be linked
with the function of the outer hair cells, and to reflect the
active process in the cochlea. If OAEs reflect the state of a
specific region along the cochlea, they can be useful as a
research or clinical tool for noninvasive assessment of co-
chlear function. Distortion product otoacoustic emission
~DPOAE! is thought to be frequency specific in both clinical
research ~Avan and Bonfils, 1993! and animal studies
~Schmiedt, 1986; Martinet al., 1987!. As for transiently
evoked otoacoustic emissions, click-evoked otoacoustic
emissions~CEOAEs! are generally measured in diagnostic
settings. Kempet al. ~1990! and Norton~1993! suggest that a
CEOAE’s particular frequency component arises from the
place in the cochlea tuned to that frequency in humans. On
the other hand, Wilson~1980! and Avanet al. ~1991a! as-
sume that CEOAEs result from the total or partially summed
contribution of mechanisms distributed along the basilar
membrane, and had some doubts about the frequency speci-
ficity of CEOAEs. Avanet al. ~1995! investigated relation-
ships between CAP thresholds and CEOAEs before and after
pure-tone exposure at relatively high frequencies, and re-
ported that CEOAE components changed slightly at lower
frequencies, at which CAP thresholds did not change. Re-
cently, Uedaet al. ~1997! found that the time course of re-
covery for component action potential~CAP! thresholds after
acoustic overstimulation was similar to that of the CEOAE
power spectrum’s frequency components in guinea pigs.
They also reported that changes in CAP thresholds were sig-
nificantly correlated to those in components of the CEOAE
power at the same frequencies. But the influence of other
frequency sites could not be assessed, because any CAPS,
except at a single frequency, were not measured in each ex-

periment. Whether a CEOAE component reflects the state of
a particular site of the basilar membrane is still questionable.

In this study, the changes of CEOAEs and CAP thresh-
olds were measured at selected frequencies in guinea pigs
after pure-tone acoustic overstimulation, which can cause a
temporary local injury to the cochlea. Unlike the report of
Avan et al. ~1995!, the exposure tones were the frequencies
at which CEOAE components could be influenced. Whether
a CEOAE component reflects the state of a particular site of
the basilar membrane in guinea pigs was tested by compar-
ing frequency-component shifts in the CEOAE’s frequency
power spectrum with CAP threshold shifts at selected fre-
quencies before and after exposure.

I. METHODS

Healthy white guinea pigs, each weighing about 200 g
~N522!, were anesthetized with ketamine~100 mg/kg!,
placed in a soundproof chamber, and restrained with a head
holder. Tracheotomy was performed under spontaneous
breathing control. After the cartilaginous external ear canal
had been cut away, a customized metal tube was inserted
into the ear canal. For measurement of CAPs and pure-tone
exposure, a commercial earphone~Sony MDR-E 565, To-
kyo! was attached to the metal tube. A silver electrode was
placed on the auditory bulla near the styloid process as a
negative input. A positive input was placed at the test ear
mastoid. Calibration of the sound-pressure level was per-
formed through the hole made in the external ear canal using
the B & K probe microphone~type 4182!. A tone burst of 1
ms in rise–fall time and 3 ms in duration time was delivered
through the earphone at a rate of 10/s, and transient re-
sponses were averaged 100 times. CAPs at 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and
8 kHz were measured, respectively. The visual detection-
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threshold level was measured via 5-dB decrements. Measure-
ment of CEOAEs was made using an otodynamic analyzer
ILO88 ~Bray and Kemp, 1987; Uedaet al., 1992!. An E-type
neonate OAE probe for the ILO88 was attached to the metal
tube instead of to the earphone. Transient responses to non-
linear clicks at 7262 dB SPL were averaged 260 times. Gen-
erally, acoustic ringing in individual ear canals decreases in
amplitude as time elapses and disappears after 1 ms at 70 dB
SPL @Fig. 1~a!#. On the other hand, since CEOAEs increase
in amplitude from 1 ms after stimulus onset, CEOAEs can

easily be detected visually. After CEOAEs were distin-
guished from acoustic ringing in individual ear canals, the
time window was then set from 1 to 10 ms after stimulus
onset@Fig. 1~b!#. From total echo energy in the two indepen-
dent echo responses’ cross-power spectrum, a more precise
analysis was conducted after conversion into frequency
bands of 1000 Hz. Five frequency bands between 0.5 and 5.5
kHz were analyzed as follows: FEP~filtered echo power!
150.5–1.5 kHz, FEP251.5–2.5 kHz, FEP352.5–3.5 kHz,
FEP453.5–4.5 kHz, and FEP554.5–5.5 kHz. In another

FIG. 1. One representative example of the acoustic waveform and power spectrum of the response and the stimulus. Upper figure~a! shows original
waveform. Lower figure~b! shows the waveform after the time window was set from 1 to 10 ms after stimulus onset.
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analysis, other five-frequency bands between 1 and 6 kHz
were used: FEP1.551–2 kHz, FEP2.552–3 kHz, FEP3.5
53–4 kHz, FEP4.554–5 kHz, and FEP5.555–6 kHz.

First, CEOAEs and CAPs were measured, and then
CEOAEs were observed every 10 min for 30 min. When the
CEOAEs were considered stable, pure-tone stimuli were pro-
duced in a closed system for 3 or 6 min. Then the CEOAEs
were measured every 10 min until 1 h after exposure. After 1
h, CAPs were measured. Then the CEOAEs were measured
again in order to check their stability.

As a control, the CEOAEs without any exposure~N54!
were measured. Exposed pure tones were 0.5 kHz at 120 dB
SPL for 3 min (N54), 1 kHz at 120 dB SPL for 3 min
(N54), 2 kHz at 105 dB SPL for 3 min (N54), 4 kHz at
115 dB SPL for 3 min (N54), and 6 kHz at 105 dB SPL for
6 min (N52). Each animal was exposed only once.

Correlation coefficients and step-wise regression analy-
ses were calculated with Macintosh software~SUPER ANOVA

ver. 1.11, Abacus Concepts, Inc., Berkeley, CA, USA!.

II. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows one representative example for the
acoustic waveform and power spectrum of the response and
the stimulus. The response power spectrum showed no echo
power above 5.5 kHz.

During control sessions, in which animals were kept un-
exposed for 1 h, the maximum difference in FEP level
among those measurements was smaller than 2 dB.

A. Relationships between FEP and CAP threshold

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the FEP3 shifts
and those of each CAP threshold before and 1 h after expo-
sure. The correlation coefficient between FEP3 shift and
CAP-threshold shift at 3 kHz was highest~r50.82!, followed
by that between FEP3 shift and CAP-threshold shift at 4
kHz. On the other hand, the correlation coefficients between
FEP3 and CAP-threshold shift at 1, 6, and 8 kHz were rather
low. Table I shows the correlation coefficients between the
FEP shifts and CAP thresholds before and after exposure.

FIG. 2. Relationships between the shifts of FEP3 and those of each CAP threshold before and 1 h after exposure. Values indicate correlation coefficient.

TABLE I. Correlation coefficients between the shifts of FEP levels~1–5! and CAP thresholds before and after
exposure. Values in parentheses indicatep values. Boldface values indicatep,0.0001.

DFEP

DCAP FEP1 FEP2 FEP3 FEP4 FEP5

1 kHz 0.60~0.0078! 0.34~0.1768! 0.40~0.0967! 0.34~0.1774! 0.21~0.4037!
2 kHz 0.76~0.0001! 0.74~0.0002! 0.67~0.0018! 0.47~0.0488! 0.21~0.4014!
3 kHz 0.55~0.0156! 0.66~0.0023! 0.80„<0.0001… 0.63~0.0040! 0.47~0.0508!
4 kHz 0.20~0.4378! 0.59~0.0094! 0.76~0.0001! 0.79„<0.0001… 0.67~0.0019!
6 kHz 20.08~0.7451! 20.13~0.6184! 0.22~0.1815! 0.58~0.0100! 0.78„<0.0001…
8 kHz 20.12~0.6417! 20.31~0.2161! 0.23~0.3637! 0.44~0.0642! 0.70~0.0009!
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Shifts in FEP levels correlated maximally with those in CAP
thresholds at, or 1 kHz above, the same frequency. Table II
shows the correlation coefficients by using other FEP param-
eters. In this analysis, shifts in FEP levels correlated maxi-
mally with those in CAP thresholds at 0.5 kHz above the
same frequency, except FEP4.5.

B. Step-wise regression analysis

Next we investigated how a CAP-threshold shift at one
frequency can influence a shift in FEP. To study this, the
step-wise regression method was used. If a variable of a
CAP-threshold shift at one frequency could be improved in a
linear regression model for an FEP shift at one frequency,
the variable was adopted. If not, the variable was discarded.
Finally, if the F values of the residual variables were under 4,
the variables were not adopted. Table III shows linear regres-
sion equations for FEP using step-wise regression. One or
two variables could be entered in a linear regression model
with good correlation. The remaining variables played a neg-
ligible role, since variance no longer changed when they
were included in the regression equation. For FEP1.5,
FEP2.5, FEP3.5, and FEP5.5, the FEP level was strongly
correlated with the CAP threshold at 0.5 kHz above the same
frequency as each FEP. For FEB4.5, there was a shift in the
multivariate correlation.

III. DISCUSSION

Kemp et al. ~1990! and Norton~1993! have suggested
that CEOAEs can be used to identify frequency ranges for
normal hearing in impaired ears by measuring frequency
components in the CEOAE spectrum. Colletet al. ~1991!
reported significant correlation between spectrum analysis of
CEOAEs and hearing losses in pure-tone audiograms. Gorga
et al. ~1993! reported that CEOAEs were able to distinguish
normal from impaired ears at 1, 2, and 4 kHz by analyzing
frequency components in the CEOAE spectrum. Those re-

ports suggest that analyzing frequency components in the
CEOAE spectrum is useful for detecting local damaged area
in the cochlea.

Recently, Uedaet al. ~1997! found that the time courses
of compound action potential~CAP! thresholds after acoustic
overstimulation was similar to those of the frequency com-
ponents of the CEOAE power spectrum in guinea pigs, and
reported that changes in CAP thresholds correlated signifi-
cantly to those in the CEOAE power components at the same
frequencies. This finding supports the above-mentioned re-
ports. But our previous report~Uedaet al., 1997! could not
assess the influence of other frequency sites because we did
not measure any CAPs, except at one frequency in each ex-
periment. In the present study, CEOAEs and CAP thresholds
at various frequencies at the same period before and after
exposure were measured. The results showed that the change
in each FEP level after exposure could be predicted based on
that of the CAP threshold at 0.5 kHz above the same fre-
quency as the FEP, except in FEP4.5. Even if changes in
CAP thresholds at other frequencies were taken into account,
the correlation coefficients of the step-wise regression model
did not become greater.

Avan et al. ~1991b! reported that CEOAEs after expo-
sure to intense sounds could be reduced even if there was no
CAP-threshold change at their frequencies. But in the present
study, changes of CEOAEs were within 2 dB at the frequen-
cies where CAP thresholds were unchanged after exposure,
which is not significant. Hilgeret al. ~1995! investigated the
relationship between CEOAEs and organ of Corti irregulari-
ties in the guinea pig. They concluded that there was no clear
relationship between CEOAEs of specific frequencies and
abnormalities at the corresponding cochleotopic location in
the organ of Corti, and speculated that emissions arise as a
result of irregularity producing variations in the reflection
coefficient. But, they assessed CEOAEs in a normal state. In
a pathological condition such as acoustic trauma, it is pos-
sible that local cochlear damage induces a decrease of
CEOAE level at a restricted frequency. Recently, Avanet al.
~1995! reported that CEOAE amplitude changes were lin-
early correlated with the percentage of cochlear base with
unchanged CAP thresholds. So by using his proposed for-
mula, the percentage of the basal cochlear length with un-
changed CAP thresholds was calculated at any given fre-
quency~f!, abbreviated as RB~f!:

RB~ f !512 log~ f max/ f min!/ log~32/f !

( f in kHz, RB residual basal!.

TABLE II. Correlation coefficients between the shifts of FEP levels~1.5–5.5! and CAP thresholds before and
after exposure. Values in parentheses indicatep values. Boldface values indicatep,0.0001.

DFEP

DCAP FEP1.5 FEP2.5 FEP3.5 FEP4.5 FEP5.5

1 kHz 0.44~0.0656! 0.33~0.1812 0.42~0.0817! 0.33~0.1903! 0.27~0.2846!
2 kHz 0.84„<0.0001… 0.68~0.0014! 0.61~0.0057! 0.37~0.1288! 0.26~0.2964!
3 kHz 0.62~0.0047! 0.72~0.0004! 0.76~0.0001! 0.58~0.0108! 0.50~0.0332!
4 kHz 0.41~0.0890! 0.65~0.0026! 0.81„<0.0001… 0.78„<0.0001… 0.68~0.0013!
6 kHz 20.20~0.4288! 20.12~0.6494! 0.45~0.0630! 0.69~0.0100! 0.74~0.0002!
8 kHz 20.31~0.2228! 20.01~0.9656! 0.32~0.1984! 0.55~0.0162! 0.64~0.0032!

TABLE III. Step-wise regression model for FEP.

DFEP Step-wise regression model r

FEB1.5 0.29*DCAP~2k! 0.89
FEP2.5 0.37*DCAP~3k! 0.88
FEP3.5 0.48*DCAP~4k! 0.87
FEP4.5 0.20*DCAP~2k!10.30*DCAP~6k! 0.85
FEP5.5 0.27*DCAP~6k! 0.81
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The f max was defined as the highest frequency with which a
temporal threshold shift~TTS! was 10 dB and over. Simi-
larly, f min was defined as the lowest frequency at which a
TTS was 10 dB and over. Iff was abovef min , RB(f ) was
given by the following formula:

RB~ f !512 log~ f max/ f !/ log~32/f ! ~ f in kHz!.

In both cases, it was postulated that CAP thresholds above 8
kHz were unchanged iff max was under 8 kHz. The result
showed that correlation coefficients~r50.41! between FEP
shifts, and RB% after exposure were not significantly high
~Fig. 3!. The highest frequency measured in the present study
was 8 kHz, so the correlation coefficients might get better or
worse in CAPs were measured up to 32 kHz, as Avanet al.
measured. In the present results, FEP shifts have better cor-
relations with CAP thresholds at 0.5 kHz above the same
frequency than the percentage of residual basal cochlea
~RB!. Clinically, Whiteheadet al. ~1996! observed changes
of CEOAEs and DPOAEs before and after drug treatment
with the antineoplastic agent cisplatin, while also measuring
pure-tone audiometry. They reported that CEOAEs de-
creased at higher frequencies, where pure-tone thresholds in-
creased, and that CEOAEs at lower frequencies, where pure-
tone thresholds remained unchanged, were at the same level
as before treatment. They concluded that both DPOAEs and
CEOAEs effectively reflected the cisplatin-induced,
frequency-specific decrease in hearing sensitivity. The
present results show that higher frequencies may influence
CEOAEs, because the change in each FEP level after expo-
sure related to that of the CAP threshold at 0.5 kHz above
the same frequency. But influence from other frequencies
was negligible, because the correlation coefficients of the
step-wise regression model did not improve.

The reason why changes in each FEP level after expo-
sure paralleled those of the CAP threshold at 0.5 kHz above
the same frequency, rather than those at the same frequency,
is unknown. One possible explanation may lie in the differ-

ence of the stimulus intensity between the measurement of
CAP thresholds and CEOAEs. The sound intensities in the
measurement of CEOAEs were 7262 dB, and were higher
compared to those in the measurement of CAP thresholds.
The frequency of maximum amplitude of the basilar mem-
brane is known to shift to a lower frequency as the sound
intensity increases, even though the stimulus frequency is the
same~Johnstoneet al., 1986!. This may cause the 500-Hz
shift between CAP thresholds and CEOAEs.

In conclusion, CEOAEs in guinea pigs display fre-
quency specificity. The influence of higher frequencies in
CEOAEs is negligible.
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Discriminability of vowel representations in cat auditory-nerve
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This paper attempts to connect deficits seen in the neural representation of speech with perceptual
deficits. Responses of auditory-nerve fibers were studied in cats exposed to acoustic trauma. Four
synthetic steady-state vowels were used as test signals; these stimuli are identical, except that the
second formant (F2) resonator in the synthesizer was set to 1.4, 1.5, 1.7, or 2 kHz, producing four
spectra that differ mainly in the vicinity of theF2 frequency. These stimuli were presented to a large
population~523! of auditory-nerve fibers in four cats with sloping high-frequency threshold shifts
that reached 50–70 dB at 2–4 kHz. In normal animals, Mayet al. @Auditory Neurosci.3, 135–162
~1996!# showed previously that the discharge rates of fibers with best frequencies near theF2
frequencies provide enough information to allow discrimination of these stimuli at the performance
levels shown by cats in behavioral experiments. Here it is shown that, after acoustic trauma, there
is essentially no rate information which would allow the vowels with differentF2 frequencies to be
discriminated. However, information that could allow discrimination remains in the temporal
~phase-locked! aspects of the responses. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!01501-5#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Pg, 43.64.Sj, 43.66.Ts@RDF#

INTRODUCTION

Analysis of the deficits produced by sensorineural hear-
ing loss has generally been done using perceptual tests in
human observers. This method provides direct data on the
most important issues, which are the communication prob-
lems caused by hearing impairment. However, it can provide
only indirect information on the underlying physiological
deficits and their connections to the hearing problems. Pre-
viously, we have approached this question by directly ana-
lyzing the neural representation of a vowel~/}/! in the audi-
tory nerve following acoustic trauma~Miller et al., 1997;
Schilling et al., 1998!. These results show a striking degra-
dation of the neural representation of the spectrum of the
vowel. In particular, the normal tonotopic separation of re-
sponses to stimulus components of different frequencies is
lost in the impaired preparation. The first and second for-
mants~F1 andF2! normally produce responses at different
places along the cochlear partition, consistent with their dif-
ferent frequencies. In an impaired animal, responses toF1
are seen across almost the whole cochlea and responses to
F2 also spread widely away from theF2 place. As a result,
the separation of stimulus components by frequency, which
is the hallmark of normal cochlear processing, is signifi-
cantly degraded in the impaired ear.

Although these results showed a reduction in the quality
of the representation of the spectral shape of the vowel, the
significance of the changes was unclear. In the degraded rep-

resentation, there was still significant response to the for-
mants; some optimized measures of response, such as the
ALSR ~average localized synchronized rate of Young and
Sachs, 1979!, show a remaining, weaker representation of
the formant frequencies and of the general spectral shape of
the vowel ~Palmer and Moorjani, 1993; Schillinget al.,
1998!. In order to refine the interpretation of the previous
results, the representations of four variants of the vowel /}/
were studied in cats with noise-induced hearing loss. The
computer-generated vowels were identical except for the fre-
quency placement of the second formant (F2) resonator. By
considering the differences among the neural responses to
these four stimuli, it is possible to directly estimate the sen-
sitivity of the neural representation to theF2 frequency, and
therefore also the quality of the representation of the second
formant of this vowel in the presence of acoustic trauma.

Previous analyses had concluded that theF2’s of vari-
ous vowels are robustly represented in terms of temporal
~phase-locked! aspects of the neural responses~Young and
Sachs, 1979; Sinex and Geisler, 1983; Delgutte and Kiang,
1984; Palmeret al., 1986!, but poorly represented by mea-
sures based on discharge rate alone~Sachs and Young,
1979!. However, by analyzing the differences in neural firing
rates to pairs of stimuli with slightly differentF2 frequen-
cies, Conley and Keilson~1995! showed a robust rate repre-
sentation. The robustness of the rate-difference code, mean-
ing a rate code for the difference between the spectral shapes
of two stimuli, has been reported for other situations as well
~Rice et al., 1995; Le Prellet al., 1996!. In fact, Mayet al.
~1996! used a signal-detection theory analysis to show that
this rate-difference cue predicts behavioral performance that
meets or exceeds the abilities of normal-hearing cats.

a!Present address: Roger L. Miller Hearing Research Laboratories, Division
of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Box 3550, Duke University
Medical Center, Durham, NC 27710-0001, Electronic mail:
rlmiller@duke.edu
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Here, we report that the rate differences between vowels
differing in F2 frequency are lost after acoustic trauma; at
the same time, a temporal representation of the differences
between the vowels remains, even though the temporal rep-
resentation is degraded. To the extent that the representations
of these vowels in the cat and human auditory nerves are
similar, these results suggest that the degree of loss follow-
ing acoustic trauma depends on the observer’s ability to use
the information in the temporal representation of the stimuli.

I. METHODS

The results reported here were obtained in four healthy
adult male cats purchased from Liberty Labs; they weighed
about 3.5 kg each and showed no signs of middle or external
ear pathology. Animal care and use procedures were ap-
proved by the Johns Hopkins Animal Care and Use Commit-
tee ~protocol number CA96M302!. The methods have been
discussed in detail in previous publications~Miller et al.,
1997; Schillinget al., 1998! and are described briefly below.

A. Acoustic trauma

For the sound exposure, cats were anesthetized with ket-
amine ~200 mg im! mixed with acepromazine~2 mg im!.
Atropine was given~0.1 mg im! to control mucus secretions.
Additional doses of acepromazine/ketamine were adminis-
tered as needed to maintain the cat in an anesthetized state.
The animal’s head was restrained and positioned directly be-
neath two loudspeakers during a 4-h exposure to a noiseband
of 50-Hz bandwidth, centered at 2 kHz. The parameters of
the exposure are given in Table I. Note that the exposure
level ~'108 dB! is lower than was used previously~110–115
dB; Miller et al., 1997; Schillinget al., 1998! and that the
exposure duration is longer~4 instead of 2 h!. These changes
were made in order to decrease what was interpreted as inner
hair cell damage in previous studies, which resulted in diffi-
culty isolating fibers with best frequencies~BFs! in the oc-
tave above the exposure frequency. The animals were al-
lowed to recover from the exposure for 54–173 days; in cats,
there is little or no temporary threshold shift after about 30
days following an exposure~Miller et al., 1963!, so the defi-
cits remaining at that time are permanent.

B. Single-fiber recording

Animals were anesthetized by an injection of xylazine
~0.2 mg im! followed by ketamine~150–200 mg im!; an

areflexic state of anesthesia was maintained for the duration
of the experiment with bolus injections of pentobarbital
~'12 mg/h iv!. Physiological saline~'1 ml/h iv! and lac-
tated Ringer’s~'10 ml/24 h iv! were given to prevent dehy-
dration. Atropine~0.1 mg im! was given every 24 h. A tra-
cheotomy was performed to maintain an open airway and to
minimize respiratory acoustic artifacts. The bulla was vented
with a 40-cm length of polyethylene tubing~PE-90! to pre-
vent the buildup of negative pressure in the middle ear
~Guinan and Peake, 1967!. Body temperature was main-
tained near 38.5 °C with a feedback-controlled heating pad.

Recordings were made in an electrically shielded,
double-walled soundproof room~IAC-1204A!. Micropi-
pettes of 10–30 MV were filled with 3M KCl and placed in
the auditory nerve under visual control after retraction of the
cerebellum medially. Single fibers were isolated by driving
the electrode in 1–2-mm steps with a piezoelectric micro-
drive ~Burleigh! while presenting a broadband noise-search
stimulus~spectrum level about 35 dBre: 20 mPa/Hz1/2!. Ex-
periments usually lasted 2–3 days and were terminated by a
lethal dose of pentobarbital. The state of the cochlea was
monitored during experiments by plotting the thresholds of
fibers with similar BFs versus time and looking for sudden
shifts in the thresholds of the most sensitive fibers.

C. Stimulus protocol

Isolated fibers were first characterized by a tuning curve
constructed by an automated program that tracks the sound
level necessary to produce an increase in response of 1 spike
during a 50-ms tone burst~Kiang et al., 1970!. Responses to
the synthetic vowels described below were then obtained. In
order to facilitate comparison of responses to different vow-
els, two vowels were presented in alternation. The vowels
had a duration of 400 ms and were presented with an inter-
stimulus interval of 600 ms. The vowels of a pair had ap-
proximately the same sound level and data from 30–50 rep-
etitions were obtained. This process was repeated for two
pairs of vowels~the pair V14 and V15 was usually followed
by V17 and V20, defined below! at three sound levels~ap-
proximately 117, 97, and 77 dB, typically in that order!.
Vowel sound levels are given as the total power in the first
50 harmonics of the vowel. If the fiber remained well-
isolated, a 10-s sample of spontaneous activity was taken to
estimate the spontaneous firing rate~SR! and a tone was
presented at the fiber’s BF, 50 dB above threshold, to esti-
mate the maximum firing rate. If the SR data were not ob-

TABLE I. Experimental conditions for the four cats. The sound levels of the four-h exposures and the recovery
times between exposure and recording are given, along with the highest vowel sound levels used during
recording. The fourth column gives the number of fibers included in the data sample from each cat.

Cat ID
Exposure

level ~dB SPL!
Recovery

period ~days!
Maximum vowel
level ~dB SPL!

Number of
fibers isolated

201–17 107.5 54 117.8 119
201–65 108 125 116.2 72
201–81 107 139 117.6 129
201–101 108 173 117.1 203

Mean 108 123 117.2 Total 523
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tained because the fiber was lost, SR was estimated from the
spike activity during the interstimulus intervals of trials with
the vowel presented at the lowest level tested.

The vowels used are the same as those used previously
for behavioral studies of vowel discrimination~Hienz et al.,
1996; Mayet al., 1996! and for studies of the neural encod-
ing of vowels in normal-hearing cats~Conley and Keilson,
1995; Le Prellet al., 1996!. The vowels were generated on a
fundamental frequency of 100 Hz with a Klatt~1980! series-
formant synthesizer; they all had first (F1) and third (F3)
formants at 500 and 2500 Hz, respectively. The second for-
mants (F2) were set at 1400 Hz~V14!, 1500 Hz ~V15!,
1700 Hz,~V17!, and 2000 Hz~V20! to generate four vowels
with similar spectra except nearF2. The envelopes of the
spectra are shown in Fig. 1~A!. The vowels were filtered with
the human external-ear transfer function~Wiener and Ross,
1946! to make their spectral shapes at the cat’s tympanic
membrane approximate those at the human tympanic mem-
brane.

Acoustic stimuli were delivered to the ear through a hol-
low earbar from a dynamic speaker~Schilling, 1995!. The
frequency response for this system is relatively flat~66 dB!
at frequencies below 10 kHz; Fig. 1~B! shows, for the four
cats, the sound pressure at the eardrum with a fixed voltage

input to the acoustic system. This system’s upper cutoff fre-
quency ~10 kHz! was sufficient for tests with the vowels,
since they contain little energy above 5 kHz. The acoustic
system produced a maximum vowel level of about 117 dB at
the cat’s tympanic membrane. Figure 1~C! shows the spectral
envelope of the electrical signal for the vowel V20 as the
solid line, and the actual spectrum at the eardrum of one cat
as the vertical bars.

D. Analysis

The responses to the four vowels were compared using
both rate and temporal measures of response. For the rate
measure, discharge rate was computed over the last 380 ms
of the 400-ms vowel; the rate was averaged across the 30–50
repetitions of the vowel. Rate was converted to driven rate
for Fig. 3 by subtracting SR. The population representation
of the spectral differences between the vowels was studied as
the change in discharge rate produced by changing the stimu-
lus from one vowel to another. Rate difference was com-
puted by subtracting the average discharge rate in response
to one vowel from the rate in response to the other.

For the temporal analysis, a peristimulus time histogram
~PSTH! with a bin width of 100ms was computed from a
fiber’s spike trains and normalized to have units spikes/s.
The fiber’s frequency response was analyzed by applying a
Hamming windoww(n) to the PSTH over latencies of 20 to
400 ms and taking the Fourier transform, giving the complex
synchronizationP where

P~k ft!5 (
n50

N21

w~n!p~n!e2 j 2pkn/NYAN (
n50

N21

w~n!2.

~1!

The P(k ft) are the complex synchronized rates at frequen-
ciesk ft , wheref t is the frequency resolution of the analysis
(1/380 ms52.63 Hz). The term in the denominator is a cor-
rection for the attenuation of the signal by the window func-
tion w(n). The synchronized ratesR(k ft) are the magni-
tudes of theP(k ft); synchronized rate is interpreted in this
paper as the component of the fiber’s discharge rate that is
responding to frequencyk ft .

For the discriminability analysis in Fig. 10, the statistics
of P(k ft) were estimated by computing Eq.~1! separately
for each of the 30–50 repetitions of the stimulus, yielding
valuesPj (k ft) for the synchronized rates of the responses to
each tone burst. The mean and the standard deviation of
these values were computed as follows~Miller et al., 1987!:

P̄~k ft!5
1

N (
j 51

N

Pj~k ft!

and ~2!

s2~k ft!5
1

N21 (
j 51

N

uPj~k ft!2 P̄~k ft!u2.

FIG. 1. Four variants of the synthetic vowel /}/ were used to investigate the
neural codes for discriminating second formant frequency; the power spectra
of the vowels are shown in panel A. The vowels are periodic, so the spectra
are actually harmonic line spectra, as shown in panel C, with a fundamental
of 100 Hz. Placement of the resonator forF2 in the synthesizer software is
indicated by the vowel name, e.g., V17 for 1700 Hz. All formants were
placed at harmonics of 100 Hz. Acoustic calibration data taken from the four
experimental animals are shown in panel B. Lines show the sound level at
the tympanic membrane, for a constant electrical signal at the acoustic trans-
ducer input. The spectral envelope of the electrical signal of the vowel V20
is shown in panel C by the solid line, along with the spectral shape of the
vowel corrected by the acoustic calibration from one experiment~vertical
bars!. Note that the frequency scales on the abscissae are different in A
versus B/C.
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II. RESULTS

A. Nature of the hearing loss

Data were taken from 523 fibers over the course of ex-
periments on four impaired cats; these data were pooled to-
gether in order to obtain a dense sampling of fibers at differ-
ent BFs. The noise exposure and recovery period for each
animal are given in Table I. The thresholds,Q10s and BF
distribution of fibers included in the pool are shown in Fig. 2.
Data are plotted as a function of BF, which was chosen as
the frequency of the local minimum threshold nearest to the
high-frequency slope portion of the tuning curve. Liberman
~1984! has shown that this method gives a more reliable
measure of the true BF, meaning the point of innervation of
the basilar membrane, than the frequency at which the
threshold is actually at a minimum. Fibers are grouped into
the usual three SR groups, noted in the legend for Fig. 2~B!;
SR classification is indicated by symbol shape in this and
subsequent plots.

Single-fiber thresholds are shown in comparison to the
best thresholds in normal cats in Fig. 2~A!. The line marked
NBTC shows the best thresholds in unexposed cats from the
same supplier~Miller et al., 1997!. The threshold shift in-
duced by acoustic trauma was greatest for fibers with BFs in
the range from 1 to 7 kHz. Figure 2~B! shows theQ10 mea-
sure of tuning-curve sharpness. The lines show the upper and
lower boundaries of theQ10 values in unexposed cats~Miller
et al., 1997!. Q10 distributions in the four individual cats
were essentially the same~not shown! and, in all four cats,
tuning is broadened in the frequency region showing the
greatest threshold shift. Figure 2~C! shows a histogram of the
distribution of BFs in the data sample. The peak in the dis-
tribution at 1.5–1.7 kHz reflects a sampling bias, in that we
focused our efforts on finding fibers with BFs nearF2. In
previous studies, it was difficult to isolate fibers with BFs
between 2–4 kHz~Miller et al., 1997; Schillinget al., 1998!.
However, in the four cats included in this study, it was rela-
tively easy to find such fibers, except possibly for BFs be-
tween 3–4 kHz. This difference is probably a result of the
change in exposure protocol, as discussed in Sec. I.

Figure 2~D! shows a comparison of the best thresholds
of the fibers studied in the four cats. These contours were
defined by passing a line through the lowest thresholds mea-
sured in each animal. The contours are similar in shape
across animals, although they vary by up to 40 dB at some
frequencies. Despite this variation, data from these four ani-
mals have been pooled for the population analyses described
below. Pooling the data is justified, in the face of the differ-
ences shown in Fig. 2~D!, because the measures of vowel
response that are most important to the results in this paper,
i.e., those shown in Figs. 4, 8, and 9, are very similar when
analyzed in individual animals.

B. Rate representation of vowel spectra

The simplest neural representation of a complex stimu-
lus is a rate profile, which plots the average firing rate to the
stimulus as a function of fiber BF. Figure 3 shows rate pro-
files for two vowels, V14@Fig. 3~A!, ~B!, and~C!# and V20
@Fig. 3~D!, ~E!, and~F!#. Data are shown at three levels for

each vowel, as given in the legends. For reference, the first
three formant frequencies are indicated by the vertical
dashed lines. In normal animals, rate profiles give a good
representation of the vowel’s spectrum at lower stimulus lev-
els, by exhibiting peaks of rate at the formant frequencies,
but the rate profiles tend to become flat at higher levels~Sa-

FIG. 2. ~A! Threshold sound level at BF for all fibers in the four cats from
which data were taken. Spontaneous firing rate~SR! is indicated by symbol
shape, defined in the legend of B. The line marked NBTC indicates the best
thresholds in normal animals~Miller et al., 1997!. Note the threshold shift
of up to 50 dB over the frequency range 1–7 kHz.~B! Tuning-curve widths
for all fibers, plotted asQ10 , which is BF divided by tuning-curve band-
width 10 dB above threshold@the horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 5~A!#.
Lines show the range ofQ10s in unexposed cats~Miller et al., 1997!. Fibers
with BFs above 1 kHz were broadly tuned, as indicated by the symbols
falling below the normal range of values.~C! Histogram showing the distri-
bution of BFs of the fibers in panels A and B.~D! Best thresholds for each
cat; these are lines passing through the minimum single-fiber thresholds in
each population. Assuming that the fibers with the minimum threshold de-
termine the cat’s behavioral threshold, these plots correspond to audiograms
for each cat. The thresholds in normal cats~NBTC! are also shown.
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chs and Young, 1979; Conley and Keilson, 1995!. The data
in Fig. 3 show a much weaker rate representation in that
there is not a clear representation of the vowels’ spectra at
any level. At the lowest level@77 dB, Fig. 3~C! and ~F!#,
there is a peak of rate at BFs nearF1, but this simply reflects
a threshold effect because fibers with BFs aroundF2 andF3
are not responding to the vowel. As sound level increases,
there is an increase in rate across BF, but rate peaks at the
formants are not seen.

Unlike the situation in normal animals, the rate repre-
sentation is not better in the subpopulation of fibers with low
SRs; that is, these data scatter among the high spontaneous
rate data with no evidence of peaks corresponding to the
formants. Note, however, that the identification of a fiber
with a particular SR group does not always survive acoustic

trauma, in that the SRs of fibers decrease following acoustic
trauma~Liberman and Dodds, 1984!; thus, it is not clear that
a difference between the representations in the low and the
high SR populations is expected after acoustic trauma.

The rate profiles in Fig. 3 suggest that there is little or no
information about the vowels’ spectra encoded in discharge
rates. However, previous investigations of the rate-place
code have shown that the variability in rate profiles like Fig.
3 can obscure responses to the spectral features of the stimu-
lus ~Conley and Keilson, 1995; Riceet al., 1995; Le Prell
et al., 1996!. A significant component of the variability is
differences between fibers, presumably differences in thresh-
old or dynamic range properties. The interfiber variability
can be controlled by changing the analysis to examine the
differences in discharge rate between two stimuli, which ef-
fectively uses each fiber as its own control. Computation of
rate differences can also serve as the basis for a signal-
detection analysis of the discriminability of two vowels
~Conley and Keilson, 1995; Mayet al., 1996!.

Figure 4 shows rate differences for four of the six pos-
sible vowel pairs in our stimulus set. The vowels are identi-
fied in column A, where the dB differences in their spectra
are plotted versus frequency. Columns B and C show rate
differences plotted versus BF for two sound levels, 97 and
117 dB. The data points show the rate differences for the
population of impaired fibers and the dotted lines show av-
erage results from normal animals, for the same vowel pairs
at 47-dB lower sound levels. The differences between the
data in the normal and impaired animals are striking.
Whereas the peaks and valleys in the difference spectra are
clearly preserved in the rate-difference plots from normal
animals, there is essentially no systematic rate change in the
impaired animals. Occasional fibers show large rate changes
in the impaired animals, but these differences are not system-
atically associated with the spectral differences in the stimuli
and probably reflect random events. In addition, there is a
small nonzero rate difference at frequencies below 2 kHz in
the bottom two plots in column B. This difference resulted
from a rate decrease when V20 was presented, which was
caused by the fact that V20 was actually about 2.3 dB softer
in level than the other three vowels. Again, this difference
does not convey information about the formants. Finally,
there are very small and systematic rate-difference changes
near the formants for the V17–V20 and V14–V20 cases.
The rate differences at the two formants are statistically sig-
nificantly different~P'0.05, 2-sidedt test! for three of these
cases~V17–V20 at the lower level and V14–V20 at both
levels!. However, these effects are small and the major effect
shown in Fig. 4 remains the large difference between the
data from normal and impaired animals.

A more direct measure of the usefulness of the rate dif-
ferences in a discrimination task isd8, defined below.

d85
RV12RV2

AsV1
2 1sV2

2
~3!

RVi andsVi
2 are the mean and standard deviation of the rate

estimates derived from the 30–50 repeated presentations of
vowel Vi. The resultingd8 value is an index of the discrim-

FIG. 3. Driven rate~rate-SR! is plotted as a function of fiber BF for the
impaired fibers responding to vowels V14~A, B, and C! and V20~D, E, and
F!. The points show data for individual fibers and the heavy line is a log-
triangular smoothed version of the data. The average at frequencyf is com-
puted from all fibers with BFs within 0.125 octaves off. A fiber with BF b
contributes to the average with weight@12u log2(b/f )/0.125u#. The vertical
dashed lines show the frequencies of the first three formants.
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inability of vowels V1 and V2 based on rate changes in a
single fiber in response to a single presentation of each
vowel. Generally, ad8 of 1 corresponds to the behavioral
threshold for discrimination. When this calculation is done
for the data in Fig. 4, the resultingd8 values scatter near
zero, except for the systematic across-frequency rate differ-
ence discussed above. Scatteredd8 values larger than 1 are
observed, but they are not systematically associated with the
changes in formant frequency.

C. Temporal analysis of responses to the second
formant

The basis for a peak in a rate-difference profile, such as
those in the normal-animal data in Fig. 4, is a change in the
strength of response to one or more stimulus harmonics
when the stimulus changes. In order to analyze further the

rate-difference data of Fig. 4, it is useful to know which
stimulus harmonics are producing the responses. For vowels,
this information can be gotten by analyzing the phase-
locking patterns of the fibers. In a normal cat, fibers tend to
phase-lock to the stimulus components at the formant fre-
quencies; fibers with BFs near a formant show synchrony
capture, meaning that the fiber’s response is driven almost
exclusively by the energy at that formant. In the hearing-
impaired ear, however, this behavior is absent and broadband
responses to multiple harmonics of the stimulus are seen
instead~Miller et al., 1997; Schillinget al., 1998!. The next
five figures show data that support the idea that this differ-
ence in response properties between damaged and normal
ears is the basis of the failure of the hearing-impaired cats to
show a rate difference in response to the vowels.

Figure 5 shows the phase-locked responses of an im-

FIG. 4. The differences between vowel spectra are compared with the differences in discharge rate evoked by pairs of vowels. Column A shows the ratio of
the magnitude spectra of four vowel pairs, identified in the legends. Data in the top row represent the vowel pair V14–V15, which has the weakest cue for
discriminability ~F2 change of 100 Hz! and data in the bottom row represent the vowel pair V14–V20 with the strongest cue tested~F2 change of 600 Hz!.
Columns B and C show differences in discharge rates in response to each of the four vowel pairs plotted against BF for two sound levels, 97 dB~column B!
and 117 dB~column C!. The points are data from individual fibers; heavy solid lines are log-triangular smoothed versions of the data points~see caption of
Fig. 3!. The dotted lines show log-triangular smoothed versions of data taken from fibers in normal-hearing cats, from Conley and Keilson~1995!; the normal
curves are displaced vertically to aid visualization. The normal-cat data were taken at 50~column B! and 70~column C! dB. Vertical dashed lines indicate the
F2 frequencies of the two vowels of each pair.
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paired fiber to the four vowels. The tuning curve of the fiber
is shown in Fig. 5~A!, along with the tuning curve of a nor-
mal fiber of similar BF. The impaired fiber shows a threshold
shift of about 50 dB and a substantial increase in bandwidth;
its Q10 of 1.1 places it in the middle of the population of
impaired fibers in Fig. 2~B!. The vertical dashed lines show
the lowest~1.4 kHz! and highest~2 kHz! F2 frequencies
among the vowel stimuli. The impaired fiber’s threshold
changes by about 10 dB over this frequency range and this
difference might be sufficient to produce some differences in
the fiber’s responses to the four vowels. Figure 5~B!–~E!
show synchronized ratesR(k ft) for the fiber’s responses to
the four vowels at 116 dB. The legends identify theF2 fre-

quencies and also give the fiber’s discharge rates; note that
the discharge rate did not change significantly withF2,
which is consistent with Fig. 4.

Examination of the synchronized rate plots shows that
the responses to the vowel did, in fact, change without
changing discharge rate. The fiber responded strongly toF1
and to a broad range of stimulus harmonics at and below its
BF, i.e., over the frequency range where the fiber’s tuning
curve had a broad minimum. Strong responses toF2 are
seen for the lowest twoF2 frequencies@Fig. 5~D! and ~E!#,
but not for the upper twoF2 frequencies. AsF2 frequency
changed, there was a change in the pattern of response, in
that the relative size of responses to different harmonics
changed, but the overall summed response did not change.
Because its tuning was so broad, the fiber responded to
stimulus harmonics over a wide frequency range, and there-
fore a small change in a few harmonics produced only a
rearrangement in the pattern of response harmonics, not a net
change in response. This pattern of response is typical of
fibers with BFs in the region of threshold shift.

The response pattern shown in Fig. 5 does not change
with stimulus level. Figure 6 shows responses of the same
fiber to V14 and V20, which have the largestF2 separation
in the stimulus set. Responses to each vowel are shown for

FIG. 5. ~A! Tuning curves are shown for a normal and an impaired fiber
with BFs near theF2 frequencies of the vowels. The lowest and highestF2
frequencies, 1.4 and 2.0 kHz, are indicated with vertical dashed lines. Hori-
zontal dashed lines show the tuning-curve widths used to computeQ10 .
Following Liberman~1984!, BF is taken as the location of the first local
minimum at a frequency below the steep-slope high-frequency part of the
tuning curve.~B!–~E! Synchronized rates of the responses of the impaired
fiber in A to the four vowels, i.e.,R(k ft). The vowels contain energy only
at harmonics of 100 Hz, so the peaks in these plots show the responses to
the harmonic components of the stimulus; energy at intermediate frequen-
cies is noise. TheF2 frequencies of the vowels and the fiber’s discharge
rates are given in the legends. Vertical dashed lines show the frequencies of
F1, F2, andF3. These data illustrate the broadband responses typically seen
in impaired fibers and should be contrasted with data from normal animals
~e.g., Figs. 9 and 10 of Milleret al., 1997!. Note that as theF2 frequency
changes, the pattern of phase-locking is rearranged, but there is no change in
overall response, as indicated by discharge rate.

FIG. 6. Synchronized rates at three sound levels for the same impaired fiber
as in Fig. 5, in response to V20~panels A–C! and V14 ~panels D–F!.
Vertical dashed lines show the first three formant frequencies. Legends give
the vowel level and the fiber’s average discharge rate to each stimulus. Note
that the broadband pattern of phase-locking is seen at all sound levels tested.
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three sound levels, as given in the legends. The same broad-
band response patterns described in Fig. 5 remain evident,
and F1 remains the dominant harmonic in the responses.
Note that all three levels are well above threshold, as judged
by the response rates, which are well above the SR of 11/s.

D. Population responses in synchronized rate
profiles

The overall response to the vowels can be analyzed by
looking at synchronized rate profiles. Figure 7 shows an ex-
ample for a normal population of fibers~Schilling et al.,
1998!. This three-dimensional plot shows the distribution of
phase locking as a function of fiber BF. The synchronized
rates of all fibers within a 0.133 octave bin are averaged
together and plotted vertically along the ordinate, against
synchronization frequency. The abscissa shows fiber BF, and
the size of the box symbols shows the averaged synchronized
rate to a particular frequency; the box scale is shown in the
legend. The BF distribution of fibers contributing to the fig-
ure is shown by the histogram in the bottom panel.

The data in Fig. 7 illustrate the normal spread of syn-
chrony toF1 andF2 for a vowel presented at 69 dB. Fibers
with BFs near theF1 and F2 places~arrows at bottom!
show strong synchrony~large squares! to that formant and its
harmonics; little phase-locking to other frequencies is seen.

This pattern is called synchrony capture and is typical of
normal animals. The third formant frequency, 2.5 kHz, is
also clearly indicated as a local maximum of synchrony, al-
though synchrony capture does not occur atF3. Note that the
largest squares are contained within the region bounded by
the diagonal band, which indicates frequencies within a half-
octave of a fiber’s BF. In the normal animal, synchrony to
the formants is centered on this band and the responses of
most fibers contain significant components within this band,
as is consistent with a tonotopic representation of the stimu-
lus.

The synchronized rate profiles for all four vowels in the
acoustically-traumatized cats are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
Data are shown for responses to the stimuli presented at 117
dB ~Fig. 8! and 97 dB~Fig. 9!. Given the threshold shift of
40–70 dB for BFs nearF2 in the impaired animals@Fig.
2~A! and~D!#, the higher level is comparable, in terms of dB
re: threshold, to levels of 47–77 dB in normal ears. The
dominant features of responses in the impaired ears have
been described previously~Miller et al., 1997; Schilling
et al., 1998!; they include widespread synchrony toF1, in-
dicated by the horizontal bar of boxes at 500 Hz, and broad-
band synchrony in the responses of all fibers, indicated by
the abundance of small boxes at nonformant harmonics in
each column. Synchrony capture by the formants is not ob-
served, even atF1. The normal response pattern was not
regained by lowering the vowel level 20 dB, as seen in Fig.
9. The synchronized rate profile for a particular vowel re-
mained similar to those seen at the higher level. This is also
consistent with previously described response properties of
the ear after acoustic trauma~Miller et al., 1997!; synchrony
capture byF2 fails to occur at levels ranging from near
threshold to levels well above 100 dB.

The synchrony of fibers with BFs from 1 to 3 kHz has
the greatest significance, because the responses of these fi-
bers are the basis for the discriminability of the vowels in the
normal cochlea~Fig. 4, Conley and Keilson, 1995!. In both
Figs. 8 and 9, the response profiles show a horizontal band of
synchrony to theF2 frequency, which extends from theF2
place toward higher frequencies. This band moves vertically
as theF2 frequency changes, while most other features of
the response change little. This pattern of response in the
population is similar to what was described for a single fiber
in Fig. 5. Once again, it is clear why there is no rate change
in the population data of Fig. 4. Fibers of all BFs are re-
sponding to a wide array of frequency components of the
stimulus. WhenF2 moves, the band of phase-locking toF2
moves vertically in Figs. 8 and 9, with relatively little hori-
zontal movement. The vertical movement does not change
the fibers’ rates, because response to one frequency compo-
nent is just traded for response to another component. Be-
cause there is little horizontal movement, and because the
response is divided among so many frequency components,
there are no fibers for which substantial changes in response
occur, and therefore no rate changes.

FIG. 7. Population distribution of synchronized rate to a vowel similar to
V17 taken from normal animals; the sound level was 69 dB. The horizontal
axis denotes fiber BF; the histogram at the bottom indicates the BF distri-
bution of fibers in the plot. The column of squares above each bin shows the
average synchronized rate, the average value ofR(k ft), for all fibers within
that bin~0.133 octave wide!. The size of each square represents the rate, as
defined in the legend; each square represents cases with synchronized rates
within the range defined by the two numbers bordering the symbol; the
largest squares are rates greater than 120 /s and response components less
than 15 spikes/s are not plotted. Formant frequency positions are marked
with arrows on the right, and points where BF equals formant frequency are
shown by arrows at the bottom. Note that synchrony to the formants is
centered on the diagonal band, which indicates frequencies within a half-
octave of the fibers’ BFs.~Same data as Fig. 6 of Schillinget al., 1998.!
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E. Vowel discriminability based upon synchronized
rate

The changes in phase-locking shown in Figs. 8 and 9
could conceivably provide a basis for discriminating the
vowels. The issue of whether the central nervous system is
capable of using such cues has been discussed but not re-
solved~Sachs, 1984!. Regardless of that discussion, it is use-
ful to evaluate how strong a cue the phase-locking could
provide. Thed8 measure of signal detection theory can be
written for differences in phase-locking as follows:

d8~k ft!5
uP̄1~k ft!u2uP̄2~k ft!u

As1
2~k ft!1s2

2~k ft!
, ~4!

whereP̄i(k ft) ands i
2(k ft) are the mean and standard devia-

tion of the synchronized rates to frequencyk ft for one vowel
presentation@Eq. ~2!# and the subscripts identify the two dif-
ferent stimuli. This definition ofd8 follows from the fact that
the optimum decision rule for discrimination of frequency on
the basis of phase-locking is based on the statistic
uP1(k ft)u2uP2(k ft)u, i.e., the difference in the magnitudes
of phase-locking to a frequency in two presentation intervals
~Siebert, 1970; Milleret al., 1987!. Note thatd8 defined this
way is a function of frequency, so that it measures the dis-
criminability of the stimuli based on phase-locking to one
particular frequency component. The overall discriminability
of two vowels would depend on a combination ofd8 values
across frequency.

Figure 10 shows the population distribution of discrim-
inability for two of the vowel pairs~V17–V20 and V14–

FIG. 8. Synchronized rate profiles for all four vowels presented at 117 dB SPL; vowels are identified in the legends. The layout of each part of the figure is
like Fig. 7 and the box scale is the same. The distribution of fibers contributing to panels A and C is shown at bottom left~vowels V14 and V15 were presented
together in alternating trials! and the distribution for panels B and D is shown at bottom right~vowels V17 and V20 were presented together!. The dominant
feature of the responses is synchrony toF1 at all BFs, which does not aid in distinguishing among these vowels. Synchrony toF2 is also seen, as the second
horizontal line at theF2 frequency, pointed to by arrows in the middle of the figure. AsF2 changes, the frequency of this line also changes, so that the vertical
position of the line serves as a cue for discrimination of the vowels, but does not provide a rate cue.
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V20! at two levels, as given in the legends. Discriminability
d8 was computed using Eq.~4!, averaged across fibers in BF
bins of 0.133 octave~abscissa! and plotted as in Figs. 7–9.
The boxes indicate the size ofd8 using the scale in the leg-
end of Fig. 10~A!; note thatd8 can be positive~boxes! or
negative~Xs!. As expected from Figs. 8 and 9, the largest
consistent differences between the responses to the two vow-
els of a pair are at theF2 frequencies, indicated by the
arrows in the center of the figure.d8 values as large as61–2
are seen, which means that the vowels are theoretically dis-
criminable on the basis of the phase-locking of a single, op-
timally chosen, auditory-nerve fiber. Note that the sign of the
change in phase-locking correctly signals the direction of
change ofF2. Under these ideal listening conditions, optimal
use of the phase-locked response to differentiate between
these vowels would integrated8 values across frequencies of

both the upper and lowerF2, for fibers with BFs equal to 1
kHz and greater.

The only other consistently large difference between the
responses in Fig. 10 are at the 12th harmonic in Fig. 10~C!
and at the 9th harmonic in Fig. 10~D!. These are probably
F2 –F1 rectifier distortion products~Young and Sachs,
1979! produced by the interaction of the formants of V17 in
Fig. 10~C! ~F155th, F2517th harmonics, makingF2 –F1
the 12th harmonic! and V14 in Fig. 10~D! ~F155th, F2
514th harmonics, makingF2 –F1 the 9th harmonic!. In
both cases the rectifier distortion product should be present
with one vowel, but not present with the other. Similar ef-
fects of rectifier distortion are expected atF2 –F1 for V20
~i.e., a negatived8 at the 10th harmonic!. This is not seen,
probably because it coincides in frequency with the second
harmonic ofF1 ~10th harmonic for all vowels!, which is

FIG. 9. Synchronized rate profiles for all four vowels presented at 97 dB SPL; the plot uses the same format as Fig. 8. Note that decreasing the level by 20
dB does not strengthen the representation ofF2, nor does it diminish the response toF1 at all BFs.
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present for both vowels of each comparison and should be
larger.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Discriminability of the neural representations of
the vowels

The results in Fig. 3 show that raising the level of the
stimulus sufficiently, in this case to'97 dB, restores audi-
bility, in the sense that fibers across the whole cochlea are
responding to the stimulus. However, raising the level does
not restore an adequate representation of the spectral shape
of the stimulus, in that no clear representation ofF2 can be
seen at any level. In this paper, the quality of the neural
representation of the stimulus was evaluated by looking at

the representation of the differences between vowels differ-
ing in F2 frequency. This is a direct measure of the salience
of F2 in the nervous system and should correlate with the
animal’s behavioral ability to discriminateF2 frequency. In
fact, measurement ofF2-frequency discrimination in normal
cats shows that they are able to make this discrimination
with a jnd that is comparable in size to that of humans
~Hienzet al., 1996!. Comparison of behavioral jnds with the
predictions of a signal-detection analysis of auditory-nerve
responses in normal animals showed that the changes in dis-
charge rate of the best auditory nerve fibers, i.e., those with
BFs near the formants, are sufficient to support the behav-
ioral discrimination~May et al., 1996!. Thus, the data in Fig.
4 are important in that they suggest little or no ability to
discriminateF2 frequency on the basis of discharge-rate

FIG. 10. Population distribution of discriminability based on phase-locking, as measured byd8(k ft) in Eq. ~4!. Frequencyk ft is shown on the ordinate. The
plots are laid out as in Figs. 8 and 9, except it isd8 that is plotted, not synchronized rate. The conventions for the scale are the same as in Figs. 7–9, except
that boxes represent positive values ofd8 and Xs represent negative values.
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changes after acoustic trauma. As discussed in Sec. II, thed8
values for rate changes that signal changes inF2 are below 1
for almost all fibers. This result should be contrasted with the
result for the same vowels in normal animals, where average
d8 values, among fibers with BFs near theF2 values, easily
exceed 1 forF2 frequency changes as small as 50–100 Hz,
depending on conditions~Conley and Keilson, 1995; May
et al., 1996!.

Although the rate representation of the difference be-
tween stimuli is degraded, there are detectable differences in
temporal measures of response, because of the rearrangement
of the harmonic components in the response. This is shown
in Fig. 10, whered8 values for changes in phase-locking to
the F2 frequencies exceed 1 among fibers with BFs at and
above theF2 frequencies. Thus, the extent of the behavioral
deficit caused by acoustic trauma will depend on the cues
used by the CNS to discriminate the neural activity produced
by two vowels. While the existence of both rate and temporal
codes for spectral shape has long been recognized~Young
and Sachs, 1979; Delgutte and Kiang, 1984; Palmeret al.,
1986!, there is no direct evidence bearing on the question of
which cues the CNS actually uses. The data in Figs. 4 and 10
predict that if the CNS uses only rate information, then cats
should be essentially unable to discriminate these vowels
after the kind of acoustic trauma used here; however, if the
CNS can use some temporal information, then some ability
to discriminate should survive.

In order to get a sufficient number of fibers to make
population profiles, data were combined across four animals.
At some frequencies, there were substantial threshold differ-
ences among these animals. Such threshold differences could
conceivably degrade the quality of population representa-
tions since fibers were studied at different sound levels, rela-
tive to threshold. However, the two most important results of
this paper, the lack of a rate difference representation and the
presence of a weak temporal representation, could not be
produced by such differences in relative sound level. In the
case of the rate differences, no differences were seen in the
whole population, so there cannot be differences in any sub-
population. By a similar argument, differences in temporal
response that are present in the whole population must also
be present in at least some subpopulations. In fact, plots like
Figs. 8–10 made separately for each experiment~not shown!
are just noisier versions of these figures.

B. Effects of errors in BF measurement

The tonotopic plots used to analyze the neural represen-
tations in this paper depend on obtaining an accurate mea-
sure of fiber BF. However, there are three well-known prob-
lems with determining BF following acoustic trauma
~Robertsonet al., 1980; Liberman, 1984!: ~1! the tuning-
curve program has a certain error, e.g., it does not return the
same BF if it is run repeatedly on the same fiber
(s.d.50.022 octaves for normal fibers with our program, Cal-
hounet al., 1998!; ~2! there is a shift in BF caused by acous-
tic trauma; and~3! the BFs of tuning curves in acoustically
traumatized animals are ambiguous because of their broad,
flat shape. The impaired-fiber tuning curve in Fig. 5~A!, for
example, could have a BF anywhere between about 0.8 and

1.4 kHz, if the minimum of the tuning curve is taken as the
definition of BF. Obviously, using the minimum of such a
tuning curve to define BF will lead to substantial errors with
even small amounts of threshold noise. The definition of BF
used here, the local minimum threshold nearest the high-
frequency steep slope of the tuning curve, was chosen to
minimize the ambiguity of BF in cases like this~Liberman,
1984!. Liberman compared BF determined this way to the
‘‘true’’ BF determined from the fiber’s point of innervation
of the basilar membrane. Tuning-curve BFs were up to20.6
octaves below the true BF, although the shifts were smaller
~,0.2 octaves, about the standard deviation of BF shifts with
this method in normal animals! for the majority of fibers,
those which innervated points on the membrane that were at
least 1 mm from regions of total destruction of the organ of
Corti.

From the previous paragraph, it is clear that there is
some uncertainty in BF determination in the data presented
here, the question arises as to whether the poor quality of the
neural representations described above results from this er-
ror. Three features of the data argue against this possibility.
First, in the rate-difference analysis~Fig. 4!, the vast major-
ity of fibers show little or no rate difference. Any reasonable
rearrangement of the data on the BF axis in Fig. 4 will not
improve the representation. Extending this argument, if there
are no rate differences between responses to different vow-
els, then the rate profiles in Fig. 3 cannot be substantially
different for different vowels, implying that the poor quality
of the absolute rate representation in Fig. 3 is not due to
errors in BF. Second, although the synchronized responses to
F2 in Figs. 8 and 9 spread over a wide range of cochlear
locations, the low-BF end of the response is, in every case,
located near the BF appropriate to the frequency ofF2. That
is, the spread in response toF2 is from theF2 place toward
higher BFs. This result can only occur if the BFs of the fibers
are generally correct. Third, when the spectral shape of the
stimulus is modified to emphasizeF2 andF3, a greatly im-
proved tonotopic rate-difference representation of the vowels
is seen~Miller et al., 1996!.

The uncertainties in determining BFs result from
changes in the properties of the cochlea after acoustic
trauma. These are real changes in fibers’ BFs and in their
tuning curves, which have functional consequences in terms
of responses to complex stimuli. Given that the goal of this
work is to analyze the perceptual consequences of changes in
the neural representation of stimuli, it seems that the best
definition of BF would be the one that the central nervous
system uses. There are changes in the frequency organization
of the central auditory system after cochlear damage~e.g.,
Leakeet al., 1995, Rajan and Irvine, 1998!, although these
have so far been analyzed only for much more severe dam-
age than in the preparations used here. Because the nature
and the extent of the central rewiring with hearing loss like
that studied here are unknown, it is not possible to know
with certainty how fibers should be placed on the BF axis in
population plots like Figs. 3, 4, and 7–10. The definition of
BF used here has the advantage that it corresponds roughly
to the cochlear place map determined anatomically~Liber-
man, 1984!. However, it has the disadvantage that it does not
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take account of the activity-dependent processes that are usu-
ally thought to drive reorganization of sensory systems in the
brain. For example, neurons over a wide range of BFs re-
spond strongly toF1. This synchrony of response could
drive a reorganization of the central frequency map in which
fibers from a wide range of cochlear places project to the
same point. Such a representation would be inferior to that
shown here, in the sense that the weak tonotopic organiza-
tion of F2 responses seen in phase-locking analyses~Figs.
8–10! would be lost. In that sense, the representations shown
in this paper could be optimistic.

C. Impaired discriminability, loss of tuning, and
nonlinear responses

The loss of the rate representation ofF2 frequency de-
rives from the degraded tuning of auditory-nerve fibers in the
impaired animals. The nature of this change is apparent from
the analyses of phase-locking in Figs. 5, 6, 8, and 9. Because
fibers everywhere in the cochlea respond to a broad array of
stimulus components~Figs. 8 and 9!, there is no place in the
cochlea where the discharge rate of a fiber is determined
only, or even primarily, by theF2 component of the stimu-
lus. The only fibers that will change rate significantly when
F2 is altered are those responding primarily toF2; this can
be seen by comparing response profiles in normal animals
~e.g., Fig. 7! with rate-difference profiles in normal animals
~dotted lines in Fig. 4!. Because there are no fibers that re-
spond primarily toF2 in the impaired animals, there are no
fibers sensitive toF2 frequency changes in these animals.
Thus, the broadband responses in impaired cochleas lead di-
rectly to a loss of sensitivity toF2 frequency.

Phase-locking toF1 is a significant component of the
responses of impaired fibers with BFs nearF2 ~Figs. 8 and
9!. The upward spread of response toF1 is therefore a major
contributor to the degeneration of the representation ofF2,
in that theF2 fibers’ rate responses are, to a significant de-
gree, determined by their responses toF1. Spread ofF1 can
be controlled by high-pass amplification of the stimulus,
which increases the level ofF2 and F3 relative to F1
~Schilling et al., 1998!.

Part of the degradation of response in impaired animals
may be attributable to the high sound levels that have to be
used to exceed threshold following acoustic trauma. This
possibility is suggested by the fact that fibers with BFs near
F2 in normal animals show a response toF1 at high sound
levels ~.80 dB! that is similar to the upward spread ofF1
observed in impaired animals~Wonget al., 1998!. However,
even at high levels there are differences between the normal
and impaired animals. In normal animals, the response ofF2
fibers at high levels is almost exclusively to the stimulus
components atF1, F2, and their harmonics and intermodu-
lation products~2F1, 3F1, F2 –F1, etc.; Wonget al., 1998!.
Such a response can be interpreted as being driven only by
stimulus components atF1 and F2 ~Young and Sachs,
1979!, i.e., the response behaves as if the stimulus consisted
only of two tones at the formant frequencies. By contrast, in
the impaired animals a more diffuse phase-locking is seen to
F1, F2, and most of the other frequency components of the
stimulus~Miller et al., 1997; Schillinget al., 1998!. This is

apparent in the single-fiber data of Figs. 5 and 6, where re-
sponses to many stimulus components other than the formant
harmonics and their intermodulation products are seen. It is
also apparent in the population profiles of Figs. 8 and 9,
where a broad distribution of phase-locking is seen in fibers
of all BFs.

The differences in the nature of phase-locking between
normal animals at high levels and impaired animals suggests
that there are fundamental differences between the two
preparations. In both cases, the large responses toF1 in fi-
bers with BFs nearF2 suggest a broadening of tuning. Pre-
vious studies, in normal animals, of basilar-membrane re-
sponses to tones and clicks~e.g., Ruggeroet al., 1992! show
a broadening of the response area at high levels and a shift in
BF which is consistent with a breakdown of the narrow tun-
ing seen at lower sound levels. However, the fact that re-
sponses to a vowel in normal animals are seen only atF1
and F2 implies that energy at these formant frequencies is
suppressing responses to other frequency components of the
stimulus. That is, if it is assumed that the responses toF1 in
the normal preparation at high levels and in the impaired
preparation are both caused by broadening of the cochlear
filters at theF2 place, then it follows that similar responses
to intermediate frequency components of the vowel ought to
be observed in the two preparations. The fact that they are
not suggests that, in the normal preparation, the presence of
nonlinear suppression allows the energy atF1 and F2 to
suppress responses to other weaker components of the stimu-
lus; this suppression is apparently weaker or not present in
the impaired preparation. This conclusion is consistent with
previous studies of two-tone suppression after acoustic
trauma or ototoxic treatments~e.g., Dallos et al., 1980;
Schmiedtet al., 1980; Salviet al., 1982; Milleret al., 1997!.
Thus, there appear to be fundamental differences between
normal responses at high sound levels and responses in im-
paired animals having to do with the lack of cochlear non-
linearities in the latter.

D. Implications for hearing impairment

To the extent that the neural representation in the cat is
representative of results in humans, the results of this paper
suggest that persons with sensorineural losses of the type
studied here should show difficulties in speech perception
related to perception ofF2 andF3. Both rate and temporal
representations ofF2 andF3 are degraded, to different de-
grees. The difficulties should remain when amplification is
provided to make the frequency components in theF2/F3
region audible~Schilling et al., 1998!. A component of the
difficulties should be identifiable in perceptual terms as up-
ward spread of masking ofF2 andF3 by F1, but there may
be additional difficulties associated with the general break-
down in cochlear filtering seen in these results. The data
presented here, along with those from normal animals at high
sound levels~Wong et al., 1998!, suggest that there should
be some similarity in the deficits in hearing-impaired sub-
jects and in normal subjects at high sound levels, particularly
those associated with upward spread of masking, but that
hearing-impaired listeners should show additional deficits re-
lated to the breakdown in cochlear nonlinearities.
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Perceptual studies of hearing-impaired subjects are gen-
erally consistent with the expectations in the previous para-
graph. Danaher and colleagues~Danaheret al., 1973; Dana-
her and Pickett, 1975! showed that hearing-impaired subjects
have increased thresholds, relative to normal subjects, for
detection of changes in theF2 frequency of formant transi-
tions in consonant–vowel~CV! syllables. A component of
the deficit was upward-spread-of-masking byF1, because
reducing the amplitude ofF1, removing it, or moving it to
the contralateral ear improved performance. A similar
upward-spread-of-masking effect was seen in normal observ-
ers at high levels, although the effect was not as large as in
hearing-impaired observers~Danaheret al., 1973!. Similar
results were obtained for identification of stop consonants
along a continuum that depended onF2 transitions~Hannley
and Dorman, 1983!; again, reducing the amplitude ofF1
produced an improvement in performance, consistent with an
upward-spread-of-masking effect. These results were ob-
tained with CV transitions, not steady vowels, but the gen-
eral nature of the phenomena should be similar for the two
kinds of stimuli, based on previous studies of CV syllables in
normal physiological preparations~Miller and Sachs, 1983!.
A possibly related result obtained with steady-state vowels is
that the jnd for the amplitude ofF2 is larger in hearing-
impaired listeners than in normal listeners and performance
is improved by high-pass filtering the stimuli, suggesting an
upward-spread-of-masking effect~Turner and Holte, 1987!.
However, specific deficits ofF2 perception have not been
obtained in all studies~e.g., Van Tasell, 1980; Turner and
Van Tasell, 1984! and in all conditions. Moreover, there are
considerable differences among hearing-impaired observers;
some of these differences are related to the nature of the
hearing loss, so that observers having noise-induced or slop-
ing high-frequency losses generally produce results most like
the results shown here. Despite these reservations, the results
from perceptual studies are generally consistent with the pre-
dictions from the data shown here.

The results in this paper suggest that insights into
hearing-aid signal processing can be obtained by considering
the neural representation of the stimulus at the level of the
auditory nerve. Because the lesion in most cases of deafness
is in the cochlea, auditory-nerve discharge patterns provide a
direct measure of surviving function in an impaired cochlea.
Auditory-nerve discharge patterns can be studied in animal
models in which noise exposure or ototoxic drugs are used to
induce a cochlear lesion. To the extent that the physiology is
the same in these animal models and in humans with senso-
rineural loss, these auditory-nerve data provide a detailed
direct view of the effects of the cochlear insult, the nature of
the deficits in the impaired representation, and the effective-
ness of various hearing-aid signal-processing strategies. By
adding behavioral analysis of the discriminative capabilities
of animals following acoustic trauma, the perceptual effects
of particular lesions can be studied, because it is possible to
experimentally characterize the auditory-nerve representation
in experimental animals at the conclusion of the behavioral
work. The effectiveness of particular cues can be studied in
order to isolate the cues that are most important and then the
effectiveness of particular hearing-aid processing strategies

can be evaluated, in terms of their abilities to restore the cues
that are most important. The data presented in this paper
show that the normal tonotopic presentation of information
to the central auditory system, in which responses to particu-
lar stimulus components are separated along the tonotopic
axis, is degraded with moderate sensorineural loss of the
type studied here. These data form a basis for considering
how various hearing-aid signal-processing strategies could
improve the representation ofF2 andF3 in an impaired ear.
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In order to gain a better understanding of how auditory nonlinear phenomena vary as a function of
location along the cochlea, several psychophysical measures of nonlinearity were examined as a
function of signal frequency. Six normal-hearing individuals completed three experiments, each
designed to measure one aspect of nonlinear behavior:~1! the effects of level on frequency
selectivity in simultaneous masking, measured using notched-noise maskers at spectrum levels of 30
and 50 dB,~2! two-tone suppression, measured using forward maskers at the signal frequency (f s)
and suppressor tones abovef s , and~3! growth of masking, measured using forward maskers below
f s at a signal/masker frequency ratio of 1.44. Four signal frequencies~375, 750, 1500, and 3000 Hz!
were tested to sample the nonlinear behavior at different locations along the basilar membrane, in
order to test the hypothesis that the apical~low-frequency! region of the cochlea behaves more
linearly than the basal~high-frequency! region. In general, all three measures revealed a progressive
increase in nonlinear behavior as signal frequency increased, with little or no nonlinearity at the
lowest frequency, consistent with the hypothesis. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!03601-2#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Dc@JWH#

INTRODUCTION

It is generally well known that the auditory system be-
haves in a nonlinear manner, with reports of otoacoustic
emissions, distortion-product generation, suppression, and
nonlinear growth of masking frequently being cited as evi-
dence for the nonlinearity. This nonlinearity is believed to be
responsible for high sensitivity and sharp frequency selectiv-
ity in the auditory system. The nonlinearity is often assumed
to be the result of active processes inherent in the healthy
cochlea, with the outer-hair cells believed to be the ‘‘co-
chlear amplifiers’’ responsible for the active, nonlinear be-
havior. It has been suggested~Wilson, 1992; Rosen and
Stock, 1992! that the apical regions of the basilar membrane
behave more linearly than the basal regions, although there
are only a few studies that have addressed this idea~Cooper
and Rhode, 1995; Cooper and Yates, 1994!. Most previous
physiological investigations have studied the mechanics and
processing of the basal, or high-frequency, region of the
basilar membrane, whereas relatively few studies have exam-
ined the apical, or low-frequency, region.

Several psychophysical investigations of nonlinear pro-
cessing appear to support the idea of reduced nonlinearity at
lower signal frequencies. Rosen and Stock~1992! measured
auditory filter bandwidths in normal-hearing listeners using a
notched-noise method. Simultaneous-masked thresholds
were measured for signal frequencies (f s) between 125 and
1000 Hz, and for masker spectrum levels of 40–70 dB. They
found that the filter bandwidths generally increased with
masker level, with the greatest effect of level at 1000 Hz, and
little or no effect at 125 Hz. These results are similar to those
of previous studies that have shown an effect of masker level
for frequencies at and above 1000 Hz~Weber, 1977; Pick,
1980; Moore and Glasberg, 1987!, as well as the results ob-
served by Mooreet al. ~1990!, where there was no effect of

masker level at 100 and 200 Hz, but a significant effect at
800 Hz. Rosen and Stock suggested that the level-dependent
changes in frequency selectivity only at higher signal fre-
quencies may indicate less involvement of nonlinear process-
ing at lower frequencies.

Psychophysical measurements of two-tone suppression
also lend support for greater nonlinearity at high frequencies.
Shannon~1976! measured two-tone suppression for signal
frequencies from 500 to 6000 Hz using a forward-masking
technique. He found that for signal frequencies from 1000–
6000 Hz, the maximum amount of suppression was approxi-
mately equal, and occurred when the suppressor was at the
same relative frequency~approximately 1.2f s!. However, at
500 Hz, the maximum amount of suppression was smaller
than that observed at higher signal frequencies, and occurred
when the suppressor was at a higher relative frequency.
Moreover, one of his five subjects only showed suppression
for signal frequencies greater than 2000 Hz. More recently,
Thibodeau and Fagelson~1993! and Lee and Bacon~1998!
also found less suppression at low rather than at high fre-
quencies, consistent with decreased nonlinear processing at
low frequencies.

Another psychophysical measure that has been sug-
gested as a technique for estimating basilar membrane non-
linearity is growth-of-masking functions for pure-tone sig-
nals and maskers, wheref s is greater than the masker
frequency (f m ; Oxenham and Plack, 1997!. This technique
is based on physiological studies that have shown that the
basilar membrane response to a tone at CF~the signal! is
compressive at mid-stimulus levels, whereas the response to
a tone below CF~the masker! is linear. Thus, if subjects
monitor the place along the basilar membrane corresponding
to f s , a given increase in masker level requires a larger
increase in signal level for detection~due to the compressive
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basilar membrane response to the signal!. The resulting
growth-of-masking functions~signal level versus masker
level! will be steeper than if the basilar membrane were re-
sponding linearly to both tones. Thus, a steep growth-of-
masking function can be considered the reciprocal of a com-
pressed basilar membrane input/output response. In studies
that have examined growth of masking over a wide range of
signal frequencies, including frequencies at or below 500 Hz,
growth-of-masking functions (f m, f s) have typically been
steeper~implying a greater nonlinearity! at higher frequen-
cies than at lower frequencies~Kidd and Feth, 1981; Vers-
chuure, 1981; Zwicker and Jaroszewski, 1982!.

On the other hand, Scho¨ne ~1977! measured growth-of-
masking functions in simultaneous masking for signal fre-
quencies from 700 to 4800 Hz with maskers placed an equal
number of barks belowf s , and found no differences in the
slopes of the functions for the different signal frequencies.
Oxenham and Plack~1997! also found no difference in slope
across frequency when they measured growth-of-masking
functions in forward masking for signal frequencies of 2000
and 6000 Hz. The lack of an effect of frequency is most
likely due to not examining signal frequencies that were low
enough.

Although most of the psychophysical literature to date
seems to suggest that nonlinear processing is stronger at the
basal, high-frequency region of the basilar membrane than at
the apical, low-frequency region, there are few studies that
have directly and systematically addressed this idea. More-
over, few studies have evaluated multiple measures of non-
linearity to determine whether these different phenomena are
similarly affected by frequency, or have extended their in-
vestigations to signal frequencies below 500 Hz. It is impor-
tant to evaluate a wide range of signal frequencies, to deter-
mine whether there is a gradual transition from nonlinear to
linear processing as one proceeds from the base to the apex
of the cochlea, or whether there is some critical frequency
below which the nonlinearity disappears. Thus, the goal of
this study was to further our understanding of how auditory
nonlinear phenomena vary as a function of location along the
cochlea by examining three psychophysical measures of non-
linearity as a function of frequency in normal-hearing indi-
viduals.

I. GENERAL METHODS

A. Subjects

Six normal-hearing subjects, ranging in age between 22
and 39 years, participated. All had absolute thresholds at or
below 10 dB HL ~ANSI, 1989! at the octave frequencies
from 250–8000 Hz in the test ear. Subject S1~the first au-
thor! had extensive experience in psychoacoustic tasks simi-
lar to those in the present study; subjects S4–S6 participated
in experiments from Hicks and Bacon~1998!, and had ap-
proximately 10 h of experience with conditions identical to
those in the present study; and subjects S2 and S3 received
approximately 1/2 h of practice with the forward-masking
conditions~anticipated to be the most variable1! prior to data
collection. Subjects S2–S6 were paid for their participation.

B. Apparatus and stimuli

The sinusoidal signals and maskers were digitally gen-
erated and produced at a 20-kHz sampling rate. The output
of the digital-to-analog converter~TDT DA1! was low-pass
filtered at 8 kHz~Kemo VBF 25.01; 135 dB/octave!. The
notched-noise maskers, which consisted of two bands of
noise placed aboutf s , were produced by low-pass filtering
~Kemo VBF 25.01! random noise from two independent
noise generators~GenRad 1381!, and multiplying each low-
pass noise by a different sinusoid~HP 8904 A synthesizer!.
The resultant noise masker consisted of two bands of noise,
each with a bandwidth that was twice the cutoff frequency of
the low-pass filter, and a center frequency that was equal to
the frequency of the sinusoid. The bandwidth of each noise
band was 0.4f s , and the frequencies of the sinusoids were
chosen such that the bands were placed either symmetrically
or asymmetrically aboutf s . The spectrum level of the noise
masker was calibrated using a Hewlett-Packard 3561 spec-
trum analyzer and controlled via manual attenuators. The
level of the signal was varied adaptively via a programmable
attenuator~Wilsonics PATT!, and the signal and masker
were added together prior to being presented monaurally
through a TDH-49P headphone mounted in an MX/51 cush-
ion. Specific stimuli and experimental conditions are de-
scribed prior to each experiment.

C. Experimental procedure

Subjects were tested individually or in pairs in a double-
walled, sound-attenuating booth. Thresholds were measured
using an adaptive, two-interval forced-choice procedure with
a decision rule that estimates 79% correct on the psychomet-
ric function ~Levitt, 1971!. Subjects responded by pushing
one of two buttons on a response panel. Lights were used to
indicate when the signal might occur and then to provide
correct-response feedback. The two observation intervals
were separated by 400 ms. The signal level began 10–15 dB
above the estimated threshold; it was decreased following
three correct responses and increased following one incorrect
response. The step size was initially 4 dB, but was decreased
to 2 dB following the second reversal. The first two reversals
~or three, if the total number of reversals was odd! in each
50-trial block were discarded, and the signal levels at the
remaining reversals were averaged to obtain the threshold for
that run. A run was included only if the standard deviation
~s.d.! of the signal levels at the reversals was 5 dB or less and
if there were at least six signal levels in the average. Each
threshold reported is the mean from at least three runs ob-
tained over at least two days. If the s.d. of that mean was
greater than 3 dB, additional runs were included~up to a
maximum of six! until the s.d. was less than 3 dB.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: EFFECT OF LEVEL ON
FREQUENCY SELECTIVITY AS A FUNCTION OF
FREQUENCY

A. Rationale

The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the ef-
fect of level on frequency selectivity over a wider range of
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frequencies than has been previously examined within a
single group of subjects to determine if the nonlinear in-
crease in auditory filter bandwidth with increasing level
would be greater at higher frequencies, as suggested by com-
paring across previous studies~Weber, 1977; Pick, 1980;
Lutfi and Patterson, 1984; Mooreet al., 1990; Rosen and
Stock, 1992!. Masker spectrum levels of 30 and 50 dB were
used, as a clear increase in auditory filter bandwidth has been
demonstrated over this range of masker levels for signal fre-
quencies greater than 1000 Hz~Weber, 1977; Lutfi and
Patterson, 1984!.

B. Stimuli and conditions

Simultaneous-masked thresholds were obtained for four
signal frequencies~375, 750, 1500, and 3000 Hz! at two
noise-masker spectrum levels~30 and 50 dB!. The noise
masker consisted of two bands of noise, each 0.4f s wide,
placed symmetrically or asymmetrically aroundf s . In the
symmetric conditions, the edge of the noise band closer tof s

was placed at 0.0, 0.2, and 0.4f s . In the asymmetric condi-
tions, the closer edge of the noise band on the low-~or high-!
frequency side was placed at 0.2 and 0.3f s , and the closer
edge of the corresponding noise band on the high-~or low-!
frequency side was placed at 0.4 and 0.5f s , respectively, for
a total of three symmetric and four asymmetric notch condi-
tions. The signal and masker were both 300 ms in duration
~including their 10-ms cos2 rise/fall times!.

The data from each combination of signal frequency and
masker level were fitted with the roex(p,r ) model~Patterson
et al., 1982! using a least-squares criterion to derive auditory
filter shapes. The weighting functionW that describes the
upper skirt of the filter is

W~g!5~12r !~11pug!exp~2pug!1r ,

and the function that describes the lower skirt of the filter is

W~2g!5~12r !~11plg!exp~2plg!1r ,

whereg is the deviation from the center~or signal! frequency
and the near edge of the noise band, as a proportion of the
center frequency,r is the dynamic range of the filter, andpl

and pu represent the slopes of the lower and upper filter
skirts, respectively, which determine the width of the pass-
band of the filter.~Note that largerp values indicate steeper
slopes.! These measures, as well as the Equivalent Rectan-
gular Bandwidth~ERB! and the detector efficiency following
the filter ~K!, were determined using a modified version of
the computer program of Glasberg and Moore~1990!. Only
the measures of ERB,pl , andpu , will be discussed as the
present study was concerned primarily with measures of fil-
ter shape and bandwidth. As suggested by Glasberg and
Moore, correction for variations in absolute thresholds across
frequencies was applied to the fitting procedure by imple-
menting an equal-loudness-contour~ELC! weighting factor
for the higher masker level.2

C. Results and discussion

The results for all subjects were similar, and thus their
averaged data, and the filter shapes derived from the aver-

aged data, are presented in Fig. 1. The masked thresholds are
shown in the left-hand panels, and the derived filter shapes
are shown in the right-hand panels. Results are shown for
each signal frequency as a function of the deviation of the
nearer noise band from the signal frequency, normalized to
the signal frequency (D f / f s). Several measures related to the
derived filter shapes~ERB, pl , andpu , andr! are given in
Table I for the individual and mean data.~Note that the mean
values represent the parameters of the filters fitted to the
mean data, and not the mean of the parameter values across
subjects.!

First consider the masked thresholds. As expected, for
all signal frequencies, thresholds decreased as the noise
bands were moved further away fromf s , and were higher
for the 50-dB masker~filled symbols! than for the 30-dB
masker~unfilled symbols!. For the 375-Hz signal, thresholds
for the two asymmetric notch conditions~right- and left-
pointing triangles! essentially overlapped one another at both
masker levels, indicating symmetric auditory filters at both
masker levels. However, for the other signal frequencies,
thresholds for the asymmetric notch conditions overlapped
only at the lower masker level. At the higher masker level,
thresholds were 5–10 dB higher for the conditions where the
high-frequency noise band was further away fromf s ~right-
pointing triangles! than where the low-frequency noise band
was further away~left-pointing triangles!. Thus, at these
three higher frequencies, the filters are symmetric only at the
lower masker level. This effect of level on the shape of the
auditory filters can be seen more easily by examining the
derived auditory filter shapes. The filter shapes obtained
from the average data with the 30-dB masker are shown by
dashed lines, and those obtained with the 50-dB masker are
shown by solid lines.

First consider the filter shapes obtained with a signal
frequency of 375 Hz~top right!. The filter shapes were very
similar at the two levels, indicating that there was very little
change in auditory filter shape over this 20-dB range of
masker level. The ERB,pl , andpu values were similar at the
two levels for all subjects except for S1 and S5, whosepl

values at the 30-dB masker level~indicated by asterisks in
Table I! may have been overestimated by the fitting proce-
dure: Glasberg and Moore~1990! have suggested that when
the p value for one side of a filter is more than twice the
value of the other side, then the larger value is poorly de-
fined. The mean ERB,pl , and pu values at both masker-
spectrum levels are similar to estimates obtained by Moore
et al. ~1990! for a signal frequency of 400 Hz and masker-
spectrum levels of 52 and 62 dB SPL, and are consistent
with the suggestion that auditory filter shape and bandwidth
are independent of level at low signal frequencies~Rosen
and Stock, 1992!.

Now consider the filter shapes obtained with signal fre-
quencies of 750, 1500, and 3000 Hz. For the most part, these
frequencies can be considered together, as they exhibit the
same general trend in terms of the effect of level, although to
varying degrees. Asf s increased from 750 to 3000 Hz, there
was an increasing difference between the filter shapes ob-
tained at 30 and 50 dB, primarily on the low-frequency side.
In particular, the effect of masker level was manifest as a
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shallower low-frequency slope at the higher masker level
~indicated by smallerpl values at the higher masker level!,
which became more pronounced asf s increased. There was
little or no change in the high-frequency slope. As a result,
the filter bandwidths were wider at the 50-dB masker level
than at the 30-dB masker level, and the difference between
the two levels became greater asf s increased. The filter
bandwidths measured with the 50-dB masker were 26%,
44%, and 52% larger than those measured with the 30-dB
masker for signal frequencies of 750, 1500, and 3000 Hz,
respectively. These differences are similar to those observed
by Weber~1977! over the same range of masker levels. The
asymmetric broadening of the filters with increasing level

also has been shown previously for high~typically greater
than 1000-Hz! signal frequencies, and the mean ERB,pl ,
and pu values are generally close to estimates obtained by
researchers using similar signal frequencies and masker lev-
els ~e.g., Moore and Glasberg, 1987; Moore, 1987; Wright,
1996!.

When all of the signal frequencies are considered to-
gether, there is a clear trend in how level affects frequency
selectivity as a function off s . In particular, there is essen-
tially no effect of level~at least over the 20-dB range evalu-
ated here! on the filter shape at 375 Hz, but there is an
increasing effect of level on both the low-frequency slope
~which most likely reflects the nonlinear nature of upward
spread of masking! and the bandwidth of the auditory filters
as f s increases from 750 to 3000 Hz, consistent with greater
nonlinear processing at higher frequencies. However, it is
important to consider whether these results were influenced
by differences in sensation level~SL! across frequency. If
changes in frequency selectivity with level are smaller at
lower SLs~as they are at lower masker SPLs: Weber, 1977;
Lutfi and Patterson, 1984!, it is possible that the absence of a
level effect at low frequencies might not be due to an ab-
sence of a nonlinearity, but to a lower effective masker level.
That is, the audibility of both noise bands at 375 Hz~and to
a lesser extent, the audibility of the lower noise band at 750
Hz! may have reduced the effect of level on frequency se-
lectivity at those lower frequencies. Quiet thresholds were
higher at 375 Hz than at the other frequencies~see experi-
ment 2, Fig. 2!, and thus we cannot rule out the possible
influence of SL. However, reduced SL cannot account for the
overall progressive increase in apparent nonlinear processing
as f s increased beyond 750 Hz, as there was essentially no
change in quiet thresholds over this range of frequencies.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: MEASURES OF TWO-TONE
SUPPRESSION AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY

A. Rationale

The purpose of this experiment was to measure two-tone
suppression as a function off s to determine whether larger
amounts of suppression would be obtained at higher rather
than at lower signal frequencies. In general, Shannon~1976!
found more suppression for signal frequencies at and above
1000 Hz than at 500 Hz. Unfortunately, Shannon decreased
the signal duration with increasing frequency, making it dif-
ficult to determine whether the smaller amount of suppres-
sion at 500 Hz was due to the longer signal duration or to a
decrease in nonlinear processing. Likewise, Thibodeau and
Fagelson~1993! found more suppression at 2000 Hz than at
500 Hz, but by studying only two frequencies, it cannot be
determined how suppression varies over a range of signal
frequencies. Lee and Bacon~1998! measured suppression
over a wider range of frequencies and found that suppression
increased asf s increased from 250 to 1000 Hz, with little or
no additional increase in suppression asf s increased to 4000
Hz. However, they observed, at most, only about 5 dB of
two-tone suppression~measured as a change in threshold! at
the highest frequencies, possibly because they used only a
single masker~and suppressor! level and a single suppressor/

FIG. 1. In the left-hand panels, masked threshold is shown as a function of
the deviation of the nearer noise band from the signal frequency, normalized
to the signal frequency. Up-pointing triangles represent conditions where the
noise bands were placed symmetrically about the signal frequency, and
right- and left-pointing triangles represent conditions where the high- or
low-frequency band was further away, respectively. Filled symbols are for
the 50-dB masker, and unfilled symbols are for the 30-dB masker. The
results were averaged across subjects S1–S6. The auditory filter shapes
derived from the averaged data are shown in the right-hand panels. Filters
obtained with the 30-dB masker are shown by dashed lines, and those ob-
tained with the 50-dB masker are shown by solid lines.
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masker frequency ratio~although they did observe greater
amounts of suppression with their noise maskers!. If, how-
ever, the masker level and suppressor/masker frequency ratio
for achieving maximum suppression are different at low and
high frequencies, then their comparison may not have pro-
vided the best estimate of how this nonlinear phenomenon
changes across frequency. To avoid this potential problem,
masker level and suppressor/masker frequency ratio were
varied in the present experiment at eachf s to optimize the
chance of measuring the maximum amount of suppression at
that frequency.

B. Stimuli and conditions

The same signal frequencies that were used in experi-
ment 1 were used here. Forward-masked thresholds were ob-
tained in the presence of either a single masker tone atf s , or
that masker tone plus a suppressor tone at a frequency of 1.1,
1.2, or 1.3f s . The level of the masker was 40, 50, or 60 dB
SPL, and the level of the suppressor was always 20 dB
greater than that. The masker and suppressor~when present!
were 200 ms in duration and immediately preceded the

15-ms signal~i.e., there was a 0-ms delay at the 0-voltage
points!. All stimulus durations included 5-ms cos2 rise/fall
times.

C. Results and discussion

The results for all subjects were generally similar, and
therefore only their mean data are shown in Fig. 2. Each
panel represents a different masker level. The filled triangles
represent conditions where the masker was presented alone
~M!, and the unfilled symbols~squares5suppressor/masker
frequency ratio of 1.1; circles51.2; diamonds51.3! repre-
sent conditions where the masker and suppressor were pre-
sented simultaneously~M1S!. The filled stars ~bottom
panel! represent the quiet thresholds~referenced to the right-
hand axis!.

First consider the thresholds obtained with the masker
alone ~filled triangles!. For all masker levels, there was a
modest decrease in masked threshold asf s ~and f m) in-
creased from 375 to 750 Hz; threshold increased slightly as
f s increased to 1500 Hz, and then remained essentially con-
stant as frequency increased to 3000 Hz. This pattern of re-

TABLE I. ERB, pl , pu , andr values for each signal frequency and masker level derived from the individual
and mean data using the roex(p,r ) filter model of Pattersonet al. ~1982!. Asterisks~* ! indicate values that may
have been overestimated by the fitting procedure~see the text!.

Masker level
30 dB 50 dB

Signal freq./subject ERB pl pu r ERB pl pu r

375 Hz
S1 89 42.1* 10.6 235.9 90 21.0 13.9 259.2
S2 100 18.3 12.9 231.3 89 19.7 14.9 267.4
S3 60 28.2 22.8 230.2 55 31.1 24.4 238.5
S4 68 25.1 20.0 231.2 70 24.9 18.7 258.4
S5 73 34.2* 14.8 234.4 78 24.9 15.9 241.1
S6 61 25.2 24.1 238.5 65 21.9 24.1 240.6

mean 75 24.5 17.2 231.4 75 22.9 17.7 241.5

750 Hz
S1 104 43.3 21.7 239.3 133 26.9 19.3 284.1
S2 90 40.6 28.2 245.0 113 24.2 29.1 245.4
S3 92 31.0 34.3 243.1 126 22.2 25.8 274.2
S4 95 35.2 28.7 244.8 117 25.1 26.4 273.9
S5 91 35.5 30.8 241.5 107 26.3 30.0 257.9
S6 95 29.1 34.4 237.9 116 24.0 28.0 247.4

mean 95 34.8 28.9 241.6 120 24.0 25.6 264.3

1500 Hz
S1 316 22.9 16.2 237.4 448 10.0 20.1 264.6
S2 199 34.0 27.1 242.2 214 26.5 29.5 249.7
S3 187 31.9 32.1 239.5 250 18.5 34.1 243.5
S4 169 36.4 34.5 248.8 249 21.1 28.0 2106.1
S5 198 31.4 29.4 239.9 315 15.3 25.3 266.3
S6 151 40.9 38.7 247.4 235 21.4 31.4 252.9

mean 195 32.5 29.5 241.7 281 18.1 26.4 272.9

3000 Hz
S1 450 29.1 24.6 246.0 648 13.4 30.3* 276.3
S2 426 27.7 28.6 240.3 474 19.0 37.8 285.3
S3 324 45.1 31.6 250.2 423 27.4 29.4 287.7
S4 405 32.6 27.0 252.7 792 12.6 19.1 257.7
S5 339 47.7 28.3 246.6 597 16.3 26.1 265.9
S6 354 31.8 36.3 239.3 717 12.4 25.8* 238.6

mean 387 34.1 28.3 244.8 588 16.3 27.4 286.1
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sults is similar to that for the quiet thresholds. Now consider
the effect of adding the suppressor tone~unfilled symbols!.
At 375 Hz, the suppressor increased threshold relative to that
for the masker alone, indicating that the suppressor was pro-
ducing significant amounts of masking; the thresholds de-
creased as the suppressor/masker frequency ratio increased.
At 750 Hz, the suppressor either had no effect, or tended to
increase thresholds somewhat. The results at 375 and 750 Hz
are similar to those observed by Lee and Bacon~1998! for
signal frequencies of 250 and 500 Hz, respectively. At 1500
Hz, and especially at 3000 Hz, the suppressor tended to de-
crease thresholds relative to those for the masker alone, in-
dicating a certain amount of suppression.3 In general, thresh-
olds decreased as the suppressor/masker frequency ratio
decreased.

The mean data in Fig. 2 have been replotted in terms of
amount of suppression in Fig. 3. The amount of suppression
was calculated by subtracting the threshold obtained in the
M1S condition from the threshold obtained in the M condi-
tion. A positive value indicates that the suppressor reduced
the masked threshold~hence suppression!, whereas a nega-
tive value indicates that the suppressor increased the masked
threshold. The horizontal dashed line in each panel is in-
cluded as a visual reference for 0 dB of suppression. The
bottom-right panel of Fig. 3 shows the maximum amount of
suppression that was obtained at eachf s ; the symbol and
number in parentheses indicate the combination of frequency
ratio and masker level that resulted in the largest amount of
suppression at each frequency. In addition, Table II shows
the amount of suppression~in dB! calculated for each sub-
ject, as well as for the mean across subjects.

In general, for all masker levels, the amount of suppres-
sion increased asf s increased from 375 to 1500 Hz, the
amount of suppression either remained about the same~ra-
tios of 1.2 and 1.3! or increased~ratio of 1.1! as f s increased
to 3000 Hz. The increase in amount of suppression from
1500 to 3000 Hz was most obvious for four of the six sub-
jects ~S3–S6!, whereas the amount of suppression tended to
remain constant above 1500 Hz for two subjects~S1 and S2!.
When the results are combined across masker level and
suppressor/masker frequency ratio~bottom right!, the maxi-
mum amount of suppression increased with increasingf s

from 375 to 3000 Hz.
For a signal frequency of 375 Hz, the maximum amount

of suppression was about23 dB with a suppressor/masker
frequency ratio of 1.3. Thus, even though the suppressor was
in the most distal position relative tof s , it continued to mask
the signal. For a signal frequency of 750 Hz, the maximum
amount of suppression was approximately 0 dB, also with a
suppressor/masker frequency of 1.3. The fact that the maxi-
mum amount of suppression measured at the two lowest fre-
quencies was obtained when the suppressor was furthest
away from the signal may suggest that suppressor/masker
frequency ratios greater than 1.3 may be necessary to obtain
~positive values of! suppression at low frequencies. Pilot data
reported in Lee and Bacon~1998!, however, suggest that this
may not be the case. For a signal frequency of 250 Hz, they
increased the suppressor/masker frequency ratio from 1.1 to
1.7. As the suppressor was moved further away from the

signal, it eventually stopped contributing to the masking of
the signal, but it never caused suppression, suggesting that
suppression may not exist~or at least may not be measur-
able! at these low frequencies. Therefore, it is likely that the
results obtained here truly reflect an absence of measurable
suppression at low frequencies. For signal frequencies of
1500 and 3000 Hz, the maximum amount of suppression
increased to approximately 5 and 11 dB, respectively, with a
suppressor/masker frequency ratio of 1.1. This ratio is con-
sistent with the 1.15 ratio frequently reported as yielding the
maximum amount of suppression~e.g., Houtgast, 1973; Sh-
annon, 1976!.

In addition to considering suppression as the change in
threshold between the M and M1S conditions, suppression
can also be considered as a change in the effective level of
the masker~DM!. In this case, suppression is calculated by
subtracting the threshold obtained in the M1S condition
from the threshold in the M condition, divided by the slope
of the growth-of-forward-masking function for the M condi-
tion ~Moore and Glasberg, 1983; Lee and Bacon, 1998!. Be-
cause the slope of the masking function in forward masking
is typically less than 1.0, the second calculation yields larger
estimates of suppression.

In order to calculate suppression as a change in the ef-
fective level of the masker, growth-of-masking functions for
the masker alone were obtained for each signal frequency
over a range of masker levels from 30 to 70 dB SPL. The
slope values from the least-squares fits to the data for each
subject are shown in the first column of Table III. In general,
the slopes of the masking functions are similar to those ob-
served in previous studies of tone-on-tone forward masking

FIG. 2. Masked threshold as a function of signal frequency for two masking
conditions: the masker alone~M, filled!, and the masker plus suppressor
~M1S, unfilled!. Masker levels of 40, 50, and 60 dB SPL are shown across
panels for three suppressor/masker frequency ratios: 1.1~squares!, 1.2
~circles!, or 1.3 ~diamonds!. Quiet thresholds for the 15-ms signal~stars;
bottom panel! are referenced to the right-hand axis. The results were aver-
aged across subjects S1–S6.
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~Jesteadtet al., 1982; Lee and Bacon, 1998!, and indicate
that there are no systematic changes in the slopes of the
masking functions as a function off s . Thus, the effect off s

on suppression calculated as a change in masker level is
qualitatively similar to the effect off s on suppression calcu-
lated as a change in threshold, although the former yields
larger values. The amount of suppression, defined asDM, is
shown in Table III for each subject and for the average
across subjects. The maximum amount of suppression~DM!,
averaged across subjects, increased from26 dB at 375 Hz to
17 dB at 3000 Hz.

With either method of calculating suppression, there is a
clear increase in the amount of suppression asf s increases, at
least over the range from 375 to 3000 Hz, although there are
some subjects~S1 and S2! for whom suppression magnitude
asymptotes at 1500 Hz. Overall, these results are consistent
with greater nonlinearity at higher frequencies, although
other explanations should be considered. The effects ob-
served here are unlikely to reflect changes in SL with fre-
quency. Results from Shannon~1976! and the present study
indicate that the magnitude of suppression does not vary over
a fairly wide range of masker levels~for a fixed level differ-
ence between the masker and suppressor!. Other explana-
tions also seem unlikely. In particular, recent results from
Lee and Bacon~1998! appear to rule out the detection of
spectral splatter and ringing in the auditory filters~which
would be more likely at low frequencies! as explanations for
changes in the magnitude of suppression across frequency.
They reported similar effects of frequency with signal dura-
tions of 20 and 40 ms, where the effects of splatter would be

minimal, and with a masker-signal delay of 20 ms, where the
possibility of a temporal interaction between the suppressor
and signal due to ringing would be reduced.

IV. EXPERIMENT 3: GROWTH OF FORWARD
MASKING AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY

A. Rationale

The purpose of this experiment was to measure growth-
of-masking functions (f m, f s) in forward masking for a
wide range of signal frequencies, to determine whether the
masking functions become progressively steeper~implying a
greater degree of compression! at higher frequencies.

B. Stimuli and conditions

The same signal frequencies that were used in experi-
ments 1 and 2 were used here. Growth-of-masking functions
were measured with a pure-tone forward masker where
f s / f m51.44. Masked thresholds were measured over a range
of masker levels from 40 to 95 dB SPL. The masker was 200
ms in duration and immediately preceded the 15-ms signal
~i.e., there was a 0-ms delay at the 0-voltage points!. All
stimulus durations included 5-ms cos2 rise/fall times.

C. Results and discussion

Figure 4 shows the growth-of-masking functions
~masked threshold as a function of masker level! for each
subject and for the results averaged across subjects. Signal
frequency is shown across panels. Table IV shows the indi-
vidual and mean slope values of the functions, determined
from least-squares fits to the data where there was at least 10
dB of masking. At 375 and 750 Hz, this included masker
levels from about 60 to 95 dB, and at 1500 and 3000 Hz, it
included levels from about 70 to 95 dB.

In general, the slopes of the functions for all subjects
became steeper asf s increased from 375 to 3000 Hz. The
slopes fitted to the data averaged across subjects were 0.81,
0.90, 1.45, and 1.70 dB/dB for signal frequencies of 375,
750, 1500, and 3000 Hz, respectively. These slope values are
generally similar or somewhat greater than those estimated
from the results of Kidd and Feth~1981! for forward mask-
ing and Verschuure~1981! for pulsation threshold using
similar signal frequencies, but are considerably less than the
slope value of about 5–6 dB/dB obtained by plotting the data
of Oxenham and Plack~1997! for a 3000-Hz masker and
6000-Hz signal on the same coordinates used here. Oxenham
and Plack~1997! attributed their steeper slopes to their use
of very brief ~4-ms! signals and short~2-ms! masker-signal
delays that allowed them to obtain masked thresholds at sig-
nal levels higher than 50 dB SPL, where they suggested the
basilar membrane would be the most compressive. However,
masked thresholds greater than 50 dB SPL were obtained in
the present study. Their steeper slopes may be due, in part, to
their use of a higher-frequency signal, if the slopes do in fact
continue to increase with increasingf s above 3000 Hz. The
steeper slopes may also be due to their use of a high-pass
noise to mask spread of excitation; when the noise was re-
moved in a control condition in one subject, the slope of the

FIG. 3. Amount of suppression as a function of signal frequency for masker
levels of 40, 50, and 60 dB SPL. Suppression was calculated by subtracting
the threshold in the M1S condition from the threshold in the M condition.
The suppressor/masker frequency ratio was either 1.1~squares!, 1.2
~circles!, or 1.3 ~diamonds!. The horizontal dashed line is included as a
visual reference for 0 dB of suppression. The symbols and numbers in the
bottom-right panel indicate the combination of frequency ratio and masker
level that resulted in the maximum amount of suppression at each signal
frequency. The results were averaged across subjects S1–S6.
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masking function was reduced by a factor of 1.6. Even then,
however, their slope was steeper than the steepest slope ob-
tained here. Therefore, it is unclear why they obtained slope
values that are so much greater than those reported here or in
previous studies. The reciprocal of their slopes are, however,
more consistent with typical values of compression~0.2 dB/
dB! obtained from measures of basilar membrane and audi-
tory nerve responses~Yateset al., 1990; Ruggero, 1992!.

It has been suggested that the amount of basilar-
membrane compression atf s can be estimated by taking the
ratio of the slopes of the masking functions for a masker that
is equal to f s and a masker that is lower thanf s ~Stelma-
chowicz et al., 1987; Oxenham and Plack, 1997!. Yates
et al. ~1990! and Cooper and Yates~1994! have used a simi-
lar method to estimate basilar membrane input–output re-
sponses from auditory nerve rate-intensity functions. This
can be done here by taking the ratio of the slopes of the
masking functions from this experiment~where f s / f m

51.44) and the masking functions from experiment 2~where
f m5 f s). These transformed slopes are shown in Table V.

Because there were no systematic changes in the slopes of
the masking functions~when f m5 f s) as a function off s , the
transformed slopes in Table V show the same effect of signal
frequency as in Table IV. That is, the slopes become steeper
as f s increases from 375 to 3000 Hz. The transformed slope
values, however, are larger than those in Table IV because
the growth-of-masking functions whenf m5 f s were less than
1.0 ~left column, Table III!. The transformed slopes of the
averaged functions were 1.26, 1.46, 2.54, and 2.64 dB/dB for
signal frequencies of 375, 750, 1500, and 3000 Hz, respec-
tively. These values are still considerably less than the 5.0
dB/dB slopes that would be predicted based on a compres-
sion of 0.2 dB/dB observed physiologically from the basilar
membrane, although the difference could be due to the fact
that the physiological measures of basilar-membrane com-
pression were obtained from relatively more basal recording
sites ~typically reflecting CFs greater than 8000 Hz!, and
thus they may reflect a greater compressive nonlinearity.
Consistent with this possibility is the fact that the trans-
formed slopes are very similar to the 2.0 dB/dB slopes pre-

TABLE II. Individual and average amount of suppression~in dB! calculated for masker levels of 40, 50, and 60
dB SPL~the suppressor level was 20 dB greater than the masker level! for three suppressor/masker frequency
ratios: 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3. Suppression was calculated by subtracting the threshold in the M1S condition from the
threshold in the M condition.

Masker level

Signal freq./subject

40 dB SPL 50 dB SPL 60 dB SPL

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.3

375 Hz
S1 211.4 28.1 22.5 29.7 26.0 24.8 28.9 24.1 0.1
S2 211.6 29.4 26.7 211.9 210.5 26.5 210.5 29.8 27.9
S3 211.6 24.7 24.5 28.0 22.4 24.7 212.0 21.5 22.6
S4 215.1 211.7 24.9 217.9 210.6 29.2 217.6 212.8 26.4
S5 27.1 25.1 21.9 28.3 28.1 27.1 24.5 23.5 21.1
S6 211.5 210.7 23.5 27.1 23.8 23.3 22.4 23.1 23.2

mean 211.4 28.3 24.0 210.5 26.9 25.9 29.3 25.8 23.5

750 Hz
S1 23.1 23.7 21.2 22.0 25.9 25.0 0.9 23.4 22.4
S2 21.6 0.5 20.3 210.2 23.6 20.8 26.4 21.2 21.8
S3 0.1 1.0 1.6 23.4 0.9 0.0 21.1 22.0 0.4
S4 25.4 0.4 0.8 29.1 25.7 23.5 23.8 23.7 20.5
S5 0.4 1.1 1.2 22.8 22.0 21.1 22.8 20.1 1.0
S6 27.6 21.4 23.1 27.4 24.2 22.9 21.8 0.6 0.8

mean 22.9 20.3 20.2 25.8 23.4 22.2 22.5 21.6 20.4

1500 Hz
S1 6.9 2.7 0.8 7.4 3.6 3.7 20.2 1.7 20.8
S2 3.4 2.8 1.2 6.3 5.0 5.0 5.4 1.0 4.3
S3 0.3 0.9 2.5 22.8 0.3 0.8 25.0 20.4 0.1
S4 6.9 4.3 1.8 6.4 6.9 3.7 7.4 4.9 0.4
S5 6.7 2.4 0.8 4.5 20.2 0.6 2.8 4.2 0.9
S6 5.3 3.7 3.5 2.7 4.0 1.2 0.3 0.6 0.3

mean 4.9 2.8 1.8 4.1 3.3 2.5 1.8 2.0 0.9

3000 Hz
S1 1.1 5.6 1.5 9.6 9.4 3.2 20.2 3.9 0.5
S2 2.9 1.9 0.8 7.5 5.7 3.6 5.9 1.120.4
S3 6.6 2.6 2.6 11.8 6.2 4.6 5.3 2.820.3
S4 12.4 7.4 3.7 14.9 6.3 3.1 14.8 3.5 2.1
S5 15.1 5.5 2.1 12.3 6.0 2.4 13.2 5.0 1.9
S6 9.0 6.1 2.9 8.5 1.9 0.4 11.6 3.5 1.3

mean 7.8 4.9 2.3 10.8 5.9 2.9 8.4 3.3 0.9
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dicted based on a compression of 0.5 dB/dB observed in the
basilar membrane input–output functions derived from audi-
tory nerve rate-intensity functions from fibers with CFs be-
tween 1800 and 2700 Hz~Cooper and Yates, 1994!.

The results from this experiment are thus consistent with
a greater compressive nonlinearity at the basal region of the
basilar membrane, although it is worth considering to what
extent other explanations might explain these differences
across frequency. One possible explanation is based on dif-
ferences in SL across frequency. If the effective level of a
low-frequency signal is reduced relative to a higher-
frequency signal, such that it is presented within the lower,
more linear portion of the basilar-membrane response,4 the
slopes of the functions for a low-frequency signal may be
reduced relative to those for a higher-frequency signal. How-
ever, differences in effective signal levels across frequency
can be accounted for by recalculating the slopes of the mask-
ing functions in Fig. 4 over a fixed range of amount of mask-
ing ~for example 20–40 dB!, rather than over a fixed range
of masker levels. The slopes of the functions calculated over
this range are very similar to those in Table IV, suggesting

that when the masking functions are compared over a range
of signal levels that presumably reflect similar regions on the
basilar membrane input–output function, the slopes are still
greater at higher signal frequencies.

Two other factors that could influence the frequency ef-
fect observed here are ringing in the auditory filters and de-
tection of signal splatter, both of which may be more promi-
nent at low frequencies. To determine whether these factors
might contribute to the results of experiment 3, pilot data that
attempted to control for these effects were collected from
subject S1. Two-point masking functions~70 and 95 dB
SPL! were obtained for signal frequencies of 750 and 3000
Hz. A 10-ms delay between masker offset and the onset of
the 10-ms signal was introduced to reduce any temporal in-
teraction between the masker and signal due to ringing of the
auditory filters. A low-level high-pass noise masker~spec-
trum level of 10 dB! with a cutoff frequency approximately
1.5 ERBs abovef s was presented continuously to minimize
detection of spectral splatter. A high-pass, rather than a
broadband or notched, noise masker was used as any detec-
tion of spectral splatter would occur primarily on the high-

TABLE III. Individual and average amount of suppression calculated for masker levels of 40, 50, and 60 dB SPL~the suppressor level was 20 dB greater than
the masker level! for three suppressor/masker frequency ratios: 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3. Suppression was calculated by subtracting the threshold in the M1S
condition from that in the M condition, divided by the slope~m, left column! of the masking function for the M condition.

Masker level
Slope 40 dB SPL 50 dB SPL 60 dB SPL

Signal freq./subject m 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.3

375 Hz
S1 0.670 217.0 212.1 23.8 214.5 28.9 27.2 213.3 26.1 0.1
S2 0.531 221.9 217.7 212.6 222.5 219.8 212.2 219.8 218.5 214.9
S3 0.673 217.3 27.0 26.7 211.9 23.6 26.8 217.9 22.3 23.9
S4 0.711 221.2 216.5 26.8 224.9 214.9 212.9 224.8 218.0 29.1
S5 0.598 211.9 28.6 23.2 213.9 213.6 211.9 27.6 25.9 21.9
S6 0.692 216.6 215.5 25.1 210.2 25.5 24.8 23.5 24.5 24.7
mean 0.646 217.7 212.8 26.2 216.2 210.7 29.2 214.4 29.0 25.5

750 Hz
S1 0.740 24.2 25.0 21.6 22.6 28.0 26.8 1.3 24.6 23.2
S2 0.499 23.3 1.1 20.6 220.4 27.2 21.6 212.9 22.3 23.5
S3 0.593 0.1 1.7 2.7 25.8 1.6 0.0 21.9 23.4 0.7
S4 0.669 28.1 0.7 1.2 213.5 28.6 25.2 25.7 25.5 20.8
S5 0.568 0.7 2.0 2.1 25.0 23.5 22.0 25.0 20.1 1.8
S6 0.636 212.0 22.2 24.9 211.6 26.6 24.6 22.8 0.9 1.3
mean 0.617 24.7 20.5 20.3 29.4 25.5 23.6 24.1 22.6 20.6

1500 Hz
S1 0.596 11.6 4.5 1.4 12.5 6.0 6.3 20.3 2.9 21.3
S2 0.499 6.8 5.6 2.5 12.6 10.0 10.1 10.9 2.0 8.5
S3 0.661 0.4 1.3 3.8 24.3 0.5 1.3 27.5 20.6 0.1
S4 0.762 9.1 5.6 2.3 8.4 9.0 4.8 9.7 6.5 0.5
S5 0.388 17.2 6.3 1.9 11.6 20.4 1.6 7.1 10.7 2.4
S6 0.516 10.2 7.1 6.8 5.2 7.8 2.3 0.6 1.1 0.5
mean 0.570 8.6 4.9 3.1 7.2 5.7 4.4 3.1 3.5 1.5

3000 Hz
S1 0.680 1.6 8.3 2.2 14.2 13.8 4.6 20.2 5.7 0.8
S2 0.669 4.4 2.9 1.2 11.2 8.5 5.4 8.8 1.6 20.6
S3 0.732 9.0 3.6 3.6 16.1 8.5 6.3 7.3 3.9 20.4
S4 0.604 20.6 12.2 6.1 24.7 10.4 5.1 24.4 5.7 3.6
S5 0.585 25.8 9.4 3.6 21.0 10.3 4.0 22.5 8.5 3.2
S6 0.599 15.1 10.2 4.9 14.2 3.1 0.7 19.4 5.9 2.1
mean 0.645 12.2 7.5 3.5 16.7 9.1 4.5 13.1 5.1 1.3
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frequency side of the signal away from the masker. The
slopes of the masking functions obtained either with or with-
out the high-pass noise were about 0.80 and 1.6 dB/dB, for
signal frequencies of 750 and 3000 Hz, respectively. There-
fore, it is very unlikely that either ringing of the auditory
filters or off-frequency listening were influencing the
growth-of-masking functions, at least over the range from
750 to 3000 Hz, suggesting that the effect of frequency in
experiment 3 was most likely reflective of an increase in
nonlinearity with frequency.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. Changes in nonlinearity as a function of frequency

When the results of all three experiments are taken to-
gether, and even if some of the results at 375 Hz~especially
from experiment 1! must be treated with caution, the results
clearly demonstrate that all three psychophysical measures of
nonlinearity increased with increasingf s . This increase in

the apparent strength of the nonlinearity as frequency in-
creases presumably reflects greater nonlinear processing in
the more basal regions of the cochlea. These results are con-
sistent with previous psychophysical studies; however, the
present study is unique in that it evaluated all three measures
in the same subjects, and that all of the measures demon-
strated aprogressiveincrease in nonlinear processing asf s

increases. Moreover, the results are generally consistent with
various physiological studies of basilar membrane and
auditory-nerve fiber responses that have shown greater non-
linearity for high-CF basilar-membrane regions or nerve fi-
bers, but reduced or absent nonlinearity for low-CF regions
or fibers~von Békésy, 1960; Schmiedtet al., 1980; Khanna
et al., 1989; Ulfendahlet al., 1989, 1991; Brundin, 1992;
Gummeret al., 1993; Cooper and Yates, 1994; Cooper and
Rhode, 1995!.

B. Nonlinear growth of forward masking

Recently, Oxenham and Moore~1995! and Plack and
Oxenham~1998! have suggested that the compressive non-
linearity observed at the basilar membrane may be able to
account for the nonlinear~slope,1.0 dB/dB! growth of for-
ward masking whenf s5 f m . They argued that at moderate
masker levels~.40 dB SPL!, the masker is within the com-
pressive region of the basilar-membrane response, whereas
the signal level~which is typically lower than the masker
level at masked threshold! is within the lower, more linear
region ~see footnote 4!. Therefore, for a given increase in
masker level, a smaller increase in signal level is required for
detection, resulting in a masking function with a slope less
than 1.0 dB/dB. Their hypothesis, then, would predict a two-
part masking function, with a compressive slope at low lev-
els, and an approximately linear slope at high levels where
the masker level is increased to a range where the masker
and signal are both within the compressive region of the
basilar-membrane response~signal and masker levels greater
than about 40 dB SPL!. Plack and Oxenham~1998! report
data that appear to fit fairly well with this hypothesis; how-
ever, the masking functions from experiment 2 in this study
and from Jesteadtet al. ~1982! and Widin and Viemeister
~1979!, among others, seem to be well described by a single
straight line with a compressive slope~,1.0 dB/dB! over the
entire range of signal and masker levels tested. Although for
some studies the discrepancy may be due to measuring

FIG. 4. Individual ~unfilled symbols! and mean~solid line! growth-of-
masking functions in forward masking for conditions wheref s / f m51.44.
Results for each signal frequency are shown across panels.

TABLE IV. Individual and mean slopes of the growth-of-masking functions
for each signal frequency, wheref s / f m51.44. Slope values were deter-
mined from the least-squares fits to the data over the range of masker levels
where at least 10 dB of masking occurred.

Subject

Signal frequency

375 Hz 750 Hz 1500 Hz 3000 Hz

S1 1.02 1.10 2.13 2.08
S2 0.83 0.98 1.19 1.50
S3 0.77 0.75 1.25 1.97
S4 0.84 0.92 1.63 2.03
S5 0.67 0.86 1.22 1.27
S6 0.74 0.79 1.25 1.38

mean 0.81 0.90 1.45 1.70

TABLE V. Individual and mean transformed slopes. The slope values were
determined from the ratio of the masking function slopes for a masker below
the signal frequency~from Table IV! to the slopes for a masker equal to the
signal frequency~from Table III!.

Subject

Signal frequency

375 Hz 750 Hz 1500 Hz 3000 Hz

S1 1.52 1.48 3.57 3.06
S2 1.56 1.97 2.39 2.24
S3 1.15 1.27 1.89 2.69
S4 1.18 1.37 2.14 3.36
S5 1.11 1.51 3.15 2.17
S6 1.07 1.25 2.42 2.30

mean 1.26 1.46 2.54 2.64
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masked thresholds that are too low to be within the compres-
sive region of the response, the present study obtained
thresholds over the range from 30 to 65 dB SPL, which
should be well within the region where Plack and Oxenham
~1998! suggest that linear growth of masking should be ob-
tained. Moreover, it has been shown here and in previous
studies ~Jesteadtet al., 1982; Lee and Bacon, 1998! that
there are no systematic changes in the slopes of tone-on-tone
masking functions as a function off s , as would be expected
based on the changes in nonlinearity observed in the present
study. Therefore, the nonlinearity in growth-of-forward
masking when the signal and masker are equal in frequency
may not solely be attributable to basilar-membrane compres-
sive nonlinearity.

C. Individual differences in measures of nonlinearity

An interesting finding from the present study was that
there appeared to be greater between-subject variability in
thresholds and the psychophysical measures of nonlinearity
at the higher signal frequencies. For signal frequencies of
375 and 750 Hz, the masked thresholds from experiment 1
and the masking functions from experiment 3 for the indi-
vidual subjects were very similar to one another. The masked
thresholds at any particular notchwidth~experiment 1! or
masker level~experiment 3! generally did not vary by more
than 10 dB, whereas the thresholds for either the 1500- or
3000-Hz signal varied across subjects by as much as 20 dB
~see, for example, Fig. 4!. Thus, in experiment 1, the ERB
values, and in particular the change in ERB values with
level, were similar across subjects at the lower frequencies,
but varied over a wider range of values at the higher frequen-
cies ~see Table I!. And, in experiment 3, the slopes of the
individual masking functions were very similar to one an-
other at the lower frequencies, but varied considerably at the
higher frequencies~see Table IV!. This trend was not ob-
served in experiment 2; although some conditions tended to
show less variability across subjects than others, there were
no consistent patterns. It is not clear why measures of two-
tone suppression would be different from the measures in
experiments 1 and 2 with respect to this variability.

The larger individual variability at 1500 and 3000 Hz
than at 375 and 750 Hz may reflect a greater contribution of
nonlinear processing at higher signal frequencies than at
lower signal frequencies. At low signal frequencies, if pro-
cessing is mediated primarily by passive, linear cochlear me-
chanics, one might not expect large amounts of variability
within a normal population, given minor differences in co-
chlear structures across subjects. However, at higher signal
frequencies, if nonlinear processing is contributing signifi-
cantly to auditory processing, then the active mechanism that
is highly dependent on the status of the cochlea may be
responsible for the large individual variability observed in
the present study at high frequencies. This statement may
seem unusual given that all the individuals in the present
study exhibited normal absolute thresholds and thus all pre-
sumably had normal, healthy cochleae. However, Fagelson
and Champlin~1997! have suggested that listeners that show
normal absolute thresholds at discretely sampled test fre-
quencies~typically octave frequencies! may have localized

regions of damage~possibly due to noise trauma or ototoxic
drugs! in which the active nonlinear processes are compro-
mised. However, because threshold microstructure was not
tested in the present study, it is not possible to determine
whether minute variations in absolute thresholds can account
for the individual variability at high frequencies.

If the individual variability is reflective of individual
differences in the contribution of nonlinear processing, then
one could expect that a particular individual would consis-
tently show more or less nonlinearity across the different
psychophysical measures than another individual, assuming
that the measures reflect the same nonlinearity. This appears
to be true in the present study. Although the relationship is
far from perfect, those subjects that show the greatest non-
linear effect in one experiment also show the greatest non-
linear effects in the other experiments. For example, subjects
S4, S5, and S6 tend to exhibit not only the largest effects of
level on frequency selectivity, but also the greatest amount
of suppression, and the steepest growth-of-masking func-
tions. Subjects S1, S2, and S3 tend to show smaller effects
across all three experiments. These differences in the degree
of nonlinearity across individuals may also help explain the
large individual differences observed in other studies that
may reflect nonlinear auditory phenomena, such as overshoot
and signal enhancement~e.g, McFadden and Wright, 1990;
Wright, 1995!.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary goal of this project was to further our un-
derstanding of how auditory nonlinear phenomena vary as a
function of location along the cochlea by examining three
psychophysical measures of nonlinearity as a function of fre-
quency. In particular, the hypothesis that the apical~low-
frequency! region of the cochlea behaves more linearly than
the basal~high-frequency! region was tested. The main find-
ings can be summarized as follows:~1! All three psycho-
physical measures of nonlinearity revealed greater nonlinear
effects asf s increased from 750 to 3000 Hz, with no evi-
dence of nonlinear processing at 375 Hz, consistent with the
hypothesis. Moreover, it appeared to be aprogressivein-
crease in the degree of nonlinearity asf s increased.~2! There
appeared to be greater between-subject variability in thresh-
olds and the psychophysical measures of nonlinearity at
1500 and 3000 Hz than at 375 and 750 Hz. The larger indi-
vidual differences at the higher frequencies may reflect the
larger~and more variable! contribution of nonlinear process-
ing at those frequencies.
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1Preliminary data from several subjects suggested that the forward-masking
task~wheref s5 f m) was susceptible to ‘‘confusion effects’’ due to the very
short ~0-ms! masker-signal delay i.e., their signal thresholds were equal to
the masker level!. This confusion could be eliminated by providing the
subjects practice with a longer~5–10 ms! masker-signal delay, and then
gradually shortening the delay to 0 ms. Typically, less than 30 min of
practice was required.

2Throughout, the data were fitted as though the masker level determines the
shape of the auditory filter, even though some studies have suggested that
auditory filter shapes are determined primarily by the level of the signal,
rather than the level of the masker~Rosenet al., 1992!. The approach used
here allows for comparisons with most previous notched-noise studies.
Moreover, important here are accuratecomparisonsacross signal frequen-
cies and masker levels, which can be accomplished with fixed masker lev-
els, assuming that any differences between filter shapes obtained with a
fixed signal level versus a fixed masker level are essentially constant across
frequency and level.

3Several studies have suggested that confusion effects, rather than suppres-
sion, may be influencing the larger thresholds in the M conditions, relative
to those in the M1S conditions~Moore, 1981; Moore and Glasberg, 1982;
Neff, 1985, 1986!. They suggest that the threshold in the M condition may
be artificially high due to the inability to discriminate between the offset of
the forward masker and the onset of the signal when the two stimuli are
perceptually similar; confusion effects tend to be greatest when the masker
and signal level are equal~Neff, 1986!. However, in the present study, the
signal level at threshold in the M condition was generally lower than the
level of the masker~either immediately, or with practice; see footnote 1!
and the slope of the growth-of-masking function was less than 1.0~see
Neff, 1985!, suggesting that confusion effects were not influencing thresh-
olds in the M condition. Thus, the lower thresholds in the M1S condition
most likely reflect true two-tone suppression, and not cueing by the addi-
tion of the suppressor tone.

4Previous studies~Ruggeroet al., 1992; Murugasu and Russell, 1995! have
revealed two-part, basilar membrane input–output functions, with a linear
slope at low levels, and a compressive, nonlinear slope at mid-to-high
levels ~50–80 dB SPL!. However, more recent reports~Ruggeroet al.,
1997; Nuttall and Dolan, 1996! suggest that the compressive region of the
input–output function actually extends down to levels of around 20 dB
SPL, which is similar to the threshold of auditory-nerve fibers~Ruggero
et al., 1997!.
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Sequential stream segregation in the absence of spectral cues
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This paper investigates the cues used by the auditory system in the perceptual organization of
sequential sounds. In particular, the ability to organize sounds in the absence of spectral cues is
studied. In the first experiment listeners were presented with a tone sequence ABA ABA ..., where
the fundamental frequency (f 0) of tone A was fixed at 100 Hz and thef 0 difference between tones
A and B varied across trials between 1 and 11 semitones. Three spectral conditions were tested: pure
tones, harmonic complexes filtered with a bandpass region between 500 and 2000 Hz, and harmonic
complexes filtered with a bandpass region chosen so that only harmonics above the tenth would be
passed by the filter, thus severely limiting spectral information. Listeners generally reported that
they could segregate tones A and B into two separate perceptual streams when thef 0 interval
exceeded about four semitones. This was true for all conditions. The second experiment showed that
most listeners were better able to recognize a short atonal melody interleaved with random
distracting tones when the distracting tones were in anf 0 region 11 semitones higher than the
melody than when the distracting tones were in the samef 0 region. The results were similar for both
pure tones and complex tones comprising only high, unresolved harmonics. The results from both
experiments show that spectral separation is not a necessary condition for perceptual stream
segregation. This suggests that models of stream segregation that are based solely on spectral
properties may require some revision. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!03501-8#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Hg@JWH#

INTRODUCTION

In the everyday acoustic environment the auditory sys-
tem has the task of analyzing complex sounds and partition-
ing them into perceptual components to make the recognition
of individual sound sources possible. The process whereby
different sound elements are assigned to a single auditory
object is known as ‘‘auditory stream integration’’ and, con-
versely, the process whereby sound elements are separated
into different objects is known as ‘‘auditory stream segrega-
tion’’ ~Bregman, 1990!. One aspect of such auditory process-
ing, known as ‘‘sequential stream segregation,’’ deals with
the perceptual organization of sounds that do not overlap in
time. This form of processing is important in, for instance,
assigning consecutive speech segments to the same speaker,
or following a melodic line in a background of other musical
sounds.

A number of studies of sequential stream segregation
have used pure-tone stimuli in rapidly alternating sequences
~Miller and Heise, 1950; van Noorden, 1975; Rose and
Moore, 1997!. Figure 1 illustrates the stimuli typically used
in such experiments. Using the type of sequence shown
~ABA ABA ... !, van Noorden~1975! found that with a small
difference in frequency between the two tones, one coherent
sequence with a galloping rhythm was heard~‘‘temporal co-
herence’’ or ‘‘integration;’’ upper panel!. For larger fre-

quency intervals the coherence was lost and two separate
sequences were perceived, one consisting of low tones~A!
and the other consisting of high tones~B!, where the repeti-
tion rate of the low sequence was twice that of the high one
~‘‘fission’’ or ‘‘segregation;’’ lower panel!. At intermediate
frequency intervals, either integration or segregation could
be heard, depending on the attentional set of the listener. The
largest frequency difference at which listeners are able to
hear the sequence as a single stream is known as the integra-
tion boundary. The smallest frequency difference at which
listeners can still segregate the two streams is termed the
segregation boundary. The integration boundary increases
dramatically with decreasing presentation rate of the tones,
while the segregation boundary seems to be relatively inde-
pendent of presentation rate~van Noorden, 1975!.

The use of pure-tone stimuli makes it difficult to deter-
mine the mechanism~s! underlying sequential stream segre-
gation. For instance, segregation may be determined by spec-
tral distance, as represented by the frequency-to-place
mapping within the cochlea. Alternatively, or in addition,
cues based on temporal information may play a role. Two
recent models of auditory stream segregation have assumed
that sequential stream segregation is based solely on spectral
differences~Beauvois and Meddis, 1996; McCabe and Den-
ham, 1997!. Essentially, in both models integration occurs if
the two stimuli fall within a single auditory filter, and segre-
gation occurs if the stimuli are processed primarily through
different auditory filters. This view has some experimental
support. For instance, van Noorden~1975! found that alter-
nating a pure tone with a complex tone of the same funda-
mental frequency (f 0) did not produce integration. Simi-
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larly, alternating two complex tones with the samef 0 but
comprising different harmonics also failed to result in inte-
gration. These results led van Noorden to conclude that con-
tiguity ‘‘at the level of the cochlear hair cells’’ was a neces-
sary ~but not sufficient! condition for integration to occur.
Hartmann and Johnson~1991! used the recognition of inter-
leaved melodies~Dowling, 1973; Dowlinget al., 1987! to
investigate whether factors other than spectral differences
contributed to stream segregation. They concluded that ‘‘pe-
ripheral channeling is of paramount importance’’ in deter-
mining segregation. However, while their experiments in-
cluded conditions in which timbre was altered independently
of spectrum~e.g., by changing the temporal envelope of
stimuli!, their experiments did not include conditions in
which pitch was altered independently of the spectral enve-
lope. Work in that direction has been carried out by Singh
~1987! and Bregmanet al. ~1990!.

Singh~1987! used complex tones consisting of four con-
secutive harmonics and independently varied the harmonic
number of the lowest harmonic and thef 0. Bregmanet al.
~1990! used complex tones with spectra containing at least
13 harmonics and varied either thef 0 or the location of a
single spectral peak~formant! in the complex. Both experi-
ments found thatf 0 and spectral shape can contribute inde-
pendently to stream segregation. The interpretation of the
results of Singh~1987! and Bregmanet al. ~1990! is, how-
ever, not clear cut. As both used resolved harmonics, it could
be argued that streaming depended on changes in spectral
information caused by the change inf 0. Although the spec-
tral envelope could be held constant, the place of excitation
of each resolved harmonic changed withf 0, resulting in a
different spectral ‘‘fine structure.’’ It may therefore be that
this change in spectral pattern was responsible for the
changes in grouping withf 0. In their present forms, the mod-
els of Beauvois and Meddis~1996! and McCabe and Den-
ham ~1997! could probably not account for results from ex-
periments using complex stimuli. However, it is at least
conceivable that an extension of the models, taking into ac-
count spectral patterns rather than just single components,

could account for the data of Singh~1987! and Bregman
et al. ~1990!.

Cochlear hearing loss is often characterized by broader
auditory filters and, according to the models of Beauvois and
Meddis ~1996! and McCabe and Denham~1997!, broader
filters should result in a segregation boundary at a wider-
than-normal frequency interval. This was investigated by
Rose and Moore~1997!. They examined the perceptual
grouping of alternating tone sequences in normal-hearing
and hearing-impaired listeners. Results for a group of unilat-
erally hearing-impaired listeners showed no clear difference
in segregation boundary between the normal and the im-
paired ear. About half the bilaterally hearing-impaired listen-
ers did show a segregation boundary at a wider frequency
interval than normal, but the other half showed boundaries
comparable to those of the normal-hearing listeners. These
results seem not to be consistent with a wholly spectrally
based account of sequential streaming.

From previous research we know that spectral informa-
tion can be used, and probably plays a major role in auditory
stream segregation~van Noorden, 1975; Hartmann and
Johnson, 1991!. The purpose of the present study is to inves-
tigate whether the auditory system is able to use only tem-
poral cues to perform segregation. Spectral cues were elimi-
nated in some conditions by using complex tones consisting
only of harmonics with harmonic numbers of 10 or higher.
Plomp ~1964! has shown that listeners are generally not ca-
pable of resolving harmonics higher than the fifth to the
eighth, depending on thef 0. It has nevertheless been shown
that complexes consisting only of high, unresolved harmon-
ics can induce a pitch sensation which can be used to identify
melodies and discriminate musical intervals~Moore and
Rosen, 1979; Houtsma and Smurzynski, 1990!. If it is found
that segregation only occurs when resolvable components are
present, providing spectral information, that would add sup-
port for spectrally based models of stream segregation. If, on
the other hand, segregation occurs in the absence of such
cues, additional processes based on temporal information
would be implicated in the forming of auditory streams.

I. EXPERIMENT 1. STREAM SEGREGATION
JUDGMENTS

A straightforward way to examine stream segregation is
to present listeners with an alternating tone sequence in
which the frequency difference between the tones is varied,
and to ask them whether they hear one coherent sequence or
two separate streams, or to let them adjust the frequency of
one tone until they can just hear the sequence as integrated or
segregated~depending on which boundary is to be mea-
sured!. This method has been used often, for example, by
Miller and Heise~1950!, van Noorden~1975!, Nooteboom
et al. ~1978!, and Rose and Moore~1997!. In the present
experiment, as in some previous studies~van Noorden, 1975;
Rose and Moore, 1997!, a sequence of tone triplets~ABA
ABA ABA ... ! was used. This sequence produces the percept
of a clear galloping rhythm when the tones are integrated.
With segregation this rhythm is lost. The listeners’ task was
to report whether they could segregate the sequence and
‘‘hear out’’ tone B.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of auditory stream segregation. With a small
frequency interval between tones A and B, one coherent sequence of tones
with a galloping rhythm can be heard~upper panel!. If the frequency interval
is large, the two tones can be heard as two separate streams: a fast one with
low tones~tone A! and a slower one with high tones~tone B! ~lower panel!.
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A. Stimuli

Each trial consisted of a sequence of tone triplets~ABA
ABA ABA ... !. Tone A had a constantf 0 of 100 Hz. Thef 0
of tone B varied randomly across trials so that thef 0 interval
between tones A and B in a given trial could take the value
of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, or 11 semitones~resulting in anf 0 for tone
B of 105.95, 112.25, 118.92, 125.99, 133.48, 149.83, or
188.77 Hz!. Three sets of tone sequences were used: com-
plex tones consisting of low~resolved! harmonics, complex
tones consisting of high~unresolved! harmonics, and pure
tones. The complex tones were generated by filtering har-
monic complexes with equal-amplitude components, as fol-
lows. First, a broadband harmonic tone complex in sine
phase was generated with the appropriatef 0. Then, a fast
Fourier transform~FFT! was performed and the amplitude
spectrum was multiplied by a filter function. This filter con-
sisted of a flat bandpass region, flanked by two raised-cosine
ramps in the linear frequency domain. The midpoints~26
dB points! of these ramps for the high-harmonic condition
~2000 and 8000 Hz! were chosen so that only harmonics
higher than the tenth would be at full amplitude, because it is
assumed that these harmonics are unresolved~Plomp, 1964!.
For the low-harmonic condition the midpoint frequencies
~500 and 2000 Hz! were chosen so as to keep the ratio be-
tween the midpoint frequencies for the two conditions the
same. The width of each ramp was half the frequency of its
midpoint. This resulted in23 dB points of 535 and 1865 Hz
for the low-harmonic condition and 2135 and 7455 Hz for
the high-harmonic condition. An inverse FFT was then per-
formed to produce the complex tones. The tones were pre-
sented at an overall level of 70 dB SPL. The perceived loud-
ness of these tones seemed independent off 0. This is
expected, as the overall level in each auditory filter remains
roughly constant~Moore et al., 1997!. When the pure tones
were presented at the same level, they sounded softer than
the complex tones, and the low-frequency pure tones
sounded softer than the high-frequency pure tones. Because
of this the level of the pure tones was adjusted according to
the loudness matching results of Suzukiet al. ~1989!. By
drawing a straight line through their data points at 125 and
250 Hz for the 70 phon contour, the equationLp

524.39 log2 fp1109.15 was obtained, in whichLp is the
level and f p is the frequency of the pure tone. The total
duration of each tone was 90 ms including 10-ms raised-
cosine onset and offset ramps. The tone repetition time
~TRT! between tones within a triplet was kept constant at
110 ms. One trial consisted of a sequence of 12 triplets, each
separated by silent intervals of 110 ms. All stimuli were
generated on a Silicon Graphics workstation and were played
out at a sampling rate of 32 kHz using the built-in 16-bit D/A
converters and antialiasing filters. Stimuli were then passed
through a programmable attenuator~TDT PA4! and were
presented diotically over Beyer DT 990 headphones in a
sound-attenuating booth.

B. Listeners

The listeners were divided into two groups, depending
on whether they were musically trained or not. This was

done because musical listeners may be expected to show
superior performance compared with nonmusical listeners, as
musical training can involve ‘‘hearing out’’ certain patterns
from within a more complex background~Beauvois and
Meddis, 1997!. Listeners were considered musical if they
had received at least four years of formal instrumental train-
ing. Each group consisted of six listeners. All listeners were
aged between 20 and 30 years and reported no history of
hearing disorders or difficulties. Both authors participated as
musically trained listeners.

C. Procedure

With 7 different values for thef 0 of tone B and 3 spec-
tral conditions there were 21 different stimuli. In each trial,
one stimulus was randomly chosen from this set and pre-
sented to a listener. Listeners were instructed to try to hear
out tone B separately from tone A, and to press ‘‘2’’ if they
could hear out tone B~segregation! or ‘‘1’’ if they could not
~integration!. After a response had been given, a new stimu-
lus was randomly chosen and presented. Each stimulus was
presented 5 times within one block, so with 21 different
stimuli, each block consisted of 105 sequences. When all 105
sequences had been presented, the answers for that block
were recorded and, after a short break, a new block was
started. Before data were collected, listeners had a practice
session consisting of a short block of only the low harmonic
tones and a normal block of stimuli, in order to get used to
the stimuli and the task. Excluding practice, the experiment
consisted of ten blocks. Thus, each stimulus was presented to
each listener a total of 50 times.

D. Results

The individual percentage segregation responses are
shown in Fig. 2 as a function of thef 0 interval between
tones A and B. Results from the six musically trained listen-
ers are shown in the upper panels and results from the lis-
teners with no musical training are shown in the lower pan-

FIG. 2. Segregation judgments from the 12 individual listeners as a function
of f 0 separation in semitones. Results from the musically trained listeners
are shown in the upper panels and the results from nonmusical listeners are
shown in the lower panels. Low, High, and Pure denote the low-harmonic
complex ~resolved!, high-harmonic complex~unresolved!, and pure tones,
respectively.
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els. The labels low, high, and pure denote the low-harmonic,
high-harmonic, and pure-tone spectral conditions, respec-
tively. The f 0 interval at which the curve through the data
crosses the 50% line is defined as the segregation boundary.
The results from authors JV and AO are shown in the upper
panel as diamonds and squares, respectively. The mean data
for the two listener groups are shown in Fig. 3. Error bars
denote61 standard error of the mean across listeners.

For both listener groups, the data generally show an in-
creasing percentage of segregation responses with increasing
f 0 difference between tones A and B for all spectral condi-
tions. These results indicate that for all three spectral condi-
tions segregation occurs at largef 0 intervals between tones
A and B. Even in the high-harmonic condition the two tones
were clearly segregated when there was a largef 0 interval
between them. This shows that in the absence of spectral
cues, listeners seem to be able to segregate sequential sounds
based solely on periodicity information.

On the whole the data from the musical listeners are
rather homogenous. One exception is the listener shown as
right-pointing triangles in the upper panels of Fig. 2. Unusu-
ally, this listener consistently reported hearing segregation
for both sets of complex tones, even at the smallestF0 dif-
ference. The results from the nonmusical listeners seem more
variable across listeners. This is especially true for the pure-
tone condition, where a number of nonmusical listeners
failed to reach 100% segregation even at the largestf 0 sepa-
ration. Many of these listeners reported having difficulty in
hearing segregation with the pure tones. One nonmusical lis-
tener failed to hear segregation altogether. It is not quite
clear what caused this difficulty. The tones had a rather low
f 0, in the range of 100 to 200 Hz. While it is very common
for complex sounds to have anf 0 in this range~for example,
the human voice!, spectral information in this frequency
range is often not dominant in contributing to pitch percep-

tion. Musical listeners, who generally have more experience
with listening in an analytical way to sounds, may have less
difficulty in relating the f 0 of a harmonic complex tone to
the pure tone corresponding to that frequency.

In summary, listeners reported hearing segregation at
large f 0 differences in all three spectral conditions. For the
musically trained listeners, the pattern of results was very
similar across the three conditions. The results for the non-
musical listeners were similar for the two complex-tone con-
ditions but showed somewhatlesssegregation for the pure-
tone condition. The segregation boundary lies around four
semitones for all conditions, except for the pure-tone condi-
tion for the nonmusical listeners. This is somewhat higher
than was found in previous experiments by van Noorden
~1975! and Rose and Moore~1997!, who both found a seg-
regation boundary around one semitone. This difference may
be caused by differences in procedure. Both previous studies
used a sweep-measurement task and van Noorden~1975!
also used an adjustment task. With these tasks, the stimuli
are presented to the listeners continuously while they make
judgments rather than in short sequences. It is known that the
bias towards segregation increases with presentation time
~Bregman, 1978; Anstis and Saida, 1985!. Additionally, the
f 0 of 100 Hz, used here, is lower than has previously been
tested.

The results, which suggest that stream segregation can
occur in the absence of spectral cues, seem not to be consis-
tent with models based only on spectral information. How-
ever, while the physical stimulus in the high-harmonic con-
dition contained only unresolved harmonics, it could be that
nonlinear interactions between components produced lower,
resolved distortion products which were used to segregate
tones in the high-harmonic condition~Goldstein, 1967;
Smoorenburg, 1970!. For this reason a control experiment
was set up with added noise to mask any possible combina-
tion tones.

II. EXPERIMENT 1A: EFFECT OF COMBINATION
TONES

A. Preliminary experiment

The purpose of the preliminary experiment was to esti-
mate the effective level of the combination tones produced
by the high-harmonic tone complexes. The two authors
served as listeners. The experiment consisted of two stages.
The first stage estimated the masking produced by the com-
bination tones; the second stage used these estimates to find
the effective levels of the combination tones at various fre-
quencies.

In the first stage, two 400-ms high-harmonic complex
tones, as generated in experiment 1, withf 0’s of 100 and
189 Hz and at a level of 70 dB SPL were used as maskers.
Sinusoidal signals of 100-ms total duration, gated with
10-ms ramps, were temporally centered in the maskers and
had a starting phase that was randomized from trial to trial.
The frequencies of the signals corresponded to thef 0 for
both maskers, and to a number of randomly chosen harmon-
ics with harmonic numbers between 3 and 8. Different har-
monics were chosen for the two listeners and the twof 0’s.

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but averaged across listeners. The filled circles show
the data for musical listeners and the filled squares show the data for non-
musical listeners. Error bars represent61 standard error of the mean across
listeners.
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Signal thresholds were measured using a three-interval
forced-choice method with a two-down one-up adaptive pro-
cedure. It was assumed that a signal was masked by the
combination tone at the signal frequency.

In the second stage, the complex maskers were replaced
by sinusoidal maskers at the same frequency as the sinu-
soidal signal, producing a tone-on-tone masking experiment
with a randomized phase relationship between masker and
signal. This was done to estimate the level of a sinusoidal
masker needed to produce the same threshold as the complex
masker of stage 1. This level should be equal to the effective
level of a combination tone at that frequency.

This method established that the effective level of com-
bination tones at the fundamental frequencies did not exceed
30 dB SPL, and that no other harmonic exceeded an effective
level of 20 dB SPL for the two listeners tested. This enabled
us to establish the level of a masking noise that was suffi-
cient to ensure that any resolvable distortion products were at
least 10 dB below masked threshold.

B. Method

Part of experiment 1 was repeated both with and without
an added background noise. A pink noise~producing equal
energy at the outputs of filters with a constant relative band-
width, or Q value! was used with a spectrum level of 25 dB
SPL at 1 kHz. Two of the three spectral conditions were
tested here. For the high-harmonic condition, the noise was
bandpass filtered with cutoff frequencies of 50 and 2000 Hz.
For the sinusoidal condition, the cutoff frequencies were 300
and 4000 Hz. The noise was added to the sinusoidal condi-
tion in order to maintain some perceptual similarity between
the two conditions and to control for any distracting effects
of the noise not directly related to the masking of distortion
products. The other stimuli were exactly the same as in ex-
periment 1. They were generated with a Tucker-Davis Sys-
tem II, using a TDT DD1 16-bit digital-to-analog converter.
Stimuli were then passed to a TDT PA4 programmable at-
tenuator and a manual attenuator~Hatfield 2125! and were
presented diotically over a Sennheiser HD 414 headphone in
a sound-attenuating booth. The noise was presented continu-
ously. Six listeners, with ages between 20 and 30 years and
no reported hearing disorders or difficulties, took part. Three
were musical and three were nonmusical, as defined in ex-
periment 1. One musical listener was the author JV; all oth-
ers had not participated in experiment 1. Fourf 0 intervals of
1, 4, 7, and 11 semitones were tested. The experiment con-
sisted of four blocks, for the four different conditions: com-
plex tones and pure tones, with and without added noise. The
task was the same as in experiment 1. The order of presen-
tation within a block was randomized, and each listener
heard 25 presentations of each stimulus. Before data were
collected, listeners were given a short~ca. 45 min! practice
session using all four conditions to become accustomed to
the stimuli and the task.

C. Results

The results from individual listeners are shown in Fig. 4.
Open symbols joined by solid lines represent conditions

without noise and filled symbols joined by dashed lines rep-
resent conditions with noise. Squares and circles represent
pure-tone and complex-tone conditions, respectively. The re-
sults collected without noise are generally similar to the re-
sults from experiment 1. One difference is that the three new
nonmusical listeners seem to have less difficulty in hearing
segregation with the pure tones than did the listeners in ex-
periment 1. This may simply be an illustration of the large
intersubject variability in the task, especially for nonmusical
listeners, as can also be seen in Fig. 2.

Overall, the noise seems to have a small detrimental
effect on segregation, although the amount seems to differ
across listeners. This is true both for the complex-tone and
the pure-tone conditions. All listeners show segregation at
the highestf 0 separation in both conditions, with and with-
out added noise. This suggests that the segregation found for
the complex-tone conditions in experiment 1 was probably
not due to the audibility of lower, resolved distortion prod-
ucts.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: MELODY RECOGNITION

In experiment 1 listeners reported that they were able to
perceptually segregate an alternating tone sequence with
large f 0 differences between the tones whether or not spec-
tral cues were available. The effect was very strong and
seemed not to depend on the spectral composition of the
tones. However, the task used in that experiment is an intro-
spective one in which listeners are free to set their own judg-
ment criteria. In experiment 2 the more objective measure of
melody recognition was used, in which performance is ex-
pected to depend on the degree of segregation. The study of
Dowling ~1973! was one of the first to use this method. He
found that the recognition of two interleaved melodies im-
proved with increasing frequency separation between the
pitch ranges of the melodies, presumably as they begin to
form separate streams. This effect occurred both for familiar
melodies, consisting of about one phrase, and for unfamiliar,
short melodies. Knowledge of which melody they were go-

FIG. 4. Individual data from six listeners showing the effects of adding a
background noise, designed to mask any audible distortion products. Open
symbols with solid lines denote conditions with no noise~replication of
experiment 1!. Solid symbols with dashed lines denote conditions with
added noise. Circles and squares represent the high-harmonic complex-tone
~CT! and the pure-tone~PT! conditions, respectively.
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ing to hear could help listeners to overcome the effect of
interleaving. A melody recognition task was also used by
Hartmann and Johnson~1991!. Their stimuli consisted of
interleaved familiar melodies, as in the first experiment of
Dowling ~1973!, which were presented in twelve different
conditions. The results of these experiments showed that the
conditions for which the tones were expected to fall into
widely separated frequency channels showed the greatest ef-
fects of streaming. However, a melody recognition task us-
ing tones covering the same spectral region, but differentf 0
regions, has not yet been tested. Such an experiment should
help to clarify the role of temporal information in stream
segregation.

For this experiment listeners judged whether an unfamil-
iar, atonal, five-tone melody, interleaved with random dis-
tracting tones, was the same as, or different from, a preced-
ing melody presented without distracting tones. The
distracting tones were either in the samef 0 region as the
melody tones, or in anf 0 region 11 semitones higher than
the melody. It was hypothesized that, if the melody and the
distracting tones are in the samef 0 region, the distracting
tones should impede the recognition of the melody, whereas
if they are in differentf 0 regions, they should form different
streams, making the recognition of the melody easier.

A. Stimuli

For this experiment 17 pure tones and 17 complex tones
were generated withf 0’s ranging from 131~C3! to 330 Hz
~E4! at semitone intervals. The tones were generated in a
similar way to that used in experiment 1. Only complex
tones with high, unresolved harmonics and pure tones were
tested in this experiment. As higherf 0’s were used here than
in experiment 1, the23 dB points of the filter for the high-
harmonic condition were placed at 4270 and 7455 Hz~26
dB points at 4000 and 8000 Hz!, to ensure that all the har-
monics within the complex were unresolved. With these
tones, reference~atonal! melodies were formed, consisting of
five random tones within anf 0 range of six semitones, from
C3 to F3. The comparison melody was either the same as the
reference melody or different, in which case the third and
fourth tones of the reference melody were independently
raised or lowered by two semitones. The random distracting
tones also had anf 0 range of six semitones and could be
either in the samef 0 region as the melody~see Fig. 5!, or in
an f 0 region with a median 11 semitones higher than the
melody.

The complex tones were presented at an overall level of
70 dB SPL. The level of the pure tones was adjusted to a
level of 70 phon, as in experiment 1. The total duration of
the tones was 100 ms, including 10-ms raised-cosine onset
and offset ramps. The silent interval between succeeding
melody tones was 120 ms, so that there was a silent interval
of 10 ms between succeeding tones when distracting tones
were present, giving a TRT of 110 ms. Stimuli were gener-
ated and presented in the same way as in experiment 1.

B. Listeners

The listeners were again divided into two groups, con-
sisting of five musical and five nonmusical listeners, as de-

fined in experiment 1. They were all between 20 and 30
years old and reported no hearing disorders or difficulties.
All listeners except two~one musical and one nonmusical
listener! had also participated in experiment 1.

C. Procedure

First, a randomly generated five-tone melody~the stan-
dard! was presented in isolation. After a silence of 2 s the
comparison melody, interleaved with random distracting
tones, was presented. Listeners were asked to indicate
whether the two melodies were the same by pressing ‘‘1’’
~same! or ‘‘2’’ ~different!. They were given feedback on the
computer screen in front of them. After an answer had been
given, a new randomly generated melody was presented. The
four conditions~two spectral conditions and twof 0 ranges!
occurred ten times in random order within each block. After
each block the listener could take a short break. The experi-
ment ended after seven blocks were completed. Before the
experiment started, listeners were given about four blocks of
training to get used to the task.

D. Results

Table I shows the percentages correct of the same/
different responses for bothf 0 ranges of the distracting

FIG. 5. A schematic diagram of the stimuli in the overlappingf 0 condition
of experiment 2. The reference melody~a! and the comparison melody~b!
~here the same as the reference melody! are interleaved with distracting
tones in the samef 0 range as the melody.

TABLE I. Percentages correct for experiment 2 for each listener separately,
with listener group in parentheses~M5Musical, N5Nonmusical! for both
spectral conditions~complex and pure tones! and bothf 0 intervals between
the melody tones and the distracting tones~1 and 11 semitones!. Standard
errors of the mean across blocks are given in parentheses.

Listener

Complex tones Pure tones

1 semitone 11 semitones 1 semitone 11 semitones

AF ~M! 65.7 ~4.8! 97.1 ~1.8! 58.6 ~5.1! 91.4 ~2.6!
AO ~M! 65.7 ~4.8! 94.3 ~3.0! 60.0 ~5.4! 95.7 ~2.0!
JD ~M! 65.7 ~5.3! 95.7 ~2.0! 57.1 ~4.7! 85.7 ~4.8!
JV ~M! 71.4 ~5.1! 98.6 ~1.4! 71.4 ~6.0! 80.0 ~3.8!
SP ~M! 48.6 ~4.6! 77.1 ~3.6! 50.0 ~3.8! 70.0 ~3.8!

AB ~N! 54.3 ~3.0! 60.0 ~6.9! 50.0 ~5.8! 50.0 ~5.4!
EV ~N! 61.4 ~4.0! 62.9 ~5.7! 60.0 ~3.8! 52.9 ~2.9!
JA ~N! 47.1 ~6.4! 81.4 ~2.6! 54.3 ~6.1! 77.1 ~1.8!
MD ~N! 55.7 ~4.3! 54.3 ~2.0! 55.7 ~4.3! 65.7 ~4.8!
PK ~N! 50.0 ~0.0! 61.4 ~3.4! 50.0 ~0.0! 75.7 ~7.5!
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tones, together with the standard errors across blocks, for
each listener separately. All musical listeners and two of the
nonmusical listeners~JA and PK! were able to perform the
task after some practice, but the other three nonmusical lis-
teners could not perform the task reliably in any condition.
The results from one of them~AB! were not significantly
above chance level in any condition.@Assuming binomial
distribution, performance at 62% or higher is significantly
above chance (p,0.05).#

The data show higher percentages correct for the condi-
tions in which the distracting tones are in thef 0 range 11
semitones above thef 0 range of the melody tones. This sug-
gests that the distracting tones are perceptually segregated
from the melody tones, thereby facilitating the recognition of
the melody. For the musical listeners this effect was highly
significant both for the complex tones and the pure tones by
the Friedman rank test@x2(1)533.03, p,0.01 andx2(1)
527.46, p,0.01 respectively#. ~A Friedman rank test was
used as this does not rely on the assumptions of underlying
normal distribution and equal variance: the data were found
not to fulfill these criteria, even after various transforma-
tions.! For all nonmusical listeners combined, the difference
between the twof 0 ranges failed to reach significance. How-
ever, for the two nonmusical listeners who could do the task
reliably in at least one condition~JA and PK!, performance
was significantly better with the 11-semitone difference than
when the f 0’s overlapped@x2(1)513.76, p,0.01 for the
complex tones andx2(1)512.19, p,0.01 for the pure
tones#. Performance in the high-harmonic condition was not
poorer than in the pure-tone condition, suggesting again that
spectral differences were not necessary to achieve segrega-
tion in this task. In fact, for the musical listeners and the
11-semitone interval, performance was significantly better in
the high-harmonic condition than in the pure-tone condition
@x2(1)56.76,p,0.01#. It is not immediately clear why this
should be.

The task used in this experiment was selected after nu-
merous pilot experiments. The main difficulty that arose was
to find a task sufficiently difficult to avoid ceiling effects for
the musically trained listeners, but not so difficult as to run
into floor effects for listeners with no musical training. As
can be seen in Table I, even with this rather difficult atonal
task, musically trained listeners often performed above
chance in at least one of the overlappingf 0 conditions, pri-
marily with the complex tones. This may have been because
they learned to attend selectively to every second note in the
melody~Dowling et al., 1987!. However, based on listeners’
reports, it seems more likely that listeners were sometimes
able to select the correct interval based on changes in the
overall contour of the compound melody. For instance, if a
change in the melody resulted in a note that was lower than
any in the comparison interval, this might provide a cue.
Note, however, that this is not a reliable cue: a low note in
the distracting tones would provide a similar, but unreliable,
cue. Also, the use of a contour cue should, if anything, im-
prove performance in the overlappingf 0 conditions, relative
to the separatedf 0 conditions. Thus, the fact that significant
differences were still found provides further support for the
ability of listeners to use temporal cues in forming perceptual

streams. Other studies have also reported performance well
above chance in the condition where streaming is most lim-
ited. For instance, Hartmann and Johnson~1991! found per-
formance of around 60% correct in their ‘‘control condition’’
in a task where chance performance would have been at ap-
proximately 1.5% correct. This highlights the difficulty of
avoiding ceiling effects. On the other hand, most nonmusical
listeners in the present study found difficulty performing the
task reliably in any condition. It is possible that they would
have found the task difficult even in the absence of the dis-
tracting tones. However, an easier task would have led to
even better performance by the musically trained listeners,
thereby leading to less easily discernible differences between
the conditions.

Despite these difficulties, all listeners who could reliably
perform the task in at least one condition showed a strong
effect of distractorf 0 region: performance was improved by
introducing a largef 0 difference between the melody and
distractor tones, suggesting that stream segregation was pos-
sible. As in experiment 1, performance was not greatly af-
fected by the presence or absence of spectral cues.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of both experiments show that perceptual
stream segregation can occur with complex tones consisting
of only high, unresolved harmonics. This indicates that
stream segregation can be based solely on periodicity infor-
mation in the absence of spectral information. These results
are not consistent with purely spectral models of sequential
stream segregation~Beauvois and Meddis, 1996; McCabe
and Denham, 1997!.

In both experiments the results for the different spectral
conditions ~pure tones, low-harmonic, and high-harmonic
complexes in experiment 1 and pure tones and high-
harmonic tones in experiment 2! were similar. This suggests
that there may not be two different processes for segregation
based on spectral content and based on periodicity informa-
tion. It may be that segregation can be based on a pitch
percept that is formed at a higher level of the auditory path-
ways, at which both spectral and temporal information are
available. It should, however, be remembered that van
Noorden~1975! found strong segregation for complexes with
the samef 0 but different spectral composition. Similarly,
Bregmanet al. ~1990! and Singh~1987! found evidence for
stream segregation based on spectral but not temporal cues.
Thus, a more general conclusion may be that listeners are
able to segregate into streams when sounds differ oneithera
spectralor a temporal dimension. It is interesting to note that
the model of Beauvois and Meddis~1996! provides for the
possibility of using periodicity information by retaining~but
not currently using! fine-structure information.

As it is known that the pitch produced by a high, unre-
solved complex is less salient than for a low, resolved com-
plex, it might have been expected that the effect of segrega-
tion based on pitch would be less strong in the high-
harmonic condition than in either the low-harmonic or the
pure-tone conditions. However, in both experiments the re-
sults across conditions were comparable. It has been shown
that, although pitch is less salient for unresolved harmonics,
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pitch intervals larger than about two semitones can still be
identified correctly. Therefore, as segregation generally oc-
curred only for intervals larger than four semitones, the re-
duced salience may not have played a large role.

The knowledge that periodicity information alone can
influence segregation may be important in developing algo-
rithms for cochlear implants. Coding algorithms for implants
often use the rate of electrical impulses to code thef 0 of
incoming signals. An increase in the pulse rate generally
leads to an increase in perceived pitch in implant patients
~Busby and Clark, 1997!, and there is some evidence that at
least some patients can use thisf 0 information to identify
musical intervals~McDermott and McKay, 1997! or recog-
nize melodies~Moore and Rosen, 1979!. The present results
provide support for the preservation off 0 information in
implant coding algorithms: under favorable conditions it may
be possible for patients to use the rate information in the
perceptual organization of incoming sounds.
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Two experiments examined the perception of unmodulated and amplitude-modulated pulse trains by
normally hearing listeners and cochlear implantees. Four normally hearing subjects listened to
acoustic pulse trains, which were band-pass filtered between 3.9 and 5.3 kHz. Four cochlear
implantees, all postlinguistically deaf users of the Mini System 22 implant, listened to current pulse
trains produced at a single electrode position. In the first experiment, a set of nine loudness-balanced
unmodulated stimuli with rates between 60 and 300 Hz were presented in a multidimensional
scaling task. The resultant stimulus spaces for both subject groups showed a single dimension
associated with the rate of the stimuli. In the second experiment, a set of ten loudness-balanced
modulated stimuli was constructed, with carrier rates between 140 and 300 Hz, and modulation rates
between 60 and 150 Hz. The modulation rates were integer submultiples of the carrier rates, and
each modulation period consisted of one higher-intensity pulse and one or more identical
lower-intensity pulses. The modulation depth of each stimulus was adjusted so that its pitch was
judged to be higher or lower 50% of the time than that of an unmodulated pulse train having a rate
equal to the geometric mean of the carrier and modulation rates. A multidimensional scaling task
with these ten stimuli resulted in two-dimensional stimulus spaces, with dimensions corresponding
to carrier and modulation rates. A further investigation with one normally hearing subject showed
that the perceptual weighting of the two dimensions varied systematically with modulation depth. It
was concluded that, when filtered appropriately, acoustic pulse trains can be used to produce
percepts in normal listeners that share common features with those experienced by subjects listening
through one channel of a cochlear implant, and that the central auditory system can extract two
temporal patterns arising from the same cochlear location. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!05501-0#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Hg, 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Ts@JWH#

INTRODUCTION

The concept that pitch percepts are evoked by the peri-
odicities in acoustic or electric signals has been well sup-
ported by experimental evidence. Early acoustic experiments
showed that interrupted noise had a pitch which could be
matched to that of a pure tone with a frequency equal to the
interruption frequency~Miller and Taylor, 1948; Small,
1955!. Similarly, sinusoidally amplitude-modulated~SAM!
tones have a ‘‘residue pitch’’ which corresponds to the
modulation or fundamental frequency, provided the indi-
vidual components of the complex tone fall within certain
regions~Ritsma, 1962, 1963!, and the complex tone is har-
monic ~Schoutenet al., 1962!. Although these types of
stimuli could arguably provide some spectral cues for pitch
perception, later experiments have demonstrated pitch per-
cepts from purely temporal cues. For example, Burns and
Viemeister ~1976, 1981! showed that subjects listening to
SAM noise stimuli~which had no spectral cues! could judge
musical intervals for modulation rates between 80 and 300
Hz. It should be noted, however, that the pitch of SAM noise
is less salient than that of deterministic stimuli such as pure
tones or harmonic complexes.

Electrical stimulation of the auditory nerve via cochlear
implants provides temporal information which is indepen-
dent of the place of stimulation, and thus is ideal for studying
pitch percepts which arise from purely temporal cues. Early
experiments showed that the rate of pulsatile stimulation, or
frequency of analog stimulation, evoked a pitch percept up to
about 300 Hz~for example, Simmons, 1966; Eddington
et al., 1978; Tonget al., 1979; Shannon, 1983!, although
there was some variability in the rate which defined the up-
per limit for the discriminability range~Tong and Clark,
1985; Townshendet al., 1987!. Amplitude modulation of
current pulse trains also evokes a pitch percept which is de-
pendent on the modulation frequency, provided that the car-
rier rate is sufficiently high, or is a multiple of the modula-
tion frequency~McKay et al., 1994!, and provided that the
modulation depth is sufficiently large~McKay et al., 1995!.
Subjects have been shown to be able to judge musical inter-
vals based on the pulse rate of unmodulated stimuli~Pijl and
Schwarz, 1995; McDermott and McKay, 1997! and on the
modulation rate of modulated pulse trains~McDermott and
McKay, 1997!. Although it has not been possible as yet to
directly compare the salience of temporal pitches using co-
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chlear implants to that of pitches evoked by normal acoustic
hearing in the same subject, the variance of interval-
estimation data and rate difference-limen data in implant
subjects is of the same order of magnitude as shown in ex-
periments with SAM noise~Burns and Viemeister, 1976,
1981!, indicating that the pitch may be similarly weak.

The aim of the experiments reported here was to inves-
tigate the perception of pitch when there is more than one
periodicity present simultaneously in the stimulus. A modu-
lated pulse train is one such type of stimulus, in which both
the carrier rate and the modulation rate can potentially evoke
a pitch percept. McKayet al. ~1995! studied the effect of
modulation depth on pitch matching with cochlear implant-
ees. In that experiment, each modulation period of the stimu-
lus contained one high-current pulse followed by one or
more identical lower-current pulses, and subjects were asked
to compare the pitch of this stimulus~in a 2-interval forced-
choice ~2IFC! task! to that evoked by unmodulated pulse
trains of various rates. The rate of the unmodulated stimulus
for which the modulated stimulus was judged equal in pitch
was found to vary systematically with modulation depth, be-
ing close to the carrier rate for small modulation depths, and
falling smoothly to asymptote to the modulation rate for
larger modulation depths. A model was proposed to explain
the data, in which a weighted average of the two main neural
interspike intervals~corresponding to modulation and carrier
intervals! determined the pitch-comparison behavior of the
subjects. The modulation depth determined the relative num-
ber of the two neural spike intervals and hence also the re-
sultant matched-pitch.

Two questions arose from these results. First, consider-
ing the lack of reports in the acoustic literature on the pitch
of modulated pulse trains, were the results peculiar to electric
stimulation, perhaps as a consequence of greater neural syn-
chrony or higher spike probabilities? Second, was the
weighting of the two periodicities in the pitch-matching task
performed precognitively by the auditory system, resulting in
a unique pitch percept, or was the weighting performed cog-
nitively by the subject when asked to compare the pitch of a
stimulus containing two simultaneous pitches to that of a
stimulus containing only one pitch? Although the first propo-
sition may seem unlikely given the known existence of am-
biguous pitch in stimuli such as inharmonic complexes, the
response behavior of the subjects did not suggest that they
were sometimes listening to the carrier and sometimes the
modulation rate when comparing the pitch. In contrast to the
above experiment, pitch-matching experiments with acoustic
stimuli having ambiguous pitch generally result in more than
one ‘‘matched’’ frequency~see, for example, Schoutenet al.,
1962!. Furthermore, acoustic stimuli which have been shown
to have ambiguous pitch have, to date, not included stimuli
differentiated only on the basis of temporal cues.

Arguments have been presented to support the idea that
two periodicities cannot be extracted from the same cochlear
location ~or a single auditory filter!. For example, Carlyon
~1996! found that subjects could extract the fundamental fre-
quencies (F0s) of two simultaneous groups of harmonics,
bandpass filtered in the same spectral region, only when the
harmonics were resolvable. He postulated that normal listen-

ers could not segregate theF0s of two groups of harmonics
in the absence of spectral cues. In a further experiment~Car-
lyon, 1997!, he investigated listeners’ ability to discriminate
between a standard stimulus, consisting of two groups of
pulse trains bandpass filtered into the same frequency region,
and a signal which differed by one of the pulse trains, the
‘‘target,’’ having a higherF0. He found that listeners could
do so only by exploiting the fact that the composite stimulus
formed by the masker and target pulse trains had more pulses
in the signal than in the standard intervals, rather than by
extracting theF0 of the target from that of the masker. Lis-
teners’ dependence on this ‘‘mean rate’’ cue was demon-
strated by an experiment in which a proportion of pulses was
deleted from both the standard and signal stimuli. Perfor-
mance dropped to chance when more pulses were deleted
from the signal than from the standard, thereby removing the
mean rate cue, whereas performance remained above chance
in a control condition where more pulses were deleted from
the standard than from the signal.

One difference between the electric experiments con-
ducted by McKay and her colleagues and the acoustic ex-
periments by Carlyon lies in the nature of the two periodici-
ties present in each stimulus. In the electric experiments,
each longer~‘‘modulator’’ ! period contained an integer num-
ber of shorter ‘‘carrier’’ periods. In contrast, Carlyon’s
acoustic pulse trains were formed by mixing two single pulse
trains with close but unequalF0s, resulting in an irregular
pattern of ‘‘beating.’’

The experiments reported below compare the perception
of modulated pulse trains in electric and acoustic stimulation
using analogous stimuli and procedures, and address the
question of whether the central auditory system can extract
two independent temporal patterns from a single cochlear
location. Multidimensional scaling tasks were conducted
with acoustic and electric modulated pulse trains which were
constructed similarly to those of McKayet al. ~1995!, in
which spectral cues were absent due, respectively, to band-
pass filtering or constant electrode position. If the auditory
system extracts both the carrier and modulation rates from
the signal, the outcome is hypothesized to be a two-
dimensional space with the dimensions corresponding to
these two rates.

I. METHODS

A. Subjects and stimuli

Four normally hearing subjects~NC, NB, NR, and NT!
and four cochlear implantees~CM, CA, CP, and CL! took
part in the experiments. The normally hearing listeners were
all adults whose hearing acuity was within 15 dB of the 1969
ANSI standard at all audiometric frequencies. Subjects NC
and NB were the first and second authors, respectively; the
others were paid for their services. The implantees were all
postlinguistically deaf subjects who use the Mini System 22
implant, manufactured by Cochlear Ltd. Details of their eti-
ology and the stimulation parameters for these experiments
are contained in Table I.

The acoustic stimuli used in the experiments consisted
of pulse trains~each pulse of duration 50ms! which were
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generated at a sampling rate of 20 kHz~CED 1401 plus,
16-bit resolution!, passed through antialiasing filters~Kemo
VBF 25.01; attenuation rate 100 dB/octave!, and then band-
pass filtered between 3.9 and 5.3 kHz~Kemo VBF25.03;
attenuation rate 48 dB/octave!. The bandpass frequencies
were chosen so that, for the pulse rates used~up to 300 Hz!,
adjacent harmonics would not be resolvable by the periph-
eral auditory system~Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994!. The
stimuli were presented against a continuous background of
10-kHz-wide pink noise having a spectrum level of 3.4 dB
SPL at 4 kHz. For an unmodulated pulse train with anF0 of
145 Hz, the level of the pulses was set such that resulting
harmonics had levels of 48 dB SPL each when in the filter
passband. This level will be referred to henceforth as the
‘‘48-dB reference level.’’ The levels of the other stimuli var-
ied across conditions and subjects, and will be described in
Sec. I B. The noise and pulses were mixed by being fed to
separate inputs of a headphone amplifier before being fed to
one earpiece of a Sennheiser HD414 headset.

The electrical stimuli consisted of biphasic current pulse
trains. A single apical electrode position was chosen since
earlier studies have reported that rates on apical electrodes
may produce a more ‘‘pitchy’’ sensation than those on basal
electrodes~see McDermott and McKay, 1997, for example!.
The stimuli were generated and controlled by an IBM-
compatible computer which was interfaced with a speech
processor. The processor was used to encode the stimuli and
transmit them to the implanted receiver–stimulator.

The duration of each pulse train stimulus was 500 ms.1

Both unmodulated and amplitude-modulated stimuli were
used. The unmodulated stimuli had rates between 60 and 300
Hz. The modulated stimuli had carrier rates between 140 and
300 Hz. In these stimuli, the modulation rate was always a
submultiple of the carrier rate, so that each modulation pe-
riod was identical. No modulation rate below 60 Hz was
used, as rates below this tend to produce a buzz rather than a
pitch. Each modulation period contained a single higher-
intensity pulse followed by one or more identical lower-
intensity pulses. Figure 1 shows 10-ms segments~one modu-
lation period! of the acoustic and electric modulated stimuli
with 300-Hz carrier rate and 100-Hz modulation rate.

B. Experimental procedures

1. Multidimensional scaling of unmodulated pulse
trains

Nine unmodulated pulse trains with rates equal to 60,
80, 105, 125, 145, 170, 200, 240, and 300 Hz were con-
structed as described above and loudness balanced with the
145-Hz stimulus. For acoustic stimuli, the loudness-balance
procedure was as follows. Each loudness-balancing run
started with one of the two stimuli~either 145 Hz or the rate
to be balanced! fixed in level followed, 500 ms later, by the
second, variable-level, stimulus. The listener could then ad-
just the level of the variable stimulus by 2 or 4 dB up or
down by pressing one of four buttons on a response box,
after which the two stimuli were presented again, and the
listener made a new adjustment. This procedure continued
until he/she was satisfied that the two stimuli were equally

FIG. 1. Examples of acoustic and electric stimulus waveforms. Each panel
shows a 10-ms segment~one modulation period! of the modulated pulse
train of rate 300 Hz and modulation rate 100 Hz. The acoustic stimulus
~top!, shown after bandpass filtering but before transduction by the head-
phones, has a modulation depth of 10 dB. The electric stimulus~bottom! is
that for subject CP, with modulation depth 1.2 dB.

TABLE I. Details of the cochlear implantees who took part in the experiment. CSOM refers to chronic serious
otisis media. The last three columns refer to the electrode and pulse duration used in the experiments, and the
perceptual dynamic range for that electrode, measured with a 145-Hz pulse train. The numbers describing the
electrode refer to the two rings comprising the bipolar pair used, or in the case of subject CP, the single ring in
common-ground mode. The electrodes are numbered 1 to 22 in basal-to-apical direction.

Subject
Age

~years! Etiology

Length of
profound
deafness

Length of
implant use Electrode

Pulse
width
~ms!

Dynamic
range~dB!

CM 20 Meningitis 9 months 12 months @16,18# 100 6.85

CA 61 Menieres/CSOM 18 months 15 months @19,21# 100 5.50

CP 50 Meningitis/CSOM 12 years 28 months 19 150 7.97

CL 57 unknown/progressive 6 years 17 months@18,20# 150 4.62
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loud. Six loudness matches were made for each stimulus
pair: three with the 145-Hz stimulus varying and three with it
fixed. When the 145-Hz stimulus was fixed, it was presented
at the 48-dB reference level~see Sec. I A!; when the other
stimulus was fixed, its overall level was the same as that of
the 145-Hz stimulus at the 48-dB reference level. The results
of the six trials were averaged.

For electric stimuli, the current of the 145-Hz stimulus
was first adjusted to produce a comfortable loudness. All
other stimuli were then balanced to this stimulus in the fol-
lowing way. The 145-Hz stimulus and the other stimulus
were presented continuously alternating with 500-ms silent
intervals. The subject adjusted the current of the variable
stimulus using an unmarked rotary knob until he/she was
satisfied that the two stimuli were equally loud. The current
of the adjusted stimulus was then fixed at the value set by the
subject and the procedure repeated with the 145-Hz stimulus
adjusted. The two procedures were repeated and the results
of the four trials averaged.

The nine equally loud stimuli were then presented to the
subjects in a multidimensional scaling task. The subjects
were first familiarized with the stimulus set. All possible
pairs of stimuli~in both orders! were presented to the subject
in random order. After each pair of stimuli, the subject was
required to respond with an estimate of their similarity. In
both the acoustic and electric parts of the experiment, sub-
jects responded using a 10-cm-long scale, on which one end
represented stimuli which sounded exactly the same, and the
other end represented the pair which was most dissimilar.
The normally hearing subjects adjusted the position of a
slider on a 10-cm-long potentiometer, thereby setting a volt-
age which was fed back to an analog-to-digital converter and
scaled to a number between 0 and 400. The implantees
pointed to a position along a ruled line, which was then
converted to a number between 0 and 100. Three complete
dissimilarity matrices were obtained for all subjects except
NC and NB, who provided two matrices each.

The data were analyzed in two ways using the program
ALSCAL ~Young and Lewyckyj, 1979!, which uses an itera-
tive procedure developed from that of Kruskal~1964!. The
individual subject data were analyzed using repeated-
measures nonmetric multidimensional scaling. The result of
this analysis was a stimulus space in which the rank order of
Euclidean distances between the stimuli represented, with
the least error~s-stress!, the rank order of perceptual dissimi-
larity of the stimuli. The appropriate number of dimensions
for this stimulus space was obtained by comparing the stress
in solutions of 1, 2, and 3 dimensions, and also by observing
which solution had dimensions which could be described by
stimulus parameters. The group data for each of the two
subject groups were analyzed by first obtaining a summed
matrix for each subject, and then performing individual-
differences nonmetric multidimensional scaling. The output
of this analysis was a single stimulus space which best de-
scribed the stimulus dimensions perceived by the subject
group as a whole. The individual-subject weight vectors ob-
tained from the analysis represent the differences among sub-
jects in how they perceived the sounds. The angles of the
vectors represent the relative importance of the dimensions

to the dissimilarity task for each subject; the lengths of the
vectors represent the amount of variance for each subject
explained by the stimulus space.

2. Multidimensional scaling of modulated pulse trains

Ten modulated stimuli were constructed as described
above. The carrier rates and modulation rates are shown in
Table II. In order to minimize, as far as practical, the pos-
sible influence of stimuli differing by musical intervals, the
carrier rates were chosen so as not to include octave relation-
ships. However, the nature of the stimuli resulted in musical
interval relationships between stimuli of the same carrier
rate. The modulation depth was adjusted for each stimulus in
the following way. The higher-amplitude pulses in the acous-
tic stimuli were initially set so that, at a modulation depth of
zero, each stimulus had an overall~rms! level equal to the
145-Hz unmodulated pulse train at the 48-dB reference level.
For the electric stimuli, these pulses~for a modulation depth
of zero! were set to the current which provided equal loud-
ness to the 145-Hz rate in experiment 1. A separate ‘‘refer-
ence’’ unmodulated pulse train, with rate equal to the geo-
metric mean of the carrier and modulation rates~see Table
II !, was then loudness balanced to each modulated stimulus
~with a modulation depth of zero! using the procedure de-
scribed in Sec. I B1. The amplitude of the lower-amplitude
pulse~s! in each modulated stimuli was then adjusted in a
2IFC, adaptive pitch-comparison procedure, using the corre-
sponding reference unmodulated pulse train. The purpose of
the adaptive procedure was to find the modulation depth
where the pitch was judged to be higher or lower than that of
the unmodulated reference stimulus 50% of the time.

In the adaptive pitch-matching procedure, the reference
and modulated stimuli were presented in random order and
the subjects were required to indicate which stimulus had the
higher pitch. The first time the procedure was run in each
condition, the modulation depth was zero~electric! or 2 dB
~acoustic! for the first trial; at these small depths, the refer-
ence stimulus should be judged lower in pitch than the
modulated stimulus. This was confirmed by obtaining at least
three out of four reference-lower responses. The modulation
depth was then increased by reducing the lower-amplitude
pulse~s! by one step~2 dB for acoustic pulses, and two cur-
rent steps~about 0.3 dB! for electric pulses!, and the 2IFC

TABLE II. The carrier rates and modulation rates~in Hz! used for the ten
modulated stimuli in the experiment. Also shown is the geometric mean of
the carrier and modulation rates, which was the rate of the unmodulated
stimulus used in the modulation-depth adjustment procedure.

Carrier rate Modulation rate Geometric mean rate

1 300 150 212
2 300 100 173
3 300 75 150
4 300 60 134
5 252 126 178
6 252 84 145
7 252 63 126
8 198 99 140
9 198 66 114

10 140 70 99
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pitch comparison continued. The modulation depth was in-
creased until at least three out of four responses were
reference-higher responses~i.e., no more than one reference-
lower response out of a group of four trials!. The modulation
depth was then decreased again until at least three out of four
responses were reference-lower responses. The procedure
continued
in this fashion until eight turning points had been obtained,
and the modulation depths at the last six of these were aver-
aged. A second run was performed starting with a modula-
tion depth greater than the upper turning points of the first
run ~so that the pitch was definitely lower than the reference
pitch!. The starting modulation depth was chosen separately
for each implantee, but was always 30 dB for the normal
listeners. The two estimates of modulation depth were then
averaged.

After adjusting the modulation depths as above, all ten
modulated stimuli were loudness balanced to a 145-Hz un-
modulated stimulus at the 48-dB reference level~acoustic!
or at the comfortable listening level~electric!. They were
then presented to the subjects in the same multidimensional
scaling task as they had performed for the unmodulated
stimuli. Several complete dissimilarity matrices were ob-
tained for each subject. Each implantee provided five matri-
ces, and subjects NC, NB, NR, and NT provided four, six,
six, and five matrices, respectively. The matrices were
analyzed in the same way as the matrices for unmodulated
rates, with individual-subject stimulus spaces being obtained,
and two group stimulus spaces along with subject weight
vectors.

II. RESULTS

A. Multidimensional scaling of unmodulated pulse
trains

The individual-subject stimulus spaces for acoustic and
electric unmodulated pulse trains were very similar for all
subjects in both groups, with the rates of stimulation repre-
sented systematically along a single arc in a two-dimensional
space. Because of the similarity of these stimulus spaces,
only the two group stimulus spaces are shown~Fig. 2!. This
type of configuration is often seen with one-dimensional
data. It was first described as the ‘‘horseshoe effect’’ by
Kendall ~1971!, who used multidimensional scaling to study
the structure of archeological artifact distribution with depth
of digging. The mechanism which results in a curve instead
of a straight line is still poorly understood, however. McKay
et al. ~1996! obtained similar curves when analyzing the per-
ceptual dissimilarity of electrode positions within the co-
chlea.

Analysis of the way stress diminished with number of
dimensions did not provide a clear ‘‘knee-point’’ at one or
two dimensions. The one-dimensional~straight-line! solu-
tions also showed the stimuli generally ranked along the rate
dimension. However, they were not as evenly and systemati-
cally arranged as in the curves in the two-dimensional solu-
tions shown in the figures. It is apparent, then, that the per-
ception of nonmodulated stimuli varied along the single
dimension of rate, and that the single dimension was best
represented by a curve in a two-dimensional space. Given
that the stimulus percept changes are really one-dimensional
~along a single curve!, the subject weights for the two dimen-
sions should not be interpreted as the weighting for two in-
dependent perceptual dimensions. However, the fact that all
subject weight vectors are clustered at the same angle is an
indication that they perceived the stimuli in very similar
ways.

B. Multidimensional scaling of modulated pulse
trains

The adaptive pitch-comparison procedure to set the
modulation depth of the ten modulated stimuli was success-
fully completed for all but one stimulus for one subject. Sub-
ject CM consistently ranked the stimulus with a 140-Hz car-
rier rate and a 70-Ha modulation rate as lower in pitch than
the reference 99-Hz unmodulated stimulus, even when the
modulation was set to zero~making the stimulus an unmodu-
lated one with a 140-Hz rate!. This was clearly an anomalous
finding, considering the ordered perception of rates he exhib-
ited in the first experiment. After ruling out software or hard-
ware faults, it was conjectured that this subject may experi-
ence idiosyncratic percepts for particular stimuli. As his
responses in the pitch-comparison procedure for the other
nine stimuli were very consistent with those of the other
implantees, it was decided to continue with his data collec-
tion using this reduced stimulus set.

The modulation depth for each modulated stimulus is
shown separately for each subject in Fig. 3. The error bars
span the average upper and lower turning points in the adap-
tive procedure~i.e., where the modulated stimulus was con-

FIG. 2. The upper panels show the acoustic and electric stimulus spaces
which best describe all the data from the normally hearing and cochlear-
implantee subject groups, resulting from individual-difference scaling analy-
sis in two dimensions. The rates~in Hz! are shown next to the appropriate
symbols. The lower panels show the individual perceptual weight vectors
for the two dimensions.
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sidered higher or lower in pitch than the reference stimulus
in three out of four trials!. The modulation depths for nor-
mally hearing subjects were generally in the range of 5 to 15
dB, with a tendency for a greater modulation depth to be
required when the modulation frequency was a smaller sub-
multiple of the carrier rate. Three out of the four cochlear
implantees required very small modulation depths~usually
one current step or about 0.15 dB! to match the pitch to the
reference rate. The fourth implantee~CP! required larger
modulation depths~up to 4 dB! and showed the same in-
crease of modulation depth with smaller modulation submul-
tiples as the normally hearing subjects. Although this subject
had the largest dynamic range, there was no obvious corre-
lation between dynamic range and modulation depth re-
quired; this was also true for the four other subjects in the
former pitch-comparison study~McKay et al., 1995!.

The individual-subject stimulus spaces for acoustic and
electric modulated pulse trains are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In
these figures, the carrier rate is coded by symbol type, and
the modulation rate is labeled directly above or below the
symbol. For subject NC~Fig. 4!, the stimulus space is clearly
two-dimensional, with the carrier rates ranked in the vertical
direction~labeled dimension 2!, and for each carrier rate, the
modulation rates are ranked in the horizontal direction~di-
mension 1!. For subject NB, a similar pattern is present, with

the stimuli not as well ordered in the carrier-rate dimension.
The stimulus space of subject NR is clearly similar to the
one-dimensional unmodulated-rate stimulus space~Fig. 2!,
with modulation rate varying around the arc~only the 70-Hz
modulation rate is out of order!. Note that the position
around the arc is not predicted well by the matched pitch of
the stimuli ~see Table II!. For example, the stimulus with a

FIG. 3. The modulation depth for each modulated stimulus at which its
pitch was rated higher or lower than that of the reference stimulus~see Table
II ! 50% of the time. The modulation depth is given as the dB difference~in
current or sound pressure! between the high-intensity and low-intensity
pulses in the pulse train. The error bars span the average upper and lower
turning points in the adaptive procedure~where the modulated stimulus was
considered higher or lower in pitch on three out of four trials!. The carrier/
modulation rates of each stimulus are noted on the horizontal axis, and each
carrier rate is denoted by a different symbol for visual clarity.

FIG. 4. Stimulus spaces for the four normally hearing subjects, resulting
from nonmetric repeated-measures multidimensional scaling analysis of per-
ceptual differences among amplitude-modulated acoustic pulse trains of dif-
fering carrier and modulation rates. The modulation rates~in Hz! are shown
above or below the appropriate symbols, and the carrier rates are denoted by
the symbol type.

FIG. 5. Stimulus spaces for the four cochlear implantees, resulting from
nonmetric repeated-measures multidimensional scaling analysis of percep-
tual differences among amplitude-modulated electric pulse trains of differ-
ing carrier and modulation rates. The carrier and modulation rates are de-
noted as in Fig. 4.
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99-Hz modulation rate would be ranked between the 60- and
75-Hz modulation rates,~being matched with a 140-Hz rate,
compared to 134 and 150 Hz for the other two stimuli!, and
would not be close to the 100-Hz modulation rate stimulus
~matched with a 173-Hz rate! as shown in Fig. 4. Subject
NT’s stimulus space has the stimuli ordered in modulation
rate along dimension 1, but the stimuli were ordered irregu-
larly in the second dimension. Analysis of the stress for dif-
ferent dimensions was consistent with two dimensions being
most appropriate for stimulus spaces of subjects NC, NB,
and NT ~the average reduction in stress from one to two
dimensions for these three subjects was 0.08, double the re-
duction from two to three dimensions, 0.04!, whereas there
was no knee-point in stress reduction for subject NR~with
stress reductions of 0.02 and 0.03 between one and two di-
mensions and two and three dimensions, respectively!.

The individual-subject stimulus spaces for the implant-
ees~Fig. 5! account for less of the variance in their dissimi-
larity data ~shown by lowerR2) than the normally hearing
stimulus spaces. Analysis of the stress with number of di-
mensions was consistent, with two being the appropriate
number of dimensions in each case. The average reduction in
stress across the implantee subject group from one to two
dimensions was 0.16, compared to 0.08 from two to three
dimensions. In addition, the one-dimensional solutions could
not be described by either of the stimulus parameters~carrier
rate or modulation rate!, or the matched-pitch rate. In all
two-dimensional solutions~shown in Fig. 5!, the carrier rate
tends to increase along dimension 2, and the modulation rate
along dimension 1.

The group analysis of the data was performed in two
ways for the implant group to allow for the missing stimulus
with subject CM, and the possibility that his other data might
be corrupted in some way by anomalous percepts. First, the
full set of data for the other three subjects was analyzed.
Second, the dissimilarity matrices for the nine stimuli used
for subject CM were extracted from the dissimilarity matri-
ces of the other three subjects, and these data were analyzed
across the four subjects. The normally hearing group stimu-

lus space, as well as the two implantee stimulus spaces are
shown in the top half of Fig. 6, along with the individual-
subject weight vectors in the panels directly below. It can be
seen that the same two-dimensional pattern of stimuli is ap-
parent in each stimulus space. Carrier rate is represented in
the vertical dimension, and modulation rate is represented in
the horizontal dimension. The relative importance of the two
dimensions for each individual subject is represented by the
angle of the subject weight vector. A vector close to the
horizontal axis~as for subjects NT and NR! means that these
subjects mostly used the modulation rate to rank perceptual
differences among the ten stimuli, as confirmed by their in-
dividual stimulus spaces~Fig. 4!. A vector close to the ver-
tical axis means that the subject was mostly using the carrier
rate to rank the perceptual differences among the stimuli~for
example, CA in the second panel!. It is interesting to note
that the importance of the carrier-rate dimension was reduced
for subjects CA and CL, when the stimulus with a 140-Hz
carrier rate was removed from the analysis~third panel!. This
effect may be due to the full stimulus set only containing one
stimulus with that carrier rate. This stimulus might have had
a ‘‘uniqueness’’ quality attributed to it, which may have in-
creased its dissimilarity to the other stimuli, and hence in-
creased the importance of the carrier-rate dimension.

It is important to note that the two-dimensional stimulus
spaces obtained from the individual-differences scaling
analysis did not arise from different subjects perceiving
solely the modulation rate, or solely the carrier rate. In all
cases except NR and NT, the individual stimulus spaces also
reflect the dual nature of the perception of the modulated
stimuli. Only in the case of NR did a clearly one-dimensional
stimulus space result from the analysis. Even in this case, it
would be incorrect to infer that modulation rate was the only
stimulus parameter change that was perceivable for this sub-
ject. For example, the two closest modulation rates~99 and
100 Hz! are placed very near to each other on her individual
stimulus space~Fig. 5!, even though the two stimuli involved
were matched in pitch to unmodulated stimuli with very dif-
ferent rates~140 and 173 Hz!. A more plausible explanation

FIG. 6. The three upper panels show the stimulus
spaces resulting from individual difference scaling
analysis in two dimensions, and which best describe all
the data from the normally hearing or cochlear-
implantee subject groups. The middle panel represents
the data from the three implantees~CA, CP, and CL!
who listened to all ten stimuli. The right-hand panel
represents the data for all four implantees for nine
stimuli ~excluding the one with carrier rate equal to 140
Hz ~see the text!!. The carrier and modulation rates are
denoted as in Fig. 4. The lower panels show the indi-
vidual perceptual weight vectors for the two dimen-
sions.
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is that the modulation-rate differences were more salient than
the carrier-rate differences for this subject, and that, when
doing the multidimensional scaling task, she opted to base
her responses solely on the most obvious differences, and to
ignore the other differences.

It was hypothesized that the response behavior of sub-
ject NR would be altered if the carrier-rate percept was made
more salient, and that the latter could be achieved by reduc-
ing the modulation depth. To test this hypothesis, three fur-
ther conditions were tested with NR. The stimuli used in
these conditions were the same as those in the original
modulated-stimuli set, except that the modulation depths
were all reduced by a fixed amount~2, 4, and 6 dB, respec-
tively! relative to the modulation depths used initially~Fig.
3!. Four dissimilarity matrices were obtained for each of the
three modulation depths. For each of these conditions,
repeated-measures analysis resulted in stimulus spaces which
were best described in two dimensions~as indicated by a
knee-point in the stress function at two dimensions, and the
stimulus positions in the two-dimensional space being deter-
mined by carrier and modulation rates!. These stimulus
spaces are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that, although the
stimulus with a 140-Hz carrier rate~open triangle! is dis-
placed somewhat compared to the patterns in Fig. 6, there is
the same tendency for modulation rate to increase along di-

mension 1 and carrier rate to increase along dimension 2. As
modulation depth is reduced, the stimuli become more or-
dered in carrier rate~dimension 2!, and less ordered in modu-
lation rate~dimension 1!.

Individual-differences analysis was used to examine the
effect of modulation depth over the total of four conditions
~including the original modulation depths!. The results are
shown in Fig. 8. The stimulus space is essentially the same
two-dimensional one seen in Fig. 6. The weight vector for
the original modulation-depth condition is also similar to that
shown in Fig. 6, showing a weighting in favor of the
modulation-rate dimension. In all three conditions with re-
duced modulation depth, the weight vector showed a signifi-
cant influence of both carrier- and modulation-rate dimen-
sions. There was a systematic shift of the dimension weights
with reduction in modulation depth, towards more impor-
tance being given to the carrier-rate dimension, consistent
with the individual spaces in Fig. 7.

III. DISCUSSION

The results of these experiments have shown that
amplitude-modulated pulsatile stimuli, in which the modula-
tion rate is a submultiple of the carrier rate, can evoke a
percept with two independent percepts corresponding to the
carrier and modulation rates. Since both the electric and the
acoustic stimuli were constrained to stimulate nonvarying
positions along the cochlea~and in the acoustic case, con-
tained no resolvable harmonics to provide spectral cues!, the
conclusion can be drawn that the two percepts were derived
solely from the temporal pattern of each stimulus.

FIG. 7. The stimulus spaces for subject NR resulting from repeated-
measures multidimensional analysis of perceptual differences among the
modulated acoustic pulse trains, for the three reduced-modulation-depth
conditions. The amount of reduction of the modulation depths~compared to
the modulation depths in the original stimulus set! is shown in each panel.
The carrier and modulation rates are denoted as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 8. The stimulus space and perceptual weights for four modulation-
depth conditions for subject NR, obtained from individual-difference analy-
sis. The carrier and modulation rates are denoted as in Fig. 4. In the lower
panel, the four conditions are denoted as in Fig. 7.~The original modulation
depths are denoted 0 dB.!
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The multidimensional scaling procedure involves the
ranking of any perceptual differences among the stimuli, and
therefore it cannot be directly inferred that the two percepts
were pitch percepts. However, previous experiments have
demonstrated that rates or modulation rates in the ranges
used here do evoke pitches that can be assigned to musical
intervals~for example, Burns and Viemeister, 1981; Pijl and
Schwarz, 1995; McDermott and McKay, 1997!, and this is
consistent with the subjective reports of the normally hearing
subjects in these experiments. The results will therefore be
discussed in the context of current models of temporal pitch
extraction in the auditory system. However, the significance
of the finding of two percepts related to carrier and modula-
tion rates is not dependent on the percepts being labeled
specifically as pitch. The main conclusion, that the auditory
system can extract and use two temporal patterns from the
same cochlear region, would remain.

Licklider ~1951! was the first to propose that pitch could
be extracted from the neural firing patterns in the auditory
nerve by an autocorrelation analysis performed by the central
auditory system. There are a number of recent models which
have refined this idea~for example, to include spectral analy-
sis via cochlear mechanics! to account for temporal aspects
of pitch extraction, frequency resolution, or separation of
complex sounds. Srulovicz and Goldstein~1983! proposed a
‘‘central spectrum model’’ in which interval histograms of
auditory-nerve fibers are passed through filters matched to
the characteristic frequencies of the fibers. The central spec-
trum then determines frequency resolution and discrimina-
tion. Meddis and Hewitt~1991! proposed a model in which a
running autocorrelation function~ACF! is obtained from all
auditory channels~consisting of a histogram of all time in-
tervals between spikes on any of the neurons in that channel!
over a time window of 2.5 ms. These ACFs are then aver-
aged to obtain a summary ACF from which inferences about
pitch are made by selecting the highest peak. This model was
recently modified by Meddis and O’Mard~1997!, who pro-
posed that stimuli were compared along the whole length of
the summary ACF, and not at the position of the highest
peak, in order to make judgments of similarity.

Summary ACFs for the acoustic stimuli used in this ex-
periment were obtained using the Meddis and O’Mard
model.2 Examples of five ACFs for one stimulus~300-Hz
pulse rate with 100-Hz modulation! at five different modula-
tion depths are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that, in all
cases, there are the expected peaks at the reciprocal of the
modulation rate~10 ms!, and, as modulation depth is de-
creased, peaks at multiples of the carrier interval~3.3 ms!
increase in amplitude. Thus, if the ACF is viewed along its
entire range of time intervals, it is possible to predict that, at
intermediate modulation depths, pitches at both 300 and 100
Hz can be heard. It should be noted, however, that the modu-
lation depths required by the model for the 10-ms interval to
become prominent are larger~16–22 dB! than those actually
used in the experiment~about 10 dB!. This is not a serious
failing, and it is probable that the model could be made to
produce better predictions by decreasing the amount of pe-
ripheral compression, thereby increasing the effective modu-
lation depth of the stimuli.

It is uncertain, however, whether the actual physiologi-
cal process which extracts these periodicities in the monaural
acoustic-nerve firing patterns can be described accurately as
an autocorrelation analysis, or whether some other process
contributes. For example, some neural units in the inferior
colliculus are activated preferentially by particular ranges of
rates or modulation rates~Rees and Palmer, 1989; Langner,
1992!. If these neurons are involved in the central encoding
of temporal patterns, then our results would predict that two
populations of these neurons would be activated by modu-
lated pulse trains~those encoding the modulation and carrier
rates!. It should also be noted that the autocorrelation model
proposed by Meddis and O’Mard fails to account for other
important features of pitch perception, such as the different
percepts elicited by stimuli containing resolved and unre-
solved harmonics~Carlyon, 1998!.

The acoustic results of subject NR, along with the pre-
vious electrical pitch-ranking results obtained by McKay
et al. ~1995!, suggest that the relative weighting of the per-
cepts evoked by the carrier and modulation rates in pitch-
comparison tasks, or dissimilarity-rating tasks, is systemati-
cally altered by the modulation depth. McKayet al. ~1995!
accounted for the pitch-ranking response behavior of implan-
tees by assuming that the rates were weighted according to
the number of neurons firing at the carrier or modulation
intervals. The results of the experiments reported here sug-
gest that, when comparing the pitch of a modulated pulse
train to that of an unmodulated pulse train, subjects could
perceive both the modulation and carrier rates in the modu-
lated stimulus; to make a response decision~which sound

FIG. 9. Five summary autocorrelation functions for the acoustic stimulus
with 300-Hz pulse rate and 100-Hz modulation obtained using the model of
Meddis and O’Mard~1997!. The modulation depth of the stimulus is
marked to the left of each function.
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had the higher pitch?! the subject used a cognitive weighting
of these two pitches, based on their relative salience, rather
than using either carrier or modulation rate alone.

It is interesting to question whether the ability of the
central auditory system to retain and use the whole temporal
pattern of neural interspike intervals would be inconsistent
with an inability to resolve two complex tones of close but
different F0s presented in the same auditory channel~Car-
lyon, 1997!. This type of stimulus would produce a different
pattern of neural interspike intervals than that produced by
the modulated stimuli used in this experiment. There would
be many spurious intervals, not related to eitherF0, and
these intervals would be constantly changing from one time
frame to the next. These varying, spurious intervals might
impair the resolution of a periodicity-detecting central neural
processor.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The modulated pulse trains used in these experiments
evoked dual pitch percepts which were related to the carrier
and modulation rates. Furthermore, the dual pitch percepts
were evoked by stimuli which differed only in temporal fea-
tures.

The similarity between the electrical and acoustic data
suggests that, when filtered appropriately, acoustic pulse
trains can be used to produce percepts in normal listeners
that share common features with those experienced by deaf-
ened subjects listening through one channel of a cochlear
implant. These similarities appear to be robust to any differ-
ences in neural activation patterns, such as the greater across-
fiber synchrony observed with electrical stimulation, and to
pathological processes such as poor nerve survival.
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1During the first experiment, a technical fault was discovered, which caused
the electrical stimulus durations to randomly vary over a range of about 60
ms. This fault did not cause any significant effect in the data, because of its

random nature and the long stimulus durations used. The variability was
significantly reduced in the second experiment.

2Stimuli were generated and hardware filtered in exactly the same way as in
the experiments, and captured using a 16-bit ADC~CED 1401 plus!. The
resulting waveforms~with same overall level as used experimentally! were
then input to Meddis and O’Mard’s model using their default parameters.
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Effect of temporal position, proportional variance,
and proportional duration on decision weights
in temporal pattern discriminationa)
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Two experiments investigated how listeners allocate their attention to different segments of a
temporal pattern. The experiments allowed a direct test of the predictions of the Proportion of Total
Duration~PTD! rule and the Component Relative Entropy~CoRE! model. Listeners had to decide
whether two sequences of nine tones had the same or different temporal patterns~tone
duration525 ms, tone frequency51000 Hz!. A sequence’s temporal pattern was determined by the
time intervals between each tone’s offset and the next tone’s onset. Onsametrials, the time intervals
at corresponding temporal positions in the two sequences were identical. Ondifferent trials, the
corresponding time intervals were randomly varied. Listener attention to different temporal
positions within a sequence was assessed by calculating the decision weights at each position. The
results supported the CoRE model and were inconsistent with the PTD rule. Manipulating the mean
of the time intervals within the sequence had no consistent effect on the pattern of weights~or on
overall performance!, indicating that listener attention was not affected by either the proportion of
total duration or the perceptual salience of a longer or shorter time interval. However, manipulating
the variance of the time intervals had a significant effect: the highest weight was given to the highest
variance segment. This weighting strategy leads to better performance because higher variance
segments are more diagnostic of whether the sequences are the same or different. ©1999
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!02001-9#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Ba@RHD#

INTRODUCTION

Which segments of a temporal pattern will receive the
most listener attention? Are the attended segments the best
ones for discriminating between two different patterns? Re-
cent experiments have attempted to specify how a listener
allocates attention to different spectral components of an au-
ditory pattern ~e.g., Greenet al., 1983; Berg and Green,
1990; Kidd et al., 1991; Zaraet al., 1993!. In the present
study, we apply similar techniques to determine the distribu-
tion of listener attention to the different temporal compo-
nents of an auditory pattern.

In addition to improving our understanding of the basic
auditory-processing mechanisms, specifying how attention is
allocated to different portions of a temporal pattern may have
practical implications for speech and music perception~e.g.,
Liberman et al., 1967; Stevens and House, 1972; Klatt,
1976; Steedman, 1977; Vos and Rasch, 1981!. For example,
Collins et al. ~1994! found a correlation between the dis-
crimination of random temporal patterns and performance on
standard speech-recognition tests. In music, a temporal
pattern-recognition scheme appears to be used for the per-
ception of the repetitive pattern of musical notes, both at a
basic level and at more complex levels of rhythmicity~Mar-

tin and Struges, 1974; Deutsch, 1979; Fraisse, 1982!.
The importance of specific factors in the discrimination

of temporal patterns has been demonstrated in a series of
studies conducted by Watson and colleagues~e.g., Watson
et al., 1975; Kidd and Watson, 1992!. Watsonet al. ~1975!
found that the ordinal position of the information was very
important. A listener’s performance was better when the
change in the pattern occurred towards the end of the se-
quence~recencyeffect!. Kidd and Watson~1992! and Kidd
~1995! reported that the relative target duration was also im-
portant. Performance improved with an increase in the ratio
of the target’s duration to the total pattern’s duration. They
proposed the ‘‘Proportion of the Total-pattern Duration
~PTD!’’ rule to describe this result. The rule states that each
individual component of an unfamiliar tone sequence is re-
solved with an accuracy that is based on its proportion of the
total duration of the sequence. The listener is assumed to
evenly allocate attention over the pattern’s duration; there-
fore, longer duration segments capture proportionally more
attention~Kidd, 1995; Kidd and Watson, 1992!. The PTD
rule does not address the possible effect of variability in a
segment’s properties.

Lutfi ~1993, 1995a, 1995b; Lutfi and Doherty, 1994! has
suggested that Kidd and Watson’s results can be accounted
for by the Component Relative Entropy~CoRE! model. This
model builds on Shannon’s~1948! definition of entropy or
variance, to determine the amount of information contained
in a pattern. Unlike the PTD rule, the CoRE model~with
assumptions about the nature of internal noise! allows ex-
plicit predictions to be made about performance. The CoRE

a!Portions of this research were presented at the 129th meeting of the Acous-
tical Society of America, Washington, DC, May 1995@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
97, 3278~A! ~1995!#.

b!Current address: Boys Town National Research Hospital, 555 North 30th
Street, Omaha, NE 68131; Electronic mail: sadra@boystown.org Reprint
requests should be sent to the second author.
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model has two basic premises. First, listeners try to adopt an
ideal maximum-likelihood decision rule for the task. Second,
listeners cannot ignore information that varies from trial to
trial. Listeners are assumed to integrate information over a
rectangular time–frequency window whose bandwidth and
duration is equal to or exceeds the bandwidth and duration of
the possible signals. One would, therefore, expect the rela-
tive variance of each time segment to have a significant ef-
fect on pattern-discrimination performance. In the present
experiment, we manipulate both the duration and variance of
elements within sequential patterns to examine PTD and
CoRE predictions.

The present paradigm is an extension of one we have
used previously~Sorkin, 1990; Sorkin and Montgomery,
1991; Sorkinet al., 1994!. The listener’s task is to report
whether two sequences of tones had the same or different
temporal patterns. A sequence’s temporal pattern is deter-
mined by the time intervals between the tones within each
sequence. Onsametrials, the intertone–time intervals at cor-
responding temporal positions in the two sequences are iden-
tical ~see Fig. 1!. On different trials, the intertone–time in-
tervals are randomized such that the intertone–time intervals
are partially correlated or uncorrelated between the se-
quences. These studies showed that performance depends on
the correlation between the sequences ondifferent trials and
also on the~uniform! mean and variance of the intertone–
time intervals. These results are described by the Temporal
Pattern Correlation model, which assumes that the listener
attempts to estimate the correlation between the sequences
on each trial, but is limited by a small internal jitter in time
estimation of 10 to 20 ms~Sorkin, 1990; Sorkin and Mont-
gomery, 1991!.

A characteristic of the present experimental paradigm is
that information about the difference between the pair of
sequences being compared is distributed throughout the en-
tire duration of the stimuli. A potential weakness of this ap-
proach is that it will not reveal whether some segments of the

sequence have a much greater effect on performance than
others. This problem would be eliminated if one could deter-
mine the relative contribution made by individual segments
of the sequence to the listener’s discrimination performance.
Such a technique is provided by Berg’s~1989! weight-
estimation technique~Conditional-on-Single-Stimulus or
COSS! and by Richards and Zhu’s~1994! and Lutfi’s
~1995a! extension of this technique. These techniques exam-
ine the strength of the relationship, over trials, between the
listener’s response and the value of each stimulus compo-
nent. One may infer from the resulting decision weights how
much attention is given to different portions of the stimulus.

The main goal of the present study was to determine
how attention is allocated to the different segments of each
sequence in a temporal pattern-discrimination task. In ex-
periment 1, the statistical properties of the intertone–time
intervals were uniform within each sequence. That is, all
intertone–time intervals had the same mean and standard
deviation for duration. We anticipated that the greatest lis-
tener weights would be given to the final time intervals in the
sequence, thereby replicating Watsonet al.’s ~1975! finding
of best performance for a target that occupies the last tem-
poral position.

In experiment 2, we used patterns with both uniform and
nonuniform durations. In the nonuniform case, one segment
of the patterns was made unique~and presumably more dis-
tinctive perceptually! by manipulating either the mean or the
variance of its intertone–time interval. It is not clear, how-
ever, whether discrimination performance for nonuniform se-
quences would be better or worse than for uniform se-
quences. We can think of two possible consequences of this
manipulation: Making one segment different from the others
might make the entire pattern appear less random and more
distinctive. Reducing the apparent randomness of a pattern
might make it easier to store and recall information about
that pattern, resulting in an improvement in discriminability.
Alternately, the unique segment might capture more atten-
tion than the other segments. The resultant effect on perfor-
mance could be positive or negative, depending on whether
the unique segment was more or less informative about the
correct discrimination response than the other segments.

The CoRE model and PTD hypothesis address these
possibilities. Our interpretation of the PTD hypothesis is that
the listener’s attention will be spread evenly over the dura-
tion of the pattern to be discriminated, with the caveat that
somewhat greater weighting may be given to the final por-
tion of the pattern. It follows that increasing the mean dura-
tion of one segment will produce an effective increase in the
listener’s attention to that segment. If important, task-
relevant information were contained in that segment, the re-
sult would be an increase in discrimination performance. The
PTD hypothesis does not address the possible effect of ma-
nipulating the variance of an intertone–time interval.

The CoRE model, on the other hand, is primarily con-
cerned with the informational aspects of the patterns to be
discriminated. In the next section, we discuss a mechanism
for temporal pattern discrimination that uses all of the infor-
mation available in the two patterns to be discriminated. The
mechanism’s decision statistic considers the difference be-

FIG. 1. The upper schematic illustrates a sample SAME trial for the two
9-tone sequences; the bottom schematic illustrates a sample DIFFERENT
trial. Each tone in the sequence was 1000 Hz and 25 ms in duration. The
pattern of a sequence was determined by the intertone–time intervals.
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tween the durations of the paired time segments in each pat-
tern. We show that, although the variance of a segment can
produce a large change in the decision statistic, the mean of
a segment has no effect. The CoRE model makes the same
prediction about the effect of segment variance, but it makes
no additional assumptions about the effect of manipulating
the mean duration of a pattern segment on the listener’s de-
cision weights. This is because the relative duration of these
intervals is already given by the decision variable and cannot
be used as its own weight.1 Experiment 2 allows us to exam-
ine how well the CoRE model and the PTD rule account for
the results of pattern discrimination based on changes in
intertone–times.

A. Temporal pattern-discrimination mechanism

The sequence discrimination task requires the listener to
compare the intertone–time intervals for two sequences and
then make a judgment about whether they were the same or
different. The set of intertone–time intervals for the first and
second sequences are, respectively,$t1i% and$t2i%; where the
numbered index identifies the first and second sequence, and
i identifies the intertone–time position~e.g.,i 51 to M for a
pattern ofM11 tones!. We assume that the listener’s deci-
sion variable is based on the sum of the weighted~absolute
value of the! differences between the pair of intertone–time
intervals in each sequence. That is, the decision variable is
equal toSaigi , whereai is the decision weight for thei th
temporal position andgi is a random variable equal tout1i

2t2i u. The t1i and t2i are independent, normal random vari-
ables with equal means and variances equal tos t

2. The vari-
ance,s t

2, of t i j is given by:

s t
25s internal

2 1sexp
2 , ~1!

wheres internal
2 is the variance due to the observer’s jitter in

estimating the time, andsexp
2 is the variance in the intertone–

time interval that is set by the experimenter.
The listener’s ability,d8, to discriminate between the

sequences depends on the mean and variance of the decision
variable,Saigi . Since theM time positions are independent,
performance based on the decision variable can be computed
from the discriminability,di8 , of each intertone–time seg-
ment difference,gi . The segment discriminability depends
on the mean and variance ofgi , given either thesameor
differentsequences. The mean ofgi is an increasing function
of the variance of the underlying time intervals, i.e., mean
(gi)5 f (s t

2). Onsametrials, the mean ofgi depends only on
s internal

2 , which is assumed to be constant.2 On differenttrials,
the mean ofgi increases with the value ofsexp

2 , the experi-
mental variance.

Because the mean ofgi cannot be written in nonintegral
form, we calculated an approximation for the mean and vari-
ance ofgi as a function ofs t

2, based on a Monte Carlo
simulation and on an assumed value fors internal

2 . These sta-
tistics were then used to generate Receiver Operating Char-
acteristics, from which equivalent values ofdi8 were
determined.3 Note that an increase insexp

2 is analogous to an
increase in signal strength, because as the intertone–time in-
tervals are made more variable they become more diagnostic

of whether the intervals were drawn from the same or differ-
ent patterns. According to the model, the mean segment du-
ration has no effect on discrimination.

I. EXPERIMENT 1: EFFECT OF TEMPORAL POSITION
ON LISTENER WEIGHTS

The goal of this experiment was to determine the effect
of temporal position on listener attention when the statistics
~mean and variance! of the intertone–time intervals were
constant across the different ordinal positions of the se-
quence. A correlational weight-estimation technique~Rich-
ards and Zhu, 1994; Lutfi, 1995a! was used to determine the
relative weight given to each position. That is, for each
intertone–time interval, we calculated the correlation~over
differenttrials! between the listener’s response and the abso-
lute difference between the corresponding intertone–time in-
tervals in the two sequences,ut1i2t2i u. An assumption of
this analysis is that the decision weight at each position is
proportional to this normalized correlation. All weights were
normalized to sum to unity (Sai51).

A. Method

1. Listeners

One female and three male student volunteers, with nor-
mal hearing~as determined from self-report!, participated in
this experiment. One listener had prior experience with the
task. All listeners were paid an hourly wage plus a bonus
based on performance. Listeners were seated in a double-
walled acoustically insulated chamber. The stimuli were pre-
sented monaurally via TDH-39 headphones.

2. Stimuli and procedure

On a given trial, listeners were presented with two se-
quences of tones, each composed of nine 1000-Hz tones pre-
sented at 71-dB sound-pressure level. The 25-ms tone bursts
were generated by a T. T. Electronics system~precursor to
Tucker Davis Technologies system I!, at 20 000 16-bit
samples per s. The tones were low-pass filtered at 7.5 kHz
and gated with a TTE cosine switch. These tones were
shaped by a 4-ms linear rise and decay envelope. All times
are defined from the 0-voltage points on the envelope. Using
procedures similar to those used in Sorkin~1990!, the
intertone–time intervals had a mean duration of 50 ms and a
standard deviation of 35 ms. The minimum intertone–time
interval was equal to either 2 ms or the mean intertone–time
interval minus 2.5 times the s.d., whichever was larger. The
maximum intertone–time interval was equal to either 300 ms
or the mean intertone–time interval plus 2.5 times the s.d. of
the intertone–time, whichever was smaller. Whenever an
intertone–time interval smaller or larger than the allowed
values was drawn, it was changed to the stated minimum and
maximum.4 An interval of 750 ms separated the two tone
sequences. On each trial, the listeners indicated whether the
temporal patterns of the sequences were the same or differ-
ent. Correct-answer feedback was provided after each trial.
The type of trial~sameor different! was selected on a ran-
dom basis~see Fig. 1!. On sametrials, the temporal patterns
were perfectly correlated~sequence pattern correlation51.0!.
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On different trials, the patterns were uncorrelated~sequence
pattern correlation50!. Stimulus presentation and data col-
lection were computer controlled.

Listeners participated in two or three 2-h sessions per
week. Each session consisted of ten blocks of 100 trials.5

Listeners completed 700–1000 trials of practice before data
collection began. There was no notable effect of practice on
performance. Each listener completed 20 blocks of 100 tri-
als.

B. Results and discussion

The averaged8 of the four listeners for a mean
intertone–time of 50 ms and an s.d. of 35 ms was 3.1~first
row of Table I!. For this condition, and assuming an internal
jitter of 9 ms, the model prediction was 4.1. The average
relative weights across listeners are shown in Fig. 2 as a
function of the temporal position of each intertone–time in-
terval. The error bars indicate plus and minus one standard
error of the mean. It is clear that the obtained weights were

highest in the first and last temporal positions. The data for
individuals resembled the average, except that for two listen-
ers the highest weight was obtained in the first position, and
for two listeners essentially equal weight was obtained for
the first and last positions. An ANOVA~repeated-measures
design with four listeners and eight temporal positions! con-
firmed a significant effect of temporal position@F(3,7)
55.27,p,0.05#.

II. EXPERIMENT 2: EFFECT OF SEGMENT MEAN AND
VARIANCE ON LISTENERS’ WEIGHTS

The results of experiment 1 suggested that listeners do
not distribute their attention uniformly among intertone–time
intervals of equal duration, but rather, allocate more weight
to the early and late positions. However, the statistics of the
intertone–time intervals were uniform across the sequence.
Experiment 2 investigated whether a change in the properties
of one of the intertone–time intervals would result in a
change in the relative weights. The statistics of one of the
intertone–time intervals was manipulated in two ways: In
experiment 2~a!, the average duration of one of the intervals
was set to be either longer or shorter than all of the others
~the others all had the same mean and s.d.!. Recall that the
PTD rule predicts that increasing the mean duration of a
component will produce greater listener attention to that seg-
ment. The CoRE model predicts no effect for the manipula-
tion of mean duration in this situation. In experiment 2~b!,
the s.d. of one of the intervals was set to be larger than the
others. The CoRE model predicts that increasing the relative
variance of the segment will increase the weight that the
listener places on that segment. This prediction follows from
the assumption that the decision variable is based on the
weighted sum of the detectability of each segment, and the
detectability of a segment increases with the segment’s vari-
ance. The PTD rule makes no prediction about the effect of
segment variances.

TABLE I. Summary of the experimental conditions and average performance (d8) for the listeners in the
experiments.

Unique position Other positions d8

Experiment pos. mean sexp mean sexp mean~standard error!

1 none 50 35 3.1~0.22!

2 none 60 20 2.3~0.23!

2~a! 2 20 20 60 20 2.8~0.27!
2 40 20 60 20 2.8~0.29!
2 80 20 60 20 2.7~0.28!
2 100 20 60 20 2.8~0.40!
6 20 20 60 20 2.8~0.31!
6 40 20 60 20 2.6~0.37!
6 80 20 60 20 2.6~0.29!
6 100 20 60 20 2.7~0.17!

2~b! 2 60 40 60 20 2.7~0.24!
2 60 60 60 20 3.0~0.23!
2 100 100 100 20 2.5~0.29!
6 60 40 60 20 3.1~0.29!
6 60 60 60 20 3.5~0.26!
6 100 100 100 20 3.3~0.28!

FIG. 2. The relative weights obtained in experiment 1, averaged over four
listeners, are plotted as a function of temporal position. Error bars represent
one standard error of the mean. See the text for the procedure for calculating
weights.
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A. Method

1. Listeners

Four student volunteers, two males and two females
with normal hearing, participated in both parts of experiment
2. Two listeners had participated in the first study and had
prior experience with the task. All listeners were paid an
hourly wage plus a bonus based on performance.

2. Stimuli and procedure

The procedure, tones comprising the sequences, and task
were the same as in experiment 1. Across conditions, the
duration and variance of intertone–time interval were varied.
Table I summarizes the parameters of the different condi-
tions run in experiment 2. In the control condition, the mean
and s.d. of the intertone–time intervals were uniform across
all temporal positions, as in experiment 1. The mean duration
was 60 ms and the s.d. was 20 ms. The choice of these
particular values was arbitrary, but allowed a simple and
systematic manipulation of the relative duration of the means
and standard deviations of the intertone–time intervals. In
experiment 2~a!, one of the intertone–time intervals had ei-
ther a higher or lower mean duration than the other positions.
This unique intertone–time interval occurred either at the
2nd or the 6th position in the sequence. The different values
of mean intertone–time tested ranged from 20 to 100 ms, in
steps of 20 ms. This mean value was fixed during a block of
trials, as was the position of the unique intertone–time~2nd
or 6th!. The mean and s.d. for all other positions within the
sequences were fixed at 60 and 20 ms, respectively~see
Table I!. For experiment 2~b!, one of the intertone–time in-
tervals had a higher standard deviation, which occurred at
the 2nd or the 6th position in the sequence. The mean and
s.d. for all other positions were set to 60 and 20 ms, respec-
tively, except when the standard deviation value was 100 ms.
In this case, the mean for all the positions was set to 100 ms.
The different s.d. values tested were 40, 60, and 100 ms~see
footnote 4!. Listeners completed several h of practice before
the data collection began and no subsequent practice effects
were observed. All listeners completed 20 blocks of 100 tri-
als for each condition in each experiment.

B. Results and discussion

The averaged8s for the four listeners is provided in
Table I. The uniform~control! condition yielded ad8 of 2.3.
Figure 3 depicts the average relative weights from the four
listeners in this condition. As in experiment 1~see Fig. 2!,
the first and last positions were given the highest weight by
these listeners, while the lowest weights are given to the
intermediate positions. The large error bar for the final posi-
tion is due to the relatively large weight given by one listener
to this position.

Average performance in experiment 2~a!, when the 2nd
or the 6th position had a different mean value, are also
shown in Table I. Performance was relatively constant over
these eight conditions, withd8 ranging between 2.6 and 2.8.
The overall averaged8 of 2.7 for these conditions is some-
what higher than the 2.3 value obtained in the uniform con-
dition. Assuming an internal jitter of 9 ms, our pattern-

discrimination model predicted ad8 of 2.7 for both the
uniform condition and for the unique position conditions.

The relative weights averaged across the four listeners
for this case are plotted in Fig. 4. Each panel presents data
for one of the four mean intertone–time intervals of the
unique segment. Filled and unfilled circles are for the 2nd
and 6th temporal position, respectively. For these conditions,
the standard deviations were all equal and fixed. The differ-
ent mean durations of 20, 40, 80, and 100 ms correspond to
3, 5, 11, and 16 percent of the total pattern duration, while 60
ms for all the other intertone intervals corresponds to 8.5
percent. An ANOVA ~repeated-measures design with four
listeners and five mean values! showed no significant effect
of mean intertone–time interval for either the 2nd position
@F(3,4)52.2, p,0.05# or the 6th position@F(3,4)51.0, p
,0.05#. However, the individual data in some cases showed
a small tendency for a larger than usual weight given to the

FIG. 3. The relative weights obtained in the uniform condition of experi-
ment 2, plotted as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. The relative weights obtained in experiment 2, averaged over all
listeners, are plotted as a function of temporal position for the case when the
longer or shorter duration segment was in position 2~filled circles! or posi-
tion 6 ~unfilled circles!. Results for mean durations for the unique position
of 20, 40, 80, and 100 ms are plotted across panels. The error bars represent
one standard error of the mean.
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position with a different mean. To compare the effect of
changing the mean duration of the unique segment, the av-
erage weights for the 2nd and 6th positions~see Fig. 4! were
plotted as a function of the mean duration of that intertone–
time interval in Fig. 5. The weights appear to be independent
of the duration of the unique segment and, therefore, inde-
pendent of the segment’s proportion of the total pattern du-
ration.

Table I shows that the averaged8 in experiment 2~b!
~when the 2nd or 6th time had a higher s.d.! was somewhat
higher than obtained in experiment 2~a! ~when the 2nd or 6th
time had a different mean value!. When the higher variance
intertone–time interval was assigned to position 2, the ob-
tainedd8 values were essentially the same as those obtained
in experiment 2~a! ~2.5 to 3.0!. However, when the different
standard deviation was assigned to position 6, performance
improved, withd8s ranging between 3.1 and 3.5. Our model
predictsd8 values of 3.0, 3.2, and 3.4 for thesexp values of
40, 60, and 100 ms, respectively. The model makes no dis-
tinction between positions of the unique segment within the
sequence.

The effect of changing the relative variance of the
unique segment on weights is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Figure
6 shows the average weight as a function of temporal posi-
tion, with the three values of the variance of the unique seg-
ment plotted across panels. Filled and unfilled circles again
represent data for the unique segment at the 2nd and 6th
position, respectively. There are clear peaks in the weighting
functions for the unique positions. Regardless of which po-
sition was assigned the higher s.d., either the 2nd or 6th, all
listeners’ weights were consistently highest for the unique
position, and the magnitude of the other weights was essen-

tially equal. Figure 7 shows the average weights for the 2nd
and 6th positions~see Fig. 6! as a function of the s.d. of the
unique position. In general, the higher the value of the stan-
dard deviation of the unique position, the larger the weight
obtained for that position. The weights increase in direct pro-
portion to the standard deviation, which would be predicted
by a maximum-likelihood decision maker. An ANOVA
~repeated-measures design with four listeners and four values
for s.d.! showed a significant effect of standard deviation at
position 2@F(3,3)515.7,p,0.05# and 6@F(3,3)516.8,p
,0.01#.

III. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Our model of sequence discrimination produced esti-
mates ofd8 that were consistent with the performance ob-
tained in both the uniform and unique sequence conditions.
These estimates were based on an assumed value of 9 ms for
the internal jitter. Smaller values for the magnitude of the
assumed jitter predicted performance that was better than
was obtained, and larger values predicted performance that
was poorer than was obtained. In similar sequence experi-
ments using uniform segments, Sorkin~1990! had estimated
the magnitude of the internal jitter to be 15 ms. Sorkin’s
estimate was based on a condition in which there were 11
time intervals having a uniform mean interval of 50 ms. In
other conditions, Sorkin reported that performance was af-
fected by the number of intervals and the mean time interval.
Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that the small discrepancy
between the two estimates of internal jitter are attributable to
differences between the specific conditions in Sorkin~1990!
and the current experiment.

FIG. 5. The average relative weights for the 2nd~filled circles! and 6th
~unfilled circles! positions are plotted as a function of the mean duration of
the unique segment. The error bars represent one standard error of the mean.

FIG. 6. Relative weights obtained in
experiment 2, averaged over all listen-
ers, are plotted as a function of tempo-
ral position for the case when the seg-
ment with the higher s.d. was in
position 2~filled circles! or position 6
~unfilled circles!. Results for a stan-
dard deviation of the unique position
of 40, 60, and 100 ms are plotted
across panels. The error bars represent
one standard error of the mean.

FIG. 7. The average relative weights for the 2nd~filled circles! and 6th
~unfilled circles! position are plotted as a function of the s.d. of the unique
segment. The error bars represent one standard error of the mean.
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The present experiments suggest that listeners may allo-
cate more attention to certain temporal positions of a stimu-
lus pattern than to others. If the properties of segments
within a sequence are uniform, most listener weight is typi-
cally assigned to the first and last segments, with less atten-
tion to the middle segments. One cannot therefore assume
that a listener will allocate uniform attention over the dura-
tion of the stimulus. However, specific segments may be
given substantially more weight when appropriate for a spe-
cific task.

These results can be compared with Watsonet al.
~1975!, which found that best performance was obtained
when a signal occurred in the last position within a temporal
pattern. There are several important differences between this
experiment and Watsonet al. ~1975! that may account for
the apparently divergent results. In the Watsonet al. experi-
ments, the sequences consisted of ten tones of 40-ms dura-
tion that ranged from 256–1500 Hz. The listener’s task was
to detect changes in the frequency of only one tonal compo-
nent in the pattern, using a same–different task. The fre-
quency of these tones varied randomly within a sequence. In
some conditions, the observer knew which component was
the relevant one, and in other conditions the observer was
uncertain about which was the signal component. In either
type of condition, Watsonet al. found that the best frequency
resolution was obtained when the signal component was the
last one. Of particular interest to our study, Watson and col-
leagues also investigated conditions in which a silent interval
was inserted after an early-occurring component of the se-
quence. Provided the gap was greater than about 70 ms, de-
tection of the change in frequency of the component that
occurred just before the gap was as good as when that com-
ponent was the final component. Apparently, a gap allowed
the listener to retain information about a component that
would otherwise have been disturbed by the subsequent
components. Therefore, the presence of silent intervals,
which in our task were the determining factor for temporal
pattern discrimination, may provide the explanation for the
disagreement between the two sets of results.

Experiment 2~a! showed that making one of the tempo-
ral positions noticeably longer or shorter in duration than the
others did not cause the observers to assign more weight to
that position. The first temporal position still received the
largest weight. However, there was a small gain in overall
performance when one of the positions was assigned a dif-
ferent mean value. Apparently, making one of the temporal
positions in the pattern different from the others can make
the entire pattern more discriminable from other patterns, but
is not sufficient to change the amount of listener attention
given to different portions of the pattern. Changing a seg-
ment’s duration in our task did not cause it to carry more
information than other segments, because a change in mean
duration of a component does not affect the distribution of
the differences~or absolute value of the differences! between
the paired time intervals in the two sequences. Rather, allot-
ting more attention to the unique segment could cause an
observer to neglect relevant information from the other seg-
ments. For our patterns in which the properties of gaps or
unfilled intervals were manipulated, the PTD hypothesis

~Kidd and Watson, 1992! does not appear to describe the
data.

Experiment 2~b! showed that when one of the temporal
positions had a more variable intertone–time interval than
the others, listeners allocated substantially more weight to
that position. Contrary to the previous manipulation of mean
duration, the variance manipulation does increase the infor-
mation available to the listener from the unique component.
That is, increasing the variance of the intertone–time interval
provides the listener with additional diagnostic information
about the pattern task because it increases that segment’s
signal-to-noise ratio. We observed a pronounced peak in the
weighting function for the unique position, whether it was in
the second or sixth position, a result fully consistent with the
basic assumption of the CoRE model.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from our re-
sults:

~1! When all the temporal segments of a stimulus pattern
have the same statistical properties, listeners allocate
more attention to the first and last segments. These seg-
ments normally play the dominant role in the listener’s
judgment of the difference between patterns.

~2! Giving the 2nd or 6th temporal segments a noticeably
longer or shorter duration than the others does not affect
either the listeners’ overall performance level or the pat-
tern of decision weights given to each position. These
results indicate that the PTD hypothesis, which assumes
a proportional relationship between a segment’s duration
and its discrimination, does not provide a general de-
scription of temporal pattern-discrimination tasks. In ad-
dition, the weight analysis suggests that a listener’s at-
tention to different segment is not influenced by a
segment’s relative duration.

~3! Giving one of the temporal segments a higher variance
than the others results in a pronounced peak in the
weight assigned to that position. In this task, higher vari-
ance segments are more diagnostic of whether the pat-
terns are the same or different, and it appears that listen-
ers can use that information in their discrimination.
These results are consistent with the CoRE model, which
assumes that the relative variance of each segment has a
significant effect on pattern-discrimination performance.
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1In other types of discrimination, such as when signal intensity is part of the
decision statistic, the effect of the model’s time window is to vary the
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decision weight according to segment duration. In such cases, the model
does predict an effect of proportional duration.

2Note that in the CoRE model, the internal error is assumed to be propor-
tional to the experimental error.

3Receiver Operating Characteristic~ROC! curves were generated in the fol-
lowing manner: Onsametrials, the decision variable,gi , was defined as
the absolute value of the difference between two Gaussian random vari-
ables having zero means and a s.d. equal to the internal jitter,s internal. On
different trials, the decision variable was defined as the absolute value of
the difference between two Gaussian variables having zero mean and a s.d.
equal to (s internal

2 1sexp
2 )1/2, wheresexp

2 is the variance introduced by the
experimenter. A value fors internal was assumed and then, for each value of
sexp, the area under the ROC was calculated and converted to an equiva-
lent di8 value. Different values fors internal were tried; a value of 9 ms
produced overalld8 values that were close to those obtained by the subject
in our uniform segment conditions. An approximation fordi8 in terms of the
perturbationsexp and an assumed value fors internal of 9 ms is given by

di850.23310.0203sexp20.000 97sexp
2 .

If the sequences consisted of eight segments with uniform statistics, and the
listener assigned equal weights to each segment, it follows thatd8 would be
di8A8. If the sequence had one unique segment,d8 would be @(di8A7)2

1(dunique8 )2#1/2. A necessary assumption in the latter case is that a propor-
tionately higher weight would be applied to the time difference obtained
from the unique segment. AMATLAB program for evaluating the model is
available from the authors.

4Instances when the intertone–time interval exceeded the maximum-allowed
interval occurred less than 1% of the time. For intervals above the 2-ms
minimum, the distribution appeared ‘‘normal.’’ However, for values at or
less than 2 ms, there was a second peak in the distribution. That is, there
were more tone bursts that were very close together than would have been
expected based on a normal distribution of intertone–time intervals. In
conditions where this occurred, the actual mean durations were longer and
standard deviations smaller than the assigned values. We do not believe this
had a significant effect on the results.

5Performance (d8) was calculated based on a block of 100 trials. Hit rates of
100/100 and false alarm rates of 0/100 were arbitrarily converted to rates of
99/100 and 1/100, respectively, prior tod8 calculation. Blockd8s were
averaged to determine a listener’s average performance in that condition.
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Lateralization of moving fused auditory images~FAIs! was studied under dichotic stimulation, with
FAI movement from the right and left ears to midline. The movement was produced by the gradual
change of interaural time delay~from 6630 to 0ms! in a binaurally presented click train in which
a constant interaural intensity difference~IID ! between613 dB was also imposed. The task of the
subjects was to show with her/his finger the point on the head surface where the FAI trajectory’s
ending or starting points were perceived. With IID change within613 dB, the FAI movement
trajectory shifted toward the ear receiving the more intense stimulus. The length of the movement
trajectory shortened with IID increase. Functions relating the value of perceived lateral position~Y!
of the movement trajectory’s ending and starting points to IID value~X! were nearly linear:Y
5AX1B. These functions differed in their characteristics whether the movement was to the right
versus to the left of midline. They also differed from analogous functions for stationary FAI. At
IID50 the FAI movement trajectory’s endpoint was shifted from midline in the direction of
movement. Equivalence ratio for IID and ITD were estimated to be 51 and 29ms/dB respectively
for the trajectory’s starting and ending points. The IID factor could be several times as effective in
moving FAI lateralization as the ITD factor. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~98!02612-5#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Qp, 43.66.Rq@RHD#

INTRODUCTION

Perception by humans of sound source motion is one of
the most important features of sound source localization in
space. However, up to the end of the 1960’s there were only
a few studies concerning perception of the sound source mo-
tion ~Altman, 1968; Harris, 1972; a detailed historical review
can be found in the comprehensive work by Perrott and Stry-
bel, 1997!. Starting in the late 1960’s the number of publi-
cations connected with different aspects of perception of
sound source motion increased nearly four times~Perrott and
Strybel, 1997, Fig. 1!. As follows from the above review,
investigation of such a peculiar form of motion as autokine-
sis practically ceased beginning from the middle of the
1970’s. Relatively few studies have been performed under
real, free-field sound source motion~e.g., Perrott and Musi-
cant, 1977, 1981; Mateeff and Hohnsbein, 1988!, because of
the serious methodical difficulties in such investigations. The
greatest number of works were carried out using simulation
of sound source motion—either with dichotic stimulation or
with the help of a set of loudspeakers switched on succes-
sively. Just these two methodical approaches resulted in an
increase in the number of works on perception of auditory
image movement. It should be mentioned that simulation of

sound source motion in different planes with the help of a set
of loudspeakers or with dichotic stimulation has been widely
used during recent years both for creating virtual acoustical
reality and for analysis of special features of this reality per-
ception ~Wenzel, 1992; McKinleyet al., 1994!. Results of
investigations of sound source motion perception are consid-
ered in detail in a number of reviews in recently published
books on hearing~Grantham, 1995, 1997; Perrott and Stry-
bel, 1997; Saberi and Hafter, 1997!.

Briefly, it can be noted that up to present a number of
important characteristics is described concerning perception
of the auditory image movement under dichotic stimulation
with ITD and IID changing in time. In particular, limit con-
ditions are established for forming movement of the auditory
image ~Blauert, 1972; Altman and Romanov, 1988;
Grantham and Wightman, 1978!; differential thresholds and
subjective scales are measured for velocity perception of the
auditory image movement~Altman and Romanov, 1988!;
characteristics of binaural release from masking for moving
auditory image are also described~Altman et al., 1982!.

To extend our knowledge about perception of moving
sound sources, further systematic study is necessary concern-
ing perception of different~not yet investigated! parameters
of moving sound sources. In particular, there are possible
competitive relations between two main factors underlying
moving sound source localization in the horizontal plane,
namely between interaural differences in time and intensity.

a!Electronic mail: altman@infran.ru
b!Electronic mail: radionova@ief.spb.su
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It is known that changes of interaural time or intensity dif-
ferences during binaural presentation of the sound signal
through head earphones result in auditory image movement
over a certain trajectory~Altman and Viskov, 1977; Altman
and Romanov, 1988!. However, it still remains unknown
how this illusion of sound source movement produced by
one of the above factors~e.g., by interaural time differences,
ITD, changing in time! can be influenced by the other local-
ization factor~by interaural intensity differences, IID!. In a
number of earlier works~Harris, 1960; Hafter and Carrier,
1972; Yost and Hafter, 1987! it was shown that the spatial
position of a stationary auditory image~lateralized by some
value of ITD! could be changed by introducing an IID.
Therefore a specific goal of the present work was to study
the influence of IIDs on the trajectory of auditory image
movement produced by changing ITDs. It seemed that esti-
mation of this characteristic of directional hearing would be
of importance also for such significant problems as masking
in the process of sound source movement, localization of
multiple sound sources, as well as for further possibilities in
forming acoustical virtual reality.

I. METHODS

A. Subjects

The work was performed on ten subjects~six women
and four men! with normal hearing and with small differ-
ences in threshold values for both ears. Nine of the subjects
were aged 23–29 and one subject~male! was aged 42.

B. Sound signals

Sound signals were binaurally presented click trains
which produced in listeners a sensation of a moving or sta-
tionary fused auditory image~FAI!, depending on whether
the interaural time delay was changing or constant. A two-
channel generator of rectangular impulses was employed
which allowed changing the value and sign of delay between
the two channels of stimulation. Each impulse duration was
100 ms, and the click train duration was equal to 2 s. The
click repetition rate was 25/s. Such a frequency was quite
comfortable for listeners and enough to form in them a sen-
sation of auditory image movement~Altman, 1981!.

For acoustical stimulation two dynamic earphones
~TDS-5, Russia! with identical characteristics were used.
Their characteristics~Fig. 1! were measured with Bru¨el &
Kjaer apparatus~condensor microphone 4131!. Maximal in-
tensity of the acoustical click trains, when measured monau-
rally, was about 60 dB above threshold. Signal intensity at
the right and left ears was controlled separately~with attenu-
ators graded in nepers! within 62 Np and converted to deci-
bels (1 Np58.67 dB). Click intensity was expressed in dB
SPL as equivalent to the intensity of a 1-kHz tone signal of
the same peak amplitude. The amplitude characteristics of
the acoustic stimulation channels were linear within the
range of 80 dB.

To produce a sensation of auditory image movement, the
ITD between two channels was gradually decreased through-
out signal presentation, as shown in Fig. 2. The initial inter-
aural time delay was 630ms; with equal intensities of stimu-
lation at both ears, this should produce an auditory image
located near the leading ear. The final delay was equal to

FIG. 1. Acoustic characteristics of the signals presented to the right and left
ears.~a! Click waveform;~b! frequency spectra of the clicks.

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of sound signals producing a sensation of
fused auditory image~FAI! movement from left to right~a!, from right to
left ~b!, and of a stationary sound~c!.
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zero. Thus at the moment of signal cessation the auditory
image should be located at the subject’s midline. The sign of
the initial delay determined the direction of auditory image
movement, either from left to right or vice versa. As shown
by direct measurements, the mean trajectory length at IID
50 was equal to 69 deg; thus with signal duration of 2 s the
mean value of FAI movement velocity was 34.5 deg/s; at
higher IID values it could be even lower depending on the
direction of FAI movement. With synchronous stimulation
of the right and left ears~when only one ITD was employed,
namely equal to zero over the whole time of stimulus pre-
sentation! the sound signal was perceived as stationary and
the auditory image was lateralized near midline.

C. Experimental conditions and procedure

The study was performed with two different instructions
to the subjects: in the first part of the experiments~performed
on ten subjects! the task was to estimate the position of the
ending point of the FAI movement trajectory; in the second
part of the experiments five of these subjects had to estimate
position of the trajectory’s starting point. Other conditions
were the same in all the experimental sessions.

The measurements were performed in a quiet sound-
attenuated room. On the subject’s head a tape graded in cen-
timeters and going from one ear to the other was fixed, its
zero mark coinciding with the head midline. The tape posi-
tion corresponded to the path through which FAI moved. In
seven subjects the tape was fixed in the vertical~frontal!
plane passing through the two ears. In three subjects the tape
was fixed at the back of the head in the horizontal plane, with
zero mark also at the midline. The average length of the arc
going from one ear to the other in the frontal plane was 35.0
cm ~from 33 to 36 cm in seven subjects!; the length of the
arc going around the back of the head was 31.0 cm~when
averaged over three subjects!.

The subjects were instructed to listen attentively to the
sound, with his/her eyes closed, and to show with a finger
~after stimulus cessation! the point on the head where the end
or the start of the auditory image movement was perceived.
The subject was free to show any point on the head where
he/she perceived movement cessation or starting. The dis-
tance from these points to the head midline was measured in
centimeters and converted to degrees, with the assumption
that the length of the arc from one ear to the other was equal
to 180 deg. Eight of ten subjects responded by pointing to a
position of FAI on the tape itself, at any IID values used. In
two others, at high IID values~of 613 and617.3 dB! the
indicated points deviated from the tape for 1–5 cm; in these
cases, to measure the point position in relation to midline, an
arc ~whose center corresponded to the ear canal opening!
was traced from the indicated point to the tape and thus the
indicated point was projected to the tape. When stimulated
with the click train which produced sensation of unmoving
auditory image, the subject showed the place of its location;
the distance between the unmoving FAI and the head midline
was also expressed in centimeters and degrees. As it was
established by repeated readings from the tape measure, in
the great majority of cases~when the point indicated by the
subject lay on the tape! accuracy of the response measure did

not exceed 0.5 cm~of about 2.5–3 deg!, i.e., half of the
minimal division on the tape; in other cases this value could
achieve about 5–10 deg.

Prior to the experiments the subjects were trained on
estimating both the direction of auditory image movement,
and its starting and ending location. A short training period
was sufficient for all the subjects to estimate with confidence
the end and start of trajectory of the auditory image move-
ment as well as the position of the stationary FAI. Reliability
of the pointing response was different in different subjects:
some responded immediately after the first~of three! stimu-
lus presentations and did not change their estimates, whereas
others moved their finger back and forth over a certain dis-
tance~of about 1–3 cm! before giving their final response.
This difference also manifested itself in different values of
standard deviation of the mean estimates obtained in differ-
ent subjects, as described in Sec. II.

Each session began with threshold measurements at the
right and left ears separately with a stationary click train of
2-s duration as stimulus. The method of limits was used.
Thresholds were measured with the step of 1.7 dB in the
near-threshold intensity range. A signal intensity producing a
0.5 detection probability was used as the threshold. Thresh-
old measurement took about 4–6 min and was not tiring for
the listener. Then, under conditions of simultaneous binaural
stimulation and eyes closed, the subject was asked to per-
form by himself/herself the task of centering the stationary
auditory image, i.e., to place the auditory image at the head
midline by varying sound signal intensity at one of the ears
~at the left one! by controlling an attenuator. The initial level
of the sound at this ear was about 40 dB above threshold.
Signal intensity at the other ear~the right one! remained
constant~about 40 dB above threshold!; this intensity level
was loud enough and quite comfortable for the subject at the
same time. The signal intensity set by the subject at the left
attenuator was evaluated. The centering procedure took
about 1–2 min~a single adjustment was done!.

Subsequently the main part of the experiment started:
the estimation of the perceived starting or ending points of
FAI movement trajectory. These experiments included four
series with interaural intensity differences under conditions
of FAI movement from right to left and from left to right.
The series differed in the direction of FAI movement~from
right to left or from left to right! and in the side~either the
left or the right! at which sound intensity was varied. Each
signal was presented three times with an interval of about 0.5
s. Immediately following the stimulus, the subject pointed to
the starting or ending points of the FAI movement trajectory.
When wanted, the signal was repeated. Before each signal
presentation the subject was notified about it. Measurements
were begun with signals of equal intensities at the right and
left ears~about 40 dB SL! with one of the FAI movement
directions. Next, the intensity at one of the ears was first
reduced from 40 dB SL~in 4.3-dB steps! and then increased
from 40 dB SL~in 4.3-dB steps!, resulting in eight levels of
IID within the range617.3 dB. The series was ended with a
final presentation of the signal of equal intensities~40 dB
SL! at two ears. Thus during the whole series ten IIDs were
presented in succession, each repeated three times~or more
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in some cases!. Duration of such experimental series was
about 4–6 min. Then, after a short pause~of about 0.5–1
min, when the subject was offered a rest! the next series of
measurements was performed, differing from the former only
in direction of FAI movement. These two series were fol-
lowed by two analogous series in which~also at two differ-
ent directions of FAI movement! signal intensity was varied
at the other ear. The session was ended by repeating the
procedure of centering a stationary auditory image. Duration
of the session as a whole was 30–40 min with no fatigue of
the subjects. This procedure was repeated five or six times
with each subject, the replications being completed on dif-
ferent days.

The above procedure was used in the experiments for
estimation of both the ending and starting points of FAI
movement trajectory. In addition, three of the subjects took
part in control experiments in which the position of the ear-
phones was changed~from the left ear to the right one and
vice versa!; results of these experiments did not differ from
those described above.

The procedure for control experiments with stationary
auditory images was the same. It included two series with
interaural intensity differences at the left and right ears. Two
such replications were performed on each subject.

D. Data processing

Results were averaged for each subject separately. Per-
ceived positions of the FAI movement trajectory’s ending or
starting point~in degrees! at different IID values were esti-
mated. Functions were constructed that were functions relat-
ing perceived position of the end~or of the start! of the
trajectory to IID value. Results obtained with IID variation at
the left and right ears were combined taking into consider-
ation that IID increase at one ear and IID reduction at the
other resulted in practically the same values of perceived
lateral position of the end~and of the start! of FAI trajectory.
Thus each point on the graphs related to FAI movement was
the mean of 10 or 12 measurements for each of the subjects,
except for the point at IID50, which was the mean of 20 or
24 measurements on each subject. For each subject, the per-
ceived lateral position of the FAI at stimulus offset or onset
was plotted as a function of IID, and the data fitted by a
linear function:

Y5AX1B,

whereY ~the perceived lateral position of the offset or onset
in degrees! is expressed as a function ofX, the stimulus IID.
The best-fitting straight lines were obtained using a linear
least-squares criterion. In this equation,B represents the per-
ceived lateral position when IID50 ~the intercept!, and A
represents the rate at which the perceived lateral position
changes with IID~the slope of the function!.

II. RESULTS

A. Thresholds

Hearing thresholds were similar in all subjects: in nine
of ten persons~measurements on 18 ears! threshold values
varied from 23 to 27 dB SPL; in the tenth subject thresholds

were lower~19.5 dB SPL for both ears!. The thresholds of
the oldest subject practically did not differ from the younger
ones. In all the subjects threshold variability was extremely
low in different experimental sessions. Difference in thresh-
old values for the left and right ears was also rather low in all
the subjects: mean threshold values differed by 0.17–0.87
dB. The average of this difference was 0.37 dB~with the
lower threshold for the right ear!. As can be calculated from
results presented below~Table II! this difference corre-
sponded to an average change of stationary FAI position by
1.1 and 1.5 deg~for the left and right sides, respectively!;1

for moving FAI this change did not exceed 1.2 deg. Since
these values were lower than possible error of measurements
they are not reflected on the graphs below.

B. Centering of stationary FAIs

Experiments with centering stationary FAI~ten subjects!
showed that in all subjects, stimulation of one of the ears was
somewhat more effective in FAI centering than stimulation
of the other ear. This difference was 0.3–4.2 dB. On the
average, perceived position of FAI at midline in the center-
ing experiment was achieved when left ear stimulation was
slightly more intense~by an average of 0.78 dB!; i.e., the
right ear was slightly more effective~with threshold differ-
ence of the right and left ears taken into account!.

C. Perception of moving FAIs

For IIDs within 613 dB the FAI movement trajectory
~from left to right or from right to left! in seven subjects was
located in the vertical~frontal! plane passing through the two
ears, whereas in three others the auditory image moved in the
horizontal plane around the back of the head. For IID ex-
ceeding 13 dB, trajectories moving in the vertical plane
could deviate in the direction of the horizontal plane~al-
though to a different extent in different subjects!; for
IID5617.3 dB trajectories often proved distorted, therefore
these data will not be discussed further.

The FAI movement sensation was reported by all sub-
jects at all IID values used in this work. The subjects did not
notice any changes of signal duration at different IIDs. When
asked, half of the subjects perceived a velocity decrease with
an IID increase, although in all cases a shortening of the path
covered by the moving FAI was observed.

With an IID increase, FAI movement trajectories were
shifted toward the more intense sound. This shift value,
when averaged, proved practically identical in cases when
the stimulus intensity was increased at one ear and in cases
when it was reduced at the other ear. Thus within the work-
ing range of intensities the FAI movement trajectory shift did
not depend on summed loudness of the sound signal. There-
fore it proved possible to average~for each direction of FAI
movement! the data obtained in the experimental series with
stimulus intensity variation at the right and left ears.

An example of FAI movement trajectory shift based on
interaural intensity differences is shown in Fig. 3. It can be
seen that with no interaural intensity differences (IID50)
FAI movement trajectories are placed asymmetrically in re-
lation to midline for both directions of movement: the trajec-
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tory endpoints are not at midline~although at the moment of
movement cessation ITD50), but are shifted in the direction
of movement. It can be seen also that for both directions of
FAI movement, an intensity increase at the right ear~or a
decrease at the left! results in a shift of the trajectory to the
right and shortening of the trajectory length. In contrast, an
intensity decrease on the right~or an increase on the left!,
i.e., IID change from 0 to213 dB, produces a trajectory shift
to the left with a less pronounced change of the trajectory’s
length.

D. Lateralization of moving trajectory endpoints

To reveal the specificity of the movement effect, the
results obtained for moving FAI were compared to those for
the stationary one. For this purpose the experiments with
estimation of the ending point of FAI movement trajectory
were analyzed first. It was just the ending point which cor-
responded to ITD50 as was the case also for the stationary
FAI. In this part of the study ten subjects were investigated.
These data are presented in Figs. 4–6 and in Tables I–III.

It was established that dependence of the trajectory’s
perceived ending point positions on IID value could be de-
scribed by two lines~functions of the typeY5AX1B) fitted
to the subject’s judgements on the left and right sides, re-
spectively ~Figs. 4, 5!. Since the above functions were of
different steepness at positive and negative IIDs, theirA and
B values were estimated separately for1IID and 2IID con-
ditions. However,B values were rather close for1IIDs and
2IIDs ~the means differed by 1.3 and 1.5 deg, Table I! and
therefore they were combined.

Characteristics of perceived positions of the end of FAI
movement trajectory following interaural intensity differ-
ences were rather different in different subjects~Figs. 4, 5!,
both in curve slopes and in positions of the central point on
these curves~corresponding to IID50) in relation to mid-
line. However, with left–right FAI movement, the perceived
position of the endpoint was farther to the right of the mid-
line than to the left of it~Fig. 4!. With movement in the
opposite direction~Fig. 5! lateralization of the trajectory’s
endpoint was greater to the left than to the right of midline.

It was also found that at IID50 the perceived position
of the trajectory’s endpoint~B value! in most cases was
shifted in the direction of movement: to the right in Fig. 4
and to the left in Fig. 5~see also Table I!. B values, when

averaged for the left and right branches of the curves of Figs.
4–5, were17.1 deg for rightward direction of FAI move-
ment and23.5 deg for the leftward direction. The difference
in theseB values was significant (t53.911,p,0.01). Both
values differed significantly also from the meanB value
~12.5 deg! obtained for stationary stimuli~Fig. 6!: for move-
ment from right to leftt52.667 (p,0.05) and for move-
ment in the opposite direction~from left to right! t52.137
(0.01,p,0.05).

Besides, in comparison with a stationary stimulus~Fig.
6! for moving stimuli ~Figs. 4–5! greater absolute values of
IID were required to cause the trajectory’s endpoint to be
lateralized at midline: Observing where the functions inter-
sect the horizontal line~0 deg! in Figs. 4–5 indicates that on
the average a24.2 dB IID was required for left-to-right FAI
movement~Fig. 4!, and a12.1 dB IID was required for
movement in the opposite direction~Fig. 5!; corresponding
values for a stationary stimulus~Fig. 6! were about21 dB.

In general, lateralization of the endpoint of the moving
FAI was greatest when the direction of the IID factor was
consistent with the direction of movement, suggesting that
the effects of IID and ITD were summed, i.e., IID and ITD
influences were coincident. When the direction of the IID did
not coincide with FAI movement direction~i.e., with com-
petitive relations of IID and ITD factors!, the lateralization of

FIG. 3. Positions of trajectories of FAI movement~arrows! at different
values of interaural intensity differences~IID, dB!. Here and in all other
cases positive values of IID mean that right ear stimulation is more intense
than the left one, negative values correspond to more intense stimulation at
the left ear. Mean data of subjectN ~Figs. 4–6, white squares!.

FIG. 4. Perceived position of the endpoint of FAI movement trajectory with
FAI movement from left to right, depending on interaural intensity differ-
ences. Mean data for ten subjects~shown by different symbols! approxi-
mated by the straight line. On the abscissa: interaural intensity difference,
IID, dB; positive values correspond to more intense stimulation at the right
ear, negative values to that at the left ear. On the ordinate: perceived posi-
tion of FAI movement trajectory endpoint in relation to midline, in degrees;
positive values correspond to right-side position, negative values to the left-
side position.
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trajectory’s end point proved usually significantly lower
~Figs. 4–5!. Of 20 cases presented in Figs. 4–5, only two
exceptions to this rule were observed~Fig. 4, filled circles;
Fig. 5, asterisks!.

The slope of the functions investigated~Figs. 4–5! de-
termined by coefficientA in equationY5AX1B, reflects
the effectiveness of the IID factor in lateralization of the end
point of FAI movement trajectory: It shows the value~in
degrees! for which the trajectory’s end point is shifted fol-
lowing IID change for a certain value~in decibels!. Coeffi-
cient A values are presented in Table II. For comparison,
analogous values are presented for the stationary FAI~see
also Fig. 6!. The difference inA values~Table II! evidences
different effectiveness of IIDs on both sides of midline; this
points to a certain asymmetry in organization of the lateral-
ization process. As can be seen from Figs. 4, 5, and Table II,
with FAI movement the slope of the functions was greater
when the direction of trajectory shift produced by IID coin-
cided with the direction of FAI movement.

Thus it proved characteristic that:~i! functions relating
perceived ending point positions to IID, depended on move-
ment direction;~ii ! their slope~represented by the coefficient
A! was different on the right and on the left of midline;~iii !
at IID50 the trajectory’s end~when ITD50 ms) was often
shifted to the right or to the left of midline, i.e., the valueB
as a rule was not equal to zero; and~iv! maximal shift values
of the trajectory’s ending points~at IID5613 dB) depended
on the FAI movement direction and on the side~the right or
the left one! where these points of trajectory were.

E. Lateralization of moving trajectory start points

The position of the starting point was also described as a
linear function of IID value. The mean starting location is
presented on Fig. 7. At IID50 dB, the mean values of the
trajectory’s starting position~at ITD5630ms) were equal to
261 deg when FAI moved from left to right and to166 deg
with movement in the opposite direction; the difference be-
tween absolute values of these two means was not significant
(t50.495,p.0.5).

In Fig. 7~a! the functions for the starting and ending
point positions are practically equal in slope only when the
influence of the IID factor is opposite in its direction to the
direction of FAI movement~i.e., within the IID range from 0
to 213 dB!. In case of coincident action of IID and ITD
factors@within the IID range from 0 to113 dB in Fig. 7~a!,
and to 213 dB in Fig. 7~b!# the slopes of both functions
become different: the mean values of coefficientA for the
ending and starting points@Fig. 7~a! and~b! combined# were
equal, respectively, to 3.3 and 5.6 deg/dB.

The data of Fig. 7 show a shortening of the trajectory’s
length~defined as the difference between perceived positions
of the starting and ending points! with IID increase, due to
the greater steepness of the functions obtained for the start-
ing point position as compared to the corresponding func-
tions for the ending point.

At IID 50 the mean trajectory length was about 68 deg
@Fig. 7~a!# and 70 deg@Fig. 7~b!# with a mean of about 69

FIG. 5. Perceived position of the endpoint of FAI movement trajectory with
FAI movement from right to left, depending on interaural intensity differ-
ences. Mean data for ten subjects~shown by different symbols! approxi-
mated by the straight line. Designations as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. Perceived position of the unmoving FAI with constant ITD~0 ms!
throughout the click train. Mean data for ten subjects~shown by different
symbols! approximated by straight line. Dots on the scheme at the top mean
conventionally different positions of unmoving FAI. Designations as in
Fig. 4.
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deg. At IID5113 dB @in Fig. 7~a!# the mean trajectory
length was about 27 deg, differing significantly from that at
IID50 dB (p,0.01). In the other case@Fig. 7~b!, at 213
dB# changes of the trajectory length manifested themselves
only as a tendency, being statistically not significant.2

With the above mean trajectory lengths of about 69 and
27 deg and constant signal duration of 2 s, calculated values
of perceived movement velocity were 34.5 and and 13.5
deg/s for IID equal to 0 and113 deg, respectively. With IID
increase velocity decrease was actually reported by half of
all subjects. Other subjects could not identify a certain
change in sensation~at extreme IID values! with change in
movement velocity.

Subjects differed to a certain extent in their accuracy of
estimation of FAI movement position, both of its starting and
ending points.~Accuracy of estimation was measured by
standard deviation of the mean estimate.! Accuracy of esti-
mation of the starting point position~at ITD5630ms) was
rather low: At IID50 dB standard deviation of the mean es-
timate varied between 5 and 18 deg for different subjects.
Meanwhile when judging trajectory endpoint position near
the head midline~at equal intensities of stimulation at both
ears and ITD50, when the error was usually minimal!, vari-
ability of estimates characterized by standard deviation var-
ied between 2.3–9 deg and thus was about twice as low as
variability of responses with determination of the starting

point position. With increasing distance from midline fol-
lowing IID increase, variability of estimates usually became
higher and in some cases reached 20 deg for endpoint esti-
mates and 47 deg for estimation of the trajectory’s starting
point. As showed our supplementary experiments~reported
in the Appendix! the higher accuracy of endpoint judgement
than of start point judgement resulted not from the temporal
position of the judged point~start or end!, but rather from the
fact that positions near midline are judged more accurately
than those more lateral, whether they are start points or end-
points.

F. Equivalence ratios for IID and ITD

To evaluate equivalence ratio~E! for IID and ITD fac-
tors ~in ms/dB! under conditions of FAI movement, positions
of the trajectory ending and starting points~in degrees! were
converted to equivalent values of interaural time delay~in
microseconds!, assuming that~a! FAI shift for 69 deg~the
mean value of the trajectory’s length at IID50, as it was
described above! corresponded to change of interaural time
delay~DITD! for 630 ms ~ITD change throughout the signal
duration!, and ~b! both parameters~IID and ITD! were lin-
early interconnected~Blauert, 1974!. Thus the FAI shift for 1
deg was equivalent to an ITD of about 9.1ms ~630 ms/69
deg; see also Blauert, 1974; Yost and Hafter, 1987!. For the

TABLE I. B values~intercepts!, in degrees, for moving~arrows! and for stationary FAI~cross! to the left ~L!
and to the right~R! of midline. The data for the trajectory’s endpoint, ten subjects.a

a
→

B value ~deg!
b
←

c
1

L R L R L R

minimal 24.1 23.1 223.5 224.3 23.6 24.5
maximal 23.8 20.7 9.4 5.5 9.7 10.0
mean 7.8 6.5 22.7 24.2 3.0 1.9
averagedb 7.1 23.5 2.5
s.d. 8.6 8.6 4.9

aNotes:B value in the equationY5AX1B for the experimental data~Figs. 4–5! corresponds to the perceived
position of FAI movement trajectory’s endpoint and of stationary FAI at IID50. Minimal and maximal values
are the limits of coefficientB observed in the experiments. L, R correspond to left and right branches of the
functions. Arrows show directions of FAI movement~from left to right and from right to left!, the cross
corresponds to stationary FAI.

bL and R values are combined.

TABLE II. Coefficient A ~deg/dB! for moving ~arrows! and for stationary FAI~cross! to the left~L! and to the
right ~R! of midline. The data for the trajectory’s endpoint, ten subjects.a

A-value ~deg/dB!
a
→

b
←

c
1

L R L R L R

minimal 0.6b 1.3 2.6 0.9b 1.6 1.7
maximal 3.3 5.6 4.7 4.9 5.6 5.9

mean 1.7 3.3 3.2 2.0 3.0 4.0
s.d. 0.78 1.40 0.77 1.17 1.28 1.39

aNotes: CoefficientA in equationY5AX1B determines the slope of the straight lines, as in Figs. 4–7. Minimal
and maximal values are the limits of coefficientA observed in the experiments.

bTrajectory’s endpoint does not go to the left side~Fig. 4 filled triangles, filled squares! and to the right side
~Fig. 5, filled triangles!.
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trajectory length of 69 deg, values of equivalence ratio~in
ms/dB! were calculated by multiplying values of coefficient
A ~deg/dB! by 9.1 ms/deg. Results of these calculations for
trajectory’s length of 69 deg are presented in Table III, the
data for both directions of FAI movement being combined,
separately for coincident and competitive effects of IID and
ITD. Table III shows thatE values varied considerably
~within 13–51ms/dB!, depending on FAI perceived position
~starting versus ending points! as well as on IID and ITD
interrelation~coincident versus competitive!. With changing
trajectory’s length following IID change~Fig. 7! the values
of the equivalence ratio changed: e.g., at IID5113 dB, E
values were 2.6 times higher than presented in Table III. In
general, in our experiments, the equivalence ratio for dy-
namic ITD and static IID factor could be described asE
5A(DITD/ l ).

As to equivalence ratio for the stationary signal, we as-

sumed~in accordance with Blauert, 1974, Fig. 87! that at
ITD5630ms the FAI shift amounted to 72 deg, and thus
1-deg shift was equivalent to ITD58.75ms ~630ms/72 deg!.
Multiplying the value 8.75ms/deg by coefficientA ~deg/dB!
gives an equivalence ratio of about 26ms/dB to the left of
midline and about 36ms/dB to the right of it. These values
are near to those in literature described for stationary signals
~more often near 20–30ms/dB according to different au-
thors; Yost and Hafter, 1997; Saberi and Hafter, 1997!; they
are lower thanE values for moving FAI with coincident
effects of IID and ITD factors and higher thanE values for
moving FAI with competitive effects of both factors.

III. DISCUSSION

As was shown, FAI movement trajectory shifted toward
the ear receiving the more intense sound. The following as-
pects of moving auditory image lateralization will be consid-
ered: inertial property of the auditory system under moving
FAI lateralization, functional asymmetry of the phenomena
observed, and relative effectiveness of IID and ITD in later-
alization of moving FAIs.

A. Inertial property

Inertia manifestation under conditions of coincident in-
teraction of the main factors~IID, ITD ! of sound source lo-
calization could be expected based on earlier works on lat-
eralization and localization of moving auditory images
~sound sources!. Altman and Viskov~1977! and Altman and
Romanov~1988!, using dichotially presented click trains as
stimuli, showed that to produce sensation of movement, a
certain time interval~not longer than 100–150 ms! is needed
between subsequent clicks in the train. This means that there
is an inertia process which prolongates~within the time pe-
riod of about 100–150 ms! the excitation state produced by
each click in the train and thus secures a possibility of sum-
mation of subsequent excitations following subsequent
clicks. The latter process seems necessary for sensation of
uninterrupted movement. Perrott and Musicant~1977, 1981!
and Mateeff and Hohnsbein~1988! working under free field
conditions found that with a moving source, the locus of a
perceived signal was shifted in the direction of motion.

This conclusion is confirmed by the data of the present
work for FAI movement trajectory’s endpoint at IID50, in
spite of the difference in experimental conditions in our work
and especially in the above works by Perrott and Musicant
~dichotic versus free-field stimulus presentation; signal onset
near the ear versus near midline; click versus 0.5 kHz tone
signal; signal duration of 2.0 s vs 50–300 ms!.

As shown, in most of our subjects at IID50, the end of
FAI movement trajectory~at ITD50 as well! was perceived
as lateralized to the right of midline~by a 7.1 deg average!
with FAI movement from left to right, and as lateralized to
the left ~by a 3.5 deg average! with FAI movement in the
opposite direction~Table I; the difference being statistically
significant!. Thus with FAI movement, the position of the
trajectory’s end~as estimated by subjects! does not coincide
with the head midline in spite of the fact that at this moment
there are no interaural differences in stimulation (ITD50,
IID50). It is typical that perceived shift of the movement

FIG. 7. Perceived positions of the starting and ending points of FAI move-
ment trajectories depending on interaural intensity differences at different
directions~a, b! of FAI movement. Function for the starting point presents
mean data for five subjects. Function for the ending point is constructed
from the meanB and A values for ten subjects presented in Tables I, II.
Other designations as in Fig. 4.

TABLE III. Equivalence ratio, inms/dB, for coincident and competitive
relations of IID and ITD factors for moving FAI, at the movement trajectory
length of 67 deg and FAI movement velocity of 34.5 deg/s.a

IID and ITD
interrelation

Equivalence ratio,E ~ms/dB!

Starting point Ending point

Coincident 51 29
Competitive 13 17

aNotes:E-values are calculated from the data of Fig. 6 asE5A(DITD/ l ).
The data for both directions of FAI movement are combined. Other details
are in the text.
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trajectory’s end goes in the direction of FAI movement; this
allows one to think about inertia of the physiological mecha-
nisms underlying the processing of FAI movement and/or
connected with forming an estimate and making a decision
about FAI movement trajectory position.

In this connection it seems of interest that all subjects
pointed with great accuracy to the position of the head mid-
line; i.e., they oriented themselves quite well within the inner
coordinate system determined by the body scheme.

B. Asymmetry

It was shown that trajectories of FAI movement differed
in their characteristics depending on the side~the right or the
left! where the movement occurred and on direction of FAI
movement~Figs. 3–7, Tables I, II!. These data evidence dif-
ferent significance of the right and left regions of subjective
acoustical space in sound source localization. The data of
earlier investigations performed on patients with functional
deficit of the right or left hemispheres~Altman et al., 1979,
1987! pointed to a certain specialization of the right hemi-
sphere in relation to directional hearing. Results of the
present work evidence that in healthy subjects the factor of
either hemisphere involvement in moving FAI lateralization
is even more distinctive.

As described above, the functions relating the value of
perceived position of FAI movement trajectory’s starting and
ending points to IID, although rather different in different
subjects~e.g., Figs. 4–5!, were similar to each other in gen-
eral tendency~Fig. 7!. The slope of these functions~charac-
terized by coefficientA in equationY5AX1B), was differ-
ent at the right- and left-sided positions of the trajectory’s
starting and ending points in relation to midline~Figs. 4–7,
Table II!, and depended on coincidence or noncoincidence of
the direction of trajectory shift produced by IID with direc-
tion of FAI movement. With one direction of FAI movement
@Fig. 7~a!# the movement trajectory’s length also proved dif-
ferent to the right and to the left of midline.

To reveal more distinctly the difference between the
right and left hemisphere involvement in lateralization of
moving FAI, the data of Fig. 7 were presented in another
way, with a different axis system~Fig. 8!. Figure 8 shows
that at both directions of FAI movement the rightward shift
of the trajectory starting and ending points exceeds the left-
ward shift. For the starting point@Fig. 8~a!# the most differ-
ence between the rightward and leftward shifts is observed
for the right branches of the functions which corresponds to
coincident relations between ITD and IID. Meanwhile, for
the ending point@Fig. 8~b!# the most difference corresponds
to competitive relations between ITD and IID~the left
branches of the functions!. These data directly show to hemi-
spheric asymmetry, with a certain prevalence of the right-
side mechanisms of moving FAI lateralization in comparison
with the left-side mechanisms.

Thus values of the termB ~intercept!, coefficient A
~slope!, and trajectory length evidence functional asymmetry
of processes connected with lateralization of moving audi-
tory image.

C. Relative effectiveness of IID and ITD in
lateralization of moving FAIs

To evaluate comparative effectiveness of IID and ITD
factors in lateralization of moving FAI~under conditions
when ITD was gradually changed throughout the stimulus
presentation and IID was constant! the number of differential
thresholds~DTs, for IID and ITD! was calculated which was
covered by IID and ITD values necessary for 1-deg lateral-
ization of moving FAI. For the ending point~Figs. 4–7,
Table II!, when ITD50, a FAI shift of 1 deg corresponded to
an IID change of about 0.31 dB on the average, with coinci-
dent relation of IID and ITD factors~with both directions of
FAI movement combined!. Assuming that the differential
threshold for IID, with a click series as stimulus, is about 1.5
dB ~Blauert, 1974! we determine~for coincident relation of
IID and ITD factors! that 0.31/1.550.21; i.e., an IID equal to
0.21 DTs is needed for 1-deg lateralization of a moving FAI
at ITD50.

As to ITD factor, to shift the trajectory’s endpoint by 1
deg at IID50, an ITD change of 9.1ms was needed on the
average~as stated above!. Taking the differential threshold
for ITD as 11ms ~Blauert, 1974! it can be found that 9.1ms
includes 0.83 DTs (9.1/1150.83). In comparison with IID
indices this value is about four times higher: 0.83/0.21
'4.0. Thus using this method to quantify relative effective-
ness, the IID is about four times more effective in lateraliza-
tion of the moving FAI~at the ending point of movement!
than ITD. FAI lateralization at its starting point~when

FIG. 8. Perceived positions of the starting and ending points~a, b, respec-
tively! of FAI movement trajectories depending on interaural intensity dif-
ferences. The data are replotted from Fig. 7. On the abscissa: IID, in dB,
favoring the side from which the trajectory moved~on the left from zero;
this corresponds to competitive relation of IID and ITD! and IID, in dB,
favoring the side toward which the trajectory moved~on the right from zero;
this corresponds to coincident relation of IID and ITD!. On the ordinate:
perceived positions~in degrees relative to midline! of the starting and end-
ing points on the side toward which the trajectory moved~above zero! and
on the side from which the trajectory moved~below zero!. Arrows near the
curves show movement direction (R→L or L→R).
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ITD5630ms) shows even a greater effectiveness of the IID
factor since the function relating FAI lateralization to IID
value is about 1.7 times steeper for the starting point as com-
pared to the ending point~Fig. 7, coincident relations of IID
and ITD factors!.
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APPENDIX: INFLUENCE OF THE TRAJECTORY’S
STARTING POINT POSITION

Some results were obtained also with a different starting
position, namely with FAI movement from midline to the
right and left ears. Two subjects~A, Figs. 4–6, white tri-
angles, and V, Figs. 4–6, filled squares! were employed~six
experiments on each, with the standard procedure described
in Sec. I!. Results for both subjects were rather near, and are
shown in Fig. A1 for one of them. Of interest is the tendency
for certain changes of the trajectory length@Fig. A1~a!, ~b!#
which differ from those presented in Fig. 7 and are due to a
greater steepness of the function for the ending point than for
the starting one@unlike the data in Fig. 7~a!#. The feature
common to that in Fig. 7 is that the function’s steepness
increase~when observed! is connected with that trajectory’s

characteristic@starting point as in Fig. 7~a! and ending point
as in Fig. A1# which corresponds to ITD5630ms.

Accuracy of estimation~as measured by standard devia-
tion of the mean estimate! of the starting point position in
this experiment~at ITD50 ms) was high and near that ob-
tained in the same subjects for the ending point with FAI
movement from the ear to midline~when ITD50 ms as
well!: Mean values of standard deviation in both cases did
not exceed 4 deg at IID50 dB and did not depend on move-
ment direction or on the side~to the left or to the right of
midline! where the movement took place. It proved that
ITD56630ms ~positions near either of the ears! both for the
starting and ending points resulted in nearly the same de-
crease in accuracy~increase in s.d.! of the estimate. Table AI
allows one to compare results for the starting and ending
points at different positions of starting points of FAI move-
ment trajectories~at 0 and6630 ms!. Comparing these re-
sults with those by Perrott and Musicant obtained under free
field stimulation and sound source onset at midline~1977,
Fig. 2, Table II! it can be concluded, in agreement with the
data by these authors, that it is position in relation to midline
which determines the accuracy of estimation of perceived
position of the moving FAI, both of its starting and ending
points.

1The calculation was based on estimates from the data of Table II,c indicat-
ing that average slopes of the functions relating perceived lateral positions
of the unmoved FAI to IID ranged from 3.0 to 4.0 deg/dB.

2It should be noticed that trajectory length was measured also in special
experiments when subjects had to estimate both the ending and starting
points; results obtained in these experiments were similar to those pre-
sented in Fig. 7.
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Observer weighting of interaural delays in source
and echo clicksa)
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A correlational analysis was used to assess the relative weight given to the interaural differences of
time ~IDTs! of source and echo clicks for echo delays ranging from 1–256 ms. In three different
experimental conditions, listeners were instructed to discriminate the IDT of the source, the IDT of
the echo, or the difference between the IDTs of the source and echo. The IDT of the target click was
chosen randomly and independently from trial-to-trial from a Gaussian distribution~m50 ms, s
5100ms!. The IDT of the nontarget click was either fixed at 0ms or varied in the same manner as
the IDT of the target. The data show that for echo delays of 8 ms or less, greater weight was given
to the IDT of the source than to that of the echo in all experimental conditions. For echo delays from
16–64 ms, the IDT of the echo was weighted slightly more than that of the source and the weights
accounted for a greater proportion of the responses when the echo was the target, indicating that the
binaural information in the echo was dominant over the binaural information in the source. The data
suggested the possibility that for echo delays from 8–32 ms, listeners were unable to resolve the
temporal order of the source and echo IDTs. Listeners were able to weight the binaural information
in the source and echo appropriately for a given task only when the echo delay was 128 ms or
greater. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!01601-X#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Pn@DWG#

INTRODUCTION

A. Suppression of binaural information in echoes

When an auditory event is followed, after a very brief
delay, by an identical or similar auditory event, such as an
echo, spatial information carried by the second event often is
suppressed. That is, for a small range of delays between the
onsets of the leading and lagging events, localization judg-
ments are dominated by the spatial information in the leading
source, and in some cases it might appear that spatial infor-
mation in the lagging source, or echo, is completely unavail-
able to the listener.~Note that although the directional infor-
mation of the echo might be suppressed, the echo can still
contribute to the loudness, timbre, or overall spaciousness of
the auditory event.! The range of echo delays over which the
suppression of spatial information occurs depends upon the
type of stimulus, with the shortest range of echo delays for
clicks ~less than about 4 ms; Gaskell, 1983; Saberi and Per-
rott, 1990! and a longer range of echo delays for more com-
plex stimuli, such as noise~less than about 20 ms, Zurek,
1980! and speech~also less than about 20 ms; Haas, 1951;
Cherry and Taylor, 1954!. This dominance of spatial infor-
mation of the leading source can be demonstrated both in the
free-field and in lateralization paradigms~in which stimuli
are presented over headphones!. At the heart of the ‘‘prece-
dence effect,’’ or the ‘‘law of the first wavefront,’’ is the
basic idea that over some range of short echo delays the

binaural information in the leading event appears to be domi-
nant over the binaural information in the lagging event. More
recently, dominance of the spatial information of a leading
source also has been observed for leading and lagging
sources in the median sagittal plane, where interaural differ-
ences are minimal~Rakerd and Hartmann, 1992, 1994;
Litovsky, Rakerd, Yin, and Hartmann, 1997!. ~General re-
views of the precedence effect may be found in Blauert,
1983 and Zurek, 1987.!

The present paper addresses the relative weight that lis-
teners give to the binaural information in leading and lagging
click stimuli that are presented over headphones. In this pa-
per, the leading sound is identified simply as the ‘‘source’’
while the lagging sound is identified as the ‘‘echo,’’ follow-
ing the terminology of Yost and Guzman~1996!. These ex-
periments examine the artificial situation in which one
source and one echo carrying only interaural differences of
time are presented to listeners. In separate experimental con-
ditions, listeners are instructed to indicate whether the appar-
ent lateral position of the source or the echo was to the left or
right of the midline, or to indicate whether the apparent lat-
eral position of the echo was to the left or right of the source.

B. Weighting of binaural information in noise bursts
and trains of clicks

Inherent in any headphone study in which the relative
directional strengths of the leading and lagging clicks are
assessed by the ‘‘trading’’ of information from the two in-
teraural differences of time~IDTs! is the assumption that
judgments are based upon single, fused intracranial images

a!A portion of these data were presented at the 133rd meeting of the Acous-
tical Society of America@M. A. Stellmack, R. H. Dye, Jr., and S. J. Guz-
man, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.101, 3083~A! ~1997!#.
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~e.g., Wallach, Newman, and Rosenzweig, 1949; but see the
cautionary note in Yost and Soderquist, 1984!. The relative
magnitudes of the IDTs of the source and echo bursts that
produce centered intracranial images~or 50% left/50% right
laterality judgments relative to the midline! provide a mea-
sure of the weighting given to the source and echo. This idea
has been expressed formally in a model by Shinn-
Cunningham and her colleagues~Shinn-Cunningham, Zurek,
and Durlach, 1993; Shinn-Cunningham, Zurek, Durlach, and
Clifton, 1995! for headphone-presented noise bursts and was
adopted by Litovsky and Macmillan~1994! for loudspeaker-
presented noise bursts. Shinn-Cunninghamet al. ~1993! de-
termined the relative weights given to the binaural informa-
tion in each of two noise bursts~a source and echo, as the
terms are used in this paper! by way of a pointer task in
which listeners adjusted the IDT of a noise burst~the
pointer! such that its apparent position matched the pre-
sumed single intracranial position of the source and echo.
Their model assumed that the intracranial image associated
with the source and echo occupied a single lateral intracra-
nial position that could be equated to a single effective inter-
aural delay. Shinn-Cunninghamet al. went on to show that
weights estimated in this manner were able to predict the
results of a discrimination task reasonably well. However,
they also point out that their model is valid only for stimuli
that yield single, fused intracranial images.

A number of researchers have looked at the relative in-
fluence of binaural information in the individual clicks of a
click train. Saberi and Perrott~1995! presented to listeners a
click train in which the first click was interaurally delayed to
one ear and the remaining clicks were interaurally delayed
by the same amount to the other ear. Listeners were in-
structed to indicate whether the click train appeared to oc-
cupy an intracranial position to the left or right of a diotic
reference stimulus. In general, for interaural delays from
100–600ms, listeners’ responses were consistent with the
interaural delay of the onset click for interclick intervals less
than 2 ms, and responses were consistent with the interaural
delay of the ongoing train for interclick intervals greater than
4 ms. For interclick intervals between 2 and 4 ms, listeners
often reported perceiving two intracranial images related to
the interaural delay of the onset and ongoing portions of the
click train.

Building upon the study of Saberi and Perrott, Freyman
and his colleagues~Freymanet al., 1997! also examined the
relative influence of the IDTs in the onset and ongoing por-
tions of pulse trains. In this subjective task, listeners were
instructed to position an acoustic pointer at the same intrac-
ranial position as that of a pulse train in which the IDT of the
onset click differed from those of the remaining clicks in the
train. If two intracranial images were perceived, listeners
were instructed to point to the ‘‘strongest’’ image. In gen-
eral, the IDT of the onset click had a greater influence on the
apparent intracranial position of the click train when the on-
going portion of the train contained conflicting or ambiguous
IDTs. The authors note that the binaural information in the
ongoing portion of the click train was never completely lost
because the configuration of the ongoing portion was critical
in determining the extent of onset dominance.

Using a COSS~conditional on a single stimulus! analy-
sis ~Berg, 1989!, Saberi~1996! estimated the weight given to
each click in a train of clicks by assuming that a listener’s
lateralization judgments are based upon a weighted combi-
nation of the IDTs of the individual clicks. Saberi selected
the IDTs of all clicks in a train independently from one of
two Gaussian distributions that differed in their mean IDT,
and listeners were instructed to indicate which distribution
was sampled. For all interclick intervals~ICIs! used~1.8, 3,
and 12 ms!, greatest weight was given to the initial click, but
the relative weight given to the initial click decreased as ICI
increased. In addition, some listeners gave small but signifi-
cant weight to one or more clicks after the onset click, even
for the shortest ICI. In Saberi’s experiments, all clicks in the
train were equally informative with respect to the experimen-
tal task, and the optimal weighting strategy was one in which
the listener weighted all components equally; in effect, using
the average IDT of the click train as the decision statistic.

The present paper applies a correlational analysis~Rich-
ards and Zhu, 1994; Lutfi, 1995! in order to obtain the rela-
tive weights given to source and echo clicks in a lateraliza-
tion paradigm. One advantage over procedures in which
weights are based on the position of the composite image of
the source and echo~e.g., Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1993! is
that no assumptions need to be made as to the number of
intracranial images that might be present. Rather, the IDTs of
the source and echo simply are considered to be independent
sources of information which the listener weights in some
manner to compute a decision statistic upon which responses
are based.~This was also true of the COSS analysis per-
formed by Saberi, 1996.! In the present set of experiments,
this property of the correlational analysis allows for compu-
tation of relative weights in a number of objective tasks that
require the listener to weight the binaural information in the
source and echo in various ways. In one set of conditions,
either the source or echo is identified as the target and the
listener is instructed to indicate the direction of the IDT of
the target relative to the midline~0-ms IDT! while ignoring
the other click. In another set of conditions, the listener is
instructed to indicate the direction of the IDT of the echo
relative to the IDT of the source. In all conditions, feedback
is given that is consistent with the particular task.

I. METHODS

The experimental conditions and data analysis were
similar to those of Stellmack and Lutfi~1996!, but in this
experiment, source and echo clicks~instead of tones of dif-
ferent frequencies! were used as targets and distractors. In
addition, in the present experiments, IDTs of the target and
distractor were selected from a Gaussian distribution~instead
of a rectangular distribution, as in Stellmack and Lutfi,
1996!.

Each trial consisted of two intervals, an example of
which is shown in Fig. 1. In the first interval, a single diotic
click, the cue, was presented. This was intended to mark the
intracranial position associated with an IDT of 0ms. The
second interval consisted of a source click and an echo click,
which were separated by the echo delay. The echo delay was
the time between the onset of the leading click of the source
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and the onset of the leading click of the echo. Data were
collected for echo delays of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, and
256 ms. In addition, the source and echo clicks carried IDTs
that were randomly and independently chosen or fixed at 0
ms on each trial, depending on the particular experimental
condition. When the IDTs were randomly chosen, they were
chosen from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0ms ~as
described below!. Thus, when both the source and echo IDTs
were randomly chosen, the clicks might lead to the same ear
or opposite ears on a trial-by-trial basis. The cue and listen-
ing interval of each trial were separated by 500 ms of silence.
All clicks were 50-ms rectangular pulses. The level of a con-
tinuous train of clicks~100/s! was calibrated to 52 dB SPL
using a digital rms voltmeter~Fluke PM 2525 multimeter!.
The echo delay and instructions to the listener~described
below! were fixed during each 50-trial block. Twenty blocks
were presented to listeners for every echo delay in each ex-
perimental condition, so that 1000 responses were obtained
for each. In all of the conditions described below, feedback
that was consistent with the particular experimental condi-
tion was given to the listener after each trial.

Listeners were instructed to use the information in the
source and echo clicks in a particular way in each experi-
mental condition. In one set of conditions, the source was
identified as the target. In this case, the listener was in-
structed to indicate whether the source click appeared to be
to the left or right of the position of the diotic cue by press-
ing one of two keys on a computer keyboard. The listener
was instructed to ignore the apparent position of the second
click ~echo! when the source was the target. In one condition,
the echo IDT was fixed at 0ms, and in a separate condition
the echo IDT was selected randomly from a Gaussian distri-
bution with the same parameters as that of the source. In this
latter condition, the source and echo IDTs were selected in-
dependently. For convenience, these separate conditions
were called ‘‘target-S/fixed-E’’ and ‘‘target-S/variable-E.’’

In another set of conditions, the echo was identified as
the target and the listener was instructed to indicate its ap-

parent left/right position relative to the diotic cue while ig-
noring the apparent position of the first click of the listening
interval. As above, the nontarget~source! IDT was fixed at 0
ms in one condition~target-E/fixed-S!, and in a separate con-
dition ~target-E/variable-S! the nontarget IDT was selected
from a Gaussian distribution with the same parameters as
that of the target.

In another condition, the ‘‘difference’’ condition, listen-
ers were instructed to indicate the apparent position of the
echo relative to the apparent position of the source. This task
was described to listeners in a number of ways. They were
instructed to indicate whether the source and echo combina-
tion ~in the second interval! appeared to move from left to
right or right to left, or, equivalently, they were instructed to
indicate whether the echo appeared to be to the left or right
of the source. Above all, listeners were instructed to use the
feedback and to attempt to maximize percent correct. In this
condition, the diotic cue may not have been relevant or use-
ful, but it still was presented so that the stimuli were essen-
tially identical to those in the target-S/variable-E and target-
E/variable-S conditions.

In all conditions, when a click’s IDT varied from trial to
trial, the IDT was selected randomly from a Gaussian distri-
bution with a mean of 0ms and a standard deviation of 100
ms, where positive IDTs corresponded to right-ear leading
stimuli and negative IDTs corresponded to left-ear leading
stimuli. For conditions in which the IDTs of both the source
and echo were variable, they were sampled independently
from the Gaussian distribution. The IDTs were limited to a
range of62.5 standard deviations from the mean~6250ms!
in order to avoid excessively large IDTs~in order to remain
well within the range of IDTs that would be produced by
external sound sources due to the geometry of the head, gen-
erally 6600ms or so!. The IDTs were rounded to the nearest
multiple of 5 ms so that the IDTs would correspond to inte-
ger numbers of digital samples, given the 200-kHz sampling
rate that was used. If the randomly chosen IDTs produced a
stimulus for which a correct response was undefined~0-ms
IDT for the target when the source or echo was defined as the
target, or a difference between the IDTs of 0ms in the dif-
ference condition!, new IDTs were randomly chosen for the
clicks.

As a baseline measure of performance, percent correct
was also measured for a single click. In this case, the cue was
presented in the first interval of each trial, followed by a
single click with its IDT selected in the same manner as
those in the variable IDT conditions described above. Listen-
ers were instructed to indicate whether the second click ap-
peared to be to the left or right of the position of the cue.

Stimuli were generated digitally and converted to analog
signals by an IBM-compatible PC interfaced with 16-bit
digital-to-analog converters~TDT DD1!, the output rates of
which were set to 200 kHz per channel. The levels of the
clicks were adjusted by TDT attenuators~PFA4!, and the
clicks were low-pass filtered at 7.5 kHz~PF1!. The clicks
were presented over Sony MDR-V6 headphones to listeners
seated in an IAC sound-attenuating chamber.

FIG. 1. A representation of a trial in which both the source and echo IDTs
were varied. The first interval consisted of a diotic cue, followed by the
listening interval, which consisted of a source and echo click with randomly
and independently chosen IDTs. The echo delay was fixed for an entire
block of trials. In this example, the source leads to the left ear while the echo
leads to the right ear. Because the IDTs of the clicks were selected randomly
and independently from trial to trial in certain experimental conditions, the
directions of the IDTs might be consistent with or opposite to one another
on any given trial in those conditions.
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Before each block of trials, listeners were allowed to
listen to practice trials which were like those to be presented
during the experimental run. Listeners were instructed to ad-
just the headphones during the practice trials so that the di-
otic cue appeared to be centered. When ready, listeners ini-
tiated a set of experimental trials by pressing a key on a
computer keyboard. Listeners were run during 2-h sessions
during which approximately 10–15 50-trial blocks were
completed. As stated previously, 1000 trials were run for
each echo delay in each condition. All trials of a particular
condition were run before trials of another type were pre-
sented.

There were 12 listeners in the target-Sand target-E con-
ditions and seven listeners in the difference condition. Due to
the unavailability of some listeners, the first author was the
only listener common to both groups. All remaining listeners
were undergraduate volunteers who were paid to participate
in the experiment. The first author was experienced in listen-
ing to these types of stimuli and required little training in
order to become familiar with the task. The remaining 17
listeners had little or no experience in these types of listening
tasks and were run for several thousand trials before data
collection began. In addition, listeners were run in one or
more blocks of practice trials in each condition before data
was collected. Of the 12 listeners who participated in the
target-S and target-E conditions, half of the listeners ran the
conditions in the following order: target-S/fixed-E, target-S/
variable-E, target-E/fixed-S, and target-E/variable-S. The re-
maining listeners ran the conditions as follows: target-E/
fixed-S, target-E/variable-S, target-S/fixed-E, and target-S/
variable-E. Within each condition, stimuli were presented
from the longest echo delay to the shortest echo delay. The
difference condition was run last.

II. RESULTS

A. Computation of observer weights

The data in the present experiments were analyzed by
way of the model described by Stellmack and Lutfi~1996! in
which the listener’s responses are based on a decision vari-
able that is the weighted sum of the IDTs of the individual
components~in this case, the source and echo!:

D5wSIDTS1wEIDTE1e, ~1!

where thew’s are the observer’s weights for the source and
echo IDTs~as indicated by theS andE subscripts!, ande is
an additive error term encompassing all variability unac-
counted for by the weighted IDTs. Responses are assumed to
be based on the value ofD such that listeners respond

‘‘left’’ if D,0; ‘‘right’’ if D.0;

‘‘left’’ or ‘‘right’’ randomly if D50. ~2!

The relative weight given to the binaural information of a
given component@in Eq. ~1!# is proportional to the correla-

tion between the trial-by-trial IDTs for that component and
the listener’s left–right responses.~See Stellmack and Lutfi,
1996.!

In the results reported here, themagnitudes~absolute
values! of the correlation coefficients were normalized to
sum to 1.00 rather than the actual correlation coefficients,
and thesign of each original correlation coefficient was re-
tained. This was done in order to deal with situations in
which negative correlations were obtained. When negative
correlations are obtained, normalizing the actual correlation
coefficients produces weights beyond the range of21.00 to
11.00. Normalizing the magnitudes of the correlation coef-
ficients more accurately reflects the relative weight given to
each component across conditions. The sign of each weight
then simply indicates whether the listener’s responses were
consistent with~1! or opposite to~2! the direction of the
IDT of that component.

B. Interpretation of observer weights

In the results that follow, one can consider the weighting
strategy used by an ideal observer that performs the task
optimally, that is, a ‘‘noiseless’’ observer that maximizes
percent correct~as in Stellmack and Lutfi, 1996!. In the ex-
perimental tasks used here, every trial has an unambiguously
correct response based on either the IDT of the target or the
difference between the IDTs of the source and echo. Thus, an
ideal observer that weights the information optimally for a
given task will achieve 100% correct. When a human ob-
server fails to achieve 100% correct, one can evaluate the
extent to which imperfect performance results from~1! inap-
propriate weighting of the interaural delays of the source and
echo or~2! sources of variability other than the sum of the
weighted IDTs.

The listener is said to use an inefficient or nonoptimal
weighting strategy when the relative weights for that listener
differ from the ideal weighting strategy for a given condi-
tion. Given the method of normalizing the observer weights
that is used here, the weights will fall in the range from
21.00 to11.00. When the source or echo is identified as the
target and the listener is instructed to ignore the nontarget
click, the ideal weighting strategy~which maximizes percent
correct! is one in which the observer gives the target click a
weight of 11.00 and the nontarget click a weight of 0.00.
Such a weighting strategy will produce 100% correct for the
ideal noiseless observer@from Eqs.~1! and ~2!#. To the ex-
tent that weight is given to the nontarget click, performance
will fall below 100% correct. When the listener is instructed
to respond to the IDT of the echo relative to that of the
source~the difference condition!, the ideal weighting strat-
egy is one in which the source and echo are weighted equally
but with opposite signs; that is, the echo weight is10.50 and
the source weight is20.50. This weighting strategy will pro-
duce 100% correct for an ideal observer in the difference
condition. In general, for tasks in which listeners must make
comparisons between stimulus elements in order to deter-
mine the correct response, the optimal weighting strategy for
a particular task includes weights of opposite sign for the
relevant parameters of the stimulus components that must be
compared.1
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Even if the human observer uses the optimal weighting
strategy, performance~percent correct! will be adversely af-
fected by the presence of other sources of variability@e in
Eq. ~1!# that are unrelated to the sum of the weighted IDTs.
In other words, the relative influence ofe in Eq. ~1! indicates
how well the weighted combination of IDTs alone accounts
for the listener’s responses. The error term cannot be com-
puted directly, but its influence can be estimated by comput-
ing the percentage of the listener’s responses that can be
predicted by the listener’s weights. In order to calculate this
percentage, the computed weights were inserted into Eq.~1!
ande was set to zero. Simulated responses were obtained by
inserting into Eq.~1! the actual IDTs that were presented to
the listener on each trial and using Eq.~2! to generate a
response. The percentage of simulated responses that agreed
with the listener’s actual responses~the percentage of re-
sponses predicted by the weights! was then computed. This
value is inversely related to the relative contribution ofe in
the decision process. Ife50, then 100% of the responses can
be predicted by the weights. Ase becomes large, the percent-
age of responses predicted by the weights will drop to a
lower limit of 50%. Furthermore, the particular weighting
strategy that is adopted by the listener becomes irrelevant
when the weights predict a very low percentage~near 50%!
of the responses. In such cases, the weights have essentially
no predictive value~responses are uncorrelated with both the
IDT of the source and echo!. A comparison of the influence
of e across conditions indicates which conditions are influ-
enced to a greater or lesser extent by factors other than the
weighted IDTs.

The focus of the present paper is on the relative weight
placed on the IDTs of the source and echo. Given that the
presence of additive internal noise has essentially no effect
on the estimated weights except when the variance of the
noise is very large~Richards and Zhu, 1994!, little attention
is devoted in this paper to the noise term of Eq.~1! other
than as an estimate of the predictive value of the weights, as
described above. In this paper, the proportion of responses
predicted by the weights simply is used as an estimate of the
relative influence of factors other than the weighted sum of
the interaural delays. One might choose to undertake a more
elaborate analysis of the noise in the decision process, such
as estimating the magnitude of an additive noise process that
would yield results similar to those of the actual listeners.
Such an analysis would require additional assumptions, such
as the form of the noise process and where the noise is added
~e.g., to the interaural delays before weighting, or to the
weighted sum of the interaural delays, or both!. A detailed
analysis of the noise would not change the conclusions of the
present paper regarding the relative weight given to the IDTs
of the source and echo.

The rationale behind the present analysis is similar to
that of multiple linear regression. The variability in the data
can be partitioned into that which is attributable to the sum
of the weighted IDTs and residual variance that is due to
other factors. The main question of the present paper is: Can
some portion of the variability in the listener’s responses be
attributed to the manner in which the listener weights the
IDTs of the source and echo clicks? That is, in situations in

which a listener performs a task imperfectly~in terms of
percent correct!, can a greater-than-chance proportion of the
listener’s responses be predicted by weighting the source and
echo IDTs in some nonoptimal manner? Percent correct is
the percentage of responses that can be predicted by the op-
timal weighting strategy for a particular task~for example,
giving no weight to the echo when the source is the target!.
The correlational method used here produces weights that
predict a maximal percentage of the listener’s responses.
Thus, percent correct can never be higher than the percentage
of responses predicted by the weights as computed here.

C. Target- S and target- E conditions

Because the patterns of results for the 12 listeners were
remarkably similar in the target-S and target-E conditions,
the results were averaged across listeners. Figure 2 shows
percent correct as a function of echo delay in all of the
target-S conditions~open symbols! and target-E conditions
~filled symbols!. Triangles represent the conditions in which
the nontarget IDT was fixed at 0ms, and circles represent the
conditions in which the nontarget IDT varied. The error bars
indicate standard errors of the mean. The dashed and dotted
horizontal lines near the top of the panel indicate the average
percent correct and61 standard error of the mean, respec-
tively, for these listeners for the single-click condition, in
which only the source and no echo was presented during the
listening interval of each trial.

The conditions in which the nontarget IDT was fixed at
0 ms are represented by triangles in Fig. 2. In the target-S/
fixed-E condition ~open triangles!, there is very little effect
of echo delay on performance. Percent correct is highest at
the longest and shortest echo delays and is approximately
6–7 percent lower in the middle range of echo delays~8–32
ms!. There is a much larger effect of echo delay on perfor-
mance in the target-E/fixed-Scondition~filled triangles!. Per-
cent correct is over 20 percent lower at the shortest echo
delay than at the longest echo delay. For echo delays of 8 ms
and lower, percent correct in the target-S/fixed-E condition is

FIG. 2. Percent correct as a function of echo delay in the two target-S
conditions and the two target-E conditions. Percentages have been averaged
across 12 listeners. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean. The
dashed line at the top of the figure represents mean percent correct for the
same 12 listeners in the single-click condition. The dotted lines above and
below the dashed line represent61 standard error of the mean.
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much higher than that in the target-E/fixed-S condition, sug-
gesting that binaural information in the echo is suppressed in
these conditions. In these data, the range of delays over
which one might conclude that the precedence effect oper-
ates~approximately 1–4 ms! is comparable to the range re-
ported elsewhere for click stimuli~e.g., Gaskell, 1983; Sa-
beri and Perrott, 1990!.

In the target-Sand target-E conditions, performance was
generally poorer when the nontarget IDT varied than when it
was fixed at 0ms. For the target-S conditions ~open sym-
bols!, percent correct was 6–13 percentage points lower
when the nontarget IDT varied~circles! than when it was
fixed ~triangles! for all but the two smallest echo delays. The
largest decrement in performance occurred at an echo delay
of 16 ms. There was a slightly smaller effect of varying the
nontarget IDT in the target-E conditions~filled symbols!. For
all but the two largest echo delays, percent correct in the
target-E conditions when the nontarget IDT varied~circles!
is 5–10 percentage points lower than when the nontarget
IDT was fixed~triangles!.

The percent correct scores for all conditions containing
both a source and echo were lower than that for a single click
in isolation. This is true even for conditions in which the
nontarget IDT was fixed at 0ms. All data points in Fig. 2 fall
below the horizontal dashed line representing percent correct
for a single click. Even at the shortest delay, the mere pres-
ence of the echo click had a deleterious effect on perfor-
mance when listeners made judgments about the source.

In the top panel of Fig. 3, percent-correct scores from
the target-S/variable-E condition ~open symbols! and target-
E/variable-S condition ~filled symbols! have been replotted
from Fig. 2. The middle panel of Fig. 3 shows the average
normalizedechoweights as a function of echo delay for the
target-S/variable-E condition ~open symbols! and the target-
E/variable-S condition ~filled symbols!. ~For the conditions
in which the nontarget IDT isfixed, the relative weights are
undefined.! Because the weights were normalized to sum to
1.00, the source weights are simply 1.00 minus the echo
weights that are plotted in the middle panel of Fig. 3. Al-
though negative weights are possible, all average weights for
both the target and nontarget clicks were positive in these
conditions. The bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows the percentage
of responses predicted by the weights for the same condi-
tions. The ordinate in the bottom panel has been inverted to
reflect the inverse relationship between the percentage of re-
sponses predicted by the weights and the relative influence of
variance due to factors other than the weighted sum of the
IDTs. Thus, higher levels of unexplained variance are repre-
sented toward the upper portion of the panel.

As shown in the middle panel of Fig. 3, the relative
weight given to the echo~and source! was nearly the same
regardless of whether the source or echo was identified as the
target for echo delays of 1–32 ms. Very little weight was
given to the echo at the shortest echo delay, and the echo
weight increases with increasing echo delay. Because the
echo weight was independent of which click was identified
as the target for echo delays up to 32 ms, it appears that the
listeners had little control over the relative weight that was
given to the source and echo. For this range of echo delays,

the listeners approached the optimal weighting strategy only
at echo delays of 1 and 2 ms when the source was the target.

For echo delays of 64 ms and larger, the listeners ad-
justed their weighting strategies appropriately, depending
upon which click was the target. At these longer echo delays,
the target click was given greater weight than the nontarget
click. The relative weight given to the target increased as
echo delay increased. However, even at the longest echo de-
lay, 256 ms, small but significant weight was given to the
nontarget click.

The percentage of responses predicted by the weights
~shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3! is not constant, which
indicates the extent to which responses were based upon the
weighted combination of IDTs; that is, the extent to which
the amount of unexplained variance in the decision process
varied across conditions. For conditions in which the echo
was the target~filled symbols!, the unexplained variance was
greatest at the shortest two echo delays, it decreased to a

FIG. 3. In the top panel, percent correct is replotted from Fig. 2 for the
target-S/variable-E and target-E/variable-S conditions. For the same condi-
tions, the middle panel shows theechoweight and the bottom panel shows
the percentage of responses predicted by the weights, both as a function of
echo delay. All data are averaged across 12 listeners. Error bars represent
standard errors of the mean.
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roughly constant level for echo delays of 8 ms and above. In
contrast, in the conditions in which the source was the target
~open symbols!, the amount of unexplained variance was
lowest for the shortest echo delay. The influence of the un-
explained variance increased as echo delay increased, and
reached a maximum for an echo delay of 16 ms. The influ-
ence of the unexplained variance decreased as the echo delay
increased above 16 ms.

The fact that performance was only partially affected by
the weighting strategy can be seen by comparing the three
panels of Fig. 3. For the target-S condition ~open symbols!,
percent correct is clearly inversely related to both the echo
weight and the amount of additional unexplained variance.
Both the echo weight and error variance are at their maxi-
mum values where percent correct is at its minimum~echo
delay516 ms!. Similarly, percent correct for the target-E
condition ~filled symbols! is directly related to the echo
weight and approximately inversely related to the error vari-
ance. The increase in percent correct as echo delay increases,
with a slight plateau for echo delays of 16–32 ms, is accom-
panied by a similar increase and plateau in the echo weight.
The large increase in percent correct for echo delays from
2–8 ms corresponds to a decrease in the error variance, as
well as an increase in the echo weight over the same range of

echo delay. Although the echo weight increases sharply for
echo delays from 32–256 ms, percent correct increases less
rapidly over this range of echo delays than at the shorter
echo delays because the level of unexplained variance is ap-
proximately constant.

D. Difference condition

The results for the difference condition were somewhat
less consistent across listeners. Data for listener MAS~the
first author! were qualitatively different than those for the
other six listeners, whose data were fairly similar to one
another. As a result, data are presented separately for listener
MAS in the left-hand column of Fig. 4, while average data
are shown for the remaining listeners in the right-hand col-
umn of the same figure. The data are presented in the same
format as Fig. 3. The magnitudes of the source and echo
weights shown in the right-hand column of Fig. 4 do not sum
to 1.0 in all cases because the weights have been averaged
across listeners, and in several cases some listeners produced
positive weights while the remaining listeners produced
negative weights.~The magnitudes of the weights for each
individual listener first were normalized to sum to 1.0.!

Listener MAS performed above chance at all echo de-
lays in the difference task. Percent correct was lowest for
echo delays from 4–16 ms and increased to a maximum as
echo delay increased to 256 ms. The percentage of responses
predicted by the weights, shown in the bottom panel of the
left-hand column of Fig. 4, is greater than chance at all echo
delays, and substantially so at all but one echo delay, indi-
cating that performance can be attributed in part to the
weighting strategy adopted by this listener.

The weights shown in the middle panel of the left-hand
column of Fig. 4 indicate that MAS gave large negative
weight to the source IDT and no weight to the echo IDT at
echo delays from 1–4 ms.~Symbols filled with a plus sign
indicate weights that are not significantly different from
0.00.2! In the difference condition, recall that the ideal
weighting strategy is one in which the echo and source are
given equal weight but with opposite signs, with the source
given negative weight. If the binaural information due to the
echo IDT is weak or unavailable, it is still possible to per-
form above chance by simply giving negative weight to the
source IDT; that is, by making a left/right response opposite
to the direction of the apparent intracranial position of the
source. This is because the ‘‘correct’’ response is partially
~and negatively! correlated with the IDT of the source. It
appears that MAS adopted such a strategy for echo delays of
1, 2, and 4 ms, which allowed him to perform above chance
even though he gave no weight to the echo IDT.

For echo delays from 8–32 ms, MAS gave significant
positive weight to both the source and echo, with slightly
greater weight given to the echo. This pattern of weights is
somewhat similar to the pattern obtained for the same range
of echo delays in the target-S and target-E conditions shown
in Fig. 3. The possibility that the listener was able to resolve
the IDTs of the source and echo and was merely confused as
to the order of the IDTs is considered in the discussion sec-
tion below.

FIG. 4. The results of the difference condition, plotted in the same format as
Fig. 3. Results are shown for listener MAS~in the left-hand column! and
average data are shown for the remaining six listeners whose results were
similar to one another~in the right-hand column!. In the middle panel of
both columns, open and filled symbols represent echo and source weights,
respectively. In the middle panel of the left-hand column, symbols filled
with a 1 represent weights that are not significantly different from zero. In
the right-hand column, error bars represent standard errors of the mean.
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MAS weighted the IDTs of the source and echo with the
optimal, opposite signs for echo delays of 64 ms and greater,
with the magnitudes of the weights nearly equal for echo
delays of 128 and 256 ms. The average data from the re-
maining six listeners~right-hand column of Fig. 4! show the
same pattern for the two longest echo delays. In the target-S
and target-E conditions~Fig. 3!, the optimal weighting strat-
egy was also most closely approximated for echo delays of
128 and 256 ms. Thus across all of the listening tasks pre-
sented here, the source and echo IDTs were weighted opti-
mally and listeners adjusted their weighting strategies appro-
priately only for echo delays greater than or equal to 128 ms.

The six listeners whose data are averaged in the right-
hand column of Fig. 4 experienced much more difficulty in
performing the difference task as indicated by both their data
and their obvious frustration during the experiment. For echo
delays from 1–8 ms, these listeners were unable to perform
above chance and their responses were essentially random.
The weights accounted for only a chance proportion of the
responses, indicating that the responses were uncorrelated
with both the source and echo IDTs. For echo delays from
16–64 ms, although these listeners still performed near
chance, the weights began to account for an increasing pro-
portion of their responses as echo delay increased. Positive
weight was given to both the source and echo IDTs, with
slightly greater weight given to the echo IDT, as was the case
for MAS. As indicated earlier, the average weighting strat-
egy approached the optimal strategy for the two longest echo
delays.

It is possible that the data of MAS were qualitatively
different from those of the remaining six listeners in the dif-
ference condition due to MAS’s previous participation in the
target-S and target-E conditions. However, it is more likely
that MAS’s performance in the more difficult difference task
was due to his extensive experience in listening tasks of this
sort. This same listener also showed a greater ability to hear
out the IDTs of tones of different frequencies and to adjust
his weighting of those IDTs in the results of Stellmack and
Lutfi ~1996!.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Dominance of the source at short echo delays

Generally, for the conditions in the present study that are
most similar to conditions in previous studies of the prece-
dence effect~i.e., fixed nontarget click, and echo delays of 8
ms or less!, the results are consistent with those of the pre-
vious studies. Binaural information in the source click was
given vastly greater weight than that of the echo click. In-
spection of percent-correct scores seems to suggest that bin-
aural information in the echo click was almost completely
suppressed at these short echo delays. However, echo IDTs
still had a small effect even at the shortest echo delays. Per-
formance in the target-E conditions was significantly better
when the source did not vary, indicating that the binaural
information in the echo was accessible to some small extent,
although clearly the information in the source was dominant.

In the present series of experiments, it was not com-
pletely surprising that the echo click had a small influence on

lateralization judgments even at the shortest echo delays.
Wallach et al. ~1949! found that lateralization of a source
click was influenced by the presence of an echo click for an
echo delay of 2 ms, while Gaskell~1983! observed the same
effect for echo delays from 50ms to 2 ms. Shinn-
Cunninghamet al. ~1993! observed in many cases that some
small weight was given to the binaural information in a lag-
ging noise burst for echo delays of 1 and 10 ms. Litovsky
and Macmillan~1994! also showed that a small amount of
weight was given to binaural information in a lagging noise
burst with an echo delay of 4 ms. Saberi~1996! found that
significant weight sometimes was given to the second click
in a train of clicks when the time between clicks was as small
as 1.8 ms. Freymanet al. ~1997! showed that the degree of
interaural ambiguity in the ongoing portion of a click train
affects the extent to which the initial click in a click train
dominates lateralization. As stated earlier, the authors
pointed out that later-arriving binaural information in their
click trains must not have been completely lost because lat-
eralization judgments for the entire click train were partially
dependent on the binaural configuration of the ongoing por-
tion. Saberi and Perrott~1990! showed that the precedence
effect almost completely disappears with practice for some
subjects, indicating that the binaural information in the echo
clicks must be available to listeners. The evidence suggests
that binaural information in echoes is available to the audi-
tory system to some extent even at very short echo delays. In
addition, the shortest echo delay used in the present experi-
ments~1 ms! is approximately the upper limit of the range of
delays at which summing localization is observed~e.g.,
Blauert, 1983!, so this effect may have resulted in weight
being given to the echo at the 1-ms echo delay.

For source and echo click pairs at very short echo de-
lays, there is evidence that listeners’ left–right responses are
based upon interaural spectral differences that are produced
when the source and echo click carry different interaural de-
lays ~Gaskell, 1983; Tollin and Henning, 1998!. For such
stimuli, differences between the spectra of the left–and right-
ear signals result simply because the temporal gap between
the source and echo clicks is different in the two ears~due to
the different interaural delays of the source and echo!. It has
been shown that for very short echo delays~less than about 2
ms!, the interaural spectral differences produced by interau-
rally delaying either the source or echo click~rather than the
interaural delay itself! can account for listeners’ responses to
source and echo clicks. These results provide additional evi-
dence that the directional information in echoes is not sup-
pressed at echo delays as small as 1–2 ms.

B. Identification of temporal order at longer echo
delays

While the results obtained at very short echo delays
were consistent with the results of previous studies of the
precedence effect, the large amount of interference between
the source and echo clicks was unexpected at the longer echo
delays. Most often, studies of the precedence effect utilize
stimuli in which the binaural information of the nontarget
~either the source or echo! is fixed and listeners must detect a
change in the binaural information of the target.~Shinn-
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Cunninghamet al., 1993, and Saberi, 1996, are two excep-
tions.! Rarely is the binaural information of both the source
and echo varied within the same block of trials, and it is
necessary to do so in order to observe the type of interfer-
ence seen in the present experiment. Although percent cor-
rect is lower when the nontarget IDT is fixed~as in the
target-S/fixed-E and target-E/fixed-S conditions! relative to
percent correct for a single click, an additional large decre-
ment in performance occurs when the nontarget IDT varies
from trial-to-trial ~as in the target-S/variable-E and target-E/
variable-S conditions!.

Interestingly, Shinn-Cunninghamet al. ~1993! estimated
source and echo weights based on the data of Zurek~1980!,
and showed results that might predict interference between
the source and echo for echo delays as long as 80 ms. In the
original experiments~Zurek, 1980!, listeners positioned an
acoustic pointer at the same apparent intracranial position as
a source–echo combination of continuous noise low-pass fil-
tered at 2 kHz. The source~leading noise! had an interaural
delay of 330ms to one ear and the echo~lagging noise! had
an interaural delay of 330ms to the opposite ear.~There was
no interaural delay of the onset or offset in Zurek’s stimuli.!
The subsequent analysis~Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1993,
Fig. 8! suggests that substantial weight was given to the echo
IDT for all echo delays up to 80 ms. However, such inter-
ference was not evident in the pointer adjustments at these
long echo delays in the original data and this issue was not
pursued. The analysis of Zurek’s data never indicated that
the echo was given greater weight than the source while the
present data did show greater echo weights for comparable
echo delays, but it must be emphasized that different stimuli
were used in the two experiments.

In the target-S and target-E conditions, for echo delays
from 16–64 ms, the subjective impressions of the listeners
suggested the possibility that the IDTs of the source and
echo were resolved, but that there was confusion as to the
order in which the IDTs occurred; that is, there was trial-by-
trial confusion as to which click was the target. This would
be evidenced in the data of both the target-S/variable-E and
target-E/variable-S conditions by~1! equal weights for the
two clicks,~2! a relatively large amount of unexplained vari-
ance, and~3! relatively low percent correct. In the present
data, these three trends were observed in the target-S/
variable-E condition for the middle range of echo delays.
However, for the target-E/variable-S condition for the same
range of delays, slightly greater weight was given to the
echo, there was minimal error variance, and percent correct
was substantially higher than in the target-S/variable-E con-
dition. These results suggest that the binaural information in
the echo is, in fact, dominant over that in the source at the
middle range of echo delays.

In the difference condition, in order to perform opti-
mally, listeners needed to resolve the IDTs of the source and
echo and to determine their correct temporal order. The data
show that the listeners did not weight the IDTs of the source
and echo optimally for the middle range of delays. Once
again, one can consider the possibility that the information
due to the IDTs of the clicks was separable but that the
listeners could not determine the correct temporal order of

the IDTs for this range of delays. One way in which the
listeners might handle such confusion is to randomly give
one IDT positive weight and the other IDT negative weight
on a trial-by-trial basis. If that were the case, the data com-
puted over all trials would show~1! zero weight for the
source and echo,~2! a large amount of unexplained variance
~which is necessarily the case when both weights are zero!,
and ~3! chance performance. In fact, in the present data,
MAS gave significant positive weight to both the source and
echo, and exhibited a very small amount of error variance for
echo delays from 8–32 ms. The remaining listeners dis-
played poor performance and large amounts of unexplained
variance over the same range of delays, but they also gave
positive weight to both the source and echo IDTs. This is not
consistent with the notion that the listeners gave positive and
negative weight to the two IDTs in a random fashion from
trial to trial.

Considering further the data for the middle range of
echo delays, if listeners were confused as to the temporal
order of the IDTs in the difference condition, suppose that
rather than randomly weighting one IDT positively and the
other negatively, listeners made responses consistent with
the IDT of only one click and disregarded the IDT of the
other click. Furthermore, if each response was based upon
the IDT with the larger magnitude on a particular trial, this
would result in~1! nearly equal positive weights for both the
source and echo and~2! small amounts of error variance,
when computed over all trials. The data for MAS in Fig. 4
are somewhat consistent with such a strategy but, even so,
the echo IDT was given greater weight overall than the
source IDT in the middle range of echo delays.

Note that in the target-S/variable-E, target-E/variable-S,
and difference conditions, the stimuli were statistically iden-
tical. The conditions differed only in the instructions given to
the listeners. Therefore, listeners would have attained maxi-
mum performance in all of these conditions~for a given level
of additional unexplained variance! only if they adjusted
their weighting strategy so that it was optimal for each ex-
perimental condition. A description of the ability of listeners
to change their strategies for using the source and echo IDTs
in different tasks~e.g., to change weights to the optimal
weights for a given task, as discussed above! illustrates the
extent to which the binaural information in the two clicks is
truly separable. Only at the two longest echo delays, 128 and
256 ms, were the listeners able to approximate the ideal
weighting strategy in all of the listening tasks. For echo de-
lays of 64 ms and less, there was substantial interaction be-
tween the source and echo in all conditions, such that listen-
ers appeared to be unable to adjust their weighting strategy
to the task demands. The source was generally dominant for
echo delays of 1–8 ms, but the binaural information in the
echo had slightly greater influence for echo delays from
16–64 ms regardless of the instructions and feedback given
to listeners.

The present results, which show that listeners might
have difficulty in judging the temporal order of interaural
delays of a source and echo click for an intermediate range
of echo delays, are consistent with an observation made by
Wallach et al. ~1949, experiment 5!. Their listeners could
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separately lateralize a source and echo click for an echo de-
lay of 10 ms, but the listeners often had difficulty in telling
which sound was heard first. The experimenters did not fol-
low up on this observation because their primary interest was
in conditions in which the source and echo were perceptually
fused into a single auditory event~i.e., an echo delay of 2
ms!.

One might suspect that judgments of temporal order of
binaural information require larger temporal separations than
judgments of temporal order for monaural sources of infor-
mation, due to the apparent ‘‘sluggishness’’ of the binaural
system~e.g., Grantham and Wightman, 1978!. However, the
sluggishness of the binaural system most likely influences
thedetectionof a nonzero IDT of one click in the presence of
another~as in the fixed nontarget conditions! when their tem-
poral separation is small. In the present experiments, the
judgment of temporal order~as in the variable nontarget and
difference conditions! is poor even when the IDT of either
the source or echo can be detected~as indicated by relatively
better performance in the fixed nontarget conditions!, so it
would seem that binaural sluggishness is not the sole deter-
minant of the ability to judge the temporal order of binaural
information.

More likely, the present results are related to the effects
of the spatial separation of auditory streams on perceptual
segregation of those streams~Bregman, 1990!. For example,
it has been observed that when sequences of 100-ms tones
are perceptually segregated on the basis of the ear to which
they are presented, listeners have great difficulty in making
judgments of the temporal order of events across the segre-
gated streams~Judd, 1979!. ~In contrast, the temporal order
of monaurally presented tones can be identified correctly for
durations less than 10 ms in some cases, e.g., Divenyi and
Hirsh, 1974.! On the basis of these previous observations,
one might predict that listeners in the present experiments
would be unable to identify the temporal order of the inter-
aural delays of two clicks at echo delays up to 100 ms even
though the interaural delays are perceptually separable. In
fact, the results of Judd~1979! would suggest that listeners
would have even greater difficulty in judging the temporal
order of a source and echo click as the apparent spatial sepa-
ration of the clicks increases~for example, if their mean
IDTs were unequal!. The method used in the present paper
essentially produces weights that are averaged over the range
of possible IDTs for each click. In order to determine if the
relative weights vary with changes in the relative IDTs of the
clicks, it would be necessary to compute weights for condi-
tions in which the mean IDT of the source differs from that
of the echo.~Recall that in the present experiment, the mean
IDTs of the source and echo were always 0ms.!

Although nonoptimal performance in the target-S/
variable-E, target-E/variable-S, and difference conditions
may have been partially due to confusion as to the temporal
order of the IDTs of the clicks, it should be noted once again
that performance was also worse in the conditions in which
the nontarget click was fixed~target-S/fixed-E and target-E/
fixed-S! relative to the baseline condition in which a single
click was presented in each trial. It is difficult to attribute
such a decrement in performance to confusion as to the tem-

poral order of the IDTs in the two-click conditions because
one of the IDTs was always fixed at 0ms. If the IDTs of both
clicks were resolved and separable in the target/fixed condi-
tions, the listener merely had to respond to the nonzero IDT
without regard to the temporal order of the IDTs. This sug-
gests that at all echo delays studied in this experiment, there
is interference or interaction between the source and echo
IDTs beyond that due to confusion as to their temporal order.

C. Possible cues for reducing temporal order
confusion

The precedence effect generally is posited as a mecha-
nism which allows the auditory system to localize sound
sources accurately in reverberant environments by suppress-
ing the potentially conflicting cues that can be present in
echoes. The data of this paper and those discussed in the
introduction show that for click stimuli, the influence of bin-
aural information in echoes is severely reduced when the
echo follows the source by less than about 8 ms. However,
the present data also show that there is substantial interfer-
ence produced by the simulated echo in a lateralization task
over a range of longer delays of approximately 16–64 ms.
Over this range of delays, the binaural information of the
echo appears to be slightly dominant over the binaural infor-
mation of the source. This interference had not been seen
previously because of the type of stimuli used in other ex-
periments studying the precedence effect~stimuli containing
small echo delays and/or fixed nontarget stimuli!. Reverbera-
tion times of 16–64 ms are not uncommon in real environ-
ments, and the directions of reverberations are usually unpre-
dictable or change as the listener or source moves. Thus, the
ability to suppress binaural information in echoes at short
echo delays might be a useful mechanism by which sound
sources can be localized in small spaces, but there appears to
be a much larger range of echo delays over which the echo
might interfere substantially with the ability to localize the
source, particularly when the direction of the echo is unex-
pected or unpredictable.~Although the present paper deals
with binaural information, accurate localization of a source
in the presence of echoes would require the listener to sup-
press the directional information associated with the echoes
in general, regardless of whether that directional information
is binaural or monaural in origin.!

In real-world listening situations, certain monaural as-
pects of the source and echo, such as differences between
their intensities and spectra, might provide additional cues
for segregating the binaural information in the source and
echo. Echoes often arrive at a listener’s ear at a lower level
than the source due to the longer distance traveled by the
echo. In addition, high frequencies in echoes may be attenu-
ated relative to the source due to absorption by air, or high
and low frequencies in the echo might be attenuated differ-
entially depending on the absorptive properties or physical
dimensions of the reflecting surface. It is possible that these
additional cues for segregating sources from echoes would
reduce the interference that was observed over an intermedi-
ate range of echo delays, in the same way that Freymanet al.
~1997! showed that spectral differences between onset and
ongoing noise bursts can reduce the dominance of the onset
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noise burst. It remains to be seen whether interference effects
such as those observed in the present results occur in the
localization of sources and echoes in free-field listening situ-
ations where these potential cues for segregation are natu-
rally present.
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Masking with interaurally delayed stimuli: The use of ‘‘internal’’
delays in binaural detection
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Detectability of 500-Hz tones was measured in the presence of broadband masking noise using three
types of binaural conditions. In the first, the masker was presented diotically and the tone was
interaurally delayed. In the second, the masker was interaurally delayed and the 500-Hz tone was
presented either in phase~S0! or out of phase~Sp!. In the third, the masker consisted of the sum of
two independent noises having interaural delays of equal magnitude and opposite sign. The signal
was, once more, presented either in phase~S0! or out of phase~Sp!. Comparisons among the data
and quantitative analyses assuming the use of compensatory ‘‘internal delays’’ suggested that
internal delays are operative and compensate accurately for external delays of up to approximately
750 ms. The analyses also indicated that larger internal delays~i.e., up to 2 to 3 ms! are probably
also operative. However, performance using such large internal delays appears to be degraded in
accord with the hypothesis that their application introduces ‘‘noise’’ in the internal representation of
the stimuli. © 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03001-5#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Ba@DWG#

INTRODUCTION

Numerous investigations of the auditory system have
validated Jeffress’ postulation~Jeffress, 1948! of an internal
delay mechanism that allows for the processing of stimulus-
imposed, external, interaural delays. Currently, there are ana-
tomical and physiological data that confirm the existence of
neural elements within the central auditory system that ap-
pear to provide a functional implementation of Jeffress’ con-
ception~Kuwadaet al., 1997!. Further, a stage of processing
involving internal delays is an integral part of modern mod-
els of binaural hearing dealing with localization, lateraliza-
tion, and detection based on binaural information~e.g., Col-
burn and Durlach, 1978; Durlachet al., 1982; Stern and
Trahiotis, 1992!. Of particular interest for this investigation
is Durlach’s equalization-cancellation~Durlach, 1963, 1972!
model of binaural detection. Within that model, stimuli con-
taining external delays are ‘‘equalized’’ by internal delays.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the contri-
bution of internal delays to binaural detection. In order to do
so, we compared performance using three types of stimulus
conditions containing an external interaural delay. In one
type of condition~termed N0St!, a tonalsignal was interau-
rally delayed and a broadband masking noise was presented
diotically. For this stimulus configuration, internal delays are
expected to play no role. In another type of condition, the
maskerwas interaurally delayed and the signal was presented
either interaurally in phase~NtS0! or interaurally out of
phase~NtSp!. For this type of stimulus configuration, inter-
nal delays could play a role. Both of these stimulus condi-
tions have been used in the past~e.g., Jeffresset al., 1962;
Langford and Jeffress, 1964!.

In a third, novel, type of condition, we employed two
simultaneous, independent sources of masking noise having
identical magnitudes of interaural delay that were opposite in
sign. That is, in this type of condition, which we will refer to

as the ‘‘double-delay’’ condition, one source led in the left
ear and the other source led in the right ear. As was true in
the former ‘‘single-delay’’ conditions, the signal was pre-
sented either interaurally in phase or interaurally out of
phase. An important characteristic of the double-delay con-
ditions is that, becausetwo independentnoises are simulta-
neously present, internal delays cannot be used to compen-
sate for external delays. In order to understand why this is so,
assume that an internal delay is applied to equalize and sub-
sequently canceloneof the independent noise components of
the double-delay stimulus. Doing so, however, results in the
interaural delay of the other, independent, noise component
being doubled rather than being compensated. Subsequent
subtraction of the two channels will lead to complete elimi-
nation of the first component of noise. However, this appar-
ent advantage will be counteracted by the effect of the sub-
traction on the power of the second component of noise.
Depending on the magnitude of the double delay applied to
the stimulus, the power of the second noise component might
be reduced or increased. In some cases, a net reduction in the
power of the combined components may result from the
equalization of one of the components. However, a detailed
analysis of the cross-correlation functions of double-delayed
maskers revealed that, inall cases that lead to an appre-
ciable binaural advantage, this advantage is smaller than
that obtained by a direct subtraction or summation of the two
channels without the imposition of any ‘‘compensating’’ in-
ternal delay. Such direct subtraction or summation without
the imposition of any internal delay always results inboth
noise components being partially reduced, if not fully elimi-
nated. Thus, maximizing the binaural release from masking
in the double-delay conditions necessitates that no internal
delay be applied.

Although it is not necessarily intuitively obvious, it is
the case that the interaural correlation of maskers in the
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single- and double-delay conditions is identical for any par-
ticular magnitude of interaural delay. Thus, predictions of
detection performance based strictly on binaural correlation
coefficientswould be identical for these two types of stimuli.
However, if compensatory internal delays are utilized~and
perhaps if the cross-correlation function rather than the cor-
relation coefficient is relevant for detection!, then detection
in the single-delay condition would be better than in the
corresponding double-delay condition.

A comparison of data obtained when thesignal was de-
layed~N0St! with data obtained when thenoisewas delayed
in the single-delay conditions~NtS0 and NtSp! also sheds
light on the use of internal delays. To the degree that internal
delays precisely compensate for external delays, perfor-
mance should be equivalent for these two types of stimuli
because internal delays would transform the differing types
of stimuli into effectively identical internal representations.
However, if performance when the noise is delayed isinfe-
rior to performance when the signal is delayed by the same
amount, then we would have rather direct evidence that de-
lays of such magnitude cannot be internally compensated.

It will be seen that comparisons among the data suggest
that binaural detection is mediated by a limited range of
internal delays. Although internal delays smaller than 750ms
or so appear to be used without appreciable processing er-
rors, quantitative analyses suggest that utilization of larger
internal delays entails inaccuracies that degrade binaural pro-
cessing.

I. EXPERIMENT

A. Procedure

Detection of 500-Hz tones was measured in the presence
of 900-Hz-wide Gaussian noise that was centered at 500 Hz
and presented at an overall level of 75 dB SPL~spectrum
level equivalent to 45.5 dB SPL!. The total duration of the
noise was 300 ms~including 10-ms, cosine-squared, rise/
decay times!. The signals were 280 ms long~including 10-
ms, cosine-squared, rise/decay times! and were temporally
centered within the maskers. All stimuli were generated digi-
tally with a sampling rate of 20 kHz via an array processor
~Tucker-Davis Technologies AP2!. The noises were con-
structed as follows. Amplitudes of the spectral components
within the passband were drawn from a Raleigh distribution;
phases were choosen from a uniform distribution. Inverse
fast Fourier transforms~FFTs! yielded 32 768 points in the
time domain. This yielded 1.64-s-long buffers of noise from
which segments were randomly chosen in a manner that pro-
vided essentially independent waveforms in each interval of
the psychophysical task. New, independent buffers were gen-
erated for each experimental run.

The tonal signals were generated in the time domain and
added to the noise waveforms prior to D/A conversion. All
stimuli were low-pass filtered at 8.5 kHz~TDT FLT2! and
presented via TDH-39 earphones~mounted in MX/41-AR
cushions! to listeners seated in single-walled, IAC booths.
Three young adults, two male and one female, with no evi-
dence or history of hearing loss served as listeners. All lis-

teners received extensive practice before the collection of
data began.

The stimuli were presented in a two-cue, two-
alternative, forced-choice task. Each trial consisted of a
warning interval~300 ms! and four 300-ms observation in-
tervals separated by 400 ms. Intervals were marked by a
visual display on a computer monitor. The first and fourth
intervals contained only the masker. The signal was pre-
sented with equala priori probability in either the second or
the third interval. The remaining interval, like the first and
fourth intervals, contained only the masker. Masker wave-
forms were randomly chosen both within and across trials.
Correct-answer feedback was provided after each response.

The level of the signal was varied adaptively in order to
estimate 70.7% correct~Levitt, 1971!. The initial step size of
the adaptive track was 4 dB and was reduced to 2 dB and to
1 dB after two reversals occurred at each of the former step
sizes. A run was terminated after 12 reversals using the 1-dB
step size and estimates of threshold were calculated using the
average level of the signal across the last 10 reversals. Final
thresholds were calculated by averaging three estimates of
threshold for each listener and for each stimulus condition.

As mentioned in the Introduction, three types of condi-
tions, differing in the binaural presentation of the stimuli,
were employed. In the first type of condition~termed N0St!,
the signal was interaurally delayed from 0 to 1000ms in
steps of 125ms and the masker was presented diotically. In
the second type of condition, themaskerwas interaurally
delayed from 0 to 4125ms in steps of 125ms and the signal
was presented either interaurally in phase~NtS0! or interau-
rally out of phase~NtSp!. This will be referred to as the
‘‘single-delay’’ condition. In the third type of condition, we
mixed two simultaneous, independent sources of masking
noise having identical magnitudes of interaural delay of op-
posite sign. This will be referred to as the ‘‘double-delay’’
condition. Once more the magnitudes of interaural delays
ranged from 0 to 4125ms in steps of 125ms and the signal
was presented either interaurally in phase or interaurally out
of phase.

All possible combinations of type of condition, interau-
ral phase of the signal, and magnitude of interaural delay
were tested once in random order. Then, the strategy of vis-
iting all of the conditions once exhaustively was used twice
more utilizing two new random orders.

B. Results and discussion

We proceed in the following way. First, we present de-
tection thresholds obtained when thesignal was interaurally
delayed. Then we show that these thresholds are very well
accounted for by using a noise-cancellation approach similar
to that of Durlach~1963!. Next, we present detection thresh-
olds obtained when thenoisewas interaurally delayed in the
single-delay conditions. We then compare those thresholds
to the thresholds obtained when thesignal was delayed in
order to assess how efficiently internal delays could have
been utilized in the single-delay conditions. Next, we present
detection thresholds obtained in the double-delay conditions.
We then compare those thresholds to the thresholds obtained
in the single-delay conditions in order to assess how effi-
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ciency of detection changes when internal delayscannotbe
utilized to compensate for external delays. After the data
have been analyzed in this manner, we address quantitatively
how efficiently internal delays can be used, as a function of
external delay. Finally, we show that all of our data can be
accounted for by an equalization-cancellation model that
takes into account the processing bandwidth of the listener
and the limited accuracy with which internal delays can be
applied. We wish to emphasize that all of the modeling pre-
sented in this paper represents a general approach pioneered
by Durlach~1963! that has been augmented by the postula-
tion of a ‘‘noisy’’ internal delay mechanism.

The thresholds obtained when the noise was diotic and
the signal was interaurally delayed~N0St thresholds! are
plotted in Fig. 1. The data points represent the mean of the
thresholds of three listeners. Error bars indicate6 one stan-
dard error of the mean. The highest threshold was found
when the delay was 0ms. This was expected because that
stimulus condition is diotic~N0S0! and provides no binaural
information. The lowest thresholds occurred for delays ap-
proaching a value of 1000ms. This was also expected be-
cause a delay of 1000ms of the 500-Hz signal results in an
N0Sp condition for which listeners are commonly found to
have the lowest threshold. The differences between N0S0
and N0Sp thresholds~i.e., the masking level difference, or
MLD ! was 13 dB. This is a value commonly found in studies
employing a low-frequency tone masked by a broadband
noise~e.g., Durlach and Colburn, 1978! and a MLD of that
size indicates that our listeners were adept at performing the
tasks.

The data indicate that the thresholds decrease sharply as
increasing interaural delays of the signal are imposed and
that thresholds appear to level off for the larger interaural
delays. This patterning of thresholds is in agreement with the
findings of earlier studies that also employed an N0St con-
dition ~Jeffresset al., 1952!. No data were obtained for de-
lays larger than 1000ms because, as shown by Jeffresset al.
~1962!, interaural phase differences of equal magnitude but
different sign produce equivalent thresholds.

The solid line in Fig. 1 shows predictions of N0St
thresholds computed utilizing a simple noise-cancellation
schemea la Durlach ~1963! that does not include internal
delays. Details are presented later in a section devoted to the
modeling of the data. The model accounted for 95% of the
variance in the data. It is important to note that the putative
internal delay lineplayed no rolein the derivation of the
predictions.

We now turn to a description of the data obtained when
the noisewas interaurally delayed and the tonal signal was
either presented in phase~NtS0! or out of phase~NtSp!.
The NtS0 and NtSp thresholds are plotted as closed squares
in Fig. 2~a! and~b!, respectively. As before, data points rep-
resent the mean of the thresholds of three listeners and error
bars indicate standard errors of the mean. To facilitate a di-
rect comparison with the N0St thresholds shown in Fig. 1,
those thresholds are replotted in Fig. 2 as open circles.1

The patterning of NtS0 thresholds in of Fig. 2~a! shows
‘‘damped oscillations’’ having a 2000-ms periodicity. The

FIG. 1. Average thresholds of the three listeners in the N0St condition
~circles!. Error bars indicate across-listener standard errors. The solid line
shows thresholds predicted by a cancellation model~see text!.

FIG. 2. Average thresholds of the three listeners in the single-delay condi-
tions ~squares!. Error bars indicate across-listener standard errors. Panel~a!
shows the NtS0 thresholds. Panel~b! shows the NtSp thresholds. In both
panels, the corresponding N0St thresholds were replotted from Fig. 1 as
circles. Note that, in the case of an Sp signal@panel~b!#, the phase inversion
of the signal is accounted for by an effective 1000-ms offset~half the period
of the signal! of the N0St data.
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periodicity is evident in local maxima at delays of the noise
of 0, 2000, and 4000ms and in local minima at delays of
1000 and 3000ms. The ‘‘damping’’ is evident in MLDs~re:
N0S0! of 11 and 8 dB for delays of the noise of 1000ms
~half a period of the signal! and 3000ms ~3/2 periods of the
signal!, respectively.

The NtSp thresholds in of Fig. 2~b! show a similar, but
opposite, patterning. For these data, thresholds have local
minima at delays of 0, 2000, and 4000ms; local maxima
occur at delays of 1000 and 3000ms. A decline of the MLD
with increasing interaural delay of the noise occurred once
more, with values of MLD being 13, 9, and 6 dB for delays
near 0, 2000, and 4000ms, respectively.

The declining size of the MLD with increasing interau-
ral delay agrees with earlier findings of Langford and Jef-
fress~1964! and Rabineret al. ~1966!. Such a patterning of
NtS0 and NtSp data has often been associated with effects
due the damping of the cross-correlation function of the nar-
row, or ‘‘critical,’’ band of noise assumed to be responsible
for the masking. This type of explanation will be evaluated
in detail later.

The NtS0 thresholds@squares in Fig. 2~a!# practically
coincide with their replotted N0St counterparts~circles! for
delays of up to about 750ms. Note that, however, for delays
between 750 and 1500ms or so, NtS0 thresholds are higher
~i.e., performance is worse! as compared to the correspond-
ing N0St thresholds. A similar difference between N0St and
NtS0 thresholds for delays larger than about 700ms was
reported by van der Heijdenet al. ~1998!.

In order to interpret these data, let us make the following
general observation. If a perfect internal delay line were em-
ployed, thenindependent of the actual mechanisms mediat-
ing detection, detection of the tone should be the same
whether the interaural delay is conveyed by the tonal signal
or the masking noise. This is so because, by assumption,
internal delays would always be available to compensate for
the external delay, regardless of whether the delay is con-
veyed by the signal or the masker. By imposing a compen-
satory internal delay, one effectively transforms a NtS0
stimulus condition into a N0St stimulus condition and vice
versa. Consequently, N0St and NtS0 conditions would be
equivalent insofar as detectability of the signal is concerned.

Our finding that N0St and NtS0 thresholds are practi-
cally equivalent for values of interaural delay up to 750ms
suggests, in view of the argument presented above, that~1!
internal delays of up to 750ms are used to compensate for
external delays and~2! the utilization of these internal delays
does not result in significant inaccuracies of processing. On
the other hand, our finding that N0St and NtS0 thresholds
are different for larger values of interaural delay is direct
evidence that the delay line, if it exists, is not perfect for
these larger delays. The efficient processing of external de-
lays in the human of up to 750ms or so is accord with the
range of interaural delays produced by external sources of
sound. Of course, the similarity may be merely coincidental.

The thresholds obtained when the masking noise con-
tained a double delay are presented in Fig. 3. Data obtained
when the signal was presented in phase are plotted in Fig.
3~a! and data obtained when the signal was presented out of

phase are plotted in Fig. 3~b!. The diamonds in Fig. 3 indi-
cate the mean thresholds of the three listeners and error bars
indicate6 one standard error of the mean. For comparison,
we have also replotted the data obtained with a single delay
of the noise from Fig. 2.

For both in-phase signals@Fig. 3~a!# and out-of-phase
signals@Fig. 3~b!#, the general patterning of the thresholds
obtained in the double-delay conditions is similar to the pat-
terning of thresholds obtained in single-delay conditions.
Thresholds vary more or less periodically with a period of
about 2000ms and damping is evident in thresholds obtained
with larger values of interaural delay.

Note, however, that there is a systematic difference be-
tween the thresholds obtained in the double-delay condition
as compared to the thresholds obtained in the single-delay
condition. Thresholds obtained with a double delay are gen-
erally higher than their single-delay counterparts~compare
diamonds and squares in Fig. 3!. The only delays for which
the two conditions result in comparable thresholds are those
for which there is no binaural advantage. Of course, compa-
rable thresholds also occurred when the delay was zero and

FIG. 3. Average thresholds of the three listeners in the double-delay condi-
tions ~diamonds!. Error bars indicate across-listener standard errors. Panel
~a! shows the thresholds obtained with an S0 signal. Panel~b! shows the
thresholds obtained with an Sp signal. In both panels, the corresponding
single-delay thresholds are replotted from Fig. 2 as squares.
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an Sp signal was utilized; in this case, the single- and
double-delay stimulus conditions constitute one and the same
N0Sp condition.

Of particular importance for the purposes of this inves-
tigation are the substantial~up to 7 dB! differences in thresh-
old found between thresholds obtained in single- and double-
delay conditions for delays of less than 750ms. These
differences in thresholds are important because they occurred
even though the maskers in both types of conditions have the
same interaural correlation for the same magnitude of delay.
Therefore, this observation provides direct evidence that the
interaural correlation of the masker isnot the only variable
determining binaural detection performance. Moreover, the
finding for external delays of less than 750ms that perfor-
mance in single-delay conditions isbetter than performance
in double-delay conditions is consistent with, and supports,
our earlier suggestion that such values of delay are effec-
tively internally compensated. Discussion of thresholds ob-
tained with delays larger than 750ms is postponed until
thresholds obtained in the double-delay conditions are
treated quantitatively.

C. Modeling the data

Having these results in hand allowed us to attempt to
model the data while taking advantage of the fact that for
some of our stimulus conditions the use of compensatory
internal delays could improve performance while, for other
stimulus conditions, performance would not be improved if
internal delays were utilized. As alluded to earlier, our gen-
eral approach follows the equalization-cancellation~E-C!
model of Durlach~1963!. We proceed as follows. First, we
show how such a scheme can account for data obtained when
the signal was delayed in the N0St condition. The salient
features of this analysis are that no assumptions are neces-
sary regarding either the processing bandwidth of the listener
or the existence or utilization of compensatory internal de-
lays. In essence, the success of this type of model demon-
strates that a ‘‘black-box’’ E-C model~or its equivalent cast
in terms of cross-correlation! is sufficient when only the sig-
nal is delayed.

Next, we apply the very same model to the data obtained
in the double-delay condition. The reader is reminded that, as
was true for delays of the signal, the application of internal
delays provides no advantage to detection, thereby making
any internal delay mechanism irrelevant. This allows one to
use the variation of thresholds with external delay in the
double-delay condition in order to estimate the processing
bandwidth of the listener without the confounding effects of
internal delays.

Finally, we use this estimate of the processing band-
width in conjunction with a new assumption that the appli-
cation of internal delays is ‘‘noisy’’ in order to model the
thresholds obtained in the single-delay condition. Thus, in
summary, we show how the design of our experimental con-
ditions permits one to disentangle and to analyze separately
two factors which determine binaural detection performance:
spectral resolution and the application of internal delays.

1. Delays of the signal

We derived the predictions of the N0St thresholds~solid
line in Fig. 1! while utilizing a simplified version of
Durlach’s equalization-cancellation model~Durlach, 1963!.
We assumed that binaural detection is limited by inaccura-
cies within the internal representation of the stimulus and
that the inaccuracies can be adequately modeled by an addi-
tive ‘‘internal noise.’’ We also assumed that the characteris-
tics of the internal noise areindependent of the binaural
parameters of the stimuli~see van der Heijden and Trahiotis,
1997, for a fuller discussion!.

Computational details of the derivation can be found in
Sec. 2 of the Appendix. As was stated earlier, the model was
quite successful in that it accounts for 95% of the variance in
the data.

2. Double delays of the masker

We modeled the data obtained in the double-delay con-
ditions using the same E-C approach as before, but this time
cast the model in terms of the interaural correlation~coeffi-
cient! of the masker evaluated at a stage following peripheral
filtering ~e.g., Durlach, 1972; Langford and Jeffress, 1964!.
Here we present the modeling in general form; details of
how the computations were made can be found in Sec. 3 of
the Appendix.

We began with the observation that the interaural corre-
lation of the noise effective in masking the signal, as a func-
tion of interaural delay, depends on its power spectrum. Be-
cause we used relatively broadband noise in all of our
conditions, the relevant power spectrum is equivalent to the
frequency response function of the peripheral filters used for
detection. Our strategy was to compute the interaural corre-
lation as a function of interaural delay while assuming a
particular form or shape of the peripheral filter. We then used
those values of correlation to make predictions of thresholds
for our S0 and Sp signals. The predictions were obtained
using a procedure recently described by van der Heijden and
Trahiotis ~1997! and shown to account successfully for the
effect of interaural correlation on the detectability of tones
masked by broadband noise.

We used a variety of filter types, including rectangular,
Gaussian, trapezoidal~Kohlrausch, 1988!, RoEx, RoEx2
~Patterson and Nimmo-Smith, 1980!, and gamma-tone. We
adjusted the parameters of each type of filter in order to
minimize the mean-square difference between predicted and
obtained thresholds. We found that all of the types of filters,
except the rectangular, enabled predictions that accounted
for, at most, 89%–92% of the variance in the behavioral
thresholds. A rectangular filter accounted for, at most, only
81% of the variance in the data. In addition, we found that
the 3-dB-down bandwidths of these filters were very similar.
The bandwidths of the best fitting filters ranged from 90 Hz
for the trapezoidal and gammatone filters to 170 Hz for the
Gaussian filter. The equivalent rectangular bandwidths of the
filters ranged from 130 to 180 Hz.

We were gratified that several types of filters having
3-dB bandwidths that differed by a factor of just less than 2
provided essentially equivalent and relatively accurate fits to
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the thresholds obtained in the double-delay conditions. We
conclude from this analysis that minor details concerning the
frequency selectivity assumed to underlie detection are un-
important and that variations of the data are well captured
assuming an internal filter~critical band! having a bandwidth
in the range of 90 to 170 Hz. These values ofbinaural criti-
cal bandwidth are noteworthy because they are not unlike
estimates of critical bandwidth derived frommonaural
stimulus conditions where binaural cues are precluded~see
van der Heijden and Trahiotis, 1998!.

To illustrate fits to the data based on our procedure, we
have plotted in Fig. 4 predictions of thresholds for the
double-delay conditions that were computed using a 90-Hz-
wide gammatone filter. That type of filter provided for 92%
of the variance in the data. Note that, consistent with the
large amount of variance accounted for, the line depicting
the predictions captures well the complexities in the pattern-
ing of the data.

In summary, the data obtained in the double-delay con-
dition, where compensatory internal delays are ineffective,

can be explained or accounted for by assuming that detection
is determined by the interaural correlation of the masker. The
reader is reminded that the interaural correlation is math-
ematically equivalent to the cross-correlation function at lag
zero. This is tantamount to saying that detection performance
in double-delay conditions was not mediated by internal de-
lays.

3. Single delays of the masker

As explained in the Introduction, a major concern of this
investigation is to compare detection performance in the
double-delay condition with detection performance in single-
and signal-delay conditions. The availability of data obtained
in the double-delay condition enables us to eliminate poten-
tially confounding effects due to auditory filtering while as-
sessing the contribution of internal delays in the single-delay
condition.

Because of the importance of the arguments and their
complexity, let us review our findings. The N0St thresholds
are modeled successfully by a simple cancellation-of-noise
algorithm. The double-delay thresholds are well described by
a similar approach taking into account both critical-band fil-
tering and interaural correlation of the noise masker. It is
important to note thatneither of those two explanations of
the data involves the use of internal delays.

The single-delay~NtS0 and NtSp! thresholds are not so
easily explained. For delayssmallerthan 750ms, the single-
delay thresholds practically coincide with the N0St thresh-
olds. This finding is in accord with there being internal de-
lays that permit a virtually perfect compensation of external
delays smaller than 750ms. For delayslarger than 750ms,
however, the single-delay thresholds arehigher than their
corresponding N0St thresholds. This implies that there is no
‘‘perfect’’ delay line that can cancel these larger delays. Fi-
nally, for almost all delays employed in this study, the
single-delay thresholds arelower than their corresponding
double-delay thresholds. This implies that detection perfor-
mance in thesingle-delaycase cannot be accounted for
solely in terms of the interaural correlation.

From these observations, it is clear that an explanation
of the single-delay data~Fig. 2! requires a different approach
than that used to explain the data obtained in the N0St and
double-delay conditions~Figs. 1 and 4!. We now consider a
straightforward extension, based on internal delays, of the
cancellation algorithm. Specifically, we begin by assuming
that the auditory system has a wide repertoire of internal
interaural delays and that it uses those values of internal
delay perfectly in a manner that optimizes detection based on
interaural correlation. In a subsequent analysis, we will re-
place the assumption that the internal delay mechanism is
‘‘perfect’’ with the assumption that it is ‘‘noisy:’’ its opera-
tion introduces an internal noise that grows with increasing
internal delays. This type of noisy delay mechanism is not
unreasonable and has been suggested by Jeffresset al. ~1956,
p. 425! who state that ‘‘increased delays will be accompa-
nied by a decrease in precision and a correspondingly in-
creased threshold for interaural time shift.’’ It will be seen
that, in both noise cases~i.e., the noiseless and the noisy
delay mechanisms!, our analysis leads to the conclusion that

FIG. 4. Comparison between data and predictions for the double-delay con-
dition. Behavioral thresholds~diamonds! were replotted from Fig. 3 and
predicted thresholds~solid lines! were derived from the interaural correla-
tion of the noise masker~see text!. Panel~a! shows the thresholds obtained
with an S0 signal. Panel~b! shows the thresholds obtained with an Sp
signal.
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internal delays as large as 2000ms must have been available
for the processing of the stimuli presented in the single-delay
conditions.

The following discussion will be restricted to the basic
ideas and will focus on an especially illuminating portion of
the data. A detailed account of the modeling of the single-
delay data is presented in Sec. 4 of the Appendix.

In Fig. 3~a!, it can be seen that asingledelay of about
3000ms results in thresholds of about 52 dB, while the cor-
respondingdoubledelay results in thresholds of about 56 dB.
In order to account quantitatively for the superior perfor-
mance in thesingle-delay conditions, we incorporated inter-
nal delays to see how specific values of internal delay af-
fected predictions of threshold. The reader is reminded that,
in general, the application of an internal delay changes the
effectiveinteraural delay of both the masker and the signal.
Application of the previously successful noise-cancellation
algorithm to the ‘‘effective’’ stimulus~owing to the internal
delay! led to the predictions of threshold. This was done for
a wide range of values of internal delays in order to see
which, if any, values of internal delay accounted for perfor-
mance.

Figure 5 contains predictions for our example: an NtS0
stimulus condition with a signal frequency of 500 Hz and an
external delay of 3000ms. It is crucial to note that the thresh-
olds are plotted as a function ofinternal delay. This means
that eachpredicted threshold reflects performance based on
the assumption that the cancellation algorithm operatesafter
the application of solely that value of internal delay indicated
on the abscissa.

The solid line with several maxima and minima shows
the predicted thresholds. The dashed horizontal line indicates
the actual threshold obtained for the stimulus condition
which serves as our example@see Fig. 2~a!#.

The predictions of threshold appear to ‘‘oscillate’’ with
a period of about 1000ms. This can be understood as fol-
lows. The band of noise producing the masking is centered
on the 500-Hz signal frequency and, therefore, its cross-

correlation function has a periodicity of 2000ms. The effi-
ciency of the cancellation stage is maximal when the inter-
nally delayed noise has a correlation close to either11 ~in
which case the effective stimulus condition approximates the
N0Sp condition! or 21 ~in which case the effective stimulus
condition approximates the NpS0 condition!. In the former
case, asubtractionof the two channels cancels most of the
noise; in the latter case, asummationdoes the job. This re-
sults in the occurrence oftwo locally optimally effective in-
ternal delays per 2000-ms-long period of the cross-
correlation function of the noise. The separation between
consecutive locally optimal internal delays is thus 1000ms.

For our example, the internal delay that optimizes detec-
tion is the one that matches the 3000-ms external delay in the
noise. On the other hand, the internal delay that leads to the
best prediction of threshold is roughly 2000ms. We neglect
the 4000-ms threshold that simply reflects the ‘‘mirror imag-
ing’’ of the cross-correlation function about the external de-
lay of 3000ms.

From a comparison between the predictions and the ac-
tual threshold in our example, it is clear that internal delays
less than 2000ms result in predictions of threshold that con-
sistently underestimate performance. Therefore, it appears
that internal delays ofat least 2000ms are needed in order to
account for the measured threshold. A parallel analysis~not
illustrated here for purposes of brevity! of thresholds ob-
tained in the single-delay condition using an Sp signal and
an external delay of about 2000ms ~which led to a large
MLD ! led to the same conclusion: internal delays of at least
2000ms are needed in order to account for the actual thresh-
olds.

Now, it is the case that the general conclusion that in-
ternal delays of up to 2000ms mediate detection perfor-
mance is unaffected by the subsequent introduction of a
‘‘noisy’’ delay line, regardless of the exact nature of this
noisiness. To understand why this is true, note that any errors
introduced by the application of internal delays could only
degrade predicted performance. That is, such errors could
only lead tohigherpredicted thresholds. In Fig. 5, an upward
displacement of the predicted thresholds will only move the
predictions mediated by internal delays smaller than 2000ms
further away from the measured threshold. In general, the
introduction of noise associated with the use of internal de-
lays can only lead to the need for even larger internal delays
than those already necessary in the case of a ‘‘perfect’’ delay
mechanism.

At this point, we present an analysis while making the
assumption that the application of internal delays is ‘‘noisy.’’
This assumption is necessary to explain why NtS0 thresh-
olds and N0St thresholds are different for delays larger than
about 750ms. We modeled the noisy character of the delay
line by adding to each monaural channel an interaurally un-
correlated noise that was independent of the external stimu-
lus. We made the reasonable assumption that the power of
this additive ‘‘internal’’ noise increases exponentially with
the internal delay imposed on the stimulus. The parameter
describing the rate of growth of the internal noise with inter-
nal delay was determined~see Sec. 4 of the Appendix! by

FIG. 5. Illustration of the effect of internal delays on predicted thresholds of
an S0 signal in the presence of a noise having a 3000-ms interaural delay.
Both curves show predicted threshold as a function of the internal delay
applied to the stimulus prior to noise cancellation. The solid line shows
predictions obtained with a noiseless delay mechanism; the dashed line
shows predictions obtained with a noisy delay mechanism~see text!.
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fitting the NtS0 and NtSp data to the predictions obtained
with the noisy delay line.

Predictions of threshold for our exemplifying stimulus
condition that include this type of internal noise are shown
by the dotted line in Fig. 5. Consistent with our assumptions
concerning the growth of internal noise with internal delay,
predicted performance is degraded in such a way that larger
internal delays result in increasingly poorer detection, as
compared to the predictions obtained with the perfect~noise-
less! delay line. As a result, a 2000-ms internal delay is no
longer ‘‘good enough’’ to account for the actual NtS0
thresholds obtained with delays of the noise on the order of
3000ms. In order to account for those behavioral thresholds,
internal delays of at least 3000ms must be assumed to oper-
ate.

We are now in a position to present predictions of
thresholds that incorporate ‘‘noisy’’ processing of internal
delays for the single-delay conditions. Figure 6 contains the
relevant thresholds replotted from Fig. 2. The predictions are
represented by the solid lines in Fig. 6. Figure 6~a! and ~b!

displays predictions and thresholds obtained in the NtS0 and
NtSp conditions, respectively. The range of internal delays
used to generate the predictions was 3000ms. The same
parameter governing the growth of noise with internal delay
was used for predicting both sets of data. Its value was de-
termined by minimizing the mean-square error between the
data and the predictions, in their totality. As indicated by
visual inspection, the predictions provide an excellent fit.
The predictions account for 96% of the variance in the NtS0
data and for 97% of the variance of the NtSp data.

II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the data suggest that internal delays are
operative and compensate quite accurately for magnitudes of
external delay of up to approximately 750ms. Those values
of delay are important for hearing by humans because they
are produced by naturally occurring sources of sound~Kuhn,
1987!. Quantitative analyses of the data suggest that larger
magnitudes of internal delay, including those of up to 2 to 3
ms, are probably also operative. However, performance us-
ing those larger delays is degraded in accord with the hy-
pothesis that their application introduces substantial ‘‘noise’’
in the internal representation of the stimuli. Both findings
appear to be consistent with anatomical/physiological evi-
dence suggesting a reduced density of neural elements avail-
able for the processing of larger delays~Kuwada et al.,
1997!.

These conclusions stem from a relatively small number
of general assumptions regarding binaural detection. First,
we made the common assumption that the spectral portion of
the noise surrounding the signal dominates masking. Second,
we, like others, assumed that a parsimonious model like
Durlach’s equalization-cancellation model, which can also
be cast in terms of interaural correlation, contains the neces-
sary ingredients to account for or to characterize binaural
detection performance~Durlach, 1972; Domnitz and Col-
burn, 1976; Durlachet al., 1982!. Third, we assumed that
detectability was determined by the information stemming
from that value of internal delay that maximizes detection
performance.2 Overall, it is gratifying that our binaural de-
tection data can be quantitatively well accounted for using
only these general assumptions.
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FIG. 6. Comparison between data and predictions for the single-delay con-
dition. Behavioral thresholds~squares! were replotted from Fig. 2 and pre-
dicted thresholds~solid lines! were derived from cancellation model includ-
ing a noisy internal-delay mechanism~see text!. Panel ~a! shows the
thresholds obtained with an S0 signal. Panel~b! shows the thresholds ob-
tained with an Sp signal.
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APPENDIX

1. Proof that the interaural correlation „cross
correlation coefficients … of our single and double-
delay noises are identical

We denote the time average of a waveformx(t) by x̄:

x̄51/TE
0

T

x~ t !dt. ~A1!

Assuming that the waveform is mean zero, the powerPx of a
stimulusx is given by

Px5x2. ~A2!

The normalized cross correlation,r, between two stimulix
andy is given by

r5xy/APxPy. ~A3!

Now, consider two binaural stimuli,a andb, and denote
the waveforms presented to the left ear byaL(t) and bL(t)
and the waveforms presented to the right ear byaR(t) and
bR(t). Assume:~1! that the power of all of these waveforms
is identical:

aL
25aR

25bL
25bR

25P, ~A4!

~2! that a andb have identical interaural correlation:

aLaR/P5bLbR/P5r, ~A5!

and~3! thata andb are generated by independent processes.
Then, the binaural stimulusa1b, obtained by adding the
respective channels ofa andb, has the same interaural cor-
relationr of either of the componentsa andb:

~aL1bL!~aR1bR!/~P1P!5aLaR /~2P!1bLbR /~2P!

5 1
2r1 1

2r5r. ~A6!

The cross products are zero becausea andb are independent,
thus uncorrelated.

The double-delay stimulus provides a special case of
this identity. In this case, the two independent binaural
stimuli a andb are interaurally delayed noises, delayed byt
and 2t, respectively. The interaural correlation coefficient
r~t! of an interaurally~single! delayed stimulus, as a func-
tion of interaural delayt, is equal to the~normalized! auto-
correlation function of the noise waveform presented to each
ear. Due to the symmetry of the autocorrelation function
~Haykin, 1983!, we haver(t)5r(2t) and the identity~A6!
applies.

As a consequence of this identity, the interaural correla-
tion coefficientr~t! of the double-delayed noise as a function
of the stimulus parametert is equal to the autocorrelation
function of the masker waveform presented to each ear. This
fact is used in Sec. A 3 on modeling the double-delay thresh-
olds. Note that the functionr~t! is not the cross-correlation
function of the double-delay stimulus~the stimulus param-
etert is not an ordinary, ‘‘single’’ delay!.

It is also true that passing the double-delay noises in
each ear through identical linear filters does not affect these

results because the filtered stimulus can also be written as the
sum of two independent stimuli, each having opposite inter-
aural delay.

2. Modeling of the N0S t thresholds

In the case of an N0St stimulus, cancellation results
from a subtraction of the stimuli presented to the two ears. In
order to calculate the predictions, we have to evaluate the
stimulus parameters of theeffectivestimulus after the cancel-
lation of the noise.

The signal is a tone presented with interaural phase dif-
ferencef:

xL~ t !5A cos~2p f t1f/2!, ~A7a!

xR~ t !5A cos~2p f t2f/2!, ~A7b!

where xL(t) and xR(t) denote the waveforms presented to
the left and right ears,A is the amplitude, andf is the fre-
quency of the signal. At the output of the subtractor, the
waveform of the signal is

d~ t !5xL~ t !2xR~ t !52A sin~f/2! cos~2p f t !. ~A8!

Note that the subtraction results in a change of amplitude,re
the stimulus amplitude, by a factor 2 sin~f/2!. This corre-
sponds to a change of signal power by a factor 4 sin2(f/2).

The subtraction completely eliminates theexternal
noise. Therefore, detection performance is limited by the re-
sidual internal noise. We express the power of this residual
noise,R, as the ratio of its powerre the power of the external
noise. This ratio is assumed to be independent of the binaural
parameters of the stimulus and, therefore, has the same value
for all of the N0St conditions.

After combining the effects of the subtraction on the
powers of both the signal and the noise, we arrive at the gain,
G, in the S/N ratio accomplished by the cancellation:

G54 sin2 ~f/2!/R. ~A9!

Assuming linearity of masking, this gain in S/N ratio directly
corresponds to the advantage of binaural processing over
monaural processing:

Tb5Tm /G, ~A10!

whereTm is the signal power at threshold based on monaural
processing andTb is the signal power at threshold on the
basis of the binaural cancellation process.

Now, if f is close to, or equal to, zero, the effective
monaural stimulus can lead to a poorer detection as com-
pared to monaural processing of the external stimulus. That
is, G,1 leads to ‘‘negative MLDs.’’ To avoid this situation,
we assume that the information at the output of the binaural
processor iscombinedwith the information obtained from
the monaural mode of processing. Then, assuming that mon-
aural and binaural processing are independent and that the
information from the two processors is combined in an opti-
mal way, the predicted threshold is expressed by the follow-
ing formula @see van der Heijden and Trahiotis, 1998, for-
mula ~A4!, with k51#:

1/Tc
251/Tm

2 11/Tb
2, ~A11!
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whereTc is the signal power at threshold.
Combining the foregoing and converting the interaural

phase difference,f, to an interaural time difference,t, we
arrive at the following expression for the predicted N0St
thresholds,PN0St(t), expressed in dB, as a function oft:

PN0ST
~t!510 log Tc~t!

510 log Tm25 log@1116 sin2 ~p f t!/R2#.

~A12!

Predictions were made by simultaneously varying 10 logTm

and 10 logR so as to minimize the sum of the squared error
between the predictions and obtained thresholds, both of
which are plotted in Fig. 1. The squared error was minimal
for 10 logTm560.7dB and 10 logR528.7dB.

3. Modeling of the double-delay thresholds

The basic assumption underlying the predictions of the
double-delay data~curves in Fig. 4! is that detection perfor-
mance is determined by the interaural correlation of the spec-
tral portion of the noise producing the masking~the critical
band of noise!. The derivation consists of two steps which
are outlined before they are presented in detail. First, we
calculated the interaural correlation,r~t!, of the critical band
of noise, for a given value of the interaural delay of the
noise,t. Second, we used the value ofr~t! to obtain pre-
dicted thresholds by utilizing a method recently described by
van der Heijden and Trahiotis~1997!.

Let the peripheral auditory frequency selectivity be de-
scribed by a linear filter whose frequency response isH( f ),
wheref denotes frequency. In the case of a noise with a flat
power spectrum~as in our experiments!, the power spectrum
density at the output of the filter is proportional toH2( f ),
where f ranges fromf min to f max, the cutoff frequencies of
the external noise.

First, recall thatr~t!, the interaural correlation as a func-
tion of the value of double delay of the noise stimulus, is
equal to the autocorrelation function of the noise~see Sec.
A 1!. Now, the autocorrelation function is equal to the Fou-
rier transform of the power spectrum~e.g., Haykin, 1983!,
from which it follows that

r~t!5NE
f min

f max
cos~2p f t!H2~ f !d f , ~A13!

whereN is a normalization constant ensuring thatr(0)51.
For a number of filter types~see main text!, we approximated
r~t! by computing a 8096-point discrete Fourier transform of
the respective filter’s frequency response function.

Using Eq.~1! of van der Heijden and Trahiotis~1997!,
the signal power at threshold is given by

TS0~r!5 1
2~11r!TS0~1!1 1

2~12r!TS0~21!, ~A14a!

TSp~r!5 1
2~11r!TSp~1!1 1

2~12r!TSp~21!, ~A14b!

whereTS0(r) andTSp(r) denote the signal power at thresh-
old for S0 and Sp signals, respectively, in the presence of
masking noise having an interaural correlationr. The ‘‘spe-
cial cases,’’TS0(1), TS0(21), andTSp(21), which appear

within the right-hand side of this equation correspond to
N0S0, NpS0, N0Sp, and NpSp stimulus conditions, respec-
tively. Strictly speaking, all four of the special cases are free
parameters of the cancellation model. However, in order to
prevent an unnecessary~and numerically burdensome!
amount of free parameters, we reduced their number to two
by simply postulating

TS0~1!5TSp~21!; ~A15a!

TS0~21!51.6TSp~1!. ~A15b!

The first line expresses equivalent performance in N0S0 and
NpSp stimulus conditions~Jeffresset al., 1956!; the second
line states that N0Sp thresholds are smaller by 2 dB than
their NpS0 counterparts~e.g., Robinson and Jeffress, 1963!.

The fits to the double-delay data were generated as fol-
lows. First a filter type was selected~see main text!. The free
parameters of the fit wereTS0(1), TSp(1), and theparam-
eters of the filter under consideration~the number of filter
parameters depends on the type of filter but in each case this
number was at least two, allowing the center frequency and
bandwidth of the filter to vary!. The parameters were inde-
pendently varied so as to minimize the mean-square error
between the predictions andall of the double-delay thresh-
olds ~i.e., taking together data obtained in S0 and Sp condi-
tions!. Thresholds were cast in dB; as was the mean-square
error between the predictions and the actual data.

As discussed in the body of the paper, the best fit of the
double-delay data was obtained with a 90-Hz-wide gamma-
tone filter centered at 495 Hz. However, also as discussed in
the body of the paper, the predictions were robust with re-
spect to the type of filter assumed.

4. Modeling the single-delay thresholds

The modeling of the single-delay~NtS0 and NtSp!
thresholds involved an equalization stage prior to cancella-
tion. We begin by considering the use ofnoiselessinternal
delays~see main text!.

Internal delays applied to an NtS0 or NtSp stimulus
result in a new, effective, stimulus condition. The cancella-
tion scheme described above was applied to the effective
stimuli while using the parameters calculated in Sec. A 3 that
led to the best fit of the double-delay thresholds. Each effec-
tive stimulus condition was characterized by the interaural
correlation of the noise~calculated as described in Sec. A 3!
and the interaural phase of the signal. The cancellation stage
of binaural processing consisted of either summing or sub-
tracting the channels of the effective stimulus. To explain,
for each effective stimulus condition, we calculated the ef-
fects of summation and subtraction on the S/N ratio of the
effective stimulus. The strategy was to evaluate separately
the amount of noise reduction due to the summation/
subtraction~van der Heijden and Trahiotis, 1997! and the
effect of summation/subtraction on the power of the signal
~see Sec. A 2!.

The S/N ratios of the effective stimuli lead to prelimi-
nary estimates of threshold resulting from both types of can-
cellation. We assumed that both strategies~summation and
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subtraction! were simultaneously available to the binaural
system and we combined the predictions from each strategy
by using an equation analogous to Eq.~A11! to obtain the
predictions of threshold such as those shown in Fig. 5. As
described in the main text, final predictions were obtained by
assuming a certain range of available internal delays and by
selecting the optimal internal delay within that range. The
optimal internal delay was the one that led to the lowest
threshold.

However, as explained in the main text, a noiseless in-
ternal delay mechanism does not lead to satisfactory predic-
tions: on the one hand, delays of at least 2000ms must be
available to account for NtS0 thresholds witht53000 ms,
on the other hand, such large internal delays, when assumed
to operate without a loss of processing accuracy, are in con-
flict with the differences between N0St and NtS0 thresholds
for t.750 ms.

Therefore, we investigated the utility of assuming
‘‘noisy’’ internal delays, which we modeled in the following
way. We considered the ‘‘delay line’’ as consisting of a large
number of small ‘‘links.’’ Each link was assumed to add an
amount of internal noise, the power of which was propor-
tional to the power of the stimulus at the input of the link.
This type of delay line contains an ‘‘accumulation’’ of inter-
nal noise along its entire length that results in the power,PN ,
of the internal noise growing exponentially with the magni-
tude of the total internal delay,t i (t i is assumed to be pro-
portional to the ‘‘number of links’’!:

PN~t i !5P•„exp~aut i u!21…, ~A16!

where P is the power of the external stimulus anda is a
parameter describing the rate of growth of the internal noise
with internal delay~specified in reciprocal units of the units
in which t i is specified!.

The addition of internal noise has two effects on the
effective stimulus~the stimulus after the application of the
internal delay!. First, it increases the power of the effective
stimulusPE :

PE5P•exp~aut i u!. ~A17!

Second, it changes the interaural correlation of the effective
stimulus. To evaluate this change, we assumed that the inter-
nal noise was uncorrelated with the stimulus and was inter-
aurally uncorrelated. Using these assumptions, we applied
the formula of Jeffress and Robinson~1962! and obtained the
interaural correlation,rE , of the effective stimulus:

rE5P/PE5r exp~2aut i u!, ~A18!

wherer is the correlation that would result from a noiseless
internal delay.

After taking into account the effects of internal noise on
the parameters of the effective stimulus, we generated pre-
dictions of thresholds in the manner described above. The
effect of this type of internal noise on the predictions is il-
lustrated in Fig. 5.

The parameters used to fit the double-delay thresholds
~Sec. A 3! were retained and the only new free parameters

used to provide fits to the single-delay thresholds were the
maximum magnitude of available internal delays,tmax and
the rate of growth of the internal noise,a. Best fits were
obtained whentmax was at least 3000ms and a was 4.8
ms21.

1Data points for delays of the signal between 1000 and 2000ms are the
mirror images of the data points obtained with delays of the signal from 0
to 1000ms. Data points with delays larger 2000ms are extrapolations based
on the periodicity of the 500-Hz signal. Note that there is a 1000-ms offset
between the signal-delayed thresholds~circles! in panels a and b which was
imposed in order to ‘‘line up’’ properly data obtained with the S0 and Sp
signals.

2An alternative approach which assumes a more ‘‘multi-channel’’ mode of
processing is beyond the scope of this investigation. However, preliminary
analyses suggest that such an approach would not alter the fundamental
character of the predicted thresholds and, therefore, would not affect the
general conclusions offered in this study. We also considered the alterna-
tive of interpreting our data in terms of the interaural envelope- and phase-
distributions of our stimuli~e.g., Zurek, 1991; Bernstein and Trahiotis,
1995!. Using our exemplifying stimulus condition, we calculated both types
of distributions for our single- and double-delay stimulus conditions. We
discovered that single- and double-delay stimuli were indistinguishable in
terms of those distributions, even though the behavioral thresholds for each
stimulus condition differed by about 4 dB. We conclude that considering
envelope- and phase-distributions cannot provide an alternative account of
our data.
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People with cochlear hearing loss have markedly higher speech-receptions thresholds~SRTs! than
normal for speech presented in background sounds with spectral and/or temporal dips. This article
examines the extent to which SRTs can be improved by linear amplification with appropriate
frequency-response shaping, and by fast-acting wide-dynamic-range compression amplification
with one, two, four, or eight channels. Eighteen elderly subjects with moderate to severe hearing
loss were tested. SRTs for sentences were measured for four background sounds, presented at a
nominal level~prior to amplification! of 65 dB SPL:~1! A single female talker, digitally filtered so
that the long-term average spectrum matched that of the target speech;~2! a noise with the same
average spectrum as the target speech, but with the temporal envelope of the single talker;~3! a
noise with the same overall spectral shape as the target speech, but filtered so as to have 4
equivalent-rectangular-bandwidth~ERB! wide spectral notches at several frequencies;~4! a noise
with both spectral and temporal dips obtained by applying the temporal envelope of a single talker
to speech-shaped noise@as in~2!# and then filtering that noise@as in~3!#. Mean SRTs were 5–6 dB
lower ~better! in all of the conditions with amplification than for unaided listening. SRTs were
significantly lower for the systems with one-, four-, and eight-channel compression than for linear
amplification, although the benefit, averaged across subjects, was typically only 0.5 to 0.9 dB. The
lowest mean SRT~29.9 dB, expressed as a speech-to-background ratio! was obtained for noise~4!
and the system with eight-channel compression. This is about 6 dB worse than for elderly subjects
with near-normal hearing, when tested without amplification. It is concluded that amplification, and
especially fast-acting compression amplification, can improve the ability to understand speech in
background sounds with spectral and temporal dips, but it does not restore performance to normal.
© 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!05401-6#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ts, 43.66.Dc, 43.71.Gv, 43.71.Ky@JWH#

INTRODUCTION

Relative to normally hearing people, people with co-
chlear hearing impairment have particular difficulty under-
standing speech in the presence of background sounds with
spectral and/or temporal dips. This problem is often quanti-
fied in the laboratory by estimating the speech-to-
background ratio required to achieve a given level of intelli-
gibility, such as 50%-correct identification of sentences or
words. We will refer to this ratio as the speech reception
threshold~SRT!, and will express it in decibels~dB!; both
speech and background levels are specified in terms of their
long-term rms values. When the background is a single com-
peting talker~Carhart and Tillman, 1970; Duquesnoy, 1983;
Hyggeet al., 1992; Mooreet al., 1995; Peterset al., 1998!, a
time-reversed talker~Duquesnoy, 1983!, or an amplitude-
modulated noise~Duquesnoy, 1983; Takahashi and Bacon,

1992; Eisenberget al., 1995; Peterset al., 1998!, the differ-
ence in SRT between normal and hearing-impaired people
can be as large as 15 dB. When the background is a steady
speech-shaped noise, without distinct spectral or temporal
dips, the difference is usually much less, typically being 2–5
dB ~Glasberg and Moore, 1989; Plomp, 1994; Peterset al.,
1998!.

In a previous study~Peterset al., 1998!, we measured
SRTs for sentences in several background sounds for four
groups of subjects:~a! young with normal hearing;~b! eld-
erly with near-normal hearing;~c! young with moderate to
severe cochlear hearing loss; and~c! elderly with moderate
to severe cochlear hearing loss. The background sounds var-
ied in the extent to which they contained temporal and/or
spectral dips. The results indicated that both spectral and
temporal dips allowed normally hearing subjects to achieve
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much lower SRTs than for a noise without such dips.
Hearing-impaired subjects gained less benefit from the pres-
ence of the dips. In a background that contained both spectral
and temporal dips, groups~c! and~d! performed much more
poorly than group~a!. The signal-to-background ratio re-
quired for 50% intelligibility was about 19 dB higher for
group ~d! than for group~a!. Young hearing-impaired sub-
jects showed a slightly smaller, though still substantial, defi-
cit.

Peterset al. also investigated the effect of linear ampli-
fication combined with frequency-response shaping as pre-
scribed by the NAL(R) formula ~Byrne and Dillon, 1986!.
They found that this only partially compensated for the
higher SRTs in background sounds with spectral and tempo-
ral dips. For example, group~d! still required a speech-to-
background ratio that was 15 dB higher than for group~a!.
Calculations of the articulation index indicated that NAL~R!
amplification did not restore audibility of the whole of the
speech spectrum when the speech-to-background ratio was
low. Thus, the ability of the hearing-impaired subjects to
understand speech in the backgrounds with spectral and tem-
poral dips was limited by part of the speech spectrum being
inaudible, even if the background sounds had been removed.

In principle, it is possible to increase audibility by in-
creasing the amount of linear gain applied. However, this can
only be done to a limited extent because of loudness recruit-
ment, which is nearly always associated with cochlear hear-
ing loss ~Dix et al., 1948; Hood, 1972!. The threshold for
detecting sounds is higher than normal, but once the sound
level is increased above the absolute threshold, the rate of
growth of loudness level with increasing level is greater than
normal. At a sound level of 90–100 dB SPL, the loudness in
an impaired ear often ‘‘catches up’’ with that in a normal ear
~Fowler, 1936; Steinberg and Gardner, 1937; Miskolczy-
Fodor, 1960; Moore and Glasberg, 1997!. As a consequence,
the range of sound levels over which sounds are both audible
and comfortable~the dynamic range! is much smaller for
hearing-impaired than for normally hearing people.

Most rules for prescribing the gain of a linear aid are
appropriate for speech inputs with a moderate level. How-
ever, when listening to speech in background sounds with
spectral and temporal dips, it may be impossible to apply
sufficient linear gain to ensure that all of the target speech
spectrum is above absolute threshold while preventing the
background or the more intense parts of the speech from
becoming unpleasantly loud.

One way of compensating for the effects of loudness
recruitment is to use hearing aids with fast-acting compres-
sion or automatic gain control~AGC!. Such aids can increase
the available dynamic range and make it possible for the
hearing-impaired person to deal with sounds covering a wide
range of levels without needing to adjust the volume control
on the aid~Villchur, 1973; Lippmannet al., 1981; Moore
et al., 1992!. In principle, such aids can also improve the
ability to listen in dips of a competing sound, by increasing
the gain for signals in the dips, thus improving the intelligi-
bility of the speech. However, laboratory studies of systems
using fast-acting compression have given mixed results, with
some studies showing no benefit or even a worsening in

comparison to linear amplification, and others showing mod-
erate benefits~Villchur, 1973; Lippmann et al., 1981;
Villchur, 1982; Moore and Glasberg, 1988a; Mooreet al.,
1992; Hickson, 1994; Moore, 1995; Dillon, 1996!.

The laboratory studies have generally used test materials
covering a much smaller range of sound levels than would be
encountered in everyday life. Also, when background sounds
have been used, the most common sound has been steady
speech-shaped noise. This may not be the most effective
background for revealing benefits of fast-acting compres-
sion; backgrounds with spectral and temporal dips might
provide a more sensitive test.

In the present study, we compare the effectiveness of
linear amplification and of fast-acting wide-dynamic-range
compression amplification with one, two, four, or eight chan-
nels, by measuring SRTs for sentences in background sounds
with spectral and/or temporal dips. We expected that the
number of channels would not be of great importance when
the background sound contained temporal, but not spectral,
dips. An example of such a background sound is speech-
shaped noise amplitude modulated with the envelope of a
single talker. The main role of the fast-acting compression
with such a background would be to amplify low-level por-
tions of the target speech falling in the temporal dips in the
background. However, when the background contained spec-
tral dips, we anticipated that there might be some benefit of
having multiple channels. This would allow low-level por-
tions of the target speech falling in the spectral dips of the
background to be selectively amplified. Such selective am-
plification is only possible if the widths of the channels are
comparable to or less than the widths of the spectral dips in
the background. This was the case with our eight-channel
system, but not with the two- and four-channel systems.
However, the channel edges of the eight-channel system
were not chosen so as to coincide with the edges of the
spectral dips in the background; this might have revealed a
benefit that would not be realizable in practice.

In summary, our hypotheses were that when the back-
ground sound contains temporal dips, compression should
provide better performance than linear amplification, and
when the background contains spectral dips, multichannel
compression should provide better performance than single-
channel compression.

I. STIMULI AND METHODS

A. Subjects

Eighteen elderly subjects~mean age 77.9 years, s.d. 5.6
years! with moderate to severe cochlear hearing loss were
tested. Their ages, SRTs in quiet, and audiograms are given
in Table I. The subjects were all alert, able to follow instruc-
tions, and able to concentrate.

B. Stimuli

The speech materials used were the sentence lists re-
corded at the House Ear Institute in Los Angeles~the hearing
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in noise test—HINT! ~Nilssonet al., 1994!. The background
sounds were a subset of those used by Peterset al. ~1998!.
They were:

~1! A single competing female talker. This sound was taken
from a compact disc~CD! of test sounds recorded by
ReSound Corporation. The passage lasts approximately
1 min. For our tests, the sample was recycled, to give a
continuous sample about 7 min in length. This back-
ground has both spectral and temporal dips. The speech
was digitally filtered so that its long-term average spec-
trum matched that of the HINT sentences.

~2! A noise with the same spectrum as the HINT sentences,
but with the overall temporal fluctuations of the single
female talker. This was achieved by extracting the enve-
lope of the speech of the single talker, and imposing that
envelope on the HINT noise. The envelope was ex-
tracted by calculating the root-mean-square amplitude of
the speech in a 10-ms long sliding temporal window. We
refer to this noise as ‘‘modulated noise.’’

~3! Steady noise filtered so as to have the same long-term
average spectrum as the HINT sentences and then fil-
tered again to introduce spectral dips in several fre-
quency regions. The additional filtering was based on the
equivalent-rectangular-bandwidth~ERB! scale derived
from the auditory-filter bandwidths for normally hearing
subjects~Glasberg and Moore, 1990!. Each ERB repre-
sents one auditory-filter bandwidth. The relationship be-
tween ERB number and frequency is

ERB number521.4 log10~4.37F11!, ~1!

whereF is frequency in kHz.

The noise was filtered with an alternating pattern of four
ERBs present and four ERBs removed, as described in
Peterset al. ~1998!. The characteristics of the digital fil-

ter used are illustrated in Fig. 1. The figure also shows
the channel edges of the eight-channel compression sys-
tem, which is described later.

~4! A noise with both spectral and temporal dips obtained by
applying the temporal envelope of the single talker to
speech-shaped noise@as in ~2!# and then filtering that
noise@as in ~3!#.

The overall level of backgrounds~1! and~2! was 65 dB
SPL, prior to any amplification. For backgrounds~3! and~4!,
the spectrum level of the noise in the passbands of the digital
filters was left the same as for the other backgrounds. Thus,
the overall level of the noise was slightly reduced by the
filtering ~by about 3 dB!. This was done so that we could
examine benefits of removing part of the background spec-
trum without the confounding effect of increases in level of
the remaining part of the spectrum.

The background sounds were produced by digital pro-
cessing using a Silicon Graphics Indy computer. All process-
ing was done using a 16-kHz sampling rate and floating-
point arithmetic. When processing was complete, samples
were converted to 16-bit integers and up-sampled to a 44.1-

TABLE I. Ages, SRTs in quiet in equivalent free-field dB SPL, and absolute thresholds in dB HL for the 18
subjects.

Age SRT in quiet

Frequency, kHz

0.25 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

86 57.4 35 35 40 50 55 55 57 60
83 63.2 25 50 50 60 65 70 75 80
78 39.8 10 10 15 32 40 45 50 55
74 62.2 35 35 45 60 65 70 72 75
77 60.2 30 35 38 62 80 80 82 85
77 57.0 30 30 55 55 60 60 60 60
75 59.0 50 35 40 50 55 55 57 60
66 62.2 35 50 55 55 57 60 65 67
73 52.7 35 35 35 55 65 70 75 80
75 62.6 15 35 50 65 65 60 62 65
80 47.8 20 15 30 55 75 80 82 85
78 51.5 25 35 35 40 60 70 67 65
84 52.6 40 35 40 45 55 60 60 60
76 51.8 30 30 35 40 60 60 62 65
76 63.8 30 30 40 50 55 65 70 75
77 48.2 20 20 30 45 65 75 70 65
84 60.2 30 30 35 40 45 60 62 65
65 27.8 15 15 20 35 55 65 65 65

FIG. 1. Characteristic of the digital filter used to produce the noises with
multiple spectral notches. The bold lines at the top indicate the crossover
frequencies for the eight-channel compression system.
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kHz rate. They were transferred digitally to recordable com-
pact disc~CDR! for use in the experiment. The speech was
played back from digital audio tape~DAT!. The target
speech and background sounds were independently amplified
and their levels were controlled by independent manual at-
tenuators. The outputs of the attenuators were mixed using
an active mixer. The stimuli were then passed through a
digital signal-processing system~described below! and an
amplifier before presentation to the better-hearing ear, or to
the left ear if the audiograms were very similar for the two
ears, using Sennheiser HD424 earphones, which have a ‘‘dif-
fuse field’’ response; the response at the eardrum is similar to
what would be produced by a free-field presentation aver-
aged over many directions of incidence.

C. Procedure and design

We used a Latin square design to counterbalance the
order of testing both for the six signal-processing conditions
~see below for details! and for the four background sounds.
As there were 18 subjects, three Latin squares were used for
the processing conditions. For the background sounds, 16
subjects were tested using four complete Latin squares, and
an incomplete Latin square was used for the remaining two
subjects.

An adaptive procedure was used to estimate the SRT for
each processing condition in each background noise. The
procedure was as recommended for use with the HINT ma-
terials ~Nilsson et al., 1994!. Two sentence lists were used
for each condition. The first was a training sentence list to
provide experience under a particular listening condition;
this was either list 25, 26, 27, or 28~used repeatedly and in
this order!. The second was one of lists 1 to 24. These lists
were used in sequence for testing the 24 conditions. Prior to
testing, practice was given with each background sound, us-
ing lists 25–28. The SRT for speech in quiet~unaided listen-
ing! was measured immediately prior to the SRTs for the
unaided condition; the SRTs in quiet are shown in Table I.
For this test, a list was chosen randomly from lists 1–24.
Subjects were seated in a single-walled sound-attenuating
chamber situated within the testing room. Subjects commu-
nicated with the tester via a microphone located in the
sound-attenuating chamber.

II. SIGNAL PROCESSING

A. Processing conditions

There were six conditions:

~1! Unaided listening.
~2! Frequency-dependent linear amplification. This was

based on the ‘‘Cambridge’’ formula~Moore and Glas-
berg, 1998!, which is intended to give a flat specific-
loudness pattern~equal loudness per ERB! over the

range of center frequencies from 500 to 4000 Hz when
the signal is speech with an overall level of 65 dB SPL.
The formula is

IG5HL30.481INT, ~2!

where IG is insertion gain in dB, HL is the absolute
threshold in dB HL, and INT is a frequency-dependent
intercept. The value of INT is given in Table II for each
audiometric frequency. Above 5 kHz, gains are limited
to the value at 5 kHz. This formula prescribes slightly
less gain than the NAL~R! formula ~Byrne and Dillon,
1986! for frequencies around 750 Hz, and slightly more
gain for frequencies of 2000 Hz and above. For a given
~calculated! overall loudness, the Cambridge formula
usually leads to a higher articulation index than the
NAL ~R! formula ~Moore and Glasberg, 1998!. This
might be expected to lead to greater speech intelligibility
for listeners with mild or moderate losses, although
greater audibility often does not produce greater intelli-
gibility for those with severe or profound losses.

~3! Frequency-response shaping combined with single-
channel ‘‘fast-acting wide-dynamic-range compres-
sion,’’ hereafter referred to simply as compression.

~4! Frequency-response shaping combined with two-channel
compression. The crossover frequency between the two
channels was 2501 Hz.

~5! Frequency-response shaping combined with four-
channel compression. The crossover frequencies be-
tween the channels were 793, 2501, and 4453 Hz.

~6! Frequency-response shaping combined with eight-
channel compression. The crossover frequencies be-
tween the channels were 305, 793, 1525, 2501, 3477,
4453, and 5551 Hz.

The crossover frequencies for the eight-channel system
are shown as the bold lines at the top of Fig. 1. More details
of the frequency-response shaping and the fitting of the com-
pression systems are given below.

B. Implementation

Both linear amplification and multichannel compression
were implemented using a real-time digital signal-processing
~DSP! system. The stimuli for the unaided listening condi-
tion were also passed through this system, but the processing
was set up to give an insertion gain of zero dB for all fre-
quencies up to 7 kHz. The system was based on an Audallion
digital hearing aid manufactured by Audiologic, which con-
tains a Motorola DSP56009 DSP chip. For the purpose of
this experiment, the microphone of the aid was disconnected
and the signal was applied via a direct electrical connection.
The internal analog-to-digital converter~ADC, 12-bit resolu-
tion, 15 625-Hz sampling rate! was used. Analog circuitry
within the aid performed high-frequency emphasis prior to

TABLE II. Values of the intercept~INT! in the Cambridge formula for each audiometric frequency~kHz!.

Frequency 0.125 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

INT 211 210 28 26 0 21 1 21 0 1
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the ADC, to flatten the speech spectrum and give better cod-
ing of the higher-frequency portions of the input. The volt-
ages of the input stimuli were adjusted so that the highest
values used were just below the clipping point of the ADC.
The output transducer~receiver! of the aid was also discon-
nected and the electrical output from the internal digital-to-
analog converter~DAC, 16-bit resolution! was used to drive
the final amplifier.

Every 4.1 ms, the aid operating system delivered a time
‘‘frame’’ ~a waveform segment! to be processed. This frame
contained 128 samples with a 50% overlap with the preced-
ing frame. The data were windowed~using the positive half-
cycle of a sine function! and subjected to a fast Fourier trans-
form ~FFT! to produce 64 complex values, spaced 122 Hz
apart. The effects of the analog high-frequency emphasis
used prior to the ADC were compensated for at this stage so
as to give a flat frequency response between 125 and 7000
Hz. This also had the effect of reducing quantization noise
introduced by the ADC.

In what follows,bandsrefers to frequency ranges used
for frequency-response shaping, whilechannelsrefers to fre-
quency ranges used for compression. The bands had nominal
center frequencies~CFs! of 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000,
4000, 5000, and 6000 Hz. Frequency ‘‘bins’’ resulting from
the FFT occurred at intervals of 122 Hz. Bands were
achieved by combining bins as follows:

Band 1, CF5250 Hz: dc term,1 bins up to 244 Hz~3 bins!,
Band 2, CF5500 Hz: Bins from 366 to 732 Hz~4 bins!,
Band 3, CF51000 Hz:Bins from 854 to 1464 Hz~6 bins!,
Band 4, CF52000 Hz:Bins from 1586 to 2440 Hz~8 bins!,
Band 5, CF53000 Hz:Bins from 2562 to 3416 Hz~8 bins!,
Band 6, CF54000 Hz:Bins from 3538 to 4392 Hz~8 bins!,
Band 7, CF55000 Hz:Bins from 4514 to 5490 Hz~9 bins!,
Band 8, CF56000 Hz:Bins from 5612 to 7686 Hz~18 bins!.

For the eight-channel compression system, the channels
covered the same frequency ranges as the bands. For the
four-channel system, bands were combined as follows:

Channel 1: bands 1 and 2,
Channel 2: bands 3 and 4,
Channel 3: bands 5 and 6,
Channel 4: bands 7 and 8.

For the two-channel system, bands were combined as
follows:

Channel 1: bands 1, 2, 3, and 4,
Channel 2: bands 5, 6, 7, and 8.

For the single-channel system, all eight bands were com-
bined.

For each compression channel, the signal power was
summed across all bins included in that channel; the square
root of the power was taken to give an rms value. The log-
arithm of the channel rms value was calculated in a pseudo-
floating point format. By means of a look-up table the log-
arithm was represented by two components, an integer cor-
responding to an index of position in the table and a frac-

tional part corresponding to an interpolation between the
bracketing index points. The two components were com-
bined into a representation on which linear algebra could be
performed on the fixed-point format processor. The log value
was low-pass filtered with a two-pole, Bessel-derived filter.
The step response of the filter showed no over- or undershoot
for either positive or negative steps. The cutoff frequency
was 20 Hz, giving a step-response delay~time to 50% of
final value! corresponding to two frames~8.2 ms!.

The filtered-envelope value for a given channel was
used to calculate the gain value for that channel, as described
in the next section. The gain values for the channels were
used to calculate gain values at the center frequencies of the
eight bands, as described in the next section. Gains at the
frequencies corresponding to the 64 bins in the FFT were
calculated by interpolation and extrapolation from the eight
band values. The interpolation removed step changes in gain
values which would otherwise have given rise to excessive
oscillatory time-domain responses. As only a 50% overlap
was used between successive frames, such oscillations would
have led to distortion~time-domain aliasing!.

The gain signals so derived were applied to the FFT of
an earlier frame stored in a delay line. The delay line intro-
duced a delay to the audio signal that matched the delay
associated with the step response of the two-pole envelope
filter. This ensured that the audio and gain signals were syn-
chronized, reducing the signal overshoot normally associated
with the response of compression systems to abrupt increases
in level. A potential problem with this system is that, just
before an abrupt decrease in level, the output increases
~‘‘preshoot’’!. However, the two-pole filter had an asymmet-
ric step response which reduced this problem. An inverse
FFT was performed on the modified frame and the resulting
time frame was windowed~same function as before! and
returned to the operating system, where successive frames
were combined with 50% overlap. The resultant waveform
was fed to the DAC.

Figure 2 shows the response of the second channel in a

FIG. 2. The response of one channel of the four-channel compression sys-
tem to a 2000-Hz sinusoid with abrupt 25-dB increases and decreases in
level. For the lower panel, the increases and decreases in level were instan-
taneous. For the upper panel, 5-ms raised-cosine ramps were used between
the two levels.
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four-channel system to a 2000-Hz sinusoid with abrupt
25-dB increases and decreases in level. For the lower panel,
the increases and decreases in level were instantaneous. For
the upper panel, 5-ms raised-cosine ramps were used be-
tween the two levels; this is more representative of the rise
times typically found for speech signals. The overshoot in
response to the increase in level was small, as were the pre-
shoot and the undershoot in response to the decrease in level.
The effective attack and release times, after allowing for the
delay of the audio signal, were both 7 ms. The compression
ratio was 2, so the amplitude ratio between the high-level
and low-level portions of the signal was reduced from 17.8
to 4.2.

Fast-acting compression can introduce harmonic and in-
termodulation distortion, especially at low frequencies,
where the gain can change significantly during one cycle of
the stimulus. That is one reason why compression circuits in
commercial hearing aids typically avoid release times shorter
than about 50 ms. However, the fast-acting compression
implemented here introduced only moderate distortion for
frequencies in the range of typical speech fundamental fre-
quencies, because the envelope filter, with its 20-Hz cutoff
frequency, did not significantly distort the envelope of sig-
nals with frequencies above about 100 Hz. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3. The upper panel shows the spectrum of the re-
sponse of the lowest channel of the four-channel system
~compression ratio52! to a 256-Hz sinusoid. All harmonic
distortion products have levels 40 dB or more below that of
the primary tone. The lower panel shows the spectrum of the
response of the same channel to the sum of two sinusoids
with frequencies of 256 and 307 Hz. The largest
intermodulation-distortion products, at 205 and 358 Hz, have
levels about 30 dB below the level of the primary tones.
These distortion products would be masked by the primary
tones, even for normally hearing subjects. Informal listening
tests, using normally hearing subjects, confirmed that the
harmonic and intermodulation distortion in response to

single-tone and two-tone inputs, was not readily audible; the
output could not be distinguished from the input when the
input and output levels were matched.

III. FITTING OF THE LINEAR AND COMPRESSION
SYSTEMS

A. Fitting procedure for the linear system

Target insertion gains were calculated from the audio-
gram, using the Cambridge formula, as described above.
Where gains would be negative, they were set to zero. The
gain in each band was set to give the Cambridge target in-
sertion gains as closely as possible. As the earphone had a
‘‘diffuse-field’’ response, it was assumed that insertion gains
corresponded to programmed gains. The gains at the center
frequencies of the bands, i.e., 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000,
4000, 5000, and 6000 Hz, are called Glin~1!,
Glin~2!,...,Glin~8!.

B. Fitting the compression systems

Two constraints were imposed for all of the compression
systems:

~1! The response for a speech-shaped noise input with an
overall level of 65 dB SPL should be the same as for the
linear system.

~2! As far as possible, speech should be audible over its
entire dynamic range in each frequency band when the
overall speech level is 45 dB SPL~this corresponds to
the case where the speech is presented in a background
sound at 65 dB SPL with a speech-to-background ratio
of 220 dB. We have shown that normally hearing sub-
jects have SRTs as low as this when the background
contains both spectral and temporal dips; see Peters
et al., 1998. We wanted to allow for the possibility that
multiband compression would restore performance to al-
most ‘‘normal’’!. In each frequency band, the dynamic
range of the speech was assumed to extend from 18 dB
below the rms level to 12 dB above it.

The steps to fulfill these two constraints required the
following preliminary calculations:

~1! The absolute thresholds in dB HL at the center frequen-
cies of the bands, ABSHL~i!, were converted to equiva-
lent free-field dB SPL. To achieve this, the following
conversion factors in dB were added to the values of
ABSHL~i!: 13, 5, 4, 0,24, 25, 0, and 4, for the frequen-
cies 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 kHz, respectively.
These conversion factors, Conv~i!, were derived from
the free-field absolute threshold values specified in ISO
389-7~1996!, except that 2 dB was added to each thresh-
old value to allow for the average difference between
monaural and binaural thresholds~Moore et al., 1997!.

~2! For a speech-shaped noise input with an overall~free-
field! level of 65 dB SPL, the input levels, In( i ) for each
channel in then-channel compression systems were cal-
culated using the average speech-spectrum shape pub-
lished in Byrneet al. ~1994!. The resulting values, for

FIG. 3. The spectrum of the output of the lowest channel in the four-channel
compression system in response to a 256-Hz sinusoid~upper panel! and the
sum of a 256-Hz and a 307-Hz sinusoid~lower panel!. The compression
ratio was 2.
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the eight-, four-, two-, and one-channel systems, respec-
tively, were

I8~ i !560.3, 62.6, 54.1, 47.5, 43.8, 40.5, 38.4,

39.8 dB SPL, for i51 to 8, ~3!

I4~ i !564.4, 54.9, 45.3, 42.2 dB SPL,

for i51 to 4, ~4!

I2~ i !564.9, 47.0 dB SPL, fori51 to 2, ~5!

I1~ i !565.0 dB SPL, fori51. ~6!

1. Fitting the eight-channel system

The gains, compression ratios, and compression thresh-
olds for the eight-channel system were calculated in the fol-
lowing way. The subject-dependent gains Glin~1!¯Glin~8!
should be achieved for speech with an overall input level of
65 dB SPL, corresponding to input levels to the individual
channels of I8~1!¯I8~8!. When speech with an overall input
level of 45 dB is applied, the speech minima in thei th chan-
nel have a level of I8(i )2(65245)218. The gain in thei th
channel for that input level should be such that the input of
@ I8( i )238# is amplified to the absolute threshold. The abso-
lute threshold in dB SPL in thei th channel is ABSHL(i )
1Conv(i ). Therefore, the gain required for speech with an
overall input level of 45 dB SPL is

G~ i !5ABSHL~ i !1Conv~ i !2I8~ i !138. ~7!

For an input of I8(i )238, the output is

I8~ i !2381ABSHL~ i !1Conv~ i !2I8~ i !138

5ABSHL~ i !1Conv~ i !. ~8!

For an input of I8(i ), the output is I8(i )1Glin( i ). There-
fore, over an input range of 38 dB@from I8(i )238 to I8(i )#,
the output changes by I8(i )1Glin( i )2ABSHL( i )
2Conv(i ). Therefore, the compression ratio for thei th
channel is

CR8~ i !538/$I8~ i !1Glin~ i !2ABSHL~ i !2Conv~ i !%.
~9!

For example, at 3 kHz, if I8~5!543.8 dB, Glin~5!523 dB,
ABSHL~5!550 dB and Conv~5!524 dB, the compression
ratio is CR8(5)538/(43.812325014)51.83. In practice,
a limitation has to be placed on the amount of low-level gain.
Since previous research suggests that high compression ra-
tios ~greater than 2–3! have deleterious effects~Plomp,
1994; Goedegebureet al., 1996; Verschuure and Dreschler,
1996!, it seemed reasonable to apply the following con-
straint: if the denominator of Eq.~9! ,13, then this quantity
was set to 13. This gave a maximum compression ratio of
2.92. This limited the ability to apply constraint~2!—that
speech with a level of 45 dB SPL should be audible over its
entire dynamic range—for frequencies above 2 kHz. For the
fifth channel~centered at 3 kHz!, the constraint could not be
met for four subjects out of 18. For the sixth channel~cen-
tered at 4 kHz! the constraint could not be met for one-half
of the subjects. For the seventh and eighth channels, the
constraint could not be met for the great majority of subjects.

For a small hearing loss, Eq.~9! can call for a compression
ratio less than 1. In this case, the ratio was set to 1.

It was desired to apply the appropriate amplification for
levels in thei th channel down to I8(i )238 dB SPL, in order
to restore audibility of the minima in speech with an overall
level of 45 dB SPL. The compression threshold in thei th
channel, CT8(i ), was therefore set to I8(i )238 dB SPL.
However, owing to the limited input dynamic range of the
system, if this called for a value of CT8(i ) less than 7 dB
SPL, the value was set to 7 dB SPL. In practice, this meant
that the compression thresholds for channels five to eight
were set to 7 dB SPL. The noise floor imposed by the ADC
was equivalent to less than 5 dB SPL in each channel.

2. Fitting the four-channel system

When fitting the four-channel system, it was desired to
retain the same degree of flexibility and accuracy in shaping
the frequency response as was used with the eight-channel
system. This was achieved in the following way. For a 65-dB
speech-shaped noise input~i.e., for an input to the first chan-
nel of 64.4 dB SPL!, the gain in channel 1,G(ch1) was
initially set to the mean of Glin~1! and Glin~2!. To preserve
the appropriate frequency-response shaping, the relative
gains in bands 1 and 2 should be the same as for the eight-
channel system. Therefore for band 1, the gain was increased
by $Glin~1!2Glin(2)%/2 and for band 2, the gain was de-
creased by$Glin~1!2Glin(2)%/2. A similar procedure was
applied for calculating the gains in the other channels and
bands for a 65-dB speech-shaped noise input. For a speech-
shaped noise with an overall input level of 65 dB SPL, this
gave the same output as for the eight-channel system.

The compression ratio for channeln was set to be the
mean of the compression ratios 2n– 1 and 2n in the eight-
channel system. The compression thresholds, CT4(i ), were
calculated as for the eight-channel system: CT4(i )5I4( i )
238 dB SPL. Note that the values I4(i ) here are those ap-
propriate for the four-channel system, i.e., 64.4, 54.9, 45.3,
and 42.2 dB, fori 51 to 4. If this called for a value of
CT4(i ) less than 7 dB SPL, the value was set to 7 dB SPL.

3. Fitting the two-channel system

For a 65-dB speech-shaped noise input, the gain in chan-
nel 1, G(ch1) was set to the mean of Glin~1!, Glin~2!,
Glin~3!, and Glin~4! and the gain in channel 2 was set to the
mean of Glin~5!, Glin~6!, Glin~7!, and Glin~8!. In a similar
way to that described for the four-channel system, the rela-
tive gains in the eight bands were adjusted so that, for a
speech-shaped noise with an overall input level of 65 dB
SPL, the output was the same as for the eight-channel sys-
tem; the gain in each band was equal to the gain in each
channel centered on the same frequency for the eight-channel
system.

The compression ratio for channel 1 was set to the mean
of the compression ratios for channels 1, 2, 3, and 4 in the
eight-channel system. The compression ratio for channel 2
was set to the mean of the compression ratios for channels 5,
6, 7, and 8 in the eight-channel system. The compression
thresholds, CT2(i ), were calculated as for the eight-channel
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system: CT2(i )5I2( i )238 dB SPL. Note that the values
I2( i ) here are those appropriate for the two-channel system,
i.e., 64.9 and 47 dB.

4. Fitting the one-channel system

The gain, G(ch1) was set to the mean of Glin~1!,
Glin~2!, Glin~3!, Glin~4!, Glin~5!, Glin~6!, Glin~7!, and
Glin~8! for an overall input level of 65 dB. To preserve
frequency-response shaping, the relative gains in the eight
bands were adjusted so that, for a speech-shaped noise with
an overall input level of 65 dB SPL, the output was the same
as for the eight-channel system; the gain in each band was
equal to the gain in each channel centered on the same fre-
quency for the eight-channel system. The compression ratio
was set to the mean of the compression ratios for channels
one to eight in the eight-channel system. The compression
threshold was set to 65238527 dB SPL.

IV. RESULTS

The mean results for the 18 subjects are given in Table
III. For all four types of background sound, SRTs were high-
est ~poorest! for the unaided condition. Both linear amplifi-
cation according to the Cambridge formula and compression
amplification resulted in lower SRTs. Overall, the conditions
with compression gave slightly lower SRTs than the condi-
tion with linear amplification. SRTs averaged across type of
background were20.9 dB for the unaided condition,24.5
dB for linear amplification,25.1 dB for single-channel com-
pression,24.9 dB for two-channel compression,25.1 dB
for four-channel compression, and25.4 dB for eight-
channel compression.

A within-subjects analysis of variance~ANOVA ! was
conducted on the SRTs, with the factors type of background
and signal-processing condition. The main effect of type of
background was highly significant;F(3,51)5195.5, p
,0.001. Mean SRTs were22.1, 22.2, 25.1, and27.9 dB,
for the single talker, modulated noise, noise with four-ERB
gaps, and modulated noise with four-ERB gaps, respectively.
Post hoc comparisons based on the least-significant-
difference test~Snedecor and Cochran, 1967! indicated that
the noise with both spectral and temporal dips gave lower
SRTs than any of the other noises (p,0.001). The main
effect of signal-processing condition was also highly signifi-

cant; F(5,85)547.24, p,0.001. Averaged across back-
grounds, all five aided conditions gave significantly lower
SRTs than the unaided condition (p,0.001). The interac-
tion term was also significant;F(15,255)54.06, p,0.001.
This partly reflects the fact that the change in SRT with type
of background was greater for the aided conditions than for
the unaided conditions. In particular, the improvement in
SRT produced by spectral gaps was greater for the aided
conditions than for the unaided condition. For each of the
backgrounds considered separately, all of the aided condi-
tions gave significantly lower SRTs than the unaided condi-
tion (p,0.001).

A second ANOVA was conducted including only the
SRTs for the aided conditions. The main effect of type of
background was highly significant;F(3,51)5191.7, p
,0.001. Mean SRTs were22.6, 22.7, 25.8, and28.9 dB,
for the single talker, modulated noise, noise with four-ERB
gaps, and modulated noise with four-ERB gaps, respectively.
Post hoc comparisons indicated that the noise with both
spectral and temporal dips gave lower SRTs than any of the
other noises (p,0.001). The main effect of signal-
processing condition was also highly significant;F(4,68)
53.46, p50.012. Post hoccomparisons showed that the
condition with eight-channel compression gave a signifi-
cantly lower mean SRT than the condition with linear ampli-
fication (p,0.001) and than the condition with two-channel
compression (p,0.05). The conditions with one- and four-
channel compression also gave significantly lower mean
SRTs than the linear condition~both p,0.05!. Other differ-
ences across compression conditions were not significant.

The interaction term was also significant;F(12,204)
52.29, p50.009. This reflects the fact that the effect of
processing condition varied with the type of background. For
the single-talker background, the conditions with four-
channel and eight-channel compression gave significantly
lower mean SRTs than the linear condition (p,0.05). The
other conditions did not differ significantly from one another.
For the modulated-noise background, the mean SRT was sig-
nificantly lower for all compression conditions than for lin-
ear amplification (p,0.05 or less!. The SRTs did not differ
significantly across compression systems. For the steady
noise with four-ERB spectral gaps, none of the aided condi-
tions differed significantly from one another. For the modu-
lated noise with four-ERB spectral gaps, the mean SRT was

TABLE III. Mean SRTs expressed as speech-to-background ratios, in dB. Results are shown for each type of
background sound~single talker, speech-shaped noise amplitude modulated with the envelope of a single talker,
speech-shaped noise with 4-ERB wide spectral gaps, and speech-shaped noise with the envelope of a single
talker and with 4-ERB wide spectral gaps! and each processing condition. A smaller number indicates better
performance. Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations across subjects.

Condition

Type of background

Single talker Modulated noise 4-ERB gaps Modulated, 4-ERB

Unaided 0.5~2.9! 0.5 ~2.2! 21.6 ~2.4! 23.0 ~2.0!
Linear 22.0 ~2.6! 21.7 ~1.8! 26.3 ~1.9! 28.0 ~2.3!
One-channel compression 22.3 ~2.1! 23.6 ~2.9! 25.6 ~2.3! 28.8 ~2.1!
Two-channel compression 22.7 ~1.7! 22.7 ~2.0! 25.2 ~1.9! 28.9 ~2.4!
Four-channel compression 23.0 ~3.0! 22.7 ~2.0! 25.7 ~2.3! 28.9 ~2.6!
Eight-channel compression 22.9 ~2.6! 22.9 ~1.7! 26.0 ~2.5! 29.9 ~2.9!
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significantly lower for the eight-channel compression system
than for the linear condition (p,0.001). Also, the mean
SRT was significantly lower for the eight-channel system
than for the one-, two-, or four-channel compression systems
~all p,0.05!.

The mean SRTs for the unaided condition are similar to
those reported by Peterset al. ~1998! for ten elderly hearing-
impaired subjects. The conditions and methods of that ex-
periment were very similar to those of the present experi-
ment. They reported mean SRTs of 0.8, 1.5,22.1, and23.1
dB, for the single talker, modulated noise, noise with four-
ERB gaps, and modulated noise with four-ERB gaps, respec-
tively, whereas we obtained mean SRTs of 0.5, 0.5,21.6,
and 23.0 dB. Peterset al. also reported SRTs using linear
amplification as prescribed by the NAL~R! formula. Their
mean SRTs were close to, but consistently slightly higher
~worse! than, those found by us using linear amplification
according to the Cambridge formula. Their mean SRTs were
21.9, 21.4, 24.9, and27.2 dB, for the four types of back-
ground, while our mean SRTs were22.0, 21.7, 26.3, and
28.0 dB. The slightly better SRTs for amplification using
the Cambridge formula might reflect the slightly higher gains
prescribed by the Cambridge formula for frequencies of 2
kHz and above. However, based ont-tests, these differences
are not statistically significant.

To examine the relationship of the SRTs to the audio-
metric thresholds, we calculated Pearson correlations be-
tween the SRTs and the mean absolute threshold over a wide
frequency range~0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz; we will call this
ABSWB! and the mean absolute threshold at high frequencies
~2, 3, 4, and 5 kHz; we will call this ABSHF!. For 18 sub-
jects, the correlation needs to exceed 0.44 to be significant at
the 0.05 level, and must exceed 0.56 to be significant at the
0.01 level. For the unaided condition, the correlations for the
different types of backgrounds ranged from 0.50 to 0.57 for
ABSWB and from 0.4 to 0.6 for ABSHF. For the condition
with linear amplification, the correlations were lower, rang-
ing from 0.21 to 0.38 for ABSWB and from 0.004 to 0.30 for
ABSHF. For the compression conditions, the SRTs were also
only weakly associated with ABSWB and ABSHF, although
the correlations were positive in all cases except one. Aver-
aged across types of background, the correlations for the
one-, two-, four-, and eight-channel systems were 0.46, 0.41,
0.38, and 0.33 for ABSWB and 0.26, 0.26, 0.15, and 0.21 for
ABSHF. Thus, when the reduced audibility of the speech
stimuli was partially compensated by linear or compression
amplification, the SRTs were only weakly and nonsignifi-
cantly associated with the absolute thresholds.

We also assessed whether the improvements produced
by compression relative to linear amplification were related
to the absolute thresholds. To do this, we calculated correla-
tions between the absolute threshold measures, ABSWB and
ABSHF, and the differences in SRTs for the condition with
linear amplification and each of the compression conditions.
The correlations were nearly all small~typically in the range
20.25 to 0.25! and nonsignificant. We conclude that there is
no clear relationship between the absolute thresholds and the
benefit from compression.

V. DISCUSSION

Even with amplification, the SRTs of our elderly
hearing-impaired subjects were well above~i.e., poorer than!
those reported by Peterset al. ~1998! for elderly subjects
with near-normal hearing listening to unamplified stimuli.
For example, for the modulated noise with four-ERB gaps,
Peterset al. reported a mean SRT for the elderly normal-
hearing subjects of216.5 dB, while our SRTs for aided
listening ranged from28.0 dB for linear amplification to
29.9 dB for eight-channel compression. Peterset al. pre-
sented calculations of the articulation index which suggested
that, for hearing-impaired subjects listening to speech in a
background with spectral and/or temporal dips, performance
would have been limited by part of the target speech spec-
trum being below absolute threshold. Linear amplification
increased the audibility of the target speech, but did not fully
restore it. We anticipated that fast-acting compression ampli-
fication would improve still further the audibility of the low-
level parts of the target speech, and that this would lead to
lower SRTs in background noise with spectral and/or tempo-
ral dips. The results provide some support for this idea. All
of the conditions with compression gave, on average, slightly
lower SRTs than the condition with linear amplification.
Also, for the modulated noise with four-ERB spectral gaps,
the eight-band compression system gave a mean SRT that
was 1.9 dB lower than that for linear amplification, and this
difference was statistically significant (p,0.001). However,
the differences in the SRTs between linear amplification and
compression were disappointingly small. For the background
of a single talker, the multichannel compression conditions
gave SRTs that were only about 1 dB lower than that for the
linear condition.

One possible reason for the small benefit of compression
is that subjects did not have sufficient opportunity to get used
to the compression amplification. It may take weeks or even
months of listening experience for the benefit of amplifica-
tion to be revealed, even for linear amplification~Gatehouse,
1992!. It is quite possible that, if our subjects had received
more practice, preferably with wearable aids, the benefits of
compression would have been larger. On the other hand, it
should be noted that our stimuli were chosen to have rather
extreme temporal and spectral dips, larger than those that
would typically be available in everyday life. With less ex-
treme dips, the benefits of compression might be even
smaller.

Another possible reason for the small benefits of com-
pression is connected with the effects of cochlear hearing
loss on suprathreshold processing. It seems likely that the
relatively poor ability of hearing-impaired subjects to under-
stand speech in background sounds with spectral and/or tem-
poral dips arises partly from deficits in the processing of
sounds that are above the absolute threshold. Such deficits
include reduced frequency selectivity~Pick et al., 1977;
Glasberg and Moore, 1986; Tyler, 1986; Moore, 1995;
Moore, 1998!, reduced temporal resolution for sounds with
fluctuating envelopes~Fitzgibbons and Wightman, 1982;
Glasberget al., 1987; Moore, 1995!, slow recovery from for-
ward masking~Glasberget al., 1987!, and impaired fre-
quency discrimination for pure tones~Gengel, 1973; Tyler
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et al., 1983; Hall and Wood, 1984; Freyman and Nelson,
1986, 1987, 1991; Moore and Glasberg, 1986; Moore and
Peters, 1992; Simon and Yund, 1993!, and complex tones
~Hoekstra and Ritsma, 1977; Rosen, 1987; Moore and Glas-
berg, 1988b, 1990; Moore and Peters, 1992; Arehart, 1994!.
Amplification, especially compression amplification, can
help to restore audibility, but it compensates only partially, if
at all, for these suprathreshold deficits.

We hoped that the effects of reduced frequency selectiv-
ity might be partly overcome by the use of multichannel
compression with a reasonably large number of bands. For
background noises with spectral dips, portions of the target
speech falling in the dips may be masked by the surrounding
noise. In principle, multichannel compression can alleviate
this situation by amplifying the speech in the dips relative to
the surrounding noise. Such an effect might have been ex-
pected to occur for our two background noises with four-
ERB wide dips. In fact, the mean SRT for speech in the
modulated background with four-ERB dips was significantly
lower for eight-channel compression than for any of the
other compression conditions, but the difference was only
about 1 dB. For the unmodulated noise with four-ERB gaps,
there were no significant differences between compression
conditions.

It should be noted, however, that multichannel compres-
sion would only be expected to have a beneficial effect if the
channels in the compression system cover frequency ranges
that correspond mainly to one or more of the dips in the
noise. As pointed out in the Introduction, the frequency
ranges covered by the compression channels were chosen
independently of the frequency ranges of the spectral dips in
the background noises. In fact, as can be seen from Fig. 1,
only one of the channels of the eight-channel compression
system, that with cutoff frequencies of 3477 and 4453 Hz,
coincided reasonably well with a spectral notch in the noise.
Thus, it is not surprising that increasing the number of com-
pression channels from one to eight had only a small benefi-
cial effect. In principle, further increases in the number of
compression channels, with corresponding reductions in the
bandwidth of each channel, might lead to a system that was
more effective in improving the detectability of portions of
the target speech falling in the spectral dips in a background
sound. However, such a system has the potential disadvan-
tage of reduced spectral contrasts, which might make it more
difficult for the hearing-impaired person to identify speech
sounds. Yund and Buckles~1995! investigated the effect of
varying the number of channels in a multiband compression
system, but they used a steady speech-shaped noise as the
background, rather than a noise with spectral or temporal
dips. They found that the intelligibility of nonsense syllables
in the noise was slightly but significantly improved as the
number of channels was increased from four to eight. A fur-
ther increase to 16 produced no significant change.

It should be emphasized that, in our experiment, while
compression amplification gave only modest improvements
in the mean SRTs relative to linear amplification, the condi-
tions of the experiment were close to optimal for the linear
condition; the Cambridge formula used to derive the
frequency-gain characteristic for the linear condition is in-

tended to give a comfortable loudness for speech-shaped
noise with a level of 65 dB SPL and to give a specific loud-
ness pattern for such a noise that is almost flat~equal loud-
ness per ERB! over the frequency range 500 to 4000 Hz
~Moore and Glasberg, 1998!. This usually leads to a high
value of the articulation index for speech with a level of 65
dB SPL ~Moore and Glasberg, 1998!. If the level of the
background had been increased to about 75 dB SPL, then in
the condition with linear amplification the stimuli would
have become uncomfortably loud for many of the subjects. If
the level of the background had been decreased, then much
of the speech spectrum would have fallen below the absolute
threshold.

In everyday life, the level of speech and of background
noises can vary over a considerable range~Pearsonset al.,
1976; Killion, 1997!. With linear amplification, it is very
difficult for hearing-impaired people to deal with such a
range, except by frequent adjustment of the volume control.
This is a major reason why compression amplification is of-
ten preferred to linear amplification~Killion, 1997!. In our
experiment, the conditions with compression would have al-
lowed presentation of speech at levels up to at least 85 dB
SPL without any discomfort. Similarly, if the input level had
been decreased, the audibility of the target speech would
have decreased much less in the compression conditions than
in the linear condition. Compression can allow speech in
quiet to be understood over a wide range of levels without
discomfort, while linear amplification provides comfort and
intelligibility only over a limited range of levels~Laurence
et al., 1983; Mooreet al., 1992!. Compression can also im-
prove the intelligibility of speech in background noise when
the overall level of the speech and background noise is low,
simply because it gives more amplification for low-level
sounds. It should be noted that improvements of this type can
be produced by slow-acting, single-channel compression
~Moore and Glasberg, 1988a; Mooreet al., 1991!, as well as
by fast-acting compression as used in the present experiment.
It should also be noted that the fast-acting compression used
in the present study differs from that used in many earlier
studies. With our method of compression, the depth of
modulation for amplitude-modulated signals is decreased
uniformly for all modulation rates within the passband of the
envelope filter~i.e., rates up to 20 Hz!. With simpler com-
pression systems using asymmetric attack and release times
~Villchur, 1973; Braidaet al., 1982!, the reduction of modu-
lation depth~i.e., the effective amount of compression!, de-
creases progressively with increasing modulation rate~Stone
and Moore, 1992!.

In summary, while our results have shown only a mod-
est benefit for fast-acting compression in comparison to lin-
ear amplification, we believe that compression amplification
is much more effective than linear amplification in dealing
with the wide range of speech levels that occur in everyday
life. The ~small! benefit of compression under conditions
which are optimal for linear amplification might be regarded
as a ‘‘bonus.’’ Multichannel compression may be slightly
better than single-channel compression when background
sounds contain both spectral and temporal dips.
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Subjective effects of peak clipping and compression limiting
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Despite many advances in hearing-aid signal processing, compression limiting and peak clipping are
still used. To date, perceptual studies have been conducted only with adults. The current study was
designed to investigate the clarity of peak-clipped and compressed speech for both adults and
children. Subjects were 30 normal-hearing and 30 hearing-impaired individuals in three age ranges
~7–9, 10–12, and 16–50 years!. Stimuli were processed at 60, 70, 75, and 80 dB SPL using peak
clipping and at 80 dB SPL using compression limiting. Paired-comparison measures were used to
assess the clarity of sentences, and a signal-to-distortion ratio~SDR! based on a measure of
coherence between input and output was computed for each condition. For the peak-clipping
conditions, there was a decrease in perceived clarity as the input increased from 60 to 80 dB SPL.
This perceptual continuum was most apparent for the normal-hearing adults. The normal-hearing
10–12 year olds and the hearing-impaired adults showed a similar, but less pronounced, pattern. In
contrast, the remaining three subject groups showed minimal differences in perceived clarity across
conditions. Surprisingly, only the two oldest normal-hearing groups showed a clear preference for
compression limiting over peak clipping at the highest input level, and only their results were
consistent with the pattern of coherence across stimuli. Judgments of clarity by the normal-hearing
subjects correlated best with the SDR in the 500–2000-Hz range, while clarity judgments of the
hearing-impaired subjects correlated best with the SDR below 1000 Hz. ©1999 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!01701-4#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ts@JWH#

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a proliferation of ad-
vanced signal-processing circuitry for hearing aids. Various
forms of nonlinear processing are now widely available in
both programmable and nonprogrammable hearing aids.
Compression limiting is still widely used, however, to mini-
mize distortion for high-level input signals, and many manu-
facturers still utilize peak clipping in certain instruments.
Many high-gain hearing aids allow the option of either com-
pression limiting or peak clipping. There is evidence that
some listeners with severe–profound hearing loss either per-
form better with peak clipping than with compression limit-
ing or express a preference for peak clipping~Boothroyd
et al., 1988; Dawsonet al., 1990!. For individuals with
mild–moderate hearing loss, field studies with both linear
and nonlinear processors prompted one hearing-aid manufac-
turer to incorporate wide dynamic range compression in the
low frequencies and linear peak clipping in the high frequen-
cies ~Brunved, 1994!.

From a purely acoustic standpoint, the negative conse-
quences of peak clipping have been clearly established. If the
input stimulus level plus the hearing-aid gain exceed the
saturation sound-pressure level~SSPL!, then some degree of
clipping will occur. When the input signal is speech, it is
necessary to consider the overall level as well as the peak-
to-rms ratio of speech~usually estimated as 12 dB on aver-
age!. That is, when the rms level of hearing-aid-processed
speech is within 12 dB of the SSPL at any frequency, clip-
ping will occur. Compared to adult hearing-aid users, this
situation is likely to occur more often for infants and young

children fitted with hearing aids for two reasons. First, be-
cause young children demonstrate larger real-ear-to-coupler
differences than older children or adults~Feiginet al., 1989;
Nelson Barlowet al., 1988; Westwood and Bamford, 1992,
1995!, it is often necessary to reduce the SSPL90 of the
hearing aid for safety purposes. In some cases~e.g., severe–
profound hearing loss! this may limit the available distance
~in dB! between the peaks of speech and the maximum out-
put as a function of frequency~Preves and Newton, 1989!.
Second, for infants and young children, communication often
occurs at a reduced speaker–listener distance~e.g., while the
child is held by a parent or sitting on a parent’s lap!. Under
these circumstances, the input levels can be 15–20 dB higher
than average conversation at a distance of 1 m~Stelmachow-
icz et al., 1993!. It is also the case that self-generated speech
is one of the most common inputs to the hearing-aid micro-
phone. Cornelisse, Gagne, and Seewald~1991! have shown
that the overall level of a child’s own voice measured at ear
level is approximately 13 dB higher than at a 1 m, 0 deg
azimuth position. These high-level input signals can result in
nonlinear operation of a hearing aid and have implications
for the method of output limitation to be used with this popu-
lation.

A. Intelligibility

Despite the known acoustic drawbacks to hearing-aid
circuits which utilize peak clipping, studies of the effects of
this type of processing on the intelligibility of speech have
produced varying results. Some of the earliest studies sug-
gested that peak clipping was not detrimental to intelligibil-
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ity ~Martin, 1950; Licklider, 1964; Pollack, 1952!. This ef-
fect was probably related to the fact that the two types of
stimuli were equated in terms of peak level. When the re-
duced peak-to-rms ratio associated with peak clipping is
taken into account during calibration~by equating rms lev-
els!, however, most studies show a slight reduction in intel-
ligibility as the magnitude of clipping is increased. Direct
comparisons between peak clipping and compression limit-
ing have been made only in a small number of studies. Using
a phoneme identification task, Dreschler~1988! found a
mean advantage of approximately 12% for compression lim-
iting. Using a word-recognition task in both quiet and noise,
May, Dillon, and Battaglia~1989! compared compression
limiting to peak clipping for both normal-hearing subjects
and subjects with mild–moderate hearing loss. They found a
statistically significant advantage for compression limiting
over peak clipping only for the hearing-impaired subjects in
the noise condition. Crain and Van Tasell~1994! measured
speech-reception thresholds for spondees and found that sig-
nificant threshold shifts occurred only when clipping ex-
ceeded 18 dB. Using both sentence and phoneme test mate-
rials, Dawson, Dillon, and Battaglia~1990! found no
significant differences in speech intelligibility between peak-
clipped and compressed speech for subjects with severe–
profound hearing loss. Although a peak-clipping condition
was not used as the reference, in a study of individuals with
profound hearing loss, Boothroydet al. ~1988! found a sig-
nificant reduction in speech perception for some subjects
when compression limiting was used. The pattern of errors
was consistent with the notion that compression degraded
normal amplitude envelope cues that were critical for percep-
tion in this population.

B. Quality of speech

The effects of peak clipping and compression limiting
on the perceived quality of speech also have been studied.
Hawkins and Naidoo~1993! compared asymmetrical peak
clipping with compression limiting for subjects with mild–
moderate hearing loss. Their subjects were asked to rate the
quality of hearing-aid-processed speech~in both quiet and
noise! and music. They found a statistically significant pref-
erence for compression limiting which became more pro-
nounced as the magnitude of saturation increased. In con-
trast, May, Dillon, and Battaglia~1989! found no significant
differences in sound quality between peak clipping and com-
pression circuits for 12 subjects with mild–moderate hearing
loss. For subjects with severe–profound hearing loss, Lyre-
gaard ~1986! found that 50% of the group preferred peak
clipping and 50% preferred compression limiting. Dawson,
Dillon, and Battaglia~1990! used two types of questionnaires
to assess hearing-aid benefit and satisfaction for 14 subjects
with severe–profound hearing loss. No significant differ-
ences were observed for the two types of processing.

C. Coherence measures

Recently, there have been attempts to relate a physical
measure of the distortion produced by hearing aids to the
distortion perceived by listeners~Crain and Van Tasell,

1994; Fortune and Preves, 1992a, b; Hawkins and Naidoo,
1993; Kates, 1992; Kates and Kozma-Spytek, 1994; Kozma-
Spyteket al., 1996; Preves and Newton, 1989!. Kates~1992!
has formulated coherence and signal-to-distortion ratio
~SDR! as a tool to measure nonlinearities in hearing aids
excited using broadband-noise stimuli. This measure has po-
tential as an objective predictor of subjective responses to
various nonlinear processing algorithms used in hearing aids,
but it is limited in its formulation to broadband noise. The
temporal aspects of speech are complex, and the time-
varying nonlinear processing algorithms cope with these
complexities by the use of various compression thresholds
and attack and release times to control the transition from
linear to nonlinear processing. The physical performance of
any such algorithm, let alone its subjective influences, for a
speech stimulus cannot be predicted solely by a physical
measurement using random noise as an input.

A number of previous researchers have used speech
stimuli to measure the coherence of various types of hearing-
aid processing~Dyrlund, 1992; Dyrlundet al., 1994; Fortune
and Preves, 1992b; Crain and Van Tasell, 1994!. Dyrlund
~1992! and Dyrlundet al. ~1994! measured coherence and
SDR using speech and other signals as stimuli to hearing
aids, and found that the SDR was significantly reduced for
hearing aids with nonlinear signal processing. They pointed
out that both a short-term and long-term coherence can be
defined, and that these are only identical for a linear system.
Because the short-term coherence fluctuates with the auto-
matic gain-control characteristics of the device, the long-
term and short-term coherence are unequal for a nonlinear
system. They concluded that coherence analysis is only valid
for linear hearing aids because it is impossible to separate the
distortion due to intentional nonlinear signal processing from
other sources of nonlinear distortion or additive noise. In the
Dyrlund ~1992! and Dyrlundet al. ~1994! studies, coherence
was measured as that quantity conventionally output by a
two-channel spectrum analyzer, and thus represented only
the long-term coherence. Fortune and Preves~1992b! mea-
sured coherence using continuous discourse and speech-
shaped noise presented at various levels. As part of their
analysis, they averaged the coherence responses obtained in
each frequency bin across the entire frequency range to ob-
tain a single value for coherence, which was used to charac-
terize a given hearing-aid processing condition. They con-
cluded that the distortion produced by a saturating hearing
aid contributes to the perceived discomfort of the hearing aid
at high output levels. Crain and Van Tasell~1994! calculated
coherence for spondees processed by both peak clipping and
compression limiting. They also averaged the coherence
across the frequency range of interest to obtain a single mean
coherence that characterized the hearing-aid processing. This
mean coherence was used to predict degradations in speech
intelligibility.

The results of these studies support the view that the
~magnitude-squared! coherenceg2 ~f !, defined in the Appen-
dix, is reduced relative to a linear hearing aid by the types of
processing algorithms used in nonlinear hearing aids. One
can operationally define a ratio in terms of this coherence by
g2/@12g2#. In a linear system, this ratio is precisely equal
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to the ratio of the coherent output signal power to the noise
power~i.e., incoherent power!. In a nonlinear system using a
random input stimulus, this ratio is equal to the ratio of the
coherent signal power to the sum of the noise power and the
distortion power. The noise in a high-quality nonlinear hear-
ing aid is usually small compared to the distortion produced
by the nonlinearities, and can therefore be neglected, so that
the ratio simplifies to an SDR. It is complicated to compare
the coherence of linear and nonlinear hearing aids, because
the linear algorithm is controlled by system noise~which has
a relatively constant envelope! and the nonlinear algorithm is
controlled by system distortion~which fluctuates with signal
level!.

Because speech stimuli influence the temporal behavior
of a nonlinear hearing aid in a much different manner than
random noise, the measurement of coherence using random
noise may not be indicative of the coherence measured using
speech. There are reasons to use speech stimuli for distortion
measurements, but there are gaps in our knowledge and
problems to be overcome. No studies on coherence in hear-
ing aids using speech stimuli have controlled for bias error
due to group delay by the hearing aid~Kates, 1992!. No
studies have measured the short-term coherence or short-
term SDR during continuous discourse, so it is unknown
how the time-varying nature of speech influences the short-
term transfer functions. Finally, it is necessary to formulate
nonlinear coherence measurements using speech stimuli in a
manner that can be related to the SDR, and there are subtle
aspects involved in averaging responses across frequency.
An approach addressing these issues is described in the Ap-
pendix.

D. Statement of the problem

To date, the studies in which a comparison was made
between compression limiting and peak clipping were con-
ducted with adult subjects. Since both forms of processing
are in widespread clinical use, it is important to understand
the perceptual consequences of peak clipping and compres-
sion limiting for young children who are in the process of
speech and language development. The primary goal of the
present study was to investigate the perceived clarity of
peak-clipped vs compressed speech for both adults and chil-
dren. A secondary goal was to examine the relationship be-
tween the perceived clarity of speech and a physical measure
of hearing-aid distortion.

I. METHODS

A. Subjects

Sixty subjects participated in this experiment. Thirty
subjects had normal hearing and 30 had mild–moderate sen-
sorineural hearing losses. Within each group, subjects were
divided into three age ranges with ten in each subgroup: 7–9
years, 10–12 years, and 16–50 years. All normal-hearing
subjects had thresholds<20 dB HL from 250–8000 Hz. The
mean thresholds of the hearing-impaired subjects are shown
in Table I along with the percentage of subjects that was
aided in each group and the circuit types. Across these sub-
jects, scores on an age-appropriate test of word recognition
~PBK-50 or NU-6! ranged from 66%–100%.

B. Hearing aid

In this study, all stimuli were processed by a Phonak
PICS ~Sonoforte 332X! hearing aid. Two different condi-
tions of output limiting were included: compression limiting
with adaptive release time and peak clipping.1 For the
compression-limiting mode, the attack time was 8 ms and the
release time varied from 80 to 1000 ms depending upon the
length of time that the signal exceeded the compression
threshold. We elected to use the adaptive release time be-
cause this type of processing is used by at least three differ-
ent manufacturers in their compression-limiting circuits. Us-
ing target values based on the desired sensation level
approach~Seewald, 1988!, this hearing aid was adjusted to
provide recommended gain and maximum output for a hy-
pothetical listener with a moderate hearing loss. The
frequency/gain characteristics and SSPL90 curves for both
the peak-clipping and compression-limiting conditions are
shown in Fig. 1. Many previous studies have used large
amounts of peak clipping. Our goal was to provide realistic
levels of peak clipping, comparable to what one might actu-
ally encounter under typical conditions with a well-fit hear-
ing aid. As such, we assumed that the most common high-
level input to the hearing-aid microphone during actual use
would be the wearer’s own voice, which we assumed would
occur at an overall level of 75–80 dB SPL. With this fre-
quency response and maximum output, an 80 dB SPL pure-
tone signal at 1000 Hz would be clipped by approximately 3
dB. Obviously, speech would be clipped to a greater extent
because of the high peak-to-rms ratio.

TABLE I. Mean pure-tone thresholds~in dB HL! and standard deviation~in parentheses! for each subgroup of
hearing-impaired subjects. Also shown is the percentage of individuals that is aided within each group and the
circuit type of their personal hearing aids~PC5peak clipping, CL5compression limiting, WDRC5wide dy-
namic range compression!.

Group

Frequency~Hz!

% Aided Circuit type250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

7–9 years 35.0 37.0 47.0 52.5 47.0 47.0 90% 5 PC, 1 CL,
N510 ~15.0! ~11.7! ~11.2! ~7.5! ~12.9! ~18.2! 3 WDRC
10–12 years 29.4 37.2 48.9 52.2 47.2 51.7 70% 4 PC, 3 CL
N510 ~14.0! ~14.6! ~14.9! ~16.3! ~15.7! ~16.0!
16–50 years 35.5 35.5 41.0 51.5 49.0 63.5 50% 3 PC,
N510 ~15.2! ~13.9! ~12.6! ~12.9! ~13.9! ~18.3! 2 WDRC
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C. Stimuli

Test stimuli were five sentences from the connected sen-
tence test~Cox et al., 1987, 1988!. The long-term rms level
of the unprocessed sentences was measured using the follow-
ing procedure. Each sentence was presented to a loudspeaker
located within a hearing-aid test box and the output of a
1/2-in. microphone was low-pass filtered at 9500 Hz, digi-
tized at a 20-kHz rate, and stored digitally. An overlapping
~50%! 120-ms Hanning window was applied and the rms
level of the entire sentence~including pauses! was measured.
With the hearing aid attached to a 2-cm3 coupler, these sen-
tences were presented to the hearing aid at 60, 70, 75, and 80
dB SPL in the peak-clipping condition~PC60, PC70, PC75,
and PC80!. These levels were selected to provide a condition
of near-linear operation~60 dB! and a range of nonlinear
operation of the hearing aid. For the compression-limiting
condition ~CL80!, test stimuli were presented at a single
level of 80 dB SPL. The processed stimuli were low-pass
filtered and stored digitally. Minor adjustments were made in
the amplitude of the stored waveforms to produce equivalent
rms levels across all test stimuli.

D. Procedure

The goal of this experiment was to determine how peak
clipping and compression limiting affected judgments of
clarity of speech. Pilot data with children in the 7–9-year age
range revealed that many of these children had difficulty
with a rating task. Specifically, the children rarely judged
any of the sentences as ‘‘clear,’’ presumably because all sig-
nals had been processed by a hearing aid. Furthermore, the

perceptual differences between conditions were often very
subtle because a large amount of peak clipping was not oc-
curring. Eisenberg, Dirks, and Gornbein~1997! have shown
that a paired-comparison task is more sensitive to differences
in clarity than a category-rating task. Therefore, a paired-
comparison procedure was used for this experiment.

Although the test stimuli were initially processed with
different input levels~thus creating varying levels of distor-
tion!, test stimuli were presented at each subject’s most com-
fortable loudness level~based on running speech! to mini-
mize the influence of loudness on judgments of clarity.
Following processing, it was noted that the perceived loud-
ness of the sentences varied across the five processing con-
ditions. Equating neither the rms level nor the peak level of
these sentences produced ‘‘equal loudness’’ across condi-
tions. We chose to equate the rms level across all stimuli, but
to vary the level over a 5-dB range during stimulus presen-
tation in order to remove the influence of loudness differ-
ences from the judgments of clarity. Each stimulus pair was
preceded by a 1000-Hz warning signal. For each trial, the
subject listened to the same sentence processed in two dif-
ferent ways~e.g., PC60 vs PC70!, and was instructed to in-
dicate which of the two sentences sounded clearer.2 The
paired-comparison task utilized a round-robin tournament in
which every condition was paired with every other condition
to form ten pairs. The order of presentation was counterbal-
anced, producing 20 pairs for each of the five sentences~100
pairs!. Prior to testing, subjects were given a short training
session using highly divergent conditions.

Data for both experiments were collected in 1–2 ses-
sions which lasted approximately 90–120 min. Frequent
breaks were provided as needed during data collection.

E. Coherence measures

Since any coherence function is biased by the presence
of a time delay between the input and output signals, this
bias error was removed prior to the calculation of coherence
using a slight modification in the algorithm described by
Kates ~1992!. In this study, the unbias filtering and coher-
ence calculations were implemented on a laboratory com-
puter usingMATLAB . Each 50-ms window of speech input
and hearing-aid output was multiplied by a Hanning window
and the discrete Fourier transforms were calculated~sample
rate 20 kHz and frequency bin width of approximately 20
Hz!. An SDR function was calculated for each window of
data and the set of SDR functions over the entire waveform
formed an SDR waveform. Because there was a 2:1 overlap-
ping of analysis windows, the short-term SDR waveform had
a sample period of 25 ms. Octave averages were calculated,
and the outputs were SDR waveforms in the 500-, 1000-,
2000-, and 4000-Hz octaves. By averaging across all four
octaves, a single SDR waveform also was calculated.

Each SDR waveform obtained was a short-term transfer
function, the fine structure of which varied for each sentence
used. For time intervals when the hearing aid was behaving
linearly, the SDR value tended to be large, since it was con-
strained only by noise~i.e., the SDR! behaved near its peak
values like a signal-to-noise ratio. When the hearing aid was
clipping or limited by compression, the corresponding SDR

FIG. 1. Top panel: 2-cm3 coupler gain~measured with a 60-dB SPL speech-
weighted signal! as a function of frequency for the compression-limiting and
peak-clipping circuits. Lower panel: 2-cm3 coupler saturation sound-
pressure level as a function of frequency~measured with a 90-dB SPL swept
pure-tone signal! for the compression-limiting and peak-clipping circuits.
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value was much lower due to the influence of distortion. For
time intervals when the input signal power was small, the
SDR was also small. Thus, the SDR waveform for speech
was characterized by peaks and broad dips during continuous
speech, and by nulls during silent portions.

Since the intent was to use the SDR to account for the
subjective quality of hearing aids, it was necessary to reduce
the SDR waveforms to a manageably small number of vari-
ables. The mean and standard deviation of the SDR in each
octave band~or over the entire bandwidth! for each sentence
was calculated after discarding the transient onset of SDR at
the beginning of the utterance and the transient decay of
SDR at the end of the utterance. The criterion was that the
SDR in time windows at the beginning and end of the utter-
ance had to exceed 25% of the median value of SDR over
the entire waveform to be included in the calculation of the
mean and standard deviation. The SDR mean was a measure
of the typical SDR of the hearing-aid algorithm during con-
tinuous speech, and the SDR standard deviation was a mea-
sure of the fluctuations in the SDR during continuous speech.
The grand average of the SDR mean and standard deviations
were calculated over the five sentences used in the subjective
study. Thus, each hearing-aid processing condition was
quantified within each frequency band by two values, the
SDR mean and standard deviation.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For all subjects, the number of times each condition was
selected as clearer was divided by the total number of paired
presentations~100! to derive the selection rate for each con-
dition. Figure 2 presents the mean data showing the percent
judged clearer as a function of condition for the ten subjects
in each group. Table II presents the standard deviations~s.d.!
and the range associated with these mean data. In general,
the s.d.s do not appear to be markedly different as a function
of age group, test condition, or the presence or absence of
hearing loss. From Fig. 2, it can be seen that there is a de-
crease in selection rate as the input level is increased from 60
dB SPL ~PC60! to 80 dB SPL~PC80!. This perceptual con-
tinuum is most apparent for the normal-hearing 16–50-year-
old group. The normal-hearing 10–12 year olds and the
16–50 year old hearing-impaired subjects showed a clear,
but less pronounced, decrease in selection rate across condi-
tions. In contrast, the slope of the function for the youngest
normal-hearing subjects and the two youngest hearing-
impaired groups was quite shallow, suggesting that these
subjects may have been unable to differentiate between
many of these conditions.

A small number of studies has been reported in which a
paired-comparison procedure has been used with children to
determine the preferred frequency response of a hearing aid

FIG. 2. Percent judged clearer as a function of test con-
dition. The left and right panels show data for the
normal- and hearing-impaired subjects, respectively.
The parameter in each panel is age group.

TABLE II. Standard deviation and range~in parentheses! associated with the selection rates reported in Fig. 2.

Condition

PC60 PC70 PC75 PC80 CL80

Normal hearing 0.14 0.09 0.09 0.15 0.11
7–9 years ~0.40–0.85! ~0.45–0.75! ~0.38–0.60! ~0.18–0.68! ~0.20–0.58!

0.10 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10
10–12 years ~0.58–0.88! ~0.45–0.75! ~0.25–0.60! ~0.10–0.45! ~0.28–0.58!

0.11 0.05 0.10 0.09 0.15
16–50 years ~0.63–0.95! ~0.55–0.75! ~0.23–0.50! ~0.05–0.35! ~0.15–0.68!

Hearing impaired 0.17 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.08
7–9 years ~0.40–0.90! ~0.35–0.63! ~0.28–0.65! ~0.20–0.58! ~0.28–0.63!

0.08 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.08
10–12 years ~0.48–0.78! ~0.47–0.65! ~0.45–0.63! ~0.30–0.53! ~0.25–0.50!

0.15 0.11 0.07 0.12 0.15
16–50 years ~0.50–0.93! ~0.43–0.78! ~0.33–0.55! ~0.18–0.52! ~0.08–0.52!
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~Chinget al., 1994, 1995; Eisenberg and Dirks, 1995; Eisen-
berg and Levitt, 1991!. Eisenberg and Dirks~1995! asked
normal-hearing children in four age groups between 4 and 8
years to judge the clarity of filtered speech. The 4-year-old
children demonstrated poorer test–retest reliability and were
less sensitive to the differences in filter settings than the
older children. They concluded that paired-comparison pro-
cedures can be used reliably in children as young as 5 years
of age provided that they have normal language skills. In the
present study, however, both the normal-hearing and
hearing-impaired 7–9 year olds were less sensitive to the
distortion associated with signal processing than the older
subjects. It is likely that the lower age limit for reliable and
valid measures is related to the magnitude of differences be-
tween test stimuli. The differences in lower age limit be-
tween the two studies may be related to the fact that the
degree of peak clipping in the current study produced only
subtle differences between stimuli.

It also appears that for the two older groups, the func-
tions in Fig. 2 are slightly more shallow for the hearing-
impaired than for the normal-hearing subjects. This result is
consistent with the findings of Kozma-Spytek, Kates, and
Revoile ~1996!. In their study, subjects with moderate–
profound hearing losses rated the quality of sentence materi-
als that had been peak-clipped at 0, 4, 8, and 12 dB above the
rms level of sentences. Compared to normal-hearing subjects
from an earlier study~Kates and Kozma-Spytek, 1994!, the
listeners with impaired hearing were less sensitive to the
acoustic differences across peak-clipping conditions. Lawson
and Chial ~1982! also found that subjects with moderate
hearing losses were less sensitive to distortion of speech pro-
duced by linear rectification than were normal-hearing sub-
jects.

It is also of interest to look at the selection rate for the
CL80 condition. For the normal-hearing 10–12 and 16–50
year olds, CL80 showed a higher selection rate than PC80.
For the youngest normal-hearing group and all three hearing-
impaired groups, the selection rate for CL80 was similar to
or less than the selection rate for PC80.

A three-way analysis of variance~ANOVA ! was per-
formed. A significant three-way interaction~condition by
hearing status by age! was observed@F(8,102)52.30, p
50.036#. Since the slopes of the functions in Fig. 2 appear to
suggest an interaction between age and hearing status, simple
effects tests were performed for each age category indepen-
dently. For the 7–9 year olds, there was a significant effect
of condition@F(4,216)56.86,p,0.001# but no hearing sta-
tus effect or condition by hearing status interaction. For the
10–12 year olds, there was a significant effect of condition
@F(4,216)529.52, p,0.001#, a significant condition by
hearing status interaction@F(4,216)53.54, p50.008#, but
no hearing status effect. For the oldest group, there was a
significant effect of condition@F(4,216)570.38,p,0.001#,
a significant condition by hearing status interaction
@F(4,216)56.40,p,0.001#, but no hearing status effect.

The results discussed thus far were analyzed in terms of
the overall selection rate for each condition. Figure 3 shows
a direct comparison between the PC80 and CL80 conditions,
excluding all other comparisons. This figure shows the per-

centage of time that CL80 was judged to be clearer than
PC80 as a function of age for both the normal-hearing and
hearing-impaired groups. For both groups of 7–9 year olds,
the percentages were slightly above chance level, suggesting
that these youngest children could not distinguish the two
conditions. The pattern of results for the remaining groups is
unexpected. The normal-hearing 10–12 year olds demon-
strate chance performance just like the younger children. The
normal-hearing 16–50 year olds, however, show a clear pref-
erence for compression limiting with an average selection
rate of 74%. In contrast, the 10–12 and 16–50 year old
hearing-impaired subjects judge CL80 to be clearer than
PC80 only about 40% of the time. As would be expected, a
two-way ANOVA revealed a significant hearing status by
age interaction@F(2,54)55.91, p,0.005#. These findings
suggest that, for the 80-dB SPL conditions, subjects in the
two oldest hearing-impaired groups preferred peak clipping
to compression limiting. This particular trend has been ob-
served previously in subjects with severe–profound hearing
loss ~Dawsonet al., 1990; Lyregaard, 1986!. For subjects
with mild–moderate losses, however, previous studies have
yielded conflicting results. Hawkins and Naidoo~1993!
found a statistically significant preference for compression
limiting ~even with only 5 dB of clipping! while May ~1988!
found no significant differences in perceived intelligibility
between compression-limiting- and peak-clipped speech. It is
possible that the magnitude of distortion by peak clipping in
the Hawkins and Naidoo~1993! study may have been greater
than in the May~1988! study and the current investigation.
Unfortunately, different methods were used to quantify dis-
tortion in these studies, so it is not possible to verify this
hypothesis.

A. Coherence measures

It is of interest to ask how the physical measures of
distortion for these test stimuli might relate to the perceptual
data. Figure 4 shows the SDR as a function of time for the

FIG. 3. Percentage of time that compression limiting was judged clearer
than peak clipping as a function of age group for both the normal and
hearing-impaired groups.
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sentence, ‘‘Colored glass was used in European windows.’’
Each panel represents a different octave band, the solid line
represents the PC80 condition while the dashed line shows
the CL80 condition. In general, the SDR is greater for com-
pression limiting compared to peak clipping. However, the
differences between the two conditions vary throughout the
sentence and are greatest at 1000 Hz and above. To obtain
SDR values that could be used to compare conditions easily,
values were collapsed across both time and frequency to cre-
ate a broadband SDR for each sentence. These values were
then averaged across the five sentences. In a similar fashion,
SDRs were collapsed across time and averaged across the
five sentences to create mean SDRs in each octave band.

In Fig. 5, the mean SDR for the five sentences is plotted
as a function of the test condition. The filled circles represent
the SDR when the analysis was performed on the entire sig-
nal ~350–5660 Hz! and the open symbols depict the SDR for
octave bands from 500 to 4000 Hz. In general, the SDR is
highest at 500 Hz and lowest at 4000 Hz~where the hearing-
aid gain is low!. The broadband analysis is most similar to
the octave-band analysis at 1000 Hz. For all functions, the
SDR decreases from PC60 to PC80. With the exception of
the 500-Hz-band analysis, the SDRs for the CL80 condition
increase markedly relative to PC80. For the broadband
analysis, as well as 1000 and 2000 Hz, the SDR for the CL80
condition is roughly equivalent to SDRs in the PC70 to PC75

range. At 500 Hz, however, the SDRs for PC80 and CL80
are nearly identical.

The patterns observed in this figure can be compared to
the data in Fig. 2. For the normal-hearing 10–12 and 16–50
year olds, the perceptual pattern is quite similar to that
shown for the broadband, 1000-Hz, and 2000-Hz analyses.
That is, there is a monotonic decrease from PC60 to PC80
with a marked increase for the CL80 condition. In contrast,
the youngest normal-hearing group and all three hearing-
impaired groups show a minimal difference or a slight de-
crease in CL80 relative to PC80. It is possible that perceptual
judgments of the hearing-impaired listeners may have been
weighted more heavily by the low-frequency components of
the signal than was the case for the normal-hearing listeners.

To investigate this possibility, correlation coefficients
relating selection rate to the SDR at each octave frequency
were computed for each of the three age groups of normal
and hearing-impaired subjects. Regardless of hearing status,
the correlation coefficients for the youngest subjects were
low ~0.26–0.50!. Thus, additional analyses were designed to
investigate the oldest two subject groups only, and a 0.05
level of significance was adopted for all tests. For each sub-
ject, the normalized correlation coefficients between the five
clarity scores and the five SDR scores were calculated. Sepa-
rate two-way ANOVA were conducted for each of the five
analysis bands. Results revealed a significant main effect for
hearing status for all analysis bands except 500 Hz. In all
cases, there was no effect of age and no age by hearing status
interaction. Because age was not significant in this analysis,
the older children and adults were combined into a single
group (N540) for all subsequent analyses. Figure 6 shows
the mean correlation coefficients as a function of the analysis
band for both the normal and hearing-impaired subjects. For
the normal-hearing subjects, the correlation coefficients were
relatively high for all analysis bands except 4000 Hz. In
contrast, the hearing-impaired group showed the highest cor-
relation at 500 Hz, followed closely by the broadband con-
dition. Above 500 Hz, there was a steady decrease in corre-
lation as a function of frequency.

FIG. 4. SDR as a function of time for a single sentence processed by either
peak clipping~solid line! or compression limiting~dashed line!. Each panel
represents a different octave band.

FIG. 5. Signal-to-distortion ratio as a function of test condition. The filled
circles illustrate results of the broadband analysis and the various open
symbols depict the octave-band analyses.
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A repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted to deter-
mine if significant differences in the correlation coefficients
existed across the two groups~normal vs hearing impaired!
or across the analysis frequencies. Results revealed a signifi-
cant main effect for hearing status and analysis frequency
and a significant hearing status by analysis frequency inter-
action. These findings support the notion that the normal-
hearing and hearing-impaired subjects in this study used dif-
ferent cues to judge signal quality. To investigate this
further, contrasts between the correlation coefficients were
examined across analysis frequency and hearing status. For
the hearing-impaired group, the correlation at 500 Hz was
significantly higher than the correlations at 1000, 2000, and
4000 Hz, and the correlations at 1000 and 2000 Hz were
significantly higher than at 4000 Hz. For the normal-hearing
group, the correlations at 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz were simi-
lar, but the correlations at 1000 and 2000 Hz were signifi-
cantly higher than at 4000 Hz.

These findings are partially consistent with the results of
an investigation reported by Kozma-Spytek, Kates, and
Revoile ~1996!. They studied the relation between quality
judgments of peak-clipped speech and coherence measured
with a speech-shaped noise test signal for both normal-
hearing and hearing-impaired listeners. For each group, they
derived distortion index weights similar to those used in the
computation of the articulation index~French and Steinberg,
1947; Kryter, 1962!. In general, the listeners with impaired
hearing appeared to base their quality judgments on the per-
ceived distortion below 1000 Hz and ignore distortion in the
higher-frequency regions, as did the listeners in the current
study. In contrast, the normal-hearing listeners in their study
appeared to base their judgments on distortion in the high
frequencies~above 1000 Hz!. While both studies revealed
differences between the normal and hearing-impaired
groups, the normal-hearing subjects in the current study ap-
peared to rely more on the 500–2000-Hz region. Kozma-
Spytek et al. ~1996! offered three possible reasons for the
inability of the hearing-impaired listeners to perceive high-

frequency distortion products:~1! upward spread of masking,
~2! elevated high-frequency thresholds, and/or~3! inadequate
real-ear gain at high frequencies. Interestingly, the hearing-
impaired subjects in the Kozma-Spytek study were primarily
listeners with moderate-to-severe hearing losses whose
thresholds were approximately 20 dB poorer than the sub-
jects in the current study. It is somewhat surprising to find
this same result in subjects with mild–moderate hearing
losses.

III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In general, there was a decrease in perceived clarity for
the peak-clipping conditions as the input increased from 60
to 80 dB SPL. This decline in clarity was most apparent for
the normal-hearing adults. The normal-hearing 10–12-year
olds and the hearing-impaired 16–50 year olds showed a
similar, but less pronounced, pattern. In contrast, the young-
est normal-hearing subjects and both groups of hearing-
impaired children showed minimal differences in perceived
clarity across conditions.

Based on quality judgments, the hearing-impaired listen-
ers in this study preferred peak clipping when the input level
was high. While this result has been reported previously for
listeners with severe–profound hearing loss, it is an unex-
pected finding for listeners with mild-to-moderate hearing
loss. The broadband SDRs observed for the five processing
conditions resulted in a pattern that closely followed the
preference judgments for the two oldest normal-hearing
groups only. When the coherence measures were analyzed in
octave bands, it appears that judgments of clarity for the
normal-hearing listeners were most closely related to the
SDR in the 500–2000-Hz range. In contrast, our results are
consistent with the theory that hearing-impaired subjects fo-
cused more on the SDR below 1000 Hz and less on the SDR
at higher frequencies. These results raise the question of
whether it is appropriate to rely on normal-hearing listeners
in the development of signal-processing algorithms for hear-
ing aids. The current findings also suggest that SDRs can be
calculated in a straightforward manner as a function of both
frequency and time using processed speech signals as input.
The resultant SDRs describe aspects of the hearing-aid pro-
cessing that are perceptually significant in accounting for the
differing listening strategies of normal and hearing-impaired
listeners.

From a clinical perspective, the results of this study raise
an interesting question. If one assumes equivocal perfor-
mance in terms of speech recognition, should peak clipping
be used in lieu of compression limiting based on the listen-
er’s subjective judgments? In the design of the present study,
it was assumed that the highest input level typically encoun-
tered in daily activities would be speech at an overall level of
80 dB SPL. It is possible that inclusion of higher-level
stimuli or different types of signals~e.g., transients, music!
would have produced different results. Furthermore, in the
current study, all of the testing was performed in quiet. In the
presence of noise, intermodulation between the speech and
noise would be expected to have a marked effect upon qual-
ity judgments and the SDR for both types of processing.

FIG. 6. Correlation coefficient as a function of analysis band for both the
normal ~filled circle! and hearing-impaired~open circles! subjects~.10
years of age!.
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Additional studies are needed to determine if the pattern of
listener preferences observed in this study also is observed
under different stimulus conditions.
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APPENDIX: COHERENCE MEASURES

Kates derived an overdetermined matrix equation for the
set of unbiased filter coefficients, the solution of which de-
pended on the calculation of the pseudoinverse matrix. He
solved it using a truncated singular value decomposition
~TSVD!. An important step in TSVD is that all singular val-
ues less than some threshold are set to zero. This regularizes
the calculation of the pseudoinverse and stabilizes the result-
ing solution for the filter coefficients. The TSVD technique
has no criterion by which to choose the threshold singular
value at which to truncate the pseudoinverse; the threshold
must be chosen arbitrarily, and may not be optimum. Our
implementation adopts the criterion that the threshold should
be chosen so that the associated generalized cross-validation
function is minimized, using an implementation from the li-
brary described in Hansen~1992!. Since the input signal is
continuous speech discourse, this unbiased filtering is calcu-
lated for each 50-ms window of data. Windows are over-
lapped by 50% so that the short-term processing is updated
every 25 ms. Regularization of the pseudoinverse is needed,
because some data windows contain only background noise,
while others contain different portions of the speech signal.
To use a fixed threshold in TSVD might be problematic for
time-varying signals such as speech.

Suppose, for the moment, that these input and output
spectra are measured inK different measurements, resulting
in input spectrumXi( f ) and output spectrumYi( f ), respec-
tively, such thati ranges over the independent measurements
1,...,K. For example, one might use random noise and obtain
K measurements of the system response, but we can equally
well chooseK51 if a particular speech segment is measured
and analyzed. The input and output power spectral densities,
denoted byGxx( f ) andGyy( f ), respectively, are calculated
by an ensemble average over theK independent measure-
ments:

Gxx~ f !5~1/K !(
i 51

K

Xi* ~ f !Xi~ f !,

~A1!

Gyy~ f !5~1/K !(
i 51

K

Yi* ~ f !Yi~ f !,

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. Similarly, a
cross-spectral densityGxy( f ) is defined as an ensemble av-
erage by

Gxy~ f !5~1/K !(
i 51

K

Xi* ~ f !Yi~ f !. ~A2!

The cross-spectral density involves both the input and output
signals and is a complex quantity, in contrast to the power
spectral densities which are each real and non-negative.

The ~magnitude-squared! coherenceg2( f ) is defined in
terms of these spectral densities by

gxy
2 ~ f !5

uGxyu2

GxxGyy
. ~A3!

This is the operational definition of coherence, which is cal-
culated in terms of the measurements of the input and output
signals.

The interpretation of the nonlinear coherence is consid-
ered next. The output spectrum is modeled as the sum of
three components: the linear response of the hearing aid
H( f )X( f ), such that the linear hearing-aid transfer function
is H( f ), a distortion spectrumD( f ), and random noise
R( f ), which is uncorrelated with the input spectrum, the
output linear response, and the output distortion response.
For a pseudorandom signal such as speech, the coherence
function betweenX( f ) andY( f ) is well known ~Delavault
and Saumon, 1982; Maki, 1986!:

gxy
2 ~ f !5

11uGxd /~HGxx!u212 Re@Gxd /~HGxx!#

11~Gdd1Grr !/~ uHu2Gxx!12 Re@Gxd /~HGxx!#
.

~A4!

Each of the power spectral densities and cross-spectral den-
sities are defined in an analogous manner to Eqs.~A1! and
~A2!. In particular,Gdd( f ) is the power spectral density of
the distortion spectrum,Grr ( f ) is the power spectral density
of the random-noise spectrum,Gxd( f ) is the cross-spectral
density of the input and distortion spectra, and Re@¯# de-
notes the real part of the complex quantity within the square
brackets.

In a linear system,Gdd5Gxd50 ~because there is no
distortion!, and a signal-to-noise ratio is well defined. For a
nonlinear system with astochasticinput signal, as consid-
ered by Kates~1992!, Gxd50, and a signal-to-distortion ratio
is well defined. In either case, the coherence in Eq.~A4!
simplifies considerably.

The concept of ensemble averaging applies to averaging
across frequency, because the noise spectral densities in ad-
jacent frequency bins are uncorrelated with the input and
with each other. A similar situation exists, in approximate
form, for the distortion spectral densities in adjacent fre-
quency bins. Because the transformation of the input into the
output distortion is so complicated, averaging across adja-
cent frequencies will tend to reduce the correlation of these
signals within any particular frequency band. It follows that
the cross-spectrumGxd tends towards zero as the number of
frequency bins comprising the average becomes larger. The
resulting coherence in the limit thatGxd approaches zero
simplifies from Eq.~A4! to
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gxy
2 ~ f !5

1

11~Gdd1Grr !/Gyy
0 , ~A5!

where the coherent output power spectral densityGyy
0 ( f ) is

defined by

Gyy
0 5uH~ f !u2Gxx . ~A6!

This expression for coherence is precisely the same as that
obtained using a stochastic input.

This allows the introduction of the signal-to-distortion
ratio SDR by the standard relation:

SDR5
gxy

2 ~ f !

12gxy
2 ~ f !

5
Gyy

0

Gdd1Grr
'

Gyy
0

Gdd
, ~A7!

the latter approximate equality representing the typical case
in hearing-aid algorithms for which the noise autospectrum
is small relative to the distortion autospectrum.

For octave averaging, the number of elementsK in the
sums in Eqs.~A1! and~A2! is the number of frequency bins
per octave. This allows the calculation of SDR waveforms
for each frequency bandwidth used in the coherence analysis.
This averaging of power spectra and cross-spectra is con-
trasted with the averaging of coherence used in some previ-
ous research. Alternatively, when coherence is averaged
across frequency, as in past studies, the influence ofGxd is
retained in Eq.~A4! and may not be eliminated. The en-
semble averaging of power spectra and cross-spectra adopted
in this report is based upon the conventional definition of
coherence in Eq.~A3!; this allows for the transformation of
coherence into an SDR.

1In the hearing aid used, the signal was peak clipped by an instantaneous
nonlinearity prior to the final power amplifier stage. The instantaneous
input–output function of the peak clipper was symmetrical and had a
rounded shape in the clipping region so that the onset of clipping was
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A theoretical study of the hysteresis phenomenon at vocal fold
oscillation onset–offset
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This paper presents a theoretical study on the differences in the biomechanical parameters of the
vocal folds between oscillation onset and offset. The dynamics of the oscillation is analyzed from
the perspective of the theory of nonlinear dynamical systems, using a mucosal wave model of the
vocal folds with the subglottal pressure and the vocal fold half-width as control parameters. It is
shown that the oscillation onset occurs through a Hopf bifurcation of the subcritical type, at which
an unstable limit cycle is generated. Also, the oscillation offset occurs at a cyclic fold bifurcation,
at which the unstable limit cycle and a stable limit cycle~the actual vocal fold oscillation! coalesce
and cancel each other. Both bifurcations combine to form an ‘‘oscillation hysteresis’’ phenomenon,
common in cases of flow-induced oscillations. An analytical expression for the onset/offset ratio of
parameters is derived. The onset/offset ratio is in the range of 0.5–1, in agreement with the
experimental evidence. This value depends on the phase delay in motion of the upper edge of the
vocal folds versus the lower edge, and on the particular model adopted for airflow separation within
the glottis. © 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!00201-5#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Bk, 43.40.At, 43.40.Ga@AL #

INTRODUCTION

It is known that the biomechanical configuration of the
vocal folds at oscillation onset is different from their con-
figuration at oscillation offset. This difference has been ob-
served for various parameters related to the vocal fold oscil-
lation and under various experimental settings. For example,
studies of excised larynges~Baer, 1981; Berryet al., 1995!
and physical models of the vocal fold mucosa~Titze et al.,
1995; Chanet al., 1997! have shown that the subglottal pres-
sure is lower at oscillation offset than at oscillation onset,
when other biomechanical parameters~e.g., glottal width!
are kept constant. Similar onset–offset differences have been
also observed during the production of speech. Studies with
subjects uttering vowel–voiceless consonant–vowel se-
quences have shown that the intraoral pressure is lower at the
voice onset of the second vowel compared to the voice offset
of the first vowel~Munhall et al., 1994!, the airflow is lower
~Koenig and McGowan, 1996!, the transglottal pressures is
higher ~Hirose and Niimi, 1987!, and the glottal width is
smaller~Hirose and Niimi, 1987!.

According to this experimental evidence, the vocal fold
configuration at oscillation onset seems to be always more
restricted than the configuration at offset. When the geom-
etry and other biomechanical parameters are fixed, as in the
excised larynx experiments, then a larger subglottal pressure
is required to start the oscillation. In the speech production
experiments, if we assume that the subglottal pressure is ap-
proximately constant during the vowel–consonant–vowel
sequence, then the experimental results indicate a larger vo-
cal fold adduction at oscillation onset. Note that a smaller

glottal width will increase the glottal aerodynamic resistance
and therefore cause the observed larger transglottal pressure,
smaller intraoral pressure, and lower airflow.

Why does this phenomenon occur? In this paper, we will
look for its origin by examining the generation of the vocal
fold oscillation from the perspective of the theory of nonlin-
ear dynamical systems. In a previous work~Lucero, 1995!, a
describing function method~Siljak, 1969! was used to ana-
lyze the onset–offset difference in the subglottal pressure.
The present work intends to offer an improved and more
general description of this phenomenon, which might pro-
vide a theoretical basis for further studies. Considering that
this paper is directed mainly to readers in the speech field,
the mathematical techniques used in the paper which might
be not familiar to some readers will be presented in detail.

I. VOCAL FOLD MODEL

Analysis will be based on a version of Titze’s mucosal
wave model~Titze, 1988! for the vocal fold oscillation. As
shown in Fig. 1, we assume that during the oscillation the
cover ~epithelium and superficial layers of the vocal liga-
ment! of the vocal folds propagates a surface mucosal wave
in the direction of the airflow, and the body~deep layer of
the vocal ligament and muscle! is stationary.

The cross-sectional areas at glottal entrya1 and exita2

are approximated by

a152L~x01x1t ẋ!, ~1!

a252L~x01x2t ẋ!, ~2!a!Electronic mail: lucero@mat.unb.br
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where L is the length of the vocal fold in the antero–
posterior direction, andt is the time delay for the mucosal
wave in traveling half the glottal widthT ~length of the glot-
tal channel in the direction of the airflow!. The motion of the
vocal fold is described by the differential equation

mẍ1rẋ1kx1Pg , ~3!

wherex is the lateral displacement of the vocal fold at the
midpoint of the glottis,m, r, andk, are the mass, damping,
and stiffness of the oscillating portion of the vocal fold tissue
per unit area of the medial surface of the vocal folds~LT!,
and Pg is the intraglottal pressure, equal to the mean of the
glottal pressureP(z) along the direction of the airflow~z
axis in Fig. 1!

Pg5
1

T E
0

T

P~z!dz. ~4!

Details on the derivation of the above equations may be
found in Titze’s paper~Titze, 1988!.

For simplicity, we assume further that the supraglottal
pressure is equal to the atmospheric pressure, the subglottal
pressurePs is constant, and the prephonatory glottal shape is
rectangular~dashed line in Fig. 1!.

The glottal aerodynamics is described following the
boundary layer model by Pelorson and co-workers~Pelorson
et al., 1994, 1995! for high Reynolds numbers. This model
appears to be valid for the range of typical values for the
glottal flow ~Re in the order of 3000!, except when the glottis
is narrow and near closure~in this case, a viscous model
should be used!.

The glottal flow is considered quasisteady and incom-
pressible. The bulk of the flow is frictionless and laminar,
except in the vicinity of the glottal walls~boundary layer!
where viscous forces are large. Due to the abrupt area expan-
sion at the glottal exit, the boundary layer separates from the
glottal wall and causes a free jet stream downstream the glot-
tis ~Fig. 2!. The point at which the flow detaches from the

glottal wall is located at the exit of the glottis, in the case of
a convergent glottis@Fig. 2~a!#, or may move within the glot-
tis, as it becomes divergent@Fig. 2~b!#.

According to Pelorsonet al.’s results~1994!, in a diver-
gent glottis the ratio between the glottal areaa0 at the point
of airflow separation@see Fig. 2~b!# and the minimum glottal
area (a1) becomes asymptotically constant at high Reynolds
numbers (a0 /a1'k0). In measurements on a physical model
of the larynx with a cylindrical profile for the vocal folds,
they obtained the approximate relationa0 /a1'1.1. For the
present analysis, their equations~as they appear in Pelorson
et al., 1994! were solved assuming a linear variation of the
glottal area along the glottis~z-axis in Fig. 1!, and an ap-
proximate relationa0 /a1'1.3 was obtained. Hence, we as-
sume as a first approximation that airflow separation occurs
at the point where the glottal area is

a05H k0a1 , if a2.k0a1 ,

a2 , if a2<k0a1 ,
~5!

wherek051.3. Coordinatez at the point of airflow separa-
tion has the valuez5z0 , with

z05
a02a1

a22a1
T. ~6!

Downstream from the point of airflow separation, the air
exits the glottis in a free jet and becomes turbulent. The
turbulence dissipates all the kinetic energy of the flow and no
pressure is recovered. Thus the pressure at the point of air-
flow separation is zero.

Upstream from the point of airflow separation, friction
in the bulk of the flow may be neglected, and the flow de-
scribed with the energy equation

Ps5
ru2

2a0
2 , ~7!

wherePs is the subglottal pressure,r is the air density, andu
is the air flow volume velocity.

Finally, applying the energy equation between the point
of coordinatez and the point of airflow separationz0 to
evaluate the pressureP(z) ~Titze, 1988! and integrating Eq.
~4!, we obtain

FIG. 1. Mucosal wave model~Titze, 1988!.

FIG. 2. Airflow separation from the glottis.~a! Convergent glottis,~b! di-
vergent glottis.
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Pg5Ps

z0

T S 12
a0

a1
D . ~8!

The dynamics of the model is then completely described
by Eqs.~1!, ~2!, ~3!, ~5!, ~6!, and~8!. As standard values for
the parameters, we adopt the values shown in Table I. In the
table,d52vt is the phase delay in motion of the upper edge
of the vocal folds in relation to the lower edge. These values
will be used throughout the analysis, except where indicated
otherwise.

We must be aware that this model contains gross sim-
plifications of the vocal fold dynamics. Particularly, it ne-
glects three factors consistent with the quasi-steady flow as-
sumption:~1! viscous losses, which may become significant
when the glottis is narrow and the glottal flow is low~note
that the boundary layer model contains the assumption of a
high Reynolds number!; ~2! glottal exit rounding effects on
the pressure distribution in the glottis~Guo and Scherer,
1993!; and ~3! the actual point of action of the resultant
glottal pressure (Pg), which should be lower than the glottal
midpoint ~Guo and Scherer, 1993!. Preliminary analyses in-
cluding viscous losses@following Pelorsonet al.’s model
~1994!# have shown no significant variation of the present
results for the range of parameters considered here, e.g., a
wide open glottis at the prephonatory position. This fact is
consistent with a previous analysis on the optimal glottal
configuration~Lucero, 1997!, which shows that in a wide
glottis airflow separation effects are much larger than viscous
losses, and hence the later may be neglected as approxima-
tion. However, the situation may be different in a glottis near
closure~as in the case of a pressed voice onset!. The above
simplifications are intended to reduce the model to the basic
oscillatory dynamics, neglecting details not relevant to the
present study.

II. EQUILIBRIUM POSITION AND STABILITY
„PREVIOUS RESULTS…

The first step in the analysis is to determine the equilib-
rium positions of the vocal folds and their stability. Setting to
zero the time derivatives, from Eqs.~1! and ~2! we obtain
a15a2 . Since the glottis is rectangular, there is no airflow
separation within the glottis, hencea05a2 andz05T. Solv-
ing the resultant equations forx, we find that there is only
one equilibrium position and it is located at the initial posi-
tion x50.

The stability of the equilibrium position may be next
analyzed taking only the linear part of the equation of motion
in the neighborhood of the equilibrium position~Minorsky,
1962; Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1983!. Since the oscilla-
tion has a small amplitude in that neighborhood and hence
the glottis is near rectangular, there is no airflow separation
within the glottis and the glottal pressure simplifies to

Pg5PsS 12
a2

a1
D5

2tPsẋ

x01x1t ẋ
. ~9!

Expanding this equation in a Taylor series and keeping only
the linear terms, we obtain

Pg5r gẋ, ~10!

where

r g5
2tPs

x0
. ~11!

We can see that the glottal pressure is proportional to the
vocal fold velocity, and hence it acts as an aerodynamic
damping with the coefficientr g . Replacing in Eq.~3!, we
obtain the linearized equation of motion

mẍ1~r 2r g!ẋ1kx50. ~12!

The roots of the characteristic equation are

s52
r 2r g

2m
6AS r 2r g

2m D 2

2
k

m
. ~13!

The real part of the roots are zero at

r 2r g50. ~14!

For r g.r the roots have positive real parts and the equilib-
rium position is unstable. Note that under this condition, the
total damping@coefficient for theẋ term in Eq. ~12!# be-
comes negative. This negative sign implies a net transfer of
energy from the airflow to the vocal folds, and so oscillation
may start, as it will be shown later in Sec. IV A.

The condition expressed by Eq.~14! is the threshold
condition for oscillation onset, at which the equilibrium po-
sition of the vocal folds becomes unstable and the oscillation
is generated. Replacing Eq.~11! and solving, we may com-
pute for example the oscillation threshold subglottal pressure

Ps-onset5
rx0

2t
, ~15!

which is the minimum subglottal pressure required to start
the oscillation. Similarly, we can consider an oscillation
threshold glottal half-width

x0-onset5
2tPs

r
, ~16!

which is the maximum glottal half-width to start the oscilla-
tion.

This same stability analysis has been done in previous
works using a variety of models and techniques~e.g., Ish-
izaka, 1981; Ishizaka and Matsudaira, 1972; Lucero, 1993,
1995; Steinecke and Herzel, 1995; Titze, 1988!. However,
analysis only shows that at threshold the equilibrium position

TABLE I. Parameter values of the mucosal wave model~Titze, 1988!.

Parameter Value

m 4.76 kg m22

r 1000 N s m23

k 23106 N m23

L 1.4 cm
T 0.3 cm
v5Ak/m 648.2 s21

d 60°
t5d/(2v) 0.81 ms
r 1.15 kg m23
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becomes unstable, and it says nothing about the generation
of an oscillation. It is clear that an oscillation appears at
threshold, as it can be shown by solving numerically the
equations of motion. But exactly how is it generated? This
issue is important in understanding the oscillation onset–
offset dynamics, and will be considered in the following sec-
tions.

III. OSCILLATION ONSET: SUBCRITICAL HOPF
BIFURCATION

A. The Hopf bifurcation

Let us briefly review how an oscillation may be gener-
ated from an equilibrium position. In the theory of nonlinear
dynamical systems~Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1983; Mi-
norsky, 1962; Thompson and Stewart, 1986!, the qualitative
change of dynamical behavior at a critical value of a param-
eter is called a bifurcation. At a Hopf bifurcation, an equi-
librium position changes its stability and an oscillation~limit
cycle! is generated.

Two types of Hopf bifurcations are possible. We illus-
trate them in Fig. 3, where we represent the dynamical be-
havior as a function of a control parameter~in the case of the
vocal fold model, this parameter would be, e.g., the subglot-
tal pressure or the glottal half-width!. In the figures, a solid
line represents stable equilibrium~a position or a limit
cycle!, and a dashed line represents unstable equilibrium. At
the supercritical Hopf bifurcation@Fig. 3~a!#, as the param-
eter increases a stable equilibrium position bifurcates into an
unstable position and a stable limit cycle. This is the simplest
case, and corresponds, e.g., to the well-known van der Pol
oscillator. In the subcritical Hopf bifurcation@Fig. 3~b!#, as

the parameter increases a stable equilibrium position and an
unstable limit cycle coalesce into an unstable equilibrium
position. This case is more complex and appears in combi-
nation with other bifurcation phenomena. It is common in
the flow-induced oscillation of structures, such as wind-
induced oscillation of bridges~Thompson, 1982; Thompson
and Stewart, 1986!.

B. Hopf’s theorem

To show the existence of a Hopf bifurcation at the os-
cillation onset threshold and determine its type, we may use
Hopf’s Theorem~Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1983!. Ac-
cording to this theorem, first we have to verify that at the
bifurcation, the system has a pair of pure imaginary roots and
no other roots with zero real parts. This was done in the
previous section. Next, we have to verify that, as the control
parameter~e.g., the subglottal pressure! varies and passes the
bifurcation value~i.e., the oscillation onset threshold!, these
roots cross the imaginary axes transversely. In mathematical
terms,

d

dPs
@Re s~Ps!#uPs5Ps-onset

Þ0 . ~17!

Introducing Eqs.~13! and ~11!, we obtain

d

dPs
@Re s~Ps!#uPs5Ps-onset

5
t

mx0
Þ0. ~18!

Finally, we have to rewrite the equations of motion in
the form

S u̇
v̇ D5S 0 2v

v 0 D S u
v D1S f ~u,v !

g~u,v ! D , ~19!

wherev is a constant,f (0,0)5g(0,0)50 ~i.e., there is an
equilibrium position at u50, v50!, and (] f /]u)(0,0)
5(] f /]v)(0,0)5(]g/]u)(0,0)5(]g/]v)(0,0)50, and
compute the parameter

K5
1

16
~ f uuu1 f uvv1guuv1gvvv!1

1

16v
@ f uv~ f uu1 f vv!

2guv~guu1gvv!2 f uuguu1 f vvgvv#, ~20!

where f uv denotes (]2f /]x ]y)(0,0), etc. IfKÞ0 then the
bifurcation is of the Hopf type, and a limit cycle is generated
at the bifurcation. Further, ifK.0 the bifurcation is subcriti-
cal, and ifK,0 it is supercritical.

We can write the equations of motion in the form shown
in Eq. ~19! with the change of variables

u52vx, ~21!

v5 ẋ, ~22!

wherev5Ak/m, and letting

f ~u,v !50, ~23!

g~u,v !52
r

m
v1

2tPsv
m~2u/v1x01tv !

. ~24!

Note thatf (0,0)5g(0,0)50 as required by the theorem.

FIG. 3. The Hopf bifurcation.~a! Supercritical,~b! subcritical~Thompson
and Stewart, 1986!.
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Next, we compute all the derivatives required by the
theorem, and evaluate them at the equilibrium positionu
50, v50 and at the bifurcation conditionPs5Ps2onset.
All of the derivatives of f (u,v) are identically zero. The
derivatives ofg(u,v) are

gu5gv5guu50, ~25!

guv5
r

mx0v
, ~26!

gvv52
2tr

mx0
, ~27!

guuv5
2r

mv2x0
2 , ~28!

gvvv5
6t2r

mx0
2 , ~29!

and replacing in Eq.~20! we obtain finally

K5
r

8mx0
2 S 3t21

1

v2 1
tr

mv2D.0. ~30!

The above result shows that oscillation onset is a sub-
critical Hopf’s bifurcation, at which an unstable limit cycle is
generated. This same conclusion will be reached repeating
the same analysis with the glottal half-widthx0 as the control
parameter

IV. HYSTERESIS AT OSCILLATION ONSET–OFFSET

A. Energy balance

In the previous section we found that the limit cycle
generated at the oscillation onset bifurcation is unstable. An
unstable limit cycle cannot be observed physically; if we
could put the vocal folds exactly on the trajectory of this
limit cycle, any infinitesimal perturbation would take them
out of it. However, we know that the vocal folds are capable
of a stable steady state oscillation. Moreover, if we solve the
equations of motion numerically with a subglottal pressure
just above the onset threshold value~as will be done later!,
we will find a stable limit cycle. We conclude then that the
observed oscillation of the vocal folds~stable limit cycle! is
not the same limit cycle generated at the Hopf bifurcation of
the equilibrium position. Then, where does this stable limit
cycle come from?

To answer this question, we have to study the system at
large amplitude oscillations. Unfortunately, the vocal fold
model is still complex and we cannot obtain a closed-form
solution for the limit cycles. We will take then a more indi-
rect approach, considering the exchange of energy between
the glottal airflow and the vocal folds.

A criterion by Liènard states that an oscillator reaches a
steady state oscillation when the energies absorbed and dis-
sipated in one cycle cancel out~Minorsky, 1983!. In their
oscillation, the vocal folds absorb energy from the airflow
and dissipate energy in the tissues~Titze, 1988, 1994!. Let us
compute those energies.

The energy dissipated in the tissues is the work done by
the damping force

Wr5 R
cycle

rẋ dx5E
0

2p/v

rẋ2 dt. ~31!

To compute this integral, we need an expression forx(t).
Let us assume as an approximation that the oscillation may
be described by the sinusoid

x5A sin vt. ~32!

Replacing into Eq.~31! and integrating, we obtain

Wr5pA2vr . ~33!

The energy absorbed from the airflow is the work done
by the glottal pressure

Wg5 R
cycle

Pg~x!dx5E
0

2p/v

Pg~ t !ẋ dt. ~34!

Using again Eq.~32! for x(t), we obtain

Wg5AvE
0

2p/v

Pg~ t !cosvt dt. ~35!

We can rewrite this equation in a similar form to Eq.~33!

Wg5pA2vr g , ~36!

where

r g5
1

pA E
0

2p/v

Pg~ t !cosvt dt ~37!

is an aerodynamic damping factor. This aerodynamic damp-
ing is equivalent to the one derived for the stability analysis
of the equilibrium position@Eq. ~11!#, and we use the same
symbol to denote it. Equation~37! is the general expression
function of the oscillation amplitude, and it reduces to Eq.
~11! whenA tends to zero.@For smallA, there is no airflow
separation andPg is given by Eq.~9!. Introducing Eq.~32!
and lettingA→0, we obtainPg5(2PsvtA cosvt)/x0, and
replacing in Eq.~37! and integrating we obtain Eq.~11!.#

We will use r and r g as normalized measures of the
energies dissipated in the tissues and absorbed from the air-
flow, respectively, in one oscillation cycle. Lie`nard’s crite-
rion will be then satisfied whenr 5r g .

Figure 4 shows a numerical example of the normalized
absorbed energy versus the oscillation amplitude, at various
values of the airflow separation coefficientk0 . The solid line
represents results using the above equations, and the dashed
line represents results neglecting airflow separation in the
glottis ~i.e., settinga05a2!. The dashed line shows that the
absorbed energy increases as the oscillation amplitude grows
larger. This fact may be understood by considering that the
transfer of energy from the airflow to the vocal folds is
caused by the oscillation itself, so as the oscillation grows in
amplitude, more energy can be transferred. However, for
physical constraints the absorbed energy cannot grow to in-
finity. We see in the solid line that when airflow separation
in the glottis is included, the slope of the curve changes at a
certain oscillation amplitude. This amplitude is precisely the
amplitude at which the point of airflow separation moves
within the glottis. Airflow separation reduces the vocal fold
surface through which the airflow transfers energy to the
vocal folds, causing the decrease in the absorbed energy. If a
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larger value ofk0 is adopted, then airflow separation within
the glottis starts at a larger glottal divergence angle. In this
case, the change of slope of the energy curve occurs at a
larger oscillation amplitude, and the difference between the
energy absorbed at zero amplitude and the maximum ab-
sorbed energy increases.

B. Oscillation hysteresis

Based on the previous results, we will examine the os-
cillation dynamics through numerical examples.

Figure 5 shows curves of normalized absorbed energy
versus oscillation amplitude at various values of lung pres-
sure. The normalized dissipated energy isr 51000
N s m23, indicated in the plot with a dashed line.

Let us consider how the oscillation starts and stops. As-
sume that the vocal folds are initially at rest at the equilib-
rium position and hence the oscillation amplitude is zero. To
start the oscillation, the absorbed energy has to be increased
to a value above the dissipated energy. This will be accom-

plished increasing the lung pressure, for example, to 315 Pa
~curve 4!. Since the absorbed energy at zero amplitude is
larger than the dissipated energy, the oscillation amplitude
will grow following curve 4 until reaching a point of bal-
ance, at point A. This point represents a stable oscillation, or
stable limit cycle. If a perturbation increases the oscillation
amplitude, the absorbed energy becomes smaller than the
dissipated energy, and the oscillation amplitude will return to
the balance point. The opposite will happen if the perturba-
tion decreases the oscillation amplitude. In this case, the ab-
sorbed energy becomes larger than the dissipated energy, and
the oscillation amplitude will grow.

We can now decrease the subglottal pressure to a value
lower than the value required to start the oscillation. For
example, 308 Pa~curve 3!. The oscillation amplitude will
decrease to the new point of balance B. Note that there is
also a second point of balance, point C. However, this is an
unstable point. If a perturbation increases the oscillation am-
plitude, the absorbed energy becomes larger than the dissi-
pated energy, and the oscillation will continue growing to
point B. If the perturbation decreases the oscillation ampli-
tude, the absorbed energy becomes smaller than the dissi-
pated energy, and the oscillation will continue decreasing to
the equilibrium point at zero amplitude. Point C represents
then an unstable limit cycle, which is the limit cycle gener-
ated at the subcritical Hopf bifurcation.

At a subglottal pressure equal to 301 Pa~curve 2!, both
limit cycles coalesce at point D. Below this pressure~curve
1!, there is no point of balance between the dissipated and
absorbed energies, and hence no oscillation is possible. Point
D is a bifurcation called cyclic fold, at which the unstable
and stable limit cycles coalesce and canceled each other.

We can plot the points of energy balance taking the
oscillation amplitude versus the lung pressure, as shown in
Fig. 6. In this figure, the stable points~stable limit cycle! are
plotted with solid line, and the unstable points~unstable limit
cycle! with dashed line. The square and triangle symbols
indicate results obtained by direct numerical solution of the

FIG. 4. Normalized absorbed energy versus oscillation amplitude, forPs

5320 Pa,x050.5 mm, andk051.1 ~1!, 1.3 ~2!, 2 ~3!. At the right, the
curves stop at the glottal closure.

FIG. 5. Normalized absorbed energy versus oscillation amplitude, forx0

50.5 mm andPs5295 Pa~1!, 301 Pa~2!, 308 Pa~3!, 315 Pa~4!. Dashed
line: normalized dissipated energy. Points A and B: stable limit cycle, point
C: unstable limit cycle, point D: cyclic fold bifurcation.

FIG. 6. Oscillation amplitude versus subglottal pressure forx050.5 mm.
Solid line: stable limit cycle, dashed line: unstable limit cycle. Point A:
subcritical Hopf bifurcation, point C: cyclic fold bifurcation. A-B-C-D: os-
cillation hysteresis loop. Squares~stable limit cycle! and triangles~unstable
limit cycle!: results from direct solution of the equations of motion.
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equations of motion. The square is the amplitude of a stable
limit cycle @the maximum value ofx(t)# and the triangle is
the amplitude of an unstable limit cycle. We can see no
significant difference between the analysis and the numerical
results, which validates the sinusoidal approximation forx(t)
@Eq. ~32!# used in the energy analysis.

Increasing the subglottal pressure from zero, we need to
reach point A to start the oscillation. Point A is the subcriti-
cal Hopf bifurcation found in Sec. III; at this point, the un-
stable limit cycle is generated and the equilibrium position
becomes unstable. The subglottal pressure at this point is the
oscillation onset threshold. As explained above, at this point
the energy absorbed from the airflow becomes large enough
to overcome the energy dissipated in the tissues. The oscil-
lation will then start jumping to point B in the curve corre-
sponding to the stable limit cycle. If we now reduce the lung
pressure, the oscillation amplitude will decrease following
the curve, until we reach point C. At this point, the stable and
unstable limit cycles coalesce and disappear in a cyclic fold
bifurcation. The oscillation will then vanish abruptly. The
subglottal pressure at point D is then the oscillation offset
threshold, and it is lower than the onset threshold. During
this process, the oscillation amplitude follows a hysteresis
loop A-B-C-D. The oscillatory behavior shown in the figure
is the phenomenon called ‘‘oscillation hysteresis’’ by Apple-
ton and Van der Pol~1922!.

Note that according to Fig. 6, oscillation offset~i.e., the
cyclic fold bifurcation! occurs at an oscillation amplitude at
which there is a change in the slope of the curve absorbed
energy versus oscillation amplitude, and recall that at this
amplitude the point of airflow separation moves within the
glottis ~see explanation for Fig. 4!. Hence, the analysis pre-
dicts that airflow separation within the glottis will occur in
general during the oscillation cycle, except at the precise
condition of offset threshold.

We can also consider the glottal half-width as control
parameter. Figure 7 shows curves of normalized absorbed
energy at various values of glottal widths. We can see a
pattern for the curves similar to Fig. 5. In this case, to start

the oscillation we have to decrease the glottal width, so that
the absorbed energy at zero oscillation amplitude becomes
larger than the dissipated energy. This will be accomplished
at, for example,x050.64 mm~curve 4!. This curve has only
one point of balance between the absorbed and dissipated
energies, and it represents a stable limit cycle. The curve for
x050.65 mm ~curve 3! has two points of balance, the left
point represents an unstable limit cycle and the right point is
a stable limit cycle. The curve forx050.66 mm ~curve 2!
shows a cyclic fold bifurcation, at which both limit cycles
coalesce. For larger glottal widths~curve 1! there is no point
of energy balance and hence no oscillation is possible.

Figure 8 shows the points of energy balance taking the
oscillation amplitude versus the glottal half-width. We can
see also here a hysteresis loop A-B-C-D, similar to Fig. 6.

C. Onset–offset ratio

We will derive an analytical expression for the onset–
offset ratio, to examine its relation to vocal fold parameters.
Recall from Figs. 5 and 7 that the onset threshold corre-
sponds to an oscillation amplitudeA50, and the offset
threshold corresponds to an oscillation amplitude at which
the point of airflow separation moves within the glottis.

At this amplitude

a25k0a1 . ~38!

Using Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and the sinusoidal approximation for
x(t) @Eq. ~32!#, and solving for the value ofA such that there
is a unique solution to Eq.~38!, we obtain

a5
k021

A~k021!21v2t2~k011!2
, ~39!

where a5A/x0 is the normalized oscillation amplitude.
Next, we compute the normalized absorbed energy at this
oscillation amplitude. At this amplitude, there is no airflow
separation within the glottis throughout the oscillation cycle,
except at the point where the glottal divergence is maximum.

FIG. 7. Normalized absorbed energy versus oscillation amplitude, forPs

5400 Pa andx050.68 mm~1!, 0.66 mm~2!, 0.65 mm~3!, 0.64 mm~4!.
Dashed line: normalized dissipated energy.

FIG. 8. Oscillation amplitude versus glottal half-width forPs5400 Pa.
Solid line: stable limit cycle, dashed line: unstable limit cycle. Point A:
subcritical Hopf bifurcation, point C: cyclic fold bifurcation. A-B-C-D: os-
cillation hysteresis loop. Squares~stable limit cycle! and triangles~unstable
limit cycle!: results from direct solution of the equations of motion.
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Hence, we can use Eq.~9! for Pg(t) ~expression for no air-
flow separation in the glottis!. Replacing in Eq.~37!, and
letting d52vt be the phase delay of the upper edge of the
vocal fold in relation to the lower edge, andu5vt, we ob-
tain

r g5
2Pst

x0
F~d!, ~40!

where

F~d!5
1

p E
0

2p cos2 u

11a sin u12da cosu
du. ~41!

In the above equations, lettingr 5r g , we obtain the point of
balance between the absorbed and dissipated energies. Fur-
ther, lettinga50 we obtain the oscillation onset condition,
and lettinga equal to the value given by Eq.~39! we obtain
the offset condition. Considering only the subglottal pressure
and the glottal half-width as control parameters, we obtain
the relation

~Ps /x0!uoffset

~Ps /x0!uonset
5

1

F~d!
. ~42!

Figure 9 shows values of the offset/onset ratio versus the
phase delayd, and various values of the airflow separation
coefficientk0 . Note that according to the above equations,
the offset/onset ratio is only a function of these two param-
eters. In general, the offset/onset ratio varies between 0.5 and
1. This range is in agreement with experimental values
~Baer, 1981; Berryet al., 1995; Chanet al., 1997; Hirose
and Niimi, 1987; Koenig and McGowan, 1996; Munhall
et al., 1994; Titzeet al., 1995!.

We see that at a given phase delay, the offset/onset ratio
decreases~that is, the difference between onset and offset
increases! as the airflow separation coefficientk0 increases.
Recall here the relation between coefficientk0 and the glottal
divergence angle at which airflow separation in the glottis
starts, discussed for Fig. 4. Considering this result, we must
note that previous models of the vocal fold oscillation~e.g.,
Herzel et al., 1995; Steinecke and Herzel, 1995; Story and
Titze, 1995! have assumed for simplicity that airflow sepa-

ration in the glottis starts at zero degree of glottal divergence
angle. This assumption is equivalent to a separation coeffi-
cient k051, which leads to an offset/onset ratio equal to 1.
Thus the present analysis predicts that those models should
not be able to simulate the oscillation hysteresis phenom-
enon.

D. Phase plane plots

The phase plane plots in Fig. 10 illustrate the dynamical
behavior of the vocal folds, as the subglottal pressure is var-
ied. They were obtained by direct solution of the equations
of motion with numerical algorithms, and with parameter
values selected to provide a clear plot. Plot~a! corresponds
to a subglottal pressure below both thresholds, and shows a
stable equilibrium position at the origin. In plot~b!, we see
that as the subglottal pressure increases and becomes near
the offset threshold, the trajectory curves become closer to-
gether in a region around the equilibrium position, anticipat-
ing the cyclic fold bifurcation. Plot~c! corresponds to a sub-
glottal pressure just above the offset threshold. We see that
two limit cycles have appeared from a cyclic fold bifurca-
tion. The internal limit cycle is unstable, and the external is
stable. As the subglottal pressure continues to increase, we
see in plots~d! and ~e! that the internal unstable limit cycle
becomes smaller and closes around the stable equilibrium

FIG. 9. Oscillation offset/onset ratio@Eq. ~42!# versus phase delay, andk0

51.1 ~1!, 1.3 ~2!, 2 ~3!.

FIG. 10. Phase plane plots, forx050.5 mm, d530°, r 52000 N s m23, k
513106 N m23, and Ps5750 Pa~a!, 786 Pa~b!, 800 Pa~c!, 830 Pa~d!,
870 Pa~e!, and 900 Pa~f!. For clarity in the plots, no trajectory was plotted
between the limits cycles in plot~c!, and inside the internal limit cycle in
plot ~e!.
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position at the origin. Finally, as the subglottal pressure
passes the subcritical Hopf bifurcation at the onset threshold,
unstable limit cycle and the stable equilibrium position coa-
lesce and the equilibrium position becomes unstable. Plot~f!
corresponds to a subglottal pressure above the onset thresh-
old, we can see the unstable equilibrium position at the ori-
gin, surrounded by the stable limit cycle.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This analysis has shown that the differences observed at
vocal fold oscillation onset versus offset may be described
through the phenomenon of oscillation hysteresis~Appleton
and van der Pol, 1922!. This phenomenon is produced by a
combination of two bifurcations: a subcritical Hopf bifurca-
tion at oscillation onset and a cyclic fold bifurcation at os-
cillation offset, which occur at different values of the control
parameters~e.g., glottal half-width or subglottal pressure!. It
is a consequence of the flow-induced nature of the vocal fold
oscillation; in fact, it appears commonly in other cases of
flow-induced oscillations~Thompson, 1982; Thompson and
Stewart, 1986!.

According to this analysis, the oscillation offset–onset
ratio of vocal fold parameters is determined by the airflow
separation from a divergent glottis. Airflow separation seems
to be a central issue to understand the vocal fold oscillation
dynamics. Pelorsonet al. ~1994, 1995! have already pointed
out that airflow separation is the main mechanism for the
airflow control by the movement of the vocal folds. Also, it
seems to determine the optimal glottal angle for ease of pho-
nation~Lucero, 1998!. These results indicate the importance
of an accurate modeling of the airflow separation, which
should be a subject for further research efforts.
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Global and local dimensions of vocal dynamics
Alison Behrman
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The global embedding dimension (dE) and the local dynamical dimension (dL) are calculated from
the microphone and electroglottographic~EGG! signals elicited from five healthy subjects and seven
dysphonic subjects with laryngeal pathology during phonation of sustained/a/. The data from each
pathologic subject contain at least one bifurcation and are divided into periodic and irregular
segments for analysis. ThedE values from both the microphone and EGG signals elicited from the
healthy subjects indicate that a relatively small coordinate space can be used to reconstruct the
attractor, with little residual noise. Consistent across all healthy subjects, three dominant degrees of
freedom (dL) are found to govern local dynamics of the trajectories on the attractor. From the
pathologic subjects, many of thedE values suggest the presence of a high-dimensional component
in the signals. However, the noise does not completely obscure the deterministic dynamics of the
source signal or prevent extraction of an optimal global embedding dimension. The data do not
reveal consistent differences in degrees of freedom between healthy and pathologic phonation, or
between different modes of pathologic phonation. However, thedL values suggest that the
pathologic vocal fold vibration of these subjects, even highly irregular vibration, is governed locally
by a low number of dominant degrees of freedom, sometimes no greater than those calculated from
the signals of healthy subjects. Only in the cases of severe breathiness are the microphone and EGG
signals sufficiently contaminated by noise to obscure any deterministic component. ©1999
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!00301-X#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Bk@AL #

INTRODUCTION

Voice production may be conceptualized as a multidi-
mensional array of nonlinearly coupled oscillators~Fletcher,
1996; Titze, 1995!. Many of these oscillators, such as the
respiratory system~Porteret al., 1995! and even the distantly
related cardiac system~Orlikoff and Baken, 1989!, are them-
selves capable of complex and even chaotic dynamics~Pay-
darfar and Buerkel, 1995; Penget al., 1995!. Analysis of
voice production is made more complex by the fact that the
vocal folds are not easily accessible, and the relevant signal
is often only an indirect measure of the event under study.
The larynx resides in close proximity to major blood vessels
and muscles that have the potential to contaminate that signal
with high-dimensional noise. Typically, in analyzing the
voice, the signal is obtained with its accompanying measure-
ment and dynamical noise, and Fourier analysis is used to
extract its periodic composition. The signal is classified
based on the location and sharpness of the spectral peaks,
and the resonant frequencies of the system. The problem, of
course, is that it is difficult to distinguish between random
events, high-dimensional broadband noise, and chaos—
deterministic aperiodicities.

Determination of the sources of irregular vibratory be-
havior guides the theoretical model and the research meth-
odologies used to understand, and ultimately control, abnor-
mal vocal fold behavior. Even given a wholly deterministic
vocal system, a large number of active degrees of freedom
would best be characterized using stochastic, probabilistic
models. This is the reason for the emphasis upon the deter-
mination of whether the dynamics can be described as a low-

dimensional chaotic system—that is, does it have a tractable
number of degrees of freedom. Much research suggests that
it does ~Baken, 1990; Behrman and Baken, 1997; Hertrich
et al., 1997; Herzel, 1993; Herzelet al., 1994; Kumar and
Mullick, 1996; Narayanan and Alwan, 1995; Titzeet al.,
1993!.

In characterizing vocal fold vibratory behavior as syn-
chronized modes of oscillation, Titze~1994, 1976! models
healthy vibration as a coupled 11 mode. This corresponds to
one degree of freedom in the antero-posterior plane, and one
degree of freedom in the inferior-to-superior plane. Increas-
ing the mode of the antero-posterior plane by only one de-
gree of freedom~21 mode! generates two half-wavelengths
along the horizontal axis and results in abnormal vocal fold
vibration and potentially, a highly dysphonic voice. Modal
analyses of computationally generated signals that bifurcate
from periodic to chaotic regimes~Berry et al., 1994; Herzel,
1996; Steinecke and Herzel, 1995! have generated evidence
of low-dimensional determinism. These data support a model
of dysphonia as the disentrainment of only a few principal
vibratory modes. These models have shown that studying the
output of a system which transitions to different states has
the potential to reveal information about how that system
functions. Dimensional analysis of real voice signals which
similarly bifurcate from periodic to aperiodic regimes might
well provide important data to compare with those generated
from the models.

It is quite a leap, however, from computational model to
physiology. Nonstationarity, finite data sets, limited observa-
tion of the dynamics, and the inherent high dimensionality of
the system inhibit observation of deterministic sources
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~Glass and Kaplan, 1993; Kantz and Schreiber, 1995!. Non-
linear dynamical analyses are based, not upon Fourier meth-
ods, but rather upon recreation of a state space, where the
value of a single observed variable at a given point in time is
lagged against itself, using a fixed time delay, and so the
lagged scalars are used as vectors coordinates ind-
dimensional state space. This refers, of course, to embedding
theorem~Takens, 1981!. Yet the selection of the scalar in a
high-dimensional and spatially extended system such as the
voice production system is problematic. It is unlikely that all
of the effective degrees of freedom of the system will be
strongly coupled to, and equally expressed in, the observed
scalar variable~Kantz and Olbrich, 1997!. Certainly there is
no one signal that wholly represents the complexity of the
voice production system. Therefore, the determination of the
most relevant signal to embed in state space should be made
carefully. The microphone signal captures the end product of
the voice production system, the complex acoustic spectrum
which is ultimately perceived by the listener. It would there-
fore seem an appropriate selection.

There is a drawback to using the microphone signal,
however. The source energy of the acoustic spectrum is sub-
stantially defined by the temporal and geometric characteris-
tics of the changing vocal fold contact area throughout each
vibratory cycle. Typically, the presence of vocal irregulari-
ties can arise from turbulent airflow caused by incomplete
vocal fold closure, from irregular oscillatory movement of
the vocal fold tissue, or from both types of events. Therefore,
exploration of the dynamics of abnormal voice production
might best include both sources. The electroglottographic
~EGG! signal is an easy and noninvasive means of isolating
vocal fold vibratory behavior, free of the resonant character-
istics of the vocal tract. Potentially, it could provide infor-
mation not easily accessible in the microphone signal. Based
on the principle of Ohm’s law, the EGG measures the change
in electrical conductance across the neck in the region of the
vocal folds, and the resulting output reflects the change in
impedance due to changes in relative vocal fold contact area
during phonation~Fig. 1! ~Baken, 1992; Childerset al.,
1987; Fourcin, 1981!. Salient characteristics of the EGG
waveform of healthy, modal phonation produced at comfort-
able intensity include uniformity of successive periods and
cycle amplitudes, a relatively sharper increase than decrease
in vocal fold contact, and a relatively long maximal contact
duration~Fourcin, 1981!.

Various statistics can be used to capture different as-
pects of the complexity of a nonlinear system. Perhaps the
most popular has been the correlation dimension~Grass-
berger and Procaccia, 1983!. Behrman and Baken~1997!,
however, found considerable difficulties in scale interpreta-
tion of correlation dimension from vocal signals. Specifi-
cally, it was found that nonstationarity, short data sets, and

the presence of noise~characteristics common to all physi-
ologic data! preclude the meaningful application of correla-
tion dimension to analysis of the voice production system.
Previous dimension analyses have relied heavily on estima-
tion of the correlation dimension~Hertrichet al., 1997; Her-
zel, 1993; Herzelet al., 1994; Kumar and Mullick, 1996;
Narayanan and Alwan, 1995; Titzeet al., 1993!. Therefore,
this study uses the more robust methods of global and local
false nearest neighbors~Abarbanel, 1996! to characterize the
embedding dimension of the reconstructed attractor, and the
dominant degrees of freedom of the local trajectories, respec-
tively. These measures are developed more fully in the fol-
lowing section. There is no literature documenting the appli-
cation of either of these statistics to vocal dynamics.

The broad purpose of this research was to provide initial
exploration of the hypothesis that vocal dynamical dimen-
sion during sustained /a/ phonation is a function of vibratory
mode, that is, the dynamical dimension of abnormal yet
regular phonation would differ from abnormal, irregular pho-
nation or normal phonation. Such a finding could then poten-
tially form the basis for classification of vibratory mode. To-
ward that end, the specific aims of this study were to
determine whether:~i! there is evidence to support the theory
of low-dimensional dynamics in healthy and abnormal voice
production, using the measures of global and local false
nearest neighbors;~ii ! the values of global and local false
nearest neighbors obtained from one segment of phonation
are different from those values obtained from another seg-
ment across a point of bifurcation; and~iii ! the presence of
any low-dimensional dynamics is more likely to be ex-
pressed in either the EGG or microphone signal.

I. METHODS

A. Data collection

Seven dysphonic subjects and five healthy young adult
individuals served as subjects. The dysphonic subjects were
chosen from a database of over 200 voice patients in the
Department of Otolaryngology at the New York Hospital–
Cornell Medical Center. Selection criteria required that com-
plete data files be available for review. This included a good
quality videostroboscopy tape recording, and microphone
and EGG signals of sustained /a/. The waveforms and corre-
sponding narrow-band spectrograms were reviewed, and
only signals with good signal-to-noise levels that contained
no amplitude saturation or artifact were retained. Signals
were then selected which contained an abrupt alteration in
amplitude and or frequency with accompanying change in
vocal quality, suggesting a bifurcation in vibratory mode
~less than half of all files examined!. Each vibratory mode
had to be a minimum of 0.5 s in duration, so that a sufficient
number of data points would be available for analysis. This
length requirement resulted in the elimination of most patient
files, because many transitions were of very short duration,
or the bifurcation resulted in cessation of oscillation or tran-
sition to a highly breathy mode of phonation which typically
yielded a poor EGG signal.

All EGG signals were transduced with a Kay Elemetrics
Fourcin-type electroglottograph. The EGG and microphone

FIG. 1. Four cycles of a typical EGG waveform from a healthy subject,
showing~a! increasing and~b! decreasing relative vocal fold contact.
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signals in the database had all been obtained using the Kay
Elemetrics A/D conversion hardware and software, with 16
bit resolution, at a sampling rate of 20.0 k samples/s/channel
with appropriate low-pass filtering to prevent signal aliasing.
For the present study, the EGG signals were refiltered and
downsampled to 10k samples/s. From each subject file, a
sample of approximately 0.4 s~4096 data points from the
EGG signals, and 8192 data points from the microphone sig-
nals! was selected from the most stationary-appearing por-
tion of the waveform before and after every bifurcation. Seg-
ments were labeled ‘‘periodic’’ if the cycles were largely
regular, and there was an absence of noise and subharmonic
structure in the narrow-band spectrograms. Two segments
were extracted from the data of each of the five healthy sub-
jects. However, no bifurcations were present in these wave-
forms, and therefore both segments appeared similar in
waveform morphology and in vocal quality. Table I specifies
the number of segments extracted from each of the patho-
logic subjects’ data files, along with information about the
nature of the laryngeal pathology and dysphonia.

B. Data analysis

1. State space embeddings

All nonlinear analyses were performed on a Pentium-
based PC using Tools For Dynamics Software. The EGG
data were embedded in state space following the methods of
Takens~1981!, in which reconstruction of the attractor was
accomplished using the method of lag variables. In such a
representation, the value of a variablen at time~x! is lagged
against itself, using a fixed time delayT, to create a vector
time series of the form

y~x!5@n~x!,n~x1T!,n~x12T!,...,n„x1~d21!T…#,
~1!

where each lagged time series is ad-dimensional embedding.
The optimal delay is found by the minimum of the mutual
information function~Fraser and Swinney, 1986!. The result-
ing vectors are used as coordinates ind-dimensional state
space. Included in Tables II and III are the delay values for
each of the data sets.

TABLE I. Description of the segments extracted from the EGG and microphone signals elicited from the
pathologic subjects. Vocal fold closure is based upon videostroboscopy examination. The presence of a small
posterior glottal chink was ignored. Segments labeled periodic refer only to regularity of the signals.

Pathologic
Subject

~age, sex!
Primary

laryngeal pathology
Segment

type
Vocal fold

closure Vocal quality

P1 ~35, F! right intra-cordal cyst
periodic complete unremarkable
period-4 complete diplophonic
period-6 complete diplophonic and

rough

P2 ~61, F! Reinke’s edema
periodic incomplete moderately

breathy
irregular incomplete severely breathy

P3 ~29, F! bilateral nodules
periodic complete mildly rough
period-4 complete moderately rough

P4 ~38, M! right sessile polyp1left
small nodularity

periodic incomplete mildly breathy
irregular incomplete moderately

breathy and rough

P5 ~46, F! bilateral nodules
periodic incomplete unremarkable
irregular incomplete mildly breathy and

rough

P6 ~83, M! bilateral bowing
periodic spindle-shaped mildly breathy
irregular posterior moderately

contact only breathy and
‘‘pulsed’’

P7 ~52, F! bilateral keratosis
irregular complete rough

1 diplophonic
irregular incomplete severely hoarse
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2. Global embedding dimension

The calculation of the global embedding dimension is
based on the concept that the dynamical attractor is a com-
pact and complex structure due to the stretching and folding
properties of the attractor~Baker and Gollub, 1990!. The
stretching~unstable! motion of the trajectories tends to am-
plify differences, errors, and noise. The folding motion keeps
the system in a bounded region of state space. Folding, how-
ever, also places points into near neighborhoods of one an-
other when they are not necessarily close in a dynamical
sense. The purpose of embedding the reconstructed dynam-
ics in a multi-dimensional state space is to unfold the attrac-
tor. A point in the data set that is a neighbor solely because

the orbit is viewed in too small an embedding space is a false
neighbor. The concept of testing for false nearest neighbors
has been discussed as a means of identifying an optimal em-
bedding dimension~Cellucci et al., 1997; Gao and Zheng,
1993; Kennelet al., 1992!. If the trajectories are projected
into a dimensional space that is too small—that is, contains
too few coordinates—then points which appear close to one
another in state space might actually be quite far apart. In
effect, trajectories will appear to intersect one another when
they really do not. The presence of false neighbors appears
as random behavior, because the location of a given point
along a trajectory would not be due to deterministic dynam-
ics. Dynamical analyses that rely on following a given tra-

TABLE II. The delay values~T! calculated from the average mutual information function, used to create the
state space embeddings, and thedE anddL values derived from the microphone and EGG signals of healthy
subjects.

Healthy
subject

~age, sex!
Segment

type
Delay value
~Mic:EGG!

Mic
dE

Mic
dL

EGG
dE

EGG
dL

H1 ~42, F!
periodic ~12:6! 6 3 8 3
periodic ~12:6! 5 3 6 3

H2 ~51, F!
periodic ~11:5! 6 3 6 3
periodic ~11:5! 6 3 6 3

H3 ~39, M!
periodic ~21:10! 5 3 5 3
periodic ~21:10! 4 3 5 3

H4 ~47, M!
periodic ~20:10! 5 3 7 3
periodic ~20:10! 5 3 8 3

H5 ~28, F! periodic ~10:5! 5 3 6 3
periodic ~10:5! 5 3 5 3

TABLE III. The delay values~T!, and thedE anddL values derived from the microphone and EGG signals of
pathologic subjects. A dash means that the noise in the signal prevented estimation of the relevant dimension.
An asterisk means that the dimension could be estimated, but that a noise floor was observed.

Pathologic
subject

Segment
type

Delay value
~Mic:EGG!

Mic
dE

Mic
dL

EGG
dE

EGG
dL

P1 periodic ~10:5! 7 3 8 3
period-4 ~12:6! 6 5 6 4
period-6 ~14:8! 6 3 6 5

P2 periodic ~8:4! 4 3 5 3
irregular ~11:6! 8* - 9* -

P3 periodic ~10:5! 4 4 5 3
period-4 ~12:6! 5 4 6 3

P4 periodic ~20:10! 8 5 8 5
irregular ~18:11! 9* - 9* -

P5 periodic ~9:4! 5 4 6 4
irregular ~9:3! 5 4 6* 4

P6 periodic ~19:9! 10 6 5 4
irregular ~17:10! 8* - 5* 4

P7 irregular ~11:6! 6 5 8 6
irregular ~6:4! 6* - 8* -
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jectory for a specified period of time, on encountering a false
intersection, would not distinguish between the true and false
path of the trajectory; each would have an equal probability
of being the correct path. Therefore, it is absolutely neces-
sary to establish the number of delay coordinates required to
unfold the system over the entire set of data. This is referred
to as the global embedding dimension (dE)—the number of
geometric dimensions that are required to fully reconstruct
the attractor.

In theory, working in a dimension higher than the true or
minimum embedding should not be a problem. Once the at-
tractor is unfolded, embedding it in higher dimensions
should be of no consequence. In practice, however, all sig-
nals derived from the voice system contain noise. Most dy-
namical analyses rely on the geometry of the data within
small Euclidean distances. It is primarily within these small
spaces that noise most contaminates the dynamics. The result
is that the higher dimensions are populated more dominantly
by noise. So not only do calculations carried out in higher
dimensions add unnecessary computational burden due to the
exponential increase in data requirements with increasing di-
mension, but those higher-dimensional computations are cor-
rupted by noise.

The presentation of the calculation ofdE is drawn from
Abarbanel ~1996!, Frison et al. ~1996!, and Kennelet al.
~1992!. The interested reader is encouraged to review these
sources~especially the first! for a more thorough treatment.
First, the nearest neighbor toy(x) is described by the vector

yNN~x!5@nNN~x!,nNN~x1T!,nNN~x12T!,...,nNN~x

1~d21!T!#. ~2!

Moving from dimensiond to dimensiond11 requires add-
ing a n(x1dT) coordinate ontoy(x) and adding anNN(x
1dT) coordinate ontoyNN(x). Therefore, assessing the dis-
tance between the neighbors can be found by evaluating
unNN(x1(d21)T)2n(x1(d21)T)u as compared with the
Euclidean distanceuyNN(x)2y(x)u in dimensiond. Taking
the square of the Euclidean distance between the vector
yNN(x) andy(x) in dimensiond as

Rd~x!25 (
m51

d

@n~x1~m21!T!2nNN~x1~m21!T!#2,

~3!

and adding thenNN(x1dT) coordinate ontoyNN(x) in di-
mensiond11, one obtains

Rd11~x!25Rd~x!21un~x1dT!2nNN~x1dT!u2. ~4!

Therefore, the distance between the neighbors in dimension
d11 as compared to the distance in dimensiond is evaluated
and nearest neighbors are found to be false if

ARd11~x!22Rd~x!2

Rd~x!2 5
un~x1dT!2nNN~x1dT!u

Rd~x!

.RCriterion 1, ~5!

whereRCriterion 1 is determined in a data-driven manner, al-
though Abarbanel~1996! notes that for many dynamical sys-
tems examined, the threshold is approximately 15.

Equation~5! is not sufficient by itself, however, to make
the determination of false neighbors. It is not possible to
have an infinite amount of physiologic data, and so the vec-
tors will be less densely populated in the higher embeddings.
Because of the sparsity of data points, the vectoryNN(x) may
be a true neighbor ofy(x), but they may appear far apart.
Therefore, a second criteria is necessary which takes into
consideration the Euclidean distance between neighbors rela-
tive to the volume of the attractor. IfyNN(x) is not close to
y(x), then

Rd~x!'RA , ~6!

whereRA is the rms value of the data about the mean, indi-
cating the nominal radius of the attractor. Further, if nearest
neighbors are false, then

Rd11~x!'2RA . ~7!

Therefore, the second criterion for establishing the presence
of false near neighbors is

Rd11~x!2

RA
.RCriterion 2. ~8!

In this way, the additional distance which results from in-
creasing the dimension by one is not larger than the nominal
diameter of the attractor.

Figure 2 shows thedE for the Lorenz equations~Lorenz,
1963! and for a computer-generated random number data set.
The Lorenz equations are a set of three ordinary differential
equations obtained as a model of convection fluid flow. The
temperature and velocity parameter values used here,s
516, b54, and r 545.92, are the typical values used to
model chaotic flow. The fractal dimension of the attractordA

is 2.06. For this ideal~noiseless! chaotic system, the percent-
age of false nearest neighbors (dE) drops to zero at dimen-
sion three. A three-coordinate system is required to com-
pletely unfold the attractor, which is one integer greater than
its fractal dimension, as expected. For the random numbers,
noise expands to fill each additional embedding, and so there
is no coordinate space that will completely unfold the attrac-
tor. The percentage of false near neighbors increases with
higher embeddings. The significance of Fig. 2 is that it sug-
gests how thedE can provide an indication of the presence of
high-dimensional noise. If the source of the signal is low-
dimensional chaos with a small amount of high-dimensional
contaminating noise, then thedE should allow one to distin-
guish between them. The percentage of false nearest neigh-
bors should drop close to zero at the optimal embedding
dimension, and then begin to increase with higher embed-
dings as the high dimensionality of the noise begins to domi-
nate the state space.

3. Local dynamical dimension

Abarbanel~1996!, Frisonet al. ~1996!, and Kennelet al.
~1992! point out that the dynamical degrees of freedom
which specify the evolution of the system along local areas
of the attractor will likely be less than the dimension which
is sufficient to unfold the attractor. The 2-torus is a com-
monly used example; it is composed of two incommensurate
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frequencies, but requires a global embedding dimension of
three for complete unfolding of the geometry.

Abarbanel and Kennel~1993! developed an approxima-
tion of the dominant degrees of freedom by calculation of the
local false nearest neighbors. For local regions of the un-
folded attractor, the algorithm assesses the accuracy with
which the evolution of nearest neighbors can be predicted.
When nearest neighbors are located close to one another due
to similar dynamics, they will remain close to one another
for short predictions, even when the trajectories diverge ex-
ponentially and contain a positive Lyapunov exponent~Eck-
mann and Ruelle, 1985!. When the neighbors are false, tra-
jectories will move apart more quickly than expected, and so
the ability to predict the evolution of those points will be
poor. Establishing the dynamical dimension, therefore, is
based on defining a criteria for how trajectories withindE

evolve in one time step from the local neighborhood near

y(x) into the local neighborhood neary(x11), and then
testing numerous neighborhoods using that criteria.

The algorithm of local false nearest neighbors defines a
local coordinate system of dimensiondL within dE using
local principal component decomposition by forming the
sample covariance matrix among the number of neighbors
NB of y(x), and then selecting the eigendirections associated
with the largest eigenvalues of the matrix. In this way, local
coordinates are established in the appropriate direction of the
trajectories, and then the nearest neighbors in the local coor-
dinate system are chosen. A local polynomial prediction map
is constructed and the distance between all pairs of points in
the neighborhood are assessed. Local neighbors are consid-
ered false if the prediction map fails withinD time steps,
which is defined as some finite size relative toRA as refer-
enced in Eq.~6!. The prediction map is then tested in repeat-
edly larger local dimensions. To determine the dynamical
dimension of a system, the ability to predict short-time evo-
lution ~based on the percentage of local false nearest neigh-
bors! must become independent of both the local dimension
andNB . Frisonet al. ~1996! comment that it is this indepen-
dence of the local predictions, rather than the quality of the
predictions themselves, which contributes to the elegance of
this algorithm.

Figure 2 shows that, as expected, there are three degrees
of freedom (dL) of the Lorenz system. For the random num-
bers, a lack of low dimensionality is reflected in the feature-
less contour of thedL plot, in which the percentage of local
false nearest neighbors does not decrease substantially with
higher embeddings. In this random set, neighbors that are
false due to folding of the attractor are no different from the
stochastic process itself.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Healthy subjects

The values of the global and local embedding dimen-
sions from the microphone and EGG signals elicited from
the healthy subjects are shown in Table II. The percentage of
global false nearest neighbors fell to zero for all of the mi-
crophone and EGG data sets obtained from the five healthy
subjects, similar to thedE plots shown in Fig. 3. This is
consistent with the low noise levels observed in the qualita-
tive inspection of the waveforms and spectrographic data,
and in the perceptual analysis of good vocal quality of the
subjects. These results suggest that six to eight embedding
dimensions~sometimes less! are required in which to model
the healthy voice production system and capture its essential
determinism.

The microphone-deriveddE values were consistently ei-
ther equal to or less than the EGG-deriveddE values. This
may be an artifact of the small number of subjects, however,
and so interpretation must be limited. Nevertheless, this
characteristic was also demonstrated in the pathologic sub-
ject group~with the exception of one subject!. This suggests
that the embedding space is dependent on the type of signal
used to characterize the system. This is consistent with the
theoretical basis of the global embedding dimension, which
specifies that the global coordinate system will not necessar-

FIG. 2. The state-space plots and global (dE) and local (dL) false nearest
neighbors for the Lorenz equations~Lorenz, 1963! and for a computer-
generated random number data seta set. Legend fordL plots: circle: NB

540; square:NB560; triangle:NB580; diamond:NB5100.
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ily be equivalent across different types of measurements, or
even different samples of the same signal type~Abarbanel,
1996!. The variabledE values suggest that the coordinate
space required to completely unfold the reconstructed attrac-
tor is generally smaller when the voice production system is
captured from the acoustic signal than from the EGG signal.
This is somewhat counterintuitive, in that the EGG signal is
typically conceived of as ‘‘simpler’’ than the microphone
signal, because it is free of vocal tract resonant influences. It
was expected that the EGG waveform, with its simpler mor-
phology, would be geometrically represented in fewer di-
mensions than the more complex-appearing microphone sig-
nal. ThedE values suggest that this is not true.

The dL values derived from the healthy subjects~Table
II and lowest plots of Fig. 3! imply that there are three domi-
nant degrees of freedom that determine the evolution of the
trajectories on the attractor. The fact that thedL values were
the same within and across all healthy subjects is consistent
with the theoretical basis of nearest neighbors. The number
of degrees of freedom which capture the essential determin-
istic features of the system should be independent of separate

realizations of the system. Even across different subjects, the
healthy voice production system of young adults phonating a
sustained vowel should be quite similar functionally. The
equivalent values ofdL derived from the EGG and micro-
phone signals suggests that, in healthy phonation, the largely
passive resonatory oscillator does not add to the effective
degrees of freedom of the voice source.

B. Pathologic subjects

ThedE values obtained from the pathologic subjects are
listed in Table III. There was considerable dispersion of the
values. This is unsurprising, considering that the subject
grouping was not homogeneous in vocal pathology or type of
dysphonia. And again, the global coordinate system is not
expected to be the same across different samples. This would
be especially true when the systems are pathologic and typi-
cally demonstrate instability and irregularities both within
and across phonatory samples. Unlike the data from the
healthy subjects, however, many of thedE values derived
from this pathologic group suggested the presence of noise in
the signals, which increased in dominance as the embedding
dimension increased. A clear example of this is found in
subject P6, as follows.

Two segments of the EGG waveforms anddE and dL

plots from pathologic subjectP6 are shown in Fig. 4. The
corresponding microphone data are shown in Fig. 5. Strobo-
scopically, the subject was observed to have a spindle-
shaped closure of the airway during oscillation, so that the
anterior and posterior portions of the vocal folds adducted,
and the center portion did not contact. There was, however, a
mucosal wave present along the entire length of the folds.
Vocal quality was ~a bit surprisingly! only very mildly
breathy. This type of vibration represents the segment of the
microphone and EGG signals labeled ‘‘periodic.’’~This la-
bel is used only to characterize the vibration as possessing a
certain regularity. The vibration is clearly abnormal.! Inter-
mittently, the anterior contact would fail briefly, and closure
was then achieved only along the posterior portion of the
folds. The voice was moderately breathy and had a ‘‘pulsed’’
quality. ~The breathiness was due to the likely large dc air-
flow. The pulsed quality was likely due to the low frequency
ac component caused by the intermittent anterior closure.!
This type of vibration represents the waveform segments la-
beled ‘‘irregular.’’ Comparing thedE plots of the EGG and
microphone signals from the periodic and irregular segments
provides an excellent illustration of the effect of noise on the
embedding dimension. For the ‘‘periodic’’ segment of the
EGG signal, the change in tissue contact produced a suffi-
ciently large impedance change to yield a clean signal. The
noise level observed in the microphone signal of the periodic
portion, as indicated by the percentage of false nearest neigh-
bors in thedE plot, is so low at the optimal embedding di-
mension as to be inconsequential for most purposes. In the
irregular portion of both the microphone and EGG signals,
although the noise level increases in the higher dimensions,
an optimal embedding dimension can still be selected in
which the substantial portion of the determinism of the sys-
tem has been captured. Frisonet al. ~1996! suggest that when
the dE values drop below 1%, or even 2%, from a practical

FIG. 3. The state-space plots and global (dE) and local (dL) false nearest
neighbors from one of the periodic segments of the EGG and microphone
signals elicited from healthy subject H1. Legend fordL plots: circle: NB

540; square:NB560; triangle:NB580; diamond:NB5100.
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standpoint the minimum embedding dimension has been ob-
tained. Schreiber~1993! reports a similar criterion above
which noise obscures the scaling of the correlation integral.
This irregular microphone signal closely approaches that cri-
terion level. From all of the pathologic subjects, the greatest
noise level at the optimal global embedding dimension was
approximately 2.5% false nearest neighbors, which was
found in the ‘‘irregular’’ segment of subject P2.

There are clearly four dominant degrees of freedom (dL)
in the periodic segment of the EGG signal~Fig. 4!, and six
degrees of freedom in the corresponding microphone signal
~Fig. 5!. The dL extracted from the irregular portion of the
EGG signal similarly suggests a low number of degrees of
freedom. However, the turbulent airflow noise in the corre-
sponding microphone signal dominates all embedding di-
mensions, effectively obscuring the deterministic component
~i.e., the vibrating vocal folds!, and suggests a random sig-
nal.

In examining the data from the seven pathologic sub-
jects, it was found that the apparent ‘‘randomness’’ of the

signal did not correspond to the effective degrees of freedom.
This can be observed in thedL plots of Fig. 4, and even more
dramatically in the data from subject P7~Fig. 6!. Strobo-
scopically, the vibratory characteristics of the vocal folds of
subject P7 were difficult to observe, because the lack of a
single, consistent fundamental frequency resulted in a blur-
ring of the image. The vocal folds did appear to completely
close, however. Vocal quality was rough and diplophonic.
Although the movement of the vocal folds appeared to have
a strong random component, thedE anddL data suggest that
an eight-dimensional coordinate space is sufficient to com-
pletely unfold the reconstructed attractor, and that approxi-
mately six effective degrees of freedom determine the move-
ment of the trajectories on the attractor. The corresponding
microphone signal also suggests a low-noise, deterministic

FIG. 4. The ‘‘periodic’’ and ‘‘irregular’’ segments of the EGG signal, and
corresponding state-space plots and global (dE) and local (dL) false nearest
neighbors, from dysphonic subject P6. Legend fordL plots: circle: NB

540; square:NB560; triangle:NB580; diamond:NB5100.

FIG. 5. The ‘‘periodic’’ and ‘‘irregular’’ segments of the microphone sig-
nal, and corresponding state-space plots and global (dE) and local (dL) false
nearest neighbors, from dysphonic subject P6. Legend fordL plots: circle:
NB540; square:NB50; triangle:NB580; diamond:NB5100.
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system with five essential degrees of freedom that can be
embedded in a six-dimensional state space.

Based on these results, and similarly from all of the
other subjects, the following statements can be made regard-
ing the comparison between the EGG and microphone sig-
nals. Irrespective of degree of actual glottal closure or peri-
odicity of the oscillation, when there was sufficient change in
relative vocal fold contact to yield an embeddable EGG sig-
nal with less than approximately 2% noise~as indicated by
the dE!, then a low number of dominant degrees of freedom
(dL) were demonstrated. However, when vocal quality con-
tained a moderate amount of breathiness, the microphone
signal was typically not embeddable and low-dimensional
dynamics were not evidenced.

Oftentimes, abnormal voice production is characterized
by period doubling and the presence of subharmonic struc-
ture, rather than by random behavior or noise. The waveform
segments from pathologic subject P1~Fig. 7! show rather
dramatic bifurcations from periodic~period-2! to period-4
and then period-6 oscillation. Vocal quality changed from

normal and unremarkable to diplophonic, and then bifurcated
again to diplophonic with associated roughness. AlldE data
suggest a lack of noise in the signals. Interestingly, the peri-
odic portion of both the EGG and microphone signals require
a higher-dimensional coordinate space (dE) to unfold the
attractor than do the abnormal segments. It would be tempt-
ing to infer that this suggests an instability which predicts the
bifurcation to period-4 and period-6 oscillation. There is sim-
ply insufficient data to support that hypothesis. ThedL val-
ues, in turn, suggest low-dimensional determinism. Although
the dL values increased by one degree of freedom with pe-
riod doubling in this case~subject P1!, in another example of
period doubling~subject P3! such an increase was not dem-
onstrated.

III. CONCLUSIONS

There are three important conclusions to be drawn from
these data. First, evidence has been provided to support the
theory of low-dimensional dynamics in healthy and abnor-
mal voice production, using the measures of global and local
false nearest neighbors. The multidimensional array of
coupled oscillators that comprise the healthy voice produc-
tion system are expressed in the microphone and EGG sig-
nals during sustained /a/ by a low number of dominant de-
grees of freedom. The dynamics of the pathologic system
during a sustained /a/ task can sometimes, but not always,
also be represented in the microphone and EGG signals as
low dimensional. These abnormal signals do not necessarily
require a larger coordinate space for unfolding their complex
geometry, nor are they necessarily described by a greater
number of dominant degrees of freedom than signals from
healthy systems. The second conclusion to be drawn from
these data is that there is no evidence that the values of
global and local false nearest neighbors obtained from one
segment of abnormal phonation differ consistently from
those values obtained from another segment across a point of
bifurcation, or from healthy phonation. And third, in com-
paring the EGG and microphone signals, the presence of
low-dimensional dynamics is no more likely to be expressed
in one signal than in the other.

For all pathologic subjects, a clear indication of optimal
global embedding dimension was found. In some cases there
was a persistent noise floor, but in all of these instances the
dE values from the microphone and EGG signals still sug-
gested an optimal embedding dimension which would retain
the deterministic component of the signals with the least
amount of noise. For all cases in which no local embedding
dimension could be found for the microphone or EGG sig-
nals, the corresponding voice was highly breathy, and stro-
boscopy revealed incomplete glottal closure. Even in those
cases where vocal fold vibratory behavior was highly irregu-
lar, if glottal closure was achieved, then thedL values iden-
tified low-dimensional dynamics.

One could conclude that the movement of the vocal fold
masses, even at their most irregular, represent low-
dimensional dynamics, and that it is the complex aerodynam-
ics generated from incompletely adducted vocal folds that
are high-dimensional or stochastic. Herzel~1996! com-
mented that a nonlinear dynamics’ framework can be applied

FIG. 6. The ‘‘irregular’’ segment of the EGG and microphone signals and
corresponding state-space plots from a dysphonic subject~P7!. The global
(dE) and local (dL) false nearest neighbors, suggest low-dimensional dy-
namics. Legend fordL plots: circle:NB540; square:NB560; triangle:NB

580; diamond:NB5100.
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to the analysis of rough voices~irregular vocal fold vibra-
tion!, but not breathy voices~incomplete airway closure!.
This conclusion is only partially supported by thedE anddL

values from the signals elicited from the pathologic subjects.
Other data which provide additional conflicting evidence are
presented by Narayanan and Alwan~1995!. Using the corre-
lation integral estimated from the microphone signal, they
found evidence of low-dimensional chaotic dynamics in 44%
of all unvoiced fricative productions studied, and in 59% of
all voiced fricatives sampled. These data need to be inter-
preted cautiously, however, because the scaling regions were
quite small in many instances. Dynamical analyses of the
chaotic and turbulent states of fluid systems in general is
challenging, and data suggest a certain level of determinism
~Cheng, 1987; Khurana, 1988; Levy, 1987!. Brandstater and

Swinney~1987!, for example, found a correlation dimension
of four in a weakly turbulent Couette–Taylor flow at a Rey-
nolds number 50% above the onset of turbulence. It is pos-
sible that the complex airflow of the breathy voice is not high
dimensional but rather, the breathy voice generates a high-
dimensional acoustic signal. In other words, the determinism
of the aerodynamics is poorly coupled to, or weakly ex-
pressed in, the microphone signal. The EGG signal is already
acknowledged to provide no information about aerodynam-
ics ~Baken, 1992!. Perhaps measures which more directly
assess aerodynamics would be revealing. Although no de-
finitive conclusions regarding vocal tract aerodynamics can
be made, there appears to be sufficient conflicting evidence
to warrant further investigation.

The dL results provide an interesting comparison to the

FIG. 7. The ‘‘periodic’’ and ‘‘period-4’’ and ‘‘period-
6’’ segments of the EGG signal, and corresponding
state-space plots, and global (dE) and local (l E) false
nearest neighbors from dysphonic subject P1. Legend
for dL plots: circle:NB540; square:NB560; triangle:
NB580; diamond:NB5100.
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data from Berryet al. ~1994!, who found that the first two
empirical orthogonal eigenfunctions extracted from the vocal
output of a biomechanical model simulating a healthy vocal
fold system accounted for approximately 97.7% of the vari-
ance in regenerating the nodal trajectories. The third eigen-
function accounted for an additional 1.5% of the variance.
This compares favorably with the three degrees of freedom
expressed in the signals from the healthy subjects. When the
model parameters were changed to simulate a lax cover, the
output bifurcated to irregular phonation, and then to period-4
oscillations. For the irregular output, the authors found that
six spatio-temporal eigenfunctions accounted for 95% of the
variance. For the period-4 oscillations, four eigenfunctions
accounted for 98% of the variance. Again, this compares
favorably with the increase in degrees of freedom found for
many of the abnormal signals. Differences in actual degrees
of freedom are attributable to a number of factors, not the
least of which is the fact that the computational model only
simulates actual laryngeal dynamics. In addition, only the
Reinke’s edema of subject P2 likely increased the laxity of
the mucosal cover of the vocal folds. For most of the other
subjects, the pathology most likely increased the stiffness of
the cover. This may alter the expression of the dominant
modes of vibration.

It is certainly reasonable to hypothesize that the nature
of the laryngeal pathology could alter the modes of vocal
fold vibration in predictable ways. The dimensionality of
unilateral paralysis, for example, may be different from that
of antero-posterior desynchronization, as hypothesized by
Berry et al. ~1994!, Herzel~1996!, and Steinecke and Herzel
~1995!. The subject pool was simply too small to even begin
to address this type of categorization. It is doubtful at this
point, though, that given a low-dimensional pathologic sys-
tem, the number of degrees of freedom would have any di-
agnostic value regarding actual vibratory behavior of the vo-
cal folds. The dL does not define tissue movement
trajectories. One could always hope that the dominant de-
grees of freedom in the ‘‘periodic’’ portion of a signal from
an abnormal larynx are different in number from the periodic
signal of a healthy larynx; that this could somehow presage a
bifurcation to aberrant oscillation. Unfortunately, the data
did not reveal anything so dramatic.

The results show that thedE provides an indication of
the relative amounts of low- and high-dimensional processes
in a signal. Whether those high-dimensional dynamics are
properly described as chaotic or stochastic cannot be known
within the limitations of current analyses. But that difference
is not important for any practical purposes. In this group of
abnormal waveforms preselected for good signal-to-noise
levels, neither the EGG nor the microphone signal provided
a superior measure of determinism. In those cases in which
the microphone signal was contaminated by airflow noise,
the corresponding EGG signal was contaminated by mea-
surement noise. Unfortunately, even with appropriate signal
conditioning, it can be quite difficult to acquire impedance
changes due solely to vocal fold movement and not those
due to other conditions, such as mucous movement or verti-
cal laryngeal movement. In the presence of a large glottal
gap, detecting vibratory movement with the EGG is often

impossible. In general, however, thedE values suggest that
overembedding of voice data from healthy individuals
should not corrupt results because of a lack of residual noise
in the higher embeddings. For pathologic systems, however,
the careful selection of embedding dimension can be critical.
The fact that, for some signals, noise increased with higher
embeddings, suggests that overembedding could seriously
affect calculations.

Further research in dimensional analysis might include
larger subject groups, greater homogeneity of pathology, and
other types of measures, especially aerodynamic, as previ-
ously suggested. The selection criteria for the abnormal data
presented here was that a minimum of 0.5 s of each segment
of phonation had to be sustained. This means that the only
types of dynamical behavior assessed were those modes of
phonation for which self-sustained oscillation could be sup-
ported. It would be interesting to know whether vibratory
behavior which cannot be sustained as long, or which repeat-
edly bifurcates, is characterized by a different level of di-
mensionality.
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In this study, aerodynamic and acoustic measurements were obtained in a dynamic mechanical
model of the larynx and vocal tract. The model consisted of a uniform duct, intersected by a pair of
sinusoidally oscillating shutters. A controlled airflow along the duct was periodically disturbed by
the action of the shutters and pressure, and flow velocity measurements were obtained in the region
downstream. The velocity field in the duct could be decomposed into three distinct components: a
mean flow, a fluctuating acoustic particle velocity, and a fluctuating nonacoustic velocity associated
with the transport of vortices along the duct at the local mean flow velocity. Two theoretical models
for sound radiation from the duct exit were investigated. The first was based on the in-duct acoustic
field alone and was unable to provide a realistic prediction of the measured, radiated sound field
except at the first formant of the duct. In the second a simple description of sound generation due
to the interaction of vortices with the duct exit was added. In this case much closer prediction of the
measured values was achieved, leading to the conclusion that the interaction of the nonacoustic
velocity fluctuation with the duct boundaries results in a significant additional source of acoustic
energy located in the region of the duct exit. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!00401-4#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Bk, 43.28.Ra@AL #

INTRODUCTION

Realistic models of the aerodynamic and acoustic events
occurring in and around the larynx during the production of
vowel sounds are an important prerequisite for natural
sounding articulatory speech synthesis. Furthermore, under-
standing how changes in these events affect the radiated
speech signal may allow diagnosis of speech pathologies
without recourse to intrusive and potentially dangerous sur-
gical procedures.

Generally, current models of voiced speech production
are developed from the basis of the Acoustic Theory of
Speech Production~Fant, 1960!. This is a one-dimensional
plane-wave acoustic model which proposes that the fluctuat-
ing volume velocity at the glottal exit constitutes an acoustic
source, and that the vocal tract acts as a passive acoustic
filter such that the output speech wave is a convolution of the
source waveform and the filter response. All acoustic excita-
tion is assumed to occur at the glottal exit and only fluctuat-
ing velocity associated with the acoustic disturbance is con-
sidered in the model.

To obtain information regarding physiologically realistic
values for fluid velocity and pressure within the glottis and
around its inlet and outlet, static modeling studies have fre-
quently been used~e.g., Schereret al., 1983, 1990; Binh and
Gauffin, 1983!. However, such models can give little infor-

mation about the location and nature of the acoustic sources
present in the tract, or about unsteady fluid motion.

Latterly, Teager and Teager~1983, 1990! and Kaiser
~1983! have called for the rejection of the linear one-
dimensional model in its entirety, prompted by apparent
anomalies observed in fluid velocity measurements which
Teager and Teager obtained in the mouth during the phona-
tion of sustained vowels. These anomalies led them to be-
lieve that the fluid motion they were measuring was not
solely associated with an irrotational, plane-wave, acoustic
particle velocity. They suggested that the separation of the
flow from the tract walls, leading to the presence of vortices,
could result in additional acoustic sources throughout the
vocal tract.

McGowan ~1988! and Hirschberg ~1992!, perhaps
prompted by the questions raised by Teager and Teager,
have made theoretical studies of the fluid motion in the vocal
tract using an aeroacoustic analysis. They suggest that the
fluid motion in the vocal tract may, in part, be associated
with a nonacoustic velocity component due to the generation
of vortices at the glottal exit. Although such a nonacoustic
velocity field will not, itself, radiate sound, it may result in
additional acoustic sources in the vocal tract due to interac-
tion with the tract boundaries at area discontinuities.

Two-dimensional theoretical models of the fluid motion
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at the glottal exit~e.g., Liljencrants, 1989; Thomas, 1986;
Hergel and Ho¨ge, 1991! suggest that the flow in this region
consists of an unsteady jet due to the glottal efflux each
cycle, together with its associated shear layer. Thus a mecha-
nism for the production of ordered vortical structures in the
flow downstream of the glottal exit is predicted by these
computational models.

Calibrated in vivo measurements of the time-varying
supra- and sub-glottal pressure within the vocal tract close to
the larynx were obtained by Cranen and Boves~1985!. How-
ever, to obtain corresponding fluid velocity measurements
seems both hazardous and impracticable, especially when it
is noted that a single measurement per plane, as used for the
pressure, is unlikely to be representative of the complicated
three-dimensional flow pattern expected in this region.

Experiments using excised canine larynges~e.g., Ali-
pour et al., 1996! show some promise for flow measure-
ments, but the complexity of the geometry provides perhaps
too much richness of detail for the underlying mechanisms to
be easily identified.

Dynamic mechanical models with, initially, simplified
geometries offer the opportunity to investigate unsteady fluid
motions while maintaining controllability and repeatability
of experimental conditions. Shadleet al. ~1991! report flow
visualization experiments in a model with a single oscillating
shutter representing the vocal fold motion and a square duct
representing the vocal tract. They observed the development
of a jet at the shutter exit for each cycle of the oscillation.
Kiritani et al. ~1987! investigated the flow through a driven
slit in a rubber sheet using hot wires, noting that the flow
close to the slit was confined to a region with roughly the
same area as the slit, but that further downstream the region
of fluid disturbance had expanded. More recently, Mongeau
et al. ~1997! used a driven, rubber model with a symmetrical
oscillation to investigate the validity of the quasi-static as-
sumption.

In this study a Dynamic Mechanical Model~DMM ! has
been designed to study the acoustic and aerodynamic effects
of periodically interrupting a steady airflow~Barney, 1995!.
The DMM has similar dimensions to the human male vocal
tract. It consists of a cylindrical duct~the vocal tract!, open at
one end, and supplied with a regulated air flow at the other.
The flow is modulated by the motion of a pair of electrome-
chanically driven shutters~the vocal folds!. In the first in-
stance the simplest possible representative duct geometry
was adopted. In-duct pressure and velocity measurements,
together with radiated sound measurements, have been used
to investigate the nature of the fluid and acoustic fields
within the duct.

The model and its instrumentation are described in Sec.
I. In Sec. II the far-field radiated sound spectrum outside the
model is presented and in Sec. III the acoustic field within
the duct is estimated. It will be shown that the acoustic field
within the duct cannot alone provide a realistic estimate for
the radiated sound field. Section IV details further study of
the in-duct velocity field. It will be deduced from hot wire
measurements of the fluid velocity within the duct that in
addition to an acoustic field, a nonacoustic flow field is also
present, dominated by an ordered train of vortices that con-

vect along the duct at the local mean flow velocity. In Sec. V
a simplified model for the scaling of the sound generated by
the vortices at the duct exit will be developed. It will be
shown that predictions of the radiated sound field that incor-
porate the contribution of both the acousticand nonacoustic
velocity fluctuation provide closest agreement with the mea-
sured values.

I. THE MODEL

The DMM is shown schematically in Fig. 1. It is made
from a clear plastic, cylindrical duct 28 cm in length, with an
interior diameter of 1.7 cm. The duct is intersected 17.8 cm
from the open end by a pair of shutters. The shutters are
made of a rigid plastic and can slide across the duct such that
they meet each other, dividing the duct into two separate
sections. The rectangular channel between the shutters has a
lengthl s of 1.7 cm, a depthds of 0.3 cm and a widthws that
is variable according to the degree of opening. At the open
end, the duct terminates in a plane circular baffle 12.5 cm in
radius.

Instrumentation can be inserted into the duct at any
point, both upstream and downstream of the shutters, via a
slot of width 0.5 cm extending the entire length of the duct.
The slot can be sealed, with modelling clay, along its length
and round the measuring instruments to prevent air leakage.
The entire duct can be rotated about its axis, allowing the
position of the slot relative to the shutters to be varied. This
allows measurements to be obtained at any point in the duct.

Each shutter of the DMM is driven by a Ling Dynamic
Systems LD202 vibration generator. The seal between the
perspex block and the shutters is not airtight. The amount of
air leakage around the shutters can be gauged from the re-
duction of mean flow velocity downstream of the shutters
compared to upstream. For all flow rates used, the reduction
was found to be of the order of 10%. The effect of this
leakage on the pressure and velocity measurements made in
the duct is discussed in the companion paper~Shadleet al.,
1999!.

FIG. 1. Plan view of the Dynamic Mechanical Model showing reference
axes and dimensions in centimeters~not to scale!.
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The amplitude and driver waveform of each shutter may
be individually controlled. However, for the measurements
reported here, each vibration generator was driven by an
identical sinusoidal waveform with a frequency of 80 Hz.

The shutter position during vibration was monitored by
a B&K 4367 accelerometer attached to each shutter. The
maximum channel widthws for all measurements was 2 mm.

Initially, the shutters were constructed of the same hard
plastic material throughout. It was found that setting the
shutters so as to obtain complete closure across the duct re-
sulted in their meeting with such force that they bounced
apart. This was expected to be reflected in the measured
pressure and velocity signals and was thus undesirable. A
closed-cell foam strip 1 mm thick was attached to the edge of
each shutter allowing closure to occur without bounce. As a
result, closure was not instantaneous but could be estimated
from the pressure measurements~see Sec. III! to last ap-
proximately 1/5 of a shutter cycle~2.5 ms!.

Air passed along the duct in the direction shown in Fig.
1. The air was supplied by a compressor remote from the
model and could be controlled locally by a pressure regulat-
ing valve. The air passed from the valve, via a plastic tube, to
a Platon rotameter with a range of 33–416 cm3 s21 and a
measurement error of68 cm3 s21. A valve at the rotameter
allowed fine tuning of the flow rate passing through the
model. Pressure at the upstream side of the shutters was not
directly controlled, but was allowed to develop as a result of
the chosen flow rate. The air passed from the rotameter
through a flexible hose to the entrance of the duct.

At the entrance to the duct, the air passed through a
gently diverging nozzle to allow expansion of the flow with-
out separation from the duct walls. Three volume flow rates
were used: 200, 300, and 400 cm3 s21. Note that where vol-
ume flow rate is quoted in this paper, the value given is that
measured at the rotameter and takes no account of leakage
around the shutters. The volume flow rate is used only as a
parameter to distinguish the three flow speeds investigated.

All transducer signals were stored on a 386 PC and were
acquired via a four-channel ADC with 12 bits per sample
and a voltage range of61 V. The sampling error was
equivalent to60.5 mV. Acquisition was controlled by Hvlab
software which had a simultaneous sample-and-hold method
for A-to-D conversion. A sampling frequency of 5015 Hz
was used unless otherwise indicated. Hvlab includes soft-
ware controlled anti-aliasing filters which were used for sig-
nal conditioning prior to sampling. The in-duct pressure
analysis method described in Sec. III placed a limitation on
the bandwidth of the measurements. In accordance with this
limitation, the cutoff frequency of the anti-aliasing filters was
set to 1 kHz for all measurements except where indicated.
The sampling time for each data set was of the order of 10 s.

II. RADIATED SOUND MEASUREMENTS

A. Method

The sound radiated from the open end of the duct of the
DMM was measured using a B&K 413412-in. condenser mi-
crophone connected to a B&K 4230 amplifier, and placed
level with the duct exit at a distancer 560 cm from the duct

exit plane such that a line connecting the duct exit plane to
the microphone position made an angle of 45° to the long
axis of the duct. Measurements were made in a semi-
anechoic room with a background noise level, measured us-
ing a B&K 2203 sound level meter, of less than 10 dB SPL
~re: 20 mPa!.

In addition to the aeroacoustically generated sound, the
DMM made large amounts of mechanically generated noise
due to the shutter driver mechanism. In order to minimize the
contribution of the mechanical acoustic sources to the mea-
sured radiated sound, two strategies were adopted. The
DMM was placed in a separate room from the microphone.
A hole the size of the duct was drilled in the wall between
the rooms and the DMM was placed so that the duct passed
through the hole with the duct exit lying flush with the wall
of the measurement room. The circular baffle was removed
and the wall, which was sealed round the duct, acted as an
‘‘infinite’’ baffle at the duct termination. All measurements
in this paper, with the exception of one set of hot wire mea-
surements~see Fig. 5!, were obtained using the ‘‘infinite’’
baffle. The isolation of the mechanical parts of the DMM
from the measurement room reduced the mechanically gen-
erated contribution to the radiated sound to a large degree,
but it was found that some mechanically generated sound
traveled down the duct. An estimate of this small contribu-
tion was obtained by measuring the sound radiated from the
duct exit with no air flow through the model. For all with-
flow measurements of radiated sound, the time domain esti-
mate of zero-flow radiated noise was subtracted from the
measured radiated sound. The shutter accelerometer trace
was used to determine the appropriate relative phase for the
signals prior to subtraction. A more detailed description of
the analysis and implementation of the noise reduction pro-
cedure may be found in Barney~1995!. With the contribu-
tions to the radiated spectrum due to mechanical noise
sources minimized, the resulting spectral level for each har-
monic of the shutter frequency is considered to be primarily
that associated with the aeroacoustic sound generation in the
duct.

The far-field microphone measurements~see Figs. 2, 4,
and 8! are spectral envelopes in dBre: 20 mPa plotted
against nondimensional shutter frequencyf / f 0 , where f is
the frequency of the harmonic andf 0 is the fundamental
shutter frequency. All spectral envelopes were calculated
from an average of 13 4096-point power spectra with an
overlap between time windows of 15%. The data were
Hanning-windowed prior to the DFT.

B. Results

Figure 2 shows far-field sound pressures for all three
volume flow rates. All spectral components were at least 20
dB above the background noise level except for the 7th har-
monic where the SPL was at least 9 dB above the back-
ground noise. It is clear that, with the exception of the 7th,
8th, 9th, and 12th harmonics, the SPL increases with increas-
ing volume flow rateU. The highest level for each volume
flow rate occurs at the first harmonic and decreases until the
5th harmonic, where there is evidence of a resonance peak. A
second, higher amplitude resonance spanning the 9th, 10th,
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and 11th harmonics can be observed for all volume flow
rates. A minimum occurs at the 7th harmonic, which be-
comes lower as the volume flow rate increases.

It is of interest to investigate the velocity and pressure
fields within the duct and to determine their relationship to
the radiated sound spectrum.

III. THE ACOUSTIC FIELD WITHIN THE DUCT

A. Theory

The transport of acoustic energy within the duct is mod-
eled according to the theory described by Davies~1988,
1992!. The theory is a linear, plane-wave model of acoustic
wave motion within a duct with a mean flow,v, of Mach
numberM5v/c, wherec is the speed of sound.

A plane-wave acoustic theory is valid within the duct for
waves with wave numberk such that the Helmholtz number
ka is less than 1.84(12M2)0.5 ~wherea is the radius of the
duct!. For ka greater than this value the first circumferential
mode will propagate. For the duct of the DMM the Mach
numberM is of the order of 1023 anda is 8.5 mm leading to
a cut-on frequency for the first circumferential mode of
around 12 kHz, which is well above the frequency range of
this study.

For a uniform duct of finite length, terminating in an
open end, the fluctuating pressure at any point in the duct
will be a superposition of two waves, one, an incident wave,
traveling outward from an acoustic source, and the other a
wave reflected from the open end. Thus the time varying
pressurep(x,t) and acoustic particle velocityua(x,t) at any
distancex along the duct axis for each propagating mode,
will be given by

p~x,t !5p1~x,t !1p2~x,t !, ~1a!

ua~x,t !5ua
1~x,t !1ua

2~x,t !, ~1b!

where the superscript ‘‘1’’ identifies a wave traveling in the
positive x direction and the superscript ‘‘2’’ identifies a
wave traveling in the negativex direction.

In the presence of mean flow, for each spectral compo-
nent of a periodic disturbance

p1~x,t !5px
15p0

1ej ~vt2k1x!, ~2a!

ua
1~x,t !5uax

1 5ua0
1 ej ~vt2k1x!, ~2b!

p2~x,t !5px
25p0

2ej ~vt1k2x!, ~2c!

ua
2~x,t !5uax

2 5ua0
2 ej ~vt1k2x!, ~2d!

wherep0
1 and p0

2 are the component pressure wave ampli-
tudes at thex50 plane,ua0

1 andua0
2 are the component par-

ticle velocity wave amplitudes at thex50 plane, andk1

5v/(c01v) andk25v/(c02v) are the wave numbers for
the positive- and negative-going wave components in the
presence of mean flowv.

From Euler’s equation and Newton’s second law it may
be shown~Davies, 1988! that the acoustic particle velocity
uax and pressurepx are described by

r0c0uax5px
12px

2 , ~3a!

px5px
11px

2 , ~3b!

where r0 is the ambient fluid density andc0 is the local
sound speed of the fluid.

Given two pressure time historiespx1(t) and px2(t) at
the duct wall at positionsx1 and x2 , respectively, then the
wave components for each frequency in the spectrum may be
written ~Davieset al., 1980!

px15p0
1e2 jkx11p0

2ejkx1, ~4!

px25p0
1e2 jkx21p0

2ejkx2, ~5!

forming a set of linear simultaneous equations which can be
solved for p0

1 and p0
2 . Then using Eqs.~2! and ~3!, the

fluctuating pressure and acoustic particle velocity can be es-
timated for any position within the duct.

B. Method

In the DMM, the pressure within the duct was measured
using 1

4-in. omni-directional electret condenser microphones
inserted through the slot in the duct so that they were flush
with the duct wall. The microphones have a bandwidth of
20–20 000 Hz with a linear amplitude response for SPLs up
to 120 dB ~Harrison, 1994!. The microphones were cali-
brated for amplitude and phase in a known acoustic field.
Each microphone was connected to one channel of an ISVR
four-channel solid state amplifier.

For this acoustic analysis, pressure time histories were
obtained at the wall of the duct for two positions,x54 and
x514 cm, where thex50 plane corresponds to the down-
stream face of the shutters and the positivex direction is the
direction of mean air flow. In order to carry out the decom-
position of the measured pressure into its component pres-
sure amplitudes, it is important that the downstream trans-
ducer not be placed overly close to the duct exit, where the
pressure is expected to be close to zero. Furthermore, pre-
liminary hot wire measurements~using the system described
in Sec. IV! showed that the velocity disturbance within the
first three centimeters of the duct downstream of the shutters
was extremely complicated and it was deemed best to place
the upstream transducer away from this region. Positioning

FIG. 2. Spectral envelope for the radiated sound pressure measured at 60 cm
from the duct exit at an angle of 45° to the long axis of the duct for shutter
frequency 80 Hz and three mean flow rates:U5200 cm3 s21 ~solid!, 300
cm3 s21 ~dotted!, 400 cm3 s21 ~dash-dot!.
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the microphones atx54 cm andx514 cm gave the largest
possible spacing given the above constraints. Harrison
~1994! has shown that the low frequency reliability of com-
ponent pressure amplitude estimates made from pairs of
pressure measurements increases as the separation of the
transducers is increased. However, the estimates become un-
realistic at frequencies where the half-wavelength is of the
order of the transducer separation. For a transducer spacing
of 10 cm, as used in this study, this gives a band of unreli-
able estimates for frequencies between 1.5 and 1.9 kHz. With
this in mind, a conservative estimate for the useable band-
width of the pressure measurements was adopted with an
upper frequency limit of 1 kHz.

Examination of the spectra of the pressure signals, ob-
tained from a DFT, showed that most of the energy in the
spectrum was contained in the harmonics of the shutter fre-
quency. A set of software bandpass filters with center fre-
quency equal to each of the harmonics of the shutter fre-
quency and bandwidth of 20 Hz was designed. The filters
were third-order Butterworth filters and a zero-phase distor-
tion filtering algorithm was adopted. The filters were used to
break the pressure signal down into its constituent frequency
bands.

For each frequency band, Eqs.~4! and~5! were solved to
give the component pressure waves for each frequency at the
x50 plane. Pressures at other points in the duct were found
for each frequency component using Eqs.~2!. The total fluc-
tuating pressure prediction at any point is given by the sum
of the predictions for each spectral component of the pres-
sure. Similarly the total acoustic particle velocity at any
point is given by the sum of the acoustic particle velocity
estimates for each spectral component. To minimize the con-
tribution due to mechanically generated noise sources, a
similar method to that adopted for the radiated pressure mea-
surements was used. The pressure fluctuation with zero flow
was measured at the duct wall for each measurement location
and subtracted from the with-flow measurement at the same
location.

C. Results

The pressure fluctuation measured at the duct wall for
x54 andx514 cm can be seen in Fig. 3~a! for a volume
flow rate of 200 cm3 s21. Here 0° shutter phase is taken as
the mid-point of the closed period of the shutters.

The measurements show large, strongly damped pres-
sure oscillations about a depressed mean during shutter clo-
sure, followed by smaller, less strongly damped oscillations
about a raised mean while the shutter is open. The amplitude
of the oscillations atx54 cm is about twice that atx
514 cm, which corresponds to the well-established fluctuat-
ing pressure distribution in a tube open at one end. For larger
volume flow rates the amplitude of the fluctuations is greater,
but the overall pattern throughout the shutter cycle shows the
same features.

The acoustic particle velocity estimate derived from the
pressure measurements is shown in Fig. 3~b! for all three
volume flow rates atx514 cm. The amplitude of the fluctu-
ating acoustic particle velocity increases with increasing vol-

ume flow rate and is positive during shutter closure, becom-
ing negative as the shutters open and remaining so until they
close again.

The acoustic power,W(ua), radiated from the open end
of the duct due to the acoustic field within, may be predicted
for each frequency component by the well known piston-in-
a-plane-baffle model~e.g., Kinsleret al., 1982!. The acoustic
power at the duct exit is related to the mean square pressure
pr

2 in the hemispherical acoustic far field a distancer from
the duct exit by

W~ua!52pr 2
pr

2

r0c0
5r0c0$ua~17.8, t !%2pa2s, ~6!

where a is the duct radius,s5(ka)2/2 is the asymptotic
value of the radiation efficiency of the duct exit,ka→0, and
$ua(17.8,t)%2 is the time-averaged acoustic particle velocity
at the duct exit plane, which may be obtained by using the
acoustic particle velocity estimates for thex50 plane to-
gether with Eqs.~2! to obtain an acoustic particle velocity
estimate forx517.8 cm and then taking a time average. For
a far-field position not on the duct axis, a directivity factor
2J1(ka sinu)/(kasinu) must be included on the right hand
side of Eq.~6!, whereJ1(ka sinu) is a Bessel function of the
first kind of order 1 for cylindrical coordinates andu is the
angle between the duct axis and the line from the duct exit to
the point at whichpr is measured.

Equation ~6! was used to make a prediction for each
spectral component of the far-field radiated pressure a dis-
tance of 60 cm from the duct exit at an angle of 45° to the
duct axis. In Fig. 4, this prediction is compared to the mea-

FIG. 3. ~a! Average of five shutter cycles of measured in-duct pressure,
low-pass filtered at 1 kHz with microphones atx54 cm ~solid! and x
514 cm~dotted!. U5200 cm3 s21. ~b! Average of five shutter cycles of the
acoustic particle velocity estimated as described in Sec. III A atx514 cm
for U5200 cm3 s21 ~solid!, 300 cm3 s21 ~dotted!, and 400 cm3 s21 ~dash-
dot!.
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sured radiated pressure obtained at the same location for
each volume flow rate.

It is clear that while the predicted and measured values
are similar for the 4th, 5th, and 6th shutter harmonics, else-
where the measured signal is underpredicted by at least 10
dB.

The acoustic field within the duct presumably had sig-
nificant contributions from one or more acoustic source
mechanisms~McGowan, 1998! in the region of the shutters.
However, a prediction based on this acoustic field alone was
unable to account for the far-field measured spectrum. To
investigate further, a more detailed picture of the velocity
field within the duct of the DMM was required.

IV. HOT WIRE MEASUREMENTS IN THE DUCT

A. Method

The velocity field at a sequence of selected points in the
duct was measured using an ISVR constant temperature hot
wire anemometer system~Davies and Mason, 1974!, which
had a measurement bandwidth of approximately 0–17 kHz.
The prongs of the hot wire were 0.5 cm apart with an active
wire length of 0.2 cm. The hot wire was calibrated in the
duct of the DMM in the following way: The wire was lo-

cated parallel to they axis at x514, y50, z50 and the
shutters were opened to a width of 1 cm. The rotameter was
used to supply volume flow rates measured as 0–416
cm3 s21 in steps of 16 cm3 s21. For each volume flow rate
the output voltage of the hot wire was recorded and then
paired with the flow velocity calculated from the dynamic
pressure measured by a 2-mm pitot-static tube attached to a
manometer. The pitot-static tube was located with its tip 1
cm downstream of the hot wire. The voltage recorded by the
hot wire was found to be insensitive to the presence or oth-
erwise of the pitot-static tube and, similarly, the dynamic
pressure recorded by the pitot-static tube was found to be
insensitive to the presence or otherwise of the hot wire. A
least-mean-squares fit of a cubic curve was made to the
voltage-velocity data pairs to give a calibration curve for the
hot wire. A software calibration program applied the calibra-
tion curve to each time history recorded by the hot wire.
Note that generation of the calibration curve relies only on
measurements made in the duct and is thus independent of
any error in the volume flow rate as measured at the rotame-
ter due to leakage around the shutters.

B. Results

In Fig. 5 typical velocity time histories are plotted for
the lowest volume flow rate forx51, 4, and 17 cm down-
stream of the shutters for three positions on each plane as

FIG. 4. Radiated far-field sound pressure, measured at 60 cm from the duct
exit plane at an angle of 45° to the long axis of the duct; measured~solid!
and predicted~dotted! using the acoustic particle velocity estimate at the
duct exit plane, for ~a! U5200 cm3 s21, ~b! U5300 cm3 s21, ~c! U
5400 cm3 s21.

FIG. 5. Fluctuating velocity measured in-duct with a hot wire forU
5200 cm3 s21 at ~a! x51 cm, ~b! x54 cm, and~c! x517 cm for y50, z
50 ~solid!; y50, z50.6 cm ~dotted!; y50.6 cm, z50 ~dash–dot!. For
these measurements only, the finite baffle shown in Fig. 1 was used.
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indicated in the figure. For the measurements in Fig. 5 only,
the sampling frequency was 5 kHz and the anti-aliasing filter
cutoff frequency was 2 kHz; also the finite baffle of Fig. 1
was used to facilitate access of the hot wire to locations close
to the duct termination. When examining the velocity time
histories it is important to remember that none of the time
histories was acquired simultaneously, but were later aligned
with reference to the observed shutter phase using the shutter
accelerometer trace. For thex51 cm plane, the flow pattern
varies greatly with time and position across the duct. Atx
54 cm, the signals are almost periodic for all positions and
by x517 cm, the three signals have settled down to an ef-
fectively periodic fluctuation superimposed on an almost
one-dimensional mean flow. The same general pattern of an
approximately uniform flow was observed for the higher vol-
ume flow rates although the mean and fluctuating amplitudes
were proportionately larger.

Positions y50,z50 and y50,z50.6 are directly
downstream of the opening between the shutters. Atx
51 cm a symmetric jet exiting the shutters might thus be
expected to impinge on the hot wire during every cycle re-
sulting in a periodic hot wire signal. However, shear layers
tend to roll up to form vortices which can be expected to
develop just downstream of the shutter exit~e.g., Davies,
1981!. The vorticity is seldom uniformly distributed and
symmetric about the plane of the opening at any instant and
thus the jet may be expected to flap~like the flapping waves
seen in a flag!. The observed lack of uniformity of the hot-
wire signal over thex51 plane seems to correspond to this
flow regime.

By 20 jet-widths downstream, it is known from the lit-
erature~e.g., Davies, 1981! that a shear layer will have rolled
up into a succession of well-formed vortices which, as they
move further downstream, will become progressively more
diffuse and regularly spaced. This is in accordance with the
observed development in both the uniformity and periodicity
of the hot wire signals with increasing distance downstream
from the shutters~Davieset al., 1995!. The observed vortic-
ity distribution corresponds to the field obtained by the ap-
propriate superposition of a one-dimensional acoustic field
with that produced by a succession of axially symmetric vor-
tices with their images~Davies, 1996!.

It is apparent from the measurements shown in Fig. 5
that a mean flow is always present at all positions, including
those at the planex51. The observations show that the in-
stantaneous velocity at any radial position seldom falls be-
low ~and normally remains well above! half its mean value,
even when the shutters are closed.

In Fig. 6~a!, the amplitude of the measured velocity fluc-
tuation is compared with the acoustic particle velocity esti-
mate for x514 cm for a volume flow rate ofU
5200 cm3 s21. For these measurements, the ‘‘infinite’’
baffle was once again in place. The time histories for the
acoustic velocity and the velocity measured with the hot
wire, although not acquired simultaneously, were aligned
with reference to the observed shutter phase using the shutter
accelerometer trace. It is evident that the hot wire measure-
ments and the acoustic particle velocity estimate are dissimi-
lar in both amplitude and phase, suggesting that the acoustic

particle velocity may be only one contribution to the total
measured velocity fluctuation. A corresponding discrepancy
in amplitude and phase was observable in the higher volume
flow rate cases.

In Fig. 6~b!, the amplitude of the total velocity fluctua-
tion is compared with that of the acoustic particle velocity
estimate on a harmonic-by-harmonic basis for a volume flow
rate of 200 cm3 s21. At the 4th, 5th, and 6th harmonics, the
two have approximately equal amplitude and, furthermore,
were found to be in phase. Thus for these frequencies the
total fluctuating velocity is dominated by the contribution
from the acoustic particle velocity. This corresponds to the
frequencies where the measured radiated pressure field out-
side the duct was well predicted using the acoustic field
within the duct. Elsewhere the amplitudes~and phases! dif-
fer, with the greatest difference in amplitude being at the first
harmonic @as can be seen from Fig. 6~a!#. For harmonics
8–12 the acoustic particle velocity is larger than the total
measured velocity, but here the total fluctuation was in anti-
phase with the acoustic particle velocity estimate. Thus for
all harmonics with the exception of the 4th, 5th, and 6th,
there appears to be a fluctuating velocity component in ad-
dition to the acoustic field within the duct.

It seemed reasonable to assume that this additional fluc-
tuating component might be associated with vortices, gener-
ated at the shutter exit and propagating along the duct. To

FIG. 6. ~a! Average of five shutter cycles of velocity atx514 cm for U
5200 cm3 s21: acoustic particle velocity estimate~solid line!; velocity mea-
sured with a hot wire aty50, z50 ~dotted line!. ~b! Harmonic-by-harmonic
comparison of fluctuating velocity amplitudes atx514 cm for U
5200 cm3 s21, acoustic particle velocity estimate~shaded bars!, hot wire
measurement~empty bars!. ~Note: graph not to scale for first harmonic.!
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determine whether this was the case it was necessary to find
the convection velocity for this fluctuating contribution.
Acoustic disturbances propagate at the local sound speed in
the duct, but vortices may be convected at speeds of the
order of the local mean flow speed. In the DMM, the local
mean flow speeds, determined from the hot wire measure-
ments, were 80 and 120 cm s21 for volume flow rates mea-
sured at the rotameter of 200 and 300 cm3 s21, respectively.

C. Determination of convection velocity

Velocity measurements obtained using a single hot wire
at a fixed positionx within the duct of the DMM may contain
components due to the convection of spatial variations past
the measuring point, and further components due to temporal
variations at that fixed measuring point. If two velocity mea-
surements can be obtained with a spatial separationDx be-
tween the measurement positions, then the general depen-
dence of each on the other may be estimated by finding their
cross-correlation function. Their cross-correlation coeffi-
cient,R, is defined as

R~Dx,t!5 lim
T→`

1

T
E

0

T uA~ t !uB~ t1t!

~ uA
2 uB

2! 1/2
dt, ~7!

where the subscriptsA andB denote measurements at posi-
tions A and B, respectively, and the overbar denotes a time
average. One useful attribute of this function is that it can be
used to find the average convection velocity of flow distur-
bances over the pathDx ~Davies and Bose, 1968!.

In the duct of the DMM, the velocity was measured
simultaneously at two points using two hot wire systems.
Note that these measurements were made using the ‘‘infi-
nite’’ baffle. Two volume flow rates were investigated:U
5200 cm3 s21 andU5300 cm3 s21. Hot wire A was placed
at x514 cm and hot wire B was placed atx514.7, 14.9,
15.1, and 15.3 cm successively to give four different separa-
tion values ofDx: 7, 9, 11, and 13 mm, respectively. The
spacing between the wires was maintained by a series of
shims corresponding to the spacingsDx, which were
clamped between the two probes.

A hot wire loses heat to the air passing by it and thus for
some distance downstream of it there exists a thermal wake.
If two wires are placed directly behind each other, the down-
stream wire~hot wire B! will lie in the thermal wake of the
upstream wire~hot wire A! and its measurements will be
contaminated by the presence of the upstream wire. To re-
duce the cross-talk between the wires during this study, hot
wire B was offset in thez direction with respect to hot wire
A, by a distanceDz55 mm. The hot wires were inserted
into the duct such that hot wire A was atx514, y50, z
50.25. Hot wire B was thus atx5141Dx, y50, z
520.25. Both the spacingsDx and the offsetDz were mea-
sured using a traveling microscope.

If one assumes a ‘‘smoke ring’’ vortex traveling down
the duct such that it is axially symmetric, then the offset
between the wiresDz, being itself axially symmetric, should
cause no error in the measurement of the time-of-flight of
such a vortex from hot wire A to hot wire B. Unfortunately,
vortices are seldom so symmetrically distributed and thus

errors may be introduced into the convection velocity esti-
mates. It can be argued that the presence of the duct bound-
aries in the DMM, with the resultant image vortices, would
encourage the migration of vorticity toward an axially sym-
metric distribution, minimizing such errors. Examination of
Fig. 5 suggests that an axially symmetric assumption may be
valid from about 4 cm downstream of the shutters onward.
Any discrepancies in the relative axial displacements of the
hot wires would similarly introduce errors. However, Davies
and Bose~1968! have shown that for convection velocity
measurements in a nonacoustic flow, the estimates of the
convection velocity,uE , converge to the convection veloc-
ity, uc , as the wire separation,Dx, increases in part because
the discrepancies due to positioning of the wires becomes
less significant as the overall separation increases. Hence, by
taking successive spacings one will arrive at a good estimate
of the true convection velocity.

It is possible that different harmonic components in the
flow will have different convection velocities. Thus cross-
correlation analysis was performed for each successive har-
monic component of the fluctuating signals after the corre-
sponding local contribution from the estimated acoustic field
had been subtracted from the total measured velocity fluc-
tuation, taking due account of the relative phase between the
signals.

For all measurements for the cross correlation, the sam-
pling rate was raised to 10 kHz to provide greater time reso-
lution, while the anti-aliasing filter cutoff frequency was
maintained at 1 kHz. The resulting time history extended
over 20 shutter cycles for each measurement location.

Figure 7 shows the ratio of the convection velocity esti-
mateuE for each hot wire spacing to the mean flow velocity
within the duct for the fundamental frequency. It may be
seen from Fig. 7 that as the hot wire separation increased, the
convection velocity estimate tended toward the mean flow
speed, indicating that the component of the measured fluctu-
ating velocity not associated with the estimated acoustic field
was likely to be due to nonacoustic disturbances or vortex
transport along the duct.

FIG. 7. Ratio of the convection velocity estimated from the cross-
correlation functions,uE , to the mean flow velocity measured in the duct,
v, for successive hot wire spacingsDx; U5200 cm3 s21 ~empty squares!,
U5300 cm3 s21 ~shaded squares!.
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A corresponding analysis at the other harmonics of the
shutter frequency gave results for the convection velocity
estimates which did not differ significantly from those re-
ported for 80 Hz, with the exception of the 4th, 5th, and 6th
harmonics where the residual velocity waveforms, after sub-
tracting the acoustic particle velocity estimate, were too
small to obtain realistic cross-correlation functions. Care had
to be taken to ensure the correlations always referred to an
individual disturbance.

V. VORTEX SOUND GENERATION

A. Theory

A picture emerges of the field within the duct consisting
of an acoustic standing wave field, presumably generated by
some combination of sources due to the fluctuating mass and
fluctuating aerodynamic force at the exit to the shutters~and
possibly the open end!, together with a train of vortices, one
generated during each shutter cycle, drifting down the duct at
the mean flow speed. Thus an expression for the total veloc-
ity disturbance within the duct may be written

u5v1ua1un , ~8!

whereu is the total velocity,v is the mean flow velocity,ua

is the fluctuating acoustic particle velocity for which“3ua

50, and un is the fluctuating nonacoustic velocity due to
vortex transport along the duct for which“–un50.

For a mean flow ratev of 80 cm s21, a vortex generated
at the shutters at timet0 travels a distance of 1 cm in timets ,
wherets is equal to the period of the shutter cycle. Similarly,
for a mean flow velocity of 120 cm s21, a vortex will travel
1.5 cm over a shutter cycle. Hence for a mean flow velocity
of 80 cm s21 there will be within the duct at any instant,
approximately 17 vortices, each with a length of approxi-
mately 1 cm. For a mean flow velocity of 120 cm s21 there
will be approximately 11 vortices within the duct, each with
a length of approximately 1.5 cm.

Periodically generated vortices are not themselves good
radiators of sound. However, it is well known that where
they interact with solid boundaries they provide significant
acoustic sources and in particular can excite resonators very
strongly, as in wind instruments~Davies, 1981!. A fluctuat-
ing nonacoustic flow generated at an area expansion can thus
provide a source of acoustic excitation for a duct. In the
DMM where the duct geometry is uniform along its length,
the first major area expansion after the shutters is at the open
end.

For the DMM it has been demonstrated that the mea-
sured fluctuating velocity has contributions from both acous-
tic and nonacoustic flow fields. The nonacoustic part of the
velocity disturbance, incident at an area discontinuity, will
cause pressure and velocity fluctuations which will be trans-
ported in the acoustic flow field as sound and thus may be
expected to contribute to the radiated spectrum. The mecha-
nism by which the nonacoustic flow produces sound is, in
general, rather complicated as is the interaction of the two
velocity fields; however, a simplified model of the appropri-
ate scaling for vortex noise generation at a duct area discon-
tinuity ~e.g., the open end! may be developed~Davies, 1996!.

Consider, for simplicity, the vortex motion in the duct to
be comprised of an axially symmetric vortex of radiusR,
whereR5a/2 anda is the radius of the duct. The circulation
G of each vortex is given by

G5 R un•R du52pRun , ~9!

with a corresponding vorticity of

V5
G

pR2 5
2un

R
. ~10!

According to Doak~1995!, who described the source in
terms of the total fluctuating enthalpy@see also Powell
~1964!, Howe ~1975!, and McGowan~1988!#, the relation-
ship between the acoustic mean intensity vectorJ̄ and the
nonacoustic fluid motion at the boundary discontinuity may
be expressed, for the case of small amplitude, adiabatic fluc-
tuations, in an otherwise static and uniform fluid where the
convection velocity of the vorticesv!c0 , as

“–J̄52r0c0~V3un!, ~11!

where the overbar indicates a time average, and which for
the duct becomes

“–J̄52r0c0S 2un
2

R
D 52r0c0S 4un

2

a
D . ~12!

The generated acoustic power associated with the vortices is
then

E
VS

“–J̄ dVS54pa2r0c0un
2, ~13!

whereVS is the volume enclosing each vortex and the vor-
ticity is assumed to be uniformly distributed throughVS .

From conservation of energy considerations an expres-
sion relating the radiated acoustic power at the duct exit to
the mean square pressure in the acoustic far field, which is
analogous to Eq.~6!, may be written for a source in an ‘‘in-
finite’’ baffle

W~un!52pr 2
pr

2

r0c0
54r0c0$un~17.8, t !%2pa2s, ~14!

where the radiation efficiencys5(ka)2/2 was defined with
Eq. ~6!.

One should be cautious about the application of Eq.
~14!; while it will be valid for the simplified geometry of the
DMM, it cannot be strictly relevant for the vocal tractin
vivo.

B. Predictions from theory

The same method used for the cross-correlation mea-
surements in Sec. IV was used to estimate the fluctuating
nonacoustic fluid velocity amplitude for each harmonic. The
acoustic velocity for each harmonic, as predicted from pres-
sure measurements, was subtracted from each harmonic of
the total velocity measured by the hot wire, taking due ac-
count of the relative phase of the two signals in each case.
Since the acoustic velocity is associated with plane-wave
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propagation in the duct and the measured velocity close to
the open end of the duct was found to be approximately
uniform across the duct area,un will also be approximately
uniform across the duct area. Thus a value forun obtained at
a single measurement position within the duct may be used
to estimate the net volume flux over any plane close to the
duct exit. The nonacoustic velocity was estimated at thex
514 plane. To obtain the nonacoustic velocity estimate at
the open end (x517.8), each harmonic component must be
translated along the duct in the positivex direction. This is
achieved using an appropriate time shift for the fluctuation at
x514. It was shown in Sec. IV that the nonacoustic velocity
fluctuation convected along the duct in the positivex direc-
tion at approximately the mean flow velocityv. Conse-
quently, an appropriate time shift to translate the disturbance
estimated atx514 cm the short distance to the open end is

un~17.8, t !5unS 14, t2
x1

v D , ~15!

wherex153.8 cm is the distance between thex514 plane
and the open end.

A prediction of the far-field sound pressure level for
each spectral component at a distance of 60 cm from the duct
exit and an angle of 45° due to the contributions to the radi-
ated sound from both the acoustic and the nonacoustic fields
is shown in Fig. 8. The contributions from the two velocity
fields have been treated as independent since analysis of the
relative amplitudes and phases of each harmonic of the two
velocity disturbances indicated that contributions from the
cross terms (ua•un) were negligible.

The predictions of Fig. 8 demonstrate that combining the
contribution associated with the nonacoustic field with the
acoustic contribution to the pressure results in much im-
proved agreement between the measured SPL and the pre-
dicted SPL. WhenU5200 cm3 s21, the two curves are
closely similar except at the 3rd harmonic where the new
prediction is 9 dB lower, and at the 10th harmonic where the
prediction is 4 dB higher. WhenU5300 cm3 s21 the predic-
tion is closely similar to the measurement except at the sev-
enth harmonic where it is 12 dB higher. WhenU
5400 cm3 s21 the predicted levels lie around the measured
levels except at the 7th harmonic where the prediction is 14
dB above the measurement. The discrepancies between the
measured and predicted levels may be primarily attributable
to a combination of the neglect of the cross terms as noted
previously and the assumption in the vortex sound model of
an axially symmetric vortex with neglect of the effect of any
nonuniformity of flow local to the core region. Additionally,
implicit in Eq. ~15! is the assumption that the vorticity con-
vects in a nondispersive manner. In general such convection
will be dispersive; however, comparison of the hotwire mea-
surements atx514 cm ~Fig. 6! and x517 cm ~Fig. 5! to-
gether with the evidence of the cross-correlation analysis
suggests that, far from the shutters and over short distances
at least, this assumption of nondispersive convection will
lead to a reasonable estimate for the rms value of the nona-
coustic velocity fluctuation at the duct exit plane. Clearly
there is much better agreement between the measured and
predicted SPLs in Fig. 8 than was found for the prediction

based on the acoustic velocity component acting in isolation.
Thus one concludes that the nonacoustic velocity field within
the duct constitutes a significant part of the sound generation
mechanism, providing the dominant sound source except at
the 4th, 5th, and 6th harmonics, where the acoustic field was
dominant.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have described a simple Dynamic Mechanical
Model ~DMM ! of the vocal folds and tract, where the folds
are represented by a pair of driven, sinusoidally oscillating
shutters.

Measurements of the fluctuating pressure at two points
along the duct wall of the DMM, downstream of the shutters,
were found to exhibit the characteristic amplitude distribu-
tion of an acoustic standing wave field. The energy in these
pressure fluctuations was found to be predominantly concen-
trated at the harmonics of the shutter oscillation frequency,
and thus a time domain, plane-wave, harmonic analysis al-
lowed an estimate of the fluctuating acoustic particle velocity
field within the duct to be obtained.

Measurements of the velocity field within the duct using
hotwire anemometry showed a pattern characteristic of an
unsteady jet downstream of the shutters due to the passage of

FIG. 8. Radiated far-field sound pressure, measured at 60 cm from the duct
exit plane at an angle of 45° to the long axis of the duct; measured~solid!
and predicted~dotted! using both the acoustic particle velocity estimate and
the nonacoustic velocity estimate at the duct exit plane for~a! U
5200 cm3 s21, ~b! U5300 cm3 s21, ~c! U5400 cm3 s21.
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air through the shutter channel. Over the first 4 cm or so the
jet became more diffuse and mixed with the air in the down-
stream duct. The velocity field was highly three-dimensional
at 1 cm downstream of the shutter exit and became gradually
more uniform as distance from the shutters increased.

At no position within the three-dimensional flow field
close to the shutter exit or the more uniform flow field fur-
ther downstream did the acoustic particle velocity estimate
compare well either in amplitude or in phase-relationship-to-
the-shutter-cycle to the measured velocity fluctuation. This is
unsurprising, since to assume that the entire fluctuating ve-
locity field within the duct is associated with the fluctuating
acoustic field is to assume an acoustic source distribution at
the shutter exit with unrealistically high efficiency. It is well
known that the shear layer associated with an unsteady jet is
inclined to roll up, eventually forming ordered vortical struc-
tures in the flow. It seemed probable that the measured ve-
locity fluctuation was the resultant of contributions from
both the acoustic particle velocity and from a fluctuating
nonacoustic velocity field.

Cross-correlation analysis of dual hot wire measure-
ments confirmed that the component of the measured veloc-
ity fluctuation not associated with the acoustic particle veloc-
ity estimates had a propagation velocity comparable to the
mean flow speed in the duct. Such a nonacoustic, fluctuating
velocity field is characteristic of the convection of a train of
vortices along the duct.

McGowan ~1988! has proposed that the generation of
acoustic energy at the glottal exit may be due to two mecha-
nisms: the fluctuating volume flow through the glottal chan-
nel as modeled by Fant~1960!, and the fluctuating force due
to the interaction of the vorticity with the fluid velocity. In
the DMM, no information as to the type or number of acous-
tic source mechanisms, close to the shutter exit or elsewhere,
which contribute to the acoustic field within the duct can be
obtained from the pressure measurements made at the duct
wall. In McGowan’s model, the vorticity is assumed to decay
downstream of the glottis. In general, in the absence of
strong damping mechanisms, vorticity is known to persist for
large distances. Hirschberg~1992! and Teager and Teager
~e.g., 1990! have noted that the interaction of a nonacoustic
velocity with abrupt expansions in a duct area function may
result in the transfer of energy from the nonacoustic velocity
field to the irrotational acoustic field. In the vocal tract this
could occur at the epiglottis, palate, teeth, and lips. In the
DMM the only abrupt area expansion downstream of the
shutters is the duct exit.

For the DMM, a model of the sound radiation at the duct
exit based on the irrotational acoustic particle velocity fluc-
tuation in the duct cannot alone account for the measured
radiated pressure field except at the first formant of the duct.
A model that includes additional contributions to the radiated
sound field due to the interaction of the nonacoustic flow
field with the area change at the duct exit is much more
successful at predicting the observed sound field despite the
simplicity of the model of the vorticity distribution and its
relation to the acoustic field. One is led to conclude that the
nonacoustic flow field within the duct provides a significant

additional source of acoustic energy located in the region of
the duct exit.

The spectral distribution of a nonacoustic velocity field
depends strongly on the geometry of the region where it is
generated. The spectral distribution of sound from any
acoustic sources due to the interaction of the nonacoustic
velocity field with the duct boundaries will also be geometry
dependent. One should not therefore expect that the results
obtained in the DMM will map directly to the vocal tract. A
companion paper~Shadleet al., 1999! compares measure-
ments made in the DMM toin vivo measurements made
during voiced speech production and considers the implica-
tions of including a nonacoustic velocity field in speech pro-
duction models.
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A companion paper@Barney et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.105, 444–455 ~1999!# presents
measurements in a dynamic mechanical model~the DMM! of the vocal folds and vocal tract: It was
shown that closer prediction of the radiated sound pressure was possible when nonacoustic~vortical!
as well as acoustic components of the velocity in the duct were included. In this paper, using such
a simple geometry to model the vocal tract is justified by comparing acoustic and aerodynamic
measurements in the DMM to those madein vivo: sub- and supraglottal pressures, radiated pressure,
and hot wire velocities. The DMM produces sound equivalent to weak, low-frequency falsetto. A
Rothenberg mask was then placed on the end of the DMM, and two estimates of the glottal
waveform were compared to velocities measured near the ‘‘glottis.’’ The results show that the
glottal waveform does not resemble any hot wire velocities measured near the shutters; travel times
for acoustic and nonacoustic components of the velocity field differ significantly, which may cause
problems when using the Rothenberg mask to analyze transients; the mask itself alters the acoustic
field in the duct, and the radiated pressure, significantly. The evidence points toward the existence
of a vortex train during and caused by phonation, and significant sound generation due to the
interaction of that train with tract boundaries; these findings indicate that the models on which
inverse filtering are based have been overgeneralized. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!00501-9#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Bk, 43.70.Jt@AL #

INTRODUCTION

In the companion paper~Barney et al., 1999! the Dy-
namic Mechanical Model~DMM ! of the vocal folds and vo-
cal tract was described. Measurements of its acoustic and
aerodynamic behavior were presented, and it was shown that
the velocity field in the duct could be described in terms of a
mean flow, an acoustic velocity field, and a nonacoustic fluc-
tuating velocity field. A model for the radiation of sound
from the duct that included contributions associated with
acoustic as well as nonacoustic components of the velocity in
the duct led to closer prediction of the measured, radiated
sound field than did predictions based on the acoustic field
alone. These observations suggest that at least two different
acoustic source mechanisms may exist in the duct, each of
which has a different spectral characteristic and location.

Numerous studies using a wide variety of approaches
support these conclusions and their application to speech.
Development of vorticity has been observed in simulations
~Liljencrants, 1991, 1995; Iijimaet al., 1992; Alipouret al.,
1996!. The development of vorticity, and in some cases evi-
dence of convecting vortices, has been observed using flow
visualization on mechanical models of the vocal tract
~Shadleet al., 1991; Pelorsonet al., 1994; Hirschberget al.,

1996! and on a human subject releasing a bilabial plosive
~Pelorsonet al., 1994!. Hot wire anemometry signals consis-
tent with the development of vorticity have been measured in
mechanical models~Kiritani et al., 1987; Mongeauet al.,
1997!, in excised canine larynges~Berkeet al., 1989; Smith
et al., 1991; Alipour and Scherer, 1995; Alipouret al.,
1996!, and in a human subject~Teager, 1980!.

In the speech literature it is typically assumed that nor-
mal phonation results in one type of sound source, which is
classically modeled as a volume velocity source, located at
the glottis, and assumed to represent a spatial average of the
velocities across the exit plane. This ‘‘glottal waveform’’ is
considered to be closely related but not identical to the peri-
odic area function of the glottis. In some phonemes, such as
voiced stops or voiced fricatives, other sources are assumed,
but these are noise sources located supralaryngeally~Flana-
gan, 1972!.

However, more recently speech researchers have tried to
reconcile theories of speech production with experimental
results, such as those cited above, consistent with vorticity in
the vocal tract. Teager’s first observations that his hot wire
measurements demonstrated separated, nonlaminar flow in
the oral cavity, and that this made it appear that there was
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active sound generation in the front cavity~Teager, 1980!
were elaborated in later papers. Whistle studies were cited,
and a ‘‘jet-cavity interaction’’ was proposed~Teager and
Teager, 1983a, b!. Kaiser was somewhat more specific, stat-
ing ~1983! that ‘‘source-filter theory...implicitly assumes ir-
rotational flow in the tract, that is, that vortices are not pos-
sible or present.’’ Later in the same paper, he proposed that
there was a ‘‘complex interaction of sheetlike jet flows
throughout the tract...surface conditions do markedly affect
the behavior of the attached flows.’’ Later papers described
various mechanisms by which separated flows and standing
vortices could generate sound, although the descriptions
were never expressed mathematically~Teager and Teager,
1985, 1990!.

McGowan~1988! applied fluid mechanical theory to the
simple geometry of a single contraction in a cylindrical tube.
He showed that the classic volume-velocity source could be
characterized as a flow monopole, but that a flow dipole
source was also necessary, and corresponded to the vorticity-
velocity interaction force. He assumed that the rotational mo-
tion decayed rapidly downstream of the glottis. However,
once generated, vorticity is known to persist with little
change for relatively large distances downstream. In this
case, he pointed out, in a realistic vocal tract geometry the
interaction between such rotational motion and the epiglottis,
palate and lips may produce acoustic sources, in addition to
those located close to the glottal exit.

Hirschberg~1992! continued in this vein, adding quad-
rupole sources to the list in order to model frication. Later
experiments with starting transients applied to glottal models
showed that turbulence occurred in the jet exiting the glottis,
although with some delay; thus the quadrupole source was
needed to model phonation also~Hirschberget al., 1996!.

In 1995 we first described the theory~Davies et al.,
1995! that explains the experimental results of the DMM
given in the companion paper~Barneyet al., 1999!. Davies
~1996! used that as one of a variety of examples of an aeroa-
coustic system to which source-filter modeling could be ap-
plied. By source-filter modeling, though, he does not imply a
restriction to electrical circuit analogues. He concludes,
‘‘The distinctive role of vortex sound sources... in this ex-
ample goes some way toward confirming McGowan’s sug-
gestion that they should be included in all realistic models of
phonation, including the open vowels.’’

A variety of inverse-filtering methods have been de-
scribed that estimate the glottal waveform from some form
of the external speech signal, either the radiated sound pres-
sure or pressure difference across the Rothenberg mask. The
Rothenberg mask has certain advantages~described by Roth-
enberg, 1973, and summarized in Sec. II! and, as a result, has
been used extensively to derive glottal waveforms for differ-
ent voice types performing different vocal tasks. In some
cases the derived waveforms are used to describe different
sources for speech synthesis~see, e.g., Fantet al., 1985;
Karlsson, 1992!; in other cases they are used together with
other measures of vocal fold motion to deduce the relation-
ship between the motion and the phonation source~e.g., Sund-
berg and Gauffin, 1978; Rothenberg, 1987; Holmberget al.,
1988!. Yet these uses, particularly the latter, are based on a

model that assumes there is no significant sound generation
by any vortical flow, nor at locations different from the glot-
tal exit plane. We have already shown in the companion
paper that such a model does not work for the DMM. The
crucial question, though, is: how much do these assumptions
matter for the human vocal tract, for speech? Further, what
implications does a vortical flow have for the use of the
Rothenberg mask?

The DMM was constructed with dimensions typical of
the human vocal tract and folds; experiments were conducted
with volume velocities typical of phonation~200–400 cm3/s!
and a forced frequency of the shutters, analogous to the vocal
folds, of 80 Hz. However, the simplicity of the DMM’s flow
channel geometry~a cylindrical duct bisected by rectangular
shutters! and the hardness of its walls are dissimilar to the
vocal tract. In this paper we first compare the acoustic and
aerodynamic behavior of the DMM to that of the vocal tract
during phonation in order to decide to what extent the DMM
results, and source modeling for the DMM, can be applied to
the vocal tract. We then describe some experiments con-
ducted using a Rothenberg mask on the DMM in an effort to
clarify the meaning of the waveforms obtained through in-
verse filtering.

I. COMPARISON OF DMM AND VOCAL TRACT
MEASUREMENTS

Methodological details about the DMM already pre-
sented in the companion paper~Barneyet al., 1999! will not
be repeated here. These include the design and construction
of the DMM, specification and method of calibration of the
hot wire anemometers, recording and analysis of the hot wire
signals, method of removal of mechanical shutter noise from
the sound pressure measurements, and recording and analy-
sis of sound pressure and accelerometer signals. Where sig-
nals are estimated by different methods the relevant equa-
tions are repeated here, but the complete derivation and
justification of each estimation procedure is omitted. Experi-
ments reported only in this paper are, of course, described in
full here.

A. Transglottal pressure comparisons

The first comparison was made between pressures re-
corded across the shutters of the DMM, and pressures re-
corded across the vocal folds by Cranen and Boves~1985a!.
In the DMM, the time trace of the pressure during a shutter
cycle was recorded 4 cm downstream and 3 cm upstream of
the oscillating shutters. This was measured for three volume
velocities,U5200, 300, and 400 cm3/s. Cranen and Boves’
measurements involved inserting a set of four microphones
mounted at 5-cm intervals on a wire through the glottis, and
recording the pressure signals while the subjects phonated
the vowels@a# and @i#. Two microphones were above, two
below the glottis, which meant that the glottis-microphone
distance could never exceed 5 cm; however, that distance
could not be determined more accurately, nor held constant
during speech, owing to the movement of the larynx. The
two microphones nearest to the glottis were used to compute
the transglottal pressure drop. The EGG and PGG signals
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were recorded simultaneously, which allowed them to iden-
tify closed and open phase on the pressure waveforms. The
radiated sound pressure was also recorded.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of one set of such signals
recorded by Cranen and Boves~subject BC saying@a#; total
volume velocity is unknown!, and corresponding measure-
ments in the DMM~for U5200 cm3/s). The individual sub-
and supraglottal pressure traces, with means removed, are
shown in graphs~a! and ~b!, and their differences,Ptrans, in
graphs~c! and~d!. The Cranen and Boves signals have been
arranged so that they begin at the midpoint of one closed
phase, as originally identified using EGG and PGG signals,
and end at the midpoint of the next closed phase. This effec-
tively aligns these signals with those of the DMM, for which
0 degrees is the midpoint of the closed phase.

The shape of the waveforms is roughly the same: the
two pressures alternate during a cycle, withPsup higher in
amplitude during the open phase,Psub higher in closed
phase. One-fifth of the shutter cycle is closed phase due to
the foam attached to the edges of the shutters.Ptrans is low
during the open phase. Note that both cases show significant
formant ripple during the open phase.

The magnitude of the pressure fluctuations, on the other
hand, differs greatly between people and the DMM, being
much smaller in the DMM signals. Higher volume velocities
produced pressures in the DMM one order of magnitude
smaller than in the subject; lower ones, two orders of mag-
nitude smaller.

These comparisons hold for the other examples given by
Cranen and Boves, and for other studies in the literature,
insofar as they can be compared@e.g., Koike and Hirano
~1973!, Koike ~1981!, and Koikeet al. ~1983! present similar
but uncalibrated pressure measurements, allowing compari-
son of shape but not magnitude. Hirose and Niimi~1987!
made calibrated measurements, but present means and stan-
dard deviations corresponding to consonants only#.

B. Velocity field in tract comparisons

Numerous hot wire signals were recorded at various
points in the DMM, and under varying conditions. Some hot

wire signals have been recorded in phonating human subjects
and described in the literature, and we compare our measure-
ments in the DMM to these signals later on in this section.
However, we chose to make our own recordings in human
subjects as well so that we could ensure the same hot wires
and the same hot wire calibration was used on both cases.

Four male subjects were used for this experiment. A hot
wire was inserted 1 cm behind their front teeth and centrally
located with respect to the palate. They phonated@## steadily,
and approximately 2 s of the hotwire signal was recorded.
The neutral vowel was chosen because the tract shape should
be most similar to the uniform tube of the DMM; male sub-
jects were chosen because their tract length, andF0 , should
be most similar to that of the DMM. The signals were low-
pass filtered at 2 kHz and sampled at 5 kHz. The central 5 or
6 cycles of the filtered signals are displayed for each subject
in Fig. 2~a!, and are contrasted in Fig. 2~b! with a hot wire
velocity measured in the DMM atx517 cm, 1.8 cm from
the open end of the duct, wherex is the longitudinal axis of
the duct andx50 is located at the shutters.

The magnitude of the mean flow is comparable, al-
though it clearly varies during these 5 or 6 cycles in humans
much more than in the DMM. The fluctuating flow is also
comparable: approximately 50 cm/s peak-to-peak in humans,
and approximately 30 cm/s peak-to-peak in the DMM. The
wave shape is also comparable: skewed to the right in all
cases, and with small ripples in addition to the larger ones.
The fluctuations in the DMM were shown to have contribu-
tions from convecting vortices. Because of the similarities
noted above, we could make an assumption that in the hu-
man vocal tract the underlying mechanisms are the same as
in the DMM, i.e., that convecting vortices contribute to the
hot wire signals measured in the human subjects.

Teager~1980! and Teager and Teager~1983a, b, 1985,
1990! also reported hot wire traces measured in the mouth.
Their signals exhibit similar wave shapes but differ in mag-
nitude from ours. They observed a main pulse followed by
small pulses during one pitch period, with the velocity signal
never reaching zero. The fluctuations, however, are of the
order of 145 cm/s about a mean flow of approximately 150

FIG. 1. Left: Pressure across shutters of DMM, com-
pared to Right: pressures measured in vocal tract of
subject BC saying /a/~Cranen and Boves, 1985a!. Up-
per graphs: solid trace5Psup, dotted5Psub. Lower
graphs:Ptrans. In the DMM Psup is measured 4 cm
downstream,Psub 3 cm upstream of the shutters, atU
5200 cm3/s.
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cm/s, and thus somewhat larger than the amplitudes we ob-
served for our four subjects. Their calibration system dif-
fered from ours, which may explain these differences in part.
It is also possible that their subject was simply speaking
louder than ours. Neither Teager and Teager nor we mea-
sured the absolute sound pressure in the far field while mak-
ing the hot wire measurements.

C. Radiated pressure comparisons

The radiated sound pressure, measured at 60 cm, 45 deg
off-axis, was used to compute a total SPL value, which

ranged from 50 to 60 dB depending on which of the three
volume flow rates was considered. Beranek gives a long-
term average value for a ‘‘raised man’s voice’’ at 1 m of 69
dB, and notes that normal voice will be 6 dB less, shouting
12 dB more ~Beranek, 1954, pp. 408–410!. Clearly the
DMM produces a weaker radiated pressure, even at its high-
est flow rate, than a normal man’s voice.

D. Discussion

The results of comparing three different kinds of signals
measured in the DMM and in phonating humans can be sum-
marized as follows. Pressure fluctuations across the glottis
are much smaller in the DMM but exhibit a similar wave-
form shape during the glottal cycle. Hot wire velocities are
roughly similar in shape and order of magnitude in the DMM
and our subjects; in shape, for Teager’s subject. The radiated
sound pressure is 10–20 dB lower for the DMM.

What are differences between the model and the human
vocal tract that could account for these pressure magnitude
differences? The shutter area function is sinusoidal, whereas
in humans it is generally more sawtooth in shape~except for
falsetto!. Since, for an acoustic source associated with fluc-
tuating volume velocity, source strength is proportional to
the time derivative of the velocity, a sawtooth wave should
imply a stronger acoustic source. This explains in part why
the DMM pressure is lower.

The shutters of the DMM leaked air~10% of the volume
flow!, decreasing the maximum possible pressure drop
across the shutters.

In the DMM the closed phase was approximately one-
fifth of the shutter cycle, whereas in humans it is never less
than one-third of a cycle, even for falsetto, and two-fifths to
one-half for normal phonation~Sundberg and Gauffin, 1978;
Cranen and Boves, 1985a!. This difference would predict
that for the same mean volume flow, a longer closed phase
~as in humans! implies that the peak velocity during the open
phase will be bigger, and the peak pressure drop, propor-
tional to the peak value ofu2, will therefore also be bigger.

We conclude that the DMM does behave in many re-
spects like a phonating vocal tract, and is most similar to a
low-frequency falsetto-style phonation. The two main results
for the DMM were the analysis of its velocity field, where
one contribution was shown to consist of a vortex train con-
vecting at the mean flow velocity; and evidence supporting
significant sound generation by the vortex train at all fre-
quencies except that of the first formant.

The similarities in amplitude and shape of the fluctuat-
ing velocity measurements made in the vocal tract and the
DMM suggest that a vortex train exists in the vocal tract
during, and caused by, phonation. If so, this vortex train may
generate sound at area discontinuities in the vocal tract. As
noted in the Introduction, this conclusion is supported by a
wide variety of studies.

Note that the spectral distribution and amplitude of a
nonacoustic field is highly geometry dependent; we cannot
therefore expect the DMM’s nonacoustic field~hypothesized
to be due to axisymmetric vortices! to map directly to the
bilaterally symmetric vocal tract. Likewise, sound generation
by the interaction of a vortex train with the tract boundary

FIG. 2. ~a! Hot wire velocity measured midsagittally 1 cm behind front teeth
in four adult male subjects during steady phonation of vowel@##. ~b! Hot
wire velocity measured 1.8 cm from open end of DMM (x517 cm) at
center of duct.U5200 cm3/s.
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could occur at any area discontinuity in the vocal tract, such
as at the lips or teeth; the DMM has no discontinuity be-
tween shutters and the open end of the duct.

II. ROTHENBERG MASK EXPERIMENTS

The picture painted by the DMM of the in-duct velocity
field and the acoustic source location is at variance with the
assumptions underlying estimation of the glottal waveform
by inverse filtering, and subsequent use of that glottal wave-
form as the sole phonation source. When the Rothenberg-
mask pressure gradient is inverse filtered, what is obtained,
and how does that waveform relate to measurable param-
eters? With the DMM we can investigate this.

Before the advent of the Rothenberg mask, either the
radiated pressure signal or the velocity measured by a pneu-
motachograph mounted in a solid mask were inverse filtered
to obtain an estimate of the glottal volume-velocity wave-
form. Using the radiated pressure had the disadvantage that
the mean flow could not be recovered. Using the pneumo-
tachograph had the disadvantage that the mask it was
mounted in distorted the speech markedly.

The Rothenberg mask uses circumferentially mounted
screening of known resistance to lessen the distortion while
allowing measurement of the mean flow through the mask.
Rothenberg calibrated and tested the mask in several ways in
order to validate its use on speech. These included measuring
the pressure developed across the mask as a function of flow
through it, measuring the transmission characteristic for a
sinusoidal loudspeaker input, measuring the rise time of the
inverse-filtering circuit, and measuring formant frequencies
of ten vowels produced with and without the mask. In addi-
tion, he tested the mask aeroacoustically, using as a source
air passing through a rotating disk with slots in it; this source
was first directly fed through the mask, and then fed into a
simulated vocal tract. He measured a mask antiresonance at
approximately 2 kHz, but reported that apart from a slight
lowering of formant frequencies, the mask appeared to have
no other distorting properties, and indeed, exhibited virtues
compared to inverse filtering using only an external pressure
signal: ambient noise made the pressure-derived waveform
more noisy, and when both were used on a vowel onset,
‘‘only the waveform derived from volume velocity shows
clearly the nature of the onset of voicing’’~Rothenberg,
1973!.

Two more recent studies have investigated the acoustic
effects of various models of the Rothenberg mask. The mask
was mounted on a loudspeaker and a sweep tone was used to
generate a transmission characteristic. Both studies found a
pronounced spectral dip, at either 1.5 kHz~Badin et al.,
1990! or 1.9 kHz ~Hertegård and Gauffin, 1992!, and other
less pronounced peaks and dips at higher frequencies. These
dips were shown to be caused by the mask. Badinet al. also
recorded the long-term-averaged spectrum of a 10-s sentence
with and without the mask, and compared /a, i/ productions.
They concluded that the mask did not distort speech up to 1
kHz ~Badin et al., 1990! and 1.6 kHz~Hertegård and Gauf-
fin, 1992!. At the time the experiments in this study were
first reported~Barney, 1995!, only Rothenberg had tested the
masks aeroacoustically as well as acoustically.

After Rothenberg’s initial methodological paper~1973!,
he and other researchers proceeded to use the mask to inves-
tigate a wide range of voices and vocal behaviors. Reviewing
these studies is beyond the scope of this paper. However, one
aspect has been noted from the beginning and is relevant to
our findings, the striking fact that the glottal waveform de-
rived from inverse filtering tends to be much more skewed
than the corresponding glottal area function. Variation in the
skewing and other aspects of the waveform shape were stud-
ied by Sundberg and Gauffin~1978! for their relation to
voice register, pitch, vocal effort, and the consequences in
the shape of the glottal source spectrum were derived. Roth-
enberg~1981! showed that the amount of skewing could be
theoretically related to the inertive loading of the tract,
though this mechanism did not apply to the soprano voice
~Rothenberg, 1987!. Others have used skewing to discuss
source-tract interaction~e.g., Gue´rin, 1983; Cranen and
Boves, 1985b!. By using the Rothenberg mask with the
DMM it seemed possible to shed more light on the physical
mechanism resulting in the skewing.

A. Method

Figure 3 shows a diagram of the Rothenberg mask,
model MA-1D, mounted on the baffle at the open end of the
DMM. The foam gasket supplied with the mask and silicone
sealant were used to seal the mask to the flat baffle. Electret
microphones, used to measure the pressure gradient across
the mask,Dpmask, were 1 cm apart, with the mask midway
between them.~Note: the same microphones were used on
either side of the mask as were used to make the in-duct
pressure-probe measurements. Details of these microphones
are given in Barneyet al., 1999.! Another microphone, lo-
cated at 45 deg,r 560 cm, recorded the radiated pressure
signal, pr . For all experiments the volume flow rate, mea-
sured by rotameter, and the accelerometer trace on one shut-

FIG. 3. Diagram showing the DMM with Rothenberg mask attached, and
various measurement points.p4 , p14 are measured by pressure transducers
placed flush with the duct walls at locations shown.u14 indicates the loca-

tion of a hot wire anemometer.Ûd(0), Ûm(0) represent two predictions of
volume velocity atx50; see text.Dpmask is the pressure drop across the
mask measured by the two pressure transducers shown.pr is the pressure
measured at the distance (r 560 cm) and angle shown. Diagram not to scale.
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ter were recorded. Zero-flow recordings~in which the shut-
ters were driven at 80 Hz but the air compressor was off so
that no air flowed through the model! were used to remove
shutter noise from signals, as described in Barneyet al.
~1999!, Sec. II A, and Barney~1995!. The signals for a given
experimental setup were acquired simultaneously on all four
channels of an analog-to-digital converter, that is, with no
multiplexing. In setup 1,Dpmask,pr were measured in addi-
tion to one accelerometer trace. In setup 2, two pressures
were measured along the wall of the duct, atx54 and x
514 cm from the shutters; in addition top4 ,p14, the radi-
ated pressurepr and one accelerometer trace were measured.
In setup 3, the hot wire anemometer was inserted into the
center of the duct atx514 cm, andu14, as well aspr and
both accelerometer traces, were measured.

These measurements were then used to obtain two esti-
mates of the volume velocity at the shutters, referred to as
Ûm(0) andÛd(0), where the subscript denotes the method
of estimation and the argument denotes thex coordinate of
the estimate. The first estimate,Ûm(0), was made using
classical inverse filtering. First, five cycles ofDpmask were
averaged and scaled by the mask screen resistance to obtain
Umask. Then Umask was filtered using second-order Bessel
filters; they were used twice~with the signal going forward
and then backward! to eliminate phase distortion and there-
fore effectively formed a fourth-order filter.@The solid line in
Fig. 7 ~top graph! shows the amplitude of each harmonic of
the radiated pressure measured with the mask in place, for
one flow rate. Two formants can be seen, centered at the 5th
harmonic~corresponding to 400 Hz! and the 10th harmonic
~800 Hz!. Please see Barneyet al. ~1999! for plots of the
radiated pressure at the other flow rates.#

By setting the center frequency of the filters to 400 Hz
and then 800 Hz, the first and then second formant were
removed, resulting in the first estimate of the volume veloc-
ity at x50, Ûm(0). From p4 , p14, u14, the ‘‘in-duct’’ mea-
surements, we derived the second estimate of the volume
velocity, referred to asÛd(0). A detailed derivation is given
in the companion paper~Sec. III A! and summarized here.
First, u14 measured with the hot wire is the total velocity at
x514 cm, consisting of three components:

u145v1ua~14!1un~14!, ~1!

wherev5mean flow velocity, and is derived from the hot
wire measurements;ua(14)5the fluctuating acoustic particle
velocity, and is derived fromp4 and p14; and un(14)5the
fluctuating nonacoustic velocity, and is computed using Eq.
~1! oncev andua(14) have been derived. These components
are then separately used to estimate the corresponding com-
ponents at the shutters (x50). The mean flow velocity re-
mains the same since the duct has uniform area. Acoustic
components propagate at the speed of sound adjusted by the
mean flow rate, resulting in the estimate at each harmonic
frequency ofûa(0,t). Nonacoustic components convect at
the mean flow velocity:

ûn~0, t !5unS 14, t1
14

v D . ~2!

Note that this equation implies an assumption of frozen vor-
ticity, i.e., the nonacoustic components of the velocity do not
change in amplitude or phase as they are convected by the
mean flow. The validity of this assumption will be discussed
in Sec. II C. Thus the desired estimate of the volume velocity
at the shutter exit plane is:

Ûd~0!5Aduct@v1ûa~0, t !1ûn~0, t !#. ~3!

The same set of measurements was used to investigate
the effect of the mask by comparing the in-duct measure-
ments made with and without the mask in place, and to es-
timate the measured radiated pressure,pr , in two ways. For
the acoustic prediction,p4 andp14, measured with the mask
in place, were used, and for the acoustic and nonacoustic
prediction,p4 , p14, u14, measured with the mask in place,
were used. The methods are described in Secs. III C and V B
of Barneyet al. ~1999!.

B. Results

Figure 4 demonstrates the result of inverse filtering at
one mean volume flow,U5400 cm3/s. The volume velocity

FIG. 4. One averaged cycle of volume velocity shown for two stages of
inverse filtering. Top: volume velocityUmask derived from average of five
cycles of pressure difference at the mask.U5400 cm3/s. Middle:Umaskwith
F1 filtered out. Bottom:Umask with F1 , F2 filtered out.
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derived from the pressure drop across the mask is shown
together with the result when just the first formant, and then
the first two formants, are filtered out. With the first two
formants removed the signal looks smooth, fitting the ripple
minimization criterion normally used in inverse filtering.
Note the mean value is 0, since the frequency range of the
electret microphones does not extend to 0 Hz.

Figure 5 showsÛm(0) andÛd(0) contrasted for each of
three volume velocities. In all three cases the main difference
is in the amount of skewing of the pulse. The prediction from
the in-duct measurements,Ûd(0), is more skewed than the
prediction from the mask measurements,Ûm(0).

We have expressed the in-duct estimateÛd(0) as a vol-
ume, not particle velocity, to facilitate comparison with the
mask estimateÛm(0). We would ideally like to compare
both estimates with the measured volume velocity atx50,
according to the definition of the glottal waveform: a spatial
average of all particle velocities at the glottal exit plane,
multiplied by the area of the duct. The three hot wire veloci-
ties we have measured atx51 cm are the closest we have
come to that ideal. However, we could not measure them

simultaneously without distorting the flow, and thus we can-
not meaningfully combine them to form a single ‘‘glottal’’
volume velocity. Let us take a close look at these signals and
consider some methodological aspects before we return to
this point.

Figure 6 shows hot wire velocities obtained by averag-
ing five cycles of the signal measured by a hot wire posi-
tioned atx51 cm, at three locations in that plane, shown at
the bottom of the figure with respect to the gap between the
shutters. Note that the Rothenberg mask was not in place
when these signals were measured; later on we will present a
direct comparison of hot wire signals measured with and
without the mask. For the present, we note thatif there is a
difference between velocity signals measured near the shut-
ters with or without the mask, we would ideally like to be
able to use the signals measured at the mask to predict the
signals present near~or at! the shutterswithout the mask.

The velocities shown were averaged because of the large
cycle-to-cycle variation observed at locations near the shut-
ters.~Remember that five shutter cycles of the mask pressure
drop were averaged before the inverse filtering was per-
formed.! Of the three signals shown here, that measured at
x,y,z5(1.0, 0.6, 0), that is, not in line with the ‘‘glottis,’’
had more random variation prior to averaging; that measured
in the center of the duct showed the most variation between
successive averages, consistent with the idea of a flapping
jet.

It is clear that these three hotwire signals are highly
dissimilar. As already discussed, we cannot combine them to
form a volume velocity. And, while we can convert the vol-

ume velocitiesÛm(0) andÛd(0) to signals with dimensions
of particle velocity~by dividing by the duct area!, we cannot
decompose them into individual particle velocities at particu-
lar points within the duct. Clearly, none of the hot wire ve-
locities is similar in shape to the estimated volume velocities

FIG. 5. Volume velocity atx50 cm, estimated by two means: solid line:

Ûm(0), theinverse filtered mask velocity, as demonstrated in Fig. 4. Dotted

line: Ûd(0), predicted from in-duct measurementsp4 , p14 , u14 . Top, mid,
bottom graphs correspond, respectively, toU5200, 300, 400 cm3/s.

FIG. 6. Hot wire velocities atx51 cm, three positions within tract, as a
function of shutter phase. Each signal is averaged over five shutter cycles.
Positions in the plane relative to opening between shutters indicated dia-
grammatically below. Exact coordinates, given in terms of indicatedy, z
axes~x axis is out of the page!, are, in cm: solid trace,y,z5(0,0); dotted,
~0,0.6!; dash-dotted,~0.6,0!. Duct diameter is 1.7 cm.U5200 cm3/s.
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of Fig. 5. Ûm(0) and Ûd(0) are both more similar to a
skewed glottal area function.

Figure 7 shows three signals measured with and without
the Rothenberg mask: the radiated pressure, the in-duct pres-
surep14, and the hot wire velocityu14. For both the radiated
and in-duct pressures, sound pressure levels are lower with
the mask in place; the amount varies with the harmonic, but
at some harmonics the difference is as much as 20 dB. First
formant frequency is lower with the mask for the in-duct
pressure, consistent with Rothenberg’s observations. The in-
duct particle velocity is changed much less; the shutter phase
of the maximum amplitude is advanced with the mask by
approximately 10 deg. We can thus be somewhat reassured
on the point raised with regard to Fig. 6; the hot wire signals
at x51 cm may vary with the mask in place, but certainly
not enough to make them similar to either estimated glottal
waveform. We do note, however, that the direction of the
phase shift induced atx514 cm by the mask is consistent
with that observed by flow visualization when a long imped-
ance tube was added to the duct~Shadleet al., 1991!.

Figure 8 compares the predicted with measured radiated
sound pressure,prad, using both predictions, with and with-
out the mask. The acoustic-only prediction underpredicts in
the vicinity of F2 both with and without the mask. The

acoustic plus nonacoustic prediction predicts well without
the mask, but overpredicts at all harmonics with the mask.

C. Discussion

The actual flow at 1 cm, very near the shutters, varies
across the duct and is not periodic at any position in the
plane. Inverse filtering the signal recorded at the Rothenberg
mask results in a signal more related to the area function of
the shutters, and somewhat resembling glottal waveforms de-
rived for human subjects, than it does any of the signals at 1
cm.

The mask affects the pressure field in the duct and the
radiated pressure. The component of the radiated sound as-
sociated with vortical flow at the duct exit is reduced. The
phase delay of the estimated glottal volume velocity relative
to Ag differs if derived fromp only ~as from the mask pres-
sures! or from p,u ~in-duct measurements!. This difference
affects the skewing of the estimated waveform significantly,
and its amplitude slightly.

These differences have been borne out by a recent study
by Fahas~1997!, who used a mechanical model to evaluate
the accuracy of estimates of the flow through the glottis or
any tract constriction. The model incorporated different glot-
tal shapes, including driven ‘‘vocal folds,’’ false folds, and a
supraglottal constriction. They put a Rothenberg mask on the
model and used its output plus the orifice equation to evalu-
ate estimates of constriction areas so derived. However, they
found that the mask changed the airflow slightly and the
pressure upstream of any constriction significantly.

It could be argued that one of the inverse-filtered esti-
mates of the volume velocity atx50 is equivalent to the
classic glottal waveform. We cannot directly measure
enough velocities to estimate such a glottal waveform with-
out destroying the flow pattern at the shutters. However, the
clear differences between the hot wire velocities atx

FIG. 7. Signals measured with~solid line! and without~dotted! Rothenberg
mask. U5200 cm3/s. Top: radiated pressure; middle: pressure atx
514 cm; bottom: hotwire velocity atx514 cm.

FIG. 8. Measured and predicted radiated sound pressure vs shutter har-
monic, without~top! and with ~bottom! Rothenberg mask on the DMM,U
5200 cm3/s. Solid line: measuredpr . Dotted line:p̂r , acoustic prediction.
Dashed line:p̂r , acoustic and nonacoustic prediction.
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51 cm suggest that the flow in that plane is complicated in a
way that lends support to the flow dipole source proposed by
McGowan~1988!. Yet no information about the flow mecha-
nism underlying such a source can be obtained from either of
the one-dimensional prediction methods investigated here.

At the open end of the duct, we know that the mask
changes the reflection coefficient, because the in-duct acous-
tic field is changed. We know that the mask affects the ra-
diation of the acoustic component because we can no longer
correctly predictpr in the vicinity of the first formant, and
we have no evidence that the nonacoustic field is suddenly
playing a part in that frequency range. It is known that
screens attenuate acoustic and nonacoustic fields, especially
in the presence of mean flow~Taylor and Batchelor, 1949!. It
is probable that the mask transfers some of the energy in the
acoustic field to heat.

We also know that the mask affects the nonacoustic
field, becausepr differs in the region where that field domi-
nated, 8f 0< f <12 f 0 . The mask must be attenuating the
nonacoustic field, presumably by destroying vortices, since
pr is overpredicted with the mask in place; this attenuation
must contribute to the pressure drop across the mask, since
the estimates of volume velocity at the shutters agree except
for skewing.

The estimatesÛm(0) andÛd(0), the hotwire velocity
measured mid-duct atx51 cm, and the flow visualization
results of Shadleet al. ~1991! all indicate that the pulse of
flow through the shutters is delayed with respect toAg(t).
Since each prediction or estimate suggests a different amount
of skewing, it appears that the mask could be used to esti-
mate the direction of change in skewing~but not absolute
amount of skewing! as a result of change in voice param-
eters.

Our estimateÛd(0) was based on a frozen vorticity as-
sumption which Fig. 5 in Barneyet al. ~1999! suggests to be
invalid, at least fromx50 to 4 cm. This may explain in part

the mismatch betweenÛd(0) and the hot wire velocities at

x51 cm. On the other hand, the estimateÛm(0) treats any
vorticity that has contributed toDpmaskas an acoustic signal,
transfering it tox50 at the speed of sound rather than at the
convection velocity. This may be a more problematic as-
sumption when inverse-filtering speech with its time-varying
mean flow rate than when dealing with the static flow rate
signals analyzed here.

Why were these differences caused by the mask not
noted in the earlier mask calibration studies? As noted
above, Rothenberg~1973! used a mechanical tract model,
with a ‘‘glottal pulse’’ generator~a siren! at one end and a
Rothenberg mask at the other, to check on the effect of the
mask. He reported that the presence of the mask had little
effect on the radiated sound. However, he measured the vol-
ume velocity output by the siren by placing a screen of
known resistance between the siren and the entrance to the
tract. The screen was thus ideally placed to reduce vorticity
throughout his model tract. This seems a plausible explana-
tion for the difference in our results.

In our studies using the mask with the DMM the micro-
phones used to measure the pressure gradient across the

mask were not sensitive down to 0 Hz. One advantage
claimed for the Rothenberg mask has been that, by collecting
all of the flow out of the mouth, and measuring the dc com-
ponent, one thereby is able to measure the amount of glottal
leakage. But, as has been pointed out before~Davieset al.,
1993; Barney, 1995!, it is fundamental to our model of flow
in the duct that the acoustic and nonacoustic components
travel from glottis to mask with a significant difference in
propagation velocity. Any steady flow ‘‘leaking’’ through
the glottis, and any vortices, will travel at the local mean
flow velocity; the acoustic disturbance will travel at the
speed of sound. For volume velocities and tract area func-
tions typical of vowel phonation, the difference is consider-
able: glottis-to-lip travel time whenU5200 cm3/s and aver-
age tract area52 cm2 is 170 ms at the local mean flow
velocity, and 0.5 ms at the speed of sound. In the DMM, the
range of mean flows used gives travel times for vortices of
between 100 and 200 ms. Mean and vortical flow and sound
generated near the glottis simultaneously do not arrive at the
mask at the same time. This discrepancy is likely to be most
discernible when inverse filtering is used on transients.

III. CONCLUSION

Comparison of the Dynamic Mechanical Model~DMM !
to the human vocal tract during phonation has revealed that
the DMM is similar to a human vocal tract phonating in a
very weak low-frequency falsetto. Behavior of the air in the
tract seems roughly the same as in the DMM.

The DMM provides evidence of the existence of a vor-
tex train, and significant sound generation by the interaction
of that vortex train with the duct boundaries, especially away
from the first formant. The consistency between velocity
field measurements in the vocal tract and the DMM suggest
that it would be wise to investigate whether such a nonacous-
tic field has significant effect on sound generation during
phonation. Note that the absence of vortical flow contribu-
tions to the radiated field at the first formant in the DMM
does not necessarily mean that such contributions will be
absent from the radiated field of the vocal tract’s first for-
mant.

In the DMM contributions to the radiated pressure gen-
erated by the vortical flow at the open end of the duct were
identified; in the human vocal tract, such contributions could
occur at any abrupt area change.

The Rothenberg mask attenuates both acoustic and
nonacoustic fields, and thereby significantly reduces the
sound generated by vortical flow.

The pressure difference measured at the mask at one
time, and the volume velocity derived from it, probably con-
tain a number of contributions, not all of which started at the
glottis simultaneously.

What can we conclude about inverse filtering? The glot-
tal waveform obtained differs greatly from actual velocities
measurable near the glottis, but provided a consistent method
is used, changes in the glottal waveform are related to
changes in the glottal area function and therefore to changes
in signals such as the EGG. It is more problematic, however,
to relate the glottal waveform obtained by use of the Roth-
enberg mask to the radiated pressure, since the mask changes
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the acoustic field and the radiated pressure significantly. Fur-
ther, to attempt to relate the glottal waveform directly to
detailed vocal fold motion, or to explain its shape by refer-
ring to parameters physically measurable near the glottis,
seems to be overgeneralizing the model on which it is based.
In particular, the whole issue of skewing of glottal pulses
should be looked at further. Finally, analysis of transients
with the Rothenberg mask should be approached with care
because of the significant differences in glottis-to-mask
travel time for mean flow and nonacoustic components, on
the one hand, and acoustic components, on the other.

And finally, it can be said that Teager’s work has gen-
erated discussion and experiment. It appears to be correct
that vortices are generated in the vocal tract as a result of
phonation, and that they do generate significant sound. They
do not appear to be the only, nor the principal source, of
sound, however. Further, Teager proposed standing vortices,
whereas in the DMM it appears that the vortices convect
along the duct. These details are less important than the main
conclusion, which is that one needs an underlying theoretical
aeroacoustic model in order to interpret measurements, and
in particular, to assess the degree to which the vorticity may
contribute to the radiated sound field.
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Numerous studies have shown that otitis media~OM! during infancy has a negative impact on
language development later in life. Few studies have examined the effect of OM on linguistic and
prelinguistic behavior during infancy. The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of OM
on the development of canonical babble in children who experienced at least one episode during the
period birth through 6 months of age, in comparison with children who did not experience OM
during this period. The results show a consistently lower rate of canonical syllable production
among children with early onset OM, when compared to children with later onset OM, during the
period 6 through 18 months of age. In addition, a relationship between canonical babbling ability
and expressive vocabulary size was observed at 18 months of age. ©1999 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~99!00601-3#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Ep, 43.71.Ft@AL #

INTRODUCTION

The termotitis media~OM! covers a variety of condi-
tions that involve the presence of fluid within the middle-ear
space. Each episode of acute otitis media is accompanied by
a period of effusion which may last weeks or months. Klein
~1983! found that effusion persisted for a month following
identification of an acute infection in 40% of cases. Mild to
moderate hearing loss may occur during any of the possible
acute and nonacute phases of the disease~Fria et al., 1985!.

OM places children at risk for a number of developmen-
tal and behavioral sequels that may persist long past the reso-
lution of the middle-ear condition. Many studies have found
relatively poor performance on tests of speech perception
and central auditory processing among children with OM
histories, in comparison with children who have not experi-
enced recurrent or chronic OM~Menyuk, 1986; Clarkson
et al., 1989; Gravel and Wallace, 1992; Welshet al., 1983!.
Children with positive OM histories have particular difficulty
with the discrimination of speech stimuli under noise condi-
tions. Difficulties with the perception of speech sounds are
correlated with speech production disorders for some chil-
dren ~Broen et al., 1983; Rvachew and Jamieson, 1995!.
Between-group differences with respect to phonological
abilities are consistently found for children older than age 3
years who do or do not have histories of early OM~Chalmers
et al., 1989; Robertset al., 1988!. Many studies have identi-
fied an effect of OM on other aspects of language develop-
ment such as vocabulary, morphology, syntax, and narrative
abilities ~e.g., Feaganset al., 1987; Kleinet al., 1988!.

Although many studies indicate a negative relationship

between OM and language skills, these findings are not un-
equivocal, as a significant body of contrary research findings
exists. For example, Websteret al. ~1989! assessed school-
age children and found no relationship between chronic OM
and measures of brainstem-evoked responses, speech percep-
tion in noise, reading, spelling, phonics, or behavior.
Grievink et al. ~1993! found no significant effect of OM his-
tory on preschool children’s performance on a broad battery
of speech and language tests. In the past, the degree of con-
fusion in the research findings was attributed to poor re-
search methodology~Ventry, 1980; Paradise, 1983!, but re-
search regarding OM outcomes has become increasingly
sophisticated in recent years.

It is becoming clear that the differences in findings
across studies can be attributed to the complexity of the re-
lationships among the relevant variables. Some of these vari-
ables are assumed to play a causal role while other variables
help to explain some of the variation in the observed rela-
tionship between OM and outcomes. A number of interven-
ing variables have been identified, including the following:
degree of hearing impairment~Friel-Patti and Finitzo, 1990!;
the illness experience~Roberts and Schuele, 1990!; mother–
child interaction~Black et al., 1988; Freearket al., 1992;
Wallace et al., 1996!; socioeconomic status of the child’s
family ~Teeleet al., 1984!; and medical management of OM
~Hubbardet al., 1985!. Two additional intervening variables
are of particular relevance to the research reported here and
will be discussed in more depth below.

Friel-Patti~1990! suggests that the relationship between
OM, hearing, and language changes over time. Most studies
that administer the same battery of tests to the same sample
at different ages find age effects in the pattern of perfor-
mance of the OM group. Changes in performance and pat-a!Electronic mail: rvachew@acs.ucalgary.ca
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tern of deficit over time can be expected as a consequence of
the changing expectations for language performance with
age. For example, Robertset al. ~1988! found a relationship
between OM history during the first three years of life and
phonological development; however, this relationship was
observed only for older children, aged 4.5 to 8 years. Inter-
subject variation in phonological skills among 3-year-olds
appeared to mask the relationship between OM and phono-
logical development for the younger children. This finding
highlights the importance of matching outcome measures to
the developmental challenges that are important to the age
group represented by the research subjects.

The final intervening variable to be considered here is
age of onset of OM. Prospective studies have found that the
risk of negative speech and language outcomes increases
with earlier age of onset and a greater number of episodes of
middle-ear effusion~Feaganset al., 1987; Friel-Patti and
Finitzo, 1990; Gravel and Wallace, 1992; Kleinet al., 1988;
Menyuk, 1986; Robertset al., 1988!. For example, Teele
et al. ~1984! found that time spent with OM during the first
12 months of life was strongly correlated with language per-
formance at age three years; in contrast, the amount of OM
during later years did not explain the variance in language
outcomes. A recent study also shows that the presence of
OM during the period two through four years of age does not
place children at risk for language deficits~Grievink et al.,
1993!.

Otitis media during infancy may interfere with certain
prelinguistic skills that are critical to the normal develop-
ment of linguistic abilities at later ages. Recent research in-
dicates that there are dramatic changes in speech perception
abilities during the prelinguistic period, as the infant moves
from language-general to language-specific processing of
speech. These developmental changes in speech perception
abilities are fully dependent upon appropriate auditory input
~e.g., Jusczyk, 1992; Kuhlet al., 1992; Polka and Werker,
1994!. During the same period, the infant moves through a
predictable series of stages to gain considerable skill in the
production of speech sounds~e.g., Oller, 1980; Rouget al.,
1989!. These changes in speech production ability are also
dependent upon auditory input, as evidenced by cross-
language studies~de Boysson-Bardieset al., 1989!, and by
studies of children with severe hearing losses~Kent et al.,
1987; Eilers and Oller, 1994; Stoel-Gammon and Otomo,
1986!. Specifically, severe hearing impairment leads to sig-
nificant delays in the emergence of canonical babble and a
markedly restricted vowel repertoire.

Two recent case studies suggest a relationship between
early onset OM, babbling, and early language development.
Donahue~1993! reported a diary study of a child who dem-
onstrated delays in both phonological and expressive lan-
guage skills, secondary to chronic otitis media during the
first year of life. Another case study documented phonetic
inventories for a boy who underwent bilateral tympanoplasty
tube insertion before 11 months of age for treatment of
chronic OM ~Robb et al., 1993!. Assessments conducted at
monthly intervals revealed a progressive reduction of his
phonetic repertoire over time, and an unusually low
consonant–vowel ratio throughout the course of the study.

The preceding review indicates that early-onset OM can
have a negative impact on speech and language develop-
ment. This effect may have its origin in infancy by disrupting
the acquisition of certain prelinguistic skills that are critical
to the normal development of linguistic abilities at later ages.
During the first year of life, normal-hearing infants develop a
language-specific set of perceptual categories. With the
emergence of canonical babble, these perceptual categories
are linked to the articulatory movements required to produce
language-specific speech sounds in a variety of phonetic con-
texts. This system of perceptual–articulatory phonetic cat-
egories is largely developed prior to the infant’s expressive
use of true words and provides part of the foundation for
language development.

The hypothesis underlying the research to be reported
here is that early-onset OM disrupts the normal course of
phonetic development. It is expected that such a disruption to
phonetic development will be evident in the quality of the
child’s speech and speech-like productions during the period
6 through 18 months of age. This study improves on the case
studies described above by using a larger sample of children
and systematic assessment techniques applied at regular in-
tervals in a prospective, longitudinal design. It is expected
that speech samples recorded from infants with early-onset
OM will be characterized by smaller canonical syllable ratios
relative to the samples recorded from infants who did not
experience OM during the first six months of life.

I. METHOD

A. Subjects

Eighteen children were referred by family physicians
and community health nurses. Nine infants were reported to
have had no known ear infections before age six months
~although many of them experienced ear infections at a later
age!. The remaining 9 infants had received antibiotic treat-
ment for at least one ear infection at or before the age of 6
months. These two groups of children will be referred to as
the ‘‘late onset~LO!’’ and ‘‘early onset ~EO!’’ groups, re-
spectively. The LO group consisted of five boys and four
girls, while the EO group consisted of six boys and three
girls. All of the infants had unremarkable birth, developmen-
tal, and family histories at the time of referral.

All of the infants lived in two-parent homes with at least
one employed parent. All parents were native speakers of
Canadian English. The mean number of years of education
for the mothers was 15.11 and 13.77 for the LO and EO
groups, respectively. The mean number of years of education
for the fathers was 14.9 and 14 for the LO and EO groups,
respectively. The range across groups was 12 to 16 years of
education for the mothers and 10 to 20 years of education for
the fathers. These differences in years of education between
groups were not found to be statistically significant
@t(1,16)51.81, p50.09, for mothers; t(1,16)50.61, p
50.55, for fathers#.

The results of the ‘‘general development’’ subscale of
the Child Development Inventory~Ireton, 1992! showed that
all of the children were developing normally at 18 months of
age.
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B. Procedure

1. General procedures

All the children visited the audiology department at the
Alberta Children’s Hospital for approximately 1 hour at 3
month intervals between six and 18 months of age. All as-
sessments were conducted within two weeks of the exact
chronological birthdate of 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 months, ex-
cept for three instances where the assessment occurred three
weeks after the birthdate~these exceptions occurred for chil-
dren in the early onset group, two at 6 months and one at 12
months of age!.

In most cases, the hearing and impedance measures were
obtained first and a taped speech sample was obtained im-
mediately thereafter. At each assessment the parents were
asked to complete a word production checklist as a means to
estimate expressive vocabulary size. Formal assessments of
expressive and receptive language development were con-
ducted during the 18-month visit. The infant’s performance
with respect to other areas of development was also screened
during the final assessment.

The audiology assessments were conducted by the third
and fourth authors, who are certified pediatric audiologists.
The speech and language assessments and analysis of the
speech samples were completed by the first author, a
CASLPA certified speech-language pathologist.

2. Audiology assessment

Sound-field threshold testing was accomplished in an
Ekoustic double-walled sound chamber with the following
equipment: Interacoustics clinical audiometer~model AC 30!
and DALI speakers. The infants were seated between two
loudspeakers positioned at 90 deg relative to midline. Visual
reinforcement audiometry~VRA! was used to assess audi-
tory sensitivity to live voice and to warbled tones presented
at 250, 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz. Lighted toys with
animation were used as visual reinforcers. A response was
considered positive when the subject localized toward the
signal source upon presentation of the stimulus. Criterion for
a threshold was met at the lowest intensity level which elic-
ited two or more reliable head-turning responses. Middle-ear
impedance measures were obtained with a GSI-33 middle ear
analyzer. Tympanometry was performed using a 226-Hz
probe tone. Two values produced by the instrument were
recorded: peak pressure in decaPascals and tympanic mem-
brane compliance in milliliters. At each visit, ipsilateral re-
flexes were attempted at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz at the
previously recorded peak pressure value.

3. Language assessments

During each assessment, the parent was asked to com-
plete one of the five forms of the word production checklist
described by Reznick and Goldsmith~1989!. These check-
lists are equivalent forms, each containing a list of 123 words
covering 20 different categories including nouns, verbs,
prepositions, pronouns, and modifiers.

At the age of 18 months, theReceptive-Expressive
Emergent Language Test~REEL-2; Bzoch and League,
1991! was administered. Although this is an interview scale,

most receptive items were administered directly to the child
to confirm the parent’s report. The parent’s report of the
child’s expressive language abilities was also verified
through direct observation where possible.

4. Speech sample collection

The speech samples were recorded in an Ekoustic
sound-treated chamber using a Sony Walkman Professional
tape recorder and a Crown PZM-6D microphone. The
mother was instructed to interact with her child in the usual
manner. The mother and child were provided with the same
set of quiet toys during each assessment~e.g., soft blocks,
cloth books, pop beads, stuffed toys, a ball, and puppets!. No
effort was made to restrict the child’s movements during
recording sessions; rather, the microphone was moved when
necessary so that it was within 1 to 2 ft of the child, prefer-
ably positioned with the child facing the microphone~the
pressure-zone microphone used was capable of capturing al-
most all speech produced within the sound chamber, even
when whispered!. The recording session continued until the
child produced at least 60 utterances that were perceived to
meet the utterance selection criteria discussed below. These
recording sessions typically lasted between 10 and 30 min.
The infants’ mothers would not consent to recording sessions
longer than 30 min; consequently, infants were scheduled for
a second recording session if 60 utterances could not be ob-
tained in this time frame. This happened infrequently, usu-
ally because the infant was distressed by the tympanometric
assessment procedure that always preceded the recording
session.

5. Speech sample analysis procedures

a. Acoustic analyses.The speech samples were digi-
tized using the Computerized Speech Research Environment
~CSRE; Jamiesonet al., 1989! and the following hardware: an
AST Premium 386C computer, DT2821 D/A, A/D board~12
bit!, and a TTE 411 AFS amplifier and antialiasing filter. The
utterances were digitized at a sampling frequency of 20 kHz
and low-pass filtered at 10 kHz. These utterances were then
submitted to autoregression spectral analyses using a 6.4-ms
analysis window, 78-Hz frequency bands, preemphasis, and
a Hanning window.

b. Utterance selection.For the purpose of this research,
it was considered necessary to differentiate reflexive and
nonreflexive utterance types only. Therefore, cries, grunts,
burps, and other vegetative noises were excluded from analy-
sis. The hypothesis to be considered here predicts that early-
onset OM will impact on the phonetic characteristics of the
infant’s nonreflexive utterances with no predicted difference
for babble compared with meaningful speech. In addition,
previous researchers have demonstrated the phonetic similar-
ity of meaningful and nonmeaningful speech-like utterances
~Vihman et al., 1985!. Therefore, it was not considered nec-
essary to differentiate these utterance types. Furthermore, the
term ‘‘speech’’ will be used to refer to both meaningful and
babbled speech-like utterances. Fifty consecutive utterances
were selected from the tape, each meeting the following cri-
teria: the utterance was bounded by 1 s ofsilence, an audible
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inspiration, or adult speech; the utterance was perceived to
have a ‘‘unifying pitch contour’’~a criterion which overrode
the first criterion in some instances so that two utterances
were coded with less than a 1-s separation!; the utterance
was produced and recorded with sufficient loudness for cod-
ing; and the utterance was not so obscured by adult speech or
other noise as to prevent accurate coding. In total, 4500 ut-
terances were selected and submitted to the analyses de-
scribed below.

c. Infraphonological analysis. Each utterance was
coded using the criteria described in detail by Oller~1986!
and in brief as follows: The OTHER category includes
squeals, raspberries, growls, and yells; quasiresonant nuclei
~QRN! are syllabic nasals or nasalized vowels that contain
little energy over 1200 Hz; fully resonant nuclei~FRN! are
vowel-like utterances with at least two measurable formants
and with resonances above 1200 Hz in addition to reso-
nances in the lower frequency range; marginal syllables
~MS! are transcribed as consisting of consonant–vowel~CV!
or vowel–consonant~VC! syllables, but do not meet the cri-
teria for a canonical syllable; canonical syllables~CS! con-
tain at least one consonant~excluding glottal stops and fri-
catives! joined with at least one fully resonant vowel by
formant transitions between 25- and 120-ms duration.

Utterances coded as OTHER, QRN, or FRN could gen-
erally be identified by listening to the tape. All utterances
that were transcribed as containing a C and V were digitized
and submitted to acoustic analysis in order to differentiate
MS and CS utterances and syllables. An example spectro-
gram of an utterance containing both an MS and CS syllable
is shown in Fig. 1.

There are a number of different ways to calculate the
canonical syllable ratio~CSR!. The most recent studies de-
fine the CSR as the ratio of canonical syllables to total num-
ber of syllables~Eilers et al., 1993!. This procedure creates
some problems in the coding of essentially nonsyllabic utter-
ances, however, especially when such utterances involve the
combination of more than one OTHER-type utterance. In
order to avoid this problem, the two methods that involve the

utterance as the basic unit of analysis were selected. This
analysis yielded two outcomes for each sample:~1! a fre-
quency count for each of the five utterance types, similar to
the procedure used by Carney~1996!; and ~2! a canonical
syllable ratio calculated by dividing the number of canonical
syllablescontained in the sample by the number of utter-
ances, as in Oller and Eilers~1988!. Any utterance that com-
bined elements from different categories was coded as the
highest utterance type represented. Therefore, any utterance
containing at least one canonical syllable was coded as a CS
utterance, thus, multisyllable canonical utterances might con-
tain both canonical and noncanonical syllables. These two
measures are related in that the canonical syllable ratio will
increase with both the number and length of canonical utter-
ances contained in the sample.

d. Reliability of coding for speech sample analyses.
Two speech–language pathologists~SLPs! were trained to
transcribe and code infant speech samples on the basis of
both perceptual and acoustic analyses. The reliability coders
were unaware of the investigator’s judgments regarding the
utterances and were blind to the subject’s history of middle-
ear function; however, they were aware of the infant’s age at
the time of recording. The samples used for reliability coding
were selected at random. Two hundred and fifty utterances
were transcribed and then coded using the infraphonological
analysis procedures. Point-by-point agreement between the
investigator and the SLP who conducted the reliability analy-
sis was calculated for two different judgments:~1! the in-
fraphonological classification of each utterance using all pos-
sible categories, including the individual categories grouped
as OTHER (agreement586%); and~2! the number of CS
syllables when coding all MS and CS utterances
(agreement586%).

II. RESULTS

A. Audiology assessments

The age of onset of OM~as reported by the parent and
confirmed by a physician! varied from 1 to 6 months for the
early onset group. Four children in the late onset group ex-
perienced no identified episodes of OM during the course of
the study. The remaining children in the LO group were
treated for their first known ear infection between 9 and 12
months of age.

Three infants in the EO group were referred to an oto-
laryngologist at approximately 12 months of age, and two of
these infants received bilateral myringotomies with insertion
of ventilating tubes between the ages of 15 and 18 months.

Parents reported the number of times the child’s physi-
cian prescribed a course of antibiotics for treatment of OM.
At 6 months, the number of prescriptions was counted for the
6-month period since birth. At 9, 12, 15, and 18 months, the
number of prescriptions was counted for the 3-month period
since the last audiometric assessment. Parents were in-
structed to ask their physician to check the child’s ears via
otoscopy at all office visits, including well-baby checkups.
They were also instructed to visit the doctor whenever they
had any concerns regarding the child’s ears or hearing, and
to return for a checkup when a course of antibiotics was

FIG. 1. Spectrogram of a two-syllable utterance~@buwa#! produced by a
6-month-old infant. The first utterance is perceived as a consonant–vowel
combination but is coded as marginal syllable because the nucleus is qua-
siresonant. This syllable was produced with the mouth closed or almost
closed throughout its articulation and thus there is little energy over 1200
Hz. The second syllable is produced with full resonance, as indicated by the
strong upper-frequency formants. A smoothly changing formant transition,
92 ms in duration, is also visible and therefore this syllable is coded as
canonical syllable The entire utterance would be coded as a canonical utter-
ance.
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completed. They were advised not to wait for the scheduled
audiometric assessment before requesting a medical assess-
ment of middle-ear function, in the event that they had con-
cerns immediately prior to the scheduled assessment. All
nine early onset infants, but no late onset infants, were
treated for OM at or before 6 months of age. All nine EO
infants and five LO infants experienced at least one ear in-
fection between 6 and 18 months of age. The LO group
received a total of nine prescriptions while the EO group
received a total of 55 prescriptions for the period birth
through 18 months of age, indicating a significant between-
groups difference in the occurrence of OM@t(16)54.26, p
50.0003#.

Parents were asked to attend the scheduled audiometric
assessment even when their infants were ill or experiencing
an ear infection, but typically parents would reschedule these
appointments until after antibiotic treatment was started in
the case of an ear infection coinciding with the scheduled
assessment. In addition, most of the reported ear infections
occurred in between assessment dates, which is not surpris-
ing, given the long ~i.e., 3-month! assessment interval.
Therefore, the tympanometric assessments do not provide a
good picture of each child’s middle-ear history during the
period of study. The results of the tympanometric assess-
ments were interpreted using the criteria suggested by Sil-
man and Silverman~1991!. A flat tympanogram~i.e., type B!
or peak pressure below2100 dPa, combined with an absent
ipsilateral acoustic reflex at 1 kHz indicated abnormal
middle-ear function. In total~i.e., across infants and assess-
ments!, seven abnormal ears were observed for the late onset
group while 14 abnormal ears were observed for the early
onset group. This between-group difference is not statisti-
cally significant@t(1,17)51.61,p50.12#.

Analysis of variance~ANOVA ! revealed that both
speech reception thresholds~SRT! and pure-tone average
~PTA! thresholds decreased with age@F(4,64)511.88, p
50.0001, for SRTs;F(4,64)520.67,p50.0001, for PTAs#.
The between-group differences in mean thresholds are not
statistically significant@F(1,16)50.74, p50.59, for SRTs;
F(1,16)50.18, p50.68, for PTAs#. Mean SRTs and PTAs
are shown in Fig. 2.

B. Infraphonological analysis

Figure 3 shows the mean frequency of occurrence of
each of the five infraphonological utterance types at each

assessment. The top panel represents the 2250 utterances
produced by the LO infants and shows that the LO group
demonstrated a steady increase in CS utterances and a cor-
responding decrease in OTHER-type utterances with age.
The bottom panel represents the 2225 utterances produced
by the EO infants. Comparison with the top panel shows that
the EO group produced fewer CS utterances and more
OTHER-type utterances than the LO group at all age levels.
QRNs were unusually frequent at 6 months of age for this
group. These results suggest that the early onset infants
showed a similar course of development to the late onset
infants, but with a 3- to 6-month delay.

Figure 4 shows that the early onset group obtained a
lower mean CSR at each age level in comparison with the
late onset group. The ANOVA revealed significant main ef-
fects for both age@F(4,64)516.75, p50.0001# and group
@F(1,16)510.89, p50.0046#. The effect size for the
between-group difference in CSR was calculated, using the
eta statistic as described by Meline and Schmitt~1997!; h2

50.41, greater than the standard ofh250.138, indicating a

FIG. 2. Mean speech reception thresholds~SRT! and mean pure tone aver-
age~PTA! thresholds for the late onset and early onset groups~with stan-
dard error bars!.

FIG. 3. Profile of mean frequency of occurrences of five different utterance
types as a function of age for the late onset~panel A! and early onset~panel
B! groups. The utterance types shown are QRN~quasiresonant nucleus!,
FRN ~fully resonant nucleus!, MS ~marginal syllable!, CS ~canonical syl-
lable!, and OTHER~raspberries, squeals, growls, etc.!.

FIG. 4. Mean canonical syllable ratio~CSR! for the late onset group~tri-
angles! and for the early onset group~squares! as a function of age. Standard
errors are indicated by error bars.
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large effect size for the impact of early-onset OM on the
development of babbling.

Previous research with normally developing and pro-
foundly hearing-impaired infants shows that all normally de-
veloping children attain the canonical babbling stage be-
tween the ages of 6 and 11 months, and typically by 7
months of age~Oller and Eilers, 1988; Eilers and Oller,
1994!, when this stage is indicated by a canonical syllable
ratio of 0.2 or higher. For the LO group, this level of canoni-
cal babbling was demonstrated by four infants at age 6
months, eight infants at 9 months, and all nine infants at 12
months. For the early onset group, the canonical stage was
indicated for one infant at 6 months, four infants at 9 months,
and all nine infants at 12 months.

Some infants in the EO group showed remarkable fluc-
tuations in their canonical syllable ratio over time. For ex-
ample, one infant’s score fell from 0.44 at 6 months to 0.12
at 9 months, rising only to 0.24 at 12 months. Another infant
in this group obtained scores of 0.1, 0.42, 0.24, 0.16, and
0.14 at the five observation points. A similar downward shift
in the canonical syllable ratio was observed for one child in
the LO group after he began to experience recurring middle-
ear effusion at the age of 9 months: this subject obtained
CSRs of 0.48, 0.49, 0.22, 0.58, and 0.28 at ages 6, 9, 12, 15,
and 18 months, respectively. Note that these shifts to lower
canonical syllable ratios were not necessarily associated with
the presence of acute infection or elevated thresholds. In
most cases the children had normal hearing and middle-ear
function on the day that the speech samples were recorded.
The mean CSR for samples recorded when abnormal middle-
ear status was observed (M50.33) was not significantly dif-
ferent from the mean CSR for samples recorded when
middle-ear function was normal (M50.40) @t(89)50.98, p
50.16, one-tailed#. Thus, the results of this study do not
reflect temporary fluctuations in vocal output or quality that
are associated with illness or conductive hearing loss.
Rather, early-onset infants demonstrate a persistent differ-
ence in CSR over a 1-year period, even after resolution of the
middle-ear problem.

C. Assessment of language skills

Table I shows the mean standard scores obtained by the
late onset and early onset groups for the receptive and ex-
pressive subscales of the REEL-R at 18 months of age. The
mean scores are above average for both groups, reflecting
individual scores that were typically above average or within
normal limits, although four infants obtained at least one
subscale score that was below 85. These data were submitted
to a 232 ANOVA, where OM onset was the between-
groups factor with two levels~late onset and early onset! and
REEL-R performance was the within-groups factor with two
levels~receptive and expressive subscale scores!. This analy-
sis revealed no significant difference in performance between
groups@F(1,16)50.663,p50.56#. In addition, there was no
significant difference in performance for the two subscales
@F(1,16)50.99, p50.66# and no significant interaction of
group with subscale@F(1,16)50.86,p50.63#.

Table I also shows the mean word production checklist
scores at ages 6 through 18 months for both the late onset

and early onset groups. Although the mean score for the LO
group was higher than the mean score for the EO group at
each assessment, this difference between groups was not sta-
tistically significant @F(1,16)50.642, p50.56#. A signifi-
cant increase in word production scores was observed with
age @F(3,48)518.229,p50.001# ~the 6-month assessment
was excluded from this analysis because none of the babies
was using real words at this age!. Considerable variability
within groups and overlap in scores between groups was ob-
served. For example, if the scores are summed for the year 6
through 18 months, the range in total numbers of words for
the late onset group was 4 to 151; the range for the early
onset group was 0 to 71 words for this same period.

Although there was no significant between-groups dif-
ference in word production scores~WPS!, expressive vo-
cabulary ability was related to the children’s canonical bab-
bling ratio. This is shown in Fig. 5, which plots the CSRs
against WPSs for each of the 18 infants at 18 months of age
along with the associated regression line and regression
equation. Regression analysis shows that there is a trend to-
ward a linear relationship (r 50.46) between these variables
@F(1,16)54.34, p50.05#, with the canonical syllable ratio
accounting for 21 percent of the variance in word production
checklist scores. This figure suggests a threshold effect,

TABLE I. Mean REEL-R scores and word production checklist scores for
the late onset and early onset groups.

Test Late onset Early onset

REEL-R scoresa

Receptive 114 107
Expressive 118 105

Word production checklist scoresb

6 months 0.00 0.00
9 months 0.33 0.22
12 months 3.11 1.67
15 months 9.22 4.89
18 months 29.89 21.00

aThese are expressed as standard scores with a mean of 100 and a standard
deviation of 15.

bThese scores represent the mean number of words checked by the parents
on each of the five different equivalent forms of this checklist. The scores
do not represent the child’s total expressive vocabulary size.

FIG. 5. Canonical syllable ratios~CSR! for 18-month speech samples are
plotted against word production checklist~WPC! scores at 18 months for
each of the 18 infants. The associated regression line, regression equation,
and the proportion of predictable variance are also shown.
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whereby a CSR greater than 0.4 is required for the ‘‘naming
explosion’’ to occur, a finding consistent with results re-
ported by Oller and Eilers~1988! and Whitehurstet al.
~1991!.

III. DISCUSSION

The purpose of the research reported here was to assess
the hypothesis that infants with early-onset OM would dem-
onstrate less mature phonetic development in comparison
with infants who experienced no OM during the first 6
months of life. In support of the hypothesis, the EO infants
obtained consistently and significantly lower canonical syl-
lable ratios ~CSR!, in comparison with the LO group,
throughout the period of study. The EO group also produced
a greater frequency of less-speech-like utterances, such as
growls, squeals, and raspberries.

We have previously reported that early-onset OM is as-
sociated with a restricted vowel space at 18 months of age
~Rvachewet al., 1996!. Our findings for vowels and the re-
sults reported here for the CSR parallel those for children
with severe–profound sensory neural hearing loss~Carney,
1996; Kentet al., 1987; Eilers and Oller, 1994; Oller and
Eilers, 1988!. Taken together, these studies highlight the im-
portance of the auditory environment to early phonetic de-
velopment and are consistent with the model of early pho-
netic development described recently by Kuhl and Meltzoff
~1996!. It has been demonstrated that infants’ vowel catego-
ries become increasingly differentiated in both perception
and production with age, and that this process is dependent
upon auditory input~e.g., de Boysson-Bardieset al., 1989;
Kuhl et al., 1992!. Kuhl and Meltzoff propose that the in-
fants’ processing of auditory input from the ambient environ-
ment leads to the formation of memory representations for
individual speech-sound categories. The infants then work to
progressively match their vocal output to their developing
system of memory representations for language-specific
speech sound categories. According to this model, ‘‘both
hearing the sound patterns of ambient language~auditory
exteroception! and the ability to hear one’s own attempts at
speech~auditory proprioception! are critical to determining
the course of vocal development~p. 2436!.’’

We propose that the fluctuating conductive hearing loss
that is associated with OM impairs both auditory exterocep-
tion and auditory proprioception, thus leading to a delayed
course of phonetic development during infancy. The hypoth-
esis that OM impairs the infant’s ability to process speech
input from the ambient environment is controversial because
OM-related hearing loss is very mild, with average thresh-
olds being 23 dB during an episode of middle-ear effusion
~Fria et al., 1985!. However, performance versus intensity
functions for speech discrimination by adults and infants
show that a 10- to 20-dB hearing loss would not impact on
adult performance, but would lower infant performance to
chance-level responding~Nozza, 1988!. Therefore, it seems
fully credible that a mild hearing loss could impact on audi-
tory exteroception during the first year of life.

OM-related hearing loss is frequently unilateral, another
characteristic that may impact on the child’s reception of
speech input from the external environment. Pillsburyet al.

~1991! speculate that fluctuating unilateral losses interfere
with the normal development of binaural processing abilities,
thus accounting for the smaller binaural masking level dif-
ferences observed in children with OM histories. Children
with OM histories have been observed to have difficulty with
binaural processing even when middle-ear function and hear-
ing acuity is normal~Moore et al., 1991!. Persistent abnor-
malities in auditory brainstem response have also been re-
ported in both retrospective and prospective studies of
children with and without histories of recurrent OM~e.g.,
Gunnarson and Finitzo, 1991!. Binaural processing is impor-
tant to the child’s ability to localize sound and to process
speech in the presence of competing noise. Children with a
history of OM in infancy have been found to have difficulty
with both of these skills relative to children who have not
experienced chronic or recurring OM~e.g., Gravel and Wal-
lace, 1992!.

With respect to auditory proprioception, OM may dis-
rupt the child’s access to his or her own speech, given that
infant-produced upper formants tend to be very high fre-
quency and low in energy. For example, Kent and Murray
~1982! found that the first three formants of infant-produced
vowels averagedF151000 Hz, F253000 Hz, and F3
55000 Hz. Infant-produced fricative noises have primary
spectral components at very high frequencies, up to and
above 14 kHz~Bauer and Kent, 1987!. OM-related hearing
loss is minimal at 2 kHz but significant at lower and higher
frequencies~Fria et al., 1985!. The intersection of the hear-
ing profile during an episode of OM and the acoustic char-
acteristics of infant-produced speech may explain the pre-
ponderance of quasiresonant nuclei, produced both in
isolation and within the context of consonant–vowel syl-
lables by the infants with early-onset OM.

As noted earlier, the relationship between OM and out-
comes is complex, and there are several important mediating
variables that have not been addressed by this study. One
such variable is the socioeconomic status~SES! of the in-
fant’s family. Eilerset al. ~1993! have shown that SES does
not impact on age of onset of the canonical babbling stage.
However, SES does mediate the relationship between OM
and language development~Teeleet al., 1984!; thus, further
study of the impact of SES on early phonetic development is
required. A related issue is the effect of the mother’s style of
interaction with the infant. Blacket al. ~1988! found poorer-
quality social interactions between mothers and infants with
OM compared to the control group of mother–infant pairs.
Other studies have shown that good language stimulation
and cognitive growth-fostering skills on the part of parents
may protect the child from the potential negative impact of
OM on language development~Black and Sonnenschein,
1993; Freearket al., 1992; Wallaceet al., 1996!. Finally, the
illness experience itself may have effects that are indepen-
dent of OM-related hearing loss. There is some evidence that
illness impacts on attachment processes and on mother–
infant interactions~Wille, 1991; Jarviset al., 1989!. The ca-
nonical syllable ratio could be a useful tool in the investiga-
tion of the complex relationships between these variables,
OM, and long-term outcomes.

A further issue not addressed by this study is the predic-
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tive validity of the canonical syllable ratio. In this study, the
canonical syllable ratio was positively correlated with ex-
pressive vocabulary size at 18 months. Other studies have
also found an association between early phonetic abilities
and the emergence of early vocabulary skills~Paul and Jen-
nings, 1992; Stoel-Gammon, 1989; Whitehurstet al., 1991!.
It is not clear that infants with delayed onset of canonical
babble are at risk for phonological or language difficulties at
later ages. One EO child who had not reached the canonical
babble stage by 18 months of age was followed for an addi-
tional 2 years. His receptive and expressive language skills
were found to be below normal limits at 18 months, but well
within the normal limits at 22 and 31 months of age. At the
age of 39 months his language skills were again below nor-
mal limits, largely due to problems with the comprehension
and expressive use of grammatical morphemes. His phono-
logical skills were also clearly below average as he scored at
the seventh percentile on the Goldman–Fristoe Test of Ar-
ticulation, resulting in a referral for speech therapy. Menyuk
et al. ~1995!, in their study of premature infants, observed a
similar developmental course for some children with delayed
onset of ‘‘structured’’ babble. More study directed specifi-
cally at this question is required. If a predictive relationship
between the CSR~either by itself or in combination with
other variables! and later language development is con-
firmed, earlier identification and earlier intervention may be
possible. Normal limits for the attainment of the babbling
stage are between seven and nine months of age~Oller and
Eilers, 1988!; however, normal limits for expressive vocabu-
lary development cannot be established prior to 24 months of
age due to the extreme intersubject variability observed for
vocabulary size during infancy~Thal et al., 1997!. If risk
factors for language delay could be identified during infancy,
preventative treatments could be directed at the middle-ear
effusion itself, the infant’s hearing acuity, auditory attention
and speech perception skills, the quality of the infant’s audi-
tory environment, or the infant–parent relationship.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study found that infants with early-onset OM had
consistently smaller canonical syllable ratios throughout the
period 6 through 18 months of age, in comparison with chil-
dren who had no ear infections before 6 months of age. This
study demonstrates that early-onset OM has an impact on
phonetic development during infancy. Further study is re-
quired to determine if delayed development of canonical
babbling skills is correlated with difficulties with phonologi-
cal and morphological development at later ages.
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Some lengthening factors in English speech combine additively
at most rates
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The known lengthening effects of phrase-final position and of contrastive emphasis have been
predicted by Klatt to combine superadditively. In a new experiment, texts elicited at a wide range
of speaking rates were measured and the separate and combined effects of these lengthening factors
were found to combine approximately additively at all rates studied. The proportion of lengthening
attributable to each factor was found to be relatively invariant except at the fastest speaking rates,
where lengthening was eventually eliminated. The results support the interpretation of absolute
speaking rate as an inessential variable for characterizing speech at a range of moderate rates.
© 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!00801-2#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Fq, 43.70.Bk@AL #

INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with the individual and combined ef-
fects of three of the best known factors which influence mac-
roscopic speech timing: speech rate, phrase-final lengthen-
ing, and contrastive emphasis.

Phase-final lengthening~hereafter, PFL! refers to the
relatively longer durations observed within a syllable which
lies at the right edge of a major prosodic constituent, such as
an intonational phrase. PFL effects are largely restricted to
the rhyme of the final syllable~Klatt, 1976!. This distin-
guishes PFL from utterance final lengthening, which is char-
acterized by global deceleration and a reduction in articula-
tory effort distributed over several syllables. Estimates of
lengthening due to PFL vary from 30%~Klatt, 1975! to as
much as 120% for long stressed vowels in V# position
~Crystal and House, 1988!.

Contrastive emphasis~CE! is a form of accenting used
to highlight a particular syllable or word. An accented syl-
lable will bear the nuclear accent of a phrase, often with an
exaggerated pitch excursion. Lengthening is frequently asso-
ciated with CE, and unlike PFL, all parts of the syllable are
found to be affected~Beckman et al., 1992; Turk and
Sawusch, 1997!. In English, if a syllable bearing CE is fol-
lowed by an unstressed syllable, the latter may also show
some lengthening. Accenting due to CE may be considered
an extreme form of phrasal, or nuclear, accenting, especially
when the elicitation form suggests a previous misunderstand-
ing ~e.g., ‘‘I said BEEF arm, not REEF arm,’’ from Turk and
Sawusch, 1997!. No reliable estimates of the degree of
lengthening due to CE are available.

In an early study~Klatt, 1973!, Klatt examined the com-
bined effect of two factors, each of which has a shortening
effect on vowels in stressed syllables: voiceless coda conso-
nants~relative to voiced!, and the addition of an unstressed
syllable after the stressed syllable but within the same word.
He found that their combined effect was considerably less
than a simple additive model would predict. Thus, he pro-
posed that vowel duration be computed based on an inherent
~relatively long! durationDi , which is analyzable as an in-

compressible partDmin and a compressible part which is
multiplied by a constant:

Do5k~Di2Dmin!1Dmin . ~1!

The serial application of shortening rules of this sort will
produce a subadditive modification of the overall duration. In
his well-known review, Klatt~1976! lists many factors which
can influence segmental durations. Each, he suggests, can be
associated with a different constantk, with 0,k,1 for
shortening rules andk.1 for lengthening rules. This ap-
proach to combining factors has found practical application
in speech-synthesis algorithms. In the present context,
Klatt’s model predicts that two lengthening factors, such as
PFL and CE, will combine superadditively.

The combination of utterance-final lengthening and CE
was examined in a study by Cooperet al. ~1985!. They had
subjects read isolated sentences with contrastive emphasis on
specific key words, as induced by a preceding question~e.g.,
‘‘Did Chuck like the letter or the present that Shirley sent to
her sister?’’!. They found that the placement of CE on sen-
tence final words resulted in much less durational increase
than an additive model would predict. This suggests that
there might be an expandability constraint, analogous to the
compressibility constraint. A similar expandability constraint
has been independently proposed by Berkovits~1991!.

The present study examines the separate and combined
durational effects of PFL and CE at a range of rates. Rate is
seen as a possible lengthening or shortening factor which can
take on values over a continuous range, and which combines

TABLE I. Words used in theX andY slots of the first and second sentences
for each condition. Capitalization was used to highlight the required con-
trastive emphases. The labelsPFL andCE refer to the target syllable /peI

&
n/.

2PFL 1PFL

2CE X: painful SHOT X: WINdowpane
Y: painful BLOW Y: COUNTerpane

1CE X: ARTfully X: cancer PILL

Y: PAINfully Y: cancer PAIN
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with the two factors of PFL and CE to influence the final
duration of segments and syllables. Careful indexing of rate
should allow separation of the relative contributions of these
three factors to observed acoustic durations. This approach
should also reveal any possible interaction between rate of
speech and lengthening due to CE or PFL.

I. METHOD

A. Sentence materials

Four short texts consisting of three sentences were de-
vices. Each was of the formDidn’t he say X? The message
was Y. Surely that’s not what he said., whereX andY differ
minimally in one syllable, so that contrastive emphasis is
placed on that syllable inY. All measurements are taken
from the second sentence, whereY is phrase final but not
utterance final. TheX/Y pairs used were chosen so that a
target syllable /peI

&
n/ was or was not phrase final~6PFL!, and

received or did not receive contrastive emphasis~6CE!.
Table I listsX/Y pairs for each condition.

B. Subjects and recording conditions

Four subjects~three female, one, J.C., male! were paid a
flat rate for their participation. Three were undergraduates at
Northwestern University, W.G. was a full-time mother. Sub-
jects J.C., G.C., and C.B. had lived exclusively in the Ameri-
can upper Midwest~Wisconsin, Michigan, Northern Illi-
nois!; W. G. was a native of Connecticut who had lived 6
years in Southern Indiana. All were monolingual native
speakers of American English. None had any known speech
or hearing defects.

Subjects were seated at a computer screen and used a
mouse to control the succession of trials. In each trial they
were presented with one of the four three-sentence texts.
They were also given a nominal speech rate which was one
of ‘‘slow,’’ comfortable,’’ ‘‘medium,’’ ‘‘fast,’’ and ‘‘very
fast,’’ together with a graphic which had an arrow pointing
to the appropriate point on a five-point scale from slow to
very fast. To further ensure that they would attempt to vary

rate across trials, they were asked to repeat the nominal rate
aloud before reading the text. Once they were ready to repeat
the text, they initiated recording and read the text at their
best estimate of the nominal rate. Subjects were given sev-
eral practice runs, and they were instructed to place contras-
tive emphasis on the capitalized syllable~see Table I!. No
subject had overt difficulty with the required task or with
producing the required prosody. Trials were self-paced, and
after every block of 20 trials a computer message encouraged
subjects to take a break.

The four conditions were crossed with five nominal rates
to yield blocks of 20 trials which were randomized within
blocks. Each subject completed 12 such blocks in a single
session, providing 240 trials in all. Recordings were done in
a quiet but not soundproofed room using a Shure SM10A
head-mounted microphone. Speech was captured directly
onto disk via a ProPort D/A unit which digitized at 11 025
Hz, with 16-bit linear resolution.

C. Acoustical measurement

Segmentation was done by hand using Entropics
XWAVES software. Of the points measured from the wave-
form and with simultaneous spectrographic control, the fol-
lowing are relevant here: the onset of a nasal formant pattern
for /m/ in ‘‘message was,’’ the offset of frication in ‘‘was,’’
which coincided with the abrupt drop in energy at the /p/ or
/k/ closure of the following word, the onset of the syllable
pane/pain, and the offset of the syllable.

A randomly generated subset of 10% of the utterances
was selected and remeasured. Means and standard deviations
for the differences between the two measurements showed
that all points were reliably measured~mean discrepancy,5
ms! with the exception of the onset of the final /n/ in ‘‘cancer
PAIN’’ and ‘‘COUNTerpane,’’ which was occasionally un-
certain from the acoustic record due to phrase-final weaken-
ing ~mean discrepancy: 11 ms, s.d. 30 ms!. All measure-
ments were done by the author.

In addition to the remeasurement described above, inter-
val distributions were examined and all obvious outliers

FIG. 1. Distribution of the reciprocal of the duration of the wordsmessage
was, shown as a function of nominal rate. White horizontal bars show the
median, filled bars delimit the interquartile range, and the whiskers mark the
range of values lying within 1.5* interquartile range. Points outside this
range are shown individually.

FIG. 2. Syllable durations as a function of~continuously valued! speech
rate, fast rates to the right. Only subject W.G. is shown here. Each dataset
has been fitted with a smooth curve based on locally weighted least-squares
linear regression.
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were remeasured. A few measurement errors were easily de-
tected in this manner.

D. Indexing speech rate

Several recent kinematic studies of rate have opted to
treat speech rate as a continuous variable, rather than the
categorical division into two or three self-selected rates,
which has been more usually employed~Byrd and Tan,
1996; Shaimanet al., 1995!. In the present study, the dura-
tion of a common stretch of speech provided a starting point
for computing a rate measure. All texts contain the words
message wasin the second sentence, i.e., within the same
intonational phase as the target syllable. These three syl-
lables constitute a single prosodic foot. The reciprocal of the
duration of this foot was used as a continuous measure of
rate, which thus has the units feet/s. This measure served to
make the variance across nominal-rate conditions approxi-
mately equal, and there was an approximately linear increase
in median rate across nominal values. The measure does not
take into account any phonological reorganization which
may underlie production at fast rates.

II. RESULTS

A. Rate variation

From Fig. 1 it can be seen that subject W.G. produced a
much greater variety of rates than the remaining subjects.

Given that there are three syllables in the reference footmes-
sage was, her fastest rates corresponding to about 12 syll/s,
which is very fast indeed. Subjects C.B. and J.C. each pro-
duced a wide variety of rates with clear separation across
nominal-rate classes, while subject G.C. produced very little
rate variation from the slowest to the fastest.

B. Syllable durations

Figure 2 shows syllable durations as a function of
speech rate for subject W.G. only. Note that rate is a con-
tinuous variable~feet/s!, and not merely nominal. The rela-
tionship between syllable duration and rate appears to be
nonlinear. As W.G. speaks more rapidly, there comes a point
at which the nonfinal syllable /peI

&
n/ does not compress fur-

ther while the trisyllabic footmessage wasis still getting
shorter. This effect is less obvious when the syllable is in
final position~right-hand panels!.

While the nonlinearity is not as obvious in the data for
the other subjects, nothing in the following analysis depends
on linearity in this relationship between rate and syllable
duration.

For statistical analysis of the data from all four subjects,
syllable durations were rank ordered by rate and then binned
into four bins with 15 tokens per bin. Inhomogeneity of vari-
ance, as evidenced by Levine’s test~Snedecor and Cochran,
1989! was corrected for by taking a log transform of the

FIG. 3. Lengthening ascribable to@1PFL# ~open diamonds!, @1CE# ~closed triangles!, and both~open circles!. The proportion of lengthening is based on an
estimate of the unlengthened@2PFL,2CE# condition.
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duration data. A 224~PFL*CE*RATE! factorial analysis
with repeated measures on all factors was then carried out.
The main effects associated with PFL@F(1,3)589.24, p
,0.01] CE@F(1,3)5916.6, p,0.001#, and rate
[F(1,3)512.26, p,0.05] were all significant ata50.05.
The rate effect was evaluated after the conservative Geisser–
Greenhouse adjustment to the degrees of freedom to allow
for noncircularity ~Hayes, 1988!. All two-way interactions
and the three-way interaction were not significant ata50.05.

C. Estimating the degree of lengthening

In order to estimate the degree of lengthening of an in-
dividual tokenyi which is directly attributable to the factor
PFL and/or CE, a prediction of the duration of that token in
the baseline@2PFL,2CE# condition, ŷ0, based on its mea-
sured rate, is required. As shown in Fig. 2, the relationship
between rate and target syllable duration is nonlinear, pre-
cluding a simple linear model of the formŷ05mx1c. How-
ever, a more general additive model of the formŷ05 f (x) is
possible, where the functionf (x) is estimated using a locally
linear smooth fit to the data. For a given tokenyi in the
@1PFL,2CE# condition, the proportion of its duration attribut-
able to the factor@1PFL# is yi2 ŷ0.

The Splus function ‘‘lo,’’ which fits a locally weighted
least-squares linear regression, was used for all smoothing

~Statistical Sciences, 1995!. This fit was used as a predictor
in a generalized additive model. The dashed lines in Fig. 2
illustrate the local fits computed for each condition for sub-
ject W.G.

Figure 3 shows the proportion of total syllable duration
attributable to condition-specific factors for the@1PFL#,
@1CE# and @1PFL,1CE# conditions. From this figure, it is
evident that PFL and CE contribute approximately the same
amount of total syllable lengthening when each is present
alone. Only subject J.C. shows a consistent difference, with
@1CE# occasioning greater lengthening than@1PFL#.

Because the estimates of lengthening are based on a
smooth fit to the data, rather than on the raw data directly,
lengthening estimates are not independent from token to to-
ken, and rate effects cannot be estimated using classical
methods. However, one main effect of rate stands out: the
disappearance of any lengthening for either prosodic effect at
the fastest rates for subjects W.G. No other subject ap-
proaches these extremely fast production rates. Within the
range of rates produced by all speakers~approximately 1.2–
2.5 feet/s!, there is no obvious systematic effect of rate on
the proportion of duration attributable to lengthening. It also
appears that the proportion of lengthening which is due to
each of the two factors changes in similar fashion as rate
changes. The lengthening due to@1PFL# thus seems to be

FIG. 4. Comparison of predictions from a simple additive model~crosses!, Klatt’s 1975 model with best fitDmin ~open circles!, and actual data~filled
triangles! in the @1PFL,1CE# condition.
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directly comparable to that due to@1CE#, irrespective of
speaking rate.

D. Comparison with model-based predictions

Klatt’s model given in Eq.~1! was originally intended to
account for the lengthening or shortening of segments, and in
fact, Klatt applies it to compute shortened durations only.
The model extends directly to the prediction of lengthening
(k.1) and for estimating durational changes in units larger
than the segment. Given two factors, each of which adds
l i , i P$1,2% to a baseline duration, a simple additive model
predicts that the combined effect will addl 11 l 2 to the base-
line. Klatt’s model predicts a superadditive effect equal to
l 11 l 21@1/(D02Dmin)#l1l2. The magnitude of the superaddi-
tive term @1/(D02Dmin)#l1l2 depends on the size of the hy-
pothesized incompressible portion~estimated by Klatt to be
about 0.45 for vowels. See Klatt, 1975!, and is minimized for
Dmin50.1

Figure 4 shows the predicted length of the target syllable
in the @1PFL,1CE# condition as generated by a simple addi-
tive model and by Klatt’s model, where the incompressible
portion Dmin has been fitted for each subject separately. The
actual data have been included in the plot. For W.G., C.B.,
and G.C., the simple additive model provides a better fit as
estimated from the sum of the squared residuals, and in each
case, the best fit using Klatt’s model requiresDmin50. For
J.C., Klatt’s model is the better fit andDmin50.61.

III. DISCUSSION

This study examined the combination of lengthening ef-
fects over a range of~continuously measured! speaking rates.
Although previous studies of durational modifiers in combi-
nation have suggested that there are limits to both expansion
and compression of syllable duration, a simple additive
model was found to provide a good fit over a wide range of
rates. An algorithmic approach to computing durations could
conceivably accommodate limits on both expandability and
compressibility by treating the segment~or syllable! as a
hard spring with a neutral or preferred duration. Over some
medial range, factors which influence duration combine in
simple additive fashion, while beyond that range, little com-
pression or stretching is effected.

This simple interpretation is premised on the assumption
that timing factors all behave in approximately the same
manner. Port~1981! raised the possibility that factors which
instantiate phonological features may combine by constant
ratios, while other factors~tempo, number of syllables in a
word! may be more likely to exhibit subadditive combina-
tion. This accords well with the present data, where both
PFL and CE can be seen as phonologically specified, and
both are manifested by lengthening of constant proportion.
The influence of tempo on durations was more complex, but
for all but the fastest rates, relative proportions were essen-
tially unaffected by tempo. Models of constant proportion of
duration have not fared well as predictors of timing in speech

movement~Löfqvist, 1991!. They may, however, be appro-
priate in the acoustic domain for specific factors over a wide
range of rates.

Much work remains to be done in examining the edges
of the range within which simple timing effects are found.
Fast-speech studies need to take into account the existence of
a continuum of rates, with the likelihood of a discontinuity or
reorganization in articulation at some fast rate, beyond which
timing is likely to be heavily influenced by the biomechani-
cal limitations of the production system and less obviously
dictated by linguistic factors. Slow speech~as opposed to
clear speech, see, e.g., Uchanskiet al., 1996! has attracted
less attention to date, but merits closer scrutiny not least
because it serves to demarcate a range of ‘‘normal’’ opera-
tion of speech production.
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Utterance rate and linguistic properties as determinants
of lexical dysfluencies in children who stutter
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Two important determinants of variation in stuttering frequency are utterance rate and the linguistic
properties of the words being spoken. Little is known how these determinants interrelate. It is
hypothesized that those linguistic factors that lead to change in word duration, alter utterance rate
locally within an utterance that then gives rise to an increase in stuttering frequency. According to
the hypothesis, utterance rate variation should occur locally within the linguistic segments in an
utterance that is known to increase the likelihood of stuttering. The hypothesis is tested using length
of tone unit as the linguistic factor. Three predictions are confirmed: Utterance rate varies locally
within the tone units and this local variation affects stuttering frequency; stuttering frequency is
positively related to the length of tone units; variations in utterance rate are correlated with tone unit
length. Alternative theoretical formulations of these findings are considered. ©1999 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!00901-7#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Fq, 43.70.Gr@AL #

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, calculation of speech rate has included
pauses and stuttering events in their measurement of the total
speech time, and speech rate has been expressed as the num-
ber of words or syllables uttered in that period of time di-
vided by the total speech time. Recent researchers have ad-
vocated the use of articulation rate~see Kalinowskiet al.,
1993, 1995, 1996; Kelly and Conture, 1992; Logan and Con-
ture, 1995; Yaruss and Conture, 1995!. This rate excludes
dysfluent words or syllables from the rate calculations and
time spent pausing is left out of the total speech time. These
two methods of calculation of rate are termed here ‘‘global
speech rate’’ and ‘‘global articulatory rate,’’ respectively.

Rate measures may need further refinement to establish
the relationship between speech rate and stuttering. One rea-
son is that speakers vary rate at different points in time. One
aim of this article is to investigate whether such ‘‘local’’
variations occur and to see if such local measurement of
articulation rate is appropriate in elucidating the relationship
between speech rate and stuttering. The local rate is mea-
sured by calculating the articulation rate of speech material
that is grouped together prosodically~within a tone unit!
which often only spans a few words. The second reason for
employing local rate measures is in order to allow the rela-
tionship between speech rate and linguistic factors to be
studied~for the reasons described below!.

When global speech rate measures have been made, re-
searchers have been in almost unanimous agreement that re-
ducing speech rate decreases stuttering frequency. Johnson
and Rosen~1937!, for example, found that the amount of
stuttering decreased during slow speech compared with nor-
mal speech rate. Other authorities who concur with this con-
clusion include Perkinset al. ~1991!, Starkweather~1985!,
and Wingate~1976!. However, a qualifying rider has been
made by Kalinowski and his colleagues concerning articula-
tory rate. They have reported results employing altered audi-
tory feedback that led them to question whether a slow ar-

ticulatory rate is always necessary for fluency to improve
~Kalinowski et al., 1993, 1995, 1996!. It is frequently re-
ported that increased global speech rate has a complementary
effect on stuttering frequency. Thus Johnson and Rosen
found that subjects had greater difficulty in speaking at fast
rates compared to slower rates. Bloodstein~1987! also noted
that high speaking rates can result in stuttering. In an experi-
ment on the effects of speech rate on stuttering frequency,
Kalinowski et al. ~1993! found that when reading at a faster
than normal articulatory rate, seven out of nine subjects
showed an increase in stuttering frequency. In a later study,
however, Kalinowskiet al. ~1995! found no difference in
stuttering frequency between normal and fast rates. In the
light of this discrepancy, Kalinowskiet al. ~1995! concluded
that an increase in articulatory rate does not determine stut-
tering frequency with the same consistency as does a de-
crease in rate.

The other established determinants of frequency of stut-
tering are those associated with the linguistic properties of
the words. Identification of the linguistic factors that are in-
dicative of the likelihood of stuttering on particular words
started with the work of Brown~reviewed in Brown, 1945!.
In this review, he concluded that four linguistic factors were
paramount:~a! Words occurring in early positions in sen-
tences are more likely to be stuttered than those nearer the
end. ~b! Content words are more likely to be stuttered than
function words.~c! Long words are more prone to be stut-
tered than short ones.~d! Words starting with consonants are
stuttered more often than those starting with vowels. There
have been three main areas of investigation on linguistic de-
terminants of stuttering since Brown’s seminal work:~a! Dif-
ferences between the way these factors operate in children
who stutter compared with adults.~b! Identification of addi-
tional factors that need to be added to Brown’s list.~c! At-
tempts to provide a unifying theoretical framework to ex-
plain the operation of some or all of the linguistic factors that
affect the frequency of stuttering~Au-Yeung et al., 1998;
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Brown, 1945; Howellet al., in press; Wingate, 1988!.
The best documented linguistic indicator that is sensitive

to speakers’ age is word type. Bloodstein and Gantwerk
~1967! and Bloodstein and Grossman~1981! have found that
children who stutter experience more difficulty on function
words than on content words. Recently, Howellet al. ~in
press! compared frequency of stuttering directly for different
age groups. They found that frequency of stuttering of func-
tion words was significantly higher than on content words for
age groups up to nine years but not for older age groups.

One of the additional linguistic factors that has been
investigated in detail since Brown’s work is sentence length
~Gaineset al., 1991; Logan and Conture, 1995; Tornick and
Bloodstein, 1976; Weiss and Zebrowski, 1992!. Logan and
Conture~1995!, for example, have investigated this factor in
children who stutter. They found that frequency of stuttering
was higher on long sentences than on short ones. This factor
was noted to occur for adults who stutter in an early study by
Brown and Moren~1942! but did not appear in his 1945 list
of principal determinants.

Previous attempts at supplying a unifying framework
have concentrated on explaining the linguistic determinants
listed by Brown~1945!. Brown himself considered that the
four linguistic factors he identified were all associated with
semantic difficulty. Wingate~1988! argued that stress could
explain how all these same factors operate in these speakers.
Although these two explanations may account for stuttering
in adults, it is less clear how they would apply to children
who stutter. Thus Brown’s argument for a semantic associa-
tion cannot explain why children have difficulties on the se-
mantically simpler function words observed in these speak-
ers. Similarly, Wingate’s emphasis on the role of stress is
less applicable to children’s speech due to the prevalence of
dysfluency on function words which are rarely stressed.

The principle reason why speech rate has not been con-
sidered along with linguistic determinants within such unify-
ing frameworks is that analyses of the influence of rate have
usually been made globally whereas linguistic determinants
are assessed at a local level in an utterance. Thus the greatest
extent investigated in Brown’s~1945! work was when he
examined word position effects using sentences as the unit of
analysis. Restricting attention to short linguistic segments
has the advantage that it allows the words or linguistic con-
texts that lead to stuttering to be specified with precision.
Increased precision would be a sufficient reason on its own
to motivate investigating whether speech rate influences oc-
cur at a local level within extended utterances. However,
there are also reasons to suppose that it is misleading to base
conclusions about how rate affects stuttering frequency on
long utterances, even utterances the length of a sentence. The
grounds for this follow.

As stated earlier, in continuous spontaneous speech, rate
variations occur between constituent stretches even though
speakers receive no instructions to do this. There is surpris-
ingly little information how such local rate variations are
made in speech. One thing tested in the below experiment is
whether words within fast spoken groups have the highest
tendency to be stuttered. When speakers make global rate
changes, this might or might not be expected to lead to

changes in frequency of stuttering. This can be illustrated by
considering two ways which contrast in what happens to
stuttering frequency depending on how global rate increases
are effected at a local level. The first possibility is that a
speaker increases rate proportionately for all the utterance.
The parts of the utterance that are spoken at fast, medium,
and slow rates would tend to change with slow local
stretches becoming medium rate, medium rate local stretches
becoming fast, and fast stretches becoming faster still. In this
case, the global rate increase would be expected to increase
the frequency of stuttering due to the increased number of
the problematic fast local stretches. The second possibility
arises if speakers only have flexibility to increase rate in
local stretches that are spoken at a slow rate. When the rate
of these slow stretches is increased, they would become me-
dium rate. In this situation, there would be no increase in
frequency of stuttering with increased speech rate as no ad-
ditional local stretches are spoken sufficiently fast. The dif-
ferent findings about the effects of speech rate increases on
stuttering frequency noted in the studies of Kalinowskiet al.
~1993, 1995! may have occurred because speakers in the two
studies used these different ways of speeding speech up. It is
possible that, by chance, the speakers in Kalinowskiet al.
~1993!, who showed an increase in stuttering frequency with
rate, may have increased rate proportionately throughout the
utterance, while the subjects in Kalinowskiet al. ~1995! may
have just accelerated the slow stretches.

Alternative ways of changing speech rate are not inves-
tigated in the current study but they do have methodological
implications for the way the study was conducted. They
show that it is necessary to investigate the association be-
tween stuttering frequency and rate changes at local levels in
utterances as misleading conclusions can be drawn if only
global measures are investigated. That is, global rate changes
can occur without affecting stuttering frequency even though
local rate changes influence the frequency of stuttering. The
current experiment shows that the variations in stuttering fre-
quency that occur in groups of words within the same utter-
ance depend on local speech rate.

In the experimental procedure adopted below, the re-
corded speech is segmented into regions spoken at different
rates. The segmental unit that is employed is the tone unit.
These segments, by definition, reflect the prosodic grouping
imposed on an utterance by a speaker whether the material is
read or spoken spontaneously~Crystal, 1969, 1987!. Tone
units consist of a minimum of one syllable and its boundaries
are marked by the prosodic properties of a change in pitch
and a junctural feature~usually a very slight pause!. Every
tone unit has a coherent intonation and one accented nucleus
syllable ~Kreidler, 1997!. An example of tone unit segmen-
tation within a sentence would be, ‘‘If the delivery man
comes i give me a shout’’~where i marks the boundary
between tone units!. A typical reading of this sentence would
be to speak the words in the first tone unit relatively rapidly
and those in the second more slowly which a speaker might
adopt so as to emphasize the instruction. This example
shows that tone units can be produced at different rates from
one unit to the next. It was assumed in the preceding para-
graph that words grouped together prosodically that are spo-
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ken at a fast rate would be the ones prone to contain stutter-
ings. To establish this, tone units are classified into different
rates and examined to see whether the groups of tone units
spoken at different rates have any influence on frequency of
stuttering.

Spontaneous speech was used in the current study while
most previous studies on speech rate employed read material.
Choice of this type of material may appear surprising as read
material is more convenient to deal with experimentally. For
example, it is straightforward to get speakers to change their
speech rate by telling them to read faster. Read speech also
has the advantage that it allows sentences to be used which
are also commonly employed in studies of linguistic factors.
Consequently, comparisons between rate and linguistic fac-
tors could be made directly if sentences were used. A proce-
dure which involved reading sentences was avoided here for
the primary reason that the rate changes that occur in read
material are unnatural. The reason for this is that reading
does not involve certain on-going processes like utterance
formulation which are likely to have important roles in de-
termining speech rate. Thus it is not clear whether variation
in speech rate enforced by an experimenter has similarities to
the mechanisms of rate variation that speakers use spontane-
ously in everyday speaking situations. It is also known from
empirical evidence that the two modes of delivery~read and
spontaneous! lead to differences in prosodic organization.
For instance, Howell and Kadi-Hanifi~1991! showed speak-
ers do not produce the same tone unit boundaries in speech
they produced spontaneously compared with those they pro-
duce where they were required to read the same material at a
later date.

The speech of children around nine years old is used in
the analyses. Nine years was chosen for two reasons. First,
children who are stuttering at this age are more likely to
persist than younger ones~Andrews and Harris, 1964!. Thus
at this age, it has been more definitely established that these
speakers have a stuttering problem. Second, secondary idio-
syncratic influences characteristic of long-term persistent
stuttering that may affect utterance rate measures at older
ages are less likely to have appeared in speakers of this age.
The types of stuttering incidents that are counted are what
Howell et al. ~1997! refer to as lexical dysfluencies. These
consist of word and part-word repetitions, prolongations, and
broken words~the latter category is referred to by the more
neutral term ‘‘other’’ dysfluencies!. Supralexical dysfluen-
cies that extend over groups of words~such as phrase repeti-
tions! can be split up over more than one tone unit.

The hypothesis about how rate changes within spontane-
ous speech and how these rate changes are associated with
the linguistic determinants that affect the likelihood of stut-
tering is as follows. The linguistic characteristics associated
with stuttering change speech rate. When speech rate in-
creases, stuttering is more likely to occur. In the current ex-
periment, the length of tone units is the linguistic property
under investigation which would affect the utterance rate. As
noted earlier, it has been reported previously that stuttering
frequency increases when sentence length increases~Brown
and Moren, 1942; Gaineset al., 1991; Logan and Conture,
1995; Tornick and Bloodstein, 1976; Weiss and Zebrowski,

1992!. In addition, it is known that utterance rate increases
when utterance length increases in fluent speakers~Ferreira,
1993; Levelt, 1989!. A check is first made as to whether
utterance rate and stuttering frequency covary within tone
units in spontaneous speech in the same way that they do in
sentences in read speech. Next, analyses are made to ascer-
tain whether tone unit length in spontaneous speech influ-
ences stuttering frequency in a similar way to that which
occurs in sentences in read speech. The two preceding analy-
ses do not rule out the possibility that utterance rate and tone
unit length operate independently. Therefore, the data are
examined in the final analysis to assess whether there is a
correlation between tone unit length and utterance rate. To
obtain a satisfactory measure of utterance rate for this pur-
pose, rate is measured only on nonstuttered syllables in a
tone unit~Hargraveet al., 1994!.

I. METHOD

A. Subjects

The data used for speech assessments are from eight
children who stutter. The children ranged in age from 9 to 11
years old. There were seven boys and one girl. The children
had been assessed by therapists and admitted to a 2 week
intensive therapy course. Detailed information on individual
speakers is provided in Table I.

B. Materials and apparatus

Recordings were made at the commencement of the in-
tensive therapy course~i.e., before they received treatment!.
The children were asked to speak in monologue for about 2
min on any topics they liked, for example, hobbies, friends,
holidays. The children talked continuously during this pe-
riod, which is probably due to them having free choice about
topic. Recordings of the children were made in an Amplisi-
lence sound-attenuated booth~Howell et al., 1998!. The
speech was transduced with a Sennheiser K6 microphone
positioned 6 in. in front of the speaker in direct line with the
mouth. The speech was recorded on DAT tape and trans-
ferred digitally to computer for further processing. The
speech from the DAT tapes was down-sampled to 20 kHz.

C. Transcription and segmentation procedures

The speech was first transcribed in orthographic form
with lexical dysfluencies not marked. These were made in-

TABLE I. Speaker information including speaker initials, age, gender, over-
all stuttering rate, and the number of words uttered by individual speakers
and used in this study.

Speaker Age Gender Stuttering rate Number of words

cn 10 M 15.08 166
dc 10 M 4.92 230
dm 9 M 12.07 246
jg 9 M 7.69 98
mt 10 M 25.00 199
pm 9 M 20.35 200
rp 11 M 35.83 145
sh 11 F 23.27 164
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dependently by two judges. The experimental judge had
eight years experience transcribing stuttered speech. The sec-
ond judge was used for assessing the reliability of this and all
other aspects of assessment and had two years experience
transcribing stuttered speech but was naive as to the purpose
of the experiment. Agreement between the two judges for the
orthographic transcriptions was high at 96%, giving a Kappa
coefficient of 0.92 which is much higher than chance~Fleiss,
1971!. The version of the transcription produced by the more
experienced judge was used in the next stages of the proce-
dure.

The end-points of the words in this transcription were
located. Using end-points ensured that any pauses or word-
initiation attempts were included at the start of the subse-
quent word~for the purpose of this experiment, word repeti-
tions were also treated as word-initiation attempts!. The
position where each word ended was located with the aid of
two traveling cursors that were superimposed on the oscillo-
graphic display of the speech waveform. Each cursor posi-
tion was independently adjusted with a mouse. The first cur-
sor was initially placed at the start of the speech. The second
cursor was positioned slightly before where the end of the
first word was thought to be located. The section of speech
between the first and second cursors was then played and
listened to over an RS 250-924 headset, to check whether the
end of the word had been correctly located. The second cur-
sor was then adjusted further forward and the word replayed
again. Once the judge had adjusted past the end of the word,
he adjusted the second cursor back in time into the file until
the end of the word was not heard. By continually crossing
backward and forward across the boundary at the end of the
word, he became satisfied that he had located it accurately.
This marker was stored and the subject proceeded to locate
the boundary between the next words in the sequence in the
same way~this procedure is similar to that used by Osberger
and Levitt, 1979!. Once the judge was happy about the po-
sition of the end-point cursor, this marker was stored and the
boundary between the next words in the sequence was lo-
cated in the same way. Silent pauses not associated with
stuttered words were located using the same procedure.
Filled pauses were treated as words both here and when the
words were categorized. Both the experimental judge and the
judge used for assessing reliability worked independently
through the recordings of each speaker sequentially. Judge 1
was about as likely to place his marker in advance of Judge
2 ~49.2%! as the reverse~48.7%!. When this happened, the
differences were small~3.9% of the duration of a fluent word
and 4.6% of a dysfluent word!. Thus the placement of the
word end-point markers is consistent between judges and,
therefore, the markers of the experienced judge were used in
the next phase of the procedure.

In this next phase, the two judges used a similar proce-
dure to that employed to locate word end-points to establish
words at tone unit boundaries. The inter-judge agreement
about tone unit boundaries was calculated as the average of
tone units identified by the first judge and agreed by the
second, and vice versa. Agreement about tone-unit segmen-
tation was 83% and the Kappa coefficient was 0.66 which is
considered as a good reproducibility~Fleiss, 1971!.

D. Assessment procedures for dysfluencies

Fluency assessments were made using words as defined
previously~that is, extending from the interval from the end
of one word to the end of the next! using the word end-point
markers produced by the more experienced judge again.
Each word in the speech of all eight subjects was assessed. A
randomized presentation order was used so that the global
context in which all judgments were made was as constant as
possible ~thus minimizing range effects; Parducci, 1965!.
The random sequence was obtained computationally. The
first randomly selected word was heard in isolation. After a
short pause the test word was heard along with the word that
had preceded it~the two words had the same timing and were
in the same order as in the original recording!. Consequently,
pauses were apparent when they occurred between the con-
text and test word. The test word alone and this word with
the word that preceded it could be heard as often as the judge
required by hitting the return key on the computer keyboard.
Thus presentation of the test and context words was initiated
by the judge, and the current trial ended and the next trial
commenced after the judge entered his responses~detailed in
the following paragraph!. The full context was not available
at the beginning of the recording~in these cases, the word to
be judged was still played in isolation beforehand!.

Assessments obtained about each word were a rating
about how comfortably the word ‘‘flowed’’ and a categori-
zation of the word as fluent, prolongation, repetition of word
or part-word, or other dysfluency. The flow judgments were
included as a classificatory response does not allow a judge
to indicate anything about the relative fluency or dysfluency
within a category. The flow judgments were made after the
categorization on a 5-point scale. The 5-point scale em-
ployed a Likert scale format~Likert, 1932! in which the
judge indicated the extent to which he agreed with the state-
ment that ‘‘the speech is flowing smoothly’’ (15agree, 5
5disagree with intermediate values showing levels of agree-
ment!. Thus it represents a judge’s assessment of the speak-
er’s ability or inability to proceed with speech~Perkins,
1990!. It was stressed that the rating scale was not a finer-
grained indication of whether a word is fluent or dysfluent: A
word high in ‘‘flow’’ might nevertheless be categorized as
fluent or vice versa. Howellet al. ~1997! have shown that
inter-judge agreement is high for repetitions. Agreement
about prolongations is also satisfactory provided that words
called prolongation and given ratings of 4 or 5 are selected
~as in the below analyses!. The inter-judge agreement level
for location of dysfluent words where both judges agreed that
a word was dysfluent was 85.6% out of all words identified
dysfluent by either judge~Kappa’s coefficient is 0.71 which
is considered as a good level of agreement!.

E. Classification of utterance rate of each tone unit

As just described, fluency assessments were based on
words. Utterance rate measures, on the other hand, were al-
ways made on syllables as they are less variable in duration
than words. First, the duration of each tone unit was com-
puted by removing all dysfluent words and pauses between
words~Hargraveet al., 1994!. The number of syllables in all
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fluent words in a tone unit was then divided by the duration
of the tone unit after dysfluent words had been removed to
produce the stutter-free utterance rate~syllables/second! of
that tone unit. Utterance rates of 4–5 syllables/s were classi-
fied as medium@based on fluent speakers’ speech rate found
by Pickett~1980! and concurred by Kalinowski and his col-
leagues#. Utterance rates above and below the 4–5
syllables/s were classified as fast and slow, respectively. In a
second analysis, the utterance rate was classified as fast, me-
dium, or slow depending on the individual speaker’s utter-
ance rate. The mean and s.d. of utterance rate of all words
were calculated for each speaker. The fast rate was defined
as the utterance rate more than one s.d. above the mean rate
while the slow rate was defined as lower than one s.d. below
the mean utterance rate. The rest were classified as medium
rate.

II. RESULTS

The hypothesis that there is a greater likelihood of stut-
tering on tone units which are spoken fast compared to those
spoken at a medium or slow rate was tested. In the first
analysis, the division of utterance rate was carried out using
the 4–5 syllables/s criteria. For each speaker, all the tone
units at a selected rate were located and the number of words
across all these tone units was calculated. The number of
these words that were stuttered was then determined. Stutter-
ing rate was expressed as the percentage of the number of
stuttered words out of the total number of words in tone units
of a particular utterance rate. This provides a measure of the
per word stuttering rate of words in that rate division of tone
units. It is unaffected by differences in tone unit length be-
tween the utterance rate divisions. A one-way ANOVA was
performed on the stuttering rates at different utterance rate
~with the overall stuttering rate of the speakers taken out as
covariate! to see if there was a relationship between utter-
ance rate divisions and, the dependent variable, stuttering
rate. Words in fast tone units had a significantly higher
chance of being stuttered than tone units at slower utterance
rates,F(2,20)54.36, p,0.05. The adjusted stuttering rates
are plotted as boxplots for each utterance rate in Fig. 1~the
caption to the figure describes the convention used in box-
plots!. Post hocTukey test showed that the tone units of fast
utterance rate had significantly higher stuttering rate than
those of the slow utterance rate.

In order to test if fast speech rate alone increased the
likelihood of stuttering, the medium and slow tone units
were grouped together and tested against the fast tone units.
Words in the fast tone units were found to be stuttered more
when the stuttering rate of individual speakers were taken
out as covariate,F(1,13)515.03, p,0.005, in a one-way
ANOVA test with speech rate as the independent variable.
This confirmed that fast speech rate did have higher level of
stuttering than the remaining rate divisions.

In the second analysis, the utterance rate was defined for
individual speakers using the mean and s.d. of utterance rate
of all words as described above. A one-way ANOVA was
performed on the stuttering rates at different utterance rates
~with the overall stuttering rate of the speakers taken out as
covariate!. Words which were classified as fast had a signifi-

cantly higher chance of being stuttered than tone units at
slower utterance rates,F(2,20)54.07,p,0.05. The adjusted
stuttering rates are plotted as boxplots for each utterance rate
in Fig. 2. A post hocTukey test showed that the tone units of
fast utterance rate has significantly higher stuttering rate than
those of the medium utterance rate. Once again, the medium
and slow tone units were grouped together to test against the
fast tone units similar to the first analysis. Words in the fast
tone units were found to be stuttered more when the stutter-
ing rate of individual speakers was taken out as covariate,
F(1,13)56.58, p,0.05, in a one-way ANOVA test with
speech rate as the independent variable. This again con-

FIG. 1. Boxplots of the adjusted stuttering rates on words~ordinate! for the
three utterance rate divisions based on syllables. Fast, medium, and slow
utterance rates are labeled on the abscissa. Fast is any rate above 5 syllable
per second; medium as between 4 and 5 syllable per second; slow as under
4 syllable per second. The boxes at each rate indicate the inter-quartile range
of stuttering rates and the mean is shown by the solid horizontal line within
the box. The full range of stuttering rates is shown by the whiskers.

FIG. 2. Boxplots~formatted as in Fig. 1! of the adjusted stuttering rates on
words ~ordinate! for the three utterance rate divisions based on the speech
rate of individual speaker. Fast, medium and slow utterance rates are labeled
on the abscissa. Fast is defined as speech rate higher that the level at one s.d.
above the mean speech rate of all fluent words. Slow rate is defined as less
than one s.d. below the mean rate. Medium is the rate in between11 and
21 s.d. levels.
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firmed that fast speech rate had a higher level of stuttering.
Next, the hypothesis that words in longer tone units have

a higher chance of being stuttered was tested. Tone unit
length was measured both in words and syllables. The first
step in obtaining the length of tone units in words was to
divide tone units into those that contained one, two, three,
four, and more than four words. For each speaker, all the
tone units of a given length were located and the words in
them summed to obtain the total. The number of words out
of this total that were stuttered was then determined. The
stuttering rate for tone units of the specified length was ex-
pressed as the percentage of stuttered words out of the total
number of words for the tone units of that particular length.
A one-way ANOVA ~with the overall stuttering rate of the
speakers taken out as covariate! showed that stuttering rate
differed significantly over tone units of different word
lengths @F(4,34)53.04, p,0.05#. The stuttering rates
against tone unit length in words are presented as boxplots in
Fig. 3. Tone unit length was measured on syllables in a simi-
lar way as with words. Stuttering rate varied across tone
units of different length measured in syllables, in a similar

way to that found with words@F(4,34)58.00, p,0.001#.
These data are plotted in Fig. 4 in the same way as the word
data~which appeared in Fig. 3!.

The third analysis examined whether utterance rate and
tone unit length were correlated. Tone unit length and utter-
ance rate correlated~linearly! significantly both when tone
unit length was measured in words (r 50.500,p,0.001) and
in syllables (r 50.568,p,0.001). The quadratic correlations
were also significant (r 50.557, p,0.001 andr 50.633, p
,0.001, respectively!. Cubic regressions were also carried
out and not much improvement was found from the quadratic
ones,r 50.558,p,0.001, andr 50.643,p,0.001, respec-
tively. This suggests that rate asymptotes in long tone units.
Boxplots showing the correlation between raw tone unit
length and utterance rate scores are given for the case where
tone unit length was measured in words in Fig. 5 and when
measured on syllables in Fig. 6.

III. DISCUSSION

In the analysis using fixed criteria for dividing utter-
ances into fast, medium, and slow rate, the fast rate produced

FIG. 3. Boxplots~formatted as in Fig. 1! of stuttering rates on words~or-
dinate! for different tone unit lengths measured in words~abscissa!.

FIG. 4. Boxplots~formatted as in Fig. 1! of stuttering rates on words~or-
dinate! for different tone unit lengths measured in syllables~abscissa!.

FIG. 5. Boxplots~formatted as in Fig. 1! showing the correlation between
utterance rate~ordinate! measured on syllables and utterance length mea-
sured in number of words~abscissa!.

FIG. 6. Boxplots~formatted as in Fig. 1! showing the correlation between
utterance rate~ordinate! measured on syllables and utterance length also
measured in number of syllables~abscissa!.
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a higher stuttering rate than the slow rate. Medium rate ut-
terances had lower frequency of stuttering than fast rates, but
not significantly so. When criteria based on the individual’s
speech rate were employed, fast rate speech produced a sig-
nificantly higher rate of stuttering than medium rate speech.
Slow rate speech had lower rates of stuttering than fast rate,
although not significantly so. The common factors in these
different rate analyses are:~a! The significant effect in these
analyses both involve the fast rate division which produced
higher rates of stutterings than other rate partitions.~b! In
rate partitions that do not differ significantly in frequency of
stuttering from the fast one, stuttering rates were always
lower. We conclude, therefore that the hypothesis that there
is a greater likelihood of stuttering on tone units which are
spoken rapidly was supported. These tone units are inter-
spersed with other tone units spoken at different rates. The
findings suggest that not all stretches of speech in an utter-
ance are equally problematic for speakers. A local utterance
rate measure allows the stretches that are likely to be difficult
to be specified in part. The two subsequent analyses ad-
dressed the question whether linguistic factors, known from
previous studies to operate at a local level in an utterance,
bring about rate changes that then lead to stuttering. One
linguistic factor that could change utterance rate is utterance
length. It was first shown that long tone units have a greater
likelihood of stuttering than short ones, as has been reported
to occur in speech read by children~Logan and Conture,
1995!. It was then shown that the length of nonstuttered tone
units was correlated with speech rate. A similar correlation
has been established between speech rate and tone unit
length for fluent speakers of English~Ferreira, 1993!. Two
questions need considering with respect to these findings.~a!
Why should utterance rate increases lead speakers to be dys-
fluent?~b! Why should long utterances be spoken more rap-
idly than short ones? Some proposed answers to these ques-
tions will be developed dealing, in particular, with the level
at which the effects arise. This will be followed by an at-
tempt at specifying how utterance length and utterance rate
interact leading to dysfluency.

First, two potential ways of explaining why utterance
rate increases frequency of stuttering are considered. In both
these accounts, a distinction is drawn between planning a
sound and its execution~Levelt, 1989!. The two views are
differentiated by whether rate-dependent speech dysfluencies
occur through the operation of the planning or the execution
processes. The first possibility is a development of Postma
and Kolk’s ~Kolk and Postma, 1997; Postma, 1997; Postma
and Kolk, 1992, 1993! Covert Repair Hypothesis~CRH!.
CRH is a model that maintains stuttering arises out of repair
processes~Levelt, 1983! that occur in fluent speakers’ speech
as well as in the speech of people who stutter. Repairing
appears to be taking place in an utterance like ‘‘turn left at
the, no, turn right at the crossroads’’ where the speech indi-
cates that the speaker realizes he or she has given the wrong
direction and alters it. CRH maintains that stuttering is a
by-product of repairing covert, rather than such overt, pho-
nemic errors in the speech plan before it is executed. CRH
proposes that the errors occur as a result of a defect in the
phonological planning process. In Postma and Kolk’s ac-

count, speakers replan the speech when they detect that such
an error has occurred. Such a replanning process is hypoth-
esized by Postma and Kolk and remains to be proven. The
model could be applied to the rate data reported in the cur-
rent experiment. It would simply be necessary to make the
reasonable assumption that the covert errors that require re-
planning are more likely to occur when utterance rate is high.

Blackmer and Mitton~1991! have questioned whether
dysfluencies that fluent speakers produce during self-repairs
allow sufficient time for replanning. Their data were from
recordings of speech errors and repairs made by adults to late
night radio shows. They found that speakers were able to
interrupt themselves extremely rapidly and would then repeat
words they had spoken immediately prior to the interruption.
Elsewhere, Clark and Clark~1977! have proposed that inter-
ruptions and repetitions, similar to those in the examples
Blackmer and Mitton give, occur because the plan for a sub-
sequent word or words is not ready. Speakers have the plan
for words spoken previously and these can be automatically
re-executed~i.e., without replanning them!. The time during
which the repetition occurs allows further time for planning
to be completed. It would be expected that the process just
described would be prone to happen more when speech rate
is high, as rapid rates would increase the chance that the plan
for the next word is unavailable. Note that the role of repeti-
tion is to allow time for completing the plan of a later word
and is a stalling tactic, not a malfunction in central nervous
system structures responsible for planning speech. Also, an
erroneous plan has not been produced for the word that ini-
tiates the stalling, more time to complete the plan is just
needed. Thus neither the sequence of repetitions nor the later
word involve planning errors. The occurrence of dysfluen-
cies arises out of strategic responses speakers make during
execution. Blackmer and Mitton’s~1991! account offers a
critique of the notion that replanning takes place during rap-
idly produced repetitions associated with speech repairs pro-
duced by fluent speakers. As well as the critical side of their
argument, they propose an execution level strategy to explain
the surface form of rapid repetitions. Au-Yeung and Howell
~1998!, Au-Yeunget al. ~1998!, and Howellet al. ~in press!
have shown how a process based on Blackmer and Mitton
~1991! and Clark and Clark~1977! could explain features of
stuttering behavior.

Two further comments about the execution level account
of rate-induced dysfluencies are necessary: First, when ap-
plied as an account of all classes of dysfluency, the execution
level explanations make predictions about activity in differ-
ent sites in the brain. The execution level account proposes
that there are no fundamental planning-level differences be-
tween fluent speakers and people who stutter though there
would be at the levels involved in execution. Consequently,
this view would predict that activity differences between flu-
ency groups are more likely to be seen in the motor centers
than in the areas attributed a role in language formulation.
Even in the strong form of the execution level account, errors
during planning would be allowed to occur in the speech of
people who stutter. However, the prediction that there are no
brain process differences between speaker groups due to re-
planning utterances would still apply providing that the pro-
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pensity for errors that require replanning, occurs equally of-
ten between the speaker groups. The second comment
concerns what descriptors are appropriate to account for dif-
ficulties arising from plan unavailability. CRH was devel-
oped from a linguistic perspective and describes difficulty at
an abstract phonological level. The execution level account
has continued this tradition using, for example, terminology
from the repair literature and linguistic-based typologies of
stuttered dysfluencies. However, since the problem of stut-
tering is deemed to be tied up with execution-level strategies,
motoric descriptions would be more appropriate. The trans-
lation is straightforward as linguistic characterizations which
specify phonological difficulty are directly related to motoric
descriptions.

The second question mentioned was why should long
utterances be spoken faster than short ones? The more spe-
cific question will be addressed about the level at which ut-
terance length dependencies on stuttering arise. One possi-
bility is that all the linguistic factors that lead to variations in
frequency of stuttering emerge during planning. Since, as
argued above, rate variations associated with stuttering ap-
pear through the operation of execution levels, linguistic fac-
tors that appear during planning would have supremacy. Ac-
cording to this account, the first step in utterance formulation
is to decide on the words that will appear in a tone unit. Once
the lexical content of a tone unit has been decided, the dura-
tion of individual words and syllables could arise through
contextual influences operating in the tone unit. Empirical
evidence suggests that planning that leads to long tone units
being produced changes the duration of the constituent syl-
lables. Thus if the stressed syllable duration in a word list is
taken as the normal~or baseline! duration for a syllable in
that particular word, compression of the syllable occurs
when the syllable is uttered in the same word in connected
speech~referred to by Levelt, 1989, as the word-in-isolation
effect!. Rate changes and an increase in frequency of stutter-
ing would then follow from the change in duration.

A factor that commends this account~referred to as du-
ration compression theory! is that it could also account for
how some of Brown’s~1945! other linguistic factors operate.
A circumstantial interpretation can be made that duration
compression occurs for different word positions in tone
units. Thus Nakataniet al. ~1981! have shown that, in fluent
speakers, word durations are shortened when a stressed syl-
lable occurs in tone unit-initial position than when it appears
at later positions~Nakataniet al., 1981!. Syllable compres-
sion could also potentially explain the word length effect.
Thus Lehiste~1970! has reported that the duration of a syl-
lable in a long word is significantly shorter than when the
same syllable occurs in a shorter word in fluent speakers’
speech. Nooteboom~1972; cited by Levelt, 1989! showed
that the duration of a syllable decreases the more syllables
that follow it in a word. This could potentially explain why
stuttering occurs almost exclusively on phones in early posi-
tions in words~Wingate, 1988!. There does not seem any
easy way of accounting for the word-initial consonant effect
by duration compression. If this theory is correct, this factor
may have a different basis to the others discussed probably

because difficulty arises due to words having this factor be-
ing phonologically more difficult.

The duration compression account developed above has
the major drawbacks that it relies on observational data and
circumstantial arguments to account for the relationship be-
tween linguistic factors, speech rate and frequency of stutter-
ing. Saying that the effects of duration are planned has little
explanatory value. Moreover, the durational effects could
well arise during the execution of the plan rather than being
inherent specifications of the plan itself. The duration-
compression approach would be more convincing if some
superordinate factor could be found which explains why du-
ration compression is associated with the different linguistic
characteristics where the level at which it operates~planning
or execution! can be deduced. One possibility is that duration
compression factors in the plan could be mediated by longer
lexical access time~time to retrieve the mental lexicon! in
people who stutter~Prinset al., 1997! and that lexical access
time is influenced by Brown’s factors. Thus lexical access
would have to take longer when words are in, for instance,
long tone units than short ones. This view can be contrasted
with one in which duration compression is mediated by la-
tency differences attributed to lexical access time but which
derive from different times required to execute words with
different forms and in different contexts known to affect fre-
quency of stuttering.

Data to support the point of view that people who stutter
show differences in lexical access time are not extensive and
there are no data of speakers at the ages of 9–11 we tested
~Prinset al., 1997; Van Lieshoutet al., 1996a, 1996b!. Fur-
thermore, there is disagreement between the two principal
groups of researchers about how to interpret these results.
The main dispute between the groups is whether lexical ac-
cess time differences can be accounted for at central~Prins
et al., 1997! or peripheral levels~Van Lieshoutet al., 1996a,
1996b!. We have examined Prinset al.’s study elsewhere
and shown that the latency differences interpreted as reveal-
ing differences in lexical access time of verbs between fluent
speakers and people who stutter, could occur during speech-
execution rather than while these words are being planned
~Au-Yeung and Howell, submitted!. The latency differences
may reflect, then, more about execution times of phonologi-
cally difficult words rather than lexical access time per se.

Considering the evidence on these two questions to-
gether, some tentative conclusions can be drawn about how
speech rate and linguistic factors interact. First, increases in
stuttering frequency associated with increased utterance rate
appear to arise during execution rather than planning. Al-
though it is possible that duration differences associated with
Brown’s factors occur during planning, there is no compel-
ling reason for this conclusion unless the process through
which these effects arise can be specified. Lexical access
time differences associated with words with these linguistic
characteristics is one possible way of supplying such a pro-
cess. Although latency differences that are supposed to indi-
cate that people who stutter have slow access to verbs~in-
stances of content words! and conceivably also for words
that have other of Brown’s factors, the latency differences
between fluency groups can be explained by differences aris-
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ing during execution of these word forms. Taking all this
evidence together, it appears that people who stutter can be
differentiated from fluent speakers in the way they execute
speech, in particular, because they speak too fast in specified
contexts this then precipitates stuttering. The contexts that
are likely to be stuttered when spoken too fast are those in
which the linguistic or motor load is high. At present, no
metric has been definitively established to measure this.
EMG work on fluent speakers~Van Lieshoutet al., 1995!
and work identifying phonological properties indicating high
motor load in people who stutter~Howell et al., submitted!
may provide such indices in the future. Linguistic factors and
utterance rate operate interactively at the execution level
leading to dysfluencies. This interaction is strategic rather
than hard-wired as shown by the fact that fluency is revers-
ible in various ways for a time when speech rate is artificially
controlled. Two important question that remain to be an-
swered are why does fluency not stick when it is induced and
why do some children stay dysfluent if dysfluent speech pat-
terns are merely strategic?

In this study, only two factors were considered that trig-
ger stuttering: local utterance rate and tone unit length. There
are other linguistic factors that interact with tone unit length
such as syntactic, prosodic, phonetic structures. The interac-
tion of these factors with utterance length will be investi-
gated in further studies. These observations mean that the
explanation offered here is by no mean exhaustive. We con-
sider we have supplied a possible way that the linguistic
utterance being planned leads to a high motor load at the
execution/motor level. Further work is needed to separate
between the motor/execution account versus accounts that
maintain the problem arises in speech planning processes
~such as the proposal that stuttering arises out when covert
repairs to plans are made!.
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To receive information on the intracochlear magnitude and propagation properties of cochlear
distortion products, the neuronal response of AVCN cells to distortion stimuli and the acoustical
correlates in the ear canal~DPOAE! were measured for frequencies between 0.7 and 45.3 kHz.
Comparison of the growth of neuronal response to a distortion stimulus and the neuronal
rate-versus-level function for an externally applied pure tone of equal frequency allowed for an
assessment of the intracochlear magnitude of the distortions. AVCN neurons with a characteristic
frequency~CF! .1.8 kHz started to respond to the intracochlear distortion stimulus, at primary
levels for which the ear-canal level of the corresponding DPOAE was close to the pure-tone
threshold of the units. This finding suggests that transmission of sound energy is comparable in the
forward and reverse direction, and that mechanical distortions of the cochlea are fully encoded by
neurons in the AVCN. For neurons with a CF,1.8 kHz, the intracochlear magnitude of the
distortion stimulus appeared to be about 15 to 30 dB higher than the corresponding DPOAE, at the
threshold of neuronal response. This discrepancy between intracochlear magnitude of cochlear
distortions and their acoustical expression may be explained by high-pass filter action of the middle
ear during DPOAE re-emission from the cochlea. A contribution to the observed discrepancy of the
type of distortion~cubic versus quadratic! used as stimulus, and possible differences in mechanical
frequency processing between the apex and base of the gerbil cochlea, are also discussed. The delay
of the neuronal response to an intracochlear distortion stimulus was on average 1.1 ms longer than
the neuronal delay to an external pure tone of equal frequency and intensity, most likely stemming
from the activation delay of the DPOAE generating mechanisms. ©1999 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~99!01301-6#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Hs, 43.70.Jt, 43.71.2k @BLM #

INTRODUCTION

Mechanical preprocessing in the cochlea enables the
hearing system to act at very high sensitivity and frequency
selectivity. In addition to the passive properties of the basilar
membrane~BM! and the tectorial membrane~TM!, active
force production by electromotile outer hair cells~OHC! is
critical for shaping the mechanical response of the cochlea
~Dallos and Corey, 1991!. This amplification system is char-
acterized by a distinct mechanical nonlinearity which results
in making the system subject to mechanical distortions. After
stimulation of the cochlea with two primary tones of the
frequenciesf 1 andf 2 ( f 2. f 1), cochlear distortion product
otoacoustic emissions~DPOAE! can be measured in the ear
canal with a sensitive microphone. The frequencies of these
two-tone distortion products are defined by combinations of
the primary frequenciesf 1 and f 2 at (n11) f 1 –n f2, (n
11) f 2 –n f1, and n( f 2 – f 1). Of these DPOAEs, the
2 f 1 – f 2 distortion is usually the most prominent and is
therefore best studied~for reviews see Probstet al., 1991;
Whiteheadet al., 1996!. The level of the 2f 1 – f 2 distortion
is correlated with cochlear sensitivity~Gaskill and Brown,
1990! and has been used to describe the action of the co-
chlear amplifier~Mills and Rubel, 1996!. The level of the

difference tone of the frequencyf 2 – f 1 has been associated
with the position of the operating point of the cochlear am-
plifier ~Brown, 1994; Frank and Ko¨ssl, 1996!.

The primary tones evoke the formation of traveling
waves on the BM and it is likely that in the region of overlap
of the primary traveling waves, nonlinear OHC properties
will generate the DPOAEs. This has been derived from iso-
suppression tuning curves~STC!, whose minimum can usu-
ally be found around the primary frequencies~Brown and
Kemp, 1984; Martinet al., 1987!. The distortion sound-
energy travels bidirectionally to the cochlear frequency place
that corresponds to its frequency and to the middle and outer
ear, where it can be measured acoustically. It is not fully
understood how the DPOAEs are transmitted inside the co-
chlea, especially during re-emission to the middle and outer
ear. A possible loss of energy due to reverse transfer charac-
teristics of the middle-ear ossicles has been controversially
discussed. While some groups report little or no loss of en-
ergy ~Fahey and Allen, 1985; Ru¨bsamenet al., 1995!, others
have found evidence for an energy loss of up to 30 dB~Pow-
ers et al., 1995; Magnanet al., 1997!. Furthermore, reflec-
tions and cancellations inside the cochlea may also influence
the DPOAE measured in the ear canal. Another problem is
how neuronal processing deals with cochlear distortion prod-
ucts which are byproducts of the distinct mechanical nonlin-
earity and supposedly serve no purpose but rather make sig-
nal processing more ambiguous. Psychoacoustical measure-
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ments have shown that cochlear distortions are, in fact, neu-
ronally encoded and can be perceived by the subject
~Zwicker, 1981!.

To address these open questions, in the present study we
have combined measurement of DPOAEs and neurophysi-
ological recordings in anteroventral cochlear nucleus
~AVCN!. Cells in the AVCN presumably reflect relatively
direct input from the sensory inner hair cells~IHC!, and
therefore can be used to assess cochlear output to the audi-
tory brainstem~Roseet al., 1974!. After characterization of
an AVCN cell’s response to externally applied stimuli of
known frequency and intensity, the same cell was stimulated
indirectly with an intracochlear stimulus in the form of a
distortion product, generated by two simultaneously applied
pure-tone stimuli. By comparing acoustically measured
DPOAEs to the neuronal reaction of an AVCN cell to the
corresponding distortion, it should be possible to derive in-
formation on the re-emission characteristics of DPOAE, as
well as on properties of the transmission within the cochlea.
The Mongolian gerbil~Meriones unguiculatus! is an ideal
subject for such a study, as it is an animal with a hearing
range that covers almost the entire human hearing range but
extends into the ultrasonic range as well~from about 100 Hz
up to 65 kHz: Ryan, 1976; Mu¨ller, 1996!. This should allow
for a distinction between general features of a mammalian
cochlea and specializations for the processing of either low
or high frequencies.

I. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Sixteen pigmented~black and agouti! Mongolian gerbils
of both sexes, between 7 and 40 weeks old, from our own
breeding colony, were used for this study. Body weight was
between 48 and 81 g. Before each experiment, the ear canal
of the animal was checked for signs of abnormalities such as
choleasteatomata or a damaged eardrum. All experiments
were conducted in a sound-shielded chamber. The animals
were anesthetized using a 10:1 combination of ketamine~50
mg/ml, Parke-Davis! and rompun~2%, Bayer!. About 30–40
min after an initial dose of 3 ml/kg of this mixture, injected
subcutaneously~s.c.! between the hind legs, a continuous
anesthetic infusion at a flow rate of 75ml/h was administered
~s.c.! between the shoulders using a Harvard Apparatus infu-
sion syringe pump 22. Depth of anesthesia was verified at
regular intervals by checking the foot pinch reflex. During
the initial preparation, the skin over the skull was opened and
the bone was exposed and cleaned. A small metal rod was
glued to the skull in the midline, just rostral of the Bregma
point, using dental cement and superglue. A 500-mm-diam
hole was drilled into the skull with an electronic microdrill in
the midline, 2500mm caudal of thel-point. The metal rod
was clamped in a stereotactic holder and the occipital plate
was oriented horizontally. From this position, the AVCN
could be approached at a lateral angle of 31°~64! and a
rostrocaudal angle between22 and 12°~positive values in-
dicating caudal and lateral from vertical!. During all experi-
ments, the animal was lying on a heating mat at a constant
temperature of 38 °C. Recording sessions usually lasted
about 4 h.

An acoustic coupler system was introduced into the ear
canal under visual control, at a distance of about 0.2 to 0.5
mm from the eardrum. The coupler system was custom made
from two conically shaped plastic tubes to fit the ear canal of
the animal. One of the tubes connected to either a 1/2-in.
B & K 4133 microphone, for frequencies below 40 kHz, or
to a 1/4-in. B & K 4135 microphone, for higher frequencies.
The other tube connected to the output of two reverse-driven
1/2-in. B & K 4133 microphones, used as loudspeakers for
the primary frequencies~f 1 andf 2!. Sinusoidal stimuli were
generated by an HP 8904 A synthesizer. The closed sound
system was calibratedin situ for a constant sound-pressure
level at the microphone membrane, using white noise. Mi-
crophone response was amplified by a B & K 2610 measur-
ing amplifier and fed into an HP 3561 A spectrum analyzer.
The entire system was computer controlled by a fast Pentium
PC using programs written inASYST ~Keithley!. A more de-
tailed description of the equipment and the calibration pro-
cedure can be found elsewhere~Kössl, 1992; Frank and Ko¨-
ssl, 1995!. With different animals and in the different
recording sessions, care was taken to achieve a similar posi-
tion and distance of the coupler tip in relation to the tympa-
num. At the beginning of the first session for each animal,
the cochlear response was controlled by recording so-called
‘‘distortion audiograms.’’ For these audiograms,f 1 and f 2
were kept at a constant ratio (f 2/f 1) and constant levels of
40/30 dB SPL, respectively, and thenf 2 was advanced from
2 to 40 kHz in 1-kHz steps. For each step, the resulting level
of 2f 1- f 2 was measured. Separate measurements were made
for primary ratios of 1.10, 1.15, 1.20, 1.25, 1.30, and 1.35. In
this way the mechanical integrity of the cochlea was verified,
and the range of the optimum primary-frequency combina-
tion for the 2f 1 – f 2 DPOAE for different primary frequen-
cies was determined for later use. At the beginning of each
consecutive session, control runs were made for a ratio of
1.25, which usually resulted in more or less pronounced
2 f 1 – f 2 for all f 2 frequencies from 2–40 kHz. The coupler
was repositioned when the difference to the control measure-
ments was greater than 5 dB for a wider frequency range
~.5 kHz!. The range of optimum primary ratio for other
order DPOAE investigated in this study~f 2 – f 1, 3f 1 – 2f 2!,
was known from previous measurements~unpublished data!
or determined during the experiment.

Extracellular neuronal recordings were made with glass
microelectrodes filled with 3 M KCl, resulting in a resistance
in situ of 3 to 20 MV. The AVCN was approached in 10-mm
steps with a remote-controlled piezo stepper; step size was
reduced to 0.5–2mm inside the AVCN. An Ag/AgCl wire
was inserted into the forebrain through a small hole and used
as an indifferent electrode. Neuronal response was picked up
by a custom-made amplifier~Jim Hartley, University of Sus-
sex, England!. Search stimulus was a 50-ms noise burst with
a rise/fall time of 5 ms. When a single or multi unit~maxi-
mum number of distinguishable different spikes 3–4! was
isolated, the frequency tuning curve was determined using
50-ms pure-tone bursts~5-ms rise/fall time! presented once
every 500 ms. For measurement of the tuning curve, either
the response area of the neuron was determined automati-
cally by random presentation of frequency/level combina-
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tions, or frequency and intensity of the stimulus were
changed manually until acoustical responses disappeared.
The primary frequenciesf 1 and f 2 were chosen in a way
that the frequency of the resulting DPOAE under investiga-
tion would be at a unit’s CF. Neuronal response to cochlear
distortion products was typically measured by simultaneous
presentation off 1 andf 2 as fully overlapping 50-ms pulses.
In cases where the neuron responded to one of the primary
frequencies (f 1), additional measurements were made using
partially overlapping primary tone pulses. In these measure-
ments, thef 1 pulse was 80 ms long and a 50-msf 2 pulse
was added 30 ms after onset of thef 1 pulse. Neuronal rate
versus level functions were determined by increasing pri-
mary levels in 5-dB steps; the response to each stimulus was
averaged 20 times. Acoustical rate versus level functions
were determined immediately after a successful neuronal
stimulation with a distortion product for the identical pri-
mary frequencies. In some cases, the level of the DPOAE
was measured simultaneously with the neuronal data acqui-
sition by averaging the acoustical signal on the spectrum
analyzer. The recording site was verified during the last ex-
periment by a small horse radish peroxidase~HRP! injection
~B550–100mm!.

II. RESULTS

A. General characteristics of AVCN units

Seventeen single units and 58 multi units were isolated
in the AVCN with their characteristic frequency~CF! rang-
ing from 0.7 to 45.3 kHz. The full measurement required
stable recording conditions for a minimum of 30 min and
could therefore be performed on only about half (n539) of
all isolated units. The number of units available for the indi-
vidual tests is indicated in the respective figure legends.
Units with a low threshold were preferred and with one ex-
ception, units with a pure-tone threshold.20 dB SPL were
discarded. The one unit with a threshold of 30 dB was stimu-
lated only with thef 2 – f 1 distortion, allowing the use of
high-level primary tones without influence on the unit’s re-
sponse. Relative distribution of thresholds fits well with the
published audiograms by Ryan~1976! and Müller ~1996!,
with a broad minimum in thresholds around 7 kHz. A sec-
ond, much sharper minimum in threshold could be found for
CFs around 30 kHz. Minimum threshold was220 dB SPL
for a single unit with a CF of 6.45 kHz. Figure 1 shows the
distribution of CFs and thresholds of the units recorded from
the AVCN. There did not appear to be a significant differ-
ence between pure-tone thresholds of the single and multi
units. Tuning sharpness was low to moderate, with a maxi-
mum Q10dB value~CF of the unit divided by the bandwidth
10 dB above the pure-tone threshold! of 9.62. The frequency
tuning curves measured in the AVCN resemble curves mea-
sured in other unspecialized mammals, displaying an asym-
metrical shape with a steeper high-frequency flank and a
more- or less-pronounced low-frequency tail~Fig. 2!. Units
with a low CF ~,3 kHz! display more symmetrical tuning
curves and the steep high-frequency flank becomes increas-
ingly more shallow with decreasing CF. The latency of neu-

ronal response ranged from 0.8 to 3 ms, with low-CF units
usually displaying longer latencies than high-CF units.

B. Neuronal correlates of cochlear distortion products

The neuronal response area to randomly presented level/
frequency combinations was assessed either by using a
single tone (f 1) or by presenting two fully overlapping tone
pulses in a fixed-frequency combination (f 2/f 1). Neuronal
response to cochlear distortion products becomes obvious
when these response areas are compared. In Fig. 3~A!, the
high-frequency portion of the response area for a unit with a
CF of 3.7 kHz and a pure-tone threshold of210 dB SPL to
single-tone stimulation is given. For each level/frequency
combination, peristimulus time histograms~PSTHs! are
shown. In Fig. 3~B!, the neuronal response of the same neu-
ron to simultaneous presentation of two tones at a ratiof 2/f 1
of 1.3 extends into frequency regions where either the
2 f 1 – f 2 or the 3f 1 – 2f 2 distortion stimulate the neuron. For
these frequencies~.5 kHz!, none of the primary tones alone
acts excitatory.

To be able to compare neuronal and acoustical distortion

FIG. 1. Distribution of the pure-tone thresholds of all the AVCN units
isolated in this study as a function of CF. Open symbols mark multiunit
(n558) and solid symbols mark single unit (n517) recordings. For com-
parison, the behavioral audiogram by Ryan~1976!, solid line, and the neu-
ronal audiogram determined from single auditory nerve fiber recordings by
Müller ~1996!, dashed line, are shown.

FIG. 2. A number of representative frequency tuning curves of AVCN units.
Solid lines indicate tuning curves measured for single units, dashed and
dotted lines mark multi unit recordings. Note the increasing symmetry for
low-CF units.
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product response, the following paradigm was used: After
the CF and threshold of a unit had been determined, primary
frequencies were chosen in a way that, in all but 16 cases,
there was no reaction tof 1 and f 2 for stimulus levels,60
dB SPL. In most cases, the primary stimuli were completely
outside the excitatory tuning curve of the unit. The frequency
ratio f 2/f 1 was adjusted approximately to the optimum value
resulting in maximum acoustic DPOAE levels, and the fre-
quency of the resulting DPOAE was matched to the unit’s
CF. The level off 1 was always 10 dB above the level off 2.
Only for some control measurements, in which the difference
tone f 2 – f 1 was used as intracochlear stimulus, additional
runs were made with both primaries at equal intensity. For
each primary frequency, a rate-versus-level function was de-
termined before neuronal reaction to both stimuli was mea-
sured. During simultaneous presentation off 1 and f 2, the

unit would respond at primary levels where no reaction to
each primary frequency alone could be measured. Figure
4~A! shows the neuronal response of a single unit with a CF
of 6.8 kHz to presentation of two primaries at frequencies of
9.07 and 11.33 kHz. In this case, presentation off 1 starts 30
ms before presentation off 2, and then both tones overlap for
50 ms. There is no response tof 1 alone, but starting at an
f 1-level between 30 and 35 dB SPL~f 2 level520–25 dB
SPL!, the neuron responds. The resulting growth function of
discharge rate versus primary level is shown in Fig. 4~C!.
The corresponding acoustical growth function of DPOAE
level versus primary level reveals that the neuron starts to
respond when the level of 2f 1 – f 2 measured in the ear canal
reaches the range of the CF threshold level of the unit@Fig.
4~B!#.

Similar curves could be determined for all units with

FIG. 3. ~A! PST histograms for a multi unit with a CF
of 3.7 kHz and a pure-tone threshold of210 dB SPL,
after random presentation of a single 50 ms pure-tone
pulse at frequencies from 3.5 to 9.74 kHz~step size 160
Hz! and intensities from 0 to 66 dB SPL~step size 6
dB!. Each box represents two averages of neuronal ac-
tivity measured over 150 ms~stimulus from 30 to 80
ms! for each frequency/level combination. PSTH bin
width is 6 ms, maximum spike number~height of box!
is 8 per bin.~B! PST histograms for the same unit but
for random stimulation with two simultaneous pure-
tone pulses~f 1 andf 2, from 30 to 80 ms!. For eachf 1,
an f 2 was presented resulting in af 2/f 1 ratio of 1.3.
Note the neuronal response to cochlear distortions in-
duced by simultaneous presentation off 1 and f 2, for
stimulus frequencies where a single-tone pulse was out-
side the excitatory tuning curve, as determined in A.
The range and the order of the cochlear distortion prod-
uct responsible for the neuronal response is marked by
the arrows.
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CFs .1.8 kHz, and the neurons always started responding
when the level of DPOAE in the ear canal was close to the
pure-tone threshold level of the unit as demonstrated by the
examples given in Fig. 5~A!–~D!. For higher stimulus levels,
the shape of growth functions of neuronal versus acoustical
DPOAE response could differ significantly~Fig. 5!. Here,
neuronal saturation, possible phase cancellations between
different DPOAE sources~Mills and Rubel, 1997!, and sup-
pression phenomena could occur. Such effects should be
minimal for lowest primary-tone levels.

To quantify the acoustical and neuronal DPOAE re-
sponses, the acoustical distortion threshold~ADT! was de-
fined as the level off 1 for which the DPOAE level, mea-
sured at the tympanum, reached the unit’s pure-tone
threshold level at CF. The ADT was calculated from an in-
terpolation of the acoustic DPOAE growth function. The
neuronal distortion threshold~NDT! was defined as the
f 1-level at which the unit started to respond to the intraco-
chlear distortion stimulus. It was calculated by extrapolating
the intersection between the tone-evoked neuronal response
and the level of average spontaneous activity from the first
two data points of the neuronal discharge growth function
that had values greater than the mean spontaneous rate12
s.d. Figure 6~A! shows the difference between the level off 1
at ADT versus the level off 1 at the NDT of a unit. Positive
values indicate that the neuronal response started before the
level of the DPOAE in the ear canal reached the unit’s pure-
tone threshold level. The mean value for this difference is
10.6 dB for units with a CF above 1.8 kHz, indicating that,
on average, the neurons start to respond to the intracochlear
distortions when the DPOAE level at the tympanum is 0.6
dB below the unit’s pure-tone threshold. The corresponding
95% confidence interval~lower dotted lines! indicates that
the scatter of the difference between ADT and NDT ranges
from about27 to about18 dB. Only units with a CF below
1.8 kHz display a different behavior; the threshold difference
is well above18 dB. These units are described in more
detail later. An alternative measure of the acoustical versus
neuronal distortion magnitude was applied to obtain data for
primary tone combinations for which the DPOAE amplitude
in the ear canal did not reach the unit’s pure-tone threshold,
or which resulted in strongly nonmonotonic growth func-
tions. The alternative measure was calculated by determining
or extrapolating the actual DPOAE magnitude for the level
of f 1 at NDT and calculating the difference between this
magnitude and the unit’s pure-tone threshold in dB, repre-
senting the theoretical magnitude necessary to drive the unit.
This alternative analysis resulted in very similar results to the
ADT–NDT measurement@Fig. 6~B!#. A significant differ-
ence was present only for the scatter of data for units with a
CF below 1.8 kHz~95% confidence interval from about14
to about 153 dB!. For 20 units, neuronal and acoustical
growth functions were determined not only for 2f 1 – f 2, but
also for one or two different order distortions of the frequen-
cies 3f 1 – 2f 2 and 4f 1 – 3f 2, as well as for the difference
tone f 2 – f 1. Again, units with a CF above 1.8 kHz started
responding when the acoustic level of the DPOAE in the ear
canal was close to the pure-tone threshold of the unit. Figure
7~A! and ~B! show the neuronal response of one unit to the

FIG. 4. ~A! Dot display of neuronal activity as a function of stimulus inten-
sity (l15 l2110 dB) for one multi unit~CF56.8 kHz!. Vertical lines mark
the beginning and the end of primary tone presentation.F1 ~9.07 kHz! was
presented from 35 to 115 ms,f 2 ~11.33 kHz! was presented from 65 to 115
ms. Each stimulus level was presented 20 times.~B! Dependence of the
level of the 2f 1 – f 2 DPOAE measured in the ear canal on the level of the
f 1 primary ~level of f 2 is 10 dB less!. The thin dashed line indicates the
average noise floor of the acoustical measurement. Only the part of the
growth function where the level of the DPOAE raises above the average
noise floor is plotted. The thick dashed line indicates the pure-tone threshold
of the AVCN unit for which a neuronal response to the same distortion
product was measured.~C! Dependence of the discharge rate of an AVCN
unit with a CF of 6.8 kHz and a pure-tone threshold of215 dB on the level
of f 1, at simultaneous presentation of two pure tonesf 1 andf 2 at the same
frequencies as in~A!. Discharge rate was averaged over 20 presentations
from 65 to 115 ms. Hatched boxes indicate the stimulus paradigm withf 1
louder and longer thanf 2. The horizontal dotted line marks the average
spontaneous activity of the unit~in this case, 0.12 spikes/s!. The vertical
dotted line marks the level off 1 where the ear-canal level of 2f 1 – f 2
reaches the unit’s pure-tone threshold.
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2 f 1 – f 2 and the 3f 1 – 2f 2 distortion product. Figure 7~C!
represents the acoustical and neuronal growth functions for
another unit, using the difference tonef 2 – f 1 as intraco-
chlear stimulus.

In five units, thef 1 frequency itself became excitatory
at a higher stimulus level~.60 dB SPL! and in four of these
cases, a suppression of the neuronal response to the intraco-
chlear distortion stimulus could also be observed. This sup-

FIG. 5. DPOAE level growth functions~upper panels! and corresponding neuronal rate-versus-level functions~lower panels! in response to the intracochlear
distortion stimulus, for four AVCN units. Hatched boxes indicate the stimulus paradigm with either total~B and C! or partial ~A and D! overlapping off 1
and f 2. The CF and pure-tone threshold of the respective unit, as well as the primary frequencies, are displayed for each figure. All other descriptions as in
Fig. 4~B! and ~C!.
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pression, however, was only observable at higher primary
levels ~level of f 1.50 dB SPL!, and the value of ADT–
NDT was within the 95% confidence interval of the data
given in Fig. 6 for either type of analysis. Figure 8 shows an
example wheref 1 itself becomes excitatory at 65 dB SPL
and also has a suppressive effect on the neuron’s response to
2 f 1 – f 2, starting at about 55 dB SPL.

In three cases, the acoustic distortion threshold was
more than 7 dB below the neuronal threshold and clearly
outside the 95% confidence interval for both methods of

analysis @Fig. 6~A! and ~B!#. These cases were excluded
from Fig. 6 since it became obvious that thef 1-stimulus lay
within the inhibitory sideband at the high-frequency slope of
the tuning curve and suppressed the unit’s response to the
distortion stimuli at low sound-pressure levels. The example
in Fig. 9 shows that when the frequency ratiof 2/f 1 was
increased, in this case from 1.25 to 1.35, the difference be-
tween ADT and NDT decreased from29 to 23 dB. For the
higher frequency ratio, both primary frequencies were prob-
ably well outside the inhibitory sideband. This suggests that
the initial threshold difference for the smaller ratio is not due
to a decrease in the neuronal response to the distortion stimu-
lus compared to the other units in this study.

For units with a CF below 1.8 kHz, a clear increase of
the ADT–NDT difference value, as well as for the alterna-
tive measure, could be observed. The units from this fre-
quency range started to respond to the intracochlear distor-
tion stimulus before the acoustical level of the corresponding
DPOAE, measured in the ear canal, reached the pure-tone
threshold of the neuron. Or, as expressed by the alternative
measure, the acoustic magnitude of the DPOAE at the onset
of neuronal response was smaller than the magnitude theo-
retically necessary to drive the unit. The neurons responded
as if the intracochlear distortion magnitude were 15–33 dB
above the acoustic level in the ear canal~Fig. 10!. The mean
difference in threshold between ADT and NDT is125.65
dB with the 95% confidence band between115 and137
dB, not overlapping with the confidence band of the mean
for the units with a CF above 1.8 kHz. For the alternative
analysis, the mean difference was only slightly higher at
127.5 dB but had a significantly greater scatter~see above!,
resulting in an overlap of the 95% confidence bands for the
two groups of data for CFs above and below 1.8 kHz. The
abrupt frequency-dependent change between the two groups
of data is evident in Fig. 6. The increase of the value of
ADT–NDT started at CFs around 1.8 kHz, but for this fre-
quency, units with a normal behavior could be found as well
@see Figs. 6 and 7~C!#. For units with CF,1.5 kHz, the dis-
crepancy between ADT and NDT was always present~Fig.
6!. However, to avoid neuronal response to the primary fre-
quencies, these low-frequency units~which have a broad tun-
ing curve! had to be stimulated with the difference tone
( f 2 – f 1) for which the primary frequencies could be chosen
well outside the unit’s response area. Only in one case stimu-
lation was possible with the 4f 1 – 3f 2 distortion, but in this
measurement the acoustic growth function of the DPOAE
never reached the unit’s pure-tone threshold and analysis was
possible only with the alternative method@Fig. 6~B!#.

C. Latency of neuronal response

In units for which a complete rate-versus-level function
for both the distortion stimulus and an externally applied
pure tone of the same frequency could be obtained, the re-
sponse latency about 10–15 dB above the threshold of re-
sponse was determined. Growth functions for which a pre-
cise onset latency could not be determined, due to a low
spike number or influence of the primary tones at two-tone
stimulation, were omitted from this analysis, resulting in a
total of 28 data points. The response latency of a unit to the

FIG. 6. ~A! Difference between the level off 1 when the ear-canal level of
the DPOAE reaches the corresponding unit’s pure-tone threshold~ADT! and
the level off 1 where the unit starts to respond to the intracochlear distortion
stimulus ~NDT! in dB, as a function of CF of the unit and the order of
distortion used for stimulation.~B! Alternative quantification of the differ-
ence between acoustic and neuronal distortion magnitude. Data points rep-
resent the difference between the actual ear-canal level of a DPOAE~in dB
SPL! for an f 1 level at NDT and the unit’s pure-tone threshold. Data are
plotted as a function of CF of the unit and the order of distortion used for
stimulation. Positive values in both figures indicate that the neuron started to
respond to the distortion stimulus before the corresponding DPOAE had
reached the level of the unit’s pure-tone threshold. Solid lines mark the
mean value~nA536; nB538!, dotted lines mark the 95% confidence band.
Note the two different groups of data for CFs below and above 1.8 kHz.
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external tone of CF was shorter than the latency of response
to the intracochlear distortion stimulus of similar level. The
magnitude of the intracochlear distortion stimulus was ap-
proximated by the discharge rate and its acoustical level in
the ear canal. The response to the distortion stimulus was
about 1.1 ms~mean 1.11 ms; s.d.50.22; n528! delayed
compared to the response to the externally applied tone. This
difference in latency was independent of CF and of the order
of distortion under investigation~2 f 1 – f 2, 3f 1 – 2f 2,
4 f 1 – 3f 2, and f 2 – f 1!. Figure 11 shows the distribution of
the difference in latency between neuronal response to an
intracochlear distortion stimulus and an externally applied
tone as a function of CF for different order distortions. To
investigate a possible influence of the primary tone rise/fall
time on the onset latency of the neuronal distortion response,
in six units the rise/fall times were varied between 1 and 10
ms. Again, for stimuli about 10–15 dB above pure-tone
threshold, the difference in latency to the externally applied
stimulus was within the standard deviation, around 1.1 ms.

III. DISCUSSION

A. General properties of AVCN units

The relative distribution of thresholds in relation to the
CF of our units fits well with the published audiograms for
the Mongolian gerbil~Ryan, 1976; Mu¨ller, 1996!. There is a
broad minimum in thresholds around 7 kHz, thresholds in-
crease below about 1 kHz and above about 40 kHz. Because
we have deliberately omitted units with high thresholds
~.20 dB SPL, with one exception!, the low- and high-
frequency flanks of the hearing range of Meriones are not
fully reflected by our data. The bias for low-threshold units
rather reflects the course of the absolute threshold of hearing.
The thresholds of the most sensitive units were slightly lower
than those reported for single auditory nerve fibers by Mu¨ller
~1996!. In comparison to Mu¨ller, we could not find a second
broad-threshold minimum for units with a CF around 1 kHz,

and the relative course of the audiogram in our study re-
sembles more the behavioral audiogram of Ryan~1976!.

B. Neuronal correlates of cochlear distortion
products

For most of the units studied, it was possible to choose
primary frequencies which did not have any excitatory or
suppressive effect on the neurons themselves at low to me-
dium sound-pressure levels~,40–50 dB SPL!. But when
two primaries were presented simultaneously, they would
evoke the generation of a distortion product inside the co-
chlea at the unit’s CF; for certain primary levels, this intra-
cochlear stimulus would be able to evoke a neuronal re-
sponse~Fig. 3!. We have used this intracochlear stimulus as
a probe to gain information on the re-emission characteristics
of DPOAE to the ear canal.

One recent study by Magnanet al. ~1997!, who have
measured the re-emission characteristics of the middle ear of
the guinea pig by comparing intracochlear pressure to acous-
tical DPOAE measurement in the ear canal, have found a
significant loss of distortion sound energy of up to 30 dB for
a wide frequency range from 1.5 to 8 kHz. If this were the
case in the gerbil, the actual distortion levels inside the co-
chlea would exceed the primary levels by far, since, under
optimum conditions, we are able to measure 2f 1 – f 2 levels
approaching the level off 2. If there were a loss of that
magnitude during re-emission, the neuronal response to the
intracochlear distortion stimulus should also set in for much
lower primary levels than those necessary to measure a
threshold level of DPOAE in the ear canal. Powerset al.
~1995! have measured the cochlear microphonic correspond-
ing to spontaneous otoacoustic emissions~SOAEs! between
4 and 5 kHz in the chinchilla, and found that its magnitude
was equivalent to that generated by an external stimulation
with a 61-dB SPL tone of equal frequency. The level of the
SOAE measured in the ear canal, however, was 30 dB less,

FIG. 7. DPOAE level growth functions~upper panels! and corresponding neuronal rate-versus-level functions~lower panels!, for two different AVCN units,
using either 2f 1 – f 2, 3f 1 – 2f 2, or f 2 – f 1 as intracochlear stimulus. Hatched boxes indicate the stimulus paradigm with either total~A and B! or partial~C!
overlapping off 1 andf 2. In contrast to A and B, the level of the primary tones in C is equal. The CF and pure-tone threshold of the respective units, as well
as the primary frequencies, are displayed for each figure. All other descriptions as in Fig. 4~B! and ~C!.
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so they also attribute a 30-dB loss to re-emission of the
SOAE energy. Studies of the neuronal representation of co-
chlear distortions in both the AVCN of the cat~Fahey and
Allen, 1985; CF,13 kHz! and the gerbil~Rübsamenet al.,
1995; CF51.4–7.5 kHz! in comparison to the corresponding
DPOAE in the ear canal find no significant difference be-
tween intracochlear and acoustical magnitude due to reverse
middle-ear transfer, similar to our findings for units with CFs
from about 2 to 45.3 kHz and for a number of different order
DPOAEs. Since the primary level at the threshold of neu-

ronal response to the distortion stimulus~NDT! was always
within the range of the primary level sufficient to generate an
acoustical DPOAE level in the ear canal equivalent to the
unit’s pure-tone threshold~ADT!, the re-emission of the
DPOAE from their generation site~presumably in the region
of overlap of the two primary-tone traveling waves!, through
the cochlear-fluid spaces and via the middle-ear ossicles
probably happens without a significant loss of sound energy.
Sound transmission through middle-and inner-ear appears to
be completely bidirectional without an energetically direc-
tional preference. Of course, this can only be seen within the
scatter of our data~about 67 dB, see the 95% confidence
bands in Fig. 6! and loss of sound energy during passage of
the middle ear, within this magnitude, is certainly to be ex-
pected. Reflections at impedance boundaries like the oval
window, and energy loss due to resistive elements in the
middle ear reduce the power transmission efficiency of the
middle ear~Rosowski, 1991!. Our findings and the studies of
the cat by Fahey and Allen~1985! and of the gerbil by Ru¨b-
samen et al. ~1995! make us believe that the cochlear
DPOAEs we have measured in the ear canal of the gerbil are
a direct reflection of the output of nonlinear cochlear me-
chanics. If there were a significant loss or gain of sound
energy of cochlear distortions on their way to the micro-
phone in the ear canal, due to a difference in the efficiency of
sound transmission through the middle ear, the NDT should
not coincide with the ADT as closely as we have found.

One exception, however, is the frequency range below 2
kHz. All of the AVCN units with a CF,1.5 kHz and some
units with a CF between 1.5 and 2 kHz respond to the intra-
cochlear distortion stimulus generated by two external tones
f 1 and f 2, as if either their pure-tone threshold was 10–30
dB lower than determined with an externally applied single
tone, or as if the intracochlear magnitude of the distortion
were 10–30 dB greater than the acoustical magnitude in the
ear canal. When taking the alternative measurement from
Fig. 6~B!, this discrepancy is even greater with values up to
48 dB. Controls in one animal were made, where in the same
recording session, low-frequency units~CF between 0.7 and
1.3 kHz! and high-frequency units~CF between 5.6 and 7.8
kHz! were tested for acoustical versus neuronal DPOAE
level. Whereas the low-frequency units all displayed the dis-
crepancy between ADT and NDT, the high-frequency units
reacted as described for the majority of units above. So, the
difference in DPOAE level cannot be attributed to placement
of the coupler or other systematic artifacts. This would mean
that the intracochlear magnitude of DPOAEs with a fre-
quency,1.8 would have to be 10–30 dB greater than in the
ear canal, and is probably attenuated during re-emission via
the middle ear, or that the distortions would be amplified by
the same amount on their way to the cochlear representation
site. Cochlear distortions are most probably generated within
a small cochlear region close to the frequency place off 2,
although evidence for this has only been provided by sup-
pression tuning curves for the 2f 1 – f 2 DPOAE. For the
low-CF units in our study, to have the primary frequencies
outside the excitatory tuning curve of the neurons, we have
used the difference tonef 2 – f 1 and, in one case, the
4 f 1 – 3f 2 distortion product, as stimuli. For most of the

FIG. 8. Dot display of neuronal activity~A! and the corresponding growth
functions of acoustical ear-canal level~B!, and neuronal response~C! for
one unit displaying inhibitory and excitatory effects of the primary stimuli.
All descriptions as in Fig. 4.~A! Neuronal response to 2f 1 – f 2 begins at an
f 1 level of 35 dB SPL, saturates for anf 1 level of 45 dB SPL, and is
suppressed forf 1 levels.55 dB SPL.F1 itself stimulates the unit at levels
above 60 dB SPL.
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units, this would mean that the actual generation site in the
cochlea would lie between the 4.5 and 8.1 kHz place in the
cochlea. Since, for a large number of units with a CF be-
tween about 3 and 7 kHz, stimulated with 2f 1 – f 2, the pri-
mary frequencies were also from the 4–8-kHz frequency
range but the equivalence of forward and reverse transmis-
sion was obvious in the acoustical growth functions, it seems
plausible that the observed behavior may be attributed to
frequency-dependent processes acting on the distortions
rather than to mechanisms at their generation place. The
reverse-sound transmission via the middle ear may be in-
volved in attenuating frequencies below 2 kHz, similar to the
findings presented by Powerset al. ~1995! and by Magnan
et al. ~1997!. This would mean that, in contrast to the situa-
tion in the chinchilla and the guinea pig, reverse-transfer
characteristics of the middle ear in the gerbil is significantly

different for frequencies below and above 2 kHz. Another
possible contribution to the observed discrepancy may be
attributed to the use of cubic versus quadratic distortions. To
evoke neuronal responses at lowest frequencies, we have al-
most exclusively used thef 2 – f 1 difference tone as intraco-
chlear stimulus; however,f 2 – f 1 was also used as stimulus
for higher frequencies where the data are comparable to
those obtained with 2f 1 – f 2 ~Fig. 6!. Only in one case the
cubic 4f 1 – 3f 2 distortion product served as stimulus for a
low-CF unit, though the acoustic growth function required
the application of the alternative analysis method@Fig. 6~B!#.
For this example, a large discrepancy between actual magni-
tude and theoretically required magnitude, as for stimulation
with f 2 – f 1, was present. Clearly, more data for higher-order
distortion stimuli at low CF are needed to prove the equiva-
lence of the difference tone and the cubic distortions as

FIG. 9. Influence of primary ratio on the course of growth functions of acoustical ear-canal level and neuronal response to the intracochlear 2f 1 – f 2. Hatched
boxes indicate the stimulus paradigm with either total~B! or partial~A! overlapping off 1 andf 2. The CF and pure-tone threshold of the unit, as well as the
primary frequencies, are displayed for each figure. All other descriptions as in Fig. 4~B! and ~C!. Note how in A (f 2/f 151.25) neuronal response to the
2 f 1 – f 2 stimulus begins for anf 1 level about 15 dB higher than thef 1 level sufficient to evoke an ear-canal level 2f 1 – f 2 of the unit’s pure-tone threshold
level, 215 dB SPL~ADT–NDT515 dB!. With increasing primary ratio (B51.35), the difference between ADT and NDT is reduced to 3 dB.~C! Excitatory
tuning curve of the corresponding unit and position of the primary frequencies~vertical lines! used as stimuli in A~dashed! and B ~dotted!.
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probes in our experiment. However, we deem it unlikely that
the large discrepancy between intracochlear and acoustic
magnitude of the distortions is a result of differences in the
generation and propagation properties between even-and
odd-order distortions. Rather, we would conclude that there
is a selective attenuation by the middle ear of low-frequency
DPOAE sound energy during re-emission from the cochlear
frequency place of the primaries. In a study of the transmis-
sion properties of the isolated gerbil middle ear, Raviczet al.
~1996! have shown that frequencies below 1.5 kHz are
strongly attenuated. Thus, the middle ear of the gerbil would
act like a high-pass filter. Assuming the equivalence of for-
ward and reverse transmission evident from our higher-
frequency data is valid also at low frequencies, the observed
discrepancy between ADT and NDT may be attributed
mainly to the filtering properties of the middle ear. The situ-
ation around 1.8 kHz, where some units did show the large
discrepancy and others did not, may reflect individual varia-
tions in the transfer characteristics among different animals.
Another possible contribution to the findings at CFs below
1.8 kHz may be a change in the way sound energy is me-
chanically processed and encoded in the apex of the gerbil
cochlea. Here, sensitivity seems to depend mostly on passive
processes rather than on active mechanical energy input by
OHC motility. This is supported by a number of other studies
which have also discussed the possibility of less compressive
apical cochlear mechanics in the guinea pig~Cooper and
Yates, 1994!, the cat~Sewell, 1984!, and the gerbil~Müller,
1996!. In the cat, Sewell~1984! has demonstrated that co-
chlear sensitivity and frequency tuning of the low-frequency
range~,3 kHz! are much less vulnerable to inactivation of
the OHC after furosemide application. These findings sug-
gest that part of the difference between units with CF above
and below 1.8 kHz may also stem from baso–apical changes
in the way sound energy is processed in the cochlea.

C. Latency of neuronal response

When comparing the response of an AVCN unit to an
external stimulus tone at CF to the neuronal response of the
same unit to an intracochlear stimulus in the form of a co-
chlear distortion product of equal level and frequency, the
latency to the external stimulus is about 1.1 ms shorter. This
latency difference is widely independent of CF and of the
order of distortion used for stimulation of the neuron~Fig.
11!. The major factors contributing to the observed delay in
neuronal response to an intracochlear stimulus should be the
travel time of the distortion within the cochlea and delay

FIG. 10. DPOAE level growth functions~upper panels! and corresponding neuronal rate-versus-level functions~lower panels! in response to the intracochlear
distortion stimulus, for two AVCN units. Hatched boxes indicate the stimulus paradigm with partial overlapping off 1 andf 2. The CF and pure-tone threshold
of the respective unit, as well as the primary frequencies, are displayed for each figure. All other descriptions as in Fig. 4~B! and~C!. Note how the neuronal
response to the distortion stimulus begins forf 1 levels where the ear-canal level of the DPOAE is significantly lower than the unit’s pure-tone thresholds.

FIG. 11. Difference in the latency of the neuronal response to an intraco-
chlear distortion stimulus about 15 dB above pure-tone threshold and the
neuronal response to an externally applied tone of equal frequency and
intensity plotted as a function of CF of the unit. Different symbols indicate
different order distortion products used as intracochlear stimulus. Response
to the intracochlear stimulus is, on average, 1.11 ms~s.d.50.22 ms,n528!
slower than to a comparable extracochlear stimulus, independent of the or-
der of distortion.
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during the generation of distortion products. The latency dif-
ference seems to be independent of CF and the order of
distortion used for stimulation. This could indicate that the
position of the primary frequencies and, consequently the
place of DPOAE generation in relation to the units corre-
sponding frequency place, does not play a major role in pro-
ducing the latency difference. Consequently, the 1.1 ms of
additional delay, observed when the neurons are stimulated
with a distortion product, seem to be made up mostly of the
time constants of the nonlinear cochlear mechanisms at the
representation place of the primaries that are responsible for
the generation of distortion products.
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Nearey’s ‘‘double-weak’’ approach@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.102, 3241–3254~1997!# advocates a
pattern-recognition model in answer to fundamental problems of speech perception. Both
theoretically and empirically, there is much to recommend double-weak. However, there is some
question whether this approach avoids long-standing disagreement with respect to the objects of
speech perception. In addition, the descriptive power of even relatively simple empiricist models
such as Nearey’s can mislead with respect to fundamental articulatory and auditory processes
underlying speech perception. Here, the positive contributions are celebrated, and several cautionary
observations—germane to broader questions of experience and learning—are offered. ©1999
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!04601-9#
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INTRODUCTION

Nearey ~1997! presents an approach to understanding
phonetics and speech perception, which he labels ‘‘double-
weak.’’ This approach, in some ways new and in some ways
familiar, provides the motivation for this commentary.
Nearey suggests the name ‘‘double-weak’’ because, in con-
trast to some previous theorization concerning speech per-
ception, his approach assumes relatively weak constraints on
both articulatory and auditory processes. In place of substan-
tial demands upon articulation or audition, Nearey argues
that relatively simple pattern-recognition processes may be
adequate to yield phonological units from patterns in the
acoustic signal. He suggests, however, that talkers do control
their productions in a fashion that permits these pattern-
recognition processes to be successful. Nearey simulates
simple pattern recognition using logistic regression analysis,
which shares characteristics of several other modeling ap-
proaches, and he demonstrates the efficacy of this approach
with old and new data from perception studies. Each of these
major points will be considered in what follows. A number
of positive contributions will be celebrated, and several cau-
tionary observations will be offered.

I. OBJECTS OF PERCEPTION

Nearey begins with some reflection upon the tension
among theories with respect to whether objects of speech
perception are articulatory gestures or acoustic patterns typi-
cally produced by vocal tracts. Describing this division as
one of mere ‘‘tension’’ may be an understatement. Together
with issues concerning whether perception of speech requires
special mechanisms~specific to humans and separate from

processes responsible for perception of other events or com-
plex sounds!, polemics concerning the primacy of gestures
versus acoustics have been longstanding.

Over the past 40 years and across evolving versions of
motor theory, perception of gestures lies at the heart of the
matter. Liberman and Mattingly asserted that ‘‘the objects of
speech perception are the intended phonetic gestures of the
speaker’’ ~1985, p. 1!. In recent versions of motor theory
~e.g., Liberman and Mattingly, 1985, 1989!, this specializa-
tion takes the form of a ‘‘phonetic module.’’ Although this
hypothesized module shares duties of production and percep-
tion, the emphasis has been upon how such a module is
exquisitely adapted for recovering the intended gesture when
its existence is considerably obscured as portrayed in the
acoustic signal. The force of this gestural approach1 has been
to accept articulation and its seemingly inscrutable acoustic
products as part of the problem and to rely upon specialized
perceptual processes as the solution.

In contrast, other researchers and theorists have empha-
sized the acoustic signal and its auditory impression as most
clearly defining the phonetic message. Liberman refers to
such approaches as ‘‘conventional’’ because, for better or
worse, these views rest most comfortably within traditions of
perception and cognition. Pastore~1981!, for example, draws
attention to psychoacoustic factors and similarities between
perception of speech and perception of other complex
sounds. Arguments supporting acoustic objects of speech
perception are not based solely upon general similarities.
Diehl and Kluender~1989a, b! argue that acoustic patterns
and their auditory consequences are the appropriate objects
of speech perception on the basis of an array of phonetic
regularities across languages and a number of empirical find-
ings ~e.g., Diehl, 1987; Diehl et al., 1990;
Kluenderet al., 1987!.

Diehl and others~e.g., Diehl and Kluender, 1989a, b;
Kingston and Diehl, 1994, 1995; Lottoet al., 1997a! havea!Electronic mail: kluender@macc.wisc.edu
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extended this approach to suggest that talkers actively man-
age articulation to produce acoustic patterns most congenial
to general operating characteristics of auditory systems. In
this case, one may be able to conceptualize the perceptual
side of the equation as more general or tractable, but at the
expense of increased flexibility and control of articulation
~e.g., Kingston and Diehl, 1994!.

Nearey~1997! attempts to distinguish his approach from
more polarized perspectives. In a field he presents as being
cleaved by theories that are ‘‘strong gestural’’ versus those
that are ‘‘strong auditory,’’2 Nearey~1997! proposes an al-
ternative approach which he labels ‘‘double-weak.’’ He de-
scribes his position as double-weak because he envisions
relatively loose constraints both on production and percep-
tion. By this account, much of speech perception is achieved
through simple pattern-recognition processes which map
acoustic attributes onto symbolic phonemic labels. Although
Nearey adopts acoustic patterns to be the objects of percep-
tion, he assumes relatively weak constraints to be imposed
by audition. Instead, the theory suggests that acoustic cova-
riation is the product of real-time demands on articulation,
but only up to a point. Nearey does not suggest that pattern
recognition operates upon whatever acoustic patterns happen
to arise from gestures. Instead, he suggests that talkers find
ways to accommodate processing capabilities of pattern rec-
ognizers such as those he proposes through ‘‘stylized output
patterns.’’

Avoidance of strong claims, as Nearey attempts to do,
does not necessarily result in a model that is less parsimoni-
ous. This is because, in some cases, parsimony on one side
of the communication channel can incur costs on the other
side. Based upon the conclusion that more general processes
are inadequate, motor theorists~e.g., Liberman and Mat-
tingly, 1985! posit specialized perceptual processes in the
form of a speech module.3 On the other hand, a strong audi-
torist may have confidence in the power of default perceptual
processes so long as the talker takes on the burden of added
articulatory planning and control. Parsimony may suffer no
more by a double-weak approach than by either a strong
gesturalist or strong auditorist approach.

To the extent that Nearey~1997! assumes some middle
ground, however, it bears note that the middle ground is not
virgin territory. As Nearey notes, for even the most ardent
gestural and auditory theorists, positions have not been ex-
clusively one-sided. Gesturalists~e.g., Fowler, 1989! note
the importance of perceptual constraints in development of
phonetic inventories, and auditorists admit the importance of
minimizing articulatory effort ~e.g., Kingston and Diehl,
1994!. Further, a good many researchers make progress with-
out expressing any strong commitment to gestures or acous-
tics; although, assumptions typically are implicit in designs
of experiments and the questions they address.

It is unlikely that the double-weak approach will provide
a harmonious midpoint between gestures and acoustics. In
large part, this is because from the start, Nearey adopts au-
ditory patterns as the objects of speech perception. In fact, it
may be inescapable that researchers explicitly or implicitly
embrace some sense of what it is that is perceived, be it
gestural or auditory.

Further, although Nearey does not emphasize control of
production for auditory effect, he looks favorably upon ar-
ticulation being actively managed to be more amenable to
pattern-recognition models such as his own. In particular, he
suggests that speech is decodable via simple pattern recog-
nition because talkers adhere to ‘‘orderly output constraints’’
such as those proposed by Sussman and his colleagues~Sus-
smanet al., 1995, 1998!.4 Given the embracing of acoustic/
auditory patterns as objects of speech perception and accep-
tance of articulation organized to facilitate perception,
Nearey’s approach tilts clearly away from gestural ap-
proaches. Relative to other approaches, double-weak bridges
the divide between auditory and gestural approaches mod-
estly if at all.

II. THE MODEL

One way that the double-weak approachdoes distin-
guish itself from other contemporary psychological ap-
proaches is that it can be viewed as ‘‘a crassly empirical
approach to phonological contrast’’~Nearey, 1997, p. 3252!.
Nearey’s approach simply is to model the mapping between
individual acoustic attributes of the signal and phonological
elements. Using logistic regression analysis, Nearey gener-
atesterritorial mapsdepicting regions in space correspond-
ing to particular percepts with boundaries separating these
regions. The essential feature is not logistic regression analy-
sis per se. The framework is one of general linear analysis;
there are strong commonalities between Nearey’s models
and analysis of covariance. Similarly, the models are closely
related to fuzzy logical models~Massaro, 1987; Massaro and
Oden, 1980; Oden and Massaro, 1978!. The force of logistic
regression models is generality and simplicity.

In the simplest form of the logistic regression model
presented by Nearey, theprimary cue model, a particular
property of the signal~cue! contributes solely and indepen-
dently to define a phonetic distinction. In Nearey’s~1997!
example, the attribute ‘‘vocoid duration’’~vowel duration! in
VCs varying in tenseness–laxness5 of the vowel ~/,/–/}/!
and voicing of the consonant~/d/–/t/! could contribute to
identification of the vowel or the consonant, but not both.
Nearey uses this model to set a lower bound on simplicity,
for such a model is at odds with perceptual data because a
single acoustic property can contribute simultaneously to
perception of more than one phonetic unit~e.g., Mermel-
stein, 1978; Reppet al., 1978!.

Slightly more complex is what Nearey refers to as a
secondary cue modelin which a given auditory property can
contribute to defining more than one phonetic distinction.
For Nearey’s VC example, vowel length can contribute to
distinguishing both vowel (longer→/,/) and consonant
(longer→/d/). The termsecondaryrefers to the notion that
one acoustic attribute may be weighted less heavily than an-
other. Hence, the same attribute may be weighted heavily for
one distinction~primary! and be weighted less heavily~sec-
ondary! for another distinction. Although these distinctions
may be helpful in understanding particular applications, the
termsprimary, secondary, tertiary, etc., relate toterritorial
mapsonly to the extent that they reflect relative magnitude
of coefficients of the logistic regression model. Formally, if
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not in practice, two attributes could have exactly the same
coefficients. As a general linear model, there also is nothing
that constrains logistic regression analysis to include no
more than two attributes. However, it is easier to visualize
results on a plane, and it is more practical to study perception
of stimuli when only two attributes simultaneously covary.

To thesecondary cue model, Nearey~1990, 1992! adds
a final term which he refers to as adiphone bias. This term
permits interaction between the identity of adjacent pho-
nemes. What this term does is permit some diphones~/,t/
and /}d/ in Nearey’s example! to be more probable outputs
~relative to /}d/ and /,t/!. In this example, more
lax1voiceless also results in more tense1voiced VCs. In a
territorial map, diphone biaspermits regions to be translated
along a dimension such that the areas of two diphones are
larger at the expense of the areas for the other two phoneme
combinations.

Nearey~1997! speculates about why listeners may be-
have as if such bias effects exist. He considers the possibili-
ties that they represent phonotactic constraints~some VC
sequences are more common than others!, or they could re-
flect underlying lexical biases~e.g., some VCs occurs in
more words or in words that are heard more often.! Recent
studies with infant listeners~Aslin et al., 1998; Saffranet al.,
1996! are consistent with this approach.

Overall, thediphone-biased secondary-cuemodel does
an admirable job accommodating the variance in listeners
responses to VCs varying in two dimensions. In either case,
experience with probabilities of co-occurrences could serve
to inducediphone bias, thus maintaining Nearey’s empirical
commitment. It may prove important that this bias must be
symmetric in Nearey’s models to the extent that symmetrical
bias effects do or do not generally coincide with actual fre-
quencies of co-occurrence.

Nearey’s models are admirably frugal when it comes to
computational power. He considers how the fit of the model
could be improved by adding additional terms. While more
free parameters always will improve performance, Nearey
demonstrates not only that the limiteddiphone-biased
secondary-cuelogistic regression provides quite accurate de-
scription of the data, but also that additional variables do not
account for sufficient variance to justify their inclusion. The
models embody welcome elegance and tractability. Unlike,
for example, multi-layer connectionist simulations in which
‘‘hidden units’’ permit nonlinear mapping and render diffi-
cult or impossible the task of understanding how a network
succeeds if and when it does, logistic regression models and
their general linear relatives are simple and understandable.
In the cases Nearey presents, these models work and one
knows why they work. As Nearey himself shows~Nearey
and Shammass, 1987; Nearey, 1997!, there likely will be
cases when they do not work and linearity must be violated.
These failures will be the kind of useful failures upon which
good science prospers. For now, these models are simple and
general, and it will be possible to add power prudently to
these models as required by the data.

III. LEARNING AND EXPERIENCE

Nearey’s empiricist approach also implies a welcome
emphasis upon learning, or more accurately, learnability. Al-
though Nearey mostly describes his modeling efforts as in-
vestigations of processes of pattern recognition, he makes the
point that his modeling should be taken, at least for now, as
a simple case of auditory-perceptual learning.6 Most speech
perception theorists acknowledge the importance of learning,
and most appeal to experience in a language environment as
explanation. One lapse in Nearey’s depiction of strong ges-
turalists and strong auditorists is the fact that he does not
acknowledge that they, too, appreciate the importance of
learning. Best~1995!, as a strong gesturalist and proponent
of direct realism, focuses upon the role of experience. Diehl
and Kluender~1989a, b; Kluender and Diehl, 1987; Klu-
ender et al., 1987!, among the strong auditorists Nearey
notes, clearly embrace the role of experience and learning in
shaping perception of speech.

In the last decade, investigators have been keenly inter-
ested in studies demonstrating changes in how infants re-
spond to speech sounds as they have increasing amounts of
experience in a language environment~e.g., Bestet al., 1988;
Greiser and Kuhl, 1989; Kluenderet al., 1998; Kuhl, 1991;
Kuhl et al., 1992; Werker and Lalonde, 1988; Werker and
Tees, 1984a, b!. What is lacking, however, is sufficient mod-
eling concerning how experience brings the perceptual sys-
tem to behave in a manner that respects distributional prop-
erties of speech sound attributes.

Nearey’s ~1997! major contribution is making explicit
some of the characteristics that he sees to be embodied by a
model for how language-users are capable of exploiting cor-
relations between multiple stimulus attributes and linguisti-
cally significant units. To the extent to which Nearey con-
strains his models to use as little computational power as
possible, he has something in common with gesturalists7 and
auditorists. While they work to require relatively less from
speech production and speech perception, respectively,
Nearey’s models require relatively little computational
~brain! power. Nearey’s models of pattern recognition are
constrained to be linear and he argues for the preeminence of
the segment as an economical unit of phonetic perception.
Although the present authors are not sanguine regarding the
role of phonetic segmentsper se, if one were to develop a
language system that is easily learnable by most members of
a group, a perceptron-like process like Nearey’s may be
about as simple as one could desire. If the architecture of
phonetic perception can be so elegant, effects of experience
evidenced in six-month-old infants probably ought not be
surprising.

Nearey’s approach also can be viewed as being con-
strained by ecology in as much as processes are tuned by
distributional properties encountered through experience. In
many ways, his empirical approach has a precedent in the
theory of Egon Brunswik over 50 years ago~Brunswik,
1937, 1940, 1944, 1955; Postman and Tolman, 1959!. For
Brunswik, too, no single stimulus attribute is necessary and
sufficient for perception of an object or event. Multiple
stimulus attributes are used, each weighted to reflect prob-
ability and manner of occurrence in the world.8 In this re-
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gard, perception of multiply-specified phonetic units would
be much the same as for other objects and events~Kluender,
1994!.

It has been demonstrated that quite simple processes
may be adequate to account for perceptual learning of
multiply-specified phonetic equivalence classes such as that
for alveolar stops~e.g., Kluender, 1998!. Kluender et al.
~1987! found that Japanese quail~Coturnix coturnix
japonica! could learn the ostensibly complex mapping be-
tween multiple acoustic attributes and a response that maps
onto alveolar stop consonants. Despite arguably feeble men-
tal capacity, quail learning generalized accurately to novel
syllables beginning with /d/.

Kluender and Diehl~1987! proceeded to explore ways in
which multiple acoustic properties could be used by explic-
itly training quail to learn functional mappings without ben-
efit of any single necessary or sufficient property. They used
syllables produced by ten different talkers that varied on
three dimensions: initial-consonant type~voiced versus
voiceless, velar versus nonvelar!, vowel type ~front versus
back, high versus low!, and sex of talker. Two quail learned
different equivalence classes based upon these dimensions.
For one bird, the positive-class properties were voiced stop,
front vowel, and male talker, while for a second bird, posi-
tive properties were velar stop, high vowel, and female
talker. During training, birds were reinforced for pecking
when hearing stimuli that were positive on exactly two of the
three dimensions, and were not reinforced when hearing
stimuli that were negative on two of the dimensions.

As formidable a task as this may appear, both quail
learned to use all three constituent dimensions in mastering
the task. Each quail generalized to novel instances of its
equivalence class, pecking significantly more to novel posi-
tive stimuli than to novel negative ones. This happened when
novel stimuli were positive on only two of three dimensions,
and the highest level of responding occurred when the novel
stimulus was positive on all three dimensions~a situation
never encountered during training!. Such behavior is consis-
tent with theories of human categorization that account for
the fact that certain category instances seem more represen-
tative than others and are generally easier to learn and re-
member, even when they have never been directly experi-
enced ~Posner and Keele, 1968; Rosch, 1978!. With the
exception of triple-positive stimuli, quail responded more
strongly to stimuli used in training than to novel tokens,
consistent with accounts of human category formation that
emphasize experience with individual exemplars~Medin and
Schaffer, 1978!.

More recent data imply that relatively simple learning
processes may account for the fact that some acoustic in-
stances of vowel sounds are phonemically more compelling
than others. Kluenderet al. ~1998! trained eight European
starlings~Sturnus vulgaris! to respond differentially to vowel
tokens drawn from stylized distributions for the English
vowels /i/ and /(/, or from two distributions of vowel sounds
~approximate to /y/ and /'/! that were orthogonal in the
F1 –F2 plane. Following training, starlings’ responses to
novel stimuli drawn from these distributions could be pre-
dicted well on the bases of frequencies of the first two for-

mants as well as by distance from the centroid of these dis-
tributions of vowel sounds. Graded responses relative to the
centroid were much like those often taken to imply the exis-
tence of category prototypes.9 Starling responses corre-
sponded closely to adult human judgments of ‘‘goodness’’
for English vowel sounds. Most germane to Nearey’s efforts,
a simple linear association network model trained with vow-
els drawn from the birds’ training set captured 95% of the
variance in birds’ response rates for novel vowel tokens.
Nearey’s logistic models can successfully accommodate all
of these avian response patterns because these are problems
that require linear combinations of stimulus attributes.

Another virtue of Nearey’s logistic models lies in what
they cannot do. Following the successful Kluender and Diehl
~1987! experiments in which quail conquered the simulta-
neously introduced complexities of vowel frontness/
backness, consonantal voicing and place of articulation, and
sex of talker, it was questioned whether a nonperceptron or
XOR-like problem was beyond the pale of quail perfor-
mance. In this study, in order for a syllable to be positive, it
musteither have a labial@b,p# stop and a high@i,u# vowel,or
have a nonlabial stop@d,t,g,k# and a low@,,Å# vowel. De-
spite training for a full year~the average lifespan for the
species!, performance on training stimuli never approxi-
mated avian performance for any of the forementioned tasks,
and there was no positive transfer of performance to novel
stimuli that obeyed the rule.

Nearey’s linear logistic models would do no better than
quail at this task. This is good. Despite the potential power of
logistic or quail models of learning, there exist principled
constraints upon the sorts of processes these models can ac-
commodate. In the case of Nearey’s logistic model, one rea-
son this XOR problem cannot be accommodated is that the
solution would require the functions for dimensions of voic-
ing and of vowel height to be nonmonotonic. Such ‘‘fail-
ures’’ can be taken as encouraging in as much as Nearey’s
models have an elegance that constrains the domain of solu-
tions in a principled and informative manner.

One may view as a potential weakness of Nearey’s and
similar empiricist approaches the fact that few predictions
can be made beyond maintaining that these models ought to
reflect distributional properties of the input. It then becomes
critical that, as simple learning models, one can predict that
models will fail when the task exceeds certain computational
bounds. And, very significantly, Nearey has done admirable
job of demonstrating how one may be able to account for the
vast majority of perceptual data with a nicely constrained
segment-based model. Moreover, perceptron-like linear lo-
gistic models may have some biological plausibility, as
analogous processes apparently can be embodied in the neu-
ral substrate of an animal with presumably quite limited in-
tellect. These are important contributions, but they are only a
part of the story.

IV. PERILS

A. What cannot be explained

Is there any reason one may be reluctant to be fully
satisfied with what Nearey calls a ‘‘crassly empiricist ap-
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proach’’? For example, why might one continue to search for
constraints on auditory perception with concomitant de-
mands upon articulation?

Purely empiricist models are quite silent regarding why
linguistic sound inventories are structured as they are. Why,
for example, are vowels longer before voiced consonants in
all or almost all languages~see, e.g., Kluenderet al., 1988!?
What logistic models will do is describe response patterns
that are sensitive to the fact that such covariation exists.
These models do not explainwhy covariation exists. To bet-
ter appreciate why searching for articulatory and auditory
explanations continues to be pivotal, imagine what would
happen if, contrary to covariation typical of sound systems,
@}# was typically produced with longer duration than@,#. In
this revised b,d–b|t perceptual study, listeners should per-
ceive more long vowels as@}# and more short vowels as@,#.
And, the logistic model will fit the data exactly as well,
accounting for the same amount of variance. This is not to
say that there is no virtue in a model of perceptual learning
by which lawful variance in the world is reflected in lawful
perception and behavior. But, a model that, for the most part,
reflects probabilities in an inverted imaginary world as well
as it does in a real world cannot be taken as fully explana-
tory. Nearey appears to be appropriately cautious about this
general problem when he suggests that real-time demands
upon articulation constrain the range of realized covariation.
Nearey also portrays some regularities as products of articu-
lation ‘‘stylized’’ to accommodate pattern recognition; how-
ever, pattern recognition would work exactly as well if
vowel duration and voicing were stylized in reverse.

B. What may be missed

A related concern is that, sometimes, the success of such
an empiricist model can clearly mislead. Kluender~1991!
conducted a series of perceptual studies with quail that were
designed to investigate the role ofF1 transitions on percep-
tion of voicing for syllable-initial stops. WhenF1-onset fre-
quency is lower, a longerF1 cutback~one of the acoustic
products of voice onset time! is required for human listeners
to perceive synthesized stop consonants as voiceless. He syn-
thesized CVs with four types of natural-like risingF1 tran-
sitions that varied in duration ofF1 cutback. Thus, endpoint
training stimuli ~with 5- or 65-msF1 cutback! always dif-
fered in onset frequency ofF1 because a longer cutback
resulted in a higherF1 onset.~See Fig. 1.! Comparable ef-
fects of F1-onset frequency across the fourF1 types were
found for human and avian listeners. LowerF1-onset fre-
quency shifted the boundary to higher values ofF1 cutback
~more ‘‘voiced’’ responses!.

These data can be interpreted as evidence of quail and
humans responding to simple covariations in the input and,
thus, are amenable to Nearey’s logistic model approach. The
F1-onset frequency covaried withF1-cutback for all the se-
ries in the Kluender~1991! study, and earlier work had dem-
onstrated the ability of quail to learn covariations between
acoustic attributes~Kluender and Diehl, 1987; Kluender
et al., 1987!. As is the case for data from these previous
studies, Nearey’s models would seamlessly incorporate this

covariance with no reference to auditory processes and the
model would provide a reasonable fit.

However, a simple pattern-recognition approach would
fail to discover that auditory processes were at least in part
responsible for the shift in birds’ responses~and, by exten-
sion, humans’ responses!. Another quail experiment was
conducted with synthetic continua having either a relatively
low ~375 Hz! or high ~750 Hz! constant-frequencyF1 ~Klu-
ender and Lotto, 1994!. BecauseF1 did not vary in fre-
quency, there was no opportunity for birds to use covariation
of F1-onset frequency andF1 cutback. Despite this, quail
exhibited reliably shorter ‘‘labeling’’ boundaries~more
voiceless stops! for intermediate stimuli of continua when
F1 frequency was higher. Human performance with the
same stimuli was like that for birds.

Essentially the same effect was observed for human and
quail whether or not there was any possibility to use cova-
riation betweenF1-onset frequency andF1-cutback. Absent
the opportunity for learning the natural relationship between
F1-cutback andF1-onset frequency, these results suggest
that the effect ofF1-onset frequency is due to quite general
auditory processes common to humans and quail. The prob-
lem is that an empiricist model would have fit the original
data very well, and there would have been little reason to
suspect what was true all along; the effect is of general
auditory—not learning—origins~see also Parker, 1988!.
Without denying the likely event that experienced covariance
can play a role as well, it appears that modeling these data
solely as an empiricist process of simple pattern recognition
would have been misleading.

In other cases as well, one may find that, despite the fact

FIG. 1. During release of an initial stop consonant~in this case labial!, the
frequency ofF1 increases. Prior to voice onset, there is little or no energy in
the region ofF1. Consequently, when delay in voice onset is longer, the
onset frequency ofF1 is higher.
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that a logistic model will accommodate labeling data with
near-perfect accuracy, such empiricist models may be mis-
leading. Worse is that these mistakes can deprive one’s
model of economy if multiple acoustic attributes collapse
onto a smaller number of auditory properties. This argument
does not depend upon constructs such as Kingston and Die-
hl’s ~1994! putative ‘‘intermediate perceptual properties.’’
Simpler more obvious instances exist. For example, at rela-
tively short durations~,200 ms!, loudness is the product of
both physical time and intensity~e.g., Blodgettet al., 1958;
Zwicker and Wright, 1963; Zwislocki, 1960!. The fact that
auditory systems ‘‘summate energy’’ in this fashion may
well account for the existence of trading relations between
duration and amplitude of aspiration energy for English stops
~Repp, 1979!. Similarly, loudness integration likely explains
the finding that identification of heavily aspirated stops by
Korean listeners is predicted by both duration and amplitude
of aspiration energy~Kim et al., 1994!.

Nearey does anticipate the virtue of limiting the inven-
tory of attributes and, thus, decreasing the degrees of free-
dom; although, he expresses concern about what he calls ‘‘a
premature commitment to a limited set of properties.’’ His
caution is well taken. However, even if one embraces the
empiricist strategy in general, the empiricist approach should
probably be the less attractive default condition invoked only
after one has wrenched all the explanation one can from
lawful constraints upon speech production and auditory per-
ception.

Nearey’s computational austerity is laudable with re-
spect to virtues of good scientific theory, but it is question-
able whether these models will be able to scale up gracefully
from single-syllable examples to longer strings of fluent
speech. Effects of coarticulation can be long lasting and
quite varied, and the number of acoustic attributes that will
have to be placed in the model will become large. Some
coarticulatory effects cross-syllable boundaries. For ex-
ample, the acoustic realization of@d# in the disyllable@alda#
is quite different from@d# in @arda# ~Dianora et al., 1996!.
Labeling tasks have demonstrated that humans’ identifica-
tions of /d/ in these syllables are sensitive to the characteris-
tics of the preceding liquids~Mann, 1980!. To account for
these data, Nearey’s models would need to include acoustic
variables measured in the preceding syllable.Diphone-bias
terms would have to operate across both preceding and fol-
lowing phonemes at a minimum. The number of attributes
could increase dramatically to account for all coarticulatory
and suprasegmental effects which may affect phonemic iden-
tification. As noted before, the logistic regression model can
scale up easily to accommodate additional variables. How-
ever, such explosion of learned attributes may not be neces-
sary.

Lotto and Kluender~1998! have described similar ef-
fects of preceding acoustic energy for nonspeech/speech hy-
brid stimuli, and Lottoet al. ~1997b! have demonstrated that
quail respond in the same pattern as humans for@alda# and
@arda# stimuli, despite never having experience with coar-
ticulatory covariation. It appears that many effects of cova-
riation, even those occurring across syllables, can be ac-
counted for by general auditory mechanisms. The problem is

not simply that Nearey’s model downplays the importance of
these general mechanisms, but that claims of learnability and
simplicity are unnecessarily compromised as a result of fail-
ure to recognize the role of the auditory system. An approach
that includesboth aspects of auditory function and learning
~e.g., Diehl and Kluender, 1987! would be more complete
and has a realistic chance of accounting for most phenomena
of speech perception. As noted above,6 separating auditory
processes and effects of experience may not even be pos-
sible.

C. Audition and learning

With the suggestion that a complete model include both
auditory and learning processes, a legitimate fear is that fal-
sifiability becomes at risk. One way to characterize the fore-
going is that part of the explanation of speech perception
falls out of general auditory processes, and the remaining
variance can be ‘‘mopped up’’ by learning processes. If the
auditory hypothesis fails under test, the default position be-
comes the appeal to learning. In fact, Nearey describes his
approach as having the potential to be viewed as a ‘‘fallback
theoretical position’’~1997, p. 3243!. Stated this way, an
auditory/learning model could be tough to falsify; however,
it also could be true.

The response to concerns about falsifiability must be
found in more specific definition of processes of audition and
learning. What can be falsified are specific hypotheses about
these processes. The occasional demonstration of similar pat-
terns of response data for speech and nonspeech analogs~or,
human and nonhuman subjects! may no longer be sufficient.
Instead, hypotheses about specific auditory processes must
be generated, and experiments that test specific predictions
must be conducted. Instead of placing gestural theories at
risk via analogy, specific auditory hypotheses must be placed
at risk.

With respect to experience and learning, the same can be
said. It is not very useful to hypothesize that learning plays
some role. Of course it does. One type of information that
will be critically important in the development of adequate
models for perceptual experience with speech will be richer
characterization of the input to the process. In this way, one’s
model can be constrained by ecology as well as computation.
Next, learning processes must be given greater definition.
Nearey~1997! demonstrates the power of one approach to
this challenge, and he provides a fine example by making his
model explicit and computationally simple. The model will
be falsified and modified~likely by Nearey himself!, and
therein lies part of its strength.

V. AUXILIARY ISSUES

Before conclusion, it may be useful to express some
concerns with regard to attempts to reveal the processes
through which a young child comes to exploit experienced
regularities in becoming a proficient language user. Two
seminal issues arise concerning learning and learnability.
First, what is it that infants really learn? Do they learn about
phonetic segments, syllables, or morphemes? It is beyond the
present focus to explore each possibility. However, without
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dismissing phonetic units, one can imagine that something
akin to phonetic dimensions come to play an increasingly
important role as infants learn more functionally significant
units such as morphemes. The traditional linguistic definition
of phonemes is that they serve to efficiently distinguish mor-
phemes. Because phonemes provide efficient descriptors of
lexical space, could they emerge as dimensions of the devel-
oping lexical space instead of being taken as primitives~see,
e.g., Lindblomet al., 1984!?

The alternative, learning phonetic units per se, may re-
quire suggesting that lexical space begins its organization
only after phonetic segments have been defined. Many re-
ports concerning development of speech perception seem to
portray the infant’s task as one of learning phonemes as early
functional units of language; however, explicit treatment of
this question is rare. It is possible that neither lexical items
nor phonetic units serve exclusively to structure the develop-
ing lexicon, and simultaneous organization seizing upon both
sources of input regularities is not beyond possibility. In any
case, this question is seminal for any computational or learn-
ing model aspiring to describe the use of experienced cova-
riation in speech pattern recognition.

A closely related concern is that one could be misled by
models that rely upon the correlation between particular
stimulus attributes and putative phonetic units or symbols
~Fig. 2, top!. Nearey’s linear logistic models seize precisely
upon these correlations. Unless one is prepared to posit the
innate existence of every phoneme from every language, and
over 800 phonetic units is a lot~Kluender, 1994; Maddieson,
1984!, one must consider an alternative. One alternative, fa-
vored here, is that correlations among stimulus attributes
convey information~Fig. 2, bottom!.10 As a first approxima-
tion, one could characterize phonemes more as vectors
through a covariance space. Studies of infant categorization
of objects and events suggest that infants use correlated at-
tributes to learn categories~Cohen and Strauss, 1979; Hu-

saim and Cohen, 1981; Younger, 1985; Younger and Cohen,
1983, 1985, 1986!.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

These questions concerning development extend beyond
Nearey’s present empiricist efforts, but they are central is-
sues that should be of concern to all who find virtue in the
empiricist approach to speech perception. Following the
more circumspect nature of the second half of this commen-
tary, the virtues of the double-weak approach merit brief
repeat. Although there is some question regarding the degree
to which Nearey has established novel middle ground be-
tween gestures and acoustics, there may be virtues to side-
stepping a contentious issue about which efforts have shed
more heat than light. Nearey has encouraged a balanced
theory that may be more inclusive rather than exclusive. His
approach implicitly employs constraints of ecology in as
much as experienced probability distributions of attributes
play a central role, and he encourages a welcome focus upon
learnability, if not learningper se. Within the linear logistic
framework, Nearey has constrained his models to embody
admirable elegance and parsimony. Finally, Nearey’s efforts
may serve to illuminate seminal issues of ontogeny of pho-
netic perception.
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1Not all theories that accept gestures to be the objects of speech perception
require unique perceptual processes. Within the Gibsonian tradition, direct
realism ~e.g., Fowler, 1986! holds the objects of perception to be actual
objects and events in the world. As a general theory of perception in force
across modalities, direct realism takes gestures to be the objects of speech
perception just as the theory would take physical structures~and not arrays
of light of varying wavelengths and luminences! to be the proper objects of
visual perception. In the broader view, direct realism deserves more atten-
tion than will be provided in this commentary. This is because Nearey
~1997! does not consider direct realism to any great extent.

2Nearey~1997! briefly considers what he refers to as a ‘‘double-strong’’
theory of speech perception with strong relations between phonetic symbols
and gestures and between phonetic symbols and auditory processes. Be-
cause Nearey argues that each of these putatively strong relations is rela-
tively weak, this approach is doubly discouraged.

3Because one module is hypothesized to be responsible for both producing
and perceiving speech, one may ask how one task could be more complex
or special than the other. One way would be for one part, production of
speech, to be much like motor control generally while the other part, per-
ception of speech, is remarkable in that it is not accomplished in a fashion
similar to perception of other objects and events in the world, instead hew-
ing closely to motor control. Certainly, the emphasis of motor theory has
been to distinguish perception of speech from more general models of
perception.

4Because very recently there has been extended commentary upon Suss-
man’s theorization~Sussmanet al., 1998!, this aspect of Nearey’s approach
will not be considered in greater depth here.

5Describing vowels, particularly low vowels, as tense or lax is not unam-
biguous; however, for this discussion, the longer vowel /,/ will be referred
to as tense and the shorter vowel /}/ as lax.

6In this commentary, auditory factors will be contrasted with experience and
learning. This division of labor is too simplistic, and it is hoped that it is not
misleading. Experience, particularly early in life, plays a considerable role
in the development of sensory systems. Absent experience, nonpathological

FIG. 2. The top figure illustrates multiple stimulus attributes each being
correlated more or less with a particular phonetic unit. The bottom figure
illustrates the concept of phonetic units defined as covariance between
stimulus attributes.
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perception does not exist. In addition, when something is the product of
auditory-perceptual learning, it does not cease to be auditory because learn-
ing has occurred. Throughout this contribution, ‘‘auditory’’ can be taken to
suggest general operating characteristics of auditory systems without con-
sideration of experience within a particular domain~speech!. ‘‘Learning’’
will refer to the processes by which performance comes to be in accord
with systematic properties in the environment.

7Again, direct realism is distinct for other gesturalist approaches. This
theory holds that perception of gestures is direct and no more complex or
burdensome than perception of other objects or events.

8Brunswick did allow ‘‘psychological weights’’ to deviate somewhat from
strict ecological validity.

9No inference is being made here with regard to the putative existence of
prototypes. The present authors have argued elsewhere~Kluender et al.,
1998! that the theoretical construct of prototypes is unnecessary~see, e.g.,
Knapp and Anderson, 1984; Medin and Schaffer, 1978!.
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This paper proposes a new experimental paradigm to explore the discriminability of languages, a
question which is crucial to the child born in a bilingual environment. This paradigm employs the
speech resynthesis technique, enabling the experimenter to preserve or degrade acoustic cues such
as phonotactics, syllabic rhythm, or intonation from natural utterances. English and Japanese
sentences were resynthesized, preserving broad phonotactics, rhythm, and intonation~condition 1!,
rhythm and intonation~condition 2!, intonation only~condition 3!, or rhythm only~condition 4!.
The findings support the notion that syllabic rhythm is a necessary and sufficient cue for French
adult subjects to discriminate English from Japanese sentences. The results are consistent with
previous research using low-pass filtered speech, as well as with phonological theories predicting
rhythmic differences between languages. Thus, the new methodology proposed appears to be well
suited to study language discrimination. Applications for other domains of psycholinguistic research
and for automatic language identification are considered. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~98!04512-3#
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INTRODUCTION

The predicament of the newborn having to learn a lan-
guage seems quite difficult by itself. But things become even
more complicated when the infant is raised in a bilingual or
multilingual environment. If the child has no means to sepa-
rate input utterances according to source languages, great
confusion ought to arise. Such confusion, however, is not
supported by informal observation. We will explore one pos-
sible strategy that infants may adopt to organize their linguis-
tic environment.

To begin with, let us emphasize that bilingual environ-
ments are more than a remote possibility. Bilingualism is, in
fact, more widespread than is usually acknowledged. Bilin-
guals may represent more than half the world’s population
~Hakuta, 1985; MacKey, 1967!. Moreover, bilingual children
do not show any significant language-learning impairment or
retardation due to possible confusion between languages.
What is interpreted as confusion by monolingual parents is
usually code-switching, a common feature of the bilingual’s
linguistic system~see Grosjean, 1982, 1989!.

Children’s proficiency at learning multiple languages si-
multaneously suggests that they should have some way to
discriminate languages, prior to learning any of them. Early
language discrimination has indeed been demonstrated by a
growing number of researchers. Mehleret al. ~1986, 1988!,
Bahrick and Pickens~1988!, Jusczyket al. ~1993!, Moon
et al. ~1993!, Bosch and Sebastia´n-Gallés ~1997!, and
Dehaene-Lambertz and Houston~1998! have found that very
young children, including newborns, are able to discriminate
native from non-native utterances. Moreover, Nazziet al.
~1998! recently demonstrated that newborns also discrimi-
nate utterances from two unknown languages, e.g., English
and Japanese for French subjects~see also Mehleret al.,
1988 as reanalyzed by Mehler and Christophe, 1995!. How-

ever, this result does not extend to any pair of languages,
which will be discussed below.

What cues are available to achieve such precocious dis-
crimination? The adult bilingual may rely upon lexical
knowledge, but such information is not available to infants.
Therefore, the speech signal must contain some prelexical
cues that enable language discrimination. The most obvious
cues that can be thought of are the following:

~i! Phonetic repertoire. It is well-known that different
languages use different sets of phonemes~see Mad-
dieson, 1984 for an inventory!. For example, an En-
glish speaker should have no trouble discriminating
between French and Arabic, since Arabic makes use
of very characteristic pharyngeal consonants, which
don’t exist in French.

~ii ! Phonotactic constraints. In every language, there are
constraints on the structural distribution of phonemes.
In Japanese, for instance, a liquid~r! can never follow
a stop consonant~p,b,k...!, unlike in English or
French.

~iii ! Prosody. The term prosody collectively refers to the
suprasegmental features of speech, mostly captured
by the notions of rhythm and intonation. Since Pike
~1945! and Abercrombie~1967!, it has been acknowl-
edged that languages can have different rhythms. En-
glish, as with all Germanic languages, has been de-
scribed as stress-timed, while French and other
Romance languages have been described as syllable-
timed. Furthermore, Ladefoged~1975! has proposed a
third rhythmic class consisting of mora-timed lan-
guages, such as Japanese. Although Nespor~1990!
warns that these rhythmic differences might be better
described as a continuum than as classes, they cer-
tainly can serve as reliable cues for language discrimi-
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nation ~Nazzi et al., 1998!. Finally, let us note that
languages can also have different melodic properties,
and therefore, intonation can be expected to play a
role in language discrimination as well, as suggested
by Maidment~1976, 1983!, Ohala and Gilbert~1979!,
Willems ~1982!, and de Pijper~1983!.

Obviously, all of these prelexical cues could be of inter-
est for language discrimination. However, they may not all
be relevant for discrimination by newborns. Mehleret al.
~1988! and Nazziet al. ~1998! have shown that language
discrimination is not hindered when utterances are filtered
~low-pass, 400 Hz!: newborns can perform the task equally
well when segmental cues are removed. This led these au-
thors to favor therhythm hypothesis, i.e., that newborns can
discriminate two languages if, and only if, they belong to
different rhythmic classes, as defined above. In order to
clarify the rhythm hypothesis, we reformulate it as follows:

~1! There are groups of languages that share a number of
phonological properties.

~2! Rhythm is one these phonological properties, or alterna-
tively, it is the outcome of some of them.

~3! By paying attention to rhythm, newborns are able to dis-
criminate languages which have different phonological
properties.

This hypothesis has been tested and confirmed by Nazzi
et al. ~1998! by showing that French newborns can discrimi-
nate filtered English and Japanese sentences~stress- versus
mora-timed!, but not English and Dutch ones~both stress-
timed! under the same conditions. Moreover, infants can dis-
criminate groups of languages, but only if these groups are
congruent with rhythmic classes, e.g., they can discriminate
English1Dutch from Spanish1Italian ~stress- versus
syllable-timed!, but not English1Italian from Spanish
1Dutch ~incoherent groups!. Thus, Nazziet al.’s findings
are in perfect agreement with therhythm hypothesis.

However, we feel that the case for therhythm hypothesis
still needs to be bolstered for at least two reasons:

~1! The range of languages explored is insufficient. For ex-
ample, Nespor~1990! questions the dichotomy between
syllable-timed and stress-timed languages by presenting
languages that share phonological properties of both
types~Polish, Catalan, Portuguese!. For such languages,
one would like to know whether they can be discrimi-
nated from syllable-timed languages, or stress-timed lan-
guages, or both, or neither. Therhythm hypothesis, in its
current formulation, would hold only if they clustered
along with one or the other language group. Recent work
by Bosch and Sebastia´n-Gallés ~1997! suggests that
Catalan is discriminable from Spanish~with low-pass
filtered speech!. Thus, either Catalan should not be con-
sidered as a syllable-timed language, as it has often been,
or the rhythm hypothesisis wrong.

~2! Low-pass filtering is not an ideal way to degrade utter-
ances with the aim of deleting segmental information
and preserving prosody. Basically, filtering does not al-
low one to know which properties of the signal are
eliminated and which are preserved. As a first approxi-

mation, segmental information should be eliminated be-
cause it is mainly contained in the higher formants of
speech, and pitch should be preserved because it rarely
rises higher than 400 Hz. But this is only an approxima-
tion. Listening to filtered speech makes it obvious that
some segmental information is preserved~sometimes
words can even be recognized!, and pitchdoessome-
times rise higher than 400 Hz, especially for female
voices.1 The proportion of energy preserved is also prob-
lematic because it differs from phoneme to phoneme: for
example, an /~/ vowel has a lot more energy in the low
frequencies than an /{/ vowel, not to mention other seg-
ments like stop consonants. Low-pass filtering thus gives
an unwarranted amplification to /~/. Consequently, there
is no guarantee that filtered speech really preserves
rhythm, at least from an acoustical point of view. From a
perceptual point of view, it seems that the alternation
between consonants and vowels is essential to the notion
of syllabic rhythm, and there is no reason to believe that
this is preserved either. Finally, Mehleret al.’s and
Nazzi et al.’s results leave open another interpretation,
one that we could call theintonation hypothesis: the idea
being that discrimination may have been performed on
the basis of intonation and not rhythm. Filtering, once
again, does not make any distinction between intonation
and rhythm, and much information would be gained by
separating these two components of the speech signal.

In the remainder of this paper, we will concentrate on
this second point by putting forward a new experimental
paradigm to better assess the relative importance of the dif-
ferent components of prosody. The first point will not be
addressed here, but it is quite clear that if one is to investi-
gate the discrimination of more language pairs, one would
first want to control more precisely the acoustic cues made
available to subjects.

I. SPEECH RESYNTHESIS

A. General principles

The difficulties with low-pass filtering we mentioned
above indicate that speech rhythm is an ill-defined concept.
The cues that make us perceive rhythm in the speech signal
are not well understood. Perceived speech rhythm could
emerge from the succession of syllables, vowels, stresses,
pitch excursions, energy bursts within a certain range of fre-
quencies, or whatever occurs repeatedly in speech that the
human ear can perceive. In this paper, we propose a meth-
odology that can be used to explore the perception of rhythm
under most of the above interpretations.

The main hypotheses that guided our search for better
controlled stimuli can be stated as follows:

~i! what the newborn actually perceives and analyzes is a
sequence of vowels or syllables, where the syllables
are signaled by the energetic and spectral prominence
of vowels.

~ii ! if rhythm can be said to be a cue to language discrimi-
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nation, it is in the sense that rhythm is the perceptual
outcome of the succession of syllables and their orga-
nization.

~iii ! if one wants to test rhythm as a potential cue to dis-
criminate between two languages, one should have
stimuli that preserve as much as possible the organi-
zation of sequences of syllables and degrade as much
as possible all alternative cues.

To this end, we explored a new technique, namely
speech resynthesis, to determine the perceptual cues relevant
to language discrimination and to test therhythm hypothesis.
Speech resynthesis was first developed at IPO at Eindhoven,
and it has been used for delexicalization purposes by Pagel
et al. ~1996! and Guastiet al. ~1998!. It amounts to:

~i! measuring all relevant acoustic components of the
speech signal;

~ii ! using these measures and an appropriate algorithm to
resynthesize the spoken material.

The distinctiveness of our approach rests in the selection
of the acoustic components used for resynthesis. This allows
us to eliminate or preserve at will different dimensions of the
speech signal, such as the nature of phonemes, rhythm, or
intonation. See below for a description of signal treatment.

In order to explore the validity and usefulness of this
technique, we limited the present study to adult subjects and
to two languages whose discrimination was highly predict-
able: English and Japanese. Sentences were recorded by na-
tive speakers of each language and resynthesized in order to
preserve various levels of information. In a first condition,
intonation, rhythm, and broad phonetic categories were pre-
served in order to evaluate the technique with a maximum
amount of information for discrimination. In a second con-
dition, only intonation and rhythm were preserved. In a third
condition, only intonation, and in a fourth condition, only
rhythm was preserved. In all the experiments, French native
speakers were trained and tested on a language categoriza-
tion task.

B. Construction of the stimuli 2

1. Source sentences

The stimuli used were taken from the set of sentences
recorded by Nazziet al. ~1998!. They consisted of 20 sen-
tences in Japanese and 20 sentences in English~see list in
Appendix! read by four female native speakers per language,
and digitized at 16 kHz. Sentences were all declarative, and
speakers read them as adult-directed utterances. They were
matched in mean number of syllables~16.2 syllables per sen-
tence in both languages!, and in mean-fundamental fre-
quency~229 Hz~s.d. 15.3! for English, 233 Hz~s.d. 15.9! for
Japanese!. However, the mean length of the sentences was
not perfectly matched between the two languages: 2752 ms
~s.d. 219! for English, 2627 ms~s.d. 122! for Japanese. It
will be argued later that this difference had no consequence
on the results observed.

2. General treatment

The following treatment was applied to each sentence:

~1! The fundamental frequency was extracted every 5 ms,
using the Bliss software, by John Mertus;

~2! The beginning and end of each phoneme was marked by
an experimenter, using both auditory and visual cues;

~3! The two types of information were merged into a text
file including, for each phoneme of the sentence, its du-
ration, and its pitch contour points;

~4! In this text file, a transformation was applied to the pho-
nemes and/or to the pitch contour points, depending on
the condition~see below!.

~5! The resulting file was fed into theMBROLA software
~Dutoit et al., 1996! for synthesis by concatenation of
diphones, using a French diphone database. The French
~rather than Japanese or English! diphone database was
chosen in order to remain neutral with respect to the
language discrimination task.

3. Transformations applied

~i! The first kind of transformation, which we named
‘‘ saltanaj,’’ consisted of replacing all fricatives with
the phoneme /2/, all stop consonants with /#/, all liq-
uids with /(/, all nasals with /'/, all glides3 with /-/,
and all vowels with /~/. These phonemes were chosen
because they were the most universal in their respec-
tive categories~Maddieson, 1984; Crystal, 1987!.
Thus new sentences were synthesized, preserving the
following features of the original ones:

~1! Global intonation;
~2! Syllabic rhythm;
~3! Broad phonotactics.

However, all nonprosodic lexical and syntactic infor-
mation was lost. Exact phonetic and phonotactic in-
formation was lost as well, both because of the sub-
stitution of the phonemes before synthesis, and
because the phonemes used by the software were
French.

~ii ! The second kind of transformation, named ‘‘sasasa,’’
consisted of replacing all consonants with /2/, and all
vowels with /~/. The consonant /2/ was selected be-
cause its continuant character enabled transformation
of consonant clusters into something sounding like a
single ~but long! consonant. Thus, in this condition,
only syllabic rhythm and intonation were preserved.

~iii ! The third kind of transformation, named ‘‘aaaa,’’
consisted of replacing all phonemes with /~/. It was
ensured that the synthesized sentences did not sound
like a weird succession of /~/s with noticeable onsets.
Instead, they sounded like one long /~/, varying con-
tinuously in pitch~fundamental frequency was inter-
polated over unvoiced portions of the sentences!.
Here, only the intonation of the original sentences was
preserved.

~iv! As for the fourth kind of transformation, named ‘‘flat
sasasa,’’ the phonemes were substituted as in the
sasasatransformation, but all sentences were synthe-
sized with a constant fundamental frequency at 230
Hz ~i.e., approximately the meanF0 measurement of
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the original sentences!. Thus, the only cue for lan-
guage discrimination was syllabic rhythm.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TEST OF RESYNTHESIZED
STIMULI

A. Method

The experimental protocol was programmed on an IBM-
compatible computer using theEXPE language~Pallieret al.,
1997!. Subjects read instructions indicating that they would
be trained to recognize ‘‘acoustically modified’’ sentences of
two languages, Sahatu and Moltec. The instructions were
written in such a way as to make the subjects believe that the
sentences belonged to two real and exotic languages, rather
than to languages that they might know. Subjects heard the
sentences through headphones. After the experiment, they
were asked to explain which strategies they had used to per-
form the task.4

The 40 sentences were divided into two arbitrary sets of
20 sentences, each containing 10 sentences in each language,
pronounced by two different speakers per language. They
were called the training set and the test set. This was done to
assess if what the subjects learned in the training phase was
due only to particular sentences’ or speakers’ characteristics,
or to more general properties of the two languages.

At the beginning of the training phase, one sentence of
each language was selected at random from the training set,
and served as a preliminary example. Then, all the sentences
from the training set were presented in random order. After
each sentence, the subject was required to enter S or M on
the keyboard for Sahatu and Moltec and was given immedi-
ate feedback on the answer. After hearing the 20 sentences,
the subjects who scored 70% or more correct responses went
on to the test phase, while the others went through another
training session with the same 20 sentences. Subjects were
allowed to undergo a maximum of three training sessions,
after which they were given the test session irrespective of
their scores.

In the test phase, subjects heard the 20 sentences of the
test set in a random order and answered as in the training
phase. They were given feedback as well.

B. Participants

Sixty-four students participated voluntarily, without
payment. They were all French native speakers with a mean
age of 22 years. They were tested in their own rooms with a
portable PC. There were four experimental conditions, cor-
responding to the four types of transformations mentioned
above. They were run sequentially with the first 16 partici-
pants in thesaltanaj condition, the next 16 in thesasasa
condition, then theaaaa condition, and finally, theflat
sasasacondition. Participants in the four experiments were
drawn from the same pool of students, and the order in
which they were tested was random. Besides the nature of
the stimuli, the only thing that differed among the conditions
was the minimum training score required to switch directly
to the test phase: originally it was 75% for thesaltanajcon-

dition, but it was then lowered to 70% for the other condi-
tions to allow more successful subjects to complete the ex-
periment quickly.

C. Results

A summary of the raw data, session by session, is pre-
sented in Table I. As can be seen, the number of subjects
decreases during the training phase due to the fact that the
most successful ones are allowed to skip training sessions 2
or 3. The scores correspond to total hit rates of all the an-
swers.

In order to assess which general properties of the two
languages the subjects have learned, independently of the
characteristics of particular sentences or speakers, we re-
stricted the statistical analyses to the test session. Indeed,
scores during the test session measure the ability of subjects
to generalize what they have learned during training sessions
to novel sentences produced by new speakers. Therefore, it
would be very difficult to interpret the results as showing
that the subjects have learned individual characteristics of
certain sentences or speakers. Test-session scores thus repre-
sent a conservative measure of language discrimination.

Moreover, we converted our test-session scores into hit
rates and false-alarm rates~in the sense of signal detection
theory! in order to perform an analysis of discrimination,
taking into account any response biases that subjects may
have had. We used as hit rates the percentage of Japanese
sentences correctly recognized, and as false alarms, the per-
centage of English sentences incorrectly labeled as Japanese.
Table II presents, for each condition, mean hit rates, false-
alarm rates, discrimination scores (A8) and response bias
measures (BD9 )5 ~see Donaldson, 1992!.

A Kolmogorov test for normality ensured that the distri-
butions of A8 scores could be considered as normal~all p
values.0.36!. A t-test was computed to compareA8 scores
to chance level~0.5!. Discrimination scores were found to be
significantly above chance in thesaltanaj @t(15)54.47, p

TABLE I. Mean-percent scores during the different sessions of each condi-
tion ~chance is 50%!. In parentheses: number of subjects.

Training 1 Training 2 Training 3 Test

saltanaj 61.8~16! 59.6 ~14! 61.2~12! 66.9 ~16!
sasasa 54.2~16! 63.1 ~13! 66.1 ~9! 65.0 ~16!
aaaa 49.7~16! 55 ~14! 54.1~11! 50.9 ~16!
flat sasasa 62.5~16! 55.5 ~10! 55.6 ~8! 68.1 ~16!

TABLE II. Mean-hit rates, false-alarm rates, discrimination scores, and re-
sponse bias measures, in each condition during test session.A8 is compared
to 0.5 ~chance level! andBD9 to 0 ~no bias!.

Hit rates False alarms A8 BD9

saltanaj 0.69 0.35 0.71a 20.11
sasasa 0.65 0.35 0.68b 20.02
aaaa 0.56 0.54 0.52 20.18c

flat sasasa 0.70 0.34 0.72a 20.18

ap,0.001.
bp,0.01.
cp,0.05.
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50.000 4#, sasasa@t(15)53, p50.009#, and flat sasasa
@t(15)54.15, p50.000 9# conditions, but not in theaaaa
condition @ t(15),1#.

The results presented in Table II seem to be quite clear-
cut: the two sets of sentences were discriminable in all but
the aaaacondition. To further evaluate the four conditions,
the distribution ofA8 scores in each condition is shown in
Fig. 1. Multiple comparisons of the four conditions with a
Bonferroni correction showed that theaaaa condition was
significantly different from both thesaltanaj(p50.002) and
flat sasasa(p50.004) conditions. No other differences
showed significance, but there was a tendency for theaaaa
condition to be different from thesasasacondition as well
(p50.026), which was offset by the Bonferroni correction.
It is thus reasonable to say that theaaaacondition was dif-
ferent from all the others.

Finally, BD9 scores show that the subjects did not have
any particular bias, except in theaaaacondition, where they
were slightly liberal (p50.046); that is, they tended to an-
swer ‘‘Japanese’’ more often than ‘‘English.’’ This isolated
and modest effect does not seem to us to require any particu-
lar interpretation or attention.

D. Discussion

1. Acoustic cues available to the subjects

In thesaltanajcondition, the manner of articulation, the
duration, and the place of each phoneme was preserved.
Since the overall structure and organization of the syllables
was preserved, syllabic rhythm certainly was as well. In ad-
dition, global intonation was also preserved. Thus, subjects
had many available cues for discriminating utterances. Pos-
sibly the most salient one was the presence of numerous
consonant clusters in English, with almost none in Japanese.

In the sasasacondition, in contrast, the identity of the
phoneme classes, their respective distributions, and their ar-
rangement was lost. Only the intonation and gross syllabic
information was preserved. More precisely:

~i! the consonant/vowel distinction and temporal ratio
were preserved;

~ii ! the weight of the syllables was also preserved, since
consonant clusters of the original stimuli were con-
verted into long consonants~indeed, /2/ of the same
duration as the corresponding clusters!;

~iii ! the broad temporal organization of the syllables was
preserved as well;

~iv! finally, the rendering of the fundamental frequency
conveyed information about both the global intona-
tion of the sentences and, more locally, stress and
pitch-accent, i.e., stressed or accented syllables were
detectable, at least with partial cues~intensity cues
were not available, for instance!.

The subjects’ ability to discriminate the two sets of
sasasasentences has an interesting implication, namely that
suprasegmental cues are sufficient to allow for discrimina-
tion of the two languages. In this respect, our results are
quite similar to those of Ohala and Gilbert~1979!, who
showed discrimination between several languages with
stimuli that also preserved rhythm and intonation~although
in their experiment, rhythm was that of the envelope of the
signal, rather than of the syllables!.

In the aaaa condition, the only remaining cue was the
global intonation of the sentences, as resynthesized from the
F0 data. Local intonational cues were probably of little use
since they were not aligned with any syllable. Therefore, this
condition simply explored whether melody could serve to
discriminate English from Japanese. It seems that it cannot,
as subjects behaved in a way that looked like guessing.

This result can be viewed as being at odds with some of
the few previous studies on the role of intonation in language
discrimination ~Maidment, 1976, 1983; Willems, 1982; de
Pijper, 1983!. However, these experiments differ from ours
in at least two respects: first, they compared English with
Dutch and French, but not with Japanese; second, the native
language of the subjects was always pitted against another
language, and the subjects were aware of this fact. This must
have made the task considerably easier. Indeed, when hear-
ing a sentence, the subjects had to judge whether it met the
intonational pattern of their native language, and did not
have to forge new categories from scratch. This strategy
would not be possible for an infant who has not yet acquired
a native language. Given that one of our aims was to explore
language acquisition, we wanted to place the adult subjects
in a similar situation. Thus, our findings are not in contradic-
tion with previous studies. However, it is not yet clear
whether our subjects failed because English and Japanese
intonations are not different enough, or because our stimuli
were too degraded, or because the subjects were not native
speakers of either of the two languages presented.

To further explore this question, we recruited 16 native
English speakers~ten Americans, four English, one other,
and one unknown!, with a mean age of 29 years. Most of
them were paid for their participation. They were tested on
the aaaa stimuli under the same conditions as the French
subjects, except that they were told that the languages were
English and Sahatu, and that they were to recognize them by
their intonation. The task thus was as close as possible to the
previous studies cited above. The averageA8 score was 0.61

FIG. 1. Distribution ofA8 scores in each condition. Horizontal bars repre-
sent the medians, boxes the central half of the data, and whiskers the whole
range of the data.
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~s.d. 0.14!, which was significantly above chance@t(15)
53.25, p50.005#. There was no response bias@BD9 50.09,
t(15),1#. Thus, it seems that English and Japanese intona-
tions are sufficiently dissimilar to be differentiated, and that
theaaaastimuli are not too degraded or uninteresting for the
task to be performed. However, the task seems to be feasible
only when subjects have a certain knowledge of one of the
languages and of the task itself.

Finally, the success of our subjects in discriminating be-
tween the two sets of sentences in theflat sasasacondition
shows that they could easily do without any intonation, and
that syllabic rhythm was a robust cue for discrimination. In-
deed, this finding seems surprising, given the disembodied
nature of speech uttered with a flat intonation. But at the
same time, this points out the remarkable robustness of the
cues present in theflat sasasastimuli. As we mentioned
above, these cues are related to the temporal organization of
consonants and vowels within the sentence. Since there are
very few consonant clusters in Japanese and many in En-
glish, large differences may persist between the two lan-
guages.Flat sasasaEnglish sentences were characterized by
longer consonants, heavier syllables, a greater variety of syl-
lable types, weights, and durations, and thus a more irregular
temporal organization of syllables than Japanese sentences.
These cues are indeed thought to be the main constituents of
syllabic rhythm~see Dauer, 1983, 1987; Nespor, 1990!.

In conclusion, syllabic rhythm was shown to be both
necessary and sufficient for the discrimination task. Indeed,
its presence was sufficient in theflat sasasacondition, and its
absence was an obstacle in theaaaacondition. This is not to
say that this is always the case; as we mentioned above,
intonation can be of greater interest to native speakers. It
could also be a crucial cue for other pairs of languages, like
tonal languages. Conversely, one can also imagine situations
where rhythm may not be sufficient, possibly English and
Dutch, or Spanish and Italian. This is a matter for future
research, where speech resynthesis methodology should be
of further use.

2. Possible problems and improvements

Before drawing more general conclusions, we will now
turn to more methodological questions concerning this par-
ticular study and the general procedure.

First, one might be concerned with the fact that, in this
study, the length of the sentences was not perfectly matched
between the two languages. Indeed, as the English sentences
were on average about 5% longer than the Japanese ones, it
could be argued that the discrimination observed had nothing
to do with rhythm, but rather with a strategy relying on sen-
tence length. If this were the case, then we would expect a
similar result in theaaaa condition, where the sentences
were exactly the same length as in the other conditions. The
results obtained in theaaaacondition clearly show that sub-
jects were unable to use average sentence length to perform
the task, and therefore this interpretation must be ruled out,
unless one is prepared to argue that the length information
was unusable only in theaaaacondition.

As regards the methodology itself, one might want to
argue that the discriminability of the two sets of resynthe-

sized sentences could be an artefact of the synthesis itself.
However, since all the stages in the resynthesis process were
performed in a similar fashion for both languages, it seems
unlikely that some artefact or artificial difference was intro-
duced for one language and not the other. At any rate, as we
have already noted, there are differences between English
and Japanese that we expected subjects to use in the task.

An aspect of our results that can seem surprising is the
relatively low level of average discrimination scores~68%–
72%!, when the two languages studied seem so different.
Doesn’t this suggest that the technique lacks sensitivity?
This would be consistent with the fact that scores are not
higher in thesaltanaj than in thesasasacondition, despite
the additional information provided to perform the task. In-
deed, a more sensitive task that would allow us to detect
more subtle effects would be desirable. However, we have
several reasons to think that discrimination scores would not
be dramatically higher. As the stimuli are quite impover-
ished, they are not particularly interesting for the subjects. In
addition, since they unfold over three seconds, the task de-
mands sustained attention and an unusual effort to extract
regularities. Likewise, the source sentences themselves show
great variability, and the acoustic cues do not allow for a
definite determination of their origin, i.e., what is true of the
prosody of English sentences in general is not necessarily
true of the prosody of every English sentence, and there can
be an overlap between the prosodies of English and Japanese
sentences.

To confirm this intuition, we ran an item analysis on the
sasasasentences used in the test phase. Scores for individual
sentence recognition ranged from 38% to 88%~chance
550%!, and an ANOVA ~analysis of variance! using the
logistic generalized linear model~Hosmer and Lemeshow,
1989! showed a significant effect of the sentence factor, i.e.,
some sentences yielded scores that were significantly differ-
ent from others. In brief, some sentences were not very good
exemplars of their language, at least in the sense of the
acoustic cues preserved under the different conditions. For
instance, the three sentences yielding the worst scores~38%,
44%, and 50%! were English sentences~respectively #20,
16, 17, see Appendix! that have few consonant clusters. In-
deed, they were found to have a higher vowel/consonant
temporal ratio ~respectively, 0.49, 0.44, 0.45! than most
other English sentences~average 0.4 over our 20 sentences,
s.d.50.05!, thus getting closer to the Japanese prototype~av-
erage 0.53, s.d.50.03!. This confirms that syllabic complex-
ity is a critical cue in the English/Japanese discrimination.
This might also explain why subjects tended to respond
slightly more ‘‘Japanese’’ than ‘‘English’’ overall: English
sentences can occasionally have mostly simple syllables like
Japanese ones, but the phonology of Japanese forbids the
reverse situation. As infants are confronted with similarly
noisy input, it seems only fair to test adults under the same
conditions, rather than with sentences selected for their pro-
totypicality. Lower discrimination scores are thus to be ex-
pected.

The great complexity of the stimuli and their variability
within one language may also explain why more information
does not seem to improve necessarily our subjects’ perfor-
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mance. In theflat sasasacondition, we claim that subjects
are provided with the most reliable cue, i.e., syllabic rhythm.
If intonation is irrelevant to the task, or at least if it is a less
reliable cue than rhythm, then the presence of intonation in
the sasasaandsaltanajconditions may not necessarily help
subjects; it could even disturb them by distracting them from
the most relevant cue. The same can be said of broad pho-
notactics.

Finally, a possible way to improve the subjects’ scores
might be to incorporate a measure of amplitude in the syn-
thesis. This has not been done in the present work simply
because the MBROLA software doesn’t take amplitude as a
possible input. Thus, in our resynthesized stimuli, stress was
signaled only by pitch excursions and duration, not by am-
plitude. As there is reason to think that stress is an important
component of rhythm, adding a cue such as amplitude could
make the perception of rhythm more accurate, and would
furthermore make it possible to analyze separately the re-
spective roles of rhythm due to the succession of syllables
and rhythm due to amplitude.

How dependent are our results on the maternal language
of our subjects, and on the language chosen as a diphone
database~French!? As mentioned above, being a native
speaker of one of the target languages helps, at least when
one is aware of it. More generally, the subjects’ native lan-
guage may influence performance in the tasks we proposed.
Indeed, speech perception is often said to be biased by one’s
maternal language. This is particularly true for phonemic
perception, but also for more abstract phonological process-
ing. For instance, French native speakers are quite poor at
perceiving stress~Dupoux et al., 1997; see also Dupoux
et al., 1999, for another example!. Granting that English has
stress and Japanese has pitch-accent, and if one accepts that
these cues remained present in the resynthesized stimuli
~possibly in thesaltanajandsasasaconditions!, it is possible
that French subjects were unable to detect this type of infor-
mation. If so, this could actually account for the lack of a
difference in performance between the intonated andflat
sasasaconditions, in which the presence or absence of into-
nation seemed to make no difference to the subjects. We
hope to test speakers of other languages in order to assess
whether they do better in thesasasacondition. Nonetheless,
considering performance in theflat sasasacondition, we find
no similar reason to believe that the perception of syllabic
rhythm alone would be any better or worse for speakers of
languages other than French. Therefore, we think that our
main conclusion, that syllabic rhythm is enough to allow for
discrimination of English and Japanese, should hold across
speakers of any other languages.

Another point worth mentioning is that our subjects
were much more familiar with English than with Japanese.
English is learned at school in France, not Japanese. How-
ever, subjects were told that the languages were Sahatu and
Moltec. Moreover, sentences were delexicalized, providing
subjects with no obvious way to detect the presence of En-
glish. As a matter of fact,a posteriori reports revealed that
none of them guessed that Moltec was English. Moreover, no
response asymmetries were observed~such as a tendency to
recognize Moltec sentences more often!, so there is no rea-

son to believe that the subjects’ greater familiarity with En-
glish had an influence on the results.

Finally, the influence of the French diphone database
could be relevant for thesaltanaj condition only, assasasa
or aaaasentences would hardly have sounded any different
if we had used another diphone database. For thesaltanaj
condition, the number of phonemes used was low, and the
chosen phonemes~s, a, l, t, n, j! exist in both Japanese and
English. We checked that the transposition of the phonemes
did not produce illegal sequences in either language. All the
resulting diphones were legal in French, which enabled a
correct diphone synthesis. Occasionally the phoneme trans-
position led to a slight change of syllabification. For ex-
ample, the English phrase ‘‘the truck’’ was transformed into
/2~#(~#/. /#(/ is a legal phoneme sequence in English, but only
across a syllable boundary~as in ‘‘butler’’!. The same is true
for French. Thus, the transformation of ‘‘the truck’’ into
/2~#(~#/ shifted the perceived syllable boundary to fall be-
tween /#/ and /(/. If one is concerned with the precise contri-
bution of phonotactics for language discrimination, such ef-
fects could indeed be a problem, and one should then choose
the phonemes accordingly. In the present case, where the
discrimination was made possible by massive differences in
syllable weight and the presence or absence of consonant
clusters, such minor effects must have been negligible.

III. GENERAL DISCUSSION

In this study, we have put forward a new method, speech
resynthesis, to explore the discrimination of languages on the
basis of prosodic cues. We used this method to construct
stimuli that preserved different possible levels of prosodic
information in both English and Japanese sentences, and we
tested discrimination of these two sets of stimuli by French
subjects. Our results show that syllabic rhythm is clearly
sufficient to allow for discrimination between English and
Japanese.

This finding is consistent with both phonological theo-
ries and past experimental studies. Indeed, the contrasting
rhythmic patterns of languages such as English and Japanese
have been noticed by linguists~Pike, 1945; Abercrombie,
1967; Ladefoged, 1975!, leading them to classify languages
into different rhythmic classes. Mehleret al. ~1996! and
Nazzi et al. ~1998! have, moreover, hypothesized that dis-
crimination should be possible between languages belonging
to different rhythmic classes. Our results not only confirm
that this is true of English and Japanese, but also demonstrate
that syllabic rhythm is, as predicted, a relevant parameter.

In this respect, we think that the scope of our work goes
beyond past studies upholding the role of prosody for lan-
guage discrimination. Indeed, previous studies have relied on
only one type of degradation of the speech signal at any one
time. Ohala and Gilbert~1979!, for instance, explored the
joint role of intonation and rhythm, whereas Maidment
~1976, 1983!, Willems ~1982! and de Pijper~1983! explored
the role of intonation alone. Likewise, in their studies on
infants, Mehleret al. ~1988!, Nazziet al. ~1998!, Bosch and
Sebastia´n-Gallés ~1997! and Dehaene-Lambertz and Houston
~1998! relied on low-pass filtering to isolate gross prosodic
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cues. In all those studies, however, the different levels of
prosodic information were not separated and compared.

We thus view our main contribution as having~1! pro-
vided a methodology allowing to separate and analyze dif-
ferent components of prosody in a systematic fashion,~2!
isolated the prosodic component of interest to therhythm
hypothesis, that is, syllabic rhythm,~3! shown that this com-
ponent is, as expected, an excellent and possibly the best
prosodic cue for the discrimination of languages that are said
to differ in rhythm.

Let us now turn to the possible future applications of
this new methodology. To further test therhythm hypothesis,
the flat sasasastimuli provide a better tool than low-pass
filtering. For example, a replication of Nazziet al.’s ~1998!
experiments with such stimuli would allow us to rule out the
alternative-intonation hypothesis. Indeed, even though our
present results on adults strongly suggest that their rhythm-
based interpretation was right, extrapolation of results from
the adult state to the initial state is not warranted.

More language discrimination experiments on adults and
infants usingflat sasasastimuli would also be needed to
evaluate whether languages actually tend to congregate into
rhythmic classes, or whether, as Nespor~1990! suggests,
they form a rhythmic continuum.

Studying the prosodic properties of languages using
speech resynthesis may also influence research on automatic
language identification. Indeed, much of the research in this
domain has concentrated on modeling the short-term acous-
tics of the speech signal. Prosodic features have rarely been
taken into account, and with relatively low success~for a
review, see Muthusamyet al., 1994!. Even though one
should not expect to discriminate all pairs of languages using
prosodic cues only, prosody could still be used as a first-
order classifier, thus restraining the problem space for analy-
sis with other cues. In this respect, we feel that language-
discrimination studies using speech resynthesis might be a
practical way to establish a taxonomy of the world languages
along different prosodic dimensions, and such a taxonomy
could be a first step towards the elaboration of a prosodic
classifier.

Outside the range of therhythm hypothesis, one can
imagine various applications of the speech resynthesis para-
digm. When studying the perception of prosody, it is often
desirable to cancel possible lexical and/or segmental influ-
ences. This has sometimes been done in the past by using
reiterant speech, that is, by asking speakers to produce non-
sense syllables~like ‘‘mamama’’! while imitating the
prosody of a natural sentence~Larkey, 1983; Liberman and
Streeter, 1978!. In our view, resynthesis provides a way to
create such reiterant stimuli in a more controlled and system-
atic manner, without having to rely on speakers producing
nonspeech, which is quite an unnatural task.

A possible application is the study of prosodic correlates
of word boundaries. For instance, de Pijper and Sanderman
~1994! delexicalized whole sentences and asked subjects to
judge word and phrase boundaries. In the authors’ opinions,
their stimuli proved quite painful to listen to, so similar work
would benefit from using speech resynthesis~see Pagel
et al., 1996 for a first approach!.

Finally, higher-level prosodic cues can also be studied
using speech resynthesis. For instance, the head-direction pa-
rameter in syntax is said to have a prosodic correlate, namely
prosodic phrase prominence~Nesporet al., 1996!. By care-
fully resynthesizing their sentences to control the acoustic
cues preserved, Guastiet al. ~1998! showed that such promi-
nence is perceived by adults and infants, and could thus
serve to set the head-direction parameter early on.

To conclude, we think that the use of speech resynthesis
goes beyond the need, evident in the above studies, for a
practical delexicalization tool. Its flexibility authorizes
countless ways to selectively preserve or eliminate cues, of
which the present paper has proposed only a few. For other
purposes yet to be defined, one could also decide to preserve
the place rather than the manner of articulation of phonemes,
or to blur function words while preserving content words and
prosody, or vice versa. We leave it to the reader’s imagina-
tion to invent other interesting manners to manipulate speech
resynthesis.
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APPENDIX

English sentences

Speaker 1

1. The next local elections will take place during the win-
ter.

2. A hurricane was announced this afternoon on the TV.
3. The committee will meet this afternoon for a special

debate.
4. This rugby season promises to be a very exciting one.
5. Artists have always been attracted by the life in the capi-

tal.

Speaker 2

6. My grandparents’ neighbor is the most charming person
I know.

7. The art gallery in this street was opened only last week.
8. The parents quietly crossed the dark room and ap-

proached the boy’s bed.
9. Nobody noticed when the children slipped away just af-

ter dinner.
10. Science has acquired an important place in western so-

ciety.

Speaker 3

11. Much more money will be needed to make this project
succeed.

12. This supermarket had to close due to economic prob-
lems.
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13. The first flowers have bloomed due to the exceptional
warmth of March.

14. The last concert given at the opera was a tremendous
success.

15. Finding a job is difficult in the present economic cli-
mate.

Speaker 4

16. The local train left the station more than five minutes
ago.

17. In this famous coffee shop you will eat the best donuts
in town.

18. The young boy got up quite early in order to watch the
sunrise.

19. In this case, the easiest solution seems to appeal to the
high court.

20. The library is opened every day from eight A.M. to six
P.M.

Japanese sentences

Speaker 1

1. Oono shigo ni machi no saiken ga hajimatta.
2. Noomin no sonchoo ni taisuru fuman ga tamatta.
3 Totemo kichoona kaiga ga saikin nusumareta.
4. Kochira no kata wa keiseigeka no senmonka desu.
5. Tsugino chihoosenkyo wa kondo no harugoro deshoo.

Speaker 2

6. Monku wa shihainin ni iuno ga tettoribayai.
7. Nihon no tabemononara mazu teni hairu.
8. Operaza no saigo no konsaato wa seikoodatta.
9. Kaikakusuishinha ga kenchoomae de demokooshinshita.
10. Bakayooki no seide hayakumo hana ga saiteiru.

Speaker 3

11. Noomin no sonchoo ni taisuru fuman ga tamatta.
12. Haru no koozui de zuibun ookina higaiga deta.
13. Konshuu mo terebibangumi o mirujikan ga nai.
14. Tsugino chihoosenkyo wa kondo no harugoro deshoo.
15. Tsugi no gekijooshiizun wa totemo kyoomibukaidaroo.

Speaker 4

16. Hachiji no nyuusu de jiken ga hoodoosareta.
17. Kinyoobi no gogo wa ginkooga hayaku shimaru.
18. Konopanya no keiki wa konokaiwai de hyoobanda.
19. Bakayooki no seide hayakumo hana ga saiteiru.
20. Kusuriya no kamisan wa moosugu kaimononi deru.

1In experiments on infants, female voices are used almost exclusively.
2Samples of all the types of stimuli described in this article can be heard on
http://www.ehess.fr/centres/lscp/persons/ramus/resynth/ecoute.htm

3At this point, the ambiguous status of glides should be mentioned. The
following rule was applied: pre- and inter-vocalic glides were marked as
consonants, post-vocalic glides~in diphthongs! were marked as vowels.
Therefore, pre- and inter-vocalic glides were transformed into /-/ in the
saltanaj condition and /2/ in the sasasacondition, whereas postvocalic
glides were transformed into /~/ in both conditions.

4Subjects’ reports were not found to be consistent nor informative and are
therefore not reported here.

5We are grateful to Dr. Strange for suggesting this type of analysis.
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This article presents the results of listening experiments and psychoacoustical modeling aimed at
evaluating the pitch synchronous overlap-and-add~PSOLA! technique. This technique can be used
for simultaneous modification of pitch and duration of natural speech, using simple and efficient
time-domain operations on the speech waveform. The first set of experiments tested the ability of
subjects to discriminate double-formant stimuli, modified in fundamental frequency using PSOLA,
from unmodified stimuli. Of the potential auditory discrimination cues induced by PSOLA, cues
from the first formant were found to generally dominate discrimination performance. In the second
set of experiments the influence of vocal perturbation, i.e., jitter and shimmer, on discriminability of
PSOLA-modified single-formant stimuli was determined. The data show that discriminability
deteriorates at most modestly in the presence of jitter and shimmer. With the exception of a few
conditions, the trends in these data could be replicated by either using a modulation-discrimination
or an intensity-discrimination model, dependent on the formant frequency. As a baseline experiment
detection thresholds for jitter and shimmer were measured. Thresholds for jitter could be replicated
by using either the modulation-discrimination or the intensity-discrimination model, dependent on
the ~mean! fundamental frequency of stimuli. The thresholds for shimmer could be accurately
predicted for stimuli with a 250-Hz fundamental, but less accurately in the case of a 100-Hz
fundamental. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!05201-7#

PACS numbers: 43.72.Ja, 43.66.Fe, 43.66.Ba@JLH#

INTRODUCTION

For speech modification and speech synthesis purposes,
high computational efficiency can be achieved using tech-
niques that are based on speech-waveform operations in the
time domain. For instance, Roucos and Wilgus~1985! pre-
sented speech-waveform modification schemes within the
overlap-and-add~OLA! framework. A pitch-synchronous
OLA model ~PSOLA! in which all overlap-and-add opera-
tions are aligned to the ‘‘local’’ pitch period was proposed in
Hamonet al. ~1989! and Moulines and Charpentier~1990!.
The PSOLA technique was developed for the~simultaneous
and independent! modification of duration and pitch of natu-
ral speech.1 PSOLA has proven to be a practical method for
speech modification and synthesis~e.g., Moulines and
Laroche, 1995; Klauset al., 1997!.

In our previous paper~Kortekaas and Kohlrausch,
1997!, we argued that despite the widespread application of
PSOLA, the perceptual consequences of speech-waveform
modification were not well understood. This lack of knowl-
edge was, for instance, reflected in the unpredictable occur-
rence of annoying artifacts such as roughness when using

PSOLA. We presented results of a psychoacoustical evalua-
tion of PSOLA aimed at determining the auditory sensitivity
to the ‘‘basic distortions’’ introduced by PSOLA. Basic dis-
tortions referred to spectro-temporal changes of the speech
signal that result from the overlap-and-add operationsper se,
and not from ‘‘improper’’ PSOLA application such as erro-
neous estimation of the local pitch periods. By measuring the
sensitivity of the human auditory system to these basic dis-
tortions, the study was aimed at understanding the perceptual
consequences of speech-waveform modification, rather than
at explaining the occurrence of the artifacts mentioned
above.

The auditory sensitivity was investigated through listen-
ing experiments in which single-formant stimuli~Klatt,
1980! were modified in fundamental frequency~F0!. The
subjects’ task was to discriminate PSOLA-modified signals
from unmodified references as a function ofDF, the percent-
age shift inF0. Spectral consequences of such anF0 modi-
fication are most prominent in the formant region, where
changes in both levels and relative phases of the harmonics
occur ~‘‘formant broadening;’’ Moulines and Charpentier,
1990!. Discriminability was typically found to vary non-
monotonically with DF, indicating an interaction between
DF and the formant frequency. This discrimination perfor-
mance could be modeled reasonably well by detection of
changes in an auditory excitation pattern~‘‘profile analysis;’’

a!Present address: Boys Town National Research Hospital, 555 North 30th
Street, Omaha, NE 68131.

b!Corresponding author. Electronic mail: kohlraus@ipo.tue.nl
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Gagnéand Zurek, 1988!, provided the harmonics around the
formant frequency were resolved by auditory filtering. Such
a model only takes~power! spectral cues into account. In the
case of unresolved harmonics, the data could be best ex-
plained on the basis of detection of changes in modulation
depth at the output of a simulated auditory filter~Wakefield
and Viemeister, 1990!. In that case, changes in relative har-
monic phases may affect discriminability.

The present study extends these results to more natural
and, consequently, more complex stimuli. The aim of the
study was to determine whether the auditory discrimination
cues for the single-formant stimuli are also available if
stimulus complexity increases. Two separate aspects of natu-
ral speech were dealt with. First, discrimination sensitivity
was measured for double-formant stimuli because natural
vowels are characterized by at least two formants. If the
available information from both formant regions is processed
optimally, we expect discriminability of double-formant
PSOLA-modified stimuli to be higher than in the case of
single-formant stimuli. Because vowels vary in length and
intensity in natural speech, the influence on discriminability
of presentation level and stimulus duration was investigated
additionally.

Second, the extent to which discrimination performance
is influenced by perturbations of either amplitude orF0 was
investigated. These two perturbation types are usually re-
ferred to as shimmer and jitter~Pinto and Titze, 1990!. If
such perturbations reduce discriminability of PSOLA-
induced spectro-temporal changes, then their presence in
natural speech could at least partly explain the success of
PSOLA. Shimmer and jitter are often conceived of as char-
acteristics of natural speech~Lieberman, 1961! and have
been proposed as criteria to classify certain types of patho-
logical voices~e.g., Askenfelt and Hammarberg, 1986!. In
the present study shimmer and jitter were simulated by in-
troducing random fluctuations in the pulses exciting the for-
mant filter ~cf. Hillenbrand, 1987, 1988; Rozsypal and
Millar, 1979!. Even though this way of simulating shimmer
and jitter may be consistent with quantitative measures based
on the analysis of the speech waveform~Horii, 1980!, the
relevance of such measures is still under debate because of,
e.g., interactions between vocal tract and glottis~Klatt and
Klatt, 1990; Cranen, 1997; Schoentgen and De Guchteneere,
1997!. Therefore, these shimmer and jitter simulations

should be conceived of as a means to investigate in a con-
trolled manner the role of perturbations in perceiving
PSOLA-modified stimuli, rather than as a true-to-nature
simulation of speech production. As a baseline experiment to
the discrimination experiments, detection thresholds were
measured for jitter and shimmer in single-formant stimuli,
without any PSOLA modification.

I. GENERAL METHODS

A. The PSOLA technique and terminology

The terminology used in the present paper is consistent
with that in our previous paper~Kortekaas and Kohlrausch,
1997!. PSOLA-modified stimuli were obtained by~1! de-
composing a single- or double-formant signal into signal
segments by pitch-synchronous windowing, and~2! recom-
bining these decomposed signal segments by means of
overlap-and-add. The decomposition was performed with
Hanning~raised-cosine! windows which had a length of two
pitch periods. The window maxima coincided with the
‘‘glottal pulses’’ that excited the formant filters~see Sec.
II A !. In this way, the signal was regularly decomposed at an
‘‘analysis window rate’’Fwa Hz. By means of overlap-add,
the decomposed signal segments were recombined at a ‘‘syn-
thesis window rate’’Fws Hz, yielding a signal with anF0 of
Fws Hz. Discrimination performance was measured as a
function of the shift inF0 expressed as a Weber fraction:
DF5@(Fws2Fwa)/Fwa#3100%. For a detailed description
of the PSOLA technique and its signal-processing aspects,
the reader is referred to Moulines and Laroche~1995!.

B. Spectral consequences of PSOLA application

Figure 1 illustrates the spectral consequences of PSOLA
applications to synthetic formant signals. Panel A shows the
magnitude spectrum~dashed line! of the impulse response of
a formant filter with a formant frequency of 500 Hz, and a
bandwidth of 50 Hz. The solid vertical lines show the har-
monics of a periodic signal having this formant frequency
and anF0 of 87 Hz. In the experiments, such a signal was
used as reference. Panel B shows the magnitude spectrum
~dashed line! of a single segment decomposed by PSOLA
windowing a 500-Hz formant signal, having anF0 of 100 Hz
(Fwa5100 Hz!. Clearly, the spectral envelope in panel B

FIG. 1. Illustration of PSOLA-induced spectral
changes.~A! Magnitude spectrum of the impulse re-
sponse of a formant filter at 500 Hz with 50-Hz band-
width ~dashed lines!, and line spectrum of a 500-Hz
formant signal with anF0 of 87 Hz. ~B! Magnitude
spectrum of a PSOLA-decomposed signal segment of a
500-Hz formant signal~dashed line!, and line spectrum
of a signal obtained by overlap-adding segments at a
rate of Fws587 Hz. Power spectra of a signal as in
panel ~B!, but with shimmer or jitter perturbation are
shown in panels~C! and ~D!, respectively.
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shows the effect of ‘‘formant widening’’ due to windowing
~Moulines and Charpentier, 1990!. The vertical lines in panel
B show the harmonics of a signal obtained after overlap-
adding of the decomposed signal segments at a rate ofFws

587 Hz. In addition to the harmonic level differences be-
tween panels A and B, the harmonics around the formant
frequency in panel B are phase shifted by approximatelyp/4
rad ~the phase spectrum is not shown!.

These spectral changes were found to be detectable by
listening to excitation-pattern differences in the case of low
formants, and by listening to modulation-depth differences in
the case of high formants~Kortekaas and Kohlrausch, 1997!.
Intuitively, the presence of shimmer and jitter may be ex-
pected to affect the use of both spectral and temporal dis-
crimination cues. In the case of temporal~modulation-depth!
cues, jitter and shimmer introduce additional modulations
and may therefore hamper discrimination. The use of spec-
tral discrimination cues might also be hampered because
shimmer and jitter introduce ‘‘noise’’ components between
the harmonics in the spectrum~Klingholz and Martin, 1985!,
thereby possibly obscuring excitation-pattern differences.
This is illustrated in panels C and D. Panel C shows the
power spectrum of a PSOLA-modified signal similar to that
in panel B, but perturbed by additional shimmer (sA

520%; see Sec. III!. Similarly, panel D shows the power
spectrum of such a signal, but perturbed by jitter (sP

52.5%; see Sec. III also!. In both panels, the noise compo-
nents between the harmonics are 20–30 dB below the har-
monic levels.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: DOUBLE-FORMANT STIMULI

A. Method
1. Stimuli

The stimuli were generated by filtering a ‘‘glottal-pulse
train’’ by two second-order formant filtersF1 andF2 con-
nected in series~Klatt, 1980!. The glottal-pulse train was a
preemphasized Dirac-impulse train having low-pass charac-
teristics of natural voicing and high-pass characteristics of
radiation at the mouth opening~Klatt, 1980!. The test signal
was first generated atF05Fwa5100 Hz and subsequently
PSOLA modified to accomplish a shift inF0 to Fws Hz. The
reference signals were directly generated with anF0 of Fws

Hz.
Stimuli will be labeled as@F1,F2# in the case of fixed

formant frequencies~expressed in Hz!: the stimuli under in-
vestigation were@500,1000#, @500,2000#, and @1000,2000#.
The 23-dB bandwidths were 50, 50, and 100 Hz for the
500-, 1000-, and 2000-Hz formant filters, respectively. Be-
cause formant frequencies vary in natural speech, conditions
in which F1 was roved whileF2 was fixed were additionally
investigated. These will be labeled as@F1R,F2#. Under these
conditions,F1 was fixed for the duration of each stimulus,
but varied randomly between stimuli. The formant-frequency
rove was uniformly distributed over a range of62 DF1,
where DF1 denotes one just-noticeable difference~jnd! in
F1 and amounts to 0.079F1/AQ ~Gagnéand Zurek, 1988!.
Q denotes theQ-factor of the formant filter. The mean over-
all level L of the stimuli was set to 70 dB SPL, except for the
experiment addressing the influence of level whereL was

also set to 30 and 50 dB SPL. In all conditions,L was roved
uniformly in the range65 dB in order to make probable that
discrimination was based on difference in timbre, but not
loudness.

The spectral level difference betweenF1 and F2 can
become rather large: the difference is approximately 12 dB
for @500,1000#, 30 dB for @500,2000#, and 16 dB for
@1000,2000#. Cues associated with theF1 region may there-
fore dominate the discrimination performance. By applying
an additional formant filter, having the same resonance fre-
quency and bandwidth asF2, the level difference is reduced
to within a few dB, at the cost of somewhat reducing the
bandwidth ofF2. In a limited set of conditions, which will be
labeled as@F1,F2D#, the importance of equalizing the for-
mant levels was investigated. In a pilot experiment it was
verified that the general shape of the psychometric function
for discriminating a PSOLA-modified single-formant signal
was not affected by using the formant filter twice.

Stimulus duration was 300 ms, with raised-cosine ramps
of 25 ms at the beginning and end of the signal. In the ex-
periment addressing the influence of duration, the duration
was additionally set to 37.5, 75, and 150 ms. For the shortest
duration, ramp durations were set to 18.75 ms. Stimulus in-
tervals were separated by 200 ms. All signals were generated
at a sample rate of 32 kHz.2

2. Procedure

The experimental procedure was similar to the proce-
dure described in Kortekaas and Kohlrausch~1997!. Psycho-
metric functions were measured using a 3I-3AFC procedure
with a fixed value ofDF in each run. A run consisted of 15
trials and the subject’s task was to indicate, for each of these
trials, which interval contained the odd-ball, i.e., the
PSOLA-modified stimulus. The psychometric functions were
only measured for positive values ofDF by varyingFws in
the following fashion:Fws51/(Ta2n/4) @Hz#, where Ta

51/Fwa andn51,2,3, . . . ms.
Because most subjects had not participated in the previ-

ous experiments, psychometric functions were remeasured
for the single-formant condition first for three subjects. For
all combinations of formant frequency~@500#, @1000#, and
@2000#! andDF, each subject performed five runs each con-
sisting of 15 trials. In the double-formant experiment, six
runs were performed. In the experiment addressing the influ-
ence of level and duration, three subjects each performed five
runs. In all experiments, the first run of each condition was
regarded as learning phase and thus not included in the
analysis. The means and standard errors of the means shown
in the figures below thus represent 60 or 75 trials, respec-
tively. These figures will display discrimination sensitivity
d8 as a function ofDF which was obtained by means of a
percentage correct tod8 conversion table~Macmillan and
Creelman, 1991!.

All signals were software generated on a Silicon Graph-
ics Indigo workstation, D/A converted using the built-in
board, and attenuated using TDT PA4 modules to have the
appropriate sound pressure level. The signals were presented
diotically to the subjects over Beyer 990 headphones while
they were seated in a soundproof booth. The subjects re-
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sponded via a keyboard and received immediate feedback
after each trial.

3. Subjects

Four subjects, aged between 23 and 28, participated in
the experiments. All subjects had normal pure-tone thresh-
olds in quiet for the frequencies 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz. All
subjects had experience in other psychoacoustic listening ex-
periments. Except for subject RK~the first author!, subjects
were paid an hourly wage for their participation.

B. Results

1. Single-formant stimuli

Psychometric functions obtained for the single-formant
stimuli are shown in Fig. 2. The open symbols indicate con-
ditions where the first formant was fixed, closed symbols
indicate roved-F1 conditions. The alternating patterns of dis-
crimination sensitivity as a function ofDF, most easily ob-
servable for the 2000-Hz formant for subjects LB and RK,
can be explained as follows. To a first approximation, each
decomposed signal segment can be thought of as a modu-
lated carrier having a frequency equal to the formant-
frequency. The maxima of the discrimination-sensitivity pat-
terns shown in Fig. 2 correspond to values ofFws at which
the carriers of adjacent decomposed segments are added in-
coherently in the synthesis phase. Conversely, the minima in
the patterns correspond toFws values at which coherent ad-
dition of adjacent segments occurs.

The psychometric functions for subject RK correspond
reasonably well with those reported previously~Figs. 4–6 in
Kortekaas and Kohlrausch, 1997!, but appear to be more
pronounced in their variations than the functions for subjects
JS and LB. This is probably due to the fact that subject RK
was much more familiar with the stimuli and that subjects JS
and LB were only presented with stimuli that were roved in
level. In our previous experiments, level roving did preserve

the general pattern of the psychometric function but de-
creased discrimination sensitivity compared to fixed-levels
conditions.

The results for all three subjects for theF15500 Hz
~fixed and roving! conditions show similar patterns. In the
case of fixed formant frequency, subject JS seems to be able
to use discrimination cues forF151000 Hz, but forF1
52000 Hz this subject’s performance is generally below the
threshold ofd851. Interestingly, subject LB shows the op-
posite discrimination performance. Differences between sub-
jects in the ability to attend to cues were also reported in
Kortekaas and Kohlrausch~1997!.

2. Double-formant stimuli

In Fig. 3 the psychometric functions for the double-
formant stimuli are shown. Open and filled symbols indicate
experimental data for the@F1,F2# and @F1R,F2# condi-
tions, respectively. The dashed curves indicate the discrimi-
nation performance predicted for@F1,F2# on the basis of
the sensitivities determined for the single-formant stimuli
with fixed F1. These predictions are based on the meand8
values shown in Fig. 2, under the assumption that the sensi-
tivities for F1 andF2 are independent and that they are op-
timally combined so thatd85A(dF18 )21(dF28 )2. They
should be thought of as first-order estimates due to the rather
large variances. Because discrimination sensitivity in the
case of roving the 500- or 1000-Hz formant was belowd8
51 with just a few exceptions, the expected sensitivities
under the@F1R,F2# condition are expected to be practically
identical to the performance forF2 alone~not shown in Fig.
3!.

As a general trend, discrimination performance seems to
be predominantly determined by the first formant. For in-
stance, the psychometric function for subject JS for the
@500,1000# condition seems to show just a single maximum
as for the@500# condition, even though this subject’s dis-
crimination performance showed two maxima for the

FIG. 2. Psychometric functions for discrimination of
PSOLA-manipulated and unmanipulated single-formant
signals, withFwa5100 Hz. Formant frequencies are in-
dicated above each column. Open symbols indicate
conditions with constant first formant frequencies,
closed symbols conditions withF1 roving. Standard er-
rors of the mean are shown by vertical lines.
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1000-Hz single-formant condition. The contribution of the
second formant of 2000 Hz~as in @1000,2000#! is expected
to be minimal on the basis of this subject’s psychometric
functions shown in Fig. 2. Another example for the minor
role of the higher formant are the data for the@1000,2000#
condition for subject LB where the predicted sensitivities
show a clear alternating pattern while the observedd8 values
are essentially close to zero. Further evidence forF1 domi-
nance can be inferred from thed8 values for the@F1R,F2#
condition; for all subjects, these are generally comparable to
the roved single-F1 condition.

3. Influence of level of F2

The dominance of theF1 region observed in Fig. 3 may
have its origin in the difference in levels ofF1 and F2.
Psychometric functions obtained for the@F1,F2D# condi-
tion with ‘‘enhancedF2’’ are shown in Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3,
the dashed lines indicate expected~optimal! sensitivities.
Subjects RK and LB performed the experiment for the
@500,2000D# condition. They seem to benefit from the higher
level of F2 for the higherDF shifts only. Because subject JS
apparently could not use the auditory cues arising from
changes in the 2000-Hz region~see Fig. 2!, this subject par-
ticipated for the@500,1000D# condition. Equalization of the
formant levels tends to introduce two maxima in this sub-
ject’s psychometric function, indicating a contribution ofF2
of 1000 Hz, although the effect is rather weak.

4. Influence of duration and presentation level

The left panels in Fig. 5 show discriminability as a func-
tion of stimulus duration for the@500,2000D# condition. The
squares representDF values for which subjects primarily at-
tend to the information from theF2 region, the triangles
from the F1 region ~see figure caption for specificDF
values!. The DF values under investigation corresponded to
maximum discrimination performance for a duration of 300
ms. For subject JG theDF values were determined sepa-
rately. The presentation level was 70 dB SPL.

For subjects LB and RK, the discriminability sensitivity
at most decreases by about 1d8 unit if stimulus duration is
reduced from 300 to 75 ms. A further reduction to 37.5 ms
leads to another decrease in sensitivity by about 1d8 unit.
For subject JG, discrimination performance only seems to
show a clear drop if duration is reduced from 300 to 150 ms,
especially in the ‘‘F2 cue’’ condition~squares!. For shorter
durations, discrimination performance remains around
threshold.

The sameDF values were used for testing the influence
of presentation level~the stimulus duration was 300 ms!.
These data are shown in the right panels in Fig. 5. Discrimi-
nation sensitivity can decrease by about 2d8 units by de-
creasing the presentation level, either by 20 dB~‘‘ F2 cue’’
condition for subject LB, and both conditions for subject
JG!, or by 40 dB~remaining cases!. Surprisingly, subject JG

FIG. 3. Psychometric functions for discrimination of
PSOLA-manipulated and unmanipulated double-
formant signals, with Fwa5100 Hz. Formant-
frequencies pairs are indicated above each column.
Open symbols indicate conditions with constantF1,
closed symbols conditions with rovedF1. The dashed
lines indicate thed8 values predicted on the basis of an
optimal combination of thed8 values of the nonroved,
single-formant condition. Standard errors of the mean
are shown by vertical lines.

FIG. 4. Psychometric functions for discrimination of
PSOLA-manipulated and unmanipulated double-
formant signals, withFwa5100 Hz. TheF2 filter is
applied twice. Formant–frequencies pairs are indicated
in each panel separately. Symbols are used as in Fig. 2.
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seems to perform better at 30 dB SPL presentation level than
at 50 dB SPL in the ‘‘F2 cue’’ condition.

C. Discussion

As a general trend, auditory cues from theF1 region
seem to dominate the discrimination process if both formant
frequencies are fixed. If the first formant of 500 or 1000 Hz
is roved, the general finding is that subjects can no longer
discriminate between PSOLA-modified and reference signals
despite the fact that, in principle, subjects could use cues
from theF2 region. If the levels of both formants are more or
less balanced, two out of three subjects seem to be able to
focus on information from theF2 region for the high but not
the low DF shifts. It is unclear at present from where this
dependency onDF may stem.

1. Spectral and temporal cues

Lyzenga and Horst~1997! studied formant-frequency
jnd’s of single-formant synthetic stimuli having, among
other conditions, a spectral envelope that was identical to the
amplitude transfer-function of Klatt formant filters. Most of
their data could be explained by using a model based on
comparison of excitation patterns~‘‘profile analysis’’!. At
least part of the remaining data could be explained using a
model based on detection of changes in the temporal enve-
lope. Lyzenga extended these results to double-formant sig-
nals by measuring jnd’s for both single and combined
formant-frequency changes~Chap. 5 in Lyzenga, 1997!. In
the case of combined changes, Lyzenga proposed a model in
which jnd’s of both formant regions were assumed to be
independent and to be combined in an optimal fashion. This
model could accurately predict thresholds for combined
changes.

Those conditions for which the single-formant jnd’s
were in good agreement with predictions of a temporal
model could be described better by the excitation-pattern
model after introduction of an additional low formant. Under
such conditions, jnd’s of the second formant were generally

higher than the corresponding jnd’s in isolation. These find-
ings are in line with the trend in the discrimination data
observed here for the@F1,F2# conditions, which demon-
strated anF1 dominance. Lyzenga hypothesized that, due to
the increase in stimulus complexity, listeners are no longer
able to attend to the temporal cues if spectral cues are avail-
able. It is uncertain whether this means that temporal cues
are always inferior to spectral cues or whether the human
auditory system is not able to combine both types of cues.
The discrimination data for the highDF values in the
@500,2000D# condition suggest that the temporal cues are not
necessarily inferior.

In order to study the effectiveness of cues from theF2
region, it is necessary that the roving ofF1 does not distort
the spectrum aroundF2. Because the phase transfer function
of the Klatt formant filter is essentially linear for frequencies
far from its resonance frequency, roving ofF1 is not ex-
pected to alter the relative phases of neighboring harmonics
aroundF2. Moreover, roving ofF1 can be thought of as
shifting the spectral envelope of the single formant along the
frequency axis. This means that level changes of neighboring
harmonics aroundF2 should be strongly coherent underF1
roving, which was confirmed by inspection of amplitude line
spectra. Because such coherent level changes are overall-
level changes rather than changes of spectral shape, roving of
F1 was not expected to affect discrimination performance.
This expectation is supported by the results of a study of
Sommers and Kewley-Port~1996! who measured formant-
frequency jnd’s inF1 or F2 in the presence of three other
formants, as a function of the number of harmonics varied in
level ~in accordance with the Klatt transfer function!. Their
results showed that level differences of only two to three
harmonics in the formant region play a role in formant-
frequency discrimination, even though many more harmon-
ics undergo level changes.

2. Natural vowels

The data shown above contribute to the understanding of
why PSOLA can often be applied to pitch shifting natural

FIG. 5. Psychometric functions showing the influence
of duration and presentation level on discrimination.
Triangles representDF conditions for which subjects
predominantly used information from the lowF1 region
~DF55.3% for subjects LB and JG, 11.1% for subject
RK!. Squares represent conditions for which the high
F2 region information is used (DF522.2% for subjects
LB and RK, and 14.3% for subject JG!.
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vowels, and presumably voiced consonants, without con-
spicuous perceptual consequences. The dominating auditory
cues associated with changes in the lowF1 region vanish if
the formant is roved, even if the roving range is relatively
small, such as two jnd’s. It is highly likely that this amount
of variability is also present in steady parts of natural vowels
~Pisoni, 1980!. The formant frequency may also fluctuate in
time, implying that differences in instantaneous harmonic
levels may be of the same order as the instantaneous spectral
changes introduced by PSOLA. If the PSOLA-induced dif-
ferences are greater, then discrimination may still be ham-
pered by the rate of the formant fluctuations; if the rate is too
high, the auditory system may not be able to reliably inte-
grate PSOLA-induced spectral information. In contrast, tem-
poral cues associated with changes in the highF2 formant
region were found to be much less affected by formant rov-
ing. These cues, however, are also less likely attended to due
to theF1 dominance.

Natural vowels often have ‘‘steady states’’ considerably
shorter than 300 ms, but this does not mean that the cues
reported here are not available when modifying natural
speech; for stimuli as short as 75 ms, two out of three sub-
jects could still use PSOLA-induced discrimination cues.
The effect of presentation level was somewhat stronger:
some subjects showed considerable decrease in discrimina-
tion sensitivity even if the presentation level was reduced in
such a way that it still was within the level range of normal
conversation@about 50–70 dB SPL at 30 cm from the
mouth; Dunn and White~1940!#.

When modifying natural speech, a reference often is not
available so that PSOLA-induced spectro-temporal changes
may be difficult to identify. In such cases, changes may be
more conspicuous if they elicit phonetically rather than psy-
chophysically different perceptions~cf. Klatt, 1982!. For in-
stance, some subjects in our experiments reported changes in
‘‘vowel quality’’ as the cue for discriminating PSOLA-
modified and unmodified 500-Hz single-formant stimuli.
Darwin ~1984! studied /(/–/e/ classification boundaries for
five-formant synthetic vowels. An increase of 3 dB of an
harmonic nearF1 was found to be sufficient for shifting the
classification boundary. Comparable PSOLA-induced har-
monic level changes occur for the 500-Hz formant~Korte-
kaas and Kohlrausch, 1997!. PSOLA-synthesized speech,
however, is generally highly intelligible~Klauset al., 1997!.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: JITTER AND SHIMMER

A. Method

1. Stimuli

Jitter and shimmer were introduced by randomly varying
either the temporal positions or the amplitudes of the pulses
in the glottal pulse train~see Sec. II A!. The temporal posi-
tion of theith pulse was given byPi5 i •T̄1JP,i , whereT̄ is
the mean period duration. The jitter processJP had a Gauss-
ian distribution with zero mean and standard deviationsP

which will be expressed as a percentage ofT̄. In a similar
fashion the~linear! amplitude of theith pulse was deter-
mined according toAi5Ā1JA,i , whereĀ is the mean pulse

amplitude.JA denotes a zero-mean, Gaussian process with
standard deviationsA expressed as a percentage ofĀ.

The above way of generating jitter is consistent with a
number of other studies~e.g., Cardozo and Ritsma, 1968;
Rozsypal and Millar, 1979!. In these studies, perturbation
values JP,i within a realization of the jitter process were
uncorrelated. In other words, such a sequence of perturbation
values is expected to have an autocorrelation function which
is only nonzero for zero lag. Hillenbrand~1988! studied the
influence of jitter and shimmer, simulated in synthetic vow-
els, on perceived roughness. To this end, Hillenbrand first
measured autocorrelation functions for period duration and
voice amplitude in natural sustained vowels. Instead of a
single peak at zero lag, the measured autocorrelation func-
tions had an exponential decay which indicates that the per-
turbation values in the sequences were correlated@for a re-
cent review, see Schoentgen and De Guchteneere~1997!#. In
spectral terms, the uncorrelated sequences have a white~flat!
power spectrum, whereas the correlated sequences described
in Hillenbrand ~1988! have a low-pass~LP! characteristic.
Hillenbrand argued that the power spectra ‘‘were similar, but
not identical to 1/f spectra.’’ Because the exact nature of 1/f
processes is still unknown, Hillenbrand proposed an algo-
rithm that yielded autocorrelation functionsapproximating
the functions measured for sustained vowels.

In the present study, spectrally white and LP perturba-
tion sequences were generated in a slightly different way.
Gaussian noise buffers were generated whose samples indi-
cated the instantaneous jitter valuesJP,i or shimmer values
JA,i in the case ofuncorrelatedsequences. By filtering these
sequences using a LP filter, correlated sequences were ob-
tained. The cutoff frequencies of the filters were derived
from the autocorrelation functions shown in Fig. 2 in Hillen-
brand~1988!. More details of this procedure are given in the
Appendix.

For shimmer, the method of introducing perturbation by
modulating pulse amplitudes is consistent with the procedure
described in Hillenbrand~1988!. For jitter, however, both
methods differ in the sense that Hillenbrand introduced per-
turbation toperiod durationsrather than to pulse positions.
Hillenbrand’s procedure likely results in large deviations
with respect to regular pulse positioning~at positions given
by i •T̄); because the process is a random walk with respect
to pulse positioning, deviations are bound to accumulate.
This means that the shift of the PSOLA windows, regularly
spaced at a rate ofFwa Hz, relative to the excitation pulses
has a certain probability to steadily increase or decrease. Be-
cause our main interest was the influence of small irregulari-
ties in F0, pulse positionswere jittered which has a limited
effect on this ‘‘mismatch.’’ The power spectrum of the cor-
responding perturbations in terms ofperiod duration, how-
ever, is rather flat so that, strictly speaking, our simulations
are not compatible with those of Hillenbrand.

First, for the baseline detection-threshold measurements,
~single-! formant frequencies of 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz
were used, with bandwidths of 50, 50, and 100 Hz, respec-
tively. TheF0 of all signals~i.e., without jitter! was 100 Hz,
yielding a mean period durationT̄ of 10 ms. For the 1000-Hz
formant an additional condition was measured in whichF0
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was 250 Hz (T̄54 ms!. Thresholds were obtained for both
the LP and the spectrally white perturbation conditions. The
presentation sound-pressure level, range of level roving, and
stimulus duration were the same as in experiment I. The
sample rate was set to 48 kHz, yielding the highest resolution
given the specifications of our hardware.3

Second, for the experiments dealing with discrimination
of perturbed PSOLA-modified stimuli, formant frequencies
of 500 and 2000 Hz were used with bandwidths as given
above. For the 500-Hz formant,DF was either 8.1%, yield-
ing above-threshold to almost perfect discrimination in the
absence of perturbation, or 17.7%, yielding performance at
chance level or close to threshold~see Fig. 2!. For the
2000-Hz formant, the respectiveDF values were 14.3% and
11.1%. The test signal was first generated with anF0 of Fwa

Hz including perturbation, and subsequently shifted inF0
using PSOLA. Reference signals were directly synthesized
with an F0 of Fws Hz, including ~independent realizations
of! perturbation. Note that in the case of jitter, the PSOLA
analysis-window positions corresponded to the unjittered in-
stants of excitationi •T̄, meaning that window maxima and
filter excitations were no longer exactly aligned. In the con-
text of PSOLA modification of natural speech, this may
translate to making small estimation errors in the localF0.

2. Procedure

In the ~baseline! detection experiments, thresholds of jit-
ter and shimmer were measured using an adaptive 3I-3AFC
paradigm. Two of the intervals contained strictly periodic
single-formant signals. The odd-ball interval contained a sig-
nal whose perturbation level, in terms ofsP or sA , was
adaptively varied. In each trial, a new realization of the per-
turbation process was applied to the odd-ball interval~‘‘run-
ning jitter or shimmer’’!. The initial perturbation level of
each adaptive measurement was sufficiently high to facilitate
easy detection. After two consecutive correct responses, the
perturbation level was decreased. After each incorrect re-
sponse, the level was increased again so that the 70.7% cor-
rect level was tracked@‘‘two-down, one-up,’’ Levitt ~1971!#.
At each reversal from increasing to decreasing perturbation
level, the step size was halved. For jitter, the initial step size
was 0.8% and 0.4% for LP and white jitter, respectively. The
minimum step sizes were 0.1% and 0.05%, respectively. For
shimmer, the initial step sizes were 4.5% and 2.0% for LP
and white shimmer, with minimal step sizes of 0.5625% and
0.25%, respectively. After having reached the minimal step
size, the perturbation levels at eight subsequent reversals
were recorded. The median of these levels was taken as a
threshold data point. For each condition, each subject per-
formed five threshold measurements of which the first mea-
surement was regarded as a practice run. The data shown
below are the means and standard deviations of the four re-
maining measurements.

In the discrimination experiment, psychometric func-
tions were only measured for LP perturbation. Perturbation
levels for jitter, in terms ofsP , were 1.2%, 2.4%, 4.8%, and
9.6%, and for shimmer, in terms ofsA , 6.75%, 13.5%, 27%,
and 54%. The unrealistically highsA values could lead to

changes of sign of the pulse amplitude and the subjects de-
scribed these stimuli correspondingly as very rough and ir-
regular~cf. Hillenbrand, 1988!. These stimuli reminded one
of the subjects of recordings of the first contact with Neil
Armstrong on the moon. The same 3I-3AFC experimental
procedure as described for experiment I was used. Each sub-
ject performed five runs, each consisting of 15 trials, of
which the first was regarded as a practice run.

3. Subjects

Four subjects, including the first author, participated in
the experiments. They were aged between 23 and 29 and all
had at least some experience in psychoacoustic listening ex-
periments. Except for subject RK, the subjects were paid an
hourly wage for their services.

B. Jitter and shimmer detection thresholds

1. Results

Detection thresholds for jitter perturbation are shown in
Fig. 6 for the LP jitter~squares! and the white jitter condition
~triangles!. Open symbols are data obtained forF05100 Hz,
closed symbols forF05250 Hz ~1000-Hz formant only!.
Model predictions~‘‘SIM’’ !, which are displayed in the
lower right panel, will be discussed below. For the LP and
white jitter conditions separately, a low-to-high ranking of
the thresholds would be: 1000 (F05250 Hz!, 1000 ~100
Hz!, 500, and 2000 Hz. Thresholds for the spectrally white
jitter condition are about a factor of 2 lower than the thresh-
olds for LP jitter. Moreover, the standard deviations for the
LP-jitter threshold data tend to be larger, which is presum-
ably a consequence of the larger variability across realiza-
tions of the LP-jitter process.

Figure 7 shows detection thresholds for shimmer pertur-
bation using the same symbols as in Fig. 6. Thresholds for
the 2000-Hz formant again tend to be highest, although the
effect is less pronounced than for jitter. Comparable to jitter
perturbation, thresholds for the white perturbation condition
are lower than for the LP condition, and standard deviations
tend to be larger for the latter condition. The high 250-HzF0
condition yields the lowest thresholds, which is a clear trend
in the data of all subjects.

2. Models

a. Modulation discrimination model. Kortekaas and
Kohlrausch ~1997! described a modulation-discrimination
model that estimated perceptual distances between PSOLA-
modified and reference single-formant signals in terms of
differences in their ‘‘effective modulation depth.’’ The sig-
nals were filtered by a single Gammatone filter~Patterson
et al., 1987! centered at or near the formant frequency. Sub-
sequently, the temporal envelope of the filtered signal was
calculated by a discrete Hilbert transform. Then, the effective
modulation depthM was defined asM5A2•se /me , where
se is the standard deviation of the envelope, andme its
mean. As a distance measure between a reference and a test
signal, we definedDmod5uM ref

2 2M sig
2 u.

The same model was used here to predict detection
thresholds forsP andsA . In the case of jitter detection,M sig

2
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of a perturbed test signal may be larger thanM ref
2 of a strictly

periodic reference due to the interaction of the~varying! in-
stantaneousF0 and the formant structure in the spectral en-
velope ~cf. Neelen, 1969!. This resembles an FM-to-AM
conversion~Zwicker, 1952!. As for shimmer thresholds,M sig

2

is expected to be larger because shimmer introduces ampli-
tude modulation to the pulse train.

The ‘‘SIM’’ data in the lower right panels of Figs. 6 and
7 were obtained by letting the model take the role of ‘‘lis-
tener.’’ At each trial, the model calculatedM2 for each of the
three intervals. In order to limit the detection sensitivity, an
independent ‘‘internal noise’’ value was added to each of
theseM2 values. This internal noise had a Gaussian distri-
bution with zero mean and standard deviations int . The in-
terval that deviated most in terms ofM2 from both orders
was regarded as the odd-ball. For determination ofs int , we
can assume detection sensitivity to obeyd85Dmod/s int

~Green and Swets, 1966!. In our previous study, we reported

detection thresholds (d851) for Dmod of 0.14 for 1000 Hz,

and of 0.25 for 2000 Hz. In simulating the present detection
experiments, however, settings int to these values resulted in
thresholds that were too high. Instead, the ‘‘SIM’’ data were
run with s int50.03 for the 2000-Hz formant, and 0.02 in the
other conditions. This conspicuous difference in sensitivity
will be discussed in Sec. III C 3. Further details of the adap-
tive procedure were the same as for the ‘‘real’’ experiment.

The jitter detection thresholds shown in Fig. 6 replicate
the general trends observed in the data of the subjects, at
least for a fundamental of 100 Hz. Simulation thresholds for
F05250 Hz are too high, although the ranking of the thresh-
olds is in line with the experimental data. The simulated
thresholds for shimmer shown in Fig. 7, however, match the
experimental data to a lesser extent, although the simulated
thresholds do show an independence of formant frequency,
probably even to greater extent than the experimental data.

FIG. 6. Jitter detection thresholds forsP as a function
of formant frequency. Open symbols indicate theF0
5100 Hz condition, closed symbols the 250-Hz condi-
tion. Squares indicate data for LP jitter, triangles for
white jitter. Standard deviations are shown by vertical
lines. Model predicted thresholds, using the
modulation-discrimination model, are shown in the
lower right panel.

FIG. 7. Shimmer detection thresholds forsA as a func-
tion of formant frequency. Symbols are used as in Fig.
6. Model predicted thresholds, using the modulation-
discrimination model, are shown in the lower right
panel.
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Thresholds for the LP and white-shimmer condition lie much
closer to each other than in the experimental data. The
thresholds for the high 250-HzF0 condition are much too
high and in addition show the wrong ranking.

b. Intensity-discrimination model. An alternative model
would be an intensity-discrimination model~Florentine and
Buus, 1981; Gagne´ and Zurek, 1988! that only takes~power!
spectral differences into account. In our previous study we
used a model in which stimuli were critical-band analyzed by
a Gammatone filterbank. Subsequently the power in each
band is determined over the duration of the stimulus, yield-
ing an ‘‘excitation pattern.’’ The distance measure between
two stimuli was the optimal combination of level differences
in each channel of the excitation pattern:Dsum

5(( i 51
N DLE,i

2 )1/2, where DLE,i is the level difference in
channeli. Here the channels are assumed to be independent.
For simulation of the present detection experiments, the ex-
citation patterns of the three intervals were compared. The
pair of stimuli yielding the lowestDsum were regarded as the
reference.Dsum was corrupted by an internal noise with
s int51 dB, a value which was found to correspond to thresh-
old in our previous study.

Pollack ~1971b! argued that jitter detection for stimuli
with short pulse-to-pulse intervals relies on spectral cues,
rather than on temporal cues. The intensity-discrimination
model yielded the following thresholds forF05250 Hz:
thresholds forsP for white jitter of 0.8%~standard deviation
0.07%! and for LP jitter of 1.6%~1.17%!, and forsA thresh-
olds for white shimmer of 5.4%~0.1%! and for LP shimmer
of 4.4%~1.32%!. In all four cases predicted thresholds are in
better agreement with the experimental data, although the
prediction for LP jitter is somewhat higher than expected.
The order of the thresholds for LP and white shimmer seems
to be wrong, albeit that the thresholds appear to lie closer to
each other in the experimental data as well~especially for
subjects MV and JD!.

3. Discussion

Cardozo and Ritsma~1968! reported jitter detection
thresholds for band-pass-filtered pulse trains using a filter
with a Q-factor of 3 and slopes of 34 dB per octave. The
sequences of pulse-position perturbations had a white spec-
trum. Thresholds were found to decrease with increasing
stimulus duration up to approximately 100 ms, and to remain
constant for longer durations. In the latter case, Cardozo and
Ritsma reported thresholds for pulse sequences with a
~mean! F0 of 100 Hz and filtered at 1000-Hz center fre-
quency ofsP50.5%. For a higher center frequency of 1400
Hz the threshold was about 0.7%. These two results are in
line with the thresholds reported here: for 1000- and
2000-Hz formants thresholds are in the range 0.5%–1.0%
and 1.2%–2.0%, respectively. For highF0 levels of 333 Hz
Cardozo and Ritsma~1968! reported thresholds for a ‘‘for-
mant’’ at 1400 Hz of about 0.2%, which is a factor of 2–3
lower than the present thresholds of 0.4%–0.6% for a
1000-Hz formant with a 250-Hz fundamental. Neelen~1969!
measured thresholds for a center frequency of 500 Hz~of a
band-pass filter with 50-Hz bandwidth! of 0.5%. This value
is also a factor of 2 lower than the present range of 0.8%–

1.1%. Pollack~1971a! also measured shimmer thresholds by
randomly varying the amplitudes of the rectangular pulses by
6DA. For stimulusF0 and durations comparable to the
present study, detection thresholds were 10%–20% which is
a factor of 2 higher than the range of 5%–10% reported here.

The fact that the jitter thresholds presented here gener-
ally are a factor of 2 higher may be due to differences in
paradigms: for instance, Cardozo and Ritsma~1968! used an
adaptive 2IFC paradigm tracking the 72% correct level,
which corresponds tod8.1. In the present study, the 70.7%
correct level in a 3IFC paradigm corresponds tod8.1.28
~Macmillan and Creelman, 1991!. Additionally, the differ-
ence in thresholds may have been caused by the limited tem-
poral resolution of the digital signal representation, relative
to the analog signal generation of the older studies.

C. PSOLA-modified perturbed signals

1. Results

Figure 8 shows psychometric functions for subjects MV,
AK, and RK for discrimination of a PSOLA-modified single-
formant signal from an unmodified comparison as a function
of perturbation levelsP . Model predictions, shown by the
filled symbols, will be treated in detail below.

For the 500-Hz formant~lower panels! and the baseline
condition of sP50%, all three subjects show above-
threshold performance ifDF58.1% ~lower left panel!, and
near-threshold performance ifDF517.7% ~lower right
panel!. For the corresponding stimulus conditions in experi-
ment I, subjects JS and LB performed reasonably above
threshold and at chance level, respectively. Linear regression
analysis forDF58.1% yielded estimated slopes of the psy-
chometric functions which were not significantly different
from zero (p.0.15) for all subjects. This means either that
jitter does not seriously hamper the use of the PSOLA-
induced spectral discrimination cues around the 500-Hz for-
mant, or that new cues become available at higher perturba-
tion levels. An example of the latter explanation appears to
occur forDF517.7% where the psychometric functions for
subjects AF and RK increase fromd8.1 for no jitter tod8
.2 for maximal jitter. The corresponding slopes of the psy-
chometric functions were found to be significantly different
from zero at thep,0.05 andp,0.005 level, respectively.
For subject MV the function remains essentially flat around
d851 (p.0.08).

The discrimination performance for the 2000-Hz for-
mant condition~upper panels! seems to be even more inde-
pendent of jitter perturbation. None of the psychometric
functions have linear regression slopes significantly different
from zero at thep,0.1 level. These findings suggest that
temporal discrimination cues remain intact under jitter per-
turbation for this highF2 condition, and that an increase of
perturbation level does not result in new PSOLA-induced
discrimination cues. The variability in sensitivity among the
three subjects is large, both for the 500- and 2000-Hz for-
mants.

Psychometric functions of discrimination performance
under influence of shimmer perturbation are shown in Fig. 9.
The data forsA50% are the same as those shown in Fig. 8
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for sP50%. As a general trend, performance forDF
58.1% under the 500-Hz formant condition~lower left
panel! decreases by about one to twod8 units as a result of
increasingsA from 0% to 54%. Linear regression slopes for
subjects AF and MV were about20.02 (d8 units per percent
of sA) and were significantly different from zero at thep
,0.01 level. The slope for subject RK was not found to be
significantly different from zero, although there may be a
difference between the data forsA50% and 6.5%, and the
higher shimmer levels~not tested!. Performance forDF
517.7%~lower right panel! remains either more or less con-
stant near threshold~for subjects MV and RK;p.0.5), or
tends to decrease~subject AF; slope of20.02,p,0.05).

For the 2000-Hz formant andDF514.3% ~upper left
panel! slopes of20.02 and20.03 were found for subjects
AF and RK (p,0.05 andp,0.005, respectively!, and an
insignificant slope (p.0.25) for subject MV. No significant
effect of sA was found forDF511.1% shown in the upper

right panel (p.0.75). In general, the discrimination sensi-
tivities for subjects AF and RK agree better than under the
jitter condition. For both perturbation conditions, subject MV
showed a discrimination performance about one to twod8
units lower in sensitivity compared to the other subjects.

2. Models

Discrimination of a PSOLA-modified 2000-Hz formant
signal could be modeled on the basis of modulation discrimi-
nation in our previous study, where a threshold ofDmod

50.25 was found. Psychometric functions were simulated
using the modulation-discrimination model, withs int set to
0.25 accordingly. The simulation results are shown as the
closed symbols in the top panels of Figs. 8 and 9.

The simulated psychometric functions for jitter~upper
panels in Fig. 8! capture the general trend in the experimen-
tal data: discrimination varies within about oned8 unit as a
function of sP . In absolute terms, discrimination sensitivity

FIG. 8. Psychometric functions for discrimination of
PSOLA-manipulated and unmanipulated single-formant
signals, withFwa5100 Hz, as a function of the jitter
perturbation levelsP . Closed symbols indicate model
predicted sensitivities~see text for details!. Standard er-
rors of the mean are shown by vertical lines.

FIG. 9. Psychometric functions for discrimination of
PSOLA-manipulated and unmanipulated single-formant
signals, withFwa5100 Hz, as a function of the shim-
mer perturbation levelsA . Closed symbols indicate
model predicted sensitivities~see text for details!. Stan-
dard errors of the mean are shown by vertical lines.
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for DF514.3% ~upper left panel in Fig. 8! is rather low
compared to the data of the subjects, although they also show
large variation in sensitivity. The predicted psychometric
functions for the shimmered 2000-Hz formant, displayed in
the upper panels of Fig. 9, are in line with the experimental
observations for shimmer described above.

Model-predicted psychometric functions for the 500-Hz
formant using the intensity-discrimination model are shown
as the closed symbols in the lower panel of Figs. 8 and 9
(s int51 dB!. For jitter ~lower panels in Fig. 8!, simulated
discrimination sensitivities display only a moderate influence
of increasingsP for DF58.1%. Remarkably, the sensitivity
in the case ofDF517.7% drops fromd8.2 for the two
lowest sP values to just above threshold, which is not in
agreement with the experimental data. More or less in con-
trast, the model psychometric functions for shimmer~lower
panels in Fig. 9! do show the ‘‘correct’’ trend, at least for
sA.0%, but suggest that the model sensitivity is too low.

3. Discussion

The initial hypothesis in the discrimination experiments
was that the introduction of jitter and shimmer in the single-
formant signals would severely affect the subjects’ discrimi-
nation performance. The psychometric functions shown in
Figs. 8 and 9 do not support this hypothesis: even though
performance tends to deteriorate for larger values ofsP and
sA for DF514.3% ~2000 Hz! andDF58.1% ~500 Hz!, the
size of this effect is limited to approximately oned8 unit. In
other words, the PSOLA-modified signals remain discrim-
inable. Moreover, the same models as applied in our previ-
ous study for strictly periodic signals capture the general
trends in the experimental data, with the exception of some
conditions.

a. FM-to-AM conversion. For theDF517.7% ~500 Hz!
condition, largersP values led to an unexpected increase in
sensitivity for subjects AF and RK. The jitter perturbation
might have introduced additional discrimination cues, due to
the interaction between harmonics and the~formant! spectral
envelope~Neelen, 1969!. Under jitter, ‘‘harmonics’’ of the
signal will be shifted randomly ‘‘under’’ the spectral enve-
lope. In the case of the test signal prior to PSOLA-
modification, the strong fifth harmonic of the 100-HzF0
coincides with the 500-Hz formant frequency. Roving ofF0
thus results only in moderate AM at the output of the audi-
tory filter, because side harmonics remain relatively weak,
provided the fluctuations inF0 are small compared to the

bandwidth of the formant. IfDF517.7% ~500 Hz! in the
absence of jitter, there is a strong harmonic at about 470 Hz
and a somewhat weaker harmonic at 590 Hz. In this case,
random fluctuations ofF0 influence the relative levels of
these harmonics significantly so that considerable AM in the
output of an auditory filter can be expected. The difference in
AM in the auditory filter output may have been an unfore-
seen cue.

This explanation can be tested byroving the formant
frequency; this alters the relative levels of harmonics, also
for the test-signal interval. In the case of roving the 500-Hz
formant forDF517.7%, the expected performance is close
to threshold~see Fig. 2! and should be independent ofsP . If
this explanation holds for the 500-Hz formant case, then it
may be questioned whether discrimination for largesP for
the 2000-Hz formant andDF514.3% was also based on
perturbation-induced cues, rather than on PSOLA-induced
cues. If PSOLA-induced cues were used, performance is ex-
pected to remain above threshold independently ofsP .

Figure 10 shows the psychometric functions obtained for
roving the formant by63 DF1 ~Gagnéand Zurek, 1988!. As
predicted, the psychometric function for the 500-Hz formant,
indicated by squares, remains flat aroundd8.0.5 (p.0.75
for AF, and p.0.5 for RK!. For the 2000-Hz formant the
functions indicated by triangles have more or less the same
shape as those in Fig. 8, and the corresponding linear regres-
sion slopes for both subjects are not significantly different
from zero (p.0.75). In general, discrimination performance
is well above threshold, suggesting that discrimination was
not based on additional cues in the fixed-formant condition.

b. Modulation-discrimination model. The modulation-
discrimination model was based on two assumptions:~1! jit-
ter and shimmer detection essentially is a one-channel pro-
cess, and~2! the decision variable solely depends on first-
and second-order statistics of the temporal envelope within
that channel. The first assumption might explain the ob-
served difference in internal noise required to yield satisfac-
tory threshold predictions in the present study, and good lin-
ear fits to discrimination performance in our previous study.
In the absence of perturbation, the spectral changes due to
PSOLA are essentially restricted to the formant area, making
it likely that a limited number of auditory filters will be
attended to. Jitter and shimmer perturbation, however, are
wideband processes which~coherently! affect all harmonics
of the glottal source. Under the assumption that the internal
noises in different channels are uncorrelated, the differences
in effective modulation depths may be optimally combined

FIG. 10. Psychometric functions for discrimination of
PSOLA-manipulated and unmanipulated single-formant
signals, withFwa5100 Hz, as a function of the shim-
mer perturbation levelsA and under formant roving.
Triangles indicate data for the 2000-Hz formant (DF
514.3%), squares for the 500-Hz formant (DF
517.6%). Standard errors of the mean are shown by
vertical lines.
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across channels. This means that, in order to achieve the
same discrimination sensitivity, the internal noises per indi-
vidual channel may be larger. Combination of modulation
information across auditory filters seems to be present in
detecting sinusoidal modulation of broadband noises~Ed-
dins, 1993; Dauet al., 1997!.

As for the second assumption, the use of merely first-
and second-order envelope statistics, there is growing evi-
dence that the human auditory system is able to perform an
analysis of the distribution of modulation frequencies within
auditory channels~e.g., Houtgast, 1989!. In order to simulate
such processing, Dauet al. ~1997! proposed a modulation
filterbank acting on the output of simulated auditory filters.
For the detection of jitter and shimmer, such a spectral de-
composition might separate the intrinsic modulation around
F0 of the ~quasi-!harmonic formant signal, and the modula-
tion probably lower in frequency due to the random pertur-
bations. This may be a topic for future investigations.

c. Jitter and shimmer in natural speech. Pinto and Titze
~1990! advocated the use of standardized perturbation mea-
sures. For jitter, one can adopt the mean rectified jitter
measure4 ~Horii, 1980! according to which the jitter levels
applied in the discrimination experiments were approxi-
mately 0, 0.75, 1.5, 3.0, and 6.0%. Likewise, according to
the mean rectified shimmer measure, the shimmer perturba-
tion levels were 0, 0.3, 0.6, 1.2, and 2.4 dB. Both the jitter
and shimmer ranges are comparable to the range of investi-
gation in Hillenbrand~1988!. The detection thresholdsfor
the 500- and 1000-Hz formants shown in Figs. 6 and 7 cor-
respond to MR~J! values of 0.5%–0.8% for LP and white
jitter, and MR ~S! values of 0.75–1 dB for white shimmer
and 0.2–0.3 dB for LP shimmer.

Horii ~1980! measured jitter and shimmer in three natu-
ral sustained vowels uttered by 31 speakers and found MR
~J! and MR ~S! values of 0.6%–0.7% and 0.3–0.4 dB, re-
spectively. According to our threshold measurements, these
perturbation levels would be at detection threshold, question-
ing the role of perturbation in natural speech of healthy
voices ~cf. Klatt and Klatt, 1990!. The perturbation levels
used in determining the influence of jitter and shimmer of
discriminating PSOLA-induced changes would range from
close to, to far above the levels measured in healthy voices.
This suggests that vocal perturbation, as a source of variation
present in natural speech, presumably does not contribute to
the success of PSOLA by possibly hampering the use of
auditory cues.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

~1! Discrimination of PSOLA-modified double-formant
stimuli is predominately determined by the availability
of cues in the region ofF1. If the level differences inF1
andF2 due to the spectral tilt are canceled, cues from the
F2 region can be used in a restricted number of condi-
tions. Differences in discrimination sensitivity between
subjects are rather large.

~2! Stimulus duration has only a moderate influence on dis-
crimination performance, except for the shortest~37.5
ms! duration. Reduction of the presentation level from

50 to 70 dB SPL decreases sensitivity considerably for
some subjects.

~3! The detection thresholds for LP jitter or shimmer are
generally higher than the thresholds measured for spec-
trally white perturbation. Thresholds are found to depend
on formant frequency to a somewhat greater extent for
jitter than for shimmer. In agreement with data reported
in the literature, thresholds for the highF0 conditions are
generally lowest.

~4! The detection thresholds for jitter perturbation of single-
formant signals can be modeled reasonably well by ana-
lyzing the effective modulation depth at the output of
simulated auditory filters. For shimmer, thresholds are
moderately well predicted in quantitative terms, although
differences between the LP and white shimmer condi-
tions are not replicated. For highF0 conditions, jitter and
shimmer detection thresholds can be accurately pre-
dicted by applying an intensity-discrimination model.

~5! Although jitter and shimmer perturbations do influence
discrimination sensitivity, the general pattern of dis-
crimination performance of PSOLA-modified stimuli is
maintained under influence of jitter and shimmer.

~6! In discriminating PSOLA-modified from unmodified
stimuli, additional modulation cues can be introduced as
a result of the interaction between the formant frequency
and the harmonics of the signal subjected to PSOLA
modification.
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APPENDIX: JITTER AND SHIMMER
CHARACTERISTICS

Sequences of instantaneous perturbation valuesJP,i or
JA,i were obtained by~1! generating Gaussian noise buffers,
and ~2! LP filtering these buffers in the case of correlated
sequences. To determine the parameters of LP filtering, the
autocorrelation functions in Fig. 2 of Hillenbrand~1988!
were parametrized by the functionRnn@ l #5e2bu l u, wherel is
the lag ~in periods! and u.u denotes absolute value.Rnn de-
notes thenormalizedautocorrelation. A close fit to the mea-
sured functions was obtained by setting parameterb to 0.23
for the synthesis of jitter, and to 0.046 for the synthesis of
shimmer. The corresponding power spectra have a LP shape
similar to the power spectrum of a noise filtered by a second-
order LP filter with a cut-off frequency of 4 and 1 Hz,
respectively.5 Note that for white jitter and shimmer pertur-
bation parameterb has to be set tò resulting in a single
peak atRnn@0#.

The relation betweenpulse-positionandperiod-duration
perturbation can be described as follows. Theith period du-
ration is by definition equal to

Di5Pi2Pi 21

5T̄1JP,i2JP,i 21

5T̄1JD,i ,
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wherePi is the ith pulse position andJP,i is the ith pertur-
bation value. The mean ofJD is zero and its standard devia-
tion can be related to the standard deviation ofJP as follows:
sJD

5A2(12e2b)sJP
, which reduces toA2sJP

in the case
of white jitter. BecauseJD is based on a difference of adja-
cent samples in aJP sequence, its power spectrum is ex-
pected to be a high-pass-filtered version of the power spec-
trum of JP . Therefore, ifJP has a low-pass spectrum, the
power spectrum ofJD is essentially flat.

1The present study is restricted to the time-domain implementation~TD-
PSOLA!, although a frequency-domain variant was also proposed~FD-
PSOLA; Charpentier and Moulines, 1989!. PSOLA/TD is a registered
trademark of France Telecom.

2Klatt ~1980! proposed an implementation of the formant filters for a 10-kHz
sample rate. Using higher sample rates, 32 kHz in experiment I and 48 kHz
in experiment II, results in a stronger rolloff of the spectrum to higher
frequencies, due to the periodic nature of the discrete spectrum. This rolloff
was compensated for by applying a ‘‘correction formant filter’’ twice~cen-
ter frequency 5 kHz, bandwidth 2.2 kHz!, for both sample rates. In this
way, the magnitude of the transfer functions for the 10-kHz and the 32-
~48-! kHz implementations differed by no more than 1 dB. Because the
phase-transfer function of a Klatt formant filter is approximately linear for
frequencies remote from the resonance frequency, the phase characteristic
in the region of the ‘‘true’’ formants is preserved.

3By using a sampling rate of 48 kHz, the sampling interval is approximately
21 ms, which corresponds to approximately 0.21% of the period for anF0
of 100 Hz.

4Horii ~1980! defined mean rectified jitter as

MR~J!5
1

N21(i 51

N21

uTi2Ti 21u,

whereTi is the ith period duration. Mean rectified shimmer was defined as

MR~S!5
20

N21(i 51

N21 U log10

Ai

Ai 21
U ,

whereAi denotes the waveform peak in theith period.
5The sample rate of the perturbation sequence is assumed to correspond to
F0.
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Generation of partials due to nonlinear mixing in a stringed
instrument
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Nonlinear mixing appears to account for the production of ‘‘phantom partials’’ in piano tones.
‘‘Phantom partials’’ are those that appear at frequencies exactly harmonic to normal inharmonic
string partials, and at frequencies equal to the sums of the frequencies of normal inharmonic partials.
Nonlinear mixing can occur because tension varies during transverse vibration. This produces
longitudinal string forces of phantom-partial frequency that appear at the soundboard bridge and are
coupled to the soundboard. ‘‘Phantom partials’’ were found in piano tones, in the motion of a piano
bridge, in the longitudinal vibrations of a monochord string, in the acoustical output of a soundboard
coupled to a monochord string, and in the acoustical output of a guitar. Any plucked-string or
struck-string instrument having appreciable acoustical response to longitudinal string forces could
be expected to produce phantom partials. The relation in frequency between phantom partials and
normal partials, which varies with inharmonicity, may play a part in differentiating the timbre of
tones at the same fundamental frequency in pianos of different size and design. ©1999 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03401-3#

PACS numbers: 43.75.Mn@WJS#

INTRODUCTION

The author has reported finding unexpected partials,
which he called ‘‘phantoms,’’ in the acoustical spectra of
piano tones.1 Reference 1 includes a 2.1–2.9 kHz spectrum,
showing normal partials 13-17 of the tone E3 from a 1.32-m
vertical piano. Phantom partials appear slightly below the
frequencies of the normal partials. ‘‘Even’’ phantoms oc-
curred at frequencies exactly equal to twice the frequency of
a normal inharmonic partial. ‘‘Odd’’ phantoms were found at
frequencies equal to the sum of the frequencies of a pair of
normal inharmonic partials. Phantom partials were found in
other stringed instruments. Figure 1 is a 1–2. 6-kHz acous-
tical spectrum showing normal inharmonic partials 13
through 29 from a six-string acoustic guitar. The open E2
string was plucked. Eight phantom partials, identified by
dots, appear. Figure 2 is a 1.5–3.1-kHz spectrum showing
normal partials 20–38 of the tone D#2 from a compact disc
acoustical recording of an orchestral harp.2 Four partials, ten-
tatively identified as ‘‘even’’ phantoms, are shown with dots.
Phantom partials appear plainly in a piano tone spectrum
recently published in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America,3 though the authors of the paper did not comment
about them.

I. MONOCHORD TEST I

A monochord was used to search for phantoms in a
simple system. The string was a steel piano wire 1.24 mm in
diameter. A strip of softwood 3836 cm, 3.9 mm thick served
as a soundboard. A pianolike maple bridge piece 63433.7
cm was glued to the soundboard at 11.7 cm from one end.
Each end of the soundboard was glued to a 234314-cm
maple cross member that was clamped to the monochord
frame rails. The bridge/soundboard assembly was positioned
to establish a speaking length of 1.047 m, about the same as

for the E3 string of the 1.32-m piano. The string continued
about 1 m beyond the bridge to a hitch pin. The section
between the bridge and the hitch pin was muted. A con-
denser microphone was placed approximately 1 cm over the
soundboard. A PCB model 303A03 miniature accelerometer
was glued to the side of the bridge, 1 cm below the string,
and oriented for sensitivity to bridge motion in the direction
of the string. A velocity-responsive electrostatic pickup was
located 8.4 cm from the end of the speaking length opposite
the bridge and was oriented for maximum sensitivity to
transverse string motion normal to the soundboard. The
string was tuned to 100 Hz at a tension of about 414 N. The
first mode of the bridge–soundboard assembly was at 72 Hz.

Spectra ~880–1280 Hz! were taken from the micro-
phone, the accelerometer, and the electrostatic pickup, as the
string was plucked at 15.2 cm~L/7! from the speaking length
end opposite the bridge. Figure 3 shows microphone output.
Normal partials 9 through 12~numbered! appear with ac-
companying phantom partials. The accelerometer output
showed normal partials and prominent phantoms at the same
frequencies but at different relative amplitudes. Peak longi-
tudinal bridge acceleration in this range was 0.49 g, for par-
tial 12 at 1.231 kHz. The spectrum from the electrostatic
pickup~Fig. 4!, simultaneous with Fig. 3, has normal partials
at the same frequencies, but only a small response to phan-
tom partials. These results showed that phantom partials can
occur in a simple system, and indicated that they are trans-
mitted to the bridge and soundboard primarily by longitudi-
nal rather than by transverse string forces.

II. MONOCHORD TEST II

In a test to simulate the production of ‘‘even’’ phan-
toms, a 1.24-mm steel piano wire of 1.177-m speaking
length, resonant at 75 Hz at about 295 N static tension, was
driven transversely at its center at 10 Hz. Figure 5 shows the
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setup. Peak center displacement was measured with a special
micrometer. A force pickup at the hitch-pin end sensed the
corresponding tension variation. The string was driven at fre-
quencies far below its first transverse mode so as not to ex-
cite normal string modes. The driver (V) was an MB model
C11-D electrodynamic vibration exciter equipped with an
independent velocity sensing coil~VS! that allowed the
waveform of string motion to be monitored and its distortion
measured. The driver was connected to the string at the cen-
ter of its speaking length via a maple dowel~DR!, 0.8 m long
and 9.3 mm in diameter. At one end of its speaking length,
the string was attached with three 2.1-mm-diam steel bridge
pins to a maple bridge piece~B!, 58 mm wide, 38 mm deep,
and 37 mm high. There was no soundboard. The bridge was
constrained longitudinally and laterally only by the string
itself. To prevent vertical bridge motion as the string was
driven transversely in a vertical plane at its center, a maple
dowel ~CR! 12.7 mm in diameter and 1.3 m long was glued
into the bottom of the bridge piece and attached at its lower
end to a 3-kg steel mass~W! that rested on the floor.

The string continued 0.9 m beyond the bridge to a PCB
model 086B01 quartz force sensor~FS! that supported the

static string tension and provided an output voltage directly
proportional to varying string tension. The force sensor was
bolted to a steel block attached to the monochord frame. The
span of string between the bridge and the force sensor was
heavily damped to prevent random transverse excitation of
this segment so that only longitudinal string forces would be
transmitted to the force sensor. An electrostatic pickup~EP!,
2.5 cm from the end of the speaking length opposite the
bridge piece, having an electrode 19 mm in diameter, spaced
approximately 6 mm from the string and polarized at 200 V
dc, monitored transverse string displacement to insure that
there were no extraneous modes.

Center displacement and end force were measured at
several different vibration levels as the string was driven
sinusoidally at 10 Hz. The result can be described by

f t50.0972d2, ~1!

where f t is the tension end force in Newtons andd is the
center displacement in mm. Simultaneous ‘‘input’’ and
‘‘output’’ waveforms are shown in Fig. 6. At the top is the
waveform of 10-Hz string center motion~from the shaker
velocity coil!. Total distortion measured less than 0.5%. Be-

FIG. 1. Acoustical spectrum, 1–2.6 kHz, showing normal partials 13–29 of
the tone E2 from a six-string acoustic guitar. Eight phantom partials are
shown with dots.

FIG. 2. Spectrum, 1.5–3.1 kHz, showing normal partials 20–38 of the tone
D#2 from a compact disc recording of an orchestral harp. Four phantom
partials are shown with dots.

FIG. 3. Microphone output spectrum~880–1280 Hz! showing normal par-
tials 9–12~numbered! and accompanying phantom partials for the mono-
chord string. String was plucked at L/7.

FIG. 4. Electrostatic pickup output spectrum~880–1280 Hz!, simultaneous
with Fig. 3. Pickup responds to transverse string motion, has low response to
phantom partials.
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low is the tension end force waveform, a rather good sine
wave at 20 Hz.~The 10-Hz component was 26.2 dB below
the 20-Hz component.! Peak end force was 1.26 N for a peak
center displacement of 3.6 mm.~Force sensor sensitivity was
10.2 mv/N.! Frequency doubling, simulating the production
of even phantoms, occurred because deflection of the center
of the string from its rest position, whether up or down,
produced an increase in string tension. If, with the driver
turned off, the string did not rest precisely at its neutral po-
sition, then the output from the end-force sensor, when the
string was driven sinusoidally, contained a component at the
driving frequency.

III. NONLINEAR MIXING

If the string in Monochord Test II is considered to be an
unknown device that receives an input motiond
5(A sinvt), produces an output forcef (t) at a frequency
2vt, and has a square-law transfer curve, it evidently oper-
ates according to Eq.~2! to produce frequency doubling:

f ~ t !5kd25k~A sin vt !25k~A2/2!~12cos 2vt !. ~2!

If the input sine wave decayed exponentially, the output
force would be given by Eq.~3!, showing that the decay rate

of an ‘‘even’’ phantom will be twice that of the parent par-
tial:

f ~ t !5k~Ae2at sin vt !25k~A2e22at/2!~12cos 2vt !.
~3!

When two frequencies are put into such a device, generation
of harmonics and also sum and difference frequencies will
occur according to Eq.~4!:

f ~ t !5kd25k~A sin v1t1B sin v2t !2

5k@A2 sin2 v1t12AB~sin v1t sin v2t !

1B2 sin2 v2t#

5k$~A2/2!~12cos 2v1t !1@AB~cosv12v2!t

2cos~v11v2!t#1~B2/2!~12cos 2v2t !%. ~4!

IV. MONOCHORD TEST III

To simulate the production of ‘‘odd’’ phantoms, the
string was driven simultaneously at its midpoint at 10 and 15
Hz. ~The velocity at 15 Hz measured 4.1% greater than that
at 10 Hz, making displacement at 15 Hz equal 0.694 times
that at 10 Hz.! Figure 7 is the resulting tension end-force
spectrum. The relative amplitudes at 5, 20, 25, and 30 Hz
agree with those predicted from Eq.~4! with a maximum
error ~at 30 Hz! of 3.19%. The string and its associated ele-
ments appear to function as a mechanical analog of elec-
tronic circuits known as mixers,4 thereby acting nonlinearly
to generate tension forces not only at twice the input fre-
quencies but also an at frequencies equal to their sum and
difference. The fact that 10- and 15-Hz energy appeared in
the tension force though not in Eq.~4! indicates that the
string did not rest exactly at its neutral position with zero
excitation.

Equation~5! gives the result of mixing nonlinearly two
parent partials having independent decay rates. The resulting
‘‘odd’’ phantom partials will have decay rates equal to the
sums of the decay rates of the parents:

FIG. 5. Setup for monochord tests II, III, and IV. A5accelerometer.
B5bridge piece. CR5connecting rod. DM5damping material. DR5drive
rod. EP5electrostatic string pickup. FS5tension-force sensor. L5speaking
length, 1.177 m. Hitch length50.9 m.~M!5microphone. P5speaking length
terminating points. S5string, 1.24 mm in diameter. TP5tuning pin. ~V!
5driver. VS5velocity sensing coil. W53 kg mass.~X!5disconnect point.

FIG. 6. Top: Waveform of 10-Hz string center-motion, 3.6-mm peak. Dis-
tortion measured less than 0.5%. Bottom: Simultaneous tension-force wave-
form at hitch pin end, 1.26-N peak, essentially sinusoidal at 20 Hz.

FIG. 7. Spectrum of tension end force with center of string driven simulta-
neously at 10 and 15 Hz. Displacement at 15 Hz was 0.694 times displace-
ment at 10 Hz. Components at 5, 20, 25, and 30 Hz conform closely to Eq.
~4!. Following are values in rms millivolts from Fig. 8, followed by values
predicted by Eq.~4!: 5 Hz: 2.14, 2.13; 10 Hz: 0.668, 0; 15 Hz: 0.350, 0; 20
Hz: 1.53, 1.53; 25 Hz: 2.17, 2.13; 30 Hz: 0.715, 0.738.
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f ~ t !5k$~A2/2!~e22at!~12cos 2v1t !1ABe2~a1b!

3@cos~v12v2!t2cos~v11v2!t#

1~B2/2!~e22bt!~12cos 2v2t !%. ~5!

With the noted exception due to neutral position imbal-
ance, and with accuracy in decay rate measurement limited,
test results appeared to confirm the predictions of Eqs.~2!
through~5!.

V. OTHER MONOCHORD TESTS

Tests were made to confirm that a plucked string in the
setup of Fig. 5. would produce phantom partials. A miniature
microphone~M! was mounted 5 mm behind the bridge for
monitoring acoustical output due to bridge motion. A PCB
model 303A03 accelerometer~A! was glued to the side of
the bridge, 1 cm below the string, and oriented for sensitivity
to bridge motion in the direction of the string. The string was
tuned approximately to D#2~77.8 Hz, static tension about
317 N!. Drive rod ~DR! was removed. Connecting rod~CR!
was disconnected from the 3-kg weight, giving a vertical
system resonance at about 12 Hz. Plucking, at 5.5 cm from
the end of the speaking length, was controlled to keep the
output of the electrostatic pickup constant within60.5 dB.

Figures 8 through 11 show spectra in the range 700–1500 Hz
from the electrostatic pickup, the microphone, the acceler-
ometer, and the force sensor. Normal partials 9–17 are num-
bered. All sensors but the electrostatic pickup show promi-
nent phantom partials. The electrostatic pickup was nearly
insensitive to phantom partials because it responded prima-
rily only to transverse string motion.

Figures 12 and 13 show the outputs of the electrostatic
pickup and the force sensor in the range 20 Hz to 6.42 kHz.
Attenuation of partials 8, 16, 24, etc., can be seen in both
figures because the string was plucked at L/8. Despite this,
the tension end-force output showspeakingnear partial 24,
in the 2-kHz region, around the frequency of the first longi-
tudinal mode of the speaking length. In pianos, response to
longitudinal string forces is known to exist and is evidenced
by a tonal accentuation at the frequencies of the longitudinal
modes.5–10In Fig. 13, the peak near partial 4, around 300 Hz,
was due to a flexural resonance of connecting rod~CR!,
which was free at its lower end during this test.

To confirm the nonlinear amplitude relation of phantom
partials to normal partials, the monochord string was excited
to different vibration levels by plucking at 5.5 cm~L/21!. A

FIG. 8. Spectrum~700–1500 Hz! from electrostatic pickup showing normal
partials 9–17. Phantom partials are nearly absent. String plucked at 5.5 cm.

FIG. 9. Spectrum~700–1500 Hz! from microphone showing normal partials
9–17~numbered!. Phantom partials are prominent. String plucked at 5.5 cm.

FIG. 10. Spectrum~700–1500 Hz! from accelerometer showing normal
partials 9–17. Phantom partials are prominent. Accelerometer was oriented
for response to bridge motion in direction of string. String plucked at 5.5
cm.

FIG. 11. Spectrum~700–1500 Hz! from end-force sensor showing normal
partials 9–17 and phantom partials. String plucked at 5.5 cm.
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microphone output spectrum~380–1180 Hz! was recorded at
each level. Normal partial 5 was used as a reference. Figure
14 shows the initial sound-pressure level in dB of each of
several phantom partials, plotted versus the initial sound-
pressure level of normal partial 5. The phantom partials are
identified with the number of the normal partial nearest each
one. The top line in Fig. 14 shows the slope for linear re-
sponse. The bottom line shows the slope fory5x2.

An ‘‘even’’ phantom partial could be eliminated or
greatly attenuated if the string was plucked at a nodal point
for the parent partial. An ‘‘odd’’ phantom partial could be
eliminated or greatly attenuated if the string was plucked at a
nodal point for either parent partial. This appears consistent
with generation by nonlinear mixing.

VI. BASEBAND SPECTRA FOR 1.32-m PIANO

Figure 15 is a 0–3.2-kHz acoustical spectrum showing
normal partials 1–18 of the tone E3 from the 1.32-m piano.
Full scale corresponds approximately to 89-dB sound level.
Figure 16 shows acceleration on the bass bridge, normal to
the soundboard, near the strings of E3. Figure 17 shows ac-
celeration at the same point but in the direction of the strings.
The piano, with normal felt hammers, was played with a

mechanical finger at the same forte level for all three figures.
A prominent ‘‘odd’’ phantom at 2.488 kHz accompanies
normal partial 15 in each. Full scale in Figs. 16 and 17 cor-
responds approximately to 2.3-g peak. Peak acceleration in
the direction of the strings~Fig. 17! was 1.74 g at 2.488 kHz,
~near the frequency of the first longitudinal mode, which was
at about 2.4 kHz!, and occurred for a sum phantom larger in
amplitude than the adjacent normal partial. Peak acceleration
at the same frequency but normal to the soundboard~Fig. 16!
was 0.035 g, 33.8 dB less. Phantoms accompanying lower-
numbered normal partials were not separately resolvable at
this bandwidth.

Multiple phantoms accompanying a low-numbered nor-
mal partial will be closely spaced in frequency and may ap-
pear in a test spectrum to be a single phantom. The following
are computed frequencies for phantoms between partials 10

FIG. 12. Spectrum~20 Hz–6.42 kHz! from electrostatic pickup. String
plucked at L/8.

FIG. 13. Spectrum~20 Hz–6.42 kHz! from tension-force sensor. String
plucked at L/8. Peaks around 2 kHz occurred in vicinity of longitudinal
mode of speaking length.

FIG. 14. Amplitude nonlinearity of phantom partials from D#2 monochord
string. Sound-pressure level in dB of phantom partials versus sound-
pressure level in dB of normal partial 5. Top line shows slope for linear
response, bottom line slope fory5x2. Numbers identify normal partial
nearest to phantom.

FIG. 15. Acoustical spectrum~0–3.2 kHz! showing normal partials 1–18 of
tone E3 from a 1.32-vertical piano. Note large phantom partial at 2.488 kHz.
Full scale corresponds to about 89 dB sound-pressure level. Key was played
‘‘forte’’ with a mechanical finger.
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and 11 of E3 of the 1.32-m piano: Par. 10: 1664.27 Hz; Pars.
516: 1818.47; Pars. 417: 1819.53; Pars. 318: 1821.66;
Pars. 219: 1824.86; Pars. 1110: 1829.08; Par. 11: 1834.40.
All five cluster in a 10.61-Hz band, the most distant, 15.93
Hz below partial 11, the nearest, 5.32 Hz below. Cluster
width and distance increase with inharmonicity.~E3 had
strings of 1.24-mm diameter, 1.044-m speaking length, and
about 1120-N tension.!

VII. SPECTRAL EFFECTS—SMEARING

It is well known that piano tones are somewhat inhar-
monic due to the finite stiffness of the strings,11,12 and that
the frequencyf n of thenth transverse partial can be predicted
by

f n5n f0~11Bn2!0.5, ~6!

where f 0 would be the fundamental frequency of a string
without stiffness and~B! is a coefficient of inharmonicity.13

Accordingly, the frequency space between adjacent normal
partials increases with both mode number and~B!. As de-
fined by Fletcheret al.,

B5p3Ed4/64L2T, ~7!

whereT is the tension,d the diameter,L the length, andE the
Young’s modulus of the material.14

For a given string, phantom-to-normal-partial frequency
separation increases with transverse mode number until a
phantom lies equidistant between two normal partials. For
still higher modes, separationdecreasesand phantom par-
tials approach frequency coincidence with the normal partial
next lower in frequency. The value of~B! determines the
number (nc), of the least-numbered normal partial at which
coincidence with a phantom can occur. Figure 18 shows the
relation between~B! and (nc). Above (nc), phantoms may
appear throughout the interpartial frequency space. Phantom
partials cause spectral smearing. The degree of smearing in-
creases with both~B! and ~n!.

Figures 19 and 20, simultaneous spectra from acceler-
ometer~A! and electrostatic pickup~EP!, illustrate spectral
smearing in the monochord setup of Sec. V. Accelerometer
~A! was sensitive to phantom partials. Electrostatic pickup
~EP!, responsive primarily only to transverse string motion,
had little sensitivity to phantoms. The string was tuned to
D#2 and plucked at 5.5 cm~L/21!. ~B! was 5.4731024,
giving nc near partial 18. The figures show the range 2.03–
2.43 kHz, with normal partials numbered 23–26. Output
from the accelerometer shows severe smearing. This could
be expected to have an audible counterpart.

VIII. DISCUSSION

Previous papers have considered nonlinearity in
stretched strings. Oplinger15 studied the forced vibration of
an elastic string theoretically and experimentally. He found
tension variation during vibration to be an important source

FIG. 16. Spectrum~0–3.2 kHz! from accelerometer on bridge of 1.32-m
vertical piano near strings of E3. Accelerometer was oriented for sensitivity
to bridge motion normal to soundboard. Key was played with mechanical
finger as for Fig. 15. Note low level of phantom partials. Full scale5 2.3 g
peak. Peak acceleration at 2.488 kHz was 0.035 g.

FIG. 17. Spectrum~0–3.2 kHz! from accelerometer on bridge of 1.32-m
vertical piano near strings of E3. Accelerometer was oriented for sensitivity
to bridge motion in direction of strings. Note prominent phantom partials.
Key was played with mechanical finger as for Figs. 15 and 16. Full scale
52.3 g peak. Peak acceleration at 2.488 kHz was 1.74 g.

FIG. 18. Curve showing (nc) in relation to inharmonicity coefficient~B!.
(nc) is the smallest numbered normal transverse partial at which frequency
coincidence with a phantom partial can occur.
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of nonlinearity. He drove a nylon string at one end with a
variable-frequency vibration generator and found that the
tension variation took on large values as the system ap-
proached resonance.

Legge and Fletcher16 studied, theoretically and experi-
mentally, the nonlinear transfer of energy among modes of
different frequencies on a vibrating string. They found that
energy could be transferred from existing normal modes to
an initially missing normal mode provided that at least one
of the end supports had finite mechanical admittance. They
conclude as follows: ‘‘Two different situations emerge from
the analysis. If the non-rigid bridge has zero admittance par-
allel to the string length and if the string is fixed simply to it,
then the only nonlinear processes tending to mix modes or to
generate missing modes are of third order.’’17 ~Author’s
comment: In pianos, a condition of zero bridge admittance in
the direction of the string would be anomalous. However, if
phantom partials are generated by nonlinear mixing, it would
seem that they could exist with zero bridge admittance in the
direction of the strings, even though transmission to the
soundboard might be negligible.! ‘‘On the other hand, if the

bridge is a non-rigid support over which the string passes at
an angle as in many musical instruments, then there is an
additional second-order nonlinearity which provides driving
forces at frequencies that are twice those of any modes
present on the string.’’ This second conclusion supports the
production of ‘‘even’’ phantoms, but only in cases where the
string crosses the bridge at an angle. It does not appear to
support the production of ‘‘odd’’ phantoms. The existence of
oscillatory components of the tension is noted by Legge and
Fletcher, but their analysis appears to consider only bridge
forces that would be normal to the soundboard in a piano.
However, a referee extended the calculations of Legge and
Fletcher to conclude that any sum and difference frequency
components in the tension would be 80 dB lower than the
octave components. These conclusions appear at odds with
the results reported herein:Tensionforces at twice modal
frequencies were found in the absence of a ‘‘bearing’’ angle,
‘‘odd’’ phantoms were found at amplitudes equal to or
greater than those of ‘‘even’’ phantoms, and Fig. 11 shows
measured sum tension componentssimilar in amplitude to
octave components. Though the described monochord sys-
tems simulate only crudely the conditions in pianos, it is
believed that a probable mechanism for the generation of
phantom partials has been demonstrated.

A. Tonal effects

Nonlinear mixing in audio amplifiers causes undesirable
intermodulation distortion.18–20 It is of interest to discover
whether phantom partials contribute significantly to the per-
ceived quality of piano tones; to find whether they cause
tonal degradation, tonal enhancement, or neither; to find if
they are significant to identifying a tone as a piano tone; and
to learn how their audible effect, if any, varies with the size,
design, and hammer condition of pianos.

Because of their amplitude nonlinearity in relation to
normal partials, phantom partials will be most prominent at
the onset of a piano tone. It is well known that, with increas-
ing hammer velocity, the high-frequency partials of piano
tones become more prominent in relation to the low-
frequency partials, causing the tone to become brighter as
well as louder. This is due to the nonlinear properties of felt
piano hammers21–28 which, because of their hardness gradi-
ent ~softer on the outside, harder within29! become effec-
tively harder as the velocity at impact with the strings in-
creases. Phantom partials, due totheir amplitude
nonlinearity, may contribute audibly to the onset transient
and may augment the brightness increase due to the felt.

An assured effect of phantom partials is the production
of beats. Beat rates between normal partials and phantom
partials, and between phantom partials of different parentage,
will be determined by inharmonicity, which is a function of
piano size and scale design, and by fundamental frequency.
Under most conditions, beats cause a ‘‘roughened’’ tone
quality. In some conditions beats may enhance a tone. The
audibility of beats due to phantom partials will depend on
their amplitude, frequency, and duration, in relation to the
other tonal components.

The effect of inharmonicity on thetuning of pianos is

FIG. 19. Spectrum~2.03–2.43 kHz! from bridge accelerometer, illustrating
spectral smearing due to phantom partials. Normal partials 23–26 are num-
bered.~B! was 5.4731024.

FIG. 20. Spectrum~2.03–2.43 kHz! from electrostatic pickup, simultaneous
with Fig. 19. Spectral smearing is minimal because primary response of
pickup was to transverse string motion only. Normal partials 23–26 are
numbered.
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well established.30,31The questions of whether inharmonicity
influences thequality of piano tones and, if so, how, pres-
ently have contrary answers. In 1943, Schuck and Young
suggested that inharmonicity is undesirable because the sub-
jective fundamentals derived from the differences in fre-
quency between successive inharmonic partials do not have
the same frequency, resulting in ‘‘confusion in the ear.’’32 In
1952, Young33 proposed as an ‘‘attractive hypothesis’’ that
‘‘Those pianos are ‘best’ in which the inharmonicity is least
and in which it changes smoothly.’’ In 1962, Fletcheret al.
concluded that inharmonicity is responsible for a ‘‘warmth’’
of piano tones that is pleasing to the listener, and that ‘‘the
partials below middle C must be inharmonic in frequency to
be piano-like.’’34 In 1987, Reinholdt, Janssen, and Askenfelt
presented computer-generated tones having constant funda-
mental frequency but continuously varying inharmonicity.35

The perception of this listener was that the apparent pitch of
the tones clearly increased with increasing inharmonicity but
that the quality did not otherwise greatly change. In 1997,
Galembo and Cuddy reported that varying the inharmonicity
of computer-generated piano tones through the range nor-
mally found in real pianos produced only marginal audible
difference in tone quality as judged by a panel of listeners.36

During a subsequent ASA paper37 they presented recorded
A0 tones from a small vertical piano having (B)55.6
31024 in comparison with a computer-generated A0 piano
tone having a similar spectral formant but (B)51.631024.
A third recorded tone was A0 from a 2.74-m Steinway grand
having (B)51.631024. The real and synthesized small ver-
tical piano tones, from a tape recording lent by them to this
author, sound nearly alike. The tone from the 2.74-m grand
sounds unmistakably different.

The author’s experience indicates that inharmonicity
plays a significant part in defining the timbre of piano tones.
Small pianos of any manufacture usually have a quality of

tone clearly different in the lower third of the compass from
that of large pianos. One important reason for this is that
larger pianos normally have more output and more uniform
response at low and medium frequencies due to their greater
soundboard size. The tonal differences that appear related to
inharmonicity seem to lie at higher frequencies. That the
shorter bass strings of small pianos usually have greater in-
harmonicity than the longer strings of large pianos is indis-
putable. The question is whether the inharmonicity differ-
ences have an audible effect, and whether the effect, if any,
is due to inharmonicity alone.

Real piano tones from the lower half of the keyboard
seem to become less agreeable with increasing inharmonic-
ity. Convincing demonstrations of this require that strings of
differing inharmonicity but the same fundamental frequency
be installed in the same scale region of the same piano and
compared. Other factors being equal, the string with the low-
est inharmonicity usually sounds best. The author, though
not an advocate of zero inharmonicity in pianos, found this
result repeatedly in designing and testing piano strings.

Table I gives values of~B! andnc , and frequencies for
nc and for the first longitudinal mode~LM !, computed for
the same keys of a 2.74-m concert grand and a 0.91-m spinet
piano, for E3 of the 1.32-m vertical, and for the D#2 string as
used in the monochord tests. Though at E3 the inharmonicity
of the 0.91-m spinet is slightly less than that of the concert
grand, few of sound musical ear would judge, on comparing
the tones, that the spinet sounds as good as the concert
grand: the spinet is less loud and has less energy in low- and
medium-frequency partials.

For the 0.91-m spinet, it is seen that the inharmonicity of
G3 is more than four times that of E3. Though G3 and E3
had strings on the same bridge, only a few cm apart, and did
not differ widely in loudness, a timbre difference was obvi-
ous. Note that for G3 the coincidence partial (nc) and the

TABLE I. Typical values of inharmonicity coefficient~B!, least numbered partial (nc) for coincidence with a
phantom partial, and first longitudinal mode frequency, for selected keys of 2.74- and 0.91-m pianos.

Key Piano ~B! nc Freq.
L.M.
freq.

Nearest
partial

Par.
freq.

A0 2.74-m 1.023 1024 31 893 440 16 446
0.91-m 5.643 1024 18 538 577 19 573

C2 2.74-m 4.913 1025 39 2644 929 14 920
0.91-m 2.133 1024 24 1663 977 15 1004

D#2 Monochrd 5.473 1024 18 1519 2152 24 2141

E3 2.74-m 1.513 1024 27 4688 2430 15 2514
1.32-m 1.973 1024 25 4366 2432 14 2351
0.91-m 1.493 1024 27 4686 2064 12 1999

G3 2.74-m 2.153 1024 24 4986 2894 14 2801
0.91-m 6.153 1024 17 3616 3679 17 3616

C4 2.74-m 3.393 1024 21 5891 3839 14 3783
0.91-m 5.113 1024 18 5084 4252 15 4141

A4 2.74-m 7.203 1024 17 8222 6161 13 6058
0.91-m 7.583 1024 16 7693 6406 14 6602

A7 2.74-m 1.673 1022 7 33 211
0.91-m 1.373 1022 7 31 853
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longitudinal mode coincide in frequency, placing the peak-
producing longitudinal mode in a region of potentially high
spectral smearing. Listeners usually agreed that E3 sounded
noticeably better than G3.~E3 had two wrapped strings with
smaller core wire at higher tension, while G3 had three plain
strings that were larger in diameter and 18.7 cm shorter than
those in the 2.74-m grand.! In a second example, D2 strings
of a 2.82-m grand having 1.88-m speaking length and (B)
59.631025 were replaced by strings having (B)54.39
31025. The tone was judged to be significantly improved.

Using the setup of Sec. V, a realistic sounding reference
tone derived from a digitally sampled concert grand piano
was compared with the tone from electrostatic pickup~EP!,
the tone from tension-force sensor~FS!, and the tone from
accelerometer~A!. Fundamental frequencies were at D#2.
~B! for the tone from the large grand piano was about 4.9
31025. ~B! for the monochord string was 5.4731024. All
three identically inharmonic tones from the monochord
sounded different from the piano tone and had slightly higher
apparent pitch. Though it did not sound at all like the piano,
the tone from the electrostatic pickup did not have the ex-
pected ‘‘less agreeable’’ quality. Its spectrum showed no
phantom partials of significant amplitude. The tones from
tension-force sensor~FS! and from accelerometer~A! did
contain phantom partials, and did have a less agreeable qual-
ity.

IX. CONCLUSION

It is suggested that any struck- or plucked-stringed in-
strument having appreciable acoustical response to longitu-
dinal string forces may be expected to produce phantom par-
tials. It is suggested that phantom partials, coacting with
inharmonicity and with the peaking of both phantom and
normal partials at and around the frequencies of longitudinal
string modes, may produce some of the timbral differences
that distinguish pianos of different design. It is suggested
that phantom partials may be responsible in part for a less
agreeable quality in the bass tones from small pianos.
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APPENDIX: DETERMINING PARENTAGE

‘‘Odd’’ phantom partials seemed to come predominantly
from parent normal partials having consecutive mode num-
bers ~e.g., 516 rather than 318!. Lower-numbered partials
would normally be associated with larger string deflections.
In pianos, partial 8 and its multiples may be attenuated be-
cause hammers in the lower compass normally strike the
strings at around one-eighth of the speaking length. The fre-
quencies of all partials decrease slightly from beginning to
end of a piano tone due to the small gradual reduction of
average tension, creating an additional measurement diffi-
culty.

Two narrow-band tunable filters~wave analyzers! were
used to verify the double-frequency exactness of ‘‘even’’

phantoms. The first filter was tuned to the phantom at fre-
quencyf. The second filter was tuned to the suspected parent
normal partial atf /2. The output of each filter was sent to a
different input of a two-channel oscilloscope whose sweep
was triggered fromf /2. Exact frequency doubling was con-
firmed if both waveforms appeared stationary on the oscillo-
scope screen. This method compensated for frequency drift
of partials due to changes in average string tension. The first
filter, if tuned slightly sharp, could respond to the nearest
normal inharmonic partial, whose waveform would appear to
precess.

Sum-frequency exactness was tested with four narrow-
band filters. Filter~1! was tuned to the frequency of one
suspected parent partial and filter~2! to the other. Their out-
puts were combined linearly and sent to a diode distortion-
generating circuit~D! that produced sum and difference fre-
quencies. Output from~D! was sent to filter~3!, which was
tuned to select that distortion product at the sum frequency
of the suspected parent partials. Output from~3! was applied
to one channel of the two-channel oscilloscope and used to
trigger its sweep. Filter~4! was tuned to the phantom in
question and its output applied to the second oscilloscope
channel. Confirmation that the partials from filters~1! and
~2! were the parents of the phantom from filter~4! was ob-
tained if the output waveform from~4!, as well as that from
~3!, appeared stationary.

The 3-Hz minimum bandwidth of analog filters limited
the usefulness of the above method for determining the par-
ents of multiple phantoms close in frequency. An alternate
method used a two-channel digital analyzer, adjusted for
0.5-Hz frequency increments, to supplement filters~1!, ~2!,
and ~3!. Figure A1 ~top! shows normal partials 10 and 11
from a monochord string. Prominent phantoms appear below
partial 11 at 872 and 875.5 Hz. Figure A1~bottom! shows
the simultaneous output of filter~3!, which was tuned to the
sum frequency of partials 5 and 6. This sum is shown to
coincide in frequency with the 872-Hz phantom, confirming
that partials 5 and 6 are the parents. Partials 3 and 8 were
found to be the parents of the phantom at 875.5 Hz.

FIG. A1. Spectra~780–980 Hz! illustrating use of a two-channel digital
analyzer plus three analog filters to identify the parents of close-spaced
phantom partials. Top: Channel 1 shows two phantoms~872 and 875.5 Hz!
below partial 11. Bottom: Channel 2 shows output of a filter~see text! tuned
to the sum of partials~516!. Partials~318! were the parents of the phantom
at 975.5 Hz.
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The objective of this work is to study the acoustic behavior of chimney organ pipes. The working
hypothesis is that its role is to reinforce the fifth harmonic of the tone of a stopped pipe. According
to Helmholtz, the chimney should have the length of an open pipe resonating at the frequency of the
fifth harmonic. This design appears to be the least favorable one, except if the chimney is placed half
inside and half outside the main pipe, and should therefore be avoided. The ratio of the modulus of
the admittance of the different harmonics appears to describe, for the chimney pipe used in this
study, the dependency of the ratio of the measured amplitude of the fifth, third, and first harmonic
with the geometry of the chimney. The admittance curve can therefore be used to determine the
effects of the geometry of the chimney on the timbre of the organ pipe. This result is used in order
to determine the optimal diameter of the chimney as a function of its length. ©1999 Acoustical
Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!01401-0#

PACS numbers: 43.75.Np@WJS#

INTRODUCTION

A chimney pipe or ‘‘rohrflöte,’’ illustrated in Fig. 1, is
obtained by inserting in the cover of a stopped organ pipe a
small cylindrical tube or ‘‘chimney’’ open at both of its ex-
tremities. The lengthLc , the diameterDc , and the position
of the chimney may vary, giving the organ builder a wide
range of parameters in order to adjust the timbre of the in-
strument. This is well described by Dom Bedos1 who writes:
‘‘One observes that the proportions of the chimney pipes are
exactly the same as that of stopped pipes; hence it is very
easy to transform them in chimney pipes; one only has to add
a chimney on the cover. The wider the chimney the taller it
should be; and the narrower it is the shorter it must be. The
widest have a diameter equal to half of that of the main pipe.
In these cases it must be almost as tall as the main pipe.
Some organ makers give them a diameter equal to only a
quarter or an eighth of that of the main pipe, they are then
proportionally much smaller. The wider and taller the chim-
ney is, the more the harmony approaches that of an open
pipe; the narrower and shorter it is, the more the harmony
approaches that of a closed pipe. Hence in the choice of a
stopped or open pipes, one can obtained the desired tone.’’

In a survey of rohrflo¨te registers Oosterhof and Bouman2

describe an evolution from the XVth to the XIXth century
toward pipe proportions, both for the body and the chimney,
which we found to correspond to an optimization of the qual-
ity factor of these pipes as stand-alone resonators. Bouman
also observes a richer sound due to the reinforcement of the
third and fifth harmonics in comparison with a stopped pipe.
According to these authors, the chimneys are usually placed

outside the main pipe and have a lengthLc varying between
1/5 and 2/5 of the lengthLp of the main pipe. They consider
these data on the length of the chimney to constitute an upper
bound, since the chimneys are usually cut down during into-
nation. These rules remain, however, rather general and dis-
cussions with craftsmen indicate that they feel uncertain
about the design of the chimney, which calls for some re-
search on this topic.

Scientific investigation on the role of chimneys was ini-
tiated by Bernoulli.3 Helmholtz4 confirms that the role of
chimneys is to reinforce the fifth harmonic and therefore
concludes that the optimal design should be that of an open
pipe resonating at that frequency. This leads to a chimney
having a lengthLc52Lp/5, where the length of the chimney
should include an end correction, as will be discussed later.
Audsley5 quotes theoretical works by Gerhardt,6 which for
narrow chimneys confirm the design rule of Helmholtz and
suggests a ratioDc /Dp51/4. Audsley further notes that
chimneys can be placed quite indifferently either outside on
the top of the cover or totally inside the main pipe, implying
that the position of the chimney should affect neither the
harmony of the pipe nor its tuning.

Of course Bouasse7 disagrees with Helmholtz and states
that the chimney causes polyphony, the simultaneous emis-

a!Electronic mail: mpv@ccr.jussieu.fr FIG. 1. Geometry of a typical chimney-flue organ pipe.
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sion of nonharmonic tones. Castellengo8 did extensive ex-
perimental work on chimney pipes and proposes an analysis
of the influence of the different parameters of the chimney
geometry on the fundamental oscillation frequency and par-
tials of the system. Her measurements contradict the conclu-
sions of Bouasse. She states that polyphony can be obtained
for very specific excitation conditions, but never observed it
in organ making. She confirms that the main role of the
chimney is to influence the timbre of the pipe by varying the
relative amplitude of the different harmonics, both during
steady state and the attack transient, and that, as stated by
Dom Bedos1 and Oosterhof and Bouman,2 the choice is a
matter of taste. In addition to the classical design, she also
considered the effect of placing the chimney partially inside
and outside the main pipe, and observed important timbre
variations.

The working hypothesis will be that the role of the
chimney is to enhance the amplitude of the fifth harmonic in
the spectrum of a stopped pipe. A simple analysis indicates
that, for this purpose, the only design which should be
avoided is that proposed by Helmholtz4 and Gerhardt.6 We
will explain this by considering the admittance experienced
by the sound source in the mouth of the instrument. We will
use a simple low-frequency approximation of the steady-
sound field for the calculation of this admittance. Some re-
sults can already be understood, however, in terms of
standing-wave patterns of frictionless nonradiating pipes.
Measurements obtained from two pipes provided by different
organ makers confirm the theoretical analysis. Some prelimi-
nary results concerning an optimal choice of the diameter of

the chimney and on the attack transient will also be pre-
sented.

I. EXPERIMENTAL PIPE

The measurements presented in this paper were per-
formed on a typical DutchC2 sharp~138 Hz! chimney pipe
having a lengthLp5607 mm, a diameterDp558.3 mm, and
terminated by an adjustable cap in order to test chimneys of
various geometries. The mouth widthH and the distanceW
between the flue exit and the labium are 46.0 and 17.6 mm,
respectively. Ears, 14-mm high, are placed on each side of
the mouth. The original chimney has a lengthLc

5124.7 mm, a diameterDc514.1 mm, and is placed com-
pletely inside the main pipe. For this particular pipe, the
craftsman used a driving pressurepf554 mm H2O. The
measurements were obtained from a 1/4-inch B&K micro-
phone placed 20 cm in front of the mouth and connected to a
spectrum analyzer. Radiation from the chimney appears to
contribute usually less than 30% of the sound production
from the pipe, and it radiates at most as much as the mouth.

II. AN ACOUSTICAL MODEL OF CHIMNEY PIPES

Assuming plane-wave propagation, the chimney pipe il-
lustrated in Fig. 1 can be modeled by means of the simplified
configuration shown in Fig. 2. The chimney is a tube of
lengthL4 and cross sectionS45pDc

2/4 inserted in the main
pipe of lengthL21L3 , whereL3 varies depending on the
position of the chimney (L4>L3>0). The tubeL3 is closed
by the cap at its extremity and has a cross sectionS35S2

2S4 , where S25pD2
2/4 is the cross section of the main

pipe. The mouth of the pipe is represented by a pipe segment
of length L1 with a cross sectionS1 equal to that of the
mouth. This lengthL1 is determined by a contribution asso-
ciated with sound radiation, a second associated with the
effects of the constriction of the mouth, and a third one due
to the presence of ears around the mouth. The value ofL1 is

FIG. 2. One-dimensional acoustic model of a chimney pipe.

FIG. 3. Calculated admittance of a chimney pipe hav-
ing a chimney made according to Helmholtz’s rule
(Lc5l0/105266 mm Dc514.0 mm, Dp558.3 mm)
for two different positions of the chimney~chimney
completely out of the main pipe: bold line, chimney in
the halfway position: dotted line!. The stars indicate the
position of the different harmonics (f 0,3f 0,5f 0) where
the fundamentalf 0 is assumed to be determined by the
maximum of the admittance curve.~This is Fig. 2 from
Vergeet al., 1997. Reproduced with the permission of
the authors.!
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chosen so that the first resonance peak of the admittance
curve, calculated with the geometry of the original pipe and
chimney, coincides with the nominal fundamental frequency
of the pipe. In the rest of this study, when varying the geom-
etry of the system, the fundamental frequencyf 0 will also be
assumed to coincide with the maximum of the admittance
curve. This of course implies, when comparing with mea-
surements performed in playing conditions, that the driving
pressure is reasonably well adjusted. Finally, volume flow
and pressure continuity is assumed at the different interfaces.

Visco-thermic dissipation in the different tubes is taken
into account by the use of a complex wave numberk9

k65
v

c0
6Av

2

a

r p
~12 i !, ~1!

with a a damping coefficient given by

a5
Al v1~g21!Al t

Ac0

, ~2!

wherev is the angular frequency,c0 is the speed of sound,
r p is the radius of the tube,l v , and l t are the viscous and
thermal characteristic lengths~in air at 20 °C, l v54.0

31028 m, andl t55.631028 m) andg is the Poisson con-
stant, i.e, the ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and
volume, respectively~g51.4!. Sound radiation at both open
extremities of the system is estimated by using the following
expression of the radiation impedanceZr

10

Zr5r0c0~ 1
4~krp!21 ikD l !, ~3!

whereD l 50.6D4/2 is an end correction. In the calculations,
the pipe of lengthL4 was assumed to include an end correc-
tion only at its extremity radiating toward the exterior of the
system. At the other extremity, due to continuity of flow and
pressure, there is no distortion of the acoustic streamlines
unless the acoustic field has a much larger amplitude in the
chimney than in the main pipe. We will see further that in
common designs, the standing wave in the chimney has the
same amplitude for the fifth harmonic in the chimney and in
the main pipe.

III. THE HELMHOLTZ DESIGN

According to Helmholtz, the role of the chimney is to
reinforce the fifth harmonic. He consequently proposes to
use a chimney having its first resonance on the fifth har-
monic of the system oscillating with a wavelengthl0

5c0 / f 0 . This leads to a chimney lengthLc given by4

2Lc5
l0

5
. ~4!

The position of the chimney relative to the cap is, however,
not specified by Helmholtz. Common practice is to place the
chimney either completely outside or inside the main pipe.
This is confirmed by Audsley5 as discussed in the Introduc-
tion.

It appeared from our initial measurements on an (Lp

5607 mm andDp558.3 mm) pipe that such a design (Lc

5266 mm, Dc514 mm) does not reinforce the fifth har-
monic in comparison with a closed-pipe configuration. In
fact, a chimney with such a length would reinforce the fifth

FIG. 4. Standing-wave pattern for a chimney placed completely outside the
main pipe.

FIG. 5. Attack transient of a chimney pipe having a lengthLc52/5Lp : ~a! chimney placed completely outside the main pipe;~b! chimney placed halfway
outside the main pipe.
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harmonic only when placed halfway inside and halfway out-
side the main pipe. This position and chimney length pro-
vided a significant enhancement of the fifth harmonic in
comparison with the original design (Lc5125 mm, Dc

514 mm, and the chimney placed completely outside the
main pipe!.

Improvements of the chimney performance whenLc

5l0/10 and when it is placed in the intermediate position
can be explained by the calculated impedance curve of the
system shown in Fig. 3. In the intermediate position, a strong
third pipe mode is observed at a frequency close to 5f 0 .
When the chimney is placed either entirely inside or outside
the pipe, this peak is split into two low resonances, thereby
strongly decreasing the value of the admittance for the fifth
harmonic (5f 0). This effect can easily be understood in
terms of the compatibility of the standing-wave patterns in
the main pipe and in the chimney, as shown in Fig. 4. When
it is placed entirely inside or outside the main pipe, a ‘‘reso-
nating’’ chimney (Lc5l0/10) imposes at the ‘‘closed end’’
of the main pipe a pressure node, where the main pipe would
like to see a pressure antinode. The chimney thereby ‘‘kills’’

the standing-wave pattern of the corresponding stopped pipe
for the fifth harmonic. Placing the chimney halfway inside or
outside the main pipe clearly solves this conflict. A similar
effect would be obtained by placing a chimney of length
Lc5l0/20 ~half Helmholtz’s rule! entirely outside the main
pipe or a closed chimney of lengthl0/10 entirely outside the
main pipe. These configurations do not conflict with the
standing-wave pattern of the main pipe, but do not provide
an increase of the amplitude of the third peak of the admit-
tance curve. Furthermore, this compatibility of the wave pat-
terns implies, by continuity of pressure and acoustic flux,
that the standing wave in the chimney will have the same
amplitude as that in the main pipe. Under such conditions,
the contribution of the chimney to the radiation of the fifth
harmonic is only a fraction@S4 /(S41S2)# of the total radi-
ated power.

A similar effect of the position of a resonating chimney
is observed during the attack transient, as shown in Fig. 5. It
appears that with a chimney having a lengthLc5l0/10 ad-
justed in the intermediate position, the attack transient is
dominated by a precursor burst on the fifth harmonic. This

FIG. 6. ~a! Ratio of the modulus of the calculated ad-
mittance of the fifth with the third and first harmonic of
a chimney pipe as a function of the chimney length for
a chimney placed completely outside the main pipe and
having a diameter of 14 mm (Y5 /Y1 : bold line,
Y5 /Y3 : dotted line! and comparison with the ratio of
measured harmonic amplitudes:~b! p58 /p18 ; ~c!
p58 /p38 for a driving pressurepf540(x) mm H2O.
~Adapted from Fig. 3 of Vergeet al., 1997. Reproduced
with the permission of the authors.!
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effect disappears when the chimney is placed entirely inside
or outside the pipe. As the attack transient is very important
perceptually, this confirms the importance of the chimney
design.

These observations seem to indicate that the actual role
of the chimney is not to amplify the fifth harmonic by ‘‘reso-
nance,’’ but rather to place the fifth harmonic at a favorable
location on the admittance curve. This can be obtained with
a resonating chimney, but only if it is placed halfway inside
and outside the main pipe. For this given length and position
of chimney, it is even possible to find a diameter which
enables one to match the location of the fifth harmonic with
that of the third peak of the admittance curve. It is also
possible, however, as will be discussed in the next section, to
obtain a similar effect for a wide range of chimney lengths
regardless of the chimney position.

IV. OPTIMIZATION OF THE CHIMNEY DESIGN

The discussion of the previous section suggests that,
rather than a resonating device, the chimney can be viewed
as an instrument enabling one to match the fifth harmonic
(5 f 0) with a point of high admittanceY55Y( f 5) or, in other
words, to reduce the inharmonicity of the modes of the sys-
tem.

This is confirmed by measurements which show that the
ratio of the modulus of the admittanceYi for different har-
monics f i5 i f 0 is a good indicator of the relative amplitude
pi 8 of these harmonics in measured spectra. Comparison be-
tween simulation results obtained from the simple acoustic
model and measurements presented in Fig. 6 shows indeed
that, for our organ pipe, the ratio of the calculated admittance
qualitatively accounts for variations of the ratiosp58 /p18 and
p58 /p38 of the amplitude of the fundamental, third, and fifth
harmonic for chimney diameterDc514 mm. In this ex-
ample, the chimney was placed completely outside the main
pipe. The absolute value of the amplitudepi 8 of the different
harmonics can not, of course, be determined by this admit-
tance ratio; it is determined by the amplitude of the source
associated with the jet oscillations. This ratio characterizes,
however, the dependency of the amplitude of the different
harmonics with the chimney geometry. This result also indi-

cates that the source associated with the jet motion is not
very sensitive to feedback from higher harmonics, which im-
plies that the jet oscillations must mainly be determined by
the fundamental~and eventually the second harmonic!.

The measurements of Fig. 6 show that the relative am-
plitude of the different harmonics appears to be rather inde-
pendent of the length of the chimney, except around the re-
gion corresponding to Helmholtz’s design, where a
minimum is observed. Note that this minimum disappears
when the resonating chimney is shifted halfway into the
main pipe. This indicates that a wide range of chimney
lengths can be used. Similar results were previously
presented.11

The advantage of using a ‘‘nonresonating’’ chimney is
that the resulting timbre is not very sensitive to the chimney
position. In particular, placing the chimney completely inside
or outside the main pipe is more convenient from the point of
view of organ making. Furthermore, the chimney length can
then easily be adjusted for tuning purposes without affecting
the timbre too much. For chimneys having a length smaller
than l0/10 , as is commonly used,2 the fifth harmonic is
always located on the right of the third peak of the admit-
tance curve, a position where the admittance is fairly high
and does not vary rapidly. For chimney lengths greater than
Helmholtz’s design, the pipe becomes more harmonic and
the effects of the resonance of the chimney are shifted to-
wards lower frequencies. This brings the fifth harmonic near
the third peak of the admittance curve, while the amplitude
around the second peak decreases. This results, in certain
cases, in a spectrum where the fifth harmonic has a greater
amplitude than the third. It is not obvious to us why such a
design is not commonly used in practice. This might be re-
lated to the behavior of the system during the attack tran-
sient.

The previous results show that by using the admittance
curve, one can try to optimize the amplitude of the fifth
harmonic by making the resonator harmonic and fitting the
fifth harmonic on the third peak of the admittance curve. For
a given chimney length, this can be achieved by adjusting the
diameter of the chimney. Figure 7 shows the optimal diam-
eter of the chimney as a function of its length, obtained with

FIG. 7. Optimal diameterDc of a chimney as a function
of its lengthLc when the chimney is placed completely
outside the main pipe. The geometry of the experimen-
tal pipe was used in the calculations.
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the geometry of our experimental pipe with the chimney
placed completely outside. The corresponding enhancement
b of the ratioY5 /Y1 of the admittance of the fifth harmonic
and fundamental, with respect to the stopped-pipe geometry,
is shown in Fig. 8. These results clearly show that a signifi-
cant reinforcement of the fifth harmonic relative to the fun-
damental can be expected with a good choice of chimney
geometry. In these examples, the fundamental frequency var-
ied slightly but could be kept constant by adjusting the cap
position. Globally, the optimal diameter of the chimney in-
creases with the length of the chimney, while the ratioY5 /Y1

decreases as the diameter of the chimney is increased be-
cause of greater radiation losses. Around the region corre-
sponding to a lengthLc5l0/10 , the third peak of the ad-
mittance curve is split and the pipe cannot be made
harmonic. As expected, the efficiency of the chimney then
strongly decreases. In Fig. 7, the length corresponding to a
chimney diameterDc514 mm, as used in the measurements
of Fig. 6, is approximately 40 cm, which coincides with the
maximum of the ratio of the amplitudesp58 /p18 in these
measurements.

V. CONCLUSION

Using a simple acoustic model, we have investigated the
behavior of chimney organ pipes. It appears that the admit-
tance curve gives a good estimate of the effect of the chim-
ney geometry on the tone produced by the pipe during steady
state. Measurements show that the ratio of the amplitude of
the different harmonics is well correlated with the modulus
of the pipe admittance for these harmonics. This indicates
that the source associated with the jet oscillations is not very
sensitive to feedback from high harmonics. One of the pur-

pose of chimneys is to enhance the fifth harmonic. In this
case, the design rule proposed by Helmholtz, consisting of
using a chimney having a length such that it resonates at that
frequency, appears to be the least favorable one. Indeed, un-
less the chimney is placed half inside and half outside the
main pipe, which is not very convenient from the viewpoint
of instrument making, it will tend to attenuate the standing-
wave pattern corresponding to the fifth harmonic in the main
pipe. In this study, we have limited ourselves to the study of
the steady-state tone of chimney pipes. Preliminary measure-
ments show, however, that the chimney also strongly affects
the attack transient. Because of the importance of transients
on tone perception, further work on this topic should include
a study of this regime, since it may strongly influence the
choice of particular geometries by instrument makers.
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FIG. 8. Enhancementb of the ratio Y5 /Y1 of the
modulus of the admittance of the fifth harmonic and the
fundamental with respect to a stopped-pipe configura-
tion as a function of the lengthLc of a chimney having
an optimal diameter. The geometry of the experimental
pipe was used in the calculations.
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Dynamic programming~DP! matching has been successfully used to classify budgerigar contact
calls into natural groups~Ito et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.100, 3947–3956~1996!#. In this paper, the
biological relevance of the DP-matching algorithm was further investigated with an enlarged test set
and using psychophysical test results from actual birds. Five call comparison methods~CCMs!,
including an improved DP-matching method, were used to quantify the dissimilarity or similarity
between the contact calls of different budgerigars. Peak–time matrices, consisting of the three most
intense peak frequencies in the respective time bins of given calls, formed the common input to the
CCMs. The CCMs were compared in terms of~1! efficiency for classification~cluster analysis! of
very similar cagemate contact calls into natural groups, i.e., by individual, and~2! correlation to the
birds’ own perception as inferred from psychophysical tests. The DP-matching method, which chose
two representative peak frequencies out of the three for the best match, proved to be the most
effective in the classification of cagemate calls and the most correlated with bird perception. Its
performance was comparable to that of individual birds. The use of two prominent peak frequencies,
time warping, and sequential matching in contrast to correlational computation were found to be
important factors not only in classifying calls into natural groups, but also in simulating the
perceptual discrimination of budgerigars. Possible counterparts in the bird’s brain, such as those
responsible for sequential processing, which could serve as the mechanisms of call recognition,
were discussed in connection with the above results. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~99!01901-3#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Lb, 43.66.Gf, 43.66.Mk@FD#

INTRODUCTION

Since the invention of the sonagraph~sound spec-
trograph!, the study of animal vocalization has been able to
advance from limited descriptions of relative pitch and dura-
tion of sounds to more complex analyses~Catchpole, 1979;
Williams and Slater, 1991!, because the sonagram can rep-
resent visually the time–frequency structure of sounds. Since
its invention, classifying animal sounds by a visual inspec-
tion of sonagrams has become the common first step in ana-
lyzing vocalization~Lemon, 1965; Marler and Peters, 1982!.
This method of classification using the human eye can be
reliable. However, it is not always perfectly objective or
practical. Results can vary between observers, and there al-
ways remains the possibility that visually subtle but biologi-
cally important differences in sound characteristics may be
missed. Moreover, it is quite demanding to consistently sort
hundreds of sonagrams by eye. However, the complexity of
the time–frequency representation, the visualization of
which is the sonagram, has stood up well against objective
comparison methods.

The attempts at objective comparison methods started by
using relatively simple characteristics of animal vocaliza-

tions, such as duration and pitch, in multivariate analyses
~Clark, 1982; Symmeset al., 1979!. Discriminant function
analysis was employed in discriminating theP-songs of
short-toed treecreepers~Bauer and Nagl, 1992!, and in clas-
sifying budgerigar contact calls~Brown et al., 1988!. Brad-
ley and Bradley~1983! applied sequence matching with time
warping to the classification of Savannah sparrow songs,
which are composed of sequences of notes separated by si-
lence. Their method was a mixture of a visual classification
of elemental notes and an objective evaluation of the se-
quences of the notes.

Increases in computer power and sophistication have en-
abled objective comparison within a practical time using
time–frequency representations. A two-dimensional cross
correlation has been applied to the classification of swamp
sparrow notes~Clark et al., 1987!. Farabaughet al. ~1994!
have developed a method to compare the peak-frequency
contours of different budgerigar contact calls. The dynamic
programming ~DP! matching method~Sakoe and Chiba,
1978!, which was first used in automatic human speech rec-
ognition, has been found to be effective in contour compari-
sons of dolphin whistles~Buck and Tyack, 1993!. A practical
method using one-stage DP-matching has recently been re-
ported ~Andersonet al., 1996! which automatically recog-
nizes birdsong syllables of indigo buntings and zebra finches.a!Electronic mail: itoken-tky@umin.ac.jp
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DP-matching with dynamic time warping using two fre-
quency tracks~DP2peak! has been shown capable of classi-
fying cagemate budgerigar contact calls into natural call
groups~Ito et al., 1996!. Among the large repertoire of bud-
gerigar vocalizations~Brockway, 1964!, the contact call has
a particularly complex structure characterized by rapid fre-
quency and amplitude modulations, in spite of its short du-
ration of 100 to 200 ms. Although cagemate contact calls
gradually become very similar to one another through learn-
ing ~Farabaughet al., 1994!, cagemate budgerigars do dis-
criminate contact calls from different individuals~Brown
et al., 1988!.

These efforts to objectively analyze animal vocaliza-
tions, especially bird songs or calls, achieved a certain suc-
cess. However, their biological relevance was usually as-
sumed rather than measured. So far, there has been no
attempt to develop a method that could simulate the psychoa-
coustical discrimination of the animals themselves. No study
has compared the efficiencies of different methods in terms
of their similarities to birds’ perception of calls. There is a
chance, for example, that some of the methods in our previ-
ous paper~Ito et al., 1996! could have discriminated contact
calls in a way that was different from the bird’s own by
attending to cues that the birds themselves ignore~i.e.,
‘‘technically’’ or ‘‘artifactually’’ good results!.

The aim of the present study was to evaluate the biologi-
cal, rather than technical, relevance of our computational
methods. In the process, we have improved upon the most
successful DP-matching method in our previous report to
better simulate bird performance. Our evaluation was based
on two parameters:~1! Efficiency in classifying an extended
data set of cagemate contact calls closely resembling one
another, in order to lower the rate of technical success.~2!
Correlation with behavioral perception, as inferred from psy-
chophysical tests of the budgerigars.

Finding a method that classifies calls as closely as birds
do would allow us to sort animal vocalizations in more bio-
logically significant ways, would help us better understand
the cues that birds attend to in call discrimination, and even-
tually would provide clues about which processes in the bird
brain are involved in call recognition.

I. METHODS

A. Recording of contact calls

The contact calls of four adult cagemate budgerigars,
three males and one female, were recorded. Details of the
recording procedures appear elsewhere~Ito et al., 1996!. The
contact calls of the four budgerigars had become very similar
to one another from their being kept together. For the present
study, 20 similar contact calls, five calls from each budgeri-
gar, were extracted from the pool of recorded calls. Their
sound spectrograms, or sonagrams, are shown in Fig. 1.

B. Preparation of data by extracting features from
each call

Serial power spectra~SPS!, or the representation of the
calls in terms of frequency–time matrices, were calculated
from each of the 20 contact calls with frequency and time

resolutions of 78.1 Hz and 2.0 ms, respectively~Ito et al.,
1996!. The frequencies of the most intense (f 1), the second
most intense (f 2), and the third most intense (f 3) peaks
were extracted from each time bin of the SPS in order to
make peak-time matrices~PTM!.

C. Call comparison methods „CCMs…

The calculation method~CCM! for the dissimilarity~dis-
tance! or similarity between any two calls used the PTM.
Four of the five CCMs in this study~DP1peak, DP2peak,
Lin2peak and Corr2shift! have already been described by Ito
et al. ~1996!. Here we introduce another DP-matching algo-
rithm, improved over DP2peak, that utilizes the third fre-
quency as well and seeks a best match by choosing two
frequencies out of the three most intense peak frequencies
~DP2of3!.

D. DP-matching and linear matching methods

Appendix A of our previous article~Ito et al., 1996!
describes in detail the DP-matching algorithm employed
again here. In brief, two calls are aligned along a comparison
path which permits time warping; the total distance between
the calls is calculated by adding up the regional distances
~intervector distances! at each point along the path and then
dividing this sum by the path length for normalization. The
call distance was defined as the minimum normalized dis-
tance among all possible warping paths. For the intervector
distance, each set of the three most intense frequencies in the
PTM in a time bin was used to make up a feature vector
representing the time segment. The intervector distance was
defined as the difference in feature vectors from given time
bins for two different calls.

The formulas for calculating the intervector distances
are given in the Appendix. The discrete scoring function~S!
gives the tolerance in the frequency comparison, to a certain
extent. DP1peak uses onlyf 1. DP2peak usesf 1 and f 2.
DP2of3 uses three frequencies~f 1, f 2, andf 3!, but picks the
two that match best. DP2of3 is an improvement in DP2peak
designed to cope with rapid alternations betweenf 2 and f 3,
which are sometimes observed in time segments where the
intensities off 2 and f 3 are similar. Figure 2 shows an ex-
ample of one such rapid alternation. Although thef 1 track is
stable@Fig. 2~a!#, f 2 andf 3 rapidly alternate with each other
in certain time segments@Fig. 2~b! and~c!#. Therefore, while
using three peak frequencies~f 1, f 2, and f 3! overall,
DP2of3 uses only two frequencies at a time in comparing
two calls ~see the Appendix!.

The linear matching method, Lin2peak, is identical to
DP2peak, except for the lack of dynamic time warping.

E. Correlation method

Similarities between two calls were calculated by the
cross-correlation method~Corr2shift!, which usesf 1 and f 2
~Ito et al., 1996!. This algorithm permits no time warping,
but is tolerant of frequency differences to a certain extent.
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F. Psychophysical call-discrimination task

The birds were trained and tested according to the
method of Doolinget al. ~1987a, 1987b!. Briefly, the four
budgerigars whose contact calls were recorded~A1 to D5!
underwent a Go–NoGo~same–different! call-discrimination
task after reaching the criterion of 90%-correct responses to
a set of training calls. Each bird was put in a small cage
placed in a sound-attenuated room. On one wall of the cage
were two keys, an observation key on the left and a report
key on the right, and a small opening to a grain hopper. The
two keys could be illuminated by means of light-emitting
diodes. All events in the experiment, including sound deliv-
ery, the illumination of the keys, and the response latency
data collection were controlled by a personal computer. The
illumination of the two keys started a trial. A peck at the left
key initiated a sequence of playbacks of a background call at
500-ms intervals. An alternating sequence of a test call and a
background call was delivered after a randomized number of
background call playbacks. If the two calls were different,
the bird was required to peck at the right key within 2 s in
order to gain access to grain as a reward. Responding to two
‘‘identical’’ calls ~a false alarm! when the target call and the
background call were the same~sham trials!, was punished
by a time-out of 20 s, during which all the lights in the room
were turned off. Each bird went through one or two sessions

per day, five days a week. Each session was self-paced and
comprised about 100 trials. The birds were monitored with
an infrared video camera during each session. Their body
weights were measured before and after every session. They
had free access to food on weekends. Access to water was
allowed all the time. Throughout the experiments they were
treated with care and were in good health.

Response times in the same–different task were taken as
psychophysical indices of call similarity~Brown et al., 1988;
Dooling et al., 1987a, 1987b!. The psychophysical similarity
index ~PSI! for two sound stimuli was calculated from the
response time rt in ms as, PSI5log10~2000/rt!, which gave
smaller values for greater similarity. PSI was always zero or
a positive value because the time-out occurred at 2000 ms~rt
did not exceed 2000!.

G. Experiment 1 „classification of contact calls …

Either dissimilarity~distance! or similarity between the
members of every pair in a set of calls was calculated by
each CCM. Cluster trees were drawn as in our previous ar-
ticle ~Ito et al., 1996!. Twenty calls of groups A, B, C, and D
were classified by a cluster analysis of the dissimilarities or
similarities calculated by the five CCMs.

The efficacy of the classification by each CCM was de-
termined by the following grading criteria. A ‘‘correct’’

FIG. 1. Sonagrams of contact calls in groups A through D. Numbers appended to the group letter denote individual calls. Degree of shading represents
intensity. The ordinate and the abscissa represent frequency and time, respectively.
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grouping was defined as the grouping of all five calls in a
predefined group within a branch of the cluster tree. Simi-
larly, a ‘‘fair’’ grouping was defined as the grouping of four
calls in a predefined group within a branch of the cluster tree.

‘‘Good’’ classification stood for the correct grouping of
all four groups, A to D. ‘‘Partial’’ classification meant that at
least one fair grouping was attained. In partial classification,
the number of fair or correct groupings was also reported.
‘‘Poor’’ classification meant that no correct or fair grouping
was seen.

H. Experiment 2 „similarity to the birds’ perceptions …

The four cagemate budgerigars underwent psychophysi-
cal tests~same–different tasks! in which they were to dis-
criminate calls in all possible pairwise combinations, pre-
sented in random order, of the 20 different calls~190 pairs in
all!, the sonagrams of which are shown in Fig. 1. As with the
CCMs, a 20320 halfmatrix of PSIs was obtained for each
budgerigar. Each bird went through each pairwise compari-
son block of 90 trials six times, three times with one call as
the target and the other as the background call, and the other
three times with the target and background calls exchanged.
Half were sham trials with identical target and background
calls. The median reaction times~rt! for the respective three
responses before and after the target/background exchange

were averaged to produce an rt for a given call pair. Data
from the four birds were averaged to produce the final PSI
half matrix.

The nonparametric rank-correlation Spearman coeffi-
cients~Brown and Benedetti, 1977! and thep values of the
correlations were calculated between the set of 190 pairwise
dissimilarities~distances! or similarities, calculated by each
CCM, and the 190 pairwise psychophysical distances in the
PSI.

II. RESULTS

A. Experiment 1 „classification of contact calls …

The results are summarized in Table I. DP2of3 grouped
the calls correctly@Fig. 3~a!#. DP2peak clustered group A
and B calls correctly, but group C and D calls were grouped
imperfectly, with one call of group C straying into the other.
DP1peak also clustered group A and B calls correctly and
group D calls fairly, but group C calls poorly. Lin2peak clas-
sified group A, B, and D calls fairly. Corr2shift gave no
pertinent grouping@Fig. 3~b!#.

B. Experiment 2 „similarity to the birds’ perceptions …

The results are shown in Fig. 4 (n5190). DP2of3 had
the largest correlation coefficient~0.423! to the birds’ psy-

FIG. 2. Peak frequency tracks of a budgerigar contact call~a!. Time segments around 20 and 50 ms~bordered! are expanded in~b! and ~c!, respectively.
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chophysical perceptions. DP2peak had the second largest
value~0.365!, and Lin2peak ranked after them. DP1peak had
the smallest coefficient among the DP- and linear-matching
methods. All CCMs using DP and linear matching had a
significant correlation with the bird perceptions (p
,0.001). Corr2shift had the smallest correlation coefficient
~0.129!, and failed to reach statistical significance (p
50.08).

Next, we compared the performance of DP2of3 to those
of individual birds. The Spearman’s correlation coefficients
between the pairs from the psychophysical test results for the
four birds ranged from 0.297 to 0.546~mean, 0.444!. The

range of the coefficients between the DP2of3 distance matrix
and the individual bird perceptions~0.262 to 0.504! almost
overlapped with these values. There was no significant dif-
ference between the interbird correlation coefficients and the
correlation coefficients between DP2of3 and individual
birds.

We also compared the bird perceptions and the perfor-

FIG. 3. Classification of calls by CCMs, seen as tree diagrams from a cluster analysis.~a! DP2of3; ~b! Corr2shift.

FIG. 4. Spearman’s correlation coefficients between call distances calcu-
lated by various CCMs and those obtained from the psychophysical tests.
The abscissa represents the coefficients for the CCMs denoted on the ordi-
nate.P-values are also indicated.

TABLE I. The grading of call classifications~experiment 1!. The numbers
in parentheses for ‘‘partial’’ classifications indicate the number of ‘‘fair’’ or
‘‘correct’’ groupings.~See the text for definitions.!

CCM Classification

DP matching
DP2of3 Good
DP2peak Partial~4!
DP1peak Partial~3!

Linear matching
Lin2peak Partial~3!

Correlation
Corr2shift Poor
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mance of DP2of3 in terms of call discrimination within re-
spective groups~A to D!, such as A1–A2 and C3–C4~Fig.
5!. Pairs from groups A and C showed near-diagonal distri-
butions, i.e., good correlational patterns.~Please note that
data points would not fall on a line even if the correlation
was perfect, because the data values were not normalized.!
Group D pairs stayed in a very limited range in terms of PSI,
whereas they were widely scattered in the dissimilarity cal-
culated by DP2of3. The distribution of group B pairs was
opposite to those of group D. The overall correlation among
these 40 pairs reached significance (p,0.001).

III. DISCUSSION

The goal of developing a CCM is to create one that
behaves like a bird. Its purpose is twofold: such a CCM
could provide a means of classifying animal vocalizations in
a biologically relevant way, and it might give us insight into
how birds perceive and process species-specific vocaliza-
tions. Therefore, CCMs have been evaluated by their corre-
lation to birds’ perceptual discrimination, as well as by their
efficacy in classifying calls into the natural groups which
they are assumed to produce by researchers~Brown et al.,
1988; Itoet al., 1996!.

The main point of our paper lies in the quantitative com-
parison between the computed results~classification by
mathematical calculation! and the psychophysical test results
~classification by cagemate birds! in experiment 2. No report
of such a comparison has yet been made for bird song/call
analysis. Such a comparison is essential to minimize the
chance of a technically good classification of calls resulting
when a method attends to cues that the birds themselves
ignore. In our previous paper~Ito et al., 1996!, cross-
correlational methods classified different kinds of contact
calls correctly, but failed to classify similar cagemate calls.

One problem, however, with this kind of comparison is
how to evaluate the strength and consistency of the correla-
tion between data obtained through totally different modali-

ties. DP2of3 was judged to have a meaningful correlation
with bird perception because of the following results:~1!
With Spearman’s nonparametric evaluation, DP- and linear-
matching methods reached the significant level (p,0.01),
whereas the correlation method did not.~2! The results of
experiment 2 were consistent with the results from the quali-
tative evaluation in experiment 1.~3! The correlation coeffi-
cients between the distance matrices of DP2of3 and each
bird perception were almost indistinguishable from those be-
tween individual birds.

DP matching has been successfully applied to the clas-
sification not only of budgerigar contact calls, but also to the
vocalizations of other species~Andersonet al., 1996; Buck
and Tyack, 1993!. In contrast to previous studies with DP
matching which used fixed vectors such as the fundamental
frequency~Buck and Tyack, 1993! and the log-magnitude
FFT bins~Andersonet al., 1996!, our methods make vector
comparison algorithms exchangeable. This enables the ex-
amination of the influence of various factors, such as the
number of frequencies, and linear vs time warping. Using
only one frequency in DP matching~DP1peak! considerably
lowered the correlation coefficient with the psychophysical
tests. Disabling the time-warping feature~Lin2peak! also
lowered the correlation coefficient with the birds’ percep-
tions. The correlation method~Corr2shift! turned out to be
incapable of simulating the birds’ perceptions. Adding the
third frequency in DP matching produced somewhat unex-
pected results. The method~DP3peak! that simply used the
three most intense peak frequencies made no improvement
over DP2peak~coefficient: 0.358, not shown in Fig. 4!, as
well as in the classification of contact calls~Ito et al., 1996!.
However, the DP-matching method~DP2of3!, which
chooses the two best-matching peaks out of the three, pro-
duced better results than DP2peak. In other words, DP2of3
adopted tolerance in the selection of the two most important
peaks. In summary, the use of two prominent peak frequen-
cies, dynamic time warping, and sequential matching in con-
trast to correlational computation proved to be important in
terms of obtaining a closer similarity to the birds’ perceptual
discrimination.

The exact acoustic parameters that budgerigars attend to
in call discrimination are not yet known, nor are the brain
processes involved in their sound or call recognition. How-
ever, the properties of CCMs that contribute to better corre-
lation to the bird perception as well as to correct classifica-
tion may have some counterparts in the bird’s call
recognition mechanisms. These properties include the three
factors itemized above. Our results suggest that the correla-
tion method~Corr2shift! has little in common with the brain
processes for budgerigar call discrimination. On the other
hand, it is not likely that the exact same computation as the
DP-matching method is performed in the bird’s brain; DP
matching can backtrack sounds, which may not be physi-
ologically possible. However, the consistent improvement in
the correlation with bird perception by adding dynamic time
warping suggests that there is a mechanism in the bird’s
brain that adjusts the time axis in comparing two calls.

The advantage of using two frequencies instead of one
or three in call classification suggests that budgerigars may

FIG. 5. A scatterplot to show the relationship between bird perception~PSI,
ordinate! and dissimilarity as calculated by DP2of3~abscissa!. The 40 pairs
within each group~A to D!, such as A1–A2 and C3–C4, are depicted using
the group characters~A to D!.
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make use of two representative frequencies simultaneously
when discriminating contact calls, although a counterpart to
this in the brain remains to be found. Potential counterparts
in the bird’s brain to sequential matching have been reported;
in the forebrain nuclei of the white-crowned sparrow, song-
specific units respond to a particular sequence of two fre-
quencies ~Margoliash, 1983!. Such combination-sensitive
~CS! neurons were also found in zebra finches~Doupe and
Konishi, 1991; Margoliash and Fortune, 1992!. The exis-
tence of CS neurons underscores the importance of temporal
as well as spectral parameters for the perception of calls.
However, these CS neurons seem to have response properties
that are hard-coded during development. It remains to be
clarified whether a similar sequential processing is per-
formed when the brain tries to compare an ongoing call with
a call trace memorized a few seconds before. Further inves-
tigation using various methods to simulate birds’ behavior
will contribute not only to the development of methods for
classifying bird vocalization, but also to the elucidation of
bird-call recognition processes, hand-in-hand with the basic
physiological research.

The most successful method so far, DP2of3, has a good
but not perfect correlation with averaged bird perception.
Because the difference between two calls within one group is
usually much smaller, and therefore more difficult to dis-
criminate than those between calls in different groups,
within-group data sets are best for critically testing the dis-
crimination power of a CCM. As shown in Fig. 5, DP2of3
simulated bird perception fairly well in discriminating A and
C within-group calls. In group D calls, DP2of3 may have
attended to certain factors that the birds themselves ignored,
andvice versain group B calls. This result, together with the
similar correlation coefficients between the performance of
this CCM and that of the individual birds, suggests that
DP2of3 discriminates budgerigar contact calls in a way simi-
lar to a cagemate.

IV. SUMMARY

Of the five call-comparison methods~CCMs! including
DP-matching, linear-matching, and correlation methods, the
DP-matching method which chose two representative peak
frequencies out of three for the best match~DP2of3! proved
the most effective in terms of~1! classification of very simi-
lar cagemate contact calls into natural groups, and~2! corre-
lation with the birds’ own perception as inferred from psy-
chophysical tests. Use of two prominent peak frequencies,
time warping, and sequential matching in contrast to corre-
lational computation were important in simulating the birds’
perceptual discrimination.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF INTERVECTOR
DISTANCES FOR DP- AND LINEAR-MATCHING
METHODS

Here we represent the most intense, the second most
intense, and the third most intense peak frequencies of a
feature vectorv in a given time bin of a PTM asv- f 1, v- f 2,
and v- f 3, respectively. The intervector distanced between
two feature vectorsv1 andv2 from respective PTMs is cal-
culated by the formulas described below.S represents a dis-
crete scoring function for frequency comparison, which
gives smaller values for better matches with a certain fre-
quency tolerance~Ito et al., 1996!.

DP1peak: Only the most intense peaks (f 1) of v1 and
v2 are used as the following.

d~v1,v2!5S~v1- f 1,v2- f 1!.

DP2peak and Lin2peak:f 1 and f 2 are used in the calcula-
tion as,

d~v1,v2!5min~S~v1- f 1,v2- f 1!1S~v1- f 2,v2- f 2!,

S~v1- f 1,v2- f 2!1S~v1- f 2,v2- f 1!),

where min(a,b) represents the smaller ofa and b. As seen
from this equation, the two most intense peak frequencies are
interchangeable.

DP2of3: This method chooses two frequencies out of the
three most intense~f 1, f 2, andf 3! in the following manner.
The most intense peak frequency (f 1) is given a preference
and is always used. When diagonal matching off 1 and f 2
~f 1 to f 2, f 2 to f 1! is better than parallel matching~f 1 to
f 1, f 2 to f 2!, the diagonal matching is adopted. Otherwise,
f 1 is matched tof 1, and the better of the parallel and diag-
onal matchings of the other two frequencies~f 2 and f 3! is
adopted.

If S~v1- f 1,v2- f 1!1S~v1- f 2,v2- f 2!

>S~v1- f 1,v2- f 2!1S~v1- f 2,v2- f 1!,

d~v1,v2!5S~v1- f 1,v2- f 2!1S~v1- f 2,v2- f 1!.

Otherwise

d~v1,v2!5S~v1- f 1,v2- f 1!

1min@S~v1- f 2,v2- f 2!,S~v1- f 2,v2- f 3!,

S~v1- f 3,v2- f 2!].
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A third note on the prediction of sound intensity
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The modal expansion of the sound field in an enclosure often employs rigid-wall modes of the
enclosure as base functions. Simple analytical expressions of the modal amplitudes can be obtained
if the specific acoustic-impedance ratio of the enclosure boundary is large and the modal coupling
among the rigid-wall modes is negligible. It has been demonstrated that the analytical expressions
fail to give a correct prediction of sound intensity@J. Pan, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.93, 1641–1644
~1993!#. Even including the modal coupling, prediction error still exists as a result of the poor
convergence inherited in the use of the rigid-wall mode@J. Pan, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.97, 691–694
~1995!#. This note discusses a new approach of using the extended mode shape functions for the
expansion of sound pressure. The new approach significantly improves the accuracy in the
prediction of sound pressure and sound intensity in enclosures. ©1999 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~99!04901-2#

PACS numbers: 43.55.Br, 43.20.Ks@JDQ#

INTRODUCTION

The modal expansion of sound pressure in an enclosure
often uses rigid-wall modes of the enclosure as base func-
tions. With absorptive boundaries, the modal amplitudes are
coupled. Ignoring the coupling among the rigid-wall modes
gives rise to a simple analytical sound-pressure expression
~uncoupled model! which has reasonable prediction accuracy
when the specific acoustic-impedance ratio (Z/r0c0) of the
boundary is sufficiently large.1 However, the uncoupled
model fails to deliver correct prediction of the distributed
sound intensity, althoughZ/r0c0 is large.2 Although includ-
ing the modal coupling~the coupled model! may improve the
accuracy in the predicted sound pressure,3 further
investigation4 indicates that even with a large number of
rigid-wall modes, the coupled model still has insufficient ac-
curacy for the prediction of particle velocity and sound in-
tensity in the vicinity of boundaries.

It was recognized that the coupled model is also an ap-
proximate description in the sense that only finite number of
the rigid-wall modes can be used in practical calculation.3

Many more terms are needed in the expansion series of par-
ticle velocity ~for the calculation of sound intensity! in order
to achieve a comparable precision with the predicted sound
pressure.

The requirement of a large number of rigid-wall modes
implies a poor convergence property in the expansion of the
particle velocity in terms of the rigid-wall modes. In this
note, the sound pressure is expanded by base functions cor-
responding to the extended rigid-wall modes. In this ex-

tended mode shape model, the previously used rigid-wall
mode shape functions cos(npx/L) are replaced by
cos@npx/(L1DL)#. The new base functions allows the
nonzero-velocity condition at the boundaryx5L to be satis-
fied. As a result, the convergence property of the sound pres-
sure and sound intensity is significantly improved.

I. METHOD OF EXTENDED MODE SHAPE FUNCTIONS

The Lagrangian function of sound field in an enclosure
can be expressed as:5

L5
1

2 E
V
F p2

r0c0
22

~¹p!2

r0v2 Gdn ~1!

wherep is the sound pressure,r0c0 is the characteristic im-
pedance for free plane waves in air, and“p is the gradient
of the sound pressure.

The work done at the boundary and acoustic source are,
respectively:

WB52
1

2 E
S

p2

j vZ
dx, ~2!

and

WS52
1

2 E
V

pQ

j v
dn, ~3!

whereZ is the specific acoustic impedance of the boundary
andQ is the source strength.

The sound pressure is expanded as
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p5(
n

Pnfn , ~4!

wherefn is a set of base functions. For the sound field in a
one-dimensional pipe of lengthL, the base functions may be
selected as:

fn5cos
npx

L1DL
. ~5!

The selected base functions are the rigid-wall mode
shape functions for a pipe of lengthL1DL. The advantage
of selecting such base functions is that they allow for non-
zero gradient of the sound pressure at the actual boundary
x5L. The Lagrangian equations use Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and ~3!
and give rise to the following modal equations:

(
n50

N S k2E
V
fnfm dn

2E
V
fn8fm8 dn1 j

r0c0

Z
kE

S
fnfm dsD Pn

52
j r0c0k

2 E
V
Qfm dn, ~6!

wherek5v/c0 . For the one-dimensional sound field with a
point sound source atx5x0 , a rigid surface atx50, and
specific acoustic impedanceZ at x5L, the integrations in
Eq. ~6! can be solved analytically:

1

S E
V
fnfm dn5E

0

L

cosknx coskmx dx
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and

1

S E
V
Qfm dn5Q0 coskmx0 , ~9!

wherekn5np/(L1DL), S is the cross-section area of the
pipe andQ0 is the volume velocity of the sound source.
WhenDL50, Eq. ~6! describes the coupled model.3,4

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The same physical system used in Refs. 2, 3, and 4 is
used here. The length of the one-dimensional pipe is 1 m
(L51 m) and the volume velocity of the sound source is
Q050.2 m3/s. The coupled model and the extended mode
shape method are used to predict the sound-pressure re-
sponse atx50.3 m to the excitation of a sound source at
x050. The accuracy of the two methods are examined by
comparing their predictions with the exact solution.2 A
pressure-released boundary impedance ofZ/r0c0

5(0.5,0.1j ) is considered. The first 16 base functions are
used in the two predictions and the frequency range of ex-
amination is 1000 Hz~note f 1652580 Hz!. Figure 1~a!
shows the exact sound-pressure response atx50.3 m. Figure
1~b! shows the prediction error which is defined by the level
difference between the predicted sound-pressure level~from
the two approximate methods! and the exact sound-pressure
level. Comparing the prediction errors, the extended mode
shape method provides high accuracy in the prediction of
sound pressure in a pipe with a pressure-released boundary
throughout the frequency range of interest. In other words,

FIG. 1. ~a! Sound pressure atx50.3 m due toQ050.2 m3/s at x050, for
N516 and ZL /r0c05(0.5,j 0.1); ~b! prediction error (N516), ~-•-!:
coupled model,~———!: extended mode shape method (DL50.1 m); ~c!
prediction error (N564), ~-•-•-!: coupled model,~———!: extended mode
shape method (DL50.1 m).
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the expansion of sound pressure using the extended mode
shape functions exhibits improved convergence property.
Figure 1~c! corresponds to the prediction errors whenN
564. The results show that with such a large number of
modes, the prediction by the coupled model still has obvious
error, while that by the extended mode shape method is very
close to the exact sound-pressure response.

The convergence rates of the two approximated methods
are compared and shown in Fig. 2. The overall prediction
errors corresponding to the pressure shown in Fig. 1 are es-
timated using the following definition

Error5E
0

1000

uSPLex2SPLappud f , ~10!

while the number of modes~N! increases from 16 to 64.
Although increasingN reduces the error, the coupled model
converges very slowly. On the other hand, the extended
mode shape method demonstrates a very fast convergence
rate. For this case, whenN>32 the error becomes negligible.

The two approximated methods are also used to predict
the distributed sound intensity in the pipe at 500 Hz. The
sound source is now located atx050.3 m. Figure 3 includes
the exact sound intensity~dotted line! and sound intensity
predicted by the two methods (N516). It is shown that the
prediction using the coupled model~dash-dotted curve! has
significant error in the vicinity of the boundary. The large
prediction error is due to the poor convergence property of
the base functions used in the coupled model. The solid
curve in Fig. 3 is the prediction using the extended mode
shape method. Improved prediction accuracy, in particular in
the vicinity of the boundaryx5L, is observed.

Increasing the number of the base functions used for the
modal expansion improves the prediction accuracy as shown

in Fig. 4 (N564). The prediction using the extended mode
shape method has achieved a high accuracy, while the
coupled model still shows a significant error nearx5L. The
two methods have similar prediction errors at the sound-
source locationx050.3 m. This indicates that both sets of
base function have similar convergence property near the
discontinuity of the sound-source location.

Although in this analysis a specific value ofDL
50.1 m is used, it has been found that a range of values for
DL may be used to give the same convergence rate.6 Refer-
ence 6 demonstrated that the range forDL corresponding to
highly accurate predictions is related to the orthogonal prop-
erties of the base functions in 0<x<L.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Following the previous two notes2,4 on the problems in
the prediction of sound intensity using the rigid-wall mode
expansion, this third note presents an extended mode shape
method. Using the extended mode shape functions as the
base functions for the modal expansion of sound pressure,
the nonzero boundary condition of the sound field can be
satisfied with improved convergence property. The sound
pressure and sound intensity in a one-dimensional pipe are
predicted using the coupled model and the extended mode
shape method. The predictions are compared with the exact
solution. The comparison results demonstrate the advantage
of using the extended mode shapes for the modal expansion.
Further effort is required to improve the convergence rate of
the sound intensity near the sound-source location and to
extend the proposed method to the prediction of sound-
intensity field in two- and three-dimensional enclosures.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of convergence rates in the prediction of sound pressure
described in Fig. 1.~¯s¯!: coupled model, (—1—): extended mode
shape method.

FIG. 3. Sound-intensity prediction at 500 Hz and forZL /r0c05(5,j ), N
516 andx050.3 m. ~¯!: exact solution,~-•-!: coupled model,~———!:
extended mode shape method (DL50.1 m).

FIG. 4. Sound-intensity prediction at 500 Hz and forZL /r0c05(5,j ), N
564 andx050.3 m. ~¯!: exact solution,~-•-!: coupled model,~———!:
extended mode shape method (DL50.1 m).
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Additivity of perceptual channel-crossing effects in auditory
gap detection
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Five normal listeners were tested in detail for their auditory gap-detection thresholds, using stimuli
in which the narrow-band noise markers of the gap differed in one or both of two auditory
dimensions~frequency composition and ear stimulated!. Gap thresholds for stimuli in which the
markers differed along either single dimension averaged about 18 ms, while thresholds for markers
differing across both dimensions were closer to 28 ms. These data suggest that the perceptual
relative-timing operation that mediates between-channel gap detection is shared across auditory
dimensions. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03301-9#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Pn@JWH#

INTRODUCTION

Gap detection is a measure of auditory temporal acuity.
It is typically studied by requiring a listener to specify which
of two streams of otherwise homogeneous sound contains a
brief silent period~‘‘gap’’ ! at its temporal midpoint; an adap-
tive tracking procedure is then used to determine the mini-
mum detectable gap, or ‘‘gap threshold.’’ Recently, a dis-
tinction has been made, on both theoretical and empirical
grounds, between the perceptual processes involved in the
detection of gaps bounded by identical sounds and the detec-
tion of gaps bounded by different sounds~Phillips et al.,
1997, 1998!. Briefly, in the former~‘‘within-channel’’! case,
the perceptual operation is construed as adiscontinuity de-
tectionperformed on the activity in the neural or perceptual
channel representing the stimulus~see also Grose, 1991!. De-
pending on the stimulus, this process can have an acuity in
the order of a few milliseconds~Eddinset al., 1992; Moore
et al., 1993; Penner, 1977; Plomp, 1964!. In the latter
~‘‘between-channel’’! case, the perceptual operation is
thought to be arelative timingof the offset of activity in the
perceptual channel representing the leading marker and the
onset of activity in the perceptual channel representing the
trailing marker of the gap. Under these conditions, gap dis-
crimination ~Divenyi and Danner, 1977! and gap detection
~Neff et al., 1982; Formbyet al., 1993, 1996, 1998; Phillips
et al., 1997,1998! have poorer acuity, and gap detection has
a dependence on the brevity of the leading marker, which is
rarely seen in within-channel tasks~Phillips et al., 1997,
1998!.

The effect on gap threshold of introducing a channel
disparity between the leading and trailing markers is cer-
tainly qualitatively, and perhaps quantitatively, similar
across stimuli whose markers differ in frequency composi-
tion, ear stimulated, or free-field location~Phillips et al.,
1997, 1998; Formbyet al., 1998!. This similarity suggests

that the perceptual machinery engaged to execute the
relative-timing operation might be shared or common across
those perceptual dimensions. An alternative interpretation is
that this similarity is coincidental, and that the mechanisms
or resources engaged in the execution of relative timing
across differences in one dimension~e.g., frequency region!
are independent of those engaged in between-channel gap
detection across another dimension~e.g., ear stimulated!.

One way to differentiate these hypotheses may be based
on additive factors logic, originally intended for reaction-
time data~Sternberg, 1969!, but also used to advantage in
studies of perceptual accuracy~e.g., Enns and Shore, 1997!.
The experiment is to compare gap-detection performance in
a single set of listeners for stimuli in which the markers
differ across either or both of two auditory dimensions. If the
mechanisms mediating between-channel gap detection
within one dimension are independent of those mediating
between-channel gap detection in a second dimension, then
gap markers differing across both dimensions should reveal
an additivity of the between-channel temporal acuity disad-
vantage. On the other hand, if a single relative-timing
mechanism operates over multidimensional perceptual or
representational space, then the temporal acuity disadvantage
will not be linearly additive. The purpose of the present
study was to address this general question.

I. METHODS

Five listeners, all with absolute auditory sensitivities
within laboratory norms, and all with extensive experience in
auditory gap detection, participated in the study.

The stimuli were narrow-band~0.25 octave, 48 dB/
octave rolloff! noise signals with center frequencies of 4.0
and 1.0 kHz~after Phillipset al., 1997!. Sample waveforms
generated by analog equipment were captured by Deck II™
software, and were edited into stimulus ‘‘resource files’’ by
SOUNDEDIT™ software on a Power Macintosh 8600 com-
puter. The experiment was then programmed in Hyper-a!Electronic mail: ears@is.dal.ca
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Card™, which called up the resource files as needed. Stimuli
were delivered to the listener via Koss Pro/466 earphones at
a comfortable listening level~approximately 30–35 dB sen-
sation level!, and all listener responses were executed as
‘‘mouse clicks.’’ This mode of stimulus generation used the
same noise samples in each stimulus presentation. Two lines
of evidence suggest that the use of ‘‘frozen’’ noise was in-
consequential to the gap thresholds we obtained. First, in
ongoing studies of some of the same listeners, we are draw-
ing on different noise samples for each stimulus presentation,
but the within-channel gap thresholds are the same as those
reported here. Second, the within-channel gap thresholds in
this study are similar or identical to those obtained in our
earlier study using analog signals.

Every listener was tested with 16 stimulus conditions.
Within-channel gap detection for 1.0 and 4.0 kHz noise was
tested separately in each ear~a total of four conditions!.
These were essentially control conditions to ensure that the
listeners had normal acuity for conventional gap-detection
tasks. There were 12 between-channel conditions. In the fol-
lowing, the leading and trailing markers are identified with
letters ~specifying ear stimulated! and numbers~specifying
stimulus center frequency in kHz! and are separated by a
hyphen. Between-channel gap detection ‘‘across frequency’’
was studied factorially in both ears~four conditions, i.e., 4–1
kHz and 1–4 kHz in the left@L# ear, and right@R# ear,
separately!. Between-channel gap detection ‘‘across ear’’
was studied factorially for both frequencies~four conditions,
i.e., R–L and L–R at the two frequencies, separately!. Fi-
nally, each listener was tested with gap stimuli whose mark-
ers differed across both dimensions~four conditions: R4–L1,
R1–L4, L4–R1, and L1–R4!. For all 16 stimulus conditions,
the leading marker duration was 10 ms, including 1.0 ms
rise–fall times, and the trailing marker duration was 300 ms
~same rise–fall times!. The relatively short duration of the
leading marker was selected to ensure the experimental de-
tection of the relative-timing operation, because this is ex-
pressed behaviorally as elevated gap thresholds, and gap
thresholds are most elevated in the between-channel case
when the leading marker is brief~Phillips et al., 1997, 1998!.

The general design of the study was otherwise as de-
scribed in our previous reports~Phillips et al., 1997, 1998!.
Listeners were tested individually. Gap thresholds for every

stimulus condition were tested using a two-down/one-up
adaptive tracking method~Levitt, 1971!. Each stimulus trial
consisted of the presentation of two gap-detection stimuli:
one in which there was no audible silent period~nominally
2.0 ms, including 1.0 ms rise–fall times!, and one in which
there was a detectable silent period. These were presented in
random order. The task of the listener was to specify by
mouse click which stimulus contained the gap. After two
successive correct responses, the computer decreased the gap
duration by a factor of 1.2; following any single incorrect
response, the gap duration was increased by the same factor.
The adaptive tracking method was continued, without trial-
by-trial feedback, until there there had been 14 reversals in
the direction of change of gap size, and the gap durations
associated with the last ten such reversals were then aver-
aged to calculate the gap threshold for that block of trials for
that stimulus condition. Commonly, between 50 and 80 trials
per stimulus condition were needed to obtain a single gap
threshold.

Each listener was tested on every stimulus condition un-
til gap thresholds were relatively stable~up to eight threshold
determinations/condition!. Data entered into the statistical
analyses for each listener were the means of the last four gap
thresholds obtained for each of the 16 stimulus conditions.
Gap durations~and therefore gap thresholds! are specified as
the durations of silent intervals, excluding the stimulus rise–
fall times.

II. RESULTS

Averaged across both ears in each the five listeners,
mean within-channel gap thresholds were 2.29 ms for the
4.0-kHz noise, and 5.48 ms for the 1.0-kHz noise. These
values are similar or identical to those previously reported
from this laboratory~Phillips et al., 1997!. The difference in
thresholds for the two noises probably reflects differences in
absolute stimulus bandwidth~after Eddinset al., 1992!.

Figure 1~a!–~c! shows the mean gap thresholds for each
of the 12 between-channel conditions. For the four across-ear
conditions@Fig. 1~a!#, mean gap thresholds were in the range
from about 14 to 22.5 ms~mean for that category of
conditions517.86 ms!. For the four across-frequency condi-
tions@Fig. 1~b!#, mean gap thresholds were in the range from

FIG. 1. Gap thresholds, averaged
across the five listeners, are plotted
separately for the four across-ear, the
four across-frequency, and the four
across-both stimulus conditions in
panels~a!, ~b!, and ~c!, respectively.
The 95% confidence interval, calcu-
lated with the subject variance re-
moved ~after Loftus and Masson,
1994! is shown as the error bars.~d!
Shows the three group-mean gap
thresholds, averaged across both lis-
teners and condition for the data in
panels~a!, ~b!, and ~c!, respectively.
Error bars in~d! are the 95% confi-
dence interval. Abbreviations: R
~right!, L ~left!, 4 ~4.0 kHz!, 1 ~1.0
kHz!, FREQ~frequency!.
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18 to 20 ms~category mean519.49 ms!. Finally, for the
stimulus conditions in which the leading and trailing markers
differed in both dimensions@Fig. 1~c!#, mean gap-detection
thresholds were in the range from 26.5 to 32 ms~category
mean528.36 ms!.

As in our previous studies, individual listeners differed
markedly~up to a factor of four! in their absolute gap thresh-
olds for the between-channel conditions, but relatively little
in the pattern of gap thresholds across the stimulus condi-
tions ~Phillips et al., 1997, 1998!. Because our interest was
in differences in gap thresholds across stimulus conditions,
and not in differences in absolute thresholds between listen-
ers, the subject variance was partitioned out, and a 95% con-
fidence interval~4.29 ms! was based on the listener-by-
condition interaction~pooled error, after Loftus and Masson,
1994!. This confidence interval is shown in Fig. 1~a!–~c!,
and it applies to all 12 means plotted in Fig. 1~a!–~c!. It is
apparent that the mean gap thresholds for most of the eight
conditions in which the markers differed across a single di-
mension were within a 95% confidence interval of each other
@Fig. 1~a! and ~b!#. In contrast, the mean gap thresholds for
‘‘across-both’’ conditions, while mostly within a 95% confi-
dence interval of each other, fell outside of a 95% confidence
interval around the across-ear and across-frequency means.

The foregoing data suggest that the temporal acuities of
the between-ear and between-frequency gap-detection
mechanisms are very similar, but that listeners have poorer
thresholds if the markers differ across both dimensions. The
mean thresholds for the four across-ear, the four across-
frequency, and the four across-both conditions were aver-
aged separately and the means for these three categories of
conditions are shown in Fig. 1~d!. A new 95% confidence
interval ~3.31 ms! was calculated, and this is shown as the
error bars in Fig. 1~d!. The mean gap thresholds in Fig. 1~d!
were subjected to an analysis of variance~based on a new
pooled error; see Loftus and Masson, 1994!. This confirmed
that there were statistically significant differences between
the three groups@F(2,8)515.45,p,0.01#. Post hoc~t-test!
comparisons confirmed that the group mean thresholds for
the across-ear and across-frequency conditions did not differ
(p.0.05), but that the group mean threshold for the across-
both conditions was higher than either of the others (p
,0.01).

Finally, the data suggest that the effects on gap threshold
of using markers that differ across different dimensions were
not linearly additive. In none of the individual listeners~nor
in the mean data: Fig. 1!, was the mean across-both gap
threshold particularly close to the sum of the mean across-ear
and mean across-frequency gap thresholds. The mean across-
both gap thresholds were always less than the sum of the
mean across-ear and across-frequency gap thresholds.

III. DISCUSSION

The general purpose of the present study was to deter-
mine whether gap thresholds for stimuli in which the leading
and trailing markers differed across two dimensions~fre-
quency composition and ear stimulated! were higher than
those for stimuli in which the markers differed in only one
dimension. The within-channel gap thresholds of the present

listeners were similar to previous published accounts~Pen-
ner, 1977; Plomp, 1964; Phillipset al., 1997!. Between-
channel gap thresholds have been studied less extensively,
but the gap thresholds seen here were within range of those
published by at least two laboratories~Formbyet al., 1996,
1998; Phillipset al., 1997!. Our main findings were that, for
the stimuli in this study, the between-channel gap-detection
acuity was comparable for the cases in which markers dif-
fered in one dimension~either frequency composition or
ear!, and that acuity was poorer when the markers differed
across both of those dimensions.

The further question concerns the additivity of these
‘‘channel-crossing’’ effects. A strict linear additivity would
suggest independence of the processing of ‘‘ear’’ from the
processing of ‘‘frequency.’’ This view is not without prece-
dent in either the auditory neurophysiological~Evans, 1974;
Knudsen and Konishi, 1978! or psychophysical literature
~Deutsch and Roll, 1976 but see Bregman and Steiger,
1980!. We found that gap thresholds in the across-both con-
ditions were systematically shorter than the linear sum of
those seen in conditions in which the markers differed only
along a single dimension. We take this to mean that the
mechanisms or resources mediating the two kinds of
between-channel gap-detection tasks are partially shared.
Our data depart from those presented by Formbyet al.
~1998! who, using sinusoidal markers, found that dichotic
~across-ear! temporal gap-detection thresholds were rela-
tively insensitive to variations in the spectral composition of
the markers. The reasons for this apparent disagreement are
unclear, but might reflect that we used short leading markers
to optimize the visibility of the between-channel process~af-
ter Phillipset al., 1997, 1998!.

We are concerned, however, about the usefulness of
conceptualizing auditory function in the additive factors
framework, despite the success of that model in early
reaction-time studies of cognitive processes~e.g., Sternberg,
1969!. From the neurological standpoint, the architecture of
the mammalian auditory nervous system, while demonstra-
bly containing circuits with identifiable and separable func-
tions ~e.g., encoding of interaural phase delays and interaural
intensity differences!, is tonotopically constrained through-
out, so that much, if not all, low-level sensory processing is
done on a frequency-specific basis. This means that the ‘‘rep-
resentation’’ of frequency information is probably never
completely isolated from~‘‘independent of’’! the processing
or representation of other stimulus dimensions~e.g., Phillips
et al., 1994!. This conclusion is compatible with that drawn
previously by Bregman and Steiger~1980! on purely psycho-
physical grounds. The modularity envisaged by the additive
factors logic may therefore be misplaced in this level of per-
ceptual analysis. In this light, the intended quantitative
meaning of ‘‘additivity’’ becomes unclear.

In this regard, there is a different way of thinking about
this issue~P. J. Fitzgibbons, personal communication!. One
could construe the mean gap thresholds for the across-ear
~17.9 ms! and across-frequency~19.5 ms! conditions as the
magnitudes of orthogonal vectors, in which case, their vector
sum would be 26.4 ms—a value very close to~within a 95%
confidence interval of! that we obtained for the across-both
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condition ~28.4 ms!. Whether this similarity is coincidental
can be determined by future experiments. The conceptually
important point is that this vector addition, as opposed to the
linear addition implied by the additive factors logic, is con-
sistent with the existence of a single relative-timing mecha-
nism that operates over different, independent channels in
multidimensional perceptual space.

This leads us to return to our~qualitative! account of
how the within- and between-channel processes contribute to
gap-detection performance. The leading and trailing gap
markers have representations that occupy channels defined
by frequency and/or ear. The acuity of gap-detection perfor-
mance depends on the extent to which those representations
overlap, and thus on the amount of substrate available for
~high-resolution! discontinuity detection in the channels ac-
tivated by the markers. The alternative mechanism, between-
channel relative timing, has inherently poor acuity~Phillips
et al., 1997; Formbyet al., 1998!. In previous studies, de-
creasing the overlap of the spectral contents of leading and
trailing markers increased gap-detection or gap-
discrimination thresholds~Divenyi and Danner, 1977; Neff
et al., 1982; Formbyet al., 1993, 1996, 1998; Phillipset al.,
1997!. In the present experiment, the imposition of both ear
and frequency differences in the markers for the across-both
conditions further reduced the representational overlap of the
markers, and so resulted in a still poorer medium on which
the within-channel process could operate. This, in turn, re-
sulted in poorer temporal acuity than that seen in conditions
in which the markers differed along a single dimension. In
cases of nonoptimal representational overlap between the
markers, it remains to be determined whether it is solely the
sparser substrate available to the discontinuity detector, or
some interaction between the outputs of concurrently acti-
vated within- and between-channel processes, which results
in the gap-threshold elevations.

Finally, in a recent study of cochlear implant patients,
Chatterjeeet al. ~1998! reported gap thresholds obtained us-
ing dissimilar ~electrical! markers applied to a single
cochlear-implant electrode pair. The markers differed in ei-
ther pulse rate or pulse amplitude. Chatterjeeet al.suggested
that between-channel gap thresholds thus reflected theper-
ceptualdiscontinuity between the markers~cf. our use of the
more neurophysiological term ‘‘representational overlap’’!.
However, we know independently that tones of the same
frequency but different amplitudes activate different central
neurons~Phillips, 1990; Phillipset al., 1994!, and the same
might apply to periodicities~Schreiner and Urbas, 1988!.
This means that Chatterjeeet al.’s ~1998! conclusion may be
in keeping with our own.
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Erratum: ‘‘Time-average temperature distribution in a
thermoacoustic stack’’ [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 103, 380–388 (1998)]
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A hyperbolic function was omitted from the denominator of the first term in Eq.~10!. The equation should read:

Tg~z,r!5(
m

“Tm

sm

sinh~smz!

cosh~smL/2!
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L D Cn~r!
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In the second line on page 386,sw
2 i should readsw

21.
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